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VISION IMPAIRMENT AMONG OLDER AMERICANS
THURSDAY, AUGUST 3, 1978

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL CoMMirrEE ON AGING,

Washington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 6226,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, I-Ton. Frank Chlurclh, chairman,

presiding.

Present: Senators Church and Randolph.
Also present: William E. Oriol, staff director; David A. Affeldt,
chief counsel; Garry V. Wenske, assistant counsel for operations;
Alani M. Dinsmore and KathleenlM. Deignan, professional staff members; Jeffrey Lewis, minority professional staff member; and Pamela
Klepec, assistant clerk.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR FRANK CHURCH, CHAIRMAN
Senator CHURCH. Today, the Senate Committee on Aging will take
testimony on many issues related to vision problems and care for older
Americans.
Our immediate goal is to examine issues related in one way or another to legislation intended to help visually impaired persons to cope
better with everyday life or to receive desperately needed care or
devices.
But our additional goal is to draw from today's hearing and from

other sources the information needed to put this one need of older persons into proper perspective, now and in the future.
We will, in the next few months, issue a health care status report on
the subjects before us today.
We believe that this document will have direct relevance to all forthcoming discussions of a national health care plan for all age groups.
We also believe that it will be valuable in preparations for the 1981
White House Conference on Aging authorized in the 1978 Older Americans Act amendments which the House and Senate have passed.
One of the issues which will certainly receive our careful attention
is the limited role that medicare has in helping older persons with
vision problems.
Medicare is often called a leaky umbrella, providing important protection in many respects, but leaving big holes where other protection
may 'be equally needed.
I have gone further. I have called medicare a program better designed to meet the needs of the young than the old, since it does a good
job in providing protection against costly institutional charges and
medical bills for short-term illness.
(1)
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But when it comes to the widespread and sustained need of older
persons for dentures or eyeglasses or hearing aids or in-home services,
medicare falls short.
And so, we will ask questions about medicare and vision loss. But
oUir

purpose is much broader.

We will hear, during this morning's session, predictions about the
startling increases which will soon occur in blindness and vision loss
among older persons in this Nation, particularly among the very old.
A soon-to-be-released study of the Division of Social and Demographic Research of the American Foundation for the Blind states
that there will be about 1.5 million older Americans with severe vision impairment by the year 2000-80 percent of whom will be 75
years of age and older.
This means that in just about 20 years the population of severely
visually impaired older persons will be larger than the National Center for Health Statistic's current count of severely vision impaired
persons of all age categories.
Within recent months, we have seen much written about the "graying" of our population. We talk about its impact on retirement income
systems, work force projections, and even our educational system.
This hearing may help us make the additional point, rather emphatically, that we must also gear up to meet-far better than we are
now doing-the special needs of those whose sight becomes less dependable with passing years, even to the extent of total blindness.
And it will also help us make or explore other points:
Poe XTS

IoX ExLoiz.vr oN

(1) Whetber the many special programs to help the visually impaired fall into categorical traps, often producing despair or frustration, rather than assistance.
(2) If the goal is to prevent dependency, what use is being made
of models already provided, including the stimulating and heartening work to be described by one of our witnesses today, the director
of the New York Infirmary's Center for Independent Living?
(3) Why has there been, as reported to this committee, a 5-year gap
between the onset of disability and the linking with any rehabilitation services?

(4) What linkages should there be between existing therapy and
rehabilitation opportunities and area agencies on aging under the
Older Americans Act?
(5) Whether, as in so many other "age-ist" attitudes toward older
persons, there may be a tendency to write off the older victim of vision problems as beyond help or concern.
(6) Whether institutionalized patients are receiving adequate vision care. There is good reason to believe that many are not, and we
want to know whly.
I will close this brief statement by thanking the American Foundation for the Blind, the National Federation of the Blind, and the
American Optometric Association for agreeing to provide this committee, not only with additional background material, but with specific recommendations for legislative action.
Senator Pete V. Domenici, the ranking minority member of this
committee, is unable to be with mis today because of a prior commit-
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ment. He has, however, submitted a statement for the record, and it
will be put into the record at this point.
[The statement of Senator Domenici follows:]
STATEMENT

OF SENATOR PETE

V.

DOMENICI

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased today that we are holding hearings on "Vision
Impairment Among Older Americans," a topic which has been of great concern
to me and one which I believe has been ignored for too long.
In these days of attempting to control health costs and minimize premature
institutionalization, the need to develop adequate low-vision services to maximize the potential for Americans to remain independent becomes exceedingly
critical. This problem becomes even more important when we realize that it is
estimated that there will be approximately 1.5 million older Americans with
severe vision impairment by the year 2000, 80 percent of whom will be 75 years
of age and older. Thus, with an increasing visually impaired population over
age 75, we need to examine how we can strengthen existing legislation to help
visually impaired Americans to remain functionally independent.
Furthermore, in a soon to be released study by the American Foundation for
the Blind, it is estimated that there are only 200 low-vision clinics in the country. Their survey indicates that one-third of the clinics are open for only half
a day a week or less; 20 percent are open up to 1 day per week; and 8 percent are open 1½ to 2 days a week. Thus, the scarcity of clinics plus the short
time they are open makes it difficult to obtain services.
I look forward to reading the transcript of today's hearings concerning the
needs of visually impaired older Americans.

Senator CHURCH. I would like to thank Senator Harrison Williams, chairman of the Senate Committee on Human Resources, for
expressing his personal interest in these proceedings and for taking
such effective action. Senator Williams has introduced a bill to provide medicare coverage for low vision services. I-le has submitted a
statement which will be entered into the record at this point.
[The statement of Senator Williams follows:]
A. WILLIAMS, JR.
I am delighted to be here this
committee,
the
of
members
and
Mr. Chairman,
morning to discuss vision impairment among older Americans. Before I do, I
would like to take this opportunity to commend the distinguished chairman of
the committee for his outstanding record of leadership and achievement on
behalf of our Nation's senior citizens. As the former chairman of this committee,
I have observed the work of my successor with interest and pleasure. Under
his leadership, the Senate Committee on Aging has demonstrated that it truly
understands the problems of the elderly. Older Americans can take great cbinfort in knowing that in Senator Church they have an advocate and a friend.
Other participants here today can no doubt describe better than I the technical medical aspects of severe vision impairment among the elderly. I believe
that one overriding fact wvill emerge from this discussion-that the great majority
of legally blind senior citizens can be helped by low-vision services. These services include a detailed ophthalmological examination, an optometric examination to prescribe a low-vision aid, and training in the use of the prescribed aid.
Low-vision aids encompass a variety of special lenses and devices which enable
persons with severe vision impairment to regain useful sight. Unfortunately.
most legally blind senior citizens are unable to afford these services.
I recently received a letter which I think well illustrates the plight of these
persons. On July 2, Thomas Bethea of 'Metuchen, N.J., wrote: "Dear sir: I
am 76 years of age, my wife is 75. I have macular degeneration in both eyes.
leaving me legally blind. Please note the enclosed clipping showing custommade glasses . . . that would enable me to read. I am not able to buy them.
The question is, do you know of any Government agency that would give help
on this?"
Sadly, the answer in most cases is "no." Because of gaps between various
Federal programs, most legally blind senior citizens cannot obtain low-vision
services. Federal legislation recognizes the sight problems of a number of groups,
STATEMENT OF SENATOR HARRISON
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but not older Americans. For example, the Vocational Rehabilitation Act
of
1973 authorized Federal funds for States to provide low-vision services to people
preparing for employment. Most older Americans fail to qualify for these services,
since they are not looking for jobs. Similarly, the Education for the Handicapped
Act covers visually impaired children, while legally blind senior citizens are
omitted. In effect, our society tells these individuals that they are no longer
useful or needed.
Congress has twice tried to fund rehabilitation services for older
persons.
The 92d Congress included in the Rehabilitation Act of 1972 a pilotblind
program
blind persons over age 55. The act also included a special comprehensive for
rehabilitation program, dropping the vocational requirement. Then President Nixon
pocket-vetoed this measure. Similar legislation was vetoed by the President
in
early 1973, and Congress failed to overturn that action.
Failure to address the needs of legally blind senior citizens has had great consequences. The lack of low-vision services robs nearly all legally blind seniors
of
their dignity and independence. Without the assistance
they need, many are
forced into nursing homes. The human, as well as the dollar costs of this
situation are intolerable. An estimated 400,000 to 500,000 recipients of social security
are legally blind, and their numbers can be expected to swell since the elderly
are now the fastest growing segment of our population.
For only a fraction of the cost of nursing home care, we can
legally blind
older Americans to obtain low-vision aids and thus enjoy more help
independent and
active lives. For thousands of these individuals, such devices can literally mean
the difference between day and night, between a world of expanded activities
and one of severe limits. Moreover, the cost of low-vision aids is relatively low.
According to an American Foundation for the Blind study, the average cost
of
low-vision service. including professional services and the aids themselves,
about $200. The choice in deciding to make this small, one-time investment is
is
clear. We can assist visually impaired older Americans to fulfill their human potential, or we can continue to force many individuals into nursing homes where
they do not belong.
I have introduced legislation to enable us to make the former choice. My bill.
S. 3038, wvould extend medicare coverage, under the supplementary
insurance
program, to include low-vision services provided to legally blind persons.
measure covers professional services, low-vision aids, and training in the This
use
of these aids. Approximately 400,000 would benefit from this bill, both retirees
and disabled youneer nersons.
I believe that my proposal is a modest one. While the Social Security Administrati'on estimates that the hill will cost about $20 million
in each of the first 2
years, the American Foundation for the Blind, proceeding on different assumptions, projects an initial cost of $4 million, rising to $7 million in subsequent years
as facilities expand to handle the increased pool of legally blind senior citizens
who would be able to afford low-vision services. Even with
higher estimates,
providing for the coverage of low-vision services is far lessthe
expensive than the
alternative.
The bill has benefited from the contributions of a number of organizations with
long experience in the field of vision problems. The American
Association of
Workers for the Blind, the American Council of the Blind, the American
Foundation for the Blind, and the Blinded Veterans Association all support medicare
coverage of low-vision services for the legally blind. However, I realize that
the
legislation could be improved. Some might call for the coverage
all severe visual
impairments, even when a person is not legally blind. While Ioffavor
the widest
possible coverage, I also believe that the bill's approach is a most prudent
By providing for only the legally blind, the bill would better demonstrate the one.
cacy of medicare coverage of low-vision services. The legally blind serve effias a
readily definable group of beneficiaries, and the present scarcity of low-vision
clinics means that even this smaller group could lead to sizeable backlogs. Eventual coverage for all older Americans with severe visual impairment depends
on
our success in constructing a solid foundation now.
I am hopeful that today's proceedings will serve to heighten congressional
awareness of the problems of visually afflicted older Americans. Given this awareness, I am sure that my colleagues will be able to agree on the need for
remedial
action. By addressing the special concerns of legally blind older Americans,
we
will be taking yet another step toward our national goal of assisting all senior
citizens to live with dignity and respect.
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Senator CHrnRCIL. Senator Jennings Randolph, chairman of the Subcommittee on the Handicapped, has introduced similar legislation and,
like Senator Williams, is a former member of the Senate Committee
on Aging. The Senate is scheduled to act soon on Senator Randolph's
amendments to the Rehabilitation Act, which would provide rehabilitation services for older persons.
Our witnesses today are: Dr. August Coleubrander, professor of
ophthalmology, and medical director of the Pacific Medical Center's
Low Vision Service; Dr. Gerald Friedman. optometrist and director
of Retina Associates Low Vision Clinic in Boston; Dr. Douglas Inkster, director of the New York Infirmary's Center for Independent
Living: and Donald Wedewer, director of the State of Florida's Division of Blind Services.
Before we begin, I want to take note of the special arrangemelinets of
the room. As you can see, this is not the usual formal hearing setting.
I have asked for this arrangement because the problems of vision inipairment are so linked that I want to encourage as much informal exchangre among our witnesses as possible.
We are going to begin with Dr. Colenbrander who will help us set
the scene by describing the leading causes of vision impairment. Then
I would like to ask Dr. Friedimani to let us use his low-visioln simII1lators so that we can more fully understand what these vision impairments mean on a very personal level.
So, Dr. Colenbrander, would you like to lead off this morning? Welcome to the committee.
STATEMENT OF AUGUST COLENERANDER, M.D., PROFESSOR OF
OPHTHALMOLOGY, AND MEDICAL DIRECTOR OF THE PACIFIC
MEDICAL CENTER'S LOW VISION SERVICE, SAN FRANCISCO,
CALIF.
Dr. COLENBRANDEI. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
it is an honor and privilege to have been invited today to speak to you
about visual loss in an aging population. That may seem like a simple
topic that could be dealt with in some simple statistics. It is not. In
your deliberations you may already have pondered the question, "How
old is old?" The parallel question, "How blind is blind," is no easier
to answer.
"How BfLND Ts BltiN)?"
One problem is the definition of blindness itself. The dictionary tells
us that blindness is total lack of sight, but in a social alid socioeconomlic
context the definition of blindness is considerably wider. Some years
ago the World Health Organization found that 65 different countries
used 65 different definitions of blindness. It is the confusion about the
many definitions of blindness that made Jehoda once state: "More
people are blinded by definition than by any other cause."
First of all, we must recognize that there is a large gray area between normal vision and blindness. The term "low vision" is most descriptive for this condition. The word "vision" distinguishes it from
llindness; the word "low" distinguishes it from normal vision.
The existence of these three levels-normal vision, low vision, and
blindness-has now been recognized by the World I-Tealth Organiza34-836 0 - 79 - 2
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tion and will replace the old distinction between those who are legally
sighted and those who are legally blind.
For more precise reporting, these levels can be further subdivided
into normal vision, near-normal vision, moderate low vision, severe
low vision, profound low vision, near-total blindness, and total blind-

ness, indicating that the transition from normal vision to blindness is,
indeed, a gradual one.
Low vision and blindness represent various degrees of visual loss.
How about some of the other terms we often hear such as visual handicap, visual impairment, visual disorder, and visual disability? These
terms do not indicate different degrees of visual loss, but represent
different ways of looking at visual loss and its impact on the individual. We will consider each of these terms in succession.
JThS(txj,

1),SSOaI),ZRS

The visual system call operate perfectly only if all of its coin-

ponents are in perfect order. Under the term "visual disorder "

we describe changes in any of the parts of the visual system.
The eye often has been compared to a, camera. The essential eleinents of the camera are the film and the lens. Without the lens on our
camera we cannot take a picture, but even with the most expensive

lens we cannot take a picture unless we have a good filmn. Analogous to
the camera lens is the optical system of the eye composed of lens and
cornea. Analogous to the film is the retina, the layer of ultrasensitive
cells that can detect so many shades of light, dark, and color.
In a system so complex as the human eye many things can go wrong.
Let us take a look at the three most common disorders whose incidence
increases with age: senile macular degeneration, grlaucomna, and cataract. Together, these conditions account for 50 to 60 percent of all
visual loss in the population over 45.
You probably are familiar with the concept of cataract. A cataract
is a clouding of the lens which prevents that lens from forming an
adequate imagne of the outside world. Although there is no way in
which we can prevent the formation of most cataracts, we do have a
good cueC for cataracts. That is, we can surgically remove the lens
and thus restore normal vision, provided that no other defects are
present.

Glaucoma is a condition in which increased pressure inside the eye
slowly damages the visual cells. Once these cells have been damaged,
tlhere is nothing that can restore them. Glaucoma is an insidious disease. When the patient detects the damage, it is too late. Glaucoma
control must come from early detection and control of the increased
pressure before the damage has been done.
Senile, or involutionary, macular degeneration occurs in retinal tissues that are "worn out" after 70 or 80 years of continuous service.
As patients live longer, their chances of developing senile macular
dageneration become higher.
Xs in glaucoma, the process cannot be reversed once it has occurred.
Unfortunately, unlike glaucoma, we do not know of any good ways of
preventing this degeneration. Only in some cases can we do something
to arrest or slow down its rogression.
Senator CHUnRCr. Mayl as about this macular degeneration which
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is depicted here where peripheral vision is retained and central vision
is lost, does that condition deteriorate into total blindness?
Dr. COLENBRANDER. It is strictly limited to the central or macular
area, and so these patients lose central vision, that is, reading vision,
and the ability to recogn1ize details, but they will mainitaini gross periphierlal viSiol. ln-l tle al)ilitv to move a round.
N ISt*.vI.

I it PA mu ENT

have mneltioned three disorders that miay affect coma poiweits of
NN\Ve
the visual system, but this does not tell uls the fIll story. AWe also wat
to know the impact these disorders have on the organ as a whole.
'This we call visual impairment. Speaking about visual impairment,
we do not discuss the disease process, but the functional loss that
results. We measure such things as visual aullity, visual field, an1d
color visioi.
Let us take a look at the impairments that may result from the three
disorders discussed earlier.
A cataract will cast a general haze over the image. Its effect is like
that of a dirty windshield on your car. Fine details cannot be seen adequately and visual acuity is reduced. As with a dirty windshield, the
degree of impairment will often vary with the illumination. With the
suin behin(d you. the effect will be far -lessdisturbing than when looking
against the light. In bright sunlight people with cataracts often try
to shield the sun from their eyes.
The visual loss resulting from glaucoma is not so diffuse. Glaieoma
primarily attacks side vision. In advanced glaucoma all side vision
may have gone and only an island of relatively unimi)aired central
vision may remain. This condition is called tunnel vision.
In senile macular regeneration the reverse occurs. The macuila is the
central area of the retina, which is most highly developed, it provides
us with finest detail vision. Because of its higher level of sophistication.
it is also more prone to deterioration. In macular degeneration central
vision will suffer and eventually disappear, but peripheral vision is
unaffected.
SItr

It

vMARY

In summary, when we describe how well the eye functions, we are
talking about visual impairment. Visual disorders are specific distilluhances that cause the eye to function that way. We have also seen that
the most common age-related visual disorders cause visual loss that,
should be classified as low vision rather than as total blindness.
Visual acuity is easily measured and therefore is the criterion most
often used to define various levels of visual performance. Unfortumnately, most statistics utilize only the simplistic dichotomy between
legally sighted and legally blind. The more detailed levels of impairment now recommended by the World Health Organization and the
International Council of Ophthalmology will allow more detailed statistics. The additional detail will allow us to identify the needs of
various population groups more precisely. You may recognize that the
severe visual impairment level in this table corresponds to what is generally known as legal blindness in this country.
With currently available data, I can only give you a. gross approximation of the prevalence of various impairmenlt levels.
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The following data are compiled from a variety of sources. They are
meant only to give you an impression of the magnitude of the problem
and have been purposely rounded for easy presentation.
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If the population of the United States is rounded at 200 million, it is
estimated that about half, or about 100 million individuals, have some
eye disorder. This includes those who maintain normal vision with the
help of glasses. It is estimated that there are about 10 million individuals with a more serious problem in one or both eyes. The number of
people with a vision problem-that is, a problem in both eyes-is estimated at 6.5 million.
How do these 6.5 million break down? We estimate that there are
about 5 million with moderate low vision and 1.5 million with severe
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low vision or worse. Only one-half million of these are totally or neartotally blind. The 1 million in the severe and profound categories still
have significant residual vision which can be useful to them.
Senator CHURCH. Excuse me, the number wearing glasses is roughly
half of the population today. What proportion of the population over
40 would require glasses? Have you any figures on that?
Dr. !COLENBRANDER. Over 40, almost the entire population requires
glasses for reading. Statistics indicate that 90 percent of the population
over 45 wears glasses or contact lenses.
Senator CHURCH. When was the discovery made that by grinding
and shaping glasses you could deal with eye disorders? Or when were
glasses first inventedf?
Dr. COLENBRANDER. That discovery is quite old. The German word
"brille" for glasses reportedly goes back to the word "berylium," and
some lenses reportedly were produced from these crystals even in aintiquity. At the end of the Middle Ages, and in the Renaissance we see
pictures of people using simple lenses for reading and near vision. The
prescription of glasses was placed on a scientific basis, and the difference between nearsightedness and farsightedness was explained, in the
middle of the 19th century by Donders in Holland.
Next, we must look at the age distribution. We are struck immediately by the fact that about half of the visual impairment occurs in
the population over 65, although this presently is only 10 percent of the
total population. This means that the frequency of visual impairment
increases enormously with age, from 0.5 percent in the under 20 age
group to 15 percent over 65. For the over-75 or over-80 age groups, the
frequency figures are even higher.
How will that change in years to come? A population estimate by
the Bureau of Census shows that by the year 2000 the population over
65 may have grown by 50 percent. Applying these increases to the impairment estimates shows that we may expect 3 million more individuals with reduced vision. Half of them will be over 65. That is a
sobering thought.

How will that increase in the number of visually impaired individuals affect our society? To answer that question we must again widen
our perspective. We have taken a look at visual disorders and at visual
impairment-that is, at how the eye functions. We must now consider
how the individual functions with these eyes.
viS

S

ABLI'n'-

When we discuss the performance of the individual rather tlnan of
the eyes, we are talking about visual disability. Visual ability or disability is not measured in terms of organ fiinctioiis slIch as visual
acuity or visual field, but in terms of personal skills such as reading
skills, daily living skills, orientation and mobility skills.
Whlen we consider the disabling effect of various visual impairments, we have to make a distinction between tasks requiring detailed
central vision and tasks requiring gross, peripheral vision.
An example of the first is reading; an example of the second would
be orientation and mobility. Consider, for instance, the task of a person faced with crossing an intersection. A person with advanced glaucoma and tunnel vision may be able to see the walk sign, but when he
starts walking, he cannot see the cars around him. That may make hinm
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feel quite unsafe. A person with a central blind spot due to senile macular degeneration, on the other hand, cannot read the walk sign, but
can see when the cars are stopped and will generally feel safer in
crossing.

Widening our perspective from visual impairment to visual disability, from the organ of vision to the person, we must also widen the
range of the factors we are considering. Visual impairment is one of
the factors that determine disability, but it is not the only one.
The abilities of a person depend on visual as well as nonvisual skills.
Deficiencies in one type of skills often can be compensated for by extra
concentration on other skills. Thus, two avenues are open to reduce the
impact on visual impairment. One is vision enhancement; the other is
vision substitution.

XrIsioX ENIIANCEIMENT AND SUBSTITUTION
Vision enhancement aids are those that facilitate the use of whatever vision is available. Optical aids are one group; accessory aids,
such as the use of large print, form another. In this slide, which is deliberately out of focus to simulate the effect of reduced vision, the regular print has become difficult to read, but with the aid of a magnifier
reading is possible again. A regular check written with a regular ballpoint pen is hard to recognize. A large-print check and a felt-tip pen
are examples of accessory aids that can make it possible to read your
own check again.
Under vision substitution, we talk about the use of other senses to
replace or supplement vision. Raised dots on a thermostat knob allow
settings to be made by touch. Talking books can often conveniently replace regular books, as radio can replace newspapers as a source of
news.
Many simple tricks that do not even require aids can make daily
living a lot easier. Paper money can be recognized on touch by folding the various bills differently; coins can be identified by feeling
their edges. Optimal contrast makes reduced vision more effective.
Dark coffee is most easily seen in a white cup. A glass of white milk
stands out against a dark background.
Other simple points can help in orientation and mobility. Proper
sighted-guide technique can save much embarrassment.
VISUTAi, HIANDICAr
The last example points to the role and skills of others. This brings
us to the last aspect of visual loss to be discussed: That of visual handicap. The handicap dimension, again, widens our perspective, this
time from the individual to the society in which he functions. We
must consider not only what the individual can do, but also what is
expected of him.
This includes the demands of the physical environment as well as
the expectations of friends, relatives, employers, et cetera.
An example from the field of physical impairment can make this
clear: Providing an environment free of steps and stairs does not reduce the disability of the physically disabled, but it considerably reduces their handicap. An architectural environment with appropriate
light levels and proper contrast of doors and walls, steps, and stairs
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can similarly reduce the handicap of the visually impaired. This
for
should be a consideration in any building, but especially in homes
expected.
be
can
individuals
impaired
many
so
the elderly where
The human and social environment is also a key factor. Educating
family members and the public at large is an important task. Too
often, well-meaning friends who do not understand either the limitations or the potentials of a person with limited vision become overprotective on the one hand, or overdemanding on the other.
By this time it should be clear that the resources that can be brought
many
to bear on the combined problems of aging and visual loss are
and of widely varying nature.
medical
To combat visual disorders and visual impairment through
But.
ophthalmologist.
the
of
and surgical care is the primary task
and
disability
visual
with
deal
not
does
medical care traditionally
visual handicap.
but
Optical and nonoptical aids cannot change a visual disorderThis
disability.
visual
and
impairment
visual
reduce
can significantly
is the domain of ophthalmologists and optometrists.
needed to
Education, instruction, and counseling are additionally psycholoworkers,
social
of
domain
round off the services. This is the
gists, rehabilitation workers, counselors, et cetera.
also recogWhen we recognize this spectrum of services, we will
Efproblems.
all
with
deal
can
alone
profession
nize that no single
intertruly
a
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refers to an ability of the individual rather than to a condition of the
eye, the term "severe visual disability" is more appropriate.
In several countries blindness is also defined as "visual loss that precludes normal employment." This definition speaks to the individual's
position in society and to socio-economic independence. It is a definition of visual handicap.
We may ask again: How blind is blind? There is no single simplistic
answer to this multifaceted problem. Many factors are involved. We
may say, "You are as blind as you feel," but we must also stress the
importance of the attitudes and support of others. So we must add.
"and as others make you feel."
Those others include all of us in private and public functions. We
hope that the attention your committee is giving to these problems
will help to change attitudes and to make more resources available
to help reduce the "blindness" of visually impaired individuals.
Senator CH1URCH. Thank you Dr. Colenbrander.
Dr. Friedman, wouild you like to follow?
STATEMENT OF GERALD R. FRIEDMAN, O.D., DIRECTOR, RETINA
ASSOCIATES, BOSTON, MASS.
Dr. FRIEDMAN. Senator Church, I would like to thank you and the
members of your committee for inviting me to attend and contributec
to the important subject of "Vision Impairment Among Older
Americans." I would like to utilize the time allotted me in two
phases.

First, I would briefly like to present some clinical information onl
elementary ocular anatomy which I feel is relevant to understanding
the problem of the elderly visually impaired.
The second and most important part, I wvould like to simulate for
you what visual loss is, and how it affects our lives. We will take some
of the more common visual losses that affect the elderly and distribute
some pathological simulators which will allow you to instantly witness
wvhat these patients actually have in the way of visual handicaps.
In working with severe visually impaired elderly we must treat more
than the eye. It is important we treat the person. We must treat this
person as a total organism, not simply an eye problem. We must look at
this person's interaction with his environment. This is a visually oriented environment and is becoming more visually oriented. We must
look at his interaction with this environment because to the visually
impaired elderly this has become a hostile environment. This is an environment with whichl he is progressively losing contact.
"FuXc'rIONAL.

VISI()N

We must look at his needs, not in the form of just visual acuity such
as 20/100 or 20/200, we must look at his functional vision, which is
the interaction of whatever residual vision he has with the environment. We must look at other problems that he has, other physical and
psychological problems, and we must look at another important factor: motivation.

When we talk about motivation we find minimum problems with the
elderly patient because the motivating factor withl the elderly patient
is independence.
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In order to obtain or keep this independence, all the visually iupaired elderly requires is the basic tools. The low vision examination
determines the problem, the low vision aid becomes the basic tool.
How do these lowv vision aids work to allow this patient to successfully react with his environment? *We have in this slide a diagram of
the eye cut in cross sections. The front is the cornea, the window where
the light must come through. We have the lens which is the focusing
element much as it is in the camera. The lens places the image on the
retina. The retina is this posterior part and is analogous to the film
of a camera. For our purposes, the important part of the retina is this
small area known as the macula, the only part of the eye which is
capable of achieving 20/20 vision-the only part of the eye which is
capable of seeing miniuite detail. The rest of the area is incapable of
seeing fine detail under normal conditions.
The important thing about the elderly visually impaired is that
many of the problems that occur occur with this small area, the macula.
This area is a very vulnerable area.
This slide shows the back of the eye as seen with an ophthalmoscope.
The macula shown here is this tiny area, small compared to the whole
back of the eye, and yet the only part of the eye which is capable of
resolving small details. When something happens to the macula, vision
can fall to 20/200, the notation for legal blindness. The effect of this
loss in a visually oriented world is obvious; to the elderly it can be
catastrophic.
On this slide we have graphically represented what happens to vision as we move to areas of the retina away from the macula. A quick
scan of the graph shows us that the macula, as mentioned previously,
is the only part of the retina where 20/20 vision is present-the only
place the graph touches the 20/20 line. As we move away from the
macula in any direction, something very disturbing becomes evident.
Not only is achievable vision decreased, but at an alarming rate per
area moved. This drastic reduction in ability of the retina to resolve
detail as we move from the macula becomes evident by the fact that
when we are just 10 degrees away from the mactila we have a potential
vision of no greater than 20/200-legal blindness.
As we go further out to the side we find that we are very quickly
down to 20/800, 20/1,000 vision. So the only part of the eye that really
can function with detail is the center.
This is another slide demonstrating the importance of the center part
of the eye and what happens as we move off to the periphery. Althowgh
the peripheral part of the eye is functioning it cannot resolve the detail. The purpose of the low vision aid is twofold: to move the image
to another part of the eye which still has the ability to function and to
enlarge the image so this part of the eye can now resolve it.
If we have 20/20 vision we have no problem and details are quite
evident. As the vision starts to decrease in the center part of the eye as
pathology and age afflict the macula area, visual acuity drops off and
very quickly it can be 20/200 and worse.
This slide illustrates how a person with impaired central vision
would see this scene of Boston. Take note that the building and large
objects have not disappeared, but the detail, the windows, signs, peoples' faces would not be seen. The problem is that in today's visually
oriented world we cannot afford to be without the ability to resolve
detail.
34-836 0 - 79 - 3
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Senator CHURCIH. That is 20/200 you were showing on that?

Dr. FRIEDMAN. This is slightly better than 20/200. Nothing has disappeared as a lot of people think with the definition of legal blindness.
Legal blindness is often confused with blindness or total absence of
sight. A legally blind person can be totally blind or have vision 20/200
or worse-or a visual field of 20 degrees or less in the widest meridian
of the best eye. A low vision patient need not be legally blind at all, but
have a problem not helped by medical, surgical, or ordinary optical
means.
What has happened is that the detail is gone. The large objects are
still here and what you are using here is essentially your peripheral
retina; that part which is not in the center.
This slide demonstrates another problem which occurs in conditions
such as retinitis pigmnentosa and advanced glaucoma. In these conditions, the peripheral or side vision is affected with or without a corresponding decrease in central vision. This is the commonly referred to
condition of "tunnel vision." With this condition, it is possible to pick
up a pin from the floor if you are looking directly at it and trip over
a large desk in getting to it.
HUNDREDS OF PAT'IOLOlIES

Although there are hundreds of pathologies that afflict the eye, we
can oversimplify and say they affect the peripheral vision resulting in
this tunnel vision or they affect the central part of the eye resulting in
a decrease in central vision, or a combination of the two, such as we see
right here.
This is the same picture, by the way, as this.
This slide shows another condition wlhich we are seeing more and

more of today in which one-half of the picture or one-half of the view
is completely missing. The condition demonstrated is an honionymous
hemianopsia.

Now this part remaining could have different problems. It could be
completely clear, like this, resulting in 20/20 vision, or this could also
become very, very blurred. What is this the result of ?
This condition is the result of a cerebral vascular accident or stroke.
We are seeing more and more of these today.
If we throw this out of focus we will see what happens when the
macula is not spared. Depending on where the stroke is you could have
a sparing of the macula, resulting in good vision in the remaining
field. If it is not spared, you will still have one part visible, but this
will also be blurred. How does this affect the other important factors
of today, like close work? The reduction in central and/or peripheral
vision can have an adverse effect on the important everyday function
of reading and writing.
Senator CHURCH. May I interrupt you a moment? I would like to
acknowledge the presence of Senator Jennings Randolph who has come
to participate in these hearings today. You will have legislation on
the floor.
Senator RANDOLPH. In the near future.
Senator CIiuRcii. Is there anything you would like to say, Senator?
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STATEMENT BY SENATOR JENNINGS RANDOLPH
Senator RANDOLPH. Yes, if I may. I will not take too long.
Chairman Church, I am grateful for your reference to the work I
have tried to do in the Subcommittee on the Handicapped. In that
subcommittee, Senator Stafford and myself and others are interested
in new approaches to alleviating vision impairment of older Americans
in this country.
I am sure you are all familiar with the Lions Club, and with their
noteworthy and significant programs to aid the blind. In 1931 I was the
governor of the Lions Clubs of the State of West Virginia. At that
time we only had 50 clubs in West Virginia; we now have almost 300.
It seemed to me and to others that a service club should be more than
a place where you come together and listen to a speech. The very word
"service" club itself means that you take unto yourself some active program that will help people.
It was my feeling that the Lions programs in West Virginia should
cooperate with our West Virginia School of the Blind at Romney to
have operations performed on partially blind children or those who
might become blind. We had the problem of raising, through our clubs.
$3,000 to take care of the transportation, hospitalization and other expenses of approximately 85 children. The reason I tell the story actiually is to speak of that which often goes unheralded. Dr. Tay Blades,
who was an eminent surgeon in Bluefield, W. Va., and his associates
decided not to charge one single penny for all the operations they performed. Dr. Blades has since died, leaving a. great record not only of
personal achievement but of service to the blind; his clinic is carr ied
on today by his son and others at Bluefield.
It is important. I think, to point out that because of this progzram,
these yoiung people were enabled to become independent, productive
members of society as they grew older.
I also want to mention the Rnndolph-Sheppard Act which was passed
in 1936. I recall that during hearings on this measure, the then Assistant Postmaster General testified and said. "How naive can you
be. It is wonderfutl to have compassion but the blind cannot be trained
to do these jobs of the vendors," and I remember saying, "Let's have
a pilot project. and see what can be done." So the program came into
being and today there are 3.99.5 blind vendors in this country. Tn
1977 these men and women had earnings totaling $36.540.835.
That was a aroup of peonle that many uninformed persons thoiwht
could not do the job. But given the opportunity and the training, they
did the job.
In 1975 over 27.000 blind men. women, and children were rehabilitated through the vocational rehabilitation program. These handicanped individuals are a vital, vibrant testimony to the value of the investment in Federal programs that developed their ability and their
opportunities to fit themselves into our life, economy, and our svstem.
I commend you today for receiving testimony on the needs of visually
impaired older Americans.
"OiDEmR P.lisoN-s . . .

Oi1-mE-

OVEIRLOORED"

You and I know that the Conszress. in 1972 and 1973, addressed
the needs of the older persons in this country in the rehabilitation legis-
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lation, but they were vetoed by the President. Now during the 95th
Congress, the Subcommittee on the Handicapped, with Senator Stafford as the ranking minority member, has held 18 days of hearings
in which we have reviewed all the programs for the handicapped that
come under the jurisdiction of that subcommittee and of the Hulma
Resources Committee.

We have had broumght to out attention the fact that older persons
are often overlooked in our Federal programs. There are approximately 265,000 older blind persons in the United States. Existing
assistance to the older blind person includes income maintenance,
health service and library services, and such progranis as social service.
housing assistance for the elderly and the handicapped, and older
American programs. They do not address the specific special problems
of dependency such as the loss of ability and the will to function
which affect our older blind citizens.
For this reason S. 2600, the Rehabilitation, Comprehensive Services,
and Developmental Disabilities Act of 1978, includes a rehabilitation
prourlam for older blind individuals so that at least in part their needs
will he met. This programn, we hope, wvill offer a wide range of services
and goods to assist the older blind person to adjust to his blindness and
to increase his independence. As we are aware, when a person grows
older that person begins to lose hearing and the dependence on vision
therefore becomes doubly important. It is important that these services
be provided to older Americans with low vision, and that we do all
we can to improve their vision.
So I applaud what you are doing, because you are doing the job of
taking a closer look than ever before at the needs of visually impaired
older Americans.
I want our Subcommittee on the Handicapped to work as closely with
you as possible. It is our desire within the subcommittee to help you in
any way that you feel we can to bring these programs for the visually
impaired to those older Americans who constitute a reservoir of
strength, a reservoir of vitality, a reservoir where there is still the
vibrancy of peol)le wvho want to be given an opportunity. They do not
want handouts, but helping hands. They need programs that are realistic and well-reasoned to assist them in the older years of their life.
This final story-there was a person a few days ago way, way up in
years-I want to tell this stoiy for the reason that years do not necessarily stunt or dwarf the feeling of the spirit of a person-this person
was celebrating his 81st birthday and a friend said, "How does it seem
to be 1 year older at the age of 81 ?"
This person replied with a chuckle. "I don't think I am 1 year older
really. I have just been privileged to enjoy an additional 365 days of
living.

What a philosophy. What strength. The blind-they are in that
group of people who can enjoy those 365 days of each year if they have
at least that partial sight which permits them to read and to continue to
be a part of our society.
I just rambled today, I realize that, but you have been very kind to
permit me to come here. Senator Church, I thank you very much.
Senator CHURCH. Thank you very much, Senator Randolph. We appreciate the long service and the record you have on behalf of the
handicapped. We wish you were still on the committee.
Senator

RANDOLPHIT.

I miss it.
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Senator Citutcwi. IBut I would like to know if you will have youl bill

up this week.
Senator RANDOLPH. We do not have a definite date for floor action on
S. 2600, but we are hopeful it will be scheduled soon.
Senator CHURciH. Let me know.
Senator RANDOLPH. Thank you all.
Senator CiiURCH. Dr. Friedman, you may continue.
Dr. FRIEDMAN. I would like to change my format slightly in light of
these remarks by Senator Randolph.
CASi EXAMINPLE

At the end of my statement, I was going to give a case example of a
patient that we have seen in our clinic in Boston. Instead, I will present
it now.
We have seen patients from .59 countries and 43 States in one lowvision clinic alone. One particular case I think worth mentioning inv olves an 87-year-old gentleman from rural Vermont. Hle has lived on
his farm for 87 years. This gentleman was referred to me for a lowvision problem, and he has about 20/200 vision.
When I was talking with this man he said, "Doctor, I want you to
save my life." I was taken aback slightly by this remark because in
reviewing the medical history there was no life-threatening disease
present.
I asked him to please clarify his statement, and he replied, "You
don't understand. Nobody understands. I have lost my functional
vision. I cannot maintain my farm any more and I cannot take care
of my wife." His wife has severe arthritis and also has a visual
problem.
The only alternative that had been given to this man was to move
him and his wife into a major city and place them in a nursing home.
He stated he would rather not continue living.
With the prescribed low-vision aid this gentleman now can walk
into town and do the shopping, pick up the mail, walk back to his
little farm. He can do the cooking chores, and read to his wife. He
even drives around in a small tractor taking care of the farm. The
financial implications of this also become evident, as this aid cost
under $100. I don't think we have to be accountants to realize what
the cost would be to maintain him and his wife in a nursing home
for the rest of their lives.
Senator Ciunlcif. What was the aid?
Dr. FRIEDMAN. This was a telescopic type of system which allowed
him to successfully put the image of his peripheral retina, and magnify it, so he now had 20/40 functional vision.
From 20/200 lhe had 20/40. This also allowed him, with a slight
modification, to be able to read, to set the dials on the stove, to set
the thermostat, to read mail, to even given his wife her medication,
and also to do the plowing of his garden. One of the sinullators Vol
will use today will demonstrate the same reduced vision.
This is what happens again when we have a functional impairment
at the center part of the eve. O1m imactila

is

iml)ailled, central vision

goes down, we get a blur on what we look at. The worse the impairment, the blurrier this gets. Another simulator will allow you to witness the other type of situation where 20/20 vision is maintained
througlh the center. hut the peripheral field is all lost.
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You will find this is much worse for orientation, for mobility and
walking around, even though 20/20 vision remains through the center.
This is a type of patient that could pick up a pin on the floor
are looking right at it and stumble over the whole desk gettingiftothey
the
pin.

Low VTsiox

POPULATION

INCREASING

One of the most important factors I would like to brin up and
conclude with is that we are dealing with an increasing population.
Senator Randolph brought this up.
I would like to show you some of the reasons why it is increasing and
not decreasing. With all the money in research it is still not decreasing.
These are the reasons. Causes of many eye and neural diseases are unknown, and consequently there are no cures. Many are hereditary diseases and are passed on from generation to generation.
The inability to transplant eyes-even in the distant future there is
not going to be an ability to transplant eyes.
Many of these conditions are degenerative conditions and they go
along with age. Ocular manifestations of many systemic diseases:
the
leading cause of blindness in the United States today is ocular manifestations of diabetes. Trauma: until we cure accidents, we will
conquer trauma. Because of the vulnerability of the eye, we willnever
continue to have reduced vision and blindness due to trauma.
The increased demand for acute vision: Society itself is creating lowvision patients. At one time you could get a job with 20/70
vision or
20/80 vision. That same job today may require 20/20 vision.
At one time you could drive with 20/70 in the State of Massachusetts.
Now it requires 20/40. We are living in an increasingly visually
oriented society which itself is contributing to the increase in low
vision. In humans, the eye does not regenerate.
Senator CHURCH. You say "in humans." Does the eye regenerate in
animals?
Dr. FRIEDMAN. Certain parts of the eye will, but in the human
we
have no regenerative capability. So when something goes wrong eye
in
the
human eye we either correct it or we live, with it. We have a statistically
increasing population.
If a certain percentage of the population has a visual problem, if we
increase this population, I think it becomes obvious we are going to get
more and more visual problems. Because of the longer life expectancies,
the wear and tear on the eyes and the components of the eyes have
increased. Modern techniques of vitreous surgery and photocoagulation
add to the low-vision population by preventing total blindness.
Low vision is simply a maximum utilization of whatever vision is
there. We work with whatever vision is there. If something is affecting
the center of the eye, we will take the peripheral part of this eye, try to
put the image there, and make it correspond and take over where the
center failed.
If the peripheral part is gone, we will try to magnify everything and
place it in the center part which remains. It is an extension of total eye
care. Where it is possible to have, for instance, 20/800 vision preop in
a detached retina-as Senator Randolph explained-postop, you might
have 20/200 or you might have better, and this is where most of the
eye
care stops today.
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It certainly is nn improvement over the orizrinal, but wvhen you look
further, low vision could offer you, perhaps, 20/40 or better vision out
of this situation, so it is a matter of where we want to stop in the care
Loss SENTLATION
delivery system.
I would like to have a few voluiteers-two specifically-to put on
these demonstrations anid tell the rest of the committee what they witness when they put these on.
If we could use the old adage of a picture is worth a thousand words,
I think a simulation is worth unlimited words. W-e will pass the
simulator around so everybody can get an example of wxhat happens
when we have a visual loss.
Thank you.
Senator CHURCH. Thanik you. Dr. Friedman.
Dr. FRIEmAN-. What Ar.:. Dinsmore has here is in example of timnel vision as you would find in advanced rlaucoma or retinitis
pigmentosa.
He wvill now tell you what ic sees or what he does not see.
Mr. T)-NSMORE1. The only tbing T can see-I am looking right at the
screen with the slide on it-is iust the center part that says "macmila
utilization of residual vision." I can't see the screen surrounding it or
anv other part of the room. If I looked at the panel I can see Dr.
Tnkster in the blue suit ndil Dr. Wedewer behind hlim, but I can't
see anybody else. Only if I look directly at Dr. Inlkster-and if I
walk toward him, I would not kinow wheic the edge of the table was.
MyIv impression would be I could just simplyv walk toward him and
not trip over anybody, which obviouslv T.would.
Dr. FRIE\MAN. Mr. Affeldt has a demoistration of a loss of central
visual acuity in his right eye, dlue to a macuilar hemorliage in the
left eve, wliich is due to mlacula degeneration. H-e caan actually describe two different conditions.
Mr.. AvFFlr..AMv vision is very cloiidy. H-Towever. when

T

adjust

mv hlead to the right. I liave better vision. I can read on the screen.
in largre wvords, "maximilm utilization of residual vision." T can read
Ihle nmumbers.

When I move over to the left, however. the screen can be seen biut I
cannot read any of the writing or the nuiml)ers on the screen.
Dr. FRIEDMrAN-. Can you see thie members of the committee or any
people in this room?
Mr. AvrrELn)r. I can see Jeff Lewis.
Dr. FRIEDMAN. WVould you know it wvas .Jeff Lewis if you did nott
kmnowlhe was sittina there previously?
M\r. AFFELDT. No, I can't see him. I think I could identify him when
I turn my head properly and my vision becomes sharper. Otherwise,
I would not be able to. Att the present time he is just a blur. I cannot
see anything at all.
I ca'n pick up people as I move my head, but the slightest movement
the other way wvill cause them to be entirelv outside of mv eyesight.
Dr. FRIEDNMANT. 11'e will have these available for anybody who wants
to try them.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Friedman follows :]
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PREPARED STATEMENT oF DR. GEIALD It. FRIEDMAN
The severely visually impaired population is neither sighted nor blind; however, this population has been taught and encouraged not to utilize the residual
vision present. The ironic consideration is that with minimum help this population can function as sighted individuals in an increasingly visually oriented
wvorld. Through properly funded programs and training, the blind can also function in this sighted world. With increasing programs for vocational rehabilitation
a:nd education for the young, the elderly visually impaired become the forgotten
segnment of these populations.
Most rehabilitation programs today emphasize employability and the retired elderly visually impaired is forgotten, yet it is this population most in need
of attention and assistance. To this neglected patient, low-vision treatment offers
a means of regaining or maintaining precious independence. Utilization of a lowvision aid offers a chance to pursue those daily tasks we take for granted. Reading,
mobility, occupation, education, recreation, shopping, housekeeping, contact with
family and friends, television, and even paying bills are not luxuries; however,
these essentials of daily life in a visually oriented society are denied the visually
imnl)aired and particularly the elderly visually impaired.
The low-vision aid offers this person a means of independence through maxinmum utilization of residual vision. Without this means we deny this person the
use of his vision. By creating blind patients from those capable of functioning
as sighted, we create a dependency role far more costly, financially as well as psyeliologieally, than the cost of the low-vision evaluation and aid.
FACTORS CONCERNING LOW-VISION EVALUATION AND LOW-VISION AIDS
(1) Low-vision aids are not eyeglasses. (2) The low-vision evaluation is not a
refraction (the refractive error of the eye is corrected by prescription of eyeglasses). (3) The purpose of the refraction is to deterloine the proper eyeglasses
which, when worn, will focus the image clearly on the macula of the eye with
resultant clear vision. With the severely visually impaired patient, even when
the image is focused ol the macula, the eye fails to resolve this image because
of the diseased, destroyed, or absent nmacula. An analogy can be drawn utilizing
the camera as a focusing instrument to place the image ol the film. In the severely
visually impaired patient, there is no film to focus the image on, or it is too
damaged to resolve the image. (4) The low-vi-sion aid replaces diseased or
absent tissue. This tissue is a part of the retina identified as the macula which
constitutes only a tiny part of the eyes, but is the only part of the retina which
is capable of providing detailed viSiOn. (5) The low-vision aid is analogous to an
artificial limb or orthopedic brace restoring function to a nonfunctioning part of
the body.
THE ELDERLY SEVERELY VISUALLY IMPAIRED: DEFINING AN INCREASING
POPULATION
Causes and cures of many ocular diseases are unknowvn
Numerous degenerative diseases afflict the eye;
TI'he inability to transplant the eye;
The increase in population;
Tile increase in life expectancy;
The incidence of traumatic injury (vulnerability of the eye)
Ocular manifestations of systenlic diseases (diabetes, strokes)
Insiduous onset of some ocular diseases eludes detection (glaucoma)
Medical science-preventing blindness but unable to restore complete vision;
Society itself requiring increased vision to fulfill its highly techllnical needs.
SUMMARY
This severely visually impaired elderly poplllation exists and is being denied
vision in a visually oriented world. The ironic factor is that these people are not
blind but are in need of a rehabilitation program that will permit them the maximumn utilization of their remaining vision. To deny them the use of this vision is to
relegate them to the role of functional blindness. The eye as a body tissue is being
selectively denied the rehabilitation devices (low-vision aids) that are granted
to other body tissues (arms and legs). The lack of function of the eye in today's
society remains far more devastating than the loss of function of these other
body tissues.
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Mr. DINS3,ORE. Senator Church has stepped out for a momient, but

asks that we continue. So, Dr. Inkster, could you provide us now with
your testimony? Dr. Inkster is director of the New York Infirmary
Center for Independent Living.
STATEMENT OF DOUGLAS E. INKSTER, ED. D., DIRECTOR, NEW YORK
INFIRMARY CENTER FOR INDEPENDENT LIVING, NEW YORK, N.Y.
Dr. INKSTER. I certainly can. I appreciate the opportunity to share

the experiences we have had at CIL, and I would like to ask that the
paper that I have submitted be incorporated as part of the record of
this hearing.'

Very briefly, I would like to review how the Center for Independent Living in Newt York came into being. There was a home for the
blind that decided to close its doors after it had built up some resources.
and they were looking around for a new program. After reviewing two
major studies. "The Making of Blind Men," by Robert Scott, funded
by the Russell Sage Foundation, and "Blindness and Blindness System
in the United States," prepared by the OSTI organization in Cambridge, Mass., they discovered the facts that are commonly known now:
that 50 percent of the blindness population are over the age of 65, and
yet less than 10 percent of all resources are devoted to the rellabilitation of that older group.
Consequently, they Joined with the Administration on Aging to embark on a new program serving just the individuals over the age of 55
who have a severe visual impairment.
The doors of this facility opened on May 14,1973, so it is a little over
5 years that we have had experience ini working with this groulp
exclusively.

H
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I would like to briefly state some of our findings. First, we were surprised to learn that only two out of every three people referred to us
would come in or could come in to the central facility. We thought this
was unusual, and so we did a followup of 135 of these people and we
found that 25 percent of them did not recall our initial contact at all.
Another 25 percent were under the impression that they had been
accepted for service and were on some kind of a waiting list. We made
some changes in our procedures as a result of these findings that I will
disc1ss later.

Some other things we learned: Of all the people referred to us there
was an average 5-year gap from the onset of the disability to connection with any rehabilitation service. Sixty-five percent of the people
referred to us had had no previous service at all from any agency.
Verv few of them had any coping information regarding their medical
condition, either eye condition or general physical condition.
We found, of the people who came into our program, applroximnately
225-30 percent of them-were interested in an(l capable of work
potential. Maybe not- full time. 40 hours a week. bhlt part timle an(l
voluntary activity.
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We found that 80 percent of these people did welcome and looked
for things that would maximize their independence. They fought
against the dependency systems that they were being offered. The people who did come to the center tended to be brighter than the average
person in terms of intelligence. They had more education. Our average
educational level for the student coming to CIL was high school graduation. For this general population, completing the eighth grade is
about the typical level of education.

Also, we have begun to do a followup of the people we have served,
people who have gone through the program and were determined to he
well adjusted to their disabilities at the time they left.
We found a great number of them-approximately 40 percentneed additional service because their vision or their physical condition
has deteriorated and additional skills and techniques need to be
learned.
APtIuociii
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These are some highlights of our findings. As a result of these findings we have been experimenting with some concepts. One of the concepts is a premise that we held at the beginning of the program; that
if someone 'had attained the age of 55-and that was our admission
requirement-that they had certainly earned the right to self-determination. So we adopted a policy of andragogy versus pedagogy; andlragogy mneaning adult learning versus pedagogy, child learning.
In pedagogy, the progression of education is controlled by the
teacher. In andragogy, you put the person you are working with in
charge, much as if you were hiring a tax consultant. You stay in
c(harge; you tell the tax consultant exactly what you want, what your
problems are and you bring out from him his system of approaching
problem solving and his expertise to assist, you in solving your tax
problem.

In working with the elderly blind we found this policy has great
benefit in terms of movement toward the goals of the rehabilitation
proogrami. Our diagnostic week, where we try to determine exactly what
these problems are, end with a meeting with the student, where each
staff member reports, as a consultant, to the student, exactly what
t hey saw and what they recommend.
At the end of this meeting the student has to decide what recommendations he chooses to respond to and which lhe chooses not to. As a
result of that, a curriculum is developed.
This has worked out well. They can monitor their own program.
They meet the needs they feel are real and relevant. They take control
readily.
Admittedly, it is occasionally very uncomfortable for the student
when they begin this, but the end result in terms of self-worth and selfesteem is overwhelming and highly significant.
The 5-year gap problem is primarily related, I feel, to the lack of
real communication between the medical community and the rehabilitation community. This has been historically so. Agencies for the blind
raise their own funds, set out in the community and do their work,
which is fine. I feel that there is a place for the medical community
to follow the pattern of, for example, the orthopedic surgeon and be
concerned with maximum function even after physical restoration

cannot be achieved.
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Medical coping is a problem. I feel that any physician, or at least
the medical group that is treating a patient, should inform him as
to what his medical condition is, what chances the future holds, and
what to do when a change in physical function occurs.
OXIOx; Foi,iowui' NEEDED

Analysis data from our followup study found that 50 percent of our
"graduates" had lost the ability to function. Consequently, we feel that.
an ongoing followup is needed, intervention service to provide brushlup
skills and new techniques in order to maintain the original investment
in rehabilitation services.
Our other followup study of people who did not come to the center
revealed that we lost 50 percent just by accepting their statement of
lack of interest. So, followup here is important to make sure that their
interest in and understanding of the program is clear.
In other programs we find that people are referred to meals-onwheels, for example, with a visual problem who really do not desire
meals-on-wheels but have not been offered a choice, an option to learn
these skills of preparing their own food independently and thereby
maintaining their independence in their own home. So', we feel there
should be a braking mechanism in all programs to make sure that the
individual is aware of alternative services that may be more appropriate than the dependency service that is being offered.
I was going to use the example of mental health when States moved
patients out of the institutions and developed alternative treatment
programs in the communities as an option to State institutions. It is
very similar to this; alternatives should be identified and developed.
The 30 percent of the people who did come to our center that
expressed an interest in continuing to make contributions in their community were not given exposure to all of the professional rehabilitation services that exist. I inquired of the New York Commission for
the Blind and Visually Handicapped howv many people in New York
City had been referred for work evaluation over the age of 65 during
the calendar year 1976. It is not surprising to hear that not one had
been referred to this recognized procedure for assessing vocational potential that is available to younger people who are disabled.
Sixty-five means that they have no vocational potential in the relhab
program, and we feel that this should be reviewed in terms of contributions older Americans can make to the community and that "substantial gainful employment" might be revised to include contribillions to the community through voluntary or part-time emplovment.
Self-help and self-study sources indicate two out of three would
not come to a centralized facility. Every program that T have talkedl
to and every administrator who maintains such records has indicate(d
they are only getting this percentage into their programs. So. plrograms have to be developed that go out into the community afld into
the home. This is an expensive operation. But the field of service for
the blind is sophisticated enough to develop preprograrned courses on
cassettes that trained paraprofessionals, under the supervision of a
professional, can deliver service to remote areas of the State by having
people indigenous to their area, training their neighbors. We feel this
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should be explored as a way of reaching underserved visually handicapped in the ghettos of New York as well as the remote areas of
New Mexico.
Program choice is important. I think that programs for the elderly
blind should be available on a center basis for intensified rehabilitation services and education. Also, in the community, where an itinerant
teacher goes to the community and makes services available in a con,regate way, and finally, in the home for those people who either chose
not or cannot leave their homes but still would like to remain living
in their homes and need the educational skills and techniques to do
that.
At CIL, in our .5years, we have received numerous requests for
assistance to learn what we have learned so that other people will not
have to make the same mistakes that we have made. The technical
assistance type of program that is available to other rehabilitation
services should be made available to organizations and groups planning to work with visually impaired older Americans so that people
who have developed programs and gathered information can share
this information and help programs get started in communities where
the need exists.
Usually, groups do not have the money to pay expenses for people
to come in and help them do a needs study or design a program of
activities based on that study. So, we hope that these things can be
incorporated into new legislation. We want to endorse Senator Jennings Randolph's comments and encourage the passage of Senate bill
2600, especially those elements of it that encourage services to older,
visually handicapped Americans. We would also like to urge that
medicare and medicaid programs be expanded to include payment for
orientation, mobility, and rehabilitation teaching services, much as
OT and PT are offered to people to help them remain independent
in their own homes. This would include the provision of low-vision
aids which enable visually limited persons to function and carry out
their duties in their homes, as well as travel about their communities.
Again, I want to express my sincere appreciation for having the
opportunity to share our experiences at CIL with the committee and
those who will read this report.
Senator CHmURCH. Thank you very much, Doctor, for your testimony.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Inkster follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. DOUGLAS E. INKSTER

There are today more than 20 million individuals in this country over theif age
the
of 65. By the year 2000, the figure is likely to be around 30 million; and
birth rate retains its present low level, the proportion of the population over the
age of 65 will be significantly increased.
being
Within the aged minority, there are subminorities whose needs are not
recognimet, whose existence is even ignored, or at best, given the same fleeting
One of the
tion that characterized programs for the aged a decade or so ago. blind-older
most significant of these minorities within a minority is the elderlydisease
or ailindividuals who have lost or are losing their sight as a result of are between
ments often associated with aging. According to current figures, there as many as
220,000 and 450,000 legally blind individuals over the age of 65 and
figures
2 million more are functionally blind and cannot read newsprint. These
represent over half of all the legally blind people in the country. And the proportion is increasing. Yet, it is an undisputed fact that less than 10 percent of
service resources are directed toward this group. Most funds and rehabilitation
services go to younger people-people who are considered to have "contributive
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potential" to society. Older people are not considered "contributive." The standard
cost-benefit equation does not work in their favor. As a result, virtually no funds
are allocated. Fortunately, there are signs of change.
The New York Infirmary/Center for Independent Living-NYI/CIL-was established in May of 1972 as a model project jointly supported by the Administra-

tion on Aging and the Rehabilitation Services Administration to demonstrate
that newly visually impaired individuals, particularly the elderly, can maintain
themselves independently in their own community, free of costly institutions or
nursing homes following effective rehabilitation in normal daily living skills.
The NYI/CIL provides a wide range of rehabilitation courses for approximately 60 resident and nonresident students a year, but continues to function
primarily as an experimental laboratory where new concepts are being developed
in such areas as teaching methods, self-held approaches, and evaluative
techniques.
Experience with the elderly blind at NYI/CIL has shown that by stimulating
the individual's capacity for self-determination and self-help, learning rates
are increased and potentials for independent living are greatly enhanced.
The aim of the program has been to offer effective training in the adaptations
necessary to overcome some of the more dependency-causing characteristics of
blindness. Students are directly involved in every aspect of the program. They
are required to set their own training and rehabilitation goals, select their own
courses, and determine their graduation date. In addition, they are taught to
monitor their own progress; they are directly involved in all progress review
sessions, and they recommend specific program modifications or shifts in program

emphasis.

The results of this approach have been encouraging. State rehabilitation counselors have commented on the dramatically improved levels of self-dependelncy
evidenced by their clients following training at the center, and clients themselves, in various media forms, have expressed a new sense of personal independence as a result of tfis participatory training. Moreover, many elderly
ex-sthdemits exhibited an enthusiasm for involvement in publie service aun(l other
activities including regular counseling of other newly visually impaired individuals in their communities and the establishment of "watchdog committees"
to monitor the effect of existing delivery systems of local civic organizations
with regard to the utilization of financiUl resources for the handicapped.
Following research and experiments in new rehabilitation approaches and
concepts, the NYI/CIL has compiled a considerable body of data andl information
which it is anxious to make readily available to all agencies andl organizations
serving this group or sharing similar interests. For the purposes of this hearing,
the following needs have been identified that might be addressed through legislation. This priority listing is subjective and open to discussion.
reeomnendla tions. based on the NYI/CIL experience, a re as follows:
Th'e mmUljOIr
LEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATION NO. I

Need.-To establish a working climate of mutual inquiry for problem identification and solving that recognizes the older person's maturity, enhances positive
self-concepts, and encourages self-direction in problemn-solving.
Experience.-Throughout the NYI/CIL experience, the client has been placed
in a position of key decisionmaker. He/she is the key figure at staff meetings

where service goals and objectives are discussed and established. Instructors

and other personnel providing direct client services report findings and recoinmendations to the client and must demonstrate the capacity to tailor educational
curriculums and services to comply with an individual prescription, provide the
client with criteria that will enable him/her to monitor and judge his/her own
performance. It has been found that this consultant approach to service delivery
promotes personal autonomy and the resultant elimination of restrictions of
latitude of choice contribute positively to high self-esteem, morale, life satisfaction and personal happiness of older people. These are worthy benefits of this
self-help, self-monitoring, and self-control approach that have application to
all services.
all federally sponsored programs, profesLcgisRlativc rcconm mcendamtion -In
sionals serving older Americans should be required to demonstrate a working
knowledge of the "andragogical" approach to service delivery by functioning
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as a consultant to their clients. They should be required to place the client in
charge and follow these seven steps in service delivery
Setting a climate for communication;
Establishing a structure for mutual planning;
Assessing interests, needs, and values;
Formulating objectives;
Designing corrective activities;
Implementing corrective activities;
Evaluating results (reassessing needs, interests, and values).
LEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATION NO. 2
Nced.-To bridge the gal) between medical eye care and blindness systems.
Eoperiencc.-Statistical analysis of cases referred to NYI/CIL reveal an
average 5-year gap between the onset of disability and the linking with any rehabilitation services. It is strongly suspected that this is due to a lack of direct
communication between the medical and rehabilitation professions serving the
visually impaired population. The following recommendation should have some
impact on increasing this communication and salvaging valuable lost time.
Lcgislativc recommendation.-Mledicare/niedicaid program services should be
expanded to include services of rehabilitation teachers and orientation and
mobility instructors of the older visually handicapped population, in addition
to the existing nursing, physical therapy, occupational therapy, and other
physical restoration services. It may be desirable to require these services to be
prescribed by ophthalmologists which would emphasize to this medical specialty
a broader responsibility for "maximizing" the physical functioning of those
cases where vision cannotbe maintained or restored.
LEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATION

NO. 3

Need.-To develop medical diagnostic and evaluation systems that identify
medical abnormalities, define treatment and monitoring regimens, and provide
structured connseling programs for the individual on self-mtionitoring and medical
maintenance procedures to prevent further decrement.
Expericnce.-The NYI/CIL has demonstrated that such "coping" information,
the older individual is better able to manage changes in physical functioning
and status by taking appropriate corrective action,prescribed in advance, to
5stabilize, reduce, or reverse the disability.
Legislative recommcndatioa
.- MNedicare/medicaid should identify a primary
serviceprovider for each individual to function as the principal medical counIselor. This providerwould be held responsible for the ongoing orientation of the
patient to health problems and future expected changes. Model programs might
be established to develop diagnostic evaluation tools that can be used byparaprofessionals in an essentially nonmedical setting. Such tools could le in
the
form of a procedures manual with instruments on how to collect, analyze, and
develop a "risk" profile for each individual served. Such tools or kits could be
made available to agencies, facilities, and health maintenance organizations
across the country.
LEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATION NO. 4
-rccd1.-To invest in an ongoing followup of clients after referral and delivery
of services to determine emergingneeds and provide the additional services in
order to
protect the initial service investment.
Expericnce.-Services are often relevant at one point in time, but are not
followed up or reviewed to insure initial investment is protected by early identification of emerging additional needs and delivering services to meet them.
A followlip of referrals to NYI/CIL closed as "not interested" revealed that
25 percent did not recall being contacted. Another 25 percent thought they had
been accepted for service and were oni a waiting list. Routine fohlowup on cases
referred for service has iicreased NYI/CIL linking effectiveness. Also, NYI/CIL
learned that one-third of its service population had some previous experience
with other agencies; yet, all exhibited a fundamental lack of basic skills. Thus,
previous rehabilitation exposure was not effective enough to obviate NYI/CIL
rehabilitation. In addition, as a result of NYI/CIL postservice followup, it was
realized that deterioration in daily use of skill learned was experienced by about
half of the students due to further deterioration of vision and health, resulting
in the need for supplemental training. Older Americans are a population with
rapidly changing characteristics.
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Lcgislative rccommcnndation.-All federally funded programs serving older
Americans be required to build in an ongoing followup component to their program to assess program effectiveness over time, modify program services to
achieve outcomes in line with goals, and provide supplementary service where
necessary to protect Initial investment in goal attainment.
LEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATION NO.

5

Necd.-To incorporate a braking component in all service programs designed

to slow down the rush toward dependency on outside service resources.
Experience.-Many current programs identify needs of the visually handicapped elderly population and develop systems to meet these needs through
outside resources such as meals-on-wheels, transportation services, home care
aides, etc. Many individuals would prefer to prepare their own meals, utilize
public transportation,' and take care of their own housekeeping chores, but this
choice is not pointed out to them.
For example, Meals-On-Wheels may not be an ongoing need. Should the visually
handicapped individual receive rehabilitation teaching services to learn adaptive
techniques in the area of daily living skills, including food preparation, this
person will ultimately be able to care for his/her own nutritional needs in the
home. In the same vein, if a visually handicapped elderly person would prefer to
learn independent travel skills that would enable him/her to use available public
transportation, then an 0 &M instructor should be made available to teach these
skills and thus provide the individual with an alternative to special transportiltion services. The same holds true for home care aide services.
Legislativc recominendation.-Review of all service progranls vith the objective of adding a "braking" component. Existing programs should require
screening of all referrals to identify those individuals who would choose an alter-

native to the service to which he/she is being referred and then provide those
individuals with appropriate services to achieve that goal.
LEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATION

NO.

6

Nced.-To provide the opportunities for the elderly to gain greater economic
security through whatever they can contribute to their community's vitality alln
to encourage retirement based on choice and not on chronological age.
Expcrience.-The elderly segment of our population must be restudied in terms
of their work potential with the goal of maintaining financial independence as
a choice option available to members of this group. Professionals in work evaluation, work development, and placement must recognize these new challenges.
NYI/CIL is currently developing and implementing a continuing or "second
careers" research and demonstration program (funded by the Rehabilitation
Services Administration, Grant No. 30-P-65081) for older visually impaired individuals over 55. Findings will be made Immediately available to the field.
It is expected that such developments will ultimately result in greater financial
independence in old age for an estimated 20 percent of those individuals presently
relegated to poverty because of outdated legislation that penalizes the individual
who would rather work.
Lcgislative recommendations-The current Vocational lehabilitatiomi Act
should be amended to remove age as a criteria for determining work potential
and to modify the requirement for an expectation of substantial gainful emnployment to require substantial employment. This revision of the act would recognize
that regular voluntary activities are, in truth, a contribution to the community
and are worthy and respectable vocational goals.
The disabled older worker should have the same rights as proposed for the
ablebodied worker. Thus, comprehensive rehabilitation services directed towards
continuing or second careers should be available to those handicapped older
people who have the desire and demonstrated ability to continue to make conlributions to their community through full, part-time or volunteer activity. Vocational counseling, work evaluation, work adjustment, vocational training.
sheltered employment, job-seeking skill training, and job placement services
should all be made available to qualified individuals regardless of age.
AWe would support current efforts to require all new public transportation systems to be
so designed to accommodate visually handicapped elderly as well as other handicaps by
followIng the model of the Bay Area Rapid Transit System In San Francisco, Calif. We
also encourage the construction of buses which can accommodate wheelchairs and walkers.
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Use of the social security trust funds to underwrite the cost of rehabilitation
services of an insured person should be extended to qualifying individuals beyond
the age of 65. If working after retirement age, an individual might continue paying social security. The additional contributions should increase retirement benefits at the time of decision to retire. Alternatively, at the age of 65, such an
individual may choose to "freeze" his/her retirement benefits and further contributions would not be required.
LEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATION NO. 7

Vced.-To develop self-help and self-study rehabilitation materials through
programed instruction on cassettes and step-by-step guides for use by older
visually impaired adults.
Experience.-At NYI/CIL, it was discovered that two out of three individuals
identified as eligible for service chose not or could not participate in centralized
programs. If this is a representative sample, this could imply that as many as
600,000 people will have to be served in their own community, possibly in their

own home. NYI/CIL has developed four self-study courses on cassettes with a

large print transcript for newly visually handicapped adults. The first course
covering housekeeping skills was tested in eleven agencies throughout New
England. The test revealed that this was a viable way to stimulate learning
without the need for a full-time instructor. The Administration on Aging funded
the development of three more self-study courses covering the following subjects:
basic indoor mobility, personal management, and sensory development. These are
now being tested through a program instructing older Americans to bring services to their neighbors through self-study kits. Neighbor serving neighbor through
programed instruction on cassettes shows promise of a new effective, but economical service delivery system.
Legiilativc recommendation.-The development of self-study rehabilitation ma-

terials written by professional personnel, experienced in working with the older
an(l visually handicapped adults, should be supported and their use developed in
the Hield. These will ai(l in the development of an economically feasible itinerant
service delivery system by allowing paraprofessionals, indigenous to the area
they serve, to use prerecorded lesson plans in serving their visually handicapped
neighbor and encourage independent self-study in rehabilitation centers, the
home, and other environments. Encouraging commercial distribution of such
prerecorded lessons on cassettes may also enable individuals in every community
lo benefit from efficient, effective, and pragmatic rehabilitation skills.
LEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATION NO.

8

.Yeed.-Twenty-llve States do not have available to them specialized rehabili-

tation facilities or comnunuity-based rehabilitation services for the visually
handicapped.

Expcricncc.-NYI/CIi has received requests for service from individuals liv-

ing in Arizona, Colorado, Connecticut, Maine, Missouri, Louisiana, etc. Referrals
are made to the facility closest to their place of residence. Also, as previously
stated, two out of every three referrals to NYI/CIL could not or (hose not to come
to a centralized facility. Those that did come tended to be more aggressive, had
gone further in public school, and have had previous success experiences in coping with personal problems. The real bulk of the target population was not being
reached.

Lcgislativc recornrmendation.-Health care programs should plan for the development of regional facilities with a rehabilitation center supplemented by communnity-based outreach programs which will provide options for rehabilitation
services to older Americans with a visual handicap to meet individual needs.
Community-based programs could use professionally supervised and trained paraprofessionals working out of general hospitals on an itinerant basis.
LEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATION NO. 9

Nced.-Most developing service programs have few resources to provide
guidance in the allocation of resources to meet the needs of older Americans with
a visual handicap.
Experience.-As the experiences of NYI/CIL become more widely known, increasing requests are being received for visitations (163 visitors last year).
training (over two dozen within the last year),
and consultations (over 30, but
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mostly within the region). Through consultation, in-service training, and sharing ideas for utilizing existing community resources, many fine programs are
developing to meet needs peculiar to their geographic area.
Lcgislativc recomnmendation.-Funds should be made available to award technical assistance grants to public and nonprofit agencies to employ mobile consultancy teams of highly experienced professionals to assist in designing community needs studies, make assessments of existing community resources, develop
regional and/or community tailored service plans with time frames for imnplementation, and offer intensive indepth, inservice training to personnel to he
utilized in service delivery.
Senator CHURCn1. Our final panelist this morning is Mr. 'Wedewer.

STATEMENT OF DONALD H. WEDEWER, TALLAHASSEE, FLA.,
DIRECTOR, STATE OF FLORIDA DIVISION OF BLIND SERVICES
Mr. WEDEWER. Thank you. It certainly is appropriate, I think, that
someone from Florida conIC here, because we in Florida have a large
population of elderly people and many of them are blind. 'We like to
share our experiences and our needs with you.
I would also like to say that Senator Randolph took away a lot of
what I was going to say this morning.
Senator CHURCHII. Senators are good at that.
'Mr. WEDEWER. We in Florida have had to face a problem of dealing
with elderly blind people for a number of years. 'Wehave 9 million
people in Florida, and statistics show we have 2 million classified as
elderly. It is a large population and many are blind.
For many years we, as a comprehensive State agency for the blind,
have served blind people of all ages, from little children to the elderly
people. For the elderly people, however, for many years we have been
primarily limited to a prevention of blindness kind of medical
program.
Wer have also recognized the fact that, as an old blind friend of mine
says nothing helps a blind person like a little bit of vision. You
have heard this here in the low-visionl discussion. So we have spent
a lot of State money doing eye surgery. eye treatment., eye care to help
elderly blind people in that respect.
But until 4 years ago all we did for elderly blind was to send .5 rchabilitation teachers to the 67 counties of Florida and to these people
with home teaching. That was the extent of rehabilitation for the
blind.
Now those of us who have worked in vocational rehabilitation for
the blind know that rehabilitation works. It worked for me in 'World
'War II, after being blinded, and it works for blind people in that
group. What we have found is that no one has paid any attention to
the elderly blind with regard to rehabilitation except for minirehab
teachers programs for many years. Consequently, nothing much was
done.
TAPm:\O IN-TO Tm'rrj XX
With this facing us in Florida, we finally tapped in, 4 years ago, to
title XX funds coming from Congress here. Now in every State title
XX funds are not tapped by the blind agency. I think you all know
every State has either an agency for the blind or a program serving
blind people that is part of another agency or a section. Twenty-nine
34-836
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States have a separate State plan and draw on letter of credit direct

money foe vocational programs from the Federal Government. The

bill that Senator Randolph talks about-we are certainly for that.
I-A little later we will talk about funding and what wve really need
from that title XX.
Most of the services we provide for the elderly blind are through a
network of private facilities. At this time we feel, and I think Dr. Inkster would agree, that the best delivered service is a rehabilitation center. Now we have a rehabilitation center; one like the Army started
and everybody imitates. That rehab center is for vocational handicapped, for vocational service, and for younger people, but the rehab
centers like that don't attract elderly blind people. However, in 10
areas of the State a local agency for the elderly blind people offers
services with the same increments, independent living training, recreational activity, and sometimes even new career training for the elderly. Those places do exist in some communities. We. are funding
them, each one, to a tune of $100,000 to have an elderly blind program.
We have eight of those in full operation in metropolitan areas. It is a
network. We sign contracts every year with theiii using title XX State
money and then their local money to match.
In addition, we have two more developing. In a State where you
don't have those, you could still develop them. A couple of ours developed when our- own staff social worker, a counselor, rehabilitation
teacher, and usinlg adult basic education teachers, home economics
teachers, demonstration teachers from the Agriculture Department.
developed programs using Lions Club buildings and church room111s.

We have developed group training for elderly blind communities
not large enough to have their own facilities but eventually some of
these groups have caught on and we actually now have large facilities
functioning that we fund from that kind of group training. That takes
care of the communities that are not big enough to start with.
In fact, in one of the communities we have the elderly retired citizens' RSVP group, and they now are the board and rin one of the
facilities for us which developed right out of ouis, working hand in
hand with our retired friends.
Now the other area of group training is by far the best with the
State agency using the rehab teachers' technique with team work. We
have expanded that program to some 15 teachers , again using title XXI
State and local money. So we have a network program, and I think
it works very -well.
Now, unfortunately, not all States are equal in what they do for the
blind, like in any other way. Where they have these 29 State separate
agencies, they are more visible, they have more money, power, and
more strength. I hope that eventually we will see all 50 States go back
to that kind of strong ploglrain.
iMeanwhile, every State does have a vocational rehabilitation-VR-agency that has a blind division separate, so money flows
throughF. Tle VR mechanism is a good system coming down State,
Federal partnership funding in the State agency, in the position to
use the private facilities, at the same time, while using them-actually
giving the local communities an opportunity to participate and develop training facilities locally.
We do not believe in big government or expanding our own place,
but to share statewide. Every State has facilities. so that network
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potential is there. It is a State agency with Federal Government assisting, certainly in the area of leadership, with money and expertise.
TH-iE

ISSUE OF FUNDING

Now today I will get to the funding part of it. Today we all understand inflation is a big problem, and it is not always everybody eh;e's
problem. It is our own, too. I mean by that we should not look to the
other agencies or the other programs to cut money and expand our own.
So what I would recommend strongly is that the House bill, which nas
passed-Senator Randolph's bill which, hopefully, will pass in good
order without too much funding cut-will be brought together in a
conference committee and funded in a strong way.
What is important in Senator Randolp h's bill is that the $10, $20,
and $30 million passage in there for elderly blind be kept in. That is
extremely important, and I hope that will prevail in his bill and the
Senate will prevail.
Beyond that, it is also important that the title XX funds continue to
come, but there are some blocks in many States. Fortunately, we got
into the act early, but now most States are not using title XX. If the
blind people and their agencies have not fought for that money, they
are not getting it and they are usually told: "It is already all allocated;
I am sorry."
I think from this level, if we go back to an old mandate that was in
the original mechanism mandating x percentage-in my paper,' which

I hope people will get a copy of, I recommend a minimum of 1 percent
go to the elderly blind program. We actually gret more than that. We
get some $1.5 million in Florida out of just a little over $100 million.
However, I think that is a start and it should mandate that kind of
activity for the elderly blind.
I don't think that is too strong. I certainly would not substitute
Senator Randolph's money to the VR for title XX money. I think
both of them could be used well.
Now the medicare legislation involving low-vision aids that Senator

Williams introduced is excellent, and certainly it is needed. We would
caution that it not be a carte blanche sort of thing; that it just not be
indiscriminately issued to elderly people. So we recommend that regulations be set up so there is some training after the issuance of the aid
and that aids are not given out in a carte blanche way, because they are
expensive, but rather in a meaningful way and hopefully through the
State agencies and facilities they work with in cooperation with the
medical community, and we all work closely with them.
So I think the funding mechanism through the VR-type system.
through the State agencies for the blind and facilities that serve blind
people, can be done well and does work serving every part of our State.
W\Te all know about the needs of the blind in that area.

Tim

ELDERLY AND

TIlE

YouNG IBL1NI)

I would suggest, although there are differences between the elderly
blind and young blind, major differences do not exist. We do findll thwat
'See page 33.
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the same kind of relhab services work with the elderly blind. They can
learn mobility and they can learn communications skills and so on. We
are fortunate in our agency; we also have libraries for blind and we can
introduce them to that service quickly and extensively and alleviate
this problem of adjusting to the psychological problems of losing sight,
which we really have not touched on here today.
But that is why, when Dr. Inkster talks about 5 years, often it is a
hostile person who is actually fighting blindness and fighting those who
are trying to help. The library services are underutilized, I think, many
times because they are in the hands of librarians who are not really in
the field of rehabilitation, and I think that is unfortunate. But wve can't
change it from up here. I am afraid. It is a State issue.
But it is a fact that library services are not potentially utilized because the biggest loss you heard today is in the ability to read. That is
the biggest loss for an elderly blind person, and the library servicealmost immediately they can become independent because of all the
resources, the books and magazines available through the library system. That is the one they seldom find out about early and are not
properly introduced to. That is unfortunate.
If something could be done to tie that in better for the States that
don't have libraries in blind agencies, that should be done.
SUM-ARYtAt

Sumining up, I would like to emphasize what I think is a better
cooperation between the State agencies and private facilities. Unfortunately, I go to meetings and find in some States there is some sort of
hatred or feud, and that is too bad; so the funding mechanisrim bueaks
down.
Now I know under the Older Americans Act there is money used in
some States for elderly blind. Unfortunately, that money is short term.
I think we need to take some of the money and put it in basic services
rather than pumping so much into a bureaucracy that grinds out this
mountain of paper that we all have to read or throw away in the end.
What we really need is the basic money going through the VR and
through the flow system. In that way we can still fight inflation. We can
cut back in that area and put interest where it is needed most. That is
why I encourage medicare money, in which people participate in part
B, -and encourage the VR system as a mechanism and include delivery
systems that are already there. We don't need new ones. There is too
much money spent on surveys and studies.
Then with all the wasting of money that does occimmr where we made a
study and another survey, that money could well be saved lip here. We
see a lot of it and there is a lot in the House bill, too; it is not all needed.
We do need the basic money just to keep up with the inflation, and that
is the way we would like to have it. So I would encourage, then, that in
looking at the problems here of the elderly blind, that we look back on
a system that has helped so many of us who are blind, a rehabilitation
process that does work, and install it in the system as part of it to meet
the needs of all these many, many elderly blinds.
I can tell you this; we are not meeting all the needs in Florida. One
of our facilities has a 1-year waiting list to get into the system. This is
a long time for an older person or for anybody. That is our problem.
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Just not enough money to cope quickly with all that, so we need sonic
more facilities and a little more staff and a little adjustment to meet
these needs.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for giving us the time. I would like
anyone to come visit us in Florida and see what we are doing. We are
not perfect in every way, but we would like to share our experience
with the rest of the Nation. The elderly blind who come to Florida do
become younger and live longer.
Thank you.
Senator Ci-uRcH. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Wedewer follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF DONALD H. WEDEWER
INTRO)tUCTION

Florida's Division of Blind Services is a State agency formed as such by the
State legislature in 1941, following an appearance of 'Miss Helen Keller before
a joint meeting of the house and senate. Since that time, the agency has been
actively involved in providing services to the blind and severely visually handicapped of all ages, including parent counseling for parents of blind children:
vocational rehabilitation of the blind: operation of a rehabilitation center; a
vending facility program under the Randolph-Sheppard Act; talking-book
library services provided through the Library of Congress: a variety of services
to meet the needs of the elderly blind, including home and facility instruction;
eye medical care; family guidance; and many others.
PHILOSOPHY

As a basic philosophy for its varied programs, the Division of Blind Services
subscribes to one which states that blind and severely visually handicapped
individuals of all ages, with competent professional counseling and guidance,
coupled with adequate training programs, can-and should-function very adequately in all of life's situations. We have strong convictions that the highest
caliber of services to the blind are provided by highly specialized State agencies
for the blind and private facilities which limit themselves to serving blind
persons. Admittedly, other clearly identified programs or facilities serving the
blind, along with other handicapped persons, sometimes provide quality services.
Experience clearly shows that integration of specialized services for the blind
into other programs, however, will generaly result in inferior services to meet

the needs of this special popula tion.
We also have a strong view that (again, with the provision of adequate professional services) there is no need for special, separated. living facilities for adult
blind. Experience clearly demonstrates that the great majority of blind individuals can stay in their home living situations, or, if the situation dictates,
in normal retirement facilities, nursing homes, etc. There is no need for "honies
for the blind." We have surveyed blind people and found that blind persons
prefer to live in their own homes or apartments or, if necessary, in private
facilities which are open to all persons handicapped or nonhandicapped. We are
proud to say that in Florida we have no homes for the blind and recommend
against such homes being constructed in the future.
NEEDS AND TRAINING

TO MEET THOSE NEEDS OF THE ELDERLY BLIND

The older blind person shares in comnmon with older people in general a
number of needs which simply stated are: Need for more adequate income; need
for better transportation; need for more adequate medical care and need for
less expensive housing.
In addition to the needs shared by other older people. blind and severely
visually handicapped individuals have a number of special needs requiring
attention. Such needs can be overcome by special training. 'Most blindness
occurs with advancing years, with 50 percent of the blind population recognized
to be over the age of 60. For those losing sight in mid-life or later, there is a
need to learn the skills of living as a visually handicapped individual in the
following areas:
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(1) Independent travel (mobility and orientation training)
(2) Personal care and grooming;
(3) Homemaking;
(4) Household arts;
(5) Communications (braille, typing, handwriting, telephone dial training)
(6) Training in the use of electronic recording equipment such as talking
books, cassette tape recordings for reading purposes, acquaintance with library
for the blind services in their State so they can independently read books,
magazines, and other reading material.
Also, the elderly blind can be helped in their social and psychological adjustment to the loss of sight by:
(7) Expert counseling;
(8) Introduction to appropriate social services;
(9) Therapeutic craft activities;
(10) Participation in discussion groups;
(11) Participation in social and recreational groups:
(12) Making them aware of special appliances and training them in their
use such as braille alarm clocks, braille rulers, braille games, braille watches,
braille carpentry tools, special braille or adapted cooking utensils, etc.;
(13) Familiarizing them with radio-reading services where available;
(14) Teaching them special benefits available to them as sight handicapped
persons as provided by Federal, State, and local laws, to include such things
as: extra income deduction, real and personal property tax exemptions, white
cane law, antidiscrimination statutes, etc.;
(15) Acquaint them with special transportation for the handicapped and how
to use it if such transportation exists in their community or area;
(16) If there is some residual vision, referring them to low-vision clinics so
they may avail themselves of low vision aids;
(17) Acquaint them with telephone assurance program.
An all too common attitude on the part of family, community, and social
groups is that of over-protectiveness of blind people, to such an exaggerated
extent that normal social activities are almost completely dropped. The need
is for orientation of family and community to the fact that blind people are not
necessarily helpless, and there is a need to help family and community understand how to deal comfortably and competently with visually handicapped
individuals.

STATE AGENCIES

Services to the blind under the aegis of State agencies vary considerably from
State to State. Twenty-seven States have identifiable agencies for the blind,
roughly similar to Florida's Division of Blind Services. All States have programs
of vocational rehabilitation of the blind. either under a specialized State agency,
or as a section of an overall general rehabilitation agency. Unfortunately, the
majority of State agencies have legislative authority and funding only for
vocational rehabilitation programs, leaving serious gaps in such important service areas as parent counseling for parents of blind children and particularly
programs designed to serve the needs of the elderly blind. Florida's Division of
Blind Services is fortunate in having a broad legislative base, and reasonably
adequate funding for service programs for blind people of all age groups.
LOCAL AGENCIES

Many of the larger cities of the Nation have local service organizations for
the blind. Most such agencies provide social outlets and social services for blind
residents of the community and others provide training in independent living
skills, sheltered workshop activities, etc. They are generally funded by United
Fund organizations and public fund solicitations. In major metropolitan areas,
a number of service organizations for the blind may function independently.
New York City, for instance, lists more than a dozen organizations serving blind
people, and also serves as headquarters for many national service organizations.
IDEAL SERVICE DELIVERY

SYSTEM

FOR THE ELDERLY BLIND

Ideally, the prime responsibility for the delivery of services listed above in

the section under needs (1 through 17) should be that of the State agency or

program serving the blind. All Federal funds serving the elderly blind should
be funneled through that agency insuring that all elderly blind in the State are
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afforded equal opportunity or access to such services and the State agency would
then clearly he identified as the agency responsible for serving the elderly blind
and be held accountable for the quality and quantity of such services as provided
for in Federal statutes and regulations. In addition, because there are sometimes
many private agencies in some communities competing with one another, the
State agency will be in the position to select appropriate private facilities for
use.
Where good private agencies exist, the State agency should contract with
them to provide suitable services. Where no State agency facility or private
facility exists, the State agency can provide such services through their social
service workers, rehabilitation teachers (home teachers), counselors, and through
group activities and training classes organized by State professional staff. Consequently, the State agency will probably bear the direct responsibility for
training of the elderly blind in rural areas. This can best be accomplished by
the use of the group training class using local facilities such as churches or
public buildings, bringing together adult basic education instructors, extension
workers, home economics teachers, nurses and other instructors in providing
the teaching. Where individual teaching is required, the home teacher from the
State agency can provide it in the person's home. The State agency is wise to
contract with private facilities in the larger communities where they do exist.
Private facilities are then accountable to the State agency for quality and
quantity of services and there will be no duplication of services or conflicts as
to jurisdiction.
FLORIDA'S

SERVICE

DELIVERY

SYSTEM

The State of Florida, as earlier noted, is fortunate In providing a broad
legislative base for its Division of Blind Services, which .permits development
of delivery systems to provide services to blind and severely visually handicapped people of all ages. This is in contrast to most State agencies, whose services
are limited largely to the vocational rehabilitation age client. In particular, the
agency has been able to develop a statewide program to help meet the needs of
the older blind person. Funding for programs for the elderly blind, as well as
for blind children, is derived from State general revenue funds, and from
social security title XX funds, provided under a purchase of services agreement
with the State Department of Health and Rehabilitation Services. The latter
source of funding, title XX, is a recent development as far as the agency is
concerned and has permitted substantial expansion in services to the elderly
blind.
Florida's service delivery system is much as described above in the ideal
delivery system. Nevertheless, our statewide services are not adequate because
either a private facility does not exist in some localities or the State agency
staff is not adequate to provide the same service. New facilities are being planned
and a network of private facilities in the larger communities now exists in eight
cities and two more are expected to open their doors in the next couple of
years. One facility currently has a waiting list of more than 1 year. The average
length of time for rehabilitation in a private facility is 3 months. Elderly
people attend these classes a minimum of 2 days a week and, in some cases, 5
days a week. Attendance often depends on availability of transportation and
the physical condition of the elderly person.
Followup training from the group training sessions is provided in the elderly
blind person's residence or apartment. Thus the purpose of keeping the blind
person at home and of the institution in most cases becomes a reality.
Area Agencies on Aging can play an important role in the final return of tile
elderly blind person into the mainstream of elderly people in their community.
The main role of such organizations which, of course, do not have the expertise
in the area of adjustment to blindness, should be to encourage the elderly blind
people to participate in their senior citizens programs as they presently exist.
If senior citizen councils or facilities are uncomfortable, special instruction caln
lie obtained from the State agency serving the blind or private facilities serving
the blind in their community.
FUNDING

AND

LEGISLATION

Presently, as we understand it, most programs for the elderly blind rehabilitations are funded through title XX or the Older American's Act, State general
revenue, and, in a limited way, others are rehabilitated with vocational relhabilitation funds. We would recommend the following consideration for legislation and
funding:
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(1) Authority for training programs in independent living for the elderly
blind be vested in the Rehabilitation Administration Services. Within that
agency exists the Offlce of Blind Services which would be responsible for monitoring such programs.
(2) Funds for independent living be provided for in a special category under
the Rehabilitation Act as currently stipulated in S. 2600.
(3) Title XX funds be amended to again include a mandatory provision designating that a minimum of 1 percent from the State allotment be provided for
the elderly blind. Hopefully, it would be more. Preferably the vocational rehabilitation agency for the blind, or its counterpart in a general handicapped program,
would have direct access to title XX money through a letter of credit so that it
would not have to become part of a State plan of a large umbrella or welfare
agency.
(4) Additional funds through Older American's Act to State commissions on
aging would not be necessary to serve the elderly blind.
(5) Low-vision aids should be available through medicare as now being considered in present legislation but provisions should be made that State agencies
for the blind certify their need and be responsible for follow up on training in
the use of such aids. Otherwise, such aids will be widely distributed where they
are either not needed or because of lack of training in their use wind up in dresser
drawers.
(6) Although we understand there is a possibility of some legislation to provide
mobility and orientation training under medicare, we believe that such funding
would best be provided directly through State agencies serving the blind. Possibly such funding still could be derived from medicare reimbursement.
(7) We are conscious of the necessity to limit government spending to slow
down inflation. Therefore, I would recommend that the thousands, even millions,
of dollars spent on research, surveys, and special studies be eliminated or at
least declare a moratorium on them for 3, 4, or 5 years. Probably there have
been too many surveys and studies on aging, blindness, and other research concerning the handicapped. This money could better be used in direct services to
the client. In addition, probably a significant number of Federal jobs could be
elininated-again-saving money that could be better used in direct services to
the clients. Sometimes we cannot get our work done because of the studies we
are obliged to read and the questionnaires we are forced to fill out. There
simply is too much research over trivia and far too many grants and, over and
over again, the wheel is reinvented. The Federal Government is the biggest culprit, eliminating excessive use of Federal funds for research would also eliminate
the "jungle of jargon" that emanates from Washington. Again, please spare us
and put the money where it helps.
SUMMARY

Florida's experience with service programs for the elderly blind clearly shows
that the quality of life of older blind people can be greatly improved through
provision of professional services, capably administered. Not totally adequate.
of course, our program is looked upon with considerable envy by other State
agencies who lack the structure, the funding and the authority to provide
necessary services for this important segment of the blind population. Its importance certainly equals that of established programs of vocational rehabilitation for the blind, and we would hope that the Congress would take the lead
in developing nationwide programs to meet the needs of the older blind person.
Senator CHURCH. I think I might start with you in the questions.

We have a few minutes left this morning for questions.
As director of the State agency for the blind in Florida, what requirements must an older person meet to qualify for rehabilitation
services in your State?
M~r. WEDEWVER. We normally require they are legally blind following
the usual definition of legal bindness. However, we are not picky about
it. We have right now 15,000 people on oum, list that we are serving
today that are elderly blind, andu it turns over. That is all theY- need to

qualify; is that visual problem.
Now under title XX, you have to have x percentage of people meet
the eligibility requirements. We find we have that number of people
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that meet that financial qualification. Therefore, we serve everybody,
so no one is eliminated. Everybody who is legally blind or near legally
blind or has double eye pathology can be served under that program.
That is the only qualification.
NEEFI)

Fo 11H1oE CAmw

Senator CHURCH. Wire have heard a good deal of testimony this
morning about the increasing numbers of older people in the years
ahead. We have been trying in this committee to emphasize the need
to expand the kinds of services that will enable older people to remain
in their own homes and will avoid institutionalization as long as
possible.
I wonder what you might tell us about how we can encourage this
kind of in-home care, community-based care, and specifically, wvhether
you can tell us how much flexibility the title XX part of the Social
Security Act allows for the development of this kind of service.
Mr. WEDEWER. Title XX, of course, is broad in its scope, and that
is why you can almost put anything into it to call it social service.
Much of it is rehabilitation, or whatever. So it is very broad and it, is
not restrictive. So that part is good.
Now as far as getting it down to the community and the facilities
there is nothing that tells State agencies they must do this. It has to
be a good working relationship. Someone might stipulate in legislation
that there be a sharing with private facilities. I don't know how that
would work, necessarily. It just requires at this point a good relationship between the State. As you know, right now one large State
agency-the umbrella or wvhatever it is-receives title XX money, and
the problem there is, as I mentioned, even in a State agency such as
ours, many of them do not get 1 cent of it-the blind agency-because
they don't have enough political strength. Those that have enough
strength in their State can do that. Getting it to the community level
like we do has to come through people working together at this point.
There is nothing that mandates it. There is nothing that mandates
even money for the blind, and I would like to see that provision
back, like I said. I can't give any advice on how to get it there, except
the State agency working with it, and possibly something mandatory
in the title XX legislation.

I did mention the Older Americans Act. We forget the old age pa1t
of it, but they are good for followup. Once you finish up with the older
person you try to get them back into social activity. That is where the
senior citizens' program takes over.
We are grateful-Dr. Inkster mentioned they closed the home for
the blind-we have no homes for the blind in Florida. We don't have
any. We don't want them. Blind people should live in the sighted
community.
COOrERATI o(1 Ao.N1oXG PROVIDERS

Senator CiiuRCit. You know, the 1973 Rehabilitation Act amendments which authorize rehabilitation services for old blind persons
contains a direction to the State rehabilitation agencies to cooperate
with other private and public institutions and agencies to assist the
older blind persons.
What form does that cooperation take in the State of Florida?
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Mr. AWEEWEVR. It does take cooperation, and I did not mention that.
It is in my paper.
You are right; it does. And more agencies are serving the elderly
and all handicapped because of that. There is a problem there, though,
and that is simply this. There is just not enough money to rehabilitate
all the handicapped people of vocational age and at the same time do
the elderly.
All of us do some work with elderly with rehab money. Some use
project VR money that we know about to get it started. Some of it is
used, but there is not nearly enough money. In fact we are almost all
short now of serving the vocational. And you don't want to take the
kids out of college and all that, so we are using some. Here is one of
the good spinoffs in developing these adult elderly blind programs.
We find that if we have blind young people in a community and
they can't attend our regular rehab center in Daytona Beach, we buy,
with VR money, services of that agency such as Mr. Inkster mentioned,
which is much the same. They can learn braille and communication
skills and white cane travel in that facility. So we have had reverse
spinoffs of those communities. That has helped.
We are also saving some of our elderly blind money by putting VR
money in there and paying for the service. There is some of this of
what you are saying, but you are really robbing Peter to pay Paul here.
WASTE

IN RESEARCH?

Senator CHURCU. It is not often that witnesses can tell us what all of
us know: mainly, that specifically an awful lot of money is being
wasted. You have mentioned the amount of money that went into
duplicate kinds of research and the enormous papermill, time, and
cost involved in making out endless questionnaires in connection with
various kinds of studies.
How do you suppose we can get a handle on this? We recognize a
certain amount of research is necessary, but yet this can become a big
boondoggle, and often has become a big boondoggle.
Mr. W},DEWER. I appreciate what you are saving because that is the
way we feel. We agree research is needed and so on, but the Federal
agency will hire private contractors for research. They come out to
us. We spend a lot of time working with them, filling out their
questionnaires.
Finally, there is a big fat document that I don't think anybody
reads much. That is what really happens. Then along comes the recommendation that because of that survey, they found out they need
to survey other needs, and on goes another one and out comes another
contract. I think simply we work through RSA and HEW. I think we
can eliminate some staff and eliminate some research and put the
money in the basic program and just put a cap on it somewhere. It
is overdone and I recognize it is needed.
Also, it takes away a lot of our time to get into the act. We do some
of our own research in the field in the States. It is not just as though
we just sit there and keep doing the same thing year after year.
I think maybe just letting the States do it, using the basic money
if they need that for research, too. I don't see a need for so much
grinding out of paper.
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Senator Citumici. I am inclined to think the only way we call cope
with this problem is simply to reduce the amount of Federal money
available for it. Otherwise, you would never come to grips with it.
Mrf. WVEDEwER. I agree with that.
CLOSING THE REHABx

IME GAP

Senator Cituitcii. Dr. Inkster, I wonder if I might ask yout a question.
In your written statement you refer to a 5-year g)ap between the
onset of a disability and linking up of that person with the rehabilitation services. What is the cause for the long lapse?
Dr. INKSTFR. It is difficult to determine in terms of asking the
people vho would not come why they did not come and asking the
people who did come why it took so long. Some time is spent seeking
medical sources that will give then better news. Individuals will
travel great distances to an ophthalmologist who might promise them
some cure, and so there is some time spent in searching.
There is time spent also in what is broadly described as adjustment,
in mourning, in depression, and then finilly beginning acceptance
and then planning to do something about it. There is not a standard
time for this. It varies in terms of the ability of the person to adapt
to dramatic changes.
Senator CHiURCiH. There is nothing munch really we can do about it.
Dr. INKSWIR. I think there is. When talking to ophthalmologists
about this problem the most common response I get is. "When I tell
someone that they have cataracts, which is probably one of the nicest
things I can tell them, they seem to quit listening." Many ophthalmologists would like to have the resource of a psychologist or social worker
on their staff. Then, as soon as they have to tell someone they have
cataracts or some other impairment. they could immediately schedule
an appointment with someone knowledgeable in helping their patient.

deal with that news not sto0) living, but begin planning for the future
vith this newv impairment, this new image of themselves.
This does not exist. There is no training provided for assistance to
ophthalmologists in terms of blindness and coping with this kind of
irreversible eye condition.
There has to be some planning for transition from the medical into
the rehabilitation community. There is no bridge now. Low vision is a
nice neutral ground that might be used as a bridge. Dr. Colenbrander's
chart shows how it bridges across. There is an aversion to blindness.
We have grown up with negative images of blind pleople, and most
people avoid them when they can.
It is a rare person that vill offer assistance unless they are forced
into a situation. These feelings are suppressed because we don't want to
admit them. However, when blindness hits you, you still have those
feelings and you don't want to become a member of that group unless
you really have to. This is one kind of adjustmnent that goes on. If we
can build a bridging meclianisni to immediately support the p)Cl'SOl
who gets the news of an irreversible eye condition, that person may
more readily accept the low vision and educational resources available.
There is need for some kind of mechanism to start the linkage right
away.
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Ophthalmologists need some kind of support services. Making such
services mandatory through medicare and medicaid would be one way.
I don't know how long it would take for the individual physicians,
optometrists, and educators to actually begin functioning in this way.
Mr. WEDEWFR. In Florida we passed a law mandating referral by the
medical community to rehabilitation agencies. The penalty clause was
taken out. Medical schools need a rehabilitation element in their training, and they are so busy when you talk to them they don't put it in.
The doctors don't really refer them.
W7hen you are blind-when I was in an army hospital I wanted to
go back to college and be discharged, and I refused to go to the rehab
center. I didn't want to go. Finally they gave me military orders and
sent me.
We can't do that. That is one of our problems. So the gap there is
adjustment to blindness. People losing sight don't want to be thought
of as blind. They don't like the word blind and sometimes doctors tell
me, "Take blind out of the name of your agency. Call it Division of
Impaired Vision." It frightens them. But you are right; we need to
get to them much sooner.
One of the things we did, we did use Federal money and VR money
in the right way. We now have actually a grant going-someone going
around the State teaching what can be done. We use the Lions Clubs
a great deal in teaching the public that if someone has a problem, get
this service in making the facilities a little better than they are.
Many of our facilities in the past have been known as shelter workShops and drudgery places, and we always ask a person like yourself,
Senator Church, "If your mother were blind, would you send her to
that facility ?" That is the crunch. Most of us say no.
But the facilities are getting better, so we will send our mothers.
Buni]-G aITEC I I\NiSr1

Senator
Inkster.

CHURCH.

One further question from your testimony, Dr.

I noted that in your prepared statement vou have a rather intriguing
recommendation for braking components, to slow down, as you put it,
the rush or dependency on outside service. Would you expand on that
point?
Dr. IN;STFrR. I would be very happy to. Really, I don't have any
statistical facts to support it. It is just the impression that I have in
becoming aware of the systems that are developed to help older people
as a part of the development of the Center for Independent Living of
the New York Infirmary.
I have had to relate to meals-on-whecls for some of our studentswe call the clients whom we serve, students-I find that when we refer
to a program for temporarily needed services, the students are eagerly
incorporated into the program's service body. It is another referral and
it helps justify their existence.
There is not that element of intervention where the program makes
the referral aware of alternate service options. Ask the question: "Does
this person really need this service or is there an alternative service
program that would maintain independence?" I use the example in the
formal paper of someone being referred for transportation services. It
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may be that with the provision of an alternative service disclosure pol-

icy, the older visually impaired person elects to take instruction in
orientation and mobility, using the long cane or even the use of a dog
gllide, thus making transportation services unnecessary.
I suggest that programs for the aging should build in a kind of
braking mechanism where referrals are interrogated as to whether
services are needed or whether an alternative service could maintain
the individual at a high level of independence. I hope that clarifies it a
little.
Senator CiIuRcir. Yes; thank you. How that can be done is something
we need to think about.
PROGRESS IN

PREVENTION AND TREATMENT

Dr. Colenbrander, your projection of increases in the number of
older persons with severe vision impairment is one of the most striking
parts of your testimony. Is there any way to temper this? Is there any
prevention that would help to avoid these large numbers?
Dr. COLENBRANDER. We are doing our very best. If you compare the
aamount of visual loss that exists today with, say, 50 years ago, enormnous advances have been made, especially in the infectious diseases
with antibiotics. Major advances have been made in preventing trauma
and its consequences.
What we are up against now, especially in the older individuals, are.
by and large, degenerative diseases. Senile mactila degeneration is an
important topic of research at the National Eye Institute.
Senator C-iuRcin. You are doing pretty well, aren't you, in detecting
glaucoma as compared to. say, 20 years ago? At least I noticed whenever I take a physical examination I am always examined for glaucomia.
Dr. COLENBRANDEJI. Yes; we are much more aware of the need for
early detection of glaucoma, and we can get an edge by treating it
early. Glaucoma is a disease of old age and the incidence increases wvitl
agre; we are also fighting that increasing incidence. In the 80-year
grolli). it is higher thulal in the seventies., and in the nineties. it is higher
agaill.

Senator CIiufClI. But the treatment itself, if you discover the glauiconia through the pressure test prior to any serious damage to the eye.
is that treatment anything more than a remission or does it check it?
Dr. COLENBRANDER. WCe have a niumber of treatment modalities-

either with eye drops, with surgery, or with general medication-which
reduce the pressure to a level where it is not dangerous. A continuous
high pressure damages the eve. If we -et the pressure down toa normal
level, the eye will stay at that normal level and will not experience
visual loss.

Some patients may say, "Well, I don't notice any change from these
eye drops. They give me a headache, so why should I contilnlle?" It is
only a year or two later, after they have discontinued their eye drops
and stopped seeing an ophthalmologist, that they notice the visual loss,
which is then irreversible. So, glaucomna is the area where we can do
most, but we cannot hope to be 100 percent effective.
In macular degeneration we can do a little with laser coagulation,
but many people who hear the word "laser" think it is magic and they
believe anything can be done; but it cannot.
Cataracts we can take out. That is a condition we are least uncomfortable withl.
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Eye daniage resulting from diabetes is another area of intense study,
and we are making some advances. But the population is increasing
faster than our advances.
Senator CHURCH. Do you wear glasses because of a partial macular
degeneration?
Dr. COSJENBRANDER. No; I wear glasses because of nearsightedness.
Senator CiiIRcii. What is that caused by?
Dr. COLENBRANDER. An abnormal condition where the effective power
of the lens does not match the length of the eyeball. What these glasses
do is adjust that discrepancy. Like when you are taking a picture with
your camera, you focus the lens for different distances.
Senator CiiuRcir. Is the nearsightedness or farsightedness caused by
actual distortion in the shape of the eyeball?
Dr. COLENBRANDER. It is not just mechanical distortion. There are
hereditary factors. There are developmental factors. But it is not a
degeneration. When we focus the lens, my macular, which is normal,
can reach 20/20 vision. Macular degeneration should be compared to a
camera that has no film in it. No matter what lens you put on that
camera, you can't take a picture if you don't have good film. That is an
entirely different situation.
Senator CHURCH. I see.

Let me ask anyone on the panel whether there is a problem. and
how serious it might be, in acquainting the people at large who may
be suffering from visual impairment with the existence of rehabilitation services or with the fact that there are certain treatments available that may be helpful.
Is this a serious problem anymore? I judge it used to be.
Mr. WEDEWER. It still is a problem. We mentioned the Lions Club.
I am a Lion, and many of us are. The Lions are supposed to be close to
the situation, and we have had a man go around to some of the clubs
and ask them, and in some clubs of 50 members, no one knows where
or what services you could get if you lost your sight. Yes, it is a
problem; there is no question about it.
That is why I think more needs to be done, maybe, by the American
Foundation for the Blind, and some of the other organizations for the
blind could do some of it. We, as agencies, mostly -in government, cut
out the PR men or information people to save money. We don't have
them, and it is hard to get the information out. We are trying to do it
with the free stuff, and public service radio and television. It just takes
a lot of hard work.
Dr. COLENBRANDER. It takes hard work, but it is very well possible.
I might refer you to an article in the January issue of the Journal
of Visual Impairment and Blindness describing work with an adult
discussion group of elderly visually impaired individuals and describing that process of adaptation through the stages of rejection and
adaptation, to where these people took on an activist advocacy role
and actually went out to get others involved and distribute more information about what services are available.

I"FALLING

OUT OF THE SYSTEM"

Dr. FRIEDMAN. There is also a problem of not only disseminating information and making services available, but there is an acute problem
in keeping the patient from falling out of the system. The rehab pro-
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gramn and rehab system becomes so complicated that many times the
patient leaves the system for one reason or another before
he can fully
benefit from the services that are available.
Dr. INKSTER. I would like to comment in terms of utilizing
more resources than we presently do. We tend to be stuck with
our institutions and our current systems. I can remember my
father,
began to have trouble reading, going down to the dime store when he
ing through a whole bunch of glasses until he found some and sorthe could
read with. I am not sure that maybe that is not where we might
start
in communicating with people, to make our systems available
to lowvision centers. Prerecorded techniques of how to perform
are troublesome when you lose some of your vision might betasks that
on a cassette that could be available for a few dollars in a dime store or vision
center. This could be the first exposure toward full rehabilitation.
That
exposure, the quicker it happens, will lessen the fear or aversion to
joining the system. We ought to broaden our minds beyond our current institutions and seek out what other institutions, private enterprise, commerce, what have you, that can be utilized or tapped to get
the message out and get linkage established at whatever level.
Mr. WEDEWER. Wre have not mentioned radio reading services that
are provided through some of our programs. That is another way of
getting to the people with vision problems who listen to those programs, telling them constantly about what is available.
Senator Ciituncii. On the other side of the coin. are ophthamoloogists
and optometrists sufficiently familiar with the rehabilitation services
that may be available?
Mr. WIEDEWER. No. theyare not. It is so hard to reach theni because
they are so wrapped up in what they are doing. Wheni we find an
ophthamologist or optometrist who is interested. wejump onthem and
makea consultant out of them right away because we need those kinds
of people. It is hard to get that kind of people involved. The most
they will ever say to people where they failed-it is their failuresusually. that they need rehabilitation. That is the only word they
know and they know we pay some of their bills for their 1patie
nts.hut
they are not much concerned about rehabilitation as a group.
I don't know where to start except in the medical school. They don't
think it is important, enough to put in. It does represent. main times.
their failures.

SenatorChuRcht.
You mentioned your father going< down to the
dime store, shuffling throughl
the glasses. It remindedmime of ant1111le
of mine whodid the same thing whenhe began to need sonie lelp. For
the rest of hislife, that is howhe managed to get his glasses, and it
seems to mehe did aswell as anyone else who wasgoingtoall optometrist and has special fittings.
I read about the medical profession
closing
in to exclude
that;
forcing people to come forprescriptions. Whatis the situation in
tNew
York, for example? I haven't been looking for glasses in the fiveandl
dime store, but I am not entirely opposed to that. Are they still available forpeople of limited income who feel they can't afford professional help? Do you know?
Dlr. IN]iSTERI.
I can't recall actuall]
seyinsellent
i
Newv York.
but I was ina town in Ohio in one of these discount centers-I think
it was Bargain City-and I noticed someglasses there. Tlmev were
just the magnifying glasses.but
they still sell them.
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I an not sure alabout New York. There must be solie ill New York.
They have everything in New York.
Dr. COLENBRAINDER. In the State of California, these are available at
Sears or at drug stores and, on occasion, if a patient needs nothingI
more than that, I have told them you have the option of going to an
optician and selecting a fancy frame or you have an option of going
to a drug store, spending $7 and getting basically the same lens.
One real danger there is that glaucoma would not be detected. A
cataract will be detected as soon as the vision starts going down. You
don't get a cataract without knowing it. But glaucoma detection is
important. As far as ophthalmologists being aware of rehabilitation
services, we have rehabilitation service in our eye department and we
have what we call a low-vision coordinator with training in the education of the visually handicapped. It has made an enormous difference
in the delivery of our care and also in the awareness of the ophthalmologists who are being trained in our program, to the existence of
those services and in getting to know more about it.
Senator CIIURCII. I wish we had more time this morning. I could
ask you a great many more questions. But I think the record, which
will consist not only of your actual testimony but of the papers that
you have prepared, is a good foundation for the inquiry which we
made into this subject.
I want to thank all of you for coming. We appreciate it very much.
[Whereupon. at 12:20 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]

APPENDIXES
Appendix 1
LETTERS AND STATEMENTS FROM INDIVIDUALS
AND ORGANIZATIONS
ITEM 1. LETTER FROM .IANIES GASIKEL, CHIEF, WkASIINGTON OFFICE, NATIONAL
FEDERATION OF THE BLIND, WASHINGTON, D.C., TO SENATOR FRANK CHURCH,
DATED AUGUST 1, 1978
DEAn SENATOR CHURCH: This will reply to and thank you for your letter of
July 20, relating to the committee's survey of service programs and legislative
initiatives to meet the needs of older Americans with vision impairments. I will
be pleased to give you some brief comments in this letter in response to the questions you have asked, but I would also be glad to meet at a later time for a more
detailed discussion.
With respect to the Williams-Keys bill, we support the idea of medicare reimbursement for low-vision aids; however, we have some concerns about the idea
of establishing a policy of medicare reimbursement for the full range of services
which should be be available to older blind persons. What I mean by this is that
some have proposed that medicare should be available to pay for mobility training, counseling services, and braille instruction, just to name a few of the services
suggested. On the surface this might seem like a good idea, but we are concerned
that this practice would result in a substantial medical orientation to what are
essentially personal adjustment services. Blind people who are receiving training
services should not be made to feel that they are patients or that they are sick, for
if they do, it is likely that they will forever regard blindness as an affliction. This
is obviously not a healthy attitude.
Expanding services to older blind persons should take the approach of title
IV of S. 2600. This would tie the new programs to the already-existing vocational
rehabilitation system for the blind. This in itself would be very desirable, but
title IV also has the advantage of encouraging States to develop comprehensive
programs to serve the blind through identifiable agencies. Idaho has been a leader
in this regard, having one of the more successful commissions for the blind in
this country. The Idaho commission is charged with the responsibility of serving
blind people of all ages, and it fulfills this mandate with both State and Federal
funding by taking advantage of any programs which might have funds available
to support its efforts. In the States which have comprehensive service programs
for the blind of this type, the entire population is better served, with no group
(such as the older blind) falling through the cracks. Of course, Ihado and the
other States with comprehensive service programs \vould bellefit greatly if title
IV becomes law since this would make new sums of Federal money available for
expansion of their programs.
You also asked about pilot projects. I am sure you are aware of the authority
under section 304 (b) of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, for the funding of special projects to serve older blind persons. One of the larger (and, I believe, more successful) projects funded under section 304(b) is located in Texas,
and administered by the Texas Commission for the Blind. You may want to be
in touch with its director, Mr. Burt L. Risley, at P.O. Box 12866, Austin, Tex.
78701. I think you might also want to survey (and perhaps visit) the State commissions in Iowa and Idaho. While I believe neither of these States has a special
federally funded project for the older blind, they do provide services to this
population to the extent that it is possible under current funding arrangements.
The director of the Idaho Commission for the Blind is Mr. Howard Barton, Statehouse, Boise, Idaho 83720. The director in Iowa is John Taylor, 4th and Keo, Des
Moines, Iowa 50309.
(45)
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On February 7, 1977, 12 of us testified on these and related issues before the
Subcommittee on the Handicapped of the Senate Committee on Human Resources.
I suggest that you review the record of this hearing for additional background
information. The testimony of the 12 witnesses will explain why we favor the
comprehensive services approach and what the advantages of this are for particular groups among the blind, especially older blind persons. Incidentally, based
on evidence available to us, we would estimate that there are approximately
250,000 older Americans who have visual impairments severe enough to consider
them legally blind and thus (in rehabilitation terminology) severely handicapped.
I hope these comments are helpful, and I have noted the meeting on August
3. Thank you for inviting me to the hearing, and I do hope to be present.
Cordially yours,
JAMES GASnEL.
ITEM 2. LETTER FROM DOROTHY DEMBY, NATIONAL SPECIALIST ON AGING, AMERICAN
FOUNDATION FOR THE BLIND, INC., NEW YOBK, N.Y., TO SENATOR FRANK CHURCH,
DATED AUGUST 7, 1978
DEAR SENATOR CHURCH: The U.S. Senate Committee on Aging and its staff are
to be commended for a growing interest in the special problems, needs, and potential of over 1 million older Americans who represent about 65 percent of the
severely visually impaired population in the United States. This commendation
refers to the August 3 briefing/hearing, Washington, D.C., on "Vision Impairment
Among Older Americans," conducted by the committee in preparation for a health
care status report.
It was heartening to me, as national specialist on aging, American Foundation
for the Blind, to bear you and Senator Jennings Randolph of the Subcommittee
on the Handicapped, not only express your respective interest in vision problems
but also to show sensitivity to the issues and information presented in the testimonies of four excellent witnesses.
I write this letter as a concerned individual, professionally involved in national program development on aging and blindness, as a social issue, over the past
11 years.
It was in 1969 that the American Foundation for the Blind assumed an advocacy role in what was recognized as a critical issue: "Because the major causes
of blindness are conditions associated primarily with aging and because more
people are living to an older age, the number of aging blind persons is steadily
rising."
In spite of the fact that more is being done these days about disabilities and
impairments such as blindness, services and programs for older people with severe
vision problems by no means are adequate in quality or quantity. Shocking conditions continue to dehumanize the older blind individual in a variety of settings:
often unattended and unidentified in their own home; inappropriately placed in
nursing homes; isolated at social centers; undiagnosed health conditions, etc.
This situation calls for, among many things, understanding about blindness,
specific legislation, more funding and team work at the national, State, and local
levels. It also calls for specific programs that lead each older visually handicapped
person to his/her maximum functional independence.
Those who have been tackling this problem concur that goals and objectives
of any group, agency, or individual interested to do something about aging and
blindness need to be concerned with:
Integration into the mainstream of society;
Provision of quality services (accessible, available, adequate, and acceptable)
to the blind individual ,
Reduction of isolation;
Widening of communication networks;
Expansion of public's understanding on vision problems;
Independent living programs to meet special needs related to mobility, communication, and independence;
Comprehensive health care programs, including vision care;
Policies and standards;
A continuum of care to meet changing needs.
The American Foundation for the Blind has persisted in its role as principal
national advocate and catalyst on all of these issues affecting older blind persons. The program objectives established in 1969 by AFB's National Task Force
on Geriatric Blindness were:
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(1) To sensitize public and private agencies and individuals (both citizens and
professionals) to the special needs of older persons with severe visual problems;
(2) To influence these agencies and individuals into action; and
(3) To translate this action into the delivery of meaningful services to older
visually handicapped people at the local level.
Implementation of these objectives on aging and blindness by AFB has resulted
in:
The establishment of a Board Advisory Committee on Aging;
The development of a national policy statement on aging and severe visual
Impairment;
A 1971 White House Conference on Aging-special concerns sessions on aging
and blindness;
Demonstration and pilot projects on integrating services; provision of inhome services within various states; low-vision services;
Development of educational materials, such as guidelines, handbooks, fact
sheets, and other materials;
Legislative activities;
National and regional conferences on aging and blindness;
Training courses on aging and blindess;
Consultations.
The foundation's 1977-80 plan of work in aging has, as a focal point, a coIItinuum of services at the local level, to meet the changing needs of the older blind
person. In this area, concerns and gaps continue to be related to shortcomings
in legislation, funding, advocacy, information exchange, prevention, family edtication, program standards and the need for an organized body of knowledge on
blindness and aging. Consumer involvement needs to be expanded through opportunities, choices, and options for the older blind population-many ofwhom
are multiple handicapped, poor members of any ethnic minority group.
These issues call for the attention of legislators. They call for financial support. Other materials for this hearing have given you details and docmllentation. The American Foundation for the Blindwill be pleased to share with the
Senate Committee on Aging the proceedings of the Second National Conference
on Aging and Blindness, held in March 1978 in Atlanta, Ga. Therecommendations therein will be of special interest for your committee's health status report on visually impaired. You will find further insight into the problems, needs,
and potential of an increasing number of visually impaired
older persons in
the United States from the point of view of almost,500 professionals and older
peoplewho came to the conference.
Sincerely,
DOROTHY DEMBY.
ITEMf 3. STATEMENT OF IRVIN P. SCulLOSS,
DIRECTOR, GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS
OFFICE, AMERICAN FOUNDATION FOR THE BLIND, INC., WASHINGTON, D.C.
Blindness and severe visual impairment are conditions whose handicapping
effects vary with the individual, depending on the degree of remaining useful
sight; the person's ability to use residual sight effectively and efficiently in the
performance of various tasks; the presence of other impairments, such as loss
of hearing or loss of tactual sensitivity; and age. It is estimated that 90 percent

of all information is received by humans throughsight. With loss of sight,hu-

mans must rely principally on the sense of hearing followed by the sense of
touch.
The aging process inevitably results
in lossof
hearing in the high-frequency
range-the range useful for orientation and mobility for blind persons. Younger
individuals blinded in explosions, such as servicemen blinded in combat or
civilians subjected to bombing or shelling, invariably lose high-frequency hearing
from nerve damage as well. Noise pollution in modern urban centers is accelerating hearing impairment at an earlier age in personswho may later suffer
vision loss, as well as in younger blind persons who would otherwise notserious
incur
the same degree of hearing loss until later in life.
The principal problems resulting from blindness are loss of mobility, ability to
read print, employability, and ability to perform other daily living activities.
THE

SEVERELY

VISUALLY

IMPAIRED

POPULATION

The National Society for the Prevention of Blindness (NSPB) estimates that
there are some 490,200 persons in the United States who are legally blind.
Tie
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definition of blindness used in arriving at this estimate is the same as that used
in section 216(i) (1) of the Social Security Act; i.e., central visual acuity of
20/200 or less in the better eye with correcting glasses, or a contraction in the
field of vision to 20 degrees or less in the better eye if central visual acuity
is better than 20/200. The prevalence rate of legal blindness is 2.25 per 1,000 of
population.
The NSPB also estimates that 75 percent of the legally blind population is
45 years of age and older. It also estimates that some 45,750 Americans become
legally blind each year and that 78 percent of this number is 45 and older.
Based on preliminary data from its 1977 health interview survey, the National
Center for Health Statistics of the U.S. Public Health Service estimates that
there are some 1,391,000 civilian noninstitutionalized individuals in the United
States who have severe visual impairment. The definition of severe visual impairment used in reaching this estimate was inability to read ordinary newspaper
print with the aid of correcting glasses. The prevalence rate is 7 per 1,000 of
population for all ages.
The National Center estimates that 142,000 of these individuals are under
age 45 (prevalence rate 1 per 1,000), that 259,000 are between the ages of 45
and 65 (prevalence rate 6 per 1,000), and that 990,000 are 65 and older (prevalence rate of 44 per 1,000).
Based on a 1973-74 survey of 1,075,800 nursing home patients, the National
Center for Health Statistics found that 30,400 were blind, which the survey
questionnaire characterized as "sight completely lost." In addition, the same
survey indicated that there were 107,900 nursing home patients with "sight
severely impaired," which the survey questionnaire characterized as able to
"recognize the features of familiar persons if they are within 2 to 3 feet." With
this definition, it is likely that virtually all of the individuals described as having
"sight severely impaired" would be legally blind if their visual acuity were
measured. Of the number described as blind, 10 percent were under age 65 while
90 percent were 65 and older. Of the number described as having sight severely
impaired, 5 percent were under 65 while 95 percent were 65 and older. We have
no authoritative estimates of the number of blind or severely visually impaired
individuals in other types of institutional settings, such as homes for the aged.
The leading causes of blindess in the United States-senile cataracts, diabetic
retinopathy, glaucoma, and macular degeneration-are conditions which principally affect people over 40. In addition, blindness is sometimes caused by cardiovascular diseases, such as arteriosclerosis, hypertension, and stroke, as well as
other conditions which frequently accompany the aging process. Since the prevalence of blindness in the United States in the light of current scientific knowledge is a function of population growth, we can expect that the number of older
blind persons will increase as the number of older persons in the population
increases.

Since only preliminary data are available from the 1977 health interview
survey of the National Center for Health Statistics, it is necessary to use the
detailed report of the 1971 survey for other characteristics of the severely visually impaired population. Of the total estimated population of 1,306,000 severely
visually impaired persons in the 1971 survey, 503,000 are male while 803,000 are
female. For the age group under 45, approximately 69,000 are male, and 51,000
are female. For those 45-64, It is estimated that 119,000 are male, and 157,000
are female. For the group 65 and older, 314,000 are male while 595,000 are fe-.
male. It is likely that the 1977 survey will reveal similar proportions of males
to females in this population group.
In 1971, according to the National Center, 518,000 severely visually impaired
individuals had less than $3,000 annual family income. Of this number, 427,000
were 6V and older. Although similar data from the 1977 surveys are not yet
available, it should be noted that, according to the Social Security Administration, there were 77,362 individuals on the supplemental security income (SSI)
blind rolls in December 1977 with a median age of 59 for this group. Also, Social
Security Administration estimates that 9 percent of the individuals on the SSI
aged rolls (approximately 180,000 persons in December 1977) and 4.7 percent
of the SSI disabled rolls (approximately 99,000 persons in December 1977) were
severely visually impaired, using the same definition as the health interview
survey. It should be noted that all persons on the SSI aged rolls are 65 and
older, while the median age of those on the SSI disabled rolls is 55. It is likely
that some 36 percent of the individuals on the SSI aged and disabled rolls
described as severely visually impaired are legally blind. Thus, there are approximately 356,362 severely visually impaired individuals in financial need serious enough to be eligible for SSI payments in December 1977.
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The 1971 health interview survey revealed the following prevalence rates per
1,000 of population for severe visual impairment on a regional basis: South, 68.2;
Northeast, 39.1; North Central, 38.7; and West, 32.7.
No one knows the exact number of totally blind individuals in the United
States. Authorities associated with rehabilitation centers for the blind and other
agencies providing direct services to blind persons estimate that between 12 and
20 percent of the legally blind population have no useful vision. Therefore, we
can assume that a maximum of nearly 100,000 persons in the United States are
totally blind or have only light perception without light projection. The rest have
varying degrees of residual sight, which may be useful to them in the performance of various tasks, especially if the usefulness is enhanced by optical aids,
training in various techniques, and other aids and devices.
FEDERALLY

ASSISTED PROGRAMS

During the past 45 years, a considerable body of Federal legislation has been
enacted in the human services area. The programs established by congressional
action range from income security and health care services for individuals administered directly by the Federal Government to Federal financial grants to
State and local governments for a variety of purposes, such as health care for
needy persons of all ages, education of handicapped children, employment and
training services, and vocational rehabilitation of the disabled.
Some are designed for special groups relatively small in number; others are
virtually universal or cover large segments of the population. Some have specific
Federal requirements for compliance; others allow broad authority to States and
localities in carrying out a program as long as basic general requirements are
met. Whatever the type of federally assisted program, the important thing to
emphasize is that, for nearly half a century, the pattern in the United States
has been to establish a federally assisted program to deal with special needs.
With specific regard to the older blind and severely visually impaired, the
impact of federally created and assisted programs is great from both a positive
and negative viewpoint. On the one hand, many of the federally created programs,
particularly those involving income security and health services for older persons.
are especially helpful to our special segment of that population. On the other
hand, the special programs designed for younger peoplewith limited or no sight
are not routinely available to older persons with the same vision problems. Ironically, by far the largest segment of the blind and severely visually impaired
population remains the most neglected.
The American Foundation for the Blind (AFB) believes that the most effective
way of assuring essential rehabilitative services to older blind and severely
visually impaired persons is to include these services in medicare or in any
national health insurance program which may be enacted. These services are
low-vision service, including prescribed low-vision lenses, to enhance theusefulness of residual sight, as
well as orientation and mobility training, rehabilitation
teaching services, and other special services designed to restore a patient to
maximum functional independence after loss of sight.
Similar basic rehabilitative services, such as physical therapy, occupational
therapy, and speech therapy are covered for persons with other disabling conditions. For example, a stroke victim who loses full use of limbs and has slurred
speech is covered for the services of a physical therapist or speech therapist. If
he is blinded by the stroke, he is not entitled to therapeutic services which
would
enable him to function more independently without sight.
As a means of correcting shortcomings in the medicare program for persons
with sight loss, the AFB supported enactment this year of H.R. 13248. a bill to
cover the cost of low-vision service to the legally blind under part B of title
XVIII of the Social Security Act, which was introduced by Representative
Martha Keys of Kansas. A companion bill, S. 3038, was introduced by Senator
Harrison Williams of New Jersey.
These bills were limited to legally blind persons vhose residual sight could he
enhanced by low-vision aids owing to cost considerations. However, cost constraints this year for expansion of medicare make enactment unlikely. Attempts
will he made during the 96th Congress to secure enactment of similar legislation
and in succeeding Congresses to cover mobility training and rehabilitation teaching services under part B of medicare.
APB believes that ultimately comprehensive rehabilitative services of the
type previously described should be made available under parts A and B of
medicare, or a comprehensive national health insurance program, so that indi-
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viduals of all ages who sustain substantial sight loss can receive these rehabilitative services in any setting, including hospitals, skilled nursing facilities, other
long-term care facilities, rehabilitation centers, in their own homes, and on an
out-patient basis.
Until specialized medical rehabilitative services for individuals with severe
sight loss can be assured under medicare or a comprehensive national health
insurance program, the AFB will continue to support legislative effort to assure
these services to older blind persons in the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, title XX
of the Social Security Acl, and other appropriate Federal grant-in-aid programs
to the States. A pilot target program of grants to States for'rehabilitation services
to older blind persons was included in the Rehabilitation Act of 1972 for blind
persons aged 55 and older, as was a special program authorizing comprehensive
rehabilitation services without a clear-cut vocational objective (independent living rehabilitation). The bill was pocket vetoed by President Nixon. An identical
bill was vetoed by the President early in 1973, and the Congress failed to override.
The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, which was approved by the President early
in the autumn of that year, contained authorization for special projects in the
rehabilitation of older blind persons. Projects are currently under way in six
States at an annual cost of $441,000.
Pending legislation in the Senate (S. 2600) to extend and improve the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 includes provisions for grants to the States for rehabilitation services for older blind persons, as well as provisions for independent
living rehabilitation services. The AFB is supporting these provisions as well as
the independent living rehabilitation provisions of H.R. 12467, the House-passed
lill extending and improving the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. If the 95th Congress
fails to enact a target program for rehabilitation services for older blind persons,
the gap in services to assist this major segment of the blind population will continue, while the numbers requiring service will also continue to grow.
In 1956, the Congress added authority for provision of social services to promote "self-care" of cash public assistance recipients to the cash assistance titles
of the Social Security Act. State welfare or social services agencies, which administered the cash assistance programs, also administered the social services
program, except in Delaware, Massachusetts, New Jersey, North Carolina, and
Virginia where separate State agencies for the blind then administered the title
X cash maintenance and the social services program for legally blind recipients
of all ages. The Federal Government paid 50 percent of the cost of social services
to promote self-care, with the Federal share provided on an open-end funding
basis.
The Public Welfare Amendments of 1962 strengthened these provisions and
authorized Federal reimbursement to the States of 75 percent of the cost of
specified social services designed to promote self-care and self-support and "prevent dependency." Financing was still open end, with the Federal Government
obligated to reimburse States for approved services.
Except in the five States where separate State agencies for the blind had
specific legal authority to obtain reimbursement from the Federal Government.
there does not appear to have been much evidence that these social services funds
were being used to provide or purchase specialized rehabilitative services for
blind persons, particularly for older blind persons. It is likely that older blind
persons benefitted to some degree in some States from more general social
services.
In 1972, as a result of concern in both the Congress and the administration
over the rapidly increasing cost to the Federal Government of social services on
an open-end funding basis, Congress put a ceiling of $2.5 billion on the authorization of appropriations for social services while still retaining a 75 percent Federal
share. Late in 1974, the Congress enacted title XX of the Social Security Act,
establishing a bloc grant mechanism under which requirements for States to
obtain Federal funds for social services were minimal and States were given
maximum latitude as to the social services they provided.
There is a statutory requirement that States must spend 50 percent of social
services funds on recipients of SSI. aid to families with dependent children, and
medicaid. State agencies for the blind which had previously administered social
services programs for blind persons could continue to do so under title XX.
However, as a result of State reorganization, only agencies in Massachusetts,
North Carolina, and Virginia now administer title XX State plans for blind
persons.
Amendments to title XX in 1976 authorized States to have the option of providing social services on a group eligibility rather than individual means test
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basis in geographic areas of the State where substantially all of the resident
have incomes below 90 percent of the State median income. This has implications
for provision of social services to older persons in senior centers, as well as older
blind and severely visually impaired persons.
In 1976, an AFB study of first year comprehensive annual social services program (CASP) plans revealed that only 17 States indicated that they would
provide specialized services to blind persons, such as orientation and mobility
and rehabilitation teaching services. An HEW publication summarizing CASI'
plans for the fiscal year 1978 revealed that 12 States said they were providing
special services to blind persons, while 33 States were providing a variety of
general social services to blind persons.
Since 45 States would reach their title XX expenditure ceilings by September 30, 1978, thus foreclosing the possibility of expansion of the program to
include services to blind persons in succeeding years, the AFB this year supported Increases in the entitlement ceiling for title XX. H.R. 12973 as passed
by the House of Representatives, would authorize Increases in the ceiling to
$2.9 billion for fiscal year 1979; $3.15 billion for fiscal year 1980; and $3.45 billion
for fiscal year 1981 and succeeding years. This bill is currently pending in the
Senate, and AFB, in concert with other organizations interested in handicapped
individuals, is supporting its enactment.
Although title XX of the Social Security Act is presently the most logical mechanism for providing specialized rehabilitative services to older blind persons to
foster their ability to attain maximum independence, the competition at State
level for these funds between the disparate groups eligible for services makes it
unlikely that the older blind and severely visually impaired population will be
adequately served without special earmarking in the Federal act as has already
been done for child care services.
The Older Americans Act of 1965 was enacted to assure provision of a wide
variety of necessary services to the growing proportion of older persons in the
population who need them. This is to be accomplished through the establishment
with Federal financial assistance under the act of State and area agencies on
aging, which can serve as advocates to assure utilization by older persons of
other federally financed programs, as well as through programs established by
the act itself. There is also authority for model projects, including specific provisions for special services to older handicapped Americans. Amendments enacted
in 1975 require State agencies on aging to spend not less than 20 percent of their
allotments for community services for transportation services, home services, legal
and other counseling services, and residential repair and renovation programs.
The Older Americans Act of 1965 must still be regarded as having its greatest
Impact on the lives of older blind and other handicapped persons at some tinme
in the future. Except for the nutrition for the elderly program, the bulk of Federal funding has necessarily been devoted to the establishment and operation of
State and area agencies on aging, research programs, training of personnel, and
Increasingly for social services. Special services to blind and other handicapped
older persons can be handled on a model project basis as well as through coinmunity services. Obviously, substantially higher appropriations will be needed
in the future-coupled with expanded program authority-if the Older Americans
Act of 1965 Is to fulfill its potential for assuring essential services to older blind
and handicapped persons, let alone the needs of low-income older persons without serious handicapping conditions. Legislation in the current Congress to extend
and improve the act promises some expansion in services to blind and other handcapped persons. The House-passed bill, H.R. 12255, contains authority for speeial
projects related to older blind persons in 10 States. In addition, it includes provisions relating to long-term care services. Similar provisions for long-terni care
services are contained in the Senate-passed bill, S. 2850. The AFB is supporting
these improvements and expects a committee of conference to approve a bill
which will contain expanded provisions for long-term care services and for special
projects for older blind persons.
CONCLUSION

Major gaps in services to older blind and severely visually impaired persons
continue to be lack of general availability of quality low-vision services with the
cost covered by a Government-financed program, as well as the lack of adequate
financing of specialized services designed to foster independent living and prevent
premature institutionalization. No federally created health care program covers
low-vision services for all who might benefit, and the only federally financed pro-
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gram under which specialized services for independent living of older blind persons can currently be provided-title XX of the Social Security Act-has too
many demands upon it.
The AFB believes that the most effective way of assuring older blind and
severely visually impaired persons of low vision and specialized rehabilitative
services, such as rehabilitation center training, orientation and mobility services, and training in other daily -living skills, is to cover them as health and
allied health services under medicare and, subsequently, under a comprehensive
national health insurance program. Similarly, long-term care services, such as
homemaker and mobile meal services, should be covered under medicare and a
national health insurance program for those who need them as a means of delaying costlier institutionalization.
The advantages of coverage of these services as part of a comprehensive national health insurance program are uniformity of entitlement and payment
mechanisms and assurance of quality professional standards through accreditation of providers of services. Unlike existing Federal-State matching fund programs, a comprehensive national health insurance program would not be subject
to the vagaries of Federal and State appropriations processes with their dependence on matching fund allocation formulas and inevitable limitation on the
numbers of people served.
Until a truly comprehensive national health insurance program is implemented, a separate title should be added to the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to
cover independent living rehabilitation services to handicapped persons of all
ages without regard to potential employability. A special target program of
rehabilitation services for older blind persons should also be added to the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 or enacted as a freestanding law as provided for in S.
2600. A Federal-State matching fund program of this type could be phased down
as medicare and national health insurance increasingly cover the cost of these
services.
ITF1m,
4. STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN OPTOMETRIC ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON,
D.C.
The American Optometric Association appreciates this opportunity to assist
the Senate Special Committee on Aging in its study of vision impairment among
older Americans. This issue is indeed an important one that affects nearly every

senior citizen, and we would like to commend the committee for taking an active
interest in it.

Our statement will cover the following points:
(1) The need for medicare to reimburse select optometrists for covered services that are within the license of optometry but are currently reimbursed only if

provided by a physician (M.D. or D.O.) (2) The need to expand medicare coverage to all optometric and medical eye/
vision care services which are required by older Americans;
(3) The importance to senior citizens of legislation, introduced by Senator
Williams, Representative Keys, and Senator Randolph, which would provide
for medicare or other Federal coverage of services and low-vision aids for the
partially sighted. On this point we will describe the vision conditions which constitute partial sight, the various types of low-vision aids which optometrists and
physicians prescribe, and applicable cost factors: and,
(4) Throughout the statement we will cite appropriate data concerning the
incidence of vision impairment among older Americans and existing programs
which demonstrate the contribution that optometric services make to their health.
MEDICARE SHOULD REIMBURSE FOR COVERED OPTOMETRIC

SERVICES

Medicare's current eye/vision care coverage severely restricts both the scope
of care available to older Americans and the availability of health care profes-

sionals to provide even the current limited scope of care.
Current coverage now extends only to costly "crisis care" when the eyes are
concerned. Thus, hospital and surgical services are covered, as are eye examinations provided by physicians (M.D. or D.O.) when a patient has symptoms
of possible eye injury or disease. The services most universally required by senior
citizens-routine eye examinations and eye appliances-are not covered.
Many senior citizen leaders have stressed the need for specific medicare coverage of routine eye/vision care, including refraction and eyeglasses. They have
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pointed to such facts as a recent National Center for Health Statistics report
showing the almost universal affliction of visual acuity problems in the population group over age 65. Similarly, a 1975 senior citizens' survey demonstrated that
40 percent of older Americans have problems going up and down stairs; nearly
30 percent have difficulty reading the newspaper; and among those surveyed who
drive, 45 percent have some trouble or can't drive at night. For these reasons,
senior citizen and optometric organizations have sought medicare coverage of
routine eye/vision care as essential for accident prevention and the ability of
older Americans to live full, active, independent lives.
Yet, even medicare's very limited scope of services is further restricted by
discriminating against patients who selects optometrists for covered services. A
senior citizen with symptoms of possible eye injury or disease may secure an
eye examination from a physician (M.D. or D.O.) under medicare and be reimbursed: but medicare will not pay for the same examination if it is performed
by an optometrist. Some senior citizen groups, noticing this fact, have worked
out agreements with physicians at a reduced fee. In fact, one Minnesota group
has gone so far as to state the "tricks of the trade" 'in making sure that an eye
exam is reimbursable.
The need for the widest availability to older Americans of eye/vision care
manpower is particularly underscored by the high incidence of blindness and
potentially blinding eye problems in this age group. The National Society for
the Prevention of Blindness has estimated that 4.1 percent of the population.
mostly senior citizens, have glaucoma. Some 7 percent of senior citizens are
legally blind: three-fourths of these are partially sighted and can, with the help
of low-vision aids, apply their residual vision in a limited fashion. In 1976, HEW
found an incidence of cataracts of 11.4 percent, or three-fourths of the annual
incidence of cataracts in the entire population, among persons over age 65.
Finally, a 1973-75 Johns Hopkins University study in Massachusetts showed the
following prevalence of eye disease, primarily among senior citizens: diabetic
retinopathy. 3.1 percent; and senile macular degeneration, 8.8 percent.
A 1976 HEW study on medicare coverage for eye and vision care services notes
that many areas of the country, particularly nonmetropolitan areas, are served
only by optometrists. Approximately 40 percent of the counties have an ow)tometrist but no ophthalmologist. There are twice as many optometrists as
ophthalmologists. Also noted by the HEW study is an Institute of Medicine deseription that: "Optometrists are trained to recognize disease conditions of the
eye and ocular manifestations of other diseases, and to refer patients with these
conditions to the appropriate health professional. We would estimate that optometrists refer some 5 to 10 percent of their patients to physicians, primarily to
ophthalmologists. Still another observation from this study is that even in urban
areas: "Under present circumstances the vision care needs of the elderly are
not being met in timely fashion, and that to do so requires full utilization of all
types of vision care manpower, including optometrists...."
The qualifications of optometrists to perform currently covered medicare eye
examination services are further underscored by table 1 in the 1976 HEW study.
The table lists the following services which are within the scope of practice of
both optometrists and ophthalmologists, and then notes that except for "refrnction" and "ophthalmic prosthesis and services," medicare will now reimburse
only ophthalomologists for these services:
Personal and family health history. svmptoms and vision reouirements:
Visual acuity-distance and near, with and without correction:
External examination (eye and adjacent structures)
Direct and indirect ophthalmoseopy:
Biomicroscopy;
Tonometry:
Central and peripheral visual fields;
Ophthalmometrv/keratonometry:
Refraction-objective and subjective distance and near:
Ocular motility and binocular function:
Visual perception. color vision. stereopsis, motor:
Evaluation for contact lenses:
Evaluation for lon-vision aids:
Evaluation for vision training therapy;
Ophthalmic prosthesis and services.
In summary, the reality faced by the optometric patient who acquires medicare
eligibility is that his or her eye examination suddenly becomes reimbursable if
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performed by an ophthalmologist but not by the optometrist. This patient must
then decide whether to remain with the optometrist and pay the bill, or seek out
an often-less-accessible ophthalmologist whose services would be reimbursed.
We would recommend that the Congress erase this absurd, arbitrary distinction
by simply altering the definition of an optometrist as a physician under medicare.
This definition now reads, "establishing the necessity for prosthetic lenses." It
should read. "functions which he is legally authorized to perform in (his or
her) State (that are covered by medicare)."
Such coverage already has ample precedent in Federal programs and, in fact,
medicare stands virtually alone in restricting its beneficiaries' ability to select
optometrists. Optometrists in direct service Federal programs such as the military and Indian Health Service have responsibility for the detection and referral of possible eye disease and ocularly manifested systemic disease. The
Federal Employees Health Benefits Act specifically provides that a patient may
select an optometrist for any covered service that is within his license. Most
federally qualified health maintenance organizations utilize optometrists, and
most of these utilize them in a primary entry/primary care setting. Most of the
40 States which cover optometric services under medicare also assure freedomof-choice of provider. Another example is CHAMPUS, which recognizes the
ability of optometrists as well as physicians to perform eye examinations in
connection with the treatment of covered eye diseases and injuries. Finally, the
privately practicing optometrist has a legal and ethical responsibility, enforced
by State law and court decisions, to detect and refer suspected eye and systemic
diseases.
MEDICARE

SHOULD

COVER ALL REQUIRED

EYE/VISION

CARE

Senator Rihicoff and Representative Corman, together with nearly 200 of their
colleagues, have introduced legislation to add routine optometric or medical
eye examinations and eyeglasses to medicare coverage. The principal bills, which
also provide that doctors of optometry, as well as doctors of medicine and
osteopathy, may be reimbursed for any covered service within their license, are
S. 514 and H.R. 2020.
The House Select Committee on Aging, under the leadership of Representative
Pepper, has introduced a number of comprehensive medicare expansion bills
which include needed routine eye and vision care.
The American Optometric Association has joined senior citizens' groups in
actively supporting the enactment of this type of legislation. As noted above.
nearly every senior citizen has at least a routine sight problem, with a strong
possibility of eye disease as well. Underscoring the need for this legislation are
some additional facts from our 1975 senior citizens' survey.
Among the senior citizens who did not go to an eye specialist the last time they
felt the need for eye care, 48 percent did not go because of lack of money.
Forty-five percent of the senior citizens surveyed with limited finances would
visit their eye specialist more often if money were no problem.
Over 80 percent of those responding do not have company or personal insurance
(other than medicare) that pays for all or part of their eye care.
Five out of six senior citizens would urge federally subsidized programs to pay
for eye care services including glasses.
Nearly one-third of those surveyed feel their inability to see well prevents
them from performing different activities such as household chores, recreation.
business, etc.
One out of every four citizens surveyed indicated they had an eye problem
which required regular care, and only about 15 percent of those surveyed categorized their vision as excellent.
The need for low-vision services and aids alone is discussed in the next segment of this statement. (Some 750,000 older Americans are visually handicapped
by this condition to the extent that such aids and services are needed.)
As is true with refractive and other relative uncomplicated sight problems.
many persons do not notice symptoms of the early stages of eye disease or of
systemic diseases which may be detected in eye examinations. Coverage of routine eye examination thus is essential not only for the diagnosis and treatment
of sight problems, but also for the early detection of potentially blinding eye
disease as well as of such systemic diseases as diabetes, arteriosclerosis, and
hypertension, which often show up first in the eyes. Routine eye examinations, if
covered under medicare, could provide early detection for these frequently occurring diseases and thus bring further benefits to the elderly citizen. This surely
must be considered a major unmet need which medicare should cover.
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The importance of eyeglasses to senior citizens is demonstrated by the fact
that vision problems may precipitate other problems as a result of accidents and
injuries attributable to visual difficulties. A good deal of correct balance depends on good vision and the elderly are particularly prone to suffer from defective vision. Falls in the elderly constitute a serious hazard. The death rate
among those over 65 years from accidents rises sharply with age. In fact, accidents are the sixth major cause of death among the elderly, and 85 percent of all
injuries sustained by persons 65 and older are caused by falls. Twenty-flve percent are attributable directly to uncorrected visual problems.
In many cases, geriatric patients labeled as senile, reclusive, bothersome, or
irritable actually have vision problems which affect their behavior. Once the
problems are corrected with proper vision care, the patients' behavior often
changes remarkably for the better. A study of the Ebenezer Center, a leading
geriatrics center in Minneapolis, Minn., has confirmed that in many cases older
persons may "have been inappropriately labeled mentally Impaired as a result
of unresolved vision needs."
There are specific areas of disability which although not life threatening illnesses per se, are nevertheless extremely vital to the well-being of the individual.
The human being is primarily dependent upon his vital functioning. The incidence
of visual Impairment, however, is rather significant among the geriatic population. Quite often, the aged neglect attending to their visual handicaps due to
their inability to afford such care. With improved vision the aged find their other
disabilities easier to bear because they now can read, sew, knit, or engage in a
number of visually oriented activities.
The following statement by the Director of the National Eye Institute underscores the importance of vision to the individual:
"The greatest toll taken each year in the United States by eye disease is not
measured in terms of mortality-few disorders originating in the eye cause
death-but rather in degrees of physical limitation and financial burden. But
such measurements are inadequate, or they do not convey the hardship or
mental anguish of having to function in a complex environment deprived of
normal vision. Perhaps for these reasons, Americans have indicated that they
fear blindness more than any other physical affliction with the single exception
of cancer."
The statistics cited are inadequate for describing the burden Imposed on the
individual by vision disorders. They cannot convey the hardship and anguish
experienced by the elderly in functioning in an environment without normal
vision. Thus, the vision care needs of the elderly population are a significant
component to the overall health and welfare of the elderly. Certainly, this is a
vital area of need, when one considers these needs and contrasts them with the
inadequate attention presently being devoted to this area. Medicaid covers
routine eye/vision care In most States; so does vocational rehabilitation. Wily
not medicare?
MEDICARE SHOULD COVER LOW-VISION CARE

Senator Williams and Representative Keys have introduced, respectively.
S. 3038 and H.R. 13248. These bills, if enacted, would include optometric and
medical low-vision services and aids for the legally blind within medicare
coverage.

In addition, Senator Randolph has included important provisions within title
IV of S. 2600 that would accomplish the same objectives as the Williams' and
Keys' proposals, using general revenues as the financing mechanism.
The American Optometric Association supports the concept of financial assistance to partially sighted older Americans in obtaining the optometric and
medical services and aids that can enable them to see. Thus, we favor the enactment of legislation such as S. 3038, H.R. 13248, or title IV of S. 2600.
As noted above, some 7 percent of senior citizens are legally blind; threefourths of these are partially sighted and can, with the help of low-visioon aids,
apply their residual vision in a limited fashion. The prevalence of low vision
among senior citizens is more than eight times the rate for all other age groups.
Also, partial sight is the third most prevalent chronic health condition among
the aging. Partially sighted are those who cannot identify letters 30.45 mum high
(approximately one and one-quarter inches) from a distance of 20 feet (20/70),
but can identify large objects in their vicinity. Their condition of partial sight

may stem from any of the following problems:
(1) Diffuse blurring (e.g., scarring of the cornea from accidents, ulcers, or
infection; excessive fluid in the cornea due to corneal dystrophy, postoperative
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cataract, or corneal surgery ; or vitreous hemorrhage from diabetes, hypertension, sickle cell anemia, or trauma).
(2) Blurred or poorly defined central vision without field loss (e.g., complete or
incomplete ocular albinism; refractive amblyopia secondary to strabismus; swelling of the macula area of the retina in diabetes; congenital cone dysfunction;
or involuntary repetitive eye movements.
(3) Central or macular (the macula is an area of the retina) field loss (e.g.,
senile macular degeneration, hemorrhagic macular disease, juvenile forms of
macular degeneration, macular cysts and holes, diabetic macular disease, some
optic nerve disease such as glaucoma, or degenerative myopia).
(4) Extensive peripheral or perimacular field loss (e.g., retinitis pigmentos:a;
advanced chronic simple glaucoma; neurological diseases such as multiple sclerosis, brain tumors, organic brain injury, stroke, or trauma: detached retinal
from a variety of causes; diabetic retinopathy in the hemorrhagic or proliferntive phase; advanced retinal damage from infantile retinal and vitreous inflinitmation; or occlusive disease in retinal artery or vein).
(5) Sector or segment loss (e.g., early retinitis pigmentosa, early glaucoma.
neurological disease affecting the optic nerve, guadrant loss from stroke, occlusion of artery or vein branch, diabetes with sector proliferation, segmental
(letachments of the retina, or mild or moderate forms of infantile retinal and
vitreous inflammation).
(6) Mechanical factors affecting visual acuity, such as glare, lighting, pupil
size, or aphakia, may cause even greater reduction of vision in the presence of
other pathology.
Visually impaired people with sight far outnumber those who have no usable
vision. The partially sighted person has potential for independence if he or she
gets optical or other aids, and learns to adjust to the way his or her vision
has changed. Some of these aids are telescopic, microscopic, and contact lenses;
light control devices; closed-circuit television, and functional aids.
Optometric research leading to further refinements of these special optical
aids is a continuing project to which many Individual practitioners and optometric teaching institutions have addressed their efforts. Dramatic progress has
been made in the last 20 years and even greater breakthroughs are anticipated
for the future.
A number of Federal programs now cover services and aids for the partially
sighted. For example, state vocational rehabilitation plans cover eye examiniations for visual loss, visual training, eyeglasses, and low-vision aids. The late
D. C. MacFarland, Ph. D., reported to the 1966 AOA conference on aid to the
visually limited that in 196.5 approximately 20,000 persons with partial sight
were helped under vocational rehabilitation. Many State medicaid and crippled
childrens' services plans cover low-vision services, and partial sight is a form of
physical handicap covered under the Education of Handicapped Act.
In the private sector, urban low-vision clinics associated with the Pennsylvania
College of Optometry and the Southern California College of Optometry are two
important success stories describing the contribution that optometric low-vision
services can make to the partially sighted. Also, over 40 percent of optometrists
in the United States provide these services.
Cost figures are available for services and aids to the partially sighted. Typically, a low-vision evaluation adds 50 percent to the fee for an optometric diagnostic eye/vision examination. With $26 being the average fee in 1975 for an
optometric examination of a person 65 years or older, the total charge would
thus approximate $39.
Around 90 percent of all low-vision aids are high intensity lights, available
commercially at $12, and hand-held magnifiers, which are sold commercially
for $8 to $100, depending upon the complexity. Telescopic systems typically cost
$200, with TV monitor systems running around $1,200. Surely this legislation is
a fair investment by our Nation in the well-being of its senior citizens who have
contributed to its growth.
CONCLUSION

It Is well known that the elderly as a group tend to have low income. In addition, the elderly are those who are most afflicted with visual problems which can
limit their Independence in our society, increase their susceptibility to falls and
injuries, and lessen their total enjoyment of life that comes from being able to
see. For older persons, who have gradually -become spectators rather than participants in life's affairs, vision assuredly must 'be preserved and enhanced where
possible.
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By allowing for medicare coverage to include those services
are within
the practice of optometry, *but are currently reimbursed only ifthat
provided
doctor of medicine or osteopathy, government policy will do much more tobyin-a
crease the availability and efriciency of covered services.
At present, the services most universally required by senior citizens-routine
eye examinations and eye appliances-are not covered benefits under 'medicare.
As noted in this statement, many diseases of the eyes common to this age group
could be detected by regular examinations, but almost half of the surveyed
elderly did not have regular eye examinations because of lack of money. With
Medicare coverage, many blinding eye diseases could be alleviated
with
examinations, and early detection of many other systemic diseases, whichregular
often
show up first in the eyes, could be treated.
In addition, visual aids for the partially sighted, which have provided miraoulous improvements for those who would not otherwise see at all, should not be
excluded from medicare coverage.
With government assistance, ability to pay for visual services can result in
improved consideration for the needs of older Americans.
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Low Vision USA

The problem of
six million Americans
with severe uncorrectible
visual impairment

I See

statement, page 12.
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LOW VISION CARE:
A new, ongoing obligation of the ophthalmologist*

(4

by H. MacKenzie Freeman, M.D., Senior Clinical Scientist
and Vice President, EyeResearch Institute of Retina Foundation

L

Today, advances in retinal and
vitreous surgery and photocoagulation
have resulted in improvement or
preservation of vision in eyes that were
heretofore inoperable or untreatable.
Upside-down surgery may unfold a
giant tear. A vitreous balloon can be
used to break retinal adhesions making
retinal reattachment possible and enabling some vision in the eye to be salvaged. Vitreous membrane scissors
may make it possible to reattach a
retina where multiple scleral buckling
operations have failed. Open-sky
vitreous surgery makes possible the
removal of preretinal membranes so
that a retina may be reattached. Argon
laser photocoagulation may arrest or
improve certain cases of macular
degeneration. A long standing vitreous
hemorrhage may be successfully removed by closed vitrectomy. But in
many cases these new procedures are
performed on patients with eye conditions so severe that treatment, no matter how successful, can bring improvement only into the low-vision range.
We have taken a hard look at the
results of our surgery in terms of visual
performance and have come to
recognize the need and obligation to
include low-vision care and rehabilitation in the spectrum of patient management, which should not end following successful surgery.
Further, with increasing life expectancy, more people will reach the age
where macular degeneration is prevalent. The sad truth of the matter is
that laser photocoagulation will help
only a small percentage of those affected. But the elderly, now more involved in society, are no longer complacent about accepting poor vision as
a part of aging. They demand, quite
rightfully, that all possible steps be
taken to improve their vision.
Therefore, we should evaluate the
eyes of these frustrated persons as
thoroughly as possible. Granted, a
large percentage of these patients can
be brought only to low levels of visual
acuity with laser photocoagulation;

nonetheless, even a small improvement by low-vision aids in that salvaged vision may mean much to the
patients. It can make a world of difference in their lives, enabling them to
be independent, self-supporting
members of society, or to enjoy the
pleasures of retirement.
Traditionally, retina surgeons have
striven to improve techniques and instrumentation to achieve better
anatomic results. Now we are approaching a second equally important
milestone in retinal care, which involves improving functional results in
desperate cases. We feel that our
obligation does not end with a reattached retina, a vitreous cleared of
chronic hemorrhage, or a macular condition arrested or improved. The orthopedic surgeon does not perform a
hip procedure and then consider patient management completed. He calls
in a team of physiotherapists to teach
the patient how to make the repaired
hip function optimally. Similarly, we
must realize that where our treatment
ends, low-vision evaluation should
begin.
New vitreoretinal surgical techniques
can take the patient only so far. The
ophthalmologists must encourage him
further along the next step in a continuum of eye care which involves a
comprehensive study of retinal function, a low-vision assessment to determine visual needs and desires, followed by the prescription of low-vision
aids, then mobility training, and social
and vocational rehabilitation.
Why should ophthalmologists take
on this added responsibility of overseeing care? Without questiom ophthalmologists are best fitted to assume this
leadership role inasmuch as they can
diagnose and define which patients
may benefit from surgery, photocoagulation, medical therapy, or low-vision
aids. They are equipped to oversee
total eye care and to follow ocular
conditions most knowledgeably. Now
more than ever, the ophthalmologist
should promote, stimulate, and sup-
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Low Vision USA
Low Vision Specialist and
Assistant Scientist of the Eye
Research Institute of Retina
Foundation, Gerald R. Friedman, O.D., discusses the
dimensions of the problem.

There are 6.4 million people in the
United States alone who suffer from
some form of severe visual impairment, Of this 6.4 million, 400,000 have
no useful vision, which leaves 6 million
with some degree of sight. These
statistics are generally accepted as being underestimated and unfortunately,
they also represent a visually impaired
population which is increasing and not
decreasing. The incapacitating nature
of visual impairment is readily demonstrated by the fact that most of these
people are in good health but for their
eyes. However, they cannot function in
the visually-oriented world of today.
Ironically, and this is most important to
remember, these people are not totally blind.
Among the reasons for the increase
in visual impairment in our population
are: the eye's vulnerability to injury;
degenerative conditions of the eye
accompanying age; systemic diseases
which also affect the eye; increasing
life expectancy which leaves the eyes
vulnerable to the aging problems of all
organs of the body; and the increasing
population itself.
Two causes of the increasing incidence of visual impairment warrant
special attention because of the seeming paradox involved. These are: a) advances in medical and surgical treatment of the eyes and b) the advanced
technology of today's society.
Advances in eye treatment have
made it possible to preserve sight on a
level never before thought possible.
New techniques in vitreous and retinal
surgery and photocoagulation with the
laser have preserved the vision of eyes
which previously would have been
lost. In preserving vision, these advances have cut down blindness, but in
many cases leave reduced vision,
hence adding to the visually impaired
population, an outcome, however, far
preferable to total blindness.
On the other hand, the technological
society of today, while giving us
miraculous developments to enhance
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and dependence, of being a producour lives, even to preserve life, is itself
tive part of society, or avictim of it.
responsible for creating de facto visual
If one has good sight, one can perimpairments by simply denying the
visually impaired access to jobs form two simple experiments and extwo forms of low vision. To
perience
require
now
jobs
because these
personally experience the impairment
superior vision. Certain jobs which
of central vision, cover one eye and
once required 20/40 vision, today reobserve the area around you, looking
quire 20/20 vision, a level of vision
through a glassof salt water. During
much higher than the 20/40. States
this exercise, look out the windows
which once required 20/70 vision to
and also look at the newspaper. The
operate an automobile, now require
impairment of peripheral, or side vi20/40, a much higher visual level than
sion, can be appreciated by closing
20/70. These are but two examples of
one eye and looking through a straw
society contributing to the creation of
with the other eye. Again, look out the
a visually impaired population through
window and at a newspaper. These exdefinition and legislation.
ercises demonstrate two distinct types
Low Vision Defined: What then do
of visual impairment. What they have
we call this group in excess of 6 million
which cannot "see", but is not "blind"? in common is that some vision remains. This residual vision is what
Historically, these people would be
keeps this person from being conconsidered to have inadequate vision
sidered "blind". The person with low
for
be
classified
to function and would
vision then, is not blind; the term
all intents and purposes as blind. To"blind" should be reserved for those
day, we are in a fortunate position to
without any remaining vision.
than
offer them a much better future
"Low vision" is the vision one has left
that definition would imply. First, we
(residual vision) after all the medical
call this condition "low vision", not
of the cause of the disability
treatment
blindness, and second, of far greater
has been utilized. A more technical
importance, we can offer low vision
definition of low vision would be, "any
people the means of utilizing whatever
pathological congenital or traumatic
vision they have left, no matter how
great or how little that may be. In a condition of the eye which results in a
visually oriented society, this can be decrease of central vision or peripheral
r.ntinues
the difference between independence
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Low Vision USA cnud
field and which is not amenable to
medical, surgical, or ordinary optical
means.' If this remaining vision is insufficient to read or travel, or even watch
TV, low vision evaluation and specially
designed systems can, in a gratifying
number of instances, increase this remaining vision to a usable level.
Low vision knows no age boundaries.
It affects the young aswell as the elderly. People are born with it and people
develop it later in life. Although low vision is often associated with increasing
age, it is interesting to note that a study
of the low vision population seen in
two of the low vision clinics in Boston
show that 40% of those seen were
under the age of 35 with a substantial
number under the age of 16. The population seen at one of these clinics consisted of patients from 51 countries
and 36 states which offers further insight into the geographical distribution
of those with low vision.
The systems which are utilized to en-

hance the remaining vision range from
the relatively simple to the extremely
complex. Each has its specific advantages and can only be determined after
careful low vision evaluation which
first determines the amount of useful
vision remaining then, the most efficient way to utilize it.
Making the Most of Low Vision
The low vision systems do far more
than help someone to read, although
reading is extremely important in society today. They can make it possible
to stay in school or go on to advanced
study, find and keep a job, walk from
one point to another, fulfill household
and cooking requirements. The effectiveness of the low vision system varies
with the ability of the patient to master
it; the highly motivated patient rarely
has difficulty. The need to use vision
varies considerably and is dictated by
one's environment. This need combined with motivation accounts for the

variations in results achieved with low
vision systems. If you were to observe
people with 20180vision in their daily
lives, you would think some of them
had no problem at all with their eyes,
while others had no vision at all. The
group which is attempting to make the
most use of their vision is the group
which would have little difficulty in
adapting to the low vision systems.
In summary, the low vision systems
give the user an ability to compete in
his visual world to a degree never
thought possible. Utilization of these
low vision systems is seldom easy, but
one has only to consider the alternative, not seeing to realize the advantages which these systems offer.
Research in the area of low vision is being carried on in order to find new and
better ways to evaluate the residual vision and develop new techniques and
technology to enable the more efficient use of the precious residual vision
for as long as possible.

Making the Maximum Use of
Minimal Vision
Marvin Brotman demonstrates what proper motivation can do for the visually-handicapped.
He walks down the street at a fast dog-trot. Only occasionally does he use awhite cane. -Mostly,' he says,-so that
aggressive Boston motorists will know that I might not be
able to play the usual pedestrian games." It is difficult to
guess on first acquaintance that Marvin Brotman's vision is
limited to 5%sight in one eye.
For the past two years, Mr. Brotman has been Executive
Director of FERRAT
(Friends of EyeResearch, Rehabilitation
and Treatment). But hisinterest in both eye research and
rehabilitation of the visually impaired extends much further
back than this. Legally blind since birth, Brotman insisted on
making maximum use of his remaining vision despite constant admonitions, "You will strain your eyes."
"Ours is a separate problem and must be dealt with as
such-in education, rehabilitation and in terms of how the
public comprehends our situation," Brotman said in speaking of low vision people like himself.
In 1953 Marvin became one of the first legally blind people to receive a M.S.degree from the Graduate School of
Journalism at Columbia University. Following this, he was a
science writer for a large midwestern newspaper. Marvin
later went into public relations, serving as PRDirector of
Kansas'
largest private hospital. He later moved to Denver
and became Director of Public Relations for the famed National Jewish Hospital and Research Center.
Marvin is one of the founders of the Council of Citizens

Mr. &.t-matnbh a dosed ci-it TV Readed/Wrier This superb low
sisim aid was developed by Dr. Sam Ce-eksby
and c-leagues ai the
Band Cxrpxrarix Dre
Geeeksy, a vatinally knvwn mathemacian, is
a lox-sisim persxe hisef.

with Low Vision (CCLV). The new membership-advocacy
group is in the process of organizing low-vision people
throughout the nation in order to improve the quality and
availability of specialized services. Marvin is also a member
of the Legislative Committee, American Association of
Workers for the Blind; he also is active in the Affiliated
Leadership League of Agencies of and for the Blind.
Marvin travels extensively on behalf of FERRAT.
Through
his efforts, agencies and organizations for the blind, senior
citizens groups and others have learned more about the
progress and needs of the eye research community and
have given invaluable support to FERRAT's
efforts to increase Federal funding of vision research. Since FERRAT's
inception in 1975, funding has grown from $44 million to
$85 million-nearly double.
"Our goal for fiscal '79 is $118 million,' Brotman said. "The
National EyeInstitute would get this sum, then dispense the
greatest percentage of it in the form of grants to eye
research centers throughout our nation."
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MEDICAID ANTI-FRAUD PROGRAMS: THE ROLE
OF STATE FRAUD CONTROL UNITS
TUESDAY, JULY 25, 1978

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:08 a.m., in room
1212, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Frank Church, chairman, presiding.
Present: Senator Church.
Also present: William E. Oriol, staff director; Garry V. Wenske,
assistant counsel for operations; Alan Dinsmore and Nancy Coleman,
professional staff members; Jeff Lewis, minority professional staff,
member; Marjorie J. Finney, correspondence assistant; Theresa M.
Forster, fiscal assistant; and Madonna S. Pettit, research assistant.
OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR FRANK CHURCH, CHAIRMAN
Senator CHURCH. The hearing will please come to order.
My opening remarks this morning will be brief since we are going
to deal with a very challenging subject and we want to have the
fullest discussion possible in our limited time period.
I shall also ask the witnesses this morning to summarize their
statements in order to enable the committee to hear fully from
everyone and to permit us to move directly to questioning. I would
like though, to make a few key points before hearing from you.
First, the Federal Government, in partnership with the States in
the medicaid progam is the largest purchaser of medical services in
this country-and over one-third of the money spent is supposed to
purchase vitally needed services for our citizens aged 65 and over.
Unfortunately, investigations and hearings before this committee
show that medicaid fraud exists on a massive scale. These proceedings
revealed such practices as providers charging medicaid for expensive
personal luxury items, kickbacks to nursing home owners by suppliers,
and forced contributions by relatives as a condition for accepting a
patient.
The first annual report of the Inspector General of the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare estimates losses in the Federal
share alone of the medicaid program due to fraud and abuse at
approximately $653 million-in fact, the total amount of loss due to
fraud, abuse, and waste for all HEW programs is estimated by the
HEW Inspector General at a staggering $7 billion. The executive
vice president of the Idaho Hospital Association, John D. Hutchison,
points out that this figure is over 50 times more than the total 1976
expenses of all Idaho hospitals put together.
(1)
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My point is this: Whatever the losses to the system are, and we
still have only estimates of these losses, the bottom line is a loss to the
taxpayers in the States and the Federal Government and, most important of all, reduced medical services to those who can least afford
the loss.
My second point is that the hearings and investigations before this
committee have revealed a pattern of massive fraud deterred by only
patchwork investigation and prosecution. In fact, a recent congressional report revealed that 20..States had never referred a suspected
medicaid fraud case to State or Federal law enforcement agencies for
prosecution.
On October 25, 1977, the President signed into law the medicare/
medicaid antifraud and abuse amendments. This legislation, which
became Public Law' 95-142, 'was designed to facilitate Federal and
State efforts to identify and prosecute cases of fraudulent and abusive
activities and to strengthen penalities for persons convicted of provider
related violations.
Section 17, one of the most important provisions of this law, authorizes 90-percent funding for the States to establish investigative
fraud control units for a 3-year period. This provision was intended
to encourage the creation of a central organization, distinct from the
State medicaid agency, with the capacity to detect, investigate, and
prosecute medicaid fraud.
This committee is greatly concerned that only nine States are now
certified to take part in this program. While we understand that a
large number of other States have expressed interest in the program
and that a number of these may be certified in the near future, we are
also concerned that Federal share funding will expire on October 1,
1980, and we want to examine the consequences of this.
Mly third point is this: This law gives States 3 years to prove themselves. This is reasonable. However,' only one of the nine certified
States is in the top five spenders in the medicaid program. New
York State's special prosecutor, who is with us this morning, pointed
out recently that it took 3 years in the courts to simply gain access
to one suspected provider's account books. What about those other
States. They may have less than 2 years to prove that their State
fraud control unit can work.
The major questions before this inquiry are:
One: Why has so little progress been made in the implementation of
the medicare/medicaid antifraud and abuse amendments' call for
the creation of these units?
Two: What steps are being taken to encourage the formation of
these units?
Three: What will happen after October 1, 1980, when the Federal
matching share for the financing of these units expires?
Four: What steps are being taken to implement the provisions of the
law which deal with ownership and management disclosure for medicaid providers-a significant aid to the work of the State fraud control
units?
Our witnesses, I am sure, will have more to say about this situation
and we look forward' to your comments and recommendations.
Senator Pete V. Domenici, the ranking minority member of this
committee, is unable'to be with us this morning. He has, however,
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submitted a statement for the record, which will be entered at this
time.
[The statement of Senator Domenici follows:]
STATEMENT OF SENATOR PETE V. DOMENICI

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased today that we are holding hearings on the role of
State fraud control units, an area which I believe we need to reexamine. Although
we enacted legislation only last year to establish the medical State fraud control
units, to date, only nine States have certified units. This is extremely distressing
since the Federal Government is subsidizing 90 percent of the cost for the establishment and operation of these units, and the funding for these units expires on
'October 1, 1980. Subsequently, I am greatly concerned over, why more of these
units haven't been established and if a sufficient number will be in operation long
enough to effectively evaluate their performances.
This legislation was designed to curb the increasing problem of fraud and abuse
in costly, problem-riddled medicaid programs. At the same time, however, we have
to be cautious that these State fraud control units don't become federally funded
harassment units. I believe we need to explore alternate ways to-provide funding
for these units; that is, make these units dependent upon their actual recoveries.
We are in a time now where we have to begin to truly curb Federal expenditures
and Federal subsidizing and force some programs to pay for themselves. That is
why I am particularly interested in ascertaining actually how much money these
units have been able to recover to date, and how much we can anticipate their
{,
'
being able to recover.
I look forward to hearing from our distinguished witnesses this morning and
their response to my questions.

Senator CHURCH. Our leadoff panel this morning consists of Charles
Ruff, Deputy Inspector General of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare; and Frank Beal, Deputy for Operations of the
Health Care Financing Administration. Mr. Beal is accompanied by
Don Nicholson, Director of the HCFA Office of Program Integrity.
Gentlemen, if you will briefly summarize your statements, the full
text of those statements will be included in the record and then we will
go to questions.
STATEMENT OF FRANK S. BEAL, DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR FOR
OPERATIONS, HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, ACCOMPANIED BY DONALD NICHOLSON, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF PROGRAM
INTEGRITY
Mr. BEAL. Thank you,'Mr. Chairman.
I am Frank S. Beal, Deputy Administrator for. Operations of the
Health Care Financing Administration. With me is Don-Nicholson;
Director of the Office of Program Integrity.
We appreciate this opportunity to discuss with 'you progress in implementing the Medicare/Medicaid Anti-Fraud and Abuse Amendments of 1977-Public Law 95-142. This law greatly strengthens the
ability of the States and the Federal Government. to take action
against fraud in the medicare and medicaid programs.
FRAUD

CONTROL UNIT STARTUPS

Let me first discuss implementation of section 17. This section provides the incentive of 90 percent Federal' matching funds' to States
which establish independent units to investigate and prosecute medicaid fraud. Because of this provision we are beginning to see a major
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infusion of State investigative and prosecutorial resources in the area
of medicaid fraud.
The Department met its obligation to publish regulations concerning the establishment and operation of the units within 90 days after
passage. Based on comments received and implementation experience
acquired since then, we published amended regulations this week
clarifying several areas of concern.
At the present time there are nine State fraud control units certified
under the provisions of Public Law 95-142. Annual budgets of these
units range from $300,000 to $1.5 million, with total annual budgets
of $5.3 million. We are presently reviewing applications for certifcations from 11 other States. The 20 units which have been certified, or
whose applications are being reviewed, cover States which expend
72 percent of medicaid funds.
Many other States are preparing applications and we expect that by
the end of this year, or even sooner, at least 35 States will have fraud
control units in operation covering 85 percent of medicaid expenditures.
Our efforts to encourage States to establish units and to assist them in
making applications are having substantial results.
Some States or jurisdictions have indicated that they will not establish independent fraud control units. Several reasons for these decisions have been given.
First, some States do not want to separate 'the fraud unit from the
agency administering the medicaid program as mandated by Public
Law 95-142.
Second, some States believe that they do not have the workload
necessary to justify establishing a separate unit.
Finally, some States are reluctant to establish a unit in light of the
fact that the 90 percent Federal funding expires October 1, 1980.
We believe the decision to place the 3-year limit on increased
Federal funding was a sound one. It gives HEW time to evaluate
the performance of the program and gives the Congress an opportunity to determine the proper level of Federal support after 1980.
A primary key to the success of a fraud control unit's performance
is the relationship of the unit to the State medicaid agency which
has a major responsibility through its claims processing and other
activities for the detection of provider fraud. We mandate that there
be a memorandum of understanding between the fraud unit and the
medicaid agency which provides data concerning vendor billing
patterns and practices which are necessary to the fraud units investigative work. We will closely monitor this flow of data to insure that
fraud units are receiving from medicaid agencies the information they
need to investigate fraud.
IMPROVEMENTS IN FRAJuD DETECTION

Mr. Chairman, you have asked us to address specifically the use of
a data system as a tool for deterrence, detection, and investigation
of fraud. A sound data system is an indispensable component of a
meaningful fraud control program. Such systems are critically important in identifying providers whose billing and practice patterns
indicate a potential for defrauding or abusing the medicaid program.
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As part of its technical assistance role, the HCFA Office of Program
Integrity assists the States in developing systems of prepayment and
postpayment controls. The quality of these reviews is a standard
feature in our periodic assessment of State medicaid programs.
As part of our effort to improve medicaid management generally,
and fraud and abuse, detection in particular, HCFA is placing increased emphasis on State development of medicaid management
information systems-MMIS. There is a generous Federal financial
incentive to such development and we are increasing our technical
assistance to the States. To date, 18 States MMIS systems have been
certified as meeting all Federal requirements and we expect to certify
at least another 7 by the end of this year, and many more in 1979.
Each medicaid management information system contains a subsystem which compares patterns of provider practice and recipient
utilization and identifies providers and recipients whose experience is
exceptional with respect to established norms. This output is analyzed
by State medicaid agency personnel to determine whether the patterns are indicative of fraud or abuse. The output of their analysis is
crucial input to the State fraud control unit's investigative activities.
DISCLOSUER

PROVISIONS

Mr. Chairman, let me now briefly describe implementation of the
disclosure provisions of Public Law 95-142. These sections impose
upon providers and contractors disclosure requirements that are
central to fraud and abuse detection efforts, including information
concerning ownership, subcontractor relationships, supplier relationships, and convictions of owners and others of offenses related to
their involvement in our programs.
Proposed rules covering sections 3, 8,' 9, and 15 will be published
in a few days.
The regulations require providers and contractors routinely to
report ownership, information. For providers, we will use the medicare
medicaid provider certification process to gather this information.
This information, and related information required to be made available, will be used to determine the potential for fraud and abuse.
The Office of Program Integrity has been charged with developing
systems, including data processing systems where useful, to achieve
this end.
Mr. Chairman, the last 2 years have seen remarkable advances in
HEW's efforts to eliminate fraud and abuse from its health care
programs. The creation of the post of HEW Inspector General; the
establishment of the Office of Program Integrity in HCFA to integrate medicare and medicaid fraud and abuse detection activities;
the passage and implementation of Public Law 95-142; expedited
development of medicaid management information systems; and a
determination at all levels in the Department to root out fraud and
abuse have all contributed.
These efforts will continue to have top priority so that we can
strengthen public confidence in the integrity of our health care
programs.
Thank you very much.
34-709-78
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[The prepared statement ofMr'. Beal follows:].
PREPARED STATEMENT OF FRANK

S. BEAL

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am Frank S. Beal, Deputy Administrator for Operations of the Health Care Financing Administration.With me
today is Mr. Don Nicholson, Director of the Office of Program Integrity.
We appreciate this opportunity to discuss with you the progress in the implementation of the medicare-medicaid anti-fraud and abuse amendments of 1977
(Public Law 95-142). We strongly support this legislation because it strengthens
the States' and Federal Government's ability to take. action against fraud and
abuse in the medicare and medicaid programs. The elimination of fraud and abuse
is one of HEW's highest priorities.
SECTION 17-INCENTIVE FUNDING FOR STATE MEDICAID FRAUD CONTROL UNITS

Mr. Chairman, as you indicated in your letter of invitation, section 17 is one
of the most important provisions of Public Law 95-142. This section, which
provides an incentive of 90 percent Ff deral matching funds to States that establish
independent medicaid fraud control units, recognizes that the State is the most
appropriate investigator and prosecutor of medicaid fraud. Because of this provision,we are beginning to see a major infusion of State investigative and prosecutorial resources in the area of medicaid fraud. The Health Care Financing Administration's Office of Program Integrity, in cooperation with the Office of the Inspector
General, is charged with responsibility for developing the policies necessary to
implement section 17 and to evaluate the State operations under that policy.
Interim final regulations were published in the Federal Register on January 23,
1978. Final regulations resulting from comments received and from experiences
during the initial implementation stages are scheduled for publication this week.
CURRENT STATUS

At the present time, there are nine certified State fraud control units, located in
Louisiana, Alabama, Michigan, New Mexico, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New
Jersey, Washington State, and Colorado. The annual budgets of these nine units
range from $300,000 to $1,500,000, with a total annual funding of $5.3 million.
This will fund 164 professional staff-35 attorneys, 45 auditors, and 84
investigators.
In addition, we have received applications from 11 other States and anticipate
receiving many more this year. The 20 States whose units have been certified or
whose applications are being reviewed for certification account for 72 percent of
medicaid expenditures. We expect 35 units to be certified by the end of the year
covering nearly 85 percent of medicaid expenditures.
HCFA EFFORTS

We have encouraged every State to set up a special fraud unit and have taken
a number of steps in this direction:
We conducted two 2-day training sessions in January for our regional staffs on
the section 17 regulations and guidelines. Following that, letters were written to the
Governors of each State asking that representatives be sent to special training
sessions conducted by our regional staffs-10 sessions were held throughout the
country;
Secretary Califano, in a letter to the Governors dated April 5, 1978, encouraged
each Governor to become familar with the newly enacted provisions and asked
them to support the formation of fraud units;
We made presentations before components of the National District Attorneys'
Association and the National Association of Attorneys General to discuss the
effects of section 17; and
We have had countless contacts with State officials to explain the provisions of
section 17 and help them to establish fraud units.
STATE CONCERNS

Twelve States or jurisdictions have indicated they do not plan to establish fraud
and abuse units under section 17. The unwillingness of States to apply for Federal
matching has occurred for a variety of reasons:
Some do not want to separate the fraud unit from the agency administering the
medicaid program;
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Some States of jurisdictions feel they do not have the workload necessary to
justify the establishment of a separate unit that meets the requirements mandated
by law and regulations;
Finally, some States are reluctant because of the 3-year limitation on 90 percent.
Federal funding. Calculated over the period of certification, they have concluded
that the added Federal revenues do not balance the work involved in establishing
the units.
Although some States may be reluctant to file an application for section 17
funding because of the funding limitation, we believe that it was appropriate to.
place the 3-year expiration of funding clause in the legislation. The performance of
States over the next 3 years can thus be evaluated to determine the proper level for
continued support. We require periodic reporting by State, fraud units on the
volume of cases worked, the amounts of overpayments established, and the number
of convictions obtained. The time limit on Federal funding also provides added
incentive to fraud units to demonstrate effective performance. Based on our
experience with the program over the next 2 years, we will be prepared to recommend appropriate legislative changes.
CERTIFICATION PROBLEMS

For States which do wish to establish fraud control units, our most frequent
problem has been in reaching agreement with States on the level of funding. The
funding levels are tied to, and limited by, the level of medicaid expenditures in a
State. The law provides that a State can be funded at a level up to $125,000 per
quarter or one-fourth of 1 percent of the receding quarter's medicaid expenditures,
whichever is greater. In order to secure annual funding to the limit of what is allowed
by this formula, a State must project its workload figures and manpower needs.
Some States have had great difficulty supporting their funding requests, and the
resulting need to negotiate has delayed the certification of some fraud units.
The requirement that the expenditure cap for the 90-percent funding be calculated on a quarterly basis has been particularly troublesome. Medicaid expenditures can. vary sharply from quarter to quarter. Basing Federal payments for a
fraud control unit on the preceding quarter's medicaid expenditures can cause
large fluctuations in Federal participation for the unit. We believe that basing
Federal funding for a unit on the previous year's medicaid expenditures would
allow more predictable budgeting and operation.
RELATIONSHIP TO STATE MEDICAID AGENCY

A primary key to the success of a fraud control unit's performance is its relationship to the agency administering the medicaid program. The law allows the
higher Federal funding only for investigation and prosecution of Medicaid vendor
fraud. Detection of the potentially fraudulent vendor is the responsibility of the
State medicaid agency. Without identified cases for investigation, there is no
need for a fraud control unit to exist. For this reason, it is a condition for certification that a fraud control unit have a memorandum of understanding with the
State medicaid agency to assure referrals are made. This memorandum of understanding must also provide for data reflecting vendor billing patterns and practices
which may be necessary to the fraud control unit's investigation. We will closely
monitor the flow of information from State medicaid agencies to fraud control
units to ensure that the units are receiving the data they require to effectively
investigate potential program fraud.
DATA SYSTEMS

As a part of its oversite and technical assistance role, HCFA's Office of Program
Integrity assists the States in developing and maintaining systems of pre- and
post-payment controls. A good postpayment data system is indispensible to any
State medicaid agency as a tool in fraud and abuse detection. Although important
in medicare, the significance of data in medicaid takes on added importance
because the medicaid patient is not required to pay deductible and coinsurance.
Under medicare, if there is something amiss with regard to the providers' billing
for services, this will often be noticed and reported by the medicare patient who
,
must pay a portion of the bill.
Under medicaid, however, the incentive for patient feedback to the case worker
or other responsible medicaid official is not as strong. Therefore, it is critically
important that medicaid programs have data systems capable of identifying
health providers who demonstrate a potential for defrauding or abusing the
program.
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Medicaid regulations require each State medicaid agency to have, a. system
-of postpayment revie*. In our ongoing review of State medicaid agencies, one
area that we continually focus on is postpayment review and the way that the
States are utilizing the data available through those systems to analyze patterns
of praotice and take corrective or punitive action where appropriate.
MEDICAID

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION

SYSTEM

(MMIS)

As part of its effort to improve medicaid management and to improve States'
abilities to detect fraud and abuse, HCFA is placing increasing emphasis on the
development by States of medicaid management investigation systems.
There are now 18 State mechanized claims processing and information retrieval
systems certified as MMIS. Thirteen other States are actively developing MMIS
and we expect to certify 7 of these before the end of this year.
MMIS systems can detect fraudulent or abusive use of medicaid services by
physicians, pharmacists, and others who provide services as well as by persons
who receive services. While the system designs and reporting formats vary from
State to State, each system:
Covers all categories of medical services (inpatient hospital, physician, pharmacy, etc.) and all classes of recipients;
Analyzes medicaid utilization experience by means of statistical norms of care;
Compares patterns of provider practice and recipient utilization and identifies
providers and recipients whose experience is exceptional and automatically produces summarized information about them.
While the collection of data is necessary for the detection of medicaid fraud, it
is not in itself sufficient. The data must be carefully analyzed and it is critical
that the analysts at the State agency level have the ability to draw meaningful
conclusions from that data. The output of their analysis is the crucial input to the
fraud control unit's efforts to investigate and prosecute fraud.
DISCLOSURE PROVISIONS

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would like to describe briefly our efforts to implement
the disclosure provisions of Public Law 95-142. The legislation imposes on providers several reporting requirements that are central to our fraud and abuse detection efforts. A proposed regulation will be published in a few days that will
require providers to routinely disclose ownership information as mandated by
section 3 of Public Law 95-142. The medicare and medicaid provider certification
process will be used to gather this information. This information and related infor mation, required to be made available under the law, will be used to identify potential fraud and corporate interlocks that involve hidden ownership and other
practices. We expect that once the new detection system is fully developed, it
will complement the fraud and abuse systems and controls currently in place.
Mr. Chairman, we are encouraged by the Federal-State cooperation that we
.have seen since the enactment of the medicare-medicaid antifraud and abuse
amendments. We intend to pursue aggressively our responsibilities to stamp out
.program abuses and the fraudulent activities that can cripple our efforts to serve
beneficiaries and to preserve program moneys.
Mr. Nicholson and I will be happy to answer whatever questions you and your
committee members may have.

Senator CHURCH. Please proceed Mr. Ruff.
STATEMENT OF CHARLES F. C. RUFF, DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
Mr. RUFF. Senator, would you prefer that I follow with a brief
summary?
Senator CHURCH. If you have one, why don't you do that and then
I will ask questions.
HCFA-INSPECTOR

GENERAL RELATIONSHIP

Mr. RUFF. It might be useful just very briefly, although I will try
not to duplicate Mr. Beal's statement, to indicate what the relation-
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ship has been between the Office of the Inspector General and the
Office of Program Integrity of the Health Care Finance Administratration in connection with attempts to implement section 17. We, of
course, have the statutory mandate of the Inspector General's Office
to supervise all fraud detection and enforcement efforts within the
Department, and in that connection of course we were eager to see
the passage of section 17 of Public Law 95-142 and have welcomed it
as a major step forward in what we see as the crucial joint effort
between the States and the Federal Government to address the
problem.
Although HCFA has the responsibility for funding and certification of these units, we have worked closely together from the beginning to insure that our office had an appropriate role in certifying.
units, particularly from the point of view of their investigative and
prosecutive capacities. Indeed, each application for certification,
before it is approved by the HCFA Administrator, must be concurred
in by the Office of Inspector General. To date, we have had absolutely
no difficulty in working out this joint arrangement and I would expect.
this cooperation to continue as the remaining States submit their
applications.

Now during the period in which the regulations were being drafted
and since that time we have met regularly with representatives of
both the National District Attorneys Association and the National
Association of Attorneys General to discuss the special problems the
section 17 regulations pose to them in making these applications in
an attempt to offer some informal guidance through the application
process. Particularly wve were concerned that we implement through
the regulations and through the close scrutiny of the application what
we viewed as the essential congressional intent to create, wherever
possible, a central and continuing body of expertise. Hence our regulations, we think consonant with the statute, create a strong preference
for the placement of the fraud control unit in the Office of Attorney
General or other statewide prosecutive agency. Even in those States
which do not have such a prosecutive authority, we have been very
encouraged to see a remarkable cooperation between the attorneys
general and the district attorneys to create a unit which meets their
needs but still complies with the requirements of the statute and
regulations.

PROGRESS AT STATE LEVEL

Our continuing iole in the implementation of section 17 is principally
that we will serve as liaison between the unit and other Federal law
enforcement and prosecutive agencies. We hope to be able to provide
some guidance, where necessary, in auditing techniques. We are working at this very moment with representatives of the special prosecutor's office in New York and the attorney general's office in New Jersey
to develop a training program for auditors, investigators, and prosecutors, which we hope we will be able to put on in the fall and which we
hope will be able to reach out to not only those States which have
ongoing efforts in this area but those which have newly come to the
medicaid law enforcement business. All in all, I think that our relations with the States over the past several months, as we moved to the
implementation of section 17 of the regulations, have been excellent,.
I am encouraged by the efforts of the States to adjust. Sonmetimes
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there have been difficult jurisdictional problems to solve in order to
meet the requirements of our regulations, which we feel are consonant
with the legislative intent.
I would be glad to answer any questions that the Senator may have
or to explore, if you wish, some of the other aspects of Public Law
95-142.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Ruff follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLES F. C. RUFF
Mr. chairman and members of the committee, thank you for the invitation to
appear before the committee today to discuss the Federal funding of State medicaid fraud control units. We greeted the passage of section 17 of Public Law
95-142 with enthusiasm, and we see the development of State investigative and
prosecutive expertise as a major step forward in our joint effort to combat fraud in
the medicaid program.
Until recently, State investigation and prosecution of fraud by medicaid
providers have been spotty, at best. With the exception of such States as Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey, Colorado, and California, where well-organized
investigative and prosecutive offices have existed for some time, the resources
-needed to deal with sophisticated and complex criminal activity of the type
involved in medicaid fraud simply were not available. Nor, it must be noted, was
the Federal effort adequate. HEW's investigative staff was minimal, and only
-in a few of the larger U.S. attorneys' offices was there any substantial enforcement
'effort.
k
A change in this picture was first signalled by Congress' creation of the Office
bf Inspector General at HEW. Over the first 15 months of our existence, as our
investigative staff has grown from 10 to almiost80 professionals, we have devoted
an ever-increasing amount of our resources to medicaid fraud cases. Further, the
Office of ProgramIntegrity, Health Care Financing Administration, has intensified
its own efforts to provide support and technical assistance to the States in this
area. But we have always recognized that there could be no real impact on the
problem unless there was a substantial improvement in the capacity of the States
to handle these cases.
Immediately after the passage of Public Law 95-142, the Secretary appointed
the Deputy Administrator of HCFA, the Deputy General Counsel, and the
Deputy Inspector General to oversee the preparation of the regulations to implement section 17, and they were published a few days before the deadline set in the
legislation. HCFA followed with the publication of guidelines, and a number of
meetings were held at which Program Integrity and Inspector General's staff
briefed the regional personnel who would be responsible for the certification of the
fraud
control units.
It was
clear from the very beginning that, although HCFA had the principal
responsibility for administering the certification process and the funding of the
units, the Office of Inspector General must play an important role. We agreed
that the Inspector General would assist Program Integrity in reviewing-State
applications to insure that adequate provision was made for the investigative and
prosecutive aspects of the unit's operations, and we agreed that the Inspector
General's concurrence in the recommendation for certification would be required
before the application was finally approved by the HCFA Administrator.
Accordingly, the special agents in charge of our investigations field offices joined
with their counterparts in the Office of Program Integrity to provide assistance to
the States in developing their applications for funding. In addition, this Office
has worked both formally and informally with representatives of interested States,
and with such organizations as the National Association of Attorneys General and
the National District Attorneys Association to solicit their comments on the
draft regulations and guide them through the application process.
In assisting HCFA to draft the regulations, we acted in the belief that Congress
intended to encourage the development of a central body of investigative and
prosecutive expertise which would prove so valuable that the State would elect
to continue its operation after the end of the funding period. Because the legislation had so clearly been modeled on the structure of the New York Special Prosecutor's Office, and because we felt strongly that early and continuing participation
by prosecutors was vital to the success of the unit, our regulations created a
strong preference for the first of the three alternatives provided by the act-that
is, placement of the unit in an agency with Statewide prosecutive authority.
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This preference caused difficulties for the district attorneys in' some States, and,
in response to their concerns, we included a provision for referral by -the attorney
general of individual cases to district attorneys whose offices had a demonstrated
interest and capability in the prosecution of medicaid fraud. The regulations also
provide that, where a State has no central prosecutive authority and elects to
adopt the alternative method of referring all cases to the local prosecutor, the
fraud control unit must consult with the prosecutor at the earliest possible stage
in order to insure that the case will be developed in a manner which meets his
needs. To date, we have seen an extraordinary effort on the part of such States
as Colorado and Washington, to name but two, to coordinate the work of the
attorney general and the district attorneys in a way that is adapted to their
special requirements, but at the same time complies with the regulations under
section 17.
Once the State units are in place, this office will assume responsibility for providing advice, as needed, in investigative and audit techniques and will serve as
liaison between the units and other Federal law enforcement and prosecutive
for developing and coagencies. In addition, we have principal responsibility
ordinating training for fraud investigators and prosecutors assigned to the units,
and we have begun planning, with the cooperation of some of the more experienced
States, to present an extensive training program for unit personnel in the Fall.
We expect the State fraud control units to carry the major burden of enforcement in this State-administered program, but this does not mean that the Federal
presence will diminish. The Office of Investigations will continue to work with the
Justice Department on the more complex provider frauds, particularly those
having multi-State or national implications and those involving either organized
criminal influence or public corruption. We intend to pursue, together with the
Office of Program Integrity and the States, a variety of fraud detection programs,
and we hope that the product of these programs will be of value to both Federal
ane State investigators.
In sum,we view the creation of the fraud control units as a major advance in
the fight against program fraud, and we feel confident that they will, over the
next 2 years, prove themselves to be so cost-effective a law enforcement device
that the States will elect, without any hesitation, to continue them even without
Federal funding.

Senator CHURCH. Thank you very much.

This program took effect at what time? When was the effective
date of the program relating to the State units?
Mr. BEAL. Senator, the regulations relating to the program were
published, I believe, on January 23 of this year.
Senator CHURCH. How long was that after the law itself was to
take effect?
Mr. BEAL. It was approximately 90 days. The law specifically
required that we have regulations published within 90 days, sir.
Senator CHURCH. So the regulations were in effect as of January
this year?
Mr. BEAL. That is correct; yes, sir.
Senator CHURCH. And as of now, nine States have set up these
special investigative and prosecutorial units?
Mr. BEAL. We have certified, as of yesterday, nine States for this,
Senator.
Senator CHURCH. How many States have applications pending?
Mr. BEAL. Eleven States, Senator.
Senator CHURCH. So up until now, only 20 of the 50 States have
applied?
Mr. BEAL. Yes. That is, that have formal applications in our
office. There are other States that are in the process and are working
with us in the preparation and have worked with us over the last
months, back and forth.
Senator CHURCH. How many States would you estimate, based on
all the data now available, will set up these units by the end of the
year?
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Mr. BEAL. We have reasonable confidence, Senator, of 35 of the
States or jurisdictions. There may well be more than that.
Senator CHURCH. I think that means that, with the 90-percent
Federal funding, at least there is considerable interest on the part
of the States to participate in the enforcement effort.
Mr. BEAL. Yes, sir.
THE FEDERAL EFFORT

Senator CHURCH. Now in addition to these State units that are
being established, what direct investigative and enforcement efforts
will you undertake at the Federal level in connection with medicaid
fraud itself?
Mr. RUFF. It would be more appropriate if I were to respond to
that, Senator. The direct investigation of medicaid fraud falls under
the jurisdiction of a number of agencies, principally in HEW, the
Office of Inspector General, Office of Investigations. We have grown
in the past year from a minimally staffed office of some 10 investigators
to almost 80 professional investigators, and assuming that our appropriation makes it the rest of the way through the Congress, we will
have authorization for 160 professional investigators in the next
fiscal year to get the staff up to that level.
I think it is fair to say that over the past several years the direct
Federal investigative involvement in medicaid fraud, as opposed to
medicare fraud, has been minimal. There have been a few U.S.
attorneys' offices throughout the country-particularly the southern
district of New York, the northern district of Illinois, and a few
others-which have been very much involved, using the services of
the FBI and the postal inspectors, but by and large I think it is
fair to say that the direct Federal effort has not been what it should
be, which is why we did welcome the State fraud control units.
At the moment I would estimate that perhaps 15 of our man-years
in the Office of Investigation are devoted to medicaid fraud and
related matters. We would expect that to increase as our staff increases.
We would also expect, as I indicated in my prepared statement, that
the States will probably bear the burden of the day-to-day enforcement in the medicaid fraud area with the Federal Government playing
the role of investigator and prosecutor in the particularly complex
multi-State or national investigations or those which have particularly
sensitive organized crime or public corruption implications.
JURISDICTION AND DUPLICATION PROBLEM31S

Senator CHURCH. So you would see the line of demarcation between
the Federal and the State effort being drawn on the basis of the
character of the nature of the offense. If it were a multi-State offense
that would involve jurisdictional problems for the individual State
governments, then it would be appropriately a Federal matter, is
that correct?
Mr. RUFF. There is, of course, a Federal jurisdictional interest in
any medicaid fraud case given the Fcderal participation in funding
but, yes, when the system is working at its best, I would hope that the
line we would be able to draw would place the principal burden on the
States and leave to the Federal Government the sensitive area.
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Senator CHURCH. I agree with you there because the thing that I
think we should strive to avoid is an unnecessary duplication of effort.
Mr. RUFF. I agree, Senator.
Senator CHURCH. And I should think that if the Federal effort
would be directed toward the instances of fraud that involved a number of States' operations that extend to a number of States, that would
make a good deal of sense. You may get very complex forms of fraud,
and that seems to be the way we are trending, that might require
specialized skills unavailable at the State level and there Federal
assistance might be necessary in cases of that character.
Mr. RUFF. Absolutely, Senator. We would be responsive in any ad
hoc situation in which our special skills were required.
Senator CHURCH. I don't want to be too critical in our jump to the
premature conclusion because I recognize that you are just beginning
to move into this field and you have not had a great deal of time to
prove yourselves, but this committee, in my judgment, should establish some benchmarks for determining how effective these stepped-up
efforts to deal with the problem of fraud actually prove to be. We need
some sort of cost-benefit ratio in determining whether the public is
getting its money's worth out of this enforcement and investigative
effort.
Now starting at the State level, our objective in passing the law
was to give the States incentive to enter the field by providing seed
money for the initial establishment of these fraud units, but we will be
greatly mistaken, I think, if we don't attempt to furnish the States
with sufficient incentive to maintain those units on the basis of State
aTpropriations and work the Federal dole out of the system. Now the
only way I can think of for doing this is to provide, by law, for State
retention, either all or some part of the recoveries, so that the State
agencies can make their case before the legislature on the basis of 3
years of experience. It is clear that this would be money well spent,
and the return to the State would be more than sufficient to cover the
costs. I think if we don't do that, we are likely to find that the Federal
contribution becomes permanent and the cost-benefit ratio will prove
to be very disappointing.
1 would like to have your own feeling about how we could move
toward giving the States this incentive and working the Federal
Government out of the picture insofar as a constant Federal subsidy
is concerned.
Mr. RUFF. My personal view, Senator, is that your suggestion is a
wholly appropriate one. I would have to consult with my brethren
to know what the numbers are. That may indeed be the simplest and
most straightforward way of continuing the Federal incentive, recognizing that it is indeed a Federal contribution, although perhaps
not specifically denominated as such.
We would be giving up the 55-percent-approximately-that
otherwise we would be entitled to have. At some point I would like
to see that cut off. I think the States ought to bear some burden in
this area, but I think the general idea of recoveries being retained by
the State at least appeals to me personally without stating the departmental position on it.
Senator CHURCH. What do you have to say about that, Mr. Beal?
Do you think it would work, first of all, and do you think it is necessary to yield to the States? Under present law States can recover
34-709-78-3
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their portion, can't they, of whatever may be collected in a fraud
case?
Mr. BEAL. Yes, sir, that is correct. The States, of course, contribute
to program costs in the medicaid program anywhere up to 50 percent
of the cost of that program, so when they recover program moneys
properly spent, they share substantially in that recovery, depending
on their share, which varies from State to State. They do have that
because, in some cases, they are recovering their own State programing funds.
Senator CHURCH. Have you any notion as to whether the inducement would be sufficient to lead these States to appropriate the
necessary administrative cost for adequate investigative units if we
were to simply follow the present practice of letting the States keep
their share of the recovery?
Mr. BEAL. I think, Senator, a great deal of this will depend on howthis particular program develops and evolves over the next couple of
years if it proves itself, and we have considerable confidence that it will.
State medicaid directors and Governors can make the case to their
legislatures that in fact this program is paying for itself. But again I
think that has to depend to some extent on the experience we see in
the next years.
968 CASES UNDER REVIEW

Senator CHURCH. Yes, well, coming to the Federal side, I have
an exhibit here which comes from the first annual report of the Office
of the Inspector General which determines the cases handled by ther
Office of Investigation, and this has to do with health care cases,.
long-term care, hospitals, pharmacies, laboratories and clinics,
physicians, other practitioners and beneficiaries, and it shows that
presently there are 968 cases under review. Part of these are listed
under the Office of the Inspector General and the larger number, in
fact, under the OPI. What does OPI stand for?
Mr. RUFF. That is the Office of Program Integrity, Senator, and
until the recent months when we have moved to assume full responsibility for criminal investigation of all medicare as well as medicaid
cases, the Office of Program Integrity bore the principal responsibility
for the investigation of medicare fraud cases.
Senator CHURCH. In addition to the Office of Program Integrity,
you have an additional category of Project Integrity that is divided
Into parts directly monitored. Can you explain that to me?
Mr. RUFF. Yes; Project Integrity is the program that was begun in
the spring of 1977, in an attempt to analyze all of the 1976 claims
filed by physicians and pharmacists in the medicaid program, to
identify billing practices that might be an indication of fraud. We
selected 2,500 physicians and pharmacists, approximately 50 in each
State, for further investigation. Since that time considerable work
has been done by us, by the individual State agencies with whom we
cooperated, and by the Office of Program Integrity, so that at this
point some 500 cases have been identified as meriting full scale
criminal investigation and that is the figure that you see before you.
Senator CHURCH. Now that Project Integrity has been handled by
what branch of the Department?
Mr. RUFF. It has been handled by our office through the Office of
Program Integrity.
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Senator CHURCH. I see.
Mr. RUFF. Our auditors did the computer work; our investigators
have done some direct investigations as well as monitoring; and Mr.
Nicholson's program has full participation as well.
Senator CHURCH. Now this shows that at the Federal level of the
investigation there are just slightly less than 1,000 cases that are
under some stage of processing for possible enforcement action and
possible prosecution. I have some other figures here which I want to
check with you for their general accuracy. Now beginning with the
total cases that are being processed-just under 1,000-I have figures
here that show that in 1977 the Office of the Inspector General formally
referred 19 cases to the Department of Justice and had informal contact with U.S. attorneys in 38 other cases. As of the date of the report,
March 1, 1978, six indictments had been returned with convictions in
four cases. Seven cases are pending decision by the Department of
Justice.
Now I have further information to this effect. During the same
period the Office of Program Integrity referred 83 cases to the Department of Justice with 20 indictments returned and 12 convictions.
Project Integrity, a special pilot program, has resulted in 197 cases
involving civil representation in the amount of $395,000 and, as of this
date, none of that money has been recovered. This would show that
in 1977 and up to March 31, 1978, about all we have to look at in terms
of completed cases are 19 with 19 convictions. Now I assume that at
the State level these units have not been set up long enough so that
there is any record available.
Mr. RUFF. That is correct, Senator. We did have a very rough figure
of something in the neighborhood of, I believe, 129 State medicaid
convictions, but it is very difficult to collect that information in anly
reliable form and I hesitate to use that figure.
WHAT ARE, STATEs DoiNGo?

Senator CHURCH. Well, I think that we have to find out how to do
that. If we are going to monitor this program and determine its effectiveness and decide whether or not the tax money going into it is

producing results, we are going to have to have a way to find out what
the States are doing. We are going to have to have reliable information concerning both the number of cases and the number of convictions, the amount of money to cover it in the way or penalties, fines,

and so forth.
Mr. RUFF. Senator, I think it is clear that once the section 17 units
are in place there will be very accurate information about their activities. In addition., as I understand it, the Office of Program Integrity
has made some strides in this direction.
Mr. NICHOLSON. We have established a system that we will use to
select information on the fraud and abuse cases that are worked by
various components at both the Federal and State levels so we can get
feedback on a more precise nature in the whole system. The instructions have gone out and we have gotten approval on the forms. We
will be in the process of implementing that over the next couple
months. I feel confident as a result of the implementation of that reporting procedure that we will be able to provide more accurate information on the success rate of the fraud units that have certified
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other contractors in medicare State agencies and their responsibilities
in the fraud abuse area.
Senator CHURCH. Well, this committee will be requesting that kind
of information as it becomes available so that we can oversee this program and try to make it as effective as possible, and that data will be
essential to the committee.
"AN

ANEMIC RECORD OF RESULTS"X

In the matter of these 19 convictions, that really is a very unimpressive figure and I do not have information as to what was recovered
in these 19 cases. I know in the past we have discovered that the
courts have been extremely lenient in dealing with doctors, pharmacists, and others who have been actually convicted of fraud. It is a
kind of double standard that apparently is at work here and the sentences have tended to be very light-the fines have sometimes been
only token fines, very little more than that. In the civil side of our
effort there has been no recovery, if this information is correct, so this
is sort of an anemic record of results.
Mr. RUFF. Senator, I think first of all the vast bulk of both the
investigative and the prosecutive effort in the health care area has
been on the medicare side represented by the activities in the program
of the Office of Integrity, now being assumed under our office. There
has been substantial recovery of the funds on the medicare side. It is
true that on the medicaid side neither the Justice Department nor
HEW, over the years, has devoted enough resources to investigation,
prosecution, and civil recovery of the funds in that area, but we trust
that that is going to improve now that we have additional manpower
to devote to it, as well as the new thrust that will be given to the effort
by the State control units.
Let me just say, by the way, on that score that our current figure
of recoveries under Project Integrity-that is the nationwide medicaid
State-Federal program-now is in the area of $2.6 million, so I think
that our general success in attempting to recoup funds misspent will
be more evident next year at this time.
Senator CHURCH. I think it would be well for the staff to calendar
another hearing about a year from now so that we can trace this along
and see what progress is being made. The figures that we have been
using that I have been quoting here deal with the numbers of cases
that are under investigation and all relate to the medicaid side, is
that correct?
Mr. RUFF. No, that is not correct, Senator. The 1,000 cases represents the entire workload of the Office of Investigation. As I indicated,
the principal caseload in the health care area has always been medicare
and principally carrying the load has been the Office of Program
Integrity. Perhaps Mr. Beal and Mr. Nicholson can be more specific
on those numbers, but we are, as I indicated, in the process of bringing
that criminal caseload into the Office of Investigation so that next
year our report will indicate the full scope of criminal activity by
HEW within the Office of Investigation.
Senator CHURCH. Well, the number of indictments and convictions
that I referred to covers both medicare and medicaid?
1Mr. RUFF. That is correct.
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Senator CHURCH. Well, to get back to my earlier conclusion, it is
pretty anemic.
Mr. RUFF. I grant you that, Senator, and I think there is considerably more success on that side, both civil and criminal.
Mr. NICHOLSON. We have had, Senator, over the period of our
existence as the Office of Public Integrity, approximately 300 convictions for medicare fraud. That is based on the referral of around
800 cases that have been done by the U.S. attorneys. We have had
overpayments established in the neighborhood of $31 million over the
last several years since we have been actively involved in areas of
fraud and program integrity. Of that amount, we recovered about $20
million, so there is still about $10 million outstanding.
Senator CHURCH. I wanted to be sure we have the accurate figures
in the record. I thought that the ones I quoted seemed very trivial.
Have you any information as to what this enforcement effect has
cost over this period of time as compared to the amount collected?
Mr. NICHOLSON. I could try to provide that information to the
committee if you like, Senator.
COST-BENEFiTS DATA REQUESTED
Senator CHURCH. I wish you would, and I wish you would include the
whole cost involved so that we get some idea of what it is costing us
to try and clean up and police this program, compared to the results.
It may very well prove to be that we will have to take a different
approach in the criminal law enforcement, which is totally inadequate
even with State participation. That may be what will happen: I
don't know. We may have to cut this whole system and set it up a
different way and attempt to find whether there are some structural
changes that can be made that will eliminate the incentive to cheat.
Your own estimates of the amount of fraud that exists within the
program I have no reason to question, and they are staggerino The
attempt to get at these cases and to eliminate this problem is Trightenmn, apparently, because of the size of the profit. Inform us of the
public money that is being wasted, that is being skimmed off this
whole medical effort by crooked people. I wish you would furnish us
with the cost figures and do so in a way. that will enable us to identify
just what those figures represent so that we can check those figures
against the congressional appropriations and try to make some sense
out of them.
Mr. NICHOLSON. Yes, sir.
[The following letter was received by the committee:]
DEPARTMENT

OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION,

Baltimore, Md., August 17, 1978.
Hon. FRANK CHURCH,
Senate Special Committee on Aging,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR CHURCH: You may recall during the July 25, 1978, hearings
on the DHEW progress in implementing the section 17 medicaid fraud control
unit provision, the cost benefit of the Office of Program Integrity's (OPI) fraud
and abuse control programs was questioned. The table below demonstrates the
cost benefits derived.
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Cumulative Federal
dollars identified for
recovery through March
MedicareMedicaid -a

131,
$ 770, 000
9.000, 000

Total -40,

770,000

Cumulative Federal
costs through March
1978-Central office
and regional offices
2

$35, 000, 000
45, 700, 0no
40, 700, 000

For period January 1970 to March 1978.
Approximate administrative costs for the medicare program integrity effort for period January 1970to March 1978.
Approximate figure for period January 1976 to March 1978; information reported from the States incomplete. The
new fraud and abusereporting system developed byOPIwill correct this situation.
4 Approximate administrative costs for Medicaid Fraud and Abuse Control Division (Social and Rehabilitation Services)
for period January 1976 through March 1978.
2

It should be noted that prevention and deterrence of fraud and abuse is a
primary goal of the HCFA OPI programs. The above table does not reflect any
valuation of that deterrence factor.
If you require additional information, please call me.
Sincerely yours,
DON NICHOLSON,

Director, Office of Program Integrity.
"WHO OWNS WHAT"

Senator CHURCH. As I mentioned earlier, there appears to be an
escalation and a growing sophistication of the kinds of fraud being
practiced. It is no longer a matter of owners buying boats or vacation
homes with medicare or medicaid money; we now have instances of
multiple ownerships, related businesses, and the contracting for
services with a variety of businesses in ways that open the door to
complex and hidden manipulations. In fact, one of our committee
staff members who specializes in reimbursement in ownership issues
feels that it is increasingly difficult to know who owns what, and the
first annual report of the Office of Program Integrity to the Inspector
General of HEW seems to acknowledge this point when it says, and
I quote from the report:
The new breed of financial manipulators who have invaded the health care
industry, particularly the chain organizations, have devised new methods for
maximizing program funds which are exceedingly complex, difficult and, in many
cases, their action is illegal.

Now I know that you are in the process of drafting regulations to

comply with section 3 of the law to require medicare and medicaid
providers to supply full and complete information as to the identity
of each person with an ownership or control interest in the entity or
any subcontractor in which the provider directly or indirectly has a
5-percent or more ownership interest. We have been looking at these
draft regulations and some questions have arisen on the basis of our
review having to do with this requirement for more complete information with respect to ownership.
I am advised that on the basis of this staff review, the proposed regulations apparently provide no means for validating the information
to be supplied by the owners of the contractor providers. Does this
mean that the submitted material is to be taken at face value and in
no way checked out?
Mr. BEAL. The draft regulations do not specifically provide for
validation to the best of my recollection, Senator. However, I am
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sure that they will be the basis for monitoring, for checking out, if
there is any indication of fraud in the operation.
Mr. RUFF. I think it is fair to say, Senator, that that part of their
compliance will be audited by the Office of the Inspector General as
we go into the health care providers to check on the accuracy and the
validity of their disclosure information. I think it would be unusual to
have that kind of provision in a regulation. I don't really believe that
the absence of a specific validation function in the regulation really
bears directly on the issue. It is something that we are very concerned
with because we intend, in the Office of the Inspector General, working
with the Office of Program Integrity and HCFA, to make use of that
information for criminal investigative as well as auditing purposes,
and obviously it is crucial to us as well as to other States and others.
We would see both, I suppose, the Office of Program Integrity as well
as our auditors spot checking this information as appropriate, Mr.
Chairman, to determine whether or not the information was provided
accurately.

Senator CHURCH. Well, in looking at these regulations, we were
left to wonder whether they were drafted in such a way as to enable
you to identify interrelationships and ownership networks that seemed
to be the norm. -An owner of a nursing home, for example, may own
an interest in a pharmacy and possibly a piece of a laundry, a hospital,
what have you, construction business, and instead of charging competitive prices at the nursing home, the auxiliary service charges as
high a price as possible because of this interconnecting, interlocking
ownership network.
Now unless a systematic means of discovering and identifying such
patterns is established, hidden ownership may go undetected and the
disadvantage for abuse will go unrecognized. Given the fact that we
know that the methods for milking the system keep getting more ingenious and less evident, how do you propose to cope with this developing problem?
Mr. NICHOLSON. Senator Church, I think the regulations as they

are drafted will give us an opportunity to be able to examine those
kinds of interrelationships. The regulations require that if there is a
5-percent or more ownership interest in a particular facility, that information be furnished. That would include not only individual interests, but corporate interests of, let's say, a holding company over
a particular group of facilities. I believe it will be able, on the basis
of those requirements, to examine to a level of detail and to be able
to detect where there is an interlocking arrangement that might suggest a potential for abuse in the program.
Senator CHURCH. Well, you are aware of the problem.
Mr. NICHOLSON. Yes, sir.
Senator CHURCH. And you try to deal with it in devising these
regulations.
TIr. NICHOLSON. Yes, sir. Very shortly, as these regulations are
proposed, we will be releasing instructions and information to medicare contractors, medicaid State agencies, and to the private community to make sure they understand what these disclosure requirements entail.
Mr. RUFF. I think on that score, Senator, the key is what we do
with the information after we get it and we hope we will get it in the
course of the next year so that we can, in fact, determine that an
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owner of a facility in one State also has an interest in a facility in
>another State. That really is a matter of how the information is
treated once it is gathered.
CRIrrICISM: SLOW IMPLEMENTATION

Senator CHURCH. We have a letter I addressed to me, as the chairman of the committee, from one State attorney general to get its
operation approved for participation m its program, and the attorney
general has reported to us, to summarize:
I believe that the general posture in HEW in the substantive areas of how to
tackle fraud and what is the appropriate role of a single State agency,
fraud control, is lacking in vision and lacking in aggressiveness. I get the vis-a-vis
impression that HEW is more concerned with setting up a structure for evaluating
grants than in implementing the purposes of the law which, as I understand it,
was to encourage aggressive and innovative approaches on the part of States
to
protect and vigorously prosecute medicaid fraud.

He also says in his letter:
I can only conclude that HEW is implementing H.R. 3 with people whose sole
knowledge of fraud stems from medicare experience and who are trying
to force
the single State agency and medicaid fraud control unit into a Federal medicare
investigative and prosecutorial role. This amounts to the Federal agency substituting its own definition of fraud with a far more encompassing State definition.

Now what about these criticisms?
Mr. BEAL. I think there are two, Senator. The latter one, in terms
of any effort by us to force a particular pattern or definition of fraud
or method for its investigative and detection, I don't think is correct.
I think the law very wisely left to the States the responsibility for
establishing these units and for operating them under their laws
with the Federal involvement limited to the funding of them, the
establishment of standards, and the maintenance of records of their
performance, which I think we have an obligation to do for the Congress. So I do not think that is a valid criticism. The States are operating these programs and they will continue to do that.
On the other, in terms of aggressiveness, I think we have come
long ways in recent years and in recent months in the efforts by thisa
Department in the whole area of fraud and abuse. I think that is
particularly so in the area of establishing these units. We have worked
with States and we have encouraged the development of these units.
We have, as I say, applications in hand, or States certified, which
would cover 72 percent of the medicaid expenditures. It is our objective
to get those units into opertation to the extent that it is in the Federal
power to do so, and we mean to keep at it.
Mr. RUFF. Senator, I think I just have to comment, without knowing
what State that attorney general comes from, but I think he is just
dead wrong. I think that first of all we have to begin with a congressional determination that the kind of structure evidenced by the
provisions of section 17 is the optimal structure for the investigation of
provider fraud-not beneficiary fraud, but provider fraud. This
program is modeled directly on the office of the man who will testify
later, Deputy Attorney General Hynes. The statute calls for what
I
think is an appropriate mixture of investigative and auditing functions;
1See appendix, item 2, page 37.
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indeed. we have forced that structure on the States because that is wvhat
Congress called for and that is what I believe to be the most effective
prosecutive and investigative device. Some States have, in fact,
been reluctant to put that kind of an effort together; others have
welcomed it.
"No CLAIM OF PERFEoCnON"
I think that, yes, there have been delays. We have made no claim of
perfection here, but I think by and large we have attempted to work
both formally and informally with States to try to meet their special
concerns. We look to a State like Colorado, for example, where the
attorney general may not have had statewide prosecutive authority
and where there was a district attorney's office in Denver which had
been active in the medicaid fraud field. I think that State represents a
really shining example of their willingness to work with us.
Our flexibility and their willingness to work together helped create a
system in which the attorney general and the district attorneys got
togoether and said, "Let's work out a way of addressing this problem
and not worry about our special jurisdictional concerns," and I think
that is an example of the best of this system. We have had problems
and we are working on them, but I think that that characterization of
HEW's approach to this issue, as I said, is just dead wrong.
Senator CHURCH. Can you give me an idea of what the average time
has been for the certification process? We have one case here-l think
it is Wisconsin-where the application has been pending since March
27. I am just wondering how long it takes, once a State formally applies
to participate in this program, for it to be certified and for its agency to
he set up.
Mr. NICHOLSON. It normally takes a couple months, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHURCH. A couple of months?
Mr. NICHOLSON. Normally it takes a couple months, but it would be
around 2 months from the time the application is filed.
Mr. RUFF. I think it is worth pointing out though, Senator, that
funding is retroactive to the date of application, so it is not a matter of
losing that funding through the period between the filing of the application and actual certification.
Senator CHURCH. How d(o you determine the amiount or what formula has been adopted for determining the amount of the Federal
Government's role for making available in a given State? I know it is
90 percent, but does that depend upon how large the local contribution is or does it depend on other factors?
Mr. BEAL. The limit, Senator, is spelled out in the legislation, which
is $125,000 per quarter or one-quarter of 1 percent of the State's previous quarter's medicaid expenditures, whichever is higher.
Senator CHURCH. I see. Now have you found that that quarterly
determination has been unsatisfactory?
Mr. BEAL. in some respects it has, Senator, because the nmedicaid
expenditures in the State can fluctuate rather significantly from
quarter to quanter and it has not, I think, been the ideal basis on
which to do budgeting and planing of expenditures. I think fixing
the participation ceiling at, say, some percentage of the previous year's
expenditures or something like that would give you a more level
Federal participation in the program.
Senator CHURCH. Do you have any other recommendations to
make to this committee as to how the present law can be improvedl?
34-709-7S
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Mr. NICHOLSON. We do have the item that Mr. Beal nlentione(d.
We are putting together a technical amendment to change it to al
annual computation. Aside from that, there is nothing at this point to
really come forward with. There have been some problems. One concern, for example, is whether or not the staffing problem that is currently envisione(l as being necessary for a fraud unit to function is
appropriate for some of the smaller States. We have interpreted the
intent of Congress to suggest that we need to have at least full-time
individuals as auditors, investigators, and attorneys in order for any
unit to be certified, and this is creating a problem as far as some of the
smaller States are concerned. That may be an appropriate thing to
come forward with.
NEED FOR FLEXIBILITY
Senator CHURCH. Well, I would hope that we can administer the
program, at least within permissible boundaries into the law, in such a
way as to accommodlate the smaller States, and that means showing
Such flexibility as you call. There are certain standards that are definite
that you have to provide and certainly r would not criticize you for
doing that; that is your obligation. If that proves to be the case, I
wish you would furnish this committee with the recommendations as
to what changes in the law would help to facilitate the program an(l
give the flexibility that it need.ls to accomnmodlate very differing need(s of
small States as compared to large States. So often in these Federal
programs we don't have that flexibility.
1 know that in connection with medicare, for example, and nursing
homes and little country hospitals in my State we have a dreadful
time of trying to get Federal administrators to understand that they)
Ire not dealing with Washington Central Hospital or Georgetowin
1-hospital, but with small units that have very limited resources.
All right. :1want to thank you for your time. I would hope that as
you get additional experience you would feel free to volunteer to this
comlmittee whatever recommendations you may have for changes in
the law and the views you have to make it more effective.
Mr. BEAL. We will be pleased to (10 that, Senator.
Mr. RuivF. Thank You, Senator.
Senator CHURCH. Our second panel this morning consists of Charles
J. Hynes who is deputy attorney general of the State of New York
aIndl special prosecutor for nursing homes, and Stephen Press who is
the chief medical officer of the State of Connecticut.
STATEMENT OF CHARLES S. HYNES, DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL,
STATE OF NEW YORK, AND SPECIAL PROSECUTOR FOR NURSING
HOMES
Ml. HYNES. Good moIrning, Mr. Chairman.
SenatOr CHURCH. I am glad to welcome you back. It has been your
perseverance and your effort that had so muchle to (1o with our coming
to establishing a national enforcement prograiii.
Mr. HIYNES. Thank vou.

SenatOr CHURCH. We are indebted to you for showing us the way.
Mr. IHYNES. If I may, 1\Mr. Chairman, I would like to summarize
my statement and offer it for the record.
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AMr. Chairman, I believe that Public Lawy 95-142, particularl
section 17, provides a significant tool to the States to properly contain health care fraud. T further believe that the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare has a fundamental obligation to the
taxpayers of this country to encourage States to apply for certification,
.1 am (listressecd, as you are, at the slow pace ol certification, particularly since New York State today has not been certified. I think it
is going to lead to a 2-year project rather than the :3-year project
which is the congressional intent. I earnestly hope that Congress will
amend Public Lawv 95-142 to permit the 3-year period to hegin from
the date of certification. That makes more sense.
TE NEw YORK EXPERIENCE
Now if I may, I would like to briefly discuss some ol the changes
that have occurred in New York State in the last 3 years. When we
began in 1975 we had a medicaidl system that was literally riddled with
frail andc abuse, a system regulated by an understaffed, underfinanced
State health department which, incredible as it seems now, assigned
but a dozen auditors to check the books and records of more than
2,700 facilities with medicaid expenditures of $2.5 billion. Today 1.
am happy to report that between our office and the State departmient
of health, there are more than 300 auditors in New York State.
Before 1975, not one single nursing home owner had been prosecuted
anywhere in the State of New York, nor was there any serious attenil)t
to recover fraudulent overpayments to providers. Quite simply,
health care providers and other similar white collar criminals-the
real profiteers in the system-were pushing us towaril fiscal and moral
bankruptcy in the nursing home, industry.
Today 1:38 institutional providers, and vendlors of services to those
institutions, have been indicted by our office. Of the 90 cases comIpleted, 7 have had their cases dismissed, 5 have been ac1Cuitted andl
78 have been convicted. Jail sentences ranging ironi 6 months to 10
years htave been handed. down by an increasingly concerned .judicillry.
\Ve have receivedl, in cash or by assignment of assets, over $6 mnillion
in restitution from convicted providers. Mloreover, we have discovered
overstated expenditures of $64 million, and, of this amoun t our auditors
have turned over to the State dlepartment of health and to our ownv
in-house civil recovery division audit reports identilying more thanl
$43.5 million in overpayments.
O)U civil recovery division, which was established only lasl Septeniber, has brougLht 23 lawsuits to date which total over $12 million
in claimis an(d has recovered three-quartelms of $1 million. And finally,
in coolieration with the New York State T'ax Deopatimerit, liens of
$4 million have been assessed agannst l)iovi(lers.
rvel
NeN- 'York's fraudt problem, as this commiltee andl the3 H:ouse of
Representatives' committee concluded, wN-as not unique. [ thiink that,
'Public Law 95-142 oflers the hope so desperately needed to contaii
healt-h lfirud in this country. Yet the eliminiation of fraud, ho\ever
critincal in the effort to control costs, must not be vieweed as a zaloilcea).
lt is, to be sure, medicail's most apparent and controversial pmoblem
but, in terms of our entire health. care system, itisnottiteonly problein.
This Nation has been talking about national health care for many
years. Based on. present predictions, total annual healthl expendit;ries
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will go Up $85 billion by 1980, retaching a total of $244 billion. By then
experlt's calculate the cost of hospital care will average well over $200
a dlay and at some major medical centers the rate will probably reach
$500 a day. At this very moment it is estimated that 12 cents of every
tax dollar goes to health care.
FRAUD, WASI'E ENDANGER NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE
With Such. figures staring us in the face, universal health insurance
plans for peol)le of all ages will never be economically feasible and,
thus, can never become a. reality unless the economics of health care
are carefully analyzed with an eye to evaluating and stopping the
waste brought about by fraud and mismanagement.
To(lay, Mr. Chairman, no one knows hoNw much good patient care
reallv costs and I sublmit that the first priority of all of us concerned
-witl;this issue should be to provide that answer for each of our States.
Wdith the passage of Public Law 95-142, we have the opportunity
at last to gather essential information as to the cost, the quality, and
the distribution of patient care in this country. It is for these reasons
that I have proposed that such offices be made permanent.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hynes follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLES J. HYNES
Senator Church, members of the committee, ladies and gentlemen, for nearly
4 years my office has struggled with the problems of medicaid fraud and mismanagement in New York State. While we have been reasonably successful in
identifying fraud and abuse and in beginning the process of administrative reform,
it is clear that lasting improvement will require a major overhaul of the ways we
deliver and pay for health care in this country. Until we design and implement
long-term reforms in our current medicaid system, the crisis in medicaid and in
the rest of the health care system will continue to grow.
When we last met in late 1976, I testified that I would have liked nothing more
than to tell you that the forces of evil in the health care industry in my State and
elsewhere had been vanquished, and that order and justice had returned to the
benefit of our elderly people. I also stated that I feared there still existed a climate
in this country where the exploitation of old people was a respectable and risk-free
profession and that our Nation was in danger of losing far more than Federal and
State tax dollars-it was in danger of losing a cornerstone of the American way
of life itself.
I now believe that the tide has begun to reverse itself through the efforts of
your committee, Representatives Jim Scheuer of New York and John Moss of
California, and others, in passing a bill Public Law 95-142, commonly referred to
as H.R. 3. This bill, signed into law in October 1977, gives each State, perhaps
for the first time since the advent of medicaid and medicare, an opportunity to
properly contain health care fraud.
The basic purpose of section 17 of this law is to improve the capacity of State
and Federal governments to detect, prosecute, punish, and discourage fraud and
abuse by providers participating in the medicare and medicaid programs. Proposals rrierely to make existing single State agency fraud programs eligible for
special Federal funding were rejected, and I believe correctly so, as only providing
additional Ferleral dollars to the status quo.
Congress has wisely concluded, I believe, that without meaningful and independent State programs of crinrinal prosecution, medicaid fraud could not-and
would not-be brought under control. New York State's experience has demonstratecl clearly that programs and prosecutions would not mix. The agency
responsible for dispersing medicaid and medicare dollars could not be expected
to look for criminality in the system.
Further, the average local prosecutor, weighed down with street crimes,
rmuggings, murders, and rapes, could not be expected to prosecute massive whitecollar criminal conspiracies. They simply have enough on their hands without the
additional burdens irmposed by these highly complex and sophisticated schemes.
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In its wisdom, Congress provided funding incentives for States to establish
inedicaid fraud units in their attorney general's offices with statewide investigative and prosecutorial powers over the entire medicaid system.
If they meet the Federal standards, these units will receive Federal reimbursement of 90 percent of their costs for a period of 3 years. Although it is 9 months
to the day since this bill was signed into law, only a handful of states-Alabama,
Louisiana, Michigan, and New Mexico-have applied and received H.E.W.
approval for the Federal funds. A number of other States have submitted applications for the funds and are awaiting similar approval.
With respect to my own State's application, after the promulgation of the
regulations and the clarifying of various jurisdictional concerns, New York submitted its application to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
almost 3 months ago. Having been cited by Congress as the "model agency" for
these units, we had hoped for a rapid and affirmative response. This response has
not been forthcoming.
Many States that we have contacted are experiencing similar difficulties which
can only be blamed on a kind of bureaucratic delay. For example, a "new" unit
being set up in a Midwestern State received the following reply in response to its
application: "Accompanying your budget by quarters, we will need to know in
which quarter each staff member will be hired, the established caseload by quarter,
including the delineation by type of case and level of investigation, and a time
estimate for case processing by type of case and level of investigation."
What possible answer could be given to such a request by a unit that has yet to
undertake the investigation of medicaid fraud within its State? I suggest to you,
Mr. Chairman, that had New York been asked for this type of information at the
outset of its investigations, the office of the special prosecutor would today be
reporting a more moderate story.
Further, the quarterly restrictions and reporting imposed by Public Law 95-142
create a second type of problem. Because the medicaid budget of each State
varies from quarter to quarter, there seems to be little, if any, redemption in
requesting quarterly reports. The same objectives could as easily be accomplished by annual reports and would, indeed, assist the States in their planning
'unction as well as reduce both Federal and State paperwork and staff time and,
hence, dollars expended.
Given the difficulties in establishing or maintaining medicaid fraud control
units, it appears that the investigations will actually be funded, then, for a period
of 2 years, and not the three as was the original intent. This is not satisfactory in
my opinion, Mr. Chairman, when one considers the kind of investigations to
which I have been referring.
They are long, they are tedious, and they are difficult. In our office, such an
operation is generally begun by sending a team of auditors into a facility or by
bringing the books and records of a nursing home or other institutional provider
into our office. Usually these particular facilities have been carefully targeted in
advance for investigation. Some of the targeting factors we use are as follows:
(1) Operators previously known or believed to be engaged in fraudulent
activities;
(2) Affiliation with consultants, vendors, contractors, etc., known or believed
to be engaged in fraudulent activites;
(3) Improprieties identified by review of audits conducted by or for other governinent agencies, referrals from agencies, civic groups, informants, anonymous tips,
oct.;
(4) Geographic considerations-certain investigative techniques are more
successful in one area than others: certain schemes are more plrevalent in certain
areas;
(5) Type of facility (voluntary, public, proprietary);
(6) Size of facility;
(7) Medicare/medicaid percentage;
(8) Cost analysis;
(9) Multiple ownership (interlocking ownership in separate free standing hospitals nursing homes, health-related facilities, etc.);
(10 Multiple facilities-hospitals, nursing homes, health-related facilities, etc.combined in one facilitv.
Once the subjects of investigation have been selected, our auditors, using a
variety of techniques developed, tested and refined from the inception of our
office over 3 years ago, make preliminary judgments as to the validity of the expense claims submitted by the facility to the State. This initial audit work
generates leads which are handed over to investigators who operate under the
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direction of an experienced prosecuting attorney assigned to the case from the
beginning.
All manner of books and records must be obtained by subpena, search warrant,
or consent and carefully examined. And I refer not only to the books and records,
but also to the myriad of public and quasipublic documents that can often yield
substantial investigative leads, such as the following:
(1) Corporate papers;
(2) Title searches, mortgages, etc.;
(3) Professional licenses and applications to the State education department caIn
prove pertinent background data;
(4) Records of credit card companies (D & B); and
(5) Bank records.
These crimes are "paper crimes," and there is rarely an eyewitness. The only
"smoking gun" we are likely to find is a set of phony books and records. We
must often rely on circumstantial evidence, but evidence that must be mole
than sufficient to prove criminal knowledge and to rebut the all-too-common
defense that "My accountant did it,' or "I had nothing to do with the daily
financial operation of the home," or "I'm a doctor; I only care about patient
care-not books and records." All of these defenses must be anticipated and negated from the outset.
Our investigations to date make it clear that medicaid fraud in New York
State prior to 1975 existed on a massive scale. What kind of frauds have we
found? We have found everything from the most obvious to the most highly
sophisticated criminal scheme. Among the less sophisticated, we have uncoveredl:
(1) The outright theft of funds by an owner or employee;
(2) The intermingling of patient funds with the proprietor's accounts;
(3) Double billing for items included in the medicaid rate
(4) Requiring donations from patients and families as condition of admission
to the home. In one of the more heinous cases yet uncovered, at Buffalo nursing
home operator named Trippi was extorting under-the-table cash payments from
family membems on the threat of lodging their relatives in the antiquated and
ill-kept wings of his facility. The owner, Frank Trippi, was convicted and was
himself lodged in the State correctional facility at Attica for nearly 2 years.
(5) The retention of interest on patient accounts; and
(6) The retention of deceased patients' funds. Only slightly more sophisticated
are the following schemes:
(1) Billing the State for patients who have died or moved; and
(2) "No-show" or "phantom" employees who are usually relatives of the
operator, and who are often carefully disguised as "consultants."
More significantly, we have found vendor frauds that are equally pervasive and
even more difficult to detect. My previous testimony before this committee
details the types of schemes which, generally, result in cash kickbacks ranging
from 5 percent to 33Y3 percent of a facility's gross monthly billing with a particular
vendor. In addition to these vendor frauds, which to date have yielded some 50
indictments, we have also seen a dozen more subtle schemes, including phony
construction costs, hundreds of thousands of dollars in falsely inflated accruals,
and concealed ownership of related companies.
To develop these cases, I have selected and trained a staff of capable lawyers
who are, for the most part, former prosecutors. This group works closely with our
auditors and our special investigators, who are generally former police detectives,
ex-FBI agents, aid the like. We conduct frequent in-house seminars. We have
invited prominent members of the legal profession, in and out of law enforcement,
who have lectured to the staff and kept them current on the latest developments
in the law, strategy, and techniques. All this in the pursuit of a standard of excellence which is necessary to cross swords with the best lawyers that white-collar
criminals can buy.
From the beginning, our office has proceeded from the principle that there is
no pride in authorship-that cooperation among agencies in and outside of New
York must be the cornerstone of any hoped-for success.
Our office and the State health department-the State agency responsible for
monitoring and setting nursing home rates and standards-have entered into al,
memorandum of agreement designed to insure that our work dovetails with anid
complements the programmatic and monitoring work of the department of
health. We provide the State health departmeflt with technical assistance and
up-to-date training in the art of fraud auditing.
We have provided information and expertise beyond New York State, as
well. We have encouraged and will continue to encourage law enforcement agencies
throughout the country to avail themselves of our experience andi intelligence
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inforination-and they have (lone so on a regular basis. Certainly, no arm of
government has a right to think that it can achieve success in an arena of these
dimensions without such regular candid exchanges.
In addition to these efforts, we also initiate and support legislative reconmmendations which will help to eliminate the problems which infect' the medicaid
programn. Similarly, we have an active community liaison program which reaches
out to citizen groups in the communities to aid us in enacting remedial changes
in the law and in gathering critical intelligence information.
Now let me tell you briefly about some of the changes that have occurred iln
New York in the last 3 years.
When we began in 1975, we met a medicaid system that was literally riddled
with fraud and abuse. A system regulated by an understaffed, underfinanced
State health department which, incredible as it now seems, assigned but a dozen
(between 11 and 26) auditors to check the books and records of more than 2,700
facilities with medicaid expenditures of $2 billion.
Today I am happy to report that between our office and the State health
dlepartment there are more than 300 auditors in New York State-a formidable
army to contain health fraud.
Before 1975, not a single nursing home owner had been prosecuted anywhere
in the State of New York. Nor was there any serious attempt to recover fraudulent
overpayments to providers. Quite simply, health care plroviders and other similar
white-collar criminals-the real profiteers in the system-were pushing us toward
fiscal and moral bankruptcy in the nursing home industry.
And where are we today? Today 138 institutional providers, and vendors of
services to those institutions, have been indicted by our office. Of the 90 cases
completedl, 7 have had their cases dismissed, 5 have been acquitted, and 78 have
been convicted. Jail sentences ranging fromn 6 months to 10 years have been
handed down by an increasingly concerned judiciary, to whom our attorneys have
advocated the need for strong deterrent sentencing. We have received in cash or
by assignment of assets over $6 million in restitution from convicted providers.
We have discovered overstated expenditures of $64 million and of this amount
our auditors have turned over to the State department of health, and to our own
in-house civil recovery division, audit reports identifying more than $43.5 million
in overpayments.

Our civil recovery division, which we established only last September, has
brought 23 lawsuits to date which total over $12 million in claims and has recoverect more than threc-fourths of a million dollars.
Finallv, in cooperation with the New York State Tax Department, liens of over
$4 million have been assessed against providers. Twelve defendants have been
indicted specifically on1tax charges. To date, six have been convicted. There have
been no disumissals or acquittals. I might add, parenthetically, that before we
began our investigations, there had hardly been a single prosecution anywhere in
Ne~w York State for violation of the State, as opposed to Federal, tax laws. This
extremely valuable weapon against the white-collar criminal had become a dusty
relic on the statute books.
Today in New York-at least in the nursing home industry-I believe that we
have made fraud a very precarious activity. We have done this, not with mirrors
or any other magic, it has been accomplished with resources-the same resources
that will now be available to all States under Public Law 95-142.
The medicaid svstem in this country has been a hostage to fraud and so, too,
has been our entire health care system. Yet the elimination of fraud however
critical in the effort to control costs, must not be viewed as a panacea. lit is, to be
sure, medicaid's most apparent and controversial problem. But in terms of our
entire health care system, it is not the only problem.
This Nation has been talking about national health care for many years. Based
upon present predictions, total annual health expenditures will go Up $85 billion
by l9S0, reaching a total of $244 billion. By then, experts calculate, the cost of
hospital care will average well over $200 a day, and at some major medical centers
the rate will probably reach $500. Physicians, already higher paid than members
of any other profession, will probably be earning a median income of over $80,000
a
At this verY moment, it is estimated that 12 cents of every tax dollar goeea
ver.
to health ca
With sueh figures staring us in the face, universal health insurance plans for
people of all ages will never he economnically feasible and, thus, can never become
a reality, unless the economics of health care are carefully analyzed with an eye
to evaluiating and stopping the waste brought about by fraud and mismanagement.
For the past 3 years, our office has immersed itself in the economics of medicaid
and, in tmu'n, the health care system. We have learned that State and Federal
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laws which require reiinbursemeiit based upon so-called reasonable costs of Cloing
business and prudent buyer concepts are meaningless in practice. The fact is
that reimbursement is based upon costs submitted by individual providers who
are given little, if any, incentive to economize. Cost ceilings, where they exist, are
generally based upon operator versus operator comparisons, often fraudulent
operator versus fraudulent operator comparisons, and nothing more. As a result,
today no one knows how much good patient care really costs. I submit that the
first priority of all of us concerned with this issue should be to provide that answer
for each of our States.
With the passage of IH.R. 3, we have the opportunity, at last, to gather essential
information as to the cost, the quality, and the distribution of patient care in this
country. And, it is for these reasons that I have proposed that such offices be
made permanent. Among reasonable men and women, the deterrent nature of
the operation, as well as its cost-effectiveness, could lead to no less a conclusion.
In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would like to quote something to you: "Beyond the
specific instances of fraud and deceit as they may be revealed and must be dealt
with, we are bending every effort to produce Constructive results that will prevent
recurrence of cheating and misrepresentation: Results that will strengthen the
administration of regulatory and medical care programs of city departments, and
above all, results that will upgrade proprietary nursing homes in respect to operational effectiveness and quality of patient care-all in the public interest."
These words were spoken sonie 18 years ago by Louis J. Kaplan, then New
York City's investigation commissioner and author of the celebrated "Kaplan
Report." Those same fraudulent providers found by Kaplan 18 years ago, who
were not prosecuted and were allowed to repay their ill-gotten gains at 10 and
20 cents on the dollar, have in the last 3 years been prosecuted and convicted by
my office.
New York is committed to seeing to it that our elderly and our poor receive
that to which they are entitled and that the scandal of the 1960's, and the scandal
of the 1970's, does not become the scandal of the 1980's. And New York stands
ready to assist anyone who shares this same concern.
I thank you and will welcome any questions you might have.

Senator CHURCH. Thank you very much for your statement.
STATEMENT OF STEPHEN H. PRESS, HARTFORD, CONN., CHAIRMAN, PROGRAM INTEGRITY SUBCOMMITTEE, NATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE PUBLIC WELFARE ADMINISTRATORS
Mr. PRESS. Mr. Chairman, as yotu indicated, I am the head of the
Connecticut program. I am also the chairman of the Program Integrity Subcommittee of the National Council of State Public Welfare
Administrators. I hold one more distinction which is probably quite
unique and has something to do with the statement that I would
like to make here today. That is contained in the fact that my medicaid program has within it a successful program integrity unit.
Funding for the unit was recently terminated by the Connecticut
State Legislature in the current session.
While this action may not have been meaningfully carried out by
the legislature and has already been partially revised, it points out
one of the problems of operating the medicaid program on the State
level. That is that the Federal Government may set its mandates,
but Governors and State legislatures wvill determine how those mandates will be carried out.
In the case of Public Law 95-142, the fact that Congress voted 90
percent financial participation for State fraud units was very effective
in putting weight in our State and other States behind prosecutorial
functions. However, it ignores the basic function of the single State
agency in investigating basic fraud, and particuilarly in the area of
abuse.
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In our own State I would say that 90 percent of the collectible
cases are in the area of abuse and I would say that this figure is
effective throughout the country. The program integrity units or
surveillaince and utilization review units are funded with Federal
participation from 50 to 75 percent, depending upon whether the
State involved has a certified medicaid management information
system or not.
Now my State legislature and several others took 95-142 to mean
that they no longer had to continue surveillance and utilization
review efforts or program integrity units because the State fraud
units would do the job. Well, the State fraud units are supposed to do
the job of investigating fraud and, as I indicated before, a major part of
the collectible dollars in States like my own are in the abuse area.
Senator CHURCH. Could you distinguish between fraud and abuse
for purposes of the record?
Mr. PRESS. Well, really what it comes down to is, in many cases,
abuse is where intent cannot be proved, where fraud cannot be
proven, and in a great extent of the cases this is the fact. Where there
is no intent to defraud, with built-in errors of any type, a fraud case
cannot be made. In fact, the original program integrity action by
HEW-Project 500-is a situation where the bulk of the cases are
involving civil recovery and nonindictment because they are not
provable fraud cases.
In fact, in my testimony I wanted to mention the fact that Secretary Califano issued a statement a year ago indicating that he has
sto pped the program integrity computer program because it already
ha ds it out the names of some 47,000 potentia~ly fraudulent providers.
The act is I think that there has been possibly 10 indictments out of
the computer list and I think all the situation did is face the State
people against angry providers who seemed to be feeling the statement
as one which blanket indicted large numbers of physicians. I would
hav'e to say that indictments and convictions are much more effective
tools for fighting fraud than public relations.
RECOMMEENDATIONS

In terms of this situation I would recommend that the State fraud
units be continued beyond its 3 years in general because I feel that they
are and can be an effective deterrent against fraud. I do not personally
believe that they will pay for themselves, particularly in States where
a 50-50 match is involved, and I have spoken to attorney generals in
other States than New York who agree with that position, such as
New Jersey. I have gotten a feeling that they themselves feel that
abuse is the more effective area for collection of dollars than fraud.
Beyond that, I heard mentioned earlier the fact that the reimbursement under 95-142 may be retroactive. This is not necessarily helpful
because we have a variety of States, unlike New York, which do not
have fraud units and will not be given the State go-ahead to start up
until they get Federal approval of their programs because their proposals contain staffing requirements. Therefore, they are going to be
waiting for approval before they start.
Connecticut did not start its hiring process until it got approval of
its grant. Even though it is one of the nine States with certification,
it has not yet put its people on board and has not gotten underway, and
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I would say that effectively would even shorten the program from what
Mr. Hynes just stated earlier. So if we are going to have 26 more States
certified at the end of this year, well, then maybe it will be a 1i-year
program rather than a 3-year program.
In addition, I would like to recommend that the SUR function within the single State agency be funded at least at the 75-percent level as
opposed to its 50-percent level. In terms of this unit, this unit in my
State and in most other States is a major source of referral for cases to
the State fraud agency. Now if you don't have that unit operating, it
essentially would cut down the effectiveness of the State fraud unit
and, as I will indicate, they provide the principal preliminary investigative source for the State fraud unit. Inmy own State this unit operates
at a cost-benefit ratio of about $7 to every $1 spent. The unit has only
been functioning since last October. It has collected about $100,000
a month and operates at a cost of about $150,000 a year.
Senator CHURCH. Can you explain just how that program operates?
Is that a computer operation?
Mr. PRESS. Yes. I was going to get into that.
Senator CHURCH. Good.
Mr. PRESS. We operate on everything from a variety of sources,
everything from tips to medicare referring the cases to us. We also
have in being right now a system called Amoeba, which essentially
is a table-driven system which ranks deviated providers by the amount
of deviation. In other words, if they perform more than one first
office visit, if they perform too many lab tests, give too many prescriptions, whatever particular example we use i the system, they
will be ranked by the system in the order that they perform these
deviations.
This essentially is nothing more than additional tips for investigations. It provides us a place to start investigations along with a number of dollars that the provider has received. This is equivalent to,
but probably not as effective as, the MMIS systems. We expect this
to be in operation next year in Connecticut. I would mention in terms
of the MMIS system that there are some States that have certified
systems which do not necessarily get the maximum benefit from them.
One of the problems in one big Western State is that they have a
system which reports all the deviations by providers from that State
in a single month but it does not rank them. In other words, it has
10,000 pages of reports indicating what doctors have deviated, but
it does not say which are the worst and which are the best. Essentially
you have to go through the 10,000 pages to determine who the worst
offenders are. The fraud and abuse unit in that State is not using the
system except as backup. In other States they have got the same extensive reporting system, but no staff.
Without staff at the surveillance and utilization review level, the
reports pile up in the corners of rooms and again the system is not
effective. I point this out because it is important within the State
agencies themselves that they have staffing to do the job of preliminary investigation. Out of those preliminary investigations frequently
come the fraud referrals to the State fraud units. Now without the
90 percent funding incentive, the States have not worked as well,
and I say they may not do their job in the future. Again I would urge
that some thought be given to raising the funding level of these units
which operate within the single State agency.
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Senator CHURCH. In these civil recoveries that the surveillance
program assists in the endorsement, how is the recovery treated as
between the States and the Federal Government?
Mr. PRESS. It is essentially the same as under the State fraud unit.
The recovery is divided by the percentage to which the State participates in the program, so it is essentially 50-50 recovery. I should add
that in most cases the recovery is done fairly simple. In some cases
we have to exercise State regulation which allows us to withhold the
provider's payments and potentially remove him from the program
on civil grounds for violating the regulations of the State agency so
that we do have those powers.
I know that HEW has drafted regulations which would force those
States to carry out that kind of methodology, but it is in effect in a
good number of the States of the country, this civil process which
allows the suspending of payments and potentially the suspending of
the provider itself for the abuse rather than just for fraud.
"TIGHTROPE" BETWEEN SiRVICE, DETECTION

I wanted to point out another factor that we suffer from in the
medicaid program. The goal of the medicaid program is to provide
services to recipients, not just to catch fraudulent providers, and we
sort of walk a tightrope between providing the services and trying to
eliminate from the program those providers who are treated poorly.
Developing claims processing systems to capture fraudulent providers
and abusers may be a good thing, but if paperwork drives frustrated
providers from the program, its goals will not be met, especially if bill
payment is slow as well. We want to keep those providers in the program and we want to make sure that we throw out the bad apples,
but we want to retain the rest of the providers in the program as well
as we can.
That is why I mentioned that statement before about the 47,000
providers in terms of project integrity who are potential fraud cases.
I think we have to be a little bit more careful about what we say.
Mviany of the statements made in terms of fraud, including inspector
general reports, were large guesstimates and not necessarily accurate
at all. I know that on the floors of Congress there is a great feeling of
horror when those figures are announced, but they are just guesstimates.
I know there is a great deal of fraud and I feel there is a great deal
of fraud, but I don't feel it is necessarily within the kinds of figures
that have been spoken about nationally. I think that what it should
be called, even the collectibles that have been mentioned to you this
morning, is frequently really what I call abuse, because these are cases
which they started investigating on the fraud basis and are kicked
back to other State agencies for collection because there are no indictments possible in a particular case.
I guess I have gone through a good deal of what I was going to say.
One other area that you did mention was the area of exposure of
ownership interests in nursing homes and I did want to indicate that I
felt that this was not an area where computer systems would be particularly effective. On the other hand, I think this is an area where it
is the major answer and that essentially State and Federal investiga-
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tors, as mentioned before, will still need to research facility and land
records to come up with the vital information.
Again I would like to stress the importance of keeping providers in
the program in terms of providing recipients the proper care. With
that I would be happy to answer any other questions you might have.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Press follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF STEPHIEN H. PRESS

I am an attorney, a medicaid director of a program with a successful program
integrity unit, and the chairman of the Program Integrity Subcommittee for the
National Council of State Public Welfare Administrators. I hold one more distinction which is probably quite unique. That is contained in the fact that the
Connecticut State Legislature recently voted to eliminate funds from the program
integrity or fraud and abuse unit which I oversee. While this action may not have
been meaningfully carried out by the majority of our legislature and has already
been partially revised, it points out just one of the problems of operating a medicaid program on the State level.
First of all the direction of State medicaid programs is dependent upon Governors and State legislatures. Regardless of the direction of the Federal Government
and its mandates, if the State government is of a different mind, that mandate
will not be carried out. This is certainly the case in the area of fraud and abuse
where many States have ignored the function at lower levels of Federal financial
participation-FFP. The fact that Congress voted 90 percent FFP for independent
State medicaid fraud units essentially strengthened the case for prosecutorial
units, but did little to assist the basic investigatorial units within, State agencies.
The new State fraud units will be a major deterrent against future fraud, and
I see this as their major benefit. While collections through them may be considerable, I don't believe they will be able to be self-supporting operations. The reason
is the difficult task they face, plus the fact that the bulk of potentially recoverable
dollars in the medicaid program are in the abuse area which is still the province of
the single State agencies. The abuse function is generally handled by surveillance
and utilization review units who received Federal financial participation of from
50 to 75 percent. This was perhaps overlooked by the drafters of Public Law 95-142
who spoke only of 90 percent FFP for the fraud units. This encouraged States to
develop the new units but did nothing to encourage the strengthening of the
fight against abuse, which is where the dollars are. In addition, State legislators,
like my own, viewed the units as a reason for eliminating their ongoing surveillance and utilization review operations. If that would have occurred in Connecticut, the State fraud unit would have been seriously hindered because the S/UR
unit will be its major referral source and does much of the basic investigation
prior to a determination that fraud may exist.
HEW has since recognized the importance of the SUR units and has asked
States to continue to maintain this function. I would recommend, however, that the
S/UR function be funded at a minimum of 75 percent FFP if not at the same level
as the State fund units. In addition, I would recommend that 90 percent FFP
continue to be provided to State for their fraud units after the 3-year period,
provided under 95-142, expires. The benefit of these functions is just as important
to the Federal Government as the States and in these days of restrictive State
budgets, the States must be encouraged to maintain their vigilance against fraud
and abuse.
It should be noted that in Connecticut an excellent relationship exists between
the single State agency and the new State fraud unit. We expect to work very
closely together. Perhaps this is because the relationship is between attorneys.
I do know that in some States the relationship is less satisfactory. That possibility
may be caused by the fact that the fraud unit is taking over a function previously
handled by the single State agency. In Connecticut, referrals for prosecution were
always made to an outside agency.
Beyond the problem of interacting with State government is the problem of
maintaining sufficient provider participation to insure that medicaid recipients
are receiving the services they require. Developing claims processing systems to
capture fraudulent providers and abusers may be a good thing, but if the paperwork drives frustrated providers from the program, program goals will not be met.
The fact that boycotts of services have arisen in several States gives evidence of
this kind of problem. But even more important for the States are the thousands
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of providers who silently leave the program and refuse to service recipients because
of too much paperwork or they see as harassment. We must walk a tightrope
with these providers while trying to eliminate the bad apples and retaining the
good ones. Thus, most medicaid directors shuddered when Secretary Califano
indicated that HEW had discovered thousands of fraudulent physicians as part
of Project 500. First, because we did not believe there were that many provable
cases and, second, because of the problems it would cause the States in trying to
maintain the level of provider participation in our medicaid program. Fighting
fraud via public relations is not as effective as indictments and convictions.
The relationship between provider groups and the State medicaid agency frequently mandates the approach the State takes toward the question of fraud and
abuse. In Utah a dental organization reviews and authorizes all dental services,
a medical foundation carries out review of physician services, and there is a strong
feeling at the State level that strong provider participation in the program, as
well as a more-than-adequate fee schedule, mitigates against fraud and abuse by
the professional provider. In Connecticut we do refer questionable cases to our
State medical society's medical liaison committee, but make fraud referrals based
on our medical staff's recommendations. There are a variety of other approaches
that States have utilized to ferret out and deal with fraud and abuse. I would
like to touch on some of them.
In my own State, several of these approaches are being utilized or are in the
planning stage. As mentioned earlier, we do have a surveillance and utilization
review or program integrity unit. This unit has been identifying fraud or abuse
dollars at the rate of about $7 to every $1 spent on its operation. This unit of
nine staff carries out basic investigations based on complaints from a variety of
sources from a complaint hotline to medical consultants to medicare. They work
with recipient and physician profiles which are provided by our data processing
system.
When their investigations are completed, they may recommend the case be
referred to the State prosecutor's office for a fraud investigation or sent to our
agency's audit unit for collections. We collect almost all of these claims without
further problem, but we can use State law and regulations to collect or withhold
payment from providers, or to suspend them for violation of our regulations. We
also continually use the findings of this unit to tighten and improve our medical
policy.
We have recently had Amoeba installed by the Control Analysis Corp. under a
Federal grant. This is a table-driven surveillance and utilization review system
which provides us with a ranked listing of providers who deviate from the norm
in the way they provide services. Such a listing will tell us what doctors are providing more than the average number of lab tests per office visit, or initial office
visits, etc. While these factors are not proof of fraud, just like the tips we may
receive over our hotline, they pvovide us with a likely place to begin investigations,
particularly where the derviating provider bills the State heavily.
Like many other States, we are developing a medicaid management information
system. This sophisticated computer system is aimed at providing a quality
preaudit on all claims submitted to the State. It also provides a postaudit on claims,
similar to the Amoeba system mentioned above, through its surveillance and
utilization review subsystem. Many States already have federally approved MMIS
systems in operation but some do not use the surveillance and utilization review
system effectively. In some cases it is because they are not sufficiently staffed to
be able to review the reports turned out by the system. It should be obvious that
the computer makes the job of locating deviating providers mush easier, but
human beings must investigate to determine whether the deviation is improper
or not. In the case of one State, highly staffed in the area of fraud and abuse, their
MMIS surveillance and utilization review system provides little assistance. The
State staff continues to use other sources of information to begin investigations.
This is because their computer system reports all deviations but does not rank
providers in the order in which they deviate from the norm. An investigator would
have to read thousands of pages in reports to determine who the worse offender is.
Many of the States have contracted their MMIS systems or like systems out to
private contractors who operate the system, pay claims, but refer questionable
cases to State agencies for prosecution and investigation.
In addition to the kinds of approaches I have already mentioned, several
States, like my own, have recently developed medicaid fraud units in their attorney
general or States attorney's office. Some States, such as New York, New Jersey,
and Massachusetts, had such units prior to Public Law 95-142 which offered
major Federal funding for such units. These units have organized significant
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resources to bear against fraudulent practices. Some States, such as New Jersey,
have enacted legislation which has authorized the collection of treble damages,
interest, and other penalities against abusing practitioners.
Public Law 95-142 called for the disclosure of provider ownership as a condition
of medicare or medicaid provider certification. This is an important element of the
fight against fraud and abuse in the nursing home area. It is something that several
States required prior to 95-142. However, by itself it will not be a significant
factor in dealing with the nursing home fraud. An effective audit system, both
desk and field, coupled with effective regulation plays a much more important
role in this area. Once again the Federal penalties may be a major deterrent in
preventing hidden ownership in nursing homes. It is unlikely MMIS or equivalent systems will be of any help in uncovering this information. State and Federal
investigators will still need to research facility and lend records to come un with
the proper information.

Senator CHURCH. Thank you very much, Mr. Press.
CHAIN OWNERSHIP

Mr. H-ynes, what kind of ownership disclosure of regulations are
we going to have to deal with the chain operations in connection with
fraud investigations? We are attempting, as you know, to determine
ownership of nursing homes and other facilities. We are beginning
now on this committee to look at the chain operations in the nursing
home and we find that some of these chains are huge-many thousands
of beds. The largest number is nearly 21,000 beds. Some of these are
owned, some are leased, some are owned by others but managed by
the chain, and finding out who owns that becomes exceedingly difficult.
Have you any ideas based upon your own experience that might be
helpful?
Mr. HYNES. I don't think that there is any particular evil attached to a chain. It is obvious what we are all concerned about is
the non-arm's-length problems that deal with application for reimbursement. We have had a number of cases. I know one case in
particular that comes to mind which may interest my friend from
Connecticut-a New York operator who was supporting our Connecticut home on New York rates. I think the disclosure provisions
in Public Law 95-142 will be an investigative tool. I hope we are
certified so that we can get that information into the office.
I don't really know what you are getting at, Senator. I cannot be
helpful except to state that we are always concerned in our investigation to insure that the owners of the facilities don't have ancillary
services, that they are charging as arm's-length transactions.
AMENDMENT FOR 3-YEAR TEST PERIOD?
Senator CHURCH. I think you testified that because of the time
delays in starting up these State units it would be advisable to change
the law in the 3-year test period as of a date of certification. I think
that is a very good suggestion and it will then give each State fully
3 years of testing and experience. I think that that 3 years is about
the minimum time to get some notion of what will be accomplished.
Mr. HYNES. It really depends on the kind of staff that is on board
and, in some instances, the type of the investigation. New York, of
course, has a history of nursing home fraud dating back to 1960 and
1961 with the New York City commission investigation finding the
wholesale fraudulent patterns but, unfortunately, no one had the
resources in New York from 1961 to 1975 to do anything about it.
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I think 3 years is a good time period. We thought that was the time
frame when I first began coming to Washington to suggest these
kinds of programs, but it is critical and certainly makes more sense.
I believe it falls within the congressional intent that it runs from the
date of certification.
Senator CHURCH: I am going to ask the staff to select from these
hearings this morning certain statistics that have been made with
regard to possible amendments to the law so that this committee can
take those suggestions up with the Finance Committee that has the
legislative power and see if we cannot work these amendments into
the law. I think your recommendation is a very good one.
HoSPITAL FRAmrD UNDER REVIEW

Mr. Hynes, you have an IHEW grant for investigative fraud and
abuse serving New York medicaid and medicare patients. It is my
understanding that this investigation is oriented toward a termination
of how much growing hospital costs are due to mismanagement and
criminal fraud. What are you discovering in this particular area?
Mr. HYNES. I am afraid at this point, Senator, I cannot respond.
We have active grand jury investigations in a number of institutions
in New York State and it has been our constant policy not to comment
while those investigations are on. I will be leaving my current assignment shortly, but I will be happy to pass on to my successor as soon
as we have significant developments and assist you in any way I can.
Senator CHURCH. I wish you would do that because we wondered,
having looked thoroughly into nursing home abuses, as to what extent
these abuses may affect actual hospital operations.
Mr. HYNES. Senator, I share the concern that Mr. Press has that
we have to be very careful in this area lest there be an inference that
we have the same kinds of problems that we apparently had in nursing
homes in New York State, but it was never contemplated by either
HEW or the New York office that we would necessarily find fraud in
hospitals. It was a concern of both of our agencies that in view of the
rising health cost that there will be a survey for a 2-year period to
determine whether it is fraud, mismanagement, or waste. I hope to
have a report for HEW when the Congress convenes at the first of
the year.
Senator CHURCH. Well, I think those categories are, of course, the
ones we know about-fraud, mismanagement, and waste-but it
would also be helpful to know if there is any noticeable difference
between privately owned hospitals that are operated for a profit and
nonprofit hospitals that are either publicly owned or are church
connected.
Mr. HYNES. Mr. Chairman, we investigated a proprietary hospital,
and the indictment alleged kickbacks of a substantial amount of money
approaching $2 million, but I have not drawn any inference that is
necessarily a pattern in New York. That is the point of the project in
HEW, in my office, to determine.
Senator CHURCH. Well, we will look forward to your report and to
your successor. Are you moving out of government entirely, or are
youMr. HYNES. No, I have been nominated for another position.
Senator CHURCH. You have been nominated for another position.
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Mr. HYNES. Yes.
Senator CHURCH. Well, we wish you well.
Mr. HYNES. Thank you.
Senator CHURCH. I appreciate very much your coming down and

testifying. Both of your contributions have been very helpful.
Mr. HYNES. It is always a pleasure, Senator. I think the record
should disclose that you and your committee have made a tremendous
contribution together with, of course, the House of Representatives,
and the taxpayers are in your debt.
Senator CHURCH. Thank you very much. I hope that our efforts
prove to be successful. We will have to wait and see.
Thank you.
Actually we finished on time this morning which is unprecedented.
The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:55 a.m., the hearing adjourned.]
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CHAIRMAN,
ITEM 1. LETTER AND ENCLOSURE FROM SENATOR FRANK CHURCH,
DEPUTY ADSENATE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING, To FRANK S. BEAL,
MINISTRATOR FOR OPERATIONS, HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION,
9, 1978
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, DATED AUGUST

DEAR MR. BEAL: Thank you very much for your testimony at our recent hearing
that
on medicaid fraud and the role of the State fraud control units. I am glad
relationship with
you could participate and I look forward to a close working as
the committee

personnel from the Health Care Financing Administration
pursues its agenda on medicaid fraud and related issues.
I have compiled a list of questions and requests either made at the hearing
or added since. We would like to have this additional material by August 25 for

inclusion in our hearing record. If it is not possible to give a final statement on
any individual matter, I would be glad to have an interim response indicating

when the additional information will become available.
With best wishes,
Sincerely,

FRANK CHURCH.
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QUESTIONS

FOR FRANK S. BEAL, DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR FOR OPERATIONS,
HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION

At the present rate of certification it would appear that, for the bulk of the
for evaluation
States, this will be a 2-year program. Does this give sufficient time
of the performance of the program and for recommendations to be made to the
Congress regarding the proper level of Federal support after 1980? be posed if
Given this rate of certification, would any significant problems
Public Law 95-142 were amended to permit a 3-year period of Federal funding
from the date of certification rather than the date of enactment?
What recommendations can you make with regard to congressional action on
this matter?
all or
I have suggested that we provide by law for State retention of either
assuring
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means
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as
units
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by
made
recoveries
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part
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adequate levels of funding after the expiration of the Federal share. It would be
helpful if you would indicate appropriate initiatives in this area.
TO FRANK S.
ITEM 2. LETTER AND ENCLOSURE FROM SENATOR FRANK CHURCH
BEAL, DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR FOR OPERATIONS, HCFA, HEW, DATED

AUGUST 10, 1978
DEAR MR. BEAL: During the course of your testimony at the July 25 hearing
conof this committee on medicaid fraud, I asked for your comments on issues from
in a letter
cerning the State fraud control unit certification process raised

Wisconsin Attorney General Bronson La Follette.
Because you did not have an opportunity to review the full text of the letter
be

during the hearing, I have enclosed a copy for your reference. This letter will
made a part of the hearing record.
If you wish to have your comments on the issues raised by Attorney General
La Follette made a part of the hearing record, I would be pleased to have them
by the August 25 record closing date.
With best wishes,
Sincerely,
CHURCH.
FRANK
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STATE OF WISCONSIN,
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,

-Hon.FRANK CHURCH,
Madison, Wis., July 24, 1978.
,Chairman, Senate Special Committee on Aging,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR CHURCH: I understand that you are chairing a hearing that
will soon be held by the Senate Special Committee on Aging for the purposes of
-evaluating HEW's implementation of H.R. 3.
Wisconsin is an applicant for H.R. 3 medicaid funds and expects to receive
HEW's approval for funding in the very near future. As you can imagine, the
process of securing such funds was not fraught without the trials and tribulations
.associated with a large bureaucracy, and while I am tempted to fully elaborate
on those problems, I believe it may be more productive to comment on the substantive areas of H.R. 3.
We have received several indications of changes in policy on the part of HEW
-that are of real concern. First HEW seems to have substantially confused the
appropriate role of the single State agency, vis-a-vis the medicaid fraud control
unit. It was my clear understanding that section 17 of H.R. 3 contemplated the
fraud control unit would have a substantial role to play in the detection and
investigation as well as prosecution of suspected fraud. Specifically section
17(q)(3)'s provision for the "conducting [of] a statewide program for the investigation and prosecution of violation of applicable State laws * * *" seemed to
authorize, if not mandate, substantial investigative capabilities within the unit.
We contemplated that the unit could solicit complaints, and once received could
exercise discretion on whether to follow through with more detailed investigations.
We contemplated further that if these investigations revealed the potential for
prosecution of criminal fraud, or an action for damages of civil fraud theories, the
,prosecution unit's attorneys would pursue the matter to fruition.
We further contemplated that the unit's attorneys would in many cases be
involved at the initial stages in the investigation, in order to direct the investiga-torsto appropriate leads, and advise as to legal ramifications of the investigation
:at various stages. In any event, we anticipated that the "statewide * * * investigation" capability would permit our unit to do a substantial amount of
detection of fraud on the basis of complaints received from district attorneys,
social service agencies, etc., with referrals being made to the single State agency
for administrative action only after the potential for suspented fraud had been
excluded. We further contemplated that the definition of fraud, both civil and
criminal, would be as provided by State law.
Such an integration of investigation and prosecution in the fraud control unit
seemed sensible. While our single State agency functions well, it lacks the nec*essary resources, having a limited staff, no statutory authority to prosecute and
substantial program administration responsibilities that have nothing to do with
fraud. In addition, the single State agency's investigative unit does not have the
independence from medicaid administration that is required by H.R. 3. Furthermore, since our relationships with the single State agency have been excellent, we
thought an appropriate working relationship could evolve without any difficulties.
What Office of Program Integrity seems to say, however, is something vastly
different. The Office of Program Integrity officials have, on many occasions and
in many different contexts, sought assurances that the principal investigative role
would remain within the single State agency. While not excluding the possibility
that our "fraud control unit could follow through with independent investigations
of complaints received directly, the suggestion has been made very strongly and
vociferously by Region V representatives that Congress intended the single State
agency to have the principal statewide investigative powers, whereas by contrast
the fraud control unit was supposed to operate in a secondary fashion upon
referrals from the single State agency. We have received strong suggestions, and
have been requested to provide assurances to the effect, that complaints of suspected fraud received by the fraud control unit would be forwarded for further
-evaluation to the single State agency, a concept which seems totally foreign to
H.R. 3 and also unworkable in view of the limited resources and statutory powers
held by the single State agency.
I assure you that ifthe fraud control unit must take second chair to the single
state agency (or to any other agency having multiple responsibilities and obligations) for the initial detection and workup of initial complaints, H.R. 3 is doomed
to failure. True, obvious frauds by small providers may be detected by such a
ireduced effort. But the more sophisticated patterns of frauds, especially those in
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the institutional areas such as nursing homes and large provider groups, requiring
evaluation of massive amounts of documents, and extensive time in John Does or
before Grand Juries, will be totally beyond the reach of such single State agencies
or any groups. When you deprive the fraud control units of that initial investigative capability, you deprive the States of the ability to work an investigation up to
the level of suspected fraud.
In discussing with our staff, the HEW representatives have indicated their
concern that permitting the fraud control unit to follow up on investigations
directly may enocurage States to strip investigation resources from the single
State agency which receives 50 percent Federal funding. While this may be true,
there are better ways to deal with such incentives than closing the door to aggressive fraud control investigations where, as in Wisconsin, the unit and the single
:State agency coordinate their efforts.
HEW personnel also convey the belief that a substantial portion of the complaints received will be with respect to something called "program abuse", which,
they say, is not fraud, and should not be within the jurisdiction of the fraud control
unit. The term "program abuse" is foreign to the Wisconsin law of fraud. As best as
-can determine "program abuse" has meaning primarily in the medicare program, where it is defined as an instance of overutilization of medical services, or of
billings for more services than were actually provided, and where the Medicare
investigators have concluded that they cannot prove the specific intent necessary
to prosecute for criminal fraud. Almost every example that HEW has provided of
HEW has provided of program abuse is something that would probably be
prosecutable as fraud in Wisconsin, either criminally or civilly. Thus, while
program abuse may have relevance in other States for defining the proper allocation of investigative resources between the single State agency and the fraud
control unit, it has no such relevance in Wisconsin.
I can only conclude that HEW is implementing H.R. 3 with people whose sole
knowledge of fraud stems from the medicare experience, and who are trying to
force the single State agency and medicaid fraud and control unit into a Federal
medicare investigative and prosecutorial role. This amounts to the Federal
agency's substituting its own definition of "fraud" for the far more encompassing
Wisconsin state definition.
I fear that HEW's disinterest in strong initial investigation by the fraud control unit will function to create an insurmountable bureaucratic barrier against
Wisconsin's unit even being able to investigate such potential areas of fraudulent
activities as what the medicare people call program abuse, and those patterns of
sophisticated institutional-related fraud which greatly exceed the capacities of
the single State agency to detect or investigate even at the preliminary stages.
I urge you to consider drafting amendments to section 17(g)3 of 1.1. 3 which
further define the meaning of the "statewide * * * investigation," with respect
to the role that the Congress contemplates for the single State agency. I propose
that you make it plain that the medicaid fraud control unit has initial jurisdiction
to undertake whatever investigations are necessary to evaluate fraud, and that
it in no way takes second chair to the single State agency in investigating fraud
complaints.

I would further commend to your attention the need for further refinements in
the definition of fraud to make it plain that State definitions govern and that
"program abuse" has no role in implementation of H.R. 3.
I understand that you are also considering the question of whether the expiration date of H.R. 3 will come too early for any meaningful development of a vigorous fraud and control unit in States such as Wisconsin, which has only recently
developed a medicaid fraud program. We anticipate a minimum elapsed time of
9 months to a year from the date of receipt of an initial complaint of any kind of.
sophisticated fraud to commencement of appropriate prosecution, civil or criminal
Depending on the number and nature of motions and appeals which may occur
.after commencement of prosecution, the elapsed time from commencement to
verdict may take up to an additional year or two. As a result, it seems reasonable
to conclude that the time period for assessing the effectiveness of fraud units
-created under H.R. 3 should be extended for another 2 to 3 years beyond 1980.
We also anticipate that significant time may be consumed at the investigative
level in processing the substantial volumes of records that can be accumulated
in a fraud investigation, to identify patterns of conduct. For example, if initial
investigation reveals that a provider has billed for services not provided, we
would ordinarily ask our investigators to obtain and evaluate as many of the
provider's records as possible for the purpose of determining whether and to what
extent the pattern is systematic and repeated. This evaluative prQcess is. now
*done manually by our investigators and auditors, a process that has consumed
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in several cases months of painstaking investigative man-hours. This time could
have been reduced to days if the material had been placed initially in a computerized data bank and then evaluated with the assistance of an analyst. In addition,
once the materials obtained from an investigation are placed in the data bank,
the materials are readily available for retrieval in many different relevant formats (e.g., all claims filed by that provider for one recipient, all claims filed in a.
specific category by chronological dates, etc.), a procedure which lends itself to
far more exhaustive and sophisticated analysis than can be done manually. We
believe, therefore, that the fraud control unit must have access to computer time,
system analysts, and programers.
While this need for investigation-specific computer assistance should seem
obvious, our informal requests have fallen on deaf ears in HEW's Office of Program
Integrity. HEW apparently believes that this is the sort of function that the single.
State agency is supposed to be conducting, and that Congress did not intend the,
fraud control units to get into the areas of computer assisted investigations.
While I hope to eventually convince HEW that we stand a much better chance
of accomplishing Congress' objectives if we have substantial computer oriented
investigative capabilities. I sense that the agency's reluctance to willingly accept
this concept derives from the same apparent lack of understanding on HEW's.
part that the agency having statewide prosecutorial capability must also be the
lead investigative agency, and that some States such as Wisconsin are willing to
prosecute as fraud matters which HEW prefers to consider as something less
than fraud.
To summarize, I believe that the general posture of HEW in the substantive
areas of how to tackle fraud and what is the appropriate role of the single state
agency vis-a-vis fraud control unit is lacking in vision and lacking in aggressiveness. I get the impression that HEW is more concerned with setting up a structure
for evaluating grants than in implementing the purpose of H.R. 3 which, as I
understand it, was to encourage aggressive and innovative approaches on the
part of states to detect and vigorously prosecute medicaid fraud.
I want to close this letter with a caution. We hope that fraud is not out there.
We make no promises on numbers of prosecutions or dollars to be recovered. We
will be delighted to prove the absence, and not just the presence of medicaid
fraud in Wisconsin. At the same time, unless we are given sufficient authority
and encouragement to structure an aggressive and innovative unit, I am afraid
that we will reach 1980 having come to no conclusions, because we were deprived
of sufficient resources to make the necessary investigations to determine whether
or not the alleged fraud had taken place.
For these reasons, I strongly encourage you to consider amendments which
would provide the medicaid units with sufficient resources from the onset to
conduct the kinds of thorough and comprehensive investigations necessary to
determine whether or not there is fraud and, if so, vigorously pursue it from that
point onward. This will require, at the very minimum, a change in attitude on
HEW's part, if not further legislative revisions.
Sincerely yours,
BRONSON C. LA FOLLETTE,
Attorney General.

ITEM 3. LETTER FROM FRANK S. BEAL,' DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR FOR OPERATIONS,
HCFA, HEW, TO SENATOR FRANK CHURCH, DATED SEPTEMBER 21, 1978
DEAR SENATOR CHURCH: This is in response to the list of questions regarding
medicaid fraud control units you submitted to the Health Care Financing Administration in your letters of August 9 and 10. We have also incorporated outr iesponse to the issues raised by Wisconsin Attorney General Bronson La Follette in
his July 24 letter to the committee. The Health Care Financing Administration
appreciates the opportunity to aid the committee in improving legislation to control fraud and abuse in the medicaid program.
Our responses to your specific questions are as follows:
Question. At the present rate of certification it would appear that, for the bulk
of the States, this will be a 2-year program. Does this give sufficient time for
evaluation of the performance of the program and for recommendations to be made
to the Congress regarding the proper level of Federal support after 1980?
Response. Since the date of the hearings, fraud control units have been certified
in six additional States (Hawaii, New York, Wisconsin, Massachusetts, Cali1 See statement, page 3.
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fornia, and Pennsylvania). This makes 15 units now certified and we expect a
total of approximately 35 units to be certified by the end of the year. Thus, we
anticipate that a majority of States will have operating fraud control units for at
least a period of approximately 2 years even if the law is not amended to extend
the funding period. We believe that this period of time and the number of units
certified should provide amDle evidence on which to evaluate the value of such
units. The time limit on Federal funding also provides an additional incentive to
the fraud units to make an effort to demonstrate effective performance.
The Health Care Financing Administration recently implemented new forms
and procedures for reporting cases of medicaid and medicare fraud and abuse.
These reporting procedures will provide accurate data on the number of fraud and
abuse cases being investigated, the number of indictments, the number of convictions obtained, and the extent of overpayments established. These reporting
requirements, together with the various reports required from the fraud control
units, should provide an accurate and sufficient data base to evaluate the unit's
effectiveness. Thus, we feel sufficient time will exist to evaluate the performance
of the units and to recommend appropriate Federal levels of support to the
program after 1980.
Question. Given this rate of certification, would any significant problems be
posed if Public Law 95-142 were amended to permit a 3-year period of Federal
funding from the date of certification rather than the date of enactment?
Response. Amending the legislation to provide for 90-percent funding from the
date of certification would result in significant Federal outlays. It appears some'what premature to recommend additional funding at this time.
Question. What recommendations can you make with regard to congressional
action on this matter?
Response. We do not recommend congressional action at this time.
Question. I have suggested that we provide by law for State retention of either
all or some additional part of the recoveries made by these units as a means of
assuring adequate levels of funding after the expiration of the Federal share. It
Mould be helpful if you would indicate appropriate initiatives in this area.
Response. States now retain the portion of recovered overpayments that
reflect the State share of medicaid expenditures. In effect, States recover 100
percent of the moneys they spend for the medical assistance program. In addition,
any criminal or civil fines and/or penalties imposed by the State courts are retained
by the States. The Health Care Financing Administration feels that the present
method of distributing recovered overpayments is sufficient incentive for the
States to engage in an active program to identify and investigate and prosecute
cases of medicaid fraud or abuse.
The letter addressed to you from Attorney General La Follette of Wisconsin
raises several issues upon which the Health Care Financing Administration would
like to comment for the record, as follows:
First, we believe there will be enough States certified during 1978 to make an
adequate evaluation of the concept at the conclusion of the funding period.
He also expressed concern that HEW's suggested definitions of 'fraud" and
4
'abuse" will limit the jurisdiction of the fraud control unit in Wisconsin. The
HEW operating definitions of "fraud" and "abuse" are certainly not intended to
and do not restrict State authorities in investigating and prosecuting possible
criminal acts of medicaid fraud or abuse. Rather, these definitions are simply
an effort to generally provide for consistent and understandable application
throughout the country. If practices labeled "abusive" by HEW are~prosecutable
as fraud under Wisconsin's or any other State's law, either civilly or criminally,
the State is certainly free to investigate and prosecute these practices as fraud.
The section 17 statute explicitly states that the unit's function is to ". . . prosecute violations of all applicable State laws regarding any and all aspects of fraud
." in the medicaid program.
Attorney General La Follette seems very concerned over the Department's
interpretation of the unit's functions in the "investigation" and "prosecution"
vis-a-vis the State agency function in the "detection" of medicaid fraud. Our
interpretation in this matter has been solely based on the statute and existing
Tegulations and is not meant to impede, infringe, or undercut in any manner the
-effectiveness of the State fraud control unit. However, it should be noted that
-whether or not a State establishes a fraud control unit, the State medicaid agency
has, and should continue to have, certain responsibilities for the prevention, detection, and control of fraud and abuse. The current HEW medicaidregulations
(42 CFR 450.80) require that a State agency must establish methods to identify
situations of fraud in the medicaid program. The realization that to simply identify
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situations of fraud and then do nothing to curtail this fraud is unproductive and
led directly to the creation of section 17 of Public Law 95-142. The units established uirder this section would investigate these indentified fraudulent situationsr
prosecute those engaged in them, and generally act as a deterrent to future attempts to defraud the system.
Attorney General La Follette also contends that the Health Care Financing.
Administration intended that the "principal investigative" role would be the responsibility of the State agency. This is not correct. Again, it was the realization
that the State agencies were doing too little in investigating incidences of potential
fraud that created the section 17 units. The units' primary function, as required,
by statute, is to investigate and prosecute incidents of medicaid fraud. As attorney
General La Follette has pointed out; the State units are certainly allowed to engage in independent investigation of complaints received directly by them. The
regulations have been amended to require that the State agency "refer all cases
of suspected (provider) fraud to the unit." This does not preclude a unit from independent investigation based on leads from other sources. The relationship between the State agency and the fraud control unit should be one of cooperation in'
an effort to eliminate medicaid fraud or abuse. Moreover, we do not believe that
the statute of our regulations preclude exchange of information from the fraud unit
to the medicaid agency or that a unit may not request the cooperation of the
agency on a particular case.
I
Finally, Attorney General La Follettee feels that the fraud units should have
their own computer capability. Our interpretation of the statute does not prohibit the units from utilizing programers or computers to aid in their investigatory
efforts. Many, if not all, of the State agencies already have the hardware and the
data resources that the fraud units may require, when appropriate. It is our position that a State fraud unit development of an independent computer system and,
data bank would be a duplication of valuable resources. The State fraud unit may
utilize a programer to devise programs that utilize the data and systems maintained by the State agency. Additionally, the Health Care Financing Administration believes that computer screening, to detect possible cases of fraud or abuse,
remains the responsibility of the State agency, State fraud units, however, are
encouraged to work with the State agencies to point out how such systems can be
improved or expanded.
We appreciate this opportunity to present recommendations and comment for
inclusion in the committee's hearing record. We will certainly be available for any
additional information or comments you may require.
Sincerely yours,
FRANK S. BEAL.
ITEM 4. LETTER AND ENCLOSURE FROM SENATOR FRANK CHURCH TO CHARLES
F. C. RUFF, DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, DATED AUGUST 7, 1978
DEAR MR. RUFF: Thank you very much for your testimony at our recent
hearing on medicaid fraud and the role of the state fraud control units. I look
forward to a close working relationship with personnel from the Office of the
Inspector General as our study of medicaid fraud and related issues continues.
I have compiled a list of questions and requests either made at the hearing or
added since. The hearing record remains open for 30 days, and we would like
to have the additional material by August 25, If it is not possible to give a final
statement on any individual matter, I would be glad to have an interim response
indicating when the additional information will become available.
With best wishes,
Sincerely,

FRANK CHURCH.

Enclosure.
QUESTIONS

FOR

CHARLES

F.

C. RUFF,

DEPUTY INSPECTOR

GENERAL,

HEW

Public Law 95-142 calls for the Federal share to expire on the first of October,
1980, This leaves a very short time for the evaluation of this program. What
benchmarks are you proposing for the evaluation of these units' continued eligibility for Federal funding during that period, and will this evaluation provide

recommendations to Congress with regard to the status of this program after
the scheduled expiration data of Federal funding?
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In his testimony, New York Deputy Attorney General Charles J.' Hynes~
called for an amendment to Public Law 95-142 to permit the 3-year period to
begin from the date of certification. Mr. Frank Beal testified that it is hoped that
some 35 States comprising 85 percent of medicaid expenditures will be certified
by the end of this year. In light of Mr. Beal's statement, what is your opinion of
Mr. Hynes' suggestion? What 'recommendations can you make with regard to
congressional action on this matter?
In your full statement for the record, you state that your office is confident.
that these units will prove themselves to be so cost-effective a law enforcement
device that the States will elect, without any hesitation, to continue them event
without Federal funding. What evidence does your office now have to indicatethis cost effectiveness?
I have suggested that we provide by law for State retention either all or some
part of the recoveries made by these units. You have indicated that this. is an
appropriate suggestion. It would be helpful if you would indicate appropriate
initiatives in this area.
It would be helpful to the work of this committee if you would update the information contained in the annual report bf the Office of the Inspector General
regarding the number of medicaid cases, the number of convictions, and theamount of money recovered in the way of penalties and fines, particularly with:
regard to the cost of this enforcement effort as compared to the amount collected.
ITEM

5.

LETTER FROM CHARLES F. C. RUFF I DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL,
HEW, TO SENATOR FRANK CHURCH, bATED AUGUST 25, 1978

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: In reply to your letter of August 7, I have set out in thefollowing paragraphs my responses to the additional questions you posed con-cerning the State medicaid fraud control units.
Question. Public Law 95-142 calls for the Federal share to expire on the first
of October, 1980. This leaves a very short time for the evaluation of this program.
What benchmarks are you proposing for the evaluation of these units' continuecP'
eligibility for Federal funding during that period, and will this evaluation provide recommendations to Congress with regard to the status of this program after thescheduled expiration date of Federal funding?
Response. Neither the Office of Program Integrity, HFCA, nor the Office of
Inspector General has as yet set any firm guidelines for evaluation of the "success"
of the State fraud control units, nor will such a judgment really be feasible afteronly 1 year of operation. Eligibility for continued funding, on the other hand,
will be the subject of periodic review by both our offices. Recommendations forannual recertification will be based less on the number of investigations conducted,
indictments returned and convictions obtained, than on a showing that the unit
has performed the statutorily required functions in compliance with the law and
regulations.
We will, of course, inquire into the manner in which the unit has pursued theinvestigation of medicaid fraud, the relationship between the unit and the Statemedicaid agency, the use of budgeted funds, and other key indicia of effectiveadministration. We will also be compiling, on a regular basis, statistical information concerning the work of the unit, including the amounts of Federal and
State funds saved or recovered as the result of the unit's work, and these figuresl
will provide the Congress with some basis for its judgment as to the need for an
extended funding period. We would expect to be able, by early 1980, to make
recommendations to the Congress on this question with some greater assurance as
to the effectiveness of the States' efforts.
. Question. In his testimony, New York Deputy Attorney General Charles J.
Hynes called for an amendment to Public Law 95-142 to permit the 3-year
period to begin from the date of certification. Mr. Frank Beal testified that it ishoped that some 35 States comprising 85 percent of medicaid expenditures will'
be certified by the end of this year. In light of Mr. Beal's statement, what is you'
opinion of Mr. Hynes' suggestion? What recommendations can you make with
regard to congressional action on this matter.
Response. I do not agree with Deputy Attorney General Hynes that it would~'
be appropriate to provide for funding for 3 years after certification, for I believe that the States should be given some incentive to make their applications at anearly date. I do agree, however, that some flexibility in the existing limitation isnecessary in order to afford this Department and the Congress a realistic oppor-

LSee statement, page

8.
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tunitv to evaluate the success of the program. I would recommend, therefore,
that' the Congress consider a 1-year extension of the funding period up to October 1, 1981, which would provide 2 full years of experience for the bulk of the
States involved and still leave a full session of the Congress in which any appropriate action could be taken.
Question. In your full statement for the record, you state that your office i}
confident that these units will prove themselves to be so cost-effective a law
enforcement device that the States will elect, without any hesitation, to continue
them even without Federal funding. What evidence does your office now have to
indicate this cost effectiveness?
Response. My judgment that the State units will prove sufficiently costeffective to convince the States to continue them without Federal funding is not
founded on a firm statistical base but does represent my evaluation of the problem
that now exists in the medicaid program and the impact that a coordinated
enforcement effort, supplementing effective management, can have on reduction
of program losses. In our annual report we estimated that $653 million in Federal
medicaid funds were lost through fraud and abuse in 1977. This represents a
parallel loss of approximately $534 million in State funds. If the maximum statutory allotment is spent by all the States, the cost of the fraud control units will
be approximately $20 million and if that investment results in a reduction of
only 4 percent in State program losses, the units will have paid for themselves.
The test, however, will be not only whether the units' work results in the actual
recovery of fines or overpayments sufficient to meet their budgets. Their impact
will include the removal of defrauding practitioners from the program and the
deterrence of fraud by others-an effect that is not quantifiable but is nonetheless
real. Beyond this, the very presence of the units bespeaks the willingness of
government to take action to insure the integrity of public benefit programs,
and without evidence of that willingness there can be no continued public support
for those programs.
Question. I have suggested that we provide by law for State retention either
all or some part of the recoveries made by these units. You have indicated that
this is an appropriate suggestion. It would be hlepful if you would indicate appropriate initiatives in this area.
Response. Deputy Administrator Beal has commented on your suggestion that
the States be permitted to retain the Federal share of recovered overpayments,.
,expressing his belief that the recovery of the State's share of medicaid expenditures,
in addition to any criminal or civil fines that may be imposed, is sufficient to
encourage an active fraud control program. HCFA is, of course, the agency responsible for the administration of the medicaid program and has the greatest
expertise in dealing with the States in this area, but my personal view remains that
a plan of the type you suggest represents a feasible solution to the problem of
continued funding of the State units.
To the extent that there may be some concern about the amount of overpayments that would accrue to the States, much of the problem could be dealt with
by placing a ceiling on the recoveries that could be held by the State similar to
the existing ceiling on section 17 funds.
In any event, no judgment can be made on the need for alternative forms of
funding nor on the manner in which such funding would be implemented until
we have had sufficient experience with the operation of the units under section 17
to determine the level of their success and the program savings they may create.
Question. It would be helpful to the work of this committee if you would update
the information contained in the annual report of the Office of the Inspector
General regarding the number of medicaid cases, the number of convictions, and
the amount of money recovered in the way of penalites and fines, particularly with
regard to the cost of this enforcement effort as compared to the amount collected.
Response. The statistics in our annual report cover calendar year 1977 and,
unhappily, very little information is. available on State activity during 1978. The
Office of Program Integrity has implemented, effective on July 1, 1978, a new
statistical system which should provide more rapid and accurate information on
both State and Federal activitiy in the medicare and medicaid areas, but as of
this date the only data available to us on State medicaid prosecutions covers the
first quarter of the year. During that period the States reported only that they
had 1,076 medicaid cases under criminal investigation, that they had recovered
$3,318,000, and that there had been no convictions.
We do have separate-statistics for cases' developed under Project Integrity, and
there, as of August 11, 1978,' 539 cases have been designated for full criminal
investigation; 759 cases have been designated for recovery or other administra-
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tive action; and recommendations for recovery now total $2,900,000. In addition,.
13 indictments have been returned in Project Integrity cases, resulting in 5 contions and 1 acquittal, with 7 cases pending trial. Although the Office of Investiga-tions does not maintain records which are formally divided into medicare and.
medicaid prosecutions, our files indicate that during 1978, of the 26 individuals.
convicted of medicare or medicaid fraud in cases handled by the Office of Investigations, working alone or in cooperation with other Federal or State agencies,
five were charged with medicaid violations.
You also asked in your letter of August 10 for my thoughts on Attorney General.
LaFollette's letter to the committee. Although the bulk of the attorney general's
letter is directed toward positions taken by the Office of Program Integrity, and
Deputy Administrator Beal has, I believe, adequately responded to the issues.
raised, I would like to make a few comments for the record.
There may simply have been a misunderstanding between representatives of
Program Integrity and of the State of Wisconsin, but it is clear in the regulations.
issued by HEW and in the guidelines provided to the States that responsibility
for the criminal investigation of medicaid fraud is vested in the section 17 unit.
It is equally clear, however, that the State medicaid agency must continue to bearthe responsibility for claims screening and other detection methods designed
uncover illegitimate billings and aberrant practices indicative of fraudulent to
or
abusive conduct. The section 17 unit cannot undertake the agency's administrative and review duties, although it can, and should, offer guidance on more efficient methods for the detection of fraud and is specifically empowered to obtain.
from the agency provider profiles and other claims data in both computerized
and manual form. Similarly, the State agency cannot assume the criminal investigative functions of the unit, but it must, if the system is to work efficiently,.
scrutinize billing practices and be able to identify those cases where the potential.
for fraud is sufficient to warrant the attention of the unit and its limited investigative resources.
The attorney general also suggests that HEW is attempting to impose its own
definitions ot fraudulent conduct on the State. As Mr. Beal has noted in his
response, this is not the case; those acts encompassed by any State's criminal
code may, of course, be prosecuted as such. It is important to note, however, that
the distinction between fraudulent and abusive conduct is not, as the attorney
general suggests, unique to the medicare program. There are practices in both
medicare and medicaid that fall on the borderline between the legal but unreasonable and the clearly illegal, and both State and Federal prosecutors have regularlyencountered difficulty in prosecuting practices which seem illegitimate but which
are not so clearly prohibited by the law or regulations as to support criminal
charges. We continue to believe that, although a vigorous criminal enforcement
effort will deter much conduct that is "abusive" as well as that which is criminal,
the primary vehicle for attacking abuse must be strong and effective management,.
adequate screening procedures, and, most importantly, rapid administrative or
civil action to recover overpayments and to remove abusive providers from the
program.
In sum, let me assure you that both the Office of Inspector General and the
Health Care Financing Administration are committed to the development of
"aggressive and innovative approaches" to the detection and prevention of
medicaid fraud, and we look forward t6 a close and productive working relationship with all the State fraud control units.
Thank you for the opportunity to testify before the committee and for the
opportunity to respond to these additional questions. If there is anything further
that this Office can do to be of assistance to you or the committee, please let
me know.
Sincerely,
CHARLES F. C. RUFF.
ITEM 6. LETTER FROM SENATOR FRANK CHURCH TO STEPHEN H. PRESS, DIRECTOR,
MEDICAL CARE ADMINISTRATION,

STATE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES,

HARTFORD, CONN., DATED AUGUST 9, 1978

DEAR MR. PRESS: Thank you very much for your testimony at our recent
hearing on medicaid fraud and the role of the State fraud control units. I am glad
that you could participate and I have asked that the staff of this committee work
closely with you and the Rational Council of State Public Welfare Administrators
as the committee pursues its agenda on medicaid fraud and related matters.
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I appreciate the points you raise concerning the role of the single State medicaid
agency and its relations with the State fraud control unit. I would be very in-terested to know if the decision made by Connecticut reflects the wider view of
-other States.
Your comments concerning program abuse are also well taken. In your remarks
'before the committee and your written statement you comment that program
abuse is the more effective area for collection of dollars than fraud. I am intrigued
*bythis point and I would appreciate d more complete explanation.
I would like to have this additional material by August 25 for inclusion in our
hearing record.
With best wishes,
Sincerely,
FRANK CHURCH.
ITEM 7. LETTER FROM STEPHEN
ISTRATION, HARTFORD, CONN.,
1978

H. PRESS,' DIRECTOR, MEDICAL CARE ADMINTO SENATOR FRANK

CHURCH, DATED AUGUST 23,

DEAR SENATOR CHURCH: This letter is in response to your letter of August 9.
Pardon my delay in responding as I just returned from vacation.
My response and testimony is derived from more than my experience in Connecticut. It includes the feelings of my colleagues from New Jersey, Texas, and
other States who participate on the National Medicaid Directors' Program Integrity Committee which I chair. In my testimony I indicated that the investigation of medicaid abuse involves a far larger amount of dollars nationally than that
of medicaid fraud. The simple reason for this is that the vast number of investigations of wrongful medicaid provider acts do not bring about indictments because
they do not involve provable cases of fraud. The bulk of the cases investigated,
outside of nursing homes, are where physicians or other providers bill for procedures which are more expensive than the ones they have actually performed.
The bulk of indictments are obtained where the provider has billed for a service
he has not performed. The former situation rarely leads to an indictment unless
the provider has been previously notified by the State that his practices were
improper and the State can prove an absolute pattern. Even where an indictment
is brought, it frequently involves only the most obviously wrongful practices
leaving the rest for civil recoveries. It is likely, nationally, that more than 90
percent of the cases of wrongful provider cases investigated involve only abuse
with a like percentage of the potentially collectible dollars.
Since State medicaid fraud units are designated under Public Law 95-142 only
to investigate medicaid provider fraud the single State agency's program integrity
unit, if there is one, is still left the responsibility of investigating abuse and recipient fraud as well as the original workups on most fraud cases. In fact, without
referrals from the program integrity units most of the State fraud units would
have very little work to do. As I stated at the hearing, the program integrity unit
is funded by HEW at a far lower level of Federal reimbursement (50-75 percent)
than the State Fraud Unit (90 percent). It appears to me, therefore, that the
Congress has continued to ignore a far more lucrative area than fraud in its funding
of the medicaid program. The lack of parity in funding has already caused disruptions in operations in the fraud and abuse area. In New Jersey funding for
their existing State fraud unit has doubled while the program integrity unit has
stayed the same size. In Connecticut funding for the program integrity unit has
lessened while a 19-member fraud unit has been established.
This letter in no way is aimed at denigrating the value of the State fraud unit
which is an important deterrent against fraud. I support its continued funding.
If, however, Congress was aiming at stopping the flow of errant dollars from the
program it should have provided the States with greater financial incentives to
develop their program integrity units because that is where more than 90 percent
of the errant dollars can be stopped.
Very truly yours,
STEPHEN H. PRESS.
1 See statement, page 28.
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'ITEM S. LETTER AND ENCLOSURE FROM WILLIAM M. HERMELIN, ACTING AD-

MINISTRATOR, GOVERNMENT SERVICES DIVISION, AMERICAN HEALTH CARE
ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, D.C., TO SENATOR FRANK CHURCH, DATED
JULY 24, 1978
DEAR SENATOR CHURCH: The American Health 'Care Association (AHCA)
would like to call to your attention several issues for consideration at the hearings

-of the Senate Committee on Aging on implementation of section 21 of Public
Law 95-142. This section provides that States will be eligible for 90 percent
Federal funding for the creation of medicaid fraud control units to investigate
-and prosecute fraud in their medicaid programs.
Al-ICA, a national federation of providers of nursing home services, with more
than 7,500 facility members, supports State and Federal efforts to detect and

-eliminate fraudulent and abusive practices in medicaid. We believe the attention
the Aging Committee has given to fraud and abuse in Federal health programs
has contributed to the development of effective programs to control this serious
problem. We also believe that the hearings on State fraud control units will pro-

vide an opportunity to more clearly define the objectives and improve the operation of this Federal grant program.
We urge the committee to address three issues in these hearings and have
enclosed documents relating to State fraud control units which AHCA prepared
several months ago. The issues are as follows:
(1) Whether the establishment of a separate and independent State fraud control

unit is cost-effective. It is our contention that fraud is not so widespread as the

media and self-appointed reformers would have the public believe and that,
-except in a limited number of instances, the moneys recovered under a system of
-special medicaid fraud control units would not justify the costs of operation. We
'believe this would be particularly true where a State established a prosecuting
agency but failed to provide an administrative mechanism for the recovery of
overpayment.

(2) Whether the conditions imposed by departmental regulations are so
restrictive in certain areas and so ambiguous in others that States fail to see the
advantages of participating in the program. It is our view that the regulations
-should emphasize Federal responsibilities to oversee fraud control unit operations
(see (3) below) rather than impose conditions on the structure and functions of
these agencies. Enclosed is an AHCA memorandum prepared several months ago
'citing deficiencies in the implementing regulations.
(3) Whether the statute should be modified so as (a) to impose minimum
standards on the operation of these units, and (b) to permit the States-flexibility
in establishing the structure of fraud control units.
AHCA believes that the statute and regulations should address due process
implications by requiring that fraud control units adopt certain criteria for the
conduct of their investigations. These criteria, which would be set forth 'in regulations, should be designed to assure that audits and investigations are conducted
fairly and objectively with due recognition of the rights of the public, the recipient
and the provider of services.
Enclosed is a copy of a manual prepared by AHCA entitled "Procedures for
Handling Medicare/Medicaid Fraud and Abuse Audits and Investigation." This
document suggests areas which should be addressed by regulations governing
investigative techniques. For example, the procedures cover notice as to the
nature, scope, and estimated duration of the investigation,rights of recipients,
providers, employees and vendors, findings required upon completion of an
investigation and other due process considerations.
We hope this information has been helpful and request this letter and the
-enclosed memorandum and procedures manual I be included as part of the hearing
Tecord.
Sincerely,
WLLIAM M. HERMELIN.

Enclosures.
2Manual retained in committee files.
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MEMORANDUM

To: State Association Presidents and Executives.
From: William Hermelin, acting Administrator, Governmental and Legislative
Services.
Subject: State medicaid fraud control units.
INTRODUCTION

This memorandum is designed to bring to your attention certain aspects of the
recently adopted Federal regulations of the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare (HEW) governing Federal funding of a State medicaid fraud control
unit.' These regulations set the terms and conditions upon which a State may
receive 90 percent Federal funding for the investigation and prosecution of fraud
in the State administered medicaid program.
AHCA supports State and Federal efforts to investigate and prosecute those
who defraud the medicaid program. AHCA believes, however, that State officials.
and legislators should be advised of certain conditions and limitations of the regulations which bear on the advisibility of establishing such a unit. In this regard,
the following comments of AHCA, as well as the comments of State officials relating to these conditions and limitations, will assist you in acquainting your
State officials with the regulatory requirements.
SUMMARY

OF THE REGULATIONS

The duties of a State fraud control unit are to (1) conduct a statewide program
for investigation and prosecution of suspected criminal violations pertaining to
fraud in all aspects of administration of the medicaid program and the provision
of medical assistance, and (2) review complaints alleging abuse and neglect of
medicaid patients in health care facilities. The latter includes investigating any
complaint which indicates substantial potential for criminal prosecution.
The regulations require:
(1) Establishment of a unit which is separate and independent from the State
medicaid agency;
(2) Execution of an agreement between the unit and the agency; and
(3) Employment of a minimum staff.
The regulations require that the unit be located in either the office of the Stateattorney general or other State department having statewide prosecutorial authority. When located outside the office of the State attorney general, the unit.
must have an agreement with that office which establishes formal procedures for
referring suspected criminal violations. That office must agree to assume responsibility for prosecuting such referrals, or, where appropriate, forward such referrals
to the appropriate authority for prosecution while maintaining oversight responsibility for such prosecution.
The regulations prohibit any official of the State medicaid agency from either
reviewing or monitoring the investigations or referrals of the unit. The unit.
must, however, have a formal working agreement with the State medicaid agency.
This agreement requires the State medicaid agency to:
(1) Refer all cases of suspected fraud to the unit.
(2) Comply promptly with any request for access to, and free copies of, any
records or information in the possession of either agency or its contractors.
(3) Comply promptly, and without charge, with any requests for computerized'
data stored by the agency or its contractors.
(4) Initiate any appropriate administrative or judicial actions available to
recover sums identified by the unit as having been improperly paid to a provider.
(5) Arrange for access to any information or record kept by a provider of
services to which the agency is authorized access.
The unit must employ at least one person in the following categories:
(1) An attorney experienced in the investigation or prosecution of civil fraud
or criminal cases.
(2) An experienced auditor capable of supervising the review of financial'
records and advising or assisting in the investigation of alleged fraud.
(3) A senior investigator with substantial experience in commercial or financiall
investigation, capable of supervising and directing the investigative activities
of the unit.
Once such conditions are met and the unit is certified by HEW, it may bereimbursed by an amount equal to 90 percent of the costs incurred, except those242

C.F.R. 450.80 (a) (8), 450.310. A copy of the regulations is Included as appendix
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costs attributable to (1) investigation of nonfraudulent abuse, failure to comply
with applicable laws and regulations, or (2) programmatic screening and early
detection activities required of the agency. The maximum amount of Federal
financial funding will be the greater of $500,000 per fiscal year, or 1 percent of
all the sums expended by Federal, State, and local governments during the
previous fiscal year in administration of the medicaid programs of that State.
The certification of the unit must be renewed annually by HEW and the unit
must submit annual reports to HEW delineating its actions.
1. Establishment of a fraud control unit separatefrom the office of the State attorney
general.
One consideration involving the establishment of a unit separate from the prosecutorial arm of State government, which in most states is the office of the State
attorney general, relates to the ability of your State to delegate criminal investigative functions to the unit. Under the regulations, a unit which is separate from the
office of the State attorney general is required to embark on statewide criminal
investigations and establish a formal procedure for referral of criminal cases it has
developed to that office. Such a delegation of criminal investigative functions may
run afoul of your State constitution, or other State statute, establishing that
prosecutorial arm of State government. Usually, such laws require that the
prosecutorial and investigative functions be lodged solely in one arm of State
government.
Another consideration involves the absence of accountability of the State fraud
control unit for its investigative activities. Under the regulations, a unit which is
separate from the office of the State attorney general is apparently not accountable
to anyone in State government for its investigative activities. The only check by
State authorities upon the investigations of such a unit is for the Governor not to
approve the request for annual certification of the unit, or the office of the State
attorney general not not prosecut certain cases referred for prosecution by that
unit. AHCA believes that the unit should be accountable to the office of the State
attorney general for its investigative activities. AHCA is not alone in this belief.
Several States have formally expressed concern over the lack of accountability of
the unit, and the lack of coordination among the unit and other State agencies and
officials, in comments submitted to HEW on these regulations.
Another area of concern is that your state medicaid agency must provide the
fraud control unit with computer records and other data, in such amounts and in
3
such form as the unit deems necessary, without cost.
AHCA believes that because
no provision is made under either the statute of the regulations for reimbursement
for such services of the agency, 4 the operations of a unit could significantly affect
the budget of the State medicaid agency aswell as its administration of health
care to the residents of your State. Indeed, m any States, in comments on these
regulations submitted to HEW, have expressly noted that this condition will, in
5
all probability, adversely affect the medicaid budget.
2. Lack of coordination
HEW maintains that the requirement in the statute that such unit be "separate
and distinct" from the State medicaid agency proscribes any official of that agency
from reviewing or monitoring the activities of the fraud control unit. AHCA believes that neither the legislative history, nor the language of the statute, necessarily require such a stringent separation from the agency. All the statute requires
is the establishment of a separate and distinct unit.
Again, AHCA is not alone in this belief. Several States have expressly noted the
potential problems inherent in the requirement that the unit be "separate and
distinct" from the State medicaid agency in comments submitted to
H E W. In
general, these comments make it clear that many States believe there should be
cooperation between the unit and the agency in order to coordinate the administration of the State's
Medicaid program. Some States have expressed the opinion
that the overall administration of the medicaid program
would be much more
effective if the regulations required the agency and the unit to operate as partners
not adversaries.
Alany
M
States have voiced this concern in comments submitted to HEW.
342 C.F.R. 450.80 (a) (i) (ii) and (iii).
4i0.310.
'42
C.F.R.
6 One State
noted that the cost of a computer printout of only payments made to a
nedium scale pharnacy provider exceeds $1,000.
a Some States have noted that this condition wvill reduce the effectiveness of preexisting
fraud control units. Because of this condition, these States have Indicated that they may
not establish such a unit.
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The lack of coordination inherent in these regulatory requirements involves
more, however, than a conflict with the State medicaid agency. Some States have
preexisting mechanisms for investigating alleged incidents of patient abuse. By
making the duty to investigate possible criminal patient abuse a condition of'
certification, the functioning of the unit will duplicate the functioning of such
separate preexisting units. Some States have suggested that the unit should be
required to refer such complaints to other such agencies. These States have
noted that nothing in the statute or legislative history expressly precludes such,
referrals.
Another instance of lack of coordination involves the relationship of the unit.
to the Bureau of Surveillence and Utilization Review, Provider Standards Review
Organization, the State survey agency, or any other agency in your State charged
with similar responsibilities. Because the function of your State's agency may be
very similar to that of the fraud unit, AHCA believes that such agency and unit
may have redundant duties. Some States have expressed concern over whether
establishing such a fraud control unit will usurp the function of such other agencies.
AHCA believes that such concern is legitimate because this issue is not resolved,
by the regulations. Therefore, your State officials and legislators should give careful consideration to the effect of establishing such a unit on the other State
agencies.
S. Fraudin recipient applications
HEW states that not all criminal investigations of the unit relating to the
"provision of medical assistance" qualify for Federal funding. HEW believes
that investigations into possible criminal conduct relating to a recipient's application for medicaid does not qualify because such conduct "cannot properly be'
construed as fraud 'in the provision of medical assistance,' since only providers.
may thus defraud the medicaid program." 7 In HEW's view, only investigations.
into instances of possible criminal conspiracy between a provider and recipient
to defraud the medicaid program qualify for Federal funding.
AHCA believes this position is erroneous. The legislative history states: "Theentity must also conduct a statewide program for the investigation and prosecution of violations of all applicable State laws relating to fraud in connection with
the provision of medical assistance and the activities of medicaid providers. Such;
unit is not however required to examine potential instances of recipient fraud;:
this function may continue to be the responsibility of the State medicaid agency.
H.R. Rept. 393, 95th Cong., 2d sess. 81 (1977)."
ACHA believes that it is clear that nothing in the statute or legislative history
precludes such a unit from investigating recipient fraud and qualifying for Federal
funding for such investigations.
4. Access to records
As a mandatory condition of certification, the fraud control unit is to have
access to any records in the possession, custody, or control of the State medicaidc
agency, any of its contractors, and providers. No consent is required. The regulations contain no guidelines governing the use or disclosure of such records by the
fraud control unit, except with reference to patient records.8 Confidentiality of
business records is a necessary adjunct to any privately owned and operated
business. In the area of medicaid providers, unauthorized use or disclosure of
such records could have serious business repercussions particularly when the
investigators are not accountable to the people they investigate. You should
advise your State officials to consider instituting controls on the use and disclosure of all records available to the unit to insure only the legitimate use and,
disclosure of the records, and to preclude breaches of confidences 9
5. Recovery of overpayments
The regulations are unclear regarding the recovery of alleged overpayments.

made to providers of health care. In one section, the fraud control unit is to initiate'
such action or refer the matter to the appropriate State agency. 10 In yet another
section, the agreement between the unit and the State medicaid agency indicates.
that the agency is required to initiate such action after appropriate referral." In
7 43 Fed. Reg. 3118, 3120 (Jan. 23, 1978).
8 The regulations provide that the privacy rights of patients must be protected. See 4Z2
C.F.R. 450.80(a) (8) (v).
9 Some suggested controls are found in "Procedures for Handling Medicare and Medicaid
Fraud and Abuse Audits and Investigations," prepared by AHCA's legal counsel. Pierson,
Ball, and Dowd. AHCA has distributed copies of this handbook to State association
executives.
1°42 C.F.R. 450.310(f) (3).
" 42 C.F.R. 450.89(a) (8) (1v).
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still another section, the State fraud control unit must report to HEW how manyactions were referred, and how much was collected, by the unit and the agency."'
In comments previously submitted to HEW, many States have noted that such.
provisions are not only apparently internally inconsistent, but also are inconsistent,.
with certain previously enacted State recovery mechanisms.
In addition to such ambiguity, AHCA notes that many States do not have any
recovery procedures. The Health Care Financing Administration of HEW has
published suggested procedures for States to adopt for recovering overpayments.' 3
AHCA believes these suggested procedures are deficient in a number of respectsk
especially in the area of the provider's due process rights and'has submitted
formal.
comments to HEW requesting that such deficiencies be corrected."4
6. Staffing requirements
Some States have questioned the staffing conditions of the regulations by
pointing out that the minimum requirements relating to the full-time employment.
of attorneys, investigators, and auditors cannot be justified in their States because
of limitations on the number of State employees or the increased costs and wasted
manpower to the State stemming from such full-time employment. AHCA agrees
with these States. AHCA believes that such decisions relating to staffing should.
be left to the discretion of individual States. To require otherwise not only erodesStates' rights but also infringes the ability of a State to tailor a fraud control
unit to its specific needs.
7. Fraud unit participationin administrative procedures
One State has suggested in comments submitted to HEW that an attorney ofthe fraud control unit should participate in any administrative hearing against a
provider for sanctions or termination for alleged abusive practices. The rationale
for this suggested participation is that such an attorney would be in a better
position to develop the requisite evidence of intent necessary for a subsequent
criminal prosecution for fraud against the provider and its personnel.
AHCA believes that such tactics are unwarranted because of their elemental
unfairness. Without being given advance notice of basic constitutional rights, a
provider and its personnel may unknowingly make statements which could be
the basis for a subsequent indictment for alleged fraud. Although such an indictment may subsequently be quashed, the case dismissed, or the provider and its
personnel acquitted at trial, the harm to the provider and its personnel will have
already occurred.
AHCA believes that because of the inherent potential for abuse in such tactics,l&
you should urge your State officials and legislators to prohibit their use. In lieu of
such formal prohibition, you should acquaint members of your association with
the possible use of such tactics and advise them to obtain competent legal advice
before testifying at an administrative hearing or voluntarily producing documents
for such a hearing. AHCA believes that the use of such tactics will erode the confidence of providers and their personnel in all State officials.
8. Federalfinancial participation
The statute and regulations declare that 90 percent Federal funding for State
fraud control units will only be available through fiscal year 1980. Due to the lead
time that may be necessary to establish such a unit in your State, including the
time required for legislative action, the prospect of certifying such a unit in fiscal
year 1978 may be remote. By that time, the amount and duration of Federal
financial participation available may not be cost-effective to establish such a unit
in your State.
Another consideration involves the budget of the unit. Potentially, its budget
may be very large: the greater of either $500 000 per fiscal year, or 1 percent of all
the amounts expended on medicaid by the Federal, State, and local governments
in the State. Conceivably, this could run in the millions of dollars. After fiscal year
1980, however, the State would have to provide greater fiscal support for the
actions of such a unit.
"42 C.F.R. 450.310(1) (1) (1), (iii), and (iv).
13HFCA Action Transmittal No. 77-105.
4A copy of AHCA's comments has been distributed to you.
is AHCA notes that such tactics may not be confined to administrative hearings, but may
also be used in audits or investigations. In this regard, AHCA's handbook, "Procedures for
Handling Medicare and Medicaid Fraud and Abuse Audits and Investigations," should be
consulted. The recommendations contained in that handbook may be adapted to situations
involving administrative hearings.
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A third consideration involving the budget of the unit relates to the precise
unit
'scope of Federal funding. In one section of the regulations, the fraud16control
is charged with the duty to investigate 3ll cases of suspected fraud. In another
part of the regulations, however, it is stated that: "[Federal financial participa-tion] * * * is not available * * * for expenditures attributable to: (i) Investiga-tion of nonfraudulent abuse or of failure to comply with applicable laws and
regulations or (ii) programmatic screening and early detection activities required
of the medicaid agency * * *." 17
In comments submitted to HEW, several States have voiced concern over
these apparently contradictory regulatory provisions. These comments indicate
that such conflicting requirements make it unclear whether the unit will be
reimbursed for its activities relating to collection of overpayments when the
Yet
State gives the unit authority to initiate such nonfraudulent activities.availbe
-other States have expressed concern whether any reimbursement will regardless
able for any efforts of the unit which fall short of criminal prosecution,
of whether the unit is authorized to collect such overpayments. AHCA notes
-that these concerns are legitimate because the regulations leave unresolved the
question of whether, or in what amounts, 'a unit will be reimbursed for its non'fraudulent efforts.
A number of States, in comments addressed to HEW, have rejected the argument that the savings engendered by the operations of such a State fraud control
unit will enable the unit to become self-sufficient by 1980. AHCA agrees. AHCA
believes that the addition of yet another layer of bureacracy to a States' medicaid
program cannot be justified on the basis of cost-effectiveness. AHCA concurs
with the concern of some States that the budget of a unit could exceed the costs
'of administrative recovery of alledged overpayments.
9. Scope of authority of a fraud control unit
AHCA notes that there are other conditions in the regulations which leave
unresolved certain issues relating to the authority of a fraud control unit. These
'unresolved issues concern the functioning of the unit. The first unresolved issue
relates to the scope of its authority. Such a unit is authorized to investigate susIt is
pected criminal violations relating to provider fraud and patient abuse.
if
unclear, however, of the extent of such authority. For example, it is unclear
'such a unit has the authority to require the State medicaid agency to submit
any or all program materials, such as provider contracts, policy statements,
manuals, bulletins and regulations, to the unit for prior approval. Several States
have voiced concern over such a possibility. AHCA believes that your State
should carefully delineate the exact scope of the authority of a fraud control
unit sought to be established in order to preclude such a possibility.
10. Proposed guidelines for conducting audits or investigations by State medicaid
fraud control units
If your State establishes a fraud control unit, the potential for misunderstandings
between providers and State auditors and investigators is great. There is also
the possibility of violations of provider and patient constitutional rights if there
to
.are no specific guidelines for State fraud control unit auditors and investigators
follow when conducting such audits or investigations. In this regard, AHCA
urges you to review the material contained in a handbook, entitled "Procedures
for Handling Medicare and Medicaid Fraud and Abuse Audits and Investigations," which will be published by AHCA shortly. AHCA suggests that asyoua
attempt to have the recommendations contained in the handbook adopted
manual for the personnel of any State fraud control unit. In lieu of official adoption
of such guidelines, AHCA advises you to acquaint all members of your State
.association with these materials to preclude any misunderstandings between
providers and State officials.
1642 C.F.R. 450.310(f).
17Id. at 450.310(j)(5).
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RETIREMENT, WORK, AND LIFELONG LEARNING
WEDNESDAY, JULY 19, 1978
U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:55 a.m., in room
6226, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Frank Church (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Church and Percy.
Also present: William E. Oriol, staff director; David A. Affeldt,

chief counsel; Garry V. Wenske, assistant counsel for operations;
Letitia Chambers, minority staff director; David A. Rust, minority
professional staff member; Alison Case, operations assistant; Theresa
M. Forster, fiscal assistant; and Madonna S. Pettit, research assistant.
Senator PERCY [presiding]. I would like to announce that Senator
Church is still at the White House, but because of the time schedule
of Chairman Campbell, we will proceed immediately and hope that
Senator Church will arrive shortly.
Chairman Campbell, we appreciate your appearance today. We
have had outstanding testimony in these hearings. As you well know,
an increasing portion of our population falls in the 65 and over
category. This is a matter of concern to the country and certainly
ought to be developed, analyzed, and reflected in our policies. Your
expertise and counsel in this area are very valuable to the committee
and we welcome it.
STATEMENT OF HON. ALAN K. CAMPBELL, CHAIRMAN, CIVIL
SERVICE COMMISSION; ACCOMPANIED BY THOMAS A. TINSLEY,
DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF RETIREMENT, INSURANCE, AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
Ml. CAMPBELL. Thank you very much, Senator Percy. With you

sitting there and me here, I will occasionally lapse into some statements on civil service employment.
I am accompanied today by Thomas A. Tinsley who is Director
of our Bureau of Retirement, Insurance, and Occupational Health.
We are pleased at this opportunity to discuss implementation of the
provisions in the Age Discrimination in Employment Act Amendments of 1978, which abolish the mandatory retirement age for Federal
employees, which previously had been at age 70.
(177)
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Although we are not certain, we do not believe that eliminating
the mandatory age of 70 for retirement will have much impact on
the Federal service. Statistics show that there has been a gradual
but discernible trend toward early retirement among Federal employees, not unlike the private sector.
Over the past few years, for example, while the Federal work force
has remained relatively static at about 2.7 million persons, the number
of employees remaining in service long enough to be mandatorily
retired has steadily declined. In 1956, of a total of 33,090 retirees,
2,391, or 7 percent, were separated under the mandatory retirement
provision of the law. .In 1977, this dropped to 1,773 of 85,568, or 2
percent mandatorily retired.
The retirement trend for employees in general has followed essentially the same pattern. The average age of employees retiring has,
for example, declined from 63.2 years in fiscal year 1970 to 58.3 years
in fiscal year 1977. This data would seem to indicate that eliminating
the requirement for mandatory retirement at age 70 would not create
an obstacle to the employment of younger people in the Federal
service.

Although we do not expect any. major impact from this law, we
are currently studying its effects as mandated by Congress. The
study report, due January 1, 1980, will only encompass 1 year of
experience and thus will permit us to draw only tentative conclusions.
The report will make before-and-after comparisons in selected agencies,
by age groups, in such categories as retirement, other separations,
hiring, promotions, and discrimination complaints..
Since mandatory separation in the past has affected few Federal
employees, we expect no serious increase in the number of older employees which might adversely affect the efficiency of the Federal
service.
MEASURING JOB SKILLS
Concerning the development within Federal agencies of objective
means of determining job skills obsolescence, the removal of mandatory retirement can be expected to impact performance evaluation
programs in at least two ways. The first impact is upon the manager
who, seeing his staff growing older, begins to interpret the performance
evaluation guidelines more strictly in evaluating middle-aged and
elderly employees to provide an alternative to mandatory retirement.
The second impact is upon the employees themselves, whose job
skills become outdated over time and must be renewed or changed.
Senator CHURCH [presiding]. Aren't you saying, in a rather opaque
way, that the alternative to mandatory retirement is firing people
who don't perform outstandingly?
Mr. CAMPBELL. Well, what we are saying isSenator CHURCH. If that is possible in the Federal service.
Mr. CAMPBELL. What we are saying is that we will need to evaluate
the performance of older people carefully because retirement will not
be mandatory, and that will put a new burden on performance evaluation that it has not had before.
Senator PERCY. Could the charge be made the older workefs are
subject to unfair evaluations and standards?
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Mr. CAMPBELL. I don't think- we have any, evidence to suggest
that that is the case. I would guess, as I am sure you would, that if
a person was relatively near retirement, the tendency would be to
relax the application of performance evaluation standards in anticipation of any problem solving itself in a short time through retirement.
Senator PERCY.Do YOU, in your testimony, expand on the phenomena of why so many are retiring earlier, and the underlying reasons
for it?
Mr. CAMPBELL. No.
Senator PERCY. Briefly then, in your judgment, what are those
reasons? When you consider the popularity of mandatory retirement
at age 70 rather than 65, and the support for this change by retirement groups representing senior citizens. Why this phenomena of
people leaving? The inflationary pressures and the high cost of living
would seem to encourage retiring at a later age, yet the Federal
Government, which is the largest employer in the country, seems to
be encouraging early retirement of their employees.
Mr. CAMPBELL. I don't believe we have systematically questioned
people who are leaving to determine why. Our impression is that the
Federal retirement system does indeed make it economically feasible
to retire. The possibility of a job after retirement outside the Federal
sector, and the automatic cost-of-living increases for Federal retirees,
make retirement quite feasible.
Second, I would think that organizations want to bring in new
talent, new energy, particularly in middle and upper management.
From what I know of the private sector, I believe it also applies in
corporations. So corporate executives were very much concerned
about the change in the mandatory retirement law. There probably
is some encouragement of people to retire once they are eligible.
Senator CHURCH. Please continue.
Mr. CAMPBELL. Basic to all our considerations, however, is the
need for more effective performance evaluation for all employees. May
I add that adequate performance evaluation is critical to the entire
civil service reform effort, as well as to what we are discussing today.
A performance evaluation program should include positions described
by skills and abilities required. Stafling and performance standards
must be reasonable and job-related, and not arbitrarily exclude or
discriminate against older workers. The needed skills, abilities,
knowledges, and aptitudes necessary for satisfactory performance
must be specified and justified. Neither chronological age nor other
nonmerit requirements are legal except for isolated positions having
bona fide exceptions.
Each employee should receive an impartial evaluation to determine
the adequacy of current performance and capacity to continue performing on an assignment. The performance should be measured
against established performance standards or against specific performance goals.
Appraisers should be trained and coached, and the appraisals
should be. monitored to insure that the system is understood and
applied without bias.
Provision should be made for additional assessments of individual
skills.and abilities through interviewing, testing, or other methods to
determine training needs and/or qualifications for alternate job assignments and responsibilities.
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COMPONENTS Or

EVALUATION

Other systems would supplement the basic performance evaluation
system to provide corrective solutions to performance problems and
to assure the absence of age or other discrimination in the process.
These include:
Counseling and guidance would be provided under this program to.
help each employee evaluate personal abilities, limitations, interests,
goals, and plans. For employees whose performance is found to be
unsatisfactory, additional assessments of individual skills and abilities
would be provided through interviewing, testing, or other methods.
to determine training needs or qualifications for alternate assignments.
and responsibilities. The program will also assist employees in individual retirement planning and aid in solving alcoholism, drug,.
financial, and other life adjustment problems.
Modified work arrangements, where appropriate, may also be
provided for employees who want to continue to work but at a reduced
activity level. Included among such arrangements may be: Part-tim&
work; special work assignments; voluntary reassignment to lower
position and pay; and other flexible work arrangements.
To retire or terminate an older employee would require evidence
that would stand up in court that the employee was not performing
properly-the employer must demonstrate that the separation was
not based on age alone. To obtain this evidence, agencies would have
to make their programs for evaluating employees more objective. All
ages must be evaluated on the same basis. Evaluating an older employee under more severe standards is age discrimination.
Alternative work schedules are a way to continue to utilize advantageously the skills of older workers as well as all workers. Over
the years, the Commission has provided encouragement to agencies.
with needs for part-time workers. Several Commission publications.
have highlighted the benefits derived from part-timers, for example,.
"Part-Time Employment," in Women in Action, [Federal Women's
Program, CSC], January-February 1978; "A New Look at Part-time
Employment," in Civil Service Journal, July-September 1977; and
"Flexibility Through Part-Time Employment of Career Workers in
the Public Service" [Personnel Research and Development Center,.
CSC], June 1975.
PART-TIME WORK AND "FLBXTIm.E"

The Commission is also working with the Office of Management and
Budget to make the personnel ceiling system more conducive to the
use of part-time workers. Under current definitions, a part-time employee consumes one ceiling space whether that employee works 2
hours or 39 hours per week. Because of the limited number of ceiling
spaces, managers have no incentive to use their allocations to hire
employees for less than the number of full-time staff hours.
I wish to emphasize that we favor the expansion of part-time opportunities in the Federal service and, as you know, flextime has proved
to be a very satisfactory way of organizing the workday.
Flextime has been adopted in more than 150 Federal Government
installations covering more than 141,000 employees. Additionally,
the Commission is strongly supportive of the Federal Employees.
Flexible and Compressed Work Schedules Act-S. 517 and H.R.
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7814-which recently passed in the House by a wide margin and is
presently under consideration by the Senate Governmental Affairs
and Human Resources Committees.
In addition to the favorable impact on Government operations,
and the extension of hours of public service which we believe will
result from use of alternative work schedules, we foresee a number of
social benefits flowing from widespread use of these systems. Rush
hour traffic, for example, can be dispersed over more hours in the
morning and evening with a commensurate increase in the operating
efficiency of public transit systems.
More important to this committee is the favorable impact flexible
working hours can have on older workers. Testimony from representatives of organizations of older persons on the Federal Employees
Flexible and Compressed Work Schedules Act mentioned that many
older workers would find it easier to commute by public transportation outside rush hours when sets were more available. Some older
persons wake up very early in the morning and would like to start
work during their own most productive hours. Others find that they
need a little longer time at home in the morning and prefer to work
later schedules. All of these personal needs can be easily accommodated
under a flexible working hours program.
PRERETIREMENT TRAINING

You asked in your letter for a status report on preretirement training. Chapter supplements 831-1, 780-1, and 890-1 of the Federal
Personnel Manual require that counseling be available to employees
about benefits to which they are entitled by right of their employment. Thus, employees must be offered, and if they wish, be provided
counseling in addition to the general information made available to
them on retirement, health benefits, and life insurance.
In fact, a new employee is provided a certificate of membership in
the civil service retirement system. It contains much of the basic information about the retirement system-eligibility requirements,
creditable service, annuity computation formula, and more. They
are also furnished information concerning other benefits.
Formal retirement counseling seminars are usually aimed at employees within 5 years of eligibility for retirement; that is, generally
age 50 and up. Preretirement seminars use technical experts from the
'Social Security Administration, local banks, and hospitals or clinics,
covering such subjects as estate planning, taxes, nutrition, and housing. Other speakers may include retired employees and members of
retiree organizations. In addition to informational materials procduced and provided by the Commission, many agencies supplement
this effort with other information, such as commercially prepared
booklets which are mailed to the residences of employees nearing retirement eligibility.
Aside. from the Commission's role in encouraging and assisting agencies to make preretirement planning services available to Federal
employees,' the Commission has recently become more active by responding to requests to participate in agency programs. During 1978,
we participated in 29 preretirement seminars. These seminars have
been well received and most agencies are planning to reschedule pre-etirement counseling sessions later this year.
36-152-79-2
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Our view is that preretirement counseling is a continuing learning
process-starting with the initial orientation about the benefits provided by an employer, progressing to periodic reminders-via informational issuances or group meetings-throughout one's career, and
culminating in formal seminars or individual counseling sessions in
the years immediately preceding retirement. We will, however, continue to review existing policy in this area and make any changes which
will assist employees in making decisions concerning retirement, and
make the transition from the work-a-day world into retirement smooth
and satisfying.
I wish to thank you for the opportunity to discuss these matters
with you this morning. I will be pleased to do my best to respond to
any additional questions or requests you or the members of the committee may have.
Senator CHURCH. I know your time is constrained this morning.
Senator Percy, you had the opportunity to hear the whole testimony
and I would like to defer to you for some questions.
Senator PERCY. First, I would like to ask about the preretirement
training you mentioned in your testimony. Several other witnesses
addressed this issue and spoke on various topics-nutrition, housing,
relationships, and so forth-and their relation to retirement. Poor
retirement planning causes problems, such as selecting a favorable
climate and then finding out they have the sunshine but they don't
have friends, and then becoming disillusioned.
Have you found that counseling seminars are valuable for the
prospective retirees?
Mr. CAMPBELL. Mr. Tinsley certainly has more experience in this
area than I have and I ask him to respond to that.
Mr. TINSLEY. The programs, Senator Percy, are usually tailored to
the audiences. We have no standard programs. In many instances, we
discuss relocations to another geographic area unfamiliar to the retiree
except for a previous vacation. We believe it has been very productive
to discuss economics, geography, and things of that nature.
Senator PERCY. The civil service is quite unique when compared
with the private sector, because moving the retirement age from 65 to
70 is expected to have little impact. A civil service employee may
ietire at the end of 30 years of service with approximately 56 percent
of his three highest years of earnings as his retirement income. Is that
a more generous kind of benefit than most individuals have available
to them in the private sector?
Mr. CAMPBELL. I ask Mr. Tinsley to comment.
Mr. TINSLEY. You can retire at age 55 and 30 years service with
full annuity. In most private systems, if you retire under age 60, there
is usually a substantial reduction, which tends to discourage earlier
retirement. So the earlier age permitted by the Federal Retirement
Act is a liberal provision and it does encourage early retirement.
Senator PERCY. Even though individuals may only be in their late
fifties or early sixties, the benefits they accrue from staying on after
30 years, staying on to age 65 or 70, is not commensurate with the
benefits they could get if they just stopped their Federal service and
maybe got a part-time job some place else. Their retirement from
civil service is not at all affected then by outside income.
Mr. CAMPBELL. As long as that is not in the Federal Government,
it is not affected.
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Senator PERCY. So, in a sense, it is possible that most of these
people are not retiring, rather they are just leaving the Federal
Government and seeking employment in other places. Do you have
any studies, Chairman Campbell, which indicate this to be true?
RETIREMENT OR NEW CAREERS?

Mr. TINSLEY. We have no detailed study, Senator, but one study
several years ago, when we had the problem of frozen salaries for a considerable period of time, indicated that people were leaving and going
into second careers. In fact, more and more of this is occurring, even
in the private sector, where people leave and engage in a second
career. Very few people who retire at age 55 or even at 60 today, really
retire in the strict sense of the word, they usually find other gainful
employment, if possible.
Mr. CAMPBELL. I would like to make one further comment if I
might. It is important to keel) in mind that with Federal pay for
executives, operating the way it does, that is, long periods of frozen
pay, frequently retiring and receiving cost-of-living allowances which
would in the long run, produce more income for the retiree than
staying in service.
Senator PERCY. Those are all things that ought to be, brought
up under civil service reform, I suppose. As to how long this policy
can be continued, especially in view of the fact that people are living
longer. I don't know. Social security will go bankrupt if we continue
the current retirement policy of eligibility for retirement benefits
after 20 years service. If those people are not going to retire from the
work force, then they are going to spend the last 5 years of that 20
years of service lining up another job. They are going to be working
while collecting retirement pay. Is there some concern in your mind,
Chairman Campbell, as to whether or not we are going to be able to
sustain and afford this policy in the light of increasing longevity, and
in the light of the number of people who are seeking early retirement, leaving the service at a prime time in their life, but taking
their talent some place else?

Mr. CAMPBELL. I think it is a serious problem. It is a problem,

particularly in the Federal sector, because of the relatively early
retirement age. I would suggest, however, that it is a total societal
problem, as more and more people have valuable time left in their
careers following their retirement.
I would make only one point; that we are under legislative mandate
to produce a study, along with HEW, the Treasury Department, and
OMB, to report to Congress by 1980 on the combination of the Federal
retirement annuity system with the social security system, and that
study will look extensively into the kinds of problems you just raised.
Senator PERCY. I think, Chairman Campbell, you could be excused.
We appreciate, very much, your appearance here today. I have tano
other questions but your colleague could answer them for you if you
must leave. I am not sure whether Senator Church wanted to question
you personally.
Mr. CAMPBELL. I just would like to add that these are matters of
tremendous concern to .those of us.having, responsibility to .the Federal
work force, and we look forward to working with this committee in
this area.
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Senator PERCY. Thank you very much.
Mr. Tinsley, one question on social security. There is a provision
in that bill which reduced the amount for the surviving spouse.
Would* the 5-year grandfather clause in this protect employees who
-are close to retirement and include social security benefits in their
retirement plan? Could you briefly explain the rationale for this
provision and could you tell us what effect this will have on Federal
'employees, particularly in terms of retirement income which will be
available to them?
Mr. TINSLEY. Although I was not privy to the development of that
provision, I think the rationale grew out of a sense that individuals
were beginning to be able to multiply their retirement income by
virtue of acquiring eligibility for retirement benefits under various
systems. There was a particular political sensitivity, and a sensitivity
on the part of the public, to the fact that some civil service retirees,
particularly those who retire early, go out and obtain eligibility under
social security, and, therefore, they are getting two benefits from the
Federal Government.
There were a number of proposals to try to correct that problem,
some of which were benefit offsets. One proposal contained in the fill
involved the problem you mentioned; that is, the impact of combining
the two systems. It will undoubtedly result in a reduction of benefits
for some individuals. Beyond that, I would have to do much more
analysis and study to be able to give you additional information.
Senator PERCY. We would appreciate that.
The difficulty of expanding part-time opportunities within the
Federal service has previously been described. The way OMB counts
job slots increases pressure within each agency to hire part-time
employees who will work almost a full-time schedule, 30 hours a week
or more. What can be done administratively to correct the situation?
Is there a need for any legislative action on our part and, if so, would
you recommend any such changes?
Mr. TINSLEY. There is part-time legislation currently in Congress.
The Civil Service Commission and OMB, however, are already acting
at President's Carter's direction to expand part-time opportunities
under existing rules and regulations. Regardless of the legislative outcome, this effort will continue.
Senator PERCY. Finally, we have heard testimony on part-time
modified work arrangements such as part-time work and flextime for
older workers. How prevalent are such arrangements in the Federal
Government, and can you cite examples where these arrangements
have been used successfully? To what extent do we need to expand the
provisions of these to have a timetable or have such arrangements
available?
Mr. TINSLEY. I don't think the practice has been very widespread
to date, Senator. It is part of both the planning of the Civil Service
Commission and the agencies to expand these efforts. The impetus
here came from the President's interest and direction to all agencies to
expand permanent part-time opportunities for employees of all types.
Although the effort has been underway only sincelast fall, the results
thus far are encouraging. Part-time permanent employment is up by
almost 20 percent over last year. We hope this progress continues, and
as I mentioned earlier, are taking a number of administrative actions
to ensure that it does.
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As far as flextime is concerned, Federal agencies have initiated programs with the limited forms of flextime Permissible under current
faw. Legislation to expand the types of flextime schedules available for
use in Federal agencies has passed the House and is presently awaiting
action in the Senate. Passage of that bill would undoubtedly spur
increased use of flextime in Federal agencies.
Senator PERCY. Thank you very much. I appreciate the information
you have provided us with.
Senator CHURCH. Thank you, Senator Percy.
I appreciate your testimony. Thank you very much.
Mr. TINSLEY. Thank you.
Senator CHURCH. Senator Pete V. Domenici, the ranking minority
member of our committee, cannot be with us today. He has, however,
submitted a statement for the record, which I will insert at this time.
[The statement of Senator Domenici follows:]
STATEMENT OF SENATOR PETE

V.

DOMENICI

Mr. Chairman, during the past 2 days of hearings on "Retirement, Work, and
Lifelong Learning," we have garnered a great deal of information on various
topics related to changing work retirement patterns. The hearings, to date, have
been informative and I have been most impressed with the testimony presented.
We are beginning to bring these issues into clearer focus, which I hope will lead
to the formulation of plans and policies consistent with our changing demographic
situation. Today, we will hear from our last two experts, Chairman Aan Campbell
of the Civil Service Commission, and Stanley Babson, an industrial financial
consultant.
Chairman Campbell's testimony and his comments on Civil Service Commission
efforts in the area of innovative work arrangements should be helpful and informative. As older Americans choose to remain in the worlk force for longer periods
of time, they will need a more flexible work structure so that they can cope with
changes in their needs and capabilities. Preretirement counseling, trial retirement,
gradual retirement, and part-time employment will help our citizens adjust to
longer work spans. As the largest single employer in the country, the Federal
Government has an opportunity to serve as a laboratory in the search for viable
alternative work modes. Those approaches which prove successful in the Federal
civil service can then be adapted for use by State and local governments, as well
as the private sector.
Senator Chiles and I recently introduced legislation, S. 2805, the 1978 amendments to the Comprehensive Education and Training Act, which includes a
provision designed to expand job opportunities for older workers. I am pleased
that the portion of our bill entitled "services for older workers" was incorporated
into S. 2570, the CETA reauthorization bill which will soon be considered by the
Senate. Our provision encourages older worker participation in work sharing
and flextime arrangements. The latter of these two innovations is, in my opinion,
a most interesting work style alternative. It has worked well in some Federal
agencies, and implementation of the flextime concept on a broader scale is worthy
of full exploration. I am interested to hear from Commissioner Campbell about the
extent and effectiveness of flextime among Federal employees.
Needless to say, both private industry and the Federal Government must
adjust to the changing demographics which accompany the imminent "senior
boom." While it is appropriate for the Federal Government to take the lead in
the development of flexible work arrangements, experiments in alternative work
styles should -also be pursued in the private sector. In this regard, I look forward
to hearing from Mr. Babson about industry attitudes toward, and implementation
of, various nontraditional work arrangements.
I also hope that Mr. Babson's testimony will concentrate on the costs associated
with changing work retirement trends. As a member of the Senate Budget Committee, this subject is of tremendous interest to me. I have reviewed Mr. iabson's
testimony and found it to be a very thoughtful analysis of the economic ramifications of changing work retirement styles. I believe today's witnesses will contribute significantly to our efforts to explore, in depth, the evolving roles of employment and retirement in out dynamic society.
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Senator CHURCH. Our next witness is Stanley M. Babson, Jr., who
is a management consultant and former vice president of finance for
the Technicon Corp., and the author of a book called "Fringe Benefits,
the Depreciation, Obsolescence and Transience of Man." Interesting
title.
Your statement is nearly as think as your book, Mr. Babson, but I
am confident that you will submit it for the record and highlight it
for the committee.
STATEMENT OF STANLEY M. BABSON, SR., NEW CANAAN, CONN.,
MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT, AND FORMER VICE PRESIDENT OF
FINANCE, TECHNICON CORP.
Mr. BABSON. Senator Church, Senator Percy, I am deeply honored
to be permitted this opportunity to be a speaker before your committee. As I pointed out in the text of my statement submitted to
you, I am really surprised to be here because I don't consider that I am
any expert on pension planning. I have been the chief financial officer
of a variety of companies over the last 25 years ranging from $2 million
in size up to over $200 million in size, and therefore I have been
interested, from a private sector standpoint, in this whole matter of
the economics of "people cost," and not just retirement alone.
Many of the comments that I have put in my statement, which has
been distributed here, come from my book, and I have to advise you
that my material may be somewhat dated. Some of the thoughts and
provocative arguments that I may have raised 5 years ago are rather
like yesterday's mashed potatoes these days, because every newspaper
you pick up has similar comments from a variety of experts. I do
appreciate the opportunity to be here and I hope that I can contribute
something to this committee's very worthwhile project.
There is no way in the time that you have allotted to me that I
can go over the 46-page statement that I have submitted.' Therefore,
I urge you to read it, because I have tried to be provocative and
thoughtful in some of my comments, and deliberately so.
As I understand the purpose of this hearing, it is to bring into
focus what is happening currently in the United States regarding the
trends of aging, retirement, and employment opportunities for the
aging, together with the economic consequences of such trends,
whether funded privately, publicly, or both. Therefore, really, the
only thing I could accomplish here-and I think that perhaps this is
all you wish me to accomplish-is merely to try to pose to you some
fundamental questions or issues as I see them as a financial observer
from the private sector.
First of all, I think that it is important to review the background
of our ideas and philosophies of people and the importance of people
as a resource to our society. Therefore, I have developed the first
section of my material on the question of whether we should see
man-when I say man, I mean women here, too, that is, the working
person-as an asset to our society and to the industrial enterprise, or
whether man is just merely an expense and not an investment.
Being a financial man, I have come from the public accounting
community, the financial community, and the industrial community,
xSee page 196.
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and it is rather interesting to me that the historic perspective of man
in this environment is as an expense. We charge him off to the pr6fit
and loss, and the earnings per share of the corporation, and we really
don't consider that he is an asset or an investment to any large degree.
This is very startling to me because other resources, such as capital,
such as facilities, and such as equipment, we don't treat that way at
all. We consider they are assets. Yet, they are passive assets and
they don't "do" anything of themselves. It is man that is the dynamic
catalyst in this whole equation.
You take, in public accounting philosophy, a building or a piece of
equipment and you elect an arbitrary life such as 10 years for a piece
of machinery, or 30 years for a building, and then you charge off that
investment to your operating expenses and your costs over that period
of time. But there is nothing that says that when that period of time
is over that you immediately discard that asset, that you say that that
investment is no longer of any value to you, or to the corporation, or
to society at large. Actually, fully depreciated assets are frequently in
use. I think that you could go to any plant in the United States and
you would find something that has outlived this defined chronological
timeframe.
Senator CHURCH. My two automobiles would qualify.
Mr. BABSON. Right, but why shouldn't we consider that a working
person is really the same kind of a thing? Why do we have to say that
when he reaches a chronological point of time that he has no further
contribution either to his company or to society? I personally reject
that philosp):iy, and as you will see in the latter part of my statement,
I am arguing that we should abandon the concept of mandatory retirement. I don't think it has a place in our society. I think the concept of people as a resource in our society is a fundamental philosophy
that we should reexamine currently and establish positively.
INDIRECT PEOPL3 COSTS

The second point that I wish to make in my text is that indirect
people costs are kind of sneaky and they have been rising quite rapidly
over the past generation. By indirect people costs, I mean other than
direct salary and wages. It-is interesting to note that from 1930 to the
current day, they have increased over 10 times, that is a tenfold increase, and that is because they started from the very low base. But
even when I wrote my book, 5 years ago, they were 30 cents on the
payroll dollar at that time, and when you consider that the payroll
dollar itself over the last generation, and even currently, is rising very
rapidly, you can see that an indirect people cost increase of tenfold on
a rising payroll base is an enormous geometric progression. Pensions
and retirement cost are, of course, a fundamental cornerstone of that
increase. There are other indirect people costs that I think are jtist as
alarming and should be examined.
Senator CHURCH. Would you mention them?
Mr. BABSON. Well, certainly the trend toward more vacations, the
trend toward more holidays, the trend toward a shorter workweek.
Even within the last week, since I submitted my statement, there was
a major article in the Wall Street Journal on some study that has been
done by a Mid Western consulting firm that indicates that within 10
years the 32-hour workweek will be the norm. Whether that is true or
not remains to be seen, but there is all of this trend for giving people
more time off with pay, in other words, paying for more nonproduction.
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this is a very worrisome thing, and something that we should
-R.ethink
;
oibe alarmed about as a society, becaues there seems to be a need and
a pressure for what I call "the onward and upward society"-more,
time off with the same pay, higher retirement pay, early retirement,
etcetera, and I think that one study that this committee should undertake is to understand why this need psychologically arises.
Is there some inequity? Is there a real need for people to work less.
time and get paid for nonwork? I don't know the answer to that, but
I think it is a fundamental psychological study which should be mademade so that we understand the niotivation for people working and
nonworking.
The third point that I think is important and really fundamentalSenator CHURCH. May I just say that as the burden of cost connected with nonproductivity increases, it could reach a poing where the
economy itself is no longer competitive, then living standards for
everyone begin to decline. Isn't that true?
Mr. BABSON. Yes, sir; I believe that is true.
Senator CHURCH. Prior to that point in time, I cannot tell you when
that point of time will be reached, or if it will be reached, but from an
industrial standpoint, what would industry do toward this problem?
Mr. BABSON. Well, one thing you do of course, is to go toward
increased automation-. To replace man, who has become too expensive
an asset or a cost to the company, so that to protect your earnings per
share, you go toward increased automation and reduced labor intensive activity. You try to reduce the labor intensive nature of your
business to get away from this high pressure and this onward pressure.
That is one thing you do.
Another thing you do is go to other countries. That' is one thing
that multinationals have done. It is not the only reason they go across,
however. For the last 254 years I have been involved in international
operations and there are some major advantages in doing just that.
That opportunity will be closed in due course of time because all wages
worldwide will be leveled up eventually, I am sure. So that is a shortterm opportunity at best.
COSTS OF RISING LONGEviTY

The third point that I think is fundamental is that people are living
longer. There is no question about this. Mr. Califano spoke the other
day about this in his opening remarks. It has been well known from
many sources that longevity is definitely increasing. Even in my own
lifetime, the increase in longevity of males is 10 years at least. I believe this trend will continue. I don't believe that we have just reached
the point where people will now stop increasing longevity. I am sure
that the biomedical community can advise you on this more professionally.
A 10-year increase in longevity, as I attempted to show in my
statement, in a very simple illustration, could triple your planned
pension costs. One of the things, of course, historically, is that people
generally were not expected to live past 65. Now that they are living
in increasing numbers to 70, 75, 80, and 85-my own father is 88 and
I hope he goes to 100-one of the things that is inherent in this is that
this is escalating enormously the cost of retirement. It is rather !odd
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that there is a trend toward early retirement because this even further
increases costs.
In my book 5 years ago, I calculated that, for certain planned assumptions which were realistic at the time, that a 5-year earlier
retirement would increase your pension cost by 69 percent. Deferring
the time by 5 years from 65 to 70 reduces your retirement cost by 45
percent, because your only have 55 percent as much to pay out. Now
those figures obviously should be recalculated for the current variables
now, but I am sure that the relationship would be similar, the same
result would be presented to you. There is no question but that there
is an enormous difference between having people try to retire at 60
or even 55, than retire at 70 or 75.
Senator CHURCH. This fact we know arises from the economic consequences of the needs of our society and the greater emphasis on
increasing employment opportunities. The Government has long
engaged m the practice of encouraging employees to retire early in
order to reduce personnel on the payroll and to increase job opportunities, as a savings in unemployment costs, whereas in proof, such
actions in reality, increase the total overall cost to the Government.
Mr. BABSON. Yes, I can understand why the Government, from
a public policy standpoint, would be interested in encouraging earlier
retirement, because you are concerned about overall unemployment in
the United States. That is not the same motivation that private industry has. As a company executive, I have no interest in how long
a line is standing outside the door, I don't feel I have any mission
to just create jobs for people that are unemployed.
Senator CHURCH. If that line gets too long, will they break down
the door?
Mr. BABSON. That may be true. But nonetheless, as a corporate
executive, I'm more concerned with doing a good job with those that
are already inside the door. I think this is a fundamental difference.
THE INFLATION FACTOR
Also, the effect of inflation after retirement is an additional factor.
'It is not surprising to realize that in the private pension plan sector
it is not a very popular or widespread feature to see cost-of-living
clauses in post-retirement benefits for retirees because the cost represents a significant increase. Further, just-as a rule of thumb, the information that I have is that a 1-percent average annual inflation rate
will create about an 8-percent increase in pension plan costs, given
everything else is the same. If you translated this to a 5-percent average
inflation factor, assuming that you could control inflation to 5 percent,
this would further increase your pension retirement cost by about 40
percent, probably.
Senator CHURCH. Now 40 percent over the entire period of retirement?
Mr. BABSON. Right.
Senator CHURCH. On the other hand, if you don't have such provisions in a retirement benefit and inflation continuesMr. BABSON. Well, you erode the effective purchasing power of
retirement benefits.
Senator CHURCH. Then you pauperize those that are retired over a
period of time.
36-152-79-3
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Mr. BABSON. Yes. But to build' in a cost-of-living escalator, this
could translate itself into probably something like 4 cents additional
indirect, cost per payroll dollar of working persons, just as a quick
simple rule of thumb. This should be calculated out, but that would
be mv guess.
Well, what is a proper balance? I think one of the fundamental
questions for the committee is, What is the proper balance between
working life and nonworking life? If it is to start into the workstream
at age 25 and work to 65, that is 40 years, but if it is to work until
maybe 60 or 55, and then live in retirement for 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 years,
would it not get kind of silly if we spent more time in a retirement
mode than in a productive work mode? That does not make sense to
me at all.
Senator CHURCH. Do you know what the average retirement age of
the Federal employee is today?
Mr. BABSON. I don't know.
Senator CHURCH. It is 58.3 years.
Mr. BABSON. If they are really in retirement. But as we heard in our
earlier dialog, this is not 'often the case.
Senator CHURCH. Many of them are not.
Mr. BABSON. Many of them are not, so they are going on to other
forms of production of income, which should be considered in your
overall retirement philosophy, in my opinion.
So I think we have a fundamental question of just how much
"nonwork" can a society support. I like to refer to the concept of
"a drone society," which is likened to the hive of bees, where you have a
group of workers and a group of drones-drones don't do any work,
they don't bring in any honey, they just "consume" and have "fun
and games" with the queen. That may be the sort of society we are
building in the United States.
Senator CHURCH. You mean the drones are sort of the queen's
court?
Mr. BABSON. Yes.
Senator CHURCH. How do bees work this out?
Mr. BABSON. I think when they get too many drones in the hive
they get rid of them.-The hive can't support them.
Senator, CHURCH. Do you know what the proportion is?
Mr. BABSON. No, I don't.
Senator CHURCH. We might get some informtion on this.
Mr. BABSON. Yes, but I don't know this.
Going on to the next idea, what is a proper retirement benefit? I am
sure you are aware of the fact that there is a big difference, even in the
private sector, of what different companies have. Bankers Trust puts
out a survey of corporate pension plans, which shows you when you look
at it, that there is 'a wide disparity in features between corporations.
By feature, I mean, what is popular in industry today. So there is no
norm for any such thing as a standard set of features.
There is an even bigger difference between the private and 'public
sector, a startling difference to me. I don't know much about the pri'vate sector, but in the public sector, from what I have read and beard,
I think that it is not uncommon to find in the Federal sector, and a lot
of State and municipal sectors, that you could work for full 'retirement
pay in maybe 30 years. I had thought' that it was full retirement pay,
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not 56 percent that I heard from Mr. Campbell andhis associate earlier
today. I don't know what the facts are, but inind'ustry, if I had to say
what could be termed as the norm-and again I have a caveat 'on that,
there is no such thing as a norm-but this could mean probably 1YS
percent of final compensation, or final average compensation, per year
of service, which, means that if you have 40 years of service, that you
have 60 percent of final average pay for a retirement income.
Senator CHURCH. In the Federal retirement, I believe that is 252
percent a year. So it varies.
Mr. BABSON. There is a difference.
Senator CHURCH. A big difference.
Mr. BABSON. It is a significant difference. Now one of the things I
feel, as a taxpayer, one that really bothers me, is to realize that there
are some sectors like the armed services, where you can work only 20
years and get full retirement pay, and then shortly before you retire,
I understand you can "take care of Joe" who is a nice guy, boost him
up to lieutenant colonel, and have his retirement pay based on this late
promotion to a job which he never earned. That is an abuse of our
retirement funds, but I am sure there are many such abuses, both in the
private sector and in the public sector.
WHAT Is PURPOSE OF PENSION BENEFIT?
One of the things that I urge this committee to do, and I think that
there is a serious need for, is define the logic of a pension benefit.
What are we trying to accomplish? What is our social philosophy?
What do we expect a working man or woman to do for society, and
what do we expect society to do for them, in terms of retirement com-

pensation? What can our society afford?
I think that for a government that is committed to removing discrimination in all areas of our society, that you should address yourself to understanding the forms of discrimination in our own retirement
system. To me, it is discriminatory for one man to work 20 years and
another man to work 40 years for his retirement benefit.
It is discriminatory for a man to get at retirement 100 percent of
his final pay to retire on and another to get only 60 percent of his pay.
Then, of course, it is discriminatory to have one man have a protec-

tion against future inflation and another not to. So I think that there
is a wide area of discrimination that I suggest that this committee
look at and consider as part of its investigation.
The importance of cost controls. As a financial executive, I am well
aware of the fact that there must be an incentive to control costs and
abuses and there must also be productivity of the funds that you are
using for retirement. In industry, the chief financial officer most
likely is the man who is worried about this because he is trying ito
control and protect earnings-per-share performance. That is the code
that the corporation in the industrial area lives by, and when retirement costs go up, the monkey is on his back to do something about it,
and he wilf analyze different alternatives and options and ways of
reducing that cost.
Senator CHURCH. May I just insert here, in order to correct the
record, that under the Federal system there is a difference between
'the executive branch and the congressional branch. The congressional
branch accrues a pension at 22, percent a year, perhaps on the theory
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that life is very chancy for a Congressman. In the executive branch,
where there is greater security, the percentage is different. For the
first 5 years, the retirement is computed on the basis of 1S percent
a year; for the second 5 years, on the basis of 1% percent per year;
and from the 11th year and beyond, on the basis of 2 percent a year.
Mr. BABSON. I think that there needs to be a serious incentive to
control costs. I am not sure how this is accomplished in the public
sector. I am sure how it is done in the private sector, because I have
been engaged in this in a variety of companies over the last 25 years.
I also worry, as an individual, about Government distributions,
because I have a feeling that they are psychologically perceived to be
"free money." Somehow the Government is considered to be a money
tree to be pruned by the opportunistic. I see cases of this in my own
experience, and I am sure that you have many, many illustrations
'brought to your attention of the same thing. I feel that this is a very
difficult problem, not just from an economic standpoint and a cost..containment standpoint, but from a moral and psychological stand-.point as well, because I think that to the extent that the Government
is in the "dole business" and is perceived to be in the "dole business"
as opposed to redressing grievances and abuses, why you may run
a serious risk of eroding the national morality and work ethic.
Should retirement be mandatory? There is no question that we are
healthier and younger at age 65 today than we were 50 years ago. This
has been amply documented. It has been referred to in the dialog
surrounding your recent legislation, and there is no point of my
dwelling on this discussion. I have covered it in my prepared
statement.
If people wish to work, I think that, in my view, it is better to pay
them for work than to pay them for nonwork if you adopt a social
philosophy that you are going to su port a certain level of income for
members of your society. I also feel that there is an important psychological and moral aspect to having a person work for his or her
retirement and for his or her pay, rather than receiving it for not
working. I would not overlook this aspect of the problem.
Many retirees, even now, I am sure, seek postretirement employment. I don't know what studies have been made of just how extensive
this is, but I think that it is worth studying. I think we should study
the purpose of retirement and what are we trying to accomplish, and
why do people want to retire. Are they tired? Are they bored? Do
they want to go off and have merely enjoyment of leisure? What do
they want to do? I don't know the answer to that, but I think it is a
fundamental question for this group to study the motivation of retirement itself.
WiiY "ALL OR NOTHING"?2
I think that it is important that we define a more variable alternative to an "all or nothing,"' "jump off the cliff," or "dump him on a
trashpile" approach to when a man or woman reaches a chronical age
in time. I don't think there is any purpose to be served by mandatory
retirement. I reject the concept that there is no economic contribution
to society or to a company that can be made by such a person on
some basis. Therefore, my personal view is that we should totally
eliminate the mandatory feature in any consideration of retirement
philosophy, public or private.
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The role of the Federal Government in retirement. I think the
Federal Government is in the-best position to understand the problem
as it relates to all sectors of society, both public and private, and the
need for planning and protection. I think the Government should
develop the social philosophy that we want to accomplish, the strategic
plans, and define the minimum specifications for retirement benefits,
and perhaps even the maximum, too. I think some thought should be
given to that.
I think the Government should see that all plans are adequately
funded, that abuses are controlled. I think you should police implementation and reduce discrimination among the various sectors of our
society. I personally believe in complete portability of pension contributions wherever sourced, from the cradle to the grave. That is
not what we have in this country now. I think it is one of our key
pension abuses and one that your legislation a few years back was
designed to try in part, to correct.
I would go much further than that legislation. I see no reason why
the people in our society should not earn their own retirement pay as
they go along, and have it funded adequately and set aside for them.
There are lots of techniques for doing this in both the public and
private sectors. I would urge that all pension retirement contributions should be moved from company to company, for an employee,
through his productive life cycle, no matter how many companies he
works for.
Senator CHURCH. To what extent has this been accomplished by
the legislation that is passed?
Mr. BABSON. Well, I don't think that the legislation has gone that
far toward it. I think you have gotten a minimum. For instance, if I
were a 27-year-old worker now, ' could work for 9 years under your
legislation, if I am correct, and still have earned no pension benefit
at all right now, under your present legislation. This should be verified, but I believe that is true.
Senator CHURCH. And in a, private plan?
Mr. BABSON. In a private plan, I believe that it is still an area of
abuse and that pension contributions in industry that are being set
aside for an employee should follow him throughout his entire working career. Therefore, if you do that and an employee works for 40
or 50 years, he, together with his various companies, through mutual
contributions of varying degrees, will have paid for his retirement
benefit, and then you won't have the bind that you have now. I
really urge that we move in that direction, both in the private sector
and in the public sector, on a going forward basis and figure it out
separately, as far as past service funding is concerned.
Senator CHURCH. Of course, with the social security coverage today
extending to nearly all of our workers, that problem is mitigated to
some degree. Practically everybody is covered by social security as
they move from one job to another. So this really is a problem that is
within the private pension system.
Mr. BABSON. Well, I partially agree, but I think that you should
reflect on the redundancy I suggest in my statement. Actually, since
I wrote the statement, it occurred to me since then that really, when
you originally set up social security, there were no defined retirement
goals, objectives, or philosophies, and there was no regulation or
control of the private sector at all, such as you have now taken great
steps to move into recently.
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PUBLIC AND

.PRIvATE

REDUNDANCY

Having gone now into the private sector in defining what they
must do and the minimum specifications, et cetera, to the extent that
you have, it seems t6 me that administratively you have a partial
redundancy between social security and private pension plans and
that it may be more efficient to give corporations the option of merging these funding vehicles into one scheme so that you don't have two
plans for the same employee. You have one, that is, either all private
or all public, and then roll over that pension plan to the next corporation or to a centralized Federal pool of retirement funds.
There are a lot of choices that you could elect there, but I think
some consideration of this redundancy should be examined from an
efficiency standpoint.
Skipping on, because I realize we are running short of time, I have
said something in my prepared presentation about the philosophy of
setting aside, through a worker's productive life, a pension contribution for him which is really a mechanism for letting his company and
he himself earn the pension benefit as he goes along through life. To
me, I favor that philosophy. However you fund it, I still favor the
philosophy of having an employee earn his level of pension benefit by
work and by the attainment of the degree of skill that he has achieved.
But I think that there should be minimum benefit, and one prescribed
by Federal legislation.
I favor that approach as opposed to the public approach of what I
call the "giant kiting operation," where currently you are taking from
Peter to pay Paul, because there has been an inadequate sum set
aside in the social security pool. But some day Joe Zilch, whom you
are going to have to take money from 20, 30, 40, 50 years from now
to pay for Peter's retirement, Joe Zilch may not be around or resist
paying, and you will get stuck. I don't think that the Peters in this
country realize this currently to a very widespread degree, and I
don't think it is as sound a device as the earlier suggestion that I
have made, which is used fundamentally in the private sector.
I realize it is an enormous task of getting over to that kind of a
program in the public sector, and in some cases even in the private
sector. I suggest, however, that we could do this over the next generation or so to cover the past sins and to consider the immediate possibility of starting this.
Dependency ratio, I don't think there is any need to discuss this
here, I have covered it in the prepared statement. If you want to go
into it, we can.
I have already discussed the elimination of the impact of mandatory
retirement on private pension plans. Well, as Mr. Campbell, said I
really don't see the problem. It has been my experience that the
people who are reaching 65, when mandatory retirement was 65,
who did not want to retire and who had a critical problem, there was
usually a provision in the pension plans of private companies that if
'such an employee had a hardship case, that the board of directors of
the corporation would consent to a relaxation of the rules for that
employee. That has been my experience in the companies that I have
worked with. Whether that is widespread or not, I cannot tell you,
but I really don't think it is going to be a significant problem eliminating the mandatory feature entirely.
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Senator CHURCH. All of the testimony we have had so far seems to
agree that the legislation to increase the mandatory retirement age
from 65 to 70 will not make much difference immediately in terms of
employment decisions by workers. It appears that you approve of this
legislation. We would like to see mandatory retirement eliminated
entirely. In fact, it has been for most of the Federal employees. But
do you think raising the mandatory retirement age is going to make
much difference?
Mr. BABSON. I don't think so.
Senator CHURCH. With respect to the trend toward earlier retirement, and so forth, the impact of the law may be very minor in
actuality.

Mr. BABSON. That is not the fundamental problem. Eliminating
mandatory retirement really is de minimis, it really does not affect
that many people. Certainly, if a person wants to work after 65 or
even 70, I don't see how in good conscience we cannot let them work
providing they can do so safely, and pay them a fair wage for whatever task they perform. But that is not really the fundamental problem. The problem is that people are not staying to 65, and they are
not staying to 70, and I think it is important to understand why not,
because if the reason why not is that we are creating too liberal a
pension' benefit and making it too attractive for them to retire, than
I think we may be building a real problem for ourselves and our people
down the road.
Senator CHURCH. Although we have seen some cases where people
have managed to add one pension onto another and retire under even
more favorable circumstances than when they were still working,
those are exceptional cases. They certainly don't represent the typical
case by any means. Typically, I think we were told on Monday that
social security replaces, on the average, about 47 percent of a worker's
prior wage.
REASbNs FOR RETIMEMENT

If 47 percent is typical of the average of retirement income, as compared to working, then I would not think that it is because we are overpaying retired people on the whole, which leads them to want to retire
early. My guess is that they don't find their work sufficiently compelling. Look at professional people and some people who find their
work sufficiently rewarding. They frequently will work to advanced
ages without retiring at all. We have many, many people who will do
that, and I think it has more to, do with the nature of the work and
the sense of fulfillment. If people have engaged in work that they like,
this is an incentive to continue working or, in the opposite case, to
retire early.
Mr. BABSON. Well, I think it is a very important point. I don't
know how you reassess retirement-social philosophy, economically
or otherwise-in the United States without having some kind of a
study and understanding why people are retiring earlier. What are
they doing and why are they doing it? I think to the extent there are
no serious studies, it should be studied.
Senator CHURCH. We should look into that, I agree with you..
I am sorry to say there is a rollcall vote, and I must go soon. I
wonder if you could sum up in a minute or two, because you are close
to the end of your paper.
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Mr. BABSON. All right. There are a few suggested possible app roaches to the economic use of an aging working population, as I
have suggested here in my report, to give more flexibility and more
options to them after they reach, let's say, a trigger date, that could
be whatever date is reasonable. They could either take earlier retirement at reduced benefits, continue working full time as long- as they
wished to, and can do so safely and productively, or to go into a
manpower pool of part-time semiretirees, because they could serve a
very useful function to the corporation that has a need for sporadic
help outside and can use the help of its own retirees for that, and also
eliminate lots of temporary overtime which is expensive, so there must
be-some usefulness in that.
Preretirement counseling. I believe this is going to become a substantial increased activity of industrial relations departments in the
future.
I see no reason why we cannot develop the psychology and philosophy of downgrading an employee after he has reached a certain
period of time, just like a product has a life cycle that rises and later
declines. I don't see any reason why a person cannot do the same.
It is surely an emotional problem. If you eliminate the personal stigma
of John Jones taking a lesser job in the organization, then you can
accomplish a useful and productive value to the corporation, to the
society, and to the individual. We have got to get away from the
personal stigma, and I think this can be achieved through a psychological campaign that begins when he joins the company, knowing
that this is one of the options that will be available to him upon retirement at a certain age.
DAxNISH "DECRUITMENT"

There is no question in my mind but that this should be considered.
There are people in Denmark that are doing this. In my prepared
statement, I didn't refer to an illustration of a big company in Den*mark where 70 percent of the executives and managers over the age
of 50 indicated that they would prefer downgrading to retirement,
and that some of them expected to even work past the age of 80. This
is referred to as "decruitment," and it is working in Denmark. I think
it is an interesting experiment. Certainly there ought to be encouragement for a lot of experimentation of this kind here in the United
States, and I am sure it will happen.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Babson follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF STANLEY

M.

BABSON, JR.

Senator Church, associated senators on the Special Committee on Aging, and
members of your staff, I would like to thank you for the honor allowed me in
being invited to present before you my ideas and thoughts on the subject of
retirement trends and related costs thereof.
I must advise you, however, that I cannot claim to represent any particular
group, industry, association, or even company and that my presence here is
merely as an interested citizen, a financial executive who has been chief financial
officer of small, medium, and large corporations over the past 25 years and, hence,
exposed to the topic under consideration by this committee in a number of different circumstances, but always from the perspective of a financial officer of an
industrial enterprise. I, therefore, cannot claim to be any sort of expert in this
field of your investigation only an active and mature participant whose personal
experience, personal curiosity and inclination may perhaps have developed some
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thoughtful reflections on this subject that are worthy of consideration. The ideas.
and observations that I will express in summary form herewith are largely drawn
from my book, "Fringe Benefits, the Depreciation, Obsolescence and Transcience
of Man," published by John Wiley and Sons in 1974. Some material from this
book, together with supplementary comments I have furnished the authors in a
taped discussion, were also included among the material published in 1977 by
Dr. Harold L. Sheppard and Sara E. Rix, under the title of "The Graying of
Working America.'
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS TESTIMONY

As I understand the purpose of this hearing, it is to bring into focus, from a
variety of perspectives, what is happening currently in the United States regarding.
the trends of aging, retirement, and employment opportunities for the agedr
together with the economic consequences of such trends, whether funded privately,
or publicly or both.
This is a highly complicated subject matter, as I am sure that you are well
aware, and a highly ambitious undertaking, but one I believe of overwhelming.
social as well as economic significance, and I certainly congratulate you on recognizing the need for such a current reassessment and starting this present dialog.
The particular objective of an initial meeting of this sort can only be to pose
the issues, hopefully to identify most of the larger ones, and to begin to suggest
ways to develop possible alternative solutions.
My own role in such an initial meeting can only be to present to you such
issues, observations, and cost indications as would represent the perspective and
interest of the financial executive of an industrial corporation.
Simplistically, the perspective of the financial executive of an industrial corporation relates to: (1) Strategies for increasing the revenues; (2) strategies for
containing or reducing costs; (3) strategies for improving productivity and return
on assets.
In this connection, I would try to generalize by characterizing the historic
perspective of the financial executive as it relates to retirement and pensions as
follows: (1) Compliance with the law; (2) reasonably equated with competitive
practices in industry, particularly within a given regional area; (3) minimum
cost to the company and minimum impact on current earnings per share, compatible with acceptable union/employee relations.
POSING THE ISSUES

1. Is working man an asset or a cost?
Accountants generally think of man in terms of cost, that is, an overhead'
expense, a charge against operations, a committed cost only relieved by "bodies
out the door." This does not apply to direct factory labor, which is productive
and, hence, may temporarily be deferred from the inevitable charge against
income by being in the transitional stage we call "inventories."
It seems strange that we are accustomed to think of man in such terms rather
than as another form of asset available to the industrial enterprise. Capital is.
unquestioned in its role as a necessary and fundamental resource and asset.
Equipment likewise, and facilities, are readily accepted as "assets" for the benefit.
not merely of the present, but for a stream of future years and to be charged
off to expense over such a future period of productive usefulness.
But what of man? Is he not also a valuable and necessary tool of production,
as equally important to the corporation as capital and equipment?
Capital and equipment, to the industrial enterprise, are "passive assets,"
requiring man to translate them into effective earning power. Man, therefore, is.
the dynamic catalyst in the equation, but strangely enough, man in our current
financial and accounting philosophies, is considered as an element of cost, either
direct cost or indirect cost, ignominously. assigned the demeaning term of "burden"
and very rarely perceived as an asset to the corporation.
Also frequently ignored is the extent of the investment that corporations make
in an employee. It costs to attract him, to recruit him, sometimes to relocate
him, to train him, to maximize his productivity and momentum, and finally to
terminate him.
All too often, these peripheral costs are lost sight of and superficial decisions
can be made as to the temporary advantage to the corporation of an employee
severance motivated by cost reduction per se.
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This philosophy of man as a cost rather than an asset is particularly fundamnental as it bears on the issue of retirement and early retirement.
With a piece of machinery, the proper and accepted financial strategy is to
write off the cost over its estimated useful productive life. This is certainly
proper in the view of the public accountants and also the IRS, the only difference
being that they bicker frequently on the definition of acceptable useful life. But
how often do you find in industry a piece of machinery that has been fully depreciated but still in use and still being productive to the industrial enterprise? Quite
often, I think. There is no requirement that a piece of machinery is disposed of
when its depreciation schedule runs out, no mandate that you vacate a building
when it becomes fully depreciated per the generally accepted financial norms.
So, why then push man out the door when he reaches a similar arbitrarily defined
chronological point? Has his usefulness to the corporation suddenly disappeared
from one day to the next? Is there nothing further that he can do? Is there no
residual asset power remaining, even if of marginal benefit?
Logic would compel us to realize that this is an indefensible reasoning, I feel
sure. And yet, this is perhaps one of the key issues to be considered by this committee, i.e., the concept of mandatory retirement itself. Mandatory retirement at
any arbitrarily defined age, implies that the investment value of man is finished
and there is no further productive contribution that is worth considering. I,
personally, reject this concept.
2. Man's indirect costs are rising rapidly and are often not clearly perceived
There is no need to comment on the rise of direct wages and salaries over the
past generation or so. This has been widely documented and is certainly well
known. Perhaps somewhat less known, however, has been the "sleeper effect"
rise of indirect costs, i.e., fringe benefits. As a percent of payroll, the more prominent and identified of such costs (as measured and reported) have risen from
approximately 3 percent of payroll in 1930 to what in undoubtedly over 30 percent of payroll currently, a tenfold increase in ratio on a payroll basis that has
itself had a major growth trend over the same period of time, creating in effect a
geometric progression of cost increases and one that I feel is accelerating. Also,
I am sure that the reported fringes fall short of what the real costs of such indirect
items are, if everything were properly captured and identified.
Is this something to be alarmed about? Yes, in my opinion, surely. Firstly,
because I believe the trend will continue. See now the social benefits of some of
our European neighbors which are even more pronounced than ours here in the
United States. Certainly, the tendency will be to continue in the "onward and
upward society" that we seem to be in.
This trend, coupled with a continuation of spiraling salary and wage rates will
keep raising the price tag for man as a resource. Industry, to protect itself from
the impact of this spiraling cost of man, can either go elsewhere, i.e., overseas,
where such costs may not as yet have reached this level (but this is at best only a
temporary solution and it carries with it a great many other collateral problems
as well that serve to discourage this approach). Another avenue open to industry
in the face of this trend is to seek increased use of automation and, hence, less
dependence upon the quantities of manpower currently in use. This could lead
us towards what I choose to call "the drone society," where productivity is placed
more and more in the hands of fewer poeple using highly automated resources
at their disposal and the function of the rest of the population, whether aged or
young, is to be "nonworking," to "consume," not to produce. This, I suspect,
be where we're headed.
A second concern here is the "motivation" of why these extra fringes are needed
and demanded. Is it because there is a fundamental need, or because in the gamesmanship of labor versus management negotiation, you have to "win something"
in order to maintain status. This to me is an important point. Is there really a
fundamental need for the extra holiday, the third week's vacation, the 32-hour
work week, the dental insurance plan, etc., the provisions for early retirement,
and for a higher level of retirement pay? What is the motivation that drives us in
this direction? Is it some inequity that needs redressing? What is it? To the extent
that these motivations have not been thoroughly studied, I believe that such a
study is needed.
-3. The economics of retirement, as it has been historically defined, are dramatically
escalating
Retirement economics are really quite a complicated subject and there is much
available literature and expertise on the matter. In order to pose the issue, however, let me be somewhat simplistic by saying that the logic, generally, is that a
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man will enter the work force, let us say at age 25, work 40 years to retirement at
-65 and then have, from a combination of public and private sector pension ifund*ing, an annual annuity for life.equivalentto perhaps 60 percent of his final 5-year
average pay-again, I repeat, this is simplistic. and there are many variations of
-this logic, but it serves the purpose of the discussion-to use one particular set of
-circumstances.
This implies a defined period 'of productivity of 40 years. If final average salary
at that time is $20,000 per annum, it means that an annual annuity of $12,000 per
year for life must be provided. This sum of money presumably is to be provided
over the span of 40 years of productivity so the cost per year translates down to a
certain annual charge against corporate earnings. If the employee retires at 65 and
lives to 70, 5 years of annuity must be provided by the pension benefit, i.e., $60,000.
If he lives to 80, then an additional $120,000 for a total of $180,000 must be provided, and if he lives beyond this, even more. Thus, it can be seen that a 10-year
increase in longevity can, in effect, triple the expected cost of retirement. Multiply
this by the aggregate working population, and it can be seen that the longevity of
*our working population can be a very fundamental and dynamic cost to the
industrial enterprise, directly and, hence, to society indirectly.
If an employee wishes to retire at 60 instead of a 65, without sacrifice to the
level of retirement pay, then all of these costs, such as they are, must be provided
-over the shorter period of productive life.
The economics of this simplistic illustration are, in reality, horrendous and
place what could be an extraordinary burden upon the industrial enterprise, and
again, indirectly on the economic society at large, because any and all costs to the
individual enterprise get passed on in time to the society within which it operates.
It is already well established that life expectancy in the United States is increasing, both for males and females. I personally believe this trend will further continue, but this I'm sure will be documented from the testimony of the biomedical
community to this committee. I believe that it is important for us to forecast what
further longevity is probable over the next 50 years because this bears significantly
upon future costs.
A further major factor affecting futuie retirement costs is the matter of inflation.
To build protection from future inflation into the pension benefit even further
enlarges retirement cost by astronomical proportions and it is hard to doubt that
-future inflation will occur and perhaps even be as significant, or more significant,
than it has been in the past.
And lastly, to contemplate a widespread social desire for earlier retirement and
a motivation to enter the "drone society" and be a consumer rather than a producer, leads to further cost aggravation.
Can our economic society stand such costs? As a financial executive, I for one,
-am deeply concerned about this.
4. What is a proper retirement benefit?
The Federal Government has, for some time now, taken upon itself the role of
-defining "a minimum age," leaving the economic society the freedom to enlarge
upon this at its own discretion, but providing, nevertheless, "a floor.'
It is somewhat disturbing to.me that there can exist such wide discrepancies in
the United States in the "logic" of a defined pension benefit. I am sure that pension
-plan professionals can give you elaborate testimony on this subject, both in the
-public and private sector, but I do believe the wide divergence of such plans cannot be overlooked. There are elements in the municipal and Federal government sectors that define such liberal pension benefits as to make the industrial
-sector look sick. Dr. Harold L. Sheppard has touched on this in his book, "The
Graying of Working America."
But if society at large, one way or another, really "picks up the tab" for both
industrial, municipal, and Federal pension costs, then it does become pertinent
*to examine why such a divergence exists, and is there real justification for it.
To do this, there must first be developed a philosophy on man's role in terms of a
-productive contribution to society, and society's role in turn in providing him
-with a suitable retirement benefit when he is phased out of the productive mode.
I must say, as a private citizen and taxpayer, that it is anathema to me to be
"ripped off" by some elements of our society that one way or another enjoy a
totally unrealistic retirement benefit, totally out of context with a reasonable
correlation to their productive contribution to society. For a government that is
committed to eliminating discrimination among its citizenry, how can we justify
one man working 20 years for his pension benefits and another working 40 years?
How can be justify one man receiving a pension of 60 percent of final pay and
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another receiving over 100 percent. And one man having protection-against future
inflation, and another not? Or, a man being promoted just prior to retirement to
a higher position and salary level so that his future stream of retirement benefits
will be based on the higher level ... a level he never really earned at all? All of
this makes no sense to me at all.
In short, I think the Federal Government, and this committee, may well serve
a useful purpose in attempting to define a "logic" for a norm in pension benefits.
Again, freedom to enlarge upon this within reason can and should be left to any
given institution, to fit any given local circumstance, but the norm should be
defined as a guideline at least.
5. The importance of cost control-fringe benefits derived directly from the Government, or similar institutions, are perceived to be "free money"
While this is a somewhat provocative statement, I think, nevertheless, it haS
some pertinence and I personally believe it to have some validity. I think there
is a corrollary that the farther removed from the source of money you are, the
more you feel that it is "impersonal money"-"a free-bee," "up for grabs," and
something that's "fair game to pluck" and take as much as you can get away
with. Abuses of many of our social benefits are apparent and I am sure that the
correction of such absues is administratively difficult and politically unpopular
However, in assessing the burden of pension costs and other social benefits in a
society that is aging, the problem of abuse of those benefits becomes even more
critical as burden is borne by fewer productive shoulders.
The problem with social benefits management is that there must be an incentive
to control costs. In industry, the incentive falls with the financial executive who
is oftentimes straining to protect or improve earnings per share performance for
his corporation. Benefit cost controls become of vital interest to him in this
perspective. I'm afraid that no such incentive or motivation exists for governmentmanaged programs and perhaps even for institutionally managed programs like
insurance companies and health agencies, where their rates are really geared to a
"cost-plus" concept and high cost basis may mean higher administration pools
of money available for them, etc. To the extent that public sector institutions are
involved in the direct distribution of cost benefits to our citizens, I believe the
matter of how best to establish incentives for effective cost control should be
seriously reexamined. Federal cash distributions, must be directed towards
redressing real misfortunes and not perceived as a money tree to be harvested by
opportunists.
6. Should retirement be mandatory?
At what point does a man become unproductive from a working viewpoint,
and do all men reach the same point at the same time, and does this mean that
there is no further economic contribution that a person can make after such a
point is reached?
I would be surprised if your biomedical witnesses did not advise you that it is
difficult, if not impossible, to name a chronological date, that would have general
applicability, where all workers could be realistically declared to be at the end of
productivity. Where the age of 65 might have been such a possible date many,
many years ago, it certainly does not apply in today's health-care-oriented world.
The general physical well-being of persons aged 65 as a group is certainly far
superior to what it would have been for a comparable group 50 years ago. No
doubt about it, persons aged 65 are, as a class, much younger than a generation
or two ago.
Moreover, it should be obvious that some persons age faster than others and
whereas one man at a given age may be considered physically ready for retirement, another may be full of physical and mental capability and ready to go
on for some time. Should this man (and society) be penalized by the application
of an arbitrary norm?_
And what about persons who do retire; is there no further contribution they can
make towards productivity? The answer is most certainly-"of course there is,"
and a great many retirees, even now, seek and find other productive occupations
and turn away from the concept of vegetating in leisure activities.
All of these observations are familiar to you and were alluded to in the text of
the Age Discrimination in Employment Act Amendments of 1978.
Perhaps it would be useful to extend your dialog into this question to reexamine
the purpose of retirement.
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What is the purpose of retirement anyway? Is it a device to get rid of someone
who is in the way, or a device designed to allow someone who wishes to step
aside from productivity the opportunity to do so, or to change his lifelong pursuit
of livelihood without-income penalty. I, personally, favor the latter purpose-and
yet, even under this definition, retirement shouldn't be an "all or nothing' choiceeither 100 percent work or no work at all. There is no reason why aging persons,
who wish to, shouldn't be allowed to scale down their participation over a period of
years, with direct compensation reduced accordingly. Perhaps as direct compensais reduced, such supplemental pay as is needed could be withdrawn from a
tion
4
'semiretirement fund," short of full pension pay. This is a possible approach
which could be. discussed under "possible solutions."
I think it would be important to study and learn an employee's motives for
Tetirement. Is he tired? If so, why not scale down by degrees instead of al or
nothing; it is certainly a cheaper approach than full-scale retirement. Is he bored?
If so, why not a new assignment after a certain number of years? Isn't it conceivable that a person could be recycled into another type of activity entirely?
If wage level is a barrier, let the new wage apply and again draw down a supplemental wage from a "semiretirement fund." Is he tired of work entirely and does
he just want to go off and have a good time, i.e., join "the drone society" and
goodbye to the establishemnt, etc.? This is his privilege, surely, but why should
the rest of society make it overly easy for him to choose this path and leave us the
burden of picking up the tab for its extra costs? There is no question but that a
man who puts aside extra savings, or earns extra compensation, can certainly
choose this path freely and without criticism. He is in effect paying out of his own
savings the extra costs associated with this course of action. But this extra cost
burden should not, and in the final analysis cannot, be placed upon society
generally, in my opinion.
Another query for the sociologists associated with this project is not only to
study the principle of retirement motivation, but also to study how much leisure
can a retiree really enjoy. For example, in a working mode a man works, let us
say, 220 days per year, which is 60 percent of his time, the remaining 40 percent
being available, presumably, for leisure activities, if he so chooses. After retirement, the 60 percent disappears and it's 100 percent leisure activities. And for
how many years-5, 10, 15, 20, 25, perhaps even longer in tomorrow's world?
Wouldn't it be silly if we structured our society that man spends as much
time in retirement, living the leisure life as he does in his working career? Not
only strange, but I doubt that our society can afford such a negative burdenthis would truly be the creation of "the drone society" and would probably lead
to decadence of our spiritual and moral will.
And, can a man really mentally and emotionally cope with such a large dose
of leisure? I would tend to doubt it and would be interested in the response of
psychiatrists and sociologists on this point.
It would be an interesting study to see what use, in fact, is made of the time
of retirees? I would suspect that in a fair percentage of cases, supplemental
part-time or perhaps even full-time employment may. be happening. The facts
of such a study should surely be developed and perhaps they could guide the
restructuring of a sound retirement policy in the future for the United States.
7. What is the role of the Federal Government in retirement planning and fundirgi
The Federal Government, in my view, is in a unique position. First to understand the problem of retirement and the need for planning and protection as it
applies broadly to all walks of life, all activities and industries throughout the
United States, both in the public and private sector. This places the Federal
Government, in my view, in the strategic planning role of defining the minimum
(and perhaps maximum) parameters of what constitutes a suitable retirement
benefit and how it wlll be funded and made available, as well as control of abuses
and policing of implementation.
One of the big abuses of private pension plans in the past has been in the matter
of vesting. Even though sums of money were, in fact, calculated and set aside
for a given working man, if he failed to remain to full retirement with the company, certain of the sums, and on occasion perhaps even all of them, would be
forefeited and he would not receive the pension for which he worked over those
years. Congress has recognized this abuse and the need for portability in its recent
legislation. It is my personal view that there should be 100 percent portability
of pension benefits, either transferred from employer to employer, or from employer to central pool, managed by a separate Federal agency or private financial
institution set up to administer such a fund.
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In a society where productivity gains will become increasingly iniportant to thetrend of future standard of living levels, productivity of the use of money set asideto fund such a retirement pool is of major importance. Even as I demonstrated
in my book, "Fringe Benefits," that within private financial insitutions there is very
often considerable difference in the performance of the management of earnings of
investment portfolio funds, the fund earnings bear significantly on the net costs
of a given pension commitment to society. Therefore, productivity, or performance
of fund management cannot be overlooked in this important issue.
As to the all important question of the role of the Federal Government in
controlling the pool of pension funds, this question to me revolves around the'
issue of who can best control costs, who has the best incentive to eliminate abuses,
and who can achieve the best productivity of the pool of funds without risk of the
principal? Answers to these questions determine where the reservoir of pension
funds should be placed.
8. Should retirement funds be funded currently or should public sector retirement
provisions be made on a "pay as you go" basis?
One way to provide for a man's pension is to set aside a sum of money, actuarily
determined each year that he works, put it in a retirement fund, invest it suitably
and then when he retires he draws from this fund. In a sense, he, through his.
FICA payroll deductions, and his company (or series of companies) through their
matching FICA payroll deductions and through their own additional privatepension plan contributions, are buying his specific pension benefit. It is either
properly funded or improperly funded, but nevertheless, it is funded and moneys.
are set aside for him and for his future use. If he dies before the norm, his excess
funds are used by the fund to pay for the man who lives beyond the norm, etc.
Opposing this method, is the one currently used by the social security system
which was never -funded from the beginning and which apparently has never
attempted to be. Current FICA contributions from one man and his employer arefunnelled to the social security coffers where they are not set aside for this man
at all but are spent on some other man long since retired for whom no such monies
were put into the fund, or for whom inadequate sums were put in. One might say
that we're robbing Peter to pay Paul-In fact, we are, and it'll all presumably
turn out all right if tomorrow we can rob Joe Zilch to pay Peter. But if something
"blows" in this whole process (likened to a giant kiting operation) and Joe Zilch
doesn't put in or doesn t put in enough, Peter isn't going to get paid and somehow
I don't think the Peters of this country are really aware of this nicety just now.
Needless to say, I prefer the former approach.
An interesting observation in one of the studies illustrated in my book is the
amount of retirement benefit that the combined employers' and employees' FICA
contributions would provide upon retirement compared with the published benefit
that a current 25-year-old working man has to look forward to from social security.
The amount that would be provided in the private sector from the same source of
funds would be almost double that indicated as the promised social security
benefit.
If I were the 25-year-old worker and was aware of this, I might be tempted to
say "why do I need social security then-I'm better off putting the same moneys
into a private fund and forget about social security?"
This prompts me to raise the question "Is our social security vehicle obsolete
and should it be junked and replaced by an entirely different mechanism?"
9. How important is a significant change in the dependency ratio?
In my view, the only reason why dependency ratio is important at all stems
from the historic method' of funding social security and other public sector retirement payments, i.e., what I describe as a gigantic "kiting system." Continuing
down this same funding path will surely mean that the demographics of tomorrow
will catch up with us via an increasingly burdensome dependency ratio.
The same would not be true under a fairly conventional private sector pension
plan where, in essence, today's worker is having his retirement benefit put aside
for him throughtout his working life. His retirement payments, therefor, represent
a planned disbursement of his retirement fund itself and not a burden upon the
then current work force that the worker has left. Under such a funding mechanism
the size of the future work force vis-a-vis the size of the ranks of retirees has no
pertinence. The only difficulty might be the solvency of the retirement fund itself
through improper management or through inadequacy of planned retirement benefits in the face of future inflationary erosion of effective purchasing power.
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This difference in funding approaches between public sector and private sector
provision for retirement benefits seems irrevocably irreconcilable, but is it? Is it
totally out of the question to compute what a proper fund should.be to adequately
provide future commitments of public sector social security and retirement plans
and is it totally inconceivable that such funds could actually be set aside, either
lump sum, or progressively over a period of the next 20 years or so, to the end
result that at a certain future period of time all retirement funds, both public
sector and private, would be in fact on one universal "funding-as you work"
system. At such a point of time, dependency ratio would be a meaningless and
academic terminology.

An additional point in this regard is not to overlook the psychological and moral
value of the concept that each person earns his own retirement pay. Not to equate
more closely persons working for retirement benefits with the level and value of
retirement benefits themselves is to me an error in strategy. The concept that
society in general and the government specifically "owes me a living" is a very
objectionable and debilitating concept to me.
10. What i'mpact will elimination of mandatory retirement have upon the retirement
plans and other fringe benefit plans of the industrialsector?
I certainly have no credentials to speak for the industrial sector at large, and as
the Bankers Trust "Study of Corporate Pension Plans" shows, there is a fairly
wide divergence of pension plan specifications within the industrial sector itself.
Corporate pension plans are certainly not static things; in my experience it is a
rare year when there is not some change that is made in a corporate pension plan,
entirely apart from adjusting to governmental legislation requirements. Employee
benefit plans, including pensions, represent a never-ending and almost restless
dialog with employee interests and attitudes and this will not change, in my
opinion.
Many pension plans have had a mandatory retirement provision in the past. In
my personal experience, such provisions seemed more as guidelines than as arbitrary rules locked in concrete. It is frequently the practice that employees of
retirement age who wish to continue working and have a hardship case to plead if
retired, are frequently granted a deviation of retirement policy by action of the
corporate board of directors. I don't know how widespread this practice is, but it
certainly has been quite common in my own experience.
It is not the natural motivation of the industrial corporation in displacing a
person who has reached retirement age merely to create a job opening for another
person, currently unemployed and waiting for a job opportunity.
It may sometimes be the corporate view to replace a more expensive employee,
who has had a series of wage progressions to the point where he or she is overpaid
for a given job, with a younger, newer recruit who can start the wage progression
cycle at a lower point and, hence, provide the corporation with a temporary (and
probably deceptive) cost advantage.
It may also be to the corporate interest to have some mechanism to gracefully
replace an executive-level employee who has reached a certain chronological
milestone with a younger executive who needs advancement and the opportunity
to assume greater responsibility. Rapidly growing corporations create such
opportunities in the normal course of their growth, but corporations that are not
growing so rapidly often do not create sufficient advancement opportunities to
fulfill the needs of its cadre of up-and-coming young hopefuls. The result can be
stagnation at the top of the corporate ladder and increasing transcience among the
young hopefuls who get tired of waiting and flee to another corporate opportunity
elsewhere. But this problem is an internal corporate one and does not belong to the
legislative domain to seek a solution, in my opinion.
I don't believe that corporations in general feel any "mission" per se to create
more jobs, reduce national unemployment, etc. Therefore, I, personally, do not
see why the elimination of mandatory retirement at age 65, or even at age 70,
should greatly change the corporate approach to retirement plans and/or othei
fringe benefit plans. I believe that industrial corporations will merely amend their
plans to accommodate the new philosophy and proceed to adjust their own local
personnel practices and strategies to best meet their own needs from an employee
motivational and from a cost containment standpoint.
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SOME POSSIBLE APPROACHES TO THE ECONOMIC USE OF AN AGING
WORKING POPULATION

I have a great deal of respect for the resourcefulness of corporate institutions
when confronted with the need to solve a given problem and I have no doubt that
if Congress elected to eliminate the element of discrimination on the basis of age
entirely, without reference to even a 70-year-old chronological benchmark, that
our industrial institutions would find, in due time, innovative and resourceful
ways of constructively meeting this new challenge. I feel certain that many are
well along on this path even now. I feel that it is appropriate for the Federal Government to establish the social philosophy and leave the implementation and experimentation up to the private institutions themselves as how best to comply.
Here are some ideas that might form the basis of some experiments in this area:
(a) When employees reach an early retirement "trigger date," they may have
the following options:
(1) Elect early retirement, at actuarially reduced benefits.
(2) Continue working full time in present job.
(3) Go into a manpower pool of part-time employees available for short-term
assignments that would replace the use of outside temporary services and the use
of overtime for present inside employees.
(4) Go on a progressive program of increasing time off, that grows each year.
Employee would draw only basic wage for time worked and start to draw down
partial retirement benefits for time not worked, to an agreed formula actuarially
determined.
(b) Undoubtedly, preretirement counseling will become a much more significant
activity of the industrial institutions in the future. An outgrowth of this could
be a growing interest in and a need for "out-placement assistance" where corporate
industrial relations departments work with aging employees on a planned basis to
assist in defining lifestyle goals and objectives for the employee and in designing
a personalized implementation program to assist the employee in phasing into
his defined post-industrial role.
(c) Our corporate experience reminds us that many things have a life cycle,
i.e., a demand curve that rises, peaks, and declines. Certainly industrial products
have such a life cycle-and why not an individual worker? Why does the wage
have to go constantly onwards and upwards? When a given worker is no longer
worth the wage he is being paid, or is physically incapable of performing this
job efficiently and safely, why must termination be the only answer? When the
above have been assessed to be valid, why not offer the employee another, lesser
job in the corporation, one with a lesser wage as well? If an employee would accept
a downgrading assignment gracefully, isn't it to the corporation's interest to have
him do so? I believe it is. It is only the matter of ego that is a deterrent to what
could be a pragmatic solution.
It is interesting to note from an article appearing in the economy and business
section of Time magazine in the May 15, 1978 issue, that in Denmark certain
"decruitment" experiments are being tried out, in the recycling of older, middle,
and top managers to lower level jobs after they reach the age of 60. This program,
pioneered by Co-op Denmark, reflects a survey of Danish managers over 50
years of age, where 70 percent of such managers preferred downgrading to retirement. Some people in this program expect to work past the age of 80.
Certainly, some experimentation along these lines would be useful and should
be encouraged in our own country.
(d) Public sector and governmental service types of assignments could and
should be made increasingly available for aging citizens. The mobility factor associated with offering new productive activities to older citizens is certainly a
problem area, because many older persons would be reluctant to uproot and
move away from their sphere of familiarity. But there are many public sector
services now being performed at the local level, and if the need were there to
capitalize on a mature and capable local resource like our aging retirees from the
private sector, I feel sure there are even more public sector functions that could
be decentralized and performed at the local level by his cadre of senior citizens.
These are only a few of the avenues that could be explored to find ways of increasing the productive utilization of our aging population. I am sure that future
examination and discussions of this subject will develop many constructive suggestions for consideration.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

I realize that the objective of this initial hearing on this highly important and
sensitive subject matter is essentially to pose the issues that are present. Returning then, to this objective to summarize, I consider that:
(1) There is a very real problem in the issue before us. That the present retirement practices and trends of our economic society, coupled with increasing longevity of our population, will create an enormous economic future burden upon our
society.
(2) This burden can be relieved to a considerable extent by eliminating the
mandatory feature of our retirement philosophy and allowing interested workers
to continue actively in the work force on some basis for a longer period of time,
reducing their need for retirement funds.
(3) The presently defined retirement age population of our work force represents a useful and valuable resource, an asset, or an investment if you will, that
should be utilized, again on some variety of bases, perhaps entirely different
than the mere continuation of their historic activity.
(4) The divergence of present pension benefits, specifications of retirement
plans and means of assuring adequate funding, among the various elements of
our society, both public and private, need serious reexamination and there is a
fundamental need to redefine the objective of retirement itself, retirement pay
the "logic" of the wage continuation after productive employment ceases and
the role of the Federal Government itself in this process.
(5) I congratulate this committee on recognizing the importance of this subject
matter and initiating this dialog, wnich I am sure will become highly worthwhile
and constructive as it develops over the future months and even years ahead.
(6) I wish to express my appreciation for the privilege of being allowed to present
my personal thoughts, observations, and ideas on this subject and hope that
perhaps a few of them may contribute somewhat to the success of your inquiry.
I thank you.

Senator CHURCH. Thank you very much.

We will look also to your other final recommendations. I want to
commend you for an excellent statement and for a very fine, fluid, and
well informed presentation. We appreciate it very much.
Mr. BABSON. Thank you.

Senator CHURCH. The hearings will be adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:06 p.m., the hearing adjourned.]

APPENDIX
CORRESPONDENCE RELATING TO HEARING
ITEM 1. LETTER AND ENCLOSURE FROM SENATOR FRANK CHURCH, TO HON. ALAN
'K. CAMPBELL, CHAIRMAN, CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION, DATED JULY 31, 1978
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much for participating in our recent
hearing. We appreciated the opportunity to receive your firsthand report on
-procedural and conceptual changes which will accompany the end of mandatory
retirement for the most Federal employees. We also appreciate the invitation to
:stay in close touch as you put new procedures into effect. It is clear that Federal
agencies will be required to exercise great sensitivity and ingenuity in meeting
htbechallenges ahead.
I have compiled a list of questions and requests either made at the hearing or
added since. We would like to have this additional material by September 5 for
inclusion in our hearing record. If it is not possible to give a final statement on
any individual matter, I would be glad to have an interim response indicating
when the additional information will become available.
With best wishes,
FRANK CHURCH,
Sincerely,

Chairman.
[Enclosure.]
QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR FRANK CHURCH

Question 1. You point out that only 1,773 persons, or about 2 percent of all
-those retired in 1977 from the Federal service wele mandatorily retired-at age
70 or above. Would you say that one reason for the small number of those mandatorily retiring may be the Federal agencies have, from time to time, offered inducements for early retirement in order to comply with a job freeze or other
restriction?
,Question 2. We've heard a great deal said in the past 2 days about the heavy
cost to the economy of earlier and earlier retirement. Are you concerned about an
average retirement. age of 58.3 years for Federal employees?
Question 3. AJuly 15 "Federal Diary" article in the Washington Post said that
the Feaeial Government is developing a middle-age spread of about 230,000
persons who are. old enough and with enough service to retire on a full pension.
Do you think that they should be retired now or do you think there might be good
reason to try to persuade them to stay? Eligibility age for full retirement in civil
service now stands at 62 years with at least 5 years of service, 60 years with 20
years of service, and 55 with 30 years. Do you think these are appropriate ages
.at which to provide full benefits?
Question 4. You use the future or conditional tense when you talk about approaches to such performance evaluation possibilities as:
Positions described by skills and abilities.
Fair and effective performance appraisals.
Self-analysis and career planning.
How far along are you toward any of these goals? Had you started toward
them before this year's law banning mandatory Federal retirement went into
effect? How are you working with unions to win their cooperation in arriving at
fair and effective performance appraisals?
Question 6. What can be done to make what we now call preretirement training
a more dynamic and acceptable process?
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Question 6. The committee understands that phased and partial retirement
have had limited acceptance in the Federal service. Does the problem relate to
the way in which this option was presented? What can be done to make it more
attractive?
Question 7. You endorsed flexitime and part-time work arrangements in your
statement. In recent testimony before the Governmental Affairs Committee I
pointed out the potential importance of such work arrangements to the older
worker. I suggested either statutory or report language to emphasize that parttime employment positions should not be confined almost exclusively to the lower
grades. Do you agree? In addition, I-suggested that the Civil Service Commission
should be encouraged to develop personnel regulations to give career workers the
option of selecting career part-time status and returning to full-time career
status. Do you agree?
ITEM 2, LETTER FROM HON. ALAN K. CAMPBELL,' CHAIRMAN, CIVIL SERVICE
COMMISSION, TO SENATOR FRANK CHURCH, DATED SEPTEMBER 6, 1978

DEAR SENATOR CHURCH: This is in ieply to your letter requesting answers to,
additional questions which have occurred since the hearing held by our committee on July 19, 1978, concerning "Retirement, Employment, and Lifelong
Learning." I have answered the questions in order as presented in your letter.
[Question 1. You point out that only 1,773 persons, or about 2 percent of all those
retired in 1977 from the Federal service were mandatorily retired-at age 70 or
above. Would you say that one reason for the small number of those mandatorily
retiring may be that Federal agencies have, from time to time, offered inducements
for early retirements in order to comply with a job freeze or other restriction?]
Response. In the public sector, like in the private sector, it sometimes becomes.
necessary to reduce the number of employees on the rolls, or the number of
employees to be hired. There are several reasons for this, such as the discontinuance or reduction in certain work. Congress may decide to discontinue all or parts
of programs, or funds may be reduced. For whatever reason there is a cutback,
Federal agencies offer inducement for early retirement. That is, the Civil Service
Retirement System provides that an employee under the retirement system who is
involuntarily separated from the service is entitled to an immediate annuity if:
(1) He or she has been employed under the retirement system for at least 1
year within the 2-year period immediately preceding the separation on which the
annuity is based, and
(2) He or she meets either of the following minimum requirements:
(a) Attainment of age 50 and completion of 20 years of creditable service,
including 5 years of civilian service, or
(b) Regardless of age, has completed 25 years of creditable service, including
5 years of civilian service.
Figures show, however, that out of the total number of retirees (85,568), only
3,636, or little over 4 percent, were separated under this provision in fiscal year
1977. There are no available statistics which would show how many of the employees, who retired under other provisions of the law, may also have been subject
to the reduction in force situation. But, a reduction in force situation probably
would have little effect on the number of employees subject to mandatory retirement at age 70.
[Question 2. We've heard a great deal said in the past 2 days about the heavy
cost to the economy of earlier and earlier retirement. Are you concerned about
an average retirement age of 58.3 years for Federal employees?]
Response. Naturally, we are concerned when employees retire at an early age,
particularly when the retiree receives an annuity which may not meet his needs
(there are some annuitants receiving less than $200 per month). A chart showing
the number of employee annuitants and survivor annuitants on the retirement
roll as of September 30, 1977, by monthly rates of annuity is attached.
' See statement, page 177.
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We would like to point out here, however, in answer to your question, that
while the average retirement age for a Federal employee may be 58.3, nearly
43 percent of persons who retired in fiscal year 1977 were age 60 or over. Those'
who retired at a much earlier age, thus bringing the average age down, included,
air traffic controllers, who are mandatorily retired at age 56, due to the uniqueness of their profession; firefighters and law enforcement officers who are eligible'
to retire at age 50 with 20 years of service (because of the need for a young and
vigorous work force in these occupations), and those employees mentioned
earlier who were separated involuntarily.
[Question S. A July 15 "Federal Diary" article in the Washington Post said
that the Federal Government is developing a middle-age spread af about 230,000
persons who are old enough and with enough service to retire on a full pension.
Do you think that they should be retired now or do you think there might be'
good reason to try to persuade them to stay? Eligibility age for full retirement
in civil service now stands at 62 years with at least 5 years of service, 60 years:
with 20 years of service, and 55 with 30 years. Do you think these are appropriateages at which to provide fuil benefits?]
Response. The fact that an individual has reached a certain age or has served
a certain number of years is not sufficient reason to persuade or encourage him,
or her, to retire, or not to retire. The Federal Government often loses a skilled
employee at the peak of his career through retirement. This has always been,.
and will continue to be a problem, especially when retirement benefits make it
economically feasible for the employee to retire at an earlier age. It must be'
kept in mind, however, that the liberalized benefits are necessary in order for
the Federal Government to attract and retain competent employees in competition with private industry.
[Question 4. You use the future or conditional tense when you talk about approaches to such performance evaluation possibilities as:
Positions described by skills and abilities.
Fair and effective performance appraisals.
Self-analysis and career planning.
How far along are you toward any of these goals? Had you started toward'
them before this year's law banning mandatory Federal retirement went intoeffect? How are you working with unions to win their cooperation in arriving at
fair and effective performance appraisals?]
Response. The future and conditional tenses were used in referring to the three'
possibilities listed in the question to indicate that they are not existing accomplishments but are among several proposals being considered as ways to improve'
personnel management in general and performance appraisal in particular. These'
improvements are intended to apply to Federal employees regardless of age. In
the areas of performance requirements and performance appraisal, developmental'
work was underway well before enactment of Public Law 95-256 banning age 70
mandatory Federal retirement. Such basic improvements, however, are especially
applicable to the needs of older workers. There has not yet been any substantive
work on the self-analysis and career planning techniques as applied to the older
employee.
Material on performance appraisal published last year was submitted to unions
as well as.other interested organizations and agencies for comments and suggestions which were carefully considered before publication. The same practice will
be followed wherever feasible. We recommend to agencies which are undertaking
changes in their performance appraisal systems to involve unions in early stages;
of planning and all along the process through the implementation of the new systems.
[Question 5. What can be done to make what we now call preretirement training
a more dynamic and acceptable process?]
Response. There is nothing to add at this time to our previous comments
concerning preretirement training or counseling.
[Question 6. The committee understands that phased and partial retirement.
have had limited acceptance in the Federal service. Does the problem relate to
the way in which this option was presented? What can be done to make it more'
attractive?]
Response. Phased and partial retirement has never been formally presentedInformation has only been presented to agencies through a Civil Service Commission bulletin. As stated in our letter of June 27, 1977 to the committee, participation in agency gradual retirement programs was slight in the most recent survey
conducted by the Commission. 'This may,. inpartj be attributable to:the civil
service retirement law's liberal age and employment requirements for retirement.
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Many civil service workers are eligible to and do retire at age 55 (after 30 yearsz
service). These people probably contemplate working in private industry or for
themselves after retirement. They may not be interested in total immersion into.
the "leisure life" of a bona fide retiree. Another obstacle to gradual retirement
participation is the before-the-fact commitment to retire at a specific future date..
They are reluctant to participate because of such future uncertainties.
Methods of increasing agency and employee participation are simple and basic..
First, greater publicity would have to be afforded to gradual retirement. Second,
explanations of the advantages that would accrue to them through gradual retirement programs would have to be given to agencies and employees.
At this time, we cannot say whether more agencies are considering the implementation of gradual retirement programs. We consider it highly unlikely.
From what we have seen, the major obstacle to increased use of phased or
partial retirement in the Federal service is an economic one. Under our current
system an employee's annuity is computed on the basis of length of Government
service and the highest average pay received during 3 consecutive years of employment. Because of career progression and the effects of annual Government pay
raises, an employee's highest salary generally occurs at the end of his or her career.
Employees who opt for phased retirement by working part time, cut themselves.
off from the effect of this annual increase in their annuity, since their "high 3"
pay level would probably have occurred before they began working part time.
The longer an employee works part time before final retirement, the more he or
she "loses." Although the amount of their creditable service increases, it is not
enough to offset the loss of annual pay raises. Employees realize this and are
generally reluctant to "phase out."
[Question 7. You endorsed flexitime and part-timework. arrangements in your
statement. In recent testimony before the Governmental Affairs Committee I
pointed out the potential importance of such work arrangements to the older
worker. I suggested either statutory or report language to emphasize that parttime employment positions should not be confined almost exclusively to the lower
grades. Do you agree? In addition, I suggested that the Civil Service Commission
should be encouraged to develop personnel regulations to give career workers the
option of selecting career part-time status and returning to full-time career status.
Do you agree?]
Response. As I indicated in my testimony, this administration is taking a
number of steps to increase the availability of part-time employment in the
Federal service. One of our actions has been to emphasize increased part-time
employment in professional positions at GS-7 and above. While we do not yet
have complete reports of agency progress in this area yet, our' belief is that substantial gains have been made over the last year. I should add, however, that we
do not favor the "earmarking" of a specific percentage of jobs at each grade level
as part time along the lines proposed in various legislation. This Would severely
limit the staffing flexibility of Federal employees and could restrict promotion
opportunities for current full-time employees.
Current civil service regulations give agencies the authority and responsibility
for setting work schedules. Agency officials can then permit employees to volun-tarily switch from full time to part time and vice versa as the situation demands.
Althoughtwe encourage,agencies to accommodate employconeeds in setting worl
schedules, the requirements of the organization take precedence and not all'
em loyee desires can be realized.
Tor the future, we may need to make some changes in this arrangement. The
growing number of women in the work force and the desire for more employeecontrol over the quality of work life are certain to increase the need and demand
for part-time employment. Some European countries have already reegnized
this situation and given public employees the right to switch from full time topart time under certain circumstances, e.g., if they have child caring responsibilities. We will be looking at these arrangements in developing our recommendationsL
for the President on Federal part-time employment next year.
I hope the foregoing will be helpful for inclusion in your hearing record.
Sincerely yours,
ALAN K. CAMPBELL,
Chairman.
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3.

LETTER AND ENCLOSURE FROM SENATOR FRANK CHURCH, TO STANLEY
BABSON, JR., NEW CANAAN, CONN., MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT, AND
FORMER PRESIDENT OF FINANCE, TECHNICON CORP., DATED JULY 31, 1978

ITEM

M.

DEAR MR. BABSON: Your excellent statement at last week's hearing provided
a fitting finale to our opening round of testimony. Your view from the private
sector supplemented the viewpoints heard earlier in constructive and challenging
ways. Thanks once again for participating.
I have compiled a list of questions and requests either made at the hearing or
added since. We would like to have this additional material by September 5 for
inclusion in our hearing record. If it is not possible to give a final statement on
any individual matter, I would be glad to have an interim response indicating when
the additional information will become available.
With best wishes.
Sincerely,

FRANK CHURCH,

Chairman.

[Enclosure.]
QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR FRANK CHURCH

Question 1. You heard the previous witness discuss Civil Service Commission
plans for dealing with the end of mandatory retirement at age 70 in the Federal
service. How adequate, in your opinion, will that program be?
Question E. You have suggested that the Federal Government has a strategic
role in defining the minimum and perhaps maximum standards of what constitutes a suitable retirement income. What do you think the minimum monthly
and annual standard should be today?
Question S. One of the major issues for our hearings is the appropriate role for
the private and public sectors in responding to retirement income adequacy. I
realize that it may not be possible now for you to tell us quantitatively what the
appropriate mix should be. But could you outline in broad principles what would
be the proper role of each and what emphasis should be placed upon public and
private efforts to respond to the retirement income needs of older Americans?
Question 4. You also talk of short-range and superficial advantages to a company
from an employee's severance motivated solely by cost reduction. Does the same
apply to retirement? The notion of "making, way for younger workers" often
blinds assets the firm may be losing when enforced retirement is imposed. Do you
agree?
Question 6. You have been associated with large corporations and with smaller
firms. Have you seen, in any of the organizations you have been associated with,
recognition of your concept of the employee as an asset instead of a cost?
Question 6. You talk about a "semiretirement fund" for employees who do not
wish to work full time after some years with the company. How would this
work? How would you prevent it becoming a prop for employees who want to
coast restfully on the job, and who think that they will be able to do so on reduced
pay for reduced hours?
Question 7. You mention in your testimony a study, cited in your book, which
asserts that a current 25-year-old working man would gain more from a private
investment fund than from social security. I am sure you know that social security,
in addition to providing retirement income with cost-of-living adjustments, also
offers survivors and disability benefits, as well as hospital insurance protection.
Do your calculations take these factors into account?
Question 8. The 1975 Social Security Advisory Council recommended that
serious consideration be given to extending gradually the eligible age for unreduced benefits for retired workers from 65 to 68, starting in the year 2005 and
ending in the year 2023. Do you believe that this would be a socially desirable
policy for future social security beneficiaries?
Question 9. You seem to suggest (bottom of page 34 and top of page 35) a
pooling of funds by social security and retirement funds progressively over the
next 20 years or so that "at a certain future period all retirement funds, both
public sector and private, would in fact be one universal funding-as-you-work
system." I would like more details. For example, how do you deal with current
needs while building the universal funding system?
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ITEM 4. LETTER FROM STANLEY M. BABSON, JR.,' NEW CANAAN, CONN., MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT, AND FORMER PRESIDENT OF FINANCE, TECHNICON
CORP., TO SENATOR FRANK CHURCH, DATED AUGUST 28, 1978

DEAR SENATOR CHURCH: Thank you for your kind letter of July 31. I am glad
you felt my statement before your committee hearing was constructive and useful
and I am happy to be able to participate in this very excellent and important
undertaking.
You have forwarded to me certain additional questions which have arisen out
of the study of my testimony and I shall endeavor to answer them herewith to the
extent feasible in letter form.
[Question 1. You heard the previous witness discuss Civil Service Commission
plans for dealing with the end of mandatory retirement at age 70 in the Federal
service. How adequate, in your opinion, will that program be?]
Response. I have no familiarity at all with the Civil Serivce Commission and
I feel it would not be appropriate for me to comment on this particular question.
[Question 2. You have suggested that the Federal Government has a strategic
role in defining the minimum and perhaps maximum standards of what constitutes a suitable retirement income. What do you think the minimum monthly
and annual standard should be today?]
Response. As I indicated in my testimony, I feel that a "norm" in the private
sector would be around 13 percent of final 5 years average compensation, times
years of service. This would mean that 40 years of service would provide a retirement benefit of 60 percent of pay, and 50 years of service, 75 percent of pay.
Years of service in my concept would be years of service in the productive mainstream, whatever series of companies may be involved. I have recommended
complete portability of retirement contributions, with no forfeitures at all.
This "minimum" concept does not preclude superimposed thrift plans on top.
of the pension plan, nor does it preclude even a more liberal retirement income
feature, if such is the basis of the productive career of an employee.
I do personally favor putting some form of ceiling on the retirement feature,
if only as a control against inflation. I would not approve any accumulating of
pension benefits that yielded over 100 percent of final 5 years compensation after
40 years of service.

[Question S. One of the major issues for our hearings is the appropriate role for

the private and public sectors in responding to retirement income adequacy. I
realize that it may not be possible now for you to tell us quantitatively what the

appropriate mix should be. But could you outline in broad principles what should
be the proper role of each and what emphasis should be placed upon public and
private efforts to respond to the retirement income needs of older Americns?]
Response. As indicated in my text, I believe that the Government's role should
be to define the minimum retirement benefit that is socially acceptable in our
country in the present era; to police this policy, see that such benefits are adequately and soundly funded and that abuses and discrimination are controlled.
I feel the Government's role in the public sector amounts to, or should amount
to, the same thing as in the private sector and that the present "giant kiting system" approach to public sector financing of retirement disbursements be totally
changed over to a system paralleling the common practice in the private sector.
I believe that the individual himself and his accumulated roster of employers
should have the burden of providing for his retirement needs on a "pay-as-you-go"
basis.
I believe the Government's only role in this, except insofar as it is the "employer" of public sector employees is to define the social policy and see that it is
fairly and properly implemented.
Without doubt, there will be a large body of present retirees to whom this logic
cannot apply because no such funding was set aside for them historically. These
present retirees represent a financial obligation that must be faced and liquidated
outside of this proposal. What I am proposing is to cover new employees entering
1See

statement, page 186.
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-the productive mainstream and as many of existing workers as practical. It will
admittedly take a generation or so to resolve the burden of transition from our
past method of funding retirement benefits and what I am proposing for the
-future.
[Question 4. You also talk of short-range and superficial advantages to a company
-from an employee's severance motivated solely by cost reduction. Does the same
apply to retirement? The notion of "making way for younger workers" often
*blinds assets the firm may be losing when enforced retirement is imposed. Do you
agree?]
Response. When companies are seeking ways to prune costs, for whatever
.reason, they almost invariably look at payrolls to see what can be reduced from
roster. Marginal employees are weeded out in this process, where possible, and
also it is not uncommon to try to persuade employees who are nearing retirement
to step aside and retire earlier. Some companies even offer pay incentives to
,encourage these employees to elect earlier retirement. The logic here is that such
an incentive bonus is a "one-shot" payment that hurts earnings per share initially,
but is designed, after the initial impact, to shift the payroll, which is an annually
recurring change for this employee, away from current profit and loss impact and
instead into the disbursement from retirement fund category, which does not
affect current year profit and loss. This strategy does reduce annual costs to the
corporation, after the initial incentive bonus is paid. It also does allow younger
-workers to remain with the company and not face the cost reduction "axe."
The fact that a valuable asset to the company and to society, in the form of the
mature and experienced worker who is placed on retirement, is lost for what
appears to be a short-term economic gain, is, in my view, somewhat deceptive and
illusory, particularly when viewed in the context of society at large.
[Question 5. You have been associated with large corporations and with smaller
firms. Have you seen, in any of the organizations you have been associated with,
recognition of your concept of the employee as an asset instead of a cost?]
Response. I think I would have to answer this question in the negative. While
obviously, in individual cases, the asset value of a particular person is widely
recognized, the application of this concept to employees generally is not.
[Question 6. You talk about a "semiretirement fund" for employees who do not
wish to work full time after some years with the company. How would this work?
How would you prevent it becoming a prop for employees who want to coast restfully on the job, and who think that they will be able to do so on reduced pay for
reduced hours?]
Response. A good question and possibly a thorny one. The "semiretirement
-fund" could not become operative before a certain chronological date, let us say
age 60, for example. Not all jobs within a given company must necessarily be
*eligible for such a program, so an employee moving to this program from full
assignment might have to accept a different duty. Even if the new assignment
only calls for 20 hours per week, or perhaps, if seasonally set up, only 30 weeks in
'the year, there would still have to be performance characteristics for the job
which must be met, or the person would be asked to resign from the position.
This would be the same as any full-time job now. If you don't perform the job
adequately, you are dismissed. Also, the economics of the semiretirement fund
should be established as an incentive to work, not as an incentive for nonwork.
The mechanism is really designed to accommodate those employees who are
tired and wish more time off to pursue other interests: its merit lies in the deferrral
of the horrendous economics of full early retirement for too protracted a period
of remaining life for an employee who wants some form of reprieve from full work.
[Question 7. You mention in your testimony a study, cited in your book, which
asserts that a current 25-year-old working man would gain more from a private

investment fund than from social security. I am sure you know that social security,
in addition to providing retirement income with cost-of-living adjustments, also
offers survivors and disability benefits, as well as hospital insurance protection.
Do your calculations take these factors into account?]
Response. I am aware of the fact that social security offers protective payments
for more than just retirement alone, but it is difficult to separate out the costs of
-these other features and isolate a true "applies to apples" comparison. Therefore,
my calculations are admittedly somewhat simplistic. I feel quite sure, however,
-that whatever refinement in cost comparisons are made, the basic premise would
remaindtrue, i.e., that a worker would get significantly moreifor his.dollar under a
-trusteed private fund than he would get from the social security system. Bear in
mind, your social security system is a "giant kiting scheme" and you are still
'trying to take money from Peter to pay your past deficiency as regards Paul-
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there is no way you can do this except by short-cutting Peter and hoping to be able
-to make it up some future day. This is getting to be an untenable strategy. that
recommended
[Question 8. The 1975 Social Security Advisory Council
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2005 and ending in
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Therefore, it is my recommendation that for such private sector employees and
employers, all pension contributions be funded piivatelv by the employer. Complete 100 percent portability be required for all contributions. Certification of
adequate cash funding be required by law annually of all employers, assuring that
control of funds has been placed beyond the corporate reach (except for the efficient
management of fund resources). As employee transfers, for whatever reason, from
company X to company Y, his total accumulated pension contributions in pension
plan of company X, with accumulated earnings plus appreciation of portfolio, or
its equivalent, would be transferred without forfeiture of any kind to the pension
fund of company Y, where it would be "folded in" for the benefit of employee A
into company Y's own pension trust vehicle, etc.
In the public sector, the funding crisis is really approaching critical proportions.
In spite of this, 1 believe the same rules, the same definitions, the same techniques
should be set up in parallel fashion to those of the private sector. Whether you
call the public sector pension fund "social security" or some other name, or definei
some other vehicle, is immaterial, but the concept should parallel that of the conventional private sector pension plan on a going forward basis.
And how, you ask, do you take care of the transition from the present unfunded status to this new concept for public sector employees? In my view, you
treat this as you would any new pension plan established by a company in the
private sector. You calculate an unfunded past service liability and you agree to
provide such funds over a certain extended period of time, i.e., 20, 30, perhaps
even 40 years. The important thing is (a) to go forward on a proper basis and put
a curfew on continuation of the past historic inadequate plan, and (b) to have a
plan for reducing the unfunded past service liability over an acceptable economic
timespan, one that is reasonably realistic.
In conclusion, I apologize for the brevity in treating these highly complex
questions. Some of these require much more dialog and examination than I can
possibly hope to convey in any letter such as this. The only objective I can
accomplish here is to respond initially to your query and stimulate a direction,
and perhaps interest, in your future investigation along these lines.
Again, I thank you for the interest you have shown in these ideas and I hope
they may be somewhat useful in your project.
Very sincerely,
STANLEY M. BABSON, JR.

ITEM 5. LETTER FROM SENATOR FRANK CHURCH, TO ALFRED B. KIRSHNER,
DIRECTOR, NEW YORK TEACHERS PENSION ASSOCIATION, INC., NEW YORK,
N.Y., DATED AUGUST 4, 1978
DEAR MR. KIRSHNER: Thank you for your recent letter concerning possible
testimony before this committee regarding the public employee pension system.
I appreciate your concern regarding this matter, and would like to invite you
to submit written testimony for inclusion in the hearing record for the July 17,
18, and 19 hearings on "Retirement, Employment, and Lifelong Learning." The
record will be held open until August 25 for your testimony.
Enclosed please find copies of written testimony submitted by witnesses for
our hearings held in mid-July.
If this committee should have any future hearings on retirement policy directly
related to pension issues, you may wish to submit additional testimony at that
time.
I look forward to receiving your written testimony.
With best wishes,
Sincerely,
FRANK CHURCH,
Chairman.

6. LETTER AND STATEMENT FROM WILLIAM WITHERS, PH. D., PRESIDENT,
NEW YORK TEACHERS PENSION ASSOCIATION, INC., NEW YORK, N.Y., TO
SENATOR FRANK CHURCH, DATED AUGUST 18, 1978

ITEM

DEAR SENATOR CHURCH: Mr. Alfred Kirshner, one of our directors, has informed
me that you are walling to accept a statement from our organization to be included
in the record of the recent hearings of the Special Committee on Aging. We greatly
appreciate this privilege and the statement is enclosed.
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If we can be of any further service, or provide testimony at any future hearings,
please let us know. We are anxious to cooperate with you in every possible way.
Sincerely yours,
PH.D.,
WILLIAM WITHERS,
President.
[Enclosure.]
STATEMENT

OF DR.

WILLIAM

WITHERS

There are thousands of public pension systems in the United States with funds
amounting to $115 billion. Between 75 percent and 80 percent of these systems
are contributory. This means that the life savings of millions of retired public
employees are involved. In some plans, as much as 50 percent of the assets have
been saved by employees from salary deductions during their years of employment. The assets of the New York Teachers Retirement System, despite large
contributions from New York City prior to New York's present financial difficulties, are to a very considerable extent the actual savings of the teachers.
But public pensioners in the United States, unlike private pensioners, have
little or no protection. During the hearings on ERISA (the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act), Prof. Dan McGill, one of the leading authorities on pensions in the United States, pointed out that public pensioners are in as much need
of protection as those in private pension systems, and for this reason a task force
of the House Committee on Education and Labor was established to study the
matter. Its report has been published recently.
The report reveals that most public pension funds are controlled by elected
public officials and to a lesser degree by trustees elected by active employees.
We find nothing in the report to refute the conclusions of an earlier study made
by the Twentieth Century Fund that there exists a great conflict of interest.
(Louis Kohlmeier, "Conflict ofInterest: State and Local Pension Fund Asset
Management," Twentieth Century Fund, New York, 1976.) Based on the decision
of Judge Cardoza in Meinhard v. Salmon (1928), and other cases, the sole responsibility of a trustee is to protect the assets of a trust in the interest of the
beneficiaries. But public pension trustees have frequently and flagrantly violated
this responsibility by using trust funds for purposes unrelated to the welfare
of the beneficiaries. In so doing, they have jeopardized the solvency of the funds
they were supposed to protect. The pensioner has been helpless to prevent this.
He has no representative on his board of trustees. If he goes to court, he is faced
with huge legal expenses and is very likely to lose his case unless he appeals, since
the lower courts are hesitant about charging public trustees with fiduciary
irresponsibility.
The sad history of what has occurred in New York City since 1975 strongly
supports this need for protection. Under pressure from the Governor, the mavor
and the controller, and with the support of leaders of the municipal employee
unions, the pension funds have been forced to buy millions of city and MAC
bonds, most of which are unmarketable and have Caa ratings. To buy these
bonds, millions of dollars worth of good pension assets had to be sold by the
funds at huge losses. In 1977, the unamortized loss to the teachers pension fund
alone amounted to $180 million. Why was this done?
New York City was on the verge of bankruptcy. The banks refused to buy
any more city bonds. They were unloading them on customers who have since
filed suits. City expenses or salaries were not cut sufficiently to balance the
budget. The unions opposed such measures. They demanded salary and cost-ofliving increases. Money was available in the pension funds and because the
pensioners were unrepresented and had no political influence, fiduciary responsihility was totally disregarded.
As a result, the five city pension funds are now threatened with bankruptcy as
well as the city. No permanent or long-run solution to the city's fiscal dilemma
has been provided by literally robbing the pension funds of millions of dollars to
provide salary and cost of living increases for union members and assist the banks
to avoid any sizeable risk taking to finance New York City. Less than 1 percent
of the total assets of the large city banks are invested in city securities.
The city controllers' office reported to Congress that 35 percent of the total
pension fund assets are already in these securities. This was a gross underestimate
intended to make Congress believe that the pension funds could legitimately be
expected to buy even more of these bonds. The actual figure is at least 48 percent. The controllers' office included the variable assets in the total assets. The
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variable assets cannot legally be used to buy these securities and most of the
pensioners have claims only to the fixed assets which can be used. If one excludes
the variable assets from the total, the five city pension funds are already about
50 percent invested in unmarketable city securities. If private pension fund
trustees did this (invested more than 10 percent in the securities of one company
or employer's securities) it would be illegal under ERISA, and it is certainly a
violation of the common law concerning the obligations of trustees.
What has happened in New York City amounts to political expediency. But it;
is even worse. It is discrimination against a minority, old retired people, thousands
of whom in New York City are receiving pensions of $4,000 a year or less. Manyof these small pensions were 50 percent paid for out of employee savings.
What kind of old age discrimination is evil? Is it worse to deny a competent
older person a job because of age than it is to rob him of his pension when he
retires? The first of these has been prohibited by Federal law, but not the second.
Why not? Let us not mince words. What has happened in New York City is
outright theft condoned by a Federal statute, Public Law 94-236. Whether the
city bonds bought by these funds are ever saleable, many millions of the pensioners' assets were squandered to buy them.
We have been working for 3 years to have the protections of ERISA extended
to public retirement systems. There is no logical or moral reason why this should
not be done. At the very least, public pension systems should be covered under
the insurance provided by ERISA through the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, or a similar corporation should be established to protect public pensioners..
0
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RETIREMENT, WORK, AND LIFELONG LEARNING
TUESDAY, JULY 18, 1978

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL CoMmfrrr
ON AGING,

Vaashington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room 6226,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, *Hon. Frank Church (chairman)
presiding.
Present: Senators Church, Chiles, and Percy.
Also present: William E. Oriol, staff director; David A. Affeldt,
chief counsel; Garry V. Wenske, assistant counsel for operations; Letitia Chambers, minority staff director; David A. Rust, Tony Arroyos,
and Jeffrey R. Lewis, minority professional staff members; Marjorie
J. Finney, correspondence assistant; and Madonna S. Pettit, research
assistant.
OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR FRANK CHURCH, CHAIRMAN
Senator CHuRcHi. The hearing will please come to order.
My statement will be brief this morning because I judge by yesterday's session we will have much to talk about today, with both a Cabinet member and a highly informed expert on our witness list. But I
would like to point out that yesterday's testimony and the questioning
provided a good foundation for what may be the primary point to be
iscussed this morning. And that question is: What more should the
United States be doing to promote retention of older persons in the
labor force, as a matter of their own choice, instead of retiring them,
often without choice?
Yesterday, we heard compelling reasons for questioning the current
trend to earlier and earlier retirement:
No. 1, it flies in the face of clearly foreseeable demographic changes,
including a rising proportion of older persons at the same time that the
percentage of younger persons in the work force is expected to decline.
No. 2, some of the sharpest growth will be among the very old, especially those S0 or over. Both Secretary Califano and Dr. Harold Sheppard emphasized this point yesterday, and Dr. Sheppard said that
there will be 8 million persons over 80 by the year 2,000, or about 1.7
million more than had been projected as late as 1971.
Will even a four-generational family be able to provide support services to the very elderly of the year 2025? After all, if current trends
hold, the very old persons of that period will have fewer offspring to
help care for them.
(111)
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And, unless the inflation is somehow checked, wNon't more workers
opt against early retirement because of their own individual realization that retirement income is far less adjustable to rising prices than
is work income?
And so, if early retirement is under increasing scrutiny and concern,
what do we do to answer the question raised earlier? Ho'w do we keep
older workers working after we have been so profligate with their
talents over the decades?
Secretary Marshall, I am glad that committee discussions with your
Department indicate that you plan to grapple with that issue, anmong
others, this morning.
I would like to close with two questions.
The new "Employment and Training Report" of the President,
issued annually as required by the CETA-Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973-has a chapter on older workers. At
one point, page 98, the report says that the senior community service
employment program funded through the Older Americans Act but
administered by the Department of Labor, offered part-time work to
37,400 economically disadvantaged persons aged 55 and over. That
number has gone tip to more than 47,000 at this time. We would like
to know if you, yourself, are satisfied with the growth of this particular program.
Second, the recent "Age Discrimination Report," together with information received from the committee from time to time. asserts that
directors of general manpower projects, such as CETA, often say that
they do not have to serve older workers because, after all, there is title
IXN a categorical program for that age group.
Now the committee has been told that there has been some upgrading
of older worker participation in CETA, but we would like to have your
view with respects to this as well.
M\r. Secretary, I ask these questions now in the hopes that you may
deal with them as you wish during the presentation of your testimony
this morning.
We welcome you, M\r. Secretary, and I invite you to proceed.
STATEMENT OF HON. F. RAY MARSHALL, SECRETARY, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, ACCOMPANIED BY PETER HENLE, DEPUTY
ASSISTANT SECRETARY
Secretary M\ARSTTALL. Thank you, Mlr. Chairman.
I am pleased to have this opportunity to present to you my testimony
on retirement issues. The Employee Retirement Income Security Act,
which is designed to protect private pension funds so that they will be
available for workers when they reach retirement age; and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act, which is designed to prevent discrimination against workers for reasons unrelated to their ability, that
is. discrimination because of age.
That act also requires that we attempt to help older workers meet
the employment problems they face and to see employers develop procedures to make better use of older workers. We are, in addition, responsible for the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act,
which provides job opportunities for older Americans.
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RETIREMENT TRENDS

I think that some of the basic trends that influence our ability to
carry out our mandate have been presented to you, but let me highlight
a few of them. One is that Americans are retiring at earlier ages. In
1950, 46 percent of men aged 65 and over were in the labor force. By
1978, this figure had declined to 20 percent. There have been less dramatic trends for women, but the figures are similar. There are also
similar declines for workers age 55 to 65.
A major reason for this tendency for Americans to retire at earlier
ages is that the social security and private retirement systems provide
greater opportunity for people to retire. The Social Security Act now
makles it possible for people to elect benefits at 62. The evidence indicates that the benefits available under the social security system have
improved from $138 in 1960 in constant 1975 dollars, to $9207 in 1975.
In 1960, 85 percent of the people eligible for social security received
benefits. By 1976, this number had increased to 95 percent.
At the same time, there has been a rapid expansion of private pension plans. In 1960, there were about 1.8 million beneficiaries in these
programs and they received $1.7 billion. By 1975, there were 7 million beneficiaries and these beneficiaries received $14.8 billion. Right
now, just about one-half of all private wage and salary workers in the
American work force participate in retirement plans.
Another significant part of the trend is that a larger and larger
number of people retire and participate in social security plus some
other retirement plan. Social Security Administration data show that
in 1977, 30 percent of married couples and 15 percent of nonmarried
persons receiving social security retirement benefits. The figures are
higher for those just entering retirement, with 40 percent of the
couples and 25 percent of individuals participating in social security
also receive payments under some other plan.
PERSISTENCE OF POVERTY

I think it is fair to say that with social security, and with the expansion of private pension plans, older Americans today are much
more fortunate than their predecessors. They are retiring with greater
financial security than ever before. However, too many Americans past
60 are not financially secure. While we have done much to eliminate
poverty among older people, it is still a serious problem in terms of the
number of people involved, even if less dramatic, in terms of percentages of people involved.
Your interpretation of this particular problem depends upon the
estimate that you use. The official poverty level is about $2,700 for one
person over 65, and $3,400 for an aged couple in 1976. Using this formula, the number of older persons with incomes below the level may
be as low as 1 million, or less than 5 percent of persons over 65. The
BLS family budgets provide an alternative measure of living costs for
retired persons in urban areas. In 1976, the lower level budget was
about $4,700 for a retired couple-nearly 40 percent higher than the
poverty standard. Using this budget, the number of older Americans
falling below this level may be as high as 3 million, or almost 15 percent of those persons over 65.
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It is important to ask who are these people who are below the BLS
lower level budget, and they tend to. fall in two categories. One consists of people with no private pension plans. The other includes those
receiving benefits from private pension plans which are not protected
against inflation so that the longer they are retired the less valuable
their pension plans become.
There is a correlation between wage and salary levels and participation in private pension plans so that workers with very low levels of
income are less likely to have coverage than workers with higher levels.
The second category consists of those people who are forced to retire from the work force because of various personal or physical conditions. We are, therefore, left with a challenging problem of providing
for active participation of older workers in the work force well into
their sixties and beyond. It seems to me that one of the most important
challenges that we face is not just to make workers secure in their
retirement but to make it possible for them to have fuller employment
at higher earnings if they want to continue.
CHANGES IN TiE

ADEA

Now there are a number of laws and programs designed to help older
Americans, and I would like to mention just a few of these. One that
we are responsible for is the Age Discrimination in Employment Act,
which is a major tool for assuring older workers of their job rights.
Now the purposes of ADEA are threefold: (1) To promote employment of older persons based on their ability rather than age; (2) to
prohibit arbitrary age discrimination in employment; and (3) to help
employers and workers find ways of meeting problems arising from
the impact of age on employment.
As you know, under the ADEA amendments enacted in April of this
year, protection under the act has been extended by barring mandatory
retirement in private industry before age 70, beginning January 1,
1979. Under the original act, employees in private industry could be
mandatorily retired at age 65. However, as of September 30 of this
year. ADEA coverage for Federal employees will apply without an
upper age limit, and an age 70 mandatory retirement requirement will
be repealed. The enforcement provisions of the act are also strengthened by the 1978 amendments. Work opportunities for older workers
will be expanded greatly by the amendments, especially for those who
would have faced mandatory retirement at age 65 and desire to continue working.
The Department of Labor is also required to examine the effect of
raising the upper age limit in the act from age 65 to 70 with a view
to determining the feasibility of raising the limit further or eliminating it in the future. We are required to report to the President
and the Congress on this study on an interim basis by January 1, 1981,
and to submit a final report by January 1,1982.
AN AGING POPULATION

The issues of income adequacy and employment options for older
Americans will become more acute as older persons become a larger
and larger share of the total population.
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It is important to hote that this process will take place gradually
over the next three-quarters of a century: Curiently, the 25'million
men ind womdn over 65 make up'abouf 11 percent of the popuiation.. By the year 2000, their numbers will increase to'33 millionstill only 12 percent of the projected total-however, 'by 2035, with
the .aging of the "baby bo6m-" cohort; there will be almost 58 million
persons over 65, or 19 percent of the projected total population.
This growth will have far-reaching'effects bn society and social
institutions. It will place a tremendous burden on the social security
system and therefore on the younger working population. In
strengthening the financing of the social security system in 1977,
Congress mandated an increase in the payroll tax from 12.1 in 1978
to 15.3 percent in 1990. Given current actuarial projections, the tax
rate will have to be increased by an additional 4 percentage points
by 2035 in order to maintain the system's solvency and projected benefit levels. Our advance knowledge, of course, affords us time for considering other approaches.'The administrators of public employee
pensions supported by tax revenues, and of some underfunded private
plans, must come to grips with these same questions.
The impact of these changes will be mitigated by two factors. One
is the increased participation of women in the labor force resulting
in increased revenues for the social security and public treasuries.
The second is the relative decline in the youth population, which may
result in slower growth in school and other child-oriented expenditures. One way of expressing these factors is through the so-called
"dependency ratio," which denotes the average number of nonworkers who must be supported by each worker. This ratio is expected
to decline from its current level of about 80 children and aged persons
per 100 adults between 20 and 64, to only 70 per 100 by the start of
the next century. At that point, though, it will begin to rise once
more, passing the 80 per 100 mark again by about 2025. The extent
to which these factors will mitigate the problem posed by an aging
population cannot be accurately predicted at this time.
These trends, however, lend greater urgency 'to the necessity of
expanding the employment options of the aged. It will be increasingly difficult for all older Americans to experience a comfortable
retirement if we depend primarily on "transfer" systems supported
by smaller cohorts of younger workers. And yet, the prospect of an
expanding older population also has its optimistic aspects. As the
current low birthrate makes itself felt in the labor markets of the
future, the skills and contributions of older workers will be increasingly sought. Employers will find themselves competing
for the
services of older workers, possibly bidding up wages and accommodating their desires for more flexible work schedules. As employers take
a positive approach in which they recognize the worth of their older
employees, the ultimate result will be wider opportunities and more
cooperative relations among different age groups.
CURPXNT DOL EFFORTS
The Department of Labor is actively seeking to meet the present
and future needs of older Americans. Our current activities reflect
two major concerns.
36-111-79-2
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The Department's first major concern is insuring that older Americans will have the option of continued employment.
While discrimination against older workers has not been eliminated
during the 10 years since enactment of the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act, much progress has been made and the Department
is doing everything it can in order to be able to more accurately target
programs to help older workers.
The Department of Labor has emphasized education activities. enforcement, and the development of a body of legal precedents. The act
has helped older workers in terms of increased job opportunities as
well as reemployment, on-the-job gains, and back wages. As a result of
efforts we have made to strengthen our enforcement effort, a record
$10 million in monetary compensation was found due to 1,943 individuals in the 40-65 group during fiscal year 1977.
We are now working to develop policies for the implementation of
the 1978 amendments to the ADEA. While enforcement responsibility
for the act's prohibitions against age discrimination will be transferred
to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commnission-EEOC-on
July 1, 1978, we will continue to exert full enforcement efforts on this
vital program pending the transfer.
Research under the act will continue to be the responsibility of the
Department of Labor. We currently have an unsolicited proposal
under consideration that would implement the study requriement
under section 5 of the act concerning the upper age limit. We are
determined to have the study underway as expeditiously as possible.
We also have a continuing responsibility under section 3 of the
ADEA to undertake and promote research with a view to reducing barriers to the employment of older persons and to disseminate the findings of studies and other materials to promote the employment of older
persons. One area that may prove worthy of future research is the
option of flexible work arrangements for older employees. Older workers should have the chance to "ease into" retirement-to continue
working at rewarding jobs on a part-time or part-year basis, if they
prefer. Employers ideally should provide a full menu of options for
the older employee: Continued full-time work, regular part time, temporary callback, and consulting relationship. Community work is yet
another area in which the talents of older workers can be readily
utilized.
We are also involved more directly in providing employment opportunities to older Americans. For example, we are charged with the
administration of title IX of the Older Americans Act-senior community service employment program. Under this program, meaningful part-time employment is provided to low income, older workers.
Their work touches on a variety of community activities and functions. In addition, participants receive substantial supportive services.
Title IX grants are expected to provide 47,500 job opportunities to
older workers during the program year starting July 1, 1978.
In addition, title I, II, and VI of CETA provide valuable public
service employment, training, and comprehensive services to older
Americans. CETA is estimated to have helped more than 98,000
workers older than age 55 during 1977. Some of the most successful
projects have involved senior citizens rendering services to other senior citizens.
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Mr. Chairman, I want to assure you that the problems of older
Americans are of the utmost concern to the Department of Labor. We
are devoting an ever increasing amount of effort to addressing these
matters. Enforcement of the age discrimination provisions and programs offering jobs and training to older workers provide substance
to this concern.
Second, the Department is concerned with insuring a comfortable
retirement for those older persons who have chosen to leave the labor
force.
This is partly in connection with our concern for the Old Age Survivor Disability and Health Insurance Trust Fund and their security
but also in connection with the private pension plans under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974. Through aggressively
enforcing our mandate under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act, we are doing every thing we can in the Department to
assure that when workers who are eligible for these pensions get ready
to retire, the funds are likely to be there.
The Department is also involved with enforcing the provisions of
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974-ERISA. The
enactment of ERISA was based on the realization that a pension plan
is not a "gift" from the employer, but is a part of the total wage package for which the employee bargains. Under ERISA, millions of
workers have a vested right to a pension where no such right existed
before. Furthermore, all workers covered by private pension plans are
protected against careless or unscrupulos administration, and those
who participate in defined benefit plans have their vested benefits guaranteed'by the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation.
As part of its ERISA mandate, the Department is particularl-w
interested in eliminating abuses in the private pension system. Con-gressional hearings preceding ERISA uncovered many instanceswhere individuals who had expected to retire comfortably with dig-.
nity, found they would not receive the benefits they believed they hacb
earned. Among the major reasons of this were inadequate funiding
and misunderstandings about expected benefits. The Department is
focusing its current efforts on eliminating mismanagement and misunderstandings by a combination of enforcement activities and public
education efforts. We feel that, due in part to our efforts, plan lparticipants have a better understanding of their rights under their plans
and the act. Furthermore, the Department's active enforcement program is working toward insuring that assets in private pension plans
are used for the exclusive benefit of all plan participants and
beneficiaries.
Another aspect of the Department's work in this area is the variety
of public service employment programs providing services to the
elderly community, primarily under title VI of the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act. Examples of the many innovative
projects supported under this title range from a Wisconsin program
aimed at protecting the elderly from unscrupulous insurance sales
tactics to a Washington effort helping senior citizens apply for exemptions from utility surcharges.
We also have a number of programs under which CETA workers
provide home health care to older workers. 'We think that these are
some of the most effective of the CETA programs that wve have.
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Mly own industrial experience shows tthat-when we introduced a program of compuilsory retireiiment at age 68,we did it on a phased in basis.
We required beginning at age 65 a .paid ~vacation. plan plus an, extra
month the next year, plus 2 months the next. year; plus 3 montlis the
next year, so they phased out with a-program.of 15 weeks of counseling with the families 5 years prior to retirement, on various phases
of adjustment to the retirement.
I have lost track really as to whether those programs our company
started in Chicago, and I think 15 to 16 other companies Followed us
later, has become any kind of move, whether industry looks upon its
obligation to help psychologically prepare people for their retirement
and whether that phased out program has even been tried in the Department of Labor itself. I wonder if you would advise me either nowV
.or subsequently, for the record, as to whether that aspect of retirement
is being looked at and being given serious consideration by the Department as well as by industry and labor unions themselves. I think UIAW
has done an outstanding job in helping people retire.
Secretary AInRSHALL. Well, I think that it is a problem, Senator
Percy, and it is correlated with the other one that I mentioned. That
is, many of the people who are not prepared for retirement, in terms
of having educated themselves, are the same people who have the least
financial support when they get ready to retire. The people who plan
for retirement seem to be also those people who have more financial
security. Lower income workers are less likely to do that.
I think that we ought to first try to do everything we can to provide
for steadier income and employment for people and to insure that they
will be able to work. I think the prohibition of mandatory retirements
will be beneficial in that regard, but we also need to help people prepare psychologically for retirement.
Let me ask MRr. Hlenle to comment on what we know about the pro.
grams that have been undertaken by various people.
Mr. HENLE. Well, we do not have an inventory of such programs,
but we do have a couple of examples that have come to our attention
in your own area. Continental Illinois Bank has a special program
which affects about 850 part-timers out of a total work force of 8,500.
Half of these part-timers are over 65. The bank has been using part
timers successfully for over a decade.
'.
Another example we have been given information about is Northrop out in California. This is an arrangement for about 300 retirees,
including machinists and accountants, during peak work periods.
They can be called back to work for up to 60 days. So it is those kinds
of arrangements that we would like to promote and see given more
publicity to encourage others to follow.
Senator PERCY. One last item that we-also discussed with Secretary
Califano. I would hope that the Department of Labor could address
itself to the problem of so many people 65 and over who, are disillusioned with medicire and medicaid because they have been led to be-
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Thank you very much indeed, Mr. Chairman.
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quickly tell you that with their age or other demands on their time,
they are really looking for some fulfilling hours and they are not looking for full-time employment. I find the same thing with many men
citing that.
Secretary MARSHALL. I think that is right. We have the same experience. 1 think we can do a lot more with part-time work in the
private sector. Certainly, these programs ought to be available. They
are useful from the standpoint of the work that gets done, because
the participants do things that the society needs. These jobs are useful
to the people that are doing the work because they get a sense of fulfillment, participation, and accomplishment. I have had people tell
me they would work in the program even if we didn't pay them.
Senator COrLus. Well, I find that to be true. In fact, I find many
of them say, "We work a lot more hours than the hours we are paid
for." I also find in those programs where there are a few senior aides
or green thumb, there are others in the program that are pure volunteers and will almost tell you: "I don't really have to have the money.
I don't need the money, I want the fulfillment of the program." So it
also seems to me that it attracts a greater number of participants
because you have that program and many of them are not being paid,
they just want to participate.
OLDER WORKERS UNI)ER

CETA

I also wanted to bring to your attention the language in section 215
of the Senate committee's CETA bill. That particular language, based
on language proposed by Senator Domenici and myself, provides for
services for elderly workers under 'CETA.
Many of us feel that the older workers are currently underserved
by CETA and I wanted to call that section to your attention, if it
survives in the bill that comes out of the conference. I think, as you
said in your statement, that the Department of Labor is giving the
utmost attention the needs of our elderly and that this language would
give you a statutory mandate to incorporate that as a part of CETA.
I certainly hope you people will be able to follow that, if we can have
that enacted as part of the reauthorization of CETA.
Secretary MARSHALL. Well, we think that we need the targeted
programs like green thumb that you have mentioned, but we also
need to encourage CETA to employ older workers. It now provides
jobs for about 100,000 older workers in fiscal year 1977, and we think
that-as the overall level of unemployment declines-the participation
by older workers in the system should and probably will increase.
Senator CHILES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHURCH. Thank you, Senator.
Now, Mr. Secretary, as I followed you in your testimony, some
questions occurred to me, and I would like to go back to your testimony and ask them.
Secretary MARSHALL. All right.
QUESTIONS ON PRIVATE PENSIONS

Senator CHURCH. On page 3, you speak of private pension plans
and you say, "By 1975. $14.8 billion were paid to 7 million beneficiaries
of the private plans." Then you say, "An estimated 47 percent of
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wage and salary workers in the private: sect6r; axecurrently participzting in ,retirement; plans." sWell, if .you divide '$14.8 billion by .7
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Secietary MARSHALL. I see what you are .;
moving toward, Mr: Chairman. That means .thaV they participate ihithe sense that they are
covered bly the private pension plan, but it does not actually mean they
are. gqtting' retirement benefits.
Senator CHURCH.I see., but that is not-what it says. It says by 197'S,
$14.8 billion were paid to 7 million beneficiaries, so that money is actually paid to beneficiaries, who are presently retired.
Secretary MARSHALL. Yes, sir.
Senator CiURcE. Now the other sentence. They are simply covered,
but if you take the $14.8. billion and divide it by the 7 million beneficiaries, my computation comes out to about $175 a month average.
When you consider that many of those private pension plans
allow very generous pensions indeed for executives, that average of
$175 a month would.suggest that the big majority of beneficiaries
under private pension plans may be getting even less, perhaps considerably less.
When you also consider that these plans typically make no provision
for cost-of-living increases-that is, for the inflation-it clearly underscores the fact that the social security system is the main reliance of
nearly everybody, doesn't it?
Secretary MARSHALL. Yes; and especially lower income workers.
Senator CKUlJRCH. I think that
record should show that 7 out of
10 aged individual beneficiaries the
in this country, and one out of two
elderly couple beneficiaries rely on social security for over half of
their icome. Do you have enough data to tell this committee whether
private insurance programs are going to play an increasingly
important role, they are going to be revised in ways that will make
them better, or they are going to play a less important role-even
less important than they play today looking to the future?
RoLE oF ERISA
Secretary MARSHALL. I think if we look to the future, there are
number of things that are fairly clear. One is that the passage ofa
ERISA has greatly strengthened the funds. It has also caused a
number of the funds to go out of existence, because if they are not
actuarily sound they could not meet the requirements of ERISA.
Many others cited poor economic conditions as the cause for their
termination.

We have done everything we can to try to minimize the costs of
meeting the requirements of ERISA. I think the pension' funds
in
the future will therefore be sounder than they have been 'in the past
and that when workers get ready to retire, they will have more security. They would tend to know that those funds have been protected
as much as possible.
I think there will be greater reliance on private pension
in
the future than now. I think, though, that we have got a lot funds
of work
to do, from the public policy perspective, to look at the actuarial
soundness of these programs. We are very much concerned abouit-that
in the Department of Labor because we are responsible for ERISA.
' I

.
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I am also chairman of the Board of the Pension Benefit Guaranty
Corporation, which does assume responsibility for guaranteeing certain benefits. We need to look at the questions of unfunded liabilities
of the pension funds, the economic impact of the funds, the relationship between the public and private pension funds. All these things
we have underNvery careful scrutiny.
Senator Ciiuizoi-. Mr. Secretary, in that connection yesterday, Secretary Califano testified that the integrity of employer pension plans
is open to serious question, and I quote now from his testimony. "In
1976, Federal pension plans had unfunded liabilities between $243
and $4,25 billion."
Now we are talking about Federal pensions. That would be the
military and civil service, among others. Those are the principal ones.
Tlhose are astonishing figures.
F or State and local pension plans, the estimate is between $100 and $270 billion.
The estimate for private plans is roughly $200 billion. Together, these unfunded
liabilities may wvell exceed the national debt of more than $600 billion. Ten of the
largest industrial corporations in America have unfunded pension liabilities
equnal to a third or more of their net north seven of them have unfunded liabilities which exceed the aggregate market value of the common stock.

Wihen you read that statement you wonder if we are not just living
in a soap bubble.
Secretarv MARSHALL. Let me say I think it is important to make the
distinction between the Government programs and private plans. Govennnent programs are, to a significant degree, on a pay-as-you-go basis.
They are not fully funded in the sense that they do not accumulate.
'rile assumption is made that the Government wvill not default on its
pension plans. I don't know if that is a valid assumption, but it is one
that has been made.
A ploblem concerning the private pension plans is the degree to
,whic'h these plans are fully funded. This is a very difficult area. We
have just completed a special study of it. Using different actuarial
methods, you can reach totally different conclusions about the size of
unfunded liabilities.
There is no question that is a serious problem, but I think it requires
very careful thought. It is easy to exaggerate it. It is easy to use some
actuiarial methods that make it look like the funds are not as sound as
they really are in terms of their ability to pay off their obligations.
F UNDING RESPONSIBILITTES

We have initiated review of this problem of calculating funding
responsibilities. WTe will be publishing in the Federal Register a pronoDatl for calculating pension fund liability on a uniform and reliable
basis. One of the reasons for the disagreement among people these days
IS because of different ways in making the calculations. So I conclude
that. yes, underfunding is a serious problem. We do need to pay pari icular attention to the soundness of these funds as well as their overall
economic impact on the society and the impact on the individual.
Senator CTIIrci-I. Under ERISA. you were charged with the responsibility
of reviewing private pension programs and ascertaining

whether or not they were sound. *What happens in a given case if you
determine that a pension plan is unsound, that it is unreliable, and wvill
not, in all likelihood, pay out as promised?
36-1 11-79-3
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Secretary MARSHALL. Well, what happens depends on the conclusion
we reach as to why the fund is, or is not sound. Our primary responsibility under ERISA is to see that the fiduciary responsibilities are not
violated by plan administrators, and in that capacity what we doSenator CHURCH. You mean that the money is not misappropriated?
Secretary MARSHALL. It is either misappropriated or you have not
made wise investments, or you have not otherwise adequately protected
the funds. We are responsible primarily for insuring the fiduciary provisions of ERISA. What we try to do once we discover a fiduciary
breach is first to remove the funds from the control of the trustees or
administrators responsible for the breach, and second, try through
civil action, to seek restoration of the fund. Any criminal activity disclosed by our investigation is referred to the Justice Department for
action.
Senator CHURCH. All of that has to do with mismanagement. My
question relates to a fund that is structurally unsound, where the income is obviously insufficient to meet the obligation. Do you have anything to do with those cases?
Secretary MARSHALL. In those cases, the main responsibility is with
IRS, and that the withdrawal of the fund's tax exemption. IRS can
also levy an excise tax against an underfunded plan.
Senator CHURCH. Is that the only Government sanction?
Secretary MARsUHALL. Those are the main sanctions. Now, of course,
a really difficult question for the Government would be to determine
whether or not those funds are actuarially sound.
Senator CHURCHI. Do you know of any case where the IRS has
actually taken that kind of action?
Secretary MARSHALL. I know that they have taken the first steps to
withdraw the tax qualification of the Central States Fund, but have
withheld pending the results of the current effort by both agencies to
require the plan to meet ERISA and tax standards.
Let me see what Mr. Henle knows. Do you know of cases where the
IRS has withdrawn tax exempt status because of unsoundness of the
fund?
Mr. HENLE. No, they didn't take that action in the Central States
case because of the unsoundness of the fund.
Secretary MARSHALL. That was in connection with violations of fiduciary responsibility. We can find the answer to that. I don't know
what action IRS might have taken.
Senator CHu-RCH. You made an interesting statement a few minutes
ago. Mr. Secretary. You said even though Government pensions may
be insufficiently funded, one assumes that the Government will honor
the obligation by appropriating sufficient money to meet the need on
a year-to-year basis, and the pension obligation will be honored.
Granting that assumption, certainly Congress has undertaken to
safeguard the social security system by the action taken last year.
Granted that assumption may be valid where Government needs are
concerned. There is, however, no such assumption that can really be
made where private companies are concerned.
Secretary MARSHALL. That is right except the safeguards we do
have under ERISA.
Senator CHURCH. Are those safeguards related only to management?
Secretary MARSHALL. No, ERIAA contains minimum funding requirements. The law also provides safeguards if the fund is termi-
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nated. If a single employer defined benefit plan terminates now, then
the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation has responsibility to pay
the beneficiaries, and we have done that. That is not true of the multiemployer funds now because their terminations are not automatically
covered. The Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation can elect to cover
multiemployer plans, but coverage will not be automatic until July of
1979.
Mr. Henle would like to add a comment.
Senator CHURCH. Yes.
Mr. HENLE. Mr. Chairman, the process of providing accounting or
actuarial evaluation of a private pension plan is not axiomatic.
Senator CIHIURC. I know that.
Air. HENLE. There is less disagreement about evaluating vested benefits. I am sure you understand that vested benefits are the benefits that
would be nonforfeitable as of a given moment of time if that firm, say,
suddenly went bankrupt. Now the status, as I understand it, with
regard to vested benefits, is that the private pension system is really
in pretty good shape and most funds have cash assets on hand that
equal or exceed 80 to 90 percent of the value of vested benefits.
When you move from valuing vested liabilities or vested benefits
into the realm of the unvested, then you are making assumptions about
what proportion of your present work force will receive benefits or at
least will stay until they become eligible for vested benefit. You have
to make assumptions regarding the rate of return you are going to
receive for your assets and your investments. You have to consider the
turnover among the employees and while you don't really get into the
realm of make-believe, you certainly get to the point where some very
arbitrary assumptions have to be made. That is why the Department
is moving to suggest or require some uniform methods for actuaries
to use in this valuation.
MULTIMMPLOYER BENEIT

PLANS

Senator CHURCH. In September 1977, PBGC's report raised major
concern over the unfunded liabilities of multiemployer plans. The
Congress deferred mandatory coverage until July 1, 1979, and ordered
the PBGC to prepare a comprehensive report on the situation. That
report, just released, found that about 160 of the 2,000 multiemployer
plans were experiencing financial difficulties serious enough to threaten
solvency within the next decade. All of these plans had pension benefits totaling $8.3 billion for 1.3 million workers who would be affected.
The PBGC made no response to the Congress concerning this situation. What do we do about this?
Secretary MARSHALL. There are a lot of things. What the report
attempted to do was to explore the options rather than make the recommendations. We thought it was important to have a debate to look
at the present termination requirements to see if they really made
sense. Sometimes the present termination requirements make it diflicult for the firm to continue to be solvent and to pay the pensions. It
might be better to change the 30-percent liability rule and to continue to collect as much income as the firm can pay.
We will obviously have to pay some attention to the premiums if
we are going to base this on an insurance principle. There are a lot
of things that can be done, both with respect to the premiums paid
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for the termination insurance, and to the procedures used for
termination
A variety of alternatives has been explored in the PBGC report, all
designed with the idea of doing whatever can be done to assure that
the waorkers get the pensions rather than simply carry out the letter of
the law, which might not be as sound a way to proceed as others that
are outlined in that report.
Senator CHURCH. Does the insurance system presently cover single
employee plans?
Secretary MARSHALL. Yes.
Senator CHURCII. What has been your experience to date? Have you
collected premiums for this?
Secretary MARSHALL. Yes.
Senator Ci-iuRci-i. How longe has this insurance been in effect?
Secretary MARSHALL. Since the enactment of ERISA, September
1974.
Senator CHuRcH. You have not had sufficient experience then to
know whether you are actually administering this program on a sound
insurance basis?
Secretary MARS[ATLL. The impression that I get from studying the
issue is that with respect to single employers we have very little probe1m. The real problem is with the multiemployer plan and the reason
is that the assumption that was made initially that in the development
of ERISA multiemployer plans were more financially sound than
single employer plans. The assumption was made because of the feeling
that the large multiemployer plans like those in the coal mining industry and construction would be less of a problem.
Actually, it has turned out to be the reverse. Because declining industries and, to some extent, because of the procedures adopted for the
multiemployer plans some employers will desire to withdraw from the
plan and others will choose not to join the plan because they would
have to assume that liability of other employers which were unable to
fund their share of vested benefits. Those are the kinds of things that
we think we may have to change in order to deal effectively with the
multiemployer plans.
SINGLE EMPLOYER BENEFIT PLANS

Senator ChuRCH. Since we cannot solve the multiemployer plan this
morning-except to indicate the problems-let's go back to the single
employer plans. How many of these single employers come under the
program and can you tell me whether or not it is a voluntary matter
or whether it is something else.
Secretary MArzSTTALL. I think we have some statistics somewhere. We
will have to find those figures for you.
[Siubsequent to the hearing, Secretary Marshall supplied the following information:]
The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) covers only
employees in the private sector who are participants in welfare benefit plans
and pension benefit plans. Total private sector employment is about 80 million
workers. About 45 million are covered by welfare benefit plans; 39 million are
covered by pension benefit plans, the subject of your committee's questions.
EPlISA draws a distinction between two categories of pension plans. One is
an individual account plan. In an individual account plan, each participant has
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an individual account to which employer contributions are allocated. On retirement, a participant's benefit is based solely on the amount contributed to his or
her account and any income, expense, gains and losses, and any forfeitures
of other participants' accounts that may be allocated to the participant's account.
Thus, prior to retirement, no particular level of benefits is promised. The most
common type of individual account plan is a deferred profit-sharing arrangement, where a certain percentage of the employer's profits is allocated among
participants' accounts. Another type of individual account plan Is a money purchase plan in which the employer makes a specified level of contributions to the
account of each employee.
The second category of pension plan is a defined benefit plan. Any pension plan
which is not an individual account plan-i.e., any pension plan that does not base
benefits solely on the balance in the participant's account of retirement-is a
defined benefit plan. Thus, any plan which promises a specified level of benefits at
retirement is a defined benefit plan.
Under ERISA, all pension plans, whether individual account or defined benefit,
are generally subject to reporting and disclosure and fiduciary responsibility provisions and must meet certain participation, vesting and benefit aecruial ,tlndards. In addition, defined benefit plans and money purchase individual account
plans are subject to certain funding standards. Participants' benefits under defined benefit plans must be funded in advance of retirement in accordance with
reasonable actuarial assumptions. These provisions are enforced by the Department of Labor and the Internal Revenue Service.
Single employer and multiemployer defined benefit plans must also pay insurnnce premiums to the Pension Benefit Gnaranty Corporation (PBGC), which
Protects basic vested pension benefits in the event of plan termination. The PBGC
currently insures some 80,000 defined benefit plans covering almost 33 million
participants.
Because no specific level of benefits is promised by individual account plans,
these plans are not covered by PBGC insurance. However, ERISA's sanctions
against mismanagement of plan assets by fiduciaries, as well as for vio:ltionIs
of the reporting and disclosure participating and vesting requirements do apply
to these plans. Participants who believe that the conduct of any plan fiduciary or
the operation of aly plan provision violates ERISA, may notify the Labor Departmlent for investigation of their complaint, or may bring anl enforcement claim
in U.S. Federal District Courts.
There are currently about 400,000 individual account plans covering 6 million
participants which are subject to ERISA.

Senator C[-TuRcC-. Is it a voluntary proposition for companies to come
within this insurance program or is it mandatory ?
Secretary AMARSHAImL. It is mandatory if the plan is the defined benefit type, which is the most common.
Senator CIURCHI. So, all of them presumably are participating.
Secretary MARSHALL. MuI]tiemployer plans are required to report and
to pay premiums, however, benefits are not automatically insured by
PBGC.
Senator CHURCH. How many single employer private pension plans
have failed since ERISA was enacted?
Secretary MIARS11ALL,. I don't base that information immediately
available. We can get it for you from the PBGC. Wre don't have it.
The estimated figure is roughly 3,000, but we can get you the exact
figures.
Senator CHURCH. The estimated figure for what?
Secretary MARSHALL For the private pension plans that have failed,
single employer plans that have failed.
Senator CHURCH. In the last 3 yearis?
While you are supplying the committee with that figure I wish you
would supply us with the number of employees that were affected.
Secretary MARSHALL. We can do that.
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[Subsequent to the hearing, Secretary Marshall supplied the following information:]
Administrators of plans covered by ERISA's termination insurance provisions
which intend to terminate must file a notice of termination with the PBGC. Since
September 1974, approximately 20,000 insured plans with 450,000 participants
have terminated.
PBGC attempts to determine the reasons for plan termination. Of the total
number of plans that filed termination notices with PBGC from September 1974
through September 1977, 42 percent cited business-related reasons (adverse business conditions, change of ownership, liquidation, etc.) as the major reason.
Another 8 percent claimed that the plan was becoming too costly. About 17 percent mentioned ERISA alone as the reason; 11 percent-cited ERISA in combination with other factors. 23 percent cited "other" or no reason. Many plans citing
ERISA as the cause for termination probably could not withstand the added costs
of implementing ERISA's minimum participation, vesting, and funding standards.
Of the 20,000 plans which have terminated since September 1974, virtually all
had sufficient assets to pay the benefits guaranteed by PBGC. Only about 500
guardid not have enough assets to pay that portion of promised benefits that are
anteed by the PBGC. The PBGC has placed half of these plans under its trusteeship. About 22,000 workers and retirees are in these trusteed plans. The PBGC
is already paying benefits to the retirees, and will pay benefits to the others when
they reach retirement age.
Although multiemployer defined benefit plans are now required to pay premiums
to PBGC, they will not be fully protected by PBGC insurance until July 1, 1979.
The original act set the date of full coverage as January 1, 1978, but the effective
date was delayed by Congress because of the financial difficulties being experienced by several large plans. PBGC may elect, at its discretion, to pay insurance
benefits on behalf of multiemployed plans terminating before that date. PBGC
has elected to cover benefits in four terminated multiemployer plans, in the
millinery and milk Industries.
When a failed plan comes under PBGC trusteeship, the retiree is not assured
the same benefits as promised under the terms of the plan. Only basic pension
benefits are guaranteed. Increases in the value of benefits are covered by insurance
on a phased-in basis at the rate of 20 percent per year or $20 per month whichever is greater. Analyses by the PBGC show that, overall, about 85 percent to 90
percent of fully vested benefits have been guaranteed under terminated plans.
In addition, benefits under trusteed plans are limited under a formula based
oil social security benefit calculations. This ceiling on benefits is adjusted periodically and current stands at $1,005.68 per month for an annuity starting at
age 65, with actuarial reductions for benefits payable at earlier ages. This limit
is far higher than benefits paid under the average plan. Currently the average
monthly check issued by PBGCis $110.
Sanctions can be imposed on a plan sponsor who falls to adequately fund a
plan according to the requirements of ERISA. Two cases must be distinguished:
a terminated plan, and an ongoing plan.
When a pension plan is terminated, the employer is liable to the PBGC for any
insufficiency of plan assets as compared to the total value of the benefit guaranteed by PBGC, up to 30 percent of the employer's net worth. As noted above,
only about 500 of the 20,000 terminated plans were insufficient, giving rise to
liability under this provision. This employer liability serves both as a deterrent
to termination of an underfunded plan and as a source of revenue for PBGC's
insurance program.
In the case of an ongoing plan to which required contributions are not made,
the Internal Revenue Service may invoke a tax of 5 percent of the accumulated
funding deficiency for each tax year in which there is such a deficiency. The IRS
can also revoke the tax-deductible status of contributions made by the employer
to the plan. In appropriate cases the PBGC is empowered to seek a court order
terminating an underfunded plan.
There have been reports in the press that the financial security of many firms
is threatened by their unfunded pension liabilities. HEW Secretary Califano
has claimed that total unfunded liabilities of private pension plans may exceed
$200 billion. In the Department of Labor's opinion, these figures are overstated
and misused. In addition, the quoted figures are calculated by pension fund actuaries using a variety of actuarial methods and assumptions regarding labor
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turnover, future benefit increases, etc. Since these figures are not calculated on
a consistent basis, any quoted aggregate amount is not a meaningful figure.
This past January, the Department of Labor Initiated a review of the methods
used in calculating pension plan liabilities. We have completed that review and
will soon Issue in the Federal Register a proposal for calculating pension fund
liabilities on a reliable, consistent basis.

Senator CHURCHE. Have these failures been largely due to bankruptcies?
Secretary MARSHALL. I am not sure what all of the reasons are. I
am sure that economic conditions have played a part.
Senator CHURCH. What is the Government's responsibility under
the insurance program in the case of a failure?
Secretary MARSHALL. The PBGC takes an accounting of the remaining assets. In most cases, they have been sufficient to pay off
vested obligations. If they are not PBGC insurance pays benefits to
those workers who had guaranteed benefits.
Senator CHURCH. For the balance of their lives?
Secretary MARsHALL. To assume largely the same benefits subject to
certain limitations and an upward limit they would have had if they
had retired under the plan.
Senator CHURCHi. Is this program operating in the black right now?
Secretary MIARSHE[ALL. Yes; it is in the black right now. We can get
you the exact numbers on that, too.
[Subsequent to the hearing, Secretary Marshall supplied the following information:]
ERISA requires PBGC to be self-supporting, and with the new premium enacted by Congress in December 1977, PBGC expects its termination insurance
program for single employer plans to be in the black hereafter. PBGC further
expects the new $2.60 premium to eliminate within the next 10 years the deficit
it incurred earlier under this program. At the end of fiscal year 1977, the deficit
amounted to about $95 million.
For multiemployer plans the situation is quite different. Technically, PBGC
has neither a surplus nor a deficit at this time in the multiemployer fund. Because of statutory restrictions on PBGC's discretion to pay guaranteed benefits
under multiemployer plans that terminate prior to July 1, 1979, PBGC cannot
assume liabilities greater than the assets attribuable to this discretionary period
will cover. Relying on cash flow considerations, the Corporation has assumed
responsibility for four terminated multiemployer plans whose participants' benefits may have to be sharply cut, at some time in the future, unless Congress revises ERISA in this regard.
I might add that PBGC recently sent to Congress a detailed report showing
that unless the multiemployer provisions of ERISA are changed, preferably before July 1, 1979, the Corporation could be required to guarantee benefits under
160 multiemployer plans which are viewed as being in serious enough financial
difficulty so as to cause their termination over the next 10 years. Were they all
to terminate the PBGC liability could exceed $4.8 billion requiring a premium of
nearly $80 per participant. The Corporation expects to recommend appropriate
legislation on this matter in time to allow for prompt congressional action to
avoid the financial crisis that mandatory multiemployer guarantees under the
current law might precipitate.

Senator CHHa
. I can see some tremendous problems ahead if we
do not look at this carefully. At least, our obligation and premium
charge are insufficient to cover the cost. There would be no end to it.
Secretary MARSHALL. That is right. We see serious problems, too,
and that is why we thought it was a good idea to defer the mandatory
coverage of the multiemployer plans to July of 1979, to give the Congress and us a chance to examine the options, and look at what we
know about the problem.
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AMORm

OPENINGS FOR OLDER WOrKERS?

Senator Cni-RcH. On page 10 of your statement, Mr.' Secretary, you
said it is a foreseeable situation that "Employers will find themselves
competing for the services of older workers, possibly bidding up wages
and accommodating their desires for more flexible work schedules."
What makes you think so?
Secretary MARSHALL. A good bit depends, of course, on what happens to the economy. I think we will find a shortage of workers in the
future because of demographic changes. There can be a shortage of
workers and the consequence of that would be to place a greater premium on retaining older workers and using older workers in the work
force. That is the content in which the statement is made. I think that
you can almost put it down as a rule that when employers face labor
shortages they tend to reverse some procedures that have been used
when they have surpluses in labor.
Senator CHIURCH. How do you reconcile that assumption with the

statements we often hear these days that the unemployment level in
this country will not return to the 3 percent that we hiave known in
times of full employment, but may remain somewhere between 4 and 5
percent? Even in relatively -prosperous times, if that is so, then it is

hard to reconcile an umemployment figure of that magnitude with your
projections of a possible labor shortage.
Secretary MARSHALL. Well, I think that whatever unemployment
figure we have, I believe it can be 4 percent or less without a great deal
of strain on the economy. I believe we can get to 4-percent unemploymnent by 1983-I won't say easily because we have to do some things
in order to get there-but I believe we can do it.
Now, much depends on what kind of public policy we continue to
have to reduce unemployment below that. The so-called frictional level
of unemployment, which is about 4 percent, would depend on such
things as how long it takes people to move between jobs, and the labor
market information system. At that level of unemployment, what you
would have is relatively short unemployment. The only people who
would be unemployed would be people who are between jobs.
The composition of unemployment as well as employment varies a
good bit, even right now. The unemployment rate of people over 55
years of age, right now, is 3.1 percent. For males, it is 3 percent, having
declined from 3.3 percent in December 1976; and for females, 3.1 percent, down from 4 percent. Now, as demographic shifts in the work
force take place, such'shifts are reflected in the unemployment figure
of particular groups.
For example, one of the reasons that we have trouble with reducing
the unemploypment rate of young blacks, which is now 37.1 percent,
is because between 1966 and 1976, the rate of increase in the working
age population of blacks was about twice the rate for whites. There
are other factors inpacting on that, but the demographic aspect of it
is important.
So what I believe is likely to happen is that there will be an increasing shortage of workers in the so-called secondary labor market
or in relatively low-wage jobs. In fact, I think you can see that there
will eventually be a shortage of younger workers because of the declining birthrate, and that means that you have to place much greater
reliance on older people.
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Senator CHURcH. Somewhere, not in your testimony,-but in the facts
that have been brought to my attention by the committee staff, I find
that in fiscal year 1977, persons 55 years or older accounted for only
about 6 percent of all new enrollees in the CETA public service jobs
program. Is that 6 percent right?
Secretary MARSHALI. That is approximately right. The CETA system, as you know, is a decentralized system where most decisions are
made by local sponsors. They are supposed to make the determination,
based on their work force, to put together the array of programs that
will meet the labor market needs of their areas.
One of the things that we have found is that as a result of the decentralized decisionmaking in the CETA system, some reported national objectives have not been realized. The participation of young
people went down when we went from the MDTA system to CETA,
for example, and yet almost one-half the unemloyed are under 24 years
of age, so we believe there was a need for special youth programs because the CETA system would not accommodate young people. The
CETA system is likely to pay primary attention to giving employment to the most employable people in the work force in order to reduce unemployment. It is not likely to favor young or older people
without either supportive programs or special training.
We believe that because of the nature of that decisionmaking process. we need to try to target the CETA program more on structural
problems, and many of these structural problems involve older people. That is what we are trving to do with the CETA reauthorization.
We also believe that not only do we need to focus the CETA system
more on olderSenator CHURCH. How do you propose focusing both on older workers who are underrepresented and on young workers?
Secretary MARSHALL. Well, you can do it two ways. One is to have
national. programs which the system resists, like the older Americans
program of green thumb. *W1re have discretionary funds with which
to establish national programs.
The other ways is to try to encourage the CETA prime sponsors.
This can be done through requirements which are difficult because they
meet resistance from the sponsors because their flexibility is reduced.
In some cases of national objectives, however, we have had to do that
and we have had to say that in order to, we want to give priority to
these people, and we have tried to encourage the program to do that.
Anotherway to target a group is by adjusting the eligibility requirements. This could be done by limiting the income eligibility requirements, for example, and limiting the amount that can be paid by the
CETA system. You can do more to assure that the low income people
will participate in the system. You can also encourage greater use of
community based organizations that deal primarily with older Americans, like the Farmers Union, or the age program, which will see to it
that that part of the population gets served.
CETA

"TARGETING"

Now, as cyclical unemployment declines, it becomes much more important for us to target the whole program toward those whose unemployment is not caused mainly by cyclical factors, and we have at36-111-79
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tempted to do this in the CETA reauthorization bill which is currently
before the Congress. We tried to accomplish this in the stimulus program which we introduced in May 1977, but in the reauthorization we
tried to do some more. We believe we have been relatively successful
in achieving the objective of bringing down the overall level of unemployment. We believe now that we need to concentrate more on these
groups and individuals with special need.
Now, of course, among older workers generally, you don't have much
of an unemployment problem, but you have a heavy unemployment
problem and employment needs among particular groups of older
workers, particularly the low-income older workers, and we think that
is what we ought to concentrate our attention on. After all, 3.1 percent
is not a relatively serious problem, and it will get lower. But there are
older Americans with special problems, and our programs ought to try
to reach them.
Senator CHURCH. The administration has had a remarkably good
record that needs to be emphasized, I think, in bringing down unemployment in the last 2 years, from 7.8 percent to 5.7 percent.
Is the present 5.7 percent a seasonal phenomenon? I noticed that in
the last month the unemployment rate dropped to 5.7 percent. I am
wondering if we can hope, or expect, that that figure will not go up
again.
Secretary MARSHALL. It might fluctuate. It is hard to say. I don't
believe that the trend down, you know, from almost 8 percent to below
6 percent is any kind of statistical aberration. I know it is not, because
the expansion of employment and because special groups like older
people have been targeted by our programs. If you look at each one of
these groups, you can see that in some cases their unemployment rate
was moving in the opposite direction from the overall rate until our
program went into operation. During the first half of 1977, for example, black unemployment was rising while white unemployment
was going down. During the last half, black unemployment declined
faster than the overall.
Senator CHURCH. The targeting seems to be working.
Secretary MARSHALL. It does seem to be working. I think there is no
doubt that we have reduced the unemployment rate, and that there
is a trend. Now it might be a statistical aberration. We might have
calculated 5.7 percent when it was really 5.8 percent. That is within
a range of error. I do not believe, however, that the trend is an aberration or seasonal. I believe we can, therefore, if we do the right things,
continue to reduce that overall rate until we get 4 percent by 1983.
Senator CHURCH. Since we have actually managed to reduce the
unemployment rate from 7.8 to 5.7 percent, is there any way to estimate what part of this represents government jobs furnished through
CETA and what part of it represents private sector jobs?
Secretary MARSHALL. It is possible to make that estimate.
Senator CHiuRCH. Could you give us that estimate?
Secretary MARSHALL. Yes, we can supply it.
[Subsequent to the hearings, Secretary Marshall supplied the following information:]
In December 1976, the aggregate unemployment rate stood at 7.8 percent, out
of a civilian labor force of 95.9 million workers. By June.1978, the rate had
dropped to 5.7 percent out of a civilian labor force of just over 100 million.
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During the same period, total employment (seasonally adjusted), as reported
In household survey, rose by 6.5 million workers. The rise was concentrated almost entirely in the private sector. On a seasonally adjusted basis, the Federal
Government reported only 22,000 more employees in June 1978 than in December
1976; State and local governments reported an Increase of 525,000.
While the CETA program has undoubtedly been an important factor in the
brightening employment picture, firm estimates of its impact are not yet available. Economists from the Departments of Labor, Commerce, and Treasury are
currently participating in a Stimulus Evaluation Task Force which will analyze
the effectiveness of the Economic Stimulus Appropriations Act of 1977. Estimates of the impact of Public Service Employment (PSE) jobs, under CETA
titles II and VI, will be one aspect of their study. The task force expects to issue
a report this fall.
Some preliminary estimates of PSE impact have already been made by Department of Labor researchers. At the time the Economic Stimulus Appropriations Act was enacted, in May 1977, there was 325,000 PSE positions under CETA;
by March 1978, the target of 750,000 PSE positions was achieved. The average
gross budget cost per year of a PSE position was estimated to be $8,600.
Many participants would have received Government transfers (unemployment
compensation, food stamps, or AEDC payments) in the absence of the PSE program; savings or these programs were estimated by the Congressional Budget
Office to be approximately $2,200 per participant. The resulting cost per participant is ($8,600-$2,200) or $6,400.
CETA expenditures also had an important expansionary effect through the
conventional Government spending multipliers. The researchers estimated that
multiplier effects resulted in the creation of one additional private sector job for
every five net CETA jobs.
Additional benefits to society and to participants, of course, result when former
PSE participants obtain private sector jobs with higher earnings than they
would have obtained without their PSE experience, and when they pay income
taxes on these higher earnings.
We would like to emphasize that these estimates, while based on sound methodology, remain sketchy and preliminary. This fall's report by the Stimulus
Evaluation Task Force will contain more detailed findings on the role of public
jobs programs in the economic recovery.

* Senator CiruncH. Second, is it possible to give us some estimate of
the net saving in tax dollars represented by the reduction of the unemployment rate from 7.8 percent to 5.7 percent?
Secretary MARSHAALL. It is.
Senator CHuRcH. Taking into account the cost of the program also,
the reduction in unemployment compensation and other expenses associated in the unemployment area.
Secretary MARSHALL. It is possible. We have made estimates of those
things and we would be glad to supply them.
[Subsequent to the hearing, Secretary Marshall supplied the following information:]
Unemployment reductions result in net tax savings through two mechanisms.
First, expenditures are saved on various income maintenance programs (unemployment compensation, food stamps, etc.). Second, the newly employed
contribute tax dollars to public treasuries.
If the June unemployment rate had stood at its December 1976 level of 7.8
percent, an additional 2.1 million persons (on a seasonally adjusted basis)
would have been unemployed. Using the figure developed by the Congressional
Buget Office for CETA jobs, we estimate the income maintenance savings at approximately $4.6 billion per year. Additional Federal tax revenues are estimated
to be about $4 billion per year.

Secretary 'MARSHALL. Now, one distinction that has to be made is
that the difference between declining unemployment and expanding
employment. Because of the growth in the labor force during 1977,
employment had to expand about 4.2 million in order to reduce unemployment by about 1.4 percent during that whole time. The reason for
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that is that we generated lot more jobs and more people came to take
those jobs, and therefore you had an increase in labor force participation rate as well as the declining unemployment.
Senator CHURCH. And you had the biggest graduating class, didn't,
you. this past year?
Secretary MARSHALT.. Yes.
Senator CHURCH. Moving into the labor market.
Secretary MAInshIALL. Yes. Of course, much of the gain in employment was among young people, but the black teenage unemployment
rate is one that continues to be very stubborn. It did decline, after
reachino a peak of about 40 percent in the spring and summer of 1977,
but still there is 37.1 percent now.
Senator CHURCH. I am told that the traditional unemployment rate
during periods of full employment is about 4 percent. Do vou share
the view that some have expressed. that this traditional rate must
be increased because of the added numbers of women who are entering
the job market?
STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN WORK FORCE
Secretary MARSHALL. No; I believe that one of the reasons that
people argue that the so-called normal full employment rate has increased to 4.8 percent, is because there are structural changes. More
women and more young people are in the work force.
It seems to me they would reduce the figure. In other words, use
counterstructural programs to offset the structural shifts and therefore
lower the unemployment rate that you could have without inflation.
I think it is entirely possible to do that.
A lot depends on what we do externally-what we do about immigration, and particularly the illegal immigration into the work
force. what we do about international'trade and energy problems, and
what happens in other countries. We believe that you can get iinenplovvment down to 4.8 percent without even using these structural

programs, and to get it down by the remaining 0.8 percent by using
the structural programs is not that. hard. That is, it is relatively less
difficult than what ewe have already done during the past 15 months.
AWTe will have to change the focus of the program, but I think it is
entirely possible to do it.
Senator CHURCH. Thank yoii very much, Mr. Secretary, for your
testimony this morning. It has been very helpful and we appreciate
your coming.
Secretary MARSHALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CT-URIeI. Senator Pete V. Domenici, the ranking minority
member of our committee, cannot be with us today, He has, however,
submitted a statement. which I will now insert into the record.
[The statement of Senator Domenici follows :]
STATEMENT OF SENATOE PETE V. DoiMENICI
Mr. Chairman, yesterday we began what I hope will become a truly comprehensive series of hearings focusing attention on a wide range of issues
relating to employment, retirement, and continuing education. Secretary Califano
testified at length on the demographic changes which are taking place within our
society. and the impact these changes are having on the delivery of services to
our citizenw.
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Dr. Harold Sheppard gave us insight into the attitudes and expectations of
working Americans. This is an area that must be explored in depth if these
hearings are to have lasting value. If the Congress and tile executive branch are
to shape meaningful and effective public policies, we mlust know and understand
those forces that motivate working Americans of all ages. Dr. Sheppard noted,
in response to a question, the need for developing a consensus around any policy
we might develop.
Today, we wvill receive testimony from Secret ry Mnrshall and Ewan Clague,
a former Commissioner of Labor Statistics. I hape that they can and will build
upon what was said yesterday.
Mr. Chairman, we need to know much more about the attitudes and expectations of younger workers toward their jobs . . . their employers . . . retirement
. . .social security . . . inflation . . . productivity . . . taxes . . . and so forth
The views of younger workers are vital because they must pay the taxes that
fund the social services and income transfer programs that enable most older
Americans to live in relative comfort and security. In addition, today's youthful
workers can look forward to a longer, healthier lifespan-and potentially a
longer working life. How long they remain in the work force, when they retire,.
and how wvell they prepare for their retirement will have a major impact on.
the next generation of public and private sector policymnakers.
In the short run, we must gain a better understanding of the attitudes of
older workers toward retirement. We have just extended the protection of tIle
Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1U(i7 to include workers between the
ages of 65 and 70. But at the samoa time, American workers have been retiring
at an earlier age. We also need to know how middle age and older workers perceive the need for second career training and preretirement counseling.
I hope that Secretary Marshall and Commissioner Clague will address these
issues during the course of their testimony and responses to questions from
this commuittee.

Senator CiTuRcH. Our next witness is Ewan Clague, consultant,
and former U.S. Commissioner of the Bureall of Labor Statistics.
We are happy to have you. AMI. Clague. I wonder if you could
submit your entire statement for the record and highlight it in your
testimony.
STATEMENT OF EWAN CLAGUE, LACONIA, N.H., CONSULTANT, AND
FORMER COMMISSIONER, U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS
Mir. CLAGUE. AIr. Chairman, I do welcome this opportunity to
testify this morning at your hearing on "Retirement, Work, and
Lifelong Learning.'"AMy prepared statement is too long to read, so
I will summarize it for you.
Senator CriuRcri. Please do so. Your full prepared statement will
appear in the record.,
Air. CL.AGUE. In the introduction, I have pointed out that there are
three basic programs which constitute the core of the problem. One is
the Consumer Price Index, wvhich is one of our most widely used statistics representing the U.S. economy. The second is productivity, which
is the hopeful statistic that enables us to overcome rising costs. The
third is old age retirement, which constitutes such a large proportion.
of our problem in the field of social wellbeing.
CONSUMER PRICE INDEX ROLE

With respect to the Consumer Price Index, it was my experience to
guide it through the most rapid rise it ever had-from 1946 to 194-S,
in the postwar period. Then we did have in the Korean wvar a seconid
I See. p. 144.
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upward movement of about 10 percent. But after that, from 1951 to
1965, the average rise was about 1.5 percent a year, which means
about one-tenth of a percent a month. It was not a serious factor in
our economy, and since productivity was higher and wages increased
at least twice that fast, we had a rising standard of living.
That all changed after 1965. I have a table here which highlights
that fact. The increase in the Consumer Price Index was 4.2 percent
in 1968, then they went up to 5.9 percent in 1970. We next had the
recession of 1970-71 that brought it down to 4.3 percent in 1971, and
then President Nixon applied price controls in 1971-72, which brought
it down to 3.3 percent. But when controls were taken off in 1973, it
jumped about 6 percent by midsummer, then 11 percent in the next
year. After that it retreated downward, due to the recession of 1975.
The bottom was reached in 1976 and 5.8 percent, followed by 6.5 in
1977, up to 7 percent by May 1978, and the administration's committee
1as estimated 7.2 percent for the whole year 1978.
One of my interests has been projecting many of these economic
series into the future. So I took the rate of increase from 1967, the
ease period of 100, and carried it through to 1978. I think we shall
hit 200 sometime this fall. I hesitate to name the month.
Under that circumstance, I have raised the question: Suppose we
continue this rate of inflation for the next 10 years or so, through 1990..
The index that is now 200 would be 400, and the index to the year 2001
would be 800. In other words, it would be four times as high as it
now is.
I cited a few prices to show the effect of that price rise, because most
people notice only month to month, or even year to year, and don't
take into account this annual 6 percent increase. It does not seem like
much over 1 year. But when it accumulates over the decade, it becomes
quite dramatic.
I chose as an example that a half gallon of milk in our home now
cost 85 cents. This would be $3.40 in the year 2001. A $100 man's suit
would cost $400. The Metro fare-I think I should have said busf arehere in Washington, which is now 50 cents during rush hours, would
be $2 or even more, because income is not yet meeting expenses. I want
to emphasize that this is not a forecast of where the economy is going,
or the future price level. I am just trying to emphasize that this is the
trend in which we are now operating.
My next point then was to turn to the problem of the
Senator CHuRCH. Before you move ahead, I notice that every sharp
spurt in inflation is associated with war, with the aftermath of the
war.
Mr. CLAGUE. Right.
Senator CHURCH. It makes me wonder why we are such a war prone
country when we pay such a heavy economic price for it.
The Second World War, Korea, Vietnam-each with a dramatic
spurt in inflation afterward.
Mr. CLAGUE. Yes. If I may comment on that, I think that even if we
had had price controls during the war in Vietnam itself in 1965, say, to
1969, by holding prices down we might still have had in the early 1970's
the same increases that we have had recently.
Senator CHu-xci. The same thing.
Mr. CLAGUE. Yes.
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Senator CnuRCH. That is borne out by the fact that when President
Nixon temporarily put on controls in 1972, and then in 1973, following
his reelection, abandoned them, you had a very rapid spurt upward.
Mr. CLAGUE. One of the problems is that, when you keep a control
like that temporarily, people observe it. The labor people and the
employers went along, but when it was taken off, the explosion
occurred.
Senator CHuRcH. Making up for lost time.
PRODUOTIVITY PROBLEM

Mr. CLAGUE. Right. In the next area of wages and salaries, I am talking about the effect of wages and what they have to do with the rising
prices. Of course, the cost of living is a basic -wage increase that most
all workers want to achieve in any case. Productivity works in favor
of reducing prices; it means more output for the same amount of labor,
and consequently works in the other direction.
This pattern was set in motion in 1948 by the famous contract in
the automobile industry between General Motors---and the other
firms-and Walter Reuther, president of the United Automobile
Workers. They worked productivity into the contract, but they also
worked in the Consumer Price Index, so that every quarter-year the
wages would rise in accordance with the quarterly increase in the cost
of living.
On the productivity side, I do want to emphasize that their decision
was to use productivity on the basis of the national rise in productivity, not the increase in the auto industry. So I have a table here showing that in the auto industry itself, the productivity did exceed the
national average, and therefore the employer's return here was not a
factor in causing any increase in prices. The productivity of the auto
industry is higher than the general average.
On the next page, I have a table showing the 1967 to 1978 rate of
change in productivity in the private business sector. This was put out
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the annual indexes. There are two
points about this. One is that productivity is always best in business
recovery, because that is the period when the employer who has fixed
up his firm and put it in good shape can produce more output at lower
cost. This accounts for the fact that in a very good progressive year,
like 1968, we can get a 3.3 percent productivity gain, and in 1976,
recuperating from the 1975 recession, we got 4.2 percent.
Senator CHuRcHa. May I ask you a question?

Mr. CLAGUE. Yes.
Senator CEHtRCHr. In your productivity index on page 7, you show

that using 1967 as a base year, productivity in the private business
sector in this country has increased less than 20 percent-19.9 percent
to be exact-between 1967 and 1978.
Mr. CLAGuE. That is right.
Senator CmJitcia. That is over an 11-year period.
Mr. CLAGUE. In this next table, it is shown a little better. We did
very poorly in the first quarter of 1978-only 0.3 percent. That would
mean 1.2 percent for the whole year 1978.
Senator CHURCH. While our productivity has increased by roughly,
say, 20 percent in the past 11 years, how much has the cost-of-living
index risen in the same period?
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Mr. CLARuA. In the same period it has doubled. The price index is
now nearly 200.
Senator CHURCH. So our productivity is increasing at a rate of only
one-fifth that of the cost of living.
Mr. CLAGUE. That is right.
Senator CHURCH. Do you have figures that would compare our rate
of productivity growth with that of other industralized nations in
western Europe?
Mr. CLAGUE. I don't have it right with me, but I can answer in a
general way without the actual figures. In Britain, it is much lcwer
than us. Britain is really not doing very well. Germany and Japan
are doing much, much better.
Senator CHURCH. Much better than we are?
Mr. CLAGUE. Much better than we are, yes; that is right. They are
working hard and being highly productive.
In France, it is about like us. Italy is relatively poor on this point,
too much labor and not enough productivity.
There are s~ets of figures, Sir. Chairman, that would give that whole
comparison in recent years. The Bureau of Labor Statistics has them.
I just don't remember the exact figur es.
Senator CHURCrI. Are you able to tell us how the Germans and
Japanese have achieved a much higher level of productivity. other
than the generalized statement that they are working harder? I mean,
are there statistics that would bear out the fact that they put a relatively higher percentage of money into new plant equipment and
related activities?
Mr. CLAGUE. Yes, indeed. That is the exact point; plus the point that
labor in those countries has suffered from inflation. You will recall
that after World War I, the German inflation in the early 1920's
brought the German mark down to zero. They had to revalue their
money. So in the postwar period of 1946 and thereafter, the German
people were prepared-the worst thing they.felt that could happen
was another inflation. Consequently, the labor movement was very
careful in its bargaining about wages. In Japan it was much the samea dangerous inflation which alerted them to the fact that they must

exercise restraint in the wage field, or else it will go up through the

roof. So they have been able to keep inflation under control. It is
interesting that those two peoples, who suffered defeat in the war, were
the ones who appreciated the problem. At the present time, the German
inflation is the lowest, I believe, of any country in the world.
Senator CHURCHI. Thank you.
Air. CLAGUE. I have some illustrations here of another factor that is
bringing down our productivity in this country; that is. the raising
of our health and safety standards. I want to emphasize that that is
no argument against raising those standards. But I do want to cite the
coal mine indiustry, in which I have made five studies in the last 6 or
7 years. Productivity in coal mining was spectacular from 1948 to
1968; it increased at 6 percent a year. That accounted for the very
high wages of the coal miner.
From 1969 to the present, productivity has gone down by one-third.
In other words, in underground mines an output of over 15 tons per
man per day in 1969 has fallen to less than 10 tons. That is due in part
to safety standards that have been set in motion, as well as the other
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health standards, such as the elimination of black lung. This has effect
then of reducing the productivity in coal mining. This same problem
of safety and health is rising in other industries; in steel, in textiles,
and others. These improvements in standards will reduce the productivity down to 2 percent a year, or perhaps less. This is not a criticism
of higher standards; but it indicates that we have to be careful about
wages rising too rapidly.
EARLY RETIRE1MENT FACTOR

Then I come to early retirement as an inflation factor. I regard this
as the marginal factor. I did try to emphasize in my paper that any
one of these factors, by themselves-for instance, the rise in the Consumer Price Index-would gradually fade out. The cost-of-living
increase that the retirees get does not occur until a year after they
have suffered from it. This lag would bring the inflation down, if it
was not for some other factors pushing it up.
Now, in connection with the earlier retirement, I have a table here
which shows that in 1964, 1967, and 1970, there were just about onethird of the men workers wanting to retire earlier, and a little less
than half of the women-46 percent.
Now you will notice how sharply it has jumped in recent years. We
have half the men in 1976 retiring at 62 and 56 percent of the women.
In the economics of social security, when we have an inflation rate
of 7 percent or higher, it pays to retire at 62 and get the benefits over
the 62-64 period rather than waiting until 65 and getting the benefits
then, only to find out that they are lower than they would have been
with retirement at 62. I think that this is one of the factors that leads
to earlier retirement.
I mention one other point concerning retirement; that is in a recent
action of the Congress, Mr. Chairman, of dropping the age permitting
earnings plus benefits from 72 to 70. It will be interesting to see to what
extent -that has any bearing upon the work of retirement decision of
workers.
I noted also, which is not in my paper, that there is a 3-percent bonus
now for each year of work after 65; in other words, for the person who
stays int he labor force. When social security was first set up, we had a
1-percent bonus for every year that the worker worked so that a man
or women who put in 40 years would have 40 percent higher benefits
on retiring than the simple average earnings. That bonus was lost in
the revisions of the early 1950's. But it was a very valid point. If the
erson has an incentive to stay onl working longer, and not draw benewill reduce the benefit payments and bring the system more
that wts,
into better balance.
Senator CTuncH. But is there really any incentive as long as the
inducement is lower than the annual rate of inflation?
Mr. CLAoUE. Well, in social security, I have called that the passive
factor here. Social security is not really a very strong factor in causing
early retirement in itself.
Senator CHuRcH. You see what I mean?
Mr. CLAGuE. Yes.
Senator CHURCH. I mean, if you give a person a 3-percent incentive
to continue to stay in the work force, and in the meanwhile inflation
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is diminishing the value of the dollar at the rate of 7 percent a year,
that person woulcl be better off retiring and taking the cost-of-living
adjustment on his retirement income.
Mr. CLAGUF. Yes, and it will be quite interesting to see whether this

modest incentive has any effect. We will have to wait and see what
the result will be.
Senator CFmURCi-T. Yes.

Mr. CLAGUE. In private industry, the situation was that private firms
started out establishing retirement systems prior to World War I. I
have mentioned some of them that were setting up retirement systems
for their own employees. However, that movement came to a disaster
in the 1930's. As you recall, the railroad systems which had been
started went bankrupt, and the U.S. Government had to take them
over-the railroad retirement program.
When social security was being debated in 1936, there was a very
strong move to permit private industry firms to set up their own retirement systems instead of social security. But the experience with
failures had been so bad that the proposal did not pass. Therefore, a
private retirement system did not develop substantially in the 1930's.
However, in the post-war period, it grew up as an addition to
social security in the form of supplementary private pen4ion plans.
Those have expanded very rapidly in recent years-in the last 20
years-and especially in the last 15 years.
There are two kinds of private plans. One is like the limited mine
workers, which is completely independent. The mine workers retire at
age 55 with their own private retirement pension independent of social
security. On the other hand, the auto workers linked theirs into social
security. The employer pays for only retirement, but saves money when
social security goes into effect at age 65. Under the General Motors,
the Ford, and the Chrysler plans, the workers get company benefits at
whatever age is chosen for early retirement; but when the workers
reach age 65 and social security becomes effective, then the employer
cost declines. Therefore, there is a substantial saving to the private
firm in merging their retirement benefits with social security.
Senator C-ruRcT-T. In other words, they just piggyback on the social
security.
Mr. CLAGUE. That is right. They can provide early retirement, but
when social security picks up, the employer pays less.
Senator CHtrcH. Yes.
1R IVA'rs PENSIONS

Mr. CLAGUE. There has been some discussion on the Hill about this
problem of private pensions, partly because in the early stages they
were pretty much based on the long-service employee who works for
most of his life with the firm. There were, sometimes, bad happenings-a man laid off at age 58-he needed to be 60 to get a pension, and
he didn't get it. Then there was the other problem, which was mentioned earlier in your hearings, Mr. Chairman., people working in one
place and another and another, but never having enough service to get
any private pensions at all. The worker earns social security, but
nothing else.
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So then the law was amended, and Congress made these changes that
are set forth here, a worker could qualify in 10 years; or he could
qualify with a combination of age and length of service totaling 45; or
with 25 percent vested after 5 years, but not getting the full amount
until 15 years. Each of these provisions qualifies more pensioners.
But these changes have had another effect; namely, it has resulted in
a loss of some plans, because this cost was more than some of the
smaller firms could bear. I don't know the statistics on that. This is
a case in which we may be improving the private pension system, but
we are limiting their numbers to those firms that will be able to finance
the program. I would like to read a paragraph here.
These private industry workers can retire at earlier ages on their own funds
one
and then get social security when that becomes available. This may be
factor stimulating retirement at 62 under social security. The conclusion is that
there is substantial early retirement in private industry plans, but it does
have some limitations. In some firms and industries, there are occasional upward
adjustments of benefits to offset the rising cost of living, but these are small.
The purchasing power of a private pension falls behind the rising cost of living.
Hence, these plans make only a limited contribution to greater inflation.
FEDERAL RETI REM1ENTI

PROGRATrS

Next, we come to the Federal Government, which has a multitude of
retirement systems. The largest is the Federal civil service program,
of which I am a beneficiary. It provides for long service, if that turns
out the way the employee likes it. A recent change that has been made,
as I find out here from the report, is that for about 95 percent of all
Federal employees, the mandatory retirement age has now been abolished, so that they can now work into age 70 and beyond.
I have a table which shows what is happening to Federal civil service. In 1966, we had about 561,000 retired employees, and in 1977 we
had about 1.1 million. The number has just about doubled. The payments were $1.2 billion in 1966, and now they are $8.1 billion. That is
six tmies as much money. The combination is twice as many workers,
each of them getting 3 times as much benefit. The reason is, of
course
Senator CHURCH. That is not in constant dollars?

MIr. CLAGUM. Pardon?
Senator CHURCH. That is not in contant dollars?
Air. CLAGUE. No, that is because of longer service and higher pay.
The average has risen from about $2,400 a year to $7,400 a year. In
the Federal service, unlike social security, longer service provides
hiMher benefits.
%enator CHURCH. AMy point being is, your schedule here-on page
13-is in nominal dollars, not in constant dollars.
Mir. CLAoU.. Oh, yes, indeed. That is right.
Senator CHuRcii. In that same period the value of the dollar has
declined. as you pointed out earlier.
MIr. CLAGIUE. Yes. As a matter of fact, I touch on that in the next
paragraph because I am one of the beneficiaries of that. Our benefits
are raised twice a year by the Consumer Price Index. It runs January
to June, and then wve get the increase in September. Likewise, from
July to December, with the new payment in April. So our benefits are
escalated by the Consumer Price Index.
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I want to emphasize strongly here that Federal employment is not
growing. The approximate total for 1957 was about 2.2 million. Now
it is 2.7 million, but in May 1978, it was 2,744,000, and in 1974 it was
2,724,000. So in the last 4 years we have had no increase at all in Fedk-ral employment.
Senator CHURCH. H-Jowever, that does not take into account an article
appearing in the morning paper?
Mr. CLAGUE. Yes.
Senator CHURCH. Millions on the Federal payroll.
Mr. CLAGuE. Secondary.
Senator CHURCH. Secondary, which was expanded maximum.
Mr. CLAGUE. I am not sure that they come under our Federal
pensions.

Senator CHURCH. No, I don't think they do.
STATE AND LOCAl

RErIREMENT

Mr. CLAGUE. No. They may be falling into the next problem which
is our toughest problem, what I call the bombshell; namely, State and
local government retirement. In that discussion, I made one error,
which I hope it is the only one in this paper. That date of December
31, 190;4, in New York, should be 1965. I didn't pay enough attention
to the fact that Mayor Lindsay -waselected in 1965. In New York City,
the election comes a year after the Federal. Other than that mistake of
(ate, the figures I present are correct.
The issue of early retirement in New York City came up in connection with the sanitation workers. Policemen and firefighters had
taken the lead in early retirement, but it was the sanitation workers
who broke through. Upon taking office in January 1966, Mayor Lindsay
encountered a 10-day strike of the transport workers.
Three months later, in April, his administration faced the possibility
of another strike by the sanitation workers. That was averted by giving
them retirement at 50 percent of earnings after 20 years of service at
any age. Five years later, the transit workers got retirement at age
50. The effect of that was to insure that those types of workers could
retire at age 50 or any time after that, and then be able to enter other
industries.

There is one more point about that retirement system. New York
provided that the benefits in retirement would be paid at the total
earnings in the last year of work so that theSenator Ciiuizcir. That is a calamitous provision. I am wondering to what extent it has been a pattern for other retirement programs by those cities.
Mr. CLAGUE. I do not know to what extent. In fact, one of my
limitations here is that I have not been able to study other cities.
know New York, because I was in the middle of that discussion. I
think it does exist in a varsity of other places, but I am not sure
where. The big point is, giving that bonuls insures that the retiring
worker puts in as much overtime as lie can. That is why you have
read in the papers about these workers drawing benefits equal to 115
percent of their regular earnings. This is because the benefits are
based upon the overtime earnings in the last year of service. I don't
know why they adopted the principle that the overtime earnings
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should count in retirement benefits. Nor do I know how widespread
that system is in other State and local governments.
The second advantage that workers can get from early retirement
is that they can then go into private industry and earn a second
retirement. That makes it possible for such a worker to earn social
security also, provided the city government is not linked to social
security. Thus, a worker could end up with three pensions-the city
government, a private industry firm, and social security.
Now, one other point about city and other local government retirements, namely, disability. That is a very significant factor when there
are from 75 to 90 percent of retired individuals being declared disabled. In that case, they do not pay any taxes on that retirement
income, which again is a strong incentive to seek retirement.
Just one point on the economics. State and local government
employment is rising rapidly. It has tripled since 1950. Employment
in the past year has risen by 500,000. A retirement system which
retires workers at an early age does not seem to be in trouble when
employment is increasing rapidly. That is a situation in which the
real danger is not apparent. There is plenty of money flowing in to
take care of retirees at the moment, but the point is that when
employment levels off or is cut back, the accumulating costs begin to
exceed the income, and the system is in trouble.
Senator CHURCH. Those studies have been ordered, have they not,
at least for the Federal programs?
Mr. CLAGIuE. Yes; there is a study of the Federal system which is
concerned with the whole subject of retirement. I believe there are
some other studies in prospect, but I am not very clear about what
they are.
Senator CHiuRCH. And some very tentative action is being taken in
the Congress with respect to some of the most serious abuses of the
military pension, the double-dipping abuses.
Mr. CIAGUE. Yes; I didn't go into that, partly because it is a big
field in itself, and because it is just starting right now to get some of
the expansions coming from World War II, with the Korean war
following after. I am a veteran of World War I, so I am aware of
that general situation, but that is a big study in itself.
COST-OF-LIVING ADJUSTMENT

Senator CHu-RCiH. Yes; one of the difficulties where the elderly are
concerned-particularly those on the social security system-is that
the periodic annual adjustment for cost of living, which I sponsored
some years ago. and succeeded in incorporating in the social security
law, is based upon the Consumer Price Index, which is normally used
for this purpose. But our studies show that the cost of the elderly's
mnajor purchases-for example, food, fuel, medical care, and housingis increasing more rapidly than other prices.
These necessities pretty much consume the whole retirement income
for those struggling on limited budgets. My question is whether the
Consumer Price Index is a proper method for determining the actual
inflation affecting retired people? What is your opinion?
Mr. CLAGUE. That question arose long before we got into this current inflation. Back in the midsixties, the question was raised, "Whv
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Mr. CLAGUR. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Clague follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF EWAN CLAGUE

this opportunity to
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I welcome Work and Lifelong
testify here this morning at your hearing on "Retirement,
Cumula-

Learning." The title I have selected is "Inflation and Retirement-The
tive Costs of Retirement ComDounded by Inflation."
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These are the origins of the programs which are playing such sifinificant
living, and
in the U.S. economy of the 1970's-old age retirement, the cost of
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1. The Consitiner Price Indcex
RELATION TO INFLATION

When the Committee on Economic Security worked out the social security
programs in 1934-35, they were cautious and conservative. Unemployment compensation was scheduled for only 16 weeks, public assistance scales were modest
and old age insurance benefits were designed as a floor on which pesronal savings
and family contributions could be added.
World War II disrupted the carefullly drawn programs. Price and wage controls held the line during the war, but they collapsed in the postwar readjustment and the Consumer Price Index jumped from approximatell 130 in the
summer of 1946 to a peak of 175 in the autumn of 1948-an increase of nearly 35
percent in two years.
Prices declined slightly in 1949 and early 1950, but the outbreak of the Korean
WVar caused an increase of about 10 percent from the summer of 1950 to the
spring of 1951. But in the next 14 years, from the summer of 1951 to the outbreak
in Vietnam in the spring of 1965, the CPI increased on the average only about 1.5
percent a year. With wage increases averaging at least twice that much, there
was a substantial rise in the standard of living of American workers and their.
families.

The outbreak of war in Vietnam in 1965 opened up a new era in cost-of-living
increases. By 1967, the index had risen 5.8 percent, which was nearly 3 percent
a year. double the previous trend. By 1970, there was a further increase of 16.3
percent, which was an average of 5.4 percent a year.
This was too rapid a rate of increase for Congress to legislate from time to
time some upward adjustment in benefits to offset the loss of buying power
through inflation. So Congress adopted an automatic system of raising benefits
once a year by the amount of the rise in the Consumer Price Index.
The following table shows the annual rates of increases measuring-from midyear to mid-year, 1968-78.
TABLE 1.-Consiomer Price Index: Wage Earners and Qierical TVorkers, Annual
Rates of Increase, 1968-78
(1967=100)
Year:

1968 -

'Increase
(percent)

1969 -------------------------------------------------------------.
1970

1971 ----------------------------------------------------------1972 ______ _---_ _------_--________--__--_--- -1973--------------------------------6.
1974-------------------------------

1975…-- - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - 1976…-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1977-6.---------------------1978------------------

--

4. 2
4
5. 9

4. 3
3.3
2
1. 0

- - - 9. 1
5:8.

0-----1077 to May 1978.
There are two significant points in this table. One is that thle business recession
of .1970-71 produced a 30 percent decline. (5.9 down to 4.3), which wvas followed
by a still slower rate (3.3) by the summer of 1972. That was the effect of the
controls which President Nixon imposed in August 1971.
Controls wvere taken off in 1973, and the CPI immediately responded. There
was a 6.2 percent increase to mid-year, followed by a full year increase of 11
Percent in the summer of 1974. Then came the worst business recession In the,
United States uince the 1930's. However, the index responded slowly, reaching
bottom in 1976, with a rate slightly under 6 percent (5.8). Then the upturn wa~s
iesunmed-6.5 percent in 1977 and 7 percent for the most recent index .(MNay).
Furthermore, the administration's economists have recently, come out with an
estimate of 7.2 percent for the calendar year 1978.
At the present rates of increase the index should cross 200 by autumn, which
means that the index wvill have doubled in the 1.1 years from 1967 to 19,78. Because the average citizen is more conscious of month-to-month changes in the
index, or p~erhaps 'the year-to-year, he or she is not fully awvnre of the eventual
1May
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impact of those rates of increase. A projection into the future will highlight the
impact of inflation.
the Consumer
If the 1968-78 cost-of-living increase continues into the future,
present) and will
Price Index at the end of 1990 will be about 400 (double the
It is a
be nearing 800 by the year 2001 (doubling again). This is not a forecast;
projection to show where the economy is going unless steps are taken to control
inflation, whatever may be the cost.
To illustrate the meaning of these statistics, here are a few homely examples.
be $3.40.
In our home, a half-gallon of milk now costs 85 cents; in 2001 it would
be $2,
A $100 men's suit would cost $400; the Metro fare in Washington would
expenses.
or possibly even more, because the fares aren't high enough now to cover
can
The problem for the U.S. Government and the American people is,a what
halt? The
be done to slow down this rate of inflation, and, if possible, bring it tothat
produce
answer to that question must come from an analysis of the factors
the inflation.
II.

Wage8 and Salaries

Wages and salaries are the dominant factor in the national income, averaging
brings
in recent years about 77 percent. Adding the income of small proprietors
the total to about 83 percent. About five-sixths of the national income goes to
people who get income from work.
It
Wages in the U.S. economy are largely determined by collective bargaining.
but the
is true that only about one-fifth of the total labor force is fully organized,
and occasionally
unorganized generally follow along, usually with some lag in time end
of the scale.
with some shortfall in wages and fringe benefits. At the lower
the Federal and State governments step in with minimum wage requirements,
which are periodically raised to keep pace with general wage increases.
AFL
When questioned one time by a reporter as to what wages labor wanted,
how much
President Samuel Gompers answered "more." So the problem becomes,
is profits. But
more? From the employer's viewpoint, the source of wage increases risk
of loss of
some firms in an industry don't have any profits, so there is the living
jobs if the wage increase is too high. In that situation, the cost ofpower. Itusually
is also
becomes a floor; wages should not fall through loss of purchasingtrying to improve
evident that in a competitive society employers will always be
their efficiency. This factor is measured by indexes of productivity, which are the
statistical measurement of output per manhour of work.
The postwar inflation of 1946-48 brought these two concepts together in the
famous escalator collective bargaining contract between labor and management
in the automobile industry. In first postwar bargaining of 1945-46, there had been
a prolonged strike with serious loss of urgently needed auto production.
May,
There was national concern about another strike in 1948. Suddenly in late
General
there was a public announcement that Charles Wilson, the president of
union, had
Motors, and Walter Reuther, the president of the Automobile Workersfactors.
The
signed a new type of contract which combined two very significant
productivity
first was an annual increase in wages equal to the average increase inlittle
under 3
In the national economy as a whole, which was estimated to be abased upon
the
percent a year. The other factor was a quarterly increase In wages
changes in the Consumer Price Index.
While General Motors was the first to sign an agreement, Ford, Chrysler, and
the other companies accepted the general principles, so there was no automobile
strike in 1948, and automobile production expanded rapidly.
In 1950, when the contract came up for renewal, the auto workers had actually
come
suffered a small loss in wages on the cost-of-living factor (the Index had
of more
down a few points). But the productivity factor had produced an increase workers
than 5 percent in wages. The contract was sufficient popular among theterm was
and their families that it was renewed for a 5-year term. After that the
changed to 3 years. When the next renewal of the contract comes up in 1979, it will
have been in operation in the auto industry for 31 years.
One reason for the continued success of the automobile contract was that the
productivity increases (based on productivity in the national economy) were
Stanearly always lower than productivity in automobiles. The Bureau of Labor
tistics reported the following annual rates in motor vehicles. 1970-76: 2.0, 16.7,
other
4.0, 2.5, -4.4, 6.8, 9.1. Except for the disastrous year 1974 (-4.4), all the which
years are good to excellent for profits. So it is not bargained wage Increases
have sent auto prices to such high levels: it is the escalation by the Consumer
Price Index.
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Furthermore, the high inflation in recent years has created greater interest byboth management and labor in contracts of the escalator type, namely, withl:
precise quarterly, semiannual or annual wage increases based directly on the ClPT
According to the most recent data of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the numberof workers covered was about 5.7 million under major contracts. What that type
of contract does is to tie wages more closely to the cost of living.
But during the 1970s, national productivity has not been maintained at its
theoretical 3 percent level for the total.private economy. The next table shows the
annuatl increases for the period 1967-78.
TABLE 2.-PRODUCTIVITY IN THE PRIVATE BUSINESS SECTOR,
ANNUAL INDEXES

Year

1967-.-----

Index

1969
-

19 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1100 103.3
103. 7

1971
--1971
--------------------------------------------------------------------------1972 ------1973
--------------------------------------------------------------------------19741975 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

104.5
107.8
111.III.0
113.1
109.9
111.8

1976-

19781 --------------------------------------

116.5
119.5
119.9

Rate of
change(percent)

3.3'
4
.7
3.2'
3.0
1.9
-2.81.7

4.2

2.6.
3

First quarter.

This is a classic case. Productivity reached 3.3 percent in 1968, but fell back to.
0.4 percent in the peak year 1969. It improved substantially in 1971-72, but then
slackened off in 1973 and had an actual loss (-2.8 percent) in the business:
downturn beginning in 1974. On the upgrade. some improvement came in 1975,
with the highest increase of the decade in 1976 (4.2). Then came the slackening
in 1977, with some indication of a further slowdown in 1978, although there may
be an improvement in the second quarter.
The record of the decade 1968-77 is not up to the previous productivity gains.
The average gain for 1967-77 is just a little under 2 percent a year, which is a
substantial decline from the 3 percent which was approximately the rate for theperiod between the Korean War and the outbreak in Vietnam.
The outlook for higher productivity in the immediate future is not very good.
With increasing population and expanding industrial production the effects
upon the environment are becoming greater and Congress is establishing newhigher standards of health and safety in American industries.
The most striking example of the new standards is the bituminous coal industry. For a period of 20 years, 1948-68, that industry had one of the highest productivity increases in U.S. industry-an average gain of about 6 percent per year.
Employment in the industry declined from 425,000 miners in 1948 to 125,000 in
1.968. a cutback of 300,000 millers. Yet because of the productivity, the millers'
wages were among the highest in American industry.
In 1969, Congress passed the Coal Mine I-Iealth and Safety Act, which established new health and safety standards. Furthermore, Congress provided special
pensions for all miners, currently working or previously retired, who were
afflicted with blaek; lung and other diseases. Widows and children of such miners
were also covered. The costs were not charged to tlhe industry. but paid froen
Federal funds. The result was about 210,000 ex-miners. with 145.000 widows w ith
and without children. drawing black lung benefits in 1973. The program (for new
cases) ended in 1973, but the existing case load is being carried to tIhe 1090's.
Coal mining provides an excellent example of the price wvhich society must pay
to create safe and healthy working conditions in American industries. New environmental standards are also being set for the steel industry, chemicals, textiles, and a number of others. In sucll industries, the improvements in health
and safety are essential, both for the affected workers and the general population. But it must be clearly understood by the American people that these changes
require more labor and will reduce productivity per man.
The prospect for the economy is that productivity in the private husiness sector
will continue into the 1980's at the 2 percent level, with the possibility of some-
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further reduction. Under those assumptions the outlook would be this-with
Tespect to the cost-of-living factor, the system of escalating old age retirement
benefits by the Consumer Price Index, as outlined in section I, contributes to
further inflation by increasing consumer buying. But it is important to emphasize that this is a passive factor in causing inflation. Consumer prices rise during
the year; but during those 12 months, the purchasing power of the monthly
benefits declines. At the end of the year, the beneficiary receives an increase in
the monthly benefits equivalent to the loss of purchasing power. But then during
the next year he loses again, and so on. The point is that this is a fading factor
*in causing inflation. If it were the only factor, the inflation would eventually be
brought to an end.
However, if wage increases for the economy as a whole exceed the 2 percent
productivity gain, they begin to offset the savings made possible by lagging es4calation through the cost of living. To the extent that average economywide in*creases exceed productivity, to that extent they constitute an additional factor
producing inflation.
III. Early Retirement A8 An Inflation Factor

This brings up the question as to what other factors in the economy may be
generating inflation. One possibility is early retirement. The selection of 65 years
as the appropriate age of retriement originated in the old age and mothers' pen*sion systems in the ivarious States before and after World War I. These welfare
pensions were usually set at $30 per month.
Social Security

When the social security program was adopted, 65 years was designated as the
age for the receipt of old age benefits. But there was one modification, namely,
that workers could retire as early as 62, with the proviso that the benefit would
be reduced by 6.7 percent for each early year. The idea was that the eventual cost
would be about the same, since the early benefit payments would be offset by the
savings to the fund by the reduced benefits after 65.
These early retirement schedules were firmly maintained down to within the
last few years. But inflation began to stimulate early retirement as shown bv
the following table.
TABLE 3.-RATIO OF RETIREMENT TO ELIGIBLES, SELECTED
YEARS, 1964-76

Year

Men
(percent)

1964 -31
1967 -33
1979…30
1972
1974
1976
976….

34
39
44
49

…

Women
(percent)
46
46
46
49
56
54

What this table shows, year by year, is the proportion of men and women
workers eligible for retirement who actually chose to do so at ages 62-64. Two
points are clear. One is that women retire earlier than men. In the longer past,
about one-third of men workers and nearly half of the women retired early..The
other point is that the inflation rates of the 1970's stimulated that decision. In
1976, just about half of the men eligibles and 56 percent of the women chose early
retirement.
At inflation rates of 7 percent or more, the early retiree would get higher benefits after age 65 than the fellow worker who continued working until age 65 and
then drew his benefits.
One modification voted by Congress recently was a reduction in the age at
which the retiree was entitled to both benefits and earnings. This action was in
response to a proposal that all beneficiaries should be entitled to full benefits
at 65 without any reduction at all for earnings. The additional cost of this would
have been substantial. Congress was willing to make a reduction of 2 years to age
70. It will be of interest to note in the next few years the extent to which this
increases the benefit payments.
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In summary on social security, it must be emphasized that the system has retained its original basic character. The escalation of benefits by the Consumer
Price Index is the major factor in the expension of the benefit payments, and the
year's lag in applying the cost-of-living increase would gradually bring the index
down to stability, if there were no other inflation factors operating to push prices
upward.
PRIVATE INDUSTRY RETIREMENT SYSTEMS

Private industry and a few unions developed retirement systems at about the
beginning of the century. The A.T. & T. program was established In 1913. A
number of railroad companies created pension systems for long-service employees.
However, the depression of the 1930's bankrupted many of the private systems.
The plight of the railroad companies was such that Congress passed an act in
1935 (prior to the Social Security Act) creating a national retirement system
for all railroad employees. This has continued, separate from social security,
down to the present.
When the Social Security Act was being debated in Congress, a strong drive
was made for a provision offering employers an opportunity to set up their own
private retirement systems, in which the employers would be excluded from social
security. One factor causing the rejection of that idea was the disastrous experience of the early 1930's.
But after World War II, there was a marked growth of individual company
and industrywide pension plans, which were supplementary to social security. In
some industries, such as bituminous coal mining, the pension plan was completely independent of social security. In other industries, such as automobiles,
company plans paid early retirement benefits from their own funds, but cut back
their own payments by the amount of social security benefits when these became
available. On either of these bases, the growth in private industry retirement
plans during the 1950's and 1960's was very impressive.
It is important to note at this point that these industry plans provide substantially earlier retirement than social security. The prevailing retirement
age was 60. This was usually expressed in a combination of age and length of
service-60 and 30, or 55 and 35. On length of service, there were minimum
requirements of 15 years, 20 years, or even total service up to retirement
age.
As the systems developed, problems arose. A worker laid off at age 58 would
lose his pension due at 60. A worker who never worked as long as 15 years for
any one company found himself without any private pensions, despite a lifetime of work. In fact, there are workers who go through an entire working life
without serving long enough with any employer to earn a private pension.
They would of course get social security benefits upon retirement.
Congress took a long look at this general situation some years ago and came
up with new and firm specifications for private industry pension plans. One was
a requirement that the worker be entitled to some pension after a definite
minimum length of service, for which there are three alternatives. One is a fully
vested benefit after 10 years. Another is the rule which provides 50 percent
vesting when a combination of age and service equals 45. Still another provides
for 25 percent vesting after 5 years, reaching full vesting after 15 years.
Another requirement was for adequate reserves for pension funds. In addition,
provision was made for a reinsurance fund administered by the Department of
Labor to rescue any failing funds.
The trend in private industry plans has been in the direction of earlier
retirement. In a number of major industries, the plans provide for 30 years of
service at age 55. There is one incentive toward this early retirement (apart
from a need to retire from work), namely, that a worker retired from one firm
or industry can work and earn wages without loss of the pension. In the automobile industry, such early pensions are now payable at age 50. But such early
retirement in automobiles, steel, and some other industries is subject to a
requirement that the retiree is restrained from earning wages or salaries in any
other industry.
The more stringent requirements of the recent legislation is resulting in some
decline in private pension plans, especially among smaller companies. The higher
standards established by the new legislation may restrain to some extent the
growth of private pension plans.
On the subject of early retirement, there is little doubt that these plans create
a larger financial burden on industry than would be the case if their retirement
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ages corresponded to those of social security. As it is. these private industry
workers can retire at earlier ages on their own funds and then get social security
when that becomes available. This may be one factor stimulating retirement at
62 under social security.
The conclusion is that there is substantial early retirement in private industry
plans. But it does have some limitations. In some firms and industries there are
occasional upward adjustments of benefits to offset the rising cost of living.
But these are small. The purchasing power of a private pension falls behind the
rising cost of living. Hence these plans make only a limited contribution to
greater inflation.
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

The Federal Government has a multitude of retirement systems, both civilian
and military. For civilians the civil Service Retirement System is the largest
and can be used as a model for the minor ones.
The Federal Government has a wide range of retirement possibilities. At' the
upper limit retirement was formerly compulsory at age 70, with the proviso that
an esapuloyee could work beyond 70 in order to achieve 15 years of service. At the
lower end of the scale employees with 20 years of service can retire at age 60.
Employees with 30 years of service can retire at age 55, and even earlier, if they
accept a reduction in benefits.
The following table shows the upward trend in number of civil service retirees
and the corresponding payments.
TABLE 4.-FEDERAL CIVIL SERVICE RETIREESAND BENEFITS, SELECTEDFISCAL YEARS, 1956-76
[Dollar amounts in millions
Year
1966 -------------------------------------------------------------------------1968-604,
1970
1973-843,
1974 -938,
1975
1976
1977-

Number
560, 992
873
662, 223
520
654
989, 786
1, 038, 377
1,096, 561

Payment
$1, 322
1,665
2, 129
3,762
4,825
6,052
7,098
8,143

In the 11-year period from 1966 to 1977, the civil service retirees under that
system increased from about 561,000 to almost 1,097,000-very nearly double.
Over that same period, the benefit payments increased from $1.3 billion in 1966
to $8.1 billion in 1977. The average annual benefits increased from about $2,400
a year to more than $7,400. Beneficiaries double and benefits triple.
The most recent change is that after September 30, 1978, mandatory retirement has been abolished for about 9.5 percent of all Federal employees.
Retired civil service employees have their benefits escalated by the Consumer
Price Index, but with a somewhat different formula from social security. Civil
service retirees have catchup payments twice a year. The increases are calculated
on the June and December indexes, with benefits payable three months later in
each case. Therefore, civil service employees receive benefits more closely following the rise in the cost of living than (lo social security beneficiaries. In both
isstances, of course, they are always losing ground except in the month of
catchup.

Federal civil service employees have in the past paid substantially more for
their retirement benefits than the social security coverage. The Federal conmtribution rate is now 7 percent of wages and salaries, and it was 6 percent for
many years before that. Social security now has a contribution rate of 6.05
percent, but this includes about 1 percent for the hospital insurance program
under medicare.

The most recent development is that Congress has ordered a study of the
possibility of merging the Federal Government retirement programs with social
security.
There is one important point concerning Federal employment which is not
fully understood by the public. Federal employment is not growing rapidly. In
1957. the figures were about 2,217,000: in May 1978, about 2.744,000. That is an
increase of 525,000, or approximately 25,000 a year. But there has been no recent
growth at all; the average for 1974 was 2,724,000 and for 1977 almost exactly the
same-2,727,000.
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MILITARY

PENSIONS

This subject requires more attention than could be given for this paper.
Veterans of World War II are reaching retirement ages, and they will be
closely followed by those from the Korean War. This cost falls on the Federal
Government and will constitute a retirement outlay in the future much higher
than the funds required for civil service and other civilian employees.
STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

Retirement systems were slow in developing in State and local governments,
partly because in some places the employees were political appointees subject
to occasional turnovers. A retirement program can't operate under such circumistances. In other places, the employees were able to stay on the job as long as
they wanted to do so. even into age 70 and beyond.
But the new conditions in the postwar economy' brought some fundamental

changes in the States, counties, and cities. The lead was taken by workers
providing essential services, such as police, firefighters, transportation workers,
and sanitation workiers.

The situation in New York City is so well known that it can serve as a case
study, representative of many other cities throughout the country. The transit
workers (subway and bus) had a contract with New York City which expired
on December 31. 1964. The newly elected Mayor Lindsay did not take office
until January, but the union leaders refused to settle with the outgoing mayor.
They then conducted a strike in the first week of Mayor Lindsay's term. After
some bitter negotiations a strike settlement was reached.
Then in April, the contract with the city's sanitation workers came up for
renewal. It was vital for the new administration not to have another strike. So
the city negotiators accepted a provision which permitted sanitation workers to
retire at 50 percent of earnings after 20 years of service, at any age.
This was a monumental change in retirement policy. From that day forward
early retirement options spread rapidly. The transit workers wanted the same
privilege, but the city feared the loss of so many of its skilled workers, especially
the machinists repairing the cars. However, in 1971 an agreement was reached
for retirement at age 50 after 20 years of service with a benefit of 50 percent of
earnings, with additional benefits of 2 percent a year for longer service. A worker
entering at age 25 could retire at 50 with 60 percent of earnings.
The stimulus toward early retirement was greatly strengthened by another
provision of the contract which raised monthly benefit payments. These were
based upon the employees' earnings in the last year of service, including all overtime earnings. The result was that employees planning to retire sought all the
overtime they could get. Stories have appeared in the press recently citing examples of retired employees drawing benefits higher than their regular full-time
earnings on the job. Of course, that scale of benefits could easily be achieved by
long-service employees.
But the other advantage achieved by early retirees was the opportunity to
earn a second retirement benefit from another employer. An employee retiring
at 50 years of age could earn social security coverage by age 60, and, in addition,
possibly a second retirement pension with a private firm.
This overlapping of retirement benefits, coupled with full-time earnings from
work, is the duplication of incomes which causes inflation.
New York is not unique: it is quite typical. Throughout the country other
local governments (and States) have established retirement systems which permit early retirement. This is one reason that the local governments are in financial trouble.
Police and firemen have long been in the lead of the drive for early retirement.
Because of the personal danger in those occupations, early retirement seems
natural and logical. However, those systems usually provide for tax-free benefits
for disabled retirees. The result has been in many cities and counties that from
75 to 90 percent of the early retirees are classified as disabled, which means that
they pay no taxes on the benefits, or only a small amount.
Police and firemen are very special classes of local employees with relatively
small numbers. The problem is that other State and local employees attempt to
match these retirement benefits, or at least to move toward them. And in the case
of these other employees the numbers are startling.
State and local government employment in 1950 numbered about 4 million; In
May 1978, the number was nearly 12.9 million-more than triple expansion.
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Within the last year (May to May) there has been an increase of 500,000 employees, desipte all efforts which have been made to hold down and even to. cut
back on city government employment.
Local government employees comprise about three-quarters of the total, with
the States about one-quarter. However, State employment is growing somewhat
faster. In 1955, local employment was about 3.6 million and State less than 1.2.
In April 1978, the preliminary figures are 3.5 million and 9.7. Both constitute
the fastest growing employment in the U.S. economy.
Retirement systems for organizations with such high growth rates in employment have a favorable financing factor which conceals some basic problems.
New employees start at the bottom of the ladder; retirement comes later. It is
when the employment expansion slackens and finally comes to a halt that the
reckoning comes. And an actual cutback in employment would produce a crisis
in the retirement program.
In this situation, early retirement may be the timebomb that will upset the
system. Employees young enough to get other jobs will take the retirement benefits and hunt other work, In which they can have both earnings and benefits. The
older employees will be entitled to benefits which cannot be met by the contributions. The alternatives are failure to pay benefits or increases in contributions
and taxes.
What is urgently needed is more intensive study of the early retirement problem in order to find out what could be done to bring the situation under control.
Conclu8lon

It is not any one factor, but rather a combination of factors, which together
produce a persistent inflation.
Escalation of wages and salaries by the Consumer Price Index is a strong
sustaining factor in a rising cost of living. But it is offset by an increase in productivity, which reduces labor costs to the employer. If consumer prices rise 6
percent in a year, and productivity is only 2 percent, it would require an economywide increase of about 9 percent to generate a further rise in prices.
But if these two factors are not sufficient to create inflation, there are some
others which can help push the ball over the line. Still another is the escalation
of retirement benefits by the Consumer Price Index. Since these benefits are paid
largely to nonproducers, they have the effect of increasing consumption without
any corresponding increase in production. Any shortage in the contributions
available to balance the benefit increase will generate additional inflation.
Finally, there is early retirement, which is not adequately provided for. Early
retirement has two inflationary factors. One is the shortened duration of contributions, perhaps 30 years of work to age 50, plus a lengthened duration of
benefits, age 50 to age SO.
The other is the combination of full-time earnings and early retirement benefits. Furthermore, the new earnings may produce a second retirement benefit.
Theoretically, all these factors could be brought under control by the appropriate balancing of benefits and contributions. This can be done by restricting the
benefits and raising the contributions until the program is in balance.
In practice, this is what is not done. The pressure against higher contributions
Is forceful. So the problem is postponed.
What is needed is a study of this problem while it is still in its elementary
stages, in order that some reasonably satisfactory solution can be devised.

Senator CHUMRCH. The hearings are now recessed until toniorrow
morning at 10 o'clock.
[Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the hearing recessed, to reconvene at
10 a.m., Wednesday, July 19, 1978.]

APPENDIX
CORRESPONDENCE

RELATING TO HEARING

ITEM 1. LETTER AND ENCLOSURE FROM SENATOR FRANK CHURCH, TO HON. F. RAx
MARSHALL, SECRETARY, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, DATED JULY 31, 1978
DEAR MR. SECRETARY: Thank you very much for your testimony at our recent
hearing on "Retirement, Work, and Lifelong Learning." I was glad that youcould participate, and I look forward to a close working relationship with personnel from your Department as our hearings and studies on related issuescontinue.
I have compiled a list of questions and requests either made at the hearing
or added since. We would like to have this additional material by September 5.
for inclusion in our hearing record. If it is not possible to give a final statement
on any individual matter, I would be glad to have an interim response indicating.
when the additional information will become available.
With best wishes,

Sincerely,

FRANK CHURCH,
[Enclosure]

Chairman.

QUESTIONs FROM SENATOR FRANK CHURCH

1. You have indicated that the Bureau of Labor Statistics projects a continu-Ing decline in the labor force participation rates of older persons through the
turn of the century-from 48 percent in 1977 for men 55 or older to 35 percent
in 2000. To what extent will the enactment of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act Amendments affect this downward trend? In addition, is there a possibility that the trend may be reversed, as pension costs continue to climb becauseof the higher ratio of older persons to younger workers?
2. One of the committee's witnesses-William Babson, a financial consultantsuggested the establishment of minimum benefits, along the lines of a minimum;
wage. What is your reaction to this proposal?
3. What was the rationale for transferring responsibility for administering
the Age Discrimination in Employment Act from the Department of Labor tothe Equal Employment Opportunity Commission-especially since EEOC has a
huge backlog of claims?
4. What would be the cost of reducing or eliminating the FICA tax for older
workers by extending the current earned-income tax credit to aged persons
without children?
5. In fiscal 1977, persons 55 or older accounted for only about 6 percent of all
new enrollees in the CETA (Comprehensive Employment and Training Act)
public service jobs programs. What has the Department done or plans to do to,
sensitize prime sponsors about the needs of older workers?
6. You have said In your written statement that more Americans are finding
it possible to retire at an earlier age because of "rising standards of living and"
increased concern with income security." Do you think this trend toward'
earlier retirement is desirable when the cost of public and private Income maintenance programs are mounting rapidly and will increase more rapidly in a few
years?
7. You state that the labor force participation rate for men 55 and over Is
expected to drop from 48 percent now to 35 percent In 2000. For older woman,
It is expected to decline from 23 percent to 19 percent during this same period.
What assumptions are made in arriving at this rate of decline? What has beenthe history of accuracy of labor force participation rates for the 55+ group inthe past?
(153)
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8. The 1978 Age Discrimination in Employment Act Amendments direct the
Secretary of Labor to conduct a study concerning the effect of raising the upper
age limit of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act to 70 as well as the
feasibility of eliminating the upper age ceiling entirely. Your letter of July 12,
written in response to a committee inquiry, says you will make every effort to
issue an interim report by January 1981, and a final report by 1982. When do
you expect this study to begin?
9. The Department of Labor's annual report under the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act has for 10 years referred to a study in progress under section 5
of the act to examine "the institutional and other arrangements giving rise to
involuntary retirement." To date, no satisfactory study has been completed. When
do you propose to complete this study? Will this be part of the overall study mandated by section 6 of the 1978 amendments or will it be handled separately? What
are your specific plans and timetables to address this issue?
10. The Senate version of the 1978 Older Americans Act Amendments directs
the Department of Labor to give special consideration to minority organizations
in awarding grants and contracts under the senior community service employment program. Earlier this month, funding for the senior community service
employment program increased significantly. What are the Departments plans;
if any, to award contracts to minority organizations, such as the National
Caucus on the Black Aged and the National Association of Older Persons?
11. What is the Department of Labor doing to promote job performance evaluation and mid-career training?
12. The House of Representatives recently passed the Federal Employes
Flexible and Compressed Work Schedules Act (H.R. 7814) and the Federal Employes Part-Tine Career Employment Act (H.R. 10126). What is your Departmnent's position concerning these two bills?
QuEsTIoNs FRoM SENATOR EDWARD W. BROOKE
Senator Brooke asked that the following questions be raised, since he was
unable to attend the hearing in which you testified:
1. How many age discrimination cases has DOL received during the past three
years?
2. How many age discrimination cases does DOL bring to court?
3. What are the criteria for telling a complainant that he or she should sute an
employer on his/her own? In other words, what are the reasons that DOL takes
some cases and tells other persons to sue on their own?
4. What would you estimate the average cost to the individual for bringing
his/her own age discrimination case to court?
5. Do large employers tend to dismiss individually brought age discrimination
complaints as of no consequence because they may believe that few people discriminated against have either the time or the money to sue on their own?
6. Some persons have suggested that the agency administering the Age Discrimination in Employment Act should be given "cease and desist" authority.
Would you agree?

ITEm 2. LETTER AND ENCLOSURES FROM HON. F. RAY MARSHALL. 1 SECRETARY,
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, TO SENATOR FRANK CHURcTr, DATED SEPTEMBER 11, 1978
DEAR SENATOR CHuRCHr: This is in response to your letter with questions from
yourself and Senator Brooke following my appearance before your committee on
July 18, 1978. I am also enclosing the inserts for the record which we were to
supply.
I hope this information is useful to you, Senator Brooke. and other members
of the committee.
Sincerely,
RAY 'MARSFAT.T.,
[Enclosures.]
RESPONSE TO QUESTIoNs

Secretary of Labor.

FROM SENATOR FRANK CHURCH

Que8tion 1. You have Indicated that the Bureau of Labor Statistics projects
a continuing

decline in the labor force participation rates of older persons
through the turn of the century-from 48 percent in 1977 for men 55 or Older to
1 See statement. p. 112.
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35 percent in 2000. To what extent will the enactment of the Age Discrimination
in Employment Act Amendments affect this downward trend? In addition, is
there a possibility that the trend may be reversed, as pension costs continue to
climb because of the higher ratio of older persons to younger workers?
Rc8ponsc. The enactment of the 1978 amendments to the Age Discrimination

in Employment Act is expected to have a relatively small impact on the number
of older persons in the labor force. In testimony before the House Select Committee on Aging on May 19, 1978, Department of Labor spokesmen noted that
labor force participation profiles suggest the number leaving the labor force
because of mandatory retirement requirements is small. The availability of
retirement benefits, and possibly declining health, are probably more important
incentives for leaving the labor force.
Using data provided by the Social Security Administration (SSA) and the
Current Population Survey (CPS), Department researchers estimated that an
additional 125,000 to 172,000 men and women aged 65 to 69 would be in the labor
force if mandatory retirement before age 70 were banned. This represents a net
addition to the U.S. labor force of less than two-tenths of 1 percent due to the
1978 ADEA amendments. The same study estimated that about 36,000 men aged
65-69 were unemployed or involuntarily working part time as a result of mandatory retirement.
As part of the study mandated by the 1978 ADEA amendments, we will be
developing more refined and detailed estimates of the effects of the mandatory
retirement changes. Congress has asked the Department to develop such information in order to help examine the feasibility of outlawing mandatory retirement altogether.
In a "pay-as-you-go" system like social security (and many public-employee
pension plans), a growing number of retirees places an increasing burden on
younger workers whose taxes must finance benefits. The result may be growing
pressure to lower benefits or raise the age of eligibility.
Both of these changes, of course, would act to increase the labor force participation rate of older persons. In the case of the social security system, it is hard
to conjecture just how strong-and how effective-these pressures from younger
workers will be.
In the case of a fully funded private pension plan, these demographic shifts
should theoretically have no effect, since by the time the worker retires all contributions on his behalf have already been made. However, benefits under private pension plans may not be entirely funded in advance of retirement because
of the extended amortization period for funding benefit increases and unfunded
prior service costs. Thus, to a more limited extent, they will be subject to similar
pressures to the ones that OASI will face.
Question 2. One of the committee's witnesses-William Babson, a financial
consultant-suggested the establishment of minimum benefits, along the lines of
a minimum wage. What is your reaction to this proposal?
Response. We are unable to take a position on Mr. Babson's proposal to establish minimum pension benefits without studying his specific proposal in considerably more detail and discussing it within the administration. However, without
adopting a position, we can sketch out the potential economic effects of such a
law.
As the law currently stands, companies are under no obligation to offer a pension plan to their employees. (Those who choose to do so, though, must meet
ERISA standards.) A minimum-benefits law could be expected to cause some
plans to go out of existence because sponsors will consider the plan excessively
costly.
The necessity to fund the new minimum benefits could have negative employment effects as employers unable to bear the higher labor cost lay off workers
or cut back their hiring plans. In the long run, a minimum benefit law could
also slow the growth or take-home wages as the company's labor costs are reallocated away from current wages toward deferred wages (pensions).
These economic effects would be selective in their impact, having their strongest impact on employers whose plans do not already provide the mandated
minimum.
Question S. What was the rationale for transferring responsibility for admin-

istering the Age Discrimination in Employment Act from the Department of
Labor to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission-especially since
EEOC has a huge backlog of claims?
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Response. The transfer of responsibility for enforcement of the ADEA (and
ithe Equal Pay Act) from the Department of Labor to the EEOC is scheduled to
itake effect on July 1, 1979. Attached are copies of testimony presented last
March before the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, Subcommittee
-on Legislation and National Security, by Mr. Donald Elisburg,l Assistant SecreAdministration in the Department of Labor,
tary of the Employment Standards
and Mr. James T. McIntyre, Jr.,2 of the Office of Management and Budget, concerning the reorganization plan under which this change is being made. These
-statements explain in full the rationale for the transfer of responsibilities.
Question 4. What would be the cost of reducing or eliminating the FICA tax
for older workers by extending the current earned-income tax credit to aged
-persons without children?
Response. The earned-income tax credit (EITC) currently applies to earnings
up to $8,000 for parents with children in the household. The EITC amounts to
*a 10 percent credit on earnings up to $4,000; the credit begins to be reduced at
-a 10 percent rate when earnings exceed $4,000, finally disappearing at $8,000.
Through use of earnings data from the March 1977 Current Population Survey, we have made a rough estimate of the revenue loss that would be caused
;by extending the EITC to workers 65 and over. The estimate was developed
under the following assumptions:
-Only the earnings of the over-65 worker would be eligible for the EITC.
Thus, if only one partner in a marriage were 65 or older, only he (or she)
would be eligible for the credit.
-Persons over 65 living alone or with unrelated individuals would be eligible.
-All workers eligible for the EITC would claim it.
Under these assumptions, we estimate that the annual cost of such a change
in EITC provisions would be approximately $272 -million. Of this total, $152
million would go to aged persons living with a spouse; $120 million would go to
:aged persons living alone or with unrelated individuals.
Question 5. In fiscal 1977, persons 55 or older accounted for only about 6 per*cent of all new enrollees in the CETA (Comprehensive Employment and Training Act) public service jobs programs. What has the Department done or planned
to do to sensitize sponsors about the needs of older workers?
Response. As a followup to the national program for selected population segments (NPSPS) operated'under title III of CETA, a series of monographs was
prepared describing various approaches to the provision of services for specific
*groups, including older workers. These monographs were distributed through the
system and served to assist prime sponsors in developing better programs for
older workers.
Additionally, prime sponsors were directed, In developing their grant applica-tions for fiscal year 1978, to identify planned service levels In their CETA pro-grams by race, age, and sex, comparable to the incidence of these categories of
workers in the unemployed population. Prime sponsors were expected to plan
-programs at levels approximately the levels of need. Where variances were
found between the level of need and planned levels of services, it was necessary
to provide an explanation to the regional office and, where indicated, to make the
necessary modifications in the service plan. We regard the linking of the grant
-application approval process to the planning of levels of services for age, race
.and sex groups as an important first step in the approach to assessing service
levels by age.
Question 6. You have said in your written statement that more Americans are
finding it possible to retire at an earlier age because of "rising standards of living and increased concern with income security." Do you think this trend toward
earlier retirement is desirable when the cost of public and private income maintenance programs are mounting rapidly and will increase more rapidly in a few
years?

Response. The trend toward earlier retirement has been apparent for the past
four decades and is linked to the dramatic expansion of social security. among
other factors. At the end of World War II, for example, just under half of men
-65 and over were still in the labor force; today the figure is one-fifth. A typical
-male worker today, retiring at about 62, can look forward to over 15 years of
2

See p. 161.
See p. 163.
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Tetirement. With the income security provided by OASI, furthermore, the prospect
of inability to work because of declining health has been rendered less worrisome.
This trend toward early retirement does pose difficulties for retirement income
programs financed on a"pay-as-you-go" basis, inculding social security, SSI, and
many public-employee pensions, all of which are sensitive to demographic changes.
The Department advocates several strategies for dealing with these difficulties.
-Vigorous enforcement of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act, and
dissemination of information to employers concerning the abilities of older
workers, will ensure that "retirement," when it occurs, is truly voluntary.
-The encouragement of part-time "call-back," and other flexible arrangements
for older workers will afford them the option of partial rather than full
retirement.
-The expansion of private pensions, which operate on a funded basis, will provide a supplemental source of retirement income which lacks social security's
extreme sensitivity to demographic factors. In the Department's opinion, it
is posible to expand the scope of the private pension system within the
framework of full ERISA protections.
We believe that the combination of early retirement and projected demographic
changes merits concern but not alarm. It is possible to deal with these changes
without radically cutting back the options afforded to older persons.
Question 7. You state that the labor force participation rate for men 55 and
over is expected to drop from 48 percent now to 35 percent in 2000. For older
women, it is expected to decline from 23 percent to 19 percent during this same
period. What assumptions are made in arriving at his rate of decline? What has
been the history of accuracy of labor force projections for the 55+ group in the
past.?
Response. The BLS labor force projections cited in the prepared statements
were developed by applying projected labor force participation rates to Census
projections of the number of persons in specific age brackets (55-59, 60-64, etc.).
The projections for the over-55 participation rate cited in our testimony are an
aggregation of these different age brackets, and thus reflect the shifting age distribution within the older population as well as changing labor force behavior.
The BLS analysts developed separate projections for three different sets of
assumptions:
-In series A, the participation rate for each age/race/sex cohort within the
over-55 population is assumed to remain constant at its 1977 rate. This is not
a realistic assumption, but serves as a "baseline" case to isolate the effect of
demographic shifts within the over-55 age group. In series A, the participation rate for over-55 males would drop from 47.5 in 1978 to 44.5 by 2000; for
women, it would drop from 22.6 to 21.0.
-In series B, it is assumed that the cohort-specific participation rates will be
stable until 1980, due to the recent mandatory retirement changes, but will
then continue to fall at one-half the trend rate for 1970-1977. This would
result in the participation rate for over-55 wen dropping to 34.5 by 2000;
the rate for women would drop to 18.6. This projection reflects the intermediate assumptions and was used in our prepared statement.
-In series C, cohort-specific participation rates are assumed to continue dropping at the 1970-1977 trend rate, without interruption. The participation
rates for over-55 men and women would decline to 23.4 and 15.9, respectively,
by 2000. This is an extreme scenario. It is not expected that participation
will decline as rapidly as series C suggests, since the 1970-77 trends on which
it is based reflect two recessionary periods.
BLS labor force projections are continually revised as a result of testing the
assumptions against actual experience. Past projections have shown some tendency-which we believe has been remedied in this latest series-to underestimate
the trend toward early retirement. Also, the labor force behavior of adult women
in general has been difficult to model over the past decades. Overall, though, the
BLS projections have had a good record for accuracy. The 1965 projections, for
example, overestimated the size of the over-55 labor force in 1970 by only 37,000
persons. for an error marging of less than 3 percent. The 1965 figures overstated
the 1975 over-55 labor force by 1.7 million; however, the error margin was probably badly inflated by the 1975 recession.
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TABLE 1.-PROJECTED TOTAL LABOR FORCE
PARTICIPATION RATESOF PERSONS
55 AND OVER,BY AGEAND
SEX,ACCORDING TO 3 DIFFERENT ASSUMPTIONSI

Series and agegroup

Males

Females

1978 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

1978 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

A. High:
55 plus
47.5
55 to 59
-83.2
60 to 64
…
62.9
65 ta 69------------29.
4
70 to 74-19.2
B. Medium:
55 plus
…
_47.5
55 to 59 -83.2
60 to 64
-62.9
65 to 69-29.4
70 ta 74------------19.2
C. Lw:75plus
9.4
55 plus4.4
55 to 59
…
82.2
60 to 64 -61.4
65 to 69------------27.
7
79 to 74
…
18.6
75 plus -8.9

47.2
83.2
62.9
29. 4
19.2

46.1
83.1
62.8
29. 5
19.2

47.2
83.2
62.9
29. 4
19.2
9.4

43.3
80.7
59.8
25.2
17.6
8.3

43.3
80.4
58. 3
21. 1
17.3
8.0

37.9
80.2
59.8
12. 5
14.1
5.8

43.7
80.8
62.7
29. 4
19.2

42.9
80.7
62.7
29. 4
19.2
9.4
36.8 35.4
78.2 75.8
55.2 51.4
29 .8 16. 4
16.90 14.4
7.2 6.1
29.4 25.0
70.6 65. 7
43.2 35. 7
4.1
1.9
10.8 7.7
3.6 1.6

44.5
80. 8
62. 7
29. 4
19.3
9.4
34.5
73.4
47. 3
12.2
12. 9
5.0

22.6
48.1
32.9
14. 6
7.4
2.7
22.6
48.1
32.9
14.6
7.4
2.7

22.2
48. 1
32. 9
14. 6
7.5
2.7
22.2
48.1
32.9
14.6
7.5
2.7

22.1
48.1
32.9
14.3
7l7
2.9
21.4
47.6
31.9
13.4
7.1
2.6

20.1
48.1
33.0
14.6
74
2.7
18.3
46.6
3090
11.9
5.9
1.9

21.0
48.1
32.9
14. 7
7.5
2.7
18.6
46.1
29.0
11.1
5.4
1.6

23.4
60 9
27.9
1.9
4.6
1.2

22.6
48.0
32.5
14. 2
7.2
2.6

21.8
47.5
31.7
13. 4
6.8
2.4

18.5 18.0 15.9
46. 6 45.6 44.6
27.2 27.8 26.0
11.4 9.7 8.9
6.0 4.8 3.7
2.0 1.5 1.2

15.9
43.6
24.9
6.4
2.7
1.2

20.9
48. 1
32.9
14.6
7.5
2.9
19.3
47. 1
31.0
12.7
6. 5
2.4

' A. High series assumes constant 1977annual average rates for each age-sex-race subgroup.of
the population. B
Medium series assumes consstant
rates to 1989,thea a drop at J4 the tread rate fur 197977. C.Lawseriea
assumes cootinuation of the 1970-77 trend, unabated.

Question 8. The 1978 Age Discrimination in Employment Act Amendments
direct the Secretary of Labor to conduct a study concerning the effect
of raising
the upper age limit of the ADEA to 70 as well as the feasibility of eliminating
the upper age ceiling entirely. Your letter of July 12. written in response
to a
committee inquiry, says you will make every effort to issue an interim
report by
January 1981, and a final report by 1982. When do you expect this
study to
begin ?
Question 9. The Department of Labor's annual report under the ADEA has for
10 years referred to a study in progress under section 5 of the act to
examine
"the institutional and other arrangements giving rise to involuntary retirement."
To date, no satisfactory study has been completed. When do you propose
to complete this study? Will this be part of the overall study mandated by section
6 of
the 1978 amendments or wvill it be handled separately? What are your
specific
plans and timetables to address this issue?
Response to questions 8 and 9. Under section 5 of the ADEA, the Secretary
of
Labor is directed to "undertake an appropriate study of institutional
and other
arrangements giving rise to involuntary retirement and report his findings
and
any appropriate legislative recommendations to the President and
Congress."
Section 6 of the 1978 amendments amended section 5 of the ADEA
to specify
that the study of involuntary retirement shall include: an examination
of the
effect of raising the upper age limit of the act to age 70 for non-Federal
determinations as to the feasibility of eliminating the age limit or coverage,
raising it
above 70 years of age, and an examination of the effects of two exemptions.
One of the exemptions pertains to certain executive policy-snaking
entitled to pensions of at least $27,000 a year; the other pertains personnel
to tenured
faculty employed in institutions of higher education and is set to
July 1, 1982. The amendments specify that the study may be undertakenexpire on
directly
by the Secretary of Labor or by contract or other arrangement, and
stipulate
that the Secretary is to submit an interim report on the section
5 study by
January 1, 1981, and a final report by January 1, 1982.
We have been working to develop an appropriate approach to fulfill the
study
requirements of section 5 as amended by section 6 of the 1977 amnendments,
including an adequate staff capacity to oversee contract work. We expect
to.publish
a request for proposals for contract work on the study shortly. Interest
in possible contract work on the study has been indicated by several
research-oriented
organizations. We expect to complete the study within the time requirements
of
the act.
Question 10. The Senate version of the 1978 Older Americans Act Amendments
directs the Department of Labor to give special consideration to minority organi-
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zations in awarding grants and contracts under the senior community
service
employment program. Earlier this month, funding for the senior community
service employment program increased significantly. What are the
Department's
plans, if any, to award contracts to minority organizations such as
the National
Caucus oln the Black Aged and the National Association of Older Persons?
Respon se. The fiscal year 197-8 appropriatioii did allow for a
expansion of the senior community service employment program. considerable
Mindful of the
Senate's intention that minority organizat ions begin to play an active
role in the
administration of the program, we reserved about $5.4 million for
new iiational-level sponsoring agencies. In awarding these funds projects with
we are using
a competitive process that has entailed the public solicitation of grant
applications, wvhich were reviewed and rated by a panel of knowledgeable Federal
employees drawn from the Department of Labor, the Administration
on Aging,
the Department of Agriculture, and ACTION. The rating criteria
panel gave special consideration to applicant organizations that used by tIle
showed anll
orientation to the employment-related needs of older persons from
minority
groups.
Of the 10 applications received, the panel recommended that three be approved
for funding. These were the applications submitted by the National Urban League,
the Association National Pro Spanish Speaking Elderly, and the National Cemlier
on the Black Aged, all three being minority oriented organizations.
The responsible officials in the Employment: and Training Adminiqtration
concurred with the panel and, as a result, we are now negotiatimig the finnial reanw6
auint conditions of funding with these organizations. I am told that the negotiations are proceeding smoothly and that we will probably be executing the grants
in the very near future. The full $5.4 million will be awarded to provide for
projeets that will make employment available to more than 1,200 persons in
21 different States.
Question .11. What is the Department of Labor doing to promote job performance evaluation and mid-career training?
lResponse. The Department of labor, through the auspices of its research and
development efforts, has sponsored several projects of varying scale to exanmimme
various aspects of mid-career training. Mlost notable among these was a study
conducted under the authority of the Manpower Development and Training Act
of
1962 to determine what the potential was for a program of job upgrading.
The
focus of the Departmenfs employment and training efforts in the past few y ears,
however. has been toward findingg jobs for unemployed people. It is our
hope
that, as the economy improves and the employment picture gets better, DOL
he in a better position to mount programs to deal wvith some of the problemswill
of
mid-career training and to examine further the quality of performance of those
graduating from our training programs. In this regard, both the Senate passed
and House reported versions of CETA contain a provision authorizing
prime
sponsors to conduct upgrading programs through agreements with public
and
private employers.
Question 12. The House of Representatives recently passed the Federal Employees Flexible and Compressed Work Schedules Act (H.R. 7814) and
Federal Employees Part-Time Career Employment Act (H.R. 10126). Whatthe
is
your Department's position concerning these two bills?
Response. The administration has expressed strong support for H.R. 7814. The
legislation represents a reasonable and balanced approach to the testing
and
evaluation of flexible and compressed schedules in Federal agencies. Therefore,
we favor enactment of this legislation.
As for the provision of part-time employment, this Department strongly Slupports such efforts. Part-time employmlelnt is one method of providing
a wider
selection of work opportunities, especially for older workers. We encourage
private industry to adopt such arrangements and we support as well
governmental efforts. In this regard, the nadministration has taken steps to increase
part-time employment in the Federal Government. On September 16. 1977,
the
President called upon all agencies to establislh innovative programs to expand
permanent part-time opportunities. As a result of this directive, the nimmimuter
of
permanent part-time workers increased by about 20 percent during the
last year
at a time when the total permanent w-ork force dro)pped by over (6.000 positions.
As for the specifics of the legislation as passed by both the House and
tile
Senate. we are aware that the Office of Manfamgement and Budget and the
Civil
Service Commission have expressed opposition to certain provisions. We would
defer to these agencies on these matters.
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RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR EDWARD W. BROOKE
Question 1. How many age discrimination cases had DOL received during the
past 3 years.

Response. During fiscal year 1975 through fiscal year 1977, including the fiscal.

year 1976 transition quarter, 18,011 age discrimination complaints were filed
against 15,997 establishments. This represents an annual average of approximately 5,540 complaints to date. Complaints have been received at about the same
rate in fiscal year 1978.
Question 2. How many age discrimination cases does DOL bring to court?
Response. The ADEA permits both private suits and suits by the Department.

Departmental suits have emphasized precedential litigation and pattern and
practice cases. Legal action by the Department of Labor over the past 10 years
has resulted in the establishment of a new body of law in the field of discrimination against older workers. Since the act's effective date on June 12, 1968. the
Department has instituted over 450 court actions. In calendar year 1977, the Department filed 86 lawsuits, two petitions for adjudication of civil contempt, and
one petition to enforce an investigative subpena. Also, at the appellate level in
1977, the Department filed nine briefs in cases brought by the Secretary and 16
briefs as amicus curiae in cases brought by private individuals.
Question S. What are the criteria for telling a complainant that he or she should
sue an employer on his/her own? In other words, what are the reasons that DOD
takes some cases and tells other persons to sue on their own?
Response. Departmental litigation priorities emphasize obtaining favorable
court decisions on unsettled issues of law and prosecuting large pattern and
practice cases. While this does not preclude legal action by the Department in
small cases, it delineates the extent to which the Department can accept such
cases for litigation. Complainants are neither encouraged nor discouraged from
litigating privately; they are fully advised of the choices available to them and
are then left to make their own decisions based on the advice of private counsel.
At least 433 private suits (which typically involve only one or a few aggrieved
individuals) were filed in calendar year 1977. In past years, over half of all
private ADEA suits were dismissed for procedural reasons without a bearing
on the merits. Under the 1978 amendments to the act, major procedural impediments to private suits were removed, and it is anticipated that the impact of
private litigation under the act will increase.
In the selection of smaller cases which do not involve precedential issues, the
Department tends to emphasize suits that meet the following criteria:
(1) Prima facie evidence of discrimination appears to be strong;
(2) The harm to the discriminatees is substantial-e.g., discharge as contrasted to failure to promote; and
(3) The enforcement impact of the suit may be substantial-e.g.. the employer has a significant segment of the local labor force or the practice is one
believed to be common in the industry.
Question 4. What would you estimate the average cost to the individual for
bringing his/her own age discrimination case to court?
Response. As data on the costs to plaintiffs of private ADEA suits are not reported to us, we do not have such an estimate. We note, however, that the statute
permits plaintiffs to seek recovery of wage and related losses (plus an equal
amount as liquidated damages in the event of willful violations) and, in addition,
reasonable attorneys' fees and court costs.
Question 5. Do large employers tend to dismiss Individually brought age discrimination complaints as of no consequence because they may believe that few
people discriminated against have the time or the money to sue on their own?
Response. We are not in a position to speculate on employer motivations behind such decisions and objective data is not available. The Department must
attempt to conciliate a resolution of ADEA charges before private plaintiffs may
sue, and the possibility that the Department may initiate an investigation which
would include other individuals is always a factor mitigating against this tendency on the employer's part.
Question 6. Some persons have suggested that the agency administering the
ADEA should be given "cease and desist" authority. Would you agree?
Response. To date, the Department has not assessed the need for cease and
desist authority. President Carter's Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1978, effective
May 6, 1978, provides for the transfer of ADEA enforcement from the Department
of Labor to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission on July 1, 1979. In
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light of this, and the fact that enforcement of Federal equal employment opportunities laws is continually evolving, you may wish to obtain the views of the
EEOC on this issue.
STATEMENT OF DONALD ELISBURO, ASSISTANT SECRETARY, DEPARTMENT OF LArOR,
BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS, U.S. SENATE, MARC1f 6, 1978
Mr. Chairman and members of this committee, I appreciate this opportunity to
appear here today to discuss with you Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1978. As you
know, major portions of the Federal equal employment opportunity program are
lodged in the Department of Labor and will be affected by the plan. With me
today to discuss the plan and its effect on the Department of Labor are Xavier
Vela, Administrator of the Wage and Hour Division; and Weldon Rougeau,
Director of the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs.
Before I begin, I want to state our support for the reorganization of the Federal EEO programs as spelled out in the plan. The Department of Labor worked
very closely with the Office of Management and Budget as this proposal evolved.
Reorganization Plan No. 1 is a workable solution to the many deficiences in the
Federal equal employment opportunity programs. It is most important that the
gains and losses in organizational functions by the Department of Labor be
viewed in the context of the total plan. The end result will be a major step forward in assuring equal employment opportunities for all Americans.
Briefly, the plan will move the enforcement of the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act (ADEA) and the Equal Pay Act (EPA) to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) effective July 1, 1979. Enforcement of
these statutes is currently lodged in the Wage and Hour Division of the Employmient Standards Administration. The ADEA promotes the employment of
older workers between 40 and 65 years of age based on ability rather than age;
prohibits arbitrary age discrimination in employment; and helps employers and
employees find ways to meet problems arising from the impact of age on employment. The EPA provides that employers may not pay employees of one sex
wages at rates lower than those paid employees of the opposite sex, employed
in the same establishment, for equal work on jobs requiring substantially equal
skill, effort, and responsibility which are performed under similar working
conditions.
Transfer of the ADEA enforcement to the EEOC involves the transfer of 119
positions and $3.5 million; the EPA, 198 positions and $5.3 million. These
figures include legal personnel.
We firmly believe in the Department of Labor that the two programs which
will be transferred to the EEOC in mid-1979 have made major strides in fulfilling their stated purpose during the past year. This administration has been
fully committed to improvements in their enforcement. We have made commitments of additional resources to overcome prior deficiencies; and we will
continue this effort during the transition period, giving priority to full enforcement efforts on these programs.
During fiscal year 1977, there were complaints against 5,054 establishments
alleging violations of the ADEA, and 5,600 investigations and conciliation actions
were taken in 5,006 establishments. Monetary violations amounting to a record
$10 million affecting 1,943 individuals were disclosed-$8.9 million affecting
1,707 persons were disclosed as a result of fact-finding investigations, and the
remainder resulted from conciliations in which employers, employment agencies,
and labor organizations consented to pay while not being formally charged with
or admitting to violations of the act. During calendar year 1977, the Department
filed 86 lawsuits under the ADEA.
As a result of the Department of Labor enforcement effort during fiscal year
1977. 1,293 individuals who had suffered age discrimination were aided. A total
of $2.7 million in lost income was restored to 744 individuals in 383 establishments, and 532 persons who were hired or reinstated are projected to earn
$4.1 million *a year in wages. Also, employers agreed that they would consider
applicants aged 40 to 65 for anticipated job vacancies totaling 14,584 a year.
The Wage and Hour Division's investigations disclosed illegal advertising in
508 establishments, illegal discharges affecting 648 individuals in 232 establishments, and illegal refusals to hire in 166 establishments affecting 1,380 persons.
The enforcement effort under the Equal Pay Act showed similar beneficial
results during fiscal year 1977. Almost $16 million was found owing to 19,382
employees for equal pay violations as a result of compliance actions by the
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Wage and Flour Division. Almost 13,000 employees benefited from restored
income of nearly $7 million during that year. During the fiscal year, complaints
wAere received against 2,742 establishments, over 650 of which involved executive,
administrative, and professional employees. Also, during fiscal year 1977, S0
equal pay lawsuits were filed and several significant cases were resolved.
I am confident that the joining together of the equal pay and age discrimination programs with the title VII program will mean major improvements in
the total Federal effort to eliminate discrimination from the Nation's work
scene. In the case of the ADEA, consolidation xvill unify compatible standards,
since the ADEA was modeled on title VII. In the case of the EPA, consolidation
will unify all type's of sex-related discrimination protection in one agency. As I
indicated previously, the Department of Labor supports the reorganization
proposal, and I can assure you of our utmost cooperation to accomplish a
smooth transition.
Turning now from the reorganization plan, I would like to discuss the contract
comlpliance program. As President Carter indicated in his message to the Congress, an executive order will consoliate the enforcement of the Federal contract
compliance programs into the Department of Labor on October 1, 1978. The
Executive order consolidation will mean the transfer of 1,571 positions and $33.1
million.
As you know, the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP)
now has an oversight role in the enforcement of Executive Order 11246, which
Irohibits Feederal contractors and subcontractors from discriminating in employment because of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. However,
regardless of discrimination, these employers most also take affirmative action
to ensure equal opportunity in all areas of employment. In addition to the
Executive order program, OFCCP also administers equal employment opportunity
programis for handicapped workers and Vietnam era and disabled veterans. Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 prohibits Federal contractors and
subcontractors from discriminating in employment because of physical or mental
handicap, and requires affirmnative action to employ and advance in employment
qualified handicapped workers. Section 402 of the Vietnam Era Veterans' Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974 prohibits Federal contractors and subcontractors
from discriminating in employment, requires them to take affirmative action to
employ and advance in employment qualified Vietnam era veterans during the
first 4 years after their discharge, and requires them to take such action for
certain qualified disabled veterans throughout their working lives.
These programs establish coverage of employers through a contractual relationship. The Executive order is, of course, based upon the contracting authority of
the President while the section 503 and section 402 programs are established by
legislation. Employer obligations under these programs are contract performance
standards agreed to in return for payment from Federal tax dollars; and thus
Federal court decisions on the Executive order program have generally held that
its authority to eliminate discrimination is broader than and not limited by any
provision in other Federal equal employment opportunity laws such as ADEA,
EPA, and title VII
During the past year we have made major improvements in the Federal contract compliance programs. The enforcement of the Executive order program is
now at the highest point since the inception of the program. Prior to 1977, the
Department had succeeded in debarring only 13 contractors from Government
contract work. Since January 1977, debarment actions have been completed
againse three companies. Administrative enforcement actions are currently pending against 14 other companies, and 5 other enforcement cases are pending in the
courts.
Of course, while we will not hesitate to enforce the Executive order against
employers who discirimninate or who refuse to take affirmative action, wve are in
the business of achieving compliance. not debarring contractors. IVe would rather
have a contractor agree to a meaningful counciliation agreement that to lose a
Government contract. In that regard, we have been successful in achieving substantial compliance on a voluntary basis. Since 1969, an estimated $200 million
has been restored to workers under the Executive order, some of which was
obtained joimtly under the Executive order and title VII.
The Departmnent also has taken several initiatives to substantially improve its
management capabilities. The Department has effected a reduction in the number
of compliance agencies enforcing Executive Order 11246. New and revised regnlations wvill soon be issued to revise the format for compliance by construction
contractors and subcontractors and to expand protection of wvomen and minorities
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In :h6 donstruction indiistry.'Training' of c6mpllahee oflicer ,staff has been ex-

panded and is continuing. Improved management information systems are being
developed. Improved coordination with the EEOC; Departihent.of Justice; and the
Civil"SerVice Coimnission has resulted in the issuance of joint guidelines on employineiit' selection procedutes. In addition, within] the Labor Department, the
OFCOP and the Employment and&Training Administration have entered into an
agreement under which we expect to increase minority employment and' the entrance of women into nontraditional jobs.
' In the veterans and handicapped programs, new procedures have been developed -for' conducting comprehensive compliance reviews, including. procedures for
evaluating contractor affirmative' action programs in an effort to reduce systemic
discrimination. Five cases involving violations of the handicapped worker regulations are at the point of administrative hearing. Another 30 cases are in preparation. In 'the 4 years of the handicapped worker program,: there have been
4,400 complaints filed, with nearly 2,500 having been received in the past year:.
In addition, under the Vietnam era veterans program, 500 individual complaints
have been received and most have been concluded. Also, another 2,000 violations
have been alleged for failure to meet the mandatory job listing requirement for
veterans.
'More importantly, we have implemented a new enforcement policy of directed
compliance reviews across the country 'involving violations of the' veterans 'and
handicapped requirements. A total of 300 directed reviews are underwnay. Under
this new enforcement policy, the Labor Department will continue to investigate
individual complaints but will also conduct compliance reviews of randomly
selected contractors and subcontractors.
Nevertheless, our ability to "manage" the efforts of the compliance agencies
has been encumbered by fragmentation, and lengthy and cumbersome channels
of communication. Our experience has been that such a division of responsibilities
simply does not work. Consolidation will achieve the following: promote consistent standards, procedures, and reporting requirements; remove contractors
from the jurisdiction of multiple agencies; prevent an agency's equal employment objectives from being outweighed by its procurement and construction objectives; produce more effective law enforcement through unification of planning,
training and sanctions and, as concluded by the Paperwork Commission, reduce
paperwork and improve management information systems. We are convinced the
consolidation of the enforcement of the Executive order into, the Department of
Labor will contribute greatly to the overall success of the President's plan.
In summary, Mr. Chairman, the comprehensive reorganization of the Federal
EEO effort will go far in promoting equal employment opportunities for our
citizens. The Department of Labor is totally committed to a smooth transition
and to a vigorous effort in the years ahead. My colleagues and I will now be
happy to answer any questions you may have.
STATEMENT OF JAMES T. MCINTYRE, JR., ACTING DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT
AND BUDGET, BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON LEGISLATION AND NATIONAL SECURITY, COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS, U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
MARCH 7, 1978

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appreciate this opportunity to
appear before you today. I would like to summarize a statement which I am
submitting for the record.
On February 23, 1978, the President announced his plan to reorganize and Miprove this Nation's equal employment enforcement efforts. This plan makes the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission the principal Federal agency in fair
employment enforcement. Together with actions the President will take by Executive order to merge the contract compliance program into the Department of
Labor, it consolidates Federal equal employment opportunity activities and lays,
for the.first time, the foundation of a unified coherent Federal structure to combat job discrimination in all its forms. The President has stated that one of the
prime objectives of this administration is improvement in the management and
enforcement of the Nation's civil rights laws. This plan represents a-Istep in
that direction.
The Government's equal employment programs have had only limited success.
They have been beset by problems. My testimony on pages 2-5 provides examples
of the burdens which the present enforcement structure has imposed both on
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employers and the persons these laws were intended to protect. Let me mention two of the examples:
-In 1977, a district office of the EEOC duplicated an investigation of the
Department of Labor's. Wage and Hour Division on a sex discrimination
charge against a large refrigerator manufacturer. The EEOC investigator
was not made aware of the DOL investigation until the EEOC's investigation was nearly complete.
-In'a case'inVblvingwa coaflcompany, the EEOC found no probable'. cause
for an individual charging party but did find cause on issues of denial of
employment to blacks as a class. In 1977, while attempting conciliation,
it was discovered that the Department of the Interior had already approved
the company's affirmative action plan and the goals and timetable it had set
for the employment of blacks.
Many studies have verified these problems. For example, in April 1977, the
Commission on Federal Paperwork made this observation about Federal equal
employment opportunity programs:
"[I~t has been apparent that the welter of confusing laws, regulations, policies
and practices of a multitude of Federal agencies has militated against effective
enforcement and informed public policy."
Similar findings and conclusions were reached by the Commission on Civil
Rights in reports issued in 1975 and 1977 and by the House Subcommittee on
Equal Opportunities last year.
The Office of Management and Budget's analysis identified several problems
related to organizational, deficiencies in the present equal employment enforcement program. These problems, which I recount on pages 6-S of my testimony
include:
-Overlapping jurisdiction.
-Application of inconsistent standards.
-Duplicative investigations.
-Waste of resources.
-Confusion over procedures.
-Inadequate attempts at coordination.
-Poor management.
-Conflict of interest between program and equal employment responsibilities.
-Lack of accountability.
Alany of these problems can be attributed to piecemeal development of the
Federal equal employment enforcement effort over a period of more than 30 years.
The time is ripe for bringing order and effectiveness to our equal employment
programs.

The plan proposed by the President takes steps toward consolidating major
equal employment functions. Various components of the plan are phased in over
a period of time to allow for management improvements and avoid unnecessary
disruption.

The plan assigns to the EEOC the role of principal Federal agency in fair
employment enforcement. The EEOC was chosen for this responsibility for two
reasons. First, it is the only existing agency whose paramount mission is combatting employment discrimination. Second. its size. experience. and scope of
activities are consistent with undertaking such a role. Although the agency has
suffered from image and management problems, such occurrences are not uncommon in a young agency administering a highly controversial and complex
program. Mfore important, the EEOC has initiated a major internal reform prograin which already has generated substantial progress, and is likely to improve
the agency's performance quite sharply in the long run.
The major elements of this reform program are a streamlined field structure
consisting of 22 district and 37 area offices, a new training program, a new
charge-intake process, a rapid-charge processing system, and the creation of
separate backlog units in each of its district offices.
The Office of Management and Budget has been monitoring EEOC's reforms
closely and will take steps to ensure that timetables are adhered to and periodic
evaluations of new systems and procedures are conducted. (Details on the initial
impact of the EEOC reforms appear in appendix B of the report entitled "Reorganization of Equal Employment Opportunity Programs" which I request be
included in the record.)
The :reorganization plan authorizesetlie following transfers of program. responsi~bilities':
',
.
-On July 1, 197S, abolish'the Equal Em'ployment Opportunity Coordinating
Council and transfer its duties to the EEOC.
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-On October 1, 1978, shift enforcement of equal employment opportunity for
Federal employees from the Civil Service Commission to the EEOC.
-On July 1, 1979, shift responsibility for enforcing both the Equal Pay Act
and the Age Discrimination in Employment Act from the Labor Department
to the, EEOC.
These tVransfers are -explained on {pages 15mL22 of my .'testimony. Let me
summarize:
By abolishing the Equal Employment Opportunity Coordinating Council and
transferring its responsibilities to the EEOC, the plan places the Commission at
the center of equal employment opportunity enforcement. Armed with this new
coordinating responsibility, the EEOC will develop substantive equal employment opportunity standards applicable to the entire Federal Government, standardize Federal data collection procedures, create joint training programs, and
develop Government-wide complaint and compliance review priorities and methodologies. This transfer will help to limit duplication and inconsistency among
the equal employment programs.
The transfer of the Civil Service Commission's equal employment opportunity
responsibilities to the EEOC will insure uniform implementation of title VII.
Today, the EEOC defines the equal employment rights of private employees and
employees of State and local governments. It is the agency that possesses the
greatest expertise and experience in dealing with equal employment problems.
For Federal employees, however, the function is performed by the Civil Service
Commission.
Close coordination between the EEOC and the CSC on Federal personnel matters will be necessary. In order to insure that the transfer in no way undermines
the objectives of the civil service reforms which the administration is submitting to Congress, the EEOC and CSC are developing compatible complaint appeals
systems. The plan authorizes the EEOC to delegate to the CSC or its successor
agency the opportunity to make preliminary determinations on discrimination
matters which are raised in conjunction with appeals of adverse actions. The
EEOC retains the right to review this determination.
The plan transfers enforcement of the Equal Pay Act to the EEOC. The Equal
Pay Act and title VII are essentially duplicative. Transfer of the enforcement of
the act to the EEOC, therefore, would minimize overlap, permit better allocation
of resources, and centralize Federal enforcement of the prohibitions against sex
discrimination in employment.
The plan also transfers the enforcement of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act to the EEOC. There is now virtually complete overlap in the employers,
labor organizations, and employment agencies covered by title VII and by the
Age Discrimination in Employment Act. This overlap is burdensome to employers
and confusing to victims of discrimination.
Finally, the plan reinforces the intent of the Congress that the Attorney General may initiate title VII "pattern or practice" cases against State or local governments without the necessity of awaiting the referral of complaints from the
EEOC-an issue now disputed in the courts.
In addition to the changes proposed in the plan, the President intends to issue
an Executive order, effective October 1. 1978, to consolidate the contract compliance program into the Department of Labor. This consolidation will promote
consistent standards, procedures, and reporting requirements, remove contractors
from the jurisdiction of multiple agencies; prevent an agency's equal employment
objectives from being outweighed by its procurement and construction objectives; and produce more effective law enforcement through unification of planning, training, and sanctions.
While we do not anticipate that the reorganization contained In this plan will
result in an overall reduction in expenditures, there will be administrative savings attendant to the creation of a more efficient and manageable enforcement
program. Reduction in program overlap, inconsistent data collection systems, and
duplicative investigations will mean higher productivity, reduced burdens on
employers, and improved services to those seeking relief from discriminatory
practices.
The underlying premise of these changes is that the Federal Government will
develop-a coherent-and unified equal employment program The inconsistency,
dupplicaion. And tipinning of .wheels- which have led to I3uChtof -the frustration
voicei ibiythoe the.lawsare inrtendedsto protect 'Wnd- einployers and 'uiihibnis attempting to comply with the laws must begin to disappear. We believe that this
plan represents a major step in that direction. We hope that you will join the
President in moving toward an equal employment opportunity program in which
all Americans can place their trust.
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ITEM 3. LETTER AND ENCLOSURE FROM SENATOR FBANK CHURCH, TO EWAN CLAGUE,

LACONIA, N.H., CONSULTANT, AND FORMER COmMISSIONEB, BUREAU OF LABOR

STATISTICS, DATED JuiLY 31, 1978
DEAR DR. CLAGUE: Thank you very much for the excellent testimony at our

hearing last week. You provided a great deal of perspective, along with your

very helpful facts. I appreciate the time and effort devoted to your statement. It
will receive careful attention and frequent reference as our study continues.
I have comp7led a list of questions and requests either made at the hearing
or added since. We would like to have this additional material by September 5
for inclusion in our hearing record. If it is not possible to give a final statement
on any individual matter, I would be glad to have an interim response indicating
when the additional information will become available.
With best wishes.
Sincerely,
FRANK CHURCHI,
[Enclosure.]

Chairman.

QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR FRANK CHURCH

1. Your statement, "At inflation rates of 7 percent or more, the early retiree
would receive higher benefits after age 65 than the fellow worker who continued
working until age 65 and then draw his benefits," is of great concern to this committee. Would you care to illustrate this point further?
2. Your reference (p. 16) to early retirement as the potential "time bomb"
which would upset current retirement income programs is equally worthy of
close attention. Can you give tentative projections as to the timespan for such
a calamity, if present trends continue?
3. You request "more intensive study-of the early retirement problem in order
to find out what could be done to bring the situation under control." What factors
should be considered in such a study?
4. This committee has reported that persons on retirement income budgets pay
proportionately more of that income for items in which the greatest price increases are occurring: food, shelter, utilities, transportation, and health care. Do
you agree with that statement? Would you care to supplement your earlier remarks about the need for a special cost-of-living index for older persons?
5. What suggestions would you make for changes in Department of Labor
statistical reporting to better reflect problems of middle-aged and older workers?
6. How much would an elderly person's purchasing power be reduced if he retired today on a $10,000 annual pension 'at the age of 65 if our annual inflation
rate would be 6 percent per year for the next 12 pears? What would be the effect
under the same circumstances if the annual inflationary rate would be reduced
to 4 percent per year?
7. Would the development of new work patterns-such as part-time employment, phased retirement, and others-have any effect at all in moderating
inflation ?
8. It is my understanding that much of the information about early retirement
in State and local governments is quite often unavailable or incomplete. Would
you agree with this statement? And if so, is this another reason that you call
State and local early retirement a "time bomb"?
9. Today, inflation seems to be more persistent than it used to be. Why is our
Nation not obtaining more results in terms of controlling rising prices?
ITEM 4. LETTER AND ENCLOSURE FROM EWAN CLAGUE,1 LACONIA, N.H., CONSULTAtNT,
AND FORMER COMMISSIONER, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, TO SENATOR FRANK
CHuRcHr, DATED SEPTEMBER 5, 1978

DEAR SENATOR CHURCn: The attached memorandum provides the committee

with my answers to the questions which you raised in your letter following the

July hearings.

I have answered each of these question to the best of my ability within the
time available. I hope that the answers may provide a basis from which reseaareh
analysts could develop more and better information.
Yours,
EWAN CLAGUE.
[Enclosure.]

See statement, p. 135.
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RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR FRANK CHURCH
Question 1. Your statement, "At inflation rates of 7 percent or more, the early
retiree would receive higher benefits after age 65 than the fellow worker who
continued working until age 65 and then drew his benefits," is of great concern
to this committee. Would you care to illustrate this point further?
Response. The statement, as worded, gives the wrong Impression and should be
modified. A worker drawing benefits at age 62 would have to take a 20 percent
reduction from the full benefits due at age 65. Instead of $300 a month, the early
retiree would get $240 the first year; at a 7 percent inflation adjustment he would
get $257, $275, and $294 a month at age 65. In the meantime, a fully employed
worker receiving wage increases of 5 percent a year would obtain benefits higher
than $300 at age 65, substantially ahead of the early retiree. For the fully employed worker it is advantageous to postpone retirement until age 65 with full
benefits based on somewhat higher average earnings.
However, there are a number of factors which have the effect of stimulating
early retirement. These are set forth in several issues of the Social Security
Bulletin.' The question posed by Karen Schwab in the August 1974 Bulletin is:
"How many individuals are encouraged to leave the labor force because of the
availability of early benefits?"
One potent factor is loss of a regular job with little hope of getting another.
With the reduced benefits cited above, the early retiree would draw over $9,200
in benefits in years 62-64, and then draw over $3,500 in benefits at age 65. An
individual waiting until, age 65 to: obtain the regular benefits would require at
least several years to equal the early benefits obtained by the retiree at age 62.
Anothr factor of greater importance is the growing number of workers retired
from private industry at ages 62, 60, 55 and even as early as age 50. Assuming that
man such workers have already retired before age 62, they have plenty of
incentive to take social-security at the earliest available date. There is not much
advantage (and some possible disadvantage) in waiting three retired years to get
social security at age 65.
Another case would be a husband retired at $300 a month with a wife aged 62
eligible for $200 a month, with a reduction to 80 percent for early retirement.
The couple could draw immediately a joint benefit of $460 a month, a loss of only
$40 a month, or 8 percent.
Additional examples could be cited, but these should be sufficient to show that
for many elderly, men and women both, early retirement at moderately reduced
benefits is preferable to a 3-year wait. Another advantage is that the purchasing
power of the benefit is protected by the cost-of-living adjustment of the benefits
each succeeding year. The statistics of early retirement demonstrate the extent
to which the workers are purposely making what to them is a favorable choice.
All the above is now history. An entirely new situation has been created by the
1977 amendments which provide for indexing the workers' earnings in past years
by the Consumer Price Index. This results in an entirely new calculation of retirement benefits for individual workers. It is not possible at this time to judge the
impact that this new system might have on early retirement.
Question 2. Your reference (p. 16) to early retirement as the potential "time
bomb" which would upset current retirement income programs is equally worthy
of close attention. Can you give tentative projections as to the timespan for such
a calamity, if present trends continue?
Response. The reference to a "time bomb" referred to the delayed impact of
a retirement system during the early years when the system is expanding rapidly.
When a retirement system is first established there are vast numbers of contributors and no retirees. Contributions come first, pensions later. When social
security started in 1936, elderly persons were permitted to qualify with only
six quarters of coverage. That basic requirement was increased year by year
until the standard 10 years, or 40 quarters, was reached in 1946. Congress also
limited the contributions during the war years (1941-45). since the reserve
fund expanded rapidly, despite the low contribution rates. Then in 1950. with a
growing reserve fund, Congress changed the rules and established only a five-year
reserve.
The railroad retirement system in the United States was established on an
entirely different basis. When the private railroad company systems were
nationalized In 1935, all railroad workers (whether previously insured or not)
I November 1972. "Retirement Hilstory Study: Introduction"; Aurust 1974. "Enrly
Labor Force Withdrawal of Mfen": September 1974, "Labor Force Status of Non-Married
Women on the Threshold of Retirement."
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were brought into, the,,new program.. What .a worker needed was proof that
he had been employed on the railroads for a long efiough period to qualify for
benefits.,The result was that benefit payments constituted a substantial fraction
of the incoming contributions. So the system-began as a full-fledged retirement
program. This was possible because the railrbads had the necessary employment
records (for the most part).
But for social security this would have:been impossible; there were no such
detailed past work records available. So social security had to undergo a long
growth period before the system reached maturity: that is, when expanding
coverage and benefit payments came into reasonable balance.
The civil service retirement system in the Federal Government began about
World War I. It expanded during the 1930's and the war years and then became
stabilized in the 1950's. There has been only moderate growth during the last 25
years. Since Federal retirement benefits are escalated twice a year by the Consumer Price Index, the result would be a doubling of the benefit payments for
each individual by 1990, with nearly another doubling by the year 2000. Contribution rates of 14 percent (worker and Government 7 percent each) will not
provide sufficient funds to pay the benefits. Some additional contributions will be
necessary.
State and local government employees totaled about 4 million in 1950, but the
number tripled in the next quarter century. That group has constituted the most
rapidly growing segment of the U.S. labor force. In the earlier years, a considerable proportion of such workers were moderately or even highly political. A continuity of party control within the State or city Insured job security: a political
overturn could result in monumental dismissals, accompanied by new hirings.
Well-established groups, such as police, firefighters, and teachers, became organized and were able to develop retirement systems for themselves. But the other
State and local employees groups were not highly organized. Many of the clerical
workers were women, of whom amoderately high proportion became married and
dropped out in order to rear a family.
It was in the 1960's that these relatively unorganized workers began joining
unions and putting pressure on State and local governments for higher pay and
better retirement. This is the most rapidly growing segment of organized labor
in the United States.
The Nation's retirement problem In this area is that the rapid expansion of
employment conceals the emerging financial problem. Statistics In this whole
field are difficult to obtain. For the past, few adequate statistical records are
readily available. For the future, new wages and salary scales, as well as new
benefits. are being negotiated every year.
Perhaps the District of Columbia (on its way to becoming the 51st State) can
serve as an example of this emerging situation. The following table shows annual
employment In the D.C. government from the early 1950's to the present.
TABLE 1.-EMPLOYMENT IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA GOVERNMENT
Employment (thousands)

1951
951---1956
1961---------------------------------------1962 --------------------1963---------------------------------------1964…
1965-1966
1967
19689--------------------------------------1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974 ……-51.4
1975
1976

1977
1978 (June) ---------X Including

Increase

Average

Year

Metro.

19.5 _-_-_

-22.1

26.9
23.7
29.1
30.1
32.1

-35.0
-37.2

40.4

-43.4
-46.6
-

-

49.0
48.6
48.1

…

- .

49.9

-52.

3

……50.0

48.
1---.

3

*

,

_
2. 6
4.8
.9
1.3
1.0
2.0
2.9
2.2
3.2
3.0
3.2
3.4
-. 4
-. 5
1.8

1.5
.9

2.3
-1.7

DC. Government employment grew slowly at first-only 2,600 in the 5 years,
1051-56, or about 500 employees per year. In-the next 8 years through 1964, the
average increase was about 1,000 employees per year. Then the rate multiplied.
In the 7 years, 1965-71, D.C. employment increased by almost 19,000 (30.1 to
49.0)-a gain of nearly 63 percent. Then employment stabilized except for the
expansion in Metro employment (the new underground transit system).
The important point here is that the retirement systems covering the above
government employees are not funded, being paid for out of annual appropriations. Present benefit costs are moderate, based on the relatively small number
of retirees from the recruits of the 1950's. But the 1965-71 recruits will become
eligible in the 1990's. The combination of expansion and inflation will explode at
that future time.
Some reccent congressional hearings have highlighted this retirement problem.
In February 1978, the Senate Subcommittee on Governmental Affairs and the
District of Columbia (chairman, Senator Thomas F. Eagleton) held hearings
on proposed legislation covering the D.C. retirement systems of policemen, firemen, teachers, and judges. Senator Eagleton conducted the hearings on those four
D.C. retirement systems.
The general conclusions were that D.C. has the most generous pensions of any
State or local government in the United States. The disability provisions are practically unlimited. In 1969, nearly all D.C. policemen (98 percent) and firemen
(99 percent) retired on disability. Subsequently, the proportions declined to 77
percent and 71 percent; and recently it was 65 and 67 percent. No city in the
United States has as generous disability provisions as D.C.
The great significance of the disability decisions is that disability payments
are largely exempt from income taxation. Mayor Walter Washington in his
testimony emphasized that those provisions were legislated by the U.S. Congress
and not by the D.C. government. Senator Eagleton agreed that these generous
provisions were the responsibility of the Congress. He then went on to comment:
"The D.C. system is totally nonfunded, police and fire; marginally or meagerly
funded for teachers. The time bomb in the District of Columbia ticks at a faster
pace than elsewhere." '
It is likely that the disability legislation now under consideration for D.C. will
be passed by the Senate and the House, thus introducing some moderation into
the. system. But this revision is only marginally related to the retirement system
for other D.C. government employees who are many times as numerous as police
and firemen. These other professional, administrative, and clerical employees do
not have the same disability experience as police and firemen, nor do they have
such liberal early retirement benefits. But the total cost is much higher. The
D.C. government is quite in line with other States and localities on the more
generalized retirement and disability provisions for city employees. If D.C. is
in prospective financial troubles, so are many others.
If State and local government employment continues to expand as rapidly as
it has during the last quarter century, the financial crisis will be postponed for
a decade or two. But if the California proposition 13 takes hold in other States
and localities, the financial problems of the States and localities will become a
national problem of major dimensions.
Question S. You request "more intensive study of the early retirement problem
in order to find out what could be done to bring the situation under conrol." What
factors should be considered in such a study?
Response. The most urgent need for the analysis and solution of the problem
of early retirement is the collection and publication of statistics which would
show the dimensions of the problem in future decades. The first question is, at
what ages are government and private industry employees retiring and drawing
their pensions?
For the Federal Government, the Civil Service Commission as well as other
agencies, issue comprehensive statistics on this subject. In State and local
governments such data must be available in state and local records, but it is now
largely unpublished and uncollected on a national basis. There is a further question as to whether the governments would make such information available to
the general public. Would there be any possibility, even on a sample basis, of
developing some statistical trends which would make possible the development
of some future projections? In private industry systems such information is no
doubt available, but it is not collected and published.
Subcommittee hearings,.Feb. 23, 1978, p. 13.
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A second problem relates to the combination of retirement and employment.
The Federal Government has recently issued some statistics showing the extent
to which military retirees drawing military benefits are working at full pay in
the civilian agencies of the Federal Government. Furthermore, there are some
agencies in which a retired Federal civilian employee can work a limited amount
(part-time or part-year) with no reduction in his (or her) regular retirement
benefits.
However, it is not known to what extent private industry retirees continue
to work while drawing retirement benefits. In the case of the United Mine
Workers in the coal industry, the miner can draw benefits at age 55. He can't
work anymore in the coal industry without losing his coal benefits. But he could
work in any other industry and keep whatever earnings he makes. In the case of
State and local governments, there are numerous examples of early retirement,
at age 50 or earlier, in which the retiree can draw his local government benefits
while holding a full-time job in private industry. The key question here (for
the future of the retirement system) is the extent to which employees choose
early retirement coupled with regular work in another industry. Such information could only be obtained by matching that retirement with social security
employment records.
There is another aspect of the work-retirement relationships which requires
further study. That could be the effect of the social security permissible work
earnings upon private or other government retirement benefits. A retired social
security beneficiary can now earn up to $4,000 in annual earnings without -any
loss of benefits, with $1 reduction in benefits for each $2 of additional earnings.
A retiree drawing $3,600 in regular benefits could receive $7,000 from both. If
he earned $6,000 on the job, he would get a total of $8,600, losing $1,000 of his
pension. At earnings of $11,200 he would lose his pension altogether (as long 'as
he earned that much income from work).
As is evident from the above analysis, there are a number of aspects of early
retirement with full benefit payments which should be explored in order to find
out what action, if any, should be taken.
Question 4. This committee has reported that persons on retirement income
budgets pay proportionately more of that income for items in which the greatest
price increases are occurring; food, shelter, utilities, transportation, and health
care. Do you agree with that statement? Would you care to supplement your
earlier remarks about the need for a special cost-of-living index for older
persons?
Response. When basic subsistence costs are high, the elderly retired persons
will be paying a larger proportion of their benefits for such necessities. This
points to the need for a special index for elderly couples, with possibly an
adjustment for singles.
Such an elderly couple's cost-of-living index did receive some attention in
1964-65, when the Consumer Price Index revision had gone into effect in 1964.
The study of family expenditures had shown that the pattern of expenditure of
the elderly did not match closely the patterns for the standard four-person family
represented in the CPT.
However, the needs of the "great society" programs plus the outbreak of the
war in Vietnam knocked out the possibility of establishing continuing family
expenditure studies, which would have been required to construct the indexes
for the elderly.
Now that the OPI has just been revised, this is a most appropriate time to
consider the establishment of an elderly couple's index, with perhaps separate
single's indexes for men and women.
Question 5. What suggestions would you make for changes in Department of
Labor statistical reporting to better reflect problems of middle-aged and older
workers?
Response. This question raises the issue of additional information which might
be collected by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. That bureau is opening up some
areas of research that are germane. There is now in preparation an article in
the Monthly Labor Review on the "Employment Characteristics of Older Men,"
by Philip L. Rones, an economist In the Office of Current Employment Analysis.
This will appear in a near-future issue of the Review. The following is a brief
quotation from the Introduction:
"This article focuses on those older persons who do continue to work. The
discussion includes the major factors which contribute to the older worker's
decision to remain on the job and how these factors are reflected in their employment characteristics. Particular emphasis is placed on the reasons behind
the industry and occupational employment patterns of older workers."
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A preliminary draft of this paper indicates that it will provide significant
information on work versus retirement for older workers. One of the significant
findings of the report is the growing importance of part-time and part-year
work for older workers.
Another aspect, which is not a part of this BLS study, but which requires
more research, is the relationship of work and benefits. How many middle-aged
or elderly fully employed workers are also drawing retirement benefits? There
might be early retirees from local government working in private industry. Or
conversely, an early retiree from private industry might find a government jobFederal, State, or local. Or again, a worker retired from one private industry
might find employment in another, at least combining wage and retirement
income and possibly acquiring a second private pension.
Another angle which might be explored is the extent to which professionals
and retirees with administrative skills become self-employed workers while they
are drawing full retirement benefits.
There is one aspect of retirement systems which could usefully be explored.
That is the benefit experience of workers in industries and occupations in which
there is much labor turnover. This might stemi either from the worker constantly
seeking better jobs or from business failures, especially of small and mediumSized firms. Examples have been cited of workers with a lifetime of work
experience but without earning any retirement benefit except social security.
There have been some valuable studies focusing upon the age groups 62-64
60-64, and 58-62. The age groups which have not been adequately surveyed in
these older worker studies are those 50-54 and 55-59. What is urgently needed
is some knowledge of the extent to which workers, men and women both, combine
work and retirement-at what ages and at what income levels.
QuCstion 6. How much would an elderly person's purchasing power be reduced
if lie retired today on a $10,000 annual pension at the age of 65 if our annual
inflation rate would be 6 percent per year for the next 12 years? What would
be the effect under the same circumstances if the annual inflationary rate would
be reduced to 4 percent per year?
Response. A retired worker drawing benefits of $10,000 a year would have
the purchasing power cut in half with a 6 percent inflation rate over a period
of 12 years ($5,057). The following table shows the shrinking purchasing power
of that pension. For this calculation the results are rounded to the nearest
dollar.
Year:
Purchasingpower
I----------------------

----

_-----------

------------------------

2 - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - -

$1°,°°°

9 400
3-- ---------------- -------- ----- -- -- -- - -- -- -- --- - 8, 836
-8,296
5- - ---- ---- --- - ---- --- - ---- ----- ----- ---- ----- -- -- ----- ----- --- 7 ,7 98
6-------------------------------7, 330
7----------- ---- ------ -- --- --- - --- - ---- - -- -- - -- - 6, 890
8 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6,477
9---- --- -------- -------- ---- ----- -- -- ----- ---- 7 -- 6, 088
10…-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5,723
11…-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5,380
12…-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 ,057
At the end of 6 years, the retiree would lose over one-fourth of the value of
his pension ($7,330). In 9 years, its purchasing power is almost down to 60 percent
of the original benefit.
At an inflation rate of 4 percent the retiree comes out much better.
Year:
Purchasingpower
1--------------------------------$10,
000
2 - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 9,600
3 - --------------- ---- ----- ----- ---- ----- ----- ---9, 216
4 - -------- ------ ------ --- ---- --- ---- --- ---- --- 8,8 47
5 -- ------ ------------- ----- --- -- -- -- ----- - ---- ---8, 493
6--------------------------------8,153
9 - ------ --------------- ---- ---- - ---- ----- - ---- ---10 ------------------------------11 ------------------------------12…-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

7, 213
6,925
6,648
6,382
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At the end of 6 years, the retiree is down about 19 percent ($8,153), and at 9
years about 28 percent .($7,213). In the 12th year, the loss has been over 36
percent.
However, these mathematical calculations do not show the full extent of the
readjustments that such a worker would have to make. Clothing, for example, is
seldom a heavy expense to elderly people in their retirement. Housing can be a
major problam, both for renters and for many homeowners. But it is the basic
necessities of food and utilities which become dominant with a shrinking income.
Furthermore, for early retirees 12 years may be far too low an estimate. With
increasing longevity, those retiring at 62 have a reasonable prospect of about 16
years. That would result in the following shrinkage of retirement income in a
period of 6 percent annual inflation.
Purcha8ingpower
Year:
$4, 74
13 ------------------------------------------------------------14 ------------------------------------------------------------ _4, 468
15 ------------------------------------------------------------ _ 4, 200
16 ___________________

-------------------

3,94

The additional years would bring a shrinkage of purchasing power to less than
$4,000 in the 16th year. The retiree would by that time be approaching the
poverty level.
- Question 7. Would the development of new work patterns-such as part-time
employment, phased retirement, and others-have any effect at all in moderating
inflation?
Response. New work patterns could have some effect In moderating inflation,
but they might also have areverse effect. The result will depend upon the impact
of the earnings upon the retirement benefits. My original testimony cited the
example of the retired woman who worked over the summer from April to October
and then drew unemployment insurance during the autumn and winter months,
when no work was available in that community. The combination of $3,000 of
earnings plus perhaps $2,000 in unemployment insurance would generate more,
purchasing power than would be covered by the output of goods resutling from
her earnings.
Steady part-time work throughout the year could contribute to reduction of
Inflation. At the new 1978 earnings rate of $4,000 a year, a steady worker earning
more than $80 a week could be making a contribution to lower inflation, if his
productive output was worth more than $4,000, as it would have to be if his
employer kept him regularly on the job. The result here would be the opposite
of the above example.
Phased retirement might also reduce costs. Take the example of the worker
who gradually retired by vacationing two more months each additional year from
age 65 through 69, with full retirement at age 70. Substantial retirement money
would be saved for the fund by that method of gradual retirement.
There is a need for more exploration of the combination of work and earnings'
which would benefit the worker and at the same time help the retirement funds.
Question 8. It is my understanding that much of the information about early
retirement in State and local governments is quite often unavailable or incomplete. Would you agree with this statement? And if so, is this another reason that
you call State and local early retirement a "time bomb"?
Response. Early retirement statistics for State and local governments aregenerally unavailable or incomplete. Unavailable means that, while the State or
local government may have in their records a substantial volume of information,
these data are not regularly published in documents available to the public. Incomplete means that such data as are published may not be analyzed and inter-preted for the general public in the way that the Social Security Administration
presents its annual reports and predictions for the future.
Perhaps equally important is the fact that many State and local governments'
are actively engaged in developing and expanding their retirement systems.
Some of these are late comers in retirement programs, which means that they areprimarily interested in catching up with their neighbors. Such government organizations, State or local, are more likely to be interested in improving thebenefits rather than analyzing future costs.
That Is the reason for calling such a program for a State or locality a "timebomb." As previously noted, the early stages of an expanding retirement program are always easy and pleasant-receipts far outrun the payments. It is only
when the actuaries and analysts project far into the future that the financial
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problems become readily apparent and prospectively alarming. The troub1l Is
that State and local legislators are more -interested in the next year than in the
next decade.
Question 9. Today, inflation seems to be more persistdnt'thdfit 'used to be.
Why is ouT Nation not.obtaining more results in terms of controlling'rising
prices?
RcsAponse: The problem with inflatiori i's that there is' no-agreeinmnt among
businessmen, labor leaders; or gover'n'ment officials on how to control It. Even
among some professional economists'there is'no agreemeat as to its cause and
cure. The only practical approach is to assess each contributing factor to see
what its'impact is on costs and prices.
In terms of its size and weight, the most dominant factor is waves and salaries,
which comprise about 75 percent of the gross national pr6duct. ~Wage and'salary
increases are usually negotiated (or awarded by nonunion employers) at a level
sufficient to cover the persistent rise in. the Consumer Price Index. In addition, it
has been the custom to give a further wage inicrease to regard labor for the rise
in productivity. With a cost-'bf-living increase of 6 percent' plus'a productivity
increase of 3 percent,:a 9 percent wage increase (average for the economy.,as a
whole) would just balance costs and prices.
Wage (and salary) increases that exceed the cost of living plus productivity
*(forexample, 10 or 12 percent a'year) will guarantee further Inflation. Of course,
highly productive industries w'ith ii 5 or 6 percent productivity improvement can
pay wage increases of more than 3 percent without raising prices. But the major
part of the 'problem is that industries with negligible or declining productivity
find their workers asking for the same wage increase that the more productive
Industries are obtaining. That situation forces a substantial rise in those prices
and stimulates further inflation.
Two additional factors are now operating to increase labor costs and thus to
generate price increases. One is the establishment by law of higher health and
safety standards within industry. This is already having an economywide effect
in that productivity gains are now under 2 percent (national average), not the
former 3 percent. It is necessary to emphasize strongly that when improved
standards lower productivity and raise labor costs, then wage increases have to
be restrained, if further inflation is to be prevented.
The second factor is the legislated minimum wage. That applies to the unskilled, the uneducated, and other handicapped who are at the bottom of the
wage pyramid. Congress and the State governments periodically take action to
raise this minimum. When no action is taken for several years, which has recently been the case, that minimum still applies to many employed workers. Then
when revision legislation is passed, there is a substantial jump in the amountfrom $2.35 an hour to $2.65 in 1978, and to $2.90 in 19,9. That'is an overall in.
crease of over 23 percent in 2 years. The immediate effect will be a major increase
in labor costs in those industries with large numbers of unskilled workers, followed by a substantial rise in the prices of their goods and services.
There will be two subsequent results. One willbe a rise in unemployment of the
unskilled. The papers are already reporting stories of employers economizing on
labor. There will be more cafeterias and fewer, restaurants. Mechanization will
take place wherever it is possible. In the Diktrict.of Columbia there is a proposal
for ~a. minimum wage of $3,25, 'whichwould assure some. additional unemployment in the District, since both Maryland andlVirginia will have lower minimums.
The other result will be a sharp upward movement of wages just above the
minilnumn Workers who have been making $3 an hour, nearly 30 percent higher
than the $2.35 unskilled, will make 'd'emands for the establishment of a iarger
differential above $2.90, one more appropriate to their higher skill. So up through
the wage structure there will be some rising wage adjustments to restore, in
some degree at least, a significant differential for the higher-skilled workers.
For the future, the present wage program provides for annual adjustments in
the minimum. This will produce more gradual increases and avoid the heavy
Impact of the 1978-79 increases. For the present, however, the outlook is for
rising labor costs and higher prices in 1978-79.
BUSINESS PROFITS

After wages and salaries have absorbed 75 percent of gross national product,

there remains 25 percent, which consists of perhaps 10 percent for rent, Interest,
and capital replacement, leaving about 15 percent in profits to the businessmen.
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Out of that, with a 25 to 50 percent tax on profits, there is left about 8 to. 9 percent available"for business investment. That item is what provides for economic
giAowth ajid expanision.
Some of these profits are distributed to the stockholders, who then have to pay
income tax on their dividends. So profits are taxed twice, which limits the funds
available for new investment. In many European countries, business profits which
are reinvested immediately In the enterprise are not taxed, thus encouraging
profitable businesses to expand. In the United States, there have been occasions
when Congress has exempted some reinvestment from profits taxation, but the
total amount has not been large.
The difficulty with public understanding of profits is that a reported 10 percent
increase in business profits seems spectacular, whereas in fact it amounts to only
1.5 percent of GNP. Furthermore, such an increase, if not taxed away, could
result in significant increases in capital investment. This is the only way that the
economy can expand-a larger volume of capital investment.
There are some economic data which point directly to what people in the United
States are doing with their savings, namely, investing in land and homes. The
spectacular-increases in the price of land and.private homes are clear-cut evidence
of people pufti'ngttheir savings into soniethingrvhich .ill insure their protecti6n
against inflation.
It is of some interest to note that the two advanced nations which have done
well in protecting their economies from inflation are Germany and Japan. The
German people have had two disastrous experiences with inflation-World War I
and World War II. The Japanese experienced the second. The labor movements
in those countries are willing cooperators with the government in checking
inflation.
INTERNATONAL

The U.S. dollar, which since World War II has been the world's basic currency,
is falling in value. One miajor factor.in this Situation has been the enormous cost
of oil imports. Recent figures indicate that these comprise about 50 perceit of
the U.S. adverse balance of trade. The ominous outlook for the future is that the
weakening of the dollar is already giving rise to a proposal for another increase
in the world price of oil. That would result in a still larger U.S. deficit in foreign
exchange and a further weakening of the dollar.
Meanwhile, domestic oil prices (for oil wells in current production) are being
held down to less than half the world price. The United States is the only Western industrial nation which is not economizing on oil consumption. Gasoline
prices are less~than.half~of those in Western European countries. If domestic oil
production could be increased and imports decreased, the dollar' would he
strengthened. Furthermore, U.S. self-dependence would he increased at a time
when the world economic outlook is becoming more uncertain.
The same point can be made about natural gas. It is the best of all fuels. It
should be the highest priced, not the lowest; and the price should be high enough
to promote more domestic exploration.
Finally, the continuing decline in the purchasing power of the dollar will stimnlate further inflation in the IJnited States. Many imports (materials) are necessary for the growth of the U.S. economy. Such purchases abroad will cost more
in dollars and will raise the U.S. prices of the final products.
In summary, the best solution to reduce U.S. inflation is to increase U.S. production and
strengthen the dollar as a world currency. There is some risk of a
business.4recession,'b.ut'this'could' be mild if action-is taken soon. It is imperative
to avoid a financial crisis of the 1929 variety.
0
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RETIREMENT, WORK, AND LIFELONG LEARNING
MONDAY,

JULY 17, 1978

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m., in room
6226, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Frank Church, chairman,
presiding.

Present: Senators Church, DeConcini, Domenici, and Percy.

Also present: William E. Oriol, staff director; David A. Affeldt,
chief counsel; Garry V. Wenske, assistant counsel for operations;
Letitia Chambers, minority staff director; David A. Rust, minority
professional staff member; Alison Case, operations assistant; and
Theresa M. Forster, fiscal assistant.
OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR FRANK CHURCH,
CHAIRMAN
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Senator CHURCH. Today, the Senate Committee on Aging begins.
an examination of the many issues related to our three general themes:
Retirement, work, and lifelong learning.
A subtitle to these hearings might well be: Should the United
States be dismayed or even fearful over a process so often described
as the "graying" of our population?

My personal answer to that question is "no," as you might expect.
It would be a sad day indeed for this Nation if the older persons
among us were to be regarded as a drain, rather than a rich reservoir
of experience, wisdom, and creative energy. But my answer would
also include a caveat-one which has caused these hearings to be
called-a warning that we must look deeply into issues which have
concerned the Senate Committee on Aging for some time, but which
now take on new urgency.
Contributing to the urgency is the debate over social security
financing and the deepening concern over the high cost of public and
private pensions. Do we know what we are committing for future

retirement income, and are we proceeding in the wisest way? It has
become common to say that the United States has no retirement
policy. Federal, State, and local governments establish pension or
annuity plans as if each one existed in a vacuum. Some private plans
are loosely related to public sector plans; others are not; and complexity and misunderstanding abound.
What is all this costing us? How much more can we afford? And
who really benefits from the current scheme of things?
(1)
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Is there already a "pension elite" who benefit from several sources
of income support while those most in need of a genuine supplement
to social security income are the very ones least likely to enjoy it?
And one of the most crucial questions: How is inflation compounding the cost of retirement as it is practiced today?
We have chosen a broad title for these opening hearings and all
those which will follow. We want to examine retirement, work, and
lifelong learning in some detail, and we want to show that each of
these three broad subjects cannot stand alone, especially now.
RETIREMENT PoLIcY
We are concerned about retirement for many reasons, the most
immediate of which is new legislation which deals a major blow at
traditional mandatory retirement practices.
I am referring, of course, to the raising of the upper age limit in the
Age Discrimination in Employment Act from age 65 to 70. This
victory won't alter current habits and injustices overnight, but it is
historically important because it helps to establish the principle of
keeping work options available throughout the lifespan. It also will
challenge employers-and employees- to work cooperatively to make
the most of the new condition which will generally take effect next
January.
Retirement is also on our minds because of a swelling tide of concern
about the clear and persistent trend toward earlier retirement. Does
this make sense in the face of: increased longevity; inflation's inroads
on retirement income; and the growing realization that this Nation
now needs, and will need even more in the future, the full use of the
talents and knowledge of all those who wish to work for as long as
they care to work?
EMPLOYMENT ISSUES
But what good does it do to delay or even ban retirement if employment opportunities for the older persons are unsatisfactory or
even nonexistent? We have put "work" in the title of our hearings
because for some years now the Senate Committee on Aging has
tried to alert the Nation to the fact that older workers are often
called "retired" when in fact they can't get a job to replace one they
have lost or one that has been swept aside by technological change.
We have issued reports pointing out that so-called recovery for the
general economy does not necessarily mean' good times for workers in
the 50's and 60's who encounter a distinct lag in return to jobs with
insidious and far-reaching results: Denied work and often discouraged
to the point of not even seeking it, the older worker seizes upon the
earliest possible sustained assistance which of course is reduced social
security benefits at age 62; the social security trust fund then must
pay out instead of receiving payroll taxes from those who want to
work, but can no longer find employment.
Our interest in work isn't limited to those past age 50. We also
want to know what happens to persons whose job skills become outmoded at any age. And we will take special interest in experimental
work arrangements, including flexitime, which could change fundamental thinking about the role and purpose of working the lifespan.
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LiFELONG LEARNING

And so we come to the third theme of these hearings, lifelong
learning.
The 1971 White House Conference on Aging called education a
basic right for all age groups, "continuous and henceforth one of the
ways of enabling older people to have a full and meaningful life, and
as a means of helping them develop their potential as a resource for
the betterment of society."
Now that the end of mandatory retirement is in sight, isn't educational opportunity in later years even more important, not only as
a means of adapting to new work demands and making one's self a
continuingly valuable employee, but also as a way of adjusting to new
interests when work hours decrease or, at an agreed-upon date, end
entirely?
Many of the issues which will come before this committee at these
and future hearings will be overshadowed by concern about social
security financing. My own personal view is that the payroll tax is
too high, too regressive, and in need of help from other sources.
Important as this issue is, however, I hope that it will not dominate
center stage. More important, it seems to me, are our goals for social
security in terms of adequacy of benefits the contributions it makes
to our society as well as its costs, and its relationship to other programs
providing retirement income.
This committee is, of course, also concerned about problems facing
the private pension system. Fortunately, the Senate Committee on
Human Resources is preparing for hearings next month on amendments to the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974,
and we have been in close touch with Chairman Williams on matters
of mutual concern.
We are also aware that there are no fewer than six federally authorized studies related to social security, retirement systems, and national
retirement policy. We have made contact with representatives of each
and will follow their progress closely. The same is true of the Federal
Council on Aging, national organizations on aging, and other agencies.
Nelson Cruikshank, counselor to President Carter on aging, has
promised his personal attention to our hearings, studies, and findings.
In short, we are casting a wide net for information and ideas and
perspective. Only in this way can we seek the most helpful answers
in our search for what we want retirement, work, and lifelong learning
to be in this country. We have been aided considerably by consultation from Harold Sheppard, whose recent book anticipates a growing
crisis in this Nation's retirement age policy. Herman Brotman, demographer, and former assistant to the U.S. Commissioner on Aging, has
once again contributed significantly to preparations for a hearing by
this committee. To them and to others who have helped, and who
will help in the future, we want to give our special thanks.
Our first witness, Secretary Califano, is quoted in the latest
annual report by this committee as saying in a recent speech:
We should remind ourselves that support for older Americans is support for
all Americans. When medicare pays an older citizen's hospital bill it protects that
family's savings to pay for college tuition, or a new house, or their own retirement.
And "the elderly," we must remember, are ourselves-and our children. When
we discuss the elderly in 2025, we are discussing the high school seniors of today.
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That kind of perspective, Mr. Secretary, will guide us throughout
these hearings.
Our ranking Republican member, Senator Domenici, is here this
morning. I invite you to make whatever opening remarks you would
like to make, Senator.
STATEMENT BY SENATOR PETE V. DOMENICI
Senator DOMENici. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
First, I agree with you, Mr. Chairman, that the whole issue of the
changing times and the graying of America and the graying of the
world makes the hearings that we are going to start today most important. I have a rather detailed statement which analyzes the three
or four major areas that I am sure we are going to cover.
Suffice it to say that the witnesses that we have will address a
variety of topics. Today, the Secretary will give us his suggestions on
how we might improve the delivery of social services to provide for
opportunities to our graying population.
I do believe that the kind of hearings we are undertaking are most
important because we do tend to try to package and compartmentalize
the problems that are coming down the line, and I believe they cross
the entire structure in America. If we can provide some thinking and
thought process as to where we are going and how these changes are
going to impact upon what we must do and what the private sector
must do, what the educational system must do, and what the social
delivery system must do, then I think we will have contributed immensely here in these 3 days.
I ask the chairman to make my prepared statement a part of the
record. I welcome the distinguished Secretary today.
Senator CHURCH. Thank you very much. Your full statement will
appear at this point in the record as though fully read.
[The prepared statement of Senator Domenici follows :]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR PETE V. DOMENICI

Mr. Chairman, the enactment of the Age Discrimination in Employment
Amendments of 1978 reflects a number of fundamental changes in long-standing
social and economic policies. These far-reaching changes necessitate a comprehensive reassessment of our traditional policies in many areas. Longer life and
work spans pose a host of interrelated challenges. These challenges encompass
income maintenance, adequate housing, proper nutrition, safety in our homes and
on our streets, education, social services, and so forth. During the next 3 days, our
witnesses will address a variety of topics. Today, we will hear Secretary Califano's
suggestions as to how we might improve the delivery of social services to our
"graying" population.
Postponed retirement may have a significant impact upon our social security
program. Patchwork attempts by the Congress to ensure the continued viability
of the program will not be effective in the long run. While the Social Security
Financing Amendments of 1977 may help to guarantee the immediate and mediumrange soundness of the system, the long-term stability of the social security program is still in doubt. In the months and years ahead, we will assess the merits
and drawbacks of several possible solutions to the social security funding dilemma.
Universal social security coverage and a rise in the eligibility age for social security
recipients have been proposed. We also need to know how we can achieve a better
integration of private and Federal pension plans with social security. Proposals
to address these issues have, for the most part, generated much debate and controversy. Perhaps Secretary Califano can provide us with a clearer and more
definitive analysis of these social security problems and proposals.
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Rising medical costs impact on all Americans, but older Americans living on
fixed incomes are hardest hit by the inflationary rise in health care costs. If hospital expenses continue to rise, it is estimated that a 1-day hospital stay could cost
as much as $450 by 1980. Needless to say, something must be done to bring medical
costs back within an affordable range for all Americans. While I realize that the
present administration has committed itself to controlling the cost of health care,
we are still a long way from a truly cost-effective health care delivery system. As
the proportion of senior citizens continues to rise, restraint in the area of medical
costs will become increasingly important.
Since the incidence of infirmity tends to increase in later years, more and more
elderly individuals will face the possibility of long-term hospitalization or institutionalization in the years ahead. These prospects are not pleasant ones for our
elderly to face. When possible, they prefer treatment in familiar surroundings,
with friends and family members nearby. Fortunately, the Congress is beginning
to look into this matter, and many members now recommend increased home
health care services as an alternative to the sterility of institutional care. Legislation I have introduced, along with Senators Brooke and Percy of this committee,
the Home Health Care Services Bill (S. 2009), will enable many elderly to obtain
the medical services they need in their own homes. I hope that we will see a dramatic expansion of home health care services in the coming years.
Very little change in the distribution of education has occurred in America
from 1900 to 1970. Work activity is primarily concentrated in the mid-life period,
while education is stressed during the youthful years. We are witnessing a growing
emphasis on adult and continuing education programs, but more concentration
in this area is needed. The Office of Lifelong Learning, established by the Higher
Education Amendments of 1976, is an important attempt to extend educational
fulfillment to all generations. I commend the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare for its success in implementing this program, and would like to hear
from Secretary Califano about other present or future initiatives in the area of
lifelong learning.
I understand that many Federal agencies have implemented some form of
preretirement counseling. I am anxious to learn about the extent and effectiveness
of these programs within the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
Other innovative arrangements have been proposed, such as gradual and trial
retirement. I hope Secretary Califano will comment on the desirability and
workability of proposals such as these.
Mr. 'Chairman, another pertinent subject is the prospect of including employment for the elderly within a comprehensive welfare reform proposal. Present
proposals exclude seniors from placement in jobs which would be created if welfare
reform were implemented. Important questions which need to be addressed are:
Can welfare reform open up new job opportunities for the elderly who want to
work? Can we have a truly comprehensive welfare reform program without fully
including older Americans? I will be interested to hear both Secretary Califano
and Dr. Sheppard speak to this issue.
We are also fortunate to have with us today, Dr. Harold Sheppard, who is a
distinguished author and scholar and, I might note, a former staff director of this
committee. As an industrial gerontologist, Dr. Sheppard can give us a completely
different perspective on the forces which are at work in our society. Mr. Chairman,
I opened this statement by noting that the enactment of the Age Discrimination
in Employment Amendment of 1978 reflects a number of fundamental changes
in our social and economic structures. If we are going to come to grips with
these forces, and shape realistic policies that will meet the needs of our people
in the years to come, we must fully understand the changes that are occurring
in the American work place. What are the attitudes of older workers toward
retirement? How do middle aged and older workers perceive the need for second
career training? What are the expectations and attitudes of younger workers
toward their job? Their employer? Retirement? Social security? Inflation?
Social services? Productivity? Taxes, and so forth?
I believe Dr. Sheppard is uniquely qualified to address these issues and I look
forward to receiving his testimony and hearing his responses to questions posed
by the committee members.
In closing, Mr. Chairman, let me state that I believe that our work in the area
of "retirement, work, and lifelong learning" can, if carried to fruition, produce
valuable data not only for our committee, but for the entire Congress. Our ability
to look at the "big picture" regarding employment, retirement, and continuing
education should enable us to develop a hearing record that will benefit other
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committees, executive agencies, State and local governments, as well as the
private sector. America will meet and overcome these challenges, which is the
mark of a great civilization. Secretary Califano noted in his "Four Generations"
speech: "Our democracy has proven itself both creative and resilient; capable
not only of surviving social change, but of dealing with it imaginatively and
generously."
We are fortunate indeed to live in a society resourceful enough to meet these
demanding responsibilities and challenges.

Senator CHURCH. Senator DeConcini, do you have any opening
remarks you would like to make at this time?
Senator DECONCINI. No, sir.
Senator CHURCH. Very well.

Mr. Secretary, welcome to the committee. As our leadoff witness,
we are very happy to have you. You may proceed as you wish.
STATEMENT OF HON. JOSEPH A. CALIFANO, SECRETARY, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
Secretary CALIFANO. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for a

perceptive opening statement.
Mr. Chairman, members of the Special Committee on Aging, I'm
glad to be here and grateful to you for inviting me to take part in
these important hearings.
Your inquiry, with its theme "retirement, work, and lifelong
learning," takes on increasing urgency when we consider that the
number of older citizens in America is growing, that the number of
years spent in retirement is growing, and that because of advances
in health and nutrition, many older citizens are more vigorous and
youthful than their predecessors of a generation ago. Mr. Chairman,
we are on the dawn of the first four-generation society in the history

of civilization.
Because we are a nation devoted to the fulfillment of the individual,
we need to consider the aging of the American population with clear
eyes, a realistic grasp of the facts, and a determination to plan, as
prudently and thoughtfully as we know how, our programs for enriching the lives of our older citizens.
I think it is appropriate to begin with some facts about aging in
America. So today, I want to describe briefly the dramatic aging of
the American population and, equally dramatic, its impact on the
Federal budget and our national economy. I want also to raise some
questions that should be on the minds of all who shape the institutions
and programs of America: The Congress and the executive, State and
local officials, scholars and social planners, business and opinion
leaders, and the American people.
The past four decades have seen a steady growth in the number of
older citizens, a demographic change both large and striking. This
growth-along with recent trends such as inflation, slow growth, and
problems in health care delivery-presents some formidable challenges
to programs serving the elderly.
FoUR DRAMATIC TRENDS

Let me describe four dramatic and seemingly inevitable trends
about aging in America:
First, life expectancy has increased almost 10 years since 1940.
In 1940, the average life expectancy at birth was about 63Y2 years-
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lower than social security's retirement age of 65. Today, life expectancy is 69 for men, 77 for women. Three-quarters of the population
now reaches age 65; once there, they live, on the average, for another
16 years, to age 81. As we contemplate the year 2050, we are told that
life expectancy will increase only another 3 years for men and 4 for
women. And we must remember that biomedical advances have consistently rendered recent projections of life expectancy much too low.
Second, the postwar "baby boom" will reappear early in the 21st
century as a "senior boom." In 1940, roughly 7 percent of the total
population was 65 or over; today, the proportion is 11 percent,-more
than 24 million people. After 2010, the elderly percentage will not just
increase, it will soar, as the childeren of the "baby boom" become. the
adults of the "senior boom." By the year 2030, nearly one on five
Americans-55 million citizens-will be 65 or older. And the composition of the older population is changing also. In 1940, only 30 percent
of older citizens were 75 or older; by the year 2000, they will comprise
45 percent of the elderly-more than 14 million people.
Third, ironically while people are living longer, they are retiring
earlier. Thirty years ago, nearly one-half of all men 65 and over remained in the work force. Today, among people 65 and over, only
1 man in 5, and 1 woman in 12, are in the work force. There is no indication that this trend to earlier retirement will cease. This confronts
us with some serious questions concerning not only the cost of
providing retirement income, but the quality of life for many citizens
who may spend 20 years or even longer in retirement.
Fourth, the ratio of active workers to retired citizens will change
dramatically over the future: From 6 to 1 today to only 3 to 1 in 2030.
This ratio is important because it suggests how many active workers
are available to support programs for the elderly. We can estimate
this ratio by comparing the number of citizens 65 and over to those
20 to 64. This is rather crude, since some persons over 65 are not
retired and many people age 20 to 64 are not workers. But the historical changes in this ratio are extraordinary nonetheless: In 1940,
there were 9 citizens age 20 to 64 for every citizen 65 or over; today,
it is 6 to 1; by 2030, it will be only 3 to 1.
These four demographic trends have already had significant impact
on the Federal budget. Programs for the elderly are claiming an increasing share of our resources.
This year, six major programs for which HEW has responsibilityold age insurance, survivors and disability insurance, medicare,

medicaid, supplemental security income, and black lung benefitswill pay out more than $94 billion to persons 65 and over. Another $14
billion will be paid to this group under the civil service, railroad, and
military retirement programs. Still another $4 billion will go to the
elderly under other programs providing housing subsidies, food stamps,
social and employment services.
"WHOPPING" BUDGET INCREASE
This adds up to $112 billion-5 percent of the gross national product
and 24 percent of the Federal budget for fiscal year 1978.
This is a whopping increase. Real spending under these programs
in 1978 xvill be four times what it was 18 years ago, in 1960, when we
spent only 2.5 percent of GNP on programs for the elderly. And from
only 13 percent of the Federal budget in 1960, the percentage has
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nearly doubled-largely due to the enactment of such major programs as medicare and medicaid, real benefit increases in social
security, and other program expansions.
These expenditures, Mr. Chairman, large as they are, are expected
to grow even more. Under the major programs I have mentioned,
estimating benefits only for recipients age 65 or older, we expect real
spending to more than triple-to $350 billion by the year 2010, just
a little over 30 years from now. Between 2010 and 2025, when the
"baby boom" becomes the "senior boom," real spending will escalate
from more than $350 billion to around $635 billion. It will constitute
more than 10 percent of gross national product, more than 40 percent
of total Federal outlays.
Beyond the impact on the Federal budget, there are other striking
financial implications of the aging of America. Last year, Congress
enacted increases in payroll taxes that will insure the fiscal integrity of
the social security system into the next century, although, as you on
this committee know so well, these changes are hardly free of controversy. But the integrity of employer pension plans is open to serious
question.
In 1976, Federal pension plans had unfunded liabilities between
$243 and $425 billion.
Senator CHURCH. Do Federal pension plans refer to the civil service
and the military pension system?
Secretary CALIFANO. Yes; they are the largest elements of that
number. Almost all of it, Mr. Chairman.
MASSIVE UNDERFUNDING?

Senator CHURCH. You are telling us that they are massively underfunded?
Secretary CALIFANO. They are massively underfunded. For State
and local pension plans, the estimate is between $100 and $270 billion.
The estimate for private plans is roughly $200 billion. Together,
these unfunded liabilities may well exceed the national debt of more
than $600 billion. Ten of the largest industrial corporations in America
have unfunded pension liabilities equal to a third or more of their net
worth; seven of them have unfunded liabilities which exceed the
aggregate market value of the common stock.
Senator CHURCH. Mr. Secretary, if I may interrupt at this point,
I would like to ask whether you are going to tell us in your testimony
the reasons that in 1976 Federal pension plans, State and local pension
plans, and private pension plans, including those of the largest
American corporations, are all in the same condition; namely, being
underfunded to this astonishing degree?
Secretary CALIFANO. Mr. Chairman, I do not know the answer
why. You note that I used the term in my testimony, unfunded. I use
that term because obviously they all represent conscious decisions to
rely on current income from whatever sources they are getting. I do
think those numbers raise very serious questions about the extent to
which this committee should look at the need for legislation in these
areas in order to provide the protection. I realize E RISA was passed
by the Congress a couple years ago, but I think, and I would urge
that among the things this committee looks at, it look at the extent to
which the protection may be needed in order to assure that individuals
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who are relying on those unfunded pension plans for their retirement
years will indeed be placing their reliance with security.
Senator DOMENICI. Would the chairman yield?
Senator CHURCH. Yes, of course.
Senator DOMENICI. Would you tell me, Mr. Secretary, what you
mean in the use of the word unfunded?
Secretary CALIFANO. I mean the funds are not there today to pay
out for the liabilities that those systems have incurred.
Senator DOMENICI. As of today, or as of some future (late?
Secretary CALIFANO. As of today, they incur a certain amount of
liability and the funds are not there today to pay for the liability. The
people may still be on the work force, but they will all retire 10 or 20
years from now. This is the extent to which that has not been funded.
The social security system, by the action of the Congress last year,
however controversial, the Congress did take the step of providing
that the necessary income will be there over the next 25 years roughly
to pay for the social security liabilities that have been and will be incurred over that period of time.
Senator Domenici, you will note that there is a large spread in those
numbers.
Senator DOMENICI. Yes.
Secretary CALIFANO. Part of that is because our numbers are so
inadequate, and most of those numbers come from studies that were
done here in the Congress, and some of them from studies that were
done in the Social Security Administration; but also the spread is because we still have a lot to learn about the extent of unfunded liabilities in both the State and local governments, and in our- large
employers. We don't keep statistics, and the numbers as well, as we
should in those areas.
Senator DOMENICI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHURCH. Yes, Senator DeConcini.
Senator DECONCINI. With regard to Senator Domenici's question,
are you going to suggest, Mr. Secretary, how you would arrive at a
formula that will fund "unfunded" liabilities of private pension plans?.
Secretary CALIFANO. No; I do not suggest that, Senator. As you see
in my statement, I have gathered all the numbers as best we can gather
them from our own sources and studies that have been done here on
the Hill, to lay them out before this committee I do not come today
with specific recommendations in those areas or in other areas.
Senator DECONCINI. I am concerned, Mr. Secretary, that your
testimony may leave the impression among American workers that
their pension funds are not funded, and are not going to be available
through the balance of their lives. I hope you are in the position to
substantiate your information, because that is. a very threatening
prospect for an autoworker who is planning on his pension from the
United Auto Workers Pension Fund, for example.
Secretary CALIFANO. Let me say, Senator, I do not believe that
among the pension funds I am mentioning is the United Auto Workers
Pension Fund.
Senator DECONCINI. What about some of the others?
Secretary CALIFANTO. I will be happy to submit the support, for
all those numbers to this committee. There are studies at HEW and
studies that have been done by the labor committees here in the Cong..
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ress. As I emphasize in the very next paragraph of my prepared
statement, I do not cite those numbers to alarm people, for they are
subject to all the hazards of estimating, particularly, the State and
local numbers and the numbers with respect to private pension
plans, because we have not been collecting statistics systematically
as we should in those areas.
Senator DECONCINI. I would like to see this background material.
Secretary CALIFANO. I do think, Senator, it is very important that
as a nation we focus early on these problems and what is happening
to our country, because as a nation, and as a people, we obviously
have an obligation to take care of our people in their older years.
Senator DECONCINI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHURCH. Certainly, Senator.
[Subsequent to the hearing, Secretary Califano supplied the following information:]
*Information on unfunded pension liabilities is taken from a paper by Alicia H.

Munnell and Ann M. Connolly.' The paper is cited in a footnote in a copy of the
galley proofs of a chapter from the House Task Force on Pension Plans. The
estimates, which Munnell and Connolly warn against interpreting with more
precision than they deserve, are in the following table:
Estimates of Civil Service, State-local, and military unfunded pension liabilities
(in billions) 2
$164
Civil service 270
State-local -_------___----__________------___----___--____-_-__-__
195
_---- _______------__--____----_----___----_
3Military -____-629
_______--_______--________________--__--___
Total -_--_-The total unfunded pension liability, they claim, is an estimated $629 billion,
a total of the Civil Service, State-local, and military pensions. Munnell and Connolly do not state the dates for their figures, but other data in the article lead
to the conclusion that they are referring to 1975 figures for their calculations.

Secretary CALIFANO. As I mentioned, these figures, I should emphasize, are subject to the hazards that afflict all estimates. I cite them
not to alarm, simply to inform. What I have just described is a shift
in the age of our population; the shift in resources that has followed
is both inevitable and natural.
Indeed the presence in our society of a growing elderlypopulation
is as much a blessing as a cause for concern. It speaks to the success
we have had as a Nation in improving the health and well-being of all
our citizens, in making the advances of the medical sciences more
broadly available, and in being able to respond to the changing needs
of citizens of all ages. If we are spending more on behalf of older
Americans, that is only as it should be. It is one mark of the respect
in which society holds the older generation.
TODAY'S YouTH: THE

FuTruRE ELDERLY

Nor is the effort we make on behalf of the elderly unrelated to our
own lives. The taxes that younger American workers pay on what
they earn today not only assure their own futures, they make possible
a better future for all generations. With medicare paying for the medical needs of elderly parents; the earnings of the young can be used for
I "Funding Government Pensions: State-Local, Civil Service, and Military" in Funding
Government Pensions: Issues and Implications for Financial Markets.
S Ibid.,

pp. 73-74.
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education or the down payment on a home. We may, as family members, choose to live with different generations under different roofs,
but we remain members of our families wherever we may live; the
economic choices made by any one generation affect all generations.
Indeed, as Senator Church noted, "the elderly" are ourselves-and
our children. The commitments we make to the elderly of tomorrow
are no less than the commitments which we all make to ourselves.
As our population 65 and older grows, the proportion of dependent
children will decline. In 1960, 40 percent of our population was under
20. Today, the figure is about 33 percent; by 2025, it will fall to 27
percent. Although public programs for the elderly are expensive, to
some extent the reduced burden of caring for younger citizens can offset
rising expenses for the elderly.
We are a compassionate society. And a compassionate society
faced with such facts must make sure it has the capacity to meet
future obligations.
How shall we deal with the fiscal pressure that has been building
up-and will continue to build up-within our system caring for of
older citizens?
We must first ask some difficult and searching questions: Questions
that go beyond immediate problems and quick fixes, for it may be
that the old assumptions upon which we have based our programs for
the aging are no longer adequate.
Today, let me raise four such questions: Questions that must form
part of our national agenda for the remaining years of this century.
The first is this: How adequate are our definitions of "old age"
and "retirement"?
What, after all, is old age? In 1900, when only 4 percent of Americans were 65 or over, 65 was clearly old. Today, the advance of health
and life expectancies may make 65 a benchmark more arbitrary than
reliable.
HOW TO DEFINE "RETIREMENT"?

And how shall we define "retirement"?
At present, we operate with two distinct conceptions of retirement.
The first and more traditional one is support for workers who have
reached old age and can no longer work.
The second, more recent conception views retirement as a reward
not necessarily related to old age, simply a reward for a certain period
of work-typically 20 to 30 years. In the military, for example, a
pension is available after only 20 years of service, regardless of age.
Workers in the Federal civil service, and in many State and local
governments, can retire on full pension at age 55 with 30 years of
service. This second conception of retirement is more expensive; it is
born of the rich choices that affluence without inflation seemed to offer
in past years.
There are reasons to wonder aloud whether the trend toward even
earlier retirement is a trend in the right direction. A 1974 POll, for
example, indicated that 4 million people 65 and over wanted to work,
but were not doing so. With increased lite expectancy, improving
health, and steady increases in the education level of the elderly, this
attitude could doubtless spread.
In 1940, the median educational attainment of persons 60 and over
was 8 years; a dozen years from now it will have risen to 12 years.
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Although in 1977, only 18 percent of persons in the 65 to 69 year age
group had been to college, the proportion will rise to 45 percent by the
year 2017.
It makes little sense-social, economic, or commonsense-for the
skills and talents of millions of healthy older citizens to be wasted.
Thus, if we rethink our retirement policy, one place to start is with
existing incentives for early retirement. Social security is now available, on an actuarially reduced basis, at age 62. Many pension plans
provide benefits at that age or earlier with no reduction in benefits.
Indeed, in 1978, the Federal Government will pay more than $19
billion dollars in retirement benefits to persons under 65, reduced
benefits under social security. Some people almost feel compelled to
retire early.
INCENTIVE FOR LATER RETIREMENT

Perhaps we ought to consider different kinds of incentives; for
example, like those provided in last year's social security amendments
which increase a worker's retirement benefits by 3 percent each year of
work past 65.
Or we might explore new kinds of work arrangements that might
accommodate greater numbers of older Americans in the work force,
such as phased retirement and increased part-time work. One study
suggested that as many as four out of five workers would prefer to
reduce their years of retirement and redistribute more leisure in the
middle years of life, and this highlights the need for more flexible
career patterns.
Some have objected that moving toward later retirement will mean
fewer jobs for younger workers, an understandable argument in a
time of high youth unemployment. But it is an argument that loses
some force in a time of steady economic growth, or as the job market
tightens. We must remember that when older citizens work, they
create new jobs, and that the job market is not a confined space with
a precisely limited number of jobs. The jobs that elderly Americans
might retain are not necessarily the same jobs that youth would seek.
We should approach the issue with caution. Any shift in retirement
age must not come overnight; it cannot come by the sudden act of
any one person or institution. But we should focus national debate on
whether-and how-to effect a gradual change in our system of incentives and expectations concerning retirement.
Let me suggest a second question for the future: Should we restructure our existing, uncoordinated mechanisms, private and public, for
providing income security to older citizens?
The social security system dominates the pension landscape not
simply in size but in reliability. Unlike most employer pension plans,
it covers almost the entire population. It provides more effective
protection against inflation than pension plans or savings. It is, quite
simply, probably the grandest and most successful social experiment
of our age. Without it, the number of older Americans in 1976 with
incomes below the proverty line would have more than tripled-to a
total of 10 million people.
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ONE-QUARTER POOR OR NEAR-POOR

Even today, however, about one-quarter of the elderly are either
poor or "near poor"; that is, their incomes are less than 125 percent
of the poverty line. For minority elderly and women living alone,
escape from proverty has been the most difficult. So we cannot become
complacent about the elderly poor, but neither should we overlook
the progress we have made. Twenty years ago, more than one person
in three, age 65 or over, was below the poverty line; today, due in
large part to social security, the fraction has fallen to one in seven.
Senator CHURCH. Mr. Secretary, may I ask at this point, why
have we been unable to eliminate poverty altogether? It is true that
we have made progress, but there are still large numbers of retired
people living in poverty; particularly, as you point out, among
minority groups and women;
Social security has been in existence for more than 40 years. It was
intended to provide a retirement income for our citizens sufficient to
cover at least the necessities of life. But, as you have testified, about
one-quarter of the elderly are either poor or near poor. Now, we have
tried in various ways to reach them. The whole effort in the Congress
to establish a supplemental security income program was to reach
down to those people who are living in poverty and getting so little
in the way of retirement income. Yet, we never seem to get the job
done. Is there a way?
Secretary CALIFANO. Mr. Chairman, in the context of providing
adequate funds or services, yes; there is a way to provide them with
those funds and .services, but it would cost more money. The supplemental security income program, insofar as the Federal contribution
is concerned, provides an amount of money that is not sufficient to
raise someone out of poverty. The extent to which people on supplemental security income are receiving that money, on the basis of age,
or above the poverty line, becomes a function of the extent to which
States match those benefits and function where they live in rural or
urban areas.
I mean we can do it. If you just take social security alone, it gives
you a sense of how many people we can reach. In 1976, if we had not
had the social security system, 60 percent of our senior citizens would
have been below the poverty line in terms of their income, so it has had
a phenomenal impact, but it is a function of providing additional funds,
and it is a function of whether or not we are willing to make the judgment as a country to do that.
Senator CHURCH. But if we were to modify the supplemental security income program in such a way to bring everyone within the social
security system to a level of retirement income that at least equaled
or exceeded the poverty line as defined by the Federal Government,
then we would pretty well eliminate poverty among the elderly in this
country, would we not?
Secretary CALIFANO. Yes, Mr. Chairman, we would, providing at
the same time we do have medicare and medicaid benefits.

36-053-79-2
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DETERRING WELFARE COSTS

Senator CHURCH. Yes, of course. That bundle of benefits plus a retirement income supplemented to take care of those who otherwise
live in poverty could eliminate this problem. You speak of the cost of
it, but wouldn't the cost at least in part be mitigated by the elimination of the need to pay these people welfare and other special benefits?
Secretary CALIFANO. Yes; it would. To the extent that we picked
up what State and local governments are now doing, yes; that is correct, it would. There might still be that net cost, but you cannot take
the gross number. You are absolutely right about that.
Senator CHURCH. I wish that your Department would furnish this
committee with an estimate of the cost-that is, the net cost-taking
into consideration the savings that might be realized on the welfare
side if we were to increase the supplemental payment sufficiently to
bring everyone within the social security system above the poverty
line. Would you do that?
Secretary CALIFANO. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHURCH. Thank you.
[Subsequent to the hearing, Secretary Califano supplied the following information:]
Under the SSI program, States spend approximately $1.5 billion each fiscal
year in supplementation costs. Raising the Federal SSI guarantee to the poverty
level would reduce State expenditures by about 70 percent.
The 1978 nonfarm poverty line for a head of household age 65 or older is $3,080.
Estimates of the minimum cost-the cost for people already receiving SSI-and
the maximum cost-the cost for everyone eligible to receive SSI payments-if
the Federal SSI guarantee for an individual were raised to the $3,080 amount
for the period July 1, 1977, through June 30, 1978, are shown below:
Minimum estimate:
Program costs (billion) _____--___--_--___---_-_-________ _____-$8. 3
Beneficiaries (million) __
__
_________
7
7_4.
2
Maximum estimate:
Program costs (billion) -__------_--_--_--___-__-_________-_____
12. 2
Beneficiaries (million)…
_--_-- _-- __________________________
9. 3
RAISING THE FEDERAL SSI GUARANTEE

TO THE POVERTY LINE

Several questions arise in raising the Federal SSI guarantee to the poverty
level: (1) What year should be used? and (2) which poverty line should be used?
First, the poverty line is published on a calendar year basis while the SSI
guarantee is changed every July 1 and is in effect until the following June 30th.
Because changes in the poverty line and the current SSI guarantee do not occur
at the same time, if one selects, say, the 1977 poverty line, then from July to
December 1977 people would have incomes at the poverty line; for the next 6
months their incomes would be below the poverty line. On the other hand, if one
starts with the 1978 poverty line, people's income would always be at the poverty
line or above. However, for the 6 months July to December, their income would
be above the poverty line.
Second, "the poverty line" can be numerous different levels. The levels differ
according to the age of the head of the household, the sex of the head of the
household, family size, and nonfarm/farm settings. Therefore, the poverty line
selected would affect the objective of eliminating poverty for the SSI population.
If a new SSI guarantee were established which would equal the poverty line for
an aged head of household, then all disabled people would have incomes below
the poverty line; if the guarantee were equal to the poverty line for a nonaged
head of household, then aged people would have incomes above their poverty
level.
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Finally, there is a difference in the relationship between singles and couples.
While the Federal SSI guarantee for a couple is one and a half times the guarantee
-to an individual, the poverty line for a couple is less than 30 percent more than
-the poverty line for an individual.
For this request, one option has been provided-a Federal guarantee equal to
the estimated 1978 poverty line for aged heads of households-$3,080 a year.
The nonfarm poverty line was used since no one in a metropolitan area would be
:at or above poverty using either the farm or the average poverty level. For thea
:same reason, the poverty line for a male-headed household was used.wasAlso,
used.
guarantee that replicates the poverty lines for individuals and couples
to the
One final point should be made. Even with a Federal guarantee equalsurveys
poverty line, not all SSI beneficiaries would appear in subsequent census
as having income at or above the poverty line. Due to the payment variations in
the program, people living in another's household or in an institution still would
'be classified as below poverty.
Secretary CALIFANO. The social security program does not, as

important as it is, work in isolation. As you know, Mr. Chairman,
-there is the supplemental security income, and last year it reached 2.3
million aged beneficiaries, about 70 percent of whom also received
:social security.
There are 68 different retirement plans in the Federal Government,
'more than 6,000 State and local pension plans, and thousands of
private plans. Jointly, they pay out close to $50 billion each year in
benefits. Of all new social security retirees, fully half have other
pension income.
Senator DOMENIcI. How many?
Secretary CALIFANO. Half.
Senator DOMENICI. Of all the new' social security retirees?
Secretary CALIFANO. Yes.

Senator DOM)ENICI. Would you have any information, Mr. Secre-tary, on the broader question of what percentage of social security
recipients have other income?
Secretary CALIFANO. We have some information. I can provide that
in detail for the committee. It increases as we get newer retirees; it is
fewer in the older retirees.
[Subsequent to the hearing, Secretary Califano supplied the following information:]
As table 2 (submitted to the current Social Security Advisory Council) shows,
most beneficiaries have other income; e.g., 57 percent had income from assets,
24 percent with earnings, about 30 percent with a second pension. However, it
must also be brought to the committee's attention that for significant proportions
of beneficiaries, social security provides more than half their income-over half
the
of the married couples and three-quarters of the non-married. Earnings were
major source of income for only a third of aged units in 1976 and only about 1
in 10 of recipients were majorly dependent on income from assets or private.
pensions. The survey of newly entitled retired workers (conducted 1968-70)
indicated that, at least for the married couples where the man was the sample
person, the proportion receiving another pension at age 65 may be increasing.

TABLE 2.-INCOME SOURCE
BY YEAR, PERCENT OF AGEDUNITS 65 AND OLDER WITH MONEY INCOME FROMSPECIFIED SOURCES,
BY MARITAL STATUS AND BENEFICIARY STATUS
All units
Income source
Total (in thousands) -_--

_________--_---

________

Percent of units withReitement pensions- _-_-- ____------ ____-----_-____-_
Social security '-------------------Railroad retirement------------------Government employee pension -___-____-___
-___5
Private pension 3
. .
_..
. . . .
Earnings…------------------------Income from assets------------Public assistance
Veterans' benefits Beneficiaries' (in thousands) -.-

____

1967

14,176

15,779

74
69
4

89
86
4
6
12
27
50
12
10

9
36
54
13
10

-_8,647

Percent of units withRetirement pensions __…__----------Social security I--100
Railroad retirement ------------------Government employee pension -5
Private pension 3
_Earnings ------------------------Income from assets---------------------Public assistance…---------------------Veterans' benefits (in thousands)-------------------Nonbeneficiaries (in thousands) Percent of units withRetirement pensions-_--

1962

_----------

Railroad retirement -------------------------------------

Guveronment employee pension-.-----------Private pensions3-......................................
Earnings Income from assets--------------------Public assistance ---------------------Veterans' benefits ------------------------------- - --

12,446
100
2
13
36
59
8
11
4,466

100
100
2
6
13
26
52
8
11
2,146

16

24

8

16

6
2
31
43
27
9

Married couples
1971

15,637
90
87
(2)

6
17
31
49
10
8
12,760
100
100
(2)

5
18
27
50
8
8
2,082

17,321
92
89
3
9
20
25
56
11
6
15,340
100
100
2
9
21
24
57
10
6

1962

1967

6,799

8, 731

84
79
4
7
16
55
63
8
14

90
87
5
7
19
46
60
6
12

92
89
8
23
49
58
6
8

93
90
4
12
28
41
66
6
6

67
62
3
4
5
24
48
1W
8

4,913

5,323

6,175

3,743
100
100
2
6
20
50
65
6
14

100
100

663

33

25

25

(2)

13

12

17

11
3
64
62
14
14

(2)

100
100
2
7
21
43
60
5
13

(5)

14
7
39
47
24
5

1962

6,300

720

11
8
45
39
26
7

Nonmarried persons
1976

5,989

1,120

9
3
29
39
31
8

1971

5,445

1,981

The 1971figure is an estimate based on information from the CPSand MERcombined.
Unknown,
3 For1971,includes private annuities.
4 Excludes beneficiaries who received their first benefit in February of the survey year or later
transitionally insured, and special age 72 beneficiaries. Beneficiaries may be receiving retired worker
Peflefits, dependents' or survivors' benefits, or disability benefits.
I
2

1976

8
2
65
57
11
7

(2)

8
25
43
58
6
9

100
100
3
12
31
38
67
5
6

4,904
100
100
2
4
7
26
55
9
8

1967
9, 789
89
85
3
5
7
15
44
15
9

1971
9, 336
88
85

(2)

5
12
18
43
13
8

7,533

7,437

100
100
2
5
8
16
47
11
10

100
100
(2)

4
13
16
45
9
8

1976
10,522
92
88
3
8
14
16
49
15
6
9,215
100
100
2
7
15
14
51
12
6

674

3,346

1,426

1,419

1,307

(a)

34

12

27

(a)

32

(2)

15

6
5
1
19
37
31
7

15

(2)
11
8
28
33
35
8

13

11
7
81
52
9
6

14
8
58
64
8
4

10
3
13
31
41
8

14
7
24
38
31
3

a Receipt of retirement pensions is not reported for nonbeneficiaries in 1971
because the inability to
separate out railroad retirement benefits from social security has a large effect on this small group.

Source: March 1977 Current Population Survey, and Income of the Population Aged 60, and Older
1971(staff paper No. 26). Social Security Administration, table 10.
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Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Chairman, may I ask the Secretary a
question?
Senator CHURCH. Yes, of course.
GOVERNMENTAL RETIREMENT SYSTFMs

Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Secretary, would you care to express an
opinion about the large number of governmental retirement systems?
Do you believe there ought to be some consolidation of the 68 different
retirement plans in the Federal Government?
Secretary CALIFANO. When the Congress voted the Social Security
Act last year, it ordered a series of studies, one of which would go to
making the social security system universal. If you did that, you would
have to integrate these other retirement plans. The President also, a
*yearof so ago, suggested the creation of a Presidential Commission on
Retirement Systems, and I think we should look at that.
Senator DECONCINI. When do you think you will have something
*on that?
Secretary CALIFANO. We are beginning the study on integration. I
have just found someone to take that study on. The Social Security
Advisory Committee, which the Congress set up, is already functioning and their report will be finished by the end of next year. Their
report will include some attention to the integration of the social
security system, but obviously in terms of efficiency, in terms of the
realities of the situation, and in terms of making sense, there should be
some consolidation of these 68 retirement plans.
Senator DECONCINI. When will your study be finished? Do you

have any tentative date?
Secretary CALIFANO. The study will be finished by the end of next
year; and we would like the other study to be finished at that time as
well so we can have intelligent recommendations before the Congress
by that time.
Senator DECONCINI. Thank you.
Secretary CALIFANO. There are some areas, Senator DeConcini, in
which I think hearings will be held independently, such as the social
security disability program. Both Chairman Long and Chairman Ullman, indicate that they want me to come up with recommendations for
changes there.
Senator DECONCINI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Secretary CALIFANO. Another way we help support the elderly is
through tax expenditures. Tax breaks accorded to pension plans and
social security mcome, and for elderly taxpayers, will total more than
.$19 billion in fiscal year 1978.
Finally, there are private savings, which provide an estimated $15
to $20 billion in income to retirees.
These sources of support add up to a substantial sum, but they leave
us caught between two conflicting needs: The need to.keep future costs
under control, and the need to increase benefits for people whose income is inadequate. Resolving this problem depends in part upon the
total amount that society is willing to commit for income maintenance,
but it depends as well on integrating this patchwork of systems more
effectively, and managing the resources we do provide so that they do
the most good.
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A basic question, then, is what the ratio should be between incomeearned before retirement and income thereafter. For new retirees aged
65, this ratio today stands at about 47 percent.
But beyond this ratio lie questions of how the overall system treats.
those at the top-and at the bottom-of the scale.
Today, social security benefits are wholly exempt from taxes. It.
seems at least open to discussion whether a wealthy lawyer, doctor,.
or business executive with a $50,000 pension should receive tax-free
social security benefits.
Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Secretary, since social security is exempt.
from taxes, what justification is there for not exempting other pensioni
plans when they are not supplemented by social security?
Secretary CALIFANO. Some pension plans are exempted in greater
or lesser degree, depending upon the tax laws, which become very
complicated and sophisticated in this area, and it is bey ond my area.
of knowledge or expertise.
Senator CHURCH. We do have a tax credit for the elderly that is
intended to give comparable tax treatment for Government pensions,
with little or no social security benefits.
Senator DECONCINI. It does not equal.
Senator CHURCH. No; but that is the intent.
Senator DECONCINI. It does not equal the nontaxation of social,
security.
Senator CHURCH. NO; but this is because we have failed to perfect.
the formula sufficiently to keep it working at that level.
Senator DECONcINI. Do you think that the tax-exempt benefits are'
any incentive to keep people in the social security system?
Secretary CALIFANO. Part of the reason for those being tax exempt
is that they are taxable income to individuals who are paying those'
benefits while they are working. Now, I raise that question in this.
larger context of our current needs, and those people who have substantial outside pensions from other places. It seems to me all of this.
is part of the need for this country to look at the whole income maintenance area with respect to our elderly citizens, as one area, and get
a much better handle on the relationship between one system and theother.
There are portions of social security now, people who receive,
social security benefits, who are getting far more proportionately
than they paid into it, and in that sense your point about the private
pension plan in a comparable situation as a private pension plan has.
to be taxed.
Senator DECONCINI. Thank you.
HIGHER SSI OR SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS?
Secretary CALIFANO. At the other end of the scale, we have to,
consider the plight of those for whom social security benefits are the
sole source of income, and whose earning record may not entitle them.
to the greatest amount. Today, the ratio between contributions and
benefits is not fixed: For low-income workers, the ratio is 61 percent,
to help make benefits more' adequate; for high-income workers, it
falls to 35 percent. This is one strategy for helping to reduce poverty'
among older Americans. But are we doing enough? And should we do.
more? Is this the best way to bring people out of poverty, or is a system,
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like supplemental security income-which focuses income only on
those at the low end of the income scale-a more efficient methodT
How do we compare the value of efficiency and the resources it frees
for serving unmet needs against the genius of the social security
system-that it brings independence to many people who would othervise be poor, and does so with dignity, with no means test?
Senator CHURCH. In asking the question,. Mr. Secretary, can you
furnish us with your answer?
Secretary CALIFANO. Mr. Chairman, I am not certain of the answer
to this question. I have specifically asked these questions of the Social
Security Advisory Committee, because I think one thing that should
be looked at is the relationship between the supplemental security
income program and the social security program.
Senator CHURCH. Well, I do, too, because if you could increase the
ratio of the pension as the incomelevel falls, you have a built-in
system of adjustment which does not require the kind of adminis-trative cost and the constant policing that goes on in the supplemental
security income program. Every SSI recipient must disclose how
much he has in the bank and other assets. It is a cumbersome and
costly procedure, requiring a good deal of governmental interference
in one's private affairs. If there is a better way of doing it, I think wev
ought to explore it.
Secretary CALIFANO. It is also more prone to error when all those
computations have to be made.
Senator CHURCH. Yes.
Secretary CALIFANO. A critical question that affects persons all
along the income scale is the relationship between private and public
pensions. Private pensions have spread so that they now cover about
45 percent of the work force, but that growth occurred in a period
when inflation was persistent.
If the capacity of private pension plans to assume a major role in
providing retirement income is called into question, do we wish tocontinue to encourage the creation of this layer on top of social
security? At present, we do just that by providing substantial tax
benefits for contributions to pension plans.
Are we comfortable with a system in which some retirees pile up
the maximum social security benefits on top of generous pensions,
while other retirees have no pension income and find social security
barely enough to get by on? Or would it make more sense to recoup.
those tax benefits and apply them to more generous and widespread
social security coverage?
Senator CHURCH. Are you suggesting here that it might be advisable
to scrap the private pension system?
Secretary CALIFANO. No, Mr. Chairman. What I am suggesting
is that when we look at the social security system, which has now
become such a large part of the landscape of retirement, that we
really have to look at all the other retirement systems at the same time.
I am simply raising the question as to whether or not what we once
perceived to be a very good relationship between the social security
system and the private pension system is the right relationship for
today and for the future, in the context of the large numbers ofpeople we will have in this country who will be retired.
I don't know the answers to these questions. Again, they are part ofwhat will be done and the studies are being done by the HEW.
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UNIVERSAL SOCIAL SECURITY?

A final income security issue that deserves consideration-and one
we are examining in a congressionally mandated study-is whether
social security coverage should be extended to all employees, including
public and nonprofit workers. About 45 percent of Civil service annuitants receive social security in addition to their Federal pensions, and
many receive a second pension as well. When workers move in and out
of, covered employment, many obtain a handsome combination of
pensions and social security. Some may fail to qualify for substantial
benefits either in pension plans or under social security. Income maintenance policy should not be a game with complex rules, winners who
get windfalls and losers who get nothing; it should be a rational system
for meeting definable human needs. If universal social security
coverage is not the answer, we must find another method of filling the
gaps and eliminating abuses.
Beyond the questions of retirement and income security, a third
question of policy arises: How shall we deliver the services older
citizens need-particularly health care-more compassionately and
efficiently? This is a matter that has been of concern for the chairman
and the committee for some time.
The passage of medicare and medicaid 13 years ago was a major
step forward, particularly for older people who are poor or in need of
acute care. Yet these programs face some serious problems, notably,
inflation in the cost of health care. Between fiscal years 1976 and 1978,
for example, costs were up 40 percent in these programs, with little
increase in the covered population or in benefits.
Between this year and the year 2025, we estimate that expenses for
persons over 65 under the medicare and medicaid programs will
increase, in real terms, more than 10 times-twice as fast a pace as the
increases in social security. The inflation that these figures reflect is
especially harsh on the elderly, given their great needs and their
reliance on fixed incomes. Containment of health costs is thus of
especially urgent importance to the elderly population.
While we should be concerned about costs, we must be at least
equally concerned about the shortcomings of this expensive system.
For all the money we spend, major needs remain unmet. As the elderly
population increases-especially those 75 and over, who are especially
likely to have serious health problems-these needs will increase. Even
with medicaid and medicare, many older citizens today must pay large
amounts out-of-pocket for health care. In 1976, these out-of-pocket
expenses averaged over $400-virtually the same in real terms as they
were before medicare and medicaid arrived. We must build a more
rational, comprehensive, efficient, and human system for delivering
health services.
OUT-OF-POCKET HEALTH COSTS
Senator CHURCH. Now let's stop there for just a minute, Mr. Secretary. I have been aware of a figure that you mentioned. Today, outof-pocket expenses for the elderly for medical care exceed what was
paid out by the elderly for medical care prior to the enactment of the
medicare and medicaid programs. But I have never been told, and
perhaps you can inform the committee, concerning what these outof-pocket expenses consist of. Are these out-of-pocket expenses for drugs
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that must be purchased, dental care, eyeglasses, or foot care, or medical examinations which are not covered by medicare, and the likeSenator PERCY. Hearing aids are another item on that list.
Senator CHURCH. Another expense has been mentioned. Or do they
come mainly from the doctors' fees that must be paid by the elderly
over and above the fee authorized by medicare?
Secretary CALIFANO. Mr. Chairman, in addition, also, of course,
a part of it comes from the premium that must be paid under medicare.
Senator CHURCH. Yes.
Secretary CALIFANO. I can't give you the portion of those expenses.
I will submit that for the record.
[Subsequent to the hearing, Secretary Califano supplied the following information:]
The following chart shows a breakdown of health care expenditures by age
groups for fiscal years 1974-76. As you will note, for the 65-and-over group, medicare covered 40 percent of the amount spent on physician services, and none of the
expenditures for dentists' services, eyeglasses and appliances, and drugs. In fiscal
year 1976, the per capita expenditures for the elderly for these last three categories
were estimated at approximately $32, $19, and $21, respectively.

ESTIMATED AMOUNT AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONAL HEALTH CAREEXPENDITURES FORTHE AGED,BY TYPE OF EXPENDITURE AND SOURCE
OF FUNDS, FISCAL YEARS 1971-76
Amount (in millions)

Percentage distribution

Public
Type of expenditure

Total-8

.34,853

Total
1976'

Hospital care
Physicians' services
Dentists' services -722
Other professional services
Drugs and drug sundries
Eyeglasses and appliances -432
Nursing home care -8,032
Other health services -717

Private

$11,248
15,775
3,863
534
2,777

Total Medicare

$22,605

514,953

1,425
2,487
679
193
2,385
423
3,731
24

14,360
11,179
3,478
3,318
43 -341
365
302 …389
8
--4,301
291
683

9,550

20,281

1,087
1,910
643
187
2,214
308
3,091
21

12,427
9,547
2,930
2,703
37 -274
214
325 …321
8
--3,800
259
481

6,282

15,927

Public

Medicaid

Other

Total

Private

$5,589

83,063

Total Medicare

Medicaid

Other

100.0

33.2

67.7

42.0

16.0

8.8

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

9.0
40.7
94.1
36.1
85.9
98.1
46.4
3.4

91.0
70.9
59.3
54.9
5.9 -63.9
49.8
14.1 …14.0
1.9
--53.6
3.6
96.5 --

3.3
3.7
4.3
13.9

3,885
472

2,618
44
12
2
4
8
125
221

16.8
.7
1.7
.4
.1
1.9
1.6
30.8

4,771

2,787

100.0

32.0

68.0

42.6

16.0

9.33

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

8.0
40.1
94.2
41.4
87.2
97.9
44.9
4.2

92.0
70.6
59.9
55.3
5.8 -56.6
45.8
12.8 -12.7
2.1
…
55.1
3.8
95.7 - -58.6

3.3
3.8
4.9
12.4

3,433
294

2,428
40
11
2
3
8
106
187

18.0
.8
1.8
.4
.1
1
1.6
37.1

3,706

2,361

100.0

34.1

65.9

2,066
34
10
2
3
7
93
147

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

7.7
38.8
94.4
53.3
88.2
98.1
49.0
4.8

92.3
69.3
61.2
56.3
5.6 …3.7
46.7
35.2
11.5 - -11.7
1.9
31.0
3.7
95.2 …59.6

523
214
31
74

48.4
65.9

1975 2

Total-29,

832

Hospital care -13,611
Physicians' services
Dentists' services-640
Other professional services
Drugs and drug sundries -1,818
Eyeglasses and appliances-389
Nursing-home care -6,501
Other health services
Total-24,179

4,880
417

503
19742

Hospital care
Physicians' services -3,811
Dentists' services
Other professional services -381
Drugs and drug sundries
Eyeglasses and appliances
Nursing-home care
Other health services -412
I Preliminary estimates,

10,501
641
2,315
304
5,600

315
1,511
542
313
2,000
379
3,701
30

12,723

9,856

9,756
7,322
2,802
2,190
30
178
134
273 …271
7 ……
2,008
212
383 --

2

453
187
38
56

308
158
20
42
2,083
246

Revised estimates

…2
49.8

40.8

15.0

9.8

3.5
4.1

19.5
.9
1.9
.1
.1
9
1.6
33.0

11.1
-1.
45.7
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I'Secretary CALIFANO. Every expense you have mentioned is part
tof it. My own experience, when I am traveling outside Washington,
.nlid if our mail is any indication, drugs are a significant part of this,
as are doctors' fees, above and beyond what we are paying, this whole
'issue of assignment of doctors' fees. Those are the two items on which
we receive a tremendous amount of mail.
Of course, I have had doctors, for example, tell me that they have
put elderly patients in the hospital in order to provide them with'
drugs that we will pay for in the hospital, particularly expensive drugs,
like some of the anticancer drugs, because the doctors simply do not
want to subject their patients to the burden, and some of their patients
could not afford to purchase those drugs if they were being treated on
an outpatient basis, even though they should be treated on an outpatient basis.

Senator CHURCH. Well, it is clear that some of the rigidities that
exist in the present system greatly and significantly contribute to
.the increased cost, unnecessary costs.
No "ALTERNATIVES" SYsTEM

Secretary CALIFANO. I agree, Mr. Chairman. Such a system would
include: Adequate, supervised residential facilities for those who lack
families but want to live in their communities; a range of alternatives
between the hospital and the nursing home, including a system of
home health care; innovative and compassionate ways of caring for
the terminally ill outside the traditional hospital or nursing home.
Such a system is easy to describe, but it is nowhere to be found.
'We have, instead, a confusing, as you have indicated, and expensive
patchwork of financing systems that spawn an even more inadequate
delivery system.
.'The medicaid program, for example, has given great impetus to
one industry-the nursing home industry. Between 1965 and 1976,
total spending for nursing homes increased more than fourfold. Nearly
*40cents of each medicaid dollar goes to nursing homes, although these
homes serve only 6 percent of medicaid beneficiaries. We know that
-nursing home care is not the most appropriate way to treat all those
patients; in some cases it is also not the least expensive. Home health
.care might be a worthwhile alternative in many cases, yet less than
1 percent of medicaid money is used for this purpose.
And, in part because of medicare's focus on acute care, we have not
-yet developed an adequate system of community and home health
care. In Sweden, for example, there is one home health aide for every
120 people; in this country, one for every 5,000. Providing care in the
home setting can itself be therapeutic. We need to expand these
services. But in doing so, we must find ways to manage them, so that
their costs and quality remain under control. Home health services
are delivered by a variety of providers throughout the community,
and we will need to insure that services billed are in fact delivered;
that services delivered are needed, appropriate, and of high quality.
Serious questions a-re already being raised; we will have to be particularly watchful of this new industry as it develops.
I might add that wve are doing surveys for home health care in
Florida and in other States now, and finding that it is very difficult
to measure what it is, what the services are, that the doctor is ordering
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and providing. For instance, what the client thinks he should be
receiving. So it will not come overnight to this country.
Senator DOMENICI. Mr. Secretary, on that issue, are you merely
surveying the home delivery of home health care, or are you trying to'
find out whether some of the arbitrary conditions-for instance, is
there really any reason that you can only have home health care if
you have been in the hospital prior to delivery?
Secretary CALIFANO. No.
Senator DOMENICI. To me that is absolutely ridiculous. That is
what you are administering now. I am not saying it is your fault, but
that is what the present law says. Are we going to get some suggestions
as to whether those kinds of requirements are counterproductive?
I don't mean today, but are you doing that kind of thing?
AsSESsING HOME CARE

Secretary CALIFANO. Yes, Senator. Obviously any national health
plan would eliminate a lot of those incongruities in the current system,
one of the most notable ones of which you mention. The assessment
we are doing is looking at what home health care is now being delivered.
We are interviewing the doctors, the clients that are receiving it, and
those who are providing it. We are asking the doctor, "What do you
want to provide for this client in home health care?" We are asking,
the providers what they think they are providing. We are asking the
clients what they think they are receiving, or think they should receive..
We are finding out that in many cases they have different views.
The second point is, we have to find a way to administer this in a
fair way that will prevent the abuse and fraud on the one hand, and
on the other hand, it will not create a monumental papermill. In
terms of administration, it is easier if you have an institution, a build-ing with 300 rooms, that you go and visit every day. It is more diffi-cult when you have individuals visiting the homes. Many States are
looking at this, too, in the context of their own licensing procedures.
That is the survey I was mentioning. In addition to that, yes, particularly in connection with the national health insurance work we are
doing, we are looking at the variety of the rational portions of existinglaw and existing regulations; but as you point out, Senator, much of it
is in the statute itself, and there is not as much flexibility in terms of
regulation as one would wish.
Senator DOMENICI. I just want to ask-with the chairman's permission-with reference to the arbitrariness of certain of the conditions,
for home health care, if you would look at Senate bill 2009 and give
us your opinion as to whether or not it would eliminate some of the
rigidity. Would you try to answer the question that we get from the
Finance Committee regarding the additional costs of such an approach?
You know, it seems to me we are never going to create flexibility and
a broadened delivery short of national health insurance, which I
don't think we ought to hold refinements to hostage for, but the
answer always is to look at the changes separately and say, "that is.
going to pose 300 million more."
No one seems to tell us, on the other hand, "you won't go to the
hospital as much." Doctors might prescribe home health care, whereas.
now we must hospitalize people in order for them to qualify for it. Weneedl some of that kind of information in order to help promote the
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better delivery of some tools we already know exist. Could you do
that for us?
Secretary CALIFANO. Yes, I will, Senator.
Senator DOMENICI. I would appreciate that.
[Subsequent to the hearing, Secretary Califano supplied the following information:]
A major consideration in the recent deliberations surrounding the question of
expanding home health benefits has been whether such expanded benefits can
serve as a suitable alternative for otherwise required institutional care. While we do
not dispute the argument that home health care can, under certain circumstances,
provide a cost-effective alternative to institutional care, under other circumstances
it is more cost-effective for a patient to enter an institution. Available evidence
tends to be contradictory in supporting home health care as a cost-effective
alternative to institutionalization. The Department believes that home care
programs should be considered in terms of their own merit and not in relation
to anticipated savings.
S. 2009 would remove the present 3-day hospitalization requirement for home
health benefits under part A of medicare. We do not believe that such a liberalization, by itself, would lead to a decline in hospital admissions. There is no evidence
that physicians hospitalize their patients to make them eligible for home health
benefits or that they have any reason to do so. Home health benefits are also
provided under the supplementary medical insurance program (part B), without
the hospitalization requirement, and only 5 percent of the medicare beneficiary
population do not have part B coverage.

Senator PERCY. I join Senator Domenici in requesting that infor-

mation. After receiving your testimony and seeing the ratio of the
retention of personnel assigned to home health care, we can better
judge the potential for that alternative. We took our committee out
into the field, across the country, and investigated the scandalous
conditions in the nursing homes, and reported on the'terrible conditions
found in some of the places visited.
We have not made the kind of progress in nursing home reform I
had hoped we would make. I am more and more inclined, as I listen to
testimony, to believe that the more we can do for home health care,
meals-on-wheels, and other associated programs which keep people in
their own neighborhoods, the lesser will be the costs. These programs
seem more germane.
-The answers must be found. The statistics you presented to us
today oughtto be one of the highest priority items to which we put our
attention.

Thank you.
ACCESSIBILITY: THE CHALLENGE

Secretary CALIFANO. Beyond developing the right kinds of services,

there is the problem of making them accessible. At present, an older
person faces a bewildering maze that must be negotiated even to
learn what services are available, much less to obtain the right kind
and mix. How can we end the fragmentation of services for the elderly?
How can we insure that the needs of the elderly are properly identified, that people are not denied the care they need-and not given inappropriate or unduly expensive care? How can we create financial
incentives that will discourage overuse of costly facilities?
Unfortunately, for too many of these questions, the only answer
that our society can give is "We don't know yet."
It is time for all of us to begin considering the alternatives available
for us as we seek to provide better services, more efficiently.
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Shall we expand the coverage of existing programs? We could revisemedicare and medicaid to create uniform home health benefits, relaxing restrictions that currently permit only skilled nursing services
in certain situations. We might permit nonmedical personnal care.
services for the chronically ill. Or we could develop a financing system
that covers an even broader range of health and social services-well
beyond those currently covered by medicare and medicaid.
But we need to consider the problems as well as the attractions of
such an approach. Extensions of benefits could seriously aggravate
health inflation, while leading to the same kind of overuse of chronic
care that we often see today for acute care. It could also reduce incentives for families to provide services on their own.
Alternatively, we could seek a major role for new delivery systems,
such as special health maintenance organizations for the elderly:
Conceivably, such organizations could provide a broader range ofservices than conventional HMO's; they would have incentives to.
carefully determine the health needs of participating patients and to.
find the most economical ways of treating them.
Senator CHURCH. Mr. Secretary, in that connection you have'
testified earlier that between now and 2025, the cost of medicare and
medicaid is projected to increase more than 10 times, or twice as fast
as the pace of 'increases in' social security retirement benefits-in otherwords, twice as fast as the general inflation. At the same time, you are
talking about national health insurance extending this kind of program to everybody. For the life of me, I never understood how we
could possibly provide national health insurance for everybody when
we cannot effectively manage the spiraling costs of present programs.
that are limited to the people who need them most-the elderly,
the indigent, and the dependent.
Unless you can provide me with an answer, I assume there is none.
The present medical delivery system in this country is so expensive.
Doctors, on the whole, are among our most affluent citizens. For the
taxpayer to pay all this and to extend it to everybody seems to me to
be utterly unrealistic. So we look for some kind of improvement in themedical delivery system in this country. One of our experiments has.
vbeen the health maintenance organization.
What has experience shown with this organization? Does it, in
fact; reduce the cost of adequate medical treatment for those who,
participate? What do we know about it? Is it a successful experiment.
to date, based upon experience, or is it just still a theoretical proposi-.
tioni?
HMO's AND THE FUTURE

Secrefary CALIFANO. Mr. Chairman, we believe that the health
'maintenance organizations have a substantial role to play in the
medical care system. We believe that they have demonstrated that.
they can substantially reduce costs. The well-run health maintenance
organizations have medical costs that are anywhere from 15 to 30
percent below comparable populations on the traditional fee for'
service basis. Second, they reduce hospitalization and surgery very
substantially, by anywhere from 25 to 50 percent or more. So we look.
'upon them not as the only institutions we should have.
One of the things they can provide is some competition in the
system. There is no incentive to be efficient in the current system,
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because the patient who is getting the service is not paying, in most.
cases, particularly where hospitalization is concerned. Some third
party pays for it, so the customer does not pay. The customer is not
ordering the service, in the sense that the doctor is ordering the service
that is provided, whether it is surgery, or pills, or drugs, or some course
of therapy, and the person ordering the service-namely, the doctoris not paying. So, it is all the things that make American industry
so great in terms of competition, and that makes the relationship
between buyer and seller so good in the commercial market that are
all absent here. We remember the HMO's as one means of providing
some competition and some creative economic tension in a system
that desperately needs it.
Senator CHURCH. What percentage of our people today receive
their medical treatment through HMO?
Secretary CALIFANTO. A very small percentage, Mr. Chairman. We
are taking steps to increase it. I would hazard a guess from 2 or 3
percent, but I would like to submit the exact number for the record.
[Subsequent to the hearing, Secretary Califano supplied the following information:]
The percentage of people receiving treatment through HMO's is 3.3 percent
or 7 million people.

Secretary CALIFANO. We have sharply increased the number of
people being served by qualified HMO's in the last year, largely by
qualifying the entire HALO system. Once an HMO is qualified today
in their community, then any employer in that community of significance must offer an HMO as an alternative. I have also gone to the
large corporations.
We invited the Fortune 500 or 800 in here about 6 months'ago,
and many of them are interested in HMO's, and in starting them,
because they are being so -pressed now by this phenomenal increase
in health care cost. I think the automobile industry is going to create
an HMO in Detroit, and some of the other large corporations in this
country are looking at it. They offer tremendous advantages because
they have their own employees, because they have the ability to incur
the early capital costs that are necessary in these organizations.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to make just one comment on what
you said about national health insurance. Given what will happ'en to
medicare and medicaid, if we do nothing in 1983, this country wvill
spend $313 billion or more on health care using the current CEA
projections of inflation.
Senator DOlMENICI. Private and public?
Secretary CALIFANO. That is everything, 'private and public. I
believe that as part and parcel of the national health plan, we'niust
bring these costs under control, both by providing containment
measures and by providing incentives. There is so much'inflation in
this system now, the objective of any national health p1an should be
aided and it would substantially reduce the per unit cost 'of health
care in this country than what it would otherwise be without a
health plan.
Second, it would reduceSenator CHURCH. Mr. Secretary, that has not been our experience
in medicare and medicaid. Unless you are going t6 really depart fiom
that kind of concept and make fundamental changes in tbe health
delivery system, I don't see how you are going to reduce this.
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COST CONTAINMENT PROPOSALS

Secretary CALIFANO. I think, Mr. Chairman, it has not been our
experience under medicare and medicaid. The issue will be the extent
to which both we as the administration have the will, and the Congress, as a branch of government, has the will to impose some of the
kinds of cost containment. measures. One is pending now on the
House side, and it has been passed out by the Senate Human Resources
Committee here, with respect to hospital cost containment, and also
provides the kinds of incentives that are necessary to bring the rate
of inflation down in that system, and that is a very real question.
Can we devise proposals that will hold those costs? Sure we can
devise proposals that will hold those costs. Will they be acceptable to
our, society, as represented by the elected officials in the Senate and
the House? That is a very, serious question. It is part of what we will,
as a part of any national health plan-propose measures that will
bring this galloping elephant under some control.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Secretary, before we try to solve the whole
problem this morning, I wonder if I could just come back to your
statement on HMO's. I propose that we might examine data on special
health maintenance organizations for the elderly.
I always felt HMO's were worth exploring; it was a new approach
that was worthy of experimentation. Are you familiar with the studies
of the subcommittee on HMO's?
Secretary CALIFANO. I am.
Senator PERCY. As I recall, those studies indicated there are many
special problems involved with HMO's taking care of the aging. We
found -the elderly were reticent to complain about costs, for instance.
They pointed out their problems to our investigators, but they said
they were reluctant to complain about it to the HMO people. We
found they are often taken advantage of. They were not receiving
the quality care to which they were entitled.
I am deeply concerned about the treatment of the elderly in HMO's
and sensitive to the need for a highened awareness of the danger spot,
whichh studies conclude exists.
Secretary CALIFANO. Senator, we are aware of those studies. Indeed
we are vigorously supporting legislation that has grown out of the
work of that committee in this area.
Senator PERCY. We have had full cooperation from your department in that regard. It has been a joint effort and one of grave concern to this committee. Upon first observation, elderly HMO's
looked like a very good idea, but there are ways unscrupulous operators have found to abuse this idea.
Secretary CALIFANO. Because of the high risk population they would
serve, these HMO's would be more costly than conventional ones.
Nonetheless, we believe the idea is worth exploring; we have already
proposed legislation to permit medicaid and medicare funds to be
used to pay for participation in more conventional HMO's.
Third, there is the alternative of creating a separate financing and
delivery system for long-term care, a new Federal program of ongterm care. This means separating home health or other long-term
care services from our present third-party payment mechanisms for
health care, and possibly integrating long-term care with the delivery
of other social services. This could make long-term care more controllable as a budget item, and reduce both the fragmentation of
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services and the bias toward 'institutional care. However, we must

insure that any system we create has the capacity to provide services
for patients who need them.
I might note that we are in the midst, Mr. Chairman, of a longterm study of long-term care in HEW, which I hope we will complete
next year. Your staff is familiar with the work on that.
If health care costs threatened to exceed our capacity to pay for
them, we may be forced over the long haul to consider a greater use
of coinsurance and other means that would enable citizens to choose
and pay for their own services; ways of giving citizens both greater
choice and great incentives to economize. This could mean offering
persons currently covered by medicare and medicaid either greater
additional cash payments, or vouchers, like food stamps, that could
be used for health services. This approach also poses great risks,
however, that the incentive to economize might become an incentive
not to obtain needed treatment.
RESEARCH AND TRAINING

Finally, as we seek to improve the delivery of health services, we
must not forget the critical role of research and training. We need to
learn more about' the diseases that afflict the elderly, and how these
diseases can be treated most effectively. I cite the story in the Washing Post I this morning on that subject.
These approaches are not mutually exclusive. Each promises certain
'benefits-and certain dangers. But it is time to begin debating them;
to hammer out a genuine national health' and service policy for the
elderly: A policy that balances our generosity in meeting critical
needs with our ability to pay.
Our ability to deal prudently with these urgent concerns of the
elderly-income security and health'care-will largely determine how
well we are able to do at meeting other vital needs of older citizens
especially social services.
Under the Older Americans Act, the Administration on Aging; the
State agencies on aging, and 600 area agencies on aging help insure
that a wide range of social, nutrition, and health related services are
made available to older people: By serving as advocates for the elderly
at Federal, State, and local levels to insure that needs are met; by
bringing together public and private agencies which do or should
service older persons in order to improve the comprehensiveness and
coordination of services delivery; by convincing other agencies to
commit local resources-over $440,000,000 in 1977-toward meeting
the service needs of the elderly; by the development of community
based service centers, over 9,000 nutrition sites, and 1,000 multipurpose senior centers where older citizens can gather for recreation,
information and a host of other needed services.
These are only a few of the vital, urgently ne6ded services that older
-people require and our programs seek to provide. These efforts cannot
be seen in isolation.. If we are to do an adequate job of providing social
services, we must manage our other programs for older people carefully and responsibly.
',See P.' 40.
36-053--79---S
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THE ROLE OF FAmui.S

Because of its special importance, I have reserved until last a
final question: What role shall families play in caring for their older
members?
Many people contend that the American family is disintegrating,
or that it no longer cares for its elderly members.
The reality is, I believe, the opposite. Most families go the limit in
providing support. Despite the Nation's vast network of services, for
example, 70 to 80 percent of home health care for persons 55 and over
is still provided by their families.
Families provide a wide range of services, from escorting the elderly
on trips and helping with shopping and household chores, to complicated health and rehabilitative care. Yet, it is also true that the extended family living in a single household is no longer so common.
Of persons 65 and over with living children, 36 percent lived with their
children 20 years ago; by 1975, that percentage had fallen to 18 percent. We must recognize this change-and build upon it.
Yet, too often in the past, we have designed our programs for the
elderly with the individual in mind-but not the family unit. We-have
failed to tap the strength of the family in caring for the elderly. Our
programs for financing chronic care, for example, do little to permit
and encourage home care administered by family members.
We need to establish programs that help families care for their aged
members. We cannot expect doctors, nurses, social workers, or bureaucrats to be as sensitive and effective in meeting the needs of the elderly
as a child or grandchild, brother or sister.
Because families themselves are so various, our approaches must
also be varied: For those who do live with relatives, for example, day
care or respite service might be available, to give the caring relative
the freedom to leave home without worrying about the aged persona service of growing importance as the proportion of women in the
work force increases.
For the majority of the elderly who live on their own, either in
couples or singly, we need other kinds of services. Supervised residential arrangements will permit them to remain in the community,
where the family can more easily support them. And for those who
lack families nearby, we must think of developing surrogates-people
.who volunteer, or are trained, to give the same kind of comfort, and
show the same kind of concern, as family members, who can provide
the individualized and personal attention for which there is no substitute.
Mr. Chairman, I am aware that I have provided this committee with
more questions than answers. I am sorry for that, but it reflects
reality. We have, as a society, more problems that solutions, more
questions than answers.
That means we cannot be complacent. To accommodate generously
the needs of rising numbers of older citizens will require, first and most
fundamentally, a healthy and expanding economy.
TAXING IMAGINATIONS AS WELL AS POCKETBOOKS

Beyond generating the economic means to serve our older citizens,
we must build new institutions. Doing that will require that we tax not
only our pocketbooks, but our imaginations.
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Our democracy has proven itself both creative and resilient;
capable not only of surviving social change, but of taking up its
challenge with vigor and compassion.
I believe we can do so again, Mr. Chairman. How well we do it, in
my judgement, will depend upon how well and how soon we answer the
questions I have raised.
These hearings are as important as any hearings the committee has
ever conducted, and as timely as any hearings it has ever conducted.
Thank you.
Senator CHURCH. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. You have furnished us
a great many questions and challenges to consider. The search for
answers wvill certainly affect all of us.
Early in your testimony, you referred to the fact that the retirement
income under the social security system, I believe, averaged 47 percent
of the working income. How does that compare with the average
retirement income in some of the other industrial nations-in Europe,
for example?
Secretary CALIFANO. Mr. Chairman, I will have to provide that for
the record.
Senator CHURCH. It is our understanding that our average is lower
than that of Canada's income, for example.
Secretary CALIFANO. I would not be surprised if that were the case.
It would be typical of all services of this kind.
Senator CHURCH. It may well be true of West Germany as well. I
don't know about England and France.
I wish you would supply those figures for the record.
[Subsequent to the hearing, Secretary Califano supplied the following information:]
Earnings replacement rates for 1965-75 for selected countries were published in
the January 1978 issue of the Social Security Bulletin. There is no overall figure
for Europe as a whole, but the following figures are available for 1975 for individual
countries:
PENSIONS AS PERCENT OF PRERETIREMENT EARNINGS BASED ON AVERAGE
EARNINGS IN MANUFACTURING

Canada --------------------------------------------------France --------------------------------------------------Federal Republic of Germany -50.
United Kingdom -26

Single worker

Aged couple

39
4b

57
65
50
39

Comparable figures for other countries are given in table 1 below from the
January article.
It should be noted that the 47-percent figure mentioned in the testimony refers
to the benefit replacement rate for an average earner under social security who
retires at age 65 in 1978.
While replacement rates are commonly used to mean the ratio of the benefit
to the covered wages earned in the year preceding retirement, it should be noted
that: (a) an individual worker's earnings in the year before retirement may not
be representative of earnings in the last several years; (b) the earnings covered
by the program may be less than the workers total earnings; (c) the social security.
benefit formula is keyed to replace a portion of the long-term average covered
earnings of the worker; i.e., over the period from age 21 to 62, disregarding the
.5 years of lowest earning.

SELECTED COUNTRIES I (RETIREMENT AS OFJAN. 1OF
TABLE 1.-REPLACEMENT RATE OF SOCIAL SECURITY OLD-AGE PENSIONS FORMEN WITH AVERAGE EARNINGS IN MANUFACTURING,
YEAR INDICATED)
Pension as percent of earnings in year before retirement

Country
Austria -40.0
2Canada
Denmark -40.0
France -37.3
Federal Republic of Germany -40.0
-----------------------------Italy
Netherlands -30.0
Norway -----------------------------Sweden -30.0
Switzerland-(C)
United Kingdom 3____________________________________--United States

Years
worked

40.0
40. 0
400
(4)

(0)

Aged couple

Single worker
1965
67
21
35
49
48
60
35
25
31
28
23
29

1969
65
22
29
42
56
67
36
34
39
26
21
29

1972
63
27
30
44
49
65
35
37
45
31
22
34

1 Data are for systems at maturity. For Norway and Sweden, data reflect less-than-mature earningsrelated pensions: for Denmark, employment-related pension, which is still not payable in full; and
for Canada, pension that reached maturity in 1975.
2 Since 1948.

1973
62
30
30
47
49
67
38
39
45
39
22
38

1974
61
31
30
44
49
64
37
40
50
35
22
35

1975
54
39
29
46
50
67
38
41
59
36
26
38

1965

1969

1972

67
42
51
65
48
60
50
38
44
45

65
39
42
56
56
67
51
49
52
42

63
42
44
60
49
65
50
51
58
46

44

44

50

36

33

34

1973

1974

1975

62
46
44
62
49
67
53
51
57
58

61
48
43
60
49
64
53
54
62
53

54
57
43
65
50
67
54
55
76
53

33

39

33
57

54

57

3 Based on April rather than January flat-rate benefits in 1973,1974, and 1975 for Canada and
in 1975for the United Kingdom.
' Since 1961.
' Since 1951.
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Senator CHURCH. Is that average simply based upon the social
security formula? In other words, there are a great many people in
this country who get social security benefits, but they may also have
the benefit of an additional retirement program. I take it they would
receive a much higher percentage from the combined income of the
two retirement programs.
Secretary CALIFANO. Mr. Chairman, let me clarify, if I may, the
47 percent figure represents the sum of everything.
Senator CHURCH. The sum of everything.
Secretary CALIFANO. The social security numbers follow that
portion of the testimony, and it may not have been clearly stated in
the testimony, but for new retirees age 65 that ratio today is 47
percent of their income, but that represents all sources of retiring
income.
Senator CHURCH. All sources. What would you regard, Mr. Secretary, as adequate for retirement purposes for the country at large?
Secretary CALIFANO. Mr. Chairman, it is very hard to answer that
because so much of this is a function of over what years you are going
to measure, what the preretirement income was. There will inevitably
be an element of need in there. I think, that at the absolute rock bottom,
we are wealthy enough and affluent enough in this country to make
certain, as you suggested earlier this morning, that no citizen who is
older has income below the poverty line, that every older American
should have the income that takes them above the poverty line. That
is one piece of the poverty puzzle that we could very easily solve,
simply with income and healther services. I agree with you on that.
EARLY IRETIREMENT ISSUES

Senator CHURCH. I have just a question or two about early retirement and then I will ask Senator Domenici and Senator Percy to take
over. Early in your testimony, you said that there is a clear trend
toward early retirement in this country, which places a very large
additional burden on the retirement systems. As you know, the
Congress increased the legal mandatory retirement limit from 65
years of age to 70 and eliminated the mandatory limit entirely in
Federal employment
Do you think that this will have any impact at all upon this trend
toward earlier retirement in the United States? You said, at one point
in your testimony, that there were an estimated 4 million older
Americans who would prefer to work but who are retired presumably
because of the mandatory retirement age.
Secretary CALIFANO. Mr. Chairman, I hope it will, and I think it
should have some impact, but that alone, which is the move that I
applaud, will not deal with the problem. Part of the problem relates
to the fact that when we have people in this country retire at age 40,
age 38, and when we talk about people being retired like the militarysomeone in the military went in at age 17, served their 20 years and
then retired at age 37Senator CHURCH. Nearly all of them that I know then go on to a
second job and earn a full income plus their military retirement.
Secretary CALIFANO. Exactly, and they are counted as having
retired. As long as there are systems which permit that kind of early
retirement, and then moving on to get another job, people will retire
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early even though the mandatory retirement age is lifted to age 70;
-and indeed, that will give some individuals an additional 5 years to
.gain a second pension or a third pension. So that to predict what
will happen is difficult, but I would certainly hope so, because as you
know so well, there are also larger benefits to our society from those
people working, they are producing and they are increasing purchasing
power.
Senator CHURCH. Is there any trend at all in industry or in government toward changing the pattern of employment, to furnish part-time
jobs for older people who would like to work part time but who no
longer feel able or no longer desire to work full time?
Secretary CALIFANO. I would have to say not of any great significance, although I would also have to note that in my work in preparing
for these hearings, upon coming to that issue, I have touched off a
study in HEW and asked that we develop a program for flexitime
work for older citizens. We have a few in our flexitime program, but
I have asked that we now develop a plan and mount an effort to do
that, because we are going to begin to urge other people to do that.
I think you can prove very, very helpful. In government, particularly,
there are so many problems which you need to get studied, or thought
through, and which people can work a few hours a day or week.
Senator CHURCH. You have your social security system with the
Retirement test that may work directly against part-time work. I
,don't know whether private retirement programs also have similar
tests which have the same effect.
Secretary CALIFANO. Mr. Chairman, when we look at this whole
pension system, at early retirement, you have to look at that issue.
'That is another very important part of this problem. I think it is

less of a phenomenon in the private sector than it is in the social
-security sector, and it is not a problem at all in the military sector or
,civilian life.

Senator CHUnCH. Thank you.
Senator Do1IENIcI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Secretary, may

I first congratulate you on your testimony. I think you are talking
about one of the most complicated social subjects confronting America,
and I personally take no affront at the fact that you asked as many
questions as you answered. Because I don't see how anyone can know
the answer to very many of them today, when we are talking about
such drastic changes and such a long period of time.
Let me say this: I assume, based on some of your answers, that
you really do get a lot of communication from the public about the
issues at hand, and that you personally read some and talk to the
American people about these problems. Now, let me just tell you the
kind of example that concerns me most about income maintenance for
the elderly.
QUEsTIoNs FROM YOUTHI anm beginning to feel, in my own State, this kind of question, and

it comes up more and more often-a working man or woman between
the ages of 25 and 30 will come to a meeting and they will already
have in their hands a schedule of what they could buy for themselves
with the money they are putting in social security. And they will say,
"Now, why do we have to do this when we are going to get x dollars if
that fund is solvent, but if I go buy this other plan for $40 a month, I
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wvill get more myself than you are going to assure me through the
Federal Government?"
I generally can answer that. The fact is that social security is not
an insurance policy, it is a social insurance policy, and we have a
kind of risk we are spreading around. But that is becoming a very
serious problem with the young workers, men and women, in America,
who are tremendously concerned. They want to take care of their
elders, but they are suggesting that there is not going to be anything
there for them, and that to them it is a very poor investment. I am
not suggesting that I agree with that, but do you not see that as a
growing concern that we ought to be addressing and concerning ourselves with in society?
Secretary CALIFANO. Yes, I do, Senator. I would note that I think
wherever this country goes in the future, in terms of solving the retirement income and maintenance problems, that the social security
is clearly the dominant piece of the picture, and that one of the imperatives is that we maintain the viability of that system and the
financial integrity of that system. As I indicated here, it may be the
grandest program that the National Government has ever put into
place; it works, it has a very, very low error rate-1 percent perhaps.
It is ingenious in its conception. It is almost self-enforcing, because
you want to make sure you get the benefits credited to your number
so you make sure you report your wages to that number.
How you go about financing it is the problem that you raise, of
the extent to which we are now financing it out of the payroll tax.
We made some other suggestions, which we thought made more sense
than doing that, and we suggested that there be some kind of a
countercyclical dip in the general revenues which would have signifi-.
cantly reduced the need for the extent of the payroll tax if unemployment exceeded 6 percent, funds that would have been gained had
unemployment been at 6 percent, would have put into the general
revenues. There are other ways to do that, but I think this system
makes sense for young workers, and I am prepared to try to carry
that brief.
Senator DOMENICI. Mr. Secretary, looking down the line to the
statistics that you have given us, it appears to me that an income-maintenance program of this magnitude, whether it might be one
retiree for three workers compared to 9 to 1, we have got to be talking
about what percentage of our productivity can be going to that kind
of system at any given point in time. We have to address the issue
of the economic growth and inflation, because they are all related, it
appears to me. At some point in time we may wish that we could do
what you have described here, abolish all poverty at some level for
older Americans.
On the other hand, do we have any model of how much of America's
productivity can be going to that, as contrasted with other needs to
be taken out of productivity? Do you have some economic feeling
for that, or anyone looking at that?
INFLATION'S DRASTIC IMPACT

Secretary CALIFANO. No;`we have no model for it. We are looking
at it. With all the demographic numbers that I provided for the
-committee which raises those questions, I think that the most serious
-threat to the achievement of what I mentioned here, and what the
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chairman suggested, is inflation. That is what makes it so incredibly
expensive, and that is what has changed the pension landscape by
taking a big brush or big wide brush of paint and putting it across the
paint. That is, inflation is having a dramatic impact on this whole
andscape.
Senator DOMENICI. Especially when the growth is so much smaller
than inflation, growth in the overall GNP. When you relate the two,
the disparity is getting very big. That is what you are referring to.
Secretary CALIFANO. Yes; that is correct. You can just take the
health care part of the problem and we have the problem of productivity in our economy. Productivity is rising at an annual rate of
about 1 percent, which is much lower than it has been in the past, so
even though 6y million more'people are at work, we are not getting
that much more productivity out of them.
In the health care area, it is just phenomenal how inept we are at
increasing productivity, for example, the American hospital has 3.6,
3.7 people per patient and rising. In Germany, it is one per patient
and rising. We have a fine health care system, but those German
hospitals are every bit as good as our hospitals are. We have got to
deal with that problem in that sector of our economy that is there,
and if we can find a way to deal with it effectively, we can take care
of a substantial part of the needs of our older citizens who need those
acute expensive care facilities more frequently than other citizens.
Senator DOMENICI. I have just three more questions.
On page 8, at the bottom of the page, you cite a list of conditions,
including $350 billion by the end of the year 2010, et cetera.
Secretary CALIFANO. Yes.
Senator DOMENICI. Could you supply us for the record with what
assumptions were used to arrive at those conditions?
Secretary

CALIFANO.

Yes; I will.'

Senator DOMENICI. I think they would be very relevant to our
thinking in terms of cost.
Secretary CALIFANO. I will. You will note, as you go over them,
that there is no cost containment built into those numbers. That
assumes the current system discontinues to flow.
Senator DOMENICI. One other question. It strikes me that this
country's baby boom, which contributed so much to the growth of
our educational facilities, is now on the wane, and we are closing
schools in many areas. I wonder if you are doing any studies on the
additional needs-for those that are long out of the typical grades
1 through 12-in terms of facilities that might be utilized, and what
our educational system ought to be doing in regard to retraining and
lifelong education?
Secretary CALIFANO. All through the lifelong learning education I
think we asked for $5 million this year and before that to do more
studies. There is no question that there will be plenty of excess educational plant, particularly at the higher educational level, which we
could inure to the benefit of older Americans. We have to recognize
in this country as the higher education population declines, as education becomes more expensive to the higher education level, that there
are going to be some very serious questions raised about plant.
We have already seen some colleges close in New England, the small
colleges. We at HEW are increasing the number of colleges all the time
coming in and are concerned about the viability because there are
1 See "Assumptions Underlying Social Security Long-Range Cost Projections," p. 47.
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increased costs. The older Americans may provide an opportunity for
some of those institutions that are stronger to enrich and use their
plant productively. Now part of that, of course, for many of our older
citizens, is going to be a function of who can pay for it, and that is
something to which we and the Congress and many States will have
to address themselves.
PRIVATE EFFORTS

Senator DOMENICI. One last question. I personally believe that
while we want to pursue the social security system to the utmost in
terms of its utilization, I don't see how this society of ours can get by
without significant private effort, whether it be individual plans or
company plans, or whatever they are. Could you supply us, for the
record, with your analysis of what we have done in the last 6 years
that has most contributed to alternate systems, the tax incentive
programs that we have enacted, such as IRA's and what they are accomplishing? Just wvhat incentives have we built into the system, in
terms of preparing for one's retirement? I'd like an analysis of which
would work best in moving us in the direction of greater private effort
in this area.
Secretary CALIFANO. Senator, I will do that to the extent that we

have the capability of doing that. I would suggest that you might also
want the staff to get in touch with the Internal Revenue Service to
get numbers from them as to the extent to which some of these mechanisms are being used and the cost of them. That is where the numbers
that I use in this area came from.
I would like to underline the fact that I agree with you wholeheartedly, we must have private pension plans. We will always have a
variety of pension plans in this country. My point is that, I think, we
have to look better at the question of integrating these plans, both in
raising the issue of what is retirement income and also in terms of the
relationship between social security. I see nothing replacing that as
the cornerstone of retirement for American citizens in all these other
plans.
I see 45 percent of the work force has access to private plans, and
I think that is important, and I think it is those plans being funded
in an appropriate way, and it is important that they survive. I do
believe that we have to relate them to what we are doing with social
security and everything else, and that when we look at the size of the
population, that we have an obligation to take care of it.
Senator DOMENIcI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHURCH. Senator Percy.

Senator PERCY. Mr. Secretary, first, I would like to join Senator
Domenici in his praise of this testimony-it is lengthy, and you raise
a lot of questions, but in my many years on this committee, it must be
cited as one of the most valuable pieces of testimony we have ever had.
I appreciate the attention you have paid to the facts and figures involved. It is a herculean task, and I compliment the staff in preparing
this very helpful guide for us.
Second, I would like to say that today we will be marking up and
reporting out the education bill. With all the abuse HEW takes, and
with all the mismanageable bureaucracy, still the testimony about
Head Start makes me glad that it is in HEW and not going into a new
Department of Education. I have never heard such glowing testimony
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about' the administration of a program as I have about that one and
we voted unanimously, I believe, to keep the Head Start program
in HEW.
Secretary CALIFANO. Every time Mary Helen calls me, I cite that
testimony.
VALUE OF SENIOR CENTERS

. Senator PERCY. I find it very interesting that on page 35 of your
statement you point out the fact that 18 to 36 percent of the elderly
population live with relatives, and that this puts a substantial amount
of pressure on the public sector. You then comment that "day care or
respite service might be available." I have recently visited more
senior citizen centers, and I am very impressed with what is being
done, much of it with Federal money.
Many communities have obtained revenue to build senior citizen
centers and now offer programs from 9 in the morning until 5 or 6 in
the evening, sometimes 10 o'clock at night. I have visited two outstanding centers in the city of Chicago. Do you feel that senior citizen
centers are a possible aid to the increasing number of working mothers.
or working women, who simply are unable to take care of the father,
mother, grandmother, grandfather at home during the day? Do you
think this would encourage relatives to keep our senior citizens in
the family home rather than sending them away to one of these
institutions?
Secretary CALIFANO. Yes; I think there is I have seen that wonderful place in San Francisco that does that. I think it is very helpful.
I think we also have to find a way to provide some situations in which
an individual will have to stay at home, in which there are two couples
still together, or what have you, and in which one member- of the
couple should be able to get out once in a while, and the way we
have our laws and our tax laws skewed, to have the relative do that,
it becomes very difficult. I note that what you have seen is rare. Not
many senior citizen centers provide that kind of a day care service, so
the more of it that we can get, the better off we will be.
Senator PERCY. But you do feel that the senior citizen day care
center idea is well worth exploring?
Secretary CALIFANO. Yes; I do, Senator.
Senator PERCY. Hopefully, it can prove itself a cost effective way
to assist in health.
I would like to turn to the nursing home situation again, because-it
has preoccupied our committee for so many years. We had hoped
that we were making progress in making these places fit to live in. I
think there have been changes made, but I think it is primarily in the.
physical appearances. We have removed the urine-stenched hallways;
they are now painted, they are now more attractive looking. At least
there have been cosmetic changes.
I would like to point out that lead stories on the Better Government
Association, under the presidency of Marjorie Benton and Terry
Brunner as executive director, appear today, in both the ChicagoTribune and the Chicago Sun Times. They sent their investigators.
into eight homes where they worked in a variety of positions, foranywhere from a week up to as long as a month, and they also studied

carefully 75 State construction reports. I [am quoting- the Sun Times
article:
The civic watchdog group concluded that despite numerous reform attempts,
Chicago area nursing homes are still characterized by neglect, patient abuse, and
financial mismanagement.

NURSING HonrE ABUSE

Among the recommendations that they have made is the idea that
nursing home abuse could be cured many times if the homes themselves were eliminated or the need for them. They say, "There's
obviously no substitute for loving family care at home, and we should
be making that easier to (lo."
They recommend that the statement, analysis, and study of other
tax incentives cannot be offered or anything done to reverse this
trend of more and more people being farmed out to what are called
warehouses for the dying, as they have been characterized in Chicago,:
rather than the better than one-third 30 years ago that were cared
for in the home.
We not only have a big job ahead of us in improving conditions in
nursing hom'es, but also finding alternate methods of care for the
aging. Is this the conclusion of HEEW at this stage?
Secretary CALIFANO. Yes; I think I agree on both scores. We stillhave a long way to go to improve conditions in nursing homes,.
although we are making progress there, and we do have to find ways.
to provide the resources for more home care for the aging, and more
(lay care of the kinds you are talking about in the senior centers, there
is no question about that.
Senator PERCY. I ask unanimous consent that the article in the
Chicago Sun Times be inserted in the record, and also the front.
page article in the Washington Post this morning, labeled "Dementia
Label Mistakenly Applied, Thousands Doomed by False Senility."
[The newspaper articles referred to-follow:]
[From the Chicago, Ill., Sun Times, July 17, 1978]

NEED NEW TACK IN NURSING HOME "HORRORS": BGA
(By Brian J. Kelly)
The horrors of nursing homes are sad stories that have been told many times, but
Sunday the Better Government Association, after a 4-month investigation, offered
some new solutions.
The civic watchdog group concluded that despite numerous reform attempts,
Chicago area nursing homes are still characterized by "neglect, patient abuse, and
financial mismanagement."
But J. Terrence Brunner, executive director of the BGA, said he was not interested so much. in rehashing the stories of abuses as he was in suggesting more
substantial reforms.
"What we began to think when we saw the results of this investigation is that
maybe more laws, more inspectors and more money isn't the answer. Maybe
there's something basically wrong with the system and we've got to start looking
for different kinds of solutions," he said at a press conference at the BGA's office,
230 N. Michigan.
Brunner said he came to this conclusion because he saw so little improvement
in the homes despite several earlier investigations-including one in 1971 by the
BGA-and a raft of new laws. The BGA's latest investigation was conducted with
WLS-TV and will feature film of what Brunner called "horror stories" that will be
shown on Channel 7 this week.
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Among the BGA's recommendations is the idea that nursing home abuses could
be cured if the homes themselves weren't necessary. "There's obviously no substitute for loving family care at home," Brunner said, "and we should be making
that easier to do."
The BGA suggested that the State experiment with programs to enable the
elderly to receive care in their homes with their own families. Specifically, it
recommended tax incentives as a means of accomplishing this.
The BGA also recommended:
That nursing home advisory boards composed of the residents' relatives, neighborhood leaders and nursing home personnel-as well as residents of the homebe established. The boards would have complete access to the home, its books
and records, and would advise the operators on all matters of policy.
That the State assist senior citizens groups in providing voluntary care for the
elderly.
That the Illinois Department of Public Health evaluate all nursing homes and
that its reports be made public.
That existing rules and regulations pertaining to nursing homes be more
stringently enforced.
David L. Protess, the BGA's research coordinator, said many of the previous
reform efforts have proved to be merely cosmetic, dealing primarily with the
physical conditions of the homes. "We found that the new laws have forced the
homes to be cleaner and a lot of the gross violations are gone."
But in many cases, he said, this has decfived people wishing to place relatives
in homes. "It just makes it harder to tell if the home is any good or not. We found
that for the most part, patient care is still marked by an attitude of cruelty and
indifference on the part of the staff."
Protess also said that many State inspection reports were found by BGA
investigators to be inadequate, often failing to cite numerous violations-particularly as they pertained to patient care.
"I think it's significant to note that not one home has had its license revoked
In the last year and our investigators found numerous violations that could have
resulted in revocation," Protess said.
Brunner said the BGA expected to reveal evidence of financial irregularities
in the near future. "We've concluded that the nursing home business, which gets
$225 million a year in medicaid money, is an extraordinarily profitable business."
The BGA and WLS-TV sent investigators into eight homes where they worked
in a vatiety of positions for from 2 weeks to a month. Brunner said his investigators
also reviewed 75 State inspection reports.
[From the Washington Post, July 17,1978]

DEMENTIA LABEL MISTAKENLY APPLIED; THOUSANDS DOOMED BY FALSE SENILITY
(By Victor Cohn, Washington Post Staff Writer)
Ten to 20 percent of the elderly senile do not really suffer from dementiaprogressive loss of memory and brain function-but from other conditions and
diseases that could be treated if doctors only recognized them, a group of experts
on aging agreed last week.
This means, it was agreed, that 300,000 to 600,000 of the estimated 3 million
Americans who show symptoms of brain failure are mistakenly labeled as "senile,"
and, as a result, often go untreated in nursing homes and mental hospitals.
"The prospect of 300,000 doomed people in the United States today who could
have been restored to useful life by appropriate evaluation and treatment is
staggering and demands action," said Dr. Richard Besdine of Harvard Medical
School and the Hebrew Rehabilitation Center for the Aged in Roslindale, Mass.
Besdine was author of a draft report made by a six-member task force for discussion by the 30 specialists who attended a 2-day Conference on Treatable Diseases in the Elderly at the National Institutes of Health in Bethesda.
One of the largest single causes of false senility, it was agreed, is drug intoxication: that is, reactions to medications. The most commonly guilty medications are
tranquilizers, and among these the most common is Valium, the Nation's most
often used prescription drug.
Among treatable and often unspotted physical diseases that can cause brain
dysfunction and mimic truly irreversible senility are heart disease, strokes, infections (including pneumonia), anemia, nerve diseases, brain tumors and blood
clots, kidney or liver failure, metabolic diseases such as diabetes or thyroid prob-
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lems, nutritional deficiencies (sometimes caused by faulty diet), reactions to chemicals and alcoholism.
The experts' consensus on all these points was reached at the conference, which
ended last Wednesday.
The gathering was one of a new series of NIH "consensus meetings" that
assemble specialists to make recommendations to the medical world in newly
emerging, often puzzling areas.
The idea for the meetings-the creation of Dr. Donald Fredrickson, NIH
director-came from a 1977 conference on mammography, or breast X-raying.
Because such X-rays may sometimes trigger as well as find cancers, the experts
recommended limiting mammography to women with a far greater chance of
benefiting than suffering any harm, meaning women over 50, women 35 to 49 who
have had one breast cancer already and women 40 to 49 who have had mothers
or sisters with breast cancer.
The breast conference was one NIH was virtually forced to hold to reassess
the controversial X-ray method that NIH itself was widely funding.
But NIH has also been under the fire of critics, including members of Congress,
for not doing enough to translate research findings into everyday care; The consensus conferences are one reply.
The specialists on aging and related fields gathered by NIH's National Institute
on Aging included Dr. Ernest Gruenberg, chairman of mental hygiene in the
Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene and Public Health; Dr. Robert Katzman,
neurology head at Albert Einstein Medical College, New York; and Dr. James
Baker, the Veterans Administration's associate cbief for mental health treatment.
The discussions will be translated into recommendations in coming months.
But there was general agreement to tell practicing doctors that:
There are indeed irreversible causes of 'chronic brain syndrome," or
dementia, such as repeated blood vessel blockages and various brain and
nerve diseases.
They would be well advised, however, to spend mote time thoroughly
and aggressively examining and testing their confused or disoriented patients
to exclude reversible causes.
Deep psychological depression, too, can be classed as a common and often
treatable, reversible cause of apparent senility.
It is "amazing," said one doctor attending the conference, how often even a
heart attack can occur in silence with no outward physical sign other than mental
confusion.
"We're talking about a large group of underlying, unrecognized diseases that are
usually improvable, often reversible and sometimes completely cureable," said
Besdine.
To say that 10 to 20 percent of the supposed senility cases have potentially
reversible causes does not mean other forms of senility shouldn't be treated too,
said Dr. Robert Butler, director of the National Institute on Aging.
"In all cases," he said, "the earlier the treatment, the better. The brain doesn't
do very well when it is ignored over a long period of time."
Dementia is not a reason "for locking Up the patient and throwing away the
key," said Dr. Carl Eisdorfer, University of Washington psychiatry head.
The treatment may sometimes be as simple as withdrawing a drug or giving a
drug. But often, said conferees, it must mean finding family or other 'societal
support" for the patient. Doctors and other health workers must themselves get
out of their offices into patients' homes before they can understand their problems,
the conferees agreed.
"People fear few things more than losing their minds and being 'put away' in a
nursing home," said another National Institution on Aging report. Yet too many
conditions are "mislabeled as 'senility' " simply because the patient is old, it said.

Senator PERCY. Did you happen to see that article in the Washington Post this morning?
Secretary CALIFANO. Yes, I did, Senator, and I think it kind of
capsulizes and dramatizes the need for further research in this area and
further investigation in this area and may also indicate the need for
better training of the primary care physicians, Jparticularly in terms of
the handling of the older population. It may be that we escalate the
care of the older population into more expensive levels just the way we
are escalating the psychiatrist all the time because lie is not adequately
trained to recognize and treat some of these things.
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Senator PERCY. This staff, under the direction of members of the
committee, went to Chicago, New York, and other cities on the nursing
home problem. We subpenaed records and found a tremendous percentage of total cost going into medication and one-third of that was
spent on tranquilizers. In Illinois, we have a system which I had long
trusted, a point system where the nursing home gets paid by pointspoints accrued if a person is bedridden and has bedsores, on the
assumption'that this person requires more care, but the incentive these
investigators found was to give tranquilizers and sleeping bills to keep
them bedridden and help them develop bedsores. Then the patients
don't have to go down to dinner, and can be fed just enough food to
keep them going.
This article pointed out something I had not taken into account,
which is that many of the people I had seen in these nursing homes,
just sitting around looking as though they are in a state of stupor or
senility, are in fact overmedicated. This article in the Washington
Post says that 300,000 to 600,000 of the estimated 3 million Americans
who show symptoms of brain failure are mistakenly labeled as senile.
One of the largest single causes of false senility is drug intoxication,
and they claim the most commonly used medications are tranquilizers.
This is the estimate of Dr. Richard Besdine of Harvard Medical
School and the Hebrew Rehabilitation Center for the Aged in
Roslindale, Mass.
They conclude by saying, "People fear few things more than losing
their minds and being 'put away' in a nursing home." This idea was
also stated in a National Institute on Aging report.
I would think that this committee, working in cooperation with you,
Mr. Secretary, ought to give top priority to the study of this area. We
were suspicious years ago about nursing homes and possible abuses
occurring there. Again, I say there are some absolutely outstanding
nursing homes that I have been in which give fine care, wonderful
people running them. I have also seen some unscrupulous operators
in this business. They are out solely to make money on the poor,
particularly if they are aged poor.
JOB

NOT FINISHED

Our job is not finished, according to these reports. 'We have gone
back to one of the cities where we had the greatest difficulty, and
cosmetically the problem has been solved, but I think we ought to
restudy this business, particularly when we consider 300,000 to 600,000
lost Americans who have useful lives ahead of them if they can only
receive some of our attention. It is evident that dreadful things are
happening to them. I think we have got to get to the bottom of this.
I want to express appreciation to the Washington Post for reporting
so thoroughly on this, and to the medical people who have been conducting these studies.
I commented earlier that I doubt we have ever passed legislation
where we knew less about the end result than the bill raising to age
70 the mandatory retirement age. What impact, if any, so far has
raising the mandatory age limit to 70 for many workers in the private
sector had on the social security system?
Secretary CALIFANO. It is hard to tell. To the extent that it encourages people to continue to work and not draw social security until they
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although the extent to which it will be a plus is a function of what
wage they are working for and how long they have been under the
system.
I think much more likely to encourage people to work beyond age
65 and not feel the social security benefits is an incentive the Congress
passed last year, which would increase the amount of social security
payment to which an individual is entitled by 3 percent for each year
that individual continues to work and not draw social security beyond
65 to age 70. It is just very hard to assess what that change in the law
will mean, Senator, and I don't think anyone really knows. If you
look upon it as something that will stem the trend toward earlier
retirement, that is not the only factor in the order of retirement. There
are systems in which one can retire after 20 years of work or 30 years
of work, and those people retire and draw retirement pay. In fact,
they cannot be mandatorily retired at age 65. If you raise the age to
70, it is not going to have much impact.
Senator PERCY. I agree the social security system has been a tremendous help, and I don't know what we would have done without
it. On the other hand, in the 3 years that I spent researching the book
I put together on aging, I found that many people look upon social
security as a program adequate to cover all their retired needs. They
assumed the Government was going to take care of them somehow,
so they didn't put away enough, and consequently three out of four
widows today-are living below the poverty line.
How can we spread the word that social security is an assist, a help,
a supplement-that it does not remove the responsibility for an
individual to somehow provide for their own retirement? Is there any
rule of thumb that we can use to delineate for the average person what
proportion social security should be able to supply for their financial
needs after retirement and what proportion they should be providing
on their own through a company, through savings, through whatever
other means they possess. Not enough people today are cognizant of
the fact that they must provide part of their retirement income. The
pressure to continually increase social security benefits comes from
people who discover these benefits are simply inadequate for them to
maintain themselves after retirement. It is going to pose a terrible
load on young working people if we continue this trend.
NEEDED: FACTS ON SOCIAL SECURITY

Secretary CALIFANO. Well, in terms of as variation of mistakes and

that is what creates a significant amount of problem to which you
allude but there are over 2 million people on social security who are
also getting supplemental security income to bring them up to the
overty line. The extent to which we provide adequate information
between the social security system is something I will take a look at
when I go back, and I will be happy to provide what we do and don't
do in response to your question.
Senator PERCY. I appreciate that very much. Part of our job is
supplying public information. This mistaken impression about social
security is similar to the one about medicare and medicaid; as Senator
Church has aptly pointed out, the dollars put out for health care are
much as they were before medicare and medicaid, with about 43 per-
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cent of costs being covered. Most people assume that medicare is
going to cover everything, and they are shocked when they discover
there is a huge gap in coverage which they must pay.
I think we have got to find a way to inform the public on which
benefits they are going to receive and which they are not. Some rule
of thumb needs to be designed for social security so that it is not
looked upon as adequate retirement income; otherwise, the unfortunate disillusionment will continue.
[Subsequent to the hearing, Secretary Califano supplied the following information:]
Informational materials produced over 10 years stress that social security
benefits are meant to be only a partial replacement of preretirement income. For
example, the attached leaflet "Social Security in Your Financial Planning" was
first published in the late 1960's. Its primary message is the need to supplement
social security benefits.
One of the primary means we have of informing the public is through a monthly
package of materials for all media. Included with the materials distributed for
use in August 1978 was a draft by-line column (copy attached) on the subject of
planning retirement income. The need for supplementing social security benefits
is emphasized.
Currently in the early stages of production is a leaflet on the general subject of
the value of social security to today's worker. One of the leaflet's primary messages
will be the need to provide additional retirement income to maintain one's standard of living.
[Attachment]
[From "Your Social Security" column, August 1978, No. 1].
PLANNING RETIREMENT INCOME

(By Social Security District Manager)
People concerned about having sufficient income to maintain their lifestyles
through their retirement years should remember that only earnings after retirement, but not other forms of income, may affect receipt of their social security
checks.
This means that the wise planner looking ahead should be considering whatever
available resources he or she has that can be used to generate nonwork income in
the future. Such sources depend on one's current financial situation, but may
include savings, investments, insurance, or rental income. Income from renting
rooms to college students, for example, would usually not affect a retirement
check, while the same amount of money earned by working at a part time job
could.
The fact that there is a limit on the amount of earnings a person may have
and still draw social security benefits is confusing to many people. And when
they discover that the limitation does not include nonearned income, it becomes
even less understandable. There are several reasons for the earnings limitation
and the manner in which it is applied.
First of all, social security benefits are designed to partially replace earnings
lost through retirement, death, or disability. If there has been no such reduction
in earnings, then the individual is not considered retired, disabled, or dependent
on the earnings of a retired, disabled, or deceased person.
Second, social security was never designed to replace all of a person's earnings,
only part of them. The benefits are supposed to provide a base upon which people
can build their own level of financial security through their own initiative and
enterprise. There would be less incentive to save and invest for the future if by
doing so an individual risks losing the floor of protection provided by social
security contributions.
If you do plan to work after retirement, you'll find that you can increase your
income without losing all of your social security benefits. In 1978 the annual
exempt amonut of earnings is $4,000 for individuals 65 and over, and $3,240 for
those under 65.
After reaching the earnings limit, social security benefits are reduced $1 for
every $2 in excess earnings. At age 72 the earnings limit does not apply.
The annual exempt amount is scheduled to continue to rise in future years. For
ai 65-year-old it will be $4,500 in 1979, and for those under 65, the rise will parallel
increases in average wage levels.
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One thing to remember is that the monthly earnings test no longer applies except during the year in which a person starts receiving social security benefits.
Before the 1977 Social Security Amendments, a person could receive a full social
security check for any month in which he or she did not earn one-twelfth of the
annual exempt amount ($334 for a 65-year-old in 1978) no matter how much he
or she earned for the year.
Most of the 10 percent of those current beneficiaries whose benefits are reduced
because of the retirement test have substantial earnings. They include people who
for one reason or another continue to work-the self-employed, professionals, and
others whose work is not too physically taxing. The added income provides for the
lifestyle they wish to maintain.
But if the prospect of working after retirement does not appeal to you, consider
the ways in which you may build nonwork income. Talk to your banker, accountant, or some other person whose financial advice you can trust. It could pay
off for you in your retirement years.
Question. I married late and have two children both under 18. I understand that
they'll be entitled to benefits, too, when I retire at age 65. Will their earnings affect
my social security check?
Answer. No. Their earnings will only affect their social security benefits.
Question. Why doesn't the retirement test apply to people who are 72 and over?
Answer. If there were no age limit, people who work to a very advanced age
would not receive any social security benefits even though they had paid into the
system all their working years. For that reason the upper age limit is set to
provide equity to such workers. In 1982 the age limit is scheduled to drop to age
70 under present law.
Question. How does social security keep track of a beneficiary's earnings?
Answer. A beneficiary who expects to earn more than the annual exempt amount
in a year should notify social security in advance so benefit payments may be
adjusted. A report of earnings must then be filed by April 15 of the following year.
In addition, employer reports of wages are automatically screened against beneficiary records at Social Security headquarters.

Senator PERCY. One final question, Secretary Califano. You did
make a comment on page 16 that I would appreciate some expansion
on, either now or for the record. You said:
We must remember that when older citizens work they create new jobs and
that the job market is not a confined space with a precisely limited number
of jobs.

This is a very important concept, worthy of expansion, if you would
care to do so.
Secretary CALIFANO. I will expand in some form and provide details for the record, the point simply being, as they work they earn
money which, in turn, gives them purchasing power which creates
jobs for other people. I think they would like to give you a more
elaborate explanation of that point, but I think it is an important
point because of this great tendency to grossly oversimplify the issue.
There are
x
number of jobs in the country and if the older Americans
take some proportion of them, the younger Americans will notget
them. That is just not the case.
Senator PERCY. I think itwill help us remove some of the resentment held by those entering the job market, for people who decide
to stay on to 70 and be on. They need to know that older workers'
purchasing power creates jobs and contributes to a higher standard of
riving for all Americans. It is a way of stimulating the economy, not
deressing
D
it.
Subsequent to the hearing, Secretary Califano submitted the following information:]
The notion that more jobs for older workers will mean fewer jobs for younger
workers is a fallacy. The fallacy is in thinking that the number of jobs in the
Nation is fixed in size. In fact, the size of the national output depends upon the
input of factories of production: labor, natural resources, and produced capital
goods. The larger the input of each of these factors of production, the larger will
be the national output.
4
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Whenever there are new entrants into the employed labor force-whether from
population growth or increased participation by minorities or women or older
workers-the same natural resources and capital stock can produce a larger
national output. The increment of output produced by these additional workers
provides the source of payment to these workers: each worker earns his keep.
To elaborate, firms hire additional workers as long as the value of output
added by these workers covers their wages. The wages of the workers in turn
provide income which is spent for goods and services. Thus in the circular flow of
goods and income, hiring new workers-simultaneously creates more goods and
the income to buy the additonal output of the economy.
There are several qualifications which should be noted. First, aggressive monetary and fiscal policies must be pursued to maintain aggregate demand. Second,
for any given level of capital (factories, machines, inventory etc.) the absorption
of additional workers would tend to lower the real wage. It is therefore essential
to vigorously pursue policies to expand capital formation and stimulate technological progress. Finally, there may be problems for particular groups of workers
due to specialized skills (or lack thereof), location, industry, etc. These structural
problems must be dealt with.

Senator PERCY. Thank you very much indeed, Mr. Secretary.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHURCH. Senator Percy, I agree with you.. We must develop
a clearer conception of just what social security is meant to be in our
society. I think that there is a continuing argument among us concerning what the role of the social security system should be. Originally, it was intended to cover bare necessities that would enable people
to live decently in retirement, but to do more. It was also originally
intended to be a retirement program, thus the retirement test. Ve have
seen that change a good deal through the years. At age 70, social
security becomes an annuity program, beginning in 1982. And the
benefit is available whether or-not the person continues to work.
THE RETIREMENT TEST

We have seen the retirement test increased. I myself have favored
that. Nevertheless, as it continues to increase, less and less retirement is required in order to qualify for the benefits. So I think we
need to define for ourselves what the role of social security should be.
If we can come to an agreement among ourselves, perhaps the public
conception can be clarified. The confusion stems at least in part from
an inability to decide 'among ourselves just what the role of social
security should be in our society.
Mr. Secretary, I want to join, with both, the Republican members
of the committee in expressing my appreciation for the testimony you
have given us. It seems to me that the testimony will be a rich source
book for us. It contains some very important information that I hope
will give us guidelines for the balance of our hearings. I am grateful
to you for coming here and spending the morning with us. We wish to
express appreciation for the entire committee.
Secretary CALIFANO. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. It has
been one of the most thoughtful hearings and questions that I have
encountered since I have been the Secretary, and I appreciate the
opportunity to come here.
Senator CHURCH. Thank you. You have the least enviable post in
the Cabinet, but probably the most important in terms of its impact
upon our own people.
Senator DOMENICI. Mr. Chairman, might I ask the Secretary a
question? I don't want you to answer this, but I wonder if you might
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piresent the committee with some kind of chart on the issue of inflation
as it impacts upon these kinds of income maintenance programs that
we are discussing.
I think what I have gathered from this testimony today, is that the
jbest thing that could happen to these programs is for inflation to
.significantly diminish and be somewhat more controlled. I am not
:asking that you suggest how we do that, but I think it would be
wintbresting to have some kind of chart showing the impact of various
:inflfqtionary levels with assumed GNP growth levels on the programs
4that now exist and the dollar impact in terms of our budget. Do you
think you could put that together in some manner for us to see?
*Sqqiietary CALIFANO. Yes, I think we can, Senator Domenici. I
(cannot resist the opportunity to just take hospitals alone and point
,out that in their costs, if their charges grow by only one and a half
times as much as the rest of general inflation in the economy over the
,next 5 years, we would save $57 billion as a country and $20 billion
in Federglexpenditures just on that piece of the problem.
Senator DOMENICI. I would very much appreciate such an analysis
;in an objective chart.
Secretary CALIFANO. We will do that.
Senator DOMENIci. Thank you.
[Subsequent to the hearing, Secretary Califano submitted the fol1owing information:]
ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING SOCIAL SECURITY LONG-RANGE COST
PROJECTIONS
The official cost projections for the social security program (OASDI and Medicare) are based upon assumptions anrd'method6logy explained in detail in the 1978
Annual -Reports of the Board of Trustees of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors
Insurance Trust Fund, Disability Insurance Trust Fund, Hospital Insurance
-Trust Fund, and Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust Fund.
Because the future cannot be predicted with certainty, long-range projections
-are made on the basis of alternative assumptions in order to determine how the
,social security-programs would operate under future conditions that might reasonably be expected to develop. The alternative II, or "intermediate," set of assump-tions from the 1978 Trustees Reports include assumptions that:
Mortality rates will decline overall by about 19 percent from 1977 to 2050;
The. fertility rate will increaset-from itsestimated. level in 1977 of 1.79
children perswoman, gradually reaching 2.14children per woman by 2005 'and
remaining level thereafter;
Disabihity incidence rates will continue increasing, reaching an ultimate
level in 1997 that is 25 percent greater than the estimated 1977 level;
Female labor force participation rates will increase to an ultimate level 19
1percent greater than the 1977 level;
After 1984, ;the Consumer Price Index will increase by 4 percent annually
,(greater increases are assumed between 1978 and 1984);
After 1999, average wages in covered employment will increase by 5%/
percent annually (greater increases are assumed between 1978 and 1999);
The unemployment rate for the total labor force will be 5 percent after
1984;
Hospital costs will increase by 15-17 percent annually for the next 5 years;
after 10 years, xthe annual increase is assumed to be about 10-12 percent.
Assumptions were also made concerning other variables such as the timing pat'tern of fertility, migration levels, insured status, disability termination rates,
marital qtatus, admipistrative expenses, and interest rates.
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EFFECT
ON OASDI TRUST FUND OPERATIONS OF VARIOUS RATESOF INFLATION AND ECONOMIC GROWTH '

Lowinflation,
fast growth

Period
1978-82 (in billions of dollars):
Total tax income -$
Total expenditures-597.9

614.2

Difference -16.3
1978-2052 (as pecestage of taxable payroll):
Average tax income -12.16
Average expenditures -13.23
Difference --

1.07

Intermediate
inflation,
Intermediate. High inflation
growth
slow growth

$609.2
598.9

$598. 6
609. 5

10.3

-10.9

12.16
13.55

12.16
13.96

-1. 39

-1.80

'The economic assumptions underlying the 3 models of economic growth are shown in the attached table 10 from the
1978 Annual Report of the Board of trustees of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance and Disability Insurance
Trust Funds. "Economic growth" refers here to increases in the real (i.e., inflation adjusted) gross national product in the
near future, and gains in real wage levels in the long-range future. Inflation is measured by the Consumer Price Index. The
low inflation/fast growth, intermediate inflation/intermediate growth, and high inflation/slow growth patterns correspond
to the alternative 1,11,and Ill sets of assumptions in the 1978 trustees reports, respectively.
[Excerpts from the 1978 Annual Reports of the Boards of Trustees of the Federal Old-Age
and Survivors Insurance and Disability Insurance Trust Funds, the Federal Hospital
Insurance Trust Fund, and the Federal Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust Fund]

* * * The rate of growth in real GNP is a measure of growth in the real level
of economic activity, reflecting changes in employment levels average earnings,
etc., all of which affect total earnings taxable under the OASMI program.
The values assumed for the economic and demographic factors after the early
years are intended to represent the average experience for those years and are
not intended to be predictions of year-by-year values, which are expected to vary
because of possible future economic cycles.
TABLE 10.-VALUES OFSELECTED ECONOMIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS ASSUMED IN ALTERNATIVES 1, 11,
AND 111BY CALENDAR YEAR
Percentage increase in average annual-

Calendar year
Alternative I:
1977
1978
.4.7
1979
.5.1
1980
-5.5
1981
.5.5
1982
.5.1
1983
1984 -2.7
1985 -3.0
1986
-3.3
1987 .3.3
1981
1989
-(')
1990-('
1991
19921993 .-- 1994
1995
.(X
1996 1997
1998
.,
1999
2000
.()
2001
. -)
2002
.- -5.25
2003
.')
2004 --2005 and later......

RealGNP I
4.9

4.0

3.3
()
('
('()(-)

()
(-)

)
('

See footnotes at end of table.

Wages in
covered
employment

Consumer
Price
Index (CPI)

Real
wage
differential '

Average
annual
unemployment rate

Total
fertility
rate a

7.7
7.2
8.4
8.1
7.6
7.4
7.1
G.0
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.4
5.4
5.4
5.4
5.3
5.3
5.3
5.3
5.25
5.25

6.5
6.1
6.0
5.5
5.0
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3..0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

1.2
1.1
2.4
2.6
2.6
2.9
3.1
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25

7.0
6.3
5.9
5.3
4.9
4.3
4.0
4.2
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4. 5
4.5
4.
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5

1,789.5
1,764.6
1,793.8
1,822.9
1,852.1
1,881.2
1,910.4
1,940.0
1,970.5
2,002.5
2,036.0
2,070.2
2,104.3
2,137.3
2,168. 3
2,196.3
2,220.7
2,241.1
2 257.6
2,270.6
2,280.5
2,287. 8
2,292.8
2,296.1
2,298.0
2,299.1
2,299.6
2,299.9
2,300.0

5.25
5.25
5.25
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ASSUMED IN ALTERNATIVES 1, 11,
TABLE 10.-VALUES OF SELECTED ECONOMIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS
AND III, BY CALENDAR YEAR-Continued
Percentage increase in average annual-

Calendar year
Alternative II: '
19797..
.
.1980
1 2,--------- ---1983
.1984
1985
- -.--- - :1986-- - - - - - .1987
..1988
.
-1989 -- - - .1990.--------------.1991
- -.--- - 1992-- - - - - - :1993
.
1994
1995
1996
1997-- - - - - - 1998-- - - - - - 1999
2000
2001
2002
.-------2003
2004
2005 and later
-Alternative Ill:
1977
1978
.
1979- - - - - - 1980.------------1981 -.----1982
1983
.
1984
.
1985
1986
.
1987
.
1988
.------1989 -------------1990
.
19911992
.
1993
.
1994
.------1995
.------:1996
- -----1997
.
1998
.
1999
.
.2000
- .--- - .2001
.
2002
.
2003
.
2004
.
2005 and later

Real GNP I

4.9
4.7
4.8
4.8
5.1

4.1
3. 5
2.5
3.0
3.0
3.1
3.0

4.9
4.7
4.1
.8
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
3. 5
2.8
2. 8
2. 7
(1)

(I)
(5)

Wages in
covered
employment

7.7
7.2
7.9
7.9
7.4
7.4
7.1
6. 1
6.0
6. 0
6.0
6.0
6. 0
6.0
6.0
5. 9
5.9
5.9
5.9
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.75
5.75
5.75
5.75
5.75
5.75
7. 7
7.2
8.2
7. 4
8.0
8.3
8.0
7.0
6. 5
6.5
p.5
6.5
6.5
6.5
6. 5
6.4
6.4
6. 4
6.4
6. 3
6.3
6.3
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6. 25

Real
Consumer .
wage
Price
differential's
Index (CPI)

6.5
6.1
6. 1
5. 7
5. 2
5.0
4. 7
4.1
4. 0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4. 0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
6.5
6.1
6.3
7.1
7.0
6. 5
6.0
5. 5
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0a

1.2
1.1
1.8
2.2
2.2
2.4
2.4
2.0
2.0
2.0
2. 0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.2
1.1
1.4
.3
1.0
1.8
2.0
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.4
1.4
1.4
1. 4
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.25
1.25
1. 25
1.25
1.25
1.29

Average
annual
unemployment rate

Total
fertility
rate'

7.0
6.3
5.9
6.4
5.0
4.8
4.6
4.8
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5. 0

1,789.5
1,758.4
1 775.1
1,791.7
1, 808 4
1,825.1
1 841.8
1,858.
1,876.9
1,896.7
1,918.2
1,941.1
1,964.5
1,987.8
2,609.9
2,030.0
2,047.5
2,062.0
2,073.7
2,082.7
2,089.5
2,094.3
2, 097.4
2,099. 2
2,100.1
2,100.3
2,100.3
2,100.1
2,100.0

7.0
6.3
6.0
7.0
7.0
6.6
6.2
5.8
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5

1,789.5
1,745.9
1,737.6
1,729.2
1,720.9
1 712.6
1 704.3
1,696.4
1,689.6
1,684.9
1,682.6
1,682.7
1,681.9
1,688.6
1,693.0
1,697.3

5.0

5.5

5.5
5.5
5.5
5. 5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5

.1,701.0

1,703.9
1,705.8
1,706.9
1 707. 3
1,707.1
1 706.5
1,705.4
1,704.1
1,702.8
1,701.6
1,700.5
1,700.0

and services adjusted for inflation since 1972).
I Based onGNP expressed in 1972dollars (i.e., total output of goods
Not projected beyond 1988.
Deoned to be the difference between percentage increases in average annual wages and average annual CPI.

3 Average number of children born per 1,000 women in their lifetime.

'As explained in the accompanying text, the economic assumptions for the years 1978-81 are similar to the assumptions
Underlying the President's 1979budget.

The real level of economic activity is assumed to grow at differing rates under the
three sets of assumptions. The economic recovery from the recession that began in
1974 is assumed to continue at a moderate rate under the intermediate assumptions
'(alternative II) and'at a somewhat faster rate under the optimistic assumptions
(alternative I). Under the pessimistic assumptions (alternative III), a pronounced
slow-down in economic growth is assumed to begin in 1979 and to continue through
1980, accompanied by increased rates of inflation, with higher rates of economic
growth resuming in 1981.
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After 1979, under the intermediate assumptions, the assumed. annual rate of
growth in the real GNP rises to 5.1 percent.in 1981 and then declines to about 3.
percent by 1985. At the same time, the unemployment rate is assumed to decline to
less than 5 percent in 1982 before rising by 1985 to the ultimate assumed rate of 5
percent. It is further assumed that the annual rate of increase in average wages in
covered employment will fall to about 6 percent by 1984, remaining at 6 percent.
through 1991, and declining gradually thereafter until it reaches an ultimate level
of 5% percent in the year 2000. The rate of increase in the average annual CPI is.
assumed to decline to 4 percent by 1985, under the intermediate assumptions.
Also under alternative II, the total fertility rate is projected to rise slowly from
its assumed 1978 level to its assumed ultimate level of 2.1 children per woman
around the year 2005. The effect of future fertility experience on short-range and
medium-range projections in based on estimates of workloads and approved
budgets for intermediaries and the Health Care Financing Administration. In
the long range, administrative cost increases are based on assumed increases in
workloads, primarily due to growth and aging of the population, and on assumedl
unit cost increases of 2 percent less than the increases in average wages shown in
table Al.
FINANCING

In order to-analyze costs and to evaluate the financing of a program supported
by payroll taxes, program costs must be compared on a year-by-year basis with.
the taxable payroll which provides the source of income for these costs. Since thevast majority of total program costs rclates to insured beneficiaries and since
general revenue appropriations and premium payments are available to support
the uninsured segments, the remainder of this report will focus on the financing:
for insured beneficiaries.
Taxable payroll
Taxable payroll increases can be separated into a part due to increases in
covered wages and a part due to increases in the number of covered workers.
The taxable payroll projection used in this report is based on assumptions used
in projecting experience under the OASDI program. Increases in taxable payrolD
assumed for this report are shown in table A2.
Relationship between program costs and taxable'payroll
The single most meaningful measure of program cost increases, with referenceto the financing of the system, is the relationship between program cost increases
and taxable payroll increases. If the rates of increase in both series are the same,
a level tax rate over time will be adequate to support the program. However, to
the extent that program costs increase more rapidly than taxable payroll, a.
schedule of increasing tax rates will be required to finance the system over time.
Table A2 show s the resulting increases in program costs relative to taxable payrolli
over the 25-year projection period. These relative increases fluctuate somewhat.
during the 1978-80 period, due to the ad hoc increases in the maximum earnings.
subject to taxes. After 1980, the relative increases reduce gradually to an ulti-mate level of approximately 3 percent per year.
The result of these increases over the duration of the projection period is a
continued increase in the year-by-year,.ratids of program expendituresto taxablepayroll, as shown in table A3.
SENSITIVITY

TESTING OF

COSTS UNDER ALTERNATIVE

ASSUMPTIONS

Over the past 20 years, aggregate inpatient hospital costs for all patients have
increased substantially faster than increases in average wages and prices in the
general economy. As indicated in table Al, the 10-year period preceding Medicare
was characterized by an average 10.4 percent increase in hospital costs, nearly 75.
percent higher than the increase attributable to general wage and price increases.
The 1966-71 period experienced substantially higher increases in total hospital
costs, averaging 16 percent per year. Of this increase, general economic factors.
accounted for only 532 percent; the remaining 10%2 percent reflected increases in.
the volume of services provided and in unit input intensity. Even during the 197274 period of economic stabilization program controls, hospital costs increased at
an average rate of about 12Y2 percent, over 53% percent higher than the amount.
attributable to increases in average wages and in the CPI. Experience for the fully
decontrolled years 1975-76 shows an average annual increase in hospital costs of
nearly .17 percent, of which about 9 percent is in excess of increases in general,
economic. factors. 'Preliminary indications for 1977 show hospital 'cost increases.
remaining about 8}' percent higher than wages and prices in the general economy..
The sustained, high rates of hospital cost increases in the past raise serious,
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questions concerning future cost increases which might be anticipated. Under
conventional economic widsom, the hospital industry would not be expected to
sustain indefinitely the same rate of growth, relative to the general economy,
experienced during the last 20 years. However, the growth pattern has persisted
for a long period of time and shows no indication of halting. The most reasonable
pattern of cost increase assumptions for the future, then, would fall between the
two extremes of (1) an indefinite continuation of the past levels of excess of
hospital cost increases over general economic factors and (2) a decline in the near
term to hospital cost increase levels approaching those for the economy as a whole.
In view of the uncertainty of future cost trends, projected costs for the hospital
insurance program have been prepared under three alternative sets of assumptions.
;A summary of the assumptions and results is shown in table A3. The set of
assumptions labeled "Alternative II" forms the basis for the detailed discussion
of hospital cost trends and resulting program costs presented throughout this report.
It represents an intermediate set of cost increase assumptions, compared with
the lower cost and more optimistic alternative I and the higher cost and less
optimistic alternative III. Increases in the economic factors (average wages and
CPI) for the three alternatives are consistent with those underlying the GASDI
report.
As noted earlier, the single most meaningful measure of hospital insurance
program cost increases, reference to the financing of the system, is the relation,ship between program, c6st increases and taxable payroll increases. The extent
loo which program costs increases exceed increases in taxable payroll will detesrmine how'steeply tax rates must increase to finance the system over time.
Under alternative II, program costs are projected ultimately to increase approximately 3 percent faster than increases in taxable payroll. Program expenditures,
which are.currently about.2 percent of taxable payroll, increase to a level in excess
of 5 percent by the year' 2000 under alternative II assumptions. Hence, if all of the
projection assumptions are realized over time, hospital insurance tax rates by the
end of the 25-year period will have to be substantially higher than those provided
in the present financing schedule (2.9 percent of taxable payroll, for 1986 and
later).
. Alternatives I and III contain assumptions which result in program costs
increasing, relative to taxable payroll increases, approximately 2 percent less and
2 percent more rapidly, respectively, than the results under alternative II. Under
alternative I, programed costs ultimately increase 1 percent more rapidly than
increases in taxable payroll. By the year 2000, program expendutures under this
alternative would be slightly greater than 3/1 percent of taxable payroll. Hence,
hospital insurance tax rates required by the end of the valuation period would be
greater than those currently scheduled, even under the optimistic alternative I
assumptions. Under alternative III, program costs ultimately increase nearly 5
percent more rapidly than increases in taxable payroll. The result of this differential is a level of program expenditures.in the year 2000 which is slightly over 7
percent of taxable payroll, more than 4 percent higher than the 2.9 percent tax:
rate currently scheduled.
TABLE A2.-RELATIONSHIP'BETWEEN INCREASES INTOTAL Hi PROGRAM
COSTS
ANDINCREASES INTAXABLE
PAYROLL
,

-inpercentr"
5

Calendar
year

1978 -18.2

1979
-17.6
1980
-7.1

1985
-13.6
1990
-11.7
1995-10.8
2000-9.8

inpatient

Hi benefit costs
Skilled
Home
nursing health

hospital 2 facility 2 agency 2

15.8
16.0
15.1

10.2

8.9

8.4

7.9

30.5

26.0
19.4

10.8
8.9

8.4

7.9

Weighted

average

18.4

Hi admin- Total HI
HI Ratio of
istrative program taxable costs to
costs

payroll

payroll 4

18.2

11.0

6.5

7.8

13.4

7.2

5.8

6.7

10.7

a

9.6

17.7
17.1

10.3

11.6

7.2

13.5

10.7

9.8

9.9

6.0

costs

3

17.6
17.0
11.5

9.7

16.3
11.9

6.5

6.4

6.5

1.1
4.6
4.7

4.0

3.0

l Percent increase n year indicated over previous year.
2 This column differs slightly from the last column of table Al, since table Al includes all persons eligible for Hi protection while this table excludes noninsured persons.
3 Costs attributable to insured beneficiaries only. Benefits and administrative costs for noninsured persons are financed
through general revenue transfers and premium payments rather than through payroll taxes.
4 Percent increases in the ratio of programs expenditures to taxable payroll. This is equivalent to the differential between
the increase in program costs and *the'idcrease in taxable payroll.

Note: Taxable payroll is adjusted to take into account the lower contribution rates on self-employment income, on tips,
and on multiple-employer "excess wages" as compared with the combined employer-employee rate.
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TABLE A3.-SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVE COSTPROJECTIONS FORTHE HOSPITAL INSURANCE PROGRAM
[in percentl
Changes in the relationship
between coatsand payroll S

Increases in aggregate inpatient hospital
costs I
Average
wages

Calendar year
Alternative I:
1978----1979
1980
1985
1990
1995
2000
Alternative II:
1978
1979
1980
1985 ---1990 1995
2000
Alternative III:
-1978
1979--------1980
1985 1990 1995 2000

--8.4
-8.1
-5.5
-5.
-5.4
-5.2

-

5

-7.2
-7.9
-7.9
-_---5.9
-5.8
-6.5
-6.5
-6.4
-6.2

7.2

-

6. 0
6.0

7.2
8.2
7.4

Expenditures as
Ratio of a percent
costs to of taxable
payroll
payroll

Volume
and
Intensity

Total

Program
costs

Taxable
payroll

6.1
6.0
5. 5
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

8.7
7.3
6.3
5.4
3.9
3.4
3.1

15.7
14.8
13.8
9.6
8.0
7.4
7.0

18.2
17.2
16.1
11.3
9.1
8.0
7.2

11.0
16.8
12.2
6.6
6.1
5.8
6.1

6.5
0.4
3.5
4.4
2.9
2.1
1.0

2.06
2.07
2.14
2.62
3.10
3.49
3.69

6.1
6.1
5.7
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0

6.7
6.3
6.2
6.9
5.3
5.3
4.6

15.7
15.7
15.3
12.0
10.8
10.2
9.4

18.2
17.6
17.0
13.4
11.5
10.7
9.7

11.0
16.3
11.9
7.2
6.5
6.4
6.5

6.5
1.1
4.6
5.8a
4.7
4.0
3.0

2.06
2.09
2.18
2.86
3.65
4.47
5.20

6.1
6.8
7.1
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

8.7
8.4
8.2
8.4
7.7
7.7
6.9

15.7
16. 3
15.9
14.3
13.5
13.3
12.5

18.2
18.1
17.6
15.3
13.8
13.1
12.0

11.0
16.4
9. 4
8.6
7.1
7.0
6.9

6.5
1.4
7.5
6.1
6.3
5.7
4.8

2.06
2.10
2.26
3.04
4.22
5.58
7.08

CPI

Percent Increase in the year indicated over the previous year. Includes hospital costs for all patients.
2 Percent increase in the year indicated over the previous year.
3 Includes cost attributable to insured beneficiaries only.
Note: Taxable payroll is adjusted to take into account the lower contribution rates on self-employment income, on tips,
and on multiple-employer "excess wages" as compared with the combined employer-employee rate.
MONTHLY ADEQUATE ACTUARIAL RATE FOR DISABLED ENROLLEES

The monthly adequate actuarial rate for disabled enrollees applies to persons
eligible to enroll because they have been entitled to disability insurance benefits
for not less than 24 consecutive months or because they are suffering from end
stage renal disease. Projections for disabled enrollees (other than those suffering
from end stage renal disease) are prepared in a fashion exactly parallel to projections for the aged, using the same actuarial assumptions. Costs for the end
stage renal disease program are projected using a computer model because of the
complex demographic problems involved. The combined results for all disabled
enrollees are shown in Table 4.
The projected monthly rate required to pay for one-half of the total of benefits
and administrative costs for disabled enrollees for the year ending June 30, 1979,
ib $24.34. The monthly adequate actuarial rate of $25.00 provides an adjustment
for interest earnings and a Fmall margin for contingencies.
TABLE 4.-DERIVATION OF PROMULGATED MONTHLY RATE FORDISABLED ENROLLEES,
YEARS ENDING JUNE 30 OF 1976-79

Total benefits -------------------------------------------Administrative expenses-1.57
Incurred expenditures -15.42
Value of interest on fundMargin for contingencies and to amortize unfunded liabilities
Promulgated monthly rate -18.50

1976

1977

$13.85

$16.82
1.45
18.27
-. 41
1.14
19.00

-. 31
3.39

1978
$19.78
1.66
21.44
-. 53
4.09
25.00

1979
$22.60
1.74
24.34
-. 68
1.34
25.00

SENSITIVITY TESTING

Several factors contribute to uncertainty about future trends in medical care
costs. In view of this, it seems appropriate to test the adequacy under alternate
assumptions of the rates promulgated here. The most unpredictable factors which
contribute significantly to future costs are outpatient hospital costs, physician
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utilization (measured indirectly and reflecting the use of more visits per capita, the
use of more expensive services, and other factors not explained by simple price per
service increases), and increases in physician fees as constrained by the program's
reasonable charge screens and economic index. Two alternative sets of assumptions and the results of those assumptions are shown in Table 5. All assumptions
not shown in Table 5 are the same as in Table 3.
Table 5 indicates that, under the assumptions used in preparing this report, the
promulgated monthly rates will result in an excess of assets over liabilities of $1,212
million by the end of June 1979. This amounts to 12 percent of the estimated total
incurred expenditures for the following year. Assumptions which are somewhat
more pessimistic produce a deficit of $68 million by the end of June 1979, although
the balance in the trust fund remains positive allowing the program to continue
paying claims as presented. Under fairly optimistic assumptions, the promulgated
monthly rates will result in an excess of assets over liabilities of $2,169 million,
which amounts to 25 percent of the estimated total incurred expenditures for the
following year.
TABLE 5.-PROJECTION FACTORS
AND THE ACTUARIAL STATUS OF THE SMI TRUST FUND UNDER
ALTERNATIVE SETSOF ASSUMPTIONS YEARSENDING JUNE 30 OF 1978-79
This projecrion

Projection factors (in percent):
Physicians feesI Utflization of physicians' services2
Outpatient hospital services
per capita -25.
Homehealth agency
services per capita-

2

Actuarial status (in millions):
Assets-$3,
Liabilities-2,
Assets lessliabilitiesRatioof assetslessliabilities to expenditures (in
percent) 3

Low assumption

High assumption

1978

1979

1978

1979

1978

1979

1.8

.0

7.9
3.0
25. 0
25.0

7.3

0
25. 0

15.0
15.0

.5

6.4
1.0
15.0
15.0

10.3
4.0
40.0
40. 0

9.4
50.
40.0
40.0

320
314

$3,939
2,727

$3,522
2,242

$4,711
2,542

$3,059
2,415

1,006

1,212

1,280

2, 169

644

-68

23

6

-1

11

11

15

$2,917
2,985

recognized for payment under the program.
aIncrease in the number of services
received per capita and greater relative useof moreexpensive services.
a Ratio of assets lessliabilities at the end of the year to total incurred expenditures during the following year, expressed
as a percent.
STANDARD PREMIUM RATE
XAs

The law provides that the standard monthly premium rate, promulgated
to apply for both aged and disabled enrollees, shall be the lesser of:
(a) The adequate actuarial rate for enrollees age 65 and older; or
(b) The current standard monthly premium, increased by the same percentage that the level of old-age survivors, and disability insurance (OASDI)
benefits has been increased since the May preceding the promulgation
(and rounded to the nearer dime).
The standard monthly premium rate for the 12-month period ending with
June 30, 1978, is $7.70. The OASDI benefit table was increased 5.9 percent in
June 1977. The $7.70 rate increased by 5.9 percent, and rounded to the nearer
ten cent multiple, is $8.20. Since this is less than the adequate actuarial rate,
the standard premium rate is $8.20 for the twelve months ended with June 1979.
Federal SSI cost estimates for fiscal years 1978-82 using Older Americans Act
assumptions on inflation and economic growth: Low inflation, fast growth,
$28.2 billion; intermediate inflation, intermediate growth, $28.9 billion; high
inflation, slow growth, $29.4 billion.

Senator CHURCH. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary CALIFANO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, I ask that my prepared statement
be incorporated in the hearing record.
Senator CHURCH. The prepared statement of Senator Percy will be
entered into the record at this time.
[The prepared statement of Senator Percy follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHARLES H. PERCY
first time in history, the ordinary worker now has a life after work,"
the
'For
states Andrey Freedman, a labor economist. But all too often this anxiously
awaited time of relaxation is plagued with anxiety stemming from financial worry.
After spending many years productively employed, a retired person may become
bored and frustrated. In short, many things may prevent the retirement years
from being golden.
I read an article in this morning's Washington Post which cited a Harvard
persons which are
Medical School study as finding that 10 to 20 percent of elderly
"One of the largest
classified as senile are not senile at all. The study found that
single causes of false senility . . . is drug intoxication: that is, reactions to medications." This study points out a crucial aspect of the issue at question in this
hearing: What happens to the elderly after retirement? More often than not, they
are discarded and forgotten. They are shut off in nursing homes, where often they
-are kept in a state of constant sedation. We construct a world for them, a world
separate from the rest of society, a world in which they fit our concept of what a
elderly person should be and how he or she should act. How much of the senility
which we perceive in the elderly is either nonexistent or is caused by anxieties,
'ofars, and lack of a sense of accomplishment brought on by retirement? This is
ene of the issues which I hope we address in these hearings.
Sometimes the older worker is in his or her 40's or 50's and, having served 20
Nor 30 years with one company, becomes eligible for private pension retirement
benefits. That worker may want to retire and live on a pension, or may want to
switch careers and needs more education, or may want to continue working but'
only part time. Other older workers, retiring at age 62, 65, or later hope to live
en social security, private pension, savings, or some combination of these. But
inflation often takes its toll, and retirement funds that provided for plenty 5 or
10 years ago demand strict budgeting today. For these people, returning to work
or continuing to work part time becomes necessary.
It may become a national necessity forpeople to work longer as we approach
the turn of the century. At that time the'baby boom" will become the "senior
boom;" greatly increasing the number of social security beneficiaries while, due to
declining birth rates, fewer workers will be available to support them. This will
put on enormous strain on the social security system. Private pension funds,
which will also suffer from more beneficiaries per worker, will be in tough financial
straits. There have been predictions that there will be a need to encourage workers
to stay in thelabor force and to reverse the current trend of early retirement.
Older workers often have the experience and desire to continue working. In most
places of employment they have good attendance records. But they may need
or desire a more flexible work schedule. Imaginative plans should be developed
and implemented which will answer those needs.
We are holding these hearings to get an early start on developing ways of prowviding choices to the older person that will be beneficial to both him or her and to
the economy. We must plan carefully and creatively for the future, rather than
wait for the problem to directly confront and overwhelm us. We must consider
the many innovative ways to make jobs-retirement and education fit people's
lifestyles.

Senator CHURCH. Our next witness is Harold L. Sheppard, director,
(Center on Work and Aging of the American Institutes for Research.
Mr. Sheppard, we are happy to have you back again with us. Mr.
Sheppard was a former researcher for this committee and has con*siderable knowledge about the role of the older worker in our society.
We are pleased to welcome you and hear your testimony.
'STATEMENT OF HAROLD L. SHEPPARD, PH. D., WASHINGTON, D.C.,
DIRECTOR, CENTER ON WORK AND AGING, AMERICAN INSTITUTES FOR RESEARCH
Mr. SHEPPARD. I will try to talk over, the din of the, audience eagerly
waiting to hear my comments.
I want to thank the committee and the Senator for this invitation
ito participate in this type of hearing. It is also an example of why it
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-was so necessary, in my opinion, to continue this Senate Special Com-mittee on Aging, because it is in the position to deal with broader
issues that transcend the jurisdiction of the separate committees.
Most of my remarks today are governed by the tone of the Secretaiy's testimony here today and his remarks delivered last April to
the American Academy of Political Social Science, concerning what
:seems to be a mounting burden imposed by the increased population
of older Americans, especially in the near and long-term future. I
'want to concentrate on the long-term future and not today's burning
issues.
My own view of the issue is, if there is such a burden-and I think
we really mean a rising cost level and not necessarily one that we are
unwilling to assume-we had better examine the question, what has
,brought that burden into being, or will potentially bring it into being,
:and whether those factors need to be inevitable or can be prevented
or mitigated or whether they are absolute.
I want to zero in mostly on three of those factors-biomedical,
demographic, and economic. That means, therefore, that any new
'policies designed to resolve that problem has to cut across or transcend
'otherwise ligid and separate spheres of government and the rest of
:society. I think many of the things. we are talking about today involve
dprograms and policies of not only HEW, but Labor and Commerce.
One of the underlying influences has to do with the policies of govfernment and private institutions concerning the use in the labor force
of selected older age groups. I am not going to indulge here in any
excruciating detail on the labor force participation trends for people
.55 and over.
Ti NEW BIOMEDICAL DIMENSION
Another influence is generally labeled as demoorap] ic, and we have
heard a lot about that today. But it also inclurnes, in my opinion, a
mnew biomedical dimension that I think wvill be lost sight of if we treat
it only within the framework of a conventional demographic point of
-view. I am referring here, specifically, to the -recentf sharp drop in
mortality rates among older adult Americans. I do not think the
implications of this new development have sunken in yet enough in
the minds of policymakers and administrators.
The third influence, or factor, is a set of economic variables and
'developments, some of which are obvious in their relationship to the
topic of these hearings, but some factors are not so obvious. The list
-here includes such matters as inflation, productivity, general employment conditions, and the energy/resource crunch. I am not going to
-try and elaborate on each one of these separately but I want to try
:and show how they interrelate with each other, as we try to tlo in the
book that Dr. Sara Rix and I wrote last year, "The Graying of
W117orking America: The Coming Crisis of Retirement Age Policy."
It all comes down to the question: Are we going to have to take
:another look at the early retirement age trend as the result of the
presumed rising costs of supporting a rising very old population?
'That means it is not enough to use the conventional demographic
ap)proach of -measuring the so-called dependency ratio in discussing
*thisissue. For one thing, that conventional approach uses an arbitrary
and imprecise definition of "working age" population. You will see
in a lot of the research literature that it assumes all persons 20 or 21
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to 59 years of age, or 16 to 64 are actually working as a support base
for the nonworking old and young; second, that they are all working
the same amount of hours per year; in other words, no full-time
equivalence is taken into consideration when the conventional dependency ratio is used.
To me, the bottom line point is that simply taking a dependency
ratio tells us nothing about costs which, after all, is what the fuss is
all about. It is quite possible to find, for example, that a dependency
ratio goes up over time for nonworking persons per 100 workers, but
the costs nevertheless conceivably go down. The dependency ratio
might remain the same over the next four or five decades, but the
costs could go up. In other words, a simple arithmetic approach tells
nothing about costs.
The new biomedical development that I referred to earlier means
that we are going to have a far greater number of people, say, 80 and
over-greater than we had expected. Since 1969 or 1970, the mortality
rates of older age groups have decreased sharply and at a rate far
greater than we had previously expected. It is greater, by the way,
than for the general mortality decline.
The result is that by the year 2000, even if there is no further
progress in the death rates, we can expect 1,725,000 more Americans
80 and older than we had expected for that year as recently as 1971.
In other words, we look at the 1971 reports and we find an estimate
that is 1,725,000 below what the new report shows, the latest one
being 1977. Instead of 6.3 million people 80 and over, we can probablv
expect about 8 million.
UNANTICIPATED ELDERs

The main point is that 1.7 million of the 3 million additional total
number of Americans 65 and over, that extra number will consist of
Americans 80 and older. Therefore, in any exercise by HEW and other
departments that deal with national accounts projections, the differential costs of supporting specific age components of the so-called 65plus population has to be taken into account. I think it is very misleading, for example, if we take the average cost of supporting each
person 65 and over as of 1975.
For example, Secretary Califano refers to medical cost data of $400
on the average per person 65 and over. It would be a mistake, looking
towards the future, so simply multiply that figure times the total
number of people 65 and over in order to try and estimate support
costs for that year 2000, because the age composition of the 65-plus
population is changing somewhat radically. I am assuming here that
the total support cost for each person 80 and over is going to be much
greater than, say, for those people 65 to 69.
Let me shift a little bit now to some other points. We have yet to
learn what the total real impact of recent legislation regarding the
shift in the allowable mandatory retirement age of 65 to 70 would be,
or what the real impact of the increase in the retirement incentive
from 1 to 3 percent will be on the upward age side of this policy issue.
I won't have time to present it here, but there is a supplementary
submittal on some research findings that we have been carrying out
at the American Institutes for Research with an AOA grant in two
cities of 1,000 people. We asked them one question: "To what extent
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will this new raise in the incentive to stay in the labor force make them
consider changing the age at which they retire?" The results were much
greater than I expected. About 35 percent said it would make them
consider changing their retirement age beyond 65 or were not sure.
I don't have time for the details right now, but it is in the total testimony submitted if I may submit that as part of the testimony.
Senator CHURCH. Yes; it will be entered into the record.'
Mr. SHEPPARD. I think the most important issue in all this is the
early retirement issue. When I say important, I refer partly to the
relationship of early retirement to the issue of supporting a disproportionately growing population of the very old, the truly dependent part
of the population-disproportionately growing because of demographic
and biomedical factors. The role of biomedical influences in that growth
rate of the very old is a very specific example of the results of our
Nation's progress in promoting the health conditions of Americans
long before they reach a very old age. If we continue to pursue the
goal of improving the health conditions of preelderly Americans-and
no one, I hope, can challenge that goal-we must be prepared to cope
with the ,full consequence of successful outcomes, and one of those
outcomes is an increase in life expectancy.
That might mean greater support costs for each of the very old
people who survived. If that is the case, then we have to consider
now -and in the short-term future, not to mention the long run, the
necessity and the desirability of at least stabilizing or at best raising
the age at which people retire in order to sustain or increase the total
working population needed to support, the costs of the truly aged
population.

Again, I want to mention that in the supplementary testimony,
referring to our current research, we asked a question that relates to
the alternative suggestion for solving some of the social security
fund problems, reducing the rate of increase in the number of people
retiring.
What I am dealing with is an issue for the Congress and the executive branch, and I find one of the best ways of setting forth that issue
is to quote from a 1976 report by the United Kingdom Department
of Health and Social Security. They deal with the issue of early
retirement, especially as one way of "solving" the unemployment:
problem in England. They say the following:
The question facing those who advocate a lower pension age is what priority

the government, representing the working population as well.as the retired,
should give to this cost [of providing an adequate income for men between 60
and 65].
COSTS OF EARLY RETIREMENT

In other words, early retirement costs the general economy something, and the benefits, such as the alleged increase in job opportunities
for the younger population; might not exceed those costs. Indeed,
the real resource costs involved must be reckoned with, including
the reduction of an economy's potential outp t due to early retirement patterns. It is even possible that the standard of living of the
remaining working population would have to be lower. After all,
the increased cost of early retirement has to be paid from a smaller,
national product.
'See'p..60.
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To be sure, we would be able to support a larger population of"

nonworking persons of all ages if we were to experience some miracle
in productivity increases, but so far there is little prospect for that..
Furthermore, the increased costs due to the required adjustments.
to a growing energy/resource squeeze only aggravate the productivity
issue.

An upward change in average retirement age might be in the
offing-ornat least a slowdown in the early retirement rate might be
emerging-as a result of the high and continuing inflation rate. We
have already heard about this in the Secretary's testimony. I don't
think we have any clear-cut empirical evidence on this, but I think it
is plausible to expect that workers reaching 60 or so today might
reason that they themselves would benefit from remaining in the.
paid labor force longer than previously planned.
This also gets reinforced to the degree that such individuals learn
about the increase in life expectancy. It means the earlier they retire,.
the more years they are going to have to face in retirement, and will
their income take care of it all. It may also be reinforced because of
the apparent health status level of future generations of the young:
old-a level, better than that of current and.past generations the sa e
size.

We already know that within the context of options for early retirement pensions, health status of workers is a powerful predictor of"
actual early retirement. We know that through the Department ofLabor's longitudinal studies. We might expect, therefore, that as health
status improves, and given the many other factors that I have men-*
tioned, the early retirement trend might be attenuated.
I have not dealt here with the argument that rising costs for supporting older Ainericans with no change in retirement age can be
offset by such developments as the rising labor force participation
rate of women, or by the notion that since we are having a smalleryouth population, the reduced cost in supporting the young will.
offset the cost of the older population. Suffice it to say, just in connec-tion with the young-offset argument that the fertility rate would have
to decline far more radically than appears likely in order to constitute
a fully 1-to-1 offset to the rising older population; and second, even if'
that were to take place, we still have a question of how much difference
that would mean as far as costs, not a body count, are concerned.
I do. want to comment at greater length, though, on one of the,
major themes expressed'by the Secretary in his statement on the
importance of the family. But I want to make my comments within.
the framework of demographic and biomedical developments that I.
have discussed so far. The fact that the very old are becoming an
increasingly greater proportion of the general older population is.
very relevant in this context. I, along with the Secretary, would reject
the notion that the family is disintegrating in America, or that fami-lies no longer care for their elderly members.
PRESSURES ON FAMILIES

But this may not necessarily mean that, over.themnext two decadces,
the adult children of especially the very old can be expected to provide.
direct services to their elderly relatives or to pay directly for thoseservices. I want to present some figures which can only serve as quan-titative clues as to the human side of the emerging problems. They-
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also point up, perhaps, the need to retain high proportions of the
60- to 64-year-old children of these very old persons in the labor force.
Back in 1960 when I was still with this committee, I started to
become interested for the first time in how large a percentage of
Americans 60 to 64 had parents still alive, as one indication of the
responsibilities of those on the verge of retirement or already in their
early retirement years. The most convenient way of estimating that
percentage is to take the total population. 80 and over and divide
that by the size of the population 60 to 64 years of age, as a rough
approximation of the number of very old parents and relatives that
the young old have.
In 1960, according to such an approach, there were 34 very old
persons for every 100 persons 60 to 64. Ten years later, this ratio had
'increased to 46. By 1980, it will probably be 52. By the end of the next
decade, by 1990, we can expect to find 63 very old persons for every
100 aged 60 to 64, and by the end of the century-assuming no
further "progress" in biomedical activities-the proportion will rise
to 79.
Keep in mind that in 1970 the proportion was only 46. Compare that
to the estimate for the year 2000, 79.
These kinds of statistics ought to provoke a lot of questions, and
especially some policy dilemmas. For example, can we really expect an
increasing proportion of Americans in their early sixties to take care of
their elderly relatives, especially if they themselves are retired? They
might have more time to provide such care, but what about the
expenses involved, particularly in relation to retirement income?
If we do witness an increase or stabilization of the labor force participation rate of persons 60 to 64,; will they, because of the time factor,
be able directly to provide those services?
Finally, assuming that much of the support costs for this population
of persons 80 and older-nearly 8 million by the year 2000-will be
borne by the total working population, might this not constitute a
motive on the part of the under-60 working population to keep older
workers in the labor force longer than is currently the case, as one way
of distributing over a wide population and sharing the collective
expenditures?
My concern over the past several years is that as a nation we can
assure our very old fellow citizens-those about 80 or older-of a
quality of retirement life that will not put them or the Nation to shame.
But that goal requiires a strong economic base, which implies a large
enough working population. I am suggesting here that we need now to
consider the need to include in that working population substantial
proportions of those age groups that are now defined as retirable.
Finally, if all the things I have been talking about here do lead to a
serious reevaluation of current retirement age policy-especially of
early retirement trends-we will need, furthermore, to do more in the
way of providing effective opportunities for middle-aged and older
workers to learn new skills and to be updated in their current ones.
So I am hoping, as a result, that both the Department-,of HEW and the
Department of Labor, along with Congress .and 'the.private:seC4or',
which we have not talked about much here today, that all of these
take the appropriate measures to develop programs for medicare
development.
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I think I better stop here, Mr. Chairman. I apologize for being so
long.
[The supplemental statement ol Mr. Sheppard follows:]
SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF HAROLD L. SHEPPARD

I want to submit to the committee some preliminary findings from the March
1978 phase of an ongoing longitudinal study of older workers by the Center on
Work and Aging of AIR, for the Administration on Aging. The study consists
of periodic interviews with nearly 1,000 workers or recent workers 40 to 69 years
old, in San Diego and Denver.
Some of the questions asked pertain to the major topics for these hearingsespecially on retirement age, and the future of the social security system, as well
as on the willingness of the public to accept the repsonsibility of supporting an
elderly population.
We do not claim that the two samples combined are strictly representative of
all workers in this age group, let alone representative of all Americans. But we
nevertheless think that the findings are worthy of attention.
First, after informing the respondents that people who retire after 65 can soon
increase their yearly social security benefits by 3 percent for each year they continue
to work after 65, we asked them if that percentage would be enough for them to
consider postponing their own retirement after 65. About one-fourth replied that
it would be enough. Another 12 percent could not make up their minds.
Second, nearly two-thirds approved of changing the mandatory retirement age
from 65 to 70. I should emphasize that the vast majority of the persons in the
sample were under the age of 55.
Third, there appears to be some misunderstanding of how retired worker benefits
are financed. For example, more than 40 percent have the mistaken notion that
the "social security taxes a worker now pays go into a fund to pay his own benefits
when he retires."
Fourth, more than three-fourths of the sample believe that the social security
system is in trouble.
Finally, we asked additional questions of this large group of men and women
who believe the system is in trouble, questions soliciting their approval or disapproval of four different suggested solutions to "the social security problem."
Nearly three-fifths approved of the idea of using the income tax as an additional
source of money for social security benefits.
Two-fifths approved of gradually raising the retirement age "to keep the niiimber
of retired people from rising so fast," a proportion higher than we expected.
Two-fifths also approved of raising the social security tax that workers now pay
"to keep the fund from going broke."
Only one-fourth approved of keeping social security benefits for people already
retired from rising so fast.
More than one-half approved of two or more of these possible solutions. This
group was then asked which solution they approved of most of all. The two most
favored solutions turned out to be the use of income taxes or general revenues
(33 percent); and the gradual raising of the retirement age (28 percent).
There are some very tentative conclusions one might be tempted to draw from
these findings. One conclusion might be that there is a general rejection of the
notion that workers already retired should be penalized, as far as benefits are
concerned, in any effort to solve the problem of financing social security.
At least in the age group covered in our survey, this suggests little in the way
of an alleged inter-generational conflict.
The notion of gradually raising retirement age to keep down the rate of increase
in the retired population-while rejected by 56 percent-nevertheless had a
sizeable .minority-41 percent-in favor of this alternative. The further fact
that nearly two-thirds of the total sample approve of raising the mandatory
retirement age to 70 may be a confirmation of a range of support for this suggestion
greater than many would have otherwise expected.
I stress these last few points primarily because I believe we are moving more
and more into an open public policy discussion about (1) the degree to which the
so-called younger working population-especially those under 60-should be
expected to support a growing population of older persons no longer in the work
force and who, at the same tife, are experiencing an unanticipated increase in
life expectancy; and about (2) the degree to which our economy and the government can actually afford the costs of our current early reitrement trend; and also
about (3) the degree to which older persons themselves-especially those 60 to
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469-may find it financially necessary and desirable to remain in the labor force
because of such factors as the high inflation rate, and an increased life expectancy.

Senator CHURCH. Thank you very much, Dr. Sheppard, for your
testimony.

The fact that there has been this trend toward earlier retirement
is or may be due to the kind of society in which we live-a society
in which work itself has so little appeal for many people. In earlier
times, many craftsmen took great pride in the work that they did.
There was an incentive to continue to work since it was an integral
and important part of the life of that person. Today, so much of the
work has become simply routine and uninteresting. Maybe that is
part of the reason why people look forward to retirement today and
would like to stop working as soon as it is feasible for them to do so.
I don't see that changing very much: Do you, in the years ahead,
given the nature of our society and the increasing use of the machine,
its replacement of the individual worker, the fast production techniques, the large corporation, and the feeling among so many people
that they are simply a wheel within a wheel within a wheel?
Mr. SHEPPARD. I certainly have to agree with you that there is a
high correlation between the nature of the work a person performs
and his or her desire to get the devil out of the work force and retire
earlier. I have done some empirical research on that myself, for example, and only found that among male blue-collar workers the
lower the quality of their work task-and we had ways of measuring
that-even among those under the age of 40, half of them said they
would, if they had enough money, retire immediately. I am talking
about people under the age of 40, so you are absolutely right in that
regard. But I don't know that the directions that we are going to be
goig in redesigning work and putting some quality into that worklife-I don't want to be too farfetched, but to the degree that all
the talk about improving the quality of worklife results in actual
change, I would say this would be some offset to the trend we are
talking about. I have been dealing primarily in my paper to recognize
the economic factors that might bring about change, despite the
psychological desire to get out.

TIR BABY Boom's PROGRESS
Senator CHURCH. I think Secretary Califano spoke of the baby
boom that followed the Second World War. In these projections, has
that phenomenon been taken into proper account? It seems to me that
most of the projections extend into the early part of the next century,
where we have this phenomenal enlargement of the elderly population
in proportion to the work force, but the projections don't extend beyond that period. I suppose it is accurate in regard to the baby boom
of the postwar years as kind of a pig in a poke. As the pig moves
through the pipeline, it diminishes very little. But there comes a time
when it leaves. I mean it disappears. Aren't these proportions going to
change again in favor of the work force to some degree?
I suppose what I am asking is: Are we taking into account in these
projection figures the fact that there will be an unusually large proportion of our population in the elderly category for a period of about
20 years, after which the proportions will began to decline again?
36-053-79--5
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Mt. SHEPPARD. Are we talking about 65 years after roughly 1945,
which brings us into 2010, when you are going to see, on the demographic side, this big bulge, these babies of all ages, as they go through
the process of getting to 65. They are not dying at the rate, say,
corresponding cohorts years ago would have died.
Senator CHURCH. True.
Mr. SHEPPARD. At the same time, we don't see yet any rise in the
fertility rate, which becomes important in answering your question.
Rioht now, I think we are below what we call the replacement rate.
Senator CHURCH. But when that group reaches that big bulge-at
65-it is going to remain a big bulge for only about 20 or 25 years.
Mr. SHEPPARD. Then it evens itself out.
Senator CHURCH. Because the baby boom has not lasted.
Mr. SHEPPARD. No.
Senator CHURCH. The present birth rate is down rather drastically
compared to what it was then.
Mr. SHEPPARD. Then the ratio might even itself out again, assuming
no other changes in these other phenomena, including early retirement
rates, and so on.
Senator CHURCH. Yes.
Mr. SHEPPARD. I don't want to worry now about the year 2050 or
2070. A lot of my concern has been about the next 20 or 30 years,
which brings us into the 21st century.
Senator CHURCH. Yes; I simply wanted to point out that the most
extreme figures we have seen may relate to a temporary condition,
not a permanent one.
Mr. SHEPPARD Rirht.
Senator CHURCH. Secretary Calif ano's staff person has informed the
committee staff that Secretary Califano's statement, on page 19, in
which he refers to new retirees age 65 have retirement income at
about 47 percent of the retirement income is in error. This 47-percent
figure refers only to social security benefits and not other retirement
income.
Senator Domenici.
Senator DOMENICI. First, I want to express my -appreciation for
your testimony. I know we have had a long morning, and maybe we
have not done it justice, but I think we are all aware, Dr. Sheppard,
of your tremendous endeavor and work in terms of employment policies for the elderly. As part and parcel of analyzing the issues that are
before us, we are talking about the social programs and the responsibility of government per se, and that there are no answers without
addressing the issue that you are so expert in.
Do you find any attitude change in the expectation of the younger
worker regarding retirement, inflation, social security, productivity,
those things which might have a real bearing upon a solution to the
problems or to compounding them?

M\1r. SHEPPARD. Well, there are some studies on the national basis
that are ooing on, for example, about confidence in the social security
system. It might be a lot of propaganda, direct or indirect, but there
has been a rising level of concern about the future of the social security
system, and especially among the young adult population.

03
CONCERN ABOUT SOCIAL SEcUtIrRiY
Certain segments of the younger population don't want be paying
now for the older people because they don't think they to
are going to
get anything when they retire, which I think is. an ominous trend. By
the way, we might blame the Social Security Administration-I am
going to get in trouble for saying this-for carrying out a very ineffective public education and information program as to the nature of
social security, what its benefits are, and so on. They should carry out
studies, first of all, to identify what I call the pockets or levels of
knowledge or ignorance and the levels of support for, and levels of
faith in, the system in order to pinpoint their marketing program, if I
can use those terms, and they have not been doing it.
When I made this comment once at a meeting, with-some social
security people present, they said: "What are you talking about?'
We publish 35 million pamphlets a year." I am very much concernecil
about that especially. We can say that social security is involved. i
still believe that law is based on consensus, and to the degree that
you have that consensus eroded we are in trouble.
Senator DoXMENICI. Yes.
Mr. SHEPPARD. It is a social contract and it has to be once more
built up.
SenatorCHuRc. Would you allow a comment there, please, Senator?
Senator DOMiENICI. Yes.
Senator CHURCH. The concern that I find among younger workers
who have been reading this criticism of the social security program
is quite different from the concern I find among the elderly. The
elderly wonder about, indeed, the criticism, and they worry whether
or not they will receive their next benefit check or whether the system
has gone bankrupt or will soon go bankrupt. I would hope that the
action of the Congress last year would tend to mitigate that feeling.
But among the younger people, I find the increasing belief that the
social security system is some kind of rip-off-a system in which they
will not receive anywhere near what they put into it. Many are concerned because they are forced to contribute to a system that they
would prefer not to be part of. They would prefer to take their money
and buy some kind of an annuity or some other retirement benefit.
I think social security has failed-perhaps all of us have failed-to
point out the many hidden benefits within the system that these young
people don't take into account-such as the wife and the Young
children are doing to be cared for if the worker is suddenly killed on
the job, and the medicare benefits that are associated with social
security. I certainly agree with Senator Domenici that the whole thing
must, be better explained to younger people because they are increasingly skeptical.
A4r. SHEPPARD. I. think in a survey that was published in the Journal
of Risk Insurance a year or so ago showed a fantastically low percentage of the sample who were not even aware'of survivors' benefits
I am convinced, without any proof now, that the greater the awareness
of the benefits, the greater the level of support there will be for social
security, and I would like to see somebody check that out.
Senator Do.NiENIci. Right at the end of your statement, you in;.
cicated that there was a role for the pirivate sector in terms of expandin- the effedtive opportunities for middle age and older Americans.'
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That has not been discussed very much today. Would you just elaborate on that, please?
GLENs TRy SOMETHING NEW"
Mr. SHEPPARD. This is one way of elaborating. There are some
sophisticated companies in the United States that have taken a look
at the aging of their work force, and have expressed a concern about
the possibilities of the so-called obsolescence or the plateauing of their
middle-aged employees, including the professional and technical people, especially. Instead of using the traditional approach of saying,
Jet's retire them early to solve that problem, recognizing all the things
that we have been discussing here today, they are saying let's try out
something new.
We will give an employee 6 months to a year to go off and get his
skills updated. If he wants to change his career line we will also pay
for that. Some of them have even talked about, in some of the advanced technology industry, being willing to set up an employee in a
business on a trial run and if it does not work out, bring him back
again. All of these are ways to keep that person utilized effectively.
Sometimes he will have the more popular option of having a "lateral"
transfer to a less difficult position.
I am trying to give you something innovative. I also think that
Congress might explore the results of, say, what France has been
doing for the last several years which consists, I think, and I have
not kept up with it, of a tax on all employers for such programs, who
then get a rebate to the degree that they have employees in such
programs for retraining, and so on. I am talking about midcareer age
people. I don't think with all the talk about inflation incentives from
the Government to employers could be advocated. I may be wrong
because that would be one more thing knocked down on the ground
of inflation, but what about the idea of a refundable tax if a company
provides such a progflram under certain conditions?
I am giving an on-the-top-of-my-head answer to your very important question, Senator. I wish I could give a more detailed answer.
Senator DOMENICI. Let me just ask you two more questions.
I would suspect that the very recent phenomenon of very high
inflation-which many Americans are beginning to think is never
going to return to the so-called good old ays-my hunch would be
that that would be an incentive to remain on the job. Anyone studying pension potential, whether it be social security or private, must
figure they are going to be better off working. Am I correct that this
may be an incentive to remain on the job beyond the previous retirement time?
Mr. SHEPPARD. You are correct to the degree that I am willing to
guess that will happen. As I said in my testimony, it is only plausible
to assume that. To the degree that people are inflation conscious,
and I don't know who is not these days, and if they are in good health
and they are in a somewhat satisfying job, they are weighing all
these variables that affect the early retirement decision.
Senator DOMENICI. Do you agree, basically, with the theme of
Secretary Califano's method, that we need the mix of the private
and public interest income maintenance programs for those who are
no longer supporting themselves, that one of the major problems is
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that they don't have any inspiration, that there is just a proliferation
of different plans?
CRACKs AMONG

TME PATCHWORK

Mr. SHEPPARD. I no longer can pretend to be an expert on it any
more because of the multiplicity of quilt work or patchwork is separate, somewhat overlapping, et cetera. et cetera, programs. I have
given up. You are absolutely right. Many people, at the same time,
fall between the cracks because there is not a total coordinated
approach.
Senator DOMIENICI. Your notion of involving the private sector
in some way to better utilize older people and keep them on longer,
would that have an ameliorating effect on the so-called underfunding
of private pension plans? Could it?
Mr. SHEPPARD. We dealt to some extent on that in our book,
"The Graying of Working America," and in certain types ot plans
that is definitely the case. We have had some pension fund managers
concerned about the rising costs of early retirement policies or trends
sometimes encouraged by the payroll management. So you can get in
a company a tension between two types of managers, a pension fund
manager saying to the payroll manager, "Don't you try to solve your
problems by dcumping them on my back." That is an analogy to what
is happening at the national level or public policy level.
Senator DOlIENici. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHURCH. Certainly, Senator Domenici.
I don't know whether you can answer this question or not but I
am rather curious to know whether private insurance programs
typically include a cost-of-living adjustment in the retirement benefit.
Mr. SHEPPARD. It is vary rare, and as you know, that would add
again more to the cost of certain retirement age patterns. The Bankers
Trust, every 5 years, does a study of how many corporate plans or a
percentage of them have those features still relatively low.
Senator CHURCH. What about private insurance annuity policies?
Are there many of those, or any of those to your knowledge, that
contain a cost-of-living adjustment?
Mr. SHEPPARD. I am not aware of any. That is another example
of why that so-called approach of having the young people put their
money in a private annuity just does not make sense.
Senator CHURCH. I know.
Mr. SHEPPARD. I would do it my self if I could, but it does not
make sense.
Senator CHURCH. This is something that is never taken into account
by these critical articles that condenm the social security system,
which point out the kinds of private annuities available and what
kinds of annuity they pay at retirement age, and so on.
Bill Oriol suggested it might be interesting if we brought many
young people who are critical of the social security program into a
hearing of this committee, either here or in the field, and let them prepare questions for the social security experts to answer. This is an
educational effort, and we could make a record of it here. It certainly
needs to be made.
Mr. SHEPPARD. Doing the work of the Social Security Administration.
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Senator CHURCH. They are not getting the message.
Mr. SHEPPARD. I know.
Senator CHURCH. And it needs to be clone.

Thank you very much.
Senator DOMENICI. I have five or six more questions that I will
submit, that you can answer at your leisure.
The growing population of over 80's, which you have been discussing,
from this Senator's standpoint, is a rather new dimension. Is there
any suggestion that we ought to have some program in terms of caring

for them, other than what we have for the so-called early retirees?
Mr. SHEPPARD. Well, I would not say they need anything special

except to keep in mind the service needs of the people now 80 and over.
If I am not mistaken, the nursing home population is made up of the
very old and that means that in the future, increasingly, some kind of
service that we associate with nursing homes will have to be expanded,
it is that type of program.
I am glad you picked up the point I was trying to make, that it has
been a neglected aspect of these changes. We cannot continually use
that sloppy category, 65 and over, any more. I would like to see the
Census Bureau and the Labor Department, or whatever, start having
finer distinctions. The numbers are getting bigger and the probelms
of the 65-year-old population are nothing those like of the 80- or 85year-old.
FAmLY TIES PERSIST
Senator DOMENICI. This question may not be in an area that you
are expert in, but both you and the Secretary mentioned the familyits responsibility and whether it has undergone some generic change.
I am most impressed with experts from all over the world who say it
really has not. Demographics and distance may be gradually changing,
but the willingness to care and love has remained rather consistent.
As one of our witnesses said at our international hearing last fall,
"What you are really noticing is that older people always love younger
people more than younger people love older people." That seems to be
something very natural, but that was also true in the "good old days."
If we're discussing sacrifice, an older person usually has a bigger heart,
but the willingness to help is also there among the young.
Do you have any suggestions as to what we might, as a matter of
policy, be doing to encourage families; I might say, to make it easier
for them in the present economic system? It is not all our job, but do
you have any ideas?
Mr. SHEPPARD. I am glad you posed it in terms of among those who

are willing, can't we make it easier for them?
Senator DOA1ENIC1. That is correct.
Mr. SHEPPARD. There are two types of cost they pay, time cost and
material cost. Sometimes time costs are greater and we have never
done much about developing part-time home health aides for the 80
and over. They need some kind of day care program. They don't all
have to be in nursing homes, but I want to say in this context that I
got a funny feeling that most of the thrust of our attention these days
is how do we get rid of nursing homes.
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I think we better start talking about how do we reduce the rate of
increase in these nursing homes between now and some future year.
We are not going to get rid of something that performs the function
today of a nursing home. The demographic reasons I gave earlier,
when I talked about the increasing proportion of people in their sixties
with very old parents, can be turned the other way. Decreasingly, the
very old will not have many children. That is the demographic framework, the thing which you have to think about in considering the role
of the family.
Senator DOIENICI. I don't know the answer to this; I should. Assume a couple wants to bring a practical nurse into a household to help
take care of either momma or grandma or grandpa. What is the tax
situation on that, do you know? We can find out.
'Mr. SHEPPARD. I am ignorant about that. I don't know what the
tax rate is that they are getting. The only thing I am aware of is if
you support an elderly parent at least 50 percent, a child would get
some exemption, but I am not certain about such items.
Senator CHURCH. You have to pay more than half of the total
support.
Senator DOiIENICI. I wonder if it might not be appropriate at this
point, Mr. Chairman, to ask our own staff to give us, for the record,
the next time we meet, a summary of the tax issues as they involve care
and maintenance of this family? I think this might be a good thing.
Senator CHURCH. I think it is a very good idea.
I would also like to point out that Sara Rix worked as a coauthor
with Dr. Sheppard on the book, "The Graying of Working America,"
from which we have taken a portion of the title for our hearings. I
believe she is in the room.
Sara, would you please stand up. I want to acknowledge your
presence. I compliment you on the excellence of this work.
Dr. Sheppard, thank you very much.
The hearings will continue tomorrow at 10 a.m. in this room.
[Whereupon, at 1:16 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at
10 a.m. Tuesday, July 18, 1978.1

APPENDIX
CORRESPONDENCE RELATED TO HEARING
ITEM 1. LETTER AND ENCLOSURE FROM SENATOR FRANK CHURCH, CHAIRMAN,
SENATE COMMITTEE ON AGING, TO HON. JOSEPH CALIFANO,1 SECRETARY,
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, DATED JULY 31, 1978
DEAR MR. SECRETARY: Your excellent statement was exactly the right beginning for our continuing hearings on "Retirement, Work, and Lifelong Learning."
I would like to thank you, once again, for giving us such a substantial and chal-

lenging overview presentation.

I have compiled a list of questions and requests either made at the hearing or
added since. We would like to have this additional material by September .5 for
inclusion in our hearing record. If it is not possible to give a final statement on any
individual matter, I would be glad to have an interim response indicating when the
additional information will become available.
With best wishes,
Sincerely,
FRANK CHURCH,
Chairman.

Enclosure.
QUESTIONS FOR SECRETARY JOSEPH CALIFANO

(1) The committee shares your concern about the trend toward earlier retirement. What positive and effective steps should be taken to counter this trend?
What should the Government's role be? In addition, what about members of
minority groups, so many of whom do not live long enough to reach present
social security eligibility ages?
(2) You pointed out, as this committee has on numerous occasions, that home
health care receives less than 1 percent of medicaid money. Medicare has a similarly low percentage. You call for an expansion of in-home services but warn that
costs and quality must remain under control. What is HEW doing to expedite
these services while harnessing costs and invitations to abuse?
(3) You placed appropriate emphasis on the role of health costs at our recent
hearings. If too large a part of retirement income goes for health costs, even with
medicare and medicaid, our older population will live in uncertainty and even
fear, as will the younger members of their families. I am concerned about your
listing, as one of the options for our thinking about a national health program for
all age groups, the alternative of creating a separate financing and delivery system
for long-term care. Do we run the risk, if we place that system outside of everything else in a health care system, of having a "separate but equal" type of
situation?
(4) What should be the role of education as the baby-boom children become
the adults of the "senior boom"? What should the role of the Office of Education
be in providing learning opportunities throughout life? What are your plans for
the Office of Lifelong Learning?
(5) Would you submit a detailed, written account of the totals used in your
statements and projections about the amount of budget funds allotted to older
Americans, including a breakdown on what is provided through trust funds, and
what is discretionary and what is not?
(6) Consumer prices increased 4.8 percent in 1976, 6.8 percent in 1977, and so
far this year they are rising at a rate of 9.8 percent. In its analyses of future
commitments for retirement income in this Nation, is HEW taking-such inflationary pressures adequately into account?
'See statement, p. 6.
(69)
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(7) What impact, if any, will raising the mandatory retirement age to 70 for
many workers in the private sector have on the social security system?
(8) Do you see any trends in our society now-such as the enactment of the
1978 Age Discrimination in Employment Act Amendments or the increase in the
delayed retirement credit form 1 percent to 3 percent per year for persons who
not receive social security benefits because they work after age 65-to counter
the drift toward earlier retirement?
(9) You will announce around the first of October what the 1979 inpatient
hospital deductible charge will be for medicare patients. What is the projection
at this time? What, if anything, can be done to hold down or put a ceiling on this
rapidly increasing charge, which is posing more of an onerous burden for millions
of older Americans.
(10) On page 7 of your testimony, you describe programs which pay out benefits to the elderly, including survivors and disability insurance. How much of
total expenditures from these two programs goes to people over 65, when compared
to total expenditures? Also, please give the totals paid for the other four programs.
(11) You have mentioned that the proportion of dependent children is likely
to decline as our population "ages." You have projections for increased spending
for the elderly. Do you have projections for spending for youth?
(12) In your testimony earlier this year on extending the Older Americans
Act, you endorsed a White House Conference on Aging in 1981. In view of the
very challenging statement you have made, do you think we should make special
efforts to gather data and take other actions steps to make this conference more
than just a discussion about developing policy? Would it be wise to have working
models in place of concepts to apply on a larger scale if the conferees and the
Administration and the Congress thought them worthwhile? For example, in
advance of the conference, could we not put in place, on a scale not yet achieved,
a pilot of the long-term care system you so vividly described?
(13) If our Nation decides to abolish poverty for older Americans, what would
be the most effective way to approach this goal? For example, should the emphasis
be on supplemental security income, social security, a combination of these
two programs, or some other approach?
ITEM 2. RESPONSE OF SECRETARY JOSEPH CALIFANO TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED
BY SENATOR FRANK CHURCH
Question. The committee shares your concern about the trend toward earlier
retirement. What positive and effective steps should be taken to counter this
trend? In addition, what about members of minority groups, so many of whom do
not live long enough to reach present social security eligibility age?
Response. The very existence of the social security program of course has had an
influence on when people retire. Since reduced benefits were made available as
early as age 62, more and more workels have been retiring early. However, to

provide some incentive for continuing employment, the social security law contains provisions that increase benefits of people who l emain in the work force past
age 65 or who return to work after their initial retirement. There are three mechanisms for increasing social security benefits because of additional work: (1) for
workers who have high relative earnings after age 65, benefits may be recomputed
to take account of these earnings, (2) a delayed retirement credit is provided for
workers who work past age 65 and who, though eligible for benefits, do not rereceive them, and (3) individuals who retire before age 65 and return to work for

periods before attaining age 65, earning sufficient amounts to ieduce their monthly
benefit for one or more months will have their benefit permanently increased to
reflect a later retirement date.
We are considering the broad issues of how to increase incentives for continued

employment past age 65. Unemployment benefits and social security disability

benefits are already available to people who are unable to find jobs or are too
disabled to work until age 65. After the turn of the century, a sharp change in
the ratio of workers to beneficiaries is projected. This would result in substantially higher costs to the system. With improvements in rates of mortality and
morbidity among the older population and the shrinkage in the relative size of the
working age population, there may well be additional opportunities for, and
interest in, continued employment among the aged. As a result, recent trends
toward early retirement might be reversed as these demographic shifts occur.
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It is true that black men and women have lower life expectancies than do
-white men and women. The average life expectancy at birth for males of black
and other minority races in 1975 was 63.6 years compared to 69.4 years for white
inales-an average difference of 5.8 years. For females the average at birth
-was 72.3 years for members of minority races compared to 77.2 years for white
females-an average difference of 4.9 years.
For persons who survive until middle-adulthood, the difference in life expectancy
-narrows considerably. Of persons aged 45, the life expectancy was 77.0 years for
members of black and other minority races and 79.8 for whites-a difference of
-2.S years. For all four groups, the average total life expectancies at age 45 are
well beyond the eligibility ages for retirement benefits under the social security
program. Thus, for adults who have had time to build up significant credits
toward retirement benefits, members of all four groups have reasonably good
probabilities of surviving until retirement age.
While the life expectancy of minority groups is shorter than that for others,
they get a better buy for their contribution dollar because of the greater tendency
-for minorities to receive survivorship and disability benefits. In 1976, for example,
members of black and other minority races made up the following proportions
of persons receiving old-age, disability, and young survivor benefits:
Old-age: 9.1 percent of retired workers and their dependents; 7.2 percent of
aged widows and widowers. Disability: 18.1 percent of disabled workers and their
dependents. Young survivors: 23.2 percent of the children of deceased workers;
22.5 percent of widowed mothers and fathers.
The entire range of issues relating to the social security retirement age and at
.What age social security benefits should first be payable is being extensively
studied by the current Advisory Council on Social Security. The final report of
the Council is due by October 1, 1979.
Question. You pointed out, as this committee has on numerous occasions, that
home health care receives less than 1 percent of medicaid money. Medicare has
a similarly low percentage. You call for an expansion of in-home services but
-warn that costs and quality must remain under control. What is HEW doing to
expedite these services while harnessing costs and invitations to abuse?
Response. We are quite concerned that aspects of the benefits and eligibility
structure of both medicare and medicaid have meant relatively low utilization
of home health benefits. HEW is completing a study of in-home care offered under
-titles XVIII, XIX, and XX of the Social Security Act. We have welcomed this
opportunity to look critically at the current system of home health delivery.
Our report will encompass a full analysis of the issues you raise and will contain
recommendations related to benefits, eligibility, program management, regulation,
and quality standards, etc. When the report is forwarded to Congress, which
will be very soon, we will provide a copy to the committee.
Question. You placed appropriate emphasis on the role of health costs at our
recent hearings. If too large a part of retirement income goes for health costs,
even with Medicare and Medicaid, our older population will live in uncertainty
and even fear, as will the younger members of their families. I am concerned about
your listing, as one of the options for our thinking about a national health program
for all age groups, the alternative of creating a separate financing and delivery
system for long-term care. Do we run the risk, if we place that system outside of
everything else in a health care system, of having a "separate but equal" type
of situation?
Response. Last fall when the National Health Insurance Advisory Committee
discussed the options for benefits to be covered by a comprehensive health plan,
they agreed that long-term care should not be included. While decisions about the
benefit package for a national health plan have not yet been made, we would like
to point out the following:
First, long-term care is not an "insurable" benefit in the classic sense. Most
who require it need care on a continuing and regular basis, thus making the
financing of long-term care inappropriate in an insurance mode, which is based
on statistical probability of needing a particular service.
Second, the long-term care system is in need of reform, and by merely transferring the costs currently provided through public programs to another payment
source, this much needed reform could be overlooked.
Finally, the chronic nature of long-term care disabilities means that it is a
costly service to provide, with high per-person costs. Some feel that including it
as an NHI benefit may result in inadequate funding and restricted use of the
benefit in order to accommodate services which benefit the entire population,
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rather than the portion who require continuing chronic care. Again, it should beemphasized that final decisions have not been made concerning the benefits to be
covered under NHI. We will take into consideration the comments of the Advisory
Committee and others who have communicated their views to us over the past
year.
Question. What should be the role of education as the baby-boom children
become the adults of the "senior boom"?
Response. That is a problem which we are continuing to study, especially with
the new authorizations in the Education Amendments of 1978 and through ourlifelong learning study.
As you may already know, the Federal government already provides several
programs of support for the education. of adults and older Americans through.
programs authorized by the Adult Education Act of 1966 (AEA), as amended,
and the Higher Education Act of 1965 (HEA), as amended.
The AEA was originally enacted in 1966 to expand educational opportunity and
encourage the establishment of programs of adult public education that would
enable all adults to continue their education to at least the level of completion ofsecondary school and make available the means to secure training that would
enable them to become more employable, productive, and responsible citizens. Ithas been amended in 1974, 1976, and again in 1978 in an effort to refine its purposes and attempt to ensure that its purposes are met. With the Education
Amendments of 1978, the following changes were made in the Adult EducationAct:
The statement of purposes was revised to include the purpose of enabling:
adults to acquire basic functional skills;
Eligible entities wete broadened to include public and private nonprofit agencies, organizations, and institutions;
The State plan requiremefts were modified to require improved needs assessment, provide for an expansion of delivery services for adult education requiring
greater consultation with outside groups in planning for programs, and require
efforts by the State to remove barriers to the participation in adult education
programs;
The research, development, and evaluation authority was broadened, and a.
clearinghouse authorized to improve the dissemination of information on adulteducation;
Appropriations were authorized at $210 million for fiscal year 1979, increasing
to $290 million for fiscal year 1983.
The program to enhance educational opportunities for Indians was extenderd
through fiscal year 1983; and
A new program was created to provide adult education for immigrants.
When the HEA was originally enacted in 1965, title I of the act (Community
Service and Continuing Education) authorized a program designed to assist the
people of the United States in solving community problems such as housing, poverty, government, recreation, employment, youth opportunities, transportation,.
health, and land use through a program of grants to states. Included in this program
was the use of extension and continuing education programs which provided educational opportunities to adults. In 1976, the act was amended to specifically
authorize a program of continuing education designed to provide postsecondary
educational opportunities to meet the educational needs and interests of adults,
including the expansion of available learning opportunities for adults who were
not adequately served by current educational offerings in their communities. In
addition, the 1976 amendments created a new program of lifelong learning which
included adult basic education, continuing education, independent study, agricultural education, business education and labor education, occupational education
and job training programs, parent education, postsecondary education, preretirement and education for older and retired people, remedial education, special
educational programs for groups or for individuals with special needs, and also
educational activities designed to upgrade occupational and professional skills,
to assist business, public agencies, and (ther organizations in the use of innovation
and research results, and to serve family needs and personal development. Among
the activities authorized by the new program was a clearinghouse function designed to identify, collect, and disseminate to educators and the public existing
and new information regarding lifelong learning and report on such findings. The
attached report on lifelong learning is the result of that review.
The report discusses some other approaches to learning for older adults as
follows:
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Independent home-based learning is a logical direction to explore for the older
:age groups since many of the elderly watch television and prefer to stay at home
in the evening. Mass media, correspondence courses, community outreach,
-educational brokering and counseling can be effective in increasing learning
opportunities for older persons.
With more older workers remaining in the workforce and/or changing jobs,
-employees and employers have much to gain if more job training opportunities
-are extended to older persons.
The learning needs of those who choose to retire from paid employment should
,not be neglected either. ACTION's Foster Grandparent Program is a good example of older persons using their experience and talent in community service.
Investments in preretirement training and in programs in which older persons can
use their experience and talent in community service benefits society as well as
the individual.
Fields of knowledge such as history, fine arts, and literature can also be
invaluable in helping older persons deal with the traumas of later years. Elderlhostel 1977, a summer "live-in-and-learn-in" program, enabled 4,500 older per*sons to move into dormitories in colleges throughout the country and to study such
subjects as theater arts, philosophy, and autobiography. Such pursuits help older
persons enhance their self-esteem, develop creativity and increase their sense of
control over the events of life.
Education for older people is sometimes challenged as a "frill" which cannot be
justified at a time when such pressing needs as health care, income maintenance
and crime prevention require attention. However, continuing education may be
one of the best ways to meet these needs and help solve major social problems.
For example, government expenditures for health care services are higher for this
age group than for any other. In order to limit these expenses, it would be logical
to pursue preventive health care and-self-help measures. Through health education programs that teach older persons to ward off illness through proper nutrition
and physical exercise and that teach heart patients, for example, to utilize selfcare techniques, the government may recognize cost savings. Many such programs
could become components of existing public health services. Further, the older
person is the target of robberies, muggings, and other crimes. A small percentage
of funding for law enforcement could be allotted to teach older people how to
avoid victimization, defend themselves successfully, and set up citizen ombudsmen
groups against crime.
Question. What should the role be of the Office of Education in providing
learning opportunities throughout life?
Response. With the increasing numbers and improved health of the older population, an Office of Education lifelong learning strategy that takes their problems
and potential into account should be directed toward the following goals:
Improved coordination of Federal efforts for older adults.
Coordination of education and aging networks at the State levels including the
State offices on aging, the cooperative extension service, public welfare offices
which administer Social Security, and membership organizations such as the
American Association of Retired Persons, the National Council of Senior Citizens,
and the Gray Panthers;
Research on the learning needs and patterns of older adults including the study
of how they learn best, what they want to learn, what motivates them to learn,
and how they can use their special abilities to contribute to society as well as help
themselves; and
Research on the learning needs and patterns of all minority group older adultsBlacks, Hispanics, native Americans, and Asians. As a result of the unique cultural
attributes of these minority groups, research on their diverse learning abilities
and needs merits additional study.
Question. What are your plans for the Office of Lifelong Learning?
Response. We have no plans for the Office of Lifelong Learning.
The 95th Congress did not appropriate the $5 million President Carter requested
for Lifelong Learning in his 1979 budget.
Further, the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Education is currently exploring ways to coordinate the Lifelong Learning program funded by the various
Federal agencies.
Question. Would you submit a detailed, written account of the totals used in
your statements and projections about the amount of budget funds allotted to
older Americans, including a breakdown on what is provided through trust funds,
and what is discretionary and what is not?
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Response. The figures used for the projections are contained in the attached
tables 1 through 6. The $350 billion figure quoted on page 69 of the transcript is
derived from the report and projections as cited in the footnotes of table 2. The
exact estimate from table 2 is $356.4 billion for the year 2010. Table 1 is a listing
of some major Federal programs that provide benfits and services to the elderly.
TABLE 1.-FEDERAL PROGRAMS PROVIDING BENEFITS TO THE ELDERLY

Program
Public Housing, sec.8 -HUD
Elderly foud stumps
Admiuistration on Aging
Unemployment iusurance
Housing fur the elderly und the bundicuppedTitle XX, Administruion fur Public ServiceCoast Guard retirement
Rental housing assistance, sec. 236-HUD
Title IX, Older Americans Act -Labor
Rent supplement -HUD
Employment servicesCETA and VI Block grntsFoster grundpareutElderly feeding
Foreign Service retirement -State
Cpital assistanceEmployee retirement income security -Labor
CETA I-

Agency

.

-776.0
Agriculture -561.0
HEW -508.8
Labor HUDHEW
-300.0
DOT-150.0
-140.7
-113.0
Labor -591.
do-54.5
HUD
ACTION -34.9
Agriculture -30.0
-27.3
DOT -25.0
-24
do-

I HEWhas data on the number of service units, but not the number of elderly served.

2Includes railroad
3Includes elderly and handicapped.
4 Retirees can retire after 20 yr active service regardless of age.
5 Recipients are 45 and older.
Number of volunteers.
7 Recipients are 55 and older,

1978 budget
outlays
(millions)

2 496. 3

335. 0

4155.4

8
39.0

0
20.8

Number
of elderly
served
2,201, 000
1,100, 000
1 NA
2 34, 800.
NA
NA
NA
343, 000NA
104, 000'
5 767
11,600
NA
616,250
395, 000
1,472
NA
NA
13,130o

TABLE 2.-GOVERNMENT PAYMENTS MADE ON BEHALF OF PERSONS
AGE 65 AND OVER
In billions of current dollars

Calendar
Year
1960
-9.9
1965
1970
1975
1977
1978
_
1979
1980
1981
----1982
----1983
1984
1985
1990
1995
2000
2005.
2010-----20152020 -2,667.3
2025 -3,945.9

HEW
programs
(includes
Black Lung
Civil service
Benefits)
retirement

14.8
32.5
65.4
84.0
94.3
105.9
117.8
130.4
143.9
157.9
173.4
189.8
287.4
427.0
604.9
845.4
1,214.7
1,793.1

0.4
.7
1.3
3.6
4.9
5.5
6.2
6.9
7.6
8.3
9.1
9.9
10.7
15.3
20.6
27.5
36.5
49.8
71.6
99.8
136.2

Railroad
retirement

Military
retirement
(based on
current
ratios)

0.8
.9
1.5
2.7
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.5
3.5
3.4
3.4
3.4
3.4
3.3
2.9
2.5
2.2
2.0
2.0
2.1
2.3

0.1
.7
.4
.7
.9
.9
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
2.0
2.7
3.5
4.5
5.7
7.2
9.2
11.7

In billions of 1978 dollars

Veterans'
benefits

Combined

1.6 .
2.3
2.5
3.3
3.7
4.6
4.8
4.9
5.1
5.3
5.6
6.7
7.0
9.2
10.0
9. 3
6.3
3.6
1.7
.5
.1

Note: Source of figures and comments (as assembled by Office of the Actuary, Social Security
Administration)-HEW programs-Based on current law using 1977trustees report assumptions;
Civil service-Derived from CSRSactuary's projection of nondisability benefits at all ages, based on
discussion as to age trends; Railroad retirement-Used RRretirement actuary's projection un-

12.8
18.8
38.2
75.7
96.6
108.5
121.2
134.2
147.8
162.1
177.3
194.8
212.4
317.2
463.2
647.7
894.9
1,275.8
1,875.6
2,778.9
4,096.2

HEW Civil service
programs
retirement
21.1
29.9
53.2
76.2
88.5
94.4
100.6
106.9
113.2
120.7
127.3
134.4
141.2
175.9
215.0
250.1
287.4
339.4
411.7
503.5
612.1

0.9
1.4
2.2
4.3
5.2
5.5
5.9
6.2
6.6
7.0
7.3
7.7
8.0
9.3
10.4
11.4
12.4
13.9
16.4
18.8
21.1

Railroad
retirement
1.7
1.9
2.5
3.1
3.3
3.2
3.0
3.1
3.0
2.9
2.38
2.7
2.6
2.0
1.4
1.0
.7
.6
.5
.4
.4

Military
retirement

Veterans'
benefits

0.2
.3
.6
.9
.9
.9
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.4
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.7
1.7
1.8

3.4
4.6
4.1
3.9
3.9
4.6
4.5
4.5
4.4
4.5
4.5
4.9
5.2
5.6
5.0
3.8
2.1
1.0
.4
.1
0

Combined
27.3
38.1
62. 6
88.4
101.8
108.6
115.0
121.7
128. 2
136.1
143.0
150.8
158.1
194.0
233.2
267.8
304.1
356.4
430.7
524.5
635.4

adjusted. Benefits after 1980 understated if present law is amended for inflation: Military retirement-Used DODactuary's projection unadjusted. Benefits after 1978 reflect current law and 5
percent annual pay increases; VA benefits-Includes health care pensions and insurance payments.
VA projection to year 2000 extended by SSA.
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TABLE 3.-GOVERNMENT PAYMENTS MADE ONBEHALF OFPERSONS AGE65 AND OVER
As percent of GNP

HEW
programs

Calendar year
1960 -1.96
1965 -2.15
1970 -3.29
1975-------19771978-4.43
1979-4.49
1980-4.54
-4.65
1981
1982-------1903
-- - 1984-5.00
1985 -5.13
199019952000 -------2005-------2010 -6.93
2015 -7.70
2020 -8.69
2025 -

4.28
4.42

4.79
4.89
5.62
6.08
6.33
5.50

9.78

Civil
Service
retirement
0.08
.10
.13
.24
.26
.26
.26
.26
.27
.28
.28
.29
.29
.30
.29
.29
.28
.28
.31
.33
.34

Railroad
retirement
0. 16
.14
.15
.17
16
.15
.14
.13
.12
I11
.11
.10
.09
.06
.04
.03
.02
.01
.01
.01
.01

Projections are billions
of current dollars

Military
retire- Veterans'
ment benefits Combined
0.01
.02
.04
.05
.05
.04
.04
.04
.04
.04
.04
.04
.04
.04
.04
.04
.03
.03
.03
.03
.03

0.31.
.33
.26
.21
.20
.21
.20
.19
.18
.18
.17
.18
.19
.18
.14
10
.05
.02
.01
.00
.00

2.52
2.74
3.87
4.95
5.09
5.09
5.13
5.16
5.26
5.40
5.49
5.61
5.74
6.20
6.59
6.77
6.88
7.28
8.05
9.06
10.15

GNP
$506.0
688.1
982.4
1,528.8
1,901.0
2,123.0
2,358.0
2,595.0
2,802.0
3,011. 0
3,230.0
3,459.0
3,703.0
5,114.0
7,029.0
9 564.0
13,007.0
17,520.0
23,300.0
30,679.0
40,350.0

Defense
outlays
(fiscal
years)

CPI
deflator

$44.3
48.5
78.6
85.6
97.5
107.6
117.8
123.3
128.4
133.6
138.8
144.4
150.2
182.8
222.3
270.8
329.1
400.4
487.2
592.7
721.1

0.466
.496
.611
.846
.949
1.000
1.053
1.102
1.148
1.194
1.241
1.291
1,343
1.634
1,987
2.418
2.942
3.579
4.355
5.298
6.446

Note: GNP projected in proportion to taxable payroll for medicare. Defense outlays projected in proportion to CPI assumed alter 1979.
TABLE 4.-GOVERNMENT PAYMENTS MADE ONBEHALF OF PERSONS AGE65 AND OVER
[in billions of current dollarsl
Calendar
year

OASDI

Hi

1960
.
1965
1970
1975
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
.
1982
1983
1984
1985 .
1990
1995 ..
2000 ---2005 ,.
2010
2015
20202025-

8.8
13.5
22.5
46.5
58.5
64.7
71.7
78.6
85. 7
93.2
100.6
108.7
117.3
162.8
225.3
303.3
410.7
587.4
887.6
1,360.1
2,058.4

5.2
10.3
14.3
16.7
19.4
22.4
25.6
29.1
32.8
37.0
41.5
70.7
115.0
177.7
255.8
368.4
530.5
763.9
1,100.0

SMI
-------

2.0
3.8
5.5
6.5
7.6
8.8
10.1
11.7
13.4
15.3
17.4
31.6
51.2
71.3
103.7
150.9
219.4
319.0
464.0

Federal
medicaid

1.5
2.9
4.1
4.8
5.6
6.4
7.4
8.4
9.5
10.8
12.1
21.1
34.3
51L4
74.2
107.1
154.7
223.4
322.6

SSI

Special aged
72 benefits

1. 1
1.3
11.2
1.8
1.8
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.5 1.5 1.3 1.3 1.2-------.9
.9 .9 .9 .9 -

----0.3
.2
.2
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
-.
-.
-.
-.
-7
-7
-.
-.

Black
lung

0.1
.6
.7
.7
.7
.8
.8
.8
.8
9
9
9
8
.8
.8
7
6

l For years 1960-70 payments in SSIcolumn represent those made under Older Americans Act program.

Combined
9.9
14.8
32.5
65.4
84.0
94.3
105.9
117.8
130.4
143.9
157.9
173.4
189.8
287.4
427.0
604.9
845.4
1,214.7
1,793.1
2,667.3
3,945.9
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TABLE 5.-GOVERNMENT PAYMENTS. MADE ON BEHALF OF PERSONS
AGE65-AND OVER
[In billions of 1978 dollars]
Calendar
year

OASDI

1960
1965
1970
:
1975
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985 -87.3
19901995
2000
2005
2010
2015
2020
2025--. ---a

18.7
27. 2
36.8
55.0
61.6
64.7
68.1
71.3
74.7
78.1
81.1
84.2
99.6
113.4
125.4
139.6
164.1
203.8
256.7
319.3

HI

--

SMI

Federal
medicaid

3.3
4.5
5.8
6.5
7.2
8.0
8.8
9.8
10.8
11.9
12.9
19.3
25.8
29.5
35.3
42.2
50.4
60.2
72.0

2.5
3.4
4.3
4.8
5.3
5.8
6.4
7.0
7.7
8.:4
9.0
12.9
17.3
21.2
25.2
29.9
35.5
42.2
50.0

---8.6
12.2
15.0
16.7
18.4
20.3.
22.3
24.4
26.5
28.7
30.9
43.3
57.9
73.5
87.0
102.9
121.8
144.2
170.7

S ecial aged .

Black
lung

SSI[.2 benefits

.12.4
--2.7
--'2.0
0.6
2.1
.4
1.8
.2
1.7
.1
1.6
.1
1.5
.1
1.4
.1
1.3
.1
1.2
.1
1.2-.
. 1.1-.8 --.
.6
-.5
--.3
--.3
--.2-.2
--.I
---

.

Combined
21. 1
29.9
53.2
7.62
. 88.5
94.4
100.6
106.9
113.2
120.7
127.3
134.4
141.2
175.9
215. 0
250. 1
287. 4
239. 4
411.7
503. 5
612. 1

0.2
.7
.7
.7
.7
.7
.7
.8
.6
.7
.7
6
.4
.3
.3
.2
.2
1
1

For years 1960-1970 payments in SSI column represent payments under Older Americans Act program.
TABLE 6.-GOVERNMENT PAYMENTS MADE ON BEHALF OF PERSONS AGE65 AND OVER
[As Percent of GNPI

Calendar
year
1960
.
1965
.
1970
..
1975
1977
:
1978
1979.....
1980
.
1981
.
1982 1983
.
1984
.
1985 ...
1990 .
1995
2000 ....
2005 ---2010
2015
2020
2025
.

OASDI

Hi

SMI

1.74 -------------------------- 1.96 --22.29
29
0.53
-020
3.04
.68
.25
3.08
.75
.29
3...
.05
.78
.30
3.04
.82
.32
3.03
...
.86
.34
3.06
...
.91
.36
3.10
.97
.39
3.11
.
1.02
.41
3.14
1.07
.44
3.17
1.12
.47
3.18
1.38
.62
3...
.20
1.64
73
3.17
1.86
3.16
1.97
.80
3.35
2.10
.86
3.81 2.28 . 28
.94
4.43
2.49
1.04
5.10
2.74
1.15

Federal
medicaid
--

S ecial aged
SSI T2ebenefits

Black
lung

I0.22 ---------------- - --'-.19 -0.15 .
12
0.03
0.01
.19
.12
.01
.04
.21
.09
.01
.04
.22
.08.03
.24
.07 ----.-03
.25
.06 ----.-03
.26
.06 ----.-03
.28
.05 --------- .03
.30
.05 .02
.31
.04 ------ .03
.33
.04 --------.
02
.41
.03 ------.
02
.49
.02 .01
.54
.75
.01 -01
.57
.01------.-01
.61
.66 ---------.73 .......--.80
-

Combined
1.96
2.15
3.29
4.28
4.42
4.43
4.49
4.54
4.65
4.79
4.89
5.00
5.13
5.62
6.08
6.33
6.51
6.92
7.69
8.69
9.78

1 Under Older Americans Act program.

Question. Consumer prices increased 4.8 percent in 1976, 6.8 percent in 1977,
and so far this year they are rising at a rate of 9.8 percent. In its analyses of future
commitments for retirement income in this Nation, is HEW taking such inflationary pressures adequately into account?
Response. It is true that in recent years the rate of increase in the Consumer
Price Index (CPI) has been well above the average annual rate of 4 percent per
year that is assumed for purposes of long-range cost estimates for the social
security program. While it is difficult to know what the future holds with respect
to economic factors, we can make assumptions about the future course of the
CPI based on current understanding of economic behavior.

36-053-79-6
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The average annual rate of price increases of 4 percent per year that is used
over the long range in the intermediate set of assumptions in the 1978 Trustees'
Report is slightly higher than the actual average annual rate of increase over the
last 30 years of 3.4 percent. It is assumed that the current high rate of increase
in the CPI will gradually decline and will average out to about 4 percent after
1985. The 4-percent level was selected because the trend over the last 65 years
indicates a tendency for the rate of increase in the CPI to increase slowly with
time. The current outlook does not support a cessation or reversal of this tendency.
At the same time, the high rates of increase in the CPI that we have experienced
in recent years are not expected to continue over the long range.
The ultimate percentage increases in the average annual CPI of 3 percent under
the more optimistic assumptions in the Trustee's Report (Alternative I) and 5
percent under the moie pessimistic assumptions (Alternative III) were chosen
to be 1 percentage point lower and higher, respectively, than the 4 percent used
in Alternative II. It should be noted, though, that along with a 5-percent increase
in the CPI, Alternative III also assumes that there would be a corresponding
increase in covered wages of 6%4 percent per year, which would increase the income
to the program.
As a result of the 1977 Social Security Amendments, the assumptions as to
future increases in average wages and in the CPI have considerably less influence
on the actuarial balance of the trust funds-and, therefore on long-range financial
nommitments-than was previously the case. This is mainly because of the new
method of benefit calculation which removes the double indexing of future benefits
to both average wages and the CPI. Under the prior law, future benefit levels reflected increases in both prices and wages, and, as a result, program expenditures
were highly sensitive to changes in either of these factors.
Question. What impact, if any, will raising the mandatory retirement age to 70
for many workers in the private sector have on the social security system?
Response. It is expected that some workers who were forced to retire because
their employers had a mandatory retirement age below 70 (usually age 65) will
continue to work. The 1978 Report of the Trustees of the Social Security Trust
Funds assumes that increasing the mandatory retirement age to 70 will result in a
long-range saving of 0.08 percent of taxable payroll.
Eventually the additional number of persons who will be working past age 65
would reach 150,000 to 200,000 because of the change in mandatory retirement
age.
Question. Do you see any trends in our society now-such as the enactment of
the 1978 Age Discrimination in Employment Act Amendments or the increase in
the delayed retirement credits from 1 percent to 3 percent per year for persons who
dlo not receive social security benefits because they work after age 65-to counter
the drift toward earlier retirement?
Response. Possibly, although the evidence is not in yet. However, as mentioned
in the response to question 7, because of the enactment of the 1978 Age Discrimination in Employment Act, in the future some workers will apply for social security
benefits later than they otherwise would have, which is expected to result in a small
long-range saving to the plrogram.
Regarding the current situation, the sharp increase in the retirement rate of older
men has occurred at a time when the size of the adult workforce has been expanding
rapidly. Both the movement of women into the paid workforce and the sharp
increase in the number of young workers born during the post-war baby boom have
brought dramatic increases in the size of the active workforce in spite of the declining employment of older men.
With the supply of younger workers increasing rapidly, both workers and employers have seen their interests served by pension options that permit or encourage early retirement of older workers. In recent decades both private and
public retirement policies have been altered so as to permit or even encourage the
early retirement of older workers. Private pension plan initiatives in this area are
significant. Mandatory retirement policies, which typically called for retirement
at 65, have received a great deal of attention. Perhaps even more important in the
private pension sector has been the liberalization of early pension options. Research has shown that early retirees under social security were far more likely to
leave their jobs willingly when they had early pensions to combine with their
reduced social security benefits.
Today practically all workers covered by pension plans have some type of early
retirement provision in their plan. The qualifying conditions for early pensions
have also been relaxed. In the past employer consent was usually required, but is
rare today. The length of service and age requirements for early pensions have also
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been lowered, and the amounts by which early.pensions are reduced (if at all)
are typically less than the actuarial equivalent to take account of the longer period
over which they are payable.
As the demographic picture changes and the supply of younger workers increases
more slowly, both workers and employers may see their interests better served by
employment policies that help to prolong the work life. Thus, in future years we
may see a shift from the expansion of early pension options toward employment
policies that help to prevent skill obsolescence and to make work settings more
attractive to older workers. Such a shift could he an important factor in countering
the continued trend toward earlier retirement.
Question. You will announce around the first of October what the 1979 inpatient
hospital deductible charge will be for Medicare patients. What is the projection
at this time? What, if anything, can be done to hold down or put a ceiling on this
rapidly increasing charge, which is posing more of an onerous burden for millions
of older Americans?
Response. As you know, the Secretary of HEW is required by law to review the
hospital cost experience of Medicare beneficiaries each year and to adjust the
inpatient hospital deductible amount according to a specific formula in the Social
Sectirity Act. Under the formula the inpatient hospital deductible amount for
1979 will be based on the rate of increase in hospital costs over the period
from the start of the Medicare plograim through 1977. The inpatient hospital
deductible will lie increased to $1 (30 for 1979, an increase of more than 11 percent
over the $144 deductible amount now in effect.
Because the formula used to determine the deductible fullv reflects the rate of
increase in hospital costs (a rate which has increased much faster than the cost of
living generally) the financial burden of the deductible on aged and disabled
medicare beneficiaries who need hospital care has increased much faster than
improvements in beneficiary incomes. I am convinced that the best w~vy to reduce
this burden on our- medicaid population is through the enactment of legislation
which will effectively deal with the spiraling costs of hospital care. Inr my view,
implementation of a hospital cost containment program similar to the plan submitted to the Congress by President Carter 18 months ago is the only responsible
way to reduce excessive annual increases in hospital costs and thereby to reduce
the inpatient hospital deductible amount which medicare patients must pay.
Questions. On page 7 of your testimony, you describe programs which pay out
benefits to the elderly, including survivors and disability insurance. How muich of
total expenditures from these two programs goes to people over (5, when compared
to total expenditures? Also, please give the totals paid for the other four programns.

Response. Based on fiscal year 1978 data, the following table presents the amoulnt

and proportion of benefits for persons 65 years and older under the various
programs:
Benefits As a percent of
for persons
total benefit
65 years dollars under
and older
program
(in billions)
(in percent)

Program
OASDI -$
Old-age insurance -49.1
Survivors insuranceDisability insurance
Medicare-..
Medicaid ----------Blacb lung ----------

62.7
213.5
(3)

...-----.....------.......--------....--- .7

21. 5
3.6

69.1
49.1
58.7
.3
87.3
36.4
72. 2

a Total benefit payments to retired workers and dependents include payments to retired workers aged 62-64 receiving
reduced benefits and to dependents under age 65. Dependents under age 65 include spouses aged 62-64 receiving reduced
benefits, children, anri their mothers under age 62.
2Benefit payments to survivors aged 65and over consist of payments to aged widows and aged dependent pareats.
3 Less than $50B000,000.
The only persons aged 65 and over receiving benefit payments are spouses of workers under
age65.

Question. You have mentioned that the proportion of dependent children is
likely to decline as our population "ages." You have projections for increased
spending for the elderly. Do you have projections for spending for youth?
Response. Future spending for the young under the social security program is
estimated to be an average 0.66 percent of taxable payroll. Future AFDC expenditures are projected only for 5 years thus precluding any meaningful cornparison with the long-range projections supplied for spending on the aged.
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Additional data related to the question of future spending for the young is
included in a paper by Professors Robert Clark (North Carolina' State University)
and Joseph Spengler (Duke University) entitled: "Changing Demography and
Dependency Costs: The Implications of New Dependency Ratios and Their
Composition." Clark and Spengler provide data on Federal expenditures for
health, education, and income maintenance programs, and State and local education expenses, and categorize them according to age group of dependent. Based'
on these data and assuming replacement level fertility and annual average immigration of 400,000, public dependency costs as a percent of the gross national
product are expected to drop slightly for youths' over the next 75 years (from
5.2 percent to 3.8 percent), while those for the elderly are expected to rise (from
4.7 percent to 7.3 percent).
The three attached tables provide projections for spending for the young and
the elderly, and data on future OASDI child beneficiaries. Table 1, which is
based on the Clark and Spengler data mentioned above, shows government
expenditures for young dependents up to age 18 and for aged dependents age
65 and over for 1974 and future years. It should be noted that the largest part of
dependency costs for children is met through private, rather than public means.
Private expenditures arc not taken into account in any of the data above or in
Table 1.
Tables 2 and 3 show the projected increases in child OASI and DI beneficiaries,
respectively, over the next 75 years under the three alternative sets of economic
assumptions in the 1978 Annual Report of the Board of Trustees of the Federal
OASDI Trust Funds.
TABLE 1.-DEPENDENCY COSTSFOR1974AND FUTUREYEARS'
[Dollars in billions;
1974
Gross national product (GNP)2'
-$..
Expenditures on youths
-$72.9
Percent GNP used to finance benefits to
children (percent)-5.
Expenditures on elderly-67.0
Percent GNPusedto finance benefits to
elderly (percent). -4.7
Total dependency costs as percent of
GNP (percent) -9.9

1990

2000

2025

$1,413.2

$2,279.7

$2,976.8

$5,576.6
$216.7

2

4.2
$121.9

4.3
$157.1

3.9
$405.2

$95.6

$127.1

5.3

5.3

7.3

9.5

9.6

11.2

2050

$9,719.3
$373.3

3.8
$708.3
7.3
11.1

' This table is derived from Robert Clark and Joseph Spengler, "Changing Demography and Dependency Costs: The
Implications of New Dependency Ratios 2nd Their Composition," in "Income and Aging: Progranms
and Prospects for
the Elderly,'' edited by Barbara Hereog,
Human Science Press, New York, 1978, p. 76. Dependency costs are expressed
as a percentage of GNP rather than of disposable personal income.
2 Estimate of GNPbased on Clark and Spengler's projections of disposable personal income (DPI) and assumption
that DPI comprises 0.685 of full-employment GNP (in accordance with postwar experience).
TABLE 2.-OASI BENEFICIARIES WITH MONTHLY BENEFITS IN CURRENT-PAYMENT STATUS UNDER ALTERNATIVES
1, 11,AND III, AS OFJUNE 30
[In thousands)
Retired workers and dependents
Wives
and
Old age husbands

Calendar year
Actual data:
1970
1971

1972

1973
1974
1975

1976
1977
Alternative I:
1980

1985
1990
2000

2005
2010

.
.

- - .--- - - - .
.
.

.---.
.

- - -.--- - - - - -.--- - - .

- - -.--- - - - - -.--- - - -

Children

Survivors of deceased workers
Mothers
and
fathers

Children

Widows
and
widowers

Parents

Total

13,066
13,604
14, 811
14,880
15,589
16,210
16,789
17,380

2,561
2,673
2,706
2,756
2,806
2,836
2,867
2,899

535
556
578
602
619
633
674
655

514
523
536
548
565
568
576
573

2,673
2,745
2,847
2,887
2,908
2,905
2,876
2,859

3,151
3,287
3,433
3, 575
3,706
3,823
3,838
4,042

29
28
27
25
24
22
21
19

22, 619
23, 416
24,308
25. 273
26,217
26,997
27, 741
38, 427

19,293
22, 104
25,008
26, 664
27, 549
29, 004
32, 109

3,054
3,106
3,170
3,114
3, 040
2,920
2,975

708
751
585
363
379
431
521

595
636
527
606
662
679
676

2 791
2:597
2,439
2,557
2,749
2,850
2,875

4 440
4:970
4,203
4,103
4, 043
3,851
3,800

15
10
7
7
7
7
7

30, 896
34, 174
35,859
37, 414
38, 429
39, 742
42, 963
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TABLE 2.-OASI BENEFICIARIES WITH MONTHLY BENEFITS IN CURRENT-PAYMENT STATUS UNDER
ALTERNATIVES 1, 11,AND Ill, ASOF JUNE 3D-Continued
[In thousands]
Survivors of deceased workers

Retired workers and dependents

Calendar year
-Alternative I-Continued
2015 .--2020B---- ------2025 ----------52,
2030 ------2035 ---2040 2045 2050 2055 .Alternative II:
1980
1985 1990 1995 20800---- ------2805-----------2010
2015
2020
2025
2030 ----------2035
2040-----------2045
2050 205
-.Alternative Ill:
1980 1985 1990
1995 2000 2005 2010-----------2015
---2020------2025 2030 -54,
2035 -53,
2040 2045 2050'--------------2055------------

Wives
and
Oldage hushands

Mothers
and
fathera

I
Children

Widows
and
Children widowera Parents

Total

37,056
43, 688
49,022
828
54,168
53,717
53, 581
54, 808
56,674

3,080
3,203
3,274
3,154
3,058
2,854
2,825
2,972
3,183

639
760
843
844
807
768
777
829
875

678
687
697
707
720
744
773
795
812

2,899
2,986
3,105
3,200
3,269
3,326
3,422
3,535
3,642

3,602
3,417
3,280
3,200
3,118
2,971
2,837
2,676
2,660

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

47,961
54, 148
60, 228
63,940
65, 147
64, 387
64 222
65, 622
67, 853

19,296
22, 119
25, 024
26, 682
27,569
29, 029
32,139
37, 090
43, 127
49,063
52,867
54,203
53,750
53,458
54,155
55,187

3,054
3,108
3, 172
3 115
3,043
2,919
2,976
3,082
3,207
3,287
3,190
3,126
2,940
2,889
2,964
3,100

708
750
506
364
380
412
499
600
700
762
762
729
693
698
730
756

595
636
525
595
640
651
645
643
642
641
642
646
656
669
677
682

2,791
2,593
2,414
2,486
2,613
2,656
2,641
2,626
2,660
2,718
2,755
2,771
2,776
2,813
2,860
2,902

4,440
4,970
4,203
4,103
4,043
3,851
3,799
3,600
3,411
3,271
3,189
3,110
2,955
2,794
2,585
2,485

15
10
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

30, 899
34, 186
35, 851
37, 352
38,
295
39 525
42, 706
47, 648
53, 754
59,749
63, 412
64,592
63,
777
63, 328
63, 978
65,119

19,344
22,134
25, 041
26, 697
27, 587
29, 052
32,168
37,129
43,172
49, 108
52,907
242
786
53,181
52,809
52, 167

3,062
3,110
3,172
3,118
3,045
2,917
2,9975
3,081
3,219
3,328
3,275
3,276
3,124
3,015
2,962
.2,937

710
748
507
365
371
384
443
507
579
631
631
603
574
569
573
566

595
636
517
573
595
593
582
571
557
537
519
506
496
488
478
465

2 790
2,585
2,358
2,345
2,342
2,271
2,180
2,100
2,055
2,015
1,963
1,9808
1,852
1,812
1,778
1,743

4,440
4,970
4,203
4,103
4,043
3,851
3,797
3,594
3,400
3,252
3,166
3,091
2,985
2,858
2,690
2,624

15
10
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

30, 956
34, 193
35, 805
37,208
37,990
39, 075
42, 152
46,989
52,
989
58, 878
62,468
63, 633
62, 824
61,
930
61 297
60, 509

Note: Alternatives 1,11,and Ill and the 3 sets of economic and demographic assumptions used in the 1978OASDI
Trustees Report. Alternatives I and III may be respectively characterized as more "optimistic" and "pessimistic" than
alternative 1I.
TABLE 3.-DI BENEFICIARIES WITH MONTHLY BENEFITS IN CURRENT-PAYMENT STATUS UNDER ALTERNATIVES
1, 11,AND III, AS OF JUNE 30
[in thousands
Calendar year
.Actual data:
1970.
1971.-- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - 1972.-- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - 1973.-- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - 1974.-- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - 1975
---------------1976
---------------1977.-- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -Alternative
I:
1980.-- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - 1985
---------------------1990 ---------------------1995.-- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - 2000 ---------------------2005 ---------------------2010 ---------------------2015.-- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - .2020.-- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - 36J-053-794-7-

Wives and
husbands

Children

Total

1, 436
1, 561
1,737
1,925
2, 098
2,363
2, 602
2,755

271
293
327
364
391
429
468
482

861
934
1,028
1,127
1,203
1,333
1, 462
1,496

2, 568
2, 788
3,092
3,416
3,692
4,125
4, 532
4,733

3,248
4,031
4,696
5,458
6, 413
7, 457
8, 310
8,777
8, 860

535
578
732
844
965
1, 092
1,192
1, 225
1,234

1,641
1, 733
1, 863
1, 953
2, 109
2, 362
2, 661
2, 929
3,132

5,424
6,342
7,291
8, 255
9,487
10, 911
12, 163
12, 931
13, 226

Workers
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TABLE 3.- Dl BENEFICIARIES WITH MONTHLY BENEFITS IN CURRENT-PAYMENT STATUS UNDER
ALTERNATIVES 1, 11,AND 111,AS OF JUNE 30-Continued
lin thousandsl
Calendar year
Alternative I-Continued
2025 2030 :2035 -8,407
204020452050 -9,541
2055Alternative 1
1980-3,
1985-19901995
--2000-6,415
2005-7,
20102015-8,
2020 -8,
2025 -8,523
2030-8
2035-8,
2040-8,390
2045-8,675
2050 -8,792
2055Alternative Ill:
1980-3,273
1985
-4,
1990-4,725
1995-5,468
2000 -6,415
2005 -7,
2010 -8,278
2015 -8,
2020 -8,712
2025 -8,347
2030 -7,
2035 -7,677
2040-7,625
2045-7,551
2050-7,
2055-7,107

Workers

8,612
8,341
8,782
9,252
9,68

-

249
4,040
4709
5,465
455
8,299
750
811
190
161

8,793
049

447
702
895

350

Wives and
husbands

1,225
1,207
1,224
1,263
1,326
1,368
1,397

Children

Total

535
579
734
844
966
1,086
1,175
1,203
1,203
1,188
1,158
1,159
1,178
1,209
1,227
1,237

3,175
3,093
3,097
3,214
3,405
3,529
3,591
'
1,641
1,737
1,868
1,935
2,058
2,257
2,492
2,700
2,829
2,811
2,692
2,650
2,708
2,819
2,873
2,877

13,012
12 641
12:728
13,259
13,983
14,438
14,670
5,425
6,356
7,311
8,244
9,439
10,798
11,966
12,653
12,843
12,522
12,040
11,970
12,276
12,703
12,892
12,907

535
580
735
845
965
1,070
1,142
1,151
1,140
1,112
1,065
1,035
1,009
990
966
946

1,653
1,741
1,869
1,897
1,946
2,043
2,154
2,234
2,248
2,139
1,966
1,866
1,835
1,833
1,801
1,748

5 461
6:370
7,329
8,210
9,326
10,560
11,574
12,087
12,100
11,598
10,926
10,578
10,469
10,374
10,117
9,801

Note: Alternatives 1,11,and III are the 3 sets of economic and demographic assumptions used in the 1978OASDI
Trustees Report. Alternatives I and Ill may be respectively characterized as more "optimistic" and "pessimistic" than
alternative II.

Question. In your testimony earlier this year on extending the Older Americans
Act, you endorsed a White House Conference on Aging in 1981. In view of the
very challenging statement you have made, do you think we should make special
efforts to gather data and take other action steps to make this conference more
than just a discussion about developing policy? Would it be wise to have working
models in place of concepts to apply on a larger scale if the conferees and the
Administration and the Congress thought them worthwhile? For example, in
advance of the conference, could we not put in place, on a scale not yet achieved,
a pilot of the long-term care system you so vividly described?
Response. Because the elderly are increasing both in absolute numbers, and as
a proportion of the Nation's population, steps are being taken now to meet the
wide range of needs which older persons in varying circumstances will confront in
the future.
The Administration on Aging has launched a new initiative which, when fully
implemented, will enable AoA to more adequately address the needs of the increasing numbers of older persons. The development of focal points in the community
for the coordinated delivery of necessary services to the elderly is a major initiative
within AoA. These services are designed to enable the elderly to remain in their
own homes for as long as possible through the development of a comprehensive
long-term services system at the community level.
This initiative is reflected in the fiscal year 1978 guidelines for research and
demonstration projects funded by AoA. These projects will promote the development of comprehensive and coordinated community-based services with particular
emphasis on services to sustain older persons in greatest economic or social need
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in their own homes or in the least restrictive setting. The issues to be addressed
by researchers include: the factors which affect the selection of long-term alternatives of care for older persons; the effects of reimbursement methods on the supply
and quality of community-based services for older persons; and the cost-benefits
of alternative service modalities for older persons. Model projects will demonstrate
ways to improve community care systems for older persons and to foster the
mutual reinforcement of community and family supports in living and service
arrangements for older persons. Increased emphasis will be placed on supporting
special projects designed to meet the special needs of, and improve the delivery
of service to, low income, minority, rural, and disabled.older persons.'
The problems of the chronically disabled aged are a major concern to the Department.- Consequently, there will be a complete staff review, and a series of initiatives
proposed bver the next kevcral mohths'to btteir meet their ieeds'utiliih'g existing
available financial resources. The White House Conference to be held in 1981 will
assess where we stand in this country on meeting the needs of Older Americans
and to develop recommendations to improve the delivery of needed services and
other opportunities.
The Health Care Financing Administration will be carrying on a series of
demonstrations designed to assess the cost and effectiveness of alternative ways
of meeting the long-term care needs of the aged.
Question. If our Nation decides to abolish poverty for older Americans, what
would be the most effective way to approach this goal? For example, should the
emphasis be on the supplemental security income, social security, a combination
of these two programs, or some other approach?
Response.: There are two conflicting needs that we face in any effort to abolish
paverty-that of keeping future costs wider control and of increasing benefits
for people whose income is inadequate.
The earnings related social security programs should remain the Nation's
primary means of providing economic security for older Americans. The system
lends itself well to supplementation by private pensions, savings, and other
individual and group efforts to provide economic security. We recognize that
social insurance cannot provide an adequate income for those who have had little
or no earinings during their-working years. Thus, an effective means testedprogranto provide basic in'6ome for people with low incotlelis.a necessary thiestdpigredieni
to meet any need: for cash income that social security and private' regources
cannot provide.
The Advisory Council on Social Security that was appointed in February 1978
is currently studying all aspects of the social security program. The Council
will be focusing on selected issues dealing with the role of social security in the
future, including the issues raised by your questions. In addition, as you know,
the Social Security Amendments of 1977 established a National Commission
on Social Security, which will be jointly appointed by the President and the
Congress, to make a broad-scale comprehensive study of the social security
program. Along with the financial status of the social security program, coverage,
and benefit adequacy, this Commission may study possible alternatives to current
program, including integration of the current program with private retirement
systems.
Further study of this sort will be carried out by the Presidential Commission
on Pension Policy. Established under an Executive Order, the Commission. will
examine pension systems around the country in an effort to develop national
policies for retirement, survivor, and disability programs that can serve as a
guide for public and private programs. The Commission on Pension Policy will
coordinate its work of the Advisory Council and the National Commission.
ITEM 3. LETTER AND ENCLOSURE FROM SENATOR FRANK CHURCH TO HAROLD L.
SHEPPARD,' PH. D., DIRECTOR, CENTER ON WORK AND AGING, AMERICAN
INSTITUTES FOR RESEARCH, WASHINGTON, D.C., DATED JULY 31, 1978

DEAR HAL: Once again, the Senate Committee on Aging owes you an expression
of appreciation, not only for excellent testimony, but for your willingness to share
your expertise and insights. Your statement last week gave us the exact focus
we needled on several issues of major consequence.
1 See statement, p. 54.
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I have enclosed several other questions on which you may wish to comment.
I would like to have this additional material by September 5 for inclusion in our
hearing record. If it is not possible to give final statements on any individual
matter,, I would be glad to have an interim response indicating when the additional information will become available.
With best wishes,
Sincerely,
FRANK CHURCH,

Chairman.

Enclosures.
QUESTIONS

FOR DR. HAROLD SHEPPARD

(1) You caution against the "body count" method of arriving at a dependency
,ratio. Your book gives examples of factors, apparently modest, which could alter
such ratios dramatically in varying combinations. Would you care to discuss some
'of them?
(2) Do you agree with those who say that increased costs for supporting an
increasingly older population may be offset significantly by reductions in public
expenditures for a decreasing proportion of younger persons?
(3) You did not have time in your testimony to discuss the growing number of
women in the work force. Secretary Califano has spoken of the important role
of the family in providing services to their elderly kin. But since women are
probably the major deliverers of services to elderly family members, do you see
a growing conflict of role here?
(4) The new employment and training report of the President, issued annually
in response to a mandate of the 1973 CETA legislation, has a chapter this year
on older workers. I personally am glad to see that this group of workers is receiving
more attention from the Department of Labor and from HEW. At one point
(p. 98) the report says that the senior community service employment program,
funded through the Older Americans Act, offered part-time community service
jobs to 37,400 economically disadvantaged persons aged 55 and over. New authorizations and appropriations are likely to raise that number significantly in the
near future, but are you satisfied with the rate of increase in these excellent
programs? In addition, middle-aged and older workers still have a disporportionately low representation in CETA. Where should the focus be: bigger and better
title IX programs? A more receptive CETA? Or both, and more?
(5) You close your excellent statement by expressing the hope that HEW and
the Department of Labor, along with the Congress and the private sector, take
appropriate measures to develop expanded programs for mid-career development.
What should be the division of labor between HEW and DOL? What should be
the Congressional focus, and how can the private sector be made more aware of
the growing need to retain and retrain the older worker?
(6) May we have your permission to make, as part of our hearing record,
pp. III-X (Summary), pp. 105-120 (Part-Time Work, New Work-Time Arrangements, and Work Restructuring), pp. 121-140 (The Older Worker Woman), pp.
141-156 (Older Minority Group Workers), and pp. 157-160 (Older Workers in
Rural Areas) from your report, "Research and Development Strategy on Employment-Related Problems of Older Workers"? These pages provide very useful
and pertinent material which would effectively supplement your testimony.

ITEM 4. LETTER AND ENCLOSURE FROM DR. HAROLD L. SHEPPARD TO WILLIAM
E. ORIOL, SENATE COMMITTEE ON AGING, DATED AUGUST 7, 1978

DEAR BILL: Enclosed are my answers to the questions Senator Church asked me
to comment on in his letter of July 31. Also, further information on the "biomedical
dimension" requested by Senator Domenici.

Sincerely,
HAROLD

Enclosure.

L.

SHEPPARD.

RESPONSE TO QUESTION I

The "body count" approach of measuring the dependency ratio consist simply
of dividing the number of persons outside of the "working age" population,
arbitrarily defined (e.g., under 16 and over 64) by the number of persons in that
"working age" population (16-64 years of age). But this statistical approach fails
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to consider factors that influence a more sensitive measurement of dependtncy~
Some of these factors are:
(1) The number of persons actually working, and whether full-time, yearround, or part-time, regardless of age.
(2) The detailed composition of the nonworking population, especially the
age composition of the older dependent segment.
(3) Trends, if any, in rates of early retirement.
(4) The costs of the working population of supporting the nonworking
portion.

The major purpose of any dependency ratio is to determine the support burden
on the working population. But the "body count" can be misleading. For example,
it is possible to have a relatively unchanging ratio but for costs to decrease, or
increase. The conventional ratio provides no indication of the cost factor. An
unchanging ratio, over time, can also obscure the possibility of an "aging" of the
older population which itself implies a heavier support cost. And this is what we
are experiencing now-a growing proportion of the increasing 65-plus population
consisting of persons 80 and older.
Finally, a dependency ratio ostensibly could increase, but the costs remain the
same if, for example, the country's economic base (including sharply increased
productivity) were to improve sufficiently to compensate for an increase
dependency ratio.
RESPONSE TO QUESTION 2

There is no doubt that if high fertility rates prevailed over the next few decades,
the total support costs would be much greater than they might be under current
and expected conditions of low fertility. But this does not mean that the low
fertility rates will be sufficient to offset, on a one-to-one basis, the growing costs
of supporting the increasing retired older population. Furthermore, a smaller
nonworking infant and youth population does not necessarily result in an arithmetically lower public expenditure per child. In addition to relatively fixed capital
costs, such as for schools, it is possible that decisions would be made to spend more
per child for other purposes than in the past. The total aggregate costs per child
might be less, but not enough to offset, on a one-to-one basis, the rising costs of
supporting the aged population.
RESPONSE TO QUESTION 3

This question applies more generally to the need to develop programs and policies in response to the rapidly growing proportion of persons in late adulthood
(say, 60-64) with parents and older relatives still alive (e.g., 80 and older). As I
pointed out in my testimony, this proportion is increasing by leaps and boundsfrom 46 percent in 1970, 63 percent by 1990, and 79 percent by 2000, based on
current data on population projections.
Even today, we run across women in their young sixties concerned about what
role to play in relationship to the needs of their parents and older relatives. Should
they continue to work for their own reasons, and for helping to pay for some of
the support of their older relatives? Can they afford to stop working in order to
provide some or all services to those relatives?
These comments and questions are primarily speculative on may part, but the
main point is that I have not seen any overt recognition of the trends I've described above. It is plausible to believe that the rising labor force participation
rate of women will put a strain on their capacity and resources (including time
resources) for providing direct care for their older family members. It might possibly reduce the supply of nonworking women available for such services to those
members. In that event, the need for a system of paid services, of wage and salary
workers to provide those services-outside of the informal family network-may
be greater over the next several years than is now the case.
Finally, we must also recognize that a very large proportion of the "very old"much greater than as of now-will have no or few children as potential service
providers on an unpaid, informal basis. And, if an increasing proportion of women
in their late 50's and early 60's are in the future labor force, this means fewer of
them available to provide direct services for their older relatives. Assuming that
women become much more attached to the labor force (for economic and psychological reasons) than they are now, we may witness a growing "role conflict" among
them. I also assume, in describing such a scenario, that women, much more than
men, will be expected to be the providers of the bulk of services required by the
elderly. But this, too, might undergo change.
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RESPONSE

TO

QUESTION 4

I certainly agree that an increase in the number of Title IX participants is
important. At the same time, I am concerned that more equitable opportunities
for participation in the larger programs of CETA be opened to persons 55 and
older. As long as there is an apparent "differential treatment" of older jobseekers
in our communities and economy, we will continue to need earmarked programs
such as the Title IX program. But this does not preclude some Congressional
mandate to provide more opportunities in the other titles of CETA, including
public service programs. More liberal eligibility standards might also be applied,
such as allowing the poverty criterion to be extended to 125 percent of the formal
poverty income cut-off point.
A more critical question, as far as the long-term future is concerned, is: Will we
continue to sustain a pattern wherein older workers seem to be "flaked off"
during times of economic downturn, or are retired early, only to be forced out of
economic necessity to join a quasi-marginal workforce? Once in this position,
government then finds it necessary to create such programs as those made possible
by Title IX, and other temporary public service job programs. We don't
too much about the previous employment experiences of participants in know
such
programs, but I feel sure that a large portion of them had been victims of a lack
of mid-career training and job redesign programs, during economic downturns
This, in turn, brings me to your next question.
RESPONSE

TO QUESTION 5

Mid-career development obviously cuts across departmental boundaries, and
perhaps it should even include the participation of the Department of Commerce
because of its relationships with private employers. Our educational institutions,
still within the scope of HEW, and the employment and training activities of
the Department of Labor, should develop, for example,aome consortia dedicated
to the stimulation and expansion of mid-career development activities among
employers-first of all, for their current middle-age workers. Much of this thrust
would require greater outreach programs, instead of merely using a passive
approach in recruitment of participants. Congress might consider a range of
incentives to employers to expand or create such programs, perhaps with a higher
emphasis on selective industries, depending on the age profile of their current work
forces.
RESPONSE

TO QUESTION

6

There is no need to obtain my permission to reprint parts of my report I for the
Department of Labor. It is public property, andI am very pleased that the Committee believes the material in the report can be useful.
Senator Domenici also requested further information on the "biomedical
dimension."

The new developments in the biomedical sphere are perhaps the new and as yet
unrecognized factor adding to the "senior boom" in this country. Until recently,
it would be safer to say that the increased size of the aged population was the
result of higher fertility rates in the past, rather than of any increased longevity
(relatively speaking). But certainly since 1970 and through 1975-the latest year
for which data are available from the National Center for Health Statistics-life
expectancy for older Americans has increased at a rate far greater than for the
previous 10 years. This change is a reflection of lower mortality rates for older
Americans. For example, among men 65-69, death rates per 100,000 from 1960
to 1965, and from 1965 to 1970, were virtually the same. But from 1970 to 1975,
the death rate for this same age group declined by more than 11 percent.
What this means, therefore, is that men 65-69 in recent years have a far greater
chance of surviving to be 70 or more than previous cohorts of the same age. The
increased numbers of men 70 and older, or 80 and older, are therefore a result of
improved biomedical conditions, as wcll as a result of higher fertility rates around
the turn of the 20th century.
The accompanying table shows the rate of change in age-adjusted death rates
for the 65-plus population over these three 5-year periods, for males and females.
See Item
p. 5,

87.
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FORTHE 65-PLUS POPULATION, 1960-65,1965-70, AND 1970-75
RATES
OFCHANGE IN AGE-ADJUSTED DEATH RATES
[in percenti
1960-65
Males-+0.5
Females
------------------------

-5.2

1965-70
3.4
-8.1

1970-75
-7. 2
-11.1

Based
on data from National Center for Health Statistics.

In brief, this tables shows that for men, there was little, if any progress in
reducing mortality rates in the 1960-70 decade, but that over the next 5 years a
rather sharp decline. The same is true for men 55-64 not shown in the table. For
women, there has been a steady and increasing rate of decline in death rates for
each of the separate age groups in the 65-plus population, to such an extent that
the 1970-75 period witnessed a decline rate more than twice that for the 1960-65
period.

These developments, to repeat, mean a greater life expectancy for the aged
population, and thus an increase in that population greater than had been previously expected by most experts.
One major explanation of the decline has to do with the progress being made in
the fight against diseases of the heart. From 1970 to 1975, death rates for this
cause declined from 1,558 to 1,324 (per 100,000) for men and women 65-74 years
old. From 1965 to 1970, the death rate for the same cause declined only slightlyfrom 15698 to 1,558.
As Dr. Rix and I have pointed out in our book on "The Graying of Working
America," much of the decline in this and other death-causing diseases are no
doubt due to greater health-consciousness in the population, better nutrition,
exercise, and new medical technology. It is our view that even greater strides will
be taken against "premature" death when the research results of physiologists
and chemists come to be applied to much of the general population. This, too,
will mean an increase in the number of adults living to be 75 or 80 and older, thus
adding to the "senior boom" now underway.
ITEM 5. EXCERPTS OF REPORT ENTITLED "RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGY ON EMPLOYMENT-RELATED PROBLEMS OF OLDER WORKERS," BY
DR. HAROLD SHEPPARD'
VI. PART-TIME

WORK,

NEW WORKI-TIME ARRANGEMENTS,
RESTRUCTURING

AND WORK

Each of these concepts has general applicability to the total working or workingage population. Older workers are no exception, and in the opinion of a variety of
experts and organizations, may constitute a special target group for the concrete
types of work suggested by those concepts.
In this connection, it cannot be stressed too much that survey research on the

retirement decisions and intentions of middle-aged and older workers rarely poses a
choice of options to the survey respondents. They are asked, instead, questions of
an either-or character regarding employment: full-time work or full-time nonwork-nothing in-between. The failure to use an alternative approach results in
little useful knowledge regarding (1) the potential labor supply for voluntary
part-time work; (2) for occasional, on-and-off employment; or (3) the "market"
for a policy of tapered, or gradual retirement. (The latter is a variant of part-time
work; it might just as well be conceptualized as part-time retirenment).
In one study designed to overcome this limitation, Jacobsohn (1970) found that

British factory workers nearing retirement age gave different responses, depending
on the kind of question asked. When asked the either-or type, 55 percent preferred
complete retirement. But when offered choice, only 21 percent chose such com-

plete withdrawal from work.
The proportion citing a preference for continued full-time work fell from 44
percent (when asked the either-or question) to only 15 percent when the question

was re-phrased to include part-time, or occasional work. More than three-fifths of
them, it turned out, preferred part-time or occasional employment. Altogether,
then, only 21 percent-not 55 percent-preferred total withdrawal from the work
force.
I See statement, p. 54.
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Research using a similar approach among American workers-by type of occupation and industry, age, sex, race, and other characteristics-is lacking, and in-formation on the empirical dimensions of the issues involved should be valuableto employers and government, not to mention the individual pre-retiree who may
be otherwise forced to think in either-or terms regarding employment in the later
years.
On the other hand, the advantages of part-time employment-on a voluntary
basis-may be more obvious to the middle-aged and older worker than they are
for the organization or employer. There is little in the way of research-findings
consensus on the latter. Indeed, little, if any, of the research on the topic of parttime employment focuses on age differences vis a vis advantages to the employee
or employer. One study (which makes no reference to age) did find-through
personal interviews and mail questionnaires among users and non-users of permanent part-time employees-that: (1) little net positive effect on the economic side
*(fromthe standpoint of managerial measures of performance); (2) few types of tech-nologies affected these ratings; (3) the vast majority of such jobs consisted of
those with discrete (and primarily repetitive) job tasks, and with cyclical demands
for output; and (4) part-time jobs apparently are more acceptable to non-traditional, change-oriented managers, and in organizations with more informal
"organizational climate."
More in-depth, organizational case studies might be necessary to gain further
practical insights into how these and related dimensions of the employers of
different age groups voluntary part-time workers on a permanent basis might
differ between and amongst each other.
As part of the need to assess the market for voluntary part-time employment,
a first step should consist of sophisticated analysis of the distribution of voluntary part-time employment by industry and occupation, with special attention
on the former as a starting point. In 1976, for example, voluntary part-time employment was disproportionately over-represented in wholesale and retail trade
(growing since 1966); and finance and other services. Unfortunately, Department
of Labor statistics report no information by age in each industry (see Erenburg,
1970).
From 1966 to 1976, the total number of persons working part-time on a voluntary part-time basis increased by 41 percent. But the rate of increase in the case
of the 45-plus group was much lower, only 25 percent. This fact, plus the additional one-that total numbers employed on a full-time basis increased very little (in the case of the 45-64 group) and actually decreased in the 65-plus in the sameten-year period-raises the question of whether efforts must be increased to expand opportunities for voluntary part-time employment for older persons, if it
is an agreed-upon policy that such employment is one of the positive solutions
to certain problems of older workers.
The facts indicate that "opportunities" for such employment increased at a
greater rate than opportunities for full-time employment, even omitting the65-plus. From 1966 to 1976, full-time jobs for the 45-64 group expanded by only
2.6 percent, compared to a 26 percent expansion of voluntary part-time jobs in
the same age group.
This type of discussion should also bear in mind that between 1966 and 1976,
the number of persons 45-64 who usually worked full-time, but were working
part-time because of economic reasons (because of slack work, and inability to
find full-time jobs), increased by 39 percent. That rate of increase should be compared with the mere 2.6 percent increase in full-time employment during the same
period.
These statistics (taken from the 1977 Employment and Training Report)
tell us nothing as to the reasons for lower rates of increase in voluntary part-time
employment for the older age groups (compared to younger ages); and for the
greater increases in such part-time employment than in full-time employment for
the 45-64 group. Nor do they give us any clues as to whether the latter phenomenon is a socially desirable goal or policy to pursue (despite the label of "voluntary").
How many of the so-called voluntarily part-time employed older persons would
accept a full-time if offered one? Under what conditions, etc.?
All of these questions require pin-pointed research inquiries and policy discussions which, to our knowledge, are missing in the current scene.
Other specific research questions stimulated by these data, and which should'
have program and policy implications, include the following:
In which industries, and areas, have there been the least and most increase in.
part-time employment-and by category (voluntary and involuntary)?
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What are the trends (keeping the above in consideration), for males vs. females;
,whites vs. minority groups.
How do the differences in rates of change in opportunities for full-time vs.
less than full-time (especially on an involuntary basis) affect the "discouragement"
process?
Any research and program focus on part-time work should, however, conceptualize such work as only one type of pattern, or option, available to older workers
(in this case, say, 50 and older)-ranging from:
(1) Continued full-time employment in same occupation with same employer.
(2) Continued full-time employment but with same or different employer, but
in different occupation.
(3) Part-time employment with same employer, same occupation.
(4) Part-time, with same or different employer, but in different occupation.
(5) Voluntarily intermittent employment.
"Part-time" itself as a term can be misleading, since it encompasses a broad
-spectrum of number of hours and/or days per week. Furthermore, at a certain
rpoint in the worklife cycle, individual workers may choose, or be encouraged to
choose (depending on a number of conditions), a gradual tapering down of total
working hours, or days per week-or even weeks per year.
Research in this area would require an identification of factors and conditions
-that are associated with different patterns of work-time distribution on the part
-of older workers (with due recognition of the heterogeneous composition of that
population), by occupational groupings, family situation, etc.
Equally important, of course, is the extent to which employing organizationsboth public and private-can actually function with such work-time patterns,.
-the conditions under which such organizations can be induced to initiate such
personnel practices; the role of unions in facilitating or hindering the introduction
*of such patterns, etc.
Also, it is not clear how much of the desire for part-time work on the part of
-older workers is unmet because of their lack of job market information regarding
-the availability of such employment in different organizations. This topic should
not be separated from an additional one, namely, the degree to which various
-forms of part-time employment, as an alternative to full withdrawal from the.
.labor force, are known to older workers-or to employers whose "cake of custom"
blinds them to the use of part-time employees even when this might be of ad-vantage to them (e.g., in times of high demand for labor).
Apart from the obvious research efforts that can be carried out on these topics,
it may be more fruitful to conduct experimental and demonstration programs
'designed, for example, to improve the match between older workers seeking vari*ous forms of part-time employment and employers seeking such persons-or who
could be persuaded to hire them.
Finally, there is, at the present time, no comprehensive picture, based on
empirical research, of:
(1) The distribution of and trends in work-time patterns by age, industry, and.
occupation;
(2) Worker and employer evaluations of these patterns;
(3) Projections of employee and employer demand for such types of work-time
distribution; and
(4) Cost-benefit analyses of these types.
Juanita Kreps (1971), in commenting on needed research on the general topic
*of work-time options for older workers, stresses the point that:
"[It] would be useful to business organizations, public employers, and union
-officials in determining whether their employees and constituents would prefer a
-second career or early retirement, should such options be available. In the absence
of such evidence on desired work-leisure patterns, the free time generated by economic
growth will be used in ways not necessarily compatible with preferences. It is also
difficult to predict the degree to which firms could accommodate to worker preference
without some evaluation of the institutional constraints operating against career
flexibility." (emphasis added)
In addition to the position that holds that older workers should be treated the
same as any other age group when it comes to the right to engage in all types of
occupational employment and on a fulltime basis, we need also to recognize that
many older workers-especially those in the upper age groups (say, 65-74)-seek
only part-time or intermittent full-time work.
The research need here is to determine (1) the size of such a population; (2)
the types of work they are already capable of performing (without any extensive
*or intensive training); and (3) the "market" for such voluntarily less-than-full-time paid activity (the demand side).
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None of this implies that there is or should be such a thing as part-time types of
employment for "older workers only," although many programs or program
proposals may tend to adhere to such a doctrine.
Furthermore, on the experimental and demonstration side, pilot efforts might be
designed and carried out to expand on the types of jobs that could be performed on
a part-time basis, for (1) a variety of jobseekers (again on a voluntary basis)including older workers-and (2) for older workers only. This would first require a
survey of employers in given local areas to determine the possibility, or feasibility
of creating such positions (or locating them, if already existing but not filled), and
the numbers and types involved; second, an active job development effort coupled
with an orientation and recruitment activity.
Some of these jobs might be traditionally viewed as full-time jobs, but could be
the source of work-sharing design. Needless to say, such an E&D suggestion would
also entail an examination of the legal and institutional ban iers to its effective
implementation; and how, if at all, other, previous similar efforts overcame such
barriers.
In addition to, and perhaps as a prelude to this type of E&D project, research
might be needed on previous and current programs to provide part-time and
intermittent jobs to older workers, with a focus on:
Types of jobs; and industries.
Types of older workers.
Degree to which nature of the local community and the local labor market
affects the prospects for part-time employment activity.
Previous experience with regard to barriers; recruitment of interest among
employers and older workers themselves.
Costs to the employer.
Degree to which such employment facilitates the "adjustment" to full-time
retirement.
Research on the topic of part-time employment should also concentrate on some
specific issues including the following:
(1) What proportion is truly voluntary?
(2) What is the "universe of need" for such voluntary part-time employmentby specific subgroups of older persons (type of area; previous occupation; current
total income; race-sex differences, etc.)?
(3) What is the current and potential structure of opportunities for such employment, according to industry?
(4) What are the obstacles and facilitators affect that opportunity structure
(eag., government, company, and union rules and customs)?
(5) What are the trade-offs involved, as far as effects on other groups' employment status is concerned?
(6) What effect does such employment have on such programs as transfer
payment systems? On community services?
(7) To what extent would the already-retired (and who among them) take
advantage of such opportunities for part-time work?
On each of these items, and related ones, experimental and demonstration
projects might be expanded or developed, in order to obtain answers to the questions, and to determine what other effects are found, of an unexpected nature;
and how obstacles were overcome, or facilitators were improved.
If voluntary part-time employment is to be accepted as a positive public policy,
it would then seem appropriate for the federal government at least to serve as a
model.
A report by the General Accounting Office (1976) on part-time employment in
federal agencies spelled out the advantages and disadvantages cited by federal
agency managers on the use of part-time employees. It refers to the age distribution of the total numbers involved in 21 agencies, but nothing on the constraints,
advantages and disadvantages according to age. Nearly 28 percent of the overall
numbers (105,000) were 41 and older; 40 percent, under 25.
For government agencies at the Federal, state, and local levels-as well as for
private industries employing persons in similar occupations (typically whitecollar)-it may be valuable to ascertain whether the following examples of advantages and disadvantages also apply to older groups:
Advantages

Greater access to a "pool of talent" not needed or available on a full-time basis.
Greater agency flexibility in meeting temporary demand during seasonal workload peaks.
Greater productivity (reported only from some agencies) than by full-time
employees.
A new and valuable source for eventually full-time personnel.
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Disadvantages
Excess training and administrative costs.
Problems of work-time accommodation.
Lack of job continuity and completion.
High turnover.
Poor morale among part-timers because of fewer, or no, fringe benefits.
In addition to research into the applicability of these and other advantages and
disadvantages regarding the use of older persons as part-time employees, similar
efforts should be directed-of a research and demonstration nature-toward other
levels of government, and in the private sector.
But is part-time employment worth pursuing as a national goal or policy?
Furthermore,
(1) Does such employment patterns suggest that it is a sign that the mainstream
of the labor force is moving towards a general pattern of reduced working hours?
(2) If the country were to adopt an opposite policy, namely, a restrictionon the
number of part-time jobs, would that policy increase full-time opportunities-and
for which groups in the population, if at all?
(3) Do employers-and in which industries-respond to major changes in age
in such a way as to influence the demand for persons available for less than fulltime employment? That is, does the "supply" of such persons increase the demand
for part-time employment?
(4) To what extent, can part-time employment serve (and under what conditions) as a transitionfor various adult and older groups to full-time retirement?
This discussion so far, and the research and policy questions raised, have dealt
primarily with the topic of part-time employment from the standpoints of the individual and the employer. What about the "total economy" side? We can only
answer this important question with questions.
For example, do such employment patterns affect opportunities, and to what
extent, for full-time employment (and with fringe benefits, etc., not typically
associated with part-time employment)? In which particular sectors of the
economy?
Without such employment, would there be a deterioration in the numbers and
kinds of services desired and required by the community and consumers?
These and similar questions have been treated at length recently by Owen (1976),
but the study does not include attention to the age factor.
Work sharing, flexi-time (on less than a full-week basis), and similar concepts
should be considered as variants of the basic part-time employment topic, and the
issues, research and demonstration prospects-as far as older workers are concerned-should not be too different, if at all. (State of Wisconsin, 1977; Glickman
and Brown, 1974; Evans, 1973; Baum and Young; 1974, Kimzey and Prince, 1974)..
However, few, if any, of the many reports and research studies include considerations of the age factor.
Tapered, or "part-time" retirement, also is another variant (the other side of
the coin), but because of its special character, warrants more attention in this
report. It is discussed in other sections of this report.
These separate topics can be conceptualized as specific examples and facets
of a more general, perhaps more basic, approach concentrating on the lifelong
allocation of time-or the lifetime distribution of work, leisure, and education.
That approach highlights the issue of how society and economies "decide" on who
shall (and when they shall) learn, work, and not work over the total lifespan, and
the value of redistributing, intermittently, each of these activities over that
lifespan (Sheppard, 1977; Best and Stern, 1976; Chalendar, 1976; Wirtz, 1975;
Kreps, 1971).
It may be too soon for the Department of Labor to devote its research and
demonstration resources to this intriguing subject which is issue-laden. For the
immediate future, however, the sub-topic of mid-career change and development
cannot be ignored now. That dimension of the lifespan approach is treated in a
separate section of this report.
Work and work environment restructuring. Separate and distinct from the topic
and issue of time-allocation of work, is another category of alternative work
patterns, generally found in research and policy discussions about job satisfaction,
job redesign, job enrichment and "quality of work," etc. In recent years, this
topic has reached a stage virtually of a movement in various circles, in many
countries.
One of the ways in which it bears upon the job-related problems of middleaged and older workers is with respect to the retirement phenomenon. Jacobsohn
(1972) found that workers' acceptance of their companies' retirement age was
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-clearly related to the level of job strain, and of worker autonomy in job performance (e.g., machine-paced vs. bench work). Sheppard, in his simple cross-classification analysis of NLS data (1976), found that level of 1966 job satisfaction
predicted for early retirement rates, but only among unhealthy whites, with no
analysis by age. The fact that no relationship prevailed in the case of unhealthy
blacks raises the issue as to whether these men are in any economic position-despite their poor health-to leave the labor market if dissatisfied with their
jobs.
However, Andrisani (1976) found, through a more sophisticated analysis of the
:same data, that for both whites and blacks (regardless of health status) early
,retirement was a function of job dissatisfaction.
What may be one of the most interesting research and policy changes is the fact
-that while the economic rewards of the NLS sample of middle-age and older men
increased, on the average, over the 1966-71 period, job satisfaction actually declined in this same period. While the latter has been found to be generally associated positively with income level-in cross-sectional research-this does not
automatically mean that the components and roots of job satisfaction are exclusively economic in nature (Sheppard, 1976). Because of this, improvements over
time in economic status (as measured by real income changes) are not necessarily
accompanied by improvements in satisfaction with other dimensions of a person's
work life and its environment.
The analysis of quality of task levels among white male blue collar workers-i.e.,
degree of variety, autonomy, and responsibility-by Sheppard (1972) found that
the lower the task-quality level, holding age constant, the greater the proposition
of such workers indicating that if assured of adequate income, they would retire
immediately. More important, UAW data for 1972-73 indicate that among
workers eligible for "30-and-out" retirement, actual retirement rates varied according to skill-level: the higher the skill, the lower the rate.
The analysis of the Survey of Working Conditions survey by Quinn showed that
low autonomy was associated with early retirement-for men but not women.
Why should this be? Does it mean that work itself-at least in the past and contemporary scenes-is of a greater central life focus for men, that men are so much
identified with their jobs that negative features are more salient to them? Will
this change, as women become more regularly attached to the labor force over a
greater portion of their lives?
Andrisani's multi-variate analysis (1976) of the NLS data (for all age-sex-race
sub-samples) found that:
(1) Regardless of the state of the economy, dissatisfied middle-aged males
were more likely than the satisfied ones to change jobs voluntarily.
(2) Black middle-aged males-but not whites-who were dissatisfied with
their jobs and who changed voluntarily made higher advances (in terms of job
status and earnings) in subsequent years.
(3) With the exception of blacks, job satisfaction among the middle-aged
declined, from 1966 to 1972.
The reasons for these relationships and trends should provide some basic policy
guidelines for approaching the qualitative dimension of job-related problems of
middle-aged and older workers.
The decline in job satisfaction among the non-changers in the NLS sample is a
case in point. Policy thinking regarding labor turnover and mobility-which are
partly a function of level of job satisfaction-is characterized by contradictory
values. On the one hand, there is a concern about turnover as a cost item-especially at the organizational level. On the other hand, there is also a great emphasis
on the virtues of mobility for the sake of a highly rational and fruitful functioning
of the economy. If job satisfaction among job-stayers does decline even among
middle-aged and older workers who conventionally are deemed as having become
"satisfied" over time-this might lead to various kinds of diseconomies and costs
to the firm, and thus indirectly to the total economy.
Finally, there is a more intriguing dimension of the various efforts for improving
the quality of work life. If it is correct that job attitudes, and early retirement
(coupled with quality of job performance itself), are in part a function of such
criteria as degree of task autonomy, what is happening in the many organizations-in both the private and public sectors-now experimenting with, or
institutionalizing, such notions as job redesign, job enrichment, autonomous work
groups, etc?
For example, to the degree that such notions have been put into actual practiceon a pilot or regularized basis-is there a change in early retirement intentions?
In actual retirement rates? How do these measures in such situations compare with
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Endings in workplaces producing the same product or service but which have not
introduced similar practices?
The time is ripe for research on these questions which may be of import to
workers, organizations, and the economy.
Job redesign has, over the years, been recommended as one of the solutions to
selected problems of older workers, usually in response to presumed physical and
mental changes associated with advancing age, as a way of coping with their
inability to maintain performance in their regular jobs. Such a notion consists of
changing those regular jobs in such a way as to make the jobs match the working
capacity of workers growing older-as opposed to transferring them to "easier"
jobs (frequently resulting in lower pay and loss of status). (OECD, 1966). This
particular meaning of job redesign, however, is not the same as that intended by
other researchers and consultants using the same term (e.g., Davis and Taylor,
1973).
According to a Department of Labor report (1967), few of the 1,000 largest
American industrial corporations have specifically redesigned jobs for older workers
for purposes of matching the job to the presumed decline in older worker performance. There is no compelling reason to think that much has changed in this regard
in recent years (although the "quality of work life" projects may coincidentally
include older persons). Corporations generally have tended to exercise two options-transfer older workers to less physically demanding jobs under the presumption older workers could not continue in their present jobs, or persuade older
workers to retire early.
Instead of resorting to either of these courses of action, corporations could benefit from job redesign based on task analysis by creating new jobs that tap the skills
and experience of older workers, and reduce the odds for increased job dissatisfaction. Such efforts might be encouraged by Departmental experimental and
demonstration programs.
Whether or not an older worker will like a job is no more important than whether
or not he or she can do a job. An experimental program may involve the creation
of new jobs by new combinations of tasks in a given industry.
Does combining so many demanding tasks together make a job "undoable"
or stressful?
Does combining nany low level tasks together make for a high error rate clue to
boredom?
Does the "right" combination of tasks ("right" from the standpoint of job
enrichment proponents) make a positive difference for all age groups?
It is recommended that tasks that make up several jobs be considered in the
experimental effort to allow latitud'e for innovative new job-quality creation.
Results from such a study could be considered in relationship to other experimental job redesigns such as re-clustering of tasks from a single existing job into
"higher" and "lower" task-quality groupings.
No easy predictions-and no comforting prescriptions-should be made on the
potential outcomes of improving the quality of worklife (as defined from the
standpoint of experts on the subject) on the job behavior and retirement decisions
among older workers. In the first place, there is no such animal as the "older
worker," as we have tried to make clear throughout this report (and despite our
own frequent violations of that percept): there are varieties. The response to changing the nature of job tasks will be influenced by the nature of the individual older
worker-and of younger ones whose retirement desires also may be affected by
the nature of the job.
Experts on the topic of work values and personality types vis a vis quality of
work (Yankelovich, 1972, for example) suggest that the young workers of todaythe older workers of tomorrow-will tolerate less the low task quality of many
job assignments; that many, if not most of them-but to a greater extent than in
the case of today's older workers-will require job tasks of a higher quality to
keep them productive, in the future.
Furthermore, the way in which such changes are introduced play a role in worker
reaction. Pollman and Johnson (1974), for example, found that retirement decisions among auto workers were partly affected by job changes not initiated by the
workers themselves. It is not clear from their study, however, which of the jobs
the workers were transferred to were, if at all, of a more positive task-level quality.
The critical questions stemming from that research and from the general theory
(and expectation) concerning the virtues of job redesign, job enrichment, and
other forms of work-quality improvement involve the extent to which changes in
those directions are made with the participation of the workers themselves, and
not merely initiated by management. As workers grow older in jobs already
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the broader issue regarding the need to find "offsets" to the allegedly growing
problem of the "dependency burden" of supporting larger numbers and proportions of older nonworking persons; and (3) the possibility that work itself
is becoming a more salient dimension of women's lives than in the past.
In this connection, we find it of more than passing interest that preliminary
findings from a current AIR study of a national sample of 1,000 men and women
48 to 52 years old, indicate that out of 15 factors associated with the quality of
life, work among women was the most important influence. Among men, however,
it was only the third most important. This is a study (by Flanagan and Russ-Eft,
sponsored by the Administration on Aging) which has not yet been fully explored,
of the jobs and work experiences of this middle-aged group which explain the
high influence-rank of work for women in this age group, and the reasons why it is
higher in rank for women than for men. Other studies (e.g., Lowenthal, 1975),
however, indicate that work as a source of stress is greater in the lives of middleaged men than for women.
In any event, work as a major element in the lives of women, especially as
reflected in the experiences of those with continuing attachment to the labor
force, seems to be on the upswing. This development may even influence such
spheres as the retirement decision, early retirement rates, and degree of acceptance of mandatory age-at-retirement practices.
Attention to this possibility is rare in the research literature and in policy
documents. In a study of British semi-skilled factory workers, Jacobsohn (1970)
found that among the women 50-59 years old, there was a greater reluctance to
retire than among men of the same age; they were less positive about the prospects
of retiring than the men.
Is this type of contrast a matterr of cultural differences, i.e., not to be found
among American women in similar circumstances?
Is it-regardless of culture-a portent of any divergent tendencies among women
as opposed to men regarding the trade-off between work continuity and nonwork,
or- "leisure" (retirement)?
Is it a specific manifestation of the general socio-cultural shift in the life and
work ethos of women (in its most dramatic form, a result of the "women's liberation" movement)? That is, are today's women becoming attracted more to the
world of work as a more desirable alternative to the unpaid work-role of homemaker, which is what "retirement" more typically means for women than for
men-at least, so far?
Theseandmanyother questions can be translatedintohhypothesesfor new research
efforts supported by the Department of Labor. The empirical facets of such research may have policy and program implications regarding, for example, demands
of working women for improved status in the labor force as they grow older,
including rights to training and promotion opportunities; tailor-made provisions
regarding retirement options, instead of universal policies.
The rising participation rates of women accompanied by an opposite trend for
men-especially in the middle- and older age groups-is a phenomenon that has
both fascinating research and policy-problem nuances. In what ways, if at all, are
these two opposite trends related to each other? Or are they, to some extent,
unrelated-or fortuitous? The relationship has only been asserted, and descriptively
reported with statistics showing each of the two separate trends. But, to our
knowledge, there has been little research as to any presumed causal relationship.
Are women actually taking the piace of older men-on a job-by-job, occupationby-occupation, industry-by-industry basis?
Does the current EEO emphasis on the employment rights of women-regardless
of age-result in the reduction of opportunities for older men?
Or is the process essentially due to the growth of occupations "traditionally"
held by women, and the simultaneous decline of those traditionally filled by
pen? As Oppenheimer (1973) has pointed out, men and women have been "used'
interchangeably in some occupations over recent decades, but "most demand for
labor has usually been sex specific," that is, the growing participation rate of
women is to a considerable extent a function, so far, of the pattern of economic
development which has characteristically moved the demand for labor toward
those service occupations and industries historically associated with "women's
work." The usual explanations, such as reduced fertility, higher education,
urbanization, etc., (which increase supply) all may be relevant, but the economic
development factor must also be reckoned with.
On the policy side, how feasible would it be to break up the general pattern of
"male" versus "female" types of occupations, in order to maintain or to increase
the participation opportunities of older men?
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Is the current effort to change the "sex identity" of certain occupations primarily
one-sided, i.e., directed toward placing women in traditionally male positions,.
and-not directed without regard to sex? On this latter point, internal labor market
situations might be the best sites in which to study the question.
Each year has witnessed a rising proportion of the 45+ group in the laborforce. At the end of World War II, 33 percent of women 45-54 were in the work
force. A little more than a quarter of a century later, the percent for women of
the same ages was 55 percent. The corresponding figures for the 55-64 age group
are 21 percent (1947) and 41 percent (1974)-nearly a 100 percent rate of increase.
During the same period, the rates for men in both age groups declined.
The 65+ group's participation rate has by and large remained the same,
about 8 percent, with slightly higher percentages from about 1955 to 1965.
Even among just the 65-69 year olds, the rate has remained basically unchanged.
In 1947, women made up only 23 percent of the 45+ work force, but by 1976,
this proportion had increased substantially, to nearly 39 percent.
The greatest rate of increase in labor force participation has been taking
place among married women. Commitment or attachment to work among married
women may be becoming increasingly like that of their husbands, a possibility
which deserves greater research attention.
From 1959 to 1974, the percentage of women in the age groups of 45-54;
55-59; and 60-64 who worked on a year-around, full-time basis (YRFT) has
also increased sharply-with the greatest rate of increase occurring in the 55-59
age group.
Contrary to what has been happening to men in the 62-64 age group, there
has been little decline in the percent of women of the same ages with some kind ofwork experience, and/or working on a year-round, full-time basis-this despite
eligibility for retired worker benefits at age 62.
If opportunities for year-round, full-time employment are viewed as a desirable
goal (since, for example, it means a higher income), then it is important to see
how such factors as education affect those opportunities for older women workers.
The proportions of each age group working YRFT in 1974 show a clear relationship.
to amount of schooling.
PERCENT
OF WOMEN
WORKING YEARROUND,
FULL TIME, BY AGEAND EDUCATION, 1974
25-34
Total-

-----------------------------

Lessthan 9 yearsschooling-21
9 to 11 years
-25
High school
(12 years) 1-3 yearscollege -47
4-plus yearscollege -54

35-44

45-54

55-64

65-plus

42

44

48

37

3

42

30
40
45
46
52

33
42
52
49
60

27
34
42
43
56

2
3
5
6
5

Source: Census
Bureau,
Current Population Reports,
p. 60, No.101,"Money Income in 1974 of Families and Persons
in the United States," 1976.
Table 58.

While the proportion working YRFT in each level of schooling peaks in the
45-54 age group, the important point is that within each age group, including the
key 45-64 group of women, the higher the educational level, the greater the proportion of women working on a year-round, full-time basis.
It is equally inportant that in each of the levels of schooling, the median income
of the older women, especially those 45-64, is equal to or greater than the income,
of younger women.
Finally, although the proportion of older women working year-round, full-time
is generally lower than the proportion for men of the same age group, that proportion rises depending on level of schooling, The greater the schooling, thegreater the proportion working YRFT.
The importance of marital status of older women regarding labor force participation rates can partly be seen in the 1969 Retirement History Study of the
Social Security Administration. Despite the eligibility for retired worker benefits
at age 62, one-half of the nonmarried women were still in the labor force. If they
were widows, the proportion was only 42 percent-in contrast to 62 percent of
those never married. Unfortunately, the Study did not include married wives
with previous or current attachment to the labor force. In any event, trends in
participation (or retirement) rates warrant monitoring on a systematic basis over
the short- and long-run, including the rates of married women in this age group.
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More sophisticated research should also include consideration of educational
and occupational levels-simultaneously with marital status-as factors associated
with trends in labor force participation rates of this older female age group (for
example, similar to the 1900-1960 analysis by Darian, 1972).
As stated already, the participation rate of women has been increasing over the
past several decades. The greatest rate of increase has occurred in the case of
married women-almost by definition, since the rates of participation among
women of other marital statuses are already high. Using an approximation to a
truly longitudinal method, analysis of the data indicate that from 1966 to 1976,
-the rate of increase (based on the "Stouffer Method" i) in participation of married
women 25-34 years old in 1966 had increased-by the time this cohort was 35-44
in 1976-by over 32 percent. This was greater than for other women of the same
age in 1966;.greater for those 35-44 in 1966 and 45-54 in 1976, and for those 45-54
in 1966 and 55-64 in 1976-regardless of marital status.
Nevertheless, unmarried older women do have the highest participation rates.
One major research and policy-related 'question here is, to what degree do unmarried women in the labor force remain in it, and thereby-as they grow olderenjoy greater prospects for upward mobility than married women who typically
enter (or re-enter) the labor force at a lhtel' age? This possibility thereby places the
older married female re-entrant (or new entrant) in what may come to be a disadvantageous position.
Furthermore, we have little information on the "job adjustment problems,"
if any, of the middle-aged housewife who, for a variety of reasons, enters the labor
force and finds employment. For those previously employed, does this experience,
facilitate the establishment and acquisition of new substantive and adaptive
skills, as compared to those without previous job experience, and to those women
of the same age but with long years of uninterrupted employment?
The higher the educational level, the smaller the gap between labor force participation rates of older married and other women. How far this development will
go is still not clear, and requires regular research monitoring. This "gap-narrowing" qualifies the general view that there is less economic need for upper socioeconomic groups (one proxy for which is years of schooling) of older married
women to seek employment.
Is part of the explanation due to the differences in opportunity structures according to education?
Is it because higher education is associated with having fewer children, thus
making such women more available for employment?
Are there other socio-cultural values involved-such as careerism-that distinguish the upper socio-economic groups of married women?
In what ways do all of these, and other factors interact to produce the higher
participation rate of married women with greater education which, in turn, narrows the gap cited above?
Finally, what are the average retirement ages of such married women relative
to all others-and to men as well? We cannot accept, without empirical research,
the assumption that parity between the sexes-especially holding education constant-will produce parallel retirement plans and decision-making.
Comparisons between 1964 and 1974 data reveal that among married women
55-64 years old,. participation rates in each ascending level of schooling achieved2
had risen, with the exception of those with four or more years of college completed.
For this latter group, the drop was quite marked (from 59 down to 50 percent,
while the rate fot other women remained relatively unchanged-thus increasing
the gap).
Finally, it may be critical to explore the reasons for, and the implications of the
general increase in participation rates for married middle-aged women (45-64),
accompanied by a general decrease in rates among widowed, divorced, and separated women, over the past dozen years, even in the higher-educated groups.
Because the greatest rate of change in female labor force participation has been
occurring among married women, it is important to determine the extent of their
' A measure developed by Samuel Stouffer, In his volumes on The American Soldier,
that accounts for the fact that an increase from one level of percentage to some maximum percentage (such as 100 percent) will be affected by the size of the base percentage.
It is a more sensitive measure, and more relevant than the one that takes a percentage at

one time and uses the absolute percentage points between that one and the succeeding one
as a proportion of the original percentage, i.e., Difference In percentage points from time A
to Time B divided by Difference between 100 percent and Time A.
2 Special labor Reports on Educational Attainment of Workers, for 1964 and 1974.
By 1976, the participation rate for this group rose, slightly, to 53 percent.
36-053-79
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work experience, e.g., the percentage working part-time, or less than year-round
full-time. From 1971 to 1975, according to work experience tables of the Department of Labor, the prop tirons of married women, by age, with any work experience who were employed less than 27 weeks, were as follows:

All women,16-plus ------------------------------Married, spouse
present -22.8
25-44 -------------------45-54 -------------------------------------55-64 -…65-plus -----------------------

-

1971

1975

23.7

20. 7

24. 3
15.0
15. 0
30.9

19.5
21.5
12.9
12.1
25. 9

Source: Special Labor ForceReports for 1971and 1975,Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Since these percentages are based only on those with work experience, it is
not clear whether the downward changes are a function of an increase in full-time
job opportunities, or of a decrease in opportunities in general due to cyclical
changes, etc. This~clearly is an untapped research topic.
Also, to our knowledge, little, if anything, is known about the relationship
between (1) changes in the labor force participation rates of different age groups
of married women (and/or proportions working or seeking full-time employment,
etc.), and (2) the employment status of their husbands. While it is generally
accepted that the rise in such rates must be associated with such factors as a
rising educational level of women, decline in size of family, etc., we do not know
the extent to which husband's employment status is also influential in this changing
phenomenon. We should add, too, the influence of rates of change in inflation,
insofar as efforts to maintain a given family standard of living requires the wife
to seek employment or-if already, employed part-time-to seek full-time work.
The current longitudinal project by Sheppard and Rix (with support from the
Administration on Aging)-focusing on persons 40-69 in two large labor areas
with widely contrasting rates of unemployment-is partly designed to test the
hypothesis that the husband's employment status may influence the labor force
status of other family members.
In any type of research on older women in the workforce, it may not be sufficient
merely to refer to statistics on "labor force participants," since such figures do
not actually tell us how many women actually worked in any given year, i.e.,
work experience. This is especially true of middle-aged and older women. For
example, in 1975, the female "labor force" figure was reported as roughly 37
million (all 16 and older), but work experience tables for the same year indicate
that nearly 49 million worked for some period of time, a difference of nearly 16
percent.
More important, the older the woman (starting at age 60), the greater the
discrepancy between the labor force size and the size of the female population
with any work experience. The same is true in the case of men, incidentally, but
the discrepancy is of a smaller magnitude, reflecting the sex difference in proportions working year-round and/or on a full-time basis. Furthermore, comparisons
between 1970 and 1975 data suggest a declining discrepancy in the case of women,
which may reflect the growing proportion of women working on more than a
part-time, or part-year basis.
To repeat, labor force participationrates of women, by age, marital status and
race, are one phenomenon: They should not be confused with data on work
experience. More important, from the standpoint of eventual retirement income
are years of full- and/or part-time employment. But there is little systematic or
periodic information on this topic.
The National Longitudinal Study of women-if supported long enough and
with little attrition-could become one major source of such information. The
type of research required, however, must ideally include women currently not
in the labor force, or currently not employed, and must also be designed to reckon
with the possibility of intermittent participation and employment (full- and
part-time) in future years, prior -to full and permanent retirement.
There are other aspects of the older woman worker topic which need research
and policy attention, and which may contain the roots of potential problems.
The major conceptual point regarding one of those aspects is that the relationship
between marital status and labor force status among women as they become older
may not be uni-directional. We cannot ignore the possible impact of employment
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among women upon their marital status, and their eventual socio-economic status
in later life. Many single women obtain satisfying employment and partly because
of this, remain single for a longer number of years than otherwise, or may even
remain single throughout their lives-again, partly because of the nature of their
work experience.
Equally important, if not more so, many married women may obtain and keep
a satisfying type of employment, and this fact itself might increase the odds for
separation or divorce-thus making them "unmarried" for the rest of their lives.
To the degree that family dissolutions are a critical problem for individuals and
for society, the topic acquires a policy-implication significance.
There is,. however, little in the way of- research designed explicitly to test the
hypothesis that labor force status is itself an "independent" variable in marital
patterns and trends, including the phenomenon of divorce and separation. One
research model might consist of longitudinal analyses of cohorts of young adults
and middle-aged employed vs. not employed wives- concentrating on relative changes
in marital status over an extended number of years. Data. of a cross-sectional
nature already exist on the labor force status of divorced and separated women,
but they do not contain information regarding the relative time position of entry
into the labor force and of change in marital status.
Finally, with regard to labor force participation, no attempt to carry out
projections of participation rates of middle-aged and older women should ignore
those factors that may function, over time, as possible deterrents (or conversely,
facilitators) to their continued participation in the workforce, with special regard
to socio-economic differences among such women. In discussions of this nature,
the observations of Taeuber (1976) on projection efforts in general should be
heeded:
"To the chagrin of forecasters and other seers and to the delight of the human
spirit, the future cannot be foretold. . . . No single manpower projection, no
matter how careful and sophisticated, can lay claim to much confidence that it
portrays the future path. Policies need to be adjusted to changing circumstances,
and so do projections. The activity of projection should be continuous and it
should be focused on the delineation of multiple alternatives. The alternatives
should represent varying perspectives on what is likely to happen and on what
may happen as a result of various deliberate policy interventions."
To be sure, labor force projectors cannot be expected to know about all the
various developments and problems that other social sciences may include in
scenarios of alternative futures, but they should make use of some of those resources to identify the important, more plausible sets of alternative possibilities,
and to work out the major indirect effects.
For example, in professional and technical classes, a middle-aged or older husband-wife family may have to make a trade-off between dual employment and
higher taxes required by the higher joint income of the two. In such cases, where
the couple decides the marginal return is not sufficient to warrant a second person
working (both of them on a year-round, full-time basis), who shall stay in the
labor force? Who shall drop out? Or might we not also see a new pattern emerging,
one in which the two take turns participating in the labor force, as another variation of the notion of alternative work schedules?
As another example, among the older married working women in the future,
will it be as safe at that time, as it apparently was nearly ten years ago, to assert
that retirement for them will be defined in terms of their husbands' withdrawal
from the labor force? This was a major reason given by the Social Security Administration for excluding married women from their Retirement History Study,
begun in,968.
. As of 1966, in the NLS sample of middle-aged males, nearly one-half of the
whites and nearly three-fifths of the blacks reported working wives. This survey,
because of its longitudinal nature, should be a valuable source of findings on (1)
relatively recent patterns regarding such an assertion, and for (2) suggesting new
avenues and hypotheses for research on future cohorts of middle-aged husbandwife labor force members.
Older female heads of families. Marital status-whether married, divorced,
separated, widowed, or never married-is an important factor in the labor force
participation of women, but among the non-married, there are female family
heads. Middle-aged and older women in this classification may have been experiencing different patterns of labor force participation-and special problems associated with those patterns-compared to others. From 1970 to 1975, the labor
force participation rates of 45-64 year-old female heads of families declined-in
contrast to those of married and all other women (McEaddy, 1976; Employment
and Training Report, 1977).
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Equally important, among family heads only, this decline occurred only in 45and older age groups.
There are no definitive explanations for these contrasting trends and patterns,
nor anything that tells us much about the problems, if any, accompanying the
trends and patterns. What is there about such middle-aged and older female family
heads and their circumstances that explains their declining participation rates,.
relative to younger female heads, and to other women of the same ages? Is the
decline indicative of special difficulties faced by them and their families? Once
such information is obtained through careful research efforts, special programs and
policies could then be developed to meet those difficulties, if indeed they exist.
Unemployment duration and discouragement. Once unemployed, middle-aged
and older women remain unemployed longer than their younger peers, just as in
the case of men. From 1973 to 1976, the proportion of older women unemployed
for 15 or more weeks increased at a greater rate than for other age groups-but
still slightly less than for older men. But by 1976, for both older women and men,.
the long-term employed were at least 42 percent of all older unemployed-in
contract to approximately 30 percent for all others.
Because of their generally lower number of UI eligibility weeks, older women
are also disproportionately among the UI exhaustees, and thus perhaps more
likely to become "discouraged workers," i.e., labor force "drop-outs."
In the older studies of workers subjected to plant shutdowns and mass layoffs,
it was generally found that older women were much more likely than older men
to cease job-seeking activities altogether, or to persist at a lower level than in the
case of men. There have been few studies of such situations in the past five years
or so, but one hypothesis would be that the extent of continued job seeking persistence among older women in similar situations would be greater than in the
past. This hypothesis is based on the assumption that today's female labor forceincluding the older segment-has a greater attachment, for economic and socialpsychological reasons, to the labor force than in the past.
The late entrant. We have already stressed the importance of continued, and
well-paying, employment in general for the ultimate retirement status level of
Americans. The principle applies more directly in the case of women (and for
disadvantaged minority groups, too). Even with the improved mortality rates.
of older men, women can still "count on" outliving their spouses, and thus exposed
to higher risks of low status in their retirement years. The longer a person lives,
in other words, the greater the unmet needs. We should add to this factor the
implications of an apparent trend toward never-married and divorced women, a
phenomenon which portends new job-related problems for women.
Apart from the general issue of sex-bias in the occupational structure of the
labor force which exacerbates the current and future job-related problems of
middle-aged and older women, another source of these problems lies in the large
number of women who, in middle-age, enter the labor force for the first time, or
after many years of only "home-making" experience.
The extent to which women enter the labor force at.relatively young ages, and
remain employed, should, of course, tend to reduce this problem. It is incumbent,
therefore, that research on trends in proportions who are long-term employed, by
different age groups, be a regular component of the Department's activities. This
does not rule out, however, the strong possibility that for many women over the
long-term future, first-time entry (or entry after an extended period of nonattachment to the labor force) will continue to warrant strong research and program attention. The fact that the general educational level of women has been
improving, and will continue to improve, constitutes (1) an ameliorative facter in
improving the job chances of such new entrants; and (2) a challenge, in that such
higher-educated women may face problems of under-employment-i.e., employment in types of jobs not commensurate with their levels of education and the
expectations that such education usually create.
But for some time to come, we will still be faced with the "displaced homemaker"
problem, and that of all middle-aged and older women re-entering or entering for
the first time, the labor force. They may frequently need special training because
of their limited work experience.
On the research side, there may be a need to identify the types of "deficiencies"
for which such special training would be designed-including training in more
than the substantive skills.
Congress has, in recent years, been considering legislation (similar to that
already existing in some states) which would provide special assistance to what
has been called the "displaced homemaker" population, i.e., women who-because
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-of widowhood at an early age, or divorce and separation-desire and need employment. This assistance would consist of, among other things, special counseling,
training, and job development.
Without waiting for such national legislation to be passed, the Department
*could, at the present time, support projects designed to evaluate such few ongoing
programs as do exist, for example, in California, and Maryland, in order to learn
critical lessons from such experiences as a means of being better prepared to design
more effective nationally legislated programs, once passed.
Social Security. Another job-related problem of women is that they are treated
"equally" with men as far as "years of forgiveness" for interrupted work experience
-or low earnings years are concerned, in calculating retirement benefits. Women's
rights advocates point out that the maximum of five years lowest earnings may
have been reasonable in the case of men, but that the special labor force status
of women is such as to result in many more years of such earnings levels.
As wnomen enter the labor force on more than an intermittent level, this problem
will become somewhat attenuated, but will proportionsof women with such regular
labor force attachment and employment reach-at least in the intermediate
future-those for men?
Here too, is a topic for research attention. While the problems facing the Social
Security system are not directly those of the Department of Labor, some types
-of cooperative policy research analyses (with an aim at alternative solutions)
might be carried out.
* Middle-agecl and older women in-or seeking to enter-the labor force not only
face the obstacles encountered by their age peers among men, such as stereotypes
regarding work performance. In addition to the "ageism" hindering their chances
in the labor market, they face also the "sexism" encountered by women in general.
Other complaints registered by advocates for the job rights of women include the
apparent penalty paid by married women as far as entitlement to retired worker
benefits are concerned, under Social Security-a reflection of the "cultural lag"
surviving from the time of the passage of the Social Security Act when it was
taken for granted that few married women would work for extended numbers of
years, and that the only protection they needed was as widows or wives of retired
males. Thus, today, according to these critics, they do not accrue, upon retirement,
their full benefits as retired workers.
On the other hand, even with an intermittent work career, her benefits as a wife
can be larger than if she had never worked at all, even though her earnings were
subject to deductions for Social Security contributions.
Much of the problem is rooted in the original and basically still prevalent
principle (and financing) of Social Security-namely, that it is a form of "insurance," defined as a payment (a transfer payment, and not an annuity) to a
previously employed person after a certain age (now (2) in the event-the contingency-of no employment.
Defenders of the current Social Security system point out that "it is not correct
to argue for . .. changes on the ground that women workers as a group get less for
their contributions than do men workers as a group." I This does not address the
issue of whether some women-especially working wives-have a legitimate
complaint. As a research topic, this issue is important if only to delve into the
degree to which such inequities, if they exist, function as disincentives among
women to enter the labor force in any meaningful way.
This topic is thus related also to the adequacy or accuracy of projections (and
the assumptions used in such projections) concerning labor force participation
rates among women, especially married middle-aged and older ones. The Social
Securitv Board of Trustees report of 1975 projects that "ultimately" (no date
specified) the female participation rate will be about 73 percent of the male rate.
Such projections call for regular assessment and re-examination, as already suggested.
Older minority women. Currently, the occupational structure of middle-aged
and older female blacks shows a much lower socio-economic profile than the structure of comparable white women. The critical research topic here is to determine,
over the ensuing decades, the degree and direction of changes absolutely and
relatively, as the current "new generation" of female blacks (and some other
minority women)-with their improved educational achievements, reduced
fertility rates, etc.-move into their older years.
I U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging, Women and Social Security: Adapting
to a New Era, October, 1975.
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- We do know, for example, that much smaller proportions of young female
blacks, compared to their older ranks, are in such low status jobs as domestic
servants, and that their educational achievements are far superior to those of
older black women-all of which suggests the possibility of an improved status
in the future. But there is a need to distinguish between improvements over a
previous generation of women of the same race, and improvements relative to
women of other races.
VIII. OLDER MINORITY GROUP WORKERS

In the past, little, attention was paid to the special and unique job-related
problems of older blacks and other minority groups-partly because it was
asserted that they were preponderantly in rural and farm areas where unemployment was little studied (apart from problems of low income from rural-farm
pursuits); partly because the civil rights movement had not yet succeeded to the
point of raising the consciousness (and conscience) of the majority society.
Another extended viewpoint was that since so few blacks survived into the upper
ages, there was no problem worth considering!
Current facts and projections for the future no longer justify such neglect. For
example, in 1975, there were nearly 2.6 million nonwhites 62 and older; more than
1 million 55 to 59; and nearly 4 million, 40-54 (2.3 million; over 900,000, and 3.5
million blacks respectively).
By 1990, slightly more than one decade from now, these figures will rise to about:
lin millionsl

62-plus-3.7
55-59…1.3
40-54 --------------------------------------

All nonwhites

Blacks only

5.5

3.2
I5I
4.5

The rate of increase in such numbers is actually projected to be higher than for
whites or similar ages. These figures assume no marked improvement in mortality
rates, an assumption which can no longer be accepted with as much sanguinity as
in the past. The median age of the black population in 1975 was only 23.4 (compared to 29.6 for whites), but the projected median age for 1990 is 28.5 for blacks
(compared to 33.6 for whites)-reflecting declines in fertility rates, but with no
account taken of possible improvements in mortality rates for middle-aged and
older persons.
Just the increase of roughly 1 million additional blacks 40-54 between 1975 and
1990 will present a special challenge to the country's general problems of employment of its middle-aged workers. At the very least, it suggests the importance of
special research, policy and program attention directed now to those blacks and
other minority group members who are in their 30's and 40's-the future 40-54
year olds of a decade from now.
Preventive measures, unfortunately, receive a lower priority than those measures
designed to cure and alleviate the job-related problems of today's older persons,
regardless of ethnicity. But for such minority groups, the generalization is especially
pertinent. The current emphasis on the "welfaie population" can be interpreted
partly as a cost of past failures to cope with the job-related problems of such
persons at earlier ages. The magnitude of the future welfare population problem
will depend in part on what is done, with and for current critical segments of the
"young middle-aged" in minority groups.
It is difficult to accept the explanation that voluntary retirement, for instancer
is the critical factor involved in the far greater decline in labor force participation
rates among nonwhite males-compared to whites-from the time they were 35-44
in 1956 to the time they were 55-64 twenty years later, in 1976.
This is apart from the greater mortality rate among nonwhite males over these
two decades-itself partly due to job-related problems. The latter phenomenon
is also a critical research, program, and policy matter.'
a By 1976, the total 55-64 nonwhite male population was only 77.5 percent of the
corresponding 1956 35-44 population, as contrasted to 86.1 percent of the whites, an,
indication of the lower survivorship rate of the nonwhites.
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A report by the National Center on Black Aged (1976) highlights the special
labor force problems of older blacks, including the following:
-Higher labor force drop-out rates.
-Greater involuntary part-time employment.
-Few, if any, local black sponsors of such limited programs as Title IX
programs.
Much of that document is devoted specifically to the issue of participation by
older blacks in job programs, a topic of a separate section in this report.
"Double jeopardy" is the term frequently applied to the situation of older black
workers. As one example, while white workers 55-64 experienced an increase in
labor force participation in the 1975-76 "recovery," the opposite-a decreaseoccurred among blacks and others (the BLS tables in the Employment and Training Report do not separate other racial groups from blacks, but the latter constitute
the vast majority of that category).
Actually, the decrease took place among black males, not females. The 55-64
year old nonwhite male participation rate fell by three full percentage points from'
1975 to 1976-in contrast to a mere 0.4 decline point for black females of the same
age group; a decline of 1.1 point for white males; and only 0.1 point for white
females.
The reasons for such differentials still need exploration and warrant continued
research.
Rates 6f unemployment also are critical, and as the accompanying table reveals,
only the nonwhites in the 55-64 age group-in contrast to their white peersexperienced an increase in unemployment from 1975 to 1976, otherwise a period
of job "recovery."
Persons 65 and older are excluded from this table because of the age-heterogeneity of that category-a point which needs correction in future statistical
reporting series, since it should be useful to ascertain rates for such age groups as
65-69, and 70-74, but especially the 65-69 group. Furthermore, since men and
women can retire as early as age 62 under Social Security, even the 55-64 classification should be broken down into 55-59; 60 and 61; and 62-64-just as the
Department's work experience tables have done for some years. (By 1990, there
will be at least a 36 percent increase over 1975 in the number of nonwhites 60-69
years old.)
ADULT UNEMPLOYMENT RATES BY RACE,SEX,AND AGE,1970-76

Al 116-plus
Whitemales
White females -Black and other males -7.3
Black and other females-9.3
25-34:
White males -3.1
White females
…
Black and other males -6.1
Black and other females -7.9
35-44:
White males -2.3
White females -4.3
Blackand othermales -3.9
Black andother females -4.8
45-54:
White males
…
White females -3.4
Black and other males -3.3
Black and other females -4.
55-64:
White males
White females -2.6
Black and other males .
Black and other females -3.2

1970

1971

1972

.1973

1974

1975

1976

4.0
5.4

4.9
6.3
9.1
10.8

4.5
5.9
8.9
11.3

3.7
5.3
7.6
10.5

4.3
6.1
9.1
10.7

7.2
8.6
13.7
14.0

6.4
7.9
12.7
13.6

4.0
6.3
7.4
10.7

3.4
5.5
6.8
10.2

3.0
5.1
5.8
9.7

3.5
5.7
7.2
8.6

6.3
8.5
11.9
12.9

5.6
7.6
11.0
13.0

2.9
4.9
4.9
6.9

2.5
4.5
4.8
7.2

1.8
3.7
4.0
5.3

2.4
4.3
4.1
6.7

4.5
*6.6
8.3
8.6

3.7
5.8
7.1
8.1

2.8
3.9
4.5
4.2

2.5
3.5
3.8
4.7

2.0
3.1
3.2
3.7

2.2
3.6
4.0
4. 3

4.4
5.8
9.0
6.7

3.7
5.0
7.2
6.1

3.2
3.3
4.7
3.5

3.0
3.3
4.6
4.0

2.4
2.8
3.1
3. 2

2.5
3.3
3.6
3.3

4.1
5.1
6.1
5.3

4.0
4.8
6.2
5.5

5.3

.2.3

0
2.7
3.4

Source: "Employment and Training Report of the President, 1977," table A-20.

More important in this context, however, is the fact that from 1973 to 1975
(the start and end of the recent "recession") black males in each of the age
groups in the 25-64 range experienced a doubling of their unemployment rates
which were already high as of 1973; for the 55-64 group the 1976 rate (which in
general declined) was even higher than in 1975. The same was true, too, of black
females. Age and race thus combine to produce the double jeopardy.
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Such job-related problems of older minority groups may be further aggravated
by the possibility of their having more dependents than whites. Among the 5357 year old black males in the NLS sample, for example, nearly 12 percent still
had three or more children under 18 in 1966, still living with them, in marked
contrast to only 4.3 percent in the case of white males of the same ages. Among
Spanish-speaking and other minorities, the proportion may be even higher.
To be sure, white males 25-54 also experienced a doubling of unemployment
rates from 1973 to 1975, but the rates were lower to begin with, and more important, declined from 1975 to 1976. Furthermore, the rate for white males 55-64 did
not double, unlike the case of black males, from 1973-75, and they experienced a
sli ht decline in unemployment after 1975.
Mne of the crucial dimensions of the double jeopardy status of older minority
workers can be seen in the fact that even for the NLS sample of "healthy" middleaged blacks (45-57 in 1966), unemployment in that year had a greater statistical
relationship to nonparticipation (i.e., withdrawal from the labor force) seven years
later than in the corresponding group of whites. In both cases, for both whites
and males, the relationship held, but more so for the blacks.
In both cases, the finding points to the need to consider "exogenous" influences
on the "decision to retire" and also the need to cope, when conducting research
on the impact of unemployment, with the "lag" factor which suggests that a
process is involved which cannot be captured through cross-sectional kinds of
research. It should be noted that labor force withdrawal in this particular analysis
(Sheppard, 1976) refers to withdrawal before the age of 65 (EWR). The older the
unemployed individual, furthermore, the higher the early withdrawal rate even
for those only 45-47 years old in 1966. Again, the relationship was greater in the
case of black males.
Health and employment status as of 1966, when added to the race variable,
clearly shows the disadvantaged position of black males, as demonstrated by the
following tables showing early withdrawal rates (including death before the age
of 65).
1966 employment, race, and health status

Rank:

EWR by 1978

-__19. 1
1. Employed healthy whites--__________-_-_____-_-_
22. 5
_-___-____-_-_-_----_--------2. Employed healthy blacks 3. Unemployed healthy whites -_-----__-___-_-_-_-__29. 5
4. Employed unhealthy whites -__----_______-___-_-____-_-_33. 9
.37. 5
5. Unemployed healthy blacks -------6. Employed unhealthy blacks -____-_-_-_-_-_-_-_----- 39. 2
__40. 0
7. Unemployed unhealthy whites __--- _-_-___-____
-_8. Unemployed unhealthy blacks -__-_-_-_-_-__-__-_-_-_-_-__63. 2
Presenting the findings in another way, (1) among the workers employed when
interviewed in 1966, and (2) among those unemployed that year, the 1973 EWRs
were as follows:
Employed Usnemployed
In 1966, EWR in 1966, EWR

Raceand health status

19. 1
22.5

Healthy whites ----------------------------------Healthy blacks-.--------Unhealthy whites -29.5
Unhealthy blacks-39.2

29. 5
37. 5
40.0
63. 2

The higher rates of unemployment and of poor health status (as measured by
elf reported estimates of work-limiting capabilities) among black middle-aged
8 nd older males are reflected in this table, and call for special research analyses
and appropriate program responses to cope with the special problems of that
group-including measures designed to intervene before such men reach their 40's
and 50's. The fact that the early withdrawal rate of employed healthy blacks is not
much below that of comparable whites reinforces the importance of both health
and employment status.
Relatively good health status, among older blacks, however, does not necessarily mean that their labor force participation rates will be similar to that of
whites. Their poor health status may be offset by a greater economic need to
remain in the labor force.
The NLS data file contains a rich source of information concerning some aspects
of the factors processes involved, that is, the experience and attitudinal changes
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in the intervening years, and research should be encouraged on the work-capacity
*and employment aspects of the labor force experience of blacks and
other minorities
as contrasted to that of whites.
Future Years. Given the reported sharp improvement in the occupational gains
of young blacks in recent years, it is important to carry out longitudinal studies to
determine whether such gains are not only sustained, but to ascertain the extent to
which such phenomena as changes in early withdrawal rates occur-and in which
direction-among minority groups, relative to whites, and by sex. The NLS
samples of women, if continued to be surveyed, would be a major contribution to
this effort.
Furthermore, a new sample survey of men 45-59, beginning no later than 1979
or 1980, would provide information of an important nature and quality concerning
"generational" differences, if any, in the labor force andlife status blacks relative
to white middle-aged and older workers. In other words, in whatofrespects
are the
45-59 cohorts of, say, 1980, different from those of 1966?
Part-Time vs. Full-Time. The work experience data available through the
Department of Labor (BLS) have not, to our knowledge, been as fully
for research and policy purposes as they might be, a point made in otherexploited
of
this report. In the case of minority groups, for example, in 1975, nearly 16 parts
percent
of nonwhite males 45-64 years old worked either in full-time jobs for less than
27
weeks or at part-time jobs, compared to 10 percent of white males. Corresponding
figures for females were 39 percent in the case of nonwhites, versus 36 percent for
whites. For both male and female nonwhites, the proportion working only parttime was greater then among whites. Compared to the 25-44 age groups, the
part-time proportion was greater for the older persons, especially among nonwhite females.
Unfortunately, these age groupings are too broad for any usefulpolicy-reseiarch
purposes, and furthermore,information is lacking regarding
the degree to whch
such work experience on less than a year-round, full-time basis is voluntary
vs.
involuntary.
Furthermore, the percentages reported here are based on only those with any
work experience at all. Perhaps a more sensitive measure would be derived from
using as the basis the totalpopulation in each race and age group (with and without
work experience). This failure to use a total population base may serve to obscure
the discouraged worker phenomenon in such age groups, especially when trend
analysis included cyclical changes in the general level of employment opportunities.
Underemployment. Anecdotal literature is replete with case studies ofblack
males who achieved higher education degrees in the 1940's and '50's, but remained
victims of race discrimination in the world of employment; they thereby became
"underemployed." No study of a systematic nature has been carried out to find
out if the recent progress in equal employment opportunities has produced any
marked effect on their current employment status
levels.
Has their older age become the new barrier for any upward mobility?
Have they become "locked in" (because of pension rights and other equities
built up over time), and thus reluctant to seek upwardly mobile opportunities?
Has the long-term experience with such underemployment produced an
"adaptation" on their part, of a form of resignation?
To what extent does the same phenomenon occur even today, and with what
different implications for the future?
Each of these questions needs to be examined within specific industries, occupations, and regions. The NLS occupational mobility items would be one general
source, in both the 30-44 female sample, and the 45-59 male sample, for exploratory findings.
The NLS sample should be analyzed to seek answers to these and related
questions. The 1974 report (Parnes, et al., 1974) on the 1966-71 data does not
shed any direct light on the issue, but the material on voluntaty job-changing
during those five years (with no White-Black comparisons) may provide some
suggestions for further research on the questions, for example:
(1) Education was positively associated with voluntary job-changing; pensioncoverage, negatively associated.
(2) Job satisfaction with new job among Black voluntary job-changers increased over satisfaction with previous jobs, much more than among White
changers.
Policy dimensions of life expectancy differences. One of the issues among researcher
and advocates concerning problems of the minority aged emanates from the
lower life expectancy at birth of racial groups such as blacks. Accordingly, such
persons argue that special provision should be made in the Social Security system
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to rectify this disadvantage-either in the form of even lower retirement ages for
such groups, and/or higher benefits for those persons retiring at the same age
as the White majority.
Apart from the administrative and cost problems entailed in such proposals,
there remains the issue of whether or not, among the older black workers (i.e.,
those who survive into the upper ages), such differences in life expectancy-say,
at 610 or 65-are as great as implied. According to the National Center for Health
Statistics, life expectancy at 50 and 65-as of 1973-for white and nonwhite
males and females was as follows:

Male:
Age50Age65 Female:
Age50-30.3
Age65 -

-13. -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Whites

Blacks and
others

24.3
13-7

22. 4
13.4

18.1

27.9
17.5

Source: National Center for Health Statistics, Vital Statistics Report,
vol. 28, No.11 supplement, February 1977, table 2.

This table suggests that by age 65, white-nonwhite "gap" among males is nonexistent, although among women, the life expectancy for whites is greater. But
none of this pinpoints the specifics of life expectancy among workers-or those
retiring from the labor. force-by race, sex, and age. As long as the industryoccupation mix is not "equal," factors such as mortality and health (as affected
by the nature of the job, for example), and "retirement resources" (as affected by
pension eligibility, number of dependents, etc.), may also continue to be unevenly
distributed. Regardless of the legal and financing dimensions of the issue of
differential benefits and retirement ages under social security, Black "caucuses"
of/and for the aged can be expected to keep the issue alive.
All of these and related facets raise the question of the degree to which EEO
laws, regulations, and enforcement will move minority groups into industries and
occupations which (1) improve their pension-coverage status; (2) raise their total
life work experience and wage levels; (3) impact on their health status as a function
of the nature of the job-and thus their life expectancy, etc. Current research
should make this one of its major focuses, and simulation models might be constructed to project future conditions regarding these phenomena.
As an example of the "inequality" dimension, in 1966 (according to the NLS
data), among men 48-52 years old, (1) only 15.7 percent of the blacks were craftsmen and foremen, compared to 26.3 percent of whites. (2) Their "health" rate
was lower than for whites. (3) On the other hand, their death rate by 1973 was no
different-perhaps even better-compared to whites. (4) Among those still alive
in 1973 (55-59 years old), their "unable to work" proportion was about the same
as for whites.
But, to repeat, a much smaller proportion of black males was in this occupation.
As a result, for all blacks 48-52 in 1966, compared to their white age peers, their
early withdrawal rate (including deaths) by 1973 was much higher than for whites.
And among those still alive in 1973, their "unable to work" proportion was higher
than for whites. In general, such data imply the difference it makes to have an
equal white-nonwhite occupational distribution. It should also be noted that as
of 1966, few blacks-if any-in the 48-52 age group were in managerial, official,
or proprietor, sales and clerical occupations.
Another inequality dimension can be seen in (1) the relation pension coverage
of whites and blacks in the NLS data on 45-59 year old males; in 1971, 72 percent
of the white, but only 59 percent of the blacks, were employed in establishments
with pension programs. (2) In 1973, 70 percent of whites 62-64 were retired with
a pension, compared to only 52 percent of blacks of the same age.
Many of the research and program recommendations of a general nature discussed throughout this report should be applied, naturally, to the special subgroups
in the population. For example:
(1) Trends in proportions affected by mandatory retirement age policies.
(2) Similarly, measures regarding other forms of involuntary retirement, before
any mandatory retirement age.
(3) Extent of voluntary vs. involuntary part-time employment-and the "universe of need" for voluntary part-time employment.
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Other elements of the minority older worker topic which contain research, policy,
and policy suggestions include:
The impact of union vs. nonunion membership. One study (Parnes, et al 1975)
indicates that middle-aged black operatives who are not union members earn at
]cast 25 percent less than comparable whites while the differential between black
-and white union member operatives is much less (about 10 percent). But this
latter differential itself warrants special attention.
The importance of labor market information. For example, most jobseeking studies
indicate the importance of job-openings through friends and relatives or other
informal mechanisms. Typically, whites are more familiar about such knowledge,
and the challenge here relates to how such information can be improved among
minority middle-aged and older jobseekers.
Effects of workplace "outmigration" from central cities..To the degree that restrictions on access to housing in suburbs and in urban areas to which industries
might relocate continue to be greater for minority groups, the drift in the direction
of greater and greater concentrations of older persons in the central cities constitutes not only a serious problem for older minority jobseekers, but even for the
central city governments as well. New trends, if any, in the migration patterns and
opportunities, require special research attention.
Changes in the industry-occupation composition of middle-aged and older minority
workers. Independently of the characteristics of such persons, the dynamics of
change in the Nation's industry-occupation mix will serve both to improve and to
damage the job-related problems of minority groups, especially the middle-aged.
The effects of such changes in this regard should be a major focus of empirical
and projection studies.
Greater union contract coverage. The NLS data indicate that, contrary to some
expectations, a higher proportion of middle-aged and older blacks are covered by
collective bargaining contracts. If this is so, and these contracts provide for some
form and degree of seniority rights, such contract coverage becomes a valuable
beachhead for these workers, not available to whites in general. The facts do not
contradict, however, that among only whites and blacks covered by contracts,
the former may have higher seniority (including senority restricted to more desirable jobs and departments).
How will blacks fare, in the future, relative to other non-unionized blacks,
in the same occupation, and in other occupations? What will be the trends vis a vis
unionization and its presumed benefits among today's younger blacks (and other
minorities, too), as they themselves become middle-aged or older?
Effects of Rulings on Seniority Coverage. In recent years, in the steel industry
for example, restrictions of. seniority rights within only departments (e.g., in
foundries) have been abolished by court action. What have been the effects of
greater company-wide seniority rights in the internal labor market experiences of
minority workers? How widespread is the pattern of company-wide seniority
rights, an in what ways are minority group middle-aged and older workers benefitting from such a pattern?
Relationship of type of job to health status. While work environment attributes
contribute to the health status of all workers, in what ways is that status among
minority middle-aged workers any better or worse, given their current lower
positions, in general, with regard to their location in types of industries and workplaces characterized by greater risks regarding safety and health? Are OSHA's
activities having any effect on this phenomenon?
Other minority groups. The fact that this report devotes little space to minority
other than blacks should not be interpreted as a reflection of any intent to place
a lower priority on their job-rated problems. Blacks, however, are the dominant
minority group in this country, and have been the most politically effective in
expressing their unmet needs in the employment area. But even for this groups,
attention to the middle-aged and older segments' job-related problems has been
only recent. Detailed, systematic statistical reporting for blacks only (as contrasted to "nonwhites" as a statistical category) is only beginning to improve.
Departmental research should be systematic in disaggregating such data, even
if this requires over-weighting of their representation in samples (such as in the
case of the National Longitudinal Survey). In special local areas, where it is known
that other minority groups are concentrated more than in other areas (such as
Filipinos, American Indians, and Spanish-speaking persons), the same principle
should be applied.

Unfortunately, national data of a detailed nature, by age, are lacking regarding
such items as participation rates of other minority groups (e.g., those of Spanish
origin), according to age and education, for example. As a case in point, the 1975
BLS report on Educational Attainment of Workers, 1974, provides a participation
rate table, on persons of Spanish origin using the broad age span of 25-54, by sex:
and education, which thereby obscures age differences, if any, within that span.
This makes it impossible to make meaningful comparisons between specific agesex-education-ethnic groups vis a vis whites and blacks. Furthermore, the samples
for the upper age groups (55-64, and 65-plus) are too small for any reporting purposes-part of which, of course, is a reflection of the very low educational achievements of those age groups.
IX. OLDER WORKERS IN RURAL AREAS

Typically, rural areas are characterized by work forces older than those in the
larger urban areas-attributable partly to the greater likelihood of young persons
to emigrate from them because of restricted job opportunities. The range of
severity of rural older worker problems is affected by the latter, too, but also by
type of rural area (e.g., the midwest wheat belt vs. Appalachia, and the rural
South). Generalizations on this topic are not too secure.
Nevertheless, it may be safe to say that in most instances, the traditional
structure and dynamics of job opportuniteis in rural areas are such as to increase
the odds for middle-aged and older workers in those areas to move into a poverty
status by the time they reach 65 or more. This may be especially true in the case
of rural nonfarm population.
Departmental and other governmental concern with the rural older worker
should probably concentrate more on programs, and demonstration projects,
than research-except to the degree the latter is required as part of programs and
demonstration projects, including evaluation.
Given the limited opportunities in many, if not most, rural areas for employment in the private sector for persons of all ages, emphasis should be placed on
greater involvement of the local rural public sector agencies, especially with
regard to the older worker. Limited experience with Title IX programs in such
areas suggests that public sector opportunities might be expanded.
In one effort, carried out in several counties (by the American Association of
Retired Persons), jobs were developed for persons 55 and older as school matrons,
teacher aides, hospital and library aides; assistant school bus drivers-and even
maintenance mechanics. Other examples include welfare agency case worker.
assistants and commodity distributors.
The benefits for the individual persons employed, the agencies employing them,
and the families of such persons should be obvious. But there is also a community
benefits side that requires consideration and perhaps evaluation. For example, as
a result of employing elderly persons as pickup truck drivers to bring children to
county health clinics, the number of children and of clinic visits increased-presumably with positive effects on the health status of the children. Even the Food
and Drug Administration improved its rural consumer education program by
enlisting the older persons as part-time employees.
On a more general policy level, serious consideration should be given to relatively permanent rural community service employment programs for older men
and women. For middle-aged rural workers, public works programs might also
be given greater emphasis. Without any additional public works programs in such
areas (when truly needed, of course), there may be a tendency to disregard that
age group in favor of younger persons still remaining in the rural areas.
In any event, all of these kinds of programs should be studied, with a focus on
income effects; migration rates and patterns of program participants and their
younger family members.
Census reports suggest that starting in the early 1970's, the rate of growth in
metropolitan areas declined and that nonmetropolitan areas continued to gain
populations from the former (Bureau of Census, January, 1977). "Many 'rural'
counties, particularly those with a large State university or an especially recreation area," show a new inmigration from other parts of the country.
To our knowledge no special focus has been directed to the impact of this
phenomenon on the socio-economic status of the older age groups in the native,
nonmigrant population of those rural areas. Ostensibly, such areas should be
experiencing a growth-at least a stabilization-of employment opportunities, to
the benefit of middle-aged and older persons, as well as to that of younger ones.
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But no attempt has yet been made to verify this hypothesis. At the very least,
such information should help in the fine-tuning of policies and programs designed
to assist rural-area middle-aged and older persons in their job-related problems.
Contrary to stereotypes, older persons do nevertheless migrate-especially if
unemployed. Therefore, in addition to the phenomenon of older rural nonmigrants
and their related job problems, there remains the equally significant phenomenon
of older rural migrants to urban labor markets, and the differences over time (as
persons "age") between migrants and nonmigrants in places of destination. It
should be obvious that an integral part of a systematic effort to ease the problems
of rural persons in general is the facilitation of adjustment to the urban labor
market among those who do not stay in rural areas, but rather migrate to the
former. (Peterson et al, 1977).
In this connection, little research attention has been given to the characteristics
of the place of destination of migrants from rural areas. Sheppard (1971) has
reported on the labor force status and experience of young and older rural migrant
females (white and black), according to size of SMSA, using the 1967 Survey
of Economic Opportunity data sources. He found, for example, that among white
females, the larger the 8MSA the greater the opportunities for year-round full-time work for those 45-plus. The same was true for blacks of the same age group.
At the same time, the proportions of older black rural migrants working no weeks
.at all increased, according to SMSA size. This was not true in the case of white
rural migrants 45 and older.
Equally, if not more important, the occupational structure in 1966 among older
black rural migrants reveals greater opportunities in the largest SMSAs (over
'750,000). This is dramatically illustrated by the fact that the proportion of older
black women employed as domestic servants was much less in the largest SMSA's,
-compared to those with populations under 250,000 and 250-750,000. Furthermore,
while the proportion of older rural migrants employed in this low-status occupa-tion was higher than for older "native urbanites" (those born in the SMSA where
interviewed) in the smaller SMSA's, this difference disappears in the largest
,SMSA's.
Finally, as a single index of family socio-economic status, the "poverty rate"
among white older rural migrants, the poverty rate was higher than for white
native migrants, regardless of sex of SMSA (although the rate is lowest for both
migrants and native urbanites in the largest SMSA's).
But for black females, the pattern is the exact opposite: older rural migrants,
especially to SMSA's over 250,000, had lower poverty rates than their counterparts who had always lived in the urban area where interviewed.
The reasons for this latter finding still need to be explored. Education may be
.a factor, given, given the finding by Sheppard that both black and white rural
migrants reported more years of schooling than native urbanites.
In addition, this type of research focus requires updating, given the fact that
-these findings are at least ten years old, and economic changes, as well as changes
in the composition of the populations, have taken place, and will continue to do so.
.)
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OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR LAWTON CHILES, PRESIDING
Senator CHILES. We will convene our hearing.
A few weeks ago, when this committee opened hearings on the
sale of private insurance policies to the elderly, I was distressed to
hear from consumers and State insurance commissioners that many

older Americans were clearly being taken advantage of by unscrupulous insurance agents eager to make high commissions.
We were also distressed to hear that in some cases insurance company policies encourage oversale and misrepresentation of health
insurance policies to the elderly-while the insurance company at

the same time does not take the responsibility for its own agents.
RESPONSE TO

FIRST

HEARING

As one result of that hearing, additional refunds have been made
to some consumers, and inquiries are being made about agents who
figured in earlier high-pressure sales.
We also received much mail-from consumers, from insurance

commissioners, and from insurance salesmen. Their letters show that
these problems are not limited to the situations described in the

earlier testimony.
We have heard of insurance salesmen offering door prizes at
senior centers and other programs for older Americans to obtain
membership lists-lists which are then routinely used to sell insurance policies.
Sales agents have described company directives requiring them to
sell new policies on every service visit, to write new policies rather
(211)
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than to renew current ones, and to delete medical histories on new
policy forms.
WS~e have also had reports of companies routinely denying claims
when they first come in-taking the better-than-average chance that
the elderly policyholder will not challenge their judgment and resubmit a claim.
Relatives have written who were outraged when they discovered
an elderly parent with many insurance policies and large accumulations of canceled checks to insurance companies. One from Marathon,
Fla., said:
Last spring, I learned that my 88-year-old aunt * * * whose income is less
than $5,000 per year * * * had been sold more than $iO,400 of health insurance
in approximately a 1-year period.

Several expressed great frustration at knowing how to find good
supplemental health coverage for their parents. Some related long
stories of visits and letters to State insurance commission offices and
to State consumer protection offices-only to be told that there was
nothing that could be done about getting refunds on policies they
felt had been sold under false pretenses.
Another of these letters came from Mr. Wiley Cheatham, a district attorney in Cuero, Tex., who told us that he had seen, and
prosecuted, many cases much more aggravated than those the committee heard at our earlier hearing. We will be hearing from Mr.
Cheatham this morning, as well as Mr. C. L. Woodard, a U.S. Postal
Inspector from Houston, Tex., who assisted Mr. Cheatham in prosecution of agents preying on the elderly in Texas.
I would like also to welcome Elizabeth Hanford Dole, Commissioner, Federal Trade Commission. Commissioner Dole has taken a
special interest in consume r problems of older Americans ever since
her appointment, and she has been instrumental in turning the
Federal Trade Commission's attention to the difficulties elderly
consumers have in purchasing medicare supplemental insurance.
We are also pleased to take testimony from Mr. Joseph Mike,
commissioner of insurance in the State of Connecticut, representing
the National Association of Insurance Commissioners. We look forward to the National Commission's recommendations and to working
further with all State insurance regulatory commissions to find
solutions to these problems. Commissioner Garcia, from New Mexico,
is also here, and I am sure we will have many good suggestions from
him.
Senator Domenici, we are delighted to have you here and we would
be delighted to have an opening statement.
STATEMENT BY SENATOR PETE V. DOMENICI
Senator DozneNIci. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I would like my written statement to be made part of the record,
with your concurrence, and just make a couple of remarks and an
explanation to the witnesses and to you about my schedule.
Mr. Chairman, I don't think there is an easy answer to this problem. Obviously, we are here to find out what we can do as the National Government. One suggestion is that we broaden the base of
counseling that is available to senior citizens so that they can be
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better informed. However, any such effort will not solve the entire
problem.
MINI-MUMAX STANDARDS

While I do not want to usurp the State's role, I am looking forward to hearing from the experts here as to what our Federal Government's role ought to be. Perhaps some national minimal standard
should be in place if the States do not adopt some kind of disclosure
or minimum compliance standards. Basically, we have got to get a
handle on the sale of insurance, the type we have recently heard
about. I hope that the experts we hear from today will address the
issue forthrightly and give us some ideas as to what we might do.
I am most appreciative that Mr. Garcia is with us today. I am
fully aware that his agency in New Mexico is taking very constructive steps, and I think we will learn from his experience and his
suggestions today along with the other experts whom you have welcomed to the hearing.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Senator Domenici follows:]
PREPARED STATEINrENT OF SENATOR PETE

V. Do-.NrNIcI

In an age of rapidly rising health care costs, all of our citizens
are afraid that the insurance they carry will not be sufficient to meet
their health care needs. Our elderly, who are so much more vulnerable to long-term illness than the rest of the population, are especially aware of the deficiencies in many health insurance policies.
Also, as we all well know, medicare has its limitations, and coverage
is frequently inadequate. We are now learning that medi-gap poicies, sold to "fill the gap" in medicare benefits, also have some serious drawbacks.
To protect what assets they may have, many elderly persons seek

additional insurance coverage. Medicare now covers only about 38
percent of total health care costs for those age 65 and over. In addition, there is often confusion over what is covered by medicare. For
1976, out-of-pocket costs for health care of medicare members was
$562 million.
"SIHOCKING TESTIDEONY"

During the hearing held on this subject on May 16, this committee
received some very shocking testimony. A case in point was that of
Mrs. Lucille W. Lowry. By June of i977, Mrs. Lowry's contractual
obligations for premium payments to one insurance company
amounted to $9,158.61 per year, or approximately 68 percent of her
annual income. At that hearing we were led to believe that abuses
of this type are not so uncommon as we might like to think.
It is easy to see why our elderly fall prey to unscrupulous insurance agents. Seniors are often unsophisticated and unknowledgeable
about the terms and conditions of insurance policies, many of which
are quite complex. Further, as age progresses, they realize that their
health is more likely to fail, and they do not want to burden themselves or their families with exorbitant medical bills. Catastrophic
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illness can wipe out anyone's income, and our elderly are especially
prone to catastrophic or, at least, long term illness.
Reforms are needed to protect the elderly from overlapping and
inadequate medi-rap coverage. Many reforms will have to be made
at the State level and insurance companies will have to institute
safeguards of their own. In addition, I have proposed--and I hope
that the committee will take an in-depth look at my suggestion-a
program of insurance counseling for the elderly. If we can devise
and implement a comprehensive and easily understandable insurance
counseling program, our elderly will be better informed and can then
purchase medi-gap coverage wi sely at premiums they can afford.
I hope that some very important questions will be answered by the
witnesses testifying today. In particular, I would like to know what
you feel the role of the Federal Government should be in the area of
medi-gap abuse. Naturally, I do not want to see the authority of the
States usurped in any manner, but it is very possible that limited
Federal involvement is necessary. Perhaps it should be the responsibility of the Federal Government to develop a set of niininmum
standards. In any event, I hope that Commissioner Dole and the
other witnesses we hear today will be able to provide their thoughts
on the responsibility of the Federal Government in this area.
I am very pleased that Manny Garcia, superintendent of insurance,
State of New Mexico, is here to testify today. Manny and his predecessor, Mr. Kenneth Moore, have involved themselves extensively in
this problem, and have taken affirmative action to uncover and
eliminate medi-gap abuse in my State of New Mexico. Both Mr.
Garcia and Mr. Moore deserve praise and commendation for their
fine efforts to eradicate medi-gap abuse. I look forward to hearing
from Mr. Garcia about the details of New Mexico's reform program.
Mr. Chairman, thank you for your time. I look forward to working with those testifying today and with the committee members
toward a solution to a very perplexing 'and serious problem which
faces our senior citizens.
Senator CHImEs. Thank you.
Senator DONIENICI. I would want to say to the witnesses that at

10 o'clock I have to appear with a nominee for the Federal pension
in the State of New Mexico. Mr. Chairman, I will go there and
reappear as quickly as possible if you wish.
Senator CmIFLES. Our first witnesses will be Mr. Cheatham and
Mr. Woodard. We will ask you if you will come up, please.
Mr. Woodard, you may proceed in any way you desire.
STATEMENT OF CURTIS L. WOODARD, U.S. POSTAL INSPECTOR,
HOUSTON, TEX.
Mr. WOODAnRD. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Curtis L. Woodard. I am a postal inspector stationed at
Houston, Tex.
This is Wiley Cheatham, district attorney from the 24th Judicial
District of Texas.
I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today to discuss
investigations the inspection service has made regarding the defrauding of elderly citizens of Texas and Okalaomla by unscrupulous insurance agents and exinsurance agents.
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I have been assigned. the investigation of mail fraud cases at
Austin and Houston, Tex., for approximately the last 7 years. The
type of fraud investigated and prosecuted under the mail fraud
statute, title 18 United States Code, section 1341, is.very broad and
includes any type of business which is operated fraudulently and
uses the U.S. mails to further its scheme. It need not be a mail
order business.
TEXAS INVESTIGATION S

The postal inspection service investigates alleged violations of the
mail fraud statute among its many responsibilities. Normally, the
results of a mail fraud investigation are presented to the U.S. attor:ney for consideration of filing charges in the U.S. district courts.
However, in these investigations, the U.S. attorney's office in Fort
Wortlh, Tex., determined that it would be advantageous to cooperate
with AIr. Wiley Cheatham, the district attorney in the 24th Judicial
District of Texas. This decision was based partially on the fact that
State investigations were underway and some indictments had been
returned in State court. The fact that all of the victim witnesses
were aged and some were in poor health was also considered.
Beginning in January 1974, the inspection service was asked to
investigate a series of offenses involving the defrauding of elderly
people in Texas by unscrupulous insurance agents and exinsurance
agents, usually working in pairs. Air. Wiley L. Cheatham, district
attorney, 24th Judicial District of Cuero, Tex., who had noticed
some of these crimes occurring in his district, which consists of four
counties in south Texas, was also investigating violations of State
statutes. Indictments were ultimately returned in six other State
judicial districts and overlapping convictions were obtained in three
of those districts. The State board of insurance assisted and assigned
Investigator Howard L. M~cRac who also worked with us on these
investioations.
Senator DOBI.NICI. M~ay I ask a question, MIr. Chairman?
Senator CEILES. Yes.
Senator DOMENICI. What is the crime? Would you state it for us
again ?
MAr. CHEATHA-M. Yes. It would actually be theft by false pretext
or theft by fraud, as someone indicated in their prestatement. It is
theft. but theft by misleading and defrauding of people as to what
they are getting. Legally we call it theft by fraud.
Does that clarify it for you?
Senator CI-iiLEs. Yes. sir.
Senator DoIrEN-IG1. Ycs, sir.
Air. WOODARD. A mail fraud case would be a combination of
many such thefts drawn into one indictment.
The series of investigations involved aged victims, usually women,
age 65-92 years, living alone. Also elderly couples were frauidulently
solicited, but usually one of them was senile or incapacitated, and
the fraudulent pitch would be directed toward the one who handled
the checkbook and. financial affairs. Elderly people tend to be concerned with their health and their need for extra hospitalization
which is generally motivated by a desire to remain independent and
to be able to financially survive an expensive illness.
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The elderly citizen is frequently lonely, and a well dressed, youthful, and confident salesman has an easy time gaining entry to the
victim's home and gaining his or her confidence. We noticed that the
elderly people usually do not understand the fast talking, double
talking sales 'pitches that these' agents use. These factors make the
elderly an easy mark for unscrupulous insurance salesmen.
"GOOSE LISTS"
The first investigation in which I participated involved two men.
One was a licensed insurance agent and one had lost his Texas insurance agent's license. They sold accident and health policies by
"hard-sell" tactics to elderly women commonly called "gooses" by
these agents.
Senator CtILES. Tell me, what does that term mean? That was a
term of art that the agents used?
Mr. WOODARD. Mr. Cheatham.
Mr. CHEATHAMI. This is the slang word that they use for these
elderly people who are easy prey.
Senator CHILES. Easy marks.
Mr. CHEATHAAM. Easy marks, yes.

In fact, when we got down the line we were able to capture'one of
the goose lists ' and we will give you a couple of examples of what
it pretty well portrays, the feeling that these agents have for these
old people in their description 'of them, how easy they are to sell.
We will cover that if you like.
Senator CHILES. Thank you.
Mr. WOODARD. These insurance sales were intermingled with the
selling of worthless, desolate west Texas land or lots at grossly inflated prices. The term "gooses" relates to aged people who can be
sold hospitalization, insurance, or almost anything else on an insurance pitch, whether or not it is needed. Most of the west Texas
lots were sold on a "paid-up" hospitalization pitch, when in fact no
such paid-up insurance was available, nor was any insurance furnished. The salesmen perpetrated their fraudulent scheme by substituting deeds for virtually worthless lots; however, these deeds
were generally not furnished to the victims unless a complaint arose
or an enforcement agency became involved. Some insurance policies
were put in force but were sold by the same tactics that we foundmisleading. Some lots were deeded to more than one victim. The
scheme involved the mailing of checks for collection between banks
and the mailing of the deeds of the worthless and unwanted lots.
Approximately $200,000 was obtained from elderly people in Texas
on this flim-flam.
OVERLOADING ACCIDENT AND HEALTH INSURANCE

The two principal operators received 7- and 8-year prison sentences from the DeWitt County Texas District Court. That is Mr.
Cheatham's district. The investigation further disclosed numerous
instances of overloading and defrauding elderly citizens of Texas
and Oklahoma in accident and health insurance solicitations.
1 See p. 227.
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Several separate but similar investigations were made in 1974 and
1975 involving a loose-knit group of insurance agents and exagents
primarily operating out of Fort Worth, Tex. Generally, one agent
who held an insurance license was recruited to "front" or sign the
papers and receive a percentage of the commission for very little
effort on his part. Unlicensed salesmen fraudulently solicited business from the aged and sometimes senile citizens susceptible to high
pressure tactics. These schemes usually worked for relatively short
periods of time because the Texas insurance companies, and in a few
instances Oklahoma or other out-of-State insurance companies, were
eager to obtain the new business which had virtually no claim liability during the first 1 or 2 years. Underwriting safeguards were
not adequate to detect and reject the fraudulently solicited business.
The high pressure and fraudulent sale of accident and health
policies to the aged almost always resulted in the "twisting" or replacing, or the dropping of existing policies which had outlived
some or all of their waiting periods.
Senator CHILES. That term "twisting," is that another term of
artt?
Mr. WOODARD. Yes, sir.
Mr. CHEATHAM. Yes, sir, that is correct. The way they work ityou touched on it slightly a while ago-an agent presents a policy
and collects the annual premium. Usually nearly all the policies haie
waiting periods from 1 to 2 years before the purchaser is covered
as far as hospitalization. As that policy comes near to the time it
will expire, the agent will come in and usually tell the victim that
there are a number of ways to renew which] we can touch on later if
you like.
Senator CHILES. Yes.
Mr. CHIEATHA-m. The agents will tell people, for example, "It is
time to renew your policy; we need your annual premium." The
agents will say, "We didn't have time to get it out of the computer
so you will be getting a bill on this, but just disregard the bill and
you can go ahead and pay us now." They collect the money and of
course the insured will follow the instructions of the agent and will
disregard the notice and not make the payment, so their pxolicy that;
is in force will lapse and they will lose what time coverage they
had. They will be sent a new policy which will have a new waiting
period and actually many of those old people were never insured
although they would pay premiums each year supposedly for renewal and it would actually be for a new policy w~hich would begin
anew.
Senator CrimEs. Regardless of their claim, they would always
be in the waiting perioc.
Mr. CIrFATlIATA. Always be in the waiting period. The company
wvill say: "I am sorry but you have not had the policy long enough.
We regret very much not being able to pay your hospital claim."
Mr. WOODARD. We will cite you an example in just a moment,
Mr. Chairman.
This replacing or twisting of policies of course resulted in a high
rate of denials of claims. Some instances of twisting within the same
company were noted. In one such instance, 'n agent was convicted
in the 24th Judicial District of Texas in a case prosecuted by ir.
Cheatham. In that case the aged victim's claim was denied after the
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agent had fraudutlently replaced a good policy that had been in force

with a new policy. The more common type of twisting noted duiring
these investigations involved the transferring of aged customers
between two or three companies. 'This usually resulted in the expilation of policies which were in force, in favor of newly acquired policies with new waiting periods.
TACTICS USED
Some examples of fraudulent and deceptive tactics used by salesmen in obtaining money from the aged citizens are as follows:
One: The seeking out of elderly people who are known to be suIsceptible to repeated insurance sales.
Two: The use of "goose lists" in identifying and locating aged
victims, and in dissemlinating information from one agent or exagent to another on the pitch or technique to be used.
We have an actual goose list 1 that we would like to show you
and we have made copies. The names we would like to protect for
the reason of not embarrassing those people.
Senator ClILES. Thank you.
Mr. WOODARD. Some of the comments are very interesting in that
they show the salesman's attitude toward the old people.
Three: Salesmen claiming to be there to collect on accident and
health premiums due on existing policies while actually soliciting
new business.
Four: Salesmen claiming to represent the victim's accident and
health companies.
Five: Salesman claiming to be combining their insurance and
sometimes getting money back.
Six: Unlicensed agents soliciting insurance sales to be "fronted"
by licensed agents.
Seven: Licensed and unlicensed agents claiming to represent companies that were familiar to the aged victims. such as American
Insurance Co.-anything with "American" in it is good to use on
an old person-and tricking them into signing new applications for
insurance with other companies.
Eight: Salesmen representing that "Our company has bought out
your company" and that "The company has sent uls out here to collect for your insurance and get these new papers signed," while
actually soliciting new hospitalization business.
Nine: Salesmen's representations such as "No waiting periods,"
"This policy will pay everything" or "Everything that medicare
does not pay," "This is a paid-up hospitalization policy," and "You
-will start getting so many dollars per month back on this paid-up
policy."

Incidentally, I don't know of any paid-uip policies. We didn't run
across any in our investigations.
Ten: Salesmen represented that they would reinstate expired accident and health policies which in some cases had been expired for
2 or 3 years and had been issued by companies they did not represent.
Eleven: Some solicitations were as siimple as "Get your checkbook;
your insurance is due."
See p. 227.
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Twelve: Salesmen claiming that they 'were there to help the aged
victims with their social security while actually soliciting accident
and health business.
Thirteen: The use of familiar soundingr and appealing agency
trade styles such as the American Agency, Senior Citizens Agency,
and First Continental Agency-these names were actually used in
Texas-to induce aged people to listen to the sales pitches.
Fourteen: Falsification of applications for new accident and
health policies by clean sheeting-omitting unfavorable information
such as age, health conditions, and additional policies in force; forging signatures of applicants; and fence-post policies-completing
applications in the name of relatives or others, unknown to the
victims. This is done to bypass underwriting rules when it is known
the victims already have the maximum coverage in effect with a
company.
SIXTEEN IN-DIVIDUALS CONVICTED

The results of prosecutions-Mr. Cheatham's prosecutions. As a
result of the investigations, 16 individuals were indicted and convicted on insurance-related offenses which were prosecuted by Mr.
Cheatham in the 24th Judicial District of Texas. Some individuals
were convicted of more than one offense. One was convicted of perjury in connection with a grand jury investigation and another on
bail jumping when he failed to comnmence his sentence, and that was
an additional offense. Prison sentences ranged up to 9 years in addition. to probated sentences and an additional 5-year prison sentence
was assessed to the bail jumper after a 9-year sentence on swindling
old people. All defendants indicted in Air. Cheatham's district were
ultimately convicted.
I don't think that is intended to mean that everyone that did
something bad to old people, was indicted. Some of thle cases could
not be made, but he did convict all of the ones lhe indicted.
Mr. Chairman, I have prepared five specific examples which demonstrate the hardship these insurance frauds have worked upon the
elderly. With your permission, I offer them for the record.
Senator CHILES. *Without objection, they will be made a part of
the record.
[The material follows:]
EXAMPLES OF FRAUDULENT ACCIDENT AND HEALTH INSURANCE SOLICITATIONS
An S4-year-old woman at Helotes, Tex., paid at least $15,303 on approximately 23 accident and health solicitations from November 1.972 to April 1974.
She paid $3.200 on a paid-up insurance pitch, but later was delivered a deed
to near worthless and unwanted lots in west Texas (she owned a 10,000-acre
ranch in Texas plus three farms in New Mexico). She was solicited three times
during March and April 1974 and issued checks totaling $6,720.50, payahle to
Senior Citizens Agency, VWC Agency on Nursing Care, and accident and health
pitches. The money was diverted to purchase worthless vehicle varranty Contracts. Among the policies issued to her, nine were issued on forged or unsigned applications and seven were issued on "fence post" or unauthorized
names.

One victim at Dallas, Tex., age 92, was solicited for insurance 13 times be-

tweemi April 19T2 and July 1I14. She paid $3,440 in checks plus $1,000 cash, and

received nothing. On April 16, 1974; she paid $975 on an insurance pitch that
would allegedly combine and pay up her accident and health. policies. She
alledgedly was to begin receiving $100 per month from the paid-up insurance.
However, the money went to purchase worthless vehicle warranty. She owned
no automobile.
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An aged couple at Victoria, Tex., was solicited for 16 checks, totaling $3,220,
for accident and health-type insurance between October 1973 and May 1974.
The husband was unable to handle financial affairs and the wife, age 74 and
confined to a wheelchair, looked after these matters. Of the money paid for
hospitalization, $633 was diverted to a vehicle warranty contract. Salesmen
claimed they were collecting premiums on insurance that was due.
Two sisters living together at Victoria, Tex., ages 85 and 91, were solicited
six times between January and May 1974 for a total of $3,071 on accident and
health pitches. The 91-year-old sister unwittingly paid $1,656 in two installments for a vehicle warranty contract. She had no automobile, but her sister
did have a 20-year-old car.
An 83-year-old victim at Lockhart, Tex., gave an agent a check for about
$7,200 to pay up her insurance, but overheard the agents conversing as they
left her home and thus learned that they did not intend to do as they had
agreed. Later testimony by one of the agents disclosed that the money had been
solicited for insurance, but was to be converted to worthless west Texas lots.
She was again solicited in March and April 1974 for $1,975 and $1,860. The
first solicitation was to reinstate a lapsed policy and to pay up two life policies, plus one annual hospitalization policy. She received no insurance coverage for this money. The $1,860 was paid on an accident and health pitch, but
included a $50,000 life policy. She received no insurance, but did receive a
worthless vehicle warranty contract in the mail for her $3,835 paid to Senior
Citizens Agency.

Mr. WOODARD. This concludes my statement. I will be glad to
answer any questions you may have.
Senator CHILES. Thank you, Sir.
Mr. Cheatham, we will put you on next and then we will question
both of you.
STATEMENT OF WILEY L. CHEATHAM, DISTRICT ATTORNEY,
24TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT, CUERO, TEX.
Mr. CITEATIHAM. Thank you, sir.
I believe what I might do is to cover this in a little more depth.
Senator CHILES. Fine. If you want to relate to any of these
examples, fine. I want to ask you some questions about this.
Mr. CHIEATIIAar. Any time that you like, feel free to interrupt me.
Senator CITILES. Why don't you list them?
Mr. CHEATIIAL. We photocopied part of the list and I will be glad
to leave a copy with you. We have the original in case you would
like to see it.
RICIn AND PooP, VICTInrS
I would like to mention that in this regard both the rich and poor
alike are victims of these schemes. We had an ex-Governor's close
relative who was victimized regularly, not in my district, however,
but it came to my attention. In our investigation in our district we
have a district judge's elderly mother and aunt who were regularly
taken each year for considerable sums of money, unbeknown to the
judge. This is one area that the younger relatives might want to
take note, because these elderly people like to feel that they are
handling their business; that they are getting insurance and won't
have to fall back on their children; so very often they don't tell their
closest relatives of the business transactions they have had.
We were able to recover quite a bit of the judge's mother's and
aunt's money that they had expended on these fraudulent sales and
policies. We had several wealthy widows, one of them who has a
ranch in excess of 10,000 acres in Texas, and much more land in
New Mexico. She was one of the regular customers. They would
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mole or less vie for who would go in there and write her a big
policy.
We have another elderly lady in one of the adjoining counties
where one set of salesmen would go in and write in excess of 10,000
dollars' worth of policies at one time, come back the next year and
write her again. Since it was not in my district, we could not follow
up on it, but one of these agents who we convicted, as part of his
sentence, made full disclosure of his knowledge of the violations that
had gone on in Texas, New Mexico, and OklahQma. H-e indicated
that in a period of 14 months this one wealthy lady, through about
four companies and a larger number of agents, spent between $45,000
and $50,000¢
Then, of course, you have many of the poorer senior citizens living in low-cost housing units. We have found quite often that the
agents would have to time their visits so that they would get there
after the social security checks came in so they could take advantage of the social security checks.
"CLEAN SHEEmTINC"
Writh reference to their tactics, they have a language all of their
Own, and this I guess makes it a little difficult to understand the
jargon, but Air. Woodard touched on the "clean sheeting." When
the agents go into a house and write the victim, they will write it
up as if there were no prior illnesses, thus indicatinig to the company that if they get sick, anything would be covered. This is sort
of a two-edged sword, if you will, because when the person gets sick
and goes to the hospital, the doctor makes the report. When the
company gets it they write back and say, "Well, you defrauded us,
you didn't tell us about all your prior illnesses, so therefore we have
to deny your claim." 'We had a number of the companies that were
doing that.
I guess one of the best examples that we have had is an old couple
that lived right behind the jail in Cuero, Tex. The husband had
had a stroke and had been in a wheelchair since 1967. His wife was
the sole breadwinner and she worked at a little hamburger stand
making hamburgers and selling soft drinks. We recovered something over $3,000 for them, a lot of others we didn't, but the point
being that the husband had been in a whleelchair since 1967 and
when the agent went in to sell, the husband was sitting there in the
wlheelchair. Yet, the agent wrote up the policy indicating that le
had had no prior illnesses.
Some of the companies had had insurance policies on these people
before and had claims before and, of course, knew what sort of
shape the old man was in, yet they would accept these new policies
each time. She thought she was renewing and she was getting a new
policy every time so that very seldom did the waiting period run
out. If it did run out-the waiting period-then the company still
would refuse to pay because they said the people had not related to
them that they had had the prior illnesses in their application for
the insuring policy.
They would hit the old people with the "Pay it all proposition";
in other words, you are paying up all of your insurance. Also, for
example, they went in on one couple, indicating that the comnpany
would pay uip to $25,000 no matter what the bills were. Well, of
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course, the policy itself did not read that way. The agents usecd alt
outlaw pitch sheet, a printed form which they would show the
people and, of course, the people. felt that they were legitimate
agents.
Senator CMILES. Were, in fact, some of the agents legitimate and'
working with companies ?
Air. CIIEATIrA31. Yes, very definitely so. Some of them were agents
with the companies, and I will touch on this just momentarily. Manav
of them were prior agents who had lost their license and then kelpt
on selling these old people through another licensed agent. I might
add-and I think. this is important-that when these agents go in
these old people's homes they come up in a, $500 suit and a Lincoln
Continental or a Cadillac. They come in there and they know everything about that old couple or the old person. They will know what
policies they have, when their policy will be cominig due. They wilT
know the name of their cat or their dog., whether or not the sister
lives with them. When they go in on those old people like that it is
very disarming; in other words, they feel that they are bound to be
legitimate agents and a legitimate company, otherwise they would
not have all the information.
Alanv times these people hardly ever have company; they don't
see people very often. *When you lhave an agent comning in and beingthat aware of everything about their prior life and visiting withi
them, they are very easy prey.
"LOADING UI"'

Mr. Woodard touched on this matter of "loading up," or collecting for many policies. VTery often we found where the agents would
gor in and find out how much the victims had in the bank and leave
the victims $;5( or $100 to live on for the next month and write out
a check for whatever amount the older person had. and then left
the victim just short of going on starvation wages. They would sign
these forms up in blank and thengo back in the company offices and
select various policies that would fit the amount of money that they
had collected. Very often these policies would be of very little valtie
or no benefit to the person. They would probably sell them two or
three hospital policies and maybe a. cancer polic;-on the side to trv
to fit the amnount of money they had collected. Very often, the cost
of the policies furnished did not match the exact amount of nmonev
collected fmroni the victim.
One of these agents, incidentally, indicated that his net take for
his part per year was approximately $85,000. The other agrelits ofcourse got like amounts.
NONL ICENSED AGE NTS

Mr. Woodard touched on this matter of "fronting." This is where.
vou have one or more licensed agents and maYbe a half dozen nonl1licensed agents or agents that have lost their license. The nonlicensed:
agents go in and make the pitch to the old lady. They meet at the
end of the dcay or the envl of the week and hlave the licensed agent
sign tie application forms before submitting them to the conmnany.
Tn Texas, this fornm requires that the agent be present with the
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old lady when the application was taken, so lhe signs the form indicating that lie was present in Ctuero. Tex., or Victoria,
Tex.. wheln
the victim signed the apl)lication. 'T'his also
has some problems as
far as the prosecution of these men, because wien
tion fromt a little old lady thiat said, "There wvas wve get a descripheaded man wrho came in and sold me this poliey." a nice tall dark
so and so" insurance companv. we chieck wVitl and we think it is
lihat
get a copy of the application. an(d it will lhave an agent'scompany and
signature Onl
there. Tlhev lvill get a picture of the agent and
it will turn out to be
a short blond. So we have a little old ladv that they
"Well, she
is just completely confused." It does not even fit thesay,
same
description of the signing agent. It also helps the agents to
when you catch up with them. unless vou are able, ashave a defense
Mr.
helped us., to find and check the other nonlicensed agents W;1oodard
that were
working with the licensed agent.
But in one of these little rural districts when vou
old lady and she gives a description of a man that have one little
does not
description of the man who wrote the insurance, you can fit the
realize
the difficulty in trying to make a case to catch the
man who defrauded he r because she does not even have the right
description.
She describes the person who -was there, but the
person who was
theere is not the one who signed the policy.
Mr. WOODAVD. You convicted the signing agent.
Mr. CHEAArITA-m. Yes. I inight add that under Texas law a peison
is ruity as a principal if hle does anything to aid
in committing the offense, and in several instances another person
indict not only the person who wvent in the house we were able to
after we found
out who lhe was, but also the signing ao'ent acting as
a principal,
although he didn't actually. physical]y, go in the
house
little old lady was. Butlhe took part in the scheme by where the
application in wvhich he was confirming lhe was there signing the
at the time.
'PAID-UP

POLICY PiTCI[ir
Touching on this "paid-up policy pitch"that they have, thev go
in and tell thiem. "WeCwant to finalize yolur policies." They will get
some little old lady that has a suitcase fall ofpolicies vlio]las been
paying $300 or $400 to the companies for the last3 or 4vears
each
of many policies. She may have a, bigpaper sack or siitcase on?
fill
of
policies that are duplicated and they come in and tell her.
"These
other companies are not treating yN
ou right: you are paying too
mu1C1ch monev. We, want to fix it lipso we will finalize or combine
all of your policies. You payus anothier $700 or $800and we will
putthlem all fogether and they wvill
Ibe completelypaidun)
an1d then
Von will startdrawling"-usiually.tiley will tell them $100 to $200 a
mionthi.
Of course that sounds like
youl know. a grood
thing. soiflie little oldlady paysthiatChdristmas.
up and ofcourse she neveL gets
thieseFveral hundred dollars a monthi and she also does not keep tIle
polcies alive that she already has.
Afr. Woodlard touched b-iefly on whIt they call"fence posting"
in tlhe business. Thiis is wwhere' they sell so miany policies that the
companyCan't legally insure tlelmon

nl."

m1ore
lnohicies avid1 fley

hlavenlore money that thev collected from the little oldc
ladv
. This
$4O5.000 one., and several oftip
othiers-Hi ey would start,V wi :itiua Tp
33-OS4-,7S-2

F_
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policies on her relatives or even her friends. They would ask, "WA;ho
is your beneficiary?" and they would write up several policies on
her. We convicted several of these.
One of the little old ladies, when she got the policy back, was still
alert enough to realize that they were sending her a hospitalization
policy back on her sister and brother who lived some 300 miles away
in Forth Worth. She wrote them. Fortunately for us, she wrote a
little letter to the company and indicated she did not do that, and
of course the company just avoided it, and did not answer the letter
at that time as I recall, so she had her lawyer write a letter.
When you get instruments like this, it helps you very much with
the little old ladies, because if they have become senile in the meantime it is very difficult to make a case on their testimony, but where
you have evidence in black and white and written coniplaints that
come from the victim or principal to show what their understanding of what they were being sold at the time, it helps very much in
prosecuting these people. Because, you can realize the problem of
having a one-witness case with a little old lady that can't remember
the color of the agent's hair or remembers the man as being a brunette and he turns out to be a blond. Here comes a smooth talker
who could sell an Eskimo a refrigerator, if you pardon the expression, and he comes into court and is a smooth operator. When you
are successful in getting these other instruments, it does help tremendously in convicting these people.
I would like to touch a little more on this matter of "twisting"
policies. This is. as Mr. Woodard explained, where the victims
have a policy and the agents come in and cause a lapse of that
policv. The policy coverage is lost and the agent sells a new policy to
the victim. There are several facets of that. We ran into a situation
where one man owned three companies. The agent would run in
and sell the woman a policy and all the companies had similar
names-usually all of them had similar names-and one of the
names would be the same, and then they would vary it a little. They
would come in and sell the little old lady one policy for whatever
they could get, $300 or $400 or more.
COMI PANNY SWITCHES

Thirty days before that policy ran out, they would come in and
say, "I am here to collect your insurance," and instead of renewing
the old policy, they would write it on the second company, all
owned by the same man, and then they would come in later and sell
them this third policy on the same company owned by the same man.
The old person would actually never have insurance that would
cover them because the waiting period had not run out.
Then you have a situation-it is not always the companies and the
agents working together in each situation-we learned about where
one company had sold out to a new purchaser. Then the exowner
got the agents to go out in the field to twist ofT all the policies that
they had sold to the new company. They put the policies back into
another company that the person- owned that had sold out the first
company. So the new company wound up with a shortage of customners and the little old lady has suffered because she was not covered by the insurance because of the waiting period. So it was a fight
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withi the companies; in effect, but the little old ladies are the ones
who really suffered.
I think he touched pretty well on the similar name pitch, where
they come in and say, "Well, we are from American" or "We are
from Southwest" and so forth, and that convinced most of the
elderly policyholders. That meant some prominent well-recognized
company to the victims. We are not saying that all of the companies
are that way. Companywise, there are a small minority of these comnpanies that I think, as far as I can see, were doing this, but these
unlawful practices do hurt a lot of the companies that are legitimate.
Senator CimLES. Did you find companies that were trying to police
their agents?

Mr.

C1EATHrAMr.

In some areas and in some of these new com-

panies; in some of the companies, if once we caught them, yes, they
would come in and they would come down and testify for us. We
would issue a subpena and they would produce the records, but
without exception each one of these people, as we convict them and
before they were sent to the penitentiary-we talked to them; they
always told us: "We could not have done what we did had the company not known. In other words, the company had to approve it.
The company officials had to be approving it or we could not have
accomplishled this, other than maybe on a very short term basis."
If the compiany checks their records properly, it does not take them
long to recognize these repeaters.
Another one of the schemes we ran into was lwhere one agent
would come in and sell the hospitalization policy to the little old
ladv. We had one who had to have an eye operation that was not
paid for because of this. She bought the pjolicv and she kept it long
enough to where she was covered, fortunately. The second agent
came in and told her that, "No, I am terribly sorry, but one of our
agents sold you at policy on the wrong form and you are really not
covered like you should he and we are going to sell you this new
policy. The waiting periods will be waived and you will be covered."
She bought the new policy and the old policy lapsed.
Incidentally, she was telling the agent all the time: "I have to
have this eye operation. I have a cataract operation coming up and
I want to 1)e sure I am covered." He assured her that she was covered, and, of course, when it reached the company they complained
and he came back and said, "I am sorry, you have not had this policy
long enough to be covered." So she lost her coverage for her cataract
operation.
W'e have touched on the "no waiting period" and this, to me, is
one of the real problem areas with these senior citizens. I am not an
insurance man and there may be problems there, but if there were
any way that these elderly people, buying policies-if the company
were required to not insure them until they could get by this waiting
period or, once they accepted the business, that they would not have
the waiting period, not all of it but a lot of this type of fraud would
probably he eliminated.
We had another pitch that sold a lot of policies. The agent would
take a husband or a daughter or a close friend and, in trying to sell
the policy, they would tell them, "Well, youi know, my huisbanYld here
or my daughter had an illness last year and the company paid more
than the whole hospital, and doctor bill too-we have actually made
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money on it," and of course the husband and daughter didn't eveln
have insurance with the company. You would be surprised how that
causes people to buy insurance. They want to be sure that they are
completely covered and, of course, they are not.
We had some agents who would sign up a group of elderly people.
If they were not able to place it with one company, they would thenL
forge the signatures on new applications. We had old people who
wound up with insurance with companies that they had never even
heard of before: We had a number of instances of that.
Basically, that is all.
Senator CHILES. Tell me something, on the goose list. How did
that work and where did you get that?
"GooSE LiST" EXCERPTS
Air. CHEATHAm. This was recovered from a group of these people
who we caught. The man who made this particular list up had lost
his license in Texas and his presence in Texas was not very-in
other words, they were looking for him and he left to go to Oklahoma, as I recall. Before he left, he prepared the list and gave them
this list to use in Texas. If you would like, I can show you this.
Senator CHILES. Yes, sir, if you would.
Mr. CHEATHAM. This will show you how "benevolently" some of
these agents feel toward some of these old people.
Without using the name, he says: "This one is a good deal. but
she likes Reserve Life, so handle with ease. Sell on idea of lowering,
rates that she now pays."
Here is another one. "This lady is as goosey as two young skunks.
Cinch sale-$200, $2,50."
H-lere is another one. "There are two sisters here and another one
that lives somewhere else. They pay for her, too. Good for $2,000,

$3.000. Cinch."

here is another one. "This woman is easy. Go in and sell her for
her sister that don't live with her. She lilkes to hear a pitch. Also
likes insurance that covers cancer and preexisting conditions."
I-Tere is another one. "Everybody knows this one so don't take a.
check for more than $200, $300." In other words, otherwise Vou
mnight get a hot check for your premium. because some of them
have gone in there and got money from her already.
"This is just a plain old goose. Check bank balance."
here is another. "This lady has a sister that lives with her. They
are goosey, but they like Reserve Life. Real good. so you need to put
a story on them. They are not stupid, so handle with care."
Here is another one. "This lady is goosey, but she is a younger
one,. Also, she has about five to six policies with Reserve Life."
THere is another one. "This one is a younger woman and goosev as
bell. has a husband, but she takes cole of all insurance. Sell preexisting) policy. She's sick. Not a big deal, but a cash sale. Don't
100 percent."
I Now I guess I better touch on that slightly. Most of these agents
on a new policy will receive anywhere from 60 percent to 90 percent,
and we found a few, I don't think any more, that would even get
100 percent of the first year's annual premium. If they go in and
sell a policy and don't turn it in at all and keep all of the money,
then they are more likely to get caught. But if they go ahead anci
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glut thle policy in with the company, even though it does not pay,
then if somebody complains they can claim that the little old lady
mlisunderstood them in what they told her because there is the policy
that they sold. But they are cautioning them on this one, "Don't 100
percentlher"; don't keep all the money, or otherwise you might get
caught.
Thllen we have them. for example, where we had one little old lady
in one of the other towvns in my district wvho had been sold so much
that she had a great big suitcase full of policies. Every time some
o)f these agents go in an.l sell her some more, they would ask to look
at lher policies and then they would. carry an armful of those policies
lout and throw them out down the road, so if relatives came and
Lfound the suitcase they would not find all this mass of duplicate
policies.
Back to the goose list.
1-lere is another. "This lady has always bought good. She wants
a policy that pays for lest home; she won't have anything else. Go
to back door."
Here is one. "This is the goosiest thing you ever saw. Run check
through regular channels, no more than $500 at a time. This one
is pretty well known by all the high rollers."
A lot of these agents refer to themselves as "high rollers."
So again-well, it is self-explanatory, I think.
This one says: "This one is a cinch. Make like you are lowering
lher premium."
In other words, she is paying too much for a premium so we are
going to sell you a policy that won't cost you as much.
There are a lot of other examples in here, some of which are not
fit to read in mixed public. The committee is welcome to have a copy
nid read them if you like.
[The list follows:]
"GOOSE

LIST" SUBMITTED BY MESSRS. CHEATIHAM AND WOODARD
[ADDRESSES

AND TELEPHONE

NUIMBERS

DELETED]

This is a cinch sale, easy to talk to.
This one is a good deal but she likes Reserve Life, so handle'with
ease-sell on idea of lowering rates she now pays.
JEWELI.. This is a man and wife. They like Reserve Life, but I think they can lie
sold on anything because they are paying a lot for this insurance; however, the
rate's about $50 less than they are paying.
HARRIET. This woman is a good deal but you'have to sell-so set in tough so
you can close.
WILMA. This one is tough but has always been sold heavy, but you have to
MIAGGIE.

AMYRTLE.

stroke it on her

This lady is as goosy as two young skunks. Clinch sales.$200-$250.
EFFIE. Don't know this one but she is a buyer. I never could get her at homie.
EULA.

LuTcLLE. This is a sale, not too big. but ,! cinch.

NOVA. This is a cinch sale good for $150-$200-silly as
GLADYS. This one is a cinch for all she has-check bank account. I sold $850.
Check good.
AUDIE. This is a woman (Audie) good deal.
EVA. This is a janm-up good one for anyone.
LOTTIE. E. J. has sold this deal four or five times. Hle can't write nothing but
goosies. Try her.
BEss. You ought to know this one, but don't fail to call on-she is a dandy.
Wfnl.YNE. These are two sisters here and another one that lives somewhere else;
they buy for her too-good for $2,000 or $3,000. Cinch.
LO.NIE. This is a good deal.

ADDIE. This is a small deal, but is

a sale.
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ZELA. This lady is a goose. Talk to her about her quilts that she makes. Buy one
from her-pay her half and stroke it on her
OLGA. This woman is easy. Go in and sell her for her sister-that don't live
with her-she likes to hear a pitch; also likes insurance that covers cancer and
preexisting conditions.
RUTH. This one is a younger woman and goosy as hell-has a husband, but she
takes care of all insurance. Sell preexisting policy. She is sick; not a big deal
but a cash sale. Don't 100 percent.
PAULINE. This is a goose, but watch out for her daughter. This is not a hot one,
but her daughter is a smart
MARY. Everybody knows this one, so don't take a check for more than $200$300.

!

IRENE. This is a good deal, but sure likes Reserve Life, so handle with care.
BESsIE. This is just a plain old goose-check bank balance.
ADnIE. This is a good deal but not too big-$150 or so.
CORA. This lady has a sister that lives with her-they are goosy, but they like
Reserve Life real good, so you need to put a story on them-they are not stupid,
so handle with care.
VERA. This one has bought a lot of insurance but I don't remember anything
about her. I am kinda slack this morning.
INEZ. This is one of E. J.'s old deals.
EUNICE. I don't know about this one for sure, but she pays quite a bit for
insurance.
MABEL. This lady is goosy, but she is a younger one. Also, she has about five or
six policies with Reserve Life.
IRMA. This one is just a plain old goose; not too big, but sale inevitable.
RUTM. This is a good one; handle easy, nice to talk to.
LEONA. This is a good deal; pays cash, but she has a sister that lives in FTW
who also has Reserve Life. But be sure, don't call on her; she is a great letter
writer.
ZULA. This one will buy. but not a big deal. Everything counts in love and war.
EDITH.

This one is a cinch sale; goosy as

ZORA. This one is goosy for a policy that pays everything for home and office

calls.
DELSIE. I sold this lady a couple of times. She is good, but not too big.
RUBY. This one is a good deal, but not too big.
ULYSsIs. This is an old mian and is a good deal. Go in and talk about playing
guitar; he likes that kind of
Has daughter, but she don't mess with his
business.
LAURIA. This is a sale. but don't have very much money (sorry about that).
FLORENCE. This is a lady that pays a lot for insurance with E. J., so put a story
on this one.
FLANNIE. This is an old time buyer, goosy as
. Be sure and call her before
going in because of the law up there-they will strap it on your
Roy. This man has been missed, but he wasn't handled right. You can't rush
him: he likes to hear preexisting condition.
ISA. This is a good one.
MOLLIE. This lady has always bought good. She wants a policy that pays for rest
home. She wvon't have anything else. Go to back door.
AMONDRE. This is a good deal. Her nephew works in bank; go through channels;
have no trouble with check.
TANIE. This is a goose (get it on).
MINNIE. This one is a good deal. No address; lives west on MWfC Highway.

Sweet deal.
ALICE. This one looks like a good deal. I didn't find her at home. Has been very
big for years.
MARGARET. Good deal: not too big-cinch.
INEZ. Small deal, but go sell.
MARTHA. This is a good deal. She talks about getting struck by lightning out by
the clothesline. You have to put it on her
, but never no trouble with
business.
AL. This is a man with money and will buy. I know another one that you would
like to know about up here.
RUBY. This one is hot as a three dollar bill, so send someone on this.
DORA. This is the goosiest thing you ever saw. Run cheek through regular
channel. no more than $500 -at a time. This one is pretty well known by all the
high rollers, so don't go ape
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FRANCES This one has always bought from me, but is sure not a cinch for
See how tough you are.
everybody. You have to stroke it on her -.
THELMA. This one might not be very good, but I had a big bunch of
her around pretty bad; sorry about that.
over it, but I
ElLA. This one I sold, but no comments. Can't think.
MYRTLE. This one is a cinch. Make like you are lowering her principle.

VERA. Goose.

MAGGIE. Can sure be sold (I did).
VELMA.

Not too big, but sold.

Mr. CHEATUAm. That is about as much as I can cover in a brief
list. I am sure you might have questions and we would be glad to
answer any of them.
Senator CHILEs. Thank you, Mr. Cheatham.

I understand you convicted everybody you indicted out there.

Mr. CHEATHAM. Yes, sir. I will say we had to take a second run

on several of them because of the technical problems.
Senator CHiLEs. But you took another run at it.

Mr. CHEATHAM. We took another run.
We had one we got the maximum conviction from the jury on,
only to find that one of our jurors had been an exconvict. I messed
up there, I will be frank. If I had known he was an exconvict, I
would not have taken him, but apparently he didn't like little old

ladies being defrauded either. In Texas one of the qualifications to
sit on a jury is that you not be an exconvict. The defense found
out that he had been placed on probation for an offense in one of
the other counties, and that county had not sent the conviction in,
so it was not on the NCIC or TCIC records, so we were not aware
of it. They found it out and, of course, the judge had to give him a
new trial because of that. There were several instances like that, but
we backed up and started over.
Senator CmLEs. Mr. Cheatham, based on your experience and
what you found out in this case, do you think this kind of action
is taking place just in Texas?
Mr. CmEATHAMr. No, sir.
Senator CHiLES. Does it lap over into New Mexico?
Mr. CHEATHAM. Well, let me explain it this way. I can only speak

for the counties that I cover, but our evidence indicates that it is
taking place over in New Mexico and in many other States.
Senator CmLEs. Yes, sir.
Mr. CHErATHAm.. But as we convict these people, usually part of
my plea bargaining with them was that they make full disclosure of
theirs and other activities all over Texas and anywhere else. We had
some rather startling information from people going into New
Mexico and Oklahoma. One agent had a bad record in both Texas,.
Oklahoma, and Arkansas, as I recall.
THIcK

COMPLAINT FILES

Incidentally, the State board has the files on these agents from
the time that they have first filed an application to be appointed as
an agent. They get complaint letters from little old ladies, and very
few of them know to write in-only a small percentage-but it
would shock you to see the thickness of some of these agents' files
which were full of complaint letters from little old ladies.
We had one we convicted and, unfortunately, the judge saw fit to
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.give him probation rather than the penitentiary. By contacting
Oklahoma and Arkansas authorities, we got massive amounts of
complaint letters from each one of those States that the little old
ladies or the elderly citizens had written in to the various State
boards of insurance complaining of this person. I can only speak for
Texas, and to a limited extent there, because I don't run the State
board of insurance, but they don't have the authority themselves to
prosecute a case criminally. They can take a license and that sort
of thing, but we have found just a massive number of these complaint letters from the little old ladies. As I say, for each little
lady who is able to write in, there are many hundreds who either
would not know where to write or, because of their aging conditions,
could not write; so it is pretty indicative.
Senator CrnLEs. Did anything happen to the companies?
Mr. CHEATHANE. I Will have to speak to that with mixed emotions,
I suppose, and of course I realize I am touching on a little gray
area. The State board of insurance set up a task force when this was
brought out in the newspapers. They did some investigation. I understand they intend to take some corrective action.
This man, Mr. McRae, who worked with us, I might adcd, has
done an outstanding job. Unfortunately-and I could not say wvhyhe has not been promoted up in the way that he should. In years
past, hehas been bringing these cases to me, but we didn't have anyone like Mr. Woodard vwho could take it over a statewide basis.
We had to handle them all on a single-case basis. He did an outstanding job on it.
Senator CmLrTES. Who did he,work for?
Mr. CHIEATHAM. The State Board of Insurance of Texas.
I understand there were a number of companies examined by the
State board and Mr. McRae indicates to me that he feels that they
have made good strides toward correcting some of the problems.
I think you get into the question of what type of correction you
want. Is it sufficient just to take licenses and that sort of thing, or
is it necessary to send people to the penitentiary?
I guess I kind of lean to the side that if you send them down to
the penitentiary for a while they have less likelihood to repeat, but
maybe I am too tough, I don't know. Some of them have indicated
I am. There are others inclined to feel that if they correct it or
take their licenses, that will be sufficient. I have niy 'own feelings on
it. but I realize that there are other feelings, and those who feel
otherwise have their points. Every questionlhas two sides.
Senator DomrE.NIC. Mru. Cheatham. has the State of Texas, in your
opinion. made substantial changes, in the way of insurance commission ?
Mr. CYCEATIIAM. I think they have made some changes for the
good. I could not say that they have gone as far as I personally feel
they could, and I don't mean this as criticism. I think they have
taken steps and made strides toward correcting this problem.
Senator DOMIENICI. You lead me to conclude that we ought to take
a look at the national criminal statutes to see if we cannot make the
job a bit easier in terms of prosecuting. It seems like we have got
to strain some statutes here to get prosecution.
Mr. CHEATHIAM. You hit the point perfectly, Senator.
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Senator DoMIENIcO. Well, do you have any suggestions in that regard, either of you?
AIr. CHEATIIAM. That covers a lot of territory.
Senator. CHILEs. Well, you certainly raised points that we are going to look at as to whether there should be.
FAMILIAnIT 1TW7ITh-I COMPANIES IIELrS

Mr. CIHEATHAM. Let me say, and I don't want to take too much
of your time, but before MIr. Woodard came in and helped us or was
able to, Mr. McRae-I cannot commend him highly enough for his
work. Frankly I would rather have him than 50 others on the State
board of insurance. He has a knack about him. He is a handwritingexpert, for example; he knows these companies; through the years
he has become familiar with them. lie knows what companies are
borderline; he knows what companies are fudging on some of their
policies.

He can take a bunch of these applications and pull them out ind
say, "This one and this one and this one I don't believe are going
to be good ones," and I have not seen him miss yet, he is that good.
What I am saying is that in the past years he would call mei up and
say, "Wiley, I believe I have a couple of cases down in your district," and he and I would work together and we got convictions on
all of those, but they were single-shot deals; they were one little old
lady.
Very often when we convicted that agent, he would .tell us of
others whom he had defrauded. We. would try to get their money
back, and this is another problem.: If I might bring it in, there are
many of these little old ladies who don't want their relatives or
friends to know they have been duped. We have several. who said,
"Well, I would rather lose the money than have to go up and testify
and have my friends find out that I got talked into this thing."
Back to the main point, we were able to convict these people on
a single-shot basis, but we didn't have the needed area coverage. We
could not bring in, for example, the help when you have one little old
lady competing in her testimony with a smooth insurance agent.
It is very difficult if you don't have the supportive documentary
evidence to get a conviction. But when you have help from someone like Mr. Woodard, as he is able to do, he could go out and get
the other 20 who were sold, say in the same week out of my district,
and we can bring as many of those little old ladies as we can.
Some of them are too sick to travel, that is the problem, but if we
can bring in extraneous offenses, we can bring those 20 little old
ladies in and say they were told the same thing. As a result, the
jury knows that little old lady they are trying the case for is telling
the truth and, in that respect, it has aided us immensely to have the
assistance of Mr. Woodard who has a broader scope of coverage than
they have.
Senator Ci-ITus. If some of these cases could have been prosecuted in the Federal courts when you were talking about Oklahoma,
Texas, and New Mexico, could you hai-e brought those all together
in a major conspiracy case?
Mr. CHEATIHAM[. I would like to bite into one like that, but my
State office is not-
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Senator CHILES. I am just asking, would that have helped resolve
the kind of problem when they were getting beyond your jurisdiction ?
Mr. CHEATHAM. Very definitely. One of the problems he has
touched on here-if you have an 85- or 90-year-old woman, it is a
little difficult to bring her 150 or 200 or 300 miles to Fort Worth,
for example, to testify. It creates a problem, and this is one of the
reasons I think that they elected to have us prosecute them at a local
level where it was a shorter distance for little old ladies to travel.
Senator DOMENICI. Let me ask you one other question. You mentioned that on a number of occasions, after you started prosecution,
you found a number of complaints on file with the insurance commission in your State. You indicated those complaints would come
from only a small percentage because a lot of people won't complain. Did you find that the insurance commission followed up on the
complaints?
Mr. CHEATIHAm. They would send an investigator out and take a
statement from the little old lady, almost without exception, and
then, depending on what they found, they would contact the insurance company and probably ask them to send them copies of their
records, and that sort of thing. They have provision for hearings
for the taking of agents' licenses. They have that; they do that.
Senator CHILES. What kind of crime is it in Texas for selling insurance after your license has been taken?
Mr. CHEATHAm. There is a statute, but my recollection is, and I
could be wrong, but I think it is a misdemeanor. When you get into
that area, if these fellows are netting $85,000 a year, as one man admitted to me, it does not hurt him to pay a $500 fine or something
like that.
Senator CHrLEs. I agree if it is simply a misdemeanor.
MAIL FRAUD STATUTE APPLIES

Senator DOMiENICI. Mr. Woodard, you have adequacy on the Federal statutes to address this issue?

Mr. WOODARD. Well, the mail fraud law covers any scheme, and

the fact that an insurance policy is sold on a fraudulent pitch would
satisfy that part of the statute. The other element is, of course, the
use of the mails. Fortunately, all these schemes or agencies or insurance companies use the mail, so these cases could have been prosecuted at Fort Worth. The problem is the gathering together of
those 70-, 80-, 90-year-old women, who are generally unwilling to go
a long distance to participate in a week-long trial or even a 3- or
4-day trial. They can come in to their county seat, and that, I think,
is the main reason that the U.S. attorney in Fort Worth felt that
the local prosecutions were the best resolution. I think the law covers this type of scheme. This is commonly used, especially in the
younger victims' situations.
Senator CiHiLEs. The goose list-this is not the only list of this
kind?
Mr. CHEATHAM. Oh, no. They collect what we call lapse cards
from the companies. I have another man that, when he finally
got convicted and capitulated, he turned over his entire files to us.
I have one, for example, that is a steel filing cabinet with four
drawers about so long and a fifth steel cabinet, and they are com-
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pletely full of index cards like this. They will index them alphabetically by name and by area so that they know when they go to
Livingston, Tex., they will have a list of all the little people there
and their addresses. When their policies expire, what type of insurance they have, the name of their sister, of a dog or whatever it
might be, they have there.
If I could touch on answering part of the question that you asked
him, and I don't mean this as criticism or anything like that, but
in both Federal and State courts now we all have such full dockets;
we have so many cases that they have to eliminate some by whether
they are stronger or weaker cases. We have to do this to a certain
extent. I think, in addition, these type of cases are not like a simple
burglary, or they are not the easiest cases to try; they tax your
wits and your efforts and it takes a lot of preparation to try these
cases. We are all human beings with human frailties and I think
there is a tendency not to take this type of case because, for one
reason, many elderly people are sick and senile. They don't always
make good witnesses, so you may have to interview 50 victims before
you find one that is still alert enough to be able to withstand the
rigid cross examination of a defense lawyer. So this is part of the
problem.
Senator DOBIENIci. Let me ask both of you one last question from
my end. In this area that you work, would you be able to assess for
the committee whether or not this is a major problem in terms of
scope, of selling this kind of policy to the elderly?
Mr. CRIEATTIIA-. I would consider it so, and also for the whole
State of Texas; it is amazing. I mean, when you talk to these people and then go back and get the rest of their scheme on one particular deal, it will run-well, we have one here from 50-some-odd
victims. What we did in that case, we found out that there was no
insurance company to refund these victims. We have sent each one
of them to the penitentiary in one case; given them a probation in
another, so that when they get out they have to be supervised and
make restitution.
We have on their probation-T have one of them here if the staff
or you would like to see it as an example. We have all the elderly
people's names and their towns and the amount of money they paid
in and didn't get anything for. It runs from south Texas where
we live all the way up through Texas and into Oklahoma. As I recall, we have four to six victims in Oklahoma. They may have been
all old and passed away by the time they get the money paid back,
but the probation office is due to collect money to pay back to them
if they live long enough, and of course when these people get out,
it takes them a long time to make the payments. We are requiring,
where we can, duplicate convictions; we sent them to the penitentiary, which helps to keep them from doing it again, and we can
probably give them probation in another case and require restitution. This requires some doing, but it works.
STANDARDIlZATION WOULD I-HELP

Senator CHinEs. Do you think it would help if we had standardized policies so that it would be clear to these older people what is in
a policy, what kinds of benefits are available to be paid?
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Mr. CHEATHAM. Yes, this would help. The prior Commissioner had
a program to try to simplify the policy, but I would point out again
that many of these people are not capable,. at their age and degree
of health, to comprehend. I am not a senior citizen yet but there are
a lot of these problems I have extreme difficulty understanding. In
fact, when we get ready to try a case I will get a man from the
State board of insurance to come down and testify just lwhat that
policy will or will not do. in comparison with what the agent advised
it would do. It is a difficult area.
Senator CHILES. I want to thank you both again for your testimony and for the job that you did here. I think you made the old
adage "What is sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander." and I
thinl you could compile a little book on the 16 ganders that you all
worked on.
Mr. CHEATIfAM. It is yery heartbreaking. Senator, to go in and
talk to these elderly people and see what little they have left. and to
realize that they are being bilked out of that.
Senator CuiLEs. I think the information that is on this goose list
gives you an idea of the type of people who are preying on the elcerly, and their total and complete lack of any kind of feeling
whatsoever. I can't think of anything much more heinous thaf people who would run this kind of scheme.
Mr. CH1EATHAN. They better not do my mother and father that
way, that is all I can say.
Let me say this. We do have a lot of other files that might or
might not be helpful to your staff. I have indicated to your staff
that if they need them, I can make them available.
SenatorCHILEs. We will be in touch with you.
Mr. CHEATHAM. Thank you, sir. I enjoyed coming before you. I
hope I have been helpful.
Senator CIrLEs. Our next witness will be the Honorable Elizabeth Hanford Dole, Commissioner, Federal Trade Commission.
Mrs. Dole, I again thank you very much for the work that you
have been doing in trying to protect the elderly in consumer affairs.
STATEMENT OF HON. ELIZABETH HANFORD DOLE, COMMISSIONER,
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION; ACCOMPANIED BY JEFFREY
EDELSTEIN, ATTORNEY-ADVISER; ANNE DENOVO AND GAIL
SHEARER, OFFICE OF POLICY PLANNING; AND MARK ROSENBERG, OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL
Mrs. DOLE. Thank you, sir.
I am pleased to be with you' today and I would like to introduce
several people who are with me.
Anne Denovo, on my left, is the author of the staff report 1 which
I will be discussing a little later in my presentation.
Jeffrey Edelstein is an attorney-adviser to me at the Commission.
Gail Shearer is right behind me and is with our Office of Policy
Planning.
Mark Rosenberg is here as well, from the FTC, from our General
Counsel's Office.
1 See appendix 1, p. 275.
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I want to thank you for inviting me to testify here today on behalf of the Federal Trade Commission. I welcome this opportunity,
for I share with you a deep personal concern about the problems of
the elderly. I am pleased that, thanks to your efforts, the issue of
medicare supplement, or medi-gap, insurance is beginning to receive
the attention it so urgently needs.
More than half the people in this country aged 65 and over have
private health insurance in addition to medicare. They purchase it
because they worry about meeting the medical expenses which medicare does not cover, and with good reason. On the average, elderly
individuals spend $1,360 per year on health care-three times as
much as the rest of the adult population. In 1976, medicare paid only
38 percent of their health care costs.
At this committee's hearing on May 16, both State officials and
consumers told of the abuses associated with the marketing of medicare supplement insurance and, of course, we have heard more about
it this morning. There was testimony that some dishonest agents take
advantage of the isolation or physical disability of many older people. Some agents engage in "stacking" or selling several policies
with overlapping coverages to the same person.
Another common marketing abuse as we have heard this morning
is "twisting" or persuading people to cancel their policies and buy
new ones which subject them to new exclusions and waiting periods;
Some agents also misrepresent that they are from medicare or Social Security or that the policies they sell have been approved or
sponsored by the Federal Government. The Federal Trade Commission commends those State insurance commissioners who have increased their enforcement efforts in order to put an end to misconduct by agents.
"IProssIBLE To MARE RATIONAL

PURTCHASE DECISIO:NS"

It is also important to recognize that there is such a deii.tli of
consumer information in the medicare supplement market that it is
almost impossible for consumers to make rational purchase decisions; agent misconduct is thus facilitated. A great variety of differing policies effectively precludes buyers from comparing benefits
or premiums, resulting ijl lack of price competition and the sale of
duplicate coverage to hundreds of thousands of people who are
under the impression that they are filling all the gaps in medicare.
Other areas of widespread misunderstanding are the limited nature
of medicare supplement coverage, the relatively high cost of coverage for the initial deductibles compared to insurance against catastrophic medical expenses, and exclusions for preexisting medical
conditions.

This morning. Mr. Chairman, I would like to describe some of
the common informational problems in the medicare supplement
area, and then review briefly the public policy alternatives and some
recent State initiatives. These subjects are discussed at length in a
staff report' which is nearing completion and which we hope to
, elease to you next month. Finally, I would like to discuss the possibility of an impact evaluation of various state approaches-con: See appendix 1, p. 275.
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ducted, perhaps, as a cooperative Federal-State effort-to determine
the most effective method of making medi-gap supplement insurance
policies comprehensible to everyone.
REASONS FOR FEDERAL ATTENTION

Why should the Federal Government become involved in this
area ?
First, the medicare supplement market is a by-product of the Federal medicare program. Supplemental insurance is confusing because medicare's benefit structure is complicated. Commissioner
Harold Wilde of Wisconsin has observed that the Federal Government has a moral responsibility to cope with the problems medicare
has caused.
Second, there are arguments for a uniform approach to medicare
supplement regulation, which Federal study could facilitate. Continuing variation in State standardization regulations carries the
spectre of insurers having to market different medi-gap policies in
every State, with obvious increasing costs. In' addition, it would
appear that uniformity would benefit consumers by insuring that
the categories for medi-gap insurance will be the same should thev'
move to another State. These and other issues should be assessed in
the impact evaluiation to determine if there are. particular reasons
why uniformity is desirable in this segment of the insurance market.
Third, most States would not be able to enforce their medicare
supplement regulations, against niail order insurers not licensed in
their States. Many supplement and indemnity plans are sold by mail;
As you know, the McCarran-Ferguson Act generally immunizes
the "business of insurance" from the Sherman-Clayton and FTC
Acts to the extent that such business is regulated by State l]w. However, Federal agencies can make valuable contributions to the deliberations in this imnportant area by undertaking studies such as the
impact evaluation that I have 'mentioned and making recommendations to Congr es and to the States.
Let me discuss just for a moment' the complexity of the market.
Three types of health insurance policies are commonly sold to the
elderly. Aedi,-gap or medicare supplement policies pay service benefits to fill some of the gaps in medicare: aenerallv, they pay some or
all of medicare's initial and daily deductibles and coinsurance.
The second and third types-hospital indemnity and dread, disease policies-may be sold to adults of any age, but many companies
emphasize sales to the elderly. Unlike.e medi-gap policies, indemnity
policies pay. a certain dollar amount per day of hospitalization.,
typically $20 to $50. to offset daily hospital costs which usually run
ulp to $150 or more. Finally, dread disease contracts cover only some
of the expenses incurred for care of a particular illness, such as
cancer.
NO STANI)ARDTZATrON

Egven in the medi-gap category alone there is virtually no' stand-'
ardization. Let me give youI just a few. examples. Some medi-gap
p-olicies cover only the part A initial and daily hospital deductibles:
some place low dollar limits on coverage for the 20 percent coinsurance under part B; some cover virtually the full 20 percent part B
coinsurance. but others only for those medical services rendered in a
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hospital setting and not for the same procedures performed outside
a hospital. Some sell several policies with piecemeal, but overlapping, coverages. Some mix service and indemnity benefits.
It is difficult enough for anyone to have a thorough understandiiig
of medicare's complex beriefit structure and its gaps. Now add to
that the bewildering variety of ways each different insurer fills some
of those gaps. Then, when hospital and nursing home indemnity
plans and dread disease contracts complicate the picture, comprehension and comparison become almost impossible for consumers.
Confusion caused by the multiplicity of policies often leads consumiers to buy two or more policies in an effort to obtain complete
coverage. It has been estimated that 23 percent of the people over 65
who have private insurance have two or more policies covering hospital costs, resulting in some degree of oveilapping coverage. Afedigap policies general]y include coordination of benefits clauses. This
means that in the areas of overlap, only one policy will pay for each
gap. For instance, a person who bIlys three policies which cover the
$144 part A deductible will not receive $432 in the event of hospitalization. Only the first policy wvill pay $144 in benefits. The buyer
has wasted the portion of the second and third premiums w hich. paid
for the duplicate coverage of the initial deductible. Those elderly
persons who live on fixed incomes can ill afford to spend their
money on such wvorthless duplication.
Both indemnitv and dread disease iplans wvill pay benefits in addition to medicare and any other private insurance, giving "extra
cash." However. these policies often produce few benefits in relation to the amount of money invested; they typically have very low
loss ratios.
Elen the elderly person with only one medi-gan policy mav have
a 1owv
alue product. Since comparison shopping is foreclosed.
many medicare supplement insurers are not obliged to price or
operate competitively. recently the outgoing chairma~n of the board
of the H-Tealth Insurance Association of America criticized those
companies whose loss ratios are "far. too lowr," saying they "give. a
bad nhame to the whole industry."
IN.,comprErirE. B1-'EFIrTS
Strany people purchase sulipleinental coverage in the belief that
their private insurance will take care of all of the medical expenses
medicare will not pay. Often agents tell their prospects: "This
policy will cover everything that medicare doesn't cove." In reality,
Imlalny medi-gap policies exclude from coverage the verv same areas
w(hich medicate will never cover: Ott-of-hospital prescription drugs,
whysical examinations. eyeglasses,
nost nursiing home 'care. routine
hearing aids, and dental care. Mledicare wvil not pay for the portion
of physicians' fees -which exceed a "reasonable ' chlarge." as determined by the medicare carrier. We aire not. aware,' either, of any
medicare supplement insurer who will pav those excess charges.
Of course. medicare's determination of reasonable charges: is a
measure designed to control costs. We are not su$riestirg that, medigap insurers should provide reimbursement for 'excess physicians'
charges. Nor do we mean to say that supplemental policies should
fill every gap in medicare. The problem is the. common misperception.
that medicare supplemental coverage is comprehensive. Actually its
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role is limited; private health insurance accounts for only 5 percent
of the health care expenses of the elderly. How many people would
buy medi-gap policies if they knew how incomplete their coverage
might prove to be?
Consumers may not realize that some kinds of medicare supplement coverage are more expensive than others. For example, they
pay more for coverage for the initial deductibles than for insurance
covering those catastropic medical expenses which could mean
financial disaster. The California Department of Insurance estimates
that it costs, on the average, $30 per year to buy insurance for the
$60 annual part B deductible.
It is important that consumers know how much first-dollar insurance coverage really costs them, as well as which medi-gap policies
provide it and which do not. Some people, however, want first-dollar
coverage for health care expenses because it gives them a sense of
security, and they may not realize that not all medi-gap policies
cover the initial deductibles. Once again, the problem is lack of information. And if consumers knew the true cost of first-dollar coverage, perhaps they would not choose it.
Many medi-gap policies exclude coverage or require waiting periods before they will cover preexisting conditions as you have already heard this morning. Under. "pre-X" clauses, an insurance
company can deny coverage for conditions which existed before the
policy went into effect. Since many elderly people have multiple
health problems, a policy may lose much of its value if the insurer
interprets a pre-X clause strictly to deny claims for any illness
which developed out of preexisting conditions. Some companies insure all applicants regardless of medical history, then deny their
claims citing preexisting conditions. Because pre-X clauses are not
uniform, it may be extremely difficult for the consumer to anticipate
what his premium dollar is buying.
In attemptifig tosolve the consumer information problems in the
medicareisupplement area, the States have developed three possible
approaches. The first of these is the establishment of minimum
standards. California has set a benchmark minimum loss ratio of 55
percent for medicare supplement policies. An Illinois statute requires that all such policies delivered in that State must fill certain
gaps, including the initial part A deductible, part A copayments,
and part B coinsurance.
NEw

RULE SETS

UP

FOUR BENEFIT LEVELS

A second approach is to bring about standardization by establishing categories for policies and requiring that each policy carry an
appropriate label. WITisconsin's new rule sets up four benefit levels
for mnedi-gap- policies, which must now bear the corresponding number. Categories 1 to 3 rang6 from most to least comprehensive. Policies in category 4A supplement only part A of medicare; those in
category 4B supplement only part B. California has also established,
in a different way, three categories for medicare supplement policies,
labeling them "in-hospital only," "in-and-out-of-hospital," and "catastrophic."
The third type of public policy initiative involves efforts to provide information to consumers in order to permit the market to
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function more effectively. The most common method is a disclosure
requirement. Wisconsin requires agents to give out an 18-page booklet and California mandates the use of. general one-page disclosure
forms.
Senator CiamEs. I am going to have to interrupt you right here to
answer the rollcall.
Is your time requirement all right now?
Mrs. DOLE. Yes. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 11:07 a.m., the committee recessed until i:25
a.m.]
Senator CHILES. Please go on.
Mrs. DoL. OK. I believe I was just discussing the third type of
public policy initiative which involves efforts to provide information
to consumers in order to permit the market to function more effectively. In Oregon, insurers or agents must fill in the blanks on a
disclosure chart showing medicare benefits, gaps, and policy benefits.
New Mexico requires a slightly different disclosure chart. In my
opinion, a chart would be particularly useful if it could show not
only medicare's coverage and gaps and the policy's benefits and costs,
but also the expenses the consumer would still have to pay out-ofpocket.
I should emphasize that these State approaches-minimum standards, standardization combined with labeling, and disclosure requirements-are not mutually exclusive. It may well be that a combination of these regulatory measures would be most effective.
At present when an agent or an advertisement exaggerates the
worth of a medi-gap policy, the prospective buyer typically has nowhere else to turn for impartial information to correct the misunderstanding. Other methods have been suggested besides mandatory
written disclosures to assure that buyers get the information they
need, such as individualized insurance counseling and consumer education measures to furnish facts which insurers do not generally
provide: For example, medicare coverage and gaps; eligibility for
medicaid; health risk information-for example, average length of
hospital stay for the over 65 age group-and rating of companies'
records in handling claims. In addition, nontraditional avenues for
increasing consumer awareness, such as the use of television spots,
should be explored.
EVALUATION OF STATE APPROACHES NEEDED

What is needed to ferret out the problems and evaluate the public
policy implications of alternative solutions? We believe the answer
is an impact evaluation of existing State regulations of medicare
supplement insurance with central focus on the effectiveness of different regulatory systems in facilitating the purchase of medicare
supplement insurance which meets consumers' needs and expectations.
Considerable groundwork would be necessary to narrow the focus
of such a study. Basic facts about the medicare supplement industry,
such as total premium volume, are presently unavailable. It is evident that duplicate coverage is a serious problem but no one knows
its precise nature or extent. It would be important to learn from
33-0S4-7S
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consumers what information they feel is essential to make wise purchasing decisions.
A full scale impact evaluation would help to answer the complex
and important policy questions which abound in the medicare supplement area: Is it possible to provide complete yet comprehensible
explanations of medicare and the multitude of ways private insurers.
fill some of its gaps? Is standardization necessary to make the market's offerings understandable? Should public policy try to influence
the consumer's choice between costly first-dollar coverage and what
economists might call more rational insurance for catastrophic medical expenses? What are the arguments for and against the sale of
dread disease or indemnity policies?
An impact evaluation would be timely because several States'
regulations have become effective within the past year. As I have
already indicated, Wisconsin and California have established totally
different systems of standardization and labeling. Oregon and New
Mexico have different disclosure requirements, but no regulations.
involving standards. Illinois sets minimum standards but does not
prescribe any particular disclosures. An evaluation should point up
the strengths and weaknesses of each State's system and should
assess the desirability of a model regulation.
An impact evaluation could also provide information about the
effectiveness of various disclosures and recommend followup consumer education and counseling measures. And if current debates
lead to the establishment of some form of national health insurance,
it appears that the results of such a study would be valuable to
policymakers, since a similar supplemental market might well develop under any system providing a less than comprehensive benefit
package. The results of the impact evaluation would be available, of
course, for the use of State regulators and legislators, Congress, and
the public.
COOPERATIVE FEDERAL/STATE ArPRoAcH

How should this impact evaluation be performed? Perhaps a cooperative Federal/State approach would be best, with participation
by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners, the Federal Trade Commission, and the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare. A joint HEW-FTC-NAIC project would bring together different types of expertise, each of which would contribute
greatly to such a study. The NAIC and State insurance departments
have firsthand experience with insurance regulation and access to
data. In fact, on June 12 the accident and health subcommittee of
the National Association of Insurance Commissioners voted to create
a task force to investigate regulation of health insurance sold to the
elderly and identification of other health insurance products "which
do not fulfill the public's interest." HEW would contribute knowledge about the medicare program and the FTC's expertise in the
areas of consumer protection, information disclosure, and competition would be pertinent. We would welcome the opportunity to work
with the NAIC and HEW in such an undertaking.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I am convinced that inappropriate
medicare supplement insurance purchased at this point can impose
severe hardships on the elderly. We must begin now to determine
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the best approaches for resolving these problems, and I hope that my
testimony this morning will make some contribution to that endeavor.
Senator CInILEs. We thank you very much for your comprehensive
statement, and I think you have certainly contributed to what we are
trying to do here. We would like to have you make the staff report'
you mention a part of our hearing record. Would that be made
available to us as soon as possible?
Airs. DOLE. Yes.
Senator C:iaLEs. When do you expect to have that?
Mrs. DOLE. During the month of July that will be available.
Senator CimIIIEs. We will leave the record open until that time
because I think it would be valuable to have.
Mirs. DOLE. We will certainly send it down as soon as it is ready.
Senator ClTILEs. Yotu say what is needed is an impact evaluation

of existing State regulations of medicate supplement insurance. Will
the Federal Trade Commission undertake this study?
AIrs. DOLE. The Commission has expressed an interest in such an
impact evaluation, AIr. Chairman. At this point the Commission
has not actually set aside the funds for this study or assigned personnel to it, but we will be engaging in budget determinations fairly
soon now. Our staff is looking into this and, I am sure, will have
some recommendations for the Commission to focus upon as far as
personnel and funding.
Senator DowiNIci. Will the Senator yield?
Is there anyone else to your klniowledge, Cominissioiier, that is
undertaking the study-any other institution?
Mirs. DOLu. No, sir, I don't believe so. This study might analyze
all of the State regulations. The breadth of the study would be one
of the considerations. Should each State regulation be evaluated or
should just certain ones be chosen and a more selective approach
taken? As far as I know there has been no across-the-board approach of this sort.
Senator C-ITILES. Senator Domenici and I both think that the information to be derived from such a study would be most helpful,
not only to the States themselves but to all of the parties concerned.
I like very much your approach of having that be a cooperative
study with the State commissioners and others that you pointed
out In your study. I think so many times they tend to feel that anything the Federal Trade Commission is doing is perhaps to step
on their turf.
"A NATIONAL PROBLE 31"
I think it has been pointed out that regulation of insurance is a
State problem, but what we are dealing with here is very much a
national problem stemming from the gaps in medicare coverage
Having the State insurance commissioners participating as we look
at standards and possible model legislation will be very important
so that improvements in regulations can eventually result.
What would the evaluation cover and how long do you think it
would take?
' See appendix 1, p. 275.
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Mrs. DOLE. The best estimate at this point would be 15 to 17
'months. This would involve a period of establishing a design for
the impact evaluation with perhaps a pilot study during that phase;
we estimate the first phase would takeabout 9 months. An impact
evaluation is a very complex matter. It is not an easy undertaking.
Senator CHILES. I am sure is isn't. I want to ask you about a few
parts which the study could include.
Mrs. DOLE. All right.
Senator CHILES. We have taken testimony suggesting that perhaps the commission structure set by the insurance companies
could encourage policy sales by the setting of high commissions on
first-year policies. Would a study like this be able to examine this
area?
Mirs. DOLE. I think that such a study would focus on what information is in the market-is there a dearth of information, what mis-information exists at this point. Certainly to the extent that the
commission structure is causing misinformation in the market and
to the extent that a dearth of information is making it possible for
abusive practices to take place, that would be encompassed in the
studv. I don't know if you want me to elaborate further. I didn't
-complete my answer on what the impact evaluation would entail.
Senator CHILES. Excuse me.
Mirs. DOLE. Just to give a little more information on that point,
the impact evaluation would involve, during the first phase when
the design is being established, deciding how to approach the matter;
whether it should focus on all of the States or certain selected
States; matching the States so that those with regulations are compared with similar States which have no regulations. Where a State
already has a regulation in effect, there may be base line data which
was accumulated before the regulation took effect. If not, I think
by comparing similar States with and without regulations, we can
get the equivalent of base line data. Decisions would have to be
made in that area, and we would try to obtain from insurance companies and from the State commissioners data that would be useful.
- 'Surveys of consumers would take place in phase 2-finding out
when they purchased their medi-gap policies, what sort of information they relied on, what the source of that information was. Did
the policy actually meet their expectations? How much overlapping coverage was there? We know there is certainly a problem of
overlapping coverage, but we don't know the extent. To summarize,
there would be a number of various issues which would be focused
upon in the design phase and then, in phase 2, there would be actual
surveys of consumers. Phase 2 would also involve analyzing the data
and writing the report. Ultimately, perhaps, we might work with
the States to develop some sort of uniform regulatory model.
Senator CHILES. Do. you favor the use. of. minimum loss ratios as a
way to solve the problem?
MIrs. DoLh. The loss ratio would certainly be a focus of the study
because some of the 'Sta'tes which have recently adopted regulations do have loss' ratios. For example, California has a loss ratio
of -55 percent; I believe Michigan' has a 65 percent loss ratio. This
regulatory approach would certainly be a part of the study.,
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INFORMATION LIMrTED

At this point data is limited because, for example, the premium
volume and the sales volume is not available for medi-gap or medicare supplement insurance. The reason is that the companies report
data to the State insurance commissioners under the heading of
health insurance, but they don't break it out into medicare supplement insurance. Data is not broken:out now except in several States
where there is a minimum loss ratio.
Senator CHILES. The States would have to get that informpation.
Mrs. DOLE. It would be important in any sort of undertaking to'
understand the volume of sales and the volume of premiums. This
type of information would certainly be needed.
Senator CHmIEs. Do we have information now on how many dread
disease policies are sold?
Mrs. DOLE. No, we don't. It is the same problem. It is in aggregate,
form under the heading of health insurance. That is the way it is
reported generally to the State commissioners. It is not broken out
according to dread disease or indemnity policies or medicare supplement policies.
Senator C[ILES. Do you envision that our senior citizens could
help in that survey effort that you are talking about?
Mrs. DOLE. I certainly would anticipate that.
Senator C:irEs. That is to say their national organizations.
Mrs. DOLE. I certainly think so. Consumer surveys would be a
very important part of an evaluation.
Senator DomENICI. Commissioner, let me ask you this. As the

chairman has indicated, I certainly join with him in an effort to do
what we can to expedite the kind of evaluation you are speaking
of. Would there, in your opinion, be any congressional action necessary to expedite this kind of evaluation?
Mrs. DOLE. I don't foresee any particular action at this moment.
I can't think of anything specific at this point to suggest. I certainly think that we should follow closely what you do in the committee. You may decide to have additional hearings and to collect
and disseminate additional information. I would encourage you to
continue to do that. This would certainly be helpful as the impact
evaluation gets underway.
Senator DOMENTCT. 'What if we were to communicate as a special
committee to the Commission, indicating that we are holding these
hearings, that we are already convinced that it is a major problem,.'
that we don't have enough information to address the problem properly
and that we encourage the Federal Trade Commission system to assist
in getting information. Would that be helpful?
Mrs. DOLE. At this point, we must determine what information is
needed. The impact evaluation will pinpoint exactly where we
should go, and at this point I don't think we could say just what
is going to be necessary. Then, of course, there will hopefullv be
the opportunity to get a lot of the data from other sources. perhaps the State insurance commissioners. There will hopefully be
voluntary cooperation on the part of the companies and ultimately, if we have to use a compulsory process, it is my view that
the Commission has authority to obtain the necessary data. I don't'
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think that we really know now just what specifically would be
-ieeded until we pinpoint the areas that will be focused on.
Senator DOMENICI. Let me ask you one other question. I am fully
-aware of your genuine interest in this area and I commend you for
it. It has got to be one of the most difficult to address, yet obviously
one that is peculiar and different in terms of insurance in this
country-in fact, so different in my opinion that it would ultimnately require a significant departure, regulatorywise, from other
insurance selling. It is obvious that we have a victim sphere here
that is very vulnerable and very different because of the nature of
being old and alone.
mrs. DOLE. Yes, I agree.
`INSURANCE

CONMPANIES MrUST BE

MORE CONMINTM)"

Senator DOMENTTC. 'What I am most impressed with after two
liearings, participating as much as I can. is that somehow or another we are able to get the so-called fly-by-night agents, be they
criminals or operating without a license, or the like. However, it
seems that ultimately the companies that insure have to do the
policing. If they end up writing a policy, they are the ones that 'are
going to have to have more stringent rules and more stringent
evaluation before they issue the policies and the like to catch their
own malfeasance in the field. We cannot get at the company. 'When
called in before a Commission. the companies state that a refund
has been made, et cetera. When companies such as New York Life
Insurance and General Life Insurance-unscrupulous agents like
these would have been caught. They just don't go around defrauding people like this, selling them 15 policies, and the like, or 20.
It does uppear to me that some way or another we have got to
'get every insurance company that sells this kind of insurance and
issues the basic policy more concerned about policing what is going
on in the field.
Airs. DOLE. I think that what you are doing by holding these
hearings should assist a great deal in that effort. I would say that
in addition to the agent abuses we certainly have to keep in mind
the great dearth of information in this area and, of course, that is
one of the reasons that agent abuses can take place. By means of
:lthe impact evaluation, we can take a good hard look at whether it
is going to he possible to remedy the problems here through provision of information or whether perhaps we will have to move to
some form of standardization. 'We do not know at this time what
the answer is going to be, because the problem is so extremely
complex.
As a prospective medicare supplement purchaser, you have to
understand the medicare system. You have to understand what medicare does and does not cover. You have to be able to compare between the many combinations of policies that are offered. You have
to understand the difference in dread disease and indemnity policies
as well as medicare supplement policies.
On top of that, there is a body of general information which
is important to understand. For example, when an elderly person
is considering whether a medicare supplement policy is needed, it is

helpful to know what the average length of stay in the hospital is
for a person over 65, and it is very important to know that if you
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-are eligible for medicaid, you probably shoula not be purchasing
-additional policies.
VARIOUS REMEDIES POSSIBLE

There are many different pieces of information which are most
important to an intelligent decision, and we will have to explore
whether or not it is possible to remedy problems through disclosures
-and through information as some of the States are trying to do, or
whether standardization is the right approach. or perhaps even a
cost index. There are various options, and at this point I think we
-need to know more about the industry to understand how these
various remedies would impact on the market.
Senator DOMENICI. There might even be some prohibitions. We
might end up where certain kinds of policies are useless and cannot be written. is that not correct?
Mrs. DOLE. That would be one focus, I would think, as you explore
-all of the various options.
Senator

DONENTICL. Thank

you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator CI-iLES. On page 3 you speak about a dearth of consumer
information in the market. Since these policies are, as you say, a
product of Federal action, should the Social Security Administration make greater efforts to supply such information?
Mrs. DOLE. Mr. Chairman, that has occurred to me as one possible means of providing information; through that channel to the
persons who are in need of the additional insurance data could be pinpointed directly. I would think that if HEW is interested in being
a part of this impact evaluation-and I hope that they are because of
their expertise in medicare-this idea could be explored.
Senator CTIiLES. Again, we want to thank you very much for
your statement and the efforts that you have made in this area. We
look forward to working with you.
Mrs. DOLE. Thank you. I appreciate the opportunity to appear
this morning
Senator CIITT.ES. Our next witness will be Mr. Joseph C. Mike,
insurance commissioner of the State of Connecticut, and chairman
-of the National Association of Insurance Commissioners Accident
and Health Subcommittee.

Mr. Mike, we appreciate your appearance here today and note
-that you have a lengthy statement on this subject. We would like to
put that in the record' in full and, if you could summarize that for
'us in some way, we can have a chance to ask you some questions.
STATEMENT OF JOSEPH C. MIKE, INSURANCE COMMISSIONER,
STATE OF CONNECTICUT, AND CHAIRMAN, NAIC ACCIDENT AND
HEALTH INSURANCE SUBCOMMITTEE; ACCOMPANIED BY
RICHARD HEMINGS, NAIC COUNSEL
Mr. MTKE. Thank you very much, Senator.
My name is Joseph C. Mike and I am the insurance commissioner
*of the State of Connecticut and the chairman of the Accident and
Health Insurance Subcommittee of the National Association of
Insurance Commissioners.
I See p. 252.
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Accompanying me this morning is Richard Hemings, the NAIC
counsel.
The NAIC is a voluntary association of the chief insurance regulatory officials of the 50 States, the District of Columbia, Guam,
Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. It is a pleasure to be with you
this morning to relate the concerns and activities of the NAIC with
respect to sales of so-called medicare supplement health insurance
coverages.
We share your concern over confusion accompanying the medicare program and marketing practices, and the inappropriate and
duplicate private health insurance coverages being purchased by
medicare eligible persons. We trust that constructive and cooperative efforts of the Federal Government and the States will minimize the problems and confusion of the medicare population.
Several States have already acted individually to set medicare
supplement standards, and the NAIC will now prepare recommendations for all States. In addition, all States do act on consumer
complaints regarding misrepresentation, false advertising, and other
unfair marketing practices that may accompany sales of medicare
supplemental coverages.
MEDI-GAP TASK FORCE

At its June 12, 1978, meeting, the NATC's Accident and Health
Insurance Subcommittee resolved to examine the need for, and draft
in accordance with perceived needs, rules governing the sale of
medicare, supplement health insurance, and we established a task
force that has been charged with that responsibility. It is my expectation as chairman of the subcommittee that within 6 or probably 12 months that task force will have prepared for our subcommittee a recommendation. We would be most receptive to input
and advice from your committee. You and your staff are invited to
participate in our proceedings and, in the meanwhile, we do recommend or suggest or urge that any complaints that you have that
you feel warrant further individual investigation be referred to
the regulatory agencies in the State from which the complaint
came and give us a chance to do something with it.
Senator COILES. We will certainly do that. I appreciate very
much that you have asked our committee and our staff to participate and I can tell you that we will look forward to taking you up
on that. If you let us know when your first meeting is going to be
held, we would like to have somebody there covering that.
Mr. MIiE. We will be very glad to do that.
Let me turn now to our current understanding of the problems
and our respective roles in resolving outstanding problems. The
problems that we see are divisible into two categories: First is the
question of whether and how to fill medicare gaps and limitations
and, second, is how to control the unfair trade practices of medicare
supplement insurers and agents.
Medicare supplement insurance is, as suggested by the term, designed to fill residual gaps and limitations not covered by medicare.
One obvious option open to the Federal Government is to broaden
the scope and extent of medicare benefits to lessen the apparent need
for supplemental private insurance.
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Senator CHILES. If you note, we are dealing with a $51 billion
deficit in the Federal Government.
Mr. MiEF. Yes.
Senator CrimIEs. I don't think that you are going to find, as much
as a lot of us would like to see it, all those gaps covered. So you are
right, that would be a very nice way to cover the problem, just not
to have any gaps, but each one of those gaps, of course, involves
millions of dollars and our biggest problem right now is the cost of
medical bills. We are now seeking the development of reasonable
costs and guidelines.
We have not found any device that puts any downward pressure
on rising health costs. So to say that we are going to cover those gaps
right now is impossible. In other words, our biggest problem is to stay
level to where we are and not create some more gaps. I foresee that that
is going to be the problem with the current state of the economy. Proposition 13 has some effect here as well as it does in California. So I
think that we have got to talk about the alternative No. 2, because I
don't see that there would be any possibility in dealing with alternative No. 1.
Mr. MIKE. Absolutely.
The next statement I had was a deferral to the Senate. Obviously
there are additional problems involved with attempting to address
the gaps of mc-dicare.
Senator C:iaLEs. Yes.
Mr. MIKE. Two initial questions that appear though are: (1) Do
those over age 65 need a private insurance supplement; and (2)
should the Federal Government broaden the medicare benefits?
As far as the marketplace is concerned, the answer to the first
question is yes, absolutely. As far as the people who purchase medicare supplements are concerned, there is no doubt in their minds
that they need private supplements.
Most medicare eligible Americans have private health insurance.
There are, nevertheless, some serious doubts in our minds that the
public fully understands the workings of the health care system, the
functions of medicare, and the value or the benefits of the private
health insurance they have. I will explain those concerns in a moment in answer to the second question.
Senator CHInEs. They need the coverage, but do they need the
coverage that they are now getting if they knew what it, in fact,
was and what they were paying for?
"NOT

AN OPEN AND FREE MARKET"

Mr. MiKF. The ideal solution is for most of the beneficiaries to
understand what they are now getting and what they are now purchasing. We would not have a fraction of the problems we have now
if the market functioned the way theoretically an open and free
market does function. I am sure it does not in this case.
People are moved by emotion, by fear, and by a great lack of
understanding of the product that they are buying to protect them
from all those fears. We defer to you and your ability to balance
the need of the elderly with the national capacity to underwrite
such coverage.
In general, medicare cost sharing serves the dual purpose of cost;
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containment of health services and limiting the program's financial
strain on the Federal Government. Although the health care cost
containment objective is, in our view, socially desirable, both for
the medicare population and the general public, the public has become accustomed to first dollar coverages.
One of the major benefit provisions of most supplement policies is
coverage of the deductible and coinsurance amounts. We do not intend to prohibit insurance for medicare cost sharing amounts. However, the value of such insurance is open to question.
If first dollar coverage is economically inappropriate, then the'
insurance industry, State and Federal Governments, unions, and
employers are to blame for allowing or encouraging its prevalence.
The N5AIC is on record in encouraging the use of consumer cost
sharing as a device to assure use of the restraining influence of
household budgets to minimize the inflationary propensity of the
health care system.
I would like to stress that point just a little bit because within,
my role as insurance commissioner in Connecticut I am also a member of the Connecticut Commission on Hospitals and Health Care,
and one of the problems we constantly run into is the fact that the'
public is insulated very heavily from the cost of the health care he
is provided. It is very difficult for them to see the flow-through between the health care system which needs to be controlled very badlyand the insurance coverage.
We get a great many complaints every year over the increases in
Blue Cross/Blue Shield coverage and most of the people who complain to our department are unable to make the transition to the
budget of their own hospital or the questions of duplication in the'
health care system itself.
We think it is essential that we avoid, in all cases. 100 percent
comprehensive coverage. There has to be a responsible feeling on thedecision to purchase the health care that his insurance is helping to'
pay for. If we can return to a more basic principle of Insurance
that protects you from a severe economic loss-not any economic
payment.-then I think the system is going to be much better off. Unfortunately, that is not a very popular idea. The theoretical ideas of'
cost sharing are not accepted by the market.
I think perhaps some education as to the relative cost of first dollar coverage might be very illuminating to the public. That is something we think ought to be attempted.
The population that is being treated with medicare supplemental'
coverage is extremely vulnerable. Many of them remember quitereadily a time prior to medicare when a senior citizen could not obtain medicare to protect him from any loss, and many of them are
very much afraid of being a drain on the family and loved ones and'
afraid of catastrophic health losses. They also become a population
that -will respond readily to any kind of marketing attempt to provide health insurance, and they are a fertile ground for any kind ofslippery operation that may be in place.
We in Connecticut have prohibited specified disease policies. Thisis not necessarily a unanimous position. There are some people who
feel that as long as the public is desirous of making a certain p)ur-chase, it should be available. I would note, in 1969 and 1972. Connecticut also prohibited senior citizens supplemental medical indem--
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nity-type policies, but the pressure from the population to drop that
prohibition was enormous.
Senator CHILES. But you don't have the dread disease policies
now.
Air. MiuE. No, we do not. I think myself that the best thing we
can do is attempt to prohibit them countrywide. I really believe the
best answer to the concerns addressed by the person to purchase
dread disease is to purchase full comprehensive coverage. It is marketed by emotional appeal and scare tactics.
SUBSTANDARD POLICIES

Senator CHILES. Does the association have any position on that?
Mr. MIKE. It has been to identify dread disease as nonstandard,
substandard insurance policies. The task force I referred to has been
given a twofold charge. The first is to take on the question of medica.re supplemental coverages. The second question that will dovetail
and follow the first one is to take on the broader question of those
insurance policies that are not in the public interest. They are going
to examine questions, I hope, like indemnity contracts, specified or
dread disease policies, minimal benefit policies, the $10 a day hospital policy-that kind of coverage.
There is a great question now whether the public does benefit by
it, regardless of how strong the desire to purchase it is. In keeping
with my positions on the cost of the health care system, I see a real
problem with indemnity policies. Indemnity policies, unfortunately
in many cases, are often an incentive to consume a greater portion
of the health care system and it is the kind of coverage that someone
could very easily develop into a profitable operation. Somebody
could make money by being in the hospital an extra day or two.
That kind of economic situation lies in the face of any attempt at
cost containment. That is a very difficult question.
In order for the consumer to intelligently decide whether to buy
insurance coverage of the medicare cost sharing amounts, the consumer must understand what medicare provides. We agree with the
chairman of this committee wwho. in 1974, acknowledged that '"One of
the most compelling points for the Congress to consider is the great
need for more intensive educational efforts upon the part of the Federal Government to inform older persons about medicare itself."
A peculiar aspect of the medicare program is that the basic benefits payable have changed almost annually, due to rising deductibles
and coinsurance. since the inception of medicare. This results in a
great problem. We not only have an element of the population that
every year must learn about medicare as they reach the age where
they qualify for it, and that previously were probably not as well
aware as they should be of what medicare provides, but we also have
a problem whiere the instruction may change from year to year. There
is a constant need to inform.
I am an individual who believes that too much emphasis is placed
only on the simplification of insurance. The unfortunate fact is insurance is, by and large, not a simple proposition. It is very easy to
say we are going to simplify the language of this policy and leave
it at that. More is needed. Simplification is desirable and necessary,
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but I think, especially in the situation of the senior citizen, an ongoing counseling service is going to have to be provided. I don't
see any way around it.
Our department has been discussing the situation with the Commission on Aging in Connecticut and we feel that that kind of eduvational function is valid and it must be encountered. Once that
happens, we are also going to find greater exposure of the practices
of agents and companies in the market. I will get to that in 1 minute because we have an enforcement difficulty that I don't think will
go away at any level.
The other thing that bothers me a great deal is the ability of the
physician to take or leave assignments and the reimbursement formuila that leaves gaps between the allowable charges and actual fees.
It seems to me that the system is aggravated when you allow the
physician to accept a charge for one particular service and not for
another. It becomes difficult for the patient to be able to determine
whether medicare will pay his full bill or whether he is going to be
hit with an additional charge that even an additional supplemental
carrier won't provide. I hope that is a question that is taken up further. I think a physician ought to make a determination whether he
will participate in the program or not, not on a case-by-case basis,
whether he feels it is advantageous for this individual or this procedure, to take the assignment.
The consumer does not adequately understand the impact of nonassignment on the part of the physician. He does not understand
the ability of the physician to charge him extra; the inability of
most supplemental insurance to cover that.
Some possibilities for State regulators' consideration are mandatorv disclosure of premiums allocable to the cost sharing amounts
under any private supplement and controls on policy replacement
procedures. These are some of the topics that we expect the task
force is going to be undertaking.
In addition to medicare "gaps" attributable to purposeful cost
sharing requirements, there are other gaps and limitations such as
the maximum 90 inpatient days per episode of illness covered by
part A; or the gaps caused by "reasonable and necessary care" payment limitations; or the numerous health care services not covered
and not intended to be covered by medicare such as drugs, dental
services, and full nursing home services.
"MARKET CAN BE INFLUENCED BY PUBLIC DEMAND"

Given the existing set of medicare benefits, we believe the proper
role of the States to be that of assisting the consumer in determining
what gaps are suitable for private insurance coverage. So long as
the public understands the benefits and limitations of the medicare
program, the nature of private health insurance, and need to contain
health care costs, the market for sensible'and appropriate medicare
supplements can be positively influenced by public demand. Public
understanding should be a primary objective of both the Federal
and State Governments with respect to medicare and sales of private
insurance supplements.
When it comes to enforcement, there is an additional problem.
Now we have the authority to enforce not only the insurance stat-
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utes, but to seek enforcement of the criminal statutes over the marketing practices specifically of the agent force.
I should note that in Connecticut the Blue Cross program writes
the vast majority-I would say almost 90 percent-of the supplemental coverage. They don't have a waiting period and they are not
encountering'any of the problems with not having preexisting conditions and with open enrollment. Because of that, a great many of
the insureds are with the Blue Cross program. Their rates are reviewed annually. They are costly and our marketing problems are
less than many.
That is not to say they don't exist. They exist primarily with special operations. We find that a particular company may become active in some approach that we don't care for or believe to be illegal
or some particular agency may undertake an approach that we find
it necessary to enforce our laws against.
We have a significant investigation going on right now that involves the State's attorney's office and the State police. It is a problem much like all of the other episodes that have been outlined here
and in the previous testimony. We feel the situation is obviously
illegal, but it is an enforcement difficulty, it is a crime, and I don't
see any good way to avoid the commission of a crime. The best we
can do is to attempt to enforce the statutes as fully as possible and
detect problems as quickly as possible.
I would be a fool to sit here and maintain that we could prevent
the situation from ever occurring again. What we feel is necessary
is for the population to understand what their rights are and what
their rights should be; to understand what kinds of coverages they
should be obtaining and what they should not be expected to do. To
the extent that we can make the population, if nothing else, very
cynical and provide for them counseling services, we can expose the
marketing practices to our scrutiny and be even more effective in
enforcement.
"NOT AWARE OF VICTIMIZATION

.

Many senior citizens are not aware of the fact that they are being
victimized, pure and simple. A lot of the situations where the individual had all those insurance policies stashed away in a trunk
were the same as people we found in our cases. We had to go in and
explain to the persons, once we found the operation and started to
track down its victims, why they were being victimized and show
them exactly what was wrong with what they had and where the
problem was. In many cases the persons became so embarrassed
about it that they would be reluctant at best to participate in the
investigation further.
So there has been a special problem. We cannot look at the figures
and say it is a small problem. Most of the figures don't come to light.
Most of the problems are difficult to detect and we have to ferret
them out. That is why I think to the extent the public is more well
educated everyone will benefit.
At least six States have promulgated regulations specifically dealing with the matter of medicare supplement insurance and, in my
lengthier testimony, I have submitted outlines of what those States
have done and also submitted examples in an addendum of the kinds
of regulations that are already in force, are already adapted by the
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NAIC, and enforced by most of the States affecting the behavior of
agencies and companies.
It is premature to suggest which, if any, of these specific State
regulatory approaches may be followed by the NAIC. A fair conclusion is that each attempts to summarize what medicare provides
and to enhance the consumer's abilitv to determine what is appropriate to supplement medicare. This general objective will undoubtedly be shared by any model regulation proposed by the NAIC.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Joseph C. Mike follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOSEPH C. MIKE

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Joseph C. Mike,
Connecticut Insurance Commissioner, and chairman of the Accident and Health
Insurance Subcommittee of the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC). The NAIC is a voluntary association of the chief insurance
regulatory officials of the 50 States, the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto
Rico, and the Virgin Islands. It is a pleasure to be with you this morning to
relate the concerns and activities of the NAIC with respect to sales of so-called
zmedieare supplement health insurance coverages.
We share your concern over confusion accompanying the medicare program
zand the inappropriate and duplicate private health insurance coverages being
purchased by medicare eligible persons. We trust that constructive and cooperative efforts of the Federal Government and the States will minimize the
problems and confusion of the medicare population. The marketing abuses and
purchaser confusion accompanying medicare supplement health insurance sales
appear to have ripened into problems appropriate for State regulatory action.
Several states have already acted individually to set medicare supplement
standards and the NAICT will now prepare recommendations for all states. All
states actively regulate trade practices to deal with unfair marketing methods,
unfair advertising, unfair claims settlement practices, and improper agent
conduct.
As you may already know, the NAIC conducted its 1978 annual meeting in
Washington during the second week of June. At its June 12, 1978, meeting, the
NATC's Accident and Health Insurance Subcommittee resolved to examine the
need for. and draft in accordance with perceived needs, rules governing the
sale of medicare supplement health Insurance. It is my expectation that within
6 to 12 months the NAIC will be in a position to recommend a model regulation to individual States. During the public hearings to be held on this subject
in future months, we would be most receptive to the recommendations and
advice of the Senate Special Committee on Aging. We cordially invite members
of the committee or your staff to participate in NAIC proceedings on formulating State regulatory initiatives in response to problems associated with
medicare supplement sales. In the meantime, the NAIC recommends and respectfully requests that you refer individual medicare supplement complaints
that come to your attention to the States for appropriate consumer assistance.
The States currently have in effect broad and detailed authority to regulate
advertising. unfair trade practices, and other aspects of insurance company
marketing. To the extent that fraud, abuse, and other unfair marketing practices are at the heart of problems with medicare supplement sales, individual
states already have regulatory tools in place that are adequate to the task of
addressing marketing abus6s. When consumer complaints are filed with the
State insurance departments, or when unfair market conduct is otherwise
brought to our attention. we can and do deal effectively vith individual instances of company or agent marketing abuse. -However. on the basis of our
regulatory experience, it has become clear that one of the best means to ac?
comnlish consumer protection Is to arm the consumer with adequate knowledre
of insurance products and educate him to appropriately identify his needs.
Medicare is a complex Government health insurance program. It has become
apparent that beneficiaries do not adequately understand what benefits they
have much. less what they need in. the way of -private supplements. Confusion
in the minds of medicare isupplement purchasers, inability to'deteiniue one's
insurance needs, and inappropriate selection of health' care may be aspects of
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the problem that the Congress and the States can constructively address, but
perhaps not entirely solve. However, we see the need for educational and consumer assistance programs as a major element of the medicare supplement
problem. We will develop recommendations for State action. Let me'tturn now'
to our current understanding of the problems and the appropriate roles of the
State and Federal Governments in resolving the significant problems.
The problems that we see are divisible into two categories-whether and
how to fill medicare gaps and limitations; and controlling unfair trade practices of medicare supplement insurers. I have attached to this statement a brief
review highlighting state regulatory measures applicable to the marketing of
health insurance in general. The focus of my statement to you today will be
what additional positive steps may now be taken on medicare supplement'
problems.
MEDICARE GAPS AND LIMITATIONS

Medicare supplement insurance is, as suggested by the term, designed to'fill
residual gaps and limitations not covered by medicare. If complete, comprehensive coverage were provided to the elderly under medicare, there would be no
market for private medicare supplement coverages. Therefore, one obvious
option open to the Congress is to broaden the scope and extent of medicare
benefits.

It may be interesting as a historical footnote to relate the insurance industry's expectations expressed in 1965 on the role of private health insurance
under medicare. In commenting on the NAIC on the then-proposed Medicare
program offering both hospital and optional medical coverages, the industry
suggested that "there will be little, if any, room left for private health insurance for those over 65 and coverage now in force would be eliminated." '
Credit either the ingenuity of the suppliers of private health insurance or the
demands of the elderly for first dollar comprehensive health insurance, or both,
there is clearly a market for medicare supplement policies despite the bleak
predictions of health insurers in 1965. According to the Health Insurance Institute, at the end of .1975 some 12.26 million older people, six-tenths of the
over-age-65 population, had private health insurance to supplement medicare.'
Two initial questions that are woven through all of the issues now before
you are: (1) Is there a real need for private medicare supplement insurance;
and (2) should the Federal Government broaden medicare benefit structures?
As far as the marketplace is concerned, the answer to the first question apparently is a resounding yes. Most Medicare eligible Americans have private
health insurance. There are, nevertheless, some serious doubts in our minds
that the public fully appreciates the workings of the health care system, medicare, and private health insurance. I will explain our concerns in a moment.
The second question, the appropriateness of broadening medicate coverage, is
a matter for congressional discretion. For reasons that are undoubtedly well
known by you, we cannot in general recommend expansion of the medicare
system. We defer to the ability of Congress to balance the needs of the elderly
with the capacity of the government to fulfill those needs.
The intent of the medicare legislation was to provide a broad program of
hospital insurance protecting the over-65 population against the costs of inpatient hospital services, posthospital extended care, posthospital home health
services and outpatient hospital diagnostic services. The hospital insurance
plan was to be supplemented by a voluntary medical service plan to protect
against the costs of physician services, home health services. and numerous
House report on
other medical and health services. According' to the 1965l
Medicare legislation:
"The combined coverage of the two insurance plans would result in protection for the elderly of a quality that only a few older people can nowv afford.
Most elderly people could be expected to have the protection of both of these
insurance programs. The provision of insurance against the covered costs could
encourage participating institutions, agencies and individuals to make the best
of modern medicine more readily available to the aged."
In spite of the fact that medicare was intended to he relatively complete and
adequate, a high proportion of medicare eligibles supplement the prograllm with
private insurance.
1 1965 NAIC proceedings II at 33^.
' Health Inmsumrance Institute. "Source Book of 1lenlth Insurnnce Data," 17 6-77. at 21.
3 H. Rept. No. 213, Afar. 29, 1965, p. 2.
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COST SHARING GAPS

In general, medicare cost sharing serves the dual purpose of cost containment of health services and limiting the financial strain on the Federal Government in providing medicare benefits. We believe the-health care cost containment objective is socially desirable both for the medicare population and
the general public. However, the public has become accustomed to first dollar
coverages.
As noted by one of the foremost authorities on social insurance, Robert J.
Meyers, in his 1970 book entitled "Medicare":
"The high rate of continuance of supplementary private health insurance of
all types is a vivid testimonial to the belief of a large segment of the population that relatively full insurance coverage is desirable if it can be afforded.
This support is also noteworthy in view of the facts that much of the supplementary coverage represents first-dollar costs that are readily budgetable and
that the ratio of the value of the benefit protection to the premium paid is
now relatively low as compared with what it was under some full-coverage
policies and plans in existence prior to medicare."'
This committee has been made fully aware of the fact that one of the major
benefit provisions, if not the major benefit, of most supplement policies is coverage of the deductible and coinsurance amounts.'
If first dollar coverage is economically inappropriate, the insurance industry, State and Federal Governments, unions, and employers are to blame for
allowing or encouraging its prevalence. The NAIC is on record in encouraging
the use of consumer cost sharing as a device to assure use of the restraining
influence of household budgets to minimize the inflationary propensity of
health insurance.' If the Congress can be entirely convinced of the need for
medicare deductibles and coinsurance, private insurance coverage of such cost
sharing measures could be prohibited.
However, whatever the theoretical virtues of mandatory cost sharing, the
public is not likely to accept prohibition of first dollar coverages absent a convincing and prolonged public education program accompanied by repeal of the
tax subsidies of employer and individually purchased health insurance. The
problem is further complicated by the fixed income of retired persons coupled
to rising cost sharing requirements of medicare. Therefore, we conclude that a
sizable market will continue to exist for first dollar medicare supplements
whether they are appropriate or not. Nevertheless, a public campaign to persuade and educate the medicare population on the economics of health insurance
we believe is in the public interest.
. In order for medicare eligibles to be able to evaluate their needs for medicare supplements, perhaps the most pressing deficiency of the medicare program is public misunderstanding. The chairman of this committee, Senator
Frank Church, in 1974 acknowledged in unmistakable terms that"One of the most compelling points for the Congress to consider is the great
need for more intensive educational efforts upon the part of the Federal Government to inform older persons abortt medicare itself (original emphasis)"
A peculiar aspect of the medicare program, one that distinguishes medicare
from other forms of hospital, medical, and surgical policies, is that the basic
benefits payable have changed almost annually due to rising deductibles and
coinsurance since the Inception of medicare. Given changing benefits, the ability
of physicians to take or leave assignments for medicare patients, and the reimbursement formula that leaves gaps between the allowable charges under
medicare and actual health care provider fees, one can easily understand the
confusion in the minds of medicare eligible patients. Moderating the increases
in cost sharing amounts under medicare, and setting easily understood deductible and coinsurance requirements would go far in our opinion to ameliorate
present misunderstanding and to improve the ability of the medicare population to select desired supplements. We recommend congressional review of the
cost sharing provisions of medicare.
I Robert J. Meyers, "Medicare," (1970) at 308.

'Ellenbogen,

"Private Health Insurance Supplementary to Medicare," (1974), prepared

for the Senate Special Committee on Acing at 5.
6 See NAIC Model Comprehensive Health Insurance Bill, Sec. 6C, "Proceedings of the
NATV IT." 407-427.
7 Ellenhogen.
"Private Health Insurance Supplementary to Medicare," Special Committee on Aging, U.S. Senate, (1974) at iv.
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Disclosure of what medicare pays and what private supplements pay is a
major objective of virtually all of the State medicare supplement regulations
now in place in six States. These State plans will be discussed in greater detail
later in my statement.
GAPS AND LIMITATIONS OTHER THAN COST SHARING

In addition to medicare "gaps" attributable to purposeful cost sharing requirements, there are other gaps and limitations such as the maximum 90
inpatient days per episode of illness covered by part A; or the gaps caused by
"reasonable and necessary care" payment limitations; or the numerous health
care services not covered and not intended to be covered by medicare such as
drugs, dental services, and full nursing home services. Are these additional
gaps suitable for private insurance supplements? Should there be broader
medicare coverage of both existing and additional benefits? The.answers to
these questions, as you well know, are not easy.
On the issue of broadening medicare coverages, we are aware of the remarkable rate at which costs of existing medicate and medicaid programs are increasing. Combined medicare and medicaid expenditures by the Federal Government have risen from $9.9 billion in 1970 to an estimated $32.2 billion in
1977.8 Within only a few short years after the enactment of medicare legislation, future cost projections were being revised markedly upwards because of
soaring costs attributable to provide cost increases and greater than anticipated utilization." The problems created by health care cost increases are
directly related to public and private, third-party reimbursement. Obviously,
congressional interest in increasing medicare benefits must take account not
only of the needs of the elderly but also the ability of the Government to support broadened coverages and contain health care costs.
If private insurance is feasible for services not already covered by medicare,
the individual need for services must necessarily be of an insurable nature.
Insurance deals with pooling similar risks of loss. The individual risk is the
occurrence of a fortuitous event. If individual needs for dental services, drugs,
or custodial care are either predictable or within the control of the patient,
such services are by definition not insurable. While there are developing in the
private market insurance programs for dental and drug services, the existence
of such programs is largely attributable to the tax subsidies available in
employer-paid benefit programs rather than a natural market for insurable
services. Since many of most medicare patients are no longer employed, private
insurance to supplement medicare with dental, drug, or custodial care services
may simply be uneconomical. Premiums for such insurance may tend to match
or exceed the individuals direct payment costs for such services.
In a similar vein are hospital and medical costs determined under medicare
to be unreasonable and/or unnecessary. It is questionable both as a matter of
public policy and economics to encourage private insurance for care, sought not
for medical necessity but for convenience of the patient. In short, which total
health care expenses of our medicare population may substantially exceed the
amounts paid by medicare, it does not necessarily follow that the remaining
expenses not paid by medicare can or should be privately or publicly insured.
However, there are gaps within medicare that are suitable for private insurance coverage. For example, the occurrence of a catastrophic illness or
accident may lead to hospitalization beyond the period of coverage provided
by medicare part A. This kind of risk is perfectly insurable, and private supplements to cover this kind of risk are undoubtedly beneficial. So long as the
public understands the benefits and limitations of the medicare program, the
nature of private health insurance, and need to contain health care costs, the
market for sensible and appropriate medicare supplements will be shaped by
public demand. Public understanding should be a primary objective of both
the Federal and State Governments with respect to medicare and sales of
private insurance supplements.
8U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, "1977 Statistical Abstract" at
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9 Staff of the Subcommittee on Health and the Environment of the Hlouse Cormmlttee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce, "Data on the Medicaid Program: Eligibility, Services,
Expenditures, Fiscal Years 1966-76," 94th Cong. 1st sess. 3 (1976).
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REGULATORY ACTION TO ASSURE A PROPER PRIVATE INSURANCE
THE GAPS AND LIMITATIONS OF MEDICARE

MARKET FOR FILLING

At least six States have promulgated regulations specifically dealing with
the matter of medicare supplement insurance: California, Colorado, New
Mexico, Oregon, Washington, and Wisconsin. As noted at the outset, it is the
intention of the NAIC to consider the need for a similar model medicare supplement regulation.
Let me briefly sumnmarize the existing State regulations:
(a)

Californiao. The California regulation basically sets benefit standards

and calls for disclosure. The standards for "medicare supplement" coverages in
California require:
(i) Application of a 55 percent loss ratio requirement for policy approval; and
(ii) Coverage of the coinsurance amounts applicable to both parts A
and B which are automatically adjusted to medicare changes.
The standards prohibit:
(i) Coverage of the part B deductible if the insured is not hospital confined in the year;
(ii) Preexisting condition exclusions less favorable to the insured than
a definition limited to conditions apparent 6 months before coverage and
then excludable only for 6 months;
(iii) Exceptions, limitations, or reductions In coverage in a manner
inconsistent with medicare;
(iv) Coverage of accidents on a different basis than sickness.
The disclosure requirements of the California regulation call for three categories of coverage: (i) in-hospital; (ii) in and out-of-hospital; and (iii)
catastrophic coverage. Insurers in California are not required to make the
catastrophic coverage available. A basic purpose of the California regulation
is to require both parts of medicare be supplemented by any policy permitted
to be sold as a "medicare supplement," subject to the proviso that coverage can
be limited to expenses incurred as an inpatient. The catastrophic category is
to provide blanket coverage after a "corridor deductible." In each category,
prescribed statements clearly identify what is and what is not covered by the
supplement.
(b) Colorado. The approach taken in Colorado is to require delivery of a
prescribed notice form to medicare eligible applicants for any accident or
health insurance that may replace or be added to existing insurance. The selling insurer is required to determine when a replacement or supplement may
occur and then provide the notice form. The form cautions the applicant on

benefits that may be lost on replacement and calls for a disclosure by the in-

surer of "any duplication or overlapping of coverages and deductions by reason
of coordination of benefits."
(c) New A1fecj'ico. New Mexico has taken a straightforward disclosure approach in its medicare supplement regulation. In order to sell "medicare supplement" insurance, the insurer must provide a summary of Federal medicare
benefits and applied-for policy benefits.
(d) Oregon. Oregon similarly requires delivery of a prescribed disclosure
form that details medicare benefits, supplement policy benefits, and provides
general purchase advice.
(e) Wagluington. In a manner similar to New Mexico and Oregon. Washington requires delivery of a prescribed disclosure form providing general consumer information and disclosure of medicare benefits with a continguous
supplement policy benefit disclosure.
(f) lWiscot gill. Wisconsin has set standards for medicare supplement rules
that divide policies into four classes. The defined categories of coverage are
designed to enhance consumer understanding and promote comparison. The
first and most complete category of coverage under the Wisconsin regulation
is medicare supplement 1. The category 1 coverage must provide a policy limit
of at least $22.500 of supplemental coverage for specified medicare parts A and
B eligible expenses. Inaddition, coverage of 75 percent of prescription drug ex-

penses and 50 percent of psychiatric treatment expenses (up to $1,000) is required. Policies qualifyingunder the designationmedicare supplement 2, medicare supplement 3. andmedicare supplement 4 must provide specified but less
complete benefits than the first category. Medicare supplement 4 maybe issued
in an A or B variety providing part A supplemental benefits or part B benefits.
Wisconsin further defines permissible exclusions and limitations, requires de-
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livery of outlines of coverage and consumer booklets, and prohibits sale of hospital confinement indemnity policies under the designation medicare supplements.

It is premature to suggest which, if any, of these specific State regulatory
approaches may -be followed by the NAIC. A fair conclusion is that each attempts to summarize what Medicare provides and to enhance the consumer's
ability to determine what is needed to supplement medicare. This general objective wvill undoubtedly be shared by any model regulation proposed by the
NAIC.
SUMMARY

The perceived inadequacy of medicare benefits by our Nation's senior citizens
is evident in the numbers of Medicare supplement policies sold by the private
insurance industry. A major question facing the Congress is whether to
broaden medicare benefits to more completely provide the health insurance
security sought by the elderly. Inextricably linked to the question of how compreliensive public benefits should be is the issue of how to assure that Medicare
beneficiaries are able to determine their medicare supplement needs and to
select the appropriate private insurance supplement.
The apparent problems giving rise to these hearings on medicare supplement
insurance are, in our view, attributable to confusion over what medicare provides, a lack of understanding of the economics of health care delivery. and
difficulties with the private insurance mechanism. The members of the NAIC
stand ready to assist you and the Nation's elderly in resolving each of these
problems. In particular, State regulatory attention is being given to the need
for medicare supplement standards and more adequate disclosure. To facilitate
this effort, it is obviously desirable that the Congress clarify to the extent
plractical)le what gaps and limitations are intended to exist under medicate and
why. Broad regulatory authority is already in place in the States to control
fraudulent, abusive, or misrepresentative marketing practices of insurance
companies and their agents. We are hopeful that our collective efforts will substantially eradicate the conditions that have given rise to problems of our elder
citizens in purchasing appropriate supplements to medicare.
Attachment.
SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF TILE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF INSURANCE
Co'MIfssIoNERs

A. HIGHLIGHTS OF MARKET CONDUCT REGULATORY AUTHORITY OF STATE INSURANCE
DEPART-MENTS, RELATED HEALTH INSURANCE SALES
Where unfair trade practices by agents or insurers occur in the marketing of
medicare supplement insurance and are brought to the regulator's attention,
the States have ample regulatory authority already in place to address the
problems. Even though only six States have acted to implement medicare supplement regulations, the remaining States can and do act under existing regulatory authority to revoke licenses, to impose fines and penalties, to issue cease
and desist orders. and take other appropriate remedial action. In order to convey the nature and scope of State regulatory authority, there follows a brief
description of several State insurance regulatory developments related to
health insurance marketing.
(1) Unfair trade practices

Every, State has enacted an Unfair Trade I'ractices Act in some form applicable to the business of insurance. Typically, these acts are patterned after the
NATIC Model Unfair Trade Practices Act adopted in 1947.V In recent years, it
was determined that the model law needed updating so as to more specifically
address current problems of the insurance consuming public. After an exten-

sive review in 1972, the NAIC substantially revised the model law. As currently
recommended to the States, the model act speaks specifically to the fair treatment of policyholders and defines unfair claim settlement practices in considerable detail. The unfair trade practices act is clearly a consumer oriented legislative act. Regulatory procedures 'are authorized to determine the existence of
unfair or deceptive practices in the business of insurance along with strong
enforcement procedures. Cease and desist orders, license revocation, and subReprinted in "Proceedings of the NAIC II," 509-15 (1960).
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stantial fines and penalties are authorized 'by the model act. The unfair methods of competition, or unfair or deceptive acts and practices specifically defined
in the act fall in these eleven general areas:
(a) Misrepresentation and false advertising of. insurance policies;
(b) False information and advertising generally;
(c) Defamation;
(d) Boycott, coercion, and intimidation;
(e) False statement and entries;
(f) Stock operations and advisory board contracts;
(g) Unfair discrimination;
(h) Rebates;
(i) Unfair claim settlement practices;
(j) Failure to maintain complaint handling procedures; and
(k) Misrepresentation in insurance applications.
In addition, the NATO model act authorizes the insurance commissioner to
examine and investigate other practices which may be determined to be unfair
or deceptive whether or not they are specifically defined as such in the act.
This comprehensive authority to regulate insurance trade practices Is second to
none in terms of its broad scope and enforcement authority. In short, we have
substantial authority to deal with unfair or deceptive insurance sales practices
involving medicare supplement sales or any other line of insurance. If particular complaints are brought to your attention, the appropriate member of the
NATO will certainly provide its regulatory assistance on request.
(2) Health insuranceadvertising

In recent years the bulk of the problems associated with health insurance
advertising have related to mass marketing activity through the mails, newspapers, radio, and television. Until fairly recently when an insurer entered a
State through these techniques, as distinguished from personal solicitation by
agents within the jurisdictional boundaries of the State, there had been serious
questions as to the State's constitutional authority to reach such insurers.
However, two court decisions in the middle 1960's have been favorable. to the
State regulatory position and have eliminated most of the questions related to
the States' regulatory authority over mail order insurers.'
Health Insurance advertising became increasingly important in the years
after the NATO 1956 rules governing advertisement of accident and sickness.
insurance were adopted. The expanding availability of group coverage, the advent of governmental programs, and the growth in sales of individual policies.
not only offer the public the diversity of choice, but also serves to complicate
the consumer's decisional process. The consequent need for better Information
led to the disclosure requirements established by the 1972 NATO advertising
rules. As the volume of health insurance marketed through direct response
techniques mushroomed, such advertising evolved from a sales aid for the
agent to a major marketing effort. This led to the amending of the NATC
model rules governing advertisements of accident and sickness insurance (with
interpretive guidelines) in 1974 to reflect specific requirements for direct response advertisements.
The rules seek "to assure truthful and adequate disclosure" through the
establishment of minimum standards and guidelines in the conduct of advertising. Certain information is required to be disclosed in a nonmisleading manner, and certain words, phrases, and illustrations are prohibited. Specific practices are also governed by the rules. For example, each insurer is required to
maintain a file containing its various advertisements, and each file is subject to
Insurance department examination. An authorized officer is required to certify
the insurer's compliance with the advertising rules. Furthermore, the rules
contain an optional provision which would enable the commissioner to require
that direct response advertising material must be filed for review 30 days prior
to use.'
2 See Ministers Life and Casualty Union v. Uaase. 30 Wis. 2d 339, 141 N.W.2d 287.
appeal dismissed for want of a substantial Federal question, .385 U.S. 205 (1966): and
People v. UTnited National Life Isnasrance Co., 56 Cal. 2d 577, 427 P.2d 199. 58 Cal. Rntr.
599. appeal dismissed for want of Federal question. 389 U.S. .30 (1967). For a detailed
discussion of the constitutional Issues, see Hanson and Obenberger. "Mall Order Insurers:
A Case Study in the Ability of the States to Regulate the Insurance Business," 50 Marq.
L. Rev. 178. 215 et sea. (1966).
a2. "Proceedings of the NAIC" 420 et seq. (1974).

Id.
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Thus, with the removal of the constitutional doubt as to the State insurance
regulatory authority, the NAIC and the individual States have moved quite
aggressively to improve health insurance advertising. The adoption of the
NAIC rules in 1972, as amended in 1974, marked the culmination of an extensive and successful effort by the NAIC to improve the quality of the existing
insurance market. Most States have promulgated advertising regulations, typically patterned on the NAIC model rules, which have contributed to a more
informed buyer and have deterred sellers' advertising abuses.
(3) Com?2plaints

Closely related to the Unfair Trade Practice Act and the advertising rules
and regulations is the assumption of responsibility by State insurance departments for establishment of a mechanism for handling policyholders' complaints. State complaint services in recent years have been expanded and emphasized. Among other things, State insurance departments have implemented
toll free telephone lines and more efficient complaint handling procedures in
order to make their policyholder service units more accessible to citizens.
Processing complaints not only serves to assist individuals with their particular problems but also provides a means to monitor an insurer's conduct in a
more efficient fashion.
Two NAIC developments in this area are noteworthy. First, under the authority of the revised Unfair Trade Practices Act, a model regulation has been
developed and adopted which requires an insurer to maintain records of policyholder complaints made to the insurer.' Such records are subject to insurance
department review. Second, the NAIC has developed a uniform complaint handling system that is in widespread use throughout the States. Complaints
which are received by an insurance department are in many States compiled in
a uniform format' by company, type, line, reason, disposition, etc., so that data
can be reviewed for regulatory purposes.7
B. GENERAL ]BACKGROUND ON HEALTH INSURANCE POLICY APPROVAL STANDARDS AND
NAIC ACTIVITIES
(1) Premium rate controls

As a general matter, States do not regulate rates of life, health, and accident
insurance in a manner similar to that of property and liability Insurance. In
most States, property and liability insurers must file insurance rates for prior
approval by the insurance department, although there is a trend toward open
competition rating in those lines. Blue Cross and Blue Shield rates are directly
regulated in many States, in contrast to commercial health insurance, because
of their tax exempt status, the service benefit nature of coverage, and their
leverage over providers of health care.
Although health insurance rates are not regulated directly by the States as
a general matter, most States require rates to be filed with the insurance department. As part of the policy form approval procedure, many States provide
that forms will be disapproved if the benefits provided are unreasonable in
relation to the premiums charged. All States require the filing of actual loss
experience on policies. The requirements of a reasonable relation between premiums and benefits in many States has led to the development by the NAIC of
loss ratio benchmarks that, as advisory guidelines, are recommended to the
states for consideration In reviewing health insurance policy filings.
The NATC currently has a technical task force that is reviewing the NAIC
loss ratio guidelines in effect since 1953. New guidelines for premium increases
on individual health insurance forms are being prepared which would, if
adopted. require submission of an actuarial memorandum specifying the
anticipated loss ratios, an actuarial certification that policy filings comply with
State law and provide benefits that are reasonable in relation to premiums.
Furthermore, the new guidelines would provide specific loss ratio benchmarks
ranging from 50 to 65 percent depending upon the type of coverage and renewability features.
5 The model regulation as amended is reprinted In 1 "Proceedlngs of the NAIC" 282-310
(1974).
e 1 "Proceedings of the NAIC" 287 (1974).
7 Suchan program can focus attentlon upon particular patterns of complaints and can
identify policyhoider problems that may be rectified by contract modification
marketing
technique changes. It Is also possible to note those Insurers that are creating or
policyholder complaints than their volume of business would anticipate and react more
as
need he.
Eeoria.ns-NAIC, supra note 67. at 2653.
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(2)

Mi1imumb standards requirements

Another area of recent State insurance regulatory activity, focusing specifically on health insurance, relates to development of minimum standards for
health insurance policies. In this regard, during its December 1973 meetings,
the NAIC adopted the Model Individual Accident and Sickness Minimum
Standards Act.' The essence of the Minimum Standards Act is found in section
4 which requires the commissioner to establish minimum standards in relation
to benefits for seven specified categories of coverage: (1) Basic hospital expense coverage; (2) basic medical, surgical expense coverage; (3) hospital
confinement indemnity coverage; (4) major medical expense coverage; (5) disability income protection coverage; (6) accident only coverage; and (7) specified disease or accident coverage.
No policy or contract can be issued or delivered in the State which fails to
meettthe minimum standards for the categories of coverage into which it falls.>
Other pertinent sections of the Minimum Standards Act include section 3,
which directs the commissioner to promulgate regulations to establish standards that "set forth the manner, content, and required disclosure for the sale
of individual policies" and Blue Cross and Blue Shield contracts," and section 5, which provides that no policy or contract shall be issued or delivered
in the State unless an outline of coverage is provided to the applicant." Following the adoption of the model act, the NAIC immediately began work on a
model regulation to implement the Minimum Standards Act. After a series of
public hearings, a minimum standards regulation was adopted during the Deceinber 1974 meeting of the NAIC.'
In essence, the model act and the implementing model regulation establish
the framework to: (1) enable the standardization of the definition of policy
terms, (2) compel policies to meet minimum standards for the category into
which they fall, and (3) compel disclosure to the consumer to better enable him
to know what he is purchasing.
The minimum standards act and regulation does apply to individual medicare supplement policies despite the fact that a separate category for medicare
supplements is not provided. In accordance with the current recommended
draft of the minimum standards regulation, medicare supplements generally
would be required to be sold as "limited benefit health insurance" coverages
with and outline of coverage disclosing principal policy benefits and limitations.
In the event the NAIC resolves to provide specific rules for medicare supplements, the existing minimum standards act and regulation couldbe amended
to include the new rules. The NAICwill give deliberate consideration to this
option. The minimum standards regulation already includes provisions governing use of preexisting condition limitations, waiting periods, cancellation and
renewal provisions, and other policy terms and conditions relevant tomedicare
supplement issues.
(3) Policy readability

A final regulatory development that is notable is the adoption earlier this
month by the NAIC of a model Life and Health Insurance Policy Language
Simplification Act. In response to the difficulties of policyholders in rending
and comprehending life and health insurance policies, the NAIC has adopted a
model law that sets new standards for policy drafting. The standards include,
for example, a requirement that policies achieve a minimum Flesch test readability score, and the act sets standards for type face, inclusion of tables of
contents, and avoidance of undue prominance given to policy text or riders. The
purpose of the new act is to improve policy language in order to facilitate the
insured's understanding of the coverages provided. It is our hope that rega-atory developments such as the readability model will enrich the ability of all
insurance policyholders, including medicare supplement purchasers, to choose
the correct coverage for their needs and better understand their insurance
benefits.
sThe model act is reprinted in 1 "Proceedings of the NAIC" 414 (1974).
9 1 4. at 416 17.
"TThis
authority extends to. iihut
not limited by. several enumerated provisions and
terms found in health insurance policies. Through this
provision the commissioner can
standardize definitions for particular terms, sand pecifically
which are "unjust, unfair, or unfairly discriminatory to the prohibit policy provisions
policyholder,
aany person
iine,,r -duniler the policy, or beneficir'r."
Id
. at 4Ui-10.
n The commissioner shall prescribe the format
and
Connllt
of
the
outline
of coverage
including the category of the policy, a description of the principal
benefits and coverage,
a statement of exceptions and limitations. etc.
12The model regulation is reprinted in 1 "Proceedings of the NAIC" 54-77 (1977).
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Senator CHILEs. Thank you very much for your statement.

We have another rollcall in process so we are going to have to leave
in just a few minutes.
Senator Domenici will leave now and maybe by the time he gets
back I can go over.
How long do you anticipate the study of your task force to be?
Mr. MIuE. We had hoped 6 to 12 months would be sufficient time
for the task force to bring its recommendations back. The NAIC
meets twice a year and the task force is bringing their results to
the subcommittee meetings. We had frankly hoped that by next
summer we would have the recommendations and the subcommittee
could begin action.
Senator CHinEs. I just want to point out to You I tried at the
last meeting that we had, and before you had your meeting-and
I think I speak for Senator Domenici. too; I am sure I do-we
strongly feel that the regulation of insurance has been and should
continue to be a State question. I am the product of the State legislature myself. having spent 12 years there before I got sent up
here, and I think the States are best able to do that.
NATIONAL

PROBLEM

When you get a problem like this and we see the extent of the
problem, it is clear that it is a national problem that we are dealing with. I think that those of us who want to see the States continue to regulate insurance have to be for action that you are talking
about like your task force where we can see model laws develop
and see the States move in unison to taking care of the problem
like this. It has always been in an area like this where States often
fail in their responsibility, that someone decides, well, that is something that the Federal Government has got to get into.
MWThen I was in the State I used to talk about intrusion. but the
longer I looked at it the more I saw it was, in many instances,
where the States failed that the Federal Government moved into a
vacuum, and moving intp that vacuum we had more power come up
here. I think we have got more now than we can say grace over. I
would like the States to do more, but I think this would be one of
those areas that, if the problems continue, it could well bring the
regulation of insurance into the Federal Government arena.
I think that would be very important, so I want to tell you I am
delighted to see that you have appointed a task force. I think your
statement here today is certainly strong in the efforts you want to
see that task force take. I just hope that that message will go to all
of the insurance commissioners in 911 of the States.
This is a problem that you do have to work on. We do have to
come up with solutions to it. We are talking about sooner or later
having some kind of a national health insurance. We must get our
house in order before the national health insurance comes down
the pike.
I think it is awfully important that we do get some good work
out of vour task force. As I said, we do look forward to trying to
work with vou in any way that we can.
You were here and had an opportunity to hear Commissioner
Dole and her testimony this morning. I would like to know just what
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vour feeling is in regard to what she was talking about in having a
joint study in which the FTC would seek participation from the
States and from the insurance commissioners of the State in trying
to do an impact study.
Mr. MIKE. Obviously, I cannot speak officially for the organization.
Senator CHITLES. I understand.
Mr. Mijui. We welcome anything that is going to provide further
information to this task force to enable it to do its job better. We
are recognizing that if we take the narrow view of attempting to
jealously guard the States' rights to guard insurance to the exclusion of all other considerations, we are going to be overlooking
a great many problems here and we are not fearful with involvement with the Federal Government. We think the public can benefit
greatly by it and we would honestly welcome anything.
Senator CImILES. I think that is a very healthv attitude and I
hope that you would circulate to the other States this kind of offer
that she is talking about, because it seems to me that there are certain
resources that are available to the Federal Trade Commission and
certain resources that are available to us through certain powers
that we have. By the same token, the States have much of the inforImation. The basis of the information and bv putting all of those
parties together, I think we can come up with a much better and
rational plan. Again, it would be up to the States to implement
that plan.
Mr. MIKE. I intend to invite Commissioner Dole to submit to
the NAIC a proposal with some detailed information for the organization to consider-that is, the executive staff. I am not an officer
of the organization. but merely a subcommittee chairman. We can
begin to discuss and implement something as quickly as possible.
Senator CjImEs. I think that would be very, very helpful.
I want to thank you very much for your appearance and for your
-testimony. We will certainly look forward to working with you.
Mr. MIKE. Thank you very much.
Senator C-IInEs. I am going to go and vote. Senator Domenici
will be coming back shortly.
M.Tr. Garcia. we will be taking your testimony.
[Whereupon, the committee took a short recess.]
Senator Doi~iENICI [presiding]. Senator Chiles will vote and. if
he can, he will return. We are going to proceed with our last witness for the day.
As our last witness for the day. it is our T)rivilege to have Manuel
A. Garcia, Jr., superintendent of insurance, New Mexico.
If you are ready, Mr. Garcia, you may proceed.
STATEMENT OF MANUEL A. GARCIA, JR., SANTA FE, N. MEX.,
SUPERINTENDENT, DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE, STATE OF
NEW MEXICO
Mr. GARCIA. Mr. Acting Chairman, it is a real privilege for me
to be here and to present to this committee some of the problems
that we have in New Mexico and also to present to this committee
some of the solutions we have had with some of these problems.
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Sometime during the latter part. of. 1976 and during 1977, the
problems and abuses began to come too.ur attfition in the form of
complaints from some of the elderly citihen's of New Mexico.'The
complaints that we received involved two areas of abuse: First,
policies were being sold which did not fill the gaps left open, by the
Social Security Act, and- these provided a vast, area for misrepresentation by sales persons. Second, the overselling of insurance
policies to the elderly.
I would like to proceed.to present to this honorable committee the
case histories, and you have already heaid case histories from other
witnesses involving the elderly. I would like to summarize the three
cases we just picked at random. We had others, of course, but we
thought these were significant.
The first case we had in the complaint, I might add, was received
in our department by an officer of a life underwriting association
in that part of the State. Our investigation proceeded and we found
that this elderly person had purchased, in a period of 2-years, over
30 policies of various types. The total premium involved was
$3,843.18.
After the department took over the investigation, we determined
the information we needed to proceed.. We summoned the representatives of various insurance companies to come to, our department and discuss the matter. I might add that this not 'only involved
one company, it involved nine separate companies. After presenting
these companies with the problems and what our desires were, we
were able to get a refund of $3,369.16 for'that person. There was a
balance of the premium that was not returned because these were
some of the policies that the party decided to keep.
The second case we were involved in was an elderly gentleman
in the northern part of the State of New Mexico. The complaint in
this instance came from the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare of the Dallas, Tex., office, and the complaint recited that
there was an agent identifying himself as a social security representative collecting medicare premiums.
"SOLICITING

FUNDS

To

SUPPORT MrDICARE PROGRANE"

We undertook an investigation immediately and discovered that
there were 157 individuals who had purchased this medicare supplement plan from this particular agent. The information and copies
of the applications were solicited and received from the insurance
company represented by this particular agent. Of course, part of
his deception was to indicate to these people that the medicare program was on the verge of bankruptcy and that he was soliciting
funds to maintain the medicare program until the Congress could
appropriate more funds.
Our representative out of the department worked with the different county welfare offices and counsel. We suggested that the
letter be sent to all the people involved who purchased these plans;
however, on the advice of their legal counsel, it was decided that
instead of a written letter, we would issue a. radio and newspaper
release' that would be circulated through the northern counties and
1 See p. 267.
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throughout the State, warning people to take precautions against
purchasing these plans from individuals passing themselves as
social security representatives.
After discussions with the insurance companies, the company was
willing to make refunds to all these purchasers, but we only had 22
formal requests for refunds. Those refunds were made. The agent's
-license was suspended. We offered him a hearing. We had no response from him at all as to his cancellation or as to his interest in
a hearing. This agent is no longer doing business in the State of
New Mexico so far as we are concerned.

The third case involved, again, an elderly lady in the southern
part of the State who. over a 2-year period, had purchased 16
-various policies, for a total of $7,431. We again conducted a full
investigation, discussed the problems with the companies involved,
and were able to secure a $7,171 refund; $260 was not recovered due
to a company insolvency.
Senator DoinrENTcI. C0ommissioner, are those 16 policies all from
-the same company?
Mr. GARCIA. There were various companies involved. I don't have

a breakdown as to how many.
Senator DoMEN-IcT. How did you find out about that one?

Mr. GARCIA. We got a call from a friend of the lady involved.

These three examples as well as many of the others that you have
heard this morning are from other sources. These examples are the
ones that were encountered in New Mexico in the area of supplemental plans and the resolutions that were completed by the Department of Insurance for the State of New Mexico. These cases
don't represent all of the problems. We have many other cases where
we have been successful in terms of returning refunds on premiums.
We have done other things to proceed to try to eliminate some of
these problems in the medicare gap and medicare supplemental
plans. First, we published in the news media cautions and warnings
of the pitfalls of purchasing medicare supplements. Although we
felt that this type of release is not the most effective, we did feel it
would reach certain segments of the public that would be involved
in this and would bring to light some of the problems they may encounter by overzealous sales persons for this type of plan.
Second, we oriented all of the personnel who worked in the government service offices or service centers on how to identify the
problems and how to aid in getting this information to the department of insurance as soon as possible. Three members of our department were sent to many population centers to explain problems
to assembled groups and to make this information available to radio
and the press.
FULL-TIME I NVESTIGATOR

During these meetings it was encouraged that citizens bring their
complaints and questions to the department of insurance as soon as
possible, and I can report that these efforts have been successful in
the use of these facilities. We added to our staff in the department a
fulltime investigator who is now readily available to us so he can
go out and investigate these problems. Prior to this we had to rely
-on telephone contacts et cetera.
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We have also published, along with our regulation we promul,gated to the different companies and agents, that any time wve find
an agent or a company who is guilty of this behavior, we will proceed immediately to either suspend or cancel their license to do business in the State. There is a suspension revocation. We have means
through the National Association of Insurance Commissioners by
which we can pass that inforniation on to other people, especially
neighboring States.
Information also received by this department would indicate that
a company also involved in pursuing this type of practice would immediately be investigated and a hearing brought forth.
I mentioned previously that the department had promulgated the
regulation in November 1977. We have attached this to my statement. The purpose of this regulation is to let the buyer of medicare
supplements in the exhibit attached physically see this graphic form
the benefits of such medicare supplemental plans and in addition
how it compares to what coverage is provided for under medicare.
We feel in New AMexico that medicare supplements, when they
:are properly sold and controlled, are very essential to the health and
welfare of the elderly citizens of the State. We do intend to continue our efforts in other areas to control and oversee these programs
to the benefit of a very important segment
of our society in New
Mexico.
I would like to field any questions that you might have Senator.
[The prepared stateitient and attachments of Manuel A. Garcia,
Jr. follow :]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MANUEL A. GARCIA, JR.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Special Committee on Aging, I
welcome this opportunity to come before you and present some testimony in-

volvingmedicare and medicare supplement plans and the problems that some
-of the elderly in New Mexico have encountered in this area. Wewill testify
-on the actions which the State of New Mexico, through its insurance department, has taken to protect the elderly medicare policyholders in New Mexico.
Sometime during the latter part of 1976 and during 1977, the problems and

:abuses began to come to our attention in the form

of complaints from some of

the elderly citizens of Newv Mexico. The complaints that we received involved
two areas of abuse; first, policiesNere being sold which did not fill the gaps
left open by the Social Security Act, and these provided a vast area formisrepresentation by sales persons. Second, the overselling of insurance policies to
the elderly.
I will proceed to present to this honorable committee the case histories, the
problems encountered, the abuses that were involved, the action
that the State
Department of Insurance for the State of New Mexico took, theresolution
these problems, and how we proceeded to take care of regulating this area to
the private health insurance business. In addition to that, we wvill proceed of
to
show you the regulation adopted by the State of New Mexico and the control
that wvehavew ith the insurance industry in the area of medicare supplemental
coverages.
The firstease
that weW ill refer tow as C. P. of Carlsbad. N. Mex. Mrs.
P. was involved in a very severeease
of overselling in the area of medicare
supplements. A formal complaint was received by the department from
the
vice president of the Life Underwriters
Association in Roswell,
N.
city north of Carlshad.N. Mex., where Mrs. C. P. lived. There Mex.,a
wvas no
question after reviewing the grievance that Mrs. P. in a period
of over 2
years. had over 30 policies
of
various types. The total involved premium was
$3.S43.1S. A complete investigation was undertaken by the department investigator and, after determining the factual information necessary, several home
office representatives were summoned to the department of insurance
for dis-
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cussion of this matter. Every insurance company involved was informed of the
obvious abuses of agency practices regarding the duplication of
to
Mrs. P: and a full refund of premiums to Mrs. P. was requested.coverage
We were
successful in having $3,369.16 recovered for the insured from the various companies. The balance of the premium was In policies retained by the insured,
and we closed our case.
The second case involved an elderly gentleman In the northern part of the
State. The formal complaint was received from the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, Dallas, Tex., office.
The complaint recited the following: The agent was Identifying himself as
a Social Security representative collecting medicare premiums. An investigation
was undertaken by our department investigator and it was discovered that a
total of 157 individuals had purchased this medicare supplement plan from this
agent. This information and copies of the applications were solicited and received from the insurance company represented by this particular agent. A
part of his deception was to indicate to these people that the medicare program
was on the verge of bankruptcy and that he was soliciting funds 'to maintain
the medicare program until the Congress could appropriate more funds. Our
representative worked with the different county welfare offices and the State
welfare office and their legal counsel. It was suggested by our department that
a letter be sent out to all of the purchasers of these plans. Instead of a written
letter, however, it was then decided that, for legal reasons, a general news release via radio and newspaper would be circulated in those northern counties
warning people to take precautions against purchasing medicare supplement
coverages from individuals passing themselves off as Social Security representatives. Although the insurance company was willing to make refunds to all
purchasers, only 22 made formal requests for refunds. All of these refunds
were made. The agent's license was canceled and an offer of a hearing was
afforded the agent, although there was no response from him as to his cancellation or to his hearing. This agent is no longer doing business in the State
of New Mexico.
The third case involved, again, an elderly lady in the southern part
the
State who, in a 2-year period, had purchased 16 various policies. Theoftotal
premium paid out was $7,431. After a full investigation by our department and
contact with the proper company representatives, a refund was recovered for
that Insured totaling $7,171. The $260 not recovered was due to a company
insolvency. The case was closed on April 19, 1978.
These are but three examples of the problems encountered by New Mexico
elderly citizens in the area of medicare supplemental plans and the investigation and resolution as attempted and completed by the Department of Insurance for the State of New Mexico. These cases, of course, do not represent our
only efforts; we have many cases which are as successful as the ones aforementioned and a few cases that will be resolved in the very near future. The
efforts made by this department did not really stop there; we did several other
things:
(1) We published In the news media cautions and warnings' of the pitfalls
of over purchasing medicare supplements. We feel that this type of release is
not the most effective; however, it will reach a particular segment of the insuring public and we are in hopes that it will at least bring to light some of the
problems that they may encounter by over-zealous salesmen of these type of
plans.
(2) We have oriented all of the personnel who work in the Governor's
ice centers how to identify the problems at hand and how to aid in getting servthis
information to the department of insurance as soon as possible.
(3) Members of our department have been sent to many population centers
to explain the problem to assembled groups and to make this information available to radio and the press. During these meetings, we have encouraged citizens
to bring their complaints and questions to the department of insurance and
can *report that this effort has been successful and that use of these facilitiesI
will be utilized further in the future.
(4) With a staff investigator readily available to this department, we can
now accumulate detailed factual information necessary to curb these types of
abuses on any of the insuring public of the State of New Mexico.
1

See p. 267.
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(5) At any time that we find an agent or agents guilty of behavior of this
fashion we will immediately suspend or cancel their licenses to do business in
the State. The suspension or revocation of the license is then passed to all
States involved through the facilities of the National Association of Insurance

Commissioners.

(6) Information received by this department that would indicate that a
company is involved in such practices, will immediately be investigated and
brought to task.
Additionally, the department of insurance promulgated the attached regulation.' You will note that this regulation became effective on November 28,
1977. The purpose of this regulation is to let the buyer of medicare supplements physically see, in a graphic form, the possible benefits of such medicare
supplements.

We feel that medicare supplements which are properly sold and controlled
are essential to the health and wvelfare of the elderly citizens of the State of
New Mexico.
We intend to continue our efforts in controlling and overseeing these programs to the benefit of a very important segment of our society in New Mexico.
Attachment.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO,
DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE,

Santa Fe, N. Mcex., November 18, 1977.
NEWS RELEASE

'Within recent days the department of insurance has received a large number
of reports that persons over age 65, and others have purchased or reported to
have purchased health insurance and have not received policies of insurance.
These or reported agents have:
(1) Not properly identified themselves.
(2) Secured personal checks drawn to themselves. These checks have been
cashed, and no policies delivered.
(3) Persons posing as agents in a number of cases have no license, nor can
they be located, and the department of insurance has no record of them.
(4) Other purported agents are operating with material either stolen from a
licensed company,. or the material has been reproduced from copies of forms
secured.
(5) Other purported agents are signing and forging the names of licensed
agents.

(6) Other purported agents are offering policies of Insurance In companies
not licensed to do business in New Mexico.
(7) Other agents or purported agents are representing themselves as being
from the Social Security Administration. No agent may do this.
The department of insurance recommends that if any client Is unsure of the
person presenting themselves as agents that they should:
(1) Ask for positive identification, and retain evidence of identification.
(2) Call the company being represented to affirm that the agent is as
represented.

(3) If a policy Is purchased, always make the check payable to the insurance company and put on the check what is being purchased.
(4) Secure in writing or in printing the benefits being offered.
(5) If there are any doubts concerning either the agent or the company,
call or write to: Snperintendent of Tnsuraiwe, P.O. Box 1269. "anta Fe. N. Alex.
87501. Telephone No. (505) 827-2451; or the Governors Service Center nearest
your home.
The departmeht of insurance'is earnestly attempting to stamp out abuses
and fraud, and to protect the Interests of the buying public.
The department of insurance is equally interested hii protecting the licensed
and legitimate'agents and companies who are offering the necessary insurance
coverages.
KENNETH C. MOORE,
Superintendent of Insurance.
2 See p. 268.
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ARTICLE 11, CHAPTER 58, RuLE 4
DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE REGULATIONS GOVERNING ACCIDENT AND HEALTH
INSURANCE MEDICARE SUPPLEMNENTS.

11-4-1. Authority.-This rule is promulgated pursuant to section 58-2-13,
NMSA, 1953.
11-4-2. Scope.-This rule applies to any insurer which delivers or issues for
delivery in this State an individual policy of sickness and accident insurance
which is a medicare supplement. It also applies to any nonprofit health care
plan which delivers or issues for delivery in this State an individual subscriber
contract which is a medicare supplement.
11-4-3. Definition.-"Medicare supplement" means a policy or subscriber contract which relates its coverage to eligibility for medicare or medicare benefits,
substantially or in part, to fill the gaps in the coverage supplied by medicare,
part A and/or part B.
114-4. Disclosure requirements--

(A) After 150 days following the effective date of this rule, no insurer and
no nonprofit health care plan shall deliver or issue for delivery in this State an
individual policy of sickness and accident insurance, or an individual subscriber
contract, which is specifically designed as a medicare supplement unless a summary of Federal medicare benefits and policy (or subscriber contract) benefits
is furnished to the applicant or subscriber at the time the application is made,
or to the policyholder or contract-holder at the time the policy or subscriber
contract is delivered.
(B) Such summary shall contain in substance the information shown or
called for in attachment A, which is attached hereto and made a part hereof.
The summary may include other information which the insurer desires to include, but such other information may not be presented in such a way as to
obscure the comparison of medicare benefits and policy benefits.
(C) Federal medicare benefits are not stable and do fluctuate in accordance
with congressional action. It is, therefore, necessary that any company or plan
writing medicare supplements revise the form from time to time so that it
does not furnish a form which is out of date.

(D) The policyholder of a medicare supplement which is subject to this rule
shall be permitted to return the policy or subscriber contract within ten (10)
days after its delivery if such person is not satisfied with it for any reason.
If it is so returned to any office or agent specified by the insurer or plan (such
as the insurer's or plan's home office or branch office or the soliciting agent)
with written request for surrender, it shall be void from the beginning and
any premium paid for it shall be refunded. A notice of such right to return the
policy or subscriber contract and receive a refund of any premium paid shall
he included in or printed on or attached to the policy or subscriber contract or
included in the summary.
(E) The details on the disclosure form as outlined in attachment "A" shall

be of a size of not less than ten (10) point type.
11-4-5. Effective date.-This rule shall take effect on November 28, 1977.

I, Kenneth C. Moore, superintendent of insurance of the State of Newv
Mexico, pursuant to the authority granted me under section 58-2-13, NMSA,
1953. do hereby promulgate the following rule (article 11, chapter 58, rule 4)
of the official compilation of rules and regulations, to take effect on November
28, 1977. after filing with the record center as provided by the provisions of

State Rules Act (71-6-23, 71-6-24, 71-7-1 to 71-7-10, NMSA, 1953).

I, Kenneth C. Moore, superintendent of insurance of the State of New
Mexico, do herehy certify that the foregoing initial rule has been issued and

entered in the office of the Superintendent of Insurance in an indexed, permanent book which is a public record.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused my official
seal to be affixed at the city of Santa Fe, N. Mex., this 26th day of October,
A.D. 1977.
KENNETH C. MOORE.
Superintendent of Insurance.

Certificate of Filing: I, Kenneth C. Moore, superintendent of insurance. State
of New Mexico, do hereby certify that the foregoing initial rule (11-4-1 to
11-4-5) has been filed on October 26, 1977, with the records center.
KENNETH C. MOORE,

Su perintenden t of Insurance.
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ArrACHMENT A.-SUMMARY OF MEDICARE BENEFITS AND POLICY BENEFITS
(1) Inpatient hospital benefits (Part A of Medicare). Benefits are paid for
covered hospital charges for hospital room and board and miscellaneous services during each "benefit period" as follows:
Day of confinement

Medicare now pays

Days 1-60 each benefit period -Covered
Days 61-90 each benefit period -Covered
Days 91-150 while lifetime reserve remains

charges, but not the first $144
charges except $36 a day
Covered charges except $72a day

Policy pays

(2) Skilled nursing facility confinement benefits (part A of medicare). Benefits are paid for covered skilled nursing facility charges, if the patient Is an
inpatient in an approved skilled nursing facility and confinement begins within
14 days of a hospital stay of at least 3 days for the same injury or sickness,
as follows:
Day of confinement
Days 1-20 each benefit period -All
Days 21-100 each benefit period-Covered

Medicare now pays

Policy pays

covered charges
charges except $18a day

(3) Medical benefits (part B of Medicare). Benefits are provided for "reasonable charges" for covered physician's services, medical supplies, and other
covered services, each calendar year.
Medicare now pays SO percent of the "reasonable charges" but not the first
$60 each year.
The summary shall also contain:
(a) A description of any other benefits provided by the policy or subscriber
contract.

(b) A description of the exceptions, reductions and limitations contained
in the policy or subscriber contract.
(c) A statement that the summary is only a brief summary of certain policy
or subscriber contract provisions, and is not a part of the contract of insurance.
The policy (or subscriber contract) itself sets forth the rights and obligations
of the insured (or subscriber) and the insurer (or plan).
(d) A statement that medicare benefits change from time to time, according
to Federal law and with rules and regulations of the Social Security Administration.

(e) The name of the insurer or health care plan and address must appear
on the summary of benefits.
Senator DoTIENTICI. Let me just ask now on the disclosure part of

your new rule, does the company that desires to sell and is making
the disclosure submit the disclosure statement to the insurance commissioner's office or the superintendent's office for his approval?
Air. GARCIA. Every one of these companies that is now selling
these plans must provide us with a disclosure statement that is very
similar, but that would cover specifically these items required in this
disclosure.
Senator Do3rEricI. You cited three cases that were rather severe
and told us about the disposition of them. You have heard the testiinony here today about how rampant this kind of misconduct is,
downright criminal behavior in the State of Texas. Would you have
an opinion as to whether or not abuse is still widespread in the State
of New Mexico or not?
CANNOT MON ITOR WITHOUT FOnNrIAL COMIPJJATNT

Mr. GARCIA. Well, we don't have any way to monitor it in our department unless we get a formal complaint. I would answer the
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question this way, and that is that the number of complaints has
diminished since this regulation was promulgated. I am not going
to be naive enough to think that there are not additional problems;
I am sure there are. We don't think that there are many of this
magnitude. I think there may be isolated problems, perhaps one
agent has taken or perhaps two agents have oversold. We have no
way of knowing until we get a complaint in the department.
Senator DomENICI. You have been present and heard testimony
regarding the difficulty of trying to police this kind of activity. Do
you have any opinions as to whether or not some kind of standardization would be in the public interest and, if so, should it be national and, if not, how do we get it out there?
Mr. GARCIA. As I see our position in the State of New Mexico and
with the regulation in the disclosure statement we have, we appear
to be treating the symptoms rather than the disease. I really think
that the standardization, perhaps on a Federal level or through the
NAIC-the type of plans that are being sold throughout the country-is probably related. My feeling, however, is that the vast area
of problems is not that one company is involved in all of this; there
are several companies involved. I think we have to proceed to educate the consumers further and I think this should be a joint effort
between the Federal Government and the State government to publish, in laymen's terms, the kinds of coverages they have under medicare, and also under the different plans. Yes, I wvould think that the
standardization of some type to be very desirable.
Senator DOMiENICI. Do you have any suggestions as to ways that
this cooperative effort on educating or advising the people might be
implemented? Do you have any examples of what might be done
that is not being done?
*Mr. GARCIA. One of the things I believe has made our approach
to these problems successful is that traditionally in New Mexicothe people of the State have always been able to go very directly to
the department of insurance with their complaints. The Governor's
service centers have also certainly been in that position. If we had
a joint effort to provide an easy avenue to report these problems to
the proper authorities or to the proper departments, I think it would
be worthwhile. I think this is the solution.
Senator DOMENICI. With reference to the authority that you have

as superintendent, is your jurisdiction limited to taking action
against the agents or companies in terms of their permission to sell,
or are there some criminal statutes that you enforce?
Mr. GARCIA. No. Basically our jurisdiction and our authority
would be to either suspend or revoke licenses and impose fines and
ask that they be continued. However, I might add that in many
cases the suspension of the license should not be taken lightly because, after all, these people are making a living in this and if they
suspend the license, they are out of business until they have a hearinenator DOMENICI. You indicated that in three examples you
were able to get the cooperation of the companies and in two instances refunds were made-rather significant refunds. Now the
companies that actually insured as contrasted with the agents out
ift the field, did the companies indicate that they were totally un-
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aware of the kind of conduct that their agents were pursuing, or
did they take part of the blame for their own procedures, or lack
of them?
NEED MORE AGENT CONTROLS
Mr. GARCIA. Well, we were very quick to point out that the actions of their agents were the actions of the company. They were
not aware in many cases that this was going on. You see, when yo'u
spread the problem out among, say, nine companies as I indicated
in the first example, you don't have repeaters of the same company.
There may have been one or two cases where maybe two different
agents of the same company were involved that was not isolated to
one company, which makes the regulation or the control of this
problem difficult because you have several companies. Even when
you standardize, you still would have agents representing different
companies over-selling. I really think that more stringent regulations with reference to the agent himself may be the solution so
that he is aware that he can't go out and repeat this type of thing.
Another solution might be to some way formulate some kind
of an information pooling system between companies so as to crossindex-perhaps the same person would come up with the same type
of coverages. If that would be so, then the companies would index
it and if there is repetition they can do something with it.
Senator DOmENICI. Do you have authority to do that under your
present laws?
Mr. GARCIA. I think we could extend our authority on that point.
It is a little complex and we are doing some studies on it now. I
don't know how it will come out.
Senator CmLEs. I was just interested in what Senator Domenici
-was asking you. Part of the problem seems to be that there is no
real down-hill risk for the companies themselves. They say, "Well,
the agent did that, we didn't know, and as soon as we found out
we took some kind of action against him." Yet you heard from the
testimony--Lespecially our district attorney from Texas today said
when he started questioning these agents they said: "There was no
way we could do this. If they were paying any attention at all,
they would know what we were doing."
Mr. GARCIA. I might answer that this way, if a company in our
State were to continue with this type of practice, we do have available to us the authority to convene a hearing to explain why they
are continuing these types of practices. The Insurance Unfair Practices Act, which is our statute law-we do have that authority.
Senator CHILES. I think something like that is very necessary
to require that the companies exercise some policing power themselves because obviously they really could do it better because they
know these fellows.
Mr. GARCIA. The only problem with that, it takes a little time
because you have to develop a pattern of practices with the company.
Senator CHILEs. Right.
Mr. GARCIA. So far we have not been successful in establishing
that kind of a pattern with any one particular company. Several
companies have been involved.
33-084-78-5
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Senator

DOMENICI.

Can you pull the insurance company's license

instead of the agent's license?
Mr. GARCIA. Obviously we have to provide them with due process
and provide them with a hearing, but that is within our authority.
Senator DOMENICI. You have not had to do this to this point?
Mr. GARCIA. No. I think the meetings that we have had with
the companies and the agents have been really informal conferences
to discuss the problems and to set forth our desires. In these cases
it has been to get refunds from people. I might add that in one or
two cases the companies discharged their agents because of these
practices and no longer wanted them on the payroll.
Senator DOMENICI. I have one last question with reference to
information available to help us arrive at some conclusion as to the
dimension of the problem. Do you have, within the recordkeeping
capacity of the insurance commission or insurance superintendent's
office, knowledge as to how many policies in the area of medi-gap
coverage, and what type coverage for cancer and the like are issued
in the State of New Mexico?
Mr. GARCIA. That information is available. We would probably
-have to program the State computer systems or the data processing
people to get some help on it. I believe we could get most of that
information.

How

RAMPANT ARE ABUSES?

Senator DOMENICI. I think what we know at this point would
indicate that the malfeasance and abuse is going to be directly related to the number of senior citizens who are buying this kind of
insurance. It just strikes me that the problem is so difficult that if
we could know how many people are buying a typical kind of
senior citizen health coverage it would aid us in determining how
rampant the abuses are apt to be. Do you think you might request
that of the computer system and see if you could get it to us?
Mr. GARCIA. I will sure give it a try.
Senator DOMENICI. I personally would like to have it because I
think it would be almost directly related to the kinds of abuses
that are out there.
Let me ask you one other question. Do you have any way of assessing how effective your disclosure procedure is? Are you monitoring it in some way? It sounds great and I compliment you for
it, as I have publicly in the State, but do you know whether it is
having a real impact?
Mr. GARCIA. Well, the only way we know that it is having some
impact is in the reduction of the number of complaints. We have
no way of really monitoring the results. We do know for a fact
that companies that are writing these plans in New Mexico are
providing each person who they sell this plan to with this disclosure
form. If you will note, the disclosure form is very simple and we
wanted to keep it that way so it would be easily understood. We
don't purport that it covers all of the problems and answers all the
questions, but at least a person has some idea of what they are buying but no way of monitoring the results.
Senator DOMENICI. One last question. Do you prohibit, at this
point, any kinds of coverage0 You have previously heard the insurance commissioner say that in Connecticut they prohibit several
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kinds because they conclude, as a matter of public policy, they are
useless, I assume.
Mr. GARCIA. No, we don't prohibit any of them. However, that
is under study in the department now and we would like to consider
that further.
Senator CHILES. We thank you very much for your appearance
here and for the work that you have done in New Mexico. We look
forward to continuing to work with you on this problem.
Mr. GARCIA. Thank you very much.
Senator DOMENIci. Thank you very much.
Mr. GARCIA. I might add that being last has some advantages. I
have the committee almost to my self, it looks like. And some disadvantages. Everybody has already talked about some of the things
I was -going to talk about.
I thank you very much.
Senator DOMIENICI. Yes, sir.
Senator CHILES. This will conclude our hearings in this area, but
we will keep the record open for approximately 30 days.
Senator DOTrENICI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Whereupon, at 12 :45 p.m., the committee adjourned.]

APPENDIXES
Appendix 1
POLICY PLANNING ISSUES PAPER: PRIVATE HEALTH
INSURANCE TO SUPPLEMENT MEDICARE, PREPARED
BY THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
(By Anne DeNovo and Gail Shearer, July 1978)
This issues paper expressed only the views of the authors, staff nembers
of the Oflce of Policy Planning. It does not represent the position of the Federal Trade Commission or any Commissioner. The authors would like to thank
Joanne Riley, DhVlia Hughes, and Sharon Lawson for their invaluable assistance in completing this project.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
I. Description of problems in the market for health insurance for the elderly.Health care costs are a major expense item and source of concern for the
elderly. Medicare covers only 38 percent of their health care costs. People over
65 must pay for medicare's deductibles and coinsurance and for many kinds of
care which medicare will never cover, including drugs, dental care, eyeglasses,
hearing aids, routine examinations and most nursing home care. Even after
medicare and private insurance, the average per capita health care expenditure
for the over-65 age group was $403-much more than they paid out-of-pocket
before medicare.
Because of the gaps in medicare, the Nation's elderly have turned to private
health insurance; more than 50 percent have at least one policy. The annual
premium volume of this medicare supplement or "medi-gap" business is unknown, but it has been estimated at $1 billion. In addition, large numbers of
policies are sold to the elderly which are not true medicare supplements, such
as hospital indemnity plans and dread disease policies.
The lack of consumer information in the medicare supplement market is so
great that it is almost impossible to make rational purchase decisions. Very
few people understand the complexities of medicare and its gaps. There is no
standardization of private insurance policies, so buyers cannot comparison
shop. As a result, supplemental policies often do not compete on price and
offer only a low rate of return.
In an effort to get complete protection, many people over 65 buy two or
more policies which overlap. An estimated 23 percent of those who do buy
private health insurance have some unnecessary duplication in coverage. Unscrupulous agents selling door-to-door or mail order advertisements often mislead or frighten them into "loading up" on two or more policies or replacing
policies each year, a practice known as "twisting." When they file claims, many
of them find that the coverage they thought would fill all the gaps in inedicare falls far short of their expectations. Most supplemental policies will not
pay for pre-existing conditions or the major gaps in medicare, such as nursing
home care, excess provider charges and prescription drugs.
II. State regulatory initiatives.-In response to complaints, several States
have tried very different regulatory solutions to the medicare supplement problem. A recent Wisconsin rule requires that all policies marketed as supplements to medicare meet the standards for one of four benefit levels and bear
a number one through four (from most to least comprehensive coverage). At
the time of their initial contact with a prospect, insurers and agents must
distribute an 18-page booklet prepared by the insurance commissioner's office,
(275)
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which gives advice about medicare, its gaps, the four categories and insurance
buying in general.
California has established three descriptive categories for supplemental policies: in-hospital only, in- and out-of-hospital and catastrophic. The California
Insurance Department has also set a benchmark minimum loss ratio of 55
percent. Insurers must deliver a one-page form with very general disclosures
along with their policies.
In Illinois, a statute prescribes minimum standards for supplemental policies but does not provide for any special disclosures. Oregon, New Mexico, and
Washington require delivery of a two-page disclosure form with medicare
supplement policies. Each agent or insurer is supposed to fill in the blanks on
a chart to show which medicare gaps the policy will fill. Unlike Wisconsin and
California, they do not have any regulation which sets minimum standards or
tends to standardize coverages.
In Colorado, agents and insurers must furnish a warning notice when the
sale would involve an addition or a replacement.
III. Policy questions surrounding regulation of health insurance for the

elderly-It may be appropriate for the Federal Government to play a major
role in this area because its own medicare program created the problem and
because a uniform system of standardization is necessary to reduce buyers'
confusion. The medicare supplement market also furnishes an opportunity to
study and plan for the supplemental market which will develop under national health insurance.
Governmental initiatives could address medi-gap or true medicare supplement policies only, all health insurance policies sold to the elderly or all individual health insurance. The second approach would be most likely to eliminate the purchase of "unnecessary" duplicate coverage by the elderly.
Policymakers must also decide whether they should seek to provide a great
deal of information for the sake of accuracy or simple disclosures, whether
they should attempt to standardize coverages or permit unlimited variety and
whether they should distinguish between "good" Medigap filling, such as catastrophic coverage, and "bad" coverage such as reimbursement of the initial
deductibles.
IV. Policy objectives and criteria for assessing options.-In order to pro-

mote competition, any initiative with respect to supplemental insurance should
provide complete information in a usable form, ensure access to that information, standardize coverage and eliminate duplication. To correct market failures. an action should also assure a reasonable return, minimize the opportunity for marketing abuses, ensure prompt and fair claims handling and
minimize undesirable side effects. Alternatives should also be politically feasible, easy to enforce, inexpensive to administer and complementary with national health insurance.
V. Public policy alternatives.-Governmental action with respect to health

insurance for the elderly could take three principal forms: minimum standards; a system of standardization combined with disclosures or labels; or
provision of information to consumers.
In the minimum standards category, minimum loss ratios could eliminate
low-value policies from the market. Uniform language in clauses which include
pre-existing conditions could reduce buyers' confusion and companies' unjustified denials of claims. Other options are a requirement that policies supplement both parts A and B of medicare, minimum dollar limits and mandated
benefits.
Options for standardization combined with disclosures include prohibiting
references to indemnity and limited polices as medicare supplements, establishing descriptive categories (the California model), setting up benefit levels (the
Wisconsin model), or using a system of unit pricing. Another method, a cost
index, could provide a more accurate measure of a policy's value than the first
three options, but it would be an extremely complex task to devise one.
In the third category, many forms of mandatory written disclosures are possible, but they may be ineffective because health insurance to supplement
medicare is such a complex subject. Alternative consumer education measures
are a buyer's guide, providing information which is not now available, use
of non-traditional media such as television and individualized insurance counseling.
Other options which do not fit in any one of the three categories include
regulation of advertising, requiring direct contact between the insurance company and its customer, and imposing a fiduciary duty on agents and claims
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handling requirements on insurers. The last possibility; Federal Government
sponsorship of optional medicare supplement insurance, would permit the
Government to realize certain cost advantages, although the extent of coverage
and the subsidy element required would be subjects of debate.
VI. Policy recommendations.-The writers of this issues paper recommend
that an impact evaluation be conducted to determine the effectiveness of existing State regulations of insurance sold to supplement medicare. Such an impact evaluationi would yield information about whether and how standardization might bring about competition in this market, and might also lead to
recommendations for other consumer protection measures. If possible, the study
should be a joint project with the participation of HEW, the NAIC, and the
FTC; each has special expertise to contribute in this area.
I. DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEMS IN THE MARKET FOR HEALTH
INSURANCE FOR TIlE ELDERLY
Because medieare does not provide complete coverage for their health care
expenses, more than 50 percent of people over 65 purchase private insurance in
an effort to fill medicare's gaps. At the end of 1975, 12.6 million held at least
one supplemental policy.' Estimates of the premium volume of this medicare
supplement business run from $0.5 to $1.0 billion per year.' Total expenditures
for health insurance by the elderly may be considerably more than $1 billion,
since this estimate probably does not include hospital indemnity or dread disease coverage, and is based on figures from 1974. No official information exists
about total premium volume because insurance companies are not required to
separate medicare supplement figures when they file individual accident and
health data with State insurance commissioners.
A BACKGROUND: HEALTH CARE ExPENSES OF THE ELDERLY AND SOURCES

OF

FUNDS

1. Health Care Eaxpenditures
The elderly have to spend much more on health care than the rest of the
population, due to their more frequent illnesses and the greater expenses of
their care, which often involves hospitalization. In fiscal 1976, the average per
capita expenditure for health care by people over 65 was $1,521-almost three
times as much as adults aged 19-64 ($547) and nearly six times as much as
young people under 19 ($249).'
Medicare, medical assistance, and other government programs paid 67.6 percent of those expenses. Private health insurance, the subject of this paper,
covered only 5.4 percent. Elderly patients and their families were left to pay

I The Health Insurance Institute of America states that In 1975 12.6 million people
aged 65 and over had some hospital expense coverage to supplement medicare benefits.
HIAA data also shows that 10.4 million had some surgical expense coverage, 9.7 million
had some regular medical expense coverage, and 2 million had some major medical exp ense coverage. HIAA's tables eliminate duplication occurring where more than one
nsurer or more than one policy affords the same kind of coverage. Health Insurance
Institute of America. Source Book of Health Insurance, 1976-77 10, 21-31. The 1974
national health survey of 40.000 households reported that an estimated 53.8 percent of
those 65 and older had private hospital insurance coverage in addition to medicare. See
52 Hospitals (Journal of the American Hospital Association) 20 (May 16 1978).
The author of a working paper prepared In 1974 for the use of the Senate Special
Committee on Aging estimated the annual premium volume at $0.5 billion by assuming
that all elderly paid the same rates for non-Blue Cross policies as they did for Blue
Cross coverage and that they all chose low cost options. Therefore her estimate was
almost certainly low. See G. Ellenbogen, Private licealth Insurancc Supplementary to
Medicare (a working paper prepared for the Senate Special Committee on Aging) 1, n.2
(1974) [hereinafter Senate Committee print]. Consumer Reports repeated the $0.5
billion figure In 1976. See Health Insurance for Older People: Filling the gaps in Medicare, Consumer Reports 27 (January 1976) [hereinafter Consumer Reports]. Insurance
Commissioner Harold WVilde of Wisconsin estimates that senior citizens spend somewvhere
between $0.5 billion and $1 billion each year oil private Insurance to supplement medicare.
H. Wilde, "Medicare and Mledi-scare: The Responsibility of Government and the Insurance
Industry." speech to the Milwaukee Association of Life Underwriters (December 15, 1977)
[hereinafter "Mediscare"]. In September 1977, slightly more than 50 percent of the
companies then writing medicare supplement policies in Wisconsin responded to a survey conducted by Commissioner Wilde's office. They reported premiums totalling $22
million.
I Gibson, Mueller and Fisher, Age Differences in Health Care Spending; Fiscal Year
1976. 40 Social Security Bulletin 1, 5 (August 1977) [hereinafter Age Differences].
Elderly Americans, who make up slightly more than 10 percent of the population, accounted for 28.9 percent of all personal health expenditures.
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averaged
26.5 percent of the bills themselves. Their out-of-pocket expenditures
4
$403 per person-much more than they paid before medicare.
2. Medicare Gaps

Medicare, the Federal Government's health insurance program for the elderly,' paid only 38 percent of health care expenses in 1976.8 Although the
medicare program was enacted to assure that senior citizens would have access
to basic health care, especially in hospitals, it was never intended to cover all
their expenses. At hearings held in 1965 on a proposal for medicare, the Secretary of HEW stated:
"The proposed program will serve as a foundation on which people can
build greater protection through private health insurance and employer retirement plans, just as the present social security cash benefit system is serving
as a base on which people build additional protection through private means."7
Medicare has never covered certain types of care. Furthermore, the medicare
deductibles which patients must pay have been constantly increasing, and in
general, medicare patients have borne a large portion of the inflation of medical costs. One commentator has characterized the result as "a cutback implemented without legislative or administrative action." 8
Some explanation of Medicare is helpful in understanding exactly what it
does not cover. The program has two parts. The first, part A hospital insurance
(HI) helps to pay for in-patient hospital care, care in a medicare-approved
skilled nursing facility or SNF, and some home health care." Most people over
65 also enroll in the second part of the program, part B supplementary medical
which covers physicians' services, outpatient and other noninsurance (SMI),
hospital care.10
A chart showing medicare benefits and gaps appears as appendix A to this
report.
(a) PART A GAPS

Hospital care accounted for 45 percent of the health care expenditures of
the elderly in 1976. Medicare paid for 71 percent of their hospitalization expenses," but medicare patients must pay the following expenses themselves:
(1) An initial deductible set to correspond to one day's hospital stay-$144
in 1978. Medicare then pays all charges until the 60th day of the hospital stay.
(2) From the 61st through 90th days, the patient must pay a daily deductible of $36 in 1978.
(3) After the 90th day the patient has 60 "lifetime reserve days" which can
be used only once in her life. For each reserve day she pays a $72 deductible
in 1978.
(4) After a patient has used up her 60 lifetime reserve days, medicare part
A coverage ends. But only 0.03 percent of hospitalized medicare beneficiaries
' Id. at 9. Philanthropy and industry paid 9.4 percent of the elderly's health care
expenses. The $403.53 average out-of-pocket per capita expenditure does not include
medicare part B premiums or private health insurance premiums. In 1966, before the
institution of medicare coverage, the average per capita out-of-pocket expenditures for
the over-65 age group was $236.72. This article includes figures for 1974, 1975, and
1976. For similar compilations for the fiscal years 1966-1974, see U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, Compendium of National Health Exrpenditures Data
at 110-111 (1976).
'Title XVIII of the Social Security Act, 42 U.S.C. Sec. 1395. Medicare also covers
people under 65 who have been disabled (as defined by the Social Security Administration) for at least 24 months and those with chronic renal disease. SSA estimates that
in fiscal 1978 23.6 million aged, 2.4 million disabled and 24,000 renal disease patients
will be enrolled in part A of the medicare program. Congressional Budget Office, Congress of the U.S., Catastrophic Health Insurance 25 (January 1977) [hereinafter
Catastrophic Health Insurance].
*Age Differences at 10. Medicare's share would be 43 percent but for the part B premiums paid by beneficiaries.
7 Medicare Gaps and Limitations: Hearing before the Subcommittee on Health and
Long-Term Care of the House Select Comm. on Aging, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 36 (1977)
(appendix I: "The Aged and their Health Expenditures").
a Schneider, Medicare: Beneficiaries, Cutbacks and Supplements, 9 Clearinghouse
Rev. 552, 553 (December 1975).
9 See generally Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Social Security Administration, Your Medicare Handbook 10-19 (January 1977) [hereinafter Your Medicare Handbook]. Part A is financed largely through social security employer and employee taxes. People over 65 vho were in the social security or railroad retirement
programs are automatically enrolled in part A. Others may purchase part A hospital
insurance for a monthly premium-$54 until July 1, 197S.
10In 1975 97.4 percent of the elderly people covered under part A were also enrolled
In part B.
U3Age Differences at 11, 13.
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ever reach that point.' Many of the hospitalization expenses not covered by
medicare are due to the following gaps in part A coverage.
(5) Nursing home care. While 23 percent of the health expenditures of people over 65 goes for nursing home care, medicare only pays for a small percentage of those expenses-3.6 percent in 1976." The medicare program places
the following limitations on nursing home coverage:
(i) The patient must be in a skilled nursing facility (SNF) approved by
the medicare program. State licensure of a nursing home is not sufficient for
medicare reimbursement. Care in SNF's or intermediate care facilities (ICF's)
which are certified by medicaid but not medicare is not covered. Availability
of medicare-approved SNF care varies widely from State to State; in some
regions it is almost impossible to obtain."
(ii) Five conditions must be met, including physician's certification of need
for skilled services." If a utilization review committee or PSRO decides that
skilled care is no longer necessary, medicare will not provide any further coverage.
(iii) Assuming that the patient is in a medicare-certified SNF and has met
medicare's five requirements, medicare will pay for the first 20 days of her
stay. (However, medicare will not pay for custodial care even if all the other
conditions are satisfied. See 8 below.) From the 21st through 100th days, she
must pay an $18 daily deductible. Part A coverage for "extended care" ends
after the 100th day.
(6) Medicare places a 190 day limit on part A coverage for in-patient treatment in a psychiatric hospital.
(7) Part A will cover up to 100 home health care visits for skilled nursing
care, physical therapy or speech therapy visits if six conditions are met (including prior hospitalization, physician certification, and participation in the
medicare program by the home health agency) .
(5) Neither part A nor part B of medicare will ever provide any coverage
for "custodial care," whether it is rendered at home, in a hospital, in a SNF
or in some other facility. Custodial care has been interpreted to mean personal
care which does not require the attention of skilled or specially trained medical
personnel, such as help with walking, bathing, eating, and dressing.'
(b)

PART B GAPS

Part B covers physicians' services both in and out of hospitals, as well as
some diagnostic services by independent medicare-certified
laboratories- and
some medical supplies, equipment and devices."8 In 1976 medicare paid for only
55 percent of physicians' services, which account for 17 percent of the health
care expenses of the elderly." Medicare part B enrollees must pay:
(1) An initial deductible of $60 per calendar year.
(2) 20 percent of all charges (after meeting the initial deductible).
'2 CatastrophicHealth Insurance at 25 (estimated figure for 1966-71 period).
"Age Differences at 10, 11. It Is common for institutionmalized patients to spend their
own resources for their care until they become eligible for medical nssistance, which
paid 48.4 percent of nursing home costs in 1976. Sometimes their families also pay many
of the bills.
4 As of July 1975, the number of certified SNF beds per 1,000 medicare enrollees
varied from 1.4 in Oklahoma, 2.2 in Arkansas and 2.6 in Louisiana to 22.9 in New York,
37.9 in Connecticut and 40.8 in California. In Arizona (the State with the fastestgrowing elderly population), there were only 19 medicare-certified SNF's. Staff of the
ubcommittee on Health, House Committee on Ways and Means. National lice ith Insurance Resource Book 105 (1976) [hereinafter National Health Insurance Resource
Book].
"sThe five conditions for part A SNF coverage are: (1) The patient must have been
In a hospital for at least 8 consecutive days before her transfer to a SNF. (2) The
patient must have been transferred because she needed care for a condition which was
treated in the hospital. (3) The patient must be admitted to the SNF within 14 days of
leaving the hospital (with certain limited exceptions). (4) A physician must certify
that the patient needs and actually receives skilled nursing or rehabilitation services
on a daily basis. (5) The SNF's UR committee or PSRO must not disapprove the
patient's stay. See Your Medicare Handbook at 17-19.
"See Your Medicare Handbook at 36.
See Your Medicare Handbook at 8-9. Since there is no general definition of the
term "custodial care" in the statute or regulations, its meaning has been the subject
of much litigation. Seen generally CCHI Medicare and Medicaid Guide paras. 4105, 4110
and 4115 (1970).
1" See generally Your Medicare Handbook at 20-33. Part B also covers some home
health care services under specified conditions which are different from the requirements for part A coverage of home health care. Id. at 37.
"9Age Differences at 11, 13.
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(3) Any "excess charges" over the level the medicare carrier determines
to be reasonable. (Blue Shield plans or other private health insurers, called
intermediaries under part A and carriers under part B, administer the program
under contract with HEW.) The Social Security Act provides that no payment shall be made under either part A or part B for services or items which
are not
reasonable and necessary for the diagnosis or treatment of illness or
injury.20 If the part B carrier determines that a physician's charge exceeds the
reasonable level, medicare will not pay the excess. In general, the carrier will
pay only the lowest of: (i) The physician's actual charge; (ii) the customary
charge (usually the median of her past charges) ; or (iii) the prevailing
charge, which is defined as the 75th percentile of the customary charges made
in the area for the same service.'
Whether the patient bears the cost of any charges which medicare determines to be excessive depends on whether the provider exercised an option to
accept assignment of medicare benefits. Under such an assignment, the patient
transfers her right to medicare reimbursement to her physician; the physician
agrees to accept the reasonable charge determined by the carrier as full payment for her services. When the physician accepts assignment, she cannot bill
the patient for any amount the Medicare carrier determines to be excessive."
The number of physicians who will accept assignment has been declining
steadily to its present level of 50.5 percent." At the same time, the excess physician charges on unassigned claims have been on the rise. In 1976, they accounted for 9.6 percent of expenditures for physicians' services to the elderly,
up from 4.5 percent in 1970.24 During the second quarter of 1977, carriers reduced the total
dollar amount of unassigned part B claims filed with them by
20.7 percent.2 This means that medicare patients can expect to pay on the
average 36 percent of their physicians' bills themselves (20 percent coinsurance
plus an average of 20 percent of the remaining 50 percent).
(C) ITEMS AND SERVICES NEVER COVERED BY MEDICARE

Neither part A nor part B ever reimburses for:
-Drugs which can be self-administered (drugs and drug sundries account
for 8 percent of the health care expenditures of people 65 and over)-Dental care (except jaw surgery) (dentists' services account for 2 percent);
-Eye or hearing examinations;
-Eyeglasses, hearing aids, dentures, and many other medical appliances
(eyeglasses and appliances account for 1 percent of the elderly's health
care expenses);
-Routine physical examinations and routine diagnostic tests performed in
connection with such examinations;
-Immunizations;
20 Of course the statutory provision Is longer than this paraphrase. See 42 U.S.C. Sec.
1862(a). Reasonable charge reductions occur under part A as well as part B, but
usually the provider of services cannot bill the patient for excess charges. The "waiver
of beneficiary liability" provision states that the patient cannot be held liable for payment for services she did not know or could not be reasonably expected to know were
not covered by medicare. 42 U.S.C. Sec. 1395 pp. This waiver provision applies whenever medicare denies or reduces payment for a claim on the grounds that the care was
custodial or that it was not reasonable and necessary. What happens when a hospital
or nursing home patient gets "PSRO'd out" is beyond the scope of this paper, but
generally she and any advocates she may have get at least a few days to make some
other arrangements before medicare coverage ends.
21 This is a
gross oversimplification. See CCH Medicare and Medicaid Guide Secs.

3190 et seq. (1977).

22 To be more exact, the waiver of beneficiary liability provision operates in the case
of assigned part B claims.
23 In 1969, more than 60 percent of medicare claims were assigned. Washington Post,
February 11, 1978, at 1. Assignment rates show great variation between regions, from
lows of 24.6 percent in Wyoming and 27.2 percent in Oklahoma to levels above 70
percent in the industrial northeastern States. Department of Health, Education, and
elfare, Health Care Financing Administration, Part B Carrier Workload Report
(October 1977). In general physicians are unwilling to accept assignment if they believe they can collect excess fees from their patients. In addition to possible reductions of their charges, they face delays of up to 9 months In obtaining reimbursement
if they accept assignment.
24 Age Differences at 13-14.
OnDepartment of Health, Education, and Welfare, Health Care Financing Administration, Quarterly Report on SdM1 Carrier Reasonable Charge and Denial Activity (AprilJune 1977). Part B carriers made some reduction of 79.9 percent of the unassigned
claims filed, for an average reluction of $18.31 per claim. They reduced 76.4 percent of
all assigned claims files by an average of $16.51. Excess charges are expected to reach
$0.8 billion in fiscal 1978. CataijtrophicHealth Insurance at 25.
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-Most foot care;
-Most chiropractors' services;
-Full-time nursing care at home -Homemakers' services or meals at home. 2"
B. HEALTH INSURANCE TO SUPPLEMENT MEDICARE-AREAS OF MARKET FAILURE
1. Dcription of Private Health Ingurance Available to Supplement Medicare
Health insurance policies marketed to the elderly are not standardized at
all. They fall into three general categories: (a) Medicare supplement or medigap, (b) indemnity, and (c) limited policies.
(a) AIEDIGAP OR MEDIcARE SUPPLEMrENT POLICIES
These terms usually refer to policies whose coverage is designed to fill the
gaps in the benefit structure of the medicare program and which pay service
rather than indemnity benefits. Sometimes the health insurance industry refers
to this gap-filling as "wraparound" coverage.
(1) No Standardization of coverage.-Within this category the variations
in benefits are almost infinite. Some retiring workers can convert their group
coverage to a plan with reduced benefits calculated to supplement medicare.
(Usually they have to pay the entire premium themselves on retirement.) In
addition, most Blue Cross-Blue Shield plans offer medicare supplement policies, both on an individual basis and as conversion contracts offering continued coverage (at a higher premium) to retirees who had Blues coverage
with their employment group. Each of the 77 Blues plans has a different medicare supplement for its State or region, and some have low and high cost
options." In 3974, 50.9 percent of the people over 65 with hospitalization insurance had individual or group Blue Cross or Blue Shield policies. An additional 13.9 percent had some other form of group coverage and the remaining
35.3 percent had other individual hospital expense policies."
Many health insurers besides the Blues have marketed medicare supplement
policies, and no two are alike. Some policies are available in all States; some
only in certain regions or only to members of certain groups. Some mix service
and indemnity benefits. Some cover only the part A deductibles without any
benefits to supplement part B; some place low dollar ceilings on coverage of
the 20 percent coinsurance under part B. At least one company offers catastrophic coverage only, but Consumer Reports could only find one company
which would write new major medical coverage for people over 65.'9 Consumer
Reports' charts and the brochure published by the Wisconsin Governor's Council on Consumer Affairs, reproduced as appendixes B and C, show a sampling
of the bewildering variety of coverages on the market."
(2) Inadequate coverage.-Although the definition of "inadequate" coverage
is open to debated it is indisputable that medicare supplement policies often
fail to cover the most important gaps in medicare. None covers physician's
charges above the level medicare determines to be reasonable. None covers the
items and services medicare will never pay for, such as routine physicals, eyeglasses, and medical appliances. Like the rest of the population, few older
people have insurance coverage for prescription drugs or dental care-two important gaps in Medicare. As of January 1, 1975, only 16.9 percent of the population 65 and over had any coverage for out-of-hospital prescription drugs and
only 1.9 percent had any coverage for dental care. 15.8 percent had some nursing home coverage," but medi-gap policies usually cover at most the medicare
generally 42 U.S.C. Sec. 1862(a), 42 C.F.R. Sec. 405.310 and Your Medicare
Handbook at 42-43. The percentages of total health care spending for the over-64 age
group are from Age Differences at 11.
DoSee

2See Senate Committee print at 1, n.1 and Consumer Reports at 28.

28 Percentages derived from table 4, National Health Insurance Resource Book at 235.
Which also includes data on the number of people over 65 enrolled in different types of
plans covering various kinds of physicians' services and other care.
20

Consumer Reports at

27. Illinois

Mutual

Life & Casualty

offers

major medical.

Guardian Life sells a "catastrophic" Medi-gap policy which does not cover the initial
deductibles.

1oThe Wisconsin brochure attempts to compare only 11 of the policies most commonly

sold in

the State by agents in

1977; it

does not include

policies sold by mail. Forty

companies sold medicare supplement policies there last year.
21 It
is possible to argue that any third party reimbursement of providers' charges
above a reasonable level Is undesirable because it would diminish their incentives to
keep costs down. In any event, medi-gap coverages are incomplete In that they do not
fill all the gaps. Therefore they are "inadequate" In the sense that they often do not
live up to consumers' expectations that their supplemental insurance will pay for all
expenses medicare does not cover. See section I.B. 4(d)-coverage not in conformity
with expectations. .

"Nationial Health Ineurance Resource Book at 232.
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deductibles for SNF care. A few offer some non-SNF nursing home benefits
(usually indemnity) by rider. None covers custodial care.
Appendix A summarizes in chart form medicare's benefits and its gaps and
the medi-gaps which supplemental policies usually will not fill.
(b) INDEMNITY POLICIES
Indemnity policies pay a certain number of dollars per day of hospitalization, regardless of actual charges, whether or not medicare and/or some other
insurance actually pays the hospital bills. Often the amounts are so low that
they would pay only a small fraction of a day's hospitalization cost. Benefits
patient
of $20 to $50 per day are typical, while the average hospital cost per
use
per day is now over $150.S Although owners of indemnity policies could rate
the dollars they receive to pay medicare deductibles and copayments, the their
of return on these policies is so low that they would do better to place
money in another form of investment. (See sec. 4(b) below.)
Adults of any age can purchase hospital indemnity policies. However, the
companies selling indemnity policies make3 a special appeal to older peopleespecially elderly women with low incomes. ' In the profile of its policyholders
prepared for internal use, one company stated:
"* * *

future ad copy should emphasize the necessity of coverage, especially

when not immediately supported by a spouse **t. Upper age bracket policyowners are more heavily female than male * * females at this age may feel
more insecure than males concerning 'health costs and hence purchase the coverage * **. Ad copy should accentuate that coverage is excellent supplemental
coverage to Medicare to the older female who has a lower income." "a
In their pitch to the medicare eligible, indemnity insurers also point out that
untheir policies have no complicated limitations, exclusions and exceptions,somelike medicare supplement policies, which are geared to medicare and
times repeat the statutory exclusions from medicare verbatim. Their advertisements emphasize the fact that medicare was never intended to afford comprehensive coverage and that medicare deductibles go up each year.
They repeat that their policies will pay benefits in addition to Medicare.
They even attempt to present duplicate coverage as an advantage. One company included the following in its mail-order solicitation:
"Q. Then, with Magna-Medicare I can be sure I'm completely protected?
"A. Yes. It is the only plan in the Nation that after the first deductible, pays
all medicare-covered in-hospital expenses whenever medicare does not *4 *.
So to be completely protected you must have Magna-Medicare even if you have
other plans.
"Q. But then won't I have duplicate insurance?
"A. Magna-Medicare does not duplicate government medicare and pays you
In addition to any other insurance you may have now or ever get in the
future. If part of your expenses are paid by another plan, you can spend the
extra money any way you want * *

*." as

(C) LIMITED POLICIES

The most commonly sold kind of limited policy is the dread disease policy.
It pays benefits, often indemnity, only in the event the insured contracts a
certain named disease-most commonly cancer. People of any age may buy
sellers of cancer policies
dread disease policies, but like indemnity insurers,
37
market them to older people, particularly women. Their advertising plays on
the fear, common among the elderly, of burdening family members with astronomical medical bills because of a* long illness. Dread disease coverage also
overlaps with medicare and any other supplemental coverage a policyholder
may have.

U.S. Department
3a In 1975 the average total expense per patient day was $151.42.
of Health, Education, and Welfare, Public Health Service, Health, United States, 19761977 381 (1977).
a4Commercial Health and Accident Industry, Hearings before the Subcommittee on
Antitrust and Monopoly of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 92nd Cong., 2d
Sess. 591. 829 (1972) [hereinafter 1972 Hearings].
aS Id. at 829. (National Liberty Group.)
adId. at 382 (Bankers Life & Casualty Co. of Chicago). This advertisement might
all insurance advertising
well violate many if not all State regulations applicable to in-hospital
expenses whensince It is clearly deceptive to state that the policy pays all
ever medicare does not and probably also misleading to say that no duplicate coverage
is involved.
'7 Id. at 1150. (American Family Life Assurance Co. of Columbus, Ga.)
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Consumers Union recommends against purchasing any cancer insurance policies, warning that the ones it had analyzed "offer only fragmentary protection against the cost of treatment." CU also cautioned that ".they offer no
coverage at all for numerous other diseases that can also be expensive to
treat." "
2. Marketing

Most medicare supplement insurance Is sold by mail or by agents. Both
marketing methods are the subject of widespread abuse.
(a) AGENT PRACTICES

State insurance departments receive many reports about door-to-door sales
of insurance to the elderly. The most frequent complaints are:
Taking advantage of the physical or mental impairments of the elderly. Some
agents circulate lists of the names and addresses of old people who are physically ill or mentally confused, who will buy any policies offered to them." At
a hearing held on June 29 by the Senate Special Committee on Aging, District
Attorney Wiley L. Cheatham of the 24th Judicial District of Texas, read from
such a "goose" list where agents described the approaches they had used to
defraud each victim. Some companies list policy exclusions in very fine print or
pale gray lettering, both especially difficult for anyone with limited eyesight
to read..
Agents like to visit old people who live alone and have no family or friends
nearby. It is easier for agents to make people who live in isolation believe that
the agents have their best0 interests at heart when they advise the purchase of
several insurance policies.'
Twisting or roll over. Often an agent can persuade older people that they
need to cancel the insurance they -now have and replace it with whatever the
agent is selling. Agents have every incentive to do this because medicare- supplement policies typically have high' first year commissions-65 percent is routine, 100 percent is not unheard of. " Some agents try to "roll over" their entire
clientele each year.
This practice is particularly unfair because the new policies usually exclude
pre-existing conditions from coverage for the first 6 months, sometimes longer."
Insurance Commissioner Harold Wilde of Wisconsin has expressed the fear
that agents will use Wisconsin's new medicare supplement regulation as a
pretext to persuade people to replace their policies, by telling them the old
ones are "no good" now that the new rule is in effect."
Loading up. Agents tell people that their present coverage is inadequate and
sell an extra policy or two to fill the gaps, which usually results in wasteful
duplication." This pitch is especially effective in selling nursing home policies
and riders, especially in States where people over 65 are acutely aware that
there are few medicare-certified SNF beds."Clean-Sheeting." Agents sometimes submit an application for insurance,
after obtaining the elderly applicants' signature, which does not mention that
the applicant has any pre-existing health problems, although she may have
tried to tell the agent about them. The company accepts the risk, then delves
3S Cashi g In On Fear: The Selling of Cancer Insurance, Consumer Reports 336, 338
(June 1978).
at S.
00 "Mediscare"

'° Wyden, Oregon Elderly Win Insurance Fight, Aging 13, 15 (Nov.-Dec. 1977).
"I "Mediscare" at 4. Agents commonly tell policyholders that their insurance
pany is in financial trouble or has already gone out of business.
42 See Consumer Reports at 29 and Senate committee print at 17.

com-

"Mediscare" at 10.
" If an agent talks an Individual who already has a Medl-gap policy Into buying an
41

additional indemnity contract, the second policy will pay Indemnity benefits in addition
to the other insurance. Indemnity insurers would argue that people could use the
"extra cash" they receive to pay medical bills not covered by medicare or other medigap insurance. However. the indemnity plans are structured to pay a certain amount
suppleper day of hospitalization, not to pay the types of expenses both medicareofand
preventive
mental Insurance leave uncovered: drugs, nursing home care, many kinds
hospitalnot
are
they
when
expenses
such
incur
to
likely
care. Since people are more
ized, indemnity-type insurance does not meet the need people may perceive to supplement medi-gap Insurance they already have.
lMedicare and "regular" medicare supplement Insurance policies cover only care In
a certified SNF, not in any intermediate care facilities or nursing home licensed by the
State. Sometimes the nursing home policies which unscrupulous agents sell limit their
coverage to medicare-approved SNF's, in which case the purchaser is often paying for
unnecessary duplicate coverage.
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into the policyholder's past to find the pre-existing condition and deny coverage
on the basis of a general exclusion in the policy. This unfair practice is a variation of, and facilitates, post-claims underwriting, discussed in section
I.B.4.(d) (i) below.
Other fraudulent practices. Some agents have elderly buyers pay cash or
make checks out to the agent instead of the company, then abscond with the
money. Sometimes the same agents simply switch companies and repeat the
same tactic.
Often agents do not identify themselves as insurance agents; sometimes they
try to make people believe that they are "from medicare" or some other service
agency or organization. Sometimes they make fraudulent representations that
the policy is approved, sponsored or recommended by the medicare program,
that the premiums will never go up, or that the policy will cover everything
medicare doesn't. They fail to explain or even mention waiting periods and
exclusions for pre-existing conditions, leading purchasers to think that their
policies will provide 100 percent coverage immediately."
Unscrupulous agents can revise their sales pitches to get around almost any
regulation requiring certain disclosures or prohibiting certain representations.
They can dilute, discount or disparage mandatory written disclosures in an
oral presentation. Often they can turn a newly enacted standard-setting regulation to their advantage by telling people they must buy new policies which
conform to the new law's requirements. Thus monitoring agents' conduct is a
continuing necessity for effective enforcement of any regulation in the medicare supplement area.
(b) MAIL ORDER INSURERS
Most advertisements and personal solicitations for medicare supplement insurance play to some extent on fear. Mail order companies' advertisements
are notorious for their use of scare tactics. Herbert Denenberg, former insurance commissioner of Pennsylvania, has testified:
"Everyone, of course, is terrified at the prospect of major illness, but none
more than the elderly. They have finished their work years and have to depend on pensions and social security. A sudden sickness requiring prolonged
hospital care will break many budgets.
The mail-order companies prey on the fear of these old people. They suggest
to them, in the biggest headlines, that they must have health insurance or they
will die in the paupers ward. Or the company reminds them that they certainly
don't want to be a burden to their children or relatives. * * * Another effective
scare tactic is to push the idea that present coverage is not enough, whatever it is. Hospital costs are skyrocketing, therefore your coverage must be
insufficient. * * * This is an effective technique in promoting policies to supplement medicare.

* * *

Some companies use frightening photographs. Conti-

nental Casualty Company likes to illustrate its ads with a picture of a hospital bed. United Fire Insurance Company is fond of wheelchairs. * * *"'7
A technique commonly used in mail order advertisements is the warning
that enrollment will only be possible for a limited time, whereas in fact the
company may offer the same coverage in another mass mailing shortly thereafter.
Many of the policies sold by mail are not true medicare supplements tailored
to fill the gaps in medicare's coverage; often they pay only indemnity benefits
which are unrelated to the gaps in medicare.
The largest mail-order company, Colonial Penn, sells its insurance through
the American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) and the National
Retired Teachers Association (NRTA). Through AARP, Colonial Penn markets
several hospital indemnity policies with limited benefits, encouraging overlapping coverage.' The U.S. Postal Service has begun an investigation of
AARP's non-profit status, which entitles it to special mailing rates.
' See generally "Mediscare" and Fact Sheet on Medicare and Medicare Supplements
(November 1977) (available from the Office of the Wisconsin Commissioner of Insurance).
47 1972 hearings at 447. See also Senate committee print at 19-23.
*s Some of AARP's policies do not cover any of the gaps In medicare part B coverage.
Some do not begin to pay benefits until the insured has been hospitalized for 8 days.
Any Colonial Penn policy sold through AARP is virtually certain to duplicate some of
the coverage of any other health policy a person over 65 may have. Anyone who holds
more than one of Colonial Penn's hospitalization plans for AARP members has at least
some duplicate coverage. See Consumer Reports at 32-34 and Colonial Penn Alleges
Errors in CU Report, Consunmer Reports (April 1976).
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In a private lawsuit, a former executive director of AARP has also challenged its relationship with Colonial Penn, alleging a "scheme to persuade and
delude the public that the associations (AARP and NRTA) are not insurance
marketing devices * * * but rather are democratically organized and independently operated organizations." The complaint also charges that the defendants, including founder Leonard Davis and his close associates, caused
AARP and NRTA to "recommend the purchase of insurance policies so as to
benefit CPG (the Colonial Penn Group) regardless of the welfare, interests
and needs of the associations' members," principally through advertisements
in AARP publications and newsletters which appeared to be articles by AARP
or NRTA staff members endorsing Colonial Penn's insurance.' 9
S. Inadequate Informatioa
It Is very difficult for senior citizens to make rational decisions about their
health insurance needs and purchases because they lack the requisite information.
(a) IGNORANCE ABOUT MEDICARE

Most older people know little or nothing about the medicare program. Although they may be aware that medicare does not cover everything, they do
not know enough about its gaps to evaluate their supplemental insurance
needs. In 1974 the Senate Special Committee on Aging noted "the great need
for more intensive educational efforts upon the part of the Federal Government to inform older persons about medicare itself.' There is no indication
that these efforts have taken place; indeed, some older people may not even
file claims for medicare benefits they do not realize they are entitled to.
(b) IGNORANCE ABOUT

RISKS

Like the rest of the population, older people generally do not know the
extent to which they are at risk for various types of health care expenditures.
They lack easy access to information about average hospital cost per day,
average hospital length of stay, average annual per capita expenditures for
physician charges, or likelihood and length of a nursing home stay for their
particular age group. Thus they have no basis for deciding whether they want
insurance coverage for each kind of expense. Some low-income elderly may
not know that they are eligible for medicaid, which would eliminate or generally reduce their need for private health insurance. In many States, medicaid programs cover all or almost all the health care expenses of eligible individuals. Even in States which require medicaid recipients to pay some of
their medical bills, there may not be any coverage available to fill those gaps,
because medicaid programs usually cut back on the same services that neither
medicare nor supplemental insurance covers (dental care and dentures, hearing aids, eyeglasses, small copayments for prescription drugs) .
(C)

NON-STANDARDIzED COVERAGES

Since medicare supplements and other insurance policies commonly sold to
the elderly are not standardized, it is often impossible to compare coverages.
IDMiller v. Davis et al., complaint filed May 2, 1978 In the Superior Court of the

District of Columbia, paras. 12 and 47. See also Two Non-Profit Organizations Accused
as a 'Cover%',Washington Post, 'May 3, 1978 at A2, coi. 1.

50Senate committee print at iv; see also 24.
u' The kind of care covered by medicaid or medical assistance programs varies from
State to State. Federal law mandates that all State programs pay for certain types of
services, but States may elect to offer a higher level of benefits. For anl illustrative list
of State medicaid cutbacks instituted during the period from January 1 through October
1, 1975, see Medicare Gaps and Limitations: hearing before the Subcommitte on Health
and Long-Term Care of the House Select Comm. on Aging, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 45-50
(1977) (appendix I: "The Aged and their Health Care Expenditures," sec. IL. D: "Experience of the aged with Medicaid."). Some cutbacks involve services which would be
covered by medleare anyway for elderly individuals, such as in-patient hospital care;
they would not affect the need for supplemental insurance. In States where medicaid
pays all health care expenses, an eligible person obviously needs no health insurance.
Even where a State medicaid program is limited to the statutorily required benefits,
supplemental medi-gap coverage necessarily involves a high degree of overlap, which is
particularly unjustifiable for people living on very low incomes. Indemnity policies will,
of course, pay benefits even to medicaid recipients who have not bad to make any outof-pocket expenditure for their health care. But State medicaid programs may consider
indemnity benefits as income to the recipients, possibly endangering their eligibility
status or subjecting them to penalties for fraud if they neglect to report the indemnity
payments as income.
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Even where two of the available policies have roughly comparable benefit
structures, they may be so complex that comparing them may not be costjustified.
(d) SPECIAL LIMITATIONS OF THE ELDERLY
Some older people may have vision or hearing limitations which make it
more difficult to get information. Some may have reduced attention spans or
impaired memories. Many do not even realize that they have been victimized
until the time comes to make a claim. Even then many are reluctant to complain and some of those who do make poor witnesses.'
(e) NO SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Very few people outside the insurance industry are at all knowledgeable
about insurance matters. In 'addition, the elderly, especially in rural areas,
often lack advisers and advocates. As a result, the insurance agent or mass
mailing may be the only source of information about supplemental insurance
available to an older person. Although family members offer assistance when
they can, their knowledge about insurance and medicare is usually far from
complete. And some old people have no family to turn to.
4. Consequences of Inadequate Information
Because they do not have sufficient information about Insurance to supplement medicare, senior citizens end up wasting a large portion of the $0.5 to
more than $1 billion they spend on it each year. The following characteristics
of the market indicate its failures.
(a)

NO PRICE COMPETITION

The lack of standardization and the complexity of the coverages available
make comparison-shopping almost impossible. Therefore supplemental insurers
'do not compete on price. In Wisconsin in 1977, for example, Blue Cross' relatively comprehensive medicare extended policy sold for $95.40/yeaf. The premium for Reliable's much more restricted elder care series III plan was $200/
year for people under 75, $236/year for those 75 and over.'
(b)

LOW RETURN

Medicare supplement insurance policies pay back in benefits only a relatively
low percentage of dollars paid in premiums. Loss ratios for hospital indemnity,
nursing home and low-value medicare supplement policies run around 40 percent. Expense factors of 50-60 percent are not uncommon. The highest loss
ratios for individual medicare supplement policies are between 70 and 80 percent. In contrast, Blue Cross-Blue Shield group health insurance plans usually
have loss ratios of -85-90 percent."
Not only do medicare supplement premiums return relatively little value;
they also take a large share of the fixed incomes of the elderly, typically
between 5 and 10 percent for those people who choose to buy them."'
(C) DUPLICATE COvERAGE

Lack of standardization, consumer ignorance about medicare and insurance
and agent incentives combine to produce unnecessary overlaps in coverage.
The extent of this duplication is unknown. However, the Social Security Administration has estimated that in 1972, 2.6 million of the 11.2 million people who had some hospitalization coverage to supplement medicare held more
12"Alediscare" at 7.
ba In some cases differences In underwriting criteria might explain price differences.
health risks,
The two insurers cited in the example do not refuse coverage to poor
although they may exclude coverage for certain existing conditions or some applicants.
See appendix C to compare benefits available under the two policies.
at 4-6.
" '"Mediscare"
for unre" This estimate was calculated as follows: The national median Income
premium
lated individuals over 65 was $3,495 In 1976. In 1977, 1 year later, the annual
for the most comprehensive medi-gap policy in Wisconsin (WPS medicare plus $22,500)
cheapest
the
while
range
$200-300
the
in
were
premiums
was $342. Most other annual
exwidely sold medicare supplement (nonindemnity) policy was Blue Cross' medicare
of 5-10
estimate
an
coverage,
duplicative
had
tended at $95.40/year. Since many people
percent is not unreasonable. In addition they must pay a medicare part B premium of
$92.40/year.
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than one policy covering hospital costs, so that at least 23 percent had duplicate
coverage.'
Confusion
may lead consumers to buy two or more policies in an effort to
obtain complete coverage. But medi-gap policies generally include coordination
of benefits clauses. This means that in the areas of overlap, only one policy
will pay for each gap. For instance, a person who buys three policies which
cover the $144 part A deductible will not receive a windfall of $432 in the
event of hospitalization. Only one of the policies will pay $144. The buyer has
wasted the portion of the other two premiums which paid for the duplicate
coverage of the initial deductible. Those elderly persons who live on fixed
incomes can ill afford to spend their money on such worthless duplicationY
Indemnity policies will, of course, pay benefits without regard to any other
insurance a policyholder may have.
Cases have been reported where a single individual held six or more policies and paid over $1,000 annually in premiums.Y' At a hearing held May 16
by the Senate Special Committee on Aging, a witness testified that agents from
a single company sold his 07-year-old mother 17 insurance policies in a 2-year
period, so that she was paying 6S percent of her income in premiums when
he discovered her predicament.'
(d) COVERAGE NOT INcoNFoRzMITY WITHI EXPECTATIONS
Contrary to policyholders' expectations, even the better medicare supplement
policies leave some major gaps uncovered (See see. I.B.1(a) (ii)-Inadequate

Coverage). As a consequence of the way medicare supplement insurance is
marketed, many older people think they have much more extensive coverage

than they actually do. Advertisements and agents tell them a policy will cover
everything medicare doesn't.'

They believe it because no other mechanism

exists to provide them with usable information about what benefits it really
will pay. Common areas of misunderstanding are:
(1) Preexisting conditions.-A clause excluding coverage for pre-existing
conditions gives the insurer the right to refuse to pay any expenses for conditions or illnesses which began before the effective date of the policy. A strict
interpretation of these clauses can lead to denials of claims for any illnesses
developing out of conditions (such as hypertension) which existed before the
policy went into effect. Since many elderly people have multiple health problems, "pre-X" clauses can make coverage so limited as to be meaningless for

some of them.

Insurance companies often use "pre-existing conditions" as a

pretext for rejectingclaims in a totally arbitrary manner." Since people cannot know in advance to what lengths a companywi
go to deny claims because of pre-existing conditions, they can never be certain ofwhat their coverage is worth.

G0Senate committee print at 7-S. Apparently the Social Security Administration
stopped estimating duplication after 1972. See National Health
Insurance Resource Book
at239.
In 1974 the National Health Survey of 40,000 households yielded an estimate
that 53.8 percent of those 65 and older had private health Insurance in addition to
medicare and that 12.1 percent of them had two or more plans. See 52 hospitals
(Journal of the American Hospital Association) 20 (May 16, 1978).
GI
Senate committee print at 16-17.
Is See "Mediscare" at 6 and Wvden, Public Regulation of Private Supplements to Medicare and Medicaid in Oregon, 9 onn. L. Rev. 450, 452 456 (1977) [hereinafter Wyden].
G Statement of Robert E. Lowry from Raleigh, NL., before the U.S. Senate Special
Committee on Aging at a hearing on Medi-Gap: Private Health Insurance Supplements
to Medicare, May 16, 1978. Senator Lawton Chiles, who presided at the hearing, also
read a letter from an 87-year-old woman who had been sold 19 health insurance policies
in 1 year's time, by six different agents.
G See, e.g. International Security Life Ins. Go. v. Fitck, 475 SW..
d
d 363 (Tex. Civ.
App. 1971). The court held that a representation that the policy in question would
cover everything not covered by medicare was not mere "touting," "in making a sales
pitch to an elderly person who does not have and needs hospitalization insurance," but
rather an assertion of material fact which the plaintiff relied upon and which entitled
him
to damages when it proved to
be false. 475 S.W. 2d at 309. However, the Texas Supreme
Court reversed on the groun
d that the agent's representations were beyond his authorityto make; therefore the plaintiff could not recover actual or exemplary (punitive)
damagesfrom the insurance compa
ny. He was limited to recovery of benefits due under
the
insurance policy, plus interest
and a 12 percent statutory penalty-$378.19, instead
f tht;6.e 36.07 i
7 , th e uraw arded d him . International Security L ifec Ins. Co. v. Flnck,
4965' See
S.W. 2d 544 (Tex. 1973).
1972 hearings at 597 and 644-758 for some examples of arbitrary denials. In
the Flnck case, 8upre note 60, the defendant insurance company apparently denied
every claim filed, citing a prior existing condition or some other technicality, so that
policyholders had to enlist an attorney's assistance in order to collect.
6
33 -OS4-7S
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Diversity among pre-X clauses reduces still further the older insurance
buyer's chance of comparing policies. Many medicare supplement policies will
not cover pre existing conditions for a waiting period of 6 months or 1 year
after the policy has been in force. Some companies exclude coverage for certain conditions by means of riders; the policy will not cover those named
conditions even after any waiting period is over. Mail order insurers often
accept all applicants without any medical underwriting, then shock policyholders by citing pre-existing conditions as a ground for denial of claims."
The language of their pre-X clauses is particularly impenetrable.63 The practice of denying large numbers of claims from policyholders with pre-existing
health problems is known as "post-claimns underwriting." Some companies add
complications which are almost impossible to ascertain in advance. One Wisconsin policy will never afford any coverage for a pre-existing condition if it

was treated during the first 6 months after issuance of the policy."A
(2) NVursing somie coverage.-Purchasers usually assume that nursing home
coverage applies to care in any nursing home facility, not just in medicare
certified SNF's. One Salem, Ore., social worker has stated, "I spend about
50 percent of my day trying to explain it * v * [T]heir policies do not cover
what medicare does not cover-intermediate care." Gz
(3) Ex=cCss over reasonable chlarges.-People who purchase a policy to sup-

plement medicare expect that when medicare refuses reimbursement for part
of a physician's charges, the supplemental insurance will take care of it. When
the private insurer denies payment as well, they are surprised and confused.
(e)

CLAIMS HANDLING

Elderly policyholders often complain, to state insurance departments and
others, that their supplemental health insurance claims were unfairly denied.
One cause of this problem is widespread misunderstanding about policy coverage. For example, in one 26-month period, one hospital indemnity insurer
paid nothing at all on 30,291 or 38.5 percent of the 78,577 claims received.
12,213 or 15.5 percent were rejected because of a pre-existing condition and
5,660 or 7.2 percent because there was no hospital confinement or surgery as

required by the terms of the policy." Where such a large number of claims

clearly not within policy coverage were filed, it is evident that many policyholders were completely misinformed (or totally uninformed) about the extent of their insurance coverage.

Claims denials are often siniply the events which make older people aware
that the insurance they purchased does not meet their needs. But some denials
(especially for pre-existing conditions) are surely questionable. Incomprehensible policy provisions and lack of the most basic knowledge about supplemental insurance make it very difficult for older policyholders to challenge

arbitrary treatment.
Another source of frequent complaints is delay in settling claims. For unassigned part B claims insureds must file a claim with the medicare part B
carrier, wait as long as 6 months for payment or denial, then file a claim
02Senate committee print at 14-15.
!ln !172, National Home Life insurance Company used the following pre-X clause
in one of its indemnity policies: "After 2 years from the date of this policy becomes
effective for a covered member, hospital confinement commencing thereafter while the
policy Is in force for such covered member, and as a result of any such condition for
which such covered member was medically treated, or advised prior to the effective date,
shall be covered hereunder." The president of National Liberty Group explained its
effect as follows: '"a * * if you had been treated for a heart condition, and you take
out one of our policies. for the first 2 years you will not be covered for any heart conditlon if you go in the hospital." 1972 hearings at 502 (testimony of Robert E. Slater).
E WPS medicare plus $22,500, sold by Wisconsin Physicians Service, a Blue Shield
plan. In 1977, this policy offered the most complete medicare supplement coverage available; its big selling point was its coverage of out-of-hospital prescription drugs. Many
health insurance policies issued to people under 05 require that policyholders go without
treatment for a pre-existing condition during the first 6 months the policy is in force In
order for that pre-existing condition to be covered. However, WPS considers taking
medication for a pre-existing condition during the first 6 months a policy is in force to
be "treatment" which would bar any coverage for that condition. For elderly policyholders with conditions which require regular medication (such as hypertension), WPS'
coverage diminishes in value when they discover such limitations. (People who enroll
in WPS' plan within 3 months of their 65th birthday are not subject to this particularly restrictive pre-X exclusion. Their pre-existing conditions are covered after 1 year
even if they are treated during the first 6 months.)
a. Wyden at 459-460.
° 1972 hearings at 598. (National Liberty) Afore than half the claims paid were less
than $100.
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with the supplemental insurance company and wait again."' Since medicare
supplement insurers have little incentive to be responsive to their policyholdersa they can and often do pay claims very slowly.
II. STATE REGULATORY INITIATIVES
This section presents an overview of selected State approaches to the regulation of medicare supplement insurance.
A. TYPES OF STATE REGULATION
1. Traditional Approaches

Most States have statutes and regulations of general applicability which
could be used in the medicare supplement area. All States have adopted some
form of statute governing unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive practices in the business of insurance, naming misrepresentation, false
advertising, boycott, coercion or intimidation, and unfair discrimination, among
others.°° Most States have more detailed regulations applicable to all advertising of health insurance, and some even specifically
prohibit certain kinds of
claims in advertising of medicare supplements.7 0 However, most courts which
have considered the question have declined to imply from such statutes a private right of action for unfair trade practices. At least one court has noted
such a state statute's expression of the public policy against misleading or
deceptive advertising, in order to support the plaintiff's claim for misrepresentation in an insurer's advertisements for its indemnity plan. Hlowever, in such
an action
the plaintiff is limited to recovery of the benefits due under the
policy.72
State insurance commissioners have the pow-er the revoke licenses of agents
who engage in fraudulent practices.7 " They are also empowered to license insurers to do business in their States and to deny or revoke licenses for failure
to comply with requirements
for minimum capitalization or reserves or for the
reporting or other data.7"
In addition, some States have the authority to disapprove policy forms which
are inequitable, unfairly discriminatory, or misleading-because the benefits
are too restricted to achieve the purposes for which the policy is sold, because
the language is unnecessarily complex or for other reasons.7 " Some State
statutes empower the commissioner to withdraw authorization of policies on
a finding70 that permiums charged are unreasonable in relation to the benefits
provided.
Some States interpret -their statutes as requiring time-consuming
individual evaluation of each policy and issuance of a written statement of
reasons for disapproval." For that reason this approach has not yet been
widely used to ban low-value medi-gap policies.
07When a provider accepts assignment, the claimant has to wait until the carrier
issues an "Explanation of Medicare Benefits" form in order to send it along with an
insurance claim. Even where the part B carrier and the supplemental insurer are one
and the same, federal regulations require separate processing of medicare and private
insurance claims.
0s Elderly people are sometimes reluctant to cancel even when they learn that the
policy is not what they thought they were buying or when they are dissatisfied with
claims service. They are afraid that they will not be able to obtain any other health
insurance because of advanced age or existing health problems.
0 'These statutes are similar or identical to the Model
Unfair Trade Practices Act
drafted by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners. See 2 Proceedings of
the NAIC 509 (1960). The model act also provides a means for defining unfair practices
in addition to those specifically listed.
70 See, e.g. Calif. Admin. Code, Title 10, Ch. 5 (Rules and Regulations of the Insurance
Commissioner), Sees. 2535 et scq., especially Sees. 2536.2(a) 1 and guidelines 3S-40,

2536.2(b) (2) and 2536.9.
7' See the cases cited in Crawford v. American Title Ins. Co., 518 F.2d 217, 229, fn. 32

(5th Cir. 1975) (Godbold, J., dissenting). Judge Godbold noted that in the cases where
courts had Implied a private right of action, the practice complained of was specifically
enumerated in the state's unfair practices act. (He apparently views the Craver case,
note 72 infra, as one supporting the implication of a private right of action only by
analogy.)
7' Craver v. Union Fidelity Life Ins. Co., 307 N.E. 2d 265 (Ohio App. 1973).
73See, e.g. McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York, Insurance Law, Sees. 113, 114.
117 and 119.
74 See Lamel, State Regulation of the Insurance Industry (paper prepared for the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights) 12-13 (April 14, 1978).

75See, e.g. Wis. Stat. Sec. 631.20 (1975).

7' See, e.g. Deering's Calif. Ins. Code Ann. Sec. 10293(a), (1969) (individual hospital,
medical or surgical policies).
W'Conversations with personnel of the Office of the Wisconsin Commissioner of Insurance concerning the requirements of Wis. Stat. Sees. 631.20(a) and (4), where the policy
form has already been approved and is on file with the commissioner's office.
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2. Standard-Setting:Minimum Loss Ratios

Some States require that individual accident and health insurance policies
in general and/or individual medi-gap policies in particular return a certain
percentage of dollars paid in premiums to policyholders in benefits. In Michigan the anticipated loss ratio for policies issued to individuals 65 and over
must be at least 65 percent." California is raising its "benchmark minimum
loss ratio" for policies designed to supplement medicare to 55 percent effective January 1, 1979. Policies with lower loss ratios are deemed not to provide
reasonable benefits relative to the premiums charged." Recently, New Jersey
Insurance Commissioner Sheeran banned the sale of 133 kinds of individual
health and accident policies with loss ratios of less than 50 percent.80 Many
were limited policies which covered only specific dread diseases or certain
accidents, a type of insurance marketed especially to elderly buyers. Reportedly, Florida and Nevada also have regulations or guidelines requiring
that individual policies have loss ratios of more than 50 percent."
3. Regulations Specifically Applicable to Medicare Supplemeat Insurance

In response to the volume of complaints from individuals and senior citizen's groups, some insurance commissioners (and State legislatures) have
recently begun to devise new solutions specifically for the medicare supplement market. They have taken very different approaches. In general, State
regulations which target medicare supplement insurance use one or a combination of three methods: (i) Setting standards or minimum benefit levels;
(ii) promoting standardization through labeling; or (iii) requiring disclosures
or provision of information by other means.8 2
B. WISCONSIN:FOURGRADES

PLUS

EXTENSIVE DIsCLOSURE

Wisconsin's new medicare supplement rule, Ins. 3.39, combines a labelingsystem with a requirement of extensive disclosure. The insurance commissioner's
office hoped that it would result in "greater standardization of policies, improved consumer information and elimination of many of the worst policies
from the market."'u
Other States such as Michigan and New Jersey are considering adoption
84
of the Wisconsin model.
1. Standardization:Four Categories

Ins. 3.39 sets up four distinct categories of medicare supplement coverage.
As of January 1, 1978, any policy "designed or structured to supplement medicare" mustmeet the standards for one of four classes of coverage in order to
be approved for sale in Wisconsin. Approved policies must then bear a label
(called a "designation") such as "medicare supplement L"" Representatives
of the insurance industry criticized Ins. 3.39 on the ground that it establishes
minimum benefit levels and curtails individual choice. However, the rule does
not impose a ban; it provides that no non-conforming policy "shall relate its
coverage to medicare or be structured, advertised or marketed as a supplement to Medicare.

. . .""

Technically, insurers could continue to sell policies

which did not meet the prescribed standards as long as they did not present
them as supplements to medicare.
7

8 Offieial Mich. Insurance Rules and Regulations R500.S03 (1974).
'"Set appendix 3, State of California, Department of Insurance,
Decision in the Matter of of the Proposed Amendments and Additions to the Regulations of the Insurance
Commissioner Relating to Individual Disability Policies to Supplement Medicare 1-2,
7-S (March 21, 1978).
81See Sheeran Halts Sale of Health Policies, National Undenrriter-Life & Health In.
saranee Edition, March 25, 1978, at 1, Col. 1.
51 Appendix J at 7.
8 Cf. Colantoni, Davis and Swaminuthan, Imperfect Consumers and Welfare Comparisons of Policies Concerning Information and Regulation, 7 Bell Journal of Economics
602 (1976).
51 "Mediscare" at 10.
S4 Telephone
interviews with Patience Drake, Michigan Insurance Department, and
with Sharon Szabo, New Jersey Department of Insurance, February 13, 1978.
11See appendix D, Wis. Admin. Code Ins. 3.39(1) (a) (July 1977).
0
s Appendix D, Ins. 3.39(4).
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(a)

BENEFIT STRUCTURE

All four categories of medicare supplement policies are required to cover
only "medicare-eligible" expenses. "Medicare eligible" means the same kind of
expense that medicare would cover.' In other words, insurers need not provide for custodial long-term care, nursing home care outside a medicarecertified SNF, physicians' charges above the amount medicare determines to be
reasonable, or any of the less obvious but more sizeable gaps left by medicare.
Policies do not have to include coverage for either part A or part B initial
deductibles under any of the four categories. The Wisconsin regulators felt
that high premium costs imposed by a first-dollar coverage requirement would
outweigh any potential increases in clarification for prospective buyers.' Companies may cover the initial deductibles if they choose.
No medicare supplement policy may exclude coverage for pre-existing conditions for a period longer than 12 months after its effective date, unless the
condition is specifically described. 59
A medicare supplement 1, the most comprehensive policy, must cover "medicare-eligible" expenses under both parts A and B, including at least 75 percent
of prescription drug expenditures, up to either (i) $22,500 for both parts A
and B or (ii) $15,000 for part A and $7,500 for part B.00 A medicare supplement 2 is similar, except that the minimum dollar ceilings are lower and the
policy need not afford any coverage for prescription drugs, psychiatric care,
or certain other benefits of limited significance."' The standards for a "medicare supplement 3" set still lower dollar limits and remove the requirements
for coverage of part B-type home health care, some diagnostic tests and a few
other benefits.2

The first three categories do not differ markedly except In their dollar limits.
It remains to be seen whether companies and consumers will find them
sufficiently distinguishable to bring about price competition within each category.

The fourth category is divided into two parts. A "medicare supplement 4A"
provides coverage for hospitalization and other part A expenses only, up to a
maximum of $15,000. A "medicare supplement 4B" offers coverage for part
B-type medical expenses only, up to at least $7,500 per year. A medicare supplement 4B policy may provide catastrophic coverage by including a "corridor
deductible" of up to $500, which means that a policyholder would have to pay
$500 out-of-pocket before the policy would provide any coverage.'
The rule's drafters were persuaded by the industry's argument that a product with high deductibles could supplement part A only or part B only at a
low price. They believed that the concept of catastrophic coverage only should
be encouraged. They also thought that permitting a policy to supplement part
A but not part B and vice versa would not necessarily result in consumer
confusion. In an effort to prevent further fragmentation of coverage and reduce the possibility of duplication, a medicare supplement 4A may not include
any coverage to supplement part B. Nor may 4B policies supplement part A
in any way.
Because of a prior statutory requirement, medicare supplement policies
(except 4B) must offer coverage for 30 days of skilled nursing care. This mandated benefit has been the subject of great controversy, because the insurance
commissioner has interpreted it to mean that all medicare supplement policies
must cover 30 days of skilled nursing care, whether it is rendered in a medicare SNF or any other nursing home."'
8mAppendix D, Ins. 3.39(3) (c).
69One of the authors of this paper, Anne DeNovo, became familiar with the viewpoints
of the office of the Wisconsin Commissioner of Insurance during her participation in the
hearing and meetings during the drafting process of Ins. 3.39 (as a law student intern
with the Center for Public Representation, Madison, Wis.).
"Appendix D, Ins. 3.39(4) (a) (2).
D, Ins. 3.39(5) (a).
5s°Appendix
1
5 Appendix D, Ins. 3.39(5)(b).
Appendix D, Ins. 8.89(5) (c).
WAppendix D, Ins. 3.39(5) (d). For a medicare beneficiary to be personally liable for
$800 in medical expenses, she would have incurred $2,500 in total bills, because medicare
would have paid 80 percent of the total.
See, Wrarns on Insurance (letter from Harold R. Wilde, commissioner of insurance),
Wisconsin State Journae Madison. Wis., Feb. 25, 1978, See. 1 at 8, Col. 3; Wilde: Beware cut-rate insurance, Capital Times, Madison, Wis., Feb. 27, 1978, and Bruno's Rebuttal to Wilde Capital Times, Mar. 8, 1978. Of the 45,500 skilled nursing home beds in
Wisconsin, only 3,400, or 7.7 percent, are medicare-certified. Thus this interpretation of
the mandated benefit for 30 days of skilled nursing care, Wis. Stat. Sce. 207.04, represents a very great increase in coverage.
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(b)

IMPACT

At the end of January 1978, only four of the 40 companies which had sold
medicare supplement policies in Wisconsin in 1977 had medicare supplement
policies approved for sale in the State in 1978. All five approved policies were
in categories 2 or 3 (one company had both a 2 and 3); there were no I's
or 4's. Some insurers had expressed their intention to stay out of the Wisconsin market for a year to see what the effect of the new regulation would
be, but by June, five more companies had had their policies approved, including one in category 4A. Eight more had filed policy forms and were awaiting
approval.
Price dispersion is evident from the table of policies approved for sale in
Wisconsin as of June 12, 1978 which appears as appendex E. Rural Security
Life, Blue Cross of Wisconsin, and WPS (Wisconsin Physicians Service, the
Madison area Blue Shield plan) sell the cheapest medicare supplement "2"
policies, for $185.83, $210 and $211.20 per year respectively. The premium for
the only other "2," sold by Reliable Life & Casualty, is $446.00 for ages 65-72,
$502 for ages 73-79, and $64(6 for ages 80 and up. The least expensive policy in
category 3 cost $230.28 for all age groups, whereas the two most expensive 3's
cost $396 for ages 65-72, $438 or $442 for ages 73-79 and $586 or $594 for ages
80 and over. In general, anticipated loss ratios show a rough inverse relationship to price. In contrast, annual premium amounts increase with first-year
agents' commissions.
Reportedly Blue Cross withdrew the medicare supplement 2 policy it had
filed for approval upon learning that WPS' "2" policy would be selling for
much less than Blue Cross had planned to charge, and came back with a
premium about equal to WPS'. In 1977, WPS had sold a medi-gap policy whose
coverage almost qualified it for a "1' rating, but in 1978 the company reduced its premium and eliminated some benefits to enter at the "2" level. Some
companies doubled their 1977 premiums, blaming the price increase on the
new medicare supplement regulation and the mandated benefit for skilled
nursing care. The industry maintains5 that the mandated benefit raises premium
costs by $55 per year on the averaged
2. Disclosure

Ins. 3.39 also requires the provision of a great deal of useful information
about its four categories and medicare supplement insurance in general. Agents
must give all prospective purchasers a copy of an 18-page booklet called
"Health Insurance Advice for Senior Citizens" at the time they provide them
with applications. This booklet is reproduced as appendix F.
The pamphlet, prepared by the office of the commissioner of insurance, explains the four new categories for medicare supplement policies. It includes
general information about medicare gaps and insurance to fill them, emphasizing the fact that policies will exclude the same type of expenses that medicare excludes. The pamphlet also warns its readers about common frauds.
It also cautions readers not to purchase any private insurance if they are
eligible for medicaid and not to replace old policies simply because of the new
medicare supplement rule. Commissioner Wilde has made the point that unscrupulous agents can and do use the new policies as a "reason" to persuade
people to cancel the ones they have in force-perhaps subjecting themselves
to new waiting periods for coverage for conditions they already have or even
losing it entirely.' The back cover of the booklet is a policy checklist.
In addition to the pamphlet, agents must leave an outline of coverage with
people who purchase a policy. The outline of coverage for medicare supplement policies must contain a clearly organized chart summarizing medicare
benefits,91 the benefits the policy provides and the expenses which remain uncovered.

All policies and outlines of coverage are supposed to include a "medicare
supplement" label and a short, general caption. The caption should tell consumers to consult the pamphlet and say: "Do not buy this policy if you did
not get this pamphlet and were not given a chance to review the outline of
0s See "Warns on Insurance," note 94 supre.
9 Testimony by Wisconsin Insurance Commissioner Harold R. Wilde, U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging hearing on "medi-gap" insurance 10 (May 16, 1978).
Appendix D, Ins. 3.39(4)(b).
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coverage provided you." However, the rule does not require that the outline of
coverage be signed and returned. Nor does it accord individual consumers any
remedy for failure to comply with the disclosure provisions.
3. Limitcd Scope in Ins. 3.89

The regulation applies only to individual medicare supplement policies, not
group coverage or conversion contracts. The commissioner's office feels that it
could not apply the rule to group mail order insurers not authorized to do
business in Wisconsin without holding a hearing and making certain statutorily required findings of fact.'
The standardization provisions of the rule do not apply to hospital indemniity, dread disease or nursing home policies. Each of those policies must
make certain written disclosures, including the fact that it is not a medicare
supplement,'9 but their sale remains unaffected.
C. CALIFOINIA:

MINI'MUM

STANDAPDS,

TiHrEE DESCRIPTIVE

SIMPLE DISCLOSURE FoICIUs

CATECOrMES

AND

Since 1974, California has prescribed minimum coverage standards and the
use of one-page disclosure forms for each different type of individual health
insurance. The regulations established separate categories for specified disease,
hospital indemnity and medicare supplement expense policies. These minimum
standards for medicare supplement, dread disease and hospital indemnity
policies appear as appendix G, and the original text of the regulations requiring disclosures for those types of policies is in appendix H. California
regulations also set a benchmark loss ratio of 50 percent for medicare supplement insurance. The department could presume that policies with lower loss
ratios did not afford reasonable benefits in relation to premiums charged and
withdraw its authorization for those policies."
In late 1970, the department became aware that some individual supplemental policies were showing loss ratios of less than 50 percent, which was
the "benchmark" minimum loss ratio at that time.'' The department held
investigative hearings on medicare supplement insurance in January 1977 and
proposed revisions in its regulations in September. The notice of the proposed
regulations and additions, dated September 29, 1977, is included as appendix
I. The department held further hearings on the proposals in November, and
issued final amendments on March 21, 1978, to become effective on January 1,
1979. The text of the revised regulations and the decision of the California
Insurance Commissioner which accompanied them may be found in appendix J.
Public witnesses at the hearings were less concerned about the price of
policies than their design and solicitation. Many testified that they found their
policies incomprehensible and that they had purchased what they thought was
complete supplemental coverage, only to discover when they filed claims that
it filled only a few medicare gaps."
1. Minimum Standards
(a) MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT POLICIES
The 1972 standards for supplemental policies paying benefits on an expense
incurred basis set forth general requirements such as prohibitions of any de-

'sAppendlx D, Ins. 3.30(2). Also, Wis. Stat. 600.91(1) (6) makes the Wisconsin
ance code inapplicable to group or blanket insurance covering risks in the State if:insur(a)
The policyholder exists primarily for purposes other than to procure Insurance (b) the
policyholder is not a Wisconsin corporation or other resident and does not have its principal office in Wisconsin ; (c) no more than 25 percent of the certificate holders of insureds
are resident in this State; (d) on request of the commissioner, the insurer files with
the commissioner a copy of the policy and a copy of each form of certificate; and
(e) the insurer agrees to pay taxes on the Wisconsin portion of the business on' the
same basis it would do If authorized to do business in this State. . . . Under Wis. Stat.
Sec. 600.01(2), the commissioner may subject such group insurance to the State insurance code, upon making a finding that the foregoing conditions are not satisfied or that
circumstances require that the transactions be subject to the code in order to provide
adequate
protection to WVisconsin insureds and the public.
5
9Appendix D, Ins. 3.39(7), (5) and (9).
150See appendix J, State of California Department of Insurance, Decision In the Matter of the Proposed Amendments and Additions to the Regulations of the Insurance Comnissioner Relating to Individual Disability Policies Designed to Supplement Medicare at
1-2. 7-8, (Mlarch 21, 1978).
See appendix D at 1-2.
"02Appendix J at 2.

151
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ductibles (other than the initial medicare part A and part B deductibles, which
did not need to be covered) and any exceptions inconsistent with medicare's
exceptions."' Any coverage of medicare deductibles and part B coinsurance had
to increase automatically whenever medicare raised those amounts."' The only
permissible exclusions of coverage of pre-existing conditions were for: (i) conditions treated 12 months before the policy's effective date; or (ii) conditions
treated 6 months before or 6 months after the effective date."' The regulations
did allow policies to supplement part A only or part B only."'
The 1978 amendments require all medicare supplement policies to 911some
not cover
of the gaps in both part A and part B of medicare. Insurers need
the initial part A deductible, but they must cover the initial part B deductible
for any year in which the insured is hospitalized. All medi-gap policies must
pay the part A copayments for the 60th through 90th day and the 60 lifetime
reserve days of hospitalization.s' They need not include benefits for skilled
nursing care or home health visits, but the amended disclosure forms provide
B
a space for showing those optional benefits."' Policies must reimburse part
coinsurance expenditures up to at least $1,000. Although some part B gapfilling is required, coverage of out-of-hospital medical expenses is not mandathe
tory. Nor are companies required to cover physicians' charges in excessa of"cataamount medicare determines to be reasonable, though they may offer
strophic medicare supplement." (See sec. II.C.2(b) below.)
Some insurance company representatives testified that supplements for part
A expenses only were their best sellers and that requiring all policies to supplement both parts A and B would make their policies prohibitively expensive.
However, the California regulators noted that medicare covers a lesser percentage of medical expenses than hospital expenses and concluded that there
is a greater need for supplementation of part B than part A. The final version of the minimum standards reflects their view that some mandatory part
B coverage would not necessarily result in excessively high premiums, because
insurers may omit expensive coverage of the initial hospital deductible if they
choose."'

Public witnesses called for a ban on pre-existing conditions clauses on the
ground that Medicare does not exclude such conditions from coverage, while
industry representatives voiced concerns about adverse selection which would
drive up premiums.'" The department noted that many policies had 6-month
pre-X clauses and adopted an amendment permitting only a 6-month waiting
period before covering conditions treated 6 months before the policy's effective
date."

The department also raised its minimum "benchmark" loss ratio for medicare supplement policies to 55 percent, based on a finding that people over 65
properly constitute a separate class for the purpose of considering reasonable
loss ratios, because many of them live on low fixed incomes. The department
rejected the proposal that insurers be required to furnish loss experience data
for California only, since some policies with small premium volumes in the
state might have widely varying loss ratios from year to year."
The amended regulations also require separate identification of medicare
supplement policies in reporting loss experience."'
(b) HOSPITAL INDEMNITY POLICIES
The 1972 standards set general standards for hospital indemnity policies

issued to people eligible for medicare, relating to pre-X clauses and waiting
periods." The 1978 amendments increased the minimum daily benefit from
$10 to $15.'"
103Appendix G, Calif. Admin. Code, Title 10, Ch. 5, Art. 5, Secs. 2220.30 (b) and (c).
"'1Appendix G, Sec. 2220.30(f).
"'1Appendix G, Sec. 2220.30(a).
206 Appendix G, Sec. 2220.30.
"'Appendix J, exhibit, item 2, amended secs. 2220.30(a), (b) and (c).
08Appendix J at 6-7.
"'Appendix J at 5.
U Id
Appendix J, exhibit, item 2, amended Sec. 2220.30(d).
"2 Appendix J at 8.
"' Appendix J. Exhibit, item 4, amendment to Sec. 2222.12.
"'Appendix G, Sec. 2220.29.
"'Appendix J, Exhibit, item 1, amended Sec. 2220.29(a).

IU
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(C)

DREAD DISEASE POLICIES

California's regulations set special minimum standards for dread disease insurance, although there are no requirements specially applicable to dread disease policies sold to the medicare-eligible. They establish a minimum benefit
or alternative piecemeal minimum benefit ceilings for cancer
ceiling of $10,000
only policies." 6
2. Standardization through Labeling: Three Descriptive Categories
(a) THREE UNGRADED CLASSES
Although there was considerable public testimony at the hearings in favor
of a grading system for supplemental policies, the California department explicitly rejected the Wisconsin model for two reasons. First, they felt that
"there is such a vast range of possible supplemental benefits to medicare that
it would be difficult to consider them all properly in a comprehensive grading
system." "' Furthermore, they believed that a provision of the California insurance code prohibiting the commissioner from prescribing policy forms presented a legal barrier to the creation of a grading system for different levels
of coverage."
The final 1978 rules set up three kinds of medicare supplement policies, each
with its own special mandatory disclosure form. (See sec. II.C.3 below.) They
are: (i) in-hospital expenses only; (ii) in-and-out-of-hospital expenses; and
(iii) catastrophic medicare supplement coverage.' Apparently the department
did not consider the possibility that permitting insurers to limit their coverage
to treatment in a hospital (as they may do in category (i) ) might not be
desirable where the same treatment could be provided at a lower cost on an
outpatient basis. There is no mention of this subject in the opinion accompanying the new regulations.
(b) CATASTROPHIC MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT COVERAGE
The department noted the great demand for a supplemental policy which
would provide complete coverage, but rejected the idea as unworkable because
premiums would be too high." 0 The department believed that in California,
medicare beneficiaries bear a greater share of physicians' charges than elderly
people in the rest of the country, because 2fees are higher and part B carriers'
reasonable charge reductions are greater.' ' To address this problem, the 1978
regulations include guidelines for a new type of catastrophic medicare supplement coverage, to be administered like a major medical plan. Upon receiving
a claim, the insurance company would reach its own reasonable charge determination using its own "UCR" data, just as it would for claims under any
major medical plan. Then it would subtract any amounts paid to the insured
by medicare and the amount of the "corridor" deductible, which could be up
to $1,000. The minimum lifetime benefit ceiling would have to be at least
$25,000."'
A catastrophic medicare supplement would only be required to cover those
reasonable expenses incurred "in the treatment of conditions covered in whole
or in part by medicare." " Such a policy would not have to pay any benefits
for the kind of health care expenses medicare would never cover, such as outof-hospital prescription drugs, eyeglasses or routine physicals.
As the department admits, it has no authority to require any insurer to offer
catastrophic medicare supplement coverage. Nothing in the earlier version of
the regulations would have prevented an insurer from offering such a policy
if it had wished to do so. The department has expressed the hope that some
companies will now begin to offer catastrophic medi-gap policies on an indi16

Appendix G. sec. 2220.24. The recent revisions did not modify the minimum stand-

ards for dread disease policies.
117 Appendix J at 5.
u8 Calif. Ins. Code Sec. 10291.5(g) see appendix J at 6.
"' Appendix J, exhibit, item 8, amendments to sec. 2540.5(k).
220 Appendix J at 6.

"'Telephone Interview with Deputy Insurance Commissioner Peter Groom, February

14, 1978.
"0 Appendix J at 6 and exhibit, item 2, amended sec. 2220.30(h).
'~id.

33-0S4-78-7
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vidual basis, since apparently some group medicare supplement coverage is
24
now written in a similar manner.'
At present policies which supplement medicare part B will pay the coinsurance percentage of the amount medicare determines to be reasonable. The
fact that medicare (through its part B carriers) performs part of the claims
adjustment process by making the determination of reasonableness first reduces
claims adjustment expenses. Requiring duplication of part of the claims adjustment function by the catastrophic medicare supplement insurer might be
inefficient.
A representative of the department has also recognized that even if insurers
do offer catastrophic medicare supplements, it would be extremely difficult to
enforce their obligation to make their own reasonableness determination instead of using medicare's reasonable charge determination."' Even if insurers
did make an independent decision using their own UCR data, there is no
guarantee that the result would differ from the present system or that policyholders would have to pay a small share of provider charges. Medicare part
B carriers usually deny charges above the 75th percentile of the customary
charge (of all physicians' charges in the area); private insurers generally
allow claims up to the 90th percentile."' However, for procedures which are
not commonly performed, insurers have little data about usual or customary
charges and tend to reimburse the same amount that medicare would.
S. Disclosure
(a)

PROTOTYPE STANDARD SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE FORMS

California's Health Insurance Disclosure Act of 1974 established mandatory
one- or two-page diclosure forms for different types of disability insurance, included in appendix H. The state legislature declared that "[t]he availability
of certain minimum information relative to the benefits, limitations and costs
of health insurance coverages in a standard, readily comparable form would
assist consumers in making the best choices among such insurance coverages
commensurate with their respective incomes." 12T
The regulations promulgated established mandatory "prototype standard
supplemental disclosure forms" for use with each kind of health or disability
insurance policy.' 28 Each disclosure form briefly describes the policy type, the
specific benefits available, exceptions and limitations, conditions of renewability
and premium.
The original 1974 regulations included disclosure forms for hospital indemnity policies and specified disease policies."29 Amendments which became
effective in February 1976 added mandatory disclosure forms for use with
medicare supplement policies."' These forms had only been in use for less than
a year when the first hearings on medicare supplement insurance were held.
At the hearings several witnesses did state that the forms appeared to be
working well."' The regulations were amended to provide separate disclosure
forms for the three classes of medicare supplement coverage: in-hospital, inand-out-of-hospital and catastrophic." Each form must include the prescribed
sentence about each medicare gap, whether or not the policy fills it. The 1978
versions include a section for disclosure of any skilled nursing facility copayment benefit, but it may be omitted entirely if the policy does not cover any
SNF care at all.

(b)

NEED FOR DIRECT COMMUNICATION BETWEEN INSURER AND INSUREDS

Last September, the California Insurance Department proposed requiring insurance companies to send their policyholders a "followup form" along with
new policies. The followup questionnaire was intended to permit insurance
a Id.
"3 Telephone conversation
with Deputy Insurance Commissioner Peter Groom, 8upra
note 121.
12" See testimony of Michael Pertschuk, Chaimman, Federal Trade Commission, Before
the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations, Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce, U.S. House of Representatives 7, 8 (March 21,.1978) (discussing Blue Shield
plans; choice of UCR as a payment mechanism and its effect on prices charged by physiciaim1S).
121 Appendix H, title 10, Ch. 5, Sec. 2540.1.
"'s

Appemdix

" Appendix
"30Appemndix
121 Appendix
"' Appendix

II, sec. 2540.3.

H. sees. 2540.5(e) and (I).
H, sec. 2540.5(k).
J at 3.
J. exhibit, Item 8, amended sec. 2540.5(k).
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companies to set up a direct line of communication with their policyholders and
to monitor the selling activities of agents. Insurers would have been required
to summarize the coverage provisions, to ask about replacement and the
agent who sold the policy, and to extend an offer of rescission to dissatisfied

buyers.'"

The department eliminated the followup inquiry from the final 1978 amendments because of unfavorable testimony at the hearings. Industry representatives objected that the response rate of policyholders to written communications is always low (usually below 50 percent), that the followup form would
overlap with their required disclosure form and confuse insureds, and that insurers were not given any guidance about what to do with the information
they would collect.s' The department therefore rejected the idea of a maindatory followup form, but recognized that purchasers of 'medicare supplement
policies need to be able to bypass agents and contact their insurance companies directly. To that end the 1978 amendments require that the standard
disclosure forms give the name, address and telephone number of the insurer's
representative or general agent (other than the agent who sold the policy).
The insurer must specify a toll-free 800 number unless its representative is located in California.
In addition, the new regulations impose the duty on insurers to set up affirmative procedures to ensure that the required disclosure forms are delivered.
Acceptable procedures include attaching them to policies issued in the field,
requiring return of copies signed by prospective purchasers or requiring return of separate signed acknowledgments of receipt in cases where the prospect sends the application directly to the insurer. Insurers are free to develop
other reasonable procedures."
(C)

READABILITY

The department's general objective was to make the required disclosure
forms complete yet short and readable. Complaints about complex and incompreliensible medi-gap policies were also a matter of concern. The opinion accompanying the 1978 regulations concluded: "Complicated design will always
be a problem with medicare supplement policies because of the complexity of
medicare, but it is obvious that insurers have made little effort to simplify the
text of such policies." la" Although the California commissioner lacks statutory
authority to set readability standards for policies by rule, he does require that
Flesch Readability Test scores accompany all new submissions of individual
health policies and riders, in the hope that this requirement will at least call

insurers' attention to the problem. One company has submitted for approval

an easy-to-read in-and-out-of-hospital medicare supplement policy. According

to Flesch test scoring, it would be understood by the 90 percent of the U.S.

population who have attained a sixth grade reading level.

4. Scope
Unlike Wisconsin's Ins. 3.39, the California regulations
apply to all indi37

vidual health insurance policies issued to the elderly.' In addition to policies
issued to individuals ovem 0(, they govern conversion contracts by which some
employees may convert their employment group coverage to individual policies
when they retire. (Although the premiums are often much higher, conversion
permits people to keep the same level of benefits and avoid exclusions or waiting periods for pre-existing conditions.)1
However, the Calitornia department's disclosure requirements and minimum standards do not seem to apply
to out-of-State mail order group health insurance policies. The department does
not believe that it could make those regulations applicable to group mail orderor other group insurers where the master policy is issued in another jurisdic'3 Appendix
},proposed art. 8 (medicare supplement followup form), secs. 2192 and
2192.1-2192.5.
14A1 ppendix J at 3.
",11
Appendix J at 9 and exhibit, item 8,amended see. 2540.5(k).
ladAppendix J at 10.
"'3 Calif. Admin. Code, title 10, ch. 5, sees. 2219 and 2220.1. The requlreeltnnt that
Standard Supplemental. Disclosure Forms be used applies to both Individ lal and group
policies, see appendix IM,sees. 2540.1 anld 2540.2(a), but not group) policies
notissued
lathe State of California. See note 1:39 inraanti accompanying text
"'For the inedicare-eligible, there Is no duplication betweenl a conversion contract and
medicare. By the operation of coordination-of-bemmefits clauses, the conversion contract
would function as a medi-gap policy, paying only those covered expenses which medicare did not cover.
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tion. It views this legal constraint as a serious problem because of the inadequacy of some of the products sold by mail to California residents.'"
A proposed amendment would have warned consumers on the disclosure
forms that 40out-of-state group insurance plans might not be subject to California laws.' The department dropped this requirement after witnesses pointed
out that it might lead Californians to report complaints about mail order policies to the4 insurance commissioner of the State where the master policy was
delivered.' ' The California regulators apparently decided that their interest in
receiving all complaints about insurers doing business in their State outweighed whatever beneficial effect the warning might have had in discouraging the purchase of policies by mail.
Different regulations apply to medli-gap, hospital indemnity and dread disease policies. Under the 1978 regulations, hospital indemnity policies may not
be labelled or described as medicare supplements, "it being accepted that this
type of policy is not a true medicare supplement coverage."'.. As in Wisconsin,
the sale of indemnity and dread disease policies to the elderly may continue,
though insurers must deliver the disclosure forms with those kinds of policies.
D. ILLINOIS: MINIMUM STANDARDS ONLY
The Illinois legislature has enacted a statute which briefly sets forth minimum standards for health insurance policies which "purport to supplement
medicare," effective October 1, 1977.'" The text of the statute is included as
appendix K. All medicare supplement policies delivered in Illinois must cover:
The initial part A deductible; the part A copayment for the 60th through 90th
days of hospitalization; the part A copayment for 60 lifetime reserve days of
hospitalization; the part A copayment for the 21st through 100th days of SNF
care; 20 percent of the amount of physicians' charges medicare determines to
be reasonable if the insured is a bed patient in a hospital (with a maximum
deductible of $200 and a minimum benefit limit of $1,000).
The medicare supplement benefit structure mandated by the Illinois law
leaves a great deal to be desired. Apparently the State legislature either failed
to consider or rejected the view that it is undesirable to require expensive
coverage of the initial part A deductible. In addition, requiring coverage of the
20 percent coinsurance under part B only for in-hospital care might be inappropriate. Third party reimbursement for inpatient services removes incentives to
provide cheaper outpatient care for medicare beneficiaries. By its terms, the Illinois statute applies only to policies issued in that State,'" so it would not
cover the sale of policies to Illinois residents by mail order insurers not licensed to do business there. The statute has a loophole for new medicare supplement products. The insurance department may approve a policy for sale as
a medicare supplement upon a determination that its benefits "when viewed as
a whole, actuarially exceed the standards for this section." ' Actuarial equivalence, of course, will not eliminate and may increase the confusion of older
people faced with varying policy provisions. The Illinois department is currently reviewing each medicare supplement policy it already has on file in
order to determine whether it conforms to the provisions of the new law."'

Illinois did not attempt to address the information problem by statute or

regulation by requiring any special written disclosures in connection with the
sale of medicare supplement insurance. Other statutory provisions prohibit
note 121 supra.
'3I Telephone Interview with Deputy Commissioner Peter Groom,
Deering's Calif. Ins. Code Ann. Sec. 41 states: "All insurance in this State Is governed
of
the jurisdiction
the
laws
that
feels
The
Department
by the provisions of this code."
where a policy is issued are controlling. But see Deering's Calif. Ins. Code Ann. Secs.
gives the
Act),
which
Process
.1620.1 et seq. (Unauthorized Insurance ralse Advertising
commissioner and State courts jurisdiction over unauthorized Insurers which advertise
to State residents in a way which violates the Unfair Trade Practices Act, Deering's
Calif. Ins. Code Ann. Sees. 790 et seq.
140 Appendix I, Item 6, proposed subeh. 3, art. 12, sec. 2536.5 (c).
"' Appendix J at 8-9.
112 Appendix J at 4.
'"P.A. 80-435 (1977), new sees. 363 and 363a of the Illinois Ins. Code. (Smith-Hurd

Ann. Ch. 73, sees. 975 and 975a).
'"Appendix K, sec. 363.
'"Appendix K. sec. 363(b).
of Insurance, summary of regulatory initiatives, June 1977"'l Illinois Department
June 1978 at 13 (paper distributed at the convention of the NatioLal Association of
Insurance Commissioners, June 12-16, 1978).
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certain representations by advertisements or agents in the sale of medicare
supplements and "any other health insurance policy sold to individuals eligible for medicare because of age," which would presumably include indemnity
and dread disease policies. For instance, they must make it clear that they
are not connected with the medicare program and that they are soliciting the
purchase of insurance."' However, the statute does not prescribe use of any
specific language.
Apparently the Illinois department is now in the process of preparing a
pamphlet describing the provisions of the new legislation, targeted for distribution to Illinois senior citizens some time during 1978.1'4
E. OREGON: DIsCLOSURE REQUIREMENT ONLY
Oregon has a disclosure rule applicable to the "sale of health insurance providing benefits that supplement Federal medicare insurance benefits," but does
not prescribe any minimum standards or standardized categories for medicare
supplement policies. The disclosure rule and prescribed disclosure forms are
reproduced in appendix L. As of March 1, 1977 every agent or insurer must
deliver a two-page disclosure form to the insured not later than delivery of a
medi-gap policy, fill in the blanks and sign the form."'
(1) Twvo-Page Disclosure Forms
The first page of the form consists of a chart with three columns. The first
column lists medicare benefits and the second tells what portion of each medicare will pay. In the third column, headed "Insurance Policy Pays," the insurer
or agent is supposed to fill in blanks describing the policy's benefits.
The second page supplies general information about insurance to supplement
medicare, including conditions of renewability. Among other things the second
page warns prospects that they will still be obligated for the amounts of
physicians' charges and other charges for medical services which exceed the
level approved by medicare. It also states that if the policy application contains medical questions,. it will cover pre-existing conditions from the date
of issue, "generally speaking."
Apparently this sentence refers to the situation where the insurer does
apply medical underwriting standards to applicants and may deny an application or Issue a policy with specific exclusions (sometimes by rider) if it
finds that the applicant has pre-existing health problems. This paragraph may
be misleading since it creates the impression that an insurance company which
asks medical questions will always consent to cover pre-existing conditions
when it accepts an application. More often, such companies will have exclusions or waiting periods for pre-existing conditions in their medicare supplement coverage. This paragraph might lead consumers to neglect to question an
agent or check the policy on receipt.
On the second page of disclosures, the Oregon Insurance Commissioner also
recommends that buyers check with their social security office about benefits
not described in the chart and that they buy only one health insurance policy
instead of several limited ones. The second page also says that supplemental
insurance is "not recommended" for the medicaid-eligible; many would think
the wording of this warning should be much stronger."3
The form urges consumers to check to make sure that they have the coverage they thought they bought and if not, to return the policy directly to the
company (not the agent) within 10 days for a full refund. This last warning
is extremely important, though perhaps insufficient. Agents may, but are not
required, to furnish the disclosure forms at the time of their initial contact
with prospective buyers. It would be quite possible for an agent to induce a
person to apply and pay for insurance by means of misrepresentation or fraud.
The disclosure forms would only arrive in the mail later with the insurance
policy itself. In order for the buyer to take advantage of the "10-day free
look" privilege, she would have to notice the warning buried at the end of two
pages of disclosures, read the policy and discover that she had been the victim
of a deceptive or misleading sales presentation.
247

Appendix K. sec Ms363a(2), (3) and (4).

Its See note 146 supra.
143Appendix L, Oregon Admin. Rules-Insurance
'° See note 51I upra and accompanying text.

Division, OAR 836-52-110.
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(2) Shortcoming8

Oregon's disclosure requirement could serve only (at best) "to adequately inform the prospective insured regarding the insurance transaction," "' not to
standardize or upgrade medicare supplement offerings. It may not even be
effective in forcing the provision of sufficient information to prevent Oregon's
senior citizens from wasting the money they spend in supplemental insurance
premimnfis.

In May 1976, a coalition of senior citizens' groups and community organizers petitioned Oregon's Insurance Commissioner for rule-making in the medicare supplement area. At first the insurance department refused to hold a
rule-making hearing, but changed its mind after the activists' coalition
launched a successful drive for statewide publicity of their cause."5' At the
hearing held in September 1976, one insurance industry representative actually
admitted that it seemed "inappropriate to attack any proposal which seeks to
better inform prospective insureds about their coverage * * *."'o However,

several did attack the rule, and the final version failed to respond to several
of the Oregon senior citizens' concerns.
(1) The rule as proposed in their original petition would have required
agents selling or attempting to sell supplemental insurance to inquire whether
the prospect was eligible for medicaid. If so, the agent would have had to
give her 4a second form describing the benefits available under the medicaid
program." The department dropped this requirement. One insurer commented
that the Social Security Administration, not insurance agents, should bear the
responsibility for informing the elderly about the benefits available from medicare and medicaid."'
(2) The disclosure form does not provide any figures about the average
length of stay in Oregon hospitals for people over 65. The petitioners had
argued that this information was necessary for old people with low incomes
to balance a policy's cost against the likelihood of any payoff.'
(3) The regulation does not require that the forms be printed in large type,
as many witnesses had asked at the hearing."
(4) The section of the chart on the first page which lists the gaps in medicare coverage of care in a skilled nursing facility is misleading. It tells readers
to check whether a nursing home "qualifies for medicare," but does not inform
them that medicare will never cover a stay in an intermediate care facility.'
(5) The insurance department rejected the petitioners' proposed enforcement
provision, which would have granted insureds the remedy of rescission for
failure to provide the required disclosure statement. The buyer could have
opted for rescission of the policy at any time. Within 15 days of the notice
of rescission, the company would have had to return all the premiums paid,
whether or not it had paid out any benefits."'
(6) Enforcement of the disclosure requirement Is all the more problematic
because of the Oregon Insurance Department's attitude. The coalition has complained that the department has never published any buyers' guides, either before or after the disclosure rule, or publicized it in any way."'
(7) Apparently the rule applies both to group and to individual insurance,
but it does not clearly state whether it governs the sale of policies by mail to
Oregon residents.'"' Nor does it require the provision of any information along
with indemnity, nursing home and dread disease policies sold to the elderly.
"I Appendix L, OAR 836-105(2).
"' See generally wyden. note 58, supra, and Wyden, Oregon Elderly Win Insurance
Fight. Aging 13-15 (Nov.-Dec' 1977).
ins Wyden, 9 Conn. L. Rev. at 456.
"' Id. at 453.
"'1(1. at 457.
l Id. at 458-459.
15T
Id. at 458.
I's Id. at 459-460.
359Id. at 459.
190I1. at 452, 460.
'In Id. at 457. The Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company of Columbus, Ohio, assumed
In its comments to the Oregon Insurance Commissioner that the disclosure regulation
would apply to both Individual and group, including conversion. policies. However, it
appears that the rule might only govern only policies insured in Oregon. since the agent
or insurer is not required to supply the prescribed forms at any time before the delivery
of the policy. See appendix L, OAR 836-52-110. Hence it probably would not cover mail
order sales to Oregon residents by insurers not licensed in Oregon.
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F. NEW MEXICO: DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENT ONLY

New Mexico also requires delivery of a two-page disclosure form with medicare supplement policies. As Superintendent of Insurance Manuel A. Garcia
has described, in late 1976 and in 1977, the New Mexico department began to
receive a large number of complaints about over-selling and inadequate sup*plemental products.'0 On November 28, 1977, the department sent out the text
of its regulation, which became effective on that date, and the prescribed disclosure form, to all insurance companies writing health and accident insurance
in the State of New Mexico. In an accompanying letter, Kenneth P. Moore,
then superintendent, warned that both companies and agents who engaged in
selling over an individual's needs would be subjected to a hearing. This letter,
the regulation and disclosure form appear in appendix M. In his statement
Superintendent Garcia described other measures the Department was taking
to curb abuses in the sale of medicare supplement insurance, such as warnings
in the news media and settlement of individuals' complaints."a
The New Mexico disclosure forms are similar to those required in Oregon.
The first page consists of a chart with either two or three columns. For inpatient hospital and skilled nursing facility benefits under part A of medicare,
the first two columns are headed "Day of Confinement" and "Medicare Now
Pays." For part B medical benefits, there is a single column headed "Medicare Now Pays." For both parts A and B the third column is headed "Policy
Pays." It consists of blanks which the agent or insurer is supposed to complete.
The summary disclosure form must also contain a description of other benefits, exceptions, reductions and limitations contained in the policy, statements
that the policy (not the summary) controls and that medicare benefits are
subject to change, and the name and address of the insurer. The regulation
does not specifically state that these disclosures are to appear on a second
page, but there probably would not be room on the first page with the chart.
Like Oregon, New Mexico does not require any mention of the kinds of
health care expenses medicare never covers or the expenses a person would
still have to pay even if she bought the policy. Unlike Oregon's, the New Mexico form does not contain any warnings about the purchase of supplemental
insurance by people eligible for medicaid or about pre-X clauses.
As in Oregon, agents and insurers are permitted to furnish the mandated
disclosures at the time of delivery of the policy."6' If a purchaser discovers
that the policy mailed to her does not conform to the oral promises an agent
made when he visited her, she has the burden of returning the policy within
the ten day period permitted by law to obtain a refund.
The disclosure regulation applies only to individual medicare supplements,
not group policies."' It does not affect in any way the sale of hospital indemnity or dread disease policies to people who are eligible for medicare. Since
the rule provides that it is applicable only -to policies delivered in the State of
New Mexico,O it does not cover mail order sales to New Mexico residents by
unlicensed out-of-State insurers. New Mexico does not have any standardsetting or standardization regulation for medicare supplement insurance.
G. WASHINGTON: DIsCLOsURE REQUIREMENT ONLY
Like Oregon and New Mexico, Washington requires the provision of certain
disclosures to purchasers of medicare supplement policies, without making any
attempt to set minimum standards or standardize policy offerings. The text
of its medicare supplement disclosure regulation and the three-page disclosure
form are included as appendix N. The regulation will go into effect on August 1, 1978, though the insurance commissioner encouraged all those subject
to its terms to. begin using it when he issued it on April 20, 197S."' The dis'closure form has a chart with two columns like those in use in the other two
lea See memorandum to members of the Senate Special Committee on Aging, from
Manual A. Garcia. Jr., superintendent of insurance for the State of New Mexico, Medi.
Gap: Private Health Insurance Supplements to Medicare at 1 (June 29, 1978). '01 Id. at 45.5
1'5Appendix 'i, Department of Insurance Regulations Governing Accident and Health
Insurance Medicare Supplements, art. 11, ch. 55, rule 4, sec. 11-4-4.
:

10SId.

1 Appendix M, sec. 11-4-2.
'07 See Appendix N.
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the second leaves
States. The first column shows what medicare pays and approach
has some
blanks to show what the policy will pay. But Washington's
presignificant new aspects. First, the insurance commissioner's suggestions
and excede the chart. He cautions people about renewability, waiting periodsthat
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several limited
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private duty
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nursing, outpatient prescription drugs, routine eye and hearing question about
the first three pints of blood per year. There is an additional
autowhether a policy's coverage of deductibles and coinsurance will increase Washmatically as medicare changes its copayment requirements. Surprisingly, amount
ington's form is the only one which requires disclosure of the premium
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state that a
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may be cheaper than
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H. COLORADO: DISCLOsuRE

REQUIREMENT ONLY FOR REPLACEMENT OR ADDITION

Colorado's disclosure regulation for medicare supplements has a different
comparison
only. It does not attempt to give consumers a graphic means toofwarn
elderly
of medicare benefits and what a policy will pay. Rather it seeks
people on the verge of purchasing a new medicare supplement policy about
to inform them
the dangers of cancelling the coverage they have in force andone
policy.
about areas of overlapping coverage if they have more than
Colorado's regulation 76-6 became effective on July 1, 1977; its textin appears
that it
as appendix 0. It differs from other States' disclosure requirements
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An insurer or agent must make the required disclosures upon becoming
aware that the sale of a policy would involve replacement or addition; in
a prospect already has one or more medi-gap
other words, upon learning that
78
Application forms must Include a question
or hospital indemnity policies.'
designed to ascertain whether the policy to be issued would be a replacement
or an addition."' If an agent is making the sale, he must furnish the disclosure
notice to the applicant at the time he takes the application. A company soliciting direct response insurance must provide the required disclosures by mail
before the policy is issued. In either case, 8a copy must be signed by the insured
and the insurer must retain It for 2 years."
These provisions are evidently intended to assure that a person has time to
consider the message in the disclosures and to contact her present insurer if
she wishes, before a new policy is issued. The requirement that a copy of the
notice be signed by the insured and returned to the company is meant to ensure
compliance by giving companies a means for monitoring agents' conduct and
by creating a written record for enforcement purposes. However, in the case
of sales by agents, it is difficult to enforce the requirement that the disclosures
be given before the policy is issued. It would be fairly easy for an unscrupulous agent to obtain a prospect's signature on the disclosure notice, without giving her a chance to consider it carefully, at the time 'he took the application,
either by minimizing its importance or presenting it as "just another paper
to sign."
The prescribed disclosure notice warns applicants about possible exclusions
or waiting periods for pre-existing conditions, less favorable conditions of
renewability and the possibility that the cost of a new policy will be higher
because of older age at the time of issue. One paragraph cautions applicants
that if they do not answer all the questions in the application truthfully and
completely, the policy may be void. Perhaps this provision is intended to help
buyers assert themselves to prevent agents from "clean-sheeting" them. The
form also suggests that it may be advantageous for people considering replacement or addition to contact their present insurer or agent. The last paragraph
simply instructs the agent or insurer to compare the applicants' existing medicare and private insurance benefits with those which the new policy would
any duplication, overlap or deduction because of coordinaafford and to show
tion of benefits.' 70 Of course, enforcement of this last requirement would be
very difficult. If an insurer or agent failed to give an accurate picture of the
extent of duplicate coverage which would result from an additive sale, the
insured might not discover it until she filed a claim.
III. POLICY QUESTIONS SURROUNDING REGULATION OF HEALTH
INSURANCE FOR THE ELDERLY
A. NEED FOR FEDERAL INVOLVEMENT
Tradition, and since 1945 the McCarran-Ferguson Act, have left regulation
of the business of insurance largely to the States. Yet there are several reasons
why it may be appropriate for the Federal Government to take on a major role
in the formulation and even the implementation of public policy with respect to
insurance to supplement medicare.
1. Problem Created by FederalProgram
The Federal medicare program created the medicare supplement market. At
least one State insurance commissioner and members of the public have expressed the view that the Federal Government should step in and regulate the
medicare supplement market.'"

2. Need for Uniformity
Consumers and insurance companies would benefit from a uniform nation-

wide approach to regulation of supplemental insurance. If each State used a
different system for standardizing medicare supplement policies, buyers' confu176For the definitions of the terms "replacement" and "addition", see appendix 0,
sees. IV(a) and (b).
V.
'77Appendix 0, se
I" Appendix 0, see VI.
' Appendix 0. sec. VII.
"50 See Testimony by Wisconsin Insurance Commissioner Harold R. Wilde. U.S. Senate
Special Committee on Aging, Hearing on "Medi-Gap" Insurance at 11-12 (May 16, 1978).
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sion would continue. Many people move 'from one State to another at the time
they retire, or afterwards. A uniform approach to standardization would reduce opportunities for "twisting" and "stacking" by ensuring that these people
would not have to confront a different way of categorizing medi-gap policies.
Some insurers now subject to conflicting State regulations might not object
to uniform requirements. At present a company could not simultaneously comply with the disclosure regulations of Wisconsin, California, Oregon, New Mexico, Washington, and Colorado by using a single form. In some instances a
company could not sell the same policy as a supplement to medicare in Wisconsin, California, and Illinois. Continuing variation in State standardization
regulations would carry the danger that insurers might have to market different supplemental policies in every State, at obvious increased cost.
S. Prototype for National Health Insurance (NII)
The medicare supplement market provides an opportunity to study and plan
for the supplemental market which will develop under national health insurance. It now seems likely that any national health insurance plan to be adopted
in the near future will involve some form of cost-sharing by patients. The
private sector would then develop policies to fill various NHI gaps. Problems
In that market would affect the entire population, not just people over 65.
The benefit structure of national health insurance could be planned to minimize the potential for the kinds of confusion and misinformation which have
grown up in the medi-gap market. In addition, any regulatory initiatives which
proved successful in solving the competition and consumer protection problems

in the medicare supplement market could be adapted for use in the NIHI supplement area.

4.Mail Order Group Supplenicatal Policies: A Possible Gap in
State Regulation

A substantial number of medicare supplement and indemnity plans are sol(d
to the elderly by mail. It is common for a direct response or mail order insurance company to be licensed in only one State and send its advertisements and
solicitations to residents of other States. When an applicant responds, the
company issues a policy in the State where it is licensed and sends it to the
Insured.
It now appears that State insurance departments are experiencing some
difficulties in regulating the sale of group policies to supplement medicare by
an unlicensed out-of-State mail order insurers. Some medicare supplement
18Whether or not the States could subject unanuthorized mail order insurers to regulations specifically governing medicare supplement insurance is a coniplicated legal question beyond the scope of this report. The answer might well be different for each State,
for each insurance company and for each situation. The point is that some companies (1o
appear to be going unregulated because the States with medicare supplement regulations do not apply them to unlicensed group mail order insurers. At present, it seems.
that a State can generally enforce its unfair trade practices act, including the prohibition of false or misleading advertising, against an insurance company not licensed to do.
business there which advertises to its residents. See generally Hanson and Obenberger,
Mail Order Insurers: A Case Study in the ability of the States to Regulate the
ance Business, 50 Marquette L. Rev. 175 (1966). In ITC v. Travelers Health InsurAsso.
362 U.S. 293 (1960), an insurance company licensed only in Nebraska sent out allegedly
deceptive advertisements to the residents of States where it had neither offices nor
agents. The Supreme Court held that the FTC had jurisdiction over such false advertising practices, despite the McCarran Act, because Nebraska could not regulate the
Insurer's extraterritorial activities. In. order for regulation to displace the FTC act,.
it must be "regulation by the State in which the deception is practiced and has its
Impact." 362 U.S. at 721. On remand, the Eighth Circuit found that the States whose
residents received the advertising could not regulate the unfair practices effectively,
because they could not constitutionally enforce a judgment against the mail order insurer
which had no property within their boundaries. TravelersHealth Asso. v. FTC 298 F. 2d
820 (8th Cir. 1962). After the Travelers Health decision, all States adopted the NAIC's
model Unauthorized Insurers Process Act, which pernits State commissioners to proceed
against unauthorized mail order insurers for false advertising in violation of the State's
unfair trade practices act. However, the FTC would still have jurisdiction, where the
same constitutional infirmity of State regulation existed as in the Travelers Health
case, or. logically, If the State where the advertising bad its Impact could not regulate
effectively for some other reason. See Hanson and Obenberger. 50 Mfarq. L. Rev. at
200-211. Also. group Insurance may be exempt from State jurisdiction where the master
policy is lawfully issued and delivered In a State in which the insurer is authorized to
do business. See, e.g. Md. Code Art. 48A, Sec. 203(b) (6). The above discussion of advertising says nothing about a State's ability to regulate an unauthorized mail order Insurer's activity which does not violate the State's unfair practices act.
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regulations govern only individual policies.' Some, by their terms, apply only
to policies issued in the State, and thus exempt many individual as well as
group policies sold by mail." None of the States' standardization measures
applies to unlicensed group mail order Insurers. Policies can be a source of
3
confusion for the elderly if they are not subject to their States' regulation." '
medicare
supplement
to
sold
policies
all
that
ensure
could
involvement
Federal
are subject to regulation.
B. SCOPE OF GOVERNMENTAL ACTION
Should regulatory initiatives address true medicare supplement or medi-gap
policies only, all health insurance policies sold to the elderly, or all individual
health insurance policies?
On the -basis of the following analysis, it seems best to consider all health
insurance problems of the elderly as an integral unit, in order to attempt to
eliminate the purchase of unnecessary duplicate coverage by people in that age
group. It is important -to note, though, that any remedy applicable only to medicare supplement insurance or even to all health insurance policies sold to the
elderly would not address the fundamental problems experienced by older
people in obtaining and paying for health care. Specifically, no such regulation
would affect the situation of the near-poor and middle-income elderly who are
ineligible for medicaid but cannot afford private insurance.
1. Alternative 1: Medigap Policies Only
It would be easier to devise a standardization/disclosure system for policies
which supplement only the more obvious gaps in medicare (deductibles, coinsurance and perhaps some catastrophic expenses) than for all health insurance
policies sold to the elderly. Some form of regulation could be implemented
quickly and evaluation of its effectiveness would provide guidance in expanding it to other health insurance policies.
However, any initiative limited to medi-gap policies would exempt the dread
disease, hospital indemnity, nursing home and other piecemeal policies commonly sold to people over 65. Agents could easily continue to sell overlapping
coverage. Furthermore, such a limited approach would not address the problem
of health care expenses, such as nursing home expenses, which neither medicare nor medicare supplement policies cover. It might even increase the potential for duplication in coverage, since dishonest agents could point to the narrow scope of regulated medi-gap policies as a reason for buying additional supplemental coverage.
2. Alternative 2: All health insu aonce 8sod to people over 65
Considering all health insurance policies sold to the elderly as a discrete
problem area would permit regulators to address in a meaningful way the
problems of duplicate coverage and lack of consumer information.
On the other hand, dread disease and hospital indemnity policies are sold to
people of all ages. Their benefit structure is not designed around the medicare
program. Minimum standards might have to be made applicable to all such
policies in order to be sure of reaching all insurance sold to the elderly. In contrast, the applicability of disclosure regulations could be made to depend on0a
mandatory inquiry about the prospect's eligibility for medicare. For instance,
agents might have to ask people about medicare eligibility, and companies
might have to ascertain the ages of addressees of direct mail appeals.
15 Washington's medicare supplement disclosure regulation applies only to individual
policies. See note 171 smmpra and accompanying text. Colorado's rule covers replacements
of and additions to individual mail order policies, hut not group. See note 175 and acconmpanying text. Wisconsin's standardization regulation, Ins. 3.8), applies only to coverage
on an individual basis. See note 98 s8pra and accompanying text.
28I The Illinois statute and the New Mexico disclosure regulation apply only to policies
issued or delivered in those States. See notes 144 and 166 supra and accompanying text.
In Oregon it is not clear whether the disclosure rule would appl)y to anl unlicensed malil
order medl-gap insurer. See note 161 and accompanying text. In California. the department of Insurance cannot apply Its standards, standardization or disclosure regulations
of medicare supplement policies to unlicensed group insurers where the master policy is
Issued in another jurisdiction.
I'' Commissioner Wilde testified that confusion is already occurring in Wisconsin hecause AARP's group policies have not been subject to the medicare supplement rule. See
testimony, note 150 supra, at 12.
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8. Alternative 8: AZZ individual health insurance pollcies
A uniform set of minimum standards and/or disclosure requirements for
policies sold to people of all ages would be useful to all insurance purchasers.
A system which would carry over after retirement would aid in pre-retirement
planning.

However, it would take much longer to devise a regulatory scheme for all
health insurance. Complications introduced by the medicare program might
even make a uniform approach impossible. The accepted categories of health
coverage such as basic hospital expenses, major medical, etc., lose their meaning when medicare's benefit structure is superimposed on them.
C. IMPORTANT POLICY QUESTIONS
1. Adequacy v. Simplicity of Information
The need to provide complete information about medicare and supplemental
coverage may conflict with the need for simplicity and brevity in order to make
sure that information is assimilated. At the point where it becomes inefficient
(or even impossible) to give older people comprehensive information about
coverage alternatives, efforts should be redirected to standardization to make
the market's offerings understandable. It is important to evaluate the options
in this area in terms of their effectiveness in getting information across to
consumers.

2. Standardizationv. Availability of Coverages
Insurance industry representatives insist that they should be left free to
offer an unlimited variety of coverages to respond to different personal needs
and income levels. But it may be undesirable .to permit endless proliferation of
products. Standardization or limitation of medicare supplement coverages may
be necessary in order to further price competition between comparable policies.
S. "Good" v. "Bad" Medicare Supplement Coverage
Should regulation attempt to distinguish between the two?
(a)

''DOLLAR TRADING"

It is questionable whether medicare supplement policies should be requiredor even permitted-to cover the initial deductibles. Consumers pay much
more for coverage for the initial deductibles than for insurance covering
catastrophic medical expenses which could mean financial disasters. The currently prevalent type of "shallow" health insurance which covers initial expenses but not very large medical bills has been criticized as affording only
inadequate coverage while inducing substantial cost inflation.'
Since medicare beneficiaries have a very high chance of incurring the modest
part A and part B initial deductibles, they may not be appropriate expenses for
insurance coverage. Processing a high volume of small claims results in high
claims expense ratios. The California Department of Insurance, among others,
calls such coverage "dollar-trading," "since it amounts to the insured and the
insurer merely exchanging dollars with one another to cover a type of loss
which most insureds will incur with considerable regularity." The department
estimates that in California annual premiums average about one third of the
$144 part A deductible and one-half the $60 part B deductible.' On the other
hand, first-dollar coverage seems to impart a sense of psychological security to
which many people attribute great value. Some people may continue to use
first-dollar coverage as a kind of prepayment mechanism for health care, as
long as the premium does not exceed the deductible they would have to pay."hT
Informational issues are involved as well. People may not realize that not all
medi-gap policies cover the initial deductibles. They may not understand the
advantages of self-insurance for relatively small sums and for risks which are
almost certain to occur.
185 See, e.g. Feldstein, A New Approach to National Health Insurance, 23 The Public
Interest 93 (1971).

iss Appendix J at 4-5.
'8
Deductibles may prevent some people from obtaining needed care; see note 190
fnfra and accompanying text.
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(b)

IMPACT ON HEALTH CARE COSTS

Is it appropriate to take action to promote or require medicare supplement
coverage which may remove incentives to keep costs down? In general, requirservices,"' although the
ing copayment clearly reduces utilization of physicians'
5
effects of deductibles and coinsurance differ."' This consideration alone might
seem to argue against third-party reimbursement of initial health expenditures,
but several factors may complicate the picture. It is possible that decreased
utilization simply represents unmet demand for medical care by people with
low (but not low enough to qualify for medicaid) incomes.'D It is also possible
that providers make the decisions about whether to provide care, especially the
relatively low-cost services represented by the medicare deductibles, and that
they deliver some services whether or not an individual patient can afford
9
them. ' People over 05 may also have less control over initial provider contact
than other age groups if a higher percentage of their visits to physicians are
due to serious illnesses.
Conversely, promoting competition on benefits among medicare supplement
insurers could serve to decrease aggregate health care costs. At present there is
often no third-party payment available for less costly health care alternatives. 2 Some policies which supplement part B cover only in-hospital medical
services, not less costly outpatient charges, whereas it is possible that complete,
first-dollar coverage for people over 65 could result in a shift from inpatient to
outpatient care.
The trend is for supplemental insurance to cover hospitalization, perhaps
some skilled nursing care, but not home -health care. Neither medicare nor
Medicare supplements cover many routine diagnostic services which could reduce the catastrophic costs of serious but preventable conditions. Encouraging
insurers to compete by offering to cover cheaper alternatives might result in
beneficial alterations in the health care delivery system.
(C)

LONG-TERM CARE

The problems of financing long-term care are far beyond the scope of this
paper. The consequences of requiring policies to cover nursing home costs
should be briefly noted, though. Mandating those benefits would transfer to
insurers (and their policyholders) the long-term care expenses of those elderly
who could afford the premiums and incurred nursing home expenses. Since the
costs of long-term care are the most rapidly rising component of health care
costs and since the phenomenon of adverse selection might well operate, those
premiums could quickly become prohibitive.
IV. POLICY OBJECTIVES AND CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING OPTIONS

A.

OBJECTIVE: PROMOTE COMPETITION IN THE MARKET FOR HEALTH INSURANCE
FOR THE ELDERLY

There is a well-established relationship between availability of information
about products and services and the competitiveness of an industry. Therefore
any governmental initiative should:
1. Provide Complete Information
Any option should provide people over 65 with sufficient information to make
a rational choice about purchasing health insurance in addition to medicare.
Prospective purchasers should understand what Medicare covers, what kinds of
85 Scitovsky and McCall, Coinsurance and the Demand for Physician Services: Fonr
Years Later, Social Security Bulletin 19 (May 1977).
"9 See Phelps, Insurance Benefits and their Impact on Health Care Costs, Rand Corcoinsurance
poration Paper P-5844 at 6-7 (April 1177). Phelps characterizes a uniform
contrast, a fixed
rate such as medicare part B's 20 percent coinsurance as 'neutral." In might
discourage
physician
a
dollar deductible to be paid by the patient for each visit to
Inappropriate recourse to physicians for nonserious conditions, but there would be no inpaid the
has
centive not to choose the most expensive doctor, because once the patient
Initial deductible "luxurious" care costs her no more.
Effects
Authorization
no See generally Hopkins, Roemer, et al., Cost-Sharing and Prior
on Medicaid Services in California, Part I. The Beneficiaries' Reactions, 13 Medical Care
582 (July 1975).
191

Catastrophic Health Insurance, note 5 supra, at 34 (January 1977).

2- Cf. Feldstein, note 185 8upra, at 95. The same problem exists with medicare supplement coverages, as in Illn~is where coverage for in-hospital medical services Is required
by statute but coverage for the same services entered on an outpatient basis Is not.
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expenses medicare does not-cover, the types of supplemental private insurance
available and their cost. Each individual should be aware of factors affecting
his or her insuranee needs such as possible eligibility for medical assistance.
Ideally people should also know about alternatives to the purchase of private
insurance to supplement medicare, such as self-insurance and health maintenance organizations.
2. Provide Information in a Usable Form
It is difficult for people of any age to understand the complexities of medicare and supplemental insurance. Explanations must be simple enough so that
they do not exceed consumers' capabilities for processing highly technical information. In addition, the information must be presented in a form adapted to
the special needs of the elderly, who may have hearing or reading problems or
live in isolation.
3. Ensure Access to Information
complexity and the lack of standardization of supplemedicare's
Because of
nmental policies, traditional methods, such as printed disclosure forms, may be
Ineffective in conveying the information necessary to a decision about appropriate coverage to supplement medicare. Search costs involved in obtaining informat ion may be so great that senior citizens simply give up. Any governmental
initiative should provide easy access to impartial and complete explanations.
4. Standardize Coverage
coverages may be necessary to make price comof
available
Standardization
petition possible, so that consumers can compare similar products. At the same
time a regulatory system should permit a sufficient variety of coverages to
meet differing individual needs.
5. Eliminate Duplicate Coverage
Any restructuring of the market should aim to reduce the potential for confusion which leads to the purchase of overlapping coverage. No one over 65
should have to pay more than once to supplement the same gap in medicare in
an effort to obtain comprehensive coverage.
B. OBJECTIVE: CORRECT FAILURES OF THE MARKET FOR HEALTH INSURANcE

FOB

TIHE ELDERLY

To improve market function in the areas where competition has broken
down, an option should:
1. Assure Reasonable Return
Because consumers cannot obtain the information they need about supplemental insurance, competitive forces will not reward those insurers who provide their policyholders with the best return. All health insurance policies sold
to the elderly should pay back a reasonable amount in benefits in relation to
premium dollars. One way to assure better value may be to promote coverage
only for appropriate insurable events, by discouraging or banning first dollar
coverage, "dollar trading," and coverage for "risks" which are almost certain
to occur.

2. Minimize Opportunity for Marketing Abuses

State insurance departments have primary responsibility for monitoring the
conduct of individual agents. However, any program undertaken should be
carefully designed to cut down opportunities for agent misrepresentation. Policy standardization and simplification could make it much more difficult to convince people that they need more or different policies. At the same time consumer education measures could give them the means to question agents more
assertively and completely. Regulation should also facilitate, and perhaps require, insurance companies' policing of their agents' conduct.

3. Ensure Prompt and Fair Claims Handling
Policyholders who submit claims should not have to suffer long delays and
arbitrary treatment. Decisions about claims should be reached in accordance
with ascertainable standards and procedures. Better information will help here
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too. If consumers understand what a policy does and does not cover at the
time they purchase it, there will be less disputes about coverage at the time
they submit claims. A larger problem is that insurance consumers cannot
obtain reliable information about a company's claims handling practices before
purchasing insurance.
4. Minimize Undesirable Side Effects
Regulation to remedy market failures should avoid undesirable distributional

consequences and features which would contribute to the inflation of aggregate
health care costs.
C. OBJECTIVE: I-MPLEMENT REGULATION EFFECTIVELY AND EFFICIENTLY
Priority should be accorded to alternatives which will be:
1. Politically Feasible
An option should raise relatively few questions about the proper role of government intervention.
2. Easily Enforceable and Inexpensive to Administer
S. Complementary With NilI

A regulatory initiative should be designed for easy adaptation while national
health insurance is being phased in and afterwards.
V. PUBLIC POLICY ALTERNATIVES
Governmental action with respect to health insurance for the elderly could
take three principal forms: (A) minimum standards, (B) a system of standardization combined with disclosures or labels, or (C) provision of information
to consumers. In addition, several novel approaches are possible. The numbers
in parenthesis refer to the criteria described in part IV.
A. MINIMUM STANDARIDS
1. Minimum Lo88 Ratios

Would require that at least a certain percentage of premium dollars be returned in benefits.
Advantages:

Would eliminate low-value policies from the market. (B.1)
Could help to improve quality coverage. (B.1, A.4)
Could induce companies to operate more efficiently. In particular, minimum
loss ratios might bring about reform of commission structure and hence reduce

agents' incentive to 'roll over" their clientele. (B.2)
Relatively easy to implement. The studies and analysis which would be required to determine the appropriate level for an initial minimum loss ratio
would not be as time-consuming as evaluating and implementing standardization measures. (C.1)
D isadlvantages:

Would necessarily involve prohibiting the sale of some policies and thus some
curtailment of choice. (C.1)
Could be expensive to police. Evaluation of anticipated loss ratios reported
by companies could be expensive and time-consuming, since such figures may
be subject to manipulation. (C.2)
2. Restriction 011 EXCl1s8ion8 of PreeXisting (Pre-X) Conditions
Pre-X clauses could be banned or their provisions could be limited. For example, insurers could be permitted to exclude (i) only conditions which were
treated or diagnosed 6 months or a year 'before the policy's effective date;
and/or (ii) only for 6 months or a year after the policy's effective date. Insurers could be required to use a uniform definition of "pre-existing conditions" in
policies and in handling claims.
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Advantages:
Uniform pre-X clauses would:
Reduce buyers' confusion about coverage at the time of purchase. (A.2)
Help to prevent unjustified denials of coverage, especially by companies
which accept all applicants regardless of their medical history ("post-claims
underwriting"). (B.1, B.3)
Standardize one aspect of available policies. (A.4)
Provide guidance in planning for the NHI supplement market which is likely
to develop with a less than comprehensive NHI system. Pre-X would continue
to be a problem under NHI which, like medicare, would cover all previous conditions, whereas supplemental insurers would not wish to do so. (C.3)
Disadvantages:
Requiring coverage of pre-existing conditions could lead to adverse selection.
People with health problems would purchase insurance, driving the premiums
up. (B.4)
Policies with only very limited pre-X coverage may be the only protection
available to high-risk elderly. Any restriction on availability raises political
concerns. (C.1)
Detection and case-by-case adjudication of arbitrary denials of claims would
be costly. (C.2)
3. Rcquirement Twat Medigap Policies Supplement Both Parts A and B
Advantages:
Would reduce confusion by increasing standardization. (A.2, A.4)
Would reduce potential for duplicate coverage and "loading up." Agents
would not be able to persuade people they needed one policy to fill part A gaps,
one for part B gaps, etc. (A.5, B.2)
Disadvantages:
If all medi-gap policies were required to cover both part A and part B initial
deductibles,
then increased dollar-trading might make coverage more ex3
pensive."

Coverage of both deductibles might result in unnecessary health expenditures. (B.4)
J4.Minimum Dollar Limits
Medi-gap policies would have to pay benefits to supplement medicare up to
at least a certain amount. Wisconsin's rule is structured this way, e.g., a medicare supplement must pay at least $7,500 to supplement part B, or $22,500 to
supplement both.
Hospital indemnity policies could be required to pay a minimum daily benefit which would represent a certain percentage of average daily hospital costs.
Advantages:
Setting high minimum limits for medi-gap policies increases coverage of
catastrophic losses, which should result in only a small increase in premiums.
(A.1)
Minimum benefits for hospital indemnity insurance would result in higher
premiums and discourage its purchase by the medicare-eligible, who do not
need it in order to meet medical expenses as they arise. (A.5)
Disadvantages:
Emphasis on limits does not give consumers any information about the
need for catastrophic coverage or likelihood of incurring expenses above the
dollar ceiling. (A.1)
A system for rating policies which relies on minimum dollar limits may not
differentiate categories sufficiently to bring about standardization, since only
a small percentage of claims involve high dollar amounts. (A.4)
The concept of a minimum maximum is inherently confusing. (A.2)
Hospital indemnity insurers would object that their policies are not meant
to provide basic hospital coverage, but to supplement it. (C.1)
"I The requirement could te structured to eliminate mandatory coverage of the deductIbles. However, many peoplu would expect governmental intervention to assure "full"
(i.e., first dollar) coverage.
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5. Mandated Benefits

Any policy which covered a certain kind of care would also have to cover
the same care rendered in a less expensive manner. For example, a policy
which supplemented part B might have to reimburse outpatient as well as
inpatient expenditures. Insurers could also be required to pay for the services
of home health aides, nurse practitioners, etc.
Advantages:

Could help to reduce aggregate health care costs and reform health care
delivery systems, to the extent that less costly services are substitutable for
more expensive care. (B.4)
Might reduce consumer confusion about policies which "cover everything
medicare doesn't." (A.1)
Disadvantages:

Open to criticism as unjustifiable interference with insurance industry decisions about risk and reimbursement and an attempt to accomplish aims
which should be the object of a comprehensive government health policy. (C.1)
B. STANDAxRDIzATIoN/DIscLosuRE
1. Prohibition of references to indemnity, nursing home, dread disease andr
other limited policies as Medicare supplements
Advantages:

Would eliminate opportunities for misleading consumers in advertising and
sales presentations. (A.1, B.2)
Noncontroversial; the idea that limited policies are not medicare supplements is widely accepted. (C.1)
Disadvantages:

Difficulty of policing oral representation by agents, whose presence can
weaken the force of written statements or printed disclosures. (A.3, B.2)
Possibility that agents could use requirement to sell duplicate coverage.
They could emphasize the difference between medi-gap and other kinds of
policies to persuade individuals that they need more than one. (A.5)
2. Descriptive Categories (California Model)

Labels or captions on policies would reflect the nature or scope of the
supplemental coverage without rating or comparing them. California provides for three categories: in-hospital only, in- and out-of hospital and catastrophic. Other possibilities are part A only and part B only.
Advantages:

Descriptive labels do not imply a governmental judgment that one policy is
better than another. (C.1)
It would be easy to modify California's system to make clear the difference
between true medicare supplement policies on one hand and indemnity or
limited policies on the other, using additional capsule descriptions. (A.1, A.5)
Disadvantages:

Descriptive labels do not give specific information about which gaps in
medicare are covered; they may be so vague as to be useless. (A.1)
They allow too much variation within each category, so prospective buyers
cannot make meaningful price comparisons. (A.4)
They permit the sale of duplicate coverage to continue, unless the categories are carefully structured so that no one may include any element of
another. (A.5)
Permitting in-hospital coverage only may cause distortion and increase
health care costs. (B.4)
3. Benefit Levels (Wisconsin Model)

Wisconsin has established four benefit levels for medicare supplement
policies, with mandated benefits and minimum dollar limits for each. Policies
bear the numbers 1 through 4.
Advantages:

The labels "1" through "4" are easy to understand and use; they facilitate
price comparisons within each category. (A.2)
33-0S4-78S
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The lowest level sets a floor for medi-gap coverage; pqlicies which do not
even meet the standards for the lowest category cannot represent themselves
.as medicare supplements. (The system could be modified to ban the sale of
non-conforming policies if insurers proved able to circumvent such a provision.) Thus policies with very limited benefits can be eliminated from the
market. (B.1)
Since the benefit levels are cumulative, they should reduce purchases of
duplicate medicare coverage (A.5)
Disadvantages:
This model does not address the problem of indemnity and limited.policies.
(A.l) Even with knowledge of a policy's rating, a consumer could still purchase one of those policies which would overlap completely or partially with
her medi-gap coverage. (A.5)
Different minimum limits may not differentiate categories enough to distinguish their value to the buyer. If not, then benefit levels are misleading.
(A.4)
4. Unit Pricing
Supplemental insurers could be required to disclose, in a uniform format,
the premium cost of filling each gap in medicare. Unit pricing could be combiued with any other system of standardization or categorization.
Advantages:
Consumers would be able to see the high cost of insurance for the initial
deductibles and the relatively low price of catastrophic coverage. (A.1)
By choosing more economical coverage packages, buyers could reduce their
supplemental insurance expenditures. (B.1)
Fragmenting benefits could highlight possible areas of overlap and might
reduce the likelihood that agents could "load up" buyers with policies. (A.5,
B.2)
Disadvantages:
A unit pricing system could not take into account indemnity and dread
disease policies, because it would be impossible to compare service and indemnity benefits in a uniform format. The problem of duplicate coverage
would continue (A.5). Indemnity plans with lower premiums but limited
benefits might appear to be better buys. (B.1)
Unit medi-gap pricing might well be too complicated for anyone to use. (A.2)
There would be no yardstick to allow consumers to compare the costs of
different policies (unless unit pricing were combined with standardization
regulation). (A.1)
5. New Method: Cost Index
It may be that neither the California nor the Wisconsin model is effective
in bringing about sufficient standardization for price competition to take place.
Thlie States' experiences could be analyzed in order to pinpoint each regulations' shortcomings and to devise a new method to permit price comparison:
a cost index.
Advantages:
The cost index would provide a more accurate measure of a policy's value
than loss ratios, so that consumers could avoid policies with a low rate of
return. (B.1)
The index could be comprehensive; it should reflect all factors which determine a policy's value to its holders. (A.1) At present little or no reliable
information is available to consumers about:
An insurance company's claims service, especially time required for payment (B.3).
A company's record in handling complaints and denying claims without
justification (B.3).
A company's underwriting standards and practices.
The policy's coverage of health care expenses the over-65 age group is most
likely to incur.
Purchasers and persons planning for their insurance needs after retirement could use the cost index themselves, without interference from an agent
or the need to seek advice from experts. (A.3)
The cost index system could be extended, with appropriate modifications,
to insurance to supplement national health insurance. (C.3)
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Disadvantages:
The cost index would be helpful only to a buyer who had the opportunity
to compare policies. When alone with an individual prospect, an agent could
still misrepresent a low index figure as "good" since it would be meaningless
in absolute terms. (B.2)
Devising a complete cost index would be an extremely difficult and complex task. Companies have different standards for underwriting risks and
settling claims. It might prove impossible to obtain information about some
variables. For example, determining the number of unreasonable denials of
clainms presupposes an adjudication mechanism which does not now exist. (C.2)
It is now impossible to compare medi-gap policies which pay service benefits-with indemnity and limited policies. Like term and whole life insurance,
they have totally different purposes. If they are widely perceived as meeting
different needs, then the opportunity to sell duplicate coverage still exists.
(A.5, B.2)
Even among medicare supplement coverages, it might be impossible to estimate and compare the values of different combinations of health benefits,
especially given individuals' varying needs. (A.1)
C. PROVISION OF INFORMATION

1. Mandatory Written Disclosures
Insurers or agents could be required to present such disclosures as part of
a sales talk, with a direct mail solicitation, or with delivery of the policy.
Several variations are possible:
(a) Disclosure of loss -ratios for medi-gap policies. A prerequisite would be
-separate reporting of loss experience for medicare supplement policies, which
most States do not now require.
(b) Disclosure of loss ratios for all individual health insurance policies sold
to the elderly including dread disease and indemnity contracts. They could be
combined with a strongly worded warning that purchasing such insurance is
like gambling.
(c) A one-page disclosure sheet with general information about benefits.
renewability, etc. (California, Oregon's second page, New Mexico's second
page, Washington's list of suggestions.)
(d) A one-page disclosure sheet in the form of a chart with columns for
medicare benefits, medicare gaps and policy coverage (Oregon's first page,
New Mexico's first page, Washington). The prospective purchaser could fill
*in the blanks in the last column herself, or with the assistance of an agent or
an advocate.
(e) A cost index. (See B.4 above)
.Advantages:
It is relatively easy to establish and enforce disclosure requirements. (C.2)
Disclosure and a strong cautionary statement are more politically accept-able than a ban on the sale of dread disease and similar policies. (C.1)
Disadvantages:
Written disclosures or warnings are not as forceful as an agent's oral statenents. Face to face, an agent can gain a prospects's confidence and discount
printed disclosures or persuade her to ignore them. (A.2, B.2)
Even on their own, people may not believe that disclosure statements have
-any importance for them; they seem to be especially indifferent to loss ratio
-figures. (A.2)
Brief disclosure messages are necessarily incomplete. They do not include
*some of the facts which would be necessary for a truly rational decision, such
:as risk information or disclosures about the "untillable" gaps in both medicare
and supplemental coverage. (A.1)
Loss ratios tell nothing about the particular benefits afforded by each policy
-and very little about a company's claims performance or underwriting practices. (See V.C. 2(b) below.)
If insurers are permitted to make mandatory disclosures at the time of delivery of the policy, the purchaser will have the burden of returning a policy
for a refund within a short time (usually 10 days) if she discovers it does
-not cover what she thought it did. Perhaps some such errors could be pre-vented by requiring disclosures at an earlier point in time. (A.2, B.2)
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2. Consumer Education Measures

Possible initiatives include:
(a) A buyer's guide with complete information about medicare and medicaid, supplemental coverage and the standardization/labeling system in use.
Wisconsin's booklet Health Insurance Advice for Senior Citizens is an example.

(b) Providing, or requiring insurers to provide, information which is not
now furnished. People cannot judge their need for an insurance product unless they have some perception of the risk involved. Some kinds of helpful
information are:
Company ratings on the basis of complaints per premium dollar, percentage
of claims denied, time for paying claims and complaint resolution record.
Risk information: hospital costs per day, length of stay, frequency of
physician visits, etc., for the over 65 age group.
More education about medicare, especially expenses neither Medicare nor
private insurance will cover: physicians' excess charges, most stays in nursing
homes which are not medicare-certified, custodial care.
Medical assistance benefits and eligibility requirements.
Provider information: whether a physician ever accepts assignment, physicians' average and median charges for certain procedures. (Medicare collects
and must disclose customary charge data by provider name).
(c) Exploration of non-traditional avenues for increasing consumer awareness, such as the use of television and radio spots and videotapes for use in
nutrition and other sites which receive government funds.
(d) One-in-one insurance counseling, integrated with pre-retirement financial
counseling.
Each consumer education option has fairly obvious advantages and drawbacks. The first step in this area should be determining what information consumers use or would like .to have before making a medicare supplement purchase decision. The next would be evaluation of each option's effectiveness in
getting that information across to the people who need it and in narrowing.
the gap between the coverage they expect and the coverage they actually get.
For example, individuals can study buyer's guides on their own, but their
length may make them useless in the face of high-pressure sales tactics. Their
success might depend on wide dissemination for reading before contacts with
agents or advertising. Some initiatives would be very expensive. Placing on!
insurers the costs of collecting and communicating information about everything except policy coverage raises additional political questions.
Counseling in particular deserves more attention, although it would evidently require a sizeable commitment of resources to training, establishing
and maintaining a network of counselors. Counseling may be the best way to
assure that the information provided is actually used. It may be the only way
to counter agents' oral presentations and provide an alternative to industry
expertise.
D. OTHER INITIATIVES

There are a number of other approaches, some untried, to solving part or
all of the medicare supplement insurance problem. This paper will list several
of them but analyze only the last one, federally sponsored medicare supplement insurance.
1. Regulation of Advertising

State or Federal regulators could commence proceedings and increase enforcement of existing advertising standards. Advertising by mail order insurers would seem to warrant special scrutiny because it employs scare tactics.
and other misleading techniques and because, for the most part, it escapes.
regulation by State insurance departments.
2. Company-Customer Contact

Various suggestions have been made to establish direct contact between the
insurance company and the insured, in order to permit the company to police
the behavior of the agents who sell its policies. These include: A requirement
that each company's promotional materials, advertisements and outlines of
coverage give a toll-free number the customer can call for more information;
a followup questionnaire about agent practices; a reaffirmation requirement
which would effectively prevent sale of a policy on the first contact and give,
the buyer time lo reflect. In order for a policy to become effective, the buyer
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would have to reaffirm her wish to purchase it after a certain amount of time
has elapsed.
S. Company Responsibiity for Agent Conduct
State commissioners and others believe that insurance companies must take
on a more active role in monitoring the activities of their agents to prevent
abuses. Companies could set up procedures to detect overselling and twisting.
They could also set up a reporting network among themselves, so that it
would not be easy for an agent to find employment with another company
after he had been terminated by one for misconduct.
4. Agents' Fiduciary Duty
Statute or common law could establish the principle that an agent has a
fiduciary duty to sell only the insurance suited to each individual's needs. As
-a fiduciary an agent could not sell duplicate coverage or coverage inappropriate for the buyer's income level-which would necessitate some inquiries
about a buyer's particular situation. Imposition of a fiduciary duty could be
combined with a self-enforcing mechanism such as voidability at the buyer's
option or a private right of action, perhaps coupled with provisions to facilitate access to legal services and promote its use, such as attorney's fees and
treble or punitive damages.
5. Clainms Handling Requirements
Insurance companies could be required to pay claims within a certain time
limit or give a written statement of reasons for denials. Provisions for attorneys' fees and generous damages awards.could be added to facilitate private
enforcement and challenges to arbitrary refusals to pay claims. An alternative
dispute resolution mechanism might be helpful.
6. Federal Govcrnmeint Sponsorship of Optional Medicare Supplement
Insurance
Many elderly people now believe that medicare supplement insurance is approved or sold by the Federal Government, perhaps because of widespread
fraudulent marketing practices. In any event, the proposal merits thorough
evaluation of feasibility and costs for various design options.
One way to fill medi-gaps would be to extend medicare coverage, analysis
of which is beyond the scope of this paper. The Federal Government's medicare supplement insurance would differ from mere expansion of the existing
Medicare program in that there would be less subsidization. Of course, it
could be optional, like part B. The degree to which the government's medi-gap
policy could be priced to risk would have to be the subject of intensive study.
The extent to which it should be would of course be controversial. The underlying policy question is simply whether all of society should bear the costs of
health care associated with aging.
Some possible advantages of a federal government medicare supplement
insurance program are:
Ability to provide coverage only for the kinds of risks appropriate for insurance, such as the costs of major illnesses. There is no reason why private
insurers could not offer such supplemental coverage, but few now do.
Ability to fill the gaps which neither medicare nor supplemental insurance
now covers, such as prescription drugs, medical appliances and even excess
provider charges, perhaps through partial subsidies. Such a policy would meet
more of older people's expectations for complete coverage, but the objective
obviously conflicts to some extent with the preceding one.
Cost advantages. Some medicare supplement insurers do not deny coverage
to poor health risks. Although some have open enrolhlent periods and some do
not do any medical underwriting at all, many of these companies have better
loss ratios, perhaps because they usually have more policyholders. Similarly,
the Federal Government could spread the risk over a very large group. Other
economies are available to the government: use of the existing social security
network of offices and employees with knowledge about medicare for sale of
policies and handling claims, partial integration of claims processing with
medicare, etc.
Better consumer information. Explanations of medicare and supplemental
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Insurance could be combined and given at the time or before a person becomes
eligible for medicare, perhaps through retirement counseling.
Sale by social security employees would eliminate incentives for deceptive
marketing and reduce opportunities for fraud by agents selling private insurance.
Opportunity to obtain valuable information for use in planning benefit structure and setting up the administration of national health insurance.
Possible disadvantages are:
Criticism by insurance industry and others who would object that the Federal Government has no business acting as an insurer.
Even if the program were voluntary, any move to curtail first dollar coverage or increase copayments would meet great resistance from the medicareeligible and perhaps discourage many from participating in the program.
High cost, both in premiums and in inflation of health care costs, if the
government's policy were to attempt to fill some of the gaps which are currently unfillable-especially long-term care. As noted above, this paper cannot
attempt to answer the difficult policy questions involved in financing long stays
in nursing homes.
VI. POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendations which follow are of a general policy nature, based on
the foregoing analysis of the market for private health- insurance to supplement medicare. They represent only the opinions of the writers of this paper,
not those of the Federal Trade Commission. .
A. IMPACT EVALUATION

An impact evaluation should be conducted to determine the effectiveness of
existing State regulations of insurance sold to supplement medicare.
1. Purpose

The purpose of the impact evaluation would be to provide the information
needed to prepare a recommendation for a uniform approach to the regulation
of this supplemental market. Its end products would be a report for Congress,
State regulators, and other policymakers, and the public.
2. Scope
insurance policies sold to the elderly as
health
all
consider
should
The study
a unit. In accordance with the analysis in section III., any initiatives should
attempt to address problems arising from all the types of policies sold to the
over-65 age groups, not only those which fill specific gaps in medicaid. Unnecessary duplication of coverage is often due to overlapping policies which
are not true medicare supplements.
S. Objectives
The central inquiry of the impact evaluation should be to determine how
elderly consumers can get the best coverage possible for each dollar they spend
to supplement medicare-coverage which meets their needs and their expectations.
(a) INITIAL GROUNDWORK

Considerable groundwork would be necessary in order to narrow the focus
even total premium volume, are presently unavailable. More data should be
gathered about this industry: a survey of the number and kinds of coverages
available, premium and sales volume, benefits paid and loss experience. The
project could also look into companies' complaint records and ascertain
whether they make efforts to control or check on agents' activities to prevent
overselling and other abuses.
Another initial stage could be a pilot consumer survey of elderly people who
had recently purchased insurance to supplement medicare. Individual interviews could be conducted to determine the extent and nature of duplicate and
overlapping coverage, whether the coverage they purchased met their expectations and whether those policies or others actually did serve to fill the gaps
in medicare. Questions could also be asked about policyholders' experience with
delay in settling claims, denial of claims which they felt were unjustified and
of the project. First, basic facts about the supplemental insurance industry,
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denials on the grounds of pre-existing conditions. Interviews could also include
questions about how buyers obtained and used information before buying insurance and about marketing techniques they encountered.
Analysis of the results of two such preliminary projects would help to design a full-scale evaluation of the effectiveness of each State's regulatory
approach. Careful design would be essential, in order for such a complex
undertaking to be manageable.
(b)

SUBJECTS OF INVESTIGATION

The Impact evaluation should yield data about the ability of a standardization approach to bring down price competition among medicare supplement
insurers. The impact evaluation should devote particular attention to determining the effectiveness of:
Minimum loss ratios (V.A.1.)
Uniform exclusions of pre-existing conditions (V.A.2.)
Various means of differentiating categories of coverage for consumers, such,
as minimum dollar limits (V.A.4. and V.B.3.);
The effectiveness of labels, numerical ratings or disclosure sheets in helping older people to compare policies (V.B.2., V.B.3 and V.C.1.).
*The report resulting from the study should make recommendations about
traditional forms of disclosure such as buyer's guides and mandatory disclosure sheets only if the impact evaluation shows that:
Consumers need kinds of information they cannot readily obtain now.
(V.C.2(b)) If there are widespread misunderstandings about certain aspects
of medicare, such a physicians' charges, the report could make recommendations as to how the Social Security Administration could help to correct them.
Consumers may not be able to use written information about this extraordinarily complex subject. If it is not possible to reach people with the printed
word, then the report could consider alternatives, such as televised consumer
education (V.C.2)
The final report could also include recommendations about consumer protection measures which seemed appropriate in light of the results of the study.
These topics might include:
Arguments for banning or limiting the sale of dread disease and other
indemnity policies;
Methods of curbing agent misconduct in selling policies;
The need for and costs of individualized health insurance counseling for the
elderly; and
Possible imposition of claims handling requirements.
Demand for a possible optional medicare supplement insurance program
sponsored by the federal government.
B. JOINT HEW/NAIC/FTC PROJEcT
If possible, the impact evaluation should involve joint participation by H-TEW,
the NAIC, and the FTC. On June 29, FTC Commissioner Dole testified to the
Senate Special Committee on Aging that the FTC would welcome the opportunity to work with the NAIC and HEW in such an undertaking.
1. HE W

HEW staff could make a valuable contribution to the project because of
their knowledge about medicare and its provisions. They could pinpoint areas
of consumer misunderstanding and ignorance about Medicare, and therefore
about supplemental coverage as well. The Department is taking an interest in
supplemental insurance issues. Recently the Health Care Financing Administration published a request for proposals to study the purchase of supplemental
insurance by medicaid recipients."'
I" See 43 Fed. Reg. 15594 (April 13, 1978). One of the priority

areas for health
financing research and demonstration grants was "analysis of the extent
of private
health insurance coverage for medicaid eligibles." As a cost control measure, State agencies administering the medicaid program are required by law to try to recover payments
from any third-party insurance held by medicaid reelipents. Medicaid is supposed to be
the payor of last resort, so medicaid agencies are directed to recover any third-party
payments for medical expenses which a recipient receives or has the right to receive.
hese payments could be workers' compensation or family group coverage on another
family member. Or they could be medicare supplement, indemnity and other policies sold
to the elderly poor and disabled. State agencies would therefore collect Information about
policies held by medicald recipients or applicants who are also eligible for medicare, but
not about policies held by those elderly who are neither poor nor disabled.
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Medicare supplement insurance also raises important policy questions about
systhe supplemental insurance market which would be developed under anyHEW
tem of national health insurance with less than comprehensive coverage.
might wish to participate in and use the results of the medicare supplement
impact evaluation to plan for NHI. Consumer confusion and the other market
malfunctions observed in the medicare supplement area could affect a larger
segment of the population under NHI, particularly if the benefit structure of
sale of
any NHI system adopted is as complicated as medicare's. Moreover, the
insurance to cover deductibles and coinsurance might undermine the cost
control purpose of copayment provisions (though it might allow beneficiaries
planto obtain needed care). Since cost-sharing is under serious consideration,
ners might want to draw all the lessons they can from study of the medicare
supplement experience.
2. The NAIC

On June 12, 1978, the Accident and Health Subcommittee of the NAIC voted
to
to create a task force to investigate regulation of health insurance sold
do not
the elderly and identification of other health insurance products "which
infulfill the public's interest."d' The NAIC would bring to the study State and.
surance commissioners' first-hand experience with insurance regulation
comtheir access to relevant data. Barring new legal developments, the State
missioners will be primarily responsible for the regulation of medicare asupplejoint
ment insurance for some time to come. The NAIC's participation in
Impact evaluation could provide a model for Federal-State cooperation and
technical assistance to State regulators in the insurance area.
S. FTC

The need for a uniform approach to medicare supplement insurance and
with the
the widespread feeling that the Federal Government should cope
problems the medicare program has caused point to an increased Federal role.
FTC has an important contribution to make.. The staff of the Bureaus of
Economics and the Bureau of Consumer Protection have experience in evaluating the impact of proposed and present regulations, devising disclosure and
standardization measures and determining the effectiveness of various means
of conveying information to consumers. These are the skills necessary to
address the complex issues raised by medicare supplement insurance.
submitted to the
195Statement of the National Association of Insurance Commissioners,
on Private Health Insurance SuppleSenate Special Committee on Aging at a hearing commissioner
of ConnecState
the
of
ments to Medicare, by Joseph C. Mike, insurance
1-2 (June
ticut and chairman of the NAIC Accident and Health Insurance Subcommittee
29, 1978).

Appendix 2
STATEMENT OF MILT SAIEDSRUD, PRESIDENT, COwiMU-

NICATING FOR AGRICULTURE, FERGUS FALLS, MINN.
Mr. chairman and members of the committee, on behalf of the members of
Communicating for Agriculture, I thank you for the privilege and opportunity
of presenting this written testimony before you. CA is a relatively young organization that was incorporated in 1972 under the Non-Profit Corporation Act in
Minnesota. The organization, now active in 44 Midwestern, Southeastern, and
Rocky Mountain States, consists of members roughly 40 percent of whom are
farmers and 60 percent of whom are small town agri-business people, such as
bankers, lawyers, independent Implement dealers, grocers, etc.
Our purpose is to promote the health, well-being and advancement of people
in agriculture and agri-business. This purpose has generated involvement in
legislation to protect the family farm, overcome inequities in social security
and reform estate tax laws. We also provide scholarships for young people who
are interested in pursuing careers in agriculture and agribusiness.
In the area of health care delivery, CA supports initiatives to encourage
physicians to practice in rural areas and promotes better utilization of rural
hospital bedspace. In order to assure that people get the quality health insurance they seek, CA has become involved in promoting comprehensive health
insurance laws in Minnesota, Wisconsin, Georgia, South Dakota, Iowa, and
Missouri. While I am presently devoting all of my time to responsibilities with
CA, I have a background in health insurance that spans more than 20 years.
During the last 20 years, we have seen the cost of medical care increase
dramatically, far outpacing the rate of inflation. In 1956, Americans were
spending about 15 million dollars annually to cover their health care needs.
At present, we are spending eight times that amount.' In the last decade, the
average annual medical expense per family has risen from $830 per family to
$2,200.2 On the average, it is estimated an elderly person spends $1,360 per
year or three times as much as the rest of the adult population.'
To help cover the increasing costs of vital health care services, Americans
have by-in-large turned to private health insurance. It is estimated that 90
percent of the American people have health insurance of some kind. Insurance
companies have attempted to meet a vital need, and by-in-large they have succeeded. Their success is most evident in the quality group insurance plans
offered to employees of large corporations, public institutions, and Federal and
State governments.
The farmer, people in small business, and the self-employed cannot be
assured that the health insurance policies they hold are similarly comprehensive or of low cost. In short, that Is why an agricultural organization has
become involved in the issue of comprehensive health insurance. CA has advocated a systematic expansion of health insurance opportunities for people
in need.
CA believes that a most prominent need rests in the inability of people with
preexisting health conditions to obtain comprehensive coverage in the private
sector. CA lobbied to help establish a "pool" in fMinnesota, where people who
had been previously uninsurable would have an opportunity to gain coverage.
The pool, operated and funded by an association of Insurers and self-insurers,
experienced a minimal deficit during its first year of operation. A total of
$261 for every $1 million of health insurance premiums was assessed associaI Expenditures in 1975 totaled $118.5 billion. Data is from the Office of Research and
Statisties of the Social Security Administration.
' "Current History," July-August 1977, p. 17. K. Leffler, "National Health Insurance:
A Social Placebo?7"
' "IMedl-gap: Private Health Insurance Supplements to Bfedicare," Federal Trade Commissioner Elizabeth Hanford Dole. June, 1978, p. 1.
(319)
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tion members (Minnesota had $500 million of health insurance premium). An
effective, yet relatively inexpensive means to provide health care coverage for
people with preexisting medical conditions appears to have been accomplished
without massive government intervention.
Soaring health care costs have also created a great deal of anxiety for senior
citizens, especially those who live on fixed incomes. It is estimated that medicare pays for an average of 38 percent of the medical expenses of senior citizens. But $418 of an annual medical bill of $1,360 is not adequate for most.
Large numbers of senior citizens have turned to private insurance companies
to fill the gap. The result has been that 63 percent of senior citizens have
purchased coverage for physician services.'
Some of the policies are very good and provide an effective supplement to
medicare. The record of the insurance industry, however, has been tarnished
by some companies which take an exorbitantly large portion of premium payilents for commissions, and fail to instill in their agents an honest commitment to client service.
In some cases 60 to 75 percent of first-year premiums have been allocated
for commissions. A mere 25 to 40 cents per dollar has been retained for client
benefits.

In one case, 100 percent of the first-year premium was allocated for commission. How can it be done that a company can allocate so much of its
premium income and leave so little for client benefits? Inordinate commissions have been made possible by the sale of policies which do not pay benefits in relationship to their high cost. At present, an individual has no way
of knowing how much the company keeps to pay salesman, administrative
costs, and profits. CA believes that the people should know so that the loss
ratio on all insurance claims can be limited to at least 65 to 70 percent.
Differing medicare supplement policies have been designed to provide different ways to fill the gaps in medicare coverage. The advent of indemnity and
dreaded disease plans, many of dubious quality, has added further confusion
to the already unnecessarily complicated Medicare benefit structure. The result has been that senior citizens are not able to evaluate the nature and completeness of the policies which they purchase.
When these elements of confusion are coupled with a salesman who is not
committed to honest client service, the results are tragic. This committee has
been provided testimony regarding a Wisconsin woman who was sold over 17
policies amounting to over $4,000 of annual premium payments; and of a
California senior citizen who purchased health and life insurance policies with
contractual obligations of $9,158.61, or roughly 68 percent of the individual's
annual income.
These examples indicate the extreme to which abuse of medicare supplement
insurance can be taken. The message is clear, we must provide help for senior
citizens so they can understand the kinds of services which medicare covers
and can be assured of the quality and completeness of medicare supplements.
In order to provide this committee with first-person testimony from people
with whom CA is involved, a hearing of senior citizens was conducted at a
meeting in Elbow Lake, Minn.
CA was invited to attend a seven-county organizational meeting of the
Minnesota Federation of Seniors. Approximately 90 senior citizens attended
the meeting. In order to gain needed consumer input, CA asked a number of
questions regarding individuals involvement with and understanding of medicare and medicare supplement insurance.
In total, 53 percent of the people surveyed indicated that they did not have
a very clear understanding of the health care costs for which medicare will
pay, while 35 percent indicated that they were somewhat clear. Only 12 percent
of the people surveyed suggested that they had a clear understanding of the
health care costs for which medicare will pay.
The lack of understanding about the benefits of medicare was reflected in
the answers of people when asked "what percentage of your medical costs will
medicare reimburse?" Over 70 percent of those responding estimated that medicare would pay between 62 percent and 75 percent of their health care costs.
The remainder of the people surveyed did not know or did not answer.
While CA's survey results cannot.be viewed as precise statistical indicators,
these prominent trends are important in understanding the difficulties senior
citizens have with medicare and supplement insurance.
'"AMedi-gap-Prlvate
Chiles, May 1978.

Health Insurance Supplement to Medicare," Senator Lawton
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Confusion and misunderstanding about the benefits of medicare is an important factor in the susceptibility of senior citizens to the purchase of medicare supplements of poor quality. Clarification of medicare benefits and education for senior citizens regarding those benefits is necessary. It is interesting
to note the comment of one man who suggested that seeking information about
medicare from the social security office was intimidating because of "aloof
bureaucrats who act as if you are interrupting them from something more important."

Wlhen questioned about their understanding of the coverage provided under
medicare supplement insurance policies, confusion and lack of understanding
was equally evident. Consistent with national estimates, the survey indicated
that slightly more than 63 percent of these senior citizens held private insurance policies to supplement medicare. Roughly 20 percent had purchased more
than one policy, and they attributed it to dissatisfaction with the insurance
company with which they had previously held policies.
There were no reports of insurance agents misrepresenting the policies which
they offered by suggesting they were government sponsored or recommended by
the insurance commissioner. Several individuals did indicate that insurance
agents had told them a statement of one's medical history was not necessary
when applying for medicare supplement insurance.
Despite the lack of apparent widespread fraud, people expressed a great deal
of anxiety about medicare and supplement insurance. Roughly one-third of the
people surveyed questioned why medicare could not pay more and if medicare
could be simplified.
Considerable dissatisfaction with the supplement policies which individuals
held at present was expressed. Complaints included: (1) The frequency of
restrictive riders for preexisting medical conditions, (2) limitations on coverage after 160 days of hospitalization, (3) nursing home coverage limited to
just a few approved nursing homes, (4) the high cost of supplement insurance.
A senior citizen from a small west central Minnesota community also comnp)lained about the refusal of medicare to pay for treatment of an ear problem
which she was having. The doctor in her community did not believe he had
the needed expertise, and referred her to a specialist about 60 miles away.
Medicare, suggesting that a specialist was not required for treatment, refused
to reimburse the expenses.
The rural doctor recognized his limitations and sought proper care. A more
highly trained urban doctor may not have needed to make the referral. Be*causeof this, an individual in need was penalized. The example illustrates an
instance where guidelines and health planning did not recognize the legitimate
differences between the practice of medicine in a rural setting and that of
an urban area.
In general, the high cost of medical care was frequently cited by people with
whom we spoke. Bruno Aijala, State president of the federation, suggested that
young doctors have demonstrated a greater tendency to comply with medicare
guidelines for "reasonable and necessary charges." With medical costs inflating
and the price of supplements growing out of reach, a more general compliance
with medicare cost guidelines needs to be encouraged.
In January 1977, the Minnesota Comprehensive Health Insurance Act was
enacted (the plan will be discussed in some detail later). The law prescribes
a qualified medicare supplement which must be outlined to all prospective
clients by insurance agents. From the testimony of people with whom we spoke,
it did not appear that the nature and implications of the law are being clearly
explained by all agents.
One man, very well versed in Insurance costs and coverage, indicated that
an agent had not told him about the qualified medicare supplement saying,
"Perhaps he thought I already knew about it." Clearly, a more aggressive advocacy in behalf of clients by the divisions of insurance in our State governments is needed. The client orientation which CA advocated is best represented by Wisconsin's insurance commissioner, Harold Wilde, who fined an
agent who had not provided required informational material to a client. With
aggressiveness of this kind, laws designed to protect people will not go unheeded.
The problems associated with medicare are not restricted to people over 6i5
years of age. A 55-year-old Georgia man recently contacted CA seeking advice.
His persistent heart tremor had necessitated release from work. The termination of his employment also resulted in the cancellation of the groip -health
insurance policy which had been offered by his employer. The conversion policy
offered by the insurance company provided extremely limited coverage.
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Medicare would be available after the 2-year waiting period. As the situation now stands, this man will not have an opportunity for health insurance
coverage of any kind during the next 2 years. The example illustrates a medigap for which no supplement is available. Even after gaining medicare coverage, preexisting medical conditions are likely to prevent obtaining needed
supplemental coverage.
An even greater difficulty confronts a disabled homemaker who has not paid
Into social security. If one's spouse, who was several years older than the
homemaker, retired, a group health insurance policy which covered both would
be terminated. While the spouse would be eligible for medicare, the more youthful homemaker would have to seek coverage in the private sector. Again, preexisting medical conditions and poor conversion policies would prevent obtaining the needed coverage.
The plight of a disabled homemaker could be longstanding. Because one had
not paid into social security, eligibility for medicare would not be possible.
Both of the examples illustrate a need for legislation which makes it necessary for insurers to provide conversion policies of comparable coverage to individuals who have been under group health care plans of that insurance company.
With the passage of the Comprehensive Health Insurance Act in Minnesota,
a requirement of comparable conversion policies was made into law. CA believes that the tenets of the Minnesota Comprehensive Health Insurance Act
provide the substance for change so that senior citizens and all Americans can
be assured of quality health care coverage. The law requires that all companies
selling health insurance or medicare supplement in Minnesota offer a qualified
plan to residents.
To be qualified, a plan must provide $250,000 of major medical coverage. with
a choice of three deductibles and a maximum loss of $3,000. Qualified medicare
supplements must provide $100,000 of major medical coverage, 50 percent coinsurance on the original deductibles, and a maximum loss of $1,000. A qualified plan w.ould include coverage for all doctor and hospital fees. outpatient
drugs, nursing home care, routine physical examinations, durable medical
equipment, and dental care.
People may elect to purchase a level of coverage which is less than the
benefits of a qualified plan. That fact may make it necessary to outline minimum standards for policies on a number of levels. so that people are best able
to purchase the amount of coverage they need and can afford. A plan similar
to Wisconsin's supplement guidelines can help to assure people that the policies
they purchase are worth the money, though the policy may not include first
dollar coverage on all medi-gaps.
Other prominent features of the law include a requirement that insurance
companies state the percentage of the premiums which will be paid out in
claims and offer conversion policies of comparable coverage. As mentioned, an
insurance pool where people with preexisting medical conditions can obtain
coverage has been created. Qualified health insurance plans and medicare supplements are outlined. And. the law requires that hospital care cost reports be
filed with the State for review by the health department and the commissioner
of insurance.
CA believes that with steps of this kind and a stronger client orientation by
the-insuranee divisions of our State governments, insurance companies will
be forced to provide adequate coverage. The act is strong enough to protect the
public from companies who issue extremely limited policies or use excessive
portions of premium payments to cover administrative costs. yet fair enough
that legitimate insurers will have no trouble operating within the confines of
the law. I am enclosing a copy of the law for your review.
When seeking solutions for the problems of medicare and medicare supplement Insurance, CA believes that it is important to hear in mind the original
intent of the law. Allow me to quote the testimonv which Federal Trade Commissioner Elizabeth Hanford Dole has cited. "The medicare program was
never designed to provide comnlete coverage. Instead, it was meant to serve
as a base on which people could build by means of private health insurance
plans."

f

CA believes that legislation enacted on the State level, similar to the Comprehensive Health Insurance Act of Minnesota, can serve to provide the as6 Loc. cit., p.

1, footnote.
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surances that senior citizens need when purchasing supplement insurance,
without a massive government intervention. In developing our position on
health insurance issues CA has been guided by a philosophy aptly stated by a
Sioux Falls, S. Dak., retired elementary school principal whose wife could not
qualify for insurance. "I do not believe that we should have socialized medicine, but I do believe that the government should legislate so every person
is eligible for a private plan * * * any help you could give would be appreciated. I am not asking for free insurance for my wife, I am just asking
for an opportunity to carry insurance on her."
CA advocates an expansion of health insurance opportunities, and laws
which assure people that the insurance they purchase is sound. We believe that
the emphasis of these initiatives should rest in state governments and the private sector.
By serving to gather and refine available information, and by providing technical expertise to State governments, the Federal Government can act as a
valuable facilitator of needed change. If CA can be of continued assistance,
please contact us. Thank you very much.
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MEDI-GAP: PRIVATE HEALTH INSURANCE
SUPPLEMENTS TO MEDICARE
TUESDAY,

MAY 16, 1978

U.S. SENATZ,
SPECIAL COMMIvrEE ON AGING,

Wakhington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in room 357,
Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. Lawton Chiles, presiding.
Present: Senators Chiles, Glenn, and Domenici.
Also present: William E. Oriol, staff director; Kathleen M. Deignan, professional staff member; Garry V. Wenske, assistant counsel
for operations; Letitia Chambers, minority staff director; Margaret S.
Faye, minority professional staff member; Alison Case, operations
assistant; and Madonna S. Pettit, research assistant.
OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR LAWTON CHILES, PRESIDING
Senator CHILES. This hearing of the Senate Special Committee on
Aging is a preliminary inquiry into the extent and patterns of purchase of private health insurance supplements to medicare by older
Americans.
A number of questions have been raised about such insurance, including suggestions that many older Americans purchase policies of
questionable value, multiple policies well in excess of probable need,
and policies offering benefits inappropriate to need.
The committee wants to know how pervasive these problems are
and what factors may contribute to unnecessary expenditures of precious retirement income.
There is very little information available now. The committee issued a report in 1974' which estimated that older Americans spent
over half a, billion dollars annually on private health insurance to supplement medicare. 11-Ve now believe this is a very conservative estimate.
The Social Security Administration reports that almost 63 percent
of all Americans over age 65 had some private health insurance coverage for hospital care alone in 1975. Up to 55 percent of all older
Americans had some form of private insurance coverage for physician's services. This is a lot of insurance, but only 5 percent of the
health care bill for older Americans is paid for by private health
coverage.
I Private Health Insurance Supplementary to Medicare." a working paper prepared in
December 1974 for the Senate Special Committee on Aging by Gladys Ellenbogen, Ph. D.,
consultant to the committee.

(1)
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"TAKING ADVANTAGE OF FEAR"

Clearly, older Americans fear health care costs wvell beyond what
Medicare evil cover. 'Why else would there be such a large market
for supplemental health insurance? And no wonder. When medicare
cost-sharing amounts are deducted, medicare pays for only 38 percent of the total health care bill for older Americans.
One need only look at the advertising used in these two examples
here to see that this fear is taken advantage of in insurance policy
sales to older Americans-whether by mail, through newspaper ads, or
door to door by agents who sometimes sell policies from a number of
different companies at the same time. These examples, by the way,
are the first pages of advertising brochures stuffed in Florida Sunday
newspapers.
There also appears to be a lot of confusion about what medicare
wvill and will not pay for. We have heard allegations about individual
insurance agents -who take advantage of this confusion. Some have
even represented themselves as Federal employees of medicare and
suggest medicare will cover a lot less than is actually the case. At
the same time, false claims may be made about benefits provided by
the health insurance they have to sell-all in the interest of a large
commission-without due regard for appropriate insurance protection for the elderly consumer.
LARGEST GAPS LEFV UNCOVERED

Ironically, most of the insurance sold to medicare beneficiaries does
not cover the real gaps in medicare protection, such as prescription
drugs, dental care, or custodial nursing home care. According to the
Social Security Administration, only 22 percent of older Americans
have private insurance coverage for out-of-hospital prescription
drugs; less than 3 percent have any form of dental coverage; and
less than 20 percent have any form of coverage for nursing home
care. The insurance is sold more often simply to fill in the deductibles
and coinsurance charges required in medicare hospitalization and outpatient service plans.
The situation the committee is concerned about is best illustrated, I
think, by the following letter received by the Wisconsin Commissioner
of Insurance, one of our witnesses this morning. Since an investigation is now in process, the names of the individuals and companies
involved have been changed, but I would like to read that letter.
DEAR SIR: My name is Jane Doe. I was born April 20, 1891. I seem to buy an
awful lot of insurance lately. Since January 8, 1976, I purchased from Company, A, Agent No. 1, four policies for $320. Then on January 6, 1977, Agent No. 1
sold me replacement nursing home insurance with Company B for $330. I don't
have the policy for that yet.
On March 17, 1976, Company C sold me nursing home insurance for $342.
Then on July 17, 1976, Agent No. 2 sold me a hospital indemnity policy for
$600 in Company D. Then Agent No. 2 came back and sold me, in October 1976,
two Company B policies for $287.40, indemnity and cancer insurance. I found
a receipt signed by Agent No. 2, dated July 26, 1976, for $390.25 from Comnpany
B, and I don't even know what that is for.
.Then on October 7, 1976, Agent No. 3 was here and wrote me a life policy
dated October 19, 1976, from Company E. That is for $1,500 of insurance and
it cost me $538.76 a year, and I really don't care to have it.

I See pages 21-26.
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Then on December 9, 1976, Agent No. 4 wrote me a nursing home policy with
Company B, again for $140 a year. Then on January 5, 1977, Agent No. 5 wrote
me two policies for hospital and nursing home that cost $192 with Company F.
Then on February 9, 1977, Agent No. 6 wrote me hospital and nursing home
insurance with Company G for $364. Then the same fellowv came back again
on February 18, 1977, and wrote me two more policies for cancer and hospital
for $222, and I don't have these policies.
I also have Company H and Company I cancer insurance.
There may be some other policies here, but I think I am afraid to look.
I have spent for insurance, since January 1976, about $3,675 (actually,
$3,726.41), and I am appealing to you to help me recover as much of this as
humanly possible. I really want all my money back and I want to be left alone
by these insurance agents.
'Most of them don't even tell me what they're selling me and half the time
I don't get receipts and they keep coming back every so ofter for more money.
It is your duty to help a poor widow, as the help I'm receiving from other
people does not have your authority.
JANE DOE.

P.S. I had someone write this as I have a little arthritis which impairs my
handwriting.

In case you didn't catch that, this 87-year-old woman had been sold
19 separate policies from 9 different companies by 6 agents in just over
1 year. She was committed to payments of almost $4,000 a year in
premiums for insurance, which, even from the sketchy information
provided in this letter, has to be largely worthless to her because of
the duplication and overlap in coverage. I also wonder how she became
so well known to so many agents in such a short time.
A number of our witnesses today will, I believe, recount similar situations. We hope they will also offer suggestions for ways to prevent
this from happening so often.
The committee is not alone in its concern. I wvould like to insert into
the hearing record excerpts from a speech delivered to the Health Insurance Association of America, representing insurers who write 85
percent of the private health insurance in the country, by Mr. Robert
A. Beck, chairman of the association and president of the Prudential
Insurance Co. of America.
INDUSTRY SriORTcOMINGS

Mr. Beck said that "the few companies" selling medicare supplement
policies to the elderly give a bad name to the whole industry. He suggested many medicare supplements have a ratio of benefits to premiums
far too low to ever be expected to provide a reasonable return, and he
charged the association to recognize certain industry shortcomings and
face up to its responsibilities in correcting them.
[The speech referred to follows:]
EXCERPTS PRO-,

A SPEECH BY ROBERT A. BECK, CHICAGO, ILL., MAY 1,

1978'

Good morning:
This past year has been a busy and productive one for the association and very
rewarding to me personally.
But the pleasure I feel at addressing this 22nd annual group insurance forum is
mixed. For today marks the end of my tenure as chairman of the board of the
HIAA. It is traditional for the outgoing chairman to review the association's
accomplishments over the past year. Let's do that-briefly.
I Full

text retained in committee files.
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At the State level, our actions have helped hold the line on State health insurance plans. At the beginning of 1977, there were four State plans in effect.
Although more than a dozen State legislatures introduced bills proposing such
plans last year, none was enacted. In another problem area-mandated coverage
of maternity benefits-the private insurance industry is seeking to affirm an important decision in New York. Our position-that the legislature may not force
amendments of those in-force contracts which cannot be terminated or nonrenew( (I
by the insurer-was upheld on first appeal. We trust that the New York Court of
Appeals will affirm this. The court of appeals has heard the arguments and wve
expect a decision soon. That's the good news. The bad news is that the diversity
of mandated state benefits continues to plague us. Each new legislative sessicn
brings renewed efforts to impose additional State requirements.
More important, however, than the absence of new State health insurance plans,
are the positive accomplishments that have been achieved. At the top of the list is
the fact that people now realize that the private health insurance industry has
viable and constructive alternatives to State health insurance plans. There is v
portfolio of State activities and legislation we support. State prospective hospital
budget review is one example-it's effective in five States already and being considered in several more. Peer review programs are another. Effective health planning at the local level is a third. Some 250 insurance industry people are now involved in the health planning agencies, the HSA's and the SHCC's.
In a similar vein, the model group health insurance continuation and conversion
bill should be supported.
These measures promote cost containment, quality assurance, and adequacy of
coverage, without setting up a State health insurance plan.
On the Federal level, relatively few adverse actions have been taken. The
private health insurance industry is a key participant in both the cost containment and the national health insurance debates. Federal legislators and Federal agencies know that we have positive programs to meet society's needs-that
we are not just against everything. Our support of a public-private partnership
for NHI is embodied in our continuing advocacy of the Burleson-MlcIntyre National Health Care Act. In the present debate over what form national health
insurance should take, we have made our views known in meetings with congressional, HEW and White House staff officials.
But this retrospective look at our recent successes: support of positive programs, effective advocacy of the insurance viewpoint, and increased public
awareness of the problems of our business-must not blind us to the concerns
we face.
The problems of the HIAA-or challenges, as I prefer to call them-are the
results of the times we live in; challenges we experience by our very nature as
a large association with diverse membership. They are crucial. If we are to
overcome them, we must recognize certain industry shortcomings and face up to
our responsibilities in correcting them.
"SOME PLANs Do Nor PROVIDE GOOD VALUE"

One of these problems is the sale of plans which do not provide good valuepolicies whose benefits are unreasonably small in relation to premium. Recently
in New Jersey, the commissioner charged 71 companies with the sale of such
policies. Unhappily, I have to tell you that Prudential was one of them.
We were cited because the loss ratio on one of the plans we currently sell was
below the commissioner's 50 percent loss ratio standard. The plan is a daily
hospital indemnity plan which we began selling in 1970. It represents only a
very small fraction of our business. We have about 19,000 of these plans in force
nationwide and last year the premiums were less than 1 percent of our total
individual health care insurance business.
In our response to the commissioner, we explained that our loss ratio on this
plan has been steadily increasing as the policies aged and this year we expect
the cumulative loss ratio to exceed 59 percent. In retrospect, it is a pity that we
did not give a more detailed explanation when we first replied to the commissioner's request for information. I think we could have avoided some criticism
which I think was really unwarranted.
I believe that some of the other 71 companies which were criticized can give
similar justification for their situations. There are some companies, howeverparticularly some selling medicare supplement policies to the elderly-where
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the ratio of benefits to premiums is really far too low and can never be expected
to reach a reasonable figure. These companies can be fairly criticized. Those few
companies give a bad name to the whole industry, and I urge them to change
their practices.
"INDUsTRY HAs BEEN LAX"
I submit that we have been lax, as an industry, in policing our fellow companies. We can't just sit back and do nothing for fear of antagonizing some of
our members. When companies sell plans which are clearly inappropriate or
overly expensive, we should criticize them-rather than wait for the public, the
press, regulators or legislators to point out our deficiencies.
HIAA has more than 300 members. In an association like ours, we need companies of every size and every type: large and small, Eastern and Western,
mutual and stock, because every company has essential talents to offer. The
20 largest companies represent over half of the HIAA dues assessments. On the
other hand, the many smaller companies are located in every area of the country. They know local conditions and can keep on top of local situations. It's they
who generate our grassroots political clout. We depend on them to tell the private sector story-to be our advocates before State and local governments.
The diversity of our membership sometimes malkes it hard for us to unite. It
should not. Our diversity-our mix of different companies-gives us strength,
flexibility, and the ability to work simultaneously on many levels.
So far I've mentioned two main policy concerns: unfavorable industry publicity
resulting from questionable marketing practices, and the association's need for
active member companies of all sizes and types.
HIAA policy on State versus Federal regulation of our business is a third
area where we need to constantly examine our position. Our stand on this difficult question is somewhat inconsistent. On the one hand, when we approach
the question of State or Federal regulation in the abstract, we opt for State
regulation. We fear the increasing encroachment of the Federal Government.
State officials, we say, are better able to appraise and control affairs according
to the uniquely varying local conditions that affect the citizens of their State.
Then too, it's often easier for a company to communicate with its State legislators, regulators, and insurance department officials than with far-off Washington leaders.
But the nonuniformity of the State-by-State approach can cause us serious
problems and make us think pleasant thoughts of the virtues of a uniform Federal standard. We recognize that we're going to have Federal and State regulation. Our objective should be to reduce the duplication and make sure that regulation is in the best interest of the consumer.

Senator CHIiLES. Reporter Herb Jaffee, investigating medi-gap
policy sales in New Jersey, has written a series of articles detailing
many of the problems faced by the elderly as they purchase health
insurance policies. He charges that some policies are designed to deceive and exploit unwary policyholders and that others are relatively
useless. And elderly consumers lhave paid annual premiums ranging

into several hundreds of dollars for these policies.
I would like to also enter these articles into the record.
[The articles referred to follow :]
[From the Newark, N.J., Star-Ledger, Feb. 26, 1978]
LAX REGULATION FAILS TO PROTECT BUYERS

(By Herb Jaffe)
More than half a billion dollars a year are paid by Jerseyans for health insurance policies that are neither regulated, carefully scrutinized by the State nor
formally approved by the insurance commissioner.
In some cases these policies with their "fine print" and vague disclosures of
benefits, sold by agents of commercial insurance companies, are designed to deceive and exploit unwary policyholders.
Instances of relatively useless health insurance policies, for which consumers
have paid annual premiums ranging into several hundreds of dollars, have been
discovered by the Star-Ledger.
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"Realistically, some of these contracts could be covert misrepresentations and
distortions of what policyholders were actually promised by their agents," a
Federal Trade Commission official stated, concerned by the rise in complaints
nationally from victimized consumers.
By deceiving the consumer into buying a more expensive health policy that is
less suited to his needs, an unscrupulous agent is better able to enlarge his earnings through sales commissions.
In some cases, the company which employs the agent also is a victim of misrepresentation, having issued the policy on the agent's recommendation.
Information on the extent of such health insuance practices, while still generally scant in New Jersey and elsewhere across the Nation, is starting to reach
Congress and the State insurance departments which have been entrusted by
Congress with the regulation of insurance.
Studies have found that most insurers "appear to be operating in a reputable
manner." However, the lack of State laws that would impose strict regulation by
most insurance departments make it impossible to determine how wide the health
insurance irregularities extend. With the exception of the nonprofit Blue Cross
and Blue Shield plans, which in New Jersey are regulated even more stringently
than the property and casualty insurers who sell auto and home-owners coverages, health insurers are almost free to operate at will.
"Health insurance is like the illegitimate child," State insurance department
actuary William White commented. "The regulation of health insurance today
is about where the regulation of property and casualty insurance was 20 years
ago.''
Twenty years ago the magnitude of the auto insurance problem was just beginning to become known, and closer State supervison of the regulatory system was
unfolding.
But the newly emerging concerns over questionable health insurance practices
cannot be attributed to the watchdog responsibilities of the Nation's State insurance departments. Rather, it is due to a growing number of complaints to State
and Federal agencies which protect the interests of senior citizens.
"The elderly as a class are the greatest victims of health insurance ripoffs,
which occasionally transcend the line into such criminal practices as fraud,
forgery and embezzlement," explained Dr. Gladys Ellenbogen, former professor
and chairman of the economics department at Montclair State College.
In 1974, Dr. Ellenbogen researched and wrote the most comprehensive report
known on the victimization of the elderly in the sale of supplementary medicare
insurance. She was commissioned by the U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging,
and in her report she supports a statement attributed to the Florida insurance
commissioner:
"Senior citizens are probably the most duped of all the public as far as the
accident and health insurance field."
With the establishment by the Federal Government of medicare in 1966 came
an accompanying need for supplementary medicare insurance, also known as
"medigap," which supplements the medicare deductibles and other areas of health
care which medicare does not cover.
As a result, an entirely new element in the health insurance industry emerged,
to prey on the fears of the elderly.
A number of smaller insurance companies in particular "have been engaging
in some of the most unconscionable abuses imaginable," Wisconsin Insurance
Commissioner Harold Wilde stated.
Wisconsin is one of only two States which have enacted strict regulations and
harsh penalties aimed at curbing deceptive and fraudulent practices in the sale
of medigap coverages.
"Before we began to crack down about 3 years ago, we found that some of these
companies and their agents were at best misleading-and at worst criminal,"
Wilde said.
In New Mexico, where similar regulation will become effective next June 1
to protect the elderly from unscrupulous health insurance practices, Commissioner Kenneth Moore explained:
"People who qualify for medicare have a minimum resistance to a smooth
sales talk. We had some bad cases show up of senior citizens who bought medicare supplemental policies on top of medicare supplemental policies-far above
what they needed."
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Symptomatic of the problem surrounding the lack of regulation in health insurance is the number of complaints registered by insurance departments.
In her report to the U.S. Senate Committee on Aging, Dr. Ellenbogen wrote:
"The major source of complaints from people of all ages, received by the departments of insurance in many of our States, concern health insurance policies.
"Of 17,697 complaints, for example, disposed of by the California Department
of Insurance, as reported in its annual report for 1971, there were 8,305, or 47
percent, concerning health insurance policies.
"Some complaints, of course, are justified and some are not. A high proportion of the complaints come from the elderly."
Dr. Ellenbogen told The Star-Ledger she was unable to obtain any information on complaint from the New Jersey Insurance Department.
One reason for the State's inability to maintain accurate annual statistics on
the number of complaints is the insurance department's lack of personnel, and
particularly the need for a larger investigative staff.
Mrs. Helen Thompson, actuarial assistant to William White in the New Jersey
department, explained that she is one of only two investigators for all health and
life insurance complaints that are referred to the department.
"For about 6 months of the year we have a third investigator, and we do the
best we can under the circumstances," Mrs. Thompson commented.
"We try to follow through with each complaint, but we just don't have the
manpower to always do the job that has to be done," Mrs. Thompson added.
A far more serious problem is the fact that most consumers do not know they
can lodge complaints with the State insurance department.
A Pennsylvania woman whose hospital and medical bills totaled almost $2,200
didn't realize that the insurance department might have beail able to help ner
after the company refused to pay the claim in 1976.
"We still owe $710 on bills that they wouldn't pay," her husband said. "They
said there was a pre-existing condition-but the pre-existing condition was mine,
not my wife's," he added.
A pre-existing condition is an illness which the policyholder had before the
policy was written. Such a clause in a health insurance policy means that the
company has the right to refuse payment of any claim with a deductible time
period for any illness arising from the pre-existing condition.
Dr. Ellenbogen explained that "a major source of complaints reported to insurance departments by the elderly is the refusal of their insurance company to
pay a claim on the grounds it involves a pre-existing condition."
In her report to the Senate committee she gave a typical example of problems
arising from pre-existing condition clauses in health insurance policies:
"Mr. X suffers from arthritis in his knee and has been suffering from arthritis
for some time. After the effective date of his insurance policy, an intense arthritic
pain in his knee causes him to lose his balance. He falls and breaks his leg.
"With an ironclad pre-existing condition clause, Mr. X's insurance policy would
not pay for any hospital or medical costs incurred for his broken leg.
"Because persons 65 and over may have multiple health problems, a pre-existing condition clause, in the extreme form presented in the case of Mr. X, could
provide no coverage at all to many aged persons.
"Therefore, the pre-existing condition clause has become a very critical issue
in health policies for the elderly."
In the case of the Pennsylvania family, the husband said the company informed him it would not be responsible for her illness because of a pre-existing
condition. "But the pre-existing condition pertained to me and not her. Furthermore, my pre-existing condition wasn't even the same as the illness that put her
in the hospital.
"That agent of theirs did a hell of a sell job on me. He made me knock out a
good policy which I had before," he added.
The man said the company refunded his premium for the policy of $792. "I
guess that was a lot cheaper for them than paying the claim."
The practice of agents urging senior citizens to cancel good policies, on the
pretext that they have better replacement policies, is one of the most serious
abuses. The practice is intended primarily to foster the larger first-year sales
commissions for agents, and insurance departments in other States have revoked
the licenses of agents for such actions.
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Dr. Ellenbogen said in her Senate report:
"Cancellation and sale of a new policy is an unfortunate tactic which has
resulted in revocations of agents' licenses. For example, a policy is sold and some
months later the insured elderly person is advised by the agent to cancel the
policy and purchase a new one. The major advantage for the agent is the commission he receives on selling each policy."
Data filed with the State on the percentage of sales commissions paid out of
each premium dollar indicates wide disparities between Intercontinental Life
Insurance Co., which is the State's 13th leading health insurer, and the three
leading private insurance companies.
According to the 1976 annual statements, which companies must file, Intercontinental collected $9.4 million in total health premiums in the 26 States where
the company is licensed. It paid out 45.4 percent of this amount in claims, while
42 cents out of every premium dollar was used to pay sales commissions to agents.
Statements for 1977 have not yet been submitted.
Correspondingly, of $1,696 million in premiums on health insurance written by
Prudential across the country, 85 percent was used to pay claims and 3.6 percent
paid agent commissions. Prudential is the State's largest private health insurer.
The claims percentages are still higher and the sales commissions lower for
Travelers Insurance Co. and Aetna Life, the second and third largest private
health insurers in New Jersey.
The percentage of claims paid is called the "loss ratio," and Dr. Ellenbogen's
report explains:
"A very low loss ratio may indicate a company is disallowing many claims."
Ephraim Weiniger, chief executive officer of Intercontinental, explained the
differentials:
"We're basically a young company. We put on new business without much renewal, and we pay a heavy cost to acquire this new business. Our incurred claims
are inordinately lower. This relates to our volume of new business."
He attributed the disparities against the top three in commissions and claims
percentages to the large volume of group insurance sold by the other companies.
Group policies reduce sales commissions drastically, and Intercontinental writes
almost no group insurance.
But according to the annual statements filed by all companies with the insurance department, Intercontinental sold $8.6 million in premiums in 1976 for individual health policies. It paid 45.8 percent of this total in claims and 38.9 percent
for agent commissions.
By comparison, Prudential, with $232.5 million in individual health policies
for 1976, paid 66.5 percent in claims and 12.8 percent in agent commissions. The
gap between claims paid and commissions for Travelers and Aetna on individual
health policies was even greater than that of Prudential to Intercontinental.
A detailed "Discussion Paper on Administration of National Health Insurance," issued last month by the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, explains:
"Commissions for sale of new health insurance policies average about 1 percent
of premiums for group business and 25 percent for individual policies."
Reports of agents' commissions found to actually exceed the amount of a
policyholder's entire annual premium have come from insurance departments
where there is strict regulation.
In Wisconsin, for example, Commissioner Harold Wilde said he found "one
company paying commissions of 103 percent on a certain health policy.
"One of our regulations mandates comparisons of premiums to policy benefits.
For example, we found Blue Cross was selling a policy for $211 a year. A private
insurer was selling a policy that was less comprehensive than the Blue Cross
policy for $400 a year.
"The big difference, of course, was the high sales commission the private
insurer paid," Wilde explained.
William White, the New Jersey department's health insurance actuary, acknowledged, "Health insurance regulation in New Jersey has been something
less than a priority. In fact, until now the chief concern in health premium rates
has been Blue Cross and Blue Shield."
Commenting on private health insurance rates and regulations, he added, "The
factor after that (concern over Blue Cross and Blue Shield) has been to let the
health rates find their own way."
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STATE RETAINS BARRIERS AGAINST CANCER POLICIES

(By Herb Jaffe)
New Jersey, which has one of the highest cancer mortality rates in the Nation,
is one of only three States which prohibits the sale of insurance against cancer.
Since the late 1940's the State has not permitted the sale of "dread disease"
insurance policies, although it will permit such coverage as a rider to basic health

policies, State Insurance Department actuary William White explained.
Despite a declaration 2 years ago by the National Health Institute that New
Jersey ranks highest in the Nation in bladder, colon and rectal cancers, and is
one of the leading States in cancer mortality, the insurance department's position
is that "cancer insurance is a scare tactic."
White said the insurance department has been "concerned with the total field
of dread diseases insurance since the days when polio was a major dread disease, and our policy against licensing such insurance was formulated sometime
in the late 1940's."
Only New York and Connecticut, aside from New Jersey, prohibit cancer insurance as a separate form of health insurance.
"Our department's present position, established in the late 1950's, is that dread
disease coverages can be bought as a rider to a conventional health insurance

policy," White added.
He explained that the reasoning for permitting the purchase of cancer insurance only as a rider, or an amendment, to a separate health policy "is to avoid
the scare tactics."
White equated cancer insurance to a form of "gimmickery," and said "it's like
a person with a life insurance policy who buys insurance at the airport every
time he flies."
A survey of cancer insurance claimants conducted by Opinion Research Corp.
of Princeton last year found that most were favorable to the concept.
[From the Newark, N.J., Star-Ledger, Feb. 27, 1978]

AGENTS TAKE BIG BITE IN COMPANY WHICH BYRNE HELPED FOUND

(By Herb Jaffe)
An insurance company that Gov. Brendan Byrne helped establish and in which
he has long held a financial interest is deeply involved in the sale of health insurance. Some of the company's agents have been accused of deceiving policy-

holders and of misrepresentation in order to increase sales commissions.
The company, Intercontinental Life Insurance Co. of Newark, which State
Sen. Martin L. Greenberg (D-Essex) also helped establish and in which he
remains an active officer, pays sales commissions to its agents that are almost
equal to the amount it pays to all health insurance claimants.
Intercontinental concentrates most of its volume on two types of health insurance markets-senior citizens and "groups."
In the company's dealings with senior citizens, files obtained by The StarLedger reveal allegations of signatures forged by agents of Intercontinental on
health insurance applications.
Other documents show that company agents dwell heavily on the sale of
"group" insurance policies.
But statements filed by the company with the New Jersey Insurance Department show Intercontinental has almost no income from the sale of actual "group"
health insurance policies. The "group" policies which the company sells are
basically the same policy any individual can buy, for the same price.
Much of the reason for unethnical practices by agents of the company is attributed to the lack of regulatory enforcement over all health insurers, coupled
with the inability of the legislature to enact strict laws to administer this
segment of the insurance industry.
Due to laxities in New Jersey's regulations of health insurance, Intercontinental has been successful in eliminating types of health insurance policies that
might benefit policyholders for long periods.
It has also been permitted to remove health policies if they do not provide
the degree of high profits the company requires in order to continue to pay sales
commissions that in 1976 averaged 42 cents out of every premium dollar collected.
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In the same year, the most recent for which annual statements are filed with
the State insurance department, Intercontinental paid health claimants just
over 45 cents out of every premium dollar collected.
Ephraim Weiniger, chairman and president of the company, explained in a
shareholders report that was contained in the most recent annual report for
Intercontinental:
"Intercontinental Life Insurance Co. has improved its profit potential by
moving rapidly to reduce its exposure on long-term disability policies; terminating specific marginal policy forms; obtaining premium rate increases on other
forms, and placing greater emphasis on the marketing and sale of health insurance policies having a limited exposure and a greater profit potential."
Weiniger does not believe any further restrictions on health insurance practices are needed. "We are quite heavily regulated. New Jersey is one of the
toughest States," he said, even though there is no regulatory standard for profits
in health insurance.
In the regulation of auto and homeowners insurance, New Jersey is in fact
"one of the toughest States." But in health and life insurance, companies for
all practical purposes need only file their policies and rates with the State insurance department, then sell their products.
Intercontinental was founded in 1964 by four individuals, including Byrne,
who was then a practicing lawyer, and his two law partners at that time.
Byrne told The Star-Ledger that at the time he became Governor he owned
"about 100,000 shares of Intercontinental," but that he remembers there was a
stock consolidation some years ago.
"The stock is in a blind trust, and I really don't know how much Intercontinental stock I own. I'm not supposed to know. That's the purpose of a blind
trust," Byrne said. The blind trust is administered by Byrne's personal attorney, who has the right to deal with these assets while Byrne is Governor.
Intercontinental stock is presently being marketed at $2.37 a share. In 1974,
when Byrne became Governor, 100,000 shares represented almost 9 percent of
Intercontinental's outstanding stock.
Byrne served as chairman of the board of Intercontinental from 1966 to 1970,
during which medicare was established and the company became heavily involved
in the sale of supplementary medicare health coverages to senior citizens.
Greenberg, a former law partner of Byrne and chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee, is presently secretary of the company. Greenberg also is a
substantial stockholder and a member of the company's four-member executive
committee.
'Harold Ra. Teltser, Byrne's other former law partner, also is a large stockholder and a member of the company's board of directors. He, too, is a cofounder.
Lawrence E. Stern, onetime State insurance commissioner and the first president
of Intercontinental, is the fourth co-founder.
One illustration of the company's practices involves a woman who insists that
a policy she bought from Intercontinental was not the one delivered by her agent.
"I never signed that application. My name was forged," the woman asserted.
The woman explained she bought the health policy for her husband, who died
since the incident. "We bought the policy with a 10-day right to return it if it
was not what we expected it to be. The agent kept delaying an appointment
to explain the policy.
"When he finally came, we told him we didn't want it because it had a $500
deductible, and we were led to believe we were buying a $100 deductible.
"By then our 3-month premium had expired, and he told us not to worry about
it, that he would make the correction and apply our first 3-month premium to
the second 3 months, since it was his mistake," the woman explained, adding:
"During the second 3 months I went to the hospital for a matter that was to
have been covered by the policy. But the company informed me that there was
no policy, that I had let it lapse because I didn't pay the premium."
The woman said she could not reach the agent so she contacted the State
Insurance department. "AU they did was give me a run-around."
She explained that she eventually got her money back for the 3-months premiums with the assistance of another agent from another company.
"He told me what to do to get my money back," she said. The woman said
of the policy, "I know the agent forged my name. Otherwise Intercontinental
would never have issued the policy, and he would have lost his commission after
spending so much time with me doing a selling job."
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Another elderly couple did in fact have a premium of more than $400 refunded
by Intercontinental after the matter was investigated by the insurance department.
In a letter to the insurance department, the woman explained how she bought
the health policy. "He also said it would be advisable to drop my husband's policy and he would write my husband a policy which would take over after Blue
Cross, Blue Shield and medicare." The letter continues:
"When I wanted to go upstairs and get my husband's signature, he (the agent)
said it was unnecessary and I could sign for him, which I did.
"About 3 weeks later I received my husband's policy and noticed they paid
only $5 per day for the first 60 days. I decided to wait till I got my policy before
calling him about this.
"About a week after geceiving my husband's policy I received mine, but also
received an additional policy' he had written for me that we had not even discussed and never thought of. It was to pay $75 per week while hospitalized.
"The address on -my policy was incorrect, and I called him to tell him about
that and ask why he had written a policy I had not even discussed with him.
He said I needed it and could cancel after the first year if I didn't want it.
"About my 'hu~band's policy, he said not to concern myself because if the difference of a hospital stay between Blue Cross, Blue Shield and medicare was more
than $5 a day,:his company would absorb it even if it was $15 or $20 a day.
"After our telephone conversation I read my husband's policy as well as I could
and found nothing to indicate they would pay any more other than $5 per day
plus the extra allowance for nurses and first-day extras."
The woman explained she returned the policies and demanded her money back
from the company. Following her demand for -a refund, based on misrepresentations and other irregularities, the woman received a form letter from Intercontinental which said in part:
"We have received your request for cancellation of your policy with Intercontinental Life. As your policy does not contain a refund provision, the policy
will lapse 31 days after -the next due date, as there is a 31-day grace period In
your contract."
In effect, the company was refusing to refund the $410 in premiums. The insurance department investigated the matter, then wrote to the company:
"Please provide the sworn statement of (agent) as to his solicitation, presentation and representations to ('the woman). Since there appears to have been several
irregularities in this transaction, including the possibility 'that some signatures
were forged, we request that you rescind the enclosed policies and refund the
premiums to (the woman)."
The premiums were refunded in full.
As for the sale of "group" health policies, agents of the company have used
letters of endorsement from companies and associations to sell members of those
organizations policies that are supposed to 'be less expensive "group" plans.
[From the Newark, N.J., Star-Ledger, Feb. 28, 1978]
AGENTS USE "SCALE TACTICS" WITH ELDERLY
INSURERS EXPLOIT DEFICIENCIES IN

MEDICARE

(By Herb Jaffe)
Concern has been growing in Congress, Federal agencies and the private sector
that medicare may be responsible for the "scare tactics" health insurance companies are using to "hard-sell" expensive but inadequate policies to senior citizens.
"Medicare is paying for a steadily decreasing share of the health costs," Dr.
Gladys Ellenbogen, former chairman of the economics department at Montclair
'State College, 'reported to the U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging.
"A large number of the elderly are living on low incomes. 'Some have assets in
the form of savings accounts or savings bonds or other securities," Dr. Ellenbogen
wrote in the report commissioned by the 'Senate committee, adding:
"Aware of -the high cost of medical care and fearful of the risk of great depletion in their liquid resources, they purchase private health insurance protection."
Her report explains that medicare is paying for less each year, largely as a result of inflation and rising costs in hospital, medical and nursing home care.
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The result is that more senior citizens are being forced to buy additional
private health insurance. In fact, the Social Security Administration last August
reported that medicare's responsibilities have shrunk to an average of less than
43 percent of all health costs for the elderly.
Commenting on the experiences of senior citizens in buying private health
insurance, Dr. Ellenbogen said:
"As reported to us by consumer service bureaus of State insurance departments
and by State and local offices on aging, many of the elderly are puzzled by the
complexities of private health policies."
Her report adds that many senior citizens who never bought health insurance
before, because of employer group coverages prior to their retirement years, are
now experiencing "the hardsell, scare tactics of some of the insurance companies,
particularly those companies offering them policies by 'mail order."'
An example of the "scare tactics" is a mail order card that is being sent to
senior citizens in New Jersey. The card advises the recipient of "Senior Care 3"
which provides coverage for "hospitalization, surgery, doctors' fees, anesthesia,
private nurse, transfusions and ambulance."
However, the card is an official-looking document, with the senior citizen's
name and address typed in. Among other things, -itsays:
"Advance information for New Jersey senior citizens. Announcing Senior
Care 3-the new health care plan designed to fill the gaps left by medicare."
Nowhere on the information side of the card is there any mention of an insurance company, agent or anything else to represent that the card came from the
private health insurance sector.
On the mail side of the card, it is addressed only to I.L.I.C. information center,
with a post office box number in Bridgewater.
Most senior citizens might not be expected to know that I.L.I.C. is Intercontinental Life Insurance Co., a private health insurer with its home office in
Newark.
"The card looked a little suspicious to me, but it was in the shape of the social
security card I get in the mail, so I sent it in anyway just to see what would
happen," an 80-year-old man, who is a retired RCA engineer, explained.
"A couple of weeks later this young man came and made like he had something
special for me. But when I began to ask him some questions, I couldn't get any
sense out of him. Sure enough, he was trying to sell me insurance," the senior
citizen explained.
"He wouldn't tell me how they got my name, all he kept saying was that I
needed extra coverage. Well, I got Blue Shield, Blue Cross, Prudential, Colonial
Penn and medicare. But he kept saying -that wasn't enough," the man continued.
He said he was angered by what he considered "a colossal deception to sell me
insurance."
Practices of this -type of health insurance companies are of special concern to
David Fox, an attorney for the Federal Trade Commission (FTC).
"The elderly are very ripe for abuses by health insurers, and this is an area in
which I have a strong personal interest," Fox said. "The elderly are tremendously
afraid of going to the hospital and not having enough insurance, so they often
use their limited income to buy four or five policies that duplicate each other."
Fox said that while the FTC does not have jurisdiction, since insurance is regulated by the States, "we can at least keep an eye on the situation and alert States
to what's happening in their midst."
Congress also is keeping an eye on how the elderly are being treated by insurers. While Senate hearings have been held almost annually since the early 1970's
on the difficulties senior citizens face with health care, with the thrust of the
Senate's concern on medicare, some senators have pointed to the inadequacies of
private health insurance.
During one hearing before the Special Committee on Aging, Vice President
Walter Mondale, then a senator from Minnesota, commented:
"I had a mother that went to a hospital with cancer, and they canceled her insurance. So I am not convinced that private insurance companies are the same
as the United Fund."
During another hearing before the same committee, Dr. Joseph Ingber, a New
York chiropractor. testified.
"Maybe you will be investigating 5 years from now what is being done in the
private sector with the major medical insurance companies-what kind of fraud
is going on in major medical insurance."
An American Bar Association (ABA) committee has been studying the problem for some time. San Francisco attorney Luther Avery, vice chairman of the
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legal problems of the aging committee of the ABA's Family Law Section, said
the committee is "analyzing cases of senior citizens who have been gypped and
swindled by health insurance companies."
Avery said the committee's concern has been enhanced by evidence from the
National Council of Senior Citizens in Washington and the National Senior Citizens Law Center in Los Angeles.
"We see this as a serious problem, and we may either report our findings to
the ABA's house of delegates, or in the form of recommendations to some Federal
agency, or even as a report that will be made available to senior citizens," Avery
said.

One of the most common complaints by senior citizens centers around decisions
by insurers that the policyholder is not eligible for benefits under his policy because of pre-existing conditions.
In a letter from Intercontinental to an 84-year-old man, the company said It
would not honor his claim, explaining:
"We have reviewed the claim recently submitted, and medical information in
our possession indicates the condition for which claim has been presented began
prior to the effective date of your policy. Consequently, we are unable to be of
service to you on this claim."
The language of the letter is "form" language, appearing on many others obtained by The Star-Ledger.
"Pre-existing condition my foot," the man said. "I paid them too soon. My
. premium for the year was around $500. I was operated for an aneurysm, and I
never had any problem before. Their information is hooey.
"I succumbed to high pressure salesmanship," he said. The man added that
medicare and his Blue Cross and Blue Shield coverage paid most of the cost.
"Do you know that company had the gall to try to sell me another policy about
a year after they gave me all that trouble. This young agent came around and told
me that the other agent was fired because of the way he was selling," the man
stated.
Another senior citizen explained that he "dropped the policy because their
agent misrepresented what he was selling me." The man contended that the Intercontinental agent sold the policy with a premium of about $180 on the basis that
the policy would entitle him to coverage for visits to a doctor's offlce.
During the course of the year he held the policy, both he and his wife were
denied claims by the company for doctor visits. In one letter a company examiner
wrote:
"We sincerely regret we are unable to provide benefits in connection with this
claim because the policy provides benefits for office visits, provided that these
expenses are incurred following a hospital confinement. Since there was no indication of hospitalization, the charges submitted for office visits are not eligible for
benefits."
"That's not the way the agent sold it to me," the man said. "He told me we
could use it for any doctor visits."
Asked if he read the policy, the man said: "Who could understand that insurance language? I trusted the salesman."
Ephraim Weiniger, chief executive officer of Intercontinental, acknowledged
that his company sells a large volume of health insurance to senior citizens.
WeIniger added that while many complaints.come from senior citizens, "we
can't pay a claim if it involves a condition that an elderly person didn't tell us
about when we sold the policy.
In a "confidential memo" to his agents 3 years ago. Weiniger referred to "something to be desired in our marketing methods." He also emphasized "selling
honestly" and mentioned "the administrative expense which comes, with refunds
and some other practices which will tend to hurt our company and put the man's
insurance license in jeopardy."
The memo refers to another problem which concerned Weiniger. The problem
dealt with agents so eager to earn a commission that they had little regard for
the medical history of the persons they solicited and tended to ignore an applicant's true medical problems. Moreover, they had little concern for whether the
policyholder had the financial means to keep up their premium payments. According to the memo:
"Men are selling us claims. For a $40-$50 commission we are buying a $1,000$2.000 claim. The agen't concern is getting the first premium only and as much as
he can get with little concern about whether or not the person can afford the
renewal."

32-703 0 - 78 - 2
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[From the Newark, N.J., Star-Ledger, Mar. 1, 1978]
HEALTH INSURANCE: STATE FAI.s To REVOKE LICENSES OF FLAGRANT AGENTS

(By Herb Jaffe)
The State insurance commissioner is empowered to lift the license of any
agent who has committed insurance irregularities, but no one can remember
the last time an agent selling health insurance in New Jersey lost his license.
By comparison, in Wisconsin, where special regulations were recently invoked
to protect senior citizens in particular from being swindled in the sale of health
insurance, Commissioner Harold Wilde says he won't hesitate to revoke or suspend the licenses of agents who commit indiscretions.
"When I came here 3 years ago, we were revoking two or three licenses a year.
Now we're acting against 10 to 12 agents a month. Among them we're lifting a
lot of licenses, and many of them were health agents. We're trying to guarantee
as much as possible that no consumer will get swindled," Wilde said.
"We even suspended a health insurance company recently for a year and a
half," he added.
Sidney K. Decker, chairman of the ethics committee of the New Jersey State
Association of Life Underwriters, has been involved with the selling and upgrading of health and life insurance practices in New Jersey for more than 20 years.
"I don't recall any agent selling life or health insurance ever being revoked
or suspended in this State, at least since I've been around," Decker said.
"As I understand it, one of the problems is that the insurance department does

not have the funds for an investigative staff. The department is certainly empowered to lift licenses, but they have been very lenient.
"Some practices have been brought before our ethics committees where not
only should the agent's license have been revoked, but there should have been
criminal action taken," Decker said.
Asked why the insurance department refuses to lift licenses, especially in
blatant cases of irregularity, Decker said, "I don't know. But I do know that
some very serious ones have been recommended to them by our ethics committees.

"But then the department asks us, 'do you realize what it takes to lift an
agent's license?' Our position is, what good is a license if there are no ethical
standards to support it.
"There has to be sanctions. If not, then the agent who steals and only gets a
slap on the wrist will do it again," Decker said.
He explained that in New York and other States there is a public record of
agent license revocations. "There have been a few casualty agent licenses lifted
in New Jersey over the years, but I don't recall ever hearing of a life or health
agent losing a license," he added.
Decker explained that the Association of Life Underwriters-a nationally recognized professional body-maintains a code of ethics, adopted by its Washington-based national association. "We have 15 local associations with working
ethics committees in New Jersey and a membership that includes about half the
agents in the State who write health and life insurance." he said.
One of the association's most important functions, he said, is to maintain its
peer review ethics committees which gather evidence and evaluate charges of
unethical practices by agents.
"If we can't resolve a charge through the committee. or the agent's company.
we will recommend it to the insurance department. in behalf of the insured
making the charge. But that's as far as we're permitted to go. We have no
subpena power," he explained.
Decker said that five or six agents a year are referred to the insurance department. "There are some good people in the insurance department, but they have
no investigations staff." he commented.

Recommended legislation for model regulatory standards in the agent ethics
area has been devised by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners
(NAIC), and while New Jersey does not enforce a strict watch on health agent
activities, manv other states do.
In the NAIC's January 1977. reaffirmation of its model regulations on duties
of insurers and agent,, the text focuses on such problems in New Jersey as
agents who misrepresent the contents of health policies to their applicants
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According to this proposed regulation by the NAIC, which has been promulgated in other States:
"The insurer's agent has an obligation to be sure that all pertinent information revealed to him by the applicant is adequately set forth in the application.
"Failure to do so is a disservice to himself, his company and the applicant,
because it may prevent accurate evaluation of the risk and may lead to cancellation or to defense of a claim based upon failure to disclose material information."
A Star-Ledger survey has found that failure to disclose material information
on health insurance applications is a frequent occurrence with some agents, resulting in claims controversies between the policyholder and the company.
The most common indiscretion by some agents is the failure to disclose the
applicant's complete medical history, especially where senior citizens are the
applicants.
Medical examinations are not required in the purchase of such policies, and to
avoid a denial of the application by their home office-resulting in lost sales
commissions-agents in some instances will ignore pertinent details in the applicant's medical history.
In this respect, the NAIC's model guideline for regulation continues:
"An insurer will normally take disciplinary action, which may include discharge, against an agent who submits an application which is materially inaccurate or incomplete.
"In the event an insurer discharges such an agent, an insurance commissioner,
charged with protection of the public interest, may terminate the agent's license,
and the insurer should disclose appropriate information to the commissioner
when it can do so without exposing itself to legal action.
"An agent who is unwilling to abide by the high standards required in the
business of health insurance should make his living in another business which
does not rest so strongly on a necessary assumption of good faith."
Federal Trade Commission attorney David Fix, concerned with potential violations of the unfair trade practices act, said that disclosure regulations by
State insurance departments could help minimize the victimization of health
insurance consumers by unscrupulous agents.
"For example, disclosure regulations should force companies to detail exactly
what a policy does include in the simplest terms. Many of these policies are incomprehensible even for lawyers. So how can they expect the average layman
to understand what is included ?" Fix asked.
"I'm also concerned with the health policies that overlap. Too often highpressured sales approaches will sell a consumer a coverage that he already has
either through medicare or another supplementary medicare policy," he added.
New Mexico Insurance Commissioner Kenneth Moore said regulations that
will protect senior citizens from high-pressure health insurance agents will become effective in June. "Our regulations are intended to stop agents from taking
advantage of the elderly."
"Senior citizens are often lonely and anxious to talk to people. Some agents
know that, and too often the senior citizen ends up getting fleeced into some
policy that he or she doesn't really need," Moore stated.
The New Mexico regulations will be similar to those in Wisconsin, the first
State to adopt such strict standards for agents in the sale of health insurance.
Wisconsin Commissioner Wilde called senior citizens the "most vulnerable
market" for fraudulent selling practices. "I saw volumes of complaints in this
area, largely because this class of victims has fewer defenses," Wilde added.
He said among the regulations is one that makes it an unfair trade practice
to use the word "medicare" on any commercial health insurance literature, thus
avoiding certain deceptive sales approaches.
"But we found that when you chop off one head, three new ones grow back,"
Wilde commented. "There are many elements involved in the sale of health insurance, and we're taking them on one by one."
He said that in addition to revoking agent licenses for unscrupulous practices,
"we're also working with our State Association of Life Underwriters and chambers of commerce to set up senior citizen counseling services. This is intended
to prevent such common abuses as finding people with 15 health policies-sold
through scare tactics."
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Wilde has invoked special regulations which mandate clearly explained minimum
levels of benefits in easy-to-read policies, standardized health policies for
all companies, and a withdrawal of all former policy forms.
"We also have prepared a booklet for senior citizens that tells all the do's and
don'ts, and we mandated a rule that this book must be presented by agents with
every solicitation.
"We have made it clear to every company that if they want to sell Medicare
supplements they must abide by the regulations," he added.
Wilde said that all policies used in the State must be approved by him before
they can be sold. New Jersey is a "prior approval" State in auto and homeowner
insurance, but in health and life coverage the companies simply file their policies
with the insurance department and use them.
"Our next stage will be to compare price differentials that exist. No one really
knows what the profits are in health insurance. We attempt to judge this on the
basis of loss ratios," he said. Loss ratios are the percentages of the premium
dollar used to pay claims.
Wilde said one of his greatest concerns has been to crack down on agents
who urge policyholders to cash-in an existing policy so they can sell the consumer a new one and earn a new first-year sales commission.
"First-year commissions are enormous. I think it's a disgrace to switch off a
senior citizen, especially, from a perfectly good policy just so an agent can earn
more commission. Meanwhile, the consumer is stuck with a new set of deductibles, which can often present a hardship," Wilde said.
[From the Newark, N.J., Star-Ledger, Mar. 2, 1978]

HEALTH INsURANcE: JERSEY SUBSTITUTES A "BooKLEr"

FOR REGULATION

(By Herb Jaffe)
New Jersey's inadequate regulation of private health insurance is attributed
by some to the effectiveness of the insurance lobby-plus considerable apathy in
both the legislature and the State insurance department.
Typically, one insurance department official commented, "With the exception
of Blue Cross and Blue Shield, health insurance regulation in New Jersey has
never really been much of a priority."
The fact that the insurance department gathered 3.600 health insurance complaints from consumers in 1976 may have prompted the preparation by the department of a handbook for senior citizens. As a class, the elderly are the most
common victims of abusive practices by private health insurance companies.
The newly prepared booklet alerts senior citizens to the potential pitfalls when
buying health insurance. It offers "helpful hints" on how to shop for health insurance wisely.
The booklet, which includes a friendly opening letter from Gov. Brendan Byrne,
was financed by a federal grant in an effort to better educate the elderly against
"gimmickry."
According to one piece of advice in the booklet:
"Health insurance policies are very complicated. Reading and understanding
policies as well as making price comparisons is not easy. Health insurance for
senior citizens is one field in which the insurance industry has generally done
a very poor job."
The booklet is similar to one distributed in Pennsylvania, Wisconsin and other
States-where tighter regulations exist to protect senior citizens more than just
advise them of "complicated" insurance policies with incomprehensible language.
As a regulatory agency, the insurance department is aware of the dangers in
the merchandising of some private health insurance policies. But while New
Jersey concentrates more on alerting senior citizens to potential dangers that the
legislature can easily empower the insurance department to eliminate, other State
insurance departments are acting in a more direct manner to remove such
threats.
For example, legislation in 1973 empowered the New York Insurance Department to standardize basic health policies and eliminate many of the kinds of
deceptive practices that exist in New Jersey.
"It took us 2 years before we could enact that legislation. Obviously, the insurance companies didn't like the idea because it put an end to policies and practices
that many companies had become accustomed to," New York Deputy Superintendent of Health Insurance James Clyne said.
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"New York was the first State to adopt such regulations. It resulted in a
cleansing of the health insurance field. We eliminated a lot of policies from being
sold in New York," Clyne explained, adding:
"Companies were required to examine their own portfolios, and that had the
greatest effect on what could be sold in New York State. We were able to
eliminate many of the dead-wood policies, as well as the questionable ones.
"I think this was a very worthwhile effort, because in the process we were
able to review every policy being sold so that we could compare and determine
what was needed to best protect the consumer. The legislature since then has
adopted a series of additional laws mandating that certain health coverages be
made available."
Clyne said that in his judgment, and from his experience, "health insurance
really has to be watched closely and differently from other lines of insurance,"
referring to the ease with which sophisticated forms of abuse can be incorporated
into policies by insurers.
"There was much objection to our standards from the carriers. It was an
invasion into areas insurance companies did not want invaded," Clyne added.
"Regulations of our type are very controversial, which is why they haven't spread
into too many other States."
For one thing. Clyne emphasized that insurance companies in New York must
now have the prior approval of the insurance department before they can market
a policy, rescind existing policies or alter rates. The Department also has invoked
strict disclosure requirements to avoid deceptive practices as much as possible.
"Many of the features and provisions in the NAIC's (National Association of
Insurance Commissioners) model health insurance bill are patterned after our
system," Clyne added.
Many health insurers in New Jersey include provisions in their policies that
prohibit cancellation and imply automatic renewal. However, the provisions
do not prohibit an insurer from deciding not to renew everyone insured under a
certain policy-in effect, terminating the entire policy if the company decides
it is not earning sufficient profits from the policy.
"That kind of thing is a problem. When a company decides to terminate a
class of business, we become very conscious of it in terms of approving any
replacement policy," Clyne explained.
"We want to include a provision in all health contracts that termination of
the entire policy must be with the approval of the superintendent of the New
York Insurance Department, and that the company must provide an adequate
alternative policy for the same policyholders," he said.
Clyne also explained that his department maintains well-staffed consumer
services bureaus in New York City and Albany. "We have investigators and
examiners who check out all complaints."
He said there is also much concern in behalf of senior citizens "who tend to
overbuy health insurance. I don't know if it's victimization or just some inherent
fear elderly persons might have which makes them prone to purchase such
policies as those that will pay them a lump sum a day if they're hospitalized.
"They tend to feel insecure, and they'll buy the lump-sum policies even though
they have medicare and good medicare supplemental coverages. There are companies who deal heavily in hospital indemnity policies. The question is whether
there is a real need for such policies, or whether those companies are using fear
tactics on the elderly," Clyne commented.
The New York regulations were established only after a 2-year legislative
battle. Sponsors of legislation that would impose stronger regulations over health
insurers in New Jersey have never even reached the battle stage.
Many legislators have been repeatedly unsuccessful in getting their health
insurance bills out of committee. There was a flurry of bills in the last legislature that would have begun to impdse minimum regulatory standards, but they
all died in committee when the Legislature expired last month.
A bill sponsored by Sen. Joseph J. Merlino (D-Mercer) would have established
minimum standards that would have included "full and fair disclosure for the
form, content and sale of health insurance."
While Merlino said the measure was particularly aimed at Blue Cross and
Blue Shield-which already are heavily regulated-it would, nevertheless, have
affected all private insurers. But the bill was stuck in a committee for 8 months.
However, Merlino said he intends to reintroduce the bill in the present legislature. The bill would include:
"Reasonable standardization and simplification of language and coverages to
facilitate understanding and comparisons."
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"Elimination of provisions which may be misleading or unreasonably confusing
in connection with either the purchase of such insurance or the settlement of
claims."
"Elimination of deceptive practices in connection with the sale of such
insurance."
"Elimination of provisions which may be contrary to the health care needs of
the public."
"Elimination of coverages which are so limited in scope as to be of no substantial economic value to the holders thereof."
"Elimination of unfair renewal practices which are contrary to the health care
needs and economic wellbeing of the public."
Another bill, introduced by Sen. Garrett Hagedorn (R-Bergen) and co-sponsored by 11 other Republican and Democratic senators, was lodged in committee
since it was submitted in September, 1976. The bill was specifically concerned
with health insurance policies that are misleading.
It would have given the insurance commissioner powers to disapprove a policy
if it "contains provisions which are unjust, unfair, inequitable, misleading or
contrary to law or to the public policy of this State, or if it is sold in such a
manner as to mislead the public."
Hagedorn already has resubmitted the bill in the new legislature. "Something
has to be done to equalize regulation in this area and make what is good for
Blue Cross good for every other health insurer in this State," Hagedorn said.
"Two other bills that would impose health insurance regulations were filed 2
years ago by retired Sen. Anne Martindell. Both remained in committee until
the legislature expired.
The summary statement attached to one of the bills said:
"An insurance company may stipulate in a health insurance policy, other than
group or blanket, that the policy can be canceled at any time by the company by
written notice to the insured.
"When this option is taken by an insurance company, it can, and often does
act to the severe detriment of policyholders, especially those who have paid
premiums for years, then find their policies canceled after a difficult illness.
"This bill amends the relevant provisions of the law by repealing the option
presently afforded insurance companies."
The statement attached to Martindell's other bill said:
"This bill provides that an insured would have an automatic option to renew
a health insurance policy, other than group or blanket, without prejudicing the
terms and conditions of the policy to be renewed.
"The insurer would be obligated to offer renewal of the policy between 30 and
60 days prior to the expiration thereof, and the insured would opt to renew by
payment of the premiums during the grace period."
There were other bills in the last legislature which touched on health insurance
regulation, in an effort to protect consumers from misrepresentations, distortions,
and fraudulent selling practices. They all died in committees.

NATIONAL

[From the Newark, N.J., Star-Ledger, Mar. 3, 1978]
INSURANCE: U.S. DISTURBED BY HEALTH COvERAGE

"GAPS"

(By Herb Jaffe)
Insurers are fearful that revelations of inadequacies in the cost, benefits and
State regulation of health insurance could trigger a new movement for national
health insurance (NHI) that might have serious consequences for the private
insurance industry.
I
An analysis prepared last month by the U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare (HEW) delves into the regulation and administration of NHI even
before the proposal of an actual national health plan.
The report analyzes two basic questions in any proposed administration
of NHI:
"What should be the role of the Federal Government, of the States and localities, of the private insurance industry ?"
"How should these sectors interact in an overall NHI organizational
arrangement?"
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In analyzing any role for the private industry, if in fact the private sector
should be permitted to underwrite NHI, the HEW report says:
"Supporters of a private sector underwriting role in NHI argue that competition gives private insurers incentives to perform functions more cheaply in order
to increase profit margins or to gain a larger share of the market.
"Critics contend that industry underwriting practices conflict with some goals
of NHI and that competition leads to higher profits and marketing costs which
could be better used to pay the provision of health insurance."
But then the report goes on to say:
"At present it is very difficult to determine how many people have adequate
coverage for medical expenses. Private insurance policies range from comprehensive major medical coverage to plans providing a fixed per diem payment for
hospitalization.
"Many persons purchase several policies as supplements to basic coverage but
are still uncovered for major expenses. The Congressional Budget Office estimates
that between 19 and 38 million people with insurance have less than adequate
protection against catastrophic expenses."
Still another indicator of the Federal Government's growing concern over the
nation's private health insurance system is a statement last June in the Social
Security Administration's monthly bulletin:
"That the insured person cannot expect to receive truly comprehensive health
care services in return for his premium payments is just one of the deficiencies
in the private health insurance system."
The bulletin said that in 1975 consumers under age 65 paid $33.6 billion in private health premiums, but that this "resulted in the return of only $28.9 billion
in benefits."
Pointing to the inadequacy of the insurance system, the social security report
adds that this represented only 44 percent of the total personal health care
expenditures of Americans under 65.
Other reports are equally critical of the private health insurance sector, its
manner of operation and what many consider to be inadequate regulation that
has resulted in confusion, complexity and needless expense for consumers.
An illustration of the confusion thrust on policyholders by private insurers,
from inadequate regulation, is the following letter a claimant received from her
health insurance company:
"We sincerely regret we are unable to provide benefits in connection with this
claim because expenses incurred for normal childbirth, a caesarian section or a
miscarriage are not covered. In cases of pregnancy, the policy provides only for
expenses incurred as a result of complications thereof."
"What is that supposed~to mean?" the woman asked, "funeral costs?"
Private health insurance is being marketed in such a blatant manner in some
instances, stemming from the lack of regulation, that even "unlicensed insurance
brokerages" can operate in New Jersey.
State Sen. James H. Wallwork (R-Essex) told of an agent who knocked on his
door last month to sell a health policy.
"He had no business card, no promotional literature, nor anything else that
could identify he was an insurance agent. But he did have a good sales pitch
and an application form for me to sign, at a premium of $164.85 a year," Wallwork said.
'Upon checking with the State insurance department's licensing division, Wallwork was first told that the man was a licensed agent, but that the insurance
brokerage employing him was unlicensed, which is a serious offense.
However, several weeks later Wallwork received a letter from Arthur M. Keefe,
chief investigator of the insurance department, after the senator formally filed
a complaint with the department. Following a more thorough review, Keefe
said records show the insurance brokerage is licensed.
"The incident covering the solicitation at your residence does leave something
to be desired," Keefe wrote, advising Wallwork that if he wished the department
would pursue the matter further.
In similar cases, the insurance department, which earns almost $40 million a
year for the State in the form of insurance taxes and licenses fees. says it does
not have sufficient investigative and examining personnel to protect the public
adequately from unscrupulous practices by health insurance companies, agents
or brokers.
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The HEW report of last month referred to its concern over the true effectiveness of the private health
insurance industry if it ever became properly regulated
in order to serve a major role in NHI:
"It should be noted that extensive regulaiton and alteration of current industry practices might lead to fundamental change in the character and nature
of the industry itself."
PThe report also expresses concern that lax regulation has made it almost impossible to understand the health insurance industry's true profit picture, which
would be a major factor if a national health insurance program were forced to
rely on administration from the private sector. According to the report:
'The true extent of insurance industry profits and marketing costs is difficult
to determine from existing data."
It explains the underwriting and accounting principles vary among the different companies. As a result, "marketing costs are difficult to measure
and
categorize appropriately."
The report adds that "inclusion of commercial insurers as underwriters of
NHI virtually implies an allowance for profit. Profits could be regulated, along
the line of a public utility, if that were desired."
But based on the complexities of profit regulation by the States in other lines
of insurance, the report says:
"The necessary regulation could become so extensive and complex thatit might
make more sense for the Federal Government to operate the program directly."
Extensive hearings in the last several years before the U.S. Senate Special
Committee on Aging have raised questions concerning the effectiveness of the
privateindustry justin its role as intermediary in the administration of federal
medicare funds.
There is also testimony before the committee that has raised concern
practices by the private sector in providing supplemental medicare coverages.over
The Special Committee on Aging is a fact-finding body, and Sen. Harrison A.
Williams (D-N.J.) served as its chairman for 6 years, until 1970. Williams remained a ranking member of the committee until last year when he became
chairman of the Senate Human Resources Committee-the committee that could
sponsor legislation to correct any abuses found by the Special Committee on
Aging.
"I know that in my years as chairman of the Senate Aging Committee we found
that senior citizens indeed were often special targets for fraud in the area of
health care," Williams stated.
"Certainly there are now serious questions being raised about certain aspects
of the supplemental insurance fileld, and these are a matter of very grave concern
to the Aging Committee," he added.
"I would expect that this will be a subject of special and particular interest to
the committee, and I would hope that we could formulate a plan of action so that
senior citizens can obtain the coverage they need without falling prey to any
abusive or fradulent practices," Williams said.
Dr. Gladys Ellenbogen, former head of the economics department at Montclair
State College and the Committee on Aging's nationally recognized authority on
private health insurance, said that most consumers know very little about how
to buy health insurance.
"Generally, peopleare
totally inexperienced in buying health insurance because during most of their lifetime it is their employer's problem," Dr. Ellenbogen
explained.
"At the age of 65 you're on your own. If you take an early retirement you are
not yet eligible for medicare and you have to pray that you don't get sick. With
homeowners
and auto insurance the average person is experienced, because you're
confronted with it all your life," she said, adding:
"When you buy car insurance there's unit pricing. You know what you're paying
for collision, liability and comprehensive.
"But when you buy health insurance you can't pick and choose. It's very tough
for the consumer to be selective in health insurance, partly because they have no
experience in buying and partly because there is no unit pricing."
"The average person knows nothing about how to buy nursing home coverage.
or a policy that would cover prescription drugs, or private duty nursing-even If
there were policies just limited to those areas. But they give you a whole package,
and there is no comparison shopping from company to company, which makes
it so difficult, especially for the elderly.
"On top of everything else, State insurance departments have limited power
over premium charges because most States have no legislation or very limited
legislation concerning health cost containment."
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CANCER WILL STRIKE 55 MILLION AMERICANS
ALIVE TODAY... THAT'S I OUT OF EVERY 4 OF
US... 2 OF EVERY 3 FAMILIES... AND IT WILL
COST THE AMERICAN PEOPLE $3 BILLION A YEARI
-these

facts from the American Cancer Society tM
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AND CANCER DID STRIKEI
But the following people received financial
help when they needed it most because
they are UFL Policyholders:
Maie.. Age20 .. malignant
melanoma
ofskin
Female..Age65 .anser ofbreast
Female Age 4 ...oncer oflargeintenine
Male..... Age53 ...cancr oftrachea,
breochus,
lang
Male..... Age31 ...ancerof foor of mouth
Male... Age62
cancer foprosnate
Female. Age53 .. Hodgkins
disease
Male. Age70 .. cancer
of larynx
Me.... Age31 .. cancer
ofnasopharynx
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Hospital Cash Benefits
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51 starts you In the Physicians Hospital Policy. Then
renew for as little as $7.55 a month, depending on your age.
We guarantee to issue you this insurance regardless of age,
or family size.
Your first month covers
accidents only. Then both new
sicknesses and accidents are

covered immediately.
*Pays 30.00 a day cash
$900.00 every 30 days -for
you, your wife and children.
No limit to number of days

you can collect cash benefits.
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*Cash benefits paid direct

to you-to spend as you
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for life.
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Guarantees to Pay You
Cash from the Very First Day
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every 30 days

Cash paiddirect to you or anyone you choose from the very first day of covered hospitalization
-

Cash in addition to any benefits from any other plan, even Group or Medicare
Cash for Mental iness, occupational injuries and VA. .
Full cash benefits for folks 65 and over.

60sT Cash Increase for Cancer and Heart Attack.
Cash for both covered sickness and accidents.
Cash to spend any way you see t
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SENIOR CITIZENS, PLEASE NOTE:

Government Has Increased
Your Medicare Deductibles
Again For 1978
You have until February 8,1978, to add this
In-Hospital Medicare Part A
Supplement Insurance Protection
APPLICATION FORM ENCLOSED
SENIOR CITIZENS DEPARTMENT
Bankers Multiple Line Insurance Company
4810No.Kenneth Avenue . Chicago, Illinois 60630S
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NOW ... PAYMENT FOR ALL YOUR NECESSARY IN-HOSPITAL
COSTS THAT MEDICARE PART A DOESN'T PAYSTARTING WITH YOUR FIRST DAY IN THE HOSPITAL
* Pays
. Pays
. Pays
. Pays
. Pays

you before Medicare starts (the first $144)
you when Medicare reduces ($36 a day)
you when Medicare reduces again ($72 a day)
you when Medicare stops completely
you up to $50,000 maximum in lifetime benefits

Dear Friend:
Government Medicare is a fine thing for Americans 65 and over.
It means that every senior citizen can get the medical attention he
or she needs. However, even from the start, Medicare was never intended
to cover all of your hospital expenses. The Government has had to
establishlTimits on the benefits you receive as a patient in a regular,
general hospital.
This means that you must pay part of your hospital bill yourself.
And the amounts you must pay have increased for each of the last 10
years. They had to. Skyrocketing costs have forced the Government
to pay out more and more, and to increase the share you must pay, too.
(over, please)
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Senator CHILES. The committee has more examples of exploitation
of older Americans and concern on the part of State insurance regulators.
Subsequent to this hearing, we will make a thorough evaluation of
the testimony presented and determine further steps to be taken by the
committee.
Senator Domenici, we are delighted to have you here to participate
in this hearing. Do you have an opening statement?
STATEMENT BY SENATOR PETE V. DOMENICI
Senator Do:IENICI. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I commend you for your
opening statement; I think it clearly defines the parameters of a very
serious problem.
Adequate health insurance is a protection everyone needs, particularly in these days of ever-increasing hospital costs. The elderly, however, are most concerned about insurance coverage as they fear the
prospect of a catastrophic illness or prolonged ill health, either of
which may deplete their life savings. As a result, the elderly have become a new and expanding market, as well as an easy mark, so to
speak, for insurance salesmen who sell expensive policies to the elderly, assuring them that the insurance will pay for what medicare
does not cover. Unfortunately, this is not. always the case. The insurance itself may not be faulty but the fine print regarding exclusions
for coverage, such as "pre-existing conditions" can often make the
insurance useless to the elderly who may have multiple health problems. For this reason, although an individual may hold various insurance policies, medical expenses may not be covered.
MEDICARE PAYS LESS AND LESS

The fact that medicare pays less and less proportionately of the
total medical bill has led to the rise of the development of what are
called medi-gap policies. Insurance agents sell insurance to fill the
gap but often sell more than the individual needs or can afford. It has
been documented that the elderly often have overlapping policies but
sometimes are not able to receive the coverage expected from any one
of them.
State insurance commissions are beginning to take note of this problem as you noted, Mr. Chairman. Wisconsin has adopted strict standards which we will hear more about today. I am pleased to note that
my own State of New Mexico has adopted similar standards to be
effective in June. The commissioner of insurance in our State, Kenneth
Moore, said in a recent interview:
Our regulations are intended to stop agents from taking advantage of the
elderly. Senior citizens are often lonely and anxious to talk to people. Some
agents know that, and too often the senior citizen ends up getting fleeced into
some policy that he or she doesn't really need.

Most insurance salesmen are in the business to help people of all
ages. Some, however, are overzealous, shall we say. The elderly are
uninformed about the intricacies of the wording of insurance policies.
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It would seem that there is a need for insurance counseling as a part
of the legal services we are offering the elderly. It could also be designed in much the same way as we now offer assistance to the elderly
in the preparation of income taxes.
I look forward to the testimony of the witnesses and hope that this
issue may become widely recognized, that the elderly will be helped
to become knowledgeable consumers, and that the insurance industry
and State insurance commissions will set standards to avoid the problems associated with medi-gap insurance policies.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHILES. Thank you, Senator Domenici, for your comprehensive statement.
Senator Glenn is also here today. Senator Glenn first brought to the
attention of our committee the Lowry case. Mr. Lowry, son of Mrs.
Lowry, is going to be a witness here today.
Senator Glenn, we are glad for your endeavor in bringing that case
to our attention. That is certainly one of the prime reasons that we
are focusing on this subject today and we would be delighted to hear
from you.
STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN GLENN
Senator GLENN. Thank you vey much, Senator Chiles.
I think rather than thanking me we ought to thank Mr. Lowry
who is with us here today and who will bring out some of the things
we passed on to the committee. Mr. Lowry was instrumental in having these hearings held as early as they are being held after he contacted us. The committee staff was looking into some of these general
problems that he brought to our attention.
I won't try and pre-empt Mr. Lowry's statement, which he will
make here in a little while, by going into all of the details. I am sure
he will put it forth eloquently, as he has in the past, to us and to the
committee. It is a story that I think is all too typical of what is happening too many times these days.
I might add one other letter we received in mid-February of this
year from a gentleman who is 79 years old. He is a farmer. He says,
"My good wife is 77." He goes on talking about an operation he had
and about paying for it. This is in Alvada, Ohio, and I won't use his
name, but let me read the last couple paragraphs from his letter.
Recently a young fellow, a fast talker, and an agent from this insurance com-

pany came, so he said, to help us process our papers. When he got his foot in
the door he proceede4 to tell us we did not have enough health insurance. In
his fast talk he told us that medicare was in bad shape and that it would run
out or be defunct in 1979. Well, I wrote him a check for $787.80, which I am
going to try to recover.
Now how about it, is medicare sound? I hope so. If it is, we had plenty of
insurance before we took out more, and I will tell this young fellow to return
our old policies and reimburse us for what we paid him.
Yours truly.

[The full text of the letter follows:]

ALVADA, OHIo, February14,1978.
DEAR SENATOR GLENN: I am a farmer, 79 years old; my good wife is 77, and
we are Democrats. We think you are doing a fine job as Senator and we don't
think you will have any trouble being reelected.
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Now, my reason for writing to you. Recently I had major surgery resulting
from an aortic aneurysm. As you may know, the hospital and surgical bills were
enormous. Medicare paid most of the hospital bill and all but 20 percent of the
surgical bills, for which we were very grateful and fully satisfied.
We have hospital, surgical, and accident policies from a well-knowvn insurance
company. We have had these for 20 years, which helped pay the incidentals and
the 20 percent surgical which medicare did not pay.
Recently, a young fellow-a fast talker-and an agent from this insurance
company came, so he said, to help us process our papers. When he got his foot
in the door, he proceeded to tell us we did not have enough health insurance. In
his fast talk, he told us that medicare was in bad shape and that it would run
out or be defunct in 1979. Well, I wrote him a check for $787.80, which I am
going to try to recover.
Now, how about it-is medicare sound? I hope so. If it is, we had plenty of
insurance before we took out more, and I will tell this young fellow to return
our old policies and reimburse us for what we paid him.
Yours truly,
[Name withheld.]

Senator GLENN. I think that is all too typical of some of the things
going on these days. Therefore, we obviously wish to explore here
what the relationship is between the agent who is out doing this fast
talking with his foot in the door and the companies that should be
controlling those agents to a better extent than they do.
"A FLIM-FLAM SrruATION"

I think, as Mr. Lowry will point out, the volume of policies sold to
his mother, and the other examples that we will have brought forth
here today, are the result of scare tactics. Too often, there is no control
exercised by the companies irvolved. How can we correct this? How
can we get these people recompensed for their expenses and the excess
policies they have already bought? More importantly, how can we control this better in the future, through whatever Government action, if
that is required, or through action by the insurance companies and
State insurance commissions controlling what has gotten to be a real
flimflam, a real fraud situation?
Those are the things that we want to get into day. I, in particular,
wish to compliment Mr. Lowry in his coming forth with the information he gave us and being willing to come up here and spend his own
time in bringing this to the attention of the committee so we can
hopefully get cooperative action out of the companies and agents and,
if not, do something about it with Federal legislation.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHILES. Thank you, Senator Glenn.
I think many times people ask, does it do any good to write a letter?
I think sometimes it does do some good to write a letter, and today is
an example of that in our hearing.
Our first panel of witnesses will be consumer representatives consisting of Robert Lowry of Raleigh, N.C., and Jules L. Klowden, counselor of the Senior Service Center, San Diego, Calif. If you will come
to the witness table.
Mr. Lowry, we will allow you to lead off. We do appreciate your
appearance here today and your effort.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT E. LOWRY, RALEIGH, N.C.
Mr. LOWRY. Thank you, Senator Chiles; thank you, Senator Glenn
and Senator Domenici, for your comments.
I should like to express my appreciation for the invitation to appear
before this committee and to congratulate the committee and its fine
staff for the demonstrated determination to probe into the complexities, pitfalls, and problem areas encountered by the elderly as they
seek adequate insurance protection. I think it is a tragic state of affairs,
Senator Chiles, if the case history I am about to present can equal or
top the story you told regarding the elderly Wisconsin woman. I suspect there are many similar, but untold stories of insurance exploitation throughout this country.
My name is Robert E. Lowry and I am a resident of Raleigh, N.C.
My present involvement in this subject matter is accidental, but it has
stimulated the creation of a personal commitment to assist in the
exposure, correction, and prevention of unfair or abusive practices
in the sale of insurance to the elderly. From the outset, I should make
it clearly understood that I am not trained nor highly knowledgeable
in matters of insurance. I am not an attorney, but have often wished
I were, in view of the present circumstances. At the time of my initial
involvement last August, I was in the terminal stages of a program of
graduate work at North Carolina State University. Prior to that. I
was with the U.S. Department of Justice here in Washington.
Today I represent, by proxy, my 76-year-old mother, Mrs. Lucille W.
Lowry, a resident of the United Methodist-sponsored retirement community of Otterbein Home in Lebanon, Ohio. She wishes you well in
your efforts and sincerely hopes that whatever mistakes, suffering,
expenditures, and problems she has experienced in her serious overinvolvement with insurance may serve a positive purpose in alerting
others to the need for caution and access to sound, impartial advice.
Both of us also hope to encourage the creation or improvement
of effective and easily accessible avenues for correction or adjustment
once a problem situation is discovered.
With the Senator's permission, I shall attempt to briefly describe
the development of my mother's insurance problem, and equally important, the difficulties we encountered in attempting to resolve the
situation. In July 1973, Mrs. Lowry moved from her home in California to a small apartment within the "independent living" complex
at Otterbein Home. My mother is a very proud, independent, and
private person, having adequately managed her business affairs and
much of the family finances in the past. I respected these qualities and
did not attempt to meddle in her affairs, although I had assured myself
that her income from various sources was sufficient to meet the expenses
of her new life at Otterbein Home. I might also mention that she had,
in my estimation, a more than adequate insurance program at the time
of her arrival in Ohio, both in life and in health coverages.
During the spring of 1977, I was puzzled by my mother mentioning,
in several telephone conversations, that she was feeling financially
strapped and was finding it necessary to defer certain planned expenses. I knew that her income averaged slightly over $1,000 per
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month and that Otterbein Home expenses would not normally exceed
half that amount.
In August, I drove my family to Ohio for a planned 1-week visit
with my mother, but we remained for nearly a month when it was discovered that she was experiencing a major financial problem. I reviewed her record of expenditures and was startled to find a recent
and extremely large outlay of funds to one insurance company. From
her bank deposit box I obtained a variety of insurance policies and
attempted to match these to the canceled checks which reflected her
rapidly increasing involvement with additional insurance purchases
since 1975.
FOUND A NUNMBER OF POLICIES

Four health policies and three expensive life insurance policies
issued by Bankers Life & Casualty -Co. of Chicago were identified as
representing Mrs. Lowry's major insurance expenses over the previous
2 years. However, I also encountered several canceled checks made out
to the same company which, in the memo portion, made reference to
policies or forms which were not in her possession. Two of these had
my brother's and my initials. Automatic bank draft payments were
also being made on policies which could not be located.
My mother was unable to recall what these policies represented and
I then contacted one of the seven Bankers agents who had recently sold
my mother insurance and requested an explanation of her entire program. He said that the two local Dayton, Ohio, offices did not attempt
to maintain such information on its customers, but that he would
contact the home office in Chicago. On August 25, the agent telephoned to inform me that several policies had been purchased in
April 1977, among these an annuity policy on my life and one on the
life of my brother, Kenneth. He further indicated that these policies
had apparently never been "placed" or delivered to my mother and
then, rather surprisingly, offered to have them canceled and refunded.
Neither my brother nor I had previously known of the existence of
these policies and I was aware that most States prohibit the creation
of life insurance on a mature person without his knowledge, consent
and signature. It was for these reasons that I postponed acceptance of
the offer to cancel. I wished very much to see these highly questionable
policies.

OVER

$13,000

PAID TO ONE COMPANY

With the concurrence of my mother, her attorney, and the administrator of Otterbein Home, a power of attorney was created in order
that I might act in her behalf due to the precarious state of her
finances and a condition of failing health and capacities. Alarmed
that over $13,000 had been paid out in premiums to Bankers Life &
Casualty during the previous 2 years for an extensive, and largely
unnecessary, insurance program, and outraged at the discovery of a
new and unwanted policy on my life, I contacted the Ohio attorney
general's consumer protection section for guidance.
An investigator was immediately sent to Lebanon for a review of
the materials I had accumulated, and interviews with my mother and
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myself. Despite the attorney general staff's demonstrated concern and
interest in the matter, it was later determined that the Ohio Consumer
Fraud Act specifically prohibited their intervention in problems of
insurance. The attorney general's office did provide me, however, with
some information which was of considerable help and which enabled
me to understand that my mother's over-involvement with insurance
was neither a unique nor isolated situation.
I should like to submit these copies of press releases from the Pennsylvania Department of Insurance for the committee's review. These
press releases relate to the years 1974 and 1975, but I found them of
considerable relevance. Some striking similarities exist in the abuses
cited in Pennsylvania and my mother's insurance problem.
I would like to read brief sections from several of the releases:
[PENNSYLVANIA] INSURANCE DEPARTMENT ANNOUNCES "CRACKDOWN" ON
COMPANIES, AGENTS EXPLOITING ELDERLY
Those (agents) found to be engaged in fraud or forgery have been turned over
to local authorities for criminal prosecution. As a result of these investigations,

around 50 agents have lost their jobs and 10 have been indicted.

There are various methods employed by agents to exploit the elderly. Among

these are:

-Recontacting longtime elderly insureds of the companies, getting them to

lapse their policies and buy new ones.
-Passing the names of elderly, sometimes senile consumers from agent to
agent and thus causing multiple sales of insurance policies.
-Forging signatures of applicants on the applications.
-Writing policies on sons, daughters, nephews, and nieces of elderly persons.
WHAT THE PUBLIC CAN Do

Elderly citizens throughout the State must be extremely careful they do not
fall prey to these smooth talking charlatans. Younger people with parents of
advanced age should check into their financial affairs to be quite sure victimization is not taking place. Here are some "warning signals" which may suggest
you or a loved one is becoming a victim:
-An agent suggesting you replace an~older health insurance policy with a new
one.
-Several agents from the same insurance company calling on a regular basis
to make new sales.
-An agent trying to get you to purchase insurance on a fully grown child,
nephew or niece.
-A "helpful" agent who wants to complete all questions on the application
for you.

Senators, in the course of my investigation of Mrs. Lowrv's insurance problem, I became convinced that most of the tactics described
had been utilized in the company's contacts with her. I also learned
that Bankers Life & Casualty was one of the companies involved in
the problem situation in Pennsylvania.
Senator ClILES. Without objection, those press releases will be
made a part of the record.
Mr. LowRy. Thank you, Senator.
[The press releases referred to follow:]
PRESS RELEASES FROM THE PENNSYLVANIA INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
SEPTEMBER 25, 1974.-Insurance Commissioner William J. Sheppard today announced an intense "crackdown" on insurance companies and their agents who
have been engaged in a disgraceful exploitation of the senior citizens of our
commonwealth through the sale of health insurance.
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During the past several months, the department's bureau of policyholder
services and enforcement has been investigating the activities of a number of
health insurance companies and their agents, most of whom have been operating
in Western Pennsylvania. Communities that have been major targets of these
unscrupulous people include Pittsburgh, Greensburg. New Castle, Mount Lebanon,
Erie, Altoona, Meadville, Sharon, Oil City, and Franklin. As a result of the
department's efforts, nine agents have been arrested and seven of those indicted.
CHARACTERISTICS

OF THE

EXPLOITATION

The characteristics of this type of selling include:
Recontacting longtime elderly insureds of the companies, getting them to lapse
their policies and buy new ones.
Passing the names of elderly, sometimes senile consumers from agent to agent
and thus causing multiple sales of insurance policies
Taking premiums for annual policies and having them issued on a quarterly
basis to get a larger commission.
Writing many policies under a variety of names to avoid detection of the
multiple sales ("Mary Smith," "Mary A. Smith," "M. Ann Smith," etc.).
Forging signatures of applicants on the applications.
Writing policies on sons, daughters, nephews, and nieces of elderly persons.
Before delivery of policies, tearing out riders which exclude payment for various health conditions the insured may possess.
The worst case to come to our attention is that of an WSyear-old woman from
Meadville who spent $50,574 in a recent 3-year period on 31 policies, all of which
lapsed. We requested the presidents of the nine insurance companies involved to
refund her money. So far, six have done so.
In still another case, an 87-year-old Greensburg woman bought 22 policies in
28 months from six different agents. Three policies were issued on nieces and a
nephew.
Another lady in her seventies was spending $100 of her monthly $109 social
security benefit on various insurance policies. She told our investigator she sold
baked goods and dipped into her savings to make ends meet.
The Pennsylvania Insurance Department is presently contacting, via personal
interview and questionnaire, several hundred elderly Westmoreland County and
Blair County residents suspected of having been victimized.
CAUSES

There are several causes of the problem. First, the companies involved have
been very lax in screening the type of agent they hire. We find many of these
problem agents go from one such company to another, lapsing and rewriting
their client's health insurahce as they go. These companies only seem to care
about placing new business on their books. Second, life-health insurance companies pay very little commission on renewals. Thus there is an incentive for
the unscrupulous agent to rewrite policies. Additionally, some of these companies
pay a higher commission for the shorter term policy. One insurance company
recently informed us their commission scale (percentage of initial premium paid
to the agent) was: Annual premiums, 50 percent; semiannual premiums, 65
percent; and quarterly premiums, 85 percent. Third, many of these insurance
companies have chaotic records systems and do not notice multiple sales.
Finally, the companies in question do not send out investigators to randomly
review sales their agents are making.
WHAT THE INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

IS DOINO

First, we are arranging for formal departmental legal action against those
agents found breaking our laws. Those found to have engaged in fraud or forgery are being turned over to local authorities for prosecution. The Post Office
Department is also looking into our findings for possible prosecution for mail
fraud.
Second, thorough investigations of companies whose agents are engaged in
such practices will be conducted. We are going to require refunds of premium,
payment of denied claims and will take formal action under the Unfair Insurance Practices Act, which was signed into law by Governor Shapp on July 22,
1974.
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Third, we are considering the requiring of all health insurance agents, when
they replace a policy, to give the consumer a comparison of both the new and
the old coverages.
Fourth, new guidelines covering the conduct of insurance agents have been
completed and will be published shortly. These will go a long way toward removing such agents from the marketplace.
WHAT THE PUBLIC

CAN

DO

Elderly citizens throughout the State may be extremely careful they do
not fall prey to these smooth talking charlatans. Younger people with parents
of advanced age should check into their financial affairs to be quite sure victimization is not taking place.
Here are some "warning signals" which may suggest you or a loved one is
becoming a victim:
An agent suggesting you replace an older health insurance policy with a new
one;
Several agents calling from the same insurance company on a regular basis
to make new sales;
Failure by the agent to give you a receipt for your premium on the new policy
which indicates the name of the insurance company and the type of coverage;
An agent trying to get you to purchase insurance on a fully grown child,
nephew, or niece;
Evidence that a new health insurance policy or life insurance policy delivered
by your agent has been torn apart;
A statement by the agent that your policy is being billed on a quarterly or
semi-annual basis when you thought the premium was for an entire year;
A "helpful" agent who wants to complete all questions on the application for
you;

Failure of the insurance company to pay a claim due to a "pre-existing health
condition" when you are under the impression you have carried coverage with
them for many years.
If any resident believes he or she has been a victim of one of these ripoff
artists, they should immediately contact the Pennsylvania Insurance Department at one of its four regional offices located in Pittsburgh, Harrisburg, Philadelphia, and Erie. We will immediately investigate the matter.
APRIL 8, 1975.-In September of 1974, the insurance department launched a
crackdown on insurance companies and agents Who specialize in ripping off the
elderly. This was precipitated by our regional offices in Pittsburgh and Erie reporting cases of exploitation wvith regards to insuring senior citizens.
The worst case to come to our attention involved an 80-year-old woman from
Meadville who spent over $50,000 on 31 policies over a 3-year period, all of which
lapsed. The insurance department contacted the presidents of the nine companies
and ordered them to refund her money. To date, she has received around $30,000.
To remedy this growing problem, Commissioner Sheppard has sent complaint
teams into the smaller communities outside urban areas, because it is these
smaller towns that have reported the most cases of elderly abuse. These complaint investigators listen to the problems and then initiate investigations into
the agent and company involved.
The department has also filed formal departmental legal action against agents
found violating the law. Those found to be engaged in fraud or forgery have
been turned over to local authorities for criminal prosecution. As a result of
these investigations, around 50 agents have lost their jobs and 10 have been
indicted.
There are various methods employed by agents to exploit the elderly. Among
these are:
Recontacting longtime elderly insureds of the companies, getting them to lapse
their policies and buy new ones.
Passing the names of elderly, sometimes senile consumers from agent to
agent and thus causing multiple sales of insurance policies.
Taking premiums for annual policies and having them issued on a quarterly
basis to get a larger commission.
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Writing many policies under a variety of
to avoid detection of the
multiple sales ("Mary Smith." "Mary A. Smith,"names
"M. Ann Smith," etc.)
Forging signatures of applicants on the applications.
Writing policies on sons, daughters, nephews, and nieces of
elderly persons.
Before delivery of policies, tearing out riders
various health conditions the insured may possess. which exclude payment for
There are several reasons the problem exists.
the companies involved
have been very lax in screening the type of agentFirst,
employ. Often, problem
agents float from company to company, lapsing they
and rewriting their clients'
health insurance as they go. Second, life-health insurance
companies pay little
commission on renewals. Because of this, there is a very great
unscrupulous agent to rewrite policies. Third, many insurance incentive for an
companies have
chaotic records systems and do not notice multiple sales.
panies do not send out investigators to randomly review theFinally, many comsales their agents
are making.
The insurance department has four branch offices, in Philadelphia,
Harrisburg,
Pittsburgh, and Erie, but it's the latter two which receive
the most complaints
concerning elderly insurance ripoffs.
In Pittsburgh, the number of cases involving
ripoffs has been dwindling, but one very recent case is noteworthy. Italleged
involved a very old woman
who had paid premiums of about $42,000 on various
policies. The agent who
sold her the policies allegedly pocketed some of her premium
checks and as a
result, she was paying for coverage that she did not have.
One of the Pittsburgh
office's investigators, Ralph Hartford, learned of the case
gating. After many phone conversations with the insurance and began investicompany president,
the department was able to get back every penny of the
woman's original outlay
of $42,000. Meanwhile, the agent wvho allegedly forged her
checks, signed her up for policies she could never qualifysignature, cashed her
for, and broke her
savings, is now up before the insurance department
for possible disciplinary
action.
In Erie, our regional office serves a 14-county area and
has a caseload of
around 200, which keeps our two investigators, Jim
Crawford and Bill Christ,
quite busy, to say the least. The two of them are well
resolving complaints and consequently, many consumers known in the area for
with their insurance companies contact them for help. Toexperiencing problems
date, the Erie office
has gotten back over $60,000 for consumers who were
agents and companies. When those agents were reported, taken advantage of by
the Erie office informs
us that so far nine have been arrested and charged in Western
Pennsylvania. As
shown by these figures. the Erie office has led the way in
investigations and the
removal of agents from the marketplace.
In addition to these programs designed to provide help for
the elderly after the
misdeed has been committed, the department has taken
senior citizens so these abuses don't happen in the first place.other steps to educate
The department has maintained a systematic distribution to
the elderly of the
latest consumer guides, advising them on different
lines of insurance and how
they can avoid deception. Also, we are cooperating with
Dot in a new prograin which ensures that all Pennsylvania drivers over 65Penn
will receive along with
their drivers license renewal, computer cards stating where
elderly insureds
can go to resolve their insurance problems. One million
cards are now being
printed and they will be sent out starting in May.
Also, special circuit offices where investigators spend a
day answering questions and complaints have been established all across
the state.
In the past 6 months, the Pennsylvania Insurance Department
has made great
strides in eliminating the abuses inflicted on the elderly by
and companies. Through the cooperation and dedication unscrupulous agents
throughout the State, the department has ferreted out theseof our investigators
abuses, investigated
them, pressured company executives for refunds to consumers,
and hand delivered the refund checks to the senior citizens involved. These
investigations take
time and perseverence but the satisfaction involved in helping
those who can't
help themselves is well worth the time and effort spent.
Air. LOWRY. I was referred to the insurance warden, the

Ohio Department of Insurance. I filed a complaint and request for clarification
of this matter. He, in turn, requested the company to provide
copies
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of missing documents and an accounting of all premium moneys received. A meeting with representatives of the company was scheduled
for October 13. Shortly prior to this meeting I learned of the existence
of four additional policies-one accident policy on Mrs. Lowry and
three life policies on her grandchildren-bringing the total of policies
in force with this company to 13. I also learned that a total of 17 sales
had been accomplished but 4 policies were canceled and refunded, at
least 3 of which were apparently duplications of coverage. With the
exception of the original health coverage sold in November 1973, all
sales took place within a 2-year time frame.
13

SALES BY

5

AGENTS IN 5 MONTHS

Please refer to the sheet containing a list of policies sold to Mrs.
Lowry. The list is submitted as an integral part of this presentation.
You will note from the column of issue dates, or date sold, the rapidly
increasing frequency of sale, similar to a snowball rolling ever more
rapidly down hill and increasing its mass in premium dollars. In 1975,
1 major life policy; in 1976, 1 major life policy, 1 small life policyrefunded-and 2 health policies; and in 1977, 11 sales: 6 small life
policies and 5 health policies-three refunded as duplicates-for a
total of 16 sales. Within the 5-month period of December 1976 and
April 1977, some 13 separate sales were accomplished by 5 agents. That
averages out to approximately one sale every 11 or 12 days. I cannot
avoid wondering how far the company representatives would have
pursued this situation or just how large the "snowball" might have
become had no one interceded. By June 1977, Mrs. Lowry's contractual
obligations for premium payments amounted to $9,158.61 per year or
approximately 68 percent of her annual income.

BANKERS LIFE & CASUALTY INSURANCE POLICIES

1. 730-576-561 -Nov.
2. 5-248-470 -Jne
3. 760-175-115 -April
4. 4-854-476 5. 5-393-843-Dec.
6. 760-392-452 -Dec.
7. R-831-018-Jan.
8. 770-052-917 -do
9. 5-413-376 -Mar.
10. 770-150-792 -April
11. 770-149-043 12. 5-432-306 13. 5-432-307
14. R-844685 -
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Total

Coverage

Date sold

Policy No.

Health, medical surgical, extended care -Carson
Life, $17,145
Health, intensive care -Walsh
Life, $17,358 -Keller
Life, increasing to $2,480-Walsh-(272.
Health, hospital medicare supplementHealth, intensive care (duplicate) -Walsh
Health, hospital indemnity -Walsh
Life increasing to $3,200 HeaIth, intensive care (duplicate) -Montgomery
Health, accident, $10,000 to $50,000 ----Life annuity, $2,000 each -Montgomery
R.Lowry and K. Lowry--842.64
April 25, 1977 (?)-()
9,1973
3,1975
19 1976
June 14,1976
15,1976
16,1976
9,1977
2, 1977
2, 1977
April 22,1977
do-

--

3 life policies on grandchildren

Actual
annual cost

Agent
-$109.64

Keller

-73.09
-3,364.64

do -76.91
(7)-(109.
-284.72
Grooms/Rainey -446.51
+A4544 -(129.
-- LaBovick-Montgomery
-842.64
-(109.64)
-

-

life policies in force, annual premiums --------------------------T5health policies in force, annual premiums -$--------------------------------------------

-

Paid

Annual.
3,090. 00 $257.50 per month.
Annual.
$841.16 quarterly.
73) Refunded.
Annual.
64) Refunded.
Annual.
Do.
82) Refunded.
27.82 Annual.
$70.22 per month.
$140.44.
Refunded.
-

$1,000.
8586.43.
$572.18.
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How did this happen? It is, perhaps, unnecessary to observe that
my mother was a prime target for relatively easy sales. Her pride in,
and love for, her two sons and their families is quickly apparent in any
conversation, as is her continuing need to feel she can still do something nice for them. Certainly, in this, she is no different from millions
of other senior citizen parents. She was, therefore, susceptible to sales
arguments utilizing such terms as "estate expansion," "free of probate,' and "tax-free income for your loved ones."
"TRYING TO COVER THE MEDICARE GAP"

Again, like millions of others, Mrs. Lowry was terribly concerned
about the possibility of a long-term or chronic illness and the catastrophic effects that this could have on her savings and her small income producing investment program. Unfortunately, neither medicare
nor private insurance carriers attempt to offer much protection against
the long-term illness and she was persuaded to attempt to cover the
medicare gap with a multitude of small specialized health policies.
She was also very trusting of the "professional guidance" so generously offered by the various insurance sales representatives and felt
a genuine friendship and affection for some. When finally faced with
the realities of what had grown to be an extremely heavy financial
commitment to premium payments, the personal anguish she experienced was made doubly painful with the realization that none of her
"friends" had bothered to warn her she was getting in too deeply.
During the course of my own efforts to unravel and understand this
problem, I learned that seven or more separate agents, including
branch managers, from Bankers Life & Casualty had dealt with and
sold insurance to Mrs. Lowry. Six of these agents worked with her
during the 2-year period of June 1975-May 1977. Both my mother
and several of her neighbors at Otterbein Home recall that a large
number of the agent's visits were in groups of two and sometimes
three. This type of group visit was particularly distressing to me for I
know how difficult it would be for my mother to reject their combined
"guidance."
The October 13 meeting in the offices of the Ohio Department of
Insurance was relatively unproductive and unpleasant. Present were
Robert Katz, Ohio insurance warden; William Grubbs, director of
government relations, and Mr. William Tobin, regional manager, representing Bankers Life & Casualty; Miss Warner, business manager,
and Eugene Strawn, resident, both of Otterbein Home, and myself.
From the outset, the atmosphere was that of adversaries. Mr. Grubbs
demanded to know why Miss Warner and Mr. Strawn were present
and what interests they represented. He questioned the validity of
my power of attorney and my personal motivations for involvement
in my mother's business affairs, stating that the company's "first obligation" was to Mrs. Lowry. When issue was made about the frequency
of sales visits to my mother by groups of agents, this was denied by
Mr. Grubbs as impractical; it would not happen. Subsequent correspondence from Mr. Grubbs has made much of this denial with assertions that such group visits would occur only in the training program
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and then only on rare occasions. I sincerely resent the fact that my
mother's doorstep was apparently used as a training ground for new
agents and the occasions were not rare.
QUESTIONABLE SIGNATURES

The two missing policies on my life and that of my brother were delivered, but were stamped "duplicate," an identification which I protested. The contract signatures were not in our handwriting and I
indicated they might have been signed by my mother. However, the
signatures had been witnessed or authenticated by the selling agent,
Ronald Montgomery. Mr. Grubbs commented that the policies were not
properly written. My mother's apparent participation in the creation
of these questionable contracts was represented as a serious inconvenience to the company, but Mr. Grubbs said we would be permitted to
choose whether to continue the policies in force or rescind them for a
full refund of premiums.
During this meeting, it soon became apparent that the only "adjustment" the company was willing to make to Mrs. Lowry's 13-policy
insurance program was in reference to the forged policies. Their recommendation was to lapse any other policy which we found burdensome. "No free rides" was the comment I recall hearing. In good
conscience, and in my mother's best interest, I could not accept this as
the only alternative.
A brief explanation was provided of the various life and health
coverages and the meeting terminated with an agreement that the
family would have a month in which to discuss and decide upon those
policies which would be maintained and those for which a refund would
e requested. Mr. Grubbs' parting comments referred to the meeting as
a needless waste of time and included an estimate that the actions
brought about by my "unfounded" complaint had cost the company
nearly $4,000 thus far.
On November 3, a formal letter indicating the family's decisions
was sent to both Mr. Grubbs and the Ohio insurance warden. Referring
to the "unreasonable financial burden" which this recent and largely
unnecessary 13-policy insurance program represented, the letter specifically requested rescission and refunds for the three expensive life
policies on Mrs. Lowry and also for the recently "upgraded" hospital
indemnity policy. These cancellations would have had the net effect of
reducing her annual premium expenditures from $9,158.61 to $1,972.74,
or approximately 15 percent of her annual income. It was clearly
stated that the premiums would be paid on other health policies as
they became due. The company was also duly informed that no decision had been reached as to the course of action we would take with
regard to the highly questionable policies on my brother and myself.
My mother wrote her own letter to Mr. Grubbs to confirm the unity
of the family decision and I would like to read just a portion of her
letter. I feel it rather eloquently portrays the frustration and anguish
she was experiencing. After requesting cancellation of the four policies,
she says: "I trusted your salesmen to help me set up an insurance
program. * * *" "Sincerely, L. Lowry." Both of these letters are submitted as part of this presentation.
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Senator COmLEs. Those letters will be admitted as part of the record.
[The letters referred to follows:]
RALEIGH, N.C., November 3, 1977.

Re: Lucille W. Lowry.
Mr. WILLIAM GRUBBS,

General Counsel, Bankers Life and Casualty Co.,
Chicago, Ill.
GENTLEMEN: This letter will acknowledge receipt of the three missing policies
purchased by Mrs. Lucille W. Lowry from Bankers Life and Casualty Co. on the
lives of her three grandchildren. These three policies, as well as the life and
annuity policies on Kenneth F. Lowry, Jr. and Robert E. Lowry, delivered on
October 13, 1977, were erroneously stamped and identified as "duplicate policies."
It is our contention that, in fact, these policies had never been previously delivered
to Lucille Lowry.
The information derived from our meeting at the Ohio Department of Insurance on October 13 has been communicated to both my mother, Lucille W.
Lowry, and my brother, Kenneth F. Lowry, Jr. Both of them have empowered
me, in notarized documents, to act in their behalf. As was expressed at the
meeting on October 13, our concern centers on the extensive variety of insurance
policies sold to my mother between June 1975 and May 1977 (sixteen policies
sold, of which four were cancelled and refunded as duplicate coverage). This
insurance program represents considerable unnecessary coverage in view of her
pre-existing insurance and now constitutes an unreasonable financial burden in
monthly or annual premium payments amounting to approximately 68 percent
of her present income. A proper financial analysis of Mrs. Lowry's needs and
present situation as a resident of Otterbein Home would have revealed her
permanent financial obligations to the home as well as other commitments. We
therefore request the following:
(1) Rescission and refunds on the whole life policies No. 5,248,470, issued June
3, 1975; No. 4,854,476, issued June 14, 1976; and No. 5,413,376, Issued March 2,
1977. These policies represent the heaviest financial drain on Lucille Lowry's
resources and were unnecessary in view of the coverage which already existed
in other life policies.
(2) Rescission and refund on the hospital indemnity policy No. 770,052,917.
(3) Compensation for the expenses incurred in attempting to investigate and
resolve this matter. In their negotiations with Lucille W. Lowry, the actions and
sales practices of the various agents representing Bankers Life and Casualty
Co. raise serious questions regarding the lack of fiduciary responsibility, the resultant effect on her well-being, and her right to be compensated beyond the
expenses mentioned above.
The premium will be paid on GR717 medical surgical policy No. 730,576,561,
and on other health policies as they become due. At the present, no decision has
been taken as to the course of action which will be followed in reference to the
life and annuity policy No. 5,432,306 on Kenneth F. Lowry, Jr., and No. 5,432,307
on Robert E. Lowry. All refunds may be made payable to Mr. Lucille W. Lowry.
Sincerely,
ROBERT E. LOWRY.

LEBANON, OHIo, November 10, 1977.
Mr. WILLIAM GRUBBS,

GeneralCounsel, Bankers Life and Casualty Co., Chicago, Ill.
Dear Mr. GunBBS: Due to my physical condition, I was unable to attend the
meeting my son, Robert, had with you at the offices of the department of insurance, State of Ohio, Columbus, Ohio, last month. Robert was acting in my behalf
under my authorization. He explained to me the details of the meeting. He
promised that I would make a decision as to my requirements on or before
November 14, 1977. Therefore, my decision is as follows:
I wish to cancel the following listed policies and request refund of all premiums
paid on these policies from the issued dates:
Life policies: 5248470, issued January 3, 1975; 4854476, issued June 14, 1976;

5413376, issued March 2, 1977. Health policy: 770052917.
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I trusted your salesmen to help me set up an insurance program that would
benefit my children. I did not realize that I would not be able to pay all these
premiums until I found myself financially strapped and unable to meet my
current obligations out of my monthly income. So instead of helping my children,
I find that sooner or later I will lose all the money I have paid in and I am on a
dead-end street, so to speak. An audit of my financial affairs indicates that 68
percent'of my income is owed to Bankers Life and Casualty Co., and I will not
be able to help my children as represented by your salesmen. My son, Kenneth,
has been here from Michigan and agrees with all of the above decisions.
I sincerely, hope you will make the above adjustment in order to rectify my
predicament.
Sincerely yours,
LUCILLE W. LoWRY.

"AvENUEs OF ASSISTANCE EXHAUSTED"
Mr. LOWRY. In the days following the meeting I did not know where
else to turn for assistance in resolving this problem. The company's

attitude in refusing to recognize that insurance oversale had apparently taken place and their minimal concessions gave little hope that
our decisions and requests would provoke a positive response. I was
also aware that the Ohio Department of Insurance appeared to feel
that their immediate responsibility had been satisfied simply by bringing about the meeting. Due to the structure of Ohio laws it seemed
that I had exhausted both the avenues and the remedies available
to the complaining consumer in Ohio.
The problems of insurance exploitation and the offensive sales tactics described in the Pennsylvania press releases were so similar to my
mother's situation that I began to wonder if the problem practices had
crossed the State line and were now flourishing in Ohio and elsewhere.
The probability that my mother's problem was not unique or isolated
suggested the necessity of alerting the appropriate authorities and
assisting in the exposure of the condemned sales practices.
The attorney general's staff was again helpful in referring me to a
former staff member of your committee who is presently directing an
Ohio agency program concerned with problems of the elderly.
She strongly suggested that I contact the Washington office of Senator Glenn and the Committee on Aging in order to call the problem
to their attention. I did so. Senator Glenn and his staff became immediately involved. Letters were written to the Federal Trade Commission, the Ohio Department of Insurance, and the Ohio attorney
general's office expressing a great concern for mv mother's specific
problem and requesting some review of the possibility that insurance
exploitation of the elderly might be taking place in Ohio and elsewhere. Senator Metzenbaum also directed letters urging investigation of the problem to those same Ohio agencies. I contacted Senator
Stevenson's office which reported the problem to the Illinois Department of Insurance and they, in turn, made inquiry of Bankers Life &.
Casualty. W1re are most sincerely grateful for the interest and support
received from these concerned Senators.
I finally received a letter from Bankers Life & Casualty on December 10, and a copy of their reply to Senator Stevenson's inquiry. The
letter contained a justification of the company's position, the propriety of the insurance program written on my mother and two refund
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checks. To my complete surprise, the refund was a blanket cancellation of all 13 policies. Referring again to the letters my mother and I
sent to the company, we specifically requested only four policies be rescinded and refunded, that is, the three life policies which constituted,
by far, the major share-$6,901.15-of her annual insurance premiums
and one health policy.
The company's action in this total program cancellation was inexplicable. There had been no intention on our part to leave my mother
without some insurance protection. Three of the health policies were
to be maintained, at least for the time being. The accident policy
and the grandchildren's policies were relatively inexpensive and we
had decided to retain them-despite our conviction that they represented basically unnecessary purchases in an already oversold program. The company's treatment, in this unrequested blanket refund
and cancellation, was interpreted by us as a vindictive act. One further
offense had been committed against this elderly client and we were
unable to understand the reasons.
The Pennsylvania press releases make a strong recommendation, a
plea, for family members to dare to involve themselves in their aging
parents' affairs in order to help assure that overinsurance or exploitation does not occur. As I indicated earlier, my own involvement was
accidental and very tardy. Once a problem of insurance oversale does
exist and is discovered, the avenues available for pursuit of its correction or remedy are, I feel, unnecessarily difficult and time consuming.
Responsible public agencies at the local or State level are not always
responsive or tend to view their roles as referees who stand back and
say, "Let you and him fight." Washington, D.C., is a long distance
for most people to travel and it should not be necessary to come here
in order to obtain an insurance program correction.
I sincerely hope that this difficulty of corrective actions might become one of the concerns of this committee. Also, there should be an
awareness that there is considerable apprehension and reluctance to
come forward, to admit publicly what my mother has mentioned to
me. "I have loved too much, lived too long, or trusted too much."
SINGLE AGENT SELLING DUPLICATE POLICIES

Senator CHIILES. Thank you.
Mr. Lowry, looking at the listing here of the policies that she
bought it appears that in one instance one agent was responsible for
some of the sales of duplicate policies which were later refunded by
the company on that basis. Is this your understanding?
Mr. LoViiy. Yes. From the information I was able to gather, Mr.
Walsh had sold the original health intensive care policy in April 1976
and 8 months later, he again sold her the same type of coverage which
was subsequently refunded by the company as duplicative. This particular type of policy was very popular because other Bankers agents
apparently sold it to her two more times in April 1977. I fail to understand this, but I do have the refund stubs. My mother is unable to
recall the details of these transactions.
Senator CIILES. Do you know how these agents first contacted your
mother? How did they become aware of her?
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Mr. LOWRY. I do not know, Senator. If I might dare to conjecture,
it may have been through a Sunday supplement coupon or a mailed
out brochure which could have piqued her curiosity. She does have
certain anxieties and concerns and I think it very likely that she
would have responded to these advertisements.
Senator CHILES. Do you know if these same agents sold insurance
to anyone else in the Otterbein Home?
Mr. LOWRY. I do.
Senator CHILES. They did?
Mr. LOWRY. Yes, sir. I know of at least one other Otterbein Home
resident who purchased two life policies from the same agent who had
sold my mother her two largest policies. She has apparently contacted
some trusted person who has advised her against the program she purchased. She would like to obtain a refund and yet, when I look at the
figures on her insurance, the cash surrender values are minimalapproximately one-third-in comparison to the amount of premiums
paid in over 2 or 3 years time.
The company had made quite a point of saying to us that there
would be no refund because the policies had been well sold, that there
was a true "need" which existed for my mother. Therefore, nothing
out of place had occurred. Yet, I believe, with the spotlight focused
on them and receiving expressions of interest from various Senators
here as to their actions, they did decide that a refund should be made.
This was a full refund.
I would like to believe that the company would not consider my
mother a very special exception. She did receive a full refund, and I
would hope that perhaps other dissatisfied senior citizens might be
able to obtain their program corrections.
Senator CHILES. Senator Glenn.

Senator GLENN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
This struck a particular chord with me because of a family experience we had, I guess. My dad worked as a plumber all his life, had a
small plumbing shop, saved a very modest amount for retirement. My
mother and dad owned their own home. About 2 years after my dad
retired, he got cancer and was on about a 6-year downhill slide and
all the savings went.
After my dad died, my mother then had a number of calls in the
next few months regarding her own health insurance. I suppose they
assumed that all the money had gone to pay for my dad's medical
bills and she would be especially concerned about her own health problems. Fortunately, she called me and I was able to advise her in these
matters. However, where there is not someone immediately available
like that, and with the fright that the elderly have with regard to
their health, it becomes an increasing problem.
"A

FRIcGITENING, FRIGHTENING PROSPECT"

As people reach their senior years, health becomes the most important thing to them. When they have that concern, and when we know
that medicare pays only about 38 percent of the medical costs of those
over 65, you begin to see the extreme concern that people have of
getting left stranded as paupers with nothing to take care of their
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health needs. It is a frightening, frightening, prospect, and it places
people like your mother, and others, in a situation where they are so
very vulnerable to the pressures that can be exerted on them. That is
something we absolutely have to take care of, either through the companies voluntarily or through law.
Let me add one other thing. I think those who have pushed for national health insurance with a comprehensive overall national health
insurance have done a disservice in some respects. They have insisted
on the whole national health package or nothing, and as a result we
have got nothing. I think, a long time ago, we should have gone to
the major area of concern-as I see it-that of covering the catastrophic illness. That is the one that just wipes people out overnight,
wipes out family finances. It seems to me that we should get something
in place that covers that most dangerous area, that of catastrophic
illness, but we have not been able to split that off from comprehensive
national health insurance. The proponents of national health insurance will not see anything except the full blown package, and as a
result we have had nothing. I think we should be covering some of
these areas of special concern.
Let me ask you specifically, in this area of false signatures, what
was done on that? Now that is criminal. Was there any followup
made on that?
Mr. LowRy. The company had offered to refund those or honor the
policies as we were to decide.
Senator GLENN. But I mean it is criminal for anything, not just
with insurance. It is criminal to sign somebody else's name or falsify
a signature. Did the attorney general or anyone follow up on that as
toFALSE SIGNATURE NOT FOLLOWED UP
Mr. LOWRY. No, Senator. I appreciate your having raised this issue.
I have been extremely disappointed at the lack of reaction in Ohio,
to the maintenance of laws that I understood would exist for the protection of the citizens. Neither the attorney general's office found an
avenue for acting in this area, nor the department of insurance. A
local attorney I spoke to was unsure.
I had not requested, had not accepted the company's offer to refund
these particular policies: because we were and still are considering possible legal action there in Ohio. This is an area about which I have
felt a great deal of concern.
I might mention one other violation. In the blanket cancellation
which the company accomplished of all of my mother's coverages, attached to every one of the health policies is a small rider called the
Ohio statutory rider. I won't read the whole thing. It says, "Cancellation by the insured, noncancellation by the company." One of the
sentences specifically says, "The company may not cancel this policy."
Yet, the company did.
Now I plan to file a formal protest regarding this in Ohio. Even
though the Lowry family feels that it wishes no further insurance
involvement with Bankers Life & Casualty, we were willing to maintain these policies because we did not wish to leave my mother totally
unprotected, but I protest the action of the company in violating yet
one more Ohio statute.
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Senator GLENN. Was one of the frauds that was also perpetratedI guess it would be official fraud-that of using different names or
using an applicant's initials one time, the first name another time, the
first initial and middle name another time, so that perhaps they
wouldn't show up on the computer runs that the company might make
to follow up on individual agents? I don't think we are here today to
castigate the whole insurance industry. That is far from my purpose
here today because I think a lot of this comes from individual agents
out there that need to be policed better by the companies. I don't
fault everybody in all the companies, and I want to make that clear,
but sometimes individual agents out there will use different names
or sets of initials for the same person. Was that done in your mother's
case? Was the name always the same?
Mr. LOwiRY. This is one of the warning signals included in the
Pennsylvania press releases, but I have not found that to be the
case. Her name was spelled and misspelled with a passion. but this did
not seem to result in a duplication.
Senator GLENN. Maybe this just was not a very bright agent in this
case.
Mr. LOWRY. The company has made a great point in much of its
correspondence to the North Carolina Department of Insurance in
citing a number of rules which exist for the behavior of their agents.
I found these extremely interesting due to the fact that they consistently managed to violate their own rules, so the recitation of such
behavioral codes means very little to me. It may well be that these
rules are a very recent creation and brought about through protests
such as this.
Senator GLENN. Did you ever talk personally to the agents involved
that sold these to vour mother-Mr. Walsh, for instance-that sold
five different policies in a reasonably short period of time, about 11/2,
13/4

years?

Mr. LOWRY. No, Senator, I did not. I met with only one agent, Mr.
Grooms, who came out to respond to some initial questions. He was
also interested in insuring me during the visit. The subsequent contacts were all with Mr. Grubbs.
Senator GLENN. I know we do have other witnesses and our time
is getting away, and we are going to have to move along, so I will
curtail my questions. We might wish to send you questions that could
be answered later on so the committee records will be complete. I would
note though and want to make this comment to you, we are going to
follow up on the record of today's hearings and your testimony. I have
already asked my staff, Diane Lifsey on my personal staff, and I would
ask the committee staff to go through this and make a copy of the
day's hearings so that we can send it along with any comments on this
from the staff here to the Ohio attorney general's office to see if there
is any area of criminal prosecution that should be followed up.
The attorney general, Bill Brown, is a very good friend of mine.
I know personally of his interest in following up where there has
been fraud or where criminal activity would be involved against a
particularly vulnerable -groupof people like this. I don't know at this
point whether there is anything that can be done or not, but I know
he would be interested in following through on it. We will make the
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record available to him, along with staff analysis of where they think
there might be particular areas that warrant criminal prosecution.
Mr. LOWRY. I sincerely feel that the Ohio attorney general's office
did wish to become involved, but they found themselves blocked from
such involvement by existing legislation and reluctantly referred me
to the insurance department. I would hope that necessary changes
could be made in the Ohio law and the Ohio Consumer Fraud Act.
Senator CHILES. Thank you. You have done a service not only for
your mother but for a lot of elderly people, too.
Mr. LOWRY. Thank you.
Senator CurLEs. Mr. Klowden, you are next. Your statement in
full will be placed in the record and if you could summarize that for
us a little bit it might help us because we have a number of other
witnesses.

STATEMENT OF JULES L. KLOWDEN, VOLUNTEER INSURANCE
COUNSELOR, SENIOR CITIZENS SERVICE CENTER, SAN DIEGO,
CALIF.
Mr. KLOWDEN. I will try to be as brief as possible.
Senator CHILES. Thank you. We want to have time to ask you a
few questions.
Mr. KLOWDEN. I am overwhelmed to be able to address these distinguished people.
My name is Jules Klowden, I am a volunteer insurance counselor
with the city of San Diego Senior Citizens Service Center. My office
is in the city administration building. A month after coming to live
in the area, my services were enlisted as I came in to register to vote.
The story given to me was that the seniors were being "ripped off" by
insurance companies and since I was retired and formerly in the insurance field, would I help? Mrs. Evelyn Herrmann, chief of the senior
citizen services, is in charge. and it was she who recruited me.
We analyze approximately 15 to 20 policies per week, or for that
many people, I should say, and we have many telephone interviews as
well. The city attorney has provided, in writing, permission for me
to be able to recommend a number of insurance companies and our
service is free of any charges to the public.
We find that people are inclined to buy more than one health
policy for two reasons: (1) That medicare does not pay the entire
bill and adheres to its famous phrase, "Reasonable fees and charges",
and (2) supplemental plans to medicare follow the same principle and
offer to pay their share of what medicare allows as reasonable.
GAPS REMAIN
This leaves a big gap in medical costs for the patients to pay,
despite the fact that they have medicare supplemental plans.
There is a great fear in the elderly~, especially women, who worry

about whether they have enough coverage should they wind up in a
hospital or nursing home. This fear impels them to buy from glibtongued salesmen and from well-flowered ads they see in newspapers.
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An interesting case that I am concerned with is for a retired Navy
chaplain who felt that he and his wife needed a benefit for a nursing
home facility. The salesman, working for an insurance agency, came
to the chaplain's home and after telling him about this great plan that
he had, indicated that it could only be sold to members of his senior
citizens association. The fee for that is $12 per year. The policy was
purchased for $120 per year for each of them, plus a $10 policy "fee," a
one-time payment, plus of course the $12 per year.
A statement in the policy says the company will pay according to
plan selected, for a period not to exceed 180 days, after excluding the
first 100 days of covered nursing home confinement. The benefit it provides is $10 per day. At no time does it offer to pay at least part of
the medicare deductible since it does not pay anything until the medicare benefit ends. Is this value?
One month later, upon delivery of the policy, the salesman told of
a great investment plan that he had for the chaplain. This was with
a savings and loan association from Los Angeles which was planning
to build an establishment in San Diego within 6 months.
The chaplain fell for the idea and his investment was to be $1,176
per year. After the second payment was made and no building was
put up by the investment company, he tried to reach the salesman by
phone and then with repeated visits to the office. The man was never
in, always out to see his doctor, but never returned the calls.
Our chaplain now came to me for help and we found that the great
investment for this 77-year-old man-now 79-was a life insurance
policy. We filed charges of fraud with the district attorney as he was
working on other cases against this sales agency. He, in turn, contacted the department of insurance. We are still waiting for the investigation to be completed.
The owner of this insurance agency has been arrested on another
case since then with the trial coming up soon. Two other men from this
agency are now in jail. Several others are being investigated for shenanigans in the field, one for continuing to sell insurance after his
license was canceled by the department of insurance, and working a
funeral cost racket with seniors for this same agency.
Another case with that group was of a lady who had made purchase
of a medicare supplement policy but had not yet received it. Reading
the newspaper story about the owner of the agency, she became
frightened and wanted out. I advised her against it as the problem
was not with the insurance company. She was insistent. We showed
her how to do it.
A few days later, two men came in with a tape recorder and "held
an inquisition," as she described it. She was hysterical. Her money was
refunded.
BOsMBARDED

BY

ADVERTISING

Another problem we have is selling medicare supplements with
brochures that indicate benefits that are not provided by the policy.
We again have the problem of companies that advertise in the newspapers. Some of them have fair plans that could have some meaning to
the elderly; however, they start a bombardment of mailings to add
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riders or to sell additional coverages that bring them millions and
empty the purses of the seniors. The extra plans they sell come under
my description of "junk policies." Here is a case of a company who
advertises in one of our local papers with a fairly good plan.
They supply this for only $1 for the first month. Not bad? Whether
you continue with the plan or drop it, you are on the mailing list
and ripe for their cancer policy. This was purchased by one of my
ladies. The annual premium was $53.32 and was dated April 22, 1977.
A rider was added for $23.44, dated October 22, 1977; then again another rider for $77, dated November 22, 1977. This makes a total of
$153.76 per year.
Not too long ago, a cancer policy sold for $10 per year to cover an
entire family and included many other dread diseases with it. These
benefits are poor and the cost too high. It allows $60 per day for the
first 12 days and $40 per day thereafter for a total of 90 days of coverage. It pays from $30 to $500 on a listed surgical benefit. This is for
cancer. They allow up to $50 per day for intensive care, limited to 30
days. They allow up to $6 per day for drugs or medicines for the first
12 days and up to $4 per day thereafter until a total of $250 is paid.
We in San Diego are living in one of the highest medical cost areas
in the world. People must not have such junk offered to them. The
hospital nearest to my home charges $151 per day for general careat least it was that last week. Our bNg problem is the bill presented by
the doctors and most of the "junk policies" offer no benefits, just
piddly ones that can bankrupt a family.
RELUCTANCE

To

PAY BENEFITS

We have case after case of insurance companies who do not like to
pav even the benefits that they provide in their policies.
One lady came to me with medical bills of over $8,000 and begged
for help. A girl in the doctor's office filed the claim for her. Upon my
inquiry, they said no claim had been made. This was about 10 or 8
months later. Upon filing the claim we got $1,400 for her.
The same comnanv, on another claim that I made for a man, resulted in a payoff. He tried for 10 months to get help to make them
pay. However, they shorted him $40. It took several months more and
filing with the department of insurance to do it before they paid. It
is a nationally known group and very well known.
We have the problem of an 80-vear-old widow with seven policies
who came to me last week to see if she had proper coverage to hellp
with medicare benefits. She left the policies with me as I could not
evaluate all of them immediately. The next day she wrote a letter
which I brought with me. I would like this entered into the record, if
possible.
Senator CHILFS. Without objection, it will be entered into the record.
[The letter referred to follows:]
SAN DIEGO, CALIF., May 6, 1978.

you probably recall I left some insurance policies with
yon Friday, May 5, for you to please look over and give your opinion of which
ones are the better and/or if they are practical for me to keep.
I know I have too many, perhaps covering the same thing-and if so could I
collect from both?
DEAR MR. KLOWDEN: As
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When I took them out, I knew that medicare does not call "reasonable" nearly
the amount the hospital, doctors, and convalescent or skilled nursing homes cost
and some of the policies maybe say they only pay $15 or $20 a day in hospitalor for $18 to $10 per shift for home nursing, but I thought that amount would
help pay for the "unreasonable" part that medicare doesn't cover? But on the
other hand-would it be cheaper or more advisable for me to put my money in
the savings and loan to draw interest? I'd have to pay or file income tax then
if my income was high enough. I don't like the idea of paying interest on interest,
neither throwing money away.
I've heard a number of people say one only needs one good supplement to
medicare, but what ones are good?
Also different ones speak of having Blue Cross-Blue Shield, whatever they
are, but said BC-BS was quite expensive. Does or can one have medicare and
Blue Cross and Blue Shield at the same time? And what do they pay that
medicare doesn't?
I've been thinking the past few months of dropping one or two or three of these
anyway, and if I could get some one policy if there is such a one, that would
cover and pay for what the ones I now have do. I would not want to let them go
where I wouldn't be covered, until the waiting period of a new policy has elapsed,
I mean if I have to wait 6 months before I can collect on a policy. I should want
to keep one I have until I have had a new one that long.
At the present I have too many to keep track of when premiums are due.
I think I read something a while back in "Senior World" about AARP and
Colonial Penn, but I don't remember what. Isn't Colonial Penn a reliable company, one that pays and pays promptly, or are their premiums too high?
I was thinking a while back before I thought of coming to (you) for help of
maybe dropping Bankers "Over 65 Skilled Care" since it has raised to $133.82
a year now and maybe keeping AARP recommended Colonial Penn Skilled
Nursing and Home Nursing Policy No. 1152372, but also was about of the
opinion that medicare or Bankers or Colonial Penn would not cover the costs
or even 50 percent of costs for the majority of people that go to these places,
for stays here require 24 hours a day skilled service, have to have registered
nurse and doctor 24 hours per day. So maybe would not be able to get anything
from medicare or any insurance company.
What do you think? I had thought the individual accident part of 1152372
might be good if the company will pay what the policy says, but they have never
raised the price since I took it out, but maybe they aren't reliable and wouldn't
even pay what they said. (It is $4.75 per month.)
My sister had Bankers' in-hospital like mine and it paid off as policy stated
while she was in the hospital. But nothing while she was in Hillcrest Rehabilitation and Convalescent Hospital. Medicare didn't either except the H.R.C. had her
charged for 20 percent of therapy. Said that medicare had paid them but she
didn't get any reduction on any of colostomy supplies, medication for or drugs
for bladder trouble, heart or lungs, but charged her almost twice as much for
some of same kind of medicine, etc., that she took when she was home. Therapy,
even 20 percent, was plenty high, I don't know of any only rubbed her back and
helped her walk a few times.
Thanks for giving your time in looking at my policies and trying to read this.
I appreciate it very much.
Sincerely,
(SIGNED. )
P.S. SundaySomeone gave me a folder to look at today called Coronet Senior from Blue
Shield. I looked it over some but am not sure I understand it all or not, but I
think if one takes out the Coronet Senior they have to pay $100 a year hospital
care, and prescription drugs and private duty registered nurse, these things
while in a hospital. Is that correct? And any medical and outpatient hospital
services are provided by Blue Shield without a deductible. (What is outpatient
hospital services?)
Under "payments" of this folder, what does this line, "Benefits of this plan
may not be assigned without the written consent of Blue Shield," mean? Under
part B-"Medical and Outpatient Hospital Services," what does outpatient
hospital services mean? Does that mean that if one has this policy. even if they
haven't been in the hospital, but if a doctor or even the holder of the policy
thought they needed an X-ray, or had a chest pain, or some ailment and they
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wanted to find out what was the cause, and got relief, they could go to the hospital and ask for such help without first contacting a doctor even if I had been
doctoring with one? And if one's doctor had sent patient to have X-rays and tests,
that medicare pays 80 percent of what they call reasonable, and Blue Shield pays
the other 20 percent of what medicare calls reasonable? (And then the patient
still pays about 40 percent of the bill -thatisn't reasonable.)
Do you think I would be better off and as adequately covered if I took Coronet
Senior if I could get it with Blue Shield at $67.50 a quarter or $270 a year, and
drop two or three of the ones I have? Which ones? Which do you advise? I have
felt I had too many for hospital, but not ones that cover doctors and medicines,
etc., but I guess none of them pay for nonprescription medicines or for chiropractor treatments, or adjustments, and heat when one has a wrenched or strained
back, do they?
If you can read this and give me your honest opinion I will appreciate it.
I am 80 plus, have social security and a little savings but not much, but enough
so far to not need welfare, but have not enough that would last long in a hospital
or convalescent or rest home, or even if I had to have help. So far, have lived
in studio apartment for quite a number of years so get rent cheaper than would
if I hadn't been here so many years. If have to pay rent like most, then my savings wouldn't last and I have been making a little working a few hours at
housework, so cut down on expenses too. I have no one to help me or to depend
on if I get so I can't care for myself. So far, I only have to take one prescription
regularly.
I don't understand "reimbursement of benefits for injury" paragraph.
Sincerely,

(SxIGNED.)
Mr. KLOWDEN. It tells the story of one poor soul of many millions
with the same problem. One of the policies indicated it was for persons
over 65 and they had the audacity to put a maternity benefit in it.
CALIFORNIA AcTIoNs

California has become aware of the medi-gap problems and the department of insurance has taken a few more steps to help our seniors.
We have established a loss ratio for medicare supplement policies at
55 percent. The commissioner will study the annual reports from insurance companies closely and see that they adhere to this regulation.
In order to be called a "medicare supplement policy" part A and part
B will have to be included. However, the coverage could be limited to
expenses incurred while hospital confined and may not need to include
skilled nursing care services.
Preexisting conditions are now to contain a maximum of 6 months
waiting period instead of 12 months for coverage of conditions treated
during the 6 months prior to the effective date of a policy.
Policies designed to supplement medicare shall be indentified as
such.
Readability is being stressed. All medicare policies are to be withdrawn as of December 31, 1978, and be replaced if they were issued
prior to Mlay 1, 1978. They are to be written in understandable English.
Disclosure forms must be provided with each new policy delivered
after January 1, describing the benefits and returned to the insurer
to indicate understanding of the policy.
A catastrophic medicare supplement coverage will be permitted
to be written starting in January. This could be designed to pay the
difference between what medicare pays and the usual, customary, and
reasonable expenses.
I am afraid, however, that if no control is placed on medical costs
when this type of policy is issued, may God help us.
My most heartfelt thanks for listening.
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Senator CHILES. Thank you, Mr. Klowden, for your comprehensive
statement. You mention on page 2 of your statement that the insurance agency was selling insurance only to members of a senior citizens association and that they paid a $12 fee to belong to that asso-

ciation.

Mr. KLOWDEN. That is right.
Senator CHILES. Is that a local group?
Mr. KLOWDEN. Yes, sir, it is a local group. They did not actually
seek out members and then sell them insurance. What they do is
seek out most people to whom they sell their insurance and then tell
them they must be members in order to get the insurance. In this
way, they sell the membership also.
Senator CHILES. I see. The design was not just to sell insurance.
You would be able to buy insurance if you were in that group but
they were going to provide other services.
Mr. KLOWDEN. Yes.
Senator CHILES. What other services were there besides the prescription service?
Mr. KLOWDEN. They had meetings once a month. They had guest
speakers. They did have some kind of travel setup to offer to the
people but this
Senator CHILES. This was looking like a nonprofit association
designed to benefit the members by helping them with problems.
Mr. KLOWDEN. I would not say that it was nonprofit-$12 a yearI think they made themselves a good piece of change, because they
didn't give anything for it-very little I would say.
Senator CmILES. Did they give counseling and advice to the seniors
as well as help them with their prescriptions?
Mr. KLOWDEN. It is possible. It is possible.
Senator CHILES. How many members did they have, do you know?
Mr. KLOWDEN. I have no idea, sir. I never did check on that. I am
sure that the district attorney has that information available to him.
Senator CHILES. Some of these people have been put in jail?
Mr. KLOWDEN. Yes, sir, that is right, and there are more going.
Senator CHILES. You indicate that the brochures advertising supplemental policies to be misleading. How much of that do you see in your
position as counselor? Do people get a lot of these brochures through
the mail?
Mr. KLOWDEN. Yes, sir, they do. In fact, I did bring a policy and a

brochure that was used in which to sell it, although I have it downstairs
in an office. It is in my briefcase.
Senator Om-ULES. We will keep the record open. We would like to
see that.
LIMITATIONS NOT EXPLAINED IN ADVERTISING

Mr. KLOWDEN. We find that many companies offer in their brochures
various benefits. Just to give you an example, say they claim that they

will pay X-ray charges, they will pay laboratory fees, and it is assumed by the individual who then buys it that the full amount is going
to be paid. However, when the policy is received and you read these
various benefits, they indicate the same benefits but then a few words
after that "up to $10." In other words, they have a tight limitation on
it, but it is not indicated as such in the brochure.
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Senator CHILES. The step that California has taken in providing
that they must pay out 55 percent of their premiums, do you think that
is a good step?
Mr. KL OWDEN. I believe so, only there is one problem that we might be
involved in in the future in that. If the company has to pay that much
out in benefits, it is going to cut down on the cost of commissions to
their salesmen, and if that happens we may have more problems with
vultures.
Senator C(HILES. Senator Glenn.
Senator GLENN. Yes, a couple brief questions.
Mr. Klowden, you indicated in your statement you were formerly
in the insurance field. In what capacity was that?
Mr. KLOWDEN. As an insurance salesman, and I was an assistant
manager with my agency for a while.
Senator GLENN. Did you i. your experience with the companies
follow up to see or make a real substantial effort to see that these kinds
of practices did not occur when you were active yourself ?
Mr. KLOWDEN. We had very, very few problems of that kind at the

time that I was in the business. I got out of the insurance business
in 1961 and it has been a while. We had a few companies that were
rather rough on people, some of the cases that have been brought up
to date, but there were very few like that. Most of the companies were
quite dependable.
Senator GLENN. When you were active this was before medicare and
before some of the fast rising costs that we have had.
Mr.

KLOWDEN.

Yes, sir.

Senator GLENN. Do you think State insurance laws in general are
adequate now in this area?
Mr. KLOWDEN. I am not familiar with any outside of my State, or
that of which I operated before, but I think they should be tightened
up even more, to be more watchful.
Senator GLENN. What kind of cooperation have you had since you
have become an advisor in this area in San Diego? What kind of cooperation have you had from the companies when you point out the
problems?
Mr. KLOWDEN. Oh, some of them were very reluctant. I have attempted to get specimen policies, for example, from many companies
and usually they will send brochures trying to advertise rather than
to send specimens, because I know that the payoff on any claim is
based on the policy itself, and for this reason I refuse to evaluate
information on a company other than on the policy itself.
Senator GLENN. One obvious improvement that could be made immediately, of course, is that people do take the time to know what they
are doing, and in that case a lot of people who do not have the expertise that you can provide for them, it is difficult for them to analyze
what is best in their situation unless they have someone like you.
Mr. KLOWDEN. True.
EXPERT ADVICE OFFERED

Senator GLENN. Has this been an expanding program in California
and could you comment very briefly on the advice or role you have had
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and whether you think it should be expanded? I personally think this
is a great idea, having someone of your caliber and someone of your
background who knows of the problems so they know somebody they
can call so they have not a bipartisan butMr. KLOWDEN. Unbiased.
Senator GLENN. An unbiased view of the people's real needs. Usually
people don't have anyone to turn to, and so I think that your situation
would be one we should try to foster in all States and arrange for
people who do not have someone else to advise them.
Mr. KLOWDEN. Senator Glenn, I highly recommend it because as
far as I know there is no one else in this country doing it as a volunteer.
I don't get paid for it. It costs me money to do this but I am happy
to do it. If any State or city in this country is willing to learn something about it, I will be very happy to train a staff for them, so long
as they send them out to me for this help.
Senator GLENN. Well, you are to be commended for your activities
and for taking this on and helping your colleagues out there who may
not have your expertise. I commend you for it.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHILES. Thank you, sir.

Thank you very much for your testimony, Mr. Klowden.
Mr. KLOWDEN. Thank you.
Senator CHILES. Our next witness will be William E. Grubbs, director of government relations, Bankers Life & Casualty Co., Chicago,
Ill.

Mr. Grubbs, I understand you have a couple of people with you.
You can bring them to the table with you if you like.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM E. GRUBBS, ASSOCIATE LEGAL COUNSEL
AND DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENT RELATIONS, BANKERS LIFE &
CASUALTY CO., CHICAGO, ILL.; ACCOMPANIED BY DUANE CHAPMAN, ADMINISTRATIVE VICE PRESIDENT; RUSSELL VAN
KAMPEN, MARKETING VICE PRESIDENT; AND MICHAEL DRESSENDORFER, ASSOCIATE
Mr. GRUBBS. Mr. Chairman, I have with me Duane Chapman, an
administrative vice president; Russell Van Kampen, a marketing vice
president; and Michael Dressendorfer, an associate in my division.
We are pleased to be here and we appreciate the courtesy of this
committee in inviting us. We have been asked to comment in two general areas. First. the range and extent of purchase of private insurance

policies by medicare beneficiaries. This includes comments upon the
underwriting limits and practices involved in the offering and issuance
of life insurance and accident and health insurance to persons over 65
years of age. Second, the issuance of life and accident and health policies to insure Mrs. Lucille Lowry, three of her grandchildren, and her
two sons.
We have presented the committee and staff our prepared statement
covering in some detail our view of the range and extent of the private
insurance held by medicare beneficiaries.
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Senator CHILES. Mr. Grubbs, that statement,' in full, will be included in the record and if you can summarize that for us it will be
helpful.
Mr. GRUBBS. Yes, sir. That is exactly what we intend to do, Mr.
Chairman. We were asked by staff to try to restrict our comments to 10
minutes. I went through this once and I made it in 10 minutes and I
hope to do it again.
senator CHILES. We will give you a little leeway there but we would
appreciate it.
Mr. GRUtBBS. Thank you.
$120

MILLION IN HEALTH

PREMIUMs FROM

ELDERLY

Our insurance marketing is not limited to persons over 65. I will just
take a moment here to issue for your information a little profile of our
company business as of 1977 so that these matters can be put in the
proper perspective.
In 1977, we had total premium income of $476 million roughly. We
had individual and accident health insurance in force of $298,500,000.
We had group accident and health insurance in force of $74 million.
We had approximately $120 million or about 45 percent of our total
accident and health in force on persons over 65.
Senator CHILES. I missed that figure.
Mr. GRUBBS. That is approximately $120 million out of the $476
million. The total premium income being $476 million, the income
coming in from persons over 65 is $120 million.
Senator CHILES. Can you tell me the premium that you are collecting from people over 65?
Mr. GRUBBS. The $120 million is premium or 45 percent of the total
accident and health roughly. That is between 40 and 45 percent somewhere.
Mr. Chairman, do you have those figures? We have individual life
coverage in force of $62 million, annuity in force of $13,500,000, group
life of $7,300,000, and group annuity of $800,000. I think that will perhaps help you keep this matter in its proper perspective.
In addition, our written report provides detail concerning the issuance of life and accident and health policies to insure Mr. Lowry, three
of her grandchildren, and her two sons. I would like to comment at this
time about the Lucille Lowrv matter since it became the responsibility
of my department to handle this matter after a complaint had been
lodged with the Ohio Insurance Department on or about September 28,
1977, and subsequently with the Illinois, Virginia, and North Carolina
Insurance Departments, to whom we were required to explain this
matter.
I would like to add one additional factor here, and that is our company does not consider one over 65 to be prima facie an incompetent
person. Our assumption is that a person over 65 is competent and able.
As a matter of fact, in our hiring practices. from the very beginning,
we have never had a mandatory retirement age for this reason. One of
my leading secretaries happens to be 74 and is most competent and
able. Consequently, just because an individual is over 65, we don't treat
him any differently than we would a younger individual.
'See page 56.
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My original review of the policyholder files indicated to me the
health insurance in force upon Mrs. Lowry fell within reasonable parameters and also within our company rules limiting the maximum of
premium to $50 a month. We have been informed
"DON'T

OVERSELL"

Senator CGmiss. Excuse me just a minute but I am going back to
your full statement where you talk about medicare coverage.
With few exceptions, everyone over age 65 has the benefit of medicare, both
parts A and B. If for some reason they didn't apply for part B, advise them to
do so. This in itself is excellent protection.

Then you go to a "Don't oversell, don't place a burden on the policyholder that he or she cannot afford."
Mr. GRUBBS. That is correct.

Senator CHILES. Then going on, I notice on page 5 that you say, "By
putting the above actions into every presentation to people in the over65 age market, you will not only help them but in the long run the company and yourself."
You were referring there to in-force coverage. "Regardless of how
substantial the benefits of our policies are, very seldom is there an advantage to the policyholder to lapse one individual policy in favor of
another. Usually, it is an injustice with a resultant misunderstanding
on claims." So it looks like you have in your manual recognized the
over-65 and you have put in certain kinds of conditions in regard to
sales to that over-65.
Mr. GRUBBS. That is absolutely correct.
Senator CHILES. Why don't you recognize them as being incompetent? Under your own manual it seems that you are trying to instruct
your agents as to something in sales restraint.
Mr. GRUBBS. That is correct.
Senator CHILES. Excuse me for interrupting.
Mr. GRUBBS. We have been informed. Mr. Lowry questioned whether
his mother had received sufficient life or accident and health coverage
to account for the amount of premium she had paid. It was my understanding Mr. Lowry felt his mother had more life insurance than
she could pay for, as related to her income, and Mr. Lowry indicated
neither he nor his brother had signed the applications for two life
policies insuring their lives for which his mother was paying.
On October 13, 1977, Mr. Lowry and two persons to assist him, two
representatives of the Ohio Insurance Department, the company's
regional manager and I, met for an informal hearing in the Ohio
Department. Since Mr. Lowry had indicated to us neither he nor
his brother had signed the life applications, I requested a check be
drawn from the company to Mrs. Lowry refunding the entire premium
of these two policies in the event Mr. Lowry indicated his mother
wished to have the policies rescinded.
At the hearing, the following occurred: First, I felt a satisfactory
accounting of the crediting of premium paid to the company by Mrs.
Lowry was provided. The accounting was later presented to Mr. Lowry
in a written form by the company.
Second, we offered to either rescind or keep in force the two life
policies with the challenged signatures upon the applications at the
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discretion of Mr. Lowry and his brother. Mr. Lowry asked for an
additional 30 days to think it over and we agreed to this request. We
did previously give him an additional 30 days before this occurred
from the time we were notified of the question by the Ohio department.
Third, at that time I felt that the two life policies on Mirs. Lowry's
life had been in force for more than a year and since we had been
on the risk for over $30,000 face coverage during that period it was
my view at that time we could only return the nonforfeiture values, if
any, which may have accrued. Although I had some concern about the
amount of premium which Mrs. Lowry was paying, it was my misimpression at that time that Mrs. Lowry had a greater regular income
and considerable estate for which life insurance would be an appropriate vehicle to provide liquidity in her estate upon her death. At
the Ohio hearing, Mr. Lowry did not apparently know, or at least
didn't mention, the existence of an approximately $60,000 face amount
of life insurance Mrs. Lowry apparently had with New York Life
Insurance Co. We had no knowledge of that either.
Fourth, it was my impression when the meeting adjourned in the
Ohio department, their understanding concerning this case was the
same as mine. Approximately 2 weeks after the hearing in the Ohio
department, I received a copy of a letter written by Robert Lowry.
which for the first time disclosed to me the existence of the New York
Life policies. Since in my mind this placed the matter of the amount of
premium being paid and the amount of coverage Mrs. Lowry possessed in a different light, consequently I asked that a complete refund
of all premiums received from Mrs. Lowry be made and the company
made the refund to Mrs. Lowry on December 13, 1977.
APoLooy OFFERED
As to our company's position in the matter, we wish we had caught
the excessive premium in its relationship to income at the time the
applications came to us. Further, we would hope that our agents would
have uncovered accurate information so that they would not have taken
these life applications in the first place. The submission of forged
applications is intolerable to us. We are embarrassed and we apologize
to Mr. Lowry and his mother.
We will be happy to try to answer any questions you care to ask us.
Since we were first notified about this hearing approximately 1 week
ago, it is possible we might not have been anticipating some of your
questions or be able to prepare some of the information you want.
We will, of course, be happy to accumulate and submit to you any material which you awant which we have not brought with us.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Grubbs follows:]
PREPARED

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM E.

GRUBBS

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am William E. Grubbs, associate legal counsel and director of government relations of Bankers Life &
Casualty Co. With me is Duane Chapman and Russell Van Kampen, both of
whom are vice presidents of the company. Mr. Chapman is an administrative
vice president, Mr. Van Kampen is a marketing vice president.
We are pleased to be here and we appreciate-the courtesy of this committee in
inviting us. We have been asked to comment in two general areas. First, the
range and extent of purchase of private insurance policies by medicare bene-
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ficiaries. This includes comments upon the underwriting limits and practices
involved in the offering and issuance of life insurance and accident and health
insurance to persons over 65 years of age. Second, the issuance of life and accident and health policies to insure Mrs. Lucille Lowry, three of her grandchildren,
and her two sons.
The insurance products marketed by Bankers Life & Casualty Co. to persons
over 65,who have medicare coverage fall into four general areas:
A. Medicare part A wraparound products.-These are insurance policies
which are designed to pay the entire deductible and coinsurance features not
covered by part A of medicare and to provide catastrophic hospital benefits
when medicare stops paying.
B. Policies which pay medical-surgical and out-of-hospital expenses.-These
are intended to provide reimbursement for doctor calls, surgery, miscellaneous
expenses such as X-ray, laboratory and anesthetist fees.
C. Hospital confinement indemnity.-These policies pay at a fixed-guaranteed
rate for each day of hospitalization, thus providing financial help to cover
hospital, doctor or personal expenses.
D. Extended care facility policies.-These policies pay the coinsurance amounts
of medicare in the first 100 days. In addition, they pay benefits for the next 300
days.
The committee may be interested in the underwriting rules which pertain to
the sale of these products. The following is a section taken from our agents
manual providing instructions pertaining to the offering of our products to
the elderly:
C. COUNSELING OVER-AGE RISKS

When selling health insurance to prospects in the over 65 age market, the
company and its agents incur legal, social, and moral responsibilities to help
these people in identifying their proper insurance needs, and preventing situations that would constitute overinsurance or undue financial hardships.
Because of their age, their normal anxiety relating to the increased possibility
of illness, and ever-increasing hospital and medical costs, this market is quite
susceptible to being taken advantage of by some agents. This must be prevented
if you as an agent and the company are to remain reputable. To assist you in
counseling and delivering a proper sales presentation, keep the following points
in mind:
1. Finances.-Generally speaking, most over-age prospects are no longer employed full-time. As a result, their income is derived from such things as pension
and retirement benefits, social security benefits, and perhaps some investment
income. It is unwise to judge an applicant's ability to pay by how much he has
in the bank. Their ability to pay should be judged upon the actual income they
have.
2. Medicare coverage.-With few exceptions, everyone over age 65 has the
benefit of medicare, both parts A and B. If for some reason they didn't apply
for part B, advise them to do so. This in itself is excellent protection. Maybe the
premium for part B is all they can afford. Don't over-sell. Don't place a burden
on the policyholder he or she cannot afford.
3. Wraparound or supplemental coverage.-The prime need for coverage
supplementing medicare is a wraparound policy providing supplemental benefits for hospital expenses not covered by the Federal medicare program. No
individual should be sold more than one of each type of policy, either hospital
or medical, because the result is overinsurance, duplication of coverage and
unnecessary and excessive costs to the policyholder.
4. Hospital confinement indemnity.-Hospital confinement indemnity provides
excellent coverage but should be sold only where the policyholder can afford the
premium, desires a private room and other special services, or realizes that he
will incur additional extra expenses due to an extended hospital confinement.
5. In-force coverage.-Regardless of how substantial the benefits of our policies are, very seldom is there an advantage to the policyholder to lapse one individual policy in favor of another. Usually, it's an injustice with resultant misunderstandings on claims and a real disservice to the policyholder. If someone
has good coverage in force with another reputable company, suggest that he keep
the coverage, ask for referrals, and all concerned will benefit in the long run.
But putting the above actions into every presentation to people in the over-65
age market. you will not only help them, but in the long run, the company, and
yourself.
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In order to reinforce some of the rules regarding applications on persons age
65 and over, we are calling your attention to the rules listed below which must
be followed:
1. Only one of the policy forms in each group listed below can be sold to an
individual (this applies to policies in all companies, including the MacArthur
Insurance Companies, except as noted):
(a) Medicare wraparound coverage such as the GR-730B, GR-764A, 1696
Rider, etc.
(b) Medical surgical policies such as the GR-716, GR-717, and GR-75J.
(c) Extended care facility policies such as the GR-747, GR-748, and GR-74B.
(d) Hospital confinement indemnity policies such as the GR-700, GR-780, and
GR-74J.
Only $30 per day hospital confinement indemnity coverage is allowed per
individual.
It is essentially important in dealing with senior citizens to assure that the
policy sold does not duplicate other coverage and that the amount of premium is
affordable based on the senior citizen's current income.
In addition to these instructions, we practice the following underwriting rules:
1. For individuals 65 or over, the maximum allowable premium including
substandard charges for all accident and health policies for all companies insuring the individual is $50 monthly. To enforce this rule, we have established systems involving a computer alphabetized check of all accident and health in-force
business when a new application is received.
2. A policy which has been lapsed less than 12 months must be reinstated,
upgraded, or exchanged in order to inhibit "rolling" of a policyholder from one
policy to another. An upgrade or exchange is limited to one in a 12-month period.
3. We will not allow any improper switching of an over-65 policy to another
policy.
We have also been asked to comment on the range and extent of purchase of
private insurance policies by medicare beneficiaries. We have obtained some information from the research division of the Health Insurance Association of
America whom wve would recommend as being a good source for further statistical
data about the industry practices and the extent of coverage
in this market.
We have attached their information as Appendix "A". 1
You will note that there are about 23 million senior citizens. Of this group,
Bankers Life & Casualty Co. provides coverage for about 750,000 people or about
3.5 percent of this population.
We would like to address the case brought to this committee by Mr. Robert
Lowry. Mrs. Lucille Lowry applied for and was issued the following coverage:
(a) Life insurance coverage on her own life with annualized premiums of
$6,651. These policies were issued between 6-3-75 and 3-12-77 and in the aggregate provided ultimate death benefits of $37,700.
(b) Accident and health insurance issued to Lucille Lowry amounted to
annualized premium of $565.
(c) Life insurance policies covering Lucille Lowry's grandchildren were issued
for an annual premium of $65 each (for a total of $195 to provide coverage for
each of them to age 23 and with guaranteed insurability options.
(d) Life insurance policies with a rider to provide annuity benefits for each
of her two sons costing a total annual premium of $1,636.
For details of the above policies, see Appendix "B" .2
As to the life insurance policies with annuity riders which Mrs. Lowry took
out for the benefits of 'her sons, Robert and Kenneth, with the understanding
that the signatures bad been forged and they did not complete the applications,
we rescinded these policies and refunded all premium. The agent involved left
the company prior to our discovering the facts about this situation. His records
with the company and with the Ohio Insurance Department 'have been marked
to show he was "terminated for cause". There was no way for the company to
know about these forgeries until Mr. Robert Lowry uncovered it and told us
about it.
The life insurance policies issued to cover Mrs. Lowry's three grandchildren
are not unusual purchases for grandparents. These are policies requiring a onetime premium payment of $65 to provide $1,000 of insurance to age 23. At age
1
2

See page 60.

See page 61.
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23, the amount of insurance is $5,000 and premiums commence. In addition,
they have guaranteed insurability options which allow the child upon reaching
23 and until age 31 to purchase insurance in $5,000 increments up to a total of
$30,000 of life insurance without evidence of insurability. These premiums were
refunded.
The health insurance policies (not life) written to cover Mrs. Lowry are within
the limits of the annual premium allowed by the company. These were refunded
as we understood Mr. Lowry wished them refunded because of the total premium
being paid by his mother was excessive for her income. We also understand from
subsequent correspondence on which we received copies, that Mr. Lowry objected
to our refunding these premiums. If Mr. Lowry would like to continue any of the
policies uninterrupted, we will be pleased to do so. It was not our intention to
vindictively rescind and refund these policies as he suggested.
Subsequent to the hearing in the Ohio Insurance Department, we learned
from copies of Mr. Lowry's correspondence to others on which we received copies
that Mrs. Lowry had in excess of $50,000 of life insurance in force with the New
York Life Insurance Co. This information is not reflected in any of our files or
underwriting investigations. It apparently wasn't known by Mr. Lowry at the
time of the hearing in the Ohio Insurance Department as it was not discussed
at that time. Had we known of this insurance, the life policies which had been
issued to Mrs. Lowry would not have been issued. In view of this faet and Mr.
Lowry's request, the policies were rescinded and all premium was returned to
Mrs. Lowry.
In view of the foregoing, you are no doubt interested in our position on the
Lowry case. Frankly, we are embarrassed-we apologize to Mr. Robert Lowry
and his mother, Mrs. Lucille Lowry. We wish we had caught the excessive
premium and its relationship to her income at the time the applications came
to us. Further, we would hope that our agents would have uncovered accurate
information so that they would not have taken these life applications. Also, the
agent's submission of the two forged applications on Mrs. Lowry's sons is intolerable. We wish we hadn't made an underwriting error in issuing the second
Life policy (4,854,476) in June 1976.
We wish our impression of Mrs. Lowry's financial position had been more accurate at the time we visited with Mr. Lowry in the Ohio Insurance Department.
The premium Mrs. Lowry was paying in relation to her income admittedly
exceeded our own underwriting standards.
The medicare wraparound market came upon us rather rapidly in 1966. No
one of us in the individual accident and health insurance business knew what
the market would be-we barely knew what medicare was and we certainly
didn't know what the insuring needs of the over-65 age group were or what they
wanted, if anything. We did our best to provide riders to our existing policyholders to fill the gaps in medicare as we perceived -them and 'to offer new policies
to the insuring public over age 65. As we became more informed of their needs
and desires, we developed updated coverages which were more comprehensive.
It was in the process of providing broader and additional coverages that we
created the products which were used by relatively few agents to take advantage
of older individuals through twisting and rolling of previously issued policies.
It should be noted that these agents were at the same time taking advantage
not only of the insuring public but of the companies which contracted with them.
Each time abuses have been noted, they have led to new rules and new controls, both by our company and regulatory 'agencies. There have been areas
where the abuses have been deemed serious by the company which resulted in
stringent remedial action.
Mr. Lowry in several of his letters has referred to the situation which was
investigated during the last part of 1974 in Pennsylvania by the Pennsylvania Insurance Department. We invite this committee to have its staff obtain the facts
of the situation and the action taken from the deputy in charge of the investigation. Please contact Mr. Kimber A. Wald, deputy commissioner of the Pennsylvania Insurance Department, Harrisburg, Pa. We feel the situation has been
remedied. The effectiveness of the remedial efforts of the company have been successful. See copies of letters from Mr. Wald-Appendix "C".3

Incidentally, market conduct surveillance examinations conducted by the State
insurance departments cover all areas of an insurance company's operations;
See page 62.
3
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sales, advertising, underwriting, policy issue, claims, correspondence servicing,
and complaint handling. The examiners either cover total activities in each area
examined or when large volumes of work are analyzed they select significant samples based on statistically valid techniques.
To say there is no problem or there are not problems worthy of our attention is
not correct. The principal area that continues to cause problems for our company and for the insurance industry lies in the area of how to identify the individual who is no longer capable of carrying on his or her own business
transactions.
It is possible that even one policy consisting of a $10 or $20 monthly premium
could be an excessive burden on an individual. From a company viewpoint, there
is no absolute or practical way to know this. Also, for any of us who have dealt
with older individuals, there are situations where the individual's incapacity is
not immediately apparent to an outsider.
These individuals are not easily recognizable. They are prey to any one of the
unscrupulous or unprincipled individuals in our society whether they are selling
insurance or any other product. It could be noted here that there are people under
65 who because of their lack of sophistication are also susceptible to being taken
advantage of.
Remedies for excess insurance and excess premium in relation to income are
hard to find. It is difficult to obtain a statement of income and insurance from this
group. However, the very people we're trying to protect will normally be easily led
into giving an incorrect statement.
Is it possible that this market should not be sold any individual life or accident
and health policies? It is inequitable to deprive the large majority of this population the same privileges when they are fully capable of handling their own
business affairs.
We think the protection of those individuals is properly a concern of all. We
have provided training, rules and controls to prevent and to uncover problems.
but, while reduced, they continue to occur. We continue to look for new ways but
we think this committee will find out it is very difficult to completely protect the
incapacitated individuals in this group without removing some of the freedoms
from the capable members of this group.
To what degree can we as a business, or we as a Nation, through our various
governmental agencies, prevent abuse of these individuals? It is our observation
that we cannot prevent all wrongful actions from taking place. We can provide
inspections and controls and systems to uncover them. We also can provide
remedial action to reverse improper transactions and identify those individuals
involved In such activity and either help remove their licenses to transact business, fine them or prosecute them.
If we can provide any other information or answer any questions for the committee, it will be our privilege to do so.
APPENDIX "A"

The Health Insurance Association of America, as of its last published survey
covering reporting year 1976, indicates the following facts about senior citizens
who are covered by private insurance:
(A) The U.S. Bureau of Census reported age 65+ population as of July 1, 1976,
to be 22,934,000.
(B) The number of senior citizens covered by private insurance for hospital
expenses was 12,554,000 (55 percent). Hospital expense insurance would be generally defined as one form or another of a "wraparound" or medicare supplement
insurance. Primarily, it would be covering the deductible and coinsurance amounts
of the in-hospital portion of medicare part A.
(C) The number of senior citizens covered by private insurance for surgical
expenses by including Blue Cross/Blue Shield was 10,580,000 (46 percent). Surgical expense coverage would refer to the physician expenses involved with a surgical procedure.
(D) The number of senior citizens covered by private insurance for regular
medical expense was 10,227,000 (45 percent). The regular medical expense insurance would include all other physician care, such as office visits, etc.
(E) The number of senior citizens covered by private insurance for catastrophic
or major medical expenses was 1,913,000 (8.5 percent). The major medical and
catastrophic insurance would include the providing for high limit coverage (in
excess of $10,000) for hospital expense when medicare benefits are exhausted.
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APPENDIX "B"
Life Insurance Policies Issued Insuring Lucille Lowry
Policy Number

Date of Issue

Annual Premium

Form

5,248,470

6-3-75

$ 3,000

L-129

4,854,476

6-14-76

$ 3,204

L-129

5,413,376

3-2-77

$

447

L-29A

Total

$ 6,651

Accident and Health Insurance Issued Insuring Lucille Lowry
.

Policy Number

Date of Issue

730,576,561

11-9-73

$

221

GR-780
GR-747
GR-717

760,175,115

4-19-76

$

73

GR-774

760,392,452

12-16-76

$

77

GR-764

770,052,917

1-9-77
($285)
Upgrade benefits of
GR-780 above - net
$
increase in premium

770,149,043

Annual Premium

4-22-77
Total

Form

GR-74J
166

S

28

$

565

79L

Life Insurance Policies Insuring Lucille Lowry's Grandchildren -- Form L623
Policy Number

Name

Annual Premium

5,423,863

Alisa Lowry

5,423,861

Robert Mark Lowry

5,423,862

Cynthia Lynn Lowry

/

Amount of Coverage
$1000 to age 23

7Single

One Time
$65 Premium

$1000 to age 23
$1000 to age 23

Life Insurance Policies with Annuity Riders Issued To Cover Lucille Lowry's Sons -Form 165 Rider 1401
Policy Number

Name

5,432,307

Robert Lowry

5,432,306

Kenneth Lowry

Annual Premium
$

Total

32-703 0 - 78 - 5

Issue Date

818

4-22-77

818

4-22-77

$ 1,636
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

APWIDIX It"
EXaBn I

January 18, 1977

Duane Chapman, Vice President
Bankers Life & Casualty Company
44I44 Lawrence Avenue
60630
Chicago, Illinois

Dear Duane:
I am attaching the MacArthur Group complaint printout
Previous
You will note a further decline to 161.
for 1976.
years are:

1975
1974
1973
It should be noted this was
cent increase in our work load.
our work is also enclosed.

204
261
263
in the face of a 51.3 perA statistical analysis of

Obviously, the reforms you sparked in 1974 are paying
off in better consumer service.
Very truly yours,

Kimber A. Wald
Deputy Commissioner
KAW :mf
Attachments
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COMMONWIALTH
INSURANCE

4 O

OF PENNSYLVANIA
OEPARTMENT

APPENDIX 't"
EXIBIT 2

September 8,

1977

Duane Chapman, Vice President
Bankers Life and Casualty Company
4444 Lawrence Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60630

Dear Duane:
Confirming our discussion of today,

I am attaching

two copies of the MacArthur Group complaint printout for
the first half of 1977.

The record continues to improve.

Very truly yours,

Kimber A. Wald
Deputy Commissioner
KAW:mf
Attachment
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COMMONWEALTH
INSURANC'E

or PENNSYLVANIA

APPENDIX t'
EXHIT 3

OEPARTMENT

March 22,

1978

Duane Chapman, Vice President
Bankers Life and Casualty Insurance Company
4444 Lawrence Avenue
60630
Chicago, 111.

Dear Duane:
I am attaching a copy of the 1977 MacArthur Group complaint
printout. Once again you have had a sharp decline in the face of
I continue to maintain this is
a rising complaints volume here.
due to the reforms you instituted in 1974, when your total was
nearly double the 1977 figure.
I am also enclosing a comparison of alI
and problem which may be of interest.

complaints by coverage

Very truly yours,

Kimber A. Wald
Deputy Commissioner
KAW:cb
Attachments
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Senator CHILES. I note and I appreciate very much your digest of
the statement for me. That is very helpful to us.
I note that you do say in your full statement on page 8:
The health insurance policies (not life) written to cover Mrs. Lowry are within
the limits of the annual premium allowed by the company. These were refunded
as we understood Mr. Lowry wished them refunded because of the total premium
being paid by his mother was excessive for her income. We also understand from
subsequent correspondence on which we received copies that Mr. Lowry objected
to our refunding these premiums. If Mr. Lowry would like to continue any of
the policies uninterrupted, we will be pleased to do so. It was not our intention
to vindictively rescind and refund these policies as he suggested.

Mr. GRUBBS. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.

Senator CHILES. I just wanted to make sure Mr. Lowry understood
that because he had said from his statement today that he would like
to have some of those policies or he felt that it might be helpful to
his mother to have some of those policies in force. So it would be the
company's position if he wanted to continue some of these policies
noninterrupted you would do so.
Mr. GRUBBS. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
COMPANY POLIcIES To DETECT DUPLICATE SALES

Senator CHILES. Now, I am interested in reading your full statement
to see that the company does have a policy. Part of these policies that
were returned, as I understand they were returned because your computer picked them up as being duplicate, is that correct?
Mr. GRUBBS. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.

Senator CHmEs. So this is a check that the company tries to have
to send back a duplicate policy.
Mr. GRUBBS. Yes, sir.

Senator CHmIs. When you do that, when you send that policy back
or in this instance, can you tell me, do you contact the agent? D5o you
try to find out why a duplicate policy was written? We have at least
one agent writing several duplicate policies.
Mr. GRUBBS. Perhaps Mr. Chapman can explain the operation of
the computer as it relates
Senator CniLES. We are trying to get at this here and other instances. I am delighted to see what you have in your policy handbook that you give your agents, but if it is just a policy and a handbook and it never gets translated out into the field other than being
there, then it is nice for the company to say, "We have got this policy."
But we see that your agents didn't exactly follow that policy in the
Lowry case. They certainly sold her insurance beyond what she could
pay for and that is against your policy. They gave her duplicate
policies and that is against your policy. There are two or three other
instances that they covered that are against the policy. I want to know,
how does the policy get interpreted into the field?
Mr. GRUBBS. Mr. Chapman can answer that.
Mr. CHAPMAN. I will answer the part about the home office, Senator.
The policy rules, as we have outlined them here, deal with the accident and health portion of our controls, and I think they are outlined there. The computer checks are people checks, too. You know,
the computer is no smarter than the people who run it and input it
and read the alphabets.
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The total premium problem came about, as I reconstructed it when
I first looked at it last week, was due to the excess life insurance. If
you will notice the total premium that Mrs. Lowry was payingbetter than $6,000 of that premium was for two life insurance policies. The first one was issued for approximately $3,000. At that time
our underwriters passed that case because of the total amount of
investments and income that they understood and our subsequent
checks revealed that Mrs. Lowry had. Our files show that the statement made by Mrs. Lowry indicated an estate of somewhere over
$100,000. The underwriter thought the policy should be issued.
The second policy which was issued 1 year later added up to $3,200
additional premium. So when we talk about 68 percent of her premium, some $6,200Senator CHILES. You mean 68 percent of her income?
Mr. CHAPMAN. Yes. Some $6,200 was represented in two life insurance policies. The second life insurance policy was taken-I cannot
justify its being taken. When it came into the home office, it would
not go through our A. & H. control because we have a differentSenator CHILES. A. &IH. is accident and health?
Mr. CHAPMAN. Yes. I am sorry, sir. Accident and health. I am
used to using these terms.
The life insurance has not been recognized by us as needing to come
under this premium control and the reason it has not is that these are
reviewed by underwriters who should be reviewing the total income
and the necessity for this insurance because there is a company problem here, too, and that is being overexposed on a risk just as a matter
of self-interest, if you will. We don't want to be on a risk for more
than we should be. How much insurance should you sell without any
need for insurance to someone in this age group 75,76 years old?
Senator CHILES. That is the prime link your underwriter is looking
at.
Mr. CHAPMAN. Oh, absolutely. I am merely pointing out that we
did not have a control on life insurance to protect Mrs. Lowry or
someone like Mrs. Lowry. In our own self-interest we should be protecting ourselves and incidentally not collecting the additional premium. There was a mistake made. The basic underwriter approved
it and it went through the system without a second supervisory underwriter's signature. It should not have been issued.
I would like to back up just a moment and make a few comments.
I have heard what has been said here this morning.
ENFORCEMENT OF POLICY

Senator C1iiiEs. Just a minute now. I will be glad to give you that
time. No one has told me yet how this transfer translates down to the
agents. Specifically, in this case, when you sent back three policies as
being duplicates, at least two of which vere done by the same agent it
looks like maybe three were done by the same agent, does anybody ever
say to that agent:
* You are not following the policy of this company because it is no good to have a
policy and to come up and say we have a policy to protect people in this regard if
no one is going to follow up on that.
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Mr. CHAPMAN. We have a procedure which obviously in this case did
not work and this is one of the problems. Frankly, we are embarrassed
by this particular case, and there have been a few others. The procedure
is that the underwriter recognizing the duplicate policies have been
written does have a procedure to write out a complaint form against
those agents. The complaint form is sent to the manager of the agent
and asks him to answer the complaint, to interview the agent and file
the answer. This goes back to our agency secretary and it is reviewed
for completeness, for adequacy, and it becomes a part of his agent's file.
Senator CHILES. Can you tell me whether this was done in this case?
Mr. CHAPMAN. Yes, it was done in this case.
Senator 'CHILES. When? Do you know when?
Mr. CHAPMAN. I don't have the file with me, sir. I know the case of
agent Montgomery's name was brought up this morning. I know that
agent Montgomery terminated from the company prior to this case
coming to our attention. I know that subsequent to our uncovering this
and making refunds, that agent Montgomery's records were marked
"terminate for cause" and the Ohio Department was notified of this.
Senator GLENN. Would the chairman yield?
Senator CHiLEs. Yes.
Senator GLENN. Is he still in the insurance business?
Mr. CHAPMAN. I do not have any personal knowledge. I would defer
to Mr. Van Kampen, perhaps he knows. I would have no way to check
that, Senator.
Mr. VAN KAMPEN. Senator, I am not sure whether he is in the insurance business. He will never be allowed to return to our company.
Senator GLENN. One of the problems is floating agents from company to company to company sometimes who may be violating every
rule.
Mr. VAN KAMPEN. Senator, if I might add, when that happens
where an agent is terminated for cause, as Mr. Chapman said, we do
notify the insurance department that it is a termination for cause,
giving all those facts, and hopefully that will prevent this agent from
going on to work with other companies.
Senator CHILES. I interrupted you. You had some other thought.
COMPANY CANNOT ALWAYS CATCn UNSCRUPULOUS AGENTS

Mr. CHAPMAN. I had just a general comment, having heard what we
have heard this morning. Certainly there are people, and I don't want
anyone to misunderstand me, in the older age group who cannot take
care of their own affairs. They are victimized by agents. The company
cannot always catch them.
Mr. Lowry referred in his testimony this morning to the news
releases from Pennsylvania. He referred to the fact that we were one
of the companies that was involved in sales to people over 65. Yes,
that is true. Yes, there were a lot of the rules that you see in our testimony that were installed since that time. A number of people in the
over-65 market need insurance, they want insurance. There is a proper
market there. There is definitely a problem in trying to control the
unscrupulous agent and there is a need on the part of home office
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administration, I think, to get a little smarter and a little more sophisticated in doing so.
Senator CHILES. Can you tell me what percentage of the premium
income, $120 million that your premium covers over 65-what part of
that are you paying out in claims?
Mr. GRUBBS. Well, that gets into a loss ratio, Mr. Chairman, and
what we are currently paying out overall. The company's overall loss
ratio for both individual and group accident and health for 1977 was
sixty-six sixty-sevenths percent as indicated on our annual statements.
Senator CHILEs. Maybe I am asking you some questions that you
don't have an answer for today.
Mr. GRUBBS. That is right.
Senator CHILEs. Would you speak to that computer of yours and ask
it if it can tell me what you would be paying out of that $120 million
in the way of claims?
Mr. GRUBBS. We will be glad to do that and provide you with the
information.'

Senator CHImEs. Give me that for a couple of years if you will1975, 1976, 1977.
Mr. GRUBBS. All right.
If I could add this, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHLmEs. Yes, sir.
Mr. GRUBBS. Loss ratio figures should not be promiscuously used in
that they are products of actuarial science.
Senator CHILES. I don't intend to be promiscuous about those figures,
I cannot speak for Senator Glenn.
Senator GLENN. I will follow my chairman's leadership.
Mr. GRUBBS. I will be happy to provide you with those figures.
Senator CHLMES. All right, sir. If you want to show me some other
breakdowns in addition to the questions I will ask you, that will be
satisfactory, too.
Mr. GRUBBS. What are the otherSenator CHLmEs. I said if you have some other way you want to
show it, in addition to the question I have asked, that will be satisfactory, too.
Mr. GRUBBS. Thank you.
LIFE INSURANCE PREMIUMS EXCEED UNDERWRITING STANDARDS?

Senator CHLMES. You said that the premium Mrs. Lowry was paying
for life insurance in relation to her income exceeded your underwriting standards. Can you tell me what that standard would be? I
note she was paying life premiums of $8,586 with an income of $13,508.
Mr. GRUBBS. Mr. Chapman would be most knowledgeable about the
underwriting area I believe.^
Senator CHILES. Yes, sir.
Mr. CHAPMAN. The total amount of insurance that could have been

written according to our rules on Mrs. Lowry would have been in
the neighborhood of that first policy, $17,000 to $18,000 face amount.
Senator CrILES. What kind of commission does your company pay
its agents on the sale of full life policies such as those purchased
1

See page 70.
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by Mrs. Lowry? Is that one and a half or what would be your
commission?
Mr. GRUBBS. Mr. Van Kampen should be qualified to answer that.
Senator CHILES. I might note while he is looking for that, I used to
have something to do with starting a little debit company at one time
in the life insurance business and we had a great ratio. We paid out
about 125 percent. [Laughter.] We don't have that company any
longer.
AGENT'S

Mr. VAN

CoMMIifssIoN: 25
KAMPEN.

To

65

PERCENT OF 1-YEAR

PREMIUM

Senator, each policy would vary in commission,

but on our life policies we go all the way from approximately 25 to
65 percent of the first year's premium which would be the commission to our agent.
Senator CHILEs. On the whole life policy, like what we are talking
about here?
Mr. VAN KAMPEN. On the son's policies-in the neighborhood of

55 percent to 65 percent.
Senator CHILES. That is on your first-year premium.
Mr. VAN KAMPEN. Yes.
Senator CHILES. Then your retention is what after that?
Mr. VAN KAMPEN. Well, it would be based on the premium that
stays in force with the second year, approximately 25 percent renewal
on the Lowry boys' policies and then graded from the third to the
tenth year at 20 percent. We will be glad to submit for the committee

each of the policy forms I and the actual commission rates.

Senator CHILES. I think that might be helpful to us.
What kind of commission do you pay the agents who sell the health
insurance policies?
Mr. VAN KAMPEN. That is more of a front commission and there
again it would depend on the type of policy but generally speaking it
is a premium or commission equal to possibly 300 percent of 1 month's
premium over the first 6 months of the first year's premium.
Senator CHILES. Three hundred percent of one month for the first
6 months.
Mr. VAN KAMPEN. It would be spread over that period.
Senator CHILES. Oh, spread over that period.
Mr. VAN KAMPEN. Yes. If the policy was written and didn't renew

and persisted for the entire year and it was a $10 monthly premiumwe would collect 12 months at $10 premium per month, equalling $120.

Our agent would receive 100 percent of the first month and then 40
percent of the next 5 months-which totals $30 that our agent would
receive, which is 25 percent of the annual premium of $120. Now that
again is a general basis and we would be glad to furnish you with the

commission schedule for all of our health policies.
Senator CHILES. Would you also when you speak to the computer

give us the loss ratios for each of the four medicare supplements that
you listed on page 2 of your statement?

Mr. GRUnsS. Yes, sir, we will.

Senator CHILES. And then for all four combined.
Mr. GRUIBBS. We will.
1 Retained in committee files.
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[Subsequent to the hearing, Mr. Grubbs supplied the following
information:]
POLICY Loss RATIOS

To illustrate the proportion of health insurance premiums paid in claims,
State insurance departments require insurance companies to publish in their
annual statements loss ratios for the calendar year preceding the date of the
statement. Loss ratios are calculated by dividing incurred claims by premiums
earned. For the year 1977, the loss ratio for Bankers Life & Casualty Co. policies
sold to policyholders above age 65 was 55 percent. Loss ratios for senior citizens
policies for 1976 and 19' 6 were 55 percent and 51 percent, respectively.
The better measure of fair return of premium in claim payments is the ultimate loss ratio, rather than the loss ratio for a particular calendar year. For
various reasons, loss ratios tend to increase as a block of business ages. Thus,
the appropriateness of using calendar year loss ratios to determine whether
policyholders have received a fair return is highly dependent on the average
age of the business for which the loss ratios are determined. The loss ratio for
a very young block of business will be much lower than the average over the
lifetime of that group of policies. The loss ratio for a very old block of business
is generally somewhat higher than the average over its lifetime.
Loss ratios for calendar years 1975, 1976, and 1977 which were requested for
each of the four categories of senior citizens business referred to on page 2 of
our statement to the committee are for in-hospital benefits supplementing medicare part A which constitute 30 percent of our total senior citizens business,
66 percent, 75 percent, 69 percent respectively; for medical-surgical benefits,
which constitute 22 percent of our total senior citizen business, 60 percent, 61
percent, 65 percent respectively; for daily hospital confinement indemnity
benefits, which constitute 31 percent of our total senior citizens business, 41 percent 13 percent, 48 percent respectively; for extended care (skilled nursing)
facility benefits, which constitute 14 percent of our total senior citizens business,
40 percent, 45 percent, 30 percent respectively. Policies for in-hospital benefits
supplementing medicare part A and medical-surgical benefits were introduced
when medicare became effective. Policies with daily hospital confinement benefits
designed for senior citizens were first sold in 1967. Policies with extended care
facility benefits were not sold until 1972.
We believe that the loss ratios stated above understate the ultimate percentage
of premiums returned to policyholders in benefits. This ultimate percentage
for all categories combined should be close to 60 percent. The premiums we
developed for our current generation of senior citizens health products for the
categories listed above are all calculated on anticipated loss ratios in excess
of 60 percent.
"NAME SWITCrINGc"

Senator GLENN. You mention a computer alphabetized check when

a new anplication is received. We have had letters and other suggestions

that salesmen sometimes get around this bv writing the policies in
different forms of the name, using the initials on one policy and a
full name on another policy, to avoid computer detection. Is that
something that you all are aware of is happening, and what kinds of
clhcks do you have on that?
Mr. CHAPMAN. Yes, Senator. That has been in the past a very
common practice by an agent who wants to defeat an internal process.
You will also find where there is a husband and wife, some policies
are in the wife's name and some in the husband's name. We have
installed an address check and hope to overcome this and we have
found that it results in a considerable improvement over what we
were able to uncover in the past.
Senator CHILES. I note that in the two life policies on Mr. Lowry's
life and his brother's life that they were improperly executed. When
were the forgeries discovered by the company?
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Mr. GRUBBS. Our first information that they were not signed by Mr.
Lowry came from Mr. Lowry in our October 13 meeting in 1977, at
which time he said his brother did not sign his application either, so
it was at that time we got firsthand knowledge. Earlier the general
counsel for the Ohio Department of Insurance had called me on the
phone and told me that Mr. Lowry had said that. Consequently, I was
prepared, when I arrived there, to either give the money back, rescind
the policies, or allow them to remain in force although it has been
contrary to our interest, of course, to do so, because we had no representations as to their condition of health or anything else.
Senator CHILEs. These were the policies that were written by the
agent that was terminated for fraud?
Air. GRUBBS. That is correct.
Senator CHILES. Senator Glenn.
Senator GLENN. I would like to followup on this signature thing
for just a moment, Mr. Chairman.
This type of policy, is it not the law that you have to have the permission of the person being insured?
Mr. GRUBBS. There is such a thing as a signature not by the person

being insured under some instances. It is our usual company rule that
the signature of the insured must appear upon the policy application.
Senator GLENN. If this is illegal and if the signing was illegal, have
steps been taken to internally prosecute those who did this?
Mr. GRUBBS. Senator, I think if you will examine the signature, we
did not report Mrs. Lowry for signing her sons' names. I would not
think that her sons would wish us to do this. Certainly we did not
report that she had signed her sons' names.
Senator GLENN. Let me make a comment on your statement, pages
2 through 5. That is an excellent statement of your policies and what
you expect your agents to live up to, and that is fine. I am sure that
every insurance company in the business has a similar statement of
policy that is excellent and sets the standard that you hope your agents
try to adhere to. However, I would take some exception with your
comment on page 11 that
The principal area that continues to cause problems for our company and for
the insurance industry lies in the area of how to identify the individual who
is no longer capable of carrying on his or her own business transactions.

It seems to me that that is almost an impossible task. We cannot set
a certain age deadline, nor would we try to, where people are beyond
the use of their normal faculties. Some people are absolutely brilliant
at age 100 and others phase out at my age-and maybe I already did,
I don't know. Anyway you cannot set an age limit, so I don't think
you can identify the individual who is no longer capable. I think that
sets an impossible goal.
"WEED OUT THE BAD APPLES"

I think there is a possible goal here, though, and that is sensitizing
your own agents in this area and following up on what kind of policies they are writing and weeding these bad apples out. It may be a
matter of business for the company, but where an individual is
involved on the recipient end of this, it is absolutely a personal tragedy. I don't know what kind of followup you can do.
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I am very much concerned about what you are doing to weed out
the unscrupulous agent who is not including all of this information
and is not doing the right job of analyzing and is just business as
usual, take advantage of the elderly, write every policy you can, pass
the name on to another agent who is a buddy in a different company
who then comes back, and economically, at least, rapes this individual
all over again. We wind up with a whole pattern here. There has to
be some way of following this up in the industry or we will have
stringent legislation on the industry.
I hope that you gentlemen in your expertise can come up with some
method of self-policing here. I am not trying to lecture you, but I think
you ought to come up with some method of self-policing so that we
won't find Federal legislation necessary to, in turn, force State insurance commissions to in turn force you into methods of self-policing
when you could have done this voluntarily to begin with. I would
welcome a comment on this from any of you.
Mr. GRUBBS. Senator, to begin with, if the policyholder is taken
advantage of because he is oversold insurance and if he is, to use your
words, economically raped, so is the company at that time, may I
remind you, sir.
Senator GLENN. I agree, and I am not trying to castigate any of
the insurance companies here necessarily. You provide a vital function
and it is great and I am glad you do the job you do, but we are trying
to prevent abuses. You gentlemen are in the middle of it, you give us
the advice.
Mr. GRUBBS. Well, we are, of course, entering new endeavors all the
time in order to protect, frankly, our own economic interest, because
when the policyholder is not treated properly it is a direct damage to
the company when they are oversold. The policies lapse and that is
expensive to the company when they are oversold life insurance and
there is no insurable interest. The casebooks are filled with tragic
things which occur.
Senator GLENN. Let me get to a specific here. On page 10, in the
middle of the testimony, it says:
It was in the process of providing broader and additional coverages that we
created the products which were used by relatively few agents to take advantage
of older individuals through twisting and rolling of previously issued policies. It
should be noted that these agents were at the same time taking advantage not only
of the Insuring public but of the companies which contracted with them.
Each time abuses have been noted, they have led to new rules and new controls,
both by our company and regulatory agencies. There have been areas where the
abuses have been deemed serious by the company which resulted in stringent
remedial action.

Could you list some of those remedial actions you have taken on
past abuses?
22 AGENTS TERMINATED IN PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. CHAPMAN. A previous case. Senator, that has come up here is
the Pennsylvania situation. I believe that we terminated 1 regional
manager, 2 or 3 district managers, and about 22 agents in that area.
Tn addition, we put in some of the controls we have referred to previouslv. What can we do? I think we have got to do more of what we
have started to do. Certainly the matter of policing agents on sales to
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people over 65 has got to have more attention and more money put
into it. When we think that we are going along with improvements,
seeing the complaint ratios improving, we believe we are doing a pretty
good job until we see a Lowry case. Frankly, that kind of case is
shocking. it tells us that we have got to do something with the life
insurance premium and look at the total premium by individual.
Senator GLENN. Do you require adequate financial status information on each individual to properly analyze it, as in the Lowry case?
Mr. CHAPMAN. We do on life insurance, Senator, because that is
part of our underwriting. We have to know what the need for that
insurance is. When we get over certain amounts, our self-interest and
that of the individual. So we do ask for financial information. I don't
think the Lowry case is typical. We missed the impact of that financial
information and we did not have anything that totaled up all those
policies until Afr. Lowry started looking into his mother's affairs.
Senator GLENN. With health insurance you can't require any general financial statement.
Ml'. CHAPMAN. No, sir, we do not.
Senator GLENN. Do you think that is an area that should be included
so you have a picture of whether they are getting overextended or
not?
Mr. CHAPMAN. That is a possibility that we have considered. I
personally have trouble with it -because if you have an agent leading
someone, they can lead them to sign this financial disclosure statement.
"SELF-POLICING HAS GOT To BE THE ANSWER"

Senator GLENN. I have trouble with the whole field because I don't
want to determine the rights of people to determine their own lives,
No. 1, and I don't want to limit people because of age, No. 2, and I
don't want to limit the insurance, No. 3. I think you must put on a level
of supervision that is far more stringent and far more definitive, as
you have said. I make this as an industrywide statement, not just
to your particular company. I think self-policing has got to be the
answer. You gentlemen in the industry will know that something
will be done when abuses are increasing and as people become more
concerned about their health problems and their old age.
This is what we are faced with now, so it seems that your unscrupulons agents are going to have more of an opportunity to take advantage
of people who perhaps are not as able to take care of their own affairs.
So it means there is going to have to be more self-policing in this
industry or we are going to have some kind of legislation to take care
of it. I think it is that important.
If you need a new level of subdistrict manager, one for every five
agents or whatever, there has to be some sort of policing mechanism
that prevents cases like that. I am sure the committee and the staff
would be most happy to work on this, and my office will certainly be
happy to work with you in any way on ideas that you may have. I hope
we don't have to come through with some big package of legislation
and try to run the insurance business in this area, like we run too many
things from Washington. If there is a need here and people are being
taken and nothing is being done by the industry, then that is certainly
what is going to happen. I am just stating the facts.
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CONCERN ABOUT LISTS BEING PASSED AROUND

Senator CHILES. How do you think it did happen that you have all
these different agents from Bankers Life & Casualty calling on Mrs.
Lowry? How does that practice happen? We are concerned about lists
being passed around and sometimes an agent leaves one company and
carries his list with him. How would that many people get to see her
to do the check?
Mr. VAN KAMPEN. Senator, I am not sure how this one happened,
but the way it could happen, and I am sure this was part of this situation, first of all you 'have the manager who is assigned to a certain number of agents in his office. Occasionally, when a manager will be training a new agent, the two people would call-both the manager and
the agent in training.
From time to time, our agents are promoted to management in
another area of the country and those in-force policyholders, the listings are then turned over to the office or to a new agent who goes out
to either service or sell additional coverage, if the need warrants it, and
this would mean that now a different agent would come by. Very possibly the manager has been promoted and the manager and the new
agent in training would be out servicing a policyholder and would
find out that there was some coverage that was missing or a policy that
we had come out with filled still another gap. It would be offered if it
did not exceed the maximum amount of $50 per month premium to be
paid by any one insured who is 65 or over. In this way several agents
could have called on her.
Hopefully, our agents are not passing on the names of these overage people to other people in the industry. We would react to that for
both reasons, certainly the overager being taken advantage of and
handing over our contracts to the competitor. So we would have a dual
interest there.
Senator CIrLES. Well, then it is part of your policy as such for your
managers to try and get the agents to call routinely, or to make calls,
on people that your company has already sold policies to.
Mr. VAN KAMrPEN. Yes, for several reasons. One would be service,
another would be a copy of every claim that is paid by the company
is sent to our local office and it is the responsibility of our local office
to call on each one of these to make sure that the claim is properly
handled, that all benefits were received, that all bills wvere submitted
to make sure that they have received the full claim payment.
LESS CONTROL OVER INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS

Mr. GRUBBS. Senator, if I may, I should point out that our agents
happen to be independent contractors. This is not true with all companies in the industry, but ours are independent contractors. Consequently. althouwxh we can provide rules and terminate their contract
and notifv the insurance department, we don't have the extent of control over them that perhaps if they were employees we would.
Senator CImLEs. These independent contractors, will they be writing
with other companies?
Mr. GRUBBS. In most cases not with this company. In most cases

not, but they are still allowed to be.
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Mr. VAN KAMPEN. Hopefully not, sir.
Senator GLENN. Do you have a termination of pages 2 through 6
here, or 2 through 5? If any of those things are violated, do you
haveMr. GRUBBS. Yes. If they violate company rules, we can terminate
them. Yes.
Mr. VAN KAMPEN. We terminate their contract because they are
an independent contractor.
Senator CHILES. We thank you for your testimony and look forward
to the submissions that you are going to provide us.
Mr. GRUBBS. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. VAN KAMPEN. On that, Senator, before we finish, vou seemed
a bit surprised when I mentioned the commission schedule and I
mentioned 300 percent of 1 month. Maybe we better explain this.
Because of the 6 months, I saw a quizzical look on your face. If the
poliev was written and did renew and persisted for the entire year
and it was a $10 monthly premium-we would collect 12 months at
$10 premium per month equaling $120. Our agent would receive 100
percent of the first month and then 40 percent of the next 5 monthswhich totals $30 that our agent would receive, which is 25 percent of
the. annual Tremium of $120.
Senator CHILES. I understand that.
Mr. VAN KAMPEN. All right.
Senator CuILES. Our next panel will be Harold R. Wilde. the commissioner of insurance for the State of Wisconsin: and W. W. Cooper,
the administrator for health insurance, Florida State Insurance Department.
Mr. Wilde, we are going to call on you first to give us your statement. I understand you are going to talk about medicare and that you
have done considerable work in this area. We are delighted to have
your appearance here today.
Your statement in full will be included in the record and if you
care to summarize in any way, that will be helpful.
STATEMENT OF HAROLD R. WILDE, MADISON, WIS., COMMISSIONER
OF INSURANCE, STATE OF WISCONSIN
Mr. WILDE. Thank you, Senator. As I was sitting here this morning
I have been gradually cutting that statement shorter and shorter.
Senator CHILES. As the hour gets shorter.
Mr. WILDE. I hope that you will ask me some questions concerning
some of the testimony you have heard earlier: for example. phrases
like "independent contractors" and "terminated for cause." You may
want to have some clarification on those.
Senator CHILES. Good.
MEDI-GAP SALES No. 1 CONCERN

Mr. WILDE. I would like to thank you for the opportunity to speak
here today about an issue which I think has been my No. 1 concern
since I became commissioner of insurance in the State of Wisconsin.
Senator CHILES. When was that?
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Mr. WILDE. Three years ago. There are about one-quarter million
senior citizens in the State of Wisconsin who we believe supplement
medicare with some form of private health insurance, and it is our
belief that those senior citizens are probably wasting well into the
millions of dollars.
Senator CHILES. There are still one-quarter of a million there that
have not come to Florida?
Mr. WILDE. Oh, there are well over one-half million senior citizens.
In fact, we are known as the star of the snowbelt. There are elderly
people who move to northern Wisconsin because they like the winters.
Different strokes for different folks.
The most basic waste in medicare relates to the product itself.
Medicare returns 95 cents on the dollar as a benefit. Some private
group insurance normally returns 85 to 95 cents in benefits on every
dollar. Good private individual medicare supplement contracts return 70 to 75 cents on the dollar. What is the return in actual benefits
on the high commission/low value medicare supplement, nursing
home and indemnity contracts which are marketed most aggressively
to the elderly? A good guess would be 40 percent, if that.
"INEFFICIENCY AND EXTRAVAGANCE IN MARKETING"

The inefficiencies and extravagances built into the marketing of
these health insurance products to the elderly are obscured by the
complexity of the products themselves and the marketing techniques
utilized.
There is no insurance policy sold in our State-and I doubt that
there is any policy sold in any State-which fills all of the gaps of
medicare. None. But there are thousands of insurance policies purchased every week which are thought to fill all the gaps in medicare.
Then another policy is purchased, and then another.
As we have heard this morning; it is not uncommon for us to find
senior citizens in Wisconsin who are spending well over $1.000 a year
on health insurance policies, each of which is duplicative of the other,
and only one of which will pay off in the event of a loss.
How can this happen? Part of the answer lies in the nature of the
"crime." The victims of one fast talking medi-scare peddler may, all
together, have wasted $100,000 in a year on inadequate or duplicative
coverage. But each victim lost only $200 or $300, so the size of the
crime and the pattern of victimization is rarely recognized.
Many old people don't even realize they are victims; some are
enfeebled or infirm and incapable of complaining. They make poor
witnesses in court and in administrative proceedings. It is no surprise,
therefore, that local prosecutors are warv of attemptng to pursue
such white-collar crime. It is costly and difficult.
Nor should it be surprising that the ripoff artist himself frequently
points to the approval of a policy form by the State commissioner
of insurance as evidence of its acceptability.
"REGULATORS

ACQUIESCE TO MORALLY INDEFENSIBLE PRACTICES"

Government has been and continues to be part of the problem. State
regulators have too long acquiesced in practices which are morally
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indefensible. I think it is time to call a halt to such acquiescence by
both Government and the private insurance industry. A Government
that creates a medicare program for its senior citizens ought to act to
assure that the gaps and holes in that program are addressed
responsibly.
In Wisconsin we have experienced success, failure, and much frustration over the past 3 years as we have attempted to cope with this
problem in its many dimensions. We have greatly strengthened our
enforcement efforts. We have increased the number of agent license
revocations, suspensions. and forfeitures from a handful in 1974 to
nearly 100 last year. We have fined one company $25,000 and suspended it from the market for over 1 year. We have conducted examinations of a number of the insurers with the worst records-and
major disciplinary actions may now result. We have distributed directly or indirectly over 100,000 copies of a booklet we prepared for
senior citizens outlining their health insurance needs and rights and
I have submitted that booklet for the record.
Senator CHILES. A copy of that will be made part of our record.'
Mr. WILDE. But, at least until recently, the problem has not shown
signs of lessening.
Here are just some of the examples of what we have come across in
the past 3 years, and these are the kinds of things you heard this
morning. We could go on all day with examples.
LISTS CIRCULATED

Agents tell us about lists of "mooches," or "cripples," or "marks,"
that have been circulated among the medi-scare. peddlers-lists of
infirm or senile old people who will take anything offered to themwho will "buy the whole load." We have a list like that in our office
of 150 people, and I think that the example you gave this morning was
an example taken off that list. I can't think of anything more disgusting in my experience as commissioner than that kind of practice.
We are aware of teams of agents switching from one company to
another company and in the process thousands of people getting
caught in a war as policies are switched from one company to another
company.
We go into a company's files and we find dozens of medical applications from particular agents which have been "clean sheeted." There
is a whole vocabulary. "Clean sheeting" means that you take an application from a person over age 65 and where you are supposed to indicate medical history, there is no medical history. Therefore, the person
gets underwritten because he does not show up as having medical
history. Of course, how many people over age 65 don't have a medical
history? So when they have a claim, if it is a serious claim, the company goes back and searches out the medical history. If they find that
the person had a medical history, they retract the claim and refund
the premium. It is a horrible practice. "post-claim underwriting"; but
the clean sheeting is only one part of the process. It is a process quite
frequently engaged in unannounced to the purchaser.
I See

appendix 2, item 1, page 110.
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The agent walks away, gets the purchaser's signature on the bottom
line, has a whole history and holds it up to the window. That is the
classic example. He forges the signature on a new application and
hands this in clean sheeted. What kind of company gets applications
of people age 65 with no prior health history and does not see something wrong?
"COMPANIES OUGHT TO CATCH ON"
We go into another company's files and find stacks of complaints
on a particular agent 6 or 8 inches high-and that company I think
was represented here today. Yet the agent had not been dismissed or
was not dismissed. Stacks of complaints 6 or 8 inches high. How many
complaints does it take before a company decides it is time to boot
the guy out? The answer is, of course, that a guy who can generate
that many complaints can also generate a hell of a lot of business.
He is a good producer, he makes money for the company.
In the course of various investigations we come across evidence of
systematic forgery and routine postdating of applications. This is an
agent practice, but again, the companies ought to be catching on.
If there is some cause for optimism in Wisconsin, I guess it arises
from our experience of the past few months. In January of this year,
a new rule went into effect which required all new policies sold as
"medicare supplements" to senior citizens in Wisconsin to provide
minimum benefit levels and which mandated that whenever an elderly
person in Wisconsin is solicited for health insurance he or she must
receive a copy of the consumer booklet to which I referred earlier
which is produced by our office.
One important byproduct of this rule has been that many of the
inadequate policies previously on the market have been withdrawn.
Another important result has been the creation of the possibility for
elderly consumers to make meaningful pricing comparisons among
health insurance policies such as they have always been able to make
in buying auto and homeowners insurance. For the first time the
senior citizen can see the difference in costs, because the benefits have
been standardized in the various policies approved under our rule.
The end result is that the policies with ridiculously high expense
ratios cannot meet the minimum benefit requirements of the rule and
still be offered at a competitive price.
Senator CIiLES. What is your minimum benefit?
Mr. WILDE. Well, we have a minimum, not in terms of loss ratio,
but in terms of various policies-medicare supplement I, 2, 3, 4A, and
4B. Each one must have a certain amount of benefits which are specified quite explicitly in the rule. The end result is that we have a medicare supplement 2, for example. where at this point two or three of
them halve been filed at around $200 and we have a number of others
which have been filed at around $400 to $450. Same policy.
Now how can that be? The answer is simple. The companies that
are filing them at $200 are viewing them as basically public service
policies, low commission, policies that they write because it is kind
of their obligation in that marketplace in Wisconsin. Low expense,
low administrative cost.
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The companies at $400, $450, these are the "drummers," the guys
who are out there who have the 50 percent, 60 percent commissions,
et cetera, and as a result they have got products that are too expensive,
and they come in and weep copious tears and we feel very sad.
Senator CHILES. You don't prevent them writing that policy, you
just try to set forth the procedure wherein the person over 65
Mr. WILDE. All policies have been filed on expense ratios of 55 percent or greater, but the expense ratio is a prospective filing. Somebody
here earlier referred to actuarial science. Well, actuarial science is not
always what it is cracked up to be. I mean one company comes in and
estimates its experience one way and another company comes in
andSenator CHILES. Do you have an underwriter who works for you?
Mr. WILDE. We have an actuary who reviews these things, but our
actuary is often hesitant to second guess their judgments. As I say,
one company comes in and says, "We need a $400 premium at an expense ratio of 55 percent." Another company comes in and says, "We
need a $200 premium at 'an expense ratio of 70 percent." Our actuary
accepts them both. Now what we then do is look to the actual
experience.

Senator CHILES. You are trying to go back and postaudit then?
Mr. WILDE. Yes, but then you are talking about 5 years down the
road, and that is a terrible problem with looking to loss ratios. We
are now postauditing policies that were filed 5 years ago, and there
are some with 10-percent loss ratios. There are some with 75-percent
loss ratios, and they come from all over the place. Actuarial science
is not a science.
STANDARDIZED POLICIES

What we like to see is not the department making the judgment
on price, but the marketplace making the judgment on price by having
standardized policies that the consumers can compare. We now have
a circumstance where the consumer can see it is the same policy-it
is $200 with this company and $400 with this company. That is in
fact what is happening. The agents who are selling the $400 policies
are going back to their own company and saying: "We cannot sell
this. Either lower the price or we will get out of this." So, again, that
is the marketplace making the judgment, and we have been publicizing
the price differentials for just that reason.
Senator CHILES. Do you think you are really getting that message
across to the people who are out there buying it?
Mr. WILDE. Yes, I do. I do. We have purchased public service
advertisements and various things like that to get it across. Yet even
this rule which provides a mechanism for greater standardization of
policies, improved consumer information, elimination of many of the
worst policies from the market, can easily be misused and our past
experience gives us good reason for caution.
One fear, for example, has been that the medicare peddlers would
use the new policies as a justification for people to replace perfectly
good current policies and subject themselves to new waiting periods
and exclusions, and we have seen examples of this taking place. Another problem has been the group policies, such as those offered by the
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AARP-American Association of Retired Persons-policies which
have not been subject to the rule and in fact have not been subject to
State insurance regulation in most States, including Wisconsin.
Despite the problems at this point, we are guardedly optimistic that
the medicare supplement marketplace in Wisconsin may be improving.
We are seeing parallel initiatives in California.
Even if the States do finally do their job, even if they are generally
effective in meeting that responsibility, I don't think that gets either
the Federal Government or the insurance industry off the hook.
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OBLIGED

To

COPE WITH MEDICARE PROBLEMS

The Federal Government, which created the medicare program and
its gaps, has an obligation to cope with the problems left in its wake.
At a minimum that coping should include:
Extensive information and counseling efforts through the Social
Security Administration and its local offices.
Some sort of Federal initiative to target law enforcement funds to
State attorneys general, local district attorneys, and State insurance
commissioners, to encourage them to pursue and prosecute this type
of insurance fraud, and it is a difficult kind of prosecution to make.
Senator CHILES. It is a difficult kind of targeting to make when the
Governor says, "Don't tie things on your LEAA funds."
Mr. WILDE. What we have tried to do in Wisconsin is show some
local district attorneys that it may be a political page 1 issue. That is
the only way, sometimes, you can get them to pay attention. It is a
painful issue because if you are going after this kind of fraud, if the
guy is a very hard peddler. he is worth a lot and he can raise a very
tough defense. It is a sophisticated kind of prosecution to make and
most local district attorneys are not equipped to do it.
Finally, I think that the Federal Government could encourage the
private insurance industry to offer a small number of standardized,
comprehensive medicare supplement alternatives on an open enrollment basis countrywide. I think you can encourage that in a lot of
ways: First of all, by setting up some proposed standards which might
apply countrywide; and second, by using the market power of the
Federal employees who are distributed throughout this country and
who can-in effect-dictate terms at least to some of the major carriers; and finally, by using the media power of the Federal Government.
As a State insurance commissioner, while I must be wary of
Federal regulatory incursion into areas of State jurisdiction, I believe
that States have many effective options to pursue in combating the
abuses I have identified. I nevertheless welcome your interest and
involvement on this issue because I think there is a Federal moral
responsibility involved, and also because I believe your involvement
insures that the insurance industry and the insurance commissioners
will take the issue seriously. In particular. I should say that it pleases
me after having spent a number of years listening to tales such as Mr.
Lowry's and seeing the victims and feeling quite often the frustration,
it pleases me to see some attention at the Federal level to this issue.
Senator CHILES. Thank you, sir. Your prepared statement will be
entered into the record at this time.
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[The prepared statement of Mr. Wilde follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF HAROLD

Ran WILDE

Eleven and one-half years ago, the Government of the United States put into
effect a program designed to assure adequate health insurance for every elderly
person in America. That program was medicare.
Today, elderly Americans pay far more out-of-pocket for medical attention,
hospitals and drugs, than they did before medicare. In fact, of the $1,218 average
yearly medical bill in 1975 for a person over age 66-medicare paid only $463,
or 38 percent. And this percentage has decreased progressively since 1966, when
Medicare started.
It is not my purpose today to critique the Federal medicare program. Its deficiencies speak for themselves:
A program designed to assist the elderly pay hospital and doctor costs, end up
setting off an unprecedented inflationary spiral in those costs, which hurts everyone (except providers), but most of all, senior citizens on fixed incomes.
Cost control mechanisms built into the program are "too little, too late" and
end up penalizing patients in their pocketbooks, instead of restraining the bills
of doctors and hospitals.
Medicare's deficiencies have been well documented. So too have been its successes, most notably, a broadening of health care availability to America's senior
citizens and a consistent ability to deliver health insurance benefits at an administrative cost of 5 cents on the dollar, or less.
What hasn't been adequately documented, or graphically enough.demonstrated,
is the nature of the problems for the senior citizens left in medicare's wake in the
private insurance system-problems which might be called the "medi-scare insurance racket."
Countrywide, these problems-which are the result of what amounts to an unholy alliance between the public and the private sectors to confuse and exasperate
the elderly of America-add up to a multimillion dollar ripoff of our senior citizens. They are nothing less than a national disgrace.
I am convinced that the failure of the private sector to adequately and responsibly address this gouging of America's senior citizens by some insurers and their
agents in the name of "medicare supplement," represents the Achilles' heel of the
private insurance industry in the debate on national health insurance. In few
areas is the record of private insurers less credible.
Paradoxically, because of Government's role in creating this problem, the conclusions Federal policymakers should draw from this sorry situation may be
equally painful.
What exactly is the "mediscare insurance racket"?
It starts with the high cost of health care, and the (generally quite rational)
fears of senior citizens about their future health needs and the gaps in medicare.
There are the obvious gaps:
The initial deductibles.
The 20 percent copayment for physicians services.
No money for out-of-hospital prescription drugs, eyeglasses, hearing aids.
dentures.
No hospital days after the lifetime reserve is exhausted.
Then there are the less obvious holes:
The patient's responsibility to pick up the difference between what medicare
calls "reasonable and necessary" (as a cost control measure) and what the
physician wants to charge.
Nursing home care in a nonmedicare certified nursing home.
Custodial nursing home care.
When a person anticipates real risks which may drain his or her future resources, it is natural to turn to insurance, as a way of transferring those risks.
It is estimated that at least one-half of America's senior citizens, or over 11
million people, do just this-and that they may spend into the billions of dollars
this year on private health insurance, to supplement medicare.
For the smart ones, or the lucky ones, who purchase one comprehensive medicare supplement policy from a reputable carrier (frequently one of the "Blue"
plans) and no other health insurance-this insurance can be a relatively good
deal. And they may feel reasonably secure.
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But when you're dealing with a subject which causes you and your peers continuous and daily worry, when the terms of medicare and health insurance coverage in general are extremely confusing and nonstandardized, and when you've
been identified as a target group by a class of hard-selling predator-agents and
companies, it is difficult to be either smart or lucky. Millions make a good choice.
Millions of others do not.
Think of yourself as a 65-year-old widow or widower.
Which of us would not succumb to the charms of an earnest young man at our
door who tells us that the policy we currently have will not fill all the gaps in
medicare, but his will?
What would we know about 100 percent first year commissions-yes, unbelievably, there is one policy which offers such a commission-or the more "routine" 65 percent commissions?
What would we know about the economics of an industry where 50 percent or
60 percent expense factors are routine for some companies-leaving 40 cents or
less on the dollar for benefits? Would we understand the all-too-frequent need of
the earnest young man to turn over, churn, or "twist" business, in order to hang
onto the high first year commissions which he depends upon to make a decent
living?
And then we're hit by the next appeal.
It may be for a cancer policy, in the newspaper. Or an "inexpensive" hospital
indemnity policy, at "low group rates," from a national organization.
Or it may be from another door-to-door agent, telling us that we need a nursing
home policy-after all, medicare doesn't pay for custodial nursing home care, and
Isn't that our number one fear.
Trouble is, she doesn't tell us that there is no insurance policy sold in our State
that truly covers custodial nursing home care, and that her policy only pays off
for nursing home stays after hospitalization and after medicare benefits are exhausted-which means, the policy is virtually useless.
But how are we to know this?
There are approximately one-quarter million senior ciitzens in Wisconsin
who supplement medicare with some form of private health insurance (the figure
may be significantly understated). We have no way of estimating the amount
of money these citizens waste every year in seeking health insurance to fill the
gaps in medicare-but we can guess it is well into the millions of dollars.
The most basic waste relates to the product itself. Medicare returns 95 cents
of every dollar spent as a benefit. "Blue" plan group insurance (and some private
group insurance) normally return 85 cents to 95 cents in benefits on every dollar.
The highest value individually marketed medicare supplement insurance policies
return 70 cents to 75 cents on the dollar in the form of benefits.
And what is the return in actual benefits on the high-commission, low-value
medicare supplement, nursing home, and hospital indemnity contracts which are
most aggressively sold to the elderly? A good guess would be 40 percent, if that.
'A glance at the 1977 Wisconsin Insurance Commissioner's report and the loss
ratios on Wisconsin business of some of the companies heavily into this market
will confirm this dreary conclusion; and Wisconsin's experience is not in any
way unique.
Ask yourself: How many senior citizens would spend $200 on a nursing home
policy or a medicare supplement policy, if they knew that on the average the
highest return they could expect back on that policy was $80?
The inefficiencies and extravagances built into the marketing of these health
insurance products to the elderly are obscured by the complexity of the products
themselves, and the marketing techniques utilized.
There is no insurance policy sold in our State-and I doubt that there is any
policy sold in any State-which fills all of the gaps of medicare. None.
But there are thousands of insurance policies purchased every week which
are thought to fill all the gaps-at least, until the next medi-scare salesman
knocks on the door.
And then another policy is purchased. And another.
It is not uncommon for us to find senior citizens in Wisconsin who are spending well over $1.000 a year on health insurance policies, each of which is duplicative of the other, and only one of which will pay off in the event of a loss.
How can we allow such waste? How can we excuse it? Why is it allowed to go
on?
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Part of the answer lies in the nature of the victims: Older people, vulnerable,
afraid for their health and their estates, more likely to blame themselves when
their insurance proves inadequate than the company or its agent.
Part of the answer lies in the nature of the "crime." The victims of one fasttalking medi-scare peddler may, all together, have wasted $100,000 in a year on
inadequate or duplicative coverage. But each victim lost only $200 or $300-so
the size of the crime and the pattern of victimization is rarely recognized.
(Many old people don't even realize they are victims; some are enfeebled or infirm, and incapable of complaining. They make poor witnesses, and they are reluctant to come forward-4because they think it may expose their own ignorance
and make them look foolish.
It is no surprise that local prosecutors are wary of attempting to pursue such
white collar crime. It is costly and difficult.
Nor should it be surprising that the ripoff artist himself frequently points to
the approval of a policy form by the State commissioner of insurance as evidence
of its acceptability.
'Government has been and continues to be part of the problem. State regulators have too long acquiesced in practices which are morally indefensible.
It is time to call a halt to such acquiescence, by both government and private
insurance Industry.
A government that creates a medicare program for its senior citizens ought to
act to assure that the gaps and holes in that program are addressed responsibly.
For too many years, the attitude has been, "out-of-sight, out-of-mind"-which
for the senior citizens usually means "out-of-pocket." Such an attitude cannot
be accepted in a government which, out of a commitment to "compassion" and
"competence," seeks our support for broader government health initiatives.
Nor can the arguments of the private sector against national health Insurance
be given much credence, when the performance of some of the insurers in the
medicare supplement market is reviewed. If this is the best the private sector can
do in working with a public program, then it is a powerful argument for a fully
socialized health insurance system-at least for the elderly.
In Wisconsin, we have experienced success, failure, and much frustration over
the past 3 years, as we have attempted to cope with this problem.
We have greatly strengthened our enforcement efforts. We have increased the
number of agent license revocations, suspensions and forfeitures from a handful
in 1974 -tonearly 100 last year. We have fined one company $25,000 and suspended
it from the market for over a year. We have conducted examinations of a number
of the insurers with the worst record-and major disciplinary actions may now
result.
We have distributed (directly or indirectly) over 100,000 copies of a booklet
we prepared for senior citizens outlining their health insurance needs and rights.
But. at least until recently, the problem has not shown signs of lessening.
Here are just some of the examples of what we have come across In the past
3 years:
Agents tell us about lists of "mooches," or "cripples." or "marks," that have
been circulated among the medi-scare peddlers-lists of infirm or senile old people
who will take anything offered to them-who will "buy the whole load"-and
we have seen such lists.
Teams of hundreds of agents switch from one company to another, and
thousands of people get caught in the ensuing "war."
We go into a company's files, and find dozens of medical applications from
particular agents which have been "clean-sheeted." How many people over age
65 do you know with no prior health problems?
We go into another company's files, and find stacks of complaints 6 or 8 Inches
high on particular agents-yet these agents are still with the company. The
unspoken reason: They're too heavy producers to be dismissed.
In the course of various investigations, we come across evidence of systematic
forgery and routine post-dating of applications.
Agents tell us about the message they received from their company supervisor
in training: "Don't worry about the replacement regulations, don't worry about
the 'outline of coverage,' don't worry about the commissioner. The name of the
game is to make a sale."
If there is cause for some optimism in Wisconsin, It arises from our experience
of the past few months.
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On January 1, 1978, a new rule went Into effect, which required all new
policies sold as "medicare supplements" to senior citizens in Wisconsin to provide minimum benefit levels; and which mandated that whenever an elderly
person in Wisconsin is solicited for health insurance, he or she must receive
a copy of the consumer booklet produced by this office concerning the health insurance needs of senior citizens.
One important by-product of this rule has been that many of the inadequate
policies previously on the market have been withdrawn. Another important result
has been the creation of the possibility for elderly consumers to make meaningful
pricing comparisons among health insurance policies, such as they have always
been able to make in buying auto and homeowner insurance. For the first time,
the senior citizen can see the difference in costs (because the benefits have been
held constant). Policies with ridiculously high expense ratios cannot meet the
minimum benefit requirements of the rule and still be offered at a competitive
price. Indeed, among the first policies approved under the rule were some at over
$400, offering identical benefits to others priced at less than half that figure.
Yet, even this rule, which provides a mechanism for greater standardization
of policies, improved consumer information, and elimination of many of the worst
policies from the market, can easily be misused-and our past experience gives
us good reason for caution.
One fear, for example, has been that medi-scare peddlers will use the new
policies as a justification for people to replace perfectly good current policiesand subject themselves to new waiting periods and exclusions-and we have
already seen examples of this taking place.
Another problem area has been the "group" policies, such as those offered by
the American. Association of Retired Persons, which have not been subject to
the rule-and have therefore become a source of some confusion to the elderly.
But at this point, we are guardedly optimistic that the medicare supplement
market place in Wisconsin may be improving. We are receiving strong support
in our efforts from elderly groups, and from elements of the insurance industry
itself (most notably, the State life insurance underwriters organization, which
has set up a counseling program).
Even if our effort, and parallel initiatives by California's insurance department
and other States, do show signs of working, I do not feel, however, that that gets
either the Federal Government or the insurance industry "off the hook."
The Federal Government which created the medicare program-and its gapshas an obligation to cope with the problems left in its wake. At a minimum, that
"coping" should Include:
Extensive information and counseling efforts through the Social Security
Administration and its local offices.
The "targeting" of law enforcement funds to State attorney generals, local
district attorneys and State insurance commissioners to "encourage" them to
pursue and prosecute this type of insurance fraud.
"Encouragement" of the private insurance industry to offer a small number
of standardized, comprehensive medicare supplement alternatives on an open
enrollment basis country wide (e.g.. through use of the market power of Federal
employees and the media power of the Federal Government).
As a state insurance commissioner, I must be wary of Federal regulatory
"Incursion" Into areas of State jurisdiction. And I believe that States have many
effective options to pursue in combating the abuses I have identified.
Nevertheless, I welcome Federal interest and involvement on this issuebecause I think there is a Federal moral responsibility involved; but also, for
practical political reasons.
The insurance industry and State insurance regulators frequently do not seem
to take an issue completely seriously until the Federal Government starts to rattle its "nuclear saber." In recent weeks. there have been signs. within the National Association of Insurance Commissioners and the Health Insurance Association of America-that this issue is finally being given the attention it deserves.
For that-and I am sure for the recommendations with which this committee
comes up-you will deserve the gratitude of this nation's senior citizens.
Thank you.

Senator CHILES. Mr. Cooper, I am going to take your testimony and
then I will question you both together.
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STATEMENT OF W. W. COOPER, TALLAHASSEE, FLA., ADMINISTRATOR, HEALTH INSURANCE SECTION, OFFICE OF FLORIDA INSURANCE COMMISSIONER
Mr. COOPER. Thank you, Senator.
Senator CHILES. We are pleased to have you here from our State.
Your full statement will be made a part of the record l and you may

summarize.

Mr. COOPER. We have problems in this area. We feel the Florida Insurance Department is setting the pace and controlling the situation
in our State, protecting the hundreds of thousands of senior citizens
that could be taken advantage of. I entered into the record a letter 2
that is a tragic situation. I think the Senator will note this was in
1976. We have not been confronted with such a flagrant situation of
someone being taken advantage of, but we do have problems with it
with some companies concerning advertising.
21 SERVICE OFrICES
We have one control center that we feel is a big tool in our area in
the State of Florida. That is our 21 service offices. The commissioner
for the State of Florida has instructed his staff that each Monday
morning, after these big spreads have come out in the newspapers, to
check into those and see if there is any violation of our rules and regulations in the State of Florida in controlling advertising. This we
monitor constantly. We still have some violations.
Our biggest problem is one of general agents. Another thing that we
have in Florida is that we check companies. We have a regulation in
the State of Florida that companies have to file their training programs, as has been mentioned here today. A lot of training in the past
has been poor, and poor training manuals put out by companies, but
in the State of Florida they have to file annually their training programs. We have found that if we review these each year and find a
situation as has been brought out here today, we see that this is corrected.
We verify loss ratios in the State of Florida. As the commissioner
of Wisconsin says, he has a rule and regulation that I think has just
been put in force. We do not have such a rule and regulation but we
have Florida statutes that require that the premium be reasonable in
relationship to benefits provided.
Since Bill Gunter has taken office he has instructed the staff to check
and verify loss ratios. We have started this procedure since he has
taken office and we go back 4 years. You mentioned this a moment ago.
We feel like that is a credible experience and we check each year for
the credibility of this contract to be sure that this loss ratio provides
benefits above 50 cents on the dollar.
We have had several companies that we have found that their premium was not reasonable in relation to the benefit provided. We have
had several of them to revise their complete portfolio to either reduce
the premium or increase the benefits and give refunds to these people
in the State of Florida.
See page 86.
' See page 87.
1
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We think in Florida that -we are doing an excellent job. We know
that Washington has its control and we hope that the other States will
follow in behind Florida and will help control their situations such as
Bill Gunter is doing in the State of Florida. We have revoked numerous agent's licenses. The word has gotten around in Florida that you
cannot become a fat cat by fleecing the senior citizens or the younger
ago group.
So we feel, Senator, that we are doing a pretty good job, but we still
have complaints brought to our attention. We have regional investigators that Bill Gunter has assigned for central Florida, north, south,
southwest Florida, et cetera. We don't sit back on our duff and wait
until somebody has really been ripped off, we get on top of it immediately.
Senator CHILES. I will enter into the record at this time the prepared
statement of Mr. Cooper.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Cooper follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF W. W. COOPEB
SENIOR CITIZENS INSURANCE MARKET
(1) The biggest problem Florida has in the area of senior citizens coverage
with respect to medicare supplement contracts, also known as medi-gap, is in
the replacement of these type contracts during the first 12 months of coverage.
Replacement during this initial period of coverage prohibits the insured from
being able to receive benefits for pre-existing conditions. This is because the policy
must be in force usually, from 1 to 2 years, before he is able to collect benefits for
pre-existing conditions. This type of waiting period is common in most contracts,
to prevent antiselection against the company, because of people purchasing insurance specifically to pay for expenses on a pre-existing condition. When a policy
is replaced before a person satisfies this waiting period, he must pay for all the
expenses incurred for a pre-existing condition which causes a further financial
hardship on the senior citizens, which is not necessary. The reason agents replace this business, knowing the potential detriment to the insured, is that he
will receive first year commission. A first year commission will average between
35 to 65 percent of the annual premium. When an agent makes a practice of
replacing medicare supplement coverage, it is common to find that an unscrupulous agent will return to his own client at the time of renewal of a policy,
and will sell the client a new policy instead of renewing the current policy.
Renewal commissions are approximately 5 to 10 percent of the annual premium.
Therefore, it is more profitable for those agents who are dishonest to sell a new
policy instead of collecting the renewal premium on the current policy. It is not
uncommon for a dishonest agent to represent more than one company, and replace one of his client's policies with another policy issued by a different
company.
(2) Another related problem is a dishonest agent using pressure tactics to
sell the insured more coverage than he has a need for. This is called stacking of
business. [See attachment. page 87.1 This is a common occurrence in the medicare
supplement insurance market. There are numerous companies that offer medicare
supplement policies that provide sufficient benefits under one policy, to supplement their medicare parts A and B coverage. Therefore, in most cases, there is
no need for coverage under several policies that can be provided under one
policy.
(3) The third most common practice creating problems in the medicare
supplement insurance market is the manner in which these policies are sold.
Some dishonest agents. in order to replace a policy or to sell additional and
unneeded coverage, will misrepresent a policy and use pressure sales pitches.
This results in insureds being confused about what insurance benefits they need
and what they are actually purchasing. We have received complaints from in-
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sureds stating that they were scared into purchasing coverage and not knowing
what they were actually buying.
(4) The Florida Insurance Department regulates advertising used in Florida
through the use of guidelines under rule 4-6, which outline the manner in which
advertising may be written. The rule requires that all insurance companies
provide an annual certification that all of their advertising complies with rule
4-6. However, the problem that most often occurs is with a general agent. The
agent will draft his own advertising without prior authorization from the insurance carrier. In the medicare supplement insurance market, the most common
violation has been the use of advertising material which is written or designed
so as to mislead the reader into thinking that the material is being distributed by
the agent of the Federal medicare program. Rule 4-6.13(2), states "no advertisement shall use any combination of words, symbols or physical materials
which by their content, phraseology, shape, color, or other characteristic are so
similar to combination of words, symbols, or physical materials, used by agencies
of the Federal Government or of this State, or otherwise appear to be of such a
nature that it tends to confuse or mislead prospective insureds into believing that
the solicitation is in some manner connected with an agency of the municipal,
State, or Federal Government".
The Florida Insurance Department has 21 service offices throughout the State
that try to keep a close watch on advertising material being used in their area.
SOLUTIONS

(1) The department is reviewing the annual statements submitted by companies on their experience as to premiums earned and claims paid on each type
policy sold. This review is made to find policy forms that reflect a premium
which is not reasonable in relation to benefits provided. This indicates a policy
that may be designed actuarily so as to provide too small a benefit to the insured.
and too high a profit to the company. The recent investigation by the department
of one such company resulted in the company, at the department's instructions,
having to update and revise their entire policy portfolio in order to provide
benefits that are reasonable in relation to the premiums charged. The department
is also reviewing request for rate increases to be sure that the company's actual
experience justifies the need for a premium increase. In the majority of such
requests for rate increases, we have found that the actual experience for Florida
policyholders, did not justify the amount of premium increase being requested.
(2) Bill Gunter, as a result of continual problems in the replacement of health
insurance, has proposed a rule which would require that agents give full disclosure and comparison of contracts involved in a replacement. This should be
a big help in stopping replacement of insurance which is sold for the sole purpose
of profit to the agent.
(3) The Florida Insurance Department, in order to provide the citizens of
Florida with a better understanding of health insurance, including what a person
should be aware of in a policy, is in the process of publishing a booklet to be given
to the public. This booklet will explain terms, provisions, definitions, exclusions,
and benefits of insurance policies. The booklet will identify what the senior
citizens should look for in a medicare supplement policy.
(4) Market conduct surveillance examinations.
[Attachment]

MARCH 11, 1976.
In Reply please refer to: Our file No. 14-76-63 (Oliver) or various policies.
Mrs.

,

-

, complainant.

Several recent complaints or inquiries have been brought
to the attention of the Insurance Commissioner's Office of insurances where
agents of your company have grossly and flagrantly oversold and exploited risks
in this area and other areas of Florida.
The most recent is the case of Mr. and Mrs.
. Mrs.
, the daughter of this couple is visiting her parents and found that their cooking range.
refrigerator, and television were not operating. She asked her parents why they
had not had the appliances repaired and was told they could not afford the expense. When she inquired further her parents told her their insurance was such an
expense they did not have money for other necessities. Copies of checks drawn
on the checking account payable to Insurance Company are attached
DEAR MR. GREEN:
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and indicate premium payments on December 5, 1975, $1,747.00, January 9, 1976,
$354.00, January 1, 1976, $143.40, October 13, 1975, $380,00, January 3, 1974,
$134.00, December 26, 1974, $124.00.
In a period of slightly more than a year, these people have paid to your
company $2,882.00 for nineteen policies, which are identified on the attached
pages.
on the teleMr.
is 82 and Mrs.
is 78. In speaking to Mr.phone, his speech is halting and barely audible, which is the result of three
strokes.

Senator CHILES. You mentioned in your written statement a number of practices that unscrupulous agents use. I suppose those practices,
some of those still won't go?
Mr. COOPER. Senator, we still have some of those. They are not running as hard and as fast as they were in the past. We checked in general. We have the right to go in and check a general agent's record
even if he is not licensed. Maybe he just sets up an agency and he has
men under him. Any time he is transacting insurance in the State of
Florida we check those records, and this is how we find stacking of
policies.
Senator CmLEs. I am delighted to hear that Florida is doing so
well 'and I trust then I 'am not going to get any letters when the press
writes about this hearing, that says there are not any problems in
Florida.

Mr. COOPER. Senator, you will get letters. We get letters every day.
When these ads hit the paper Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Thursday, we receive the letters that we check into, but it is not as
rampant as it was in the past, sir.
INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS

Senator CHILES. Mr. Wilde, you were talking about independent
contractors. You were going to comment on that and also on someone
being fired "for cause."

Mr. WILDE. Yes. First of all, the phrase "independent contractor,"
for example, in Wisconsin, would not be an acceptable kind of approach. In Wisconsin, we have only one status of insurance salesman
at the moment, which is an agent, and the company is legally responsible for the acts of the agent. Now some companies like to say that
their agents are "independent contractors." I suspect in a similar fashion to the way that the guy who sells "numbers" somehow is an independent contractor when you try to trace up the whole chain to the
top. I think that the phrase is misleading. Legally, the company is
liable for the actions of those agents. Thev are the company's agents
and the company is responsible for their deeds, pure and simple, and
so the company has a responsibility to train them.
Senator CHILES. When you are talking about numbers, you are not

talking about phone numbers?
Mr. WILDE. No, I am talking about an analogous structure to some

elements of the so-called organized crime.
Senator CHILES. We call that bolita.

Mr. WILDE. Second, the "terminated for cause" comment. I am not
going to comment on any particular company, but we have discovered,

and I suspect most insurance departments would discover, that almost
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no agent is ever "terminated for cause." When agents are terminated,
they are terminated for "nonproduction."
Senator CHILES. When one gets in a U.S. Senate hearing he might be
terminated for cause.
Mr. WILDE. That is not to say they are not terminated for cause, but
[ am saying from a departmental standpoint, one of the important
controls we have is when a company has a bum agent and they know he
is a bum agent, they want to -get rid of him. I accept that fact. Good
companies, bad companies, nobody wants a bum agent-he might steal
from them. Generally, when they get rid of 'him they are afraid to say
that they terminated him for cause, they are afraid he will sue them
or whatever, so they indicate in their notice to the department that
they terminated him for nonproduction.
Under our rules, if they do that, it is a violation by the company; and
we are now finding dozens and dozens of these kinds of violations as
we go into company records. When we examine their records we discover agent X has been dismissed for all kinds of horrible activities and
complaints, yet in our records it shows he was dismissed for nonproduction.

Senator CHILES. Then you require, as part of your regulations, that
they notify you?
Mr. WILDE. Absolutely.
Senator CHILES. And what the reasons are?
Mr. WILDE. Absolutely. As I say, that is a requirement that has been
in place for years.
Senator CHILES. Do you license these agents?
Mr. WILDE. Yes. That is why it is so crucial that we get that kind
of evidence, because, as Senator Glenn was referring earlier to the fact
that these guys jump around from company to company; this is very,
very true.
Senator C-ImEs. What kind of results have you had where you
failed to license an agent? Have you been tested? Has anybody taken
vou to court for failure to grant a license?
Mr. WILDE No. We have refused licenses to a number of agents in
recent years and we so far have gotten away with it.
Senator CiiGEs. Nothing has been overturned?
Mr. WILDE. That is right.
Senator CHILES. So it can be an effective means of getting these people out of writing insurance where you have this information?
Mr. WILDE. Yes. In fact, I would say that one of the most striking
things is that just one general agent, with a team of a few hundred
subagents, can generate hundreds of thousands of dollars of business
and hundreds of complaints. If you go after that general agent, it is
very hard to get him. They are insulated and protected. But if you go
after them, if you can stop them, you see a literal drop-off in the number of complaints in the hundreds, just from the prosecution of a few
key agents.
AN AGENT GRAPEVINE

Senator CHMLES. Word gets around fast.
Mr. WILDE. Yes.

Senator CHILES. There is a great grapevine out there among those
agents, is there not?
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Mr. WILDE. Yes, there certainly is.
Senator CHILES. You mention certain things you think the Federal
Government can do, and you also mention that you see some more
activity on the part of the National Association of Insurance Commissioners. Do you think that is really moving? Is there a possibility
for some kind of model law and model regulations, or is the Federal
Government going to have to get into this field, as we have gotten into
so manv areas when the job wasn't being done?
Mr. WILDE. I think that there are some National Association of
Insurance Commissioners models of minimum standard things in
place now, but in the medicare supplement area it is not very helpful.
There may well be at this point in time some interest in the National
Association of Insurance Commissioners in going to a much more detailed approach, such as California and Wisconsin have gone to, and it
should be said California and Wisconsin have gone in somewhat different directions and that suggests the need for some form of uniformity.
I think that there are agencies of the Federal Government, perhaps
the Federal Trade Commission, and others, who have some interest in
this issue. I don't think at this point there is a need for a Federal law
to establish minimum standards, but as I suggested in my testimony, it
would be very appropriate for an agency of the Federal Government
and the Congress to develop some guidelines as to what you think
would be good and then take the Health Insurance Association of
America at their word and walk back to them and say, "OK, you say
there is a small number of sharks; what about the good guys?" What
are you good guys going to do?
Are you going to offer, countrywide, a few good policies. on an
open enrollment basis, so that anyone can get them-and that are
offered on an accommodation basis-which means they are not high
expense, high commission products? Maybe you can get the private
health insurance industry to recognize what I think is its clear responsibility and if it does not recognize it then I think we may have to come
back to the Federal Government and say what is the Federal Government's responsibility given the fact that a large part of the problem
is created bv medicare and the gaps in medicare.
Senator CHILES. Mr. Cooper, what kind of requirement does Florida
have in regard to standardization of policies?
Mr. COOPER. In the accident and health field?
Senator CmiiLEs. Yes.
Mr. CooPER. We have what was put into effect a couple vears ago,
Senator, minimum standards which the commissioner from Wisconsin
mentioned, and they are pretty stringent. We have certain guidelines
that companies have to comply with when they file policy forms, and
if these do not comply with these guidelines then they are not permitted to sell them in our State. Every company had to revise their contracts to bring them into compliance within the State of Florida.
Senator CHILES. Do you have provisions that would require the
contract to show what percentage. what is the cost, of the accident and
health for each coverage A and B and supplemental coverage?
Mr. CooPE,. In all areas, Senator. we require in the State of Florida
when a company submits a new poliev that they hsave to give us a 10
year breakdown on their anticipated loss ratio and we have received
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a little bit of flack from industry in this area because several of the
companies did not want to reflect what they anticipated down the
road. They might have a 10-percent loss ratio on the contract that is in
force in Florida and if we knew it we would withdraw the form which
we have statutory authority to do and we have done so. We feel that
by requesting this anticipated loss ratio that it is going to correct
some of the situations that have been brought out here today.
Mr. WILDE. Senator, if I could comment, I thought I heard your
question differently. I thought you were asking what was required in
terms of information on the policy.
Senator CHILES. That is what I am trying to find out. What do you
require of the purchaser of the policy so that he will see on the face
of that policy what the expense is for A coverage or B coverage, medicare A, medicare B?
Mr. COOPER. As far as specifics, Senator, we don't have anything of
that nature. We have an outline that is required to be filed with medicare supplements and it tells what they get but it does not go into the
cost of the contract.
Senator CHiLES. Well, it sounds like to me from what Wisconsin is
doing and California-is California doing that, too, what you are talking about?
Mr. WILDE. Well, I am not sure exactly what California requires.
What we require is that on any of these medicare supplement contracts
they must provide a chart in a very simple, readable form of medicare,
what medicare covers, what the policy covers, and what neither covers,
side by side, so that it is very simple for the policyholder to figure out
what is not covered and what is covered. I don't know if California
does that or not.
Mr. COOPER. That is included in our outline.
Senator CHILES. That is included?
Mr. COOPER. Yes, we include what you get and what you don't get on
the medicare supplement. I didn't quite understand your question.
Senator CHILES. I am also trying to reach the provision that you are
talking about where some companies would show their expense ratio
was $400 and another would show that it was $200. That would be in
yourMr. WILDE. That would be just the basic price of the policy, that
would not be the expense ratio. That comparison, of course, every State
would have. In States that did not have a standardized approach, company A and company B could both be offering a policy which they call
medicare supplement. Company A could have huge exclusions in it and
have a very high expense ratio and company B could have no exclusions and be a very comprehensive policy yet they could have the same
price.
Senator CHILES. Standardized policy?
Mr. COOPER. Right, sir. Our actuarj has told us that any contract
written in the accident and health fiel, that when the company structured its rates and did not have a 55-percent loss ratio that it could
cause a large increase in premiums down the road within a couple of
years, and this we have found true in Florida after we began to check
exhibits of loss ratios where companies would apply for a 200-percent
premium increase, as the commissioner has mentioned.
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Senator Crinus. How prevalent would either of you judge instances
of insurance oversale to the elderly to be?
Mr. COOPER. There is quite a bit of it, Senator.
Senator CHILE&. Can you give me a ballpark figure of what you
would say it is in Florida?
Mr. COOPER. Most of these people that we have found, that have
been brought out today, are very insurance minded. They realizq
what could happen to their life savings and a lot of them will buy unnecessary contracts such as these policies. So there are quite a fewv.
As far as the numbers, it would be hard to say, Senator.
Senator CHILES. Mr. Wilde.
Mr. WILDE. One way of measuring that question would be to look
at the number of people on the medicaid program, which is, after all,
only available to people of moderate or low incomes, the number of
people on the medicaid program who are insured improperly-since
the medicaid program in Wisconsin, and I assume the rest of the
country, has to get reimbursement from private insurance where a
person in medicaid also has private insurance.
20 PERCENT OF MEDICAID RECIPIENTS WIrH PRIVATE INSURANCE
Now the State of Wisconsin Department of Health and Social Services has done some survey work, and at this point I think it is something like 20 percent of the people on medicaid have been shown to have
some form of private health insurance. Now there is very little rhyme
or reason to people having that health insurance, since by law they
really have to turn all the money they receive from insurance over to
the State anyway, since they are taking the medicaid benefits and that
is one of the prices of those medicaid benefits.
Some people have told us they think they are about to go off medicaid and that's why they want to hang on to insurance. But a lot of
those people, particularly people with cancer policies and limited
policies of various types, are holding insurance that they should not
be holding, and this is an indication of how the marketing tactics have
gotten through to the people who clearly can't afford it.
I would like to turn your question around a little bit and also say
that the problem in this market is not just one of people being oversold too much insurance, it is also a problem of people being oversold
a lot of inadequate insurance so that, for example, they get a stack of
policies, such as you have heard today, rather than getting one comprehensive policy, let's say, to supplement medicare. They get four or five
limited policies which end up costing $100 or $200 more, and when the
crunch comes they find out that those policies are not worth verv much.
Mr. Coopim. This is the reason, Senator, that we have withdrawn
numerous contracts in the State of Florida because of companies that
did not wish to comply with our request.
Senator CHILEs. Some people have suggested to the committee that
some companies, no matter what the training manual of the company
policy says, unofficially encourage agents to disregard the rules as long
as the high volume of sales will continue. Do you have any actual
knowledge of this, either of you?
Mr. COOPER. Senator, as far as actual knowledge, we don't, but we
have been told this and you are going to have some, but most of them
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police their own self in this area because we come down on the company. As someone stated, we see that it is corrected. As the commissioner of Wisconsin said, contract or no contract.
Mr. WILDE. I think the answer to that question is that
is the case
in this marketplace and has been the case. We have hadthat
agents tell us
point blank that vice presidents or whatnot of the company have
said
to them, "Ignore the rules, ignore the commissioner, that is not what
you are out there for." As I indicated before, we have come into
pany records where we could see a stack of complaints 6 inches comhigh
on the agent and the agent was still there. lThat tells us something;
it tells us that the company values that agent's production more
than
their own credibility. We know that we have taken action against
agents in Wisconsin and the companies have come in and said:
agree with you completely. That guy is a bum; we don't want "We
thing to do with him." Then they have licensed him in Illinois. anySenator CmiES. Both of you talked about agents.
you know
anything when you take this action? Do you send that toDo
other States,
neighboring States?
Mr. WILDE. Yes, we do and we distribute it. The National Association of Insurance Commissioners distributes a monthly
or bimonthly
list of agents whose licenses have been revoked or terminated,
is a very inadequate procedure, because a lot of disciplinary but it
actions
don't necessarily result in revocations. They may result in forfeitures,
they may result in voluntary withdrawals by the agent, and so on
and
so forth. I have no doubt that when a State really cracks down, that
it
may be exporting its problems to other States.
POSING As MEDICARE REPRESENTATIVES

Senator CHILES. Both of you have talked about agents misrepresenting themselves as agents of the Federal medicare program.
I noticed
in some of the material provided to the committee, for example,
cards
mailed to people asking them to return the cards if they want information or changes in medicare. Can you describe how this type of
contract works?
Mr. WILDE. When we first started going after this problem 3 years
ago, Senator, we used to see literally packets of 10,000 and 50.000
of
these cards being mailed out of three or four different agencies. I don't
know where they got the lists from, probably from some
that
uses motor vehicle records, or some other records that aresource
typed
by
date.
They would send out a card saying: "Medicare changes
If you want to know about what is going on in medicare, information.
to us."
Then they would systematically follow up on this. Now wewrite
have
set up
rules which don't allow that kind of misrepresentation and I think
we
have largely cut it out, but it seems to go on in various ways no matter what we do.
For example, when our new rule went into effect
1, one of
the first things that happened was that some kind ofJanuary
boilerroom agent
operation was set up north where someone was calling up lists
senior citizens and saying: "Under the commissioner's new rule, of
all
medicare supplement policies have, been abolished; you have to buy
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our new medicare supplement policy." The ingenuity of the people in
this market is infinite.
Senator CHILES. Mr. Wilde, what has been the reaction of the insurance companies to your new rules and clarification system for medicare
supplemental policies?
Mr. WILDE. I think I would say, generally, it has been a healthy
reaction. A number of the companies have withdrawn from the
market, which is probably healthy. Some companies have gone into
the market and made what I would call a public service commitment.
They have said that, "We are going to write these policies, not to
make a lot of money, but because we think it is the need."
As I indicated in my prepared testimony, they have already dis,ributed 100,000 copies of our booklet to elderly people in Wisconsin,
so somebody is out there selling. We have seen the distribution of
prices that I referred to, which is, some companies have come in at
low prices, some at high, and I think that is important for the
consumer.
We have had some problems and one of them, as I indicated in
my prepared testimony, was with the American Association of Retired Persons group policy which does not come under the rule.
There are something like 40,000 people in Wisconsin who have these
policies and many of them are very confused about how they relate
to the rule and what their needs are and how their policies relate.
I would say we have not been too successful, up to now, in trying
to get that situation resolved, but I trust that after "60 Minutes" went
to work, maybe we can resolve it much quicker.
Senator CHILES. Mr. Cooper.
Mr. COOPER. Referring to the premium, Senator, some of these companies in the past, we have found some would come out with a gimmick contract and we would disapprove it due to the fact that the
premium was not justifiable, it would be too low. We could see that
it would create insolvency. We turned those down, we didn't try to
have the premium too low for benefits provided. This would cause
a problem. We watched both ends of it, whether it was too high or too
low.
Senator CHILES. We thank you both very much for your testimony.
You have been very helpful to the committee and we appreciate it.
This concludes our hearing.
The committee will be looking at this question further and we will
probably be seeking additional information trying to determine what
is the extent of the problem and how many States are adequately
trying to police the problem.
[Whereupon, at 12:28 p.m., the hearing adjourned.]

APPENDIXES
Appendix 1
ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED BY
ROBERT E. LOWRY'
ITEM 1. FURTHER COMMENTS OF ROBERT E. LOWRY
Several concerns exist on a highly personal and, I believe, relatively unselfish level. These are "awarenesses" which developed as I groped my way toward
the original goal. The light manner in which the problem and complaint was handled in Ohio and the official indifference or unwillingness to initiate action (either
in criminal charges for the inducement to forgery, or disciplinary for the company
and agents) for behavior which the same officials found "reprehensible" in private
conversations. Add to this the concerns which developed during the contacts and
communications with company representatives; their insensitive reaction to the
factor of financial hardship caused by overinsurance, their insults and
insinuations.
I don't give up a fight easily, but I confess that these layers of resistance,
to an appropriate resolution of the problem, were almost overwhelmingly discouraging. After 2 months of effort and having apparently exhausted the remedies
available in Ohio, my only accomplishments were the company's grudging admission that two policies were refundable, having been "improperly written," and
a suggestion that we lapse any other policies found financially burdensome. I tried
to imagine my mother or some other "typical" gentle-mannered elderly person
attempting to fight their own battles in pursuit of a correction to their grievance
on problem along the same path I had traveled. The willingness to admit one-has been deceived, the energy to knock on many doors and write innumerable
letters, or the ability to endure bureaucractic delays and indifference may be
lacking. It is not my intention to demean the spirit or capabilities which many
senior citizens retain, but my observations suggest that these types of frustrations and confrontations are neither desired nor needed at this stage of their
lives. In short, I became convinced that neither the systems designed to prevent
insurance exploitation and abuse nor the systems designed to correct such abuses,
after they occur, are adequate in meeting the needs of elderly consumers. This
concern and its exposition became as important as resolution of the specific
family problem.
I've still got a little fight left in me, but these factors were almost overwhelmingly discouraging. I tried to imagine my mother or some other "typical,"
gentle-mannered elderly person attempting to pursue a correction of their grievance or problem along the same path I had traveled. The system is neither fair
nor adequate to meet their needs when a problem arises. I also learned a few
facts of life about the insurance industry, how powerful it is, both economically
and politically, and how aggressive they appear to be in their relationships
with the various state agencies which regulate their activities. The relevance
of these factors seemed to merit equal emphasis within any presentation of our
insurance problem to the committee.
There is a direct correlation between our exposure of my mother's insurance
problem and the company's willingness to take corrective actions in refunds and,
6 months later, to guardedly admit that insurance oversale did occur and tender
an apology. The admissions that something had gone wrong within the company's sales and fiduciary relationship with my mother finally occurred under
the bright lights of the committee hearing room with the close attention of
See statement, page '30.
(95)
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be aware
Senators and the media. I feel very strongly that the committee needs tothe
formal
of the very different attitude which this company manifested and
the 8
stand it took, in reference to our specific problem and complaint, during
to the commonths prior to the hearing date. This earlier attitude is relevant
mittee's interests since it represents exactly what we would have had to content
ourselves with If the committee had not interceded with a closer examination.
As recently as April 5, Mr. Grubbs wrote to the North Carolina Department
13)
of Insurance and reaffirmed the statements made in an earlier (January
The
letter concerning my complaint of mistreatment and insurance oversale.
The comchange of heart and attitude occurred between April 5 and May 16.consumers
mittee's concern Is, I am sure, directed toward the many elderly by Senawhose legitimate complaints are not so publicly exposed or favoreda changed
torial intervention and who, consequently, may not benefit from
attitude by this or other insurance companies.
the
For this reason. I would like to request that all correspondence between
as inforcompany and the North Carolina Department of Insurance be included will
note
mation supplemental to my testimony. In these and other letters you
that the company never recognized nor admitted the possibility of overinsurance.
motinor did it ever mention the New York Life policies as the factor whichtohad
the comvated their refund in December, although this was the reason given
mittee. Neither the facts of the originating problem nor the information available
to the company, from which their attitude and decisions were presumably
North
derived, have altered since last fall. The investigation Initiated by the to
the
response
energetic
and
positive
a
is
Insurance
of
Department
Carolina
by
stimulated
correspondence
The
State.
that
of
resident
a
as
filed
I
complaint
this continuing investigation provides both public record and documentary proof
to a
that statements made by Mr. Grubbs and other company representatives testiresponsible State regulatory agency vary considerably from the company's
mony before the committee (in certain key areas including the Issue of overinsurfree
ance). The point being made is now obvious. If insurance companies feel reguto deal with the consumer in a callous, indifferent manner, and with State they
do
latory agencies In misleading, possibly deceptive statements, to whom"court
of
respond with the truth? The committee cannot serve as a consumer's
last resort."
ITEM. 2. EXCHANGE OF CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN ROBERT LOWRY,
THE NORTH CAROLINA COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE, AND BANKERS LIFE & CASUALTY CO., CHICAGO, ILL.
RALEIGHi, N.C., November 80, 1977.
commissioner.
Attn.: W. Kenneth Brown, deputy
Hon. JOHN R. INGRAM,

Commissioner of Insurance, Department of Insurance, State of North Carolina,
Raleigh, N.C.
1974, I have
DEAR COMMISSIONER INGRAM: As a resident of North Carolina since
noted, with considerable satisfaction, your personal concern and the aggressive
efforts of the department of insurance in the provision of guidance and protection
for the consuming public against unfair insurance industry practices. Unfortunately, not all States enjoy such independent and effective regulatory controls
against abusive sales tactics. I feel It is now my responsibility to inform you of
a problem situation facing my family and myself which involves a company
licensed to do business in North Carolina, Bankers Life &Casualty Co. of Chicago.
In August 1977, I visited my ailing mother, Lucille W. Lowry, age 75, at the
Otterbein (retirement) Home in Lebanon, Ohio. Her financial affairs were in ina
state of chaos due to recent, extremely heavy (nearly $13,500) investments
unnecessary insurance coverage with the above company, as described in the
of canenclosed documents. In examining her papers, I discovered a number did
not
celled checks and bank drafts for premium payments on policies she
the
have in her possession. Upon inquiry. a Banker's Life agent confirmed one
existence of two identical whole life policies with a principal sum of $2,000,
on my life (No. 5,432.307) and another on my brother's life (No. 5.432.306),
for which monthly premiums of $140.44 were being collected by bank drafts.
During the phone conversation, the agent twice suggested that I might wish to
cancel the policies and obtain a full refund. He also stated that the policies had
apparently never been "placed" or delivered to my mother. The company's reluc-
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tance to deliver the policies emphasized the need to know how life policies could
be created on two adult sons without their knowledge, approval and signatures.
Together with other missing policies, the two subject policies were finally delivered on October 13 during a meeting with the Bankers Life chief counsel, Wm.
Grubbs, in the offices of the Ohio insurance warden, Mr. R. Katz. The two subject
policies had an issue date of April 22, 1977 and all missing policies were stamped
"duplicate," an identification which I protested. The contract signatures were
not in my brother's or my handwriting and may have. been written by my
mother, but they were witnessed or authenticated by the selling agent, R. M. Mr.
Grubbs commented that these particular policies were "bad" and were not
properly written, but that R. M. was no longer with the company. My mother's
apparent participation in the creation of these questionable contracts was represented as a serious inconvenience to the company, but Mr. Grubbs said they
would overlook her offense and we would be permitted to choose whether to
continue the policies in force or rescind them for a full refund of premiums.
Subsequent to the meeting on October 13, the company supplied three
missing policies which my mother had purchased in March 1977 on the other
lives
of her three grandchildren, two of whom are my children with residence in
Raleigh. The policies have an issue date of April 0, 1977 and they had apparently
never been delivered to my mother, but were stamped "duplicate" when received.
I had requested that the company provide me with an accounting for all monies
paid in as premiums on life policies. The accounting was sent along with the
children's policies, but the dollar amounts do not correspond with the cancelled
checks and bank drafts in my possession relating to items #2 and 4 of the enclosed list, the two major life policies.
Mr. Grubss had agreed to maintain all policies in force until November 14
so as to provide time for the family to study the recently supplied policies and
determine which policies, of the entire insurance program with this company,
should be maintained. Following consultations with my mother, my brother
and other advisors, I wrote to the company on November 3 with the details of
our decision (copy enclosed). The relatively small health, accident and childrens
policies were not of major concern, although they certainly form a part of what
is considered the oversale of insurance programs to an elderly woman. My letter
requested rescission and refunds on three major life policies and one health
policy representing exorbitantly expensive and totally unnecessary coverage In
view of her pre-existing insurance program.
As Indicated, the company has offered to rescind and refund the two highly
questionable policies written on my brother's and my lives. While we regard
them as undesirable and are offended by their manner of creation and existence,
no decision has, as yet, been reached in reference to accepting the offer pending further legal consultations and your investigation of the matter. I do protest,
most strongly, that a contract concerning my life or death, however well-meaning, was accomplished in another State without my knowledge and a financial
commitment was created which I would have to assume upon my mother's death.
I respectfully request your investigation of this situation and the general business
practices of Bankers Life & Casualty Co. of Chicago as they may relate to the
citizens of North Carolina.
Sincerely,
ROBERT E. LowRy.
STATE oF NORTH CAROLINA,
DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE,

Re: Various Policies, Mrs. Lucille W. Lowry, Lebanon, Ohio.

December 19, 1977.

DONALD CLARKE,

Manager, Claim Review Department,
Bankers Life d Casualty Co.,
Chicago, 111.
DEAR MR. CLARKE: Your attention is directed to the attached letter, with
enclosures, of November 30, 1977 from Robert E. Lowry.
After carefully reviewing the letter and enclosures and discussing this matter
with Mr. Lowry, it is our observation that since a citizen of North Carolina has
been Involved in the manner alleged that we have an obligation to become concerned with his interests and with the sales practices which caused his involvement
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Because of this we request that you furnish this office with a complete report
surrounding this matter and responding specifically in detail to each and every
charge of Mr. Lowry.
If it is found that all or any of these charges are correct we also request that
you inform this department what measures you have taken to determine that
such practices will not occur in this State involving our citizens.
We are concerned with the welfare of all citizens with respect to sales practices and tactics but must necessarily be especially interested in any improper
application of such practices with respect to our elderly population.
Your prompt reply is expected.
Very truly yours,
FRED L. SEAMAN,

Assistant Deputy Commissioner,
Consumer Insurance Information'Division.
CO.,
Chicago, Ill., January13, 1978.
Attn.: Mr. Fred L. Seaman, Assistant Deputy Commissioner, Consumer Insurance
Information Division.
Re: Your December 19, 1977 letter concerning Lucille W. Lowry-my January 3,
1978 letter.
BANKERS LIFE &CASUALTY

JOHN RANDOLPH INGRAM,

Commissioner of Insurance,
State of North Carolina,
North CarolinaInsuranceDepartment, Raleigh, N.C.
DEAR MR. SEAMAN: This is a followup to my January 3 letter concerning Mr.

Robert E. Lowry-your letter of December 19, 1977.
I have reviewed the entire file and have completed a policyowner review of all
coverages applied for by Mrs. Lowry.
1. Here's a review of the coverages that were issued for Mr. Lowry. On November 9, 1973, we issued a No. 717 Medical-Surgical Policy, No. 747 Extended
Care Facility Policy and No. 780 Hospital Indemnity Policy, all of which were
under Policy No. 730,576.561. We don't feel the sale of these policies would have
been detrimental to Mrs. Lowry.
2. The Hospital Indemnity Policy, No. 780, was converted and replaced to a
74. Hospital Indemnity Policy, the current form essentially replacing the No.
780 form, under policy No. 730,576,561.
3. On April 19, 1976, the Company issued a No. 774 Intensive Care Policy to
Mrs. Lowry under policy No. 760,175,115. This is supplemental insurance which
provides a benefit of $50 per week for hospital confinement plus additional
benefits of $100 a day for intensive care in the hospital.
4. On December 16, 1976, there was issued a No. 764 Hospital Medicare
Supplement Policy to Mrs. Lowry, policy No. 760,392,452 which was a guaranteed issue. In retrospect, this Medicare Supplement probably should not have
been issued because of the existence of other coverages. Apparently, since this
particular product was a guaranteed issue, it did not become personally reviewed
by an underwriter.
5. On April 22, 1977, a Traffic and Travel Accident Policy was issued to
Mrs. Lowry.
6. On April 2, 1977, an Intensive Care Policy No. 770,150.792 was issued, but
was voided as Mrs. Lowry already had a plan of this kind in force.
7. On April 22, 1977, the Company issued policies 5,432,306 and 5,432,307
which were life insurance policies for Kenneth and Robert Lowry. I am attaching photocopies of the applications which show the signatures of Mr. Kenneth
Lowry and Mr. Robert Lowry. We have since learned that Mr. Robert Lowry
and Mr. Kenneth Lowry may not sign the applications, but were signed by Mrs.
Lowry. We refunded the entire amount of $842. This action was taken immediatelv when we did discover these were not properly signed.
8. On April 6, 1977, we issued three Juvenile Estate Life Policies on Mrs.
Lowry's grandchildren; policies 5.423.861. 5,423.862 and 5.423.963.
9. Mrs. Lowry was also owner of four polieies on her life: policy 5.393.943.
issued December 15, 1976. That policy was voided as of the issue date. Policy
4.854.476 was issued June 14. 1976: poliey 5,248,470 was issued on June 3. 1975:
policy 5,413,376 was issued on March 2, 1977.
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10. It did appear from our review, of the underwriting file for Mrs. Lowry,
that the life policies could have had a definite need. The files would
at the time of issue, Mrs. Lowry was in a strong financial position. reflect that
11. We are concerned with the abuse of the senior citizen in the sale
of
insurance. We have taken action to attempt to curb such abuse when
we have it.
12. As a means of assuring fair treatment of senior citizens, Bankers
Life
and Casualty Company has established several rules concerning abuse
in the
sale of Accident &Health insurance to senior citizens.
13. The most important of the current rules are: (1) For individuals 65
or
over, the maximum allowable premium, including substandard,
for all Accident
& Health policies for all companies, is $50 monthly. We have established
sive computer systems involving a computer check of all in-force business extenwhen
a new application is received. Our agents are required to carefully review
a
prospective insured's current coverage and note such coverages on the
cation. (2) A policy for an age 65+ policyholder, which has been lapsedappliless
than 12 months must be reinstated, upgraded or exchanged. Such a policy lapsing
over a 12 month period can be rewritten, but such rewrites are limited
in a 12-month period. (3) The Company will not allow any switching to one
of an
over-65 policy to another policy in Bankers or any affiliated Company
regardless
of any explanation given by the agency associate.
14. These rules have been adhered to by the Company. For example,
to
monitor the success of our rules, I reviewed the computer records
rejection
of applications for the reason that a person over 65 has $50 peron month
in
accident and health premiums.

Month
November 1977
-130
October 1977
-98
September 1977 -83
August 1977-70
July 1977
7-

Number of
rejections

Percent of
all A. &H.
premiums

64

6. 6
4.1
3. 4
2.7
3.0

15. We carefully train our agency associates to use
sense underwriting in the saie of insurance to the senior citizen. We common
tell our agents when
selling health insurance to people in the over age 65 market,
that we, the Company, and the agent incur legal, social and moral responsibilities
help these
people identify their proper insurance needs and prevent situationsto that
constitute overinsurance or undue financial hardship. Our agents are would
aware that *because of the prospect's age, the normal anxiety relating made
increased possibility of illness, and ever increasing hospital and medical to the
that such a person is quite susceptible to being taken advantage of. We teachcosts,
agents to review the finances of a senior citizen prospect. We tell our agentsour
judge an applicant's ability to pay not by how much he has in the bank, to
on the actual income they have from their pension or other retirement as but
well
as social security.
16. The Life policies written by ex-agent R.M. on the lives of Robert
Kenneth Lowry appeared to have been signed by Mrs. Lowry rather than and
her
two sons. The Company issued these policies on the assumption the applications were signed by Robert and Kenneth Lowry. When the purported applicants
contended otherwise, we made refund and rescission as requested. Our attorney
for Agents Licensing matters is also investigating the matter to determine
if
ex-agent R.M. should have his file in the Insurance Department and the
Company indicate "termination for cause".
17. We issued the duplicate policies mentioned in Mr. Lowry's
30,
1977 letter, since it was apparent Mrs. Lowry could not locateNovember
the original
policies.
1& The Company has granted a full refund of all premiums we received
for
all applications of Mrs. Lowry. All policies issued were rescinded.
This action
was explained to Mr. Robert Lowry on December 5th.
19. On October 13th, Mr. William Grubbs of our Company met
Regional
Sales Manager, William Tobin, Mr. Robert Katz and Mr. Williamwith
White of the
Ohio Insurance Department, along with Mr. Lowry. Our Company
explained
Mrs. Lowry's coverage to the Department and Mr. Lowry at that time, along
with
an accounting of all premiums for all of the policies she purchased.
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20. It was agreed at that time, that Mr. Lowry would notify Mr. Grubbs before
November 14th as to whether or not be wished rescission of the two policies
issued for Kenneth and Robert Lowry. We did not hear from Mr. Lowry as to
his decision.
21. The decision to grant the refund was not based on the Company's conclusion that Mrs. Lowry was overinsured or was mistreated in the sale of these
policies. We made the refund as an accommodation for Mrs. Lowry, considering
her apparent present circumstances.
If you have further questions, please feel free to write or call. Thank you
for the time and attention you have given this matter.
Sincerely,
MICHAEL J. DRESSENDORFER,
Government Relations Department.

STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA,
DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE,
Raleigh, N.C., March 29, 1978.

Re: Lucille W. Lowry and Robert Lowry.
MICHAEL J.

DREsSENDORFER,

Government Relations Department,
Bankers ILife d Casualty Co., Chicago, Ill.

DEAR MR. DRESSENDORFER: Your file will reveal that you furnished this office
a report on January 13, 1978 with a supplemental letter on January 18, 1978 enclosing material omitted from the first letter.
In keeping with our normal practice we have supplied the complainant, Robert
Lowry, with a copy of your report and we now have the attached response from
him addressing the contents of your letter which he has numbered by paragraph
for convenient reply.
We are aware that the refunds for all policies sold Airs. Lowry have been made
and that the agent reportedly making the sale of this life insurance on Mr. Lowry
is under investigation. We also realize that all of these transactions occurred
in another State, however, the nature of the charges brought against your company which is licensed in North Carolina are of sufficient scope to make it necessary that we interest this Department further in this matter on the premise
that we monitor the conduct of all companies when charges of this nature arise
regardless of where they occur.
We consider this a fundamental obligation to our citizens which we are required
to protect by law.
In reviewing Mr. Lowry's comments we find interest in and request explanation of the following numbered items on the basis that if he is correct, we are
entitled to further explanation.
These items are No. 7, No. 8, No. 10, No. 11, No. 12, No. 13, No. 14, No. 15, No. 16,
No. 17, No. 18, No. 21.
We trust that you will furnish a complete response to the questions and observations of Mr. Lowry as promptly as possible.
Very truly yours,
FRED L. SEAMAN,

Assistant DeputV Commissioner,
Consumer Insurance Information Division.

Attn.: Mr. Fred L. Seaman, Assistant Deputy Commissioner, Consumer Insurance
Information Division.
Re Analysis/Response to Bankers Life &Casualty Co. letter of January 13, 1978
to the North Carolina Departnent of Insurance.
Hon. JOHN R. INGRAM,

Commissioner of Insurance, Department of Insurance, State of North Carolina,
Raleigh, N.C.
DEAR MR. SEAMAN: In order to facilitate an understandable discussion of the

various issues touched on, I have numbered the paragraphs on the accompanying
copy of the Company's letter. Please read each numbered paragraph in the
Company letter and then refer to the corresponding item number in the analysis/
response. Certain issues or subject areas not mentioned in the Company letter,
but considered relevant to the overall problem, are discussed in my analysis. For
convenience, Mr. Dressendorfer is referred to as Mr. "D".
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1. This original, three-part Health policy No. 730,576,561 may have been the
most reasonable policy of the entire program. (The annual premium was $220.91.)
However, the later "conversion" of the Hospital Indemnity portion considerably
increased the cost.
2. With the removal of the Hospital Indemnity portion, the premitun on the old
policy was reduced to $109.64. The Hospital Indemnity coverage paying benefits
of $14.28 per day (per Mr. Grubbs and Mr. Tobin) had apparently cost $111.27
per year. The new, "converted" Hospital Indemnity policy No. 770,052,917 had an
annual premium of $284.72 which resulted in a cost increase of $173.45 (256%),
yet benefits only increased to $30.00 per day. The very high cost of this converted
policy is felt to be disproportionate to the small increase in benefits and, for this
reason, I requested rescission and refund on this policy in my November 3 letter
to the Company. I suggest that possibly the real reason for the salesman's suggestion to. convert was: a.) to accomplish a new policy sale or, b.) to remove
Mrs. Lowry from a policy coverage not "cost efficient" to the Company (the rates
for which could only be raised by class and throughout the state). Within some
circles this sales tactic is considered a form of "twisting".
3. This Intensive Care coverage was certainly the favorite of the various
Bankers agents in that at least two (and possibly three) duplicate policies were
apparently sold to Mrs. Lowry and subsequently refunded. I had planned to
maintain this coverage for the time being.
4. Mr. D. recognizes this policy as inappropriate in view of existing coverage.
The selling agent who suggested it was quite familiar with the existing coverage.
Thus far, this is the only admission of possible oversale or inappropriate coverage by the Company . . . out of the entire 16 sales accomplished within a period
of two years.
5. This was a relatively inexpensive coverage and we had decided to maintain
the policy. The policy was delivered seven months after its issue date.
6. As previously mentioned In Item No. 3, this was the third (and second duplcate) sale of this same Intensive Care coverage. The second sale was in December,
1976 by Agent Walsh. This is puzzling because Walsh was the same Agent who had
sold the original coverage only nine months earlier, in April, 1976. The subsequent
repeat sales were each increasingly expensive: No. 1 $73.09, No. 2 $109.64, No. 3
$129.82.
The excuse provided by the Company for such duplicate sales was an absence of
records or client's file maintenance at the local offices. The fact that Agents from
two separate Bankers offices in Dayton, Ohio were working (with) Mrs. Lowry
was also tendered as a possible reason for confusion and duplicate sales. Mrs.
Lowry had entrusted the planning of her insurance program to the Bankers "professionals" and obediently followed their guidance. She was, in fact, confused as
to what coverage she had as were, apparently, the Agents who were intent on selling her still more policies. Her handwritten notes reveal that she was receiving
conflicting guidance from the various Bankers Agents, including conflicting advice
as to which of her health policies with other companies should be kept or dropped.
7. The Company is quite sensitive regarding the manner of creation of these
policies and their subsequent handling of the resultant problem. A number of misleading statements which attempt to portray an openness and promptness of corrective action are contained in Company correspondence to myself and to investigating officials. In light of this, the key question becomes, "On or about what date
did the Company discover that the policy applications were improperly or fraudulently completed ?"
In mid August, I discovered the existence of two mysterious policies, which
apparently concerned my brother and I, through the canceled premium checks in
my mother's possession. Bankers Agent Paul Grooms was contacted and asked to
provide information as to the nature of the policies since they were not in Mrs.
Lowry's possession. On August 25, Mr. Grooms telephoned to Inform me that the
policies were on me and my brother's lives. that they had been issued on April 22.
1977, but had never been delivered to Mrs. Lowry. Twice during the conversation.
Mr. Grooms suggested that the policies might not fit our needs and that he would
be willing to order their cancellation and provide a full refund of all premium
payments. The Company seemed curiously reluctant to make delivery of these
policies. (At this time, I was still unaware that the Company had similarly failed
to deliver four other policies Issued in April.)
My suspicions aroused by the number of selling Agents involved, the appearance
of oversell and the extremely high premium outlay to this one Company, I refused
to sign a Company statement of "Lost Policy" and requested both the missing
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policies and an accounting of all policies through Mr. R. Katz, Warden for the
Ohio Department of Insurance. The two subject policies were finally delivered
during the October 13 meeting with Mr. Grubbs and Mr. Tobin in Mr. Katz' office.
At that time, I stated that the signatures on the application forms were not mine
or my brothers and that both were possibly signed by Lucille Lowry. "Our" signatures were, however, witnessed or authenticated by selling Agent Ronald Montgomery. If the Company did not know that the applications were improperly
signed by the time Mr. Grooms suggested cancellation in August, they were informed of such on October 13.
A check for $842.24 identified as an "Issue Date Refund" (copy enclosed), for
the two subject policies, was subsequently received from the Company on December 12, 1977. Interestingly enough, this Company check No. 495917 was stamped
with a date of issuance of October 7, 1977. While no request for a refund on these
policies had been made. Mr. Katz had asked for copies of the original application
forms in his letter of September 28 to the Company. It is reasonable to assume
that the Company had some motive for issuing.the check at that time, possibly in
preparation for the scheduled meeting on October 13. Further, the check was
probably in Mr. Grubbs' possession during the meeting, but no request for refund
was made and the check was never shown nor offered. In view of the above
described events which strongly suggest that the Company had prior knowledge
of the improper creation of these policies, how can Mr. D. now claim that the
refund "action was taken immediately when we did discover these were not
properly signed."?
A number of reasonable questions arise which are relevant to any examination
of this Company's business practices, controls against abusive sales tactics,
promptness and adequate in taking necessary corrective action, and candor in
dealing with investigating officials or regulatory agencies.
(a) When did the Company discover the policies were not properly created?
(b) Why were the policies withheld and not delivered until nearly six months
after date of issue?
(c) Why were the policies stamped 'Duplicate' when finally delivered: was
this not a rather obvious method of covering up for the long delay in delivery?
(d) Why did Agent Grooms suggest that I might wish to cancel the undelivered
policies on August 25 with the offer of a full refund?
(e) Was Mr. Grooms' suggestion not prompted by his or the Company's discovery of an improper, if not illegal, act by one of their agents?
(f) When was selling Agent Montgomery dismissed and on what grounds?
(g) If representatives of the Comoany had prior knowledge of thei improper
creation of these policies, why was there no one with the honesty, integrity and
courage to bring this to the attention of the client and stop the collection of
monthly premium payments?
8. These grandchildren policies were acceptable and no cancellation was requested. As with the policies described above, these were not delivered until six
months after issue date and were incorrectly stamped "Duplicate".
9. This is correct.
10. The issues and subject matter touched on in this paragraph are worthy of
a much more detailed statement of justification, particularly in view of my
frequently expressed complaint regarding oversale. It would be most appronriate
and interesting to learn what "definite needs" the life policies were intended to
meet. Mrs. Lowry had the following life insurance coverage in force at the time
of purchasing the various Bankers policies:
LIFE INSURANCE, LUCILLE W. LOWRY

Midland Mutual -Paid
Union Central
New York Life -d
Do-do
Do-Annual
Do-do

Year of
issue

Status

Company
-

-

Total life insurance coverage in force plus accumulated dividends -63,000

up
do

--

-1960

-1954
premium -1968
-1968

1924
1932

Death
benefits
$1,000
2,000
5, 000
5,000
25,000
25,000
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Mrs. Lowry has no one dependent upon her for support. Her
married sons,
ages 43 and 46, are and have been independently self-supportingtwo
for many years.
Who was dependent upon future death benefits from these policies?
As one of the
two designated beneficiaries to the policies listed above and to the more
purchased Bankers Life policies, I am not unaware of the comforts whichrecently
can be
derived from receipt of "windfall income", but neither my brother nor I are
dependent upon these future benefits. What constitutes the "definite need" described
in the statement by Mr. D? I suggest the possibility that the "financial needs"
of
the selling agent were a much stronger factor in the creation of these life
than any concern for Lowry heirs or sound estate planning, particularly policies
in view
of existing coverage.
"The files" referred to by Mr. D. appear to contain the key information which
serves as the basis for the Company's interpretation of "definite need" and
their
determination that, "at the time of issue, Mrs. Lowry was in a strong financial
position". During the October 13 meeting, I was denied access to these files by
Grubbs. His position was that the Company's first obligation was to protect Mr.
"best interests" and privacy of their client, Lucille Lowry, and that revelationthe
of
the confidential, privileged information contained in these files would not
be in
keeping with this obligation.
Mr. D.'s reference to Mrs. Lowry's "strong financial position" at the time
of
issue and his much more pointed statement in paragraph
No. 21 regarding "her
apparent present circumstances" attempt to suggest an altered or deteriorated
financial situation due to causes beyond the Company's knowledge. It has been
my
contention that the deteriorated "present circumstances" were directly
attributable to the rapidly growing financial involvement with the Company which
sented an unbearable drain on her income and resources for the payment represurance premiums. The facts are that one of Mrs. Lowry's important incomeof inducing assets, her savings accounts, were being gradually reduced due to prolarge
withdrawals for the payment of annual and quarterly premiums. Fortunately,
both her income as beneficiary of the trust account and her Federal benefits
have
increased somewhat.
In both Mr. Grubbs' letter of December 5 and in the present letter from Mr.
D.,
the Company has conveniently portrayed itself as "accommodating" an
unfortunate person who has fallen on hard times. They have consistenly avoided
direct and detailed response to the charges contained in my letter of November a
3
to the Company:
(a) That an appropriate evaluation was not accomplished of Lucille Lowry's
existing insurance covearge, her present residential circumstances and financial
obligations, and, most importantly, her real need and ability to pay for so
additional insurance. The Company's vague references to a "review of themuch
(secret) underwriting file" does not constitute an adequate justification
of their
actions nor an explanation of "definite need".
(b) That the accomplishment of 8ixteen separate sales of insurance policies
(less four cancellations and refunds) within a two year period
an obvious
abuse by Company representatives which clearly demonstrates was
an irresponsibility within the fiduciary relationship of advisor and client.
(c) That the resulting financial committment to annual premium payments
amounting to $9,158.61 represented approximately 68% of Mrs. Lowry's
income and thus constituted not only an unreasonable financial burden. annual
but an
indefensible abuse of her confidence and an unconscionable, possibly malicious,
attack on her resources.
The circumstances and facts detailed above certainly betray
of the Company's training program or code of behavior whichtheisineffectiveness
so eloquently
described by Mr. D. in paragraph No. 15 of his letter.
11. It would be reasonable to ask how long the Company has seriously evidenced
a concern for protecting senior citizens from abuse in the sale of insurance.
informed, by a senior official of the Pennsylvania Department of Insurance,r was
that
Bankers Life and Casualty had been seriously involved in abusive
practices of
sales of unnecessary insurance to Pennsylvania senior citizens during
1973 and
1974. It would be relevant to know to what extent they were involved there
and
what corrective actions were required by the authorities.
If, for a moment, one could assume that an improper sales practice was called
to the Company's attention in 1974, what excuse or justification now exists
for
agents of the same company to practice similar abusive sales tactics in the
neighboring state of Ohio or elsewhere in 1975, 1976 or 1977? Can either
agents or
Company home office officials dare to claim they were unaware that such
prac-
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tices, as described in the enclosed Pennsylvania press release, were no longer
to be tolerated? You will note that a majority of the condemned sales practices
described in the press release checklist were accomplished in the Company's dealings with Mrs. Lowry. With the present evidence of the Company's behavior so
readily apparent, can this company properly claim to be effectively selfregulating?
12. Mr. D. has now narrowed the scope of his explanation to the field of Accident and Health insurance. Some of the Health policies sold to Mrs. Lowry were
considered excessive and of doubtful value, but the major strain on her financial
resources was caused by the various expensive life policies. With reference to
sales of life coverage, would not similar rules be equally appropriate "as a means
of assuring fair treatment of senior citizens"?
13. Mr. D. has stressed the importance of the described rules designed to prevent abuse of senior citizens. Unfortunately, Mrs. Lowry was not a beneficiary
of this "protection". The premiums for her Banker's Health and Accident policies
averaged $47.68 per month in addition to her Blue Cross, Blue Shield and other
previously existing Health coverages. (This amount is, of course, apart from the
premiums Mrs. Lowry was paying the Company for her life insurance policies .
averaging $715.53 per month!)

The establishment of "extensive computer systems and checks of all in-force
business", as described by Mr. D., are worthless if the applications do not detail
such other coverages. He states, "Our agents are required to carefully review a
prospective insured's current coverage and note such coverages on the application." Why was this not done in the case of Mrs. Lowry? On most of the attached
application forms there is simply the scrawled notation, "Medicare and BL&C".
Only on the original application for Health policy #730,576,561, issued in November, 1973, was the Blue Cross mentioned, but no other coverages were described. No indications of monthly or annual premium amounts for existing coverages were included on the application forms despite a specific block which requests such information.
There seems to be little point to a recitation of "Company Rules", the "careful
training programs" and good intents of the Company if its representatives ignore
them. The existence of rules, mottos and codes of behavior may serve a practical
purpose, however, in advertising and public relations. They can be referred to with
pride or conveniently trotted out to stifle some complaint or defuse an investigation by a regulatory official. The defense strategy is all too obvious, "That (incident) could not have happened because the Company rules don't allow it." or,
"If it did happen, that certainly was not the way those agents were trained or
told to behave."
During the October 13 meeting, Mr. Grubbs mentioned that the Company had
experienced a turnover of approximately 2,000 agents during the past year. His
meaning, I assume, was to suggest that hard working, honest and faithful representatives were hard to find. With such a turnover, I would also assume that
training programs are less effective than might be desired. This is a Company
problem and I sincerely resent the fact that Mrs. Lowry was used as a training
ground and that their problem has become our problem. The point is clear: rules
may exist, but their usefulness to the consumer is minimal if they are not enforced
and if agents are not checked by supervisors as to compliance. After having carefully "reviewed the entire file", Mr. D. decided to include a description of certain
Company rules and training guidance. I am surprised, but pleased that he included
these for they have been ignored in nearly every instance in the specific case of
Mrs. Lowry. Are we expected to believe that she is a unique exception and that
other senior citizen clients in North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania and elsewhere
will benefit from the protection afforded by these rules? The Company's past
track record suggests otherwise.
14. Mr. D. says, "These rules have been adhered to by the Company." At the
risk of appearing overly repetitious, I must again point out that this is not a truthful or accurate statement (see above). As I have mentioned previously, the Company's handling of our complaint has been deceptive rather than frank and their
correspondence concerning the situation is riddled with statements which are
intentionally misleading. Their decision to deal with me, the perceived antagonist, in this manner was not unexpected, but I am very much surprised that the
responsible Company officials would risk jeopardizing their considerable business
interest in this state by utilizing the same deceptive tactics in their official response to the inquiry made by the North Carolina Department of Tnsurance.
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It is interesting to note the steady increase in both percentage and number of
rejections from July through November, 1977 in the computer data provided. But,
why is there no data prior to July? I suggest the strong possibility that this Company rule is a new one (i.e. as of May or June, 1977) and that compliance by
agents is increasing as news of the rule spreads.
In recognition of the pride with which MIr. D. presents the Company rules
established for the protection of senior citizens, perhaps if will be considered
nitpicking if I point out what appears to be an area of serious omission in rule
No. 1 if the rule is intended to avoid overloading or strain on the client's budget
and resources. Average, necessary expenditures for housing, food, medications,
transportation and, in some cases, life insurance premiums are factors whose
relevance cannot be denied and which must figure in any equation designed to
evaluate a client's capability to assume additional financial committments. Rather
than setting some arbitrary dollar amount as a maximum allowable premium obligation, I suggest that a safer, more equitable premium maximum could be established as a percentage of average monthly income. For thousands of clients,
the $50.00 maximum could represent 25% or more of average monthly income
and would be excessive. When were these rules created and what circumstances
prompted their creation? Thley may form a part of some corrective actions which
were required by another state's regulatory agency.
15. The validity or truth of the first sentence in this paragraph is clearly disproved by a review of the correspondence and case history detailing Lucille
Lowry's financial overinvolvement with the Company. The following, rather
laudable, Company interpretation of appropriate business ethics and practices
again appears to deal exclusiv'ely with the subject of Health insurance sales.
Is this a safer ground for the Company's posturing of virtue and moral concern
for the client's welfare? There is a definite avoidance of any mention of the
ethics involved in life insurance planning and sales throughout the Company's
correspondence. This ommission is puzzling and perhaps deliberately misleading within the context of a discussion or investigation concerning policies requiring an annual premium expenditure of $9,158.61, of which 94% is life
insurance premiums. The Company's ploy seems rather transparent with their
"Let's talk about what I want to talk about" attitude. Are we to assume, and
be fairly warned, that the Company and the agents do not similarly "incur
legal, social and moral responsibilities to help these people identify their proper
insuran&e needs and prevent situations that would constitute overinsurance
or undue financial hardship" in the sale of life insurance?
The paragraph's last sentence is particularly commendable, "We tell our
agents to judge an applicant's ability to pay not by how much he has in the
bank, but on the actual income they have from their pension or other retirement
as well as social security". While this statement probably refers to premium
outlay for Health coverage, it seems equally appropriate, with few exceptions,
to the planning for a life insurance program. The Company obviously does not
see the correlation or rejects the applicability of this judgemental factor to the
sales of life insurance coverage. The "guidance" received by Mrs. Lowry resulted
in the creation of a Bankers insurance program with an average monthly preinium obligation of $763.21 representing 68% of her average monthly income. Of
this amount, $715.53, or 63.5% of monthly income. applied to payment of premiums on expensive, unnecessary life insurance policies. The Company's assessment of this situation. as expressed by Mr. D. in paragraph No. 21, is that Mrs.
Lowry was neither mistreated nor overinsured in the sale of these policies. We
may conclude, therefore, that the history of sixteen policy sales within a two year
time frame and the resulting financial committment to premium expenditures
reaching 68% of a client's income is, in the Company's view, acceptable and perhaps even standard business practice. We have also established the apparent
existence of a double standard within the Company rules and sales guidelines
(Health vs. Life coverages) which were ostensibly designed to protect the elderly
client from abusive practices.
16. Once again, either Mr. D. has not reviewed the files of correspondence carefully or the Company 'has experienced yet another communications "misunderstanding". He says, "we made refund and rescission as requested". As previously
indicated, I clearly stated, at the Oct. 13 meeting in Columbus, Ohio and again in
my letter of November 30 to Commissioner Ingram, that the signatures on the
applications were not mine nor my brother's. No request for refund or rescission
on these two highly improper policies was even made pending possible civil or
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criminal prosecution. The decision to refund was made 'by the Company alone
and was undoubtedly in recognition that a wrongful act had been committed,
and to avoid possible legal action.
Under the circumstances, I feel it is appropriate to inquire the date on which
Mr. Montgomery became "ex-agent Montgomery" and the reasons for his termination. Was there a connection between his sale of these policies to Mrs. Lowry
and his termination? Is the act of encouraging and authenticating the improper
signing of applications considered a "cause" for termination? Was his supervisor, Agent LaBovick, who generally accompanied him on the sales visits to
Mrs. Lowry and co-brokered one sale with Montgomery, also held 'partly responsible for what transpired? In a company which claims to be so concerned about
propriety of conduct with senior citizen clients, why would nearly six months
have to elapse before an investigation is initiated to determine whether or not
Montgomery's termination should be identified as "for cause"? To which Insurance Department would Mr. Montgomery's file 'be referred, Illinois or Ohio?
17. This paragraph is partially true, but the Company persists with the insinuation that Mrs. Lowry lost the original policies despite Agent Grooms' statement to me that the policies had never been delivered. The sentence is yet
another example of the skillfully crafted phraseology which avoids an outright
falsehood, but attempts to deceive 'through misleading the reader. In effect, it
is true that "Mrs. Lowry could not locate the original policies", but this is
because she never had them in her possession. I suggest it is now high time that
the Company provide proof of an earlier, original policy delivery. At the same
time, proof of earlier, timely delivery could be provided for Accident policy
#770,149,043 issued April 22, 1977 -and the three Juvenile policies #5,423,861;
#5,423,862; and #5,423,863 issued on April 6, 1977. All of the above policies
were finally delivered during or shortly following the October 13 meeting and
were erroneously stamped "Duplicate".
The Company's "lost policy" insinuation is particularly hard to accept when
all other Company policies were located in Mrs. Lowry's safe deposit box at the
Lebanon 'bank. Rather neatly filed in her apartment was nearly every other document relating to her contacts with the Company; cancelled checks, refund check
vouchers, sales brochures, envelopes and booklets with notes of decisions
reached during meetings with agents from Bankers. It is unknown whether the
non-delivery of these six policies was an act of oversight, negligence or embarrasment at the discovery of oversale and improper acts.
18. The Company has apparently "granted" a full refund of all premiums paid
in by Lucille Lowry. This rescission and refund of all policies was not requested in
my November 3 formal letter to the Company. The Company's decision to rescind all policies was very definitely not explained, nor was it even mentioned
in Mr. Grubbs' letter of December 5. The heading of Mr. Grubbs' letter listed
only the Life policies #4,834,476, #5,248,470, #5,413,376 for which rescission
and refund had been requested, plus the policies #5,432,306 and #5,432,307 on
Robert and Kenneth Lowry, for which rescission and refund was not requested.
No other policies or coverages are described or referred to in the letter.
Mr. Grubbs' letter closes with, "we herewith enclose a full refund of the
premium we have received. The policies issued herein are, as of this date, rescinded and are under no force and effect". No mention nor explanation was
provided concerning the rescission of the eight other Health. Accident and Juvenile policies. only one of which, Health policy No. 770,052,917, it was our intention to rescind. The Company's actions in this regard came as a complete sur.
prise. Were we to interpret this blanket cancellation as a petty act of revenge for
having requested undelivered policies, adjustments and corrections in Mrs.
Lowry's insurance program? Or, in view of our questioning the sales tactics,
the frequency of visits and sales, and the number (two and three) of salesmen
arriving together, was this a "closing of the books" on an elderly and troublesome client? While we were not enormously pleased with the Company's past handling of her insurance program, due to her advanced age, we had decided to
maintain some of the Health and Accident coverage for the time being. Indeed,
Mr. Katz' letter of December 14 (copy enclosed) indicates his interpretation of
the Company's December 5 communication as encompassing refunds on Life policies only and he urges that we consider continuation of appropriate Health
coverages.
Thus, we now have a situation wherein the original series of abuses involving
improper documents and the oversale of insurance have been unnecessarily
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complicated by intentionally misleading statements from Company officials
and, finally, by the undesired cancellation of all coverage for this elderly woman.
This behavior can scarcely be regarded as the corrective actions of a respectable
business firm which proclaims a concern for protecting the interests of senior
citizens and recognizes the Company's "legal, social and moral responsibilities
to help these people". It seems appropriate that a company's image and reputa.
tion should be based on the realities of what it does rather than upon its artfully
prepared statements of intentions.
During the meeting on October 13, Mr. Grubbs cited "clerical error" as the
culprit in certain questionable practices involving altered signature blocks and
unsigned application form copies within policies. The same excuse will probably
be offered when the Company is reminded that each Health and Accident policy
sold to Mrs. Lowry contains the clearly labeled statement, "The Company may
not cancel this policy". Is this not simply one more "rule" or policy statement,
designed to protect the best interests of the client and the public image of the
Company, which is conveniently forgotten or set aside when necessary?
In the event of a serious complaint regarding the blanket cancellation of all
policies, the Company's defense posture is already prepared. A break down of
communications or a "misunderstanding" of Mr. Grubbs' instructions will have
occurred in the office that issued the check. Certainly Mr. Grubbs' letter of December 5 makes no mention of cancellation of Health policies and very clearly
spells out the policy numbers of the Life policies which were being cancelled.
Aware that the unrequested cancellation of all Health policies would leave this
elderly client without insurance protection and, aware also that such an action
would be viewed negatively by others, the deed was accomplished unobtrusively
simply by failing to mention the Health policies within the letter. Mr. Grubbs
was mindful of the need to avoid stimulating a negative reaction among the distinguished and lengthy list of individuals who were scheduled to receive copies
of his December 5 letter. I strongly suggest that it was the intent of that letter
to confound and placate the readership while appearing to bring the entire matter
to "an amicable conclusion". Again the question may reasonably be asked; can
the above described handling of this problem situation be considered standard,
proper or acceptable business practice?
19. Mr. Grubbs and Mr. Tobin did interpret much of Mrs. Lowry's insurance
program during the October 13 meeting. The premium accounting explanation,
became overly complicated and time consuming so I requested a written accounting for all Life insurance premiums paid in. This accounting was received
subsequently, but, as indicated previously, their figures do not tally with the cancelled checks in my possession.
20. This is essentially true. My formal response to the Company on November 3
did mention the two subject policies, but indicated that no decision had, as yet,
been reached as to their disposition. This position was taken on the advice of
legal counsel.
21. This paragraph is particularly significant in that It appears to represent
the Company's overall assessment or evaluation of the quality of service provided to Mrs. Lucille Lowry within an extensive business relationship. The
statement may reasonably be interpreted as Company conclusion that Mrs.
Lowry was not mistreated and was not overinsured in the sale of these policies.
In his letter of December 5 to Senator Adlai Stevenson, Mr. Grubbs stated, "We
feel we have acted in good faith in regard to Mrs. Lowry's purchases". With
these statements providing a frame of reference, we may deduce that the Company maintains an unusually liberal approach toward its definition of what
constitutes acceptable or standard business practice.
The Company has concluded that no mistreatment took place in the sale of
twelve separate, largely unnecessary, insurance policies within a two year period
and the resultant creation of a financial burden in annual premiums amounting
to $9,158.61 or approximately 68% of the elderly client's income. No mistreatment
occurred in the preparation of applications and sale of two undesired policies on
the lives of adult sons, nor in the non-delivery of these and other policies. The
presence of two or three aggressive young Agents during a sales visit would not,
from the Company's viewpoint, constitute inappropriate pressure tactics. Overinsurance with new Bankers policies did not occur, according to the Company.
despite the existence of a variety of Health coverages and more than adequate
Life coverage with other companies. Finally, within the same context, the Company possibly intended no mistreatment in its action of an abrupt, unrequested
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cancellation of all Health insurance coverages for this client. It is fortunate,
indeed, that most business firms have a much more conservative attitude in regard to acceptable business practices and factors which would represent mistreatment, particularly with respect to dealings with senior citizens.
Despite the Company's apparent conviction that no mistreatment occurred
within its business relationship with Mrs. Lowry, a decision was reached to
cancel and refund all thirteen policies then in force although cancellation had
been requested only on four of the most expensive coverages. Mr. D. says, "We
made the refund as an accommodation for Mrs. Lowry, considering her apparent
present circumstances." For the record, Mrs. Lowry's "present circumstances,"
as of December 5, were no worse than they had been in September when the
complaint alleging oversale was first filed with Ohio authorities and the Company was notified. This relatively minor point is mentioned only to show the
time frame within which the Company apparently experienced a change of
heart; a period wherein the Company became aware of the interest and concern,
on the part of Federal officials and consumer oriented groups, for a satisfactory
resolution of Mrs. Lowry's problem and complaint. The fact is that the only
"accommodation" offered by the Company, during the October 13 meeting, involved the cancellation and refund of the two fraudulently created policies, a
thirty day grace period for the family to consult and render a decision as to
which policies of the program would be maintained, and a suggested "adjustment" to the program by lapsing the life policies.
While the two extremely expensive Life policies represented 70% ($6,455.00)
of Mrs. Lowry's annual premium payments to the Company, the suggestion
to lapse these was rejected. Though considered undesirable and unnecessary,
it is common knowledge that Life policies which are lapsed within two or
three years of their issue date provide a negligible return of the dollars
invested due to their minimal cash value. Convinced that these policies represented the grossest example of overinsurance and exploitation, I requested
rescission and full refund on these as a more appropriate and logical alternative
or solution. In his December 5 letter, Mr. Grubbs chose to avoid mention of
my alternative request and insinuated that my letter of November 3, containing
the request, was never received. Surprisingly, he commented on my failure to
"advise us if your mother wished to allow the two life policies on herself to
lapse. We have not heard from -ou in this regard." After referring to the policies
as fulfilling a "definite need", he said that, "a refund wouldn't be due under any
rule or law". Yet, despite the various Company statements of righteous and
correct behavior, of conviction that neither overinsurance nor mistreatment had
occurred, a blanket cancellation and full refund for all policies was made, "as
an accommodation for Mrs. Lowry, considering her apparent present circumstances".
This statement's suggestion of Company compassion and generosity is highly
suspect in view of the earlier rigidity of their position. The "present circumstances" referred to were a direct result of Mrs. Lowry's deepening involvement
with the Company and are a subject of discussion in paragraph #10. I submit
that the Company's ultimate decision to "accommodate" and refund was motivated primarily by the desire to remove both itself and the problem issue from
the focused attention of increasing numbers of concerned officials and observers.
Certainly the Company was aware of the issue's appearance of: impropriety in
the type and frequency of sales contacts with Mrs. Lowry; insurance oversale,
in view of all prior existing coverage; and exploitation of a senior citizen's concerns and resources through the creation of a contractual burden equalling 68%
of her annual income.
The "accommodation" made by the Company was offensive and petty in its
seemingly vengeful cancellation of all coverage. It is imperfect in that the Company refuses to admit or recogffize the occurrence of excesses in its sales contacts
and contracts with Mrs. Lowry, to apologize to her for these excesses, and to
provide assurances that the questionable practices will not be repeated with
other elderly clients. The "accommodation" is incomplete due to its failure to
address the issue of compensation for the anguish and actual expenses suffered
by Mrs. Lowry in the effort to correct this problem situation. as detailed In
Item #3 of my November 3 letter to the Coompany. Was this letter not received
by the Company?
To prevent future abuses of the elderly in the sale of insurance programs,
adequate safeguards must exist within the companies themselves and, in the
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event of their failure, easily accessible and effective mechanisms for remedy
are needed at the state and Federal level. Based upon our experience, effective
safeguards are not utilized by this Company. I suggest that the mere refund of
$14,100 will not serve as an adequate deterrent to future abuses, whereas a
close monitoring and investigation of the Company's business practices
would
have a. positive effect. Is this case history one of which the Company is proud?
Thank you for the opportunity to review the Company's letter of explanation.
As has been repeatedly shown, the realities and facts of their business practices
are very
frequently at odds with their public relations pronouncements.
.Sincerely,
ROBERT E.
BANKERS

LOWRY.

LIFE & CASUALTY Co.,
Chicago, Il., April 5, 1978.

Attention: Mr. Fred L. Seaman, assistant deputy commissioner, consumer insurance information division.
Re: Lucille W. Lowry and Robert Lowry.
Hon. JOriN

RANDOLPH

INGRAM,

Comrnis8ioner of Intsurance, State of North Carolina, Raleigh, N.C.
DEAR MR. SEAMAN: This will acknowledge your letter of March 29,
with
attachments concerning the captioned matter directed to Mr. Michael J.1978
Dressendorfer, which has been handed to me for answer.
Please be advised that I have carefully reviewed your letter and attachments
together with the file.
You have requested a response to 12 paragraphs of Mir. Lowry's undated letter
to you, which is attached. I believe the answers to the questions posed by Mr.
Lowry in his letter to you can be found in Mr. Dressendorfer's letter to you
dated January 13, 1978.
Shortly after the advent of the federal legislation commonly lumped togetherand called Medicare, in 1966 Bankers Life and Casualty Company which as-you
know sells approximately 99%0 of its business through agents licensed in the
state in which they operate, the Company decided to provide coverage of the
initial deductible and co-insurance factors left uncovered by that legislation. As
the Company gained experience in selling this coverage, rules were enacted governing the sale of products to those persons over the age of 65, in order to prevent
abuses in the sale of insurance products to them. During the early 1970s, the company provided that the maximum allowable premium including substandard
for
all accident and health policies would be $35.00 monthly-since raised to $50.00.
We have established extensive computer systems involving a computer check
of all in-force business' when a new application is received. Our agents are
required to carefully review a prospective insured's current coverage and note
such coverages on the application.
Incidentally, in the third paragraph of your above indicated letter, the statement that "agent R. M. is under investigation" is not correct; our records Indicate he was terminated September 10, 1977.
As you point out in your letter, a refund for all policies sold to Mrs. Lowry has
been made and the transactions herein occurred in another state, but in addition, I would like to emphasize that the State of Ohio in which the transactions
occurred, made a complete investigation including a four-hour informal hearing, and found it unnecessary to take any disciplinary action against the
Company.
It appears to me to be non-productive and inappropriate for either your Department or the Company to expend any further time and funds on this matter. I am
certain that I don't need to remind you the administrative costs of answering
correspondence and reviewing files becomes a factor in the computation of
premium rates which the insurance-buying public of North Carolina must pay.
We have done our best to satisfy Mr. Lowry and to answer your questions, and
regrettably no matter w
vhit e do, it doesn't appear to me that we will be able
to satisfy Mr. Lowry.
Thank you for the time and attention you have given this matter.
Sincerely,
WILLIAM E. GRUBBS,
Director of G4overnmernt Relations.
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HEALTH INSURANCE TO HELP SUPPLEMENT THE MbDICARE
PROGRAM.

PLEASE WMAD IT CAREFULLY.

Prepared By
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123 West Washington Avenue
Madison, Wisconsin 53702
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1See statement, page 75.
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INTRODUCTION
Medicare, and Medicare supplement Insurance, are
complicated. Don't be embarrassed If you have trouble
understanding some items.
As you go through this booklet, jot down any questions
that you may have. If the person trying to sell you a
policy cannot answer those questions (and a good agent
should be able to), feel free to contact the Insurance
company involved, your local Social Security office,
or the Office of the Commissioner of Insurance.

IF YOU ALREADY HAVE INSURANCE TO SUPPLEMENT MEDICARE,
PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING VERY CAREFULLY!

A WORD OF CAUTION ON REPLACING YOUR PRESENT POLICY.
A new state rule requires all Medicare Supplement
policies to bear a special state-approved label and
contain a minimum level of benefits. This rule Is
meant to make it easier for you to understand your
health insurance needs and to compare health insurance
policies you might purchase. But don't think that
your old policy is Inadequate or needs to be replaced,
just because it isn't "up to date." Any decision
to replace an old health insurance policy should be
made extremely cautiously.
Replacing any health insurance policy with new
insurance may subject you to new waiting periods and
new exclusions for various healli6onditions.
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I. GENERAL INFORMATION ON MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
Medicare supplement insurance is insurance sold by
private Insurance companies to fill in some of the
"gaps" In the federal Medicare program. These "gaps"
are outlined in detail on pages 7 to 9 of this
booklet.
The following general information should be helpful
to anyone who is considering the purchase of this
type of Insurance coverage.
1. MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE IS SOLD ONLY BY
PRIVATE INSURANCE COMPANIES.
It is not sold or serviced by either the state or
the federal government. Although the Office of
the Commissioner of Insurance "approves" all policy
forms used by insurance companies, It does not
recommend particular companies or policies. Do
not be confused by misleading advertising or by
agents who suggest that Medicare supplement
insurance Is a government-sponsored program. If
an insurance agent tells you he or she is from
the government and later tries to sell you a
policy, please report that agent's name to the
Commissioner's office.
2. NOT EVERYONE NEEDS INDIVIDUAL MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE.
Anyone who is eligible for Medicaid (Title 19 - the
federal medical assistance program for low-income people)
does not need to purchase any private health Insurance.
This program pays almost all the health care costs for
anyone who is eligible. To find out about your eligibility for Medicaid, contact your county social services
department.
Many people have health Insurance as part of a
group while they are employed. If you are covered
by a group plan, find out before you retire If this
coverage can be continued or converted to suitable
Medicare supplement coverage when you reach 65.
If
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your spouse is included In your group health plan,
find out what happens if he or she reaches 65 before
you do. Group insurance is usually less expensive
and often provides more coverage than insurance
purchased Individually.
If you are eligible for Medicare (but not Medicaid) and
do not have other insurance, you have two choices.
The first is to rely entirely on Medicare and expect
to pay any other health care costs yourself. These
costs can be substantial for persons with long-term
illnesses.
The second choice Is to purchase an insurance policy
to supplement Medicare. The types of policies which
are currently available to supplement Medicare are
described on pages 9 - 13. The coverage which is best
for you depends primarily on the state of your health,
and your ability to pay the necessary premiums.
3. NO INSURANCE POLICY WILL COVER EVERYTHING WHICH
MEDICARE DOES NOT.
Medicare excludes certain types of medical expenses.
So do Medicare supplement policies. Some items which
are frequently excluded from Medicare supplement
policies are: Private duty nursing, routine checkups, eye glasses, hearing aids, dental work, cosmetic
surgery, custodial care in nursing homes, psychiatric
care and self-administered drugs. (An exception to
this is a Medicare Supplement I policy - explained
on page 10 - which offers some coverage for
prescription drugs and psychiatric care.)
MEDICARE PAYS ONLY FOR CHARGES WHICH ARE CONSIDERED
"USUAL AND CUSTOMARY" AND SERVICES WHICH ARE CONSIDERED
"REASONABLE AND NECESSARY." MOST MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
POLICIES FOLLOW MEDICARE GUIDELINES.
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This means that:
a.

If you are charged more for a service than
Medicare thinks is reasonable, neither Medicare
nor your Insurance policy will pay the difference.
For example, If a surgeon charges you $400 for an
operation and Medicare decides $300 Is a reasonable
charge, Medicare will pay 80% of $300, the
insurance company will pay 20% of $300 -- You will
be left with the difference. That is, you will have
to pay the difference between the actual and the
reasonable charge. (Before paying this amount, you
may want to contact your doctor and see if he or she
will reduce the charge.)

b.

If you receive a service which is not considered
medically necessary by Medicare (cosmetic surgery,
for example) most insurance policies will not cover
this expense.

4. TRY TO PURCHASE ONLY ONE MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT POLICY.
Purchasing the most complete Medicare supplement
policy which you can afford is much better than
purchasing several incomplete policies. Duplicating
coverage is both costly and unnecessary.
5. SHOP AROUND.
Try to talk to several agents and companies before
deciding which policy is best for you. The POLICY
CHECKLIST on the inside back cover will help you
keep track of the coverage and cost of each policy.
6. THE LAW REQUIRES AN AGENT TO LEAVE YOU AN OUTLINE
OF COVERAGE WHEN SELLING YOU A POLICY.
The Outline of Coverage Is very Important. Read it
carefullyl It should contain the following Information:
a. A clearly worded chart which summarizesthe benefits
provided by Medicare Parts A'and i, and the Medicare
supplement benefits provided by the policy -- and
Indicates what expenses are not covered/by either.
b. The name and address of the company.
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7. MANY MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT POLICIES ARE WRITTEN WITH
WAITING PERIODS AND LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS.
Many health insurance policies have some waiting
periods before coverage begins. This may apply to
illnesses or physical disorders which are new or
which existed prior to the purchase of the policy,
or both.
Many policies exclude coverage for pre-existing
conditions completely -- others for a limited period
of time only. Sometimes if you have a medical history
Involving a particular health problem, the Insurance
company will not Insure you for expenses connected
with that problem. If that Is the case, the
Insurance policy will have a separate page attached
when you receive It. The condition which Is to be
excluded must be identified specifically on this page.
If the policy excludes pre-existing conditions for a
limited period of time, this Information must be
clearly stated In the policy. The waiting period
for coverage of pre-existing conditions cannot be
longer than 12 months if the condition has not been
explicitly excluded from coverage. General information on exclusions may also be included in the
"definitions" and "limitations and exclusions"
section of the policy.

REMEMBER

BE SURE TO ASK THE AGENT ABOUT THE LIMITATIONS AND
EXCLUSIONS OF THE POLICY AS WELL AS ANY WAITING
PERIODS BEFORE COVERAGE BEGINS.
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8. OMITTING SPECIFIC MEDICAL INFORMATION REQUESTED ON
YOUR APPLICATION CAN BE VERY COSTLY.
DO NOT BE MISLED BY AGENTS WHO INDICATE THAT YOUR
MEDICAL HISTORY ON AN APPLICATION IS NOT IMPORTANT.
When you complete an application for individual health
Insurance which Includes medical information, be sure
that all medical questions are answered completely and
accurately. If an agent helps you fill out the application, do not sign it unless you have had a chance to
read it and make sure that all the medical information
requested is Included. If you omit medical information
and the insurance company finds out about it later, the
company may deny your claim and/or terminate the policy.
9. POLICIES WHICH CAN BE RENEWED AUTOMATICALLY OFFER AN
ADDED PROTECTION.
Be sure and ask the agent or company about the
"renewability" of the policy.
10. MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE ONLY TO THE INSURANCE COMPANY.
DO NOT PAY CASH OR MAKE A CHECK OUT TO THE AGENT.
And be sure you have the agent's name, address and
Wisconsin agent's license number and the name and
address of the company from whom you are purchasing
the policy.
II. EVERY INDIVIDUAL HEALTH INSURANCE POLICY PURCHASED
IN THE STATE OF WISCONSIN COMES WITH A GUARANTEED
IO-DAY FREE LOOK.
State law gives you 10 days after you actually
receive a policy to make sure It's right for you. If
you are at all dissatisfied with It, you can return It
to the company and receive a full refund of your
premium.
You should use these 10 days to:
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a.

Read the policy carefully and make sure It
offers the benefits you expected, and

b. Check for any limitations, exclusions or waiting
periods. If specific medical conditions are to be
excluded from coverage, this Is the time you will
find out about It.
If the language is too difficult to understand,
ask someone who understands Insurance to help you
figure out what the policy Is offering.
If the application Is part of the Insurance
contract, you will receive a copy of It with the
policy. Read It carefully to make sure that it
has not been changed In any way and that all the
medical Information Is completely accurate.
12. POLICY DELIVERY, AND REFUNDS ON POLICIES SHOULD BE
MADE PROMPTLY BY INSURANCE COMPANIES.
If you do not receive your policy within a month, or
If there Is a delay In receiving a refund, call or
write the Insurance company and Inform them of your
problem.
13. BE VERY CAREFUL WHEN PURCHASING INDIVIDUAL HEALTH
INSURANCE FROM AGENTS OR COMPANIES WHOSE NAMES ARE
UNFAMILIAR TO YOU.
14. KEEP A COPY OF YOUR HEALTH INSURANCE POLICY (and any
other Insurance policies) IN A SAFE PLACE.
It Is a good Idea to choose someone ahead of time who
can take over your affairs In case of a long-term or
serious Illness. This person should know where all
your records are kept.
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II. EXPLANATION OF MEDICARE AND MEDICARE "GAPS."
Medicare is the health insurance program administered
by the Social Security Administration for people over
65 and some people who are disabled. It Is designed
to pay many, but not all, of the health care costs
Incurred by senior citizens and other eligible
persons. The chart below gives a brief outline of those
costs which Medicare does and does not pay.
A booklet entitled Your Medicare Handbook Is available
free from any Soclal Security office.
It gives a
detailed explanation of Medicare and how It works.
Read It carefully before purchasing any supplemental
Insurance!
Medicare Is divided into two types of coverage:
Hospitalization Insurance (Part A) which pays hospital
bills and Medical Insurance (Part B) which pays doctors'
bills and some other charges. Compare the Items
Medicare will not pay with the supplemental Insurance
policy you are considering to see how many "gaps" are
covered. The deductible figures are for 1978 only and
are subject to change periodically.
REMEMBER: MEDICARE IS WRITTEN WITH INITIAL PAYMENTS
(DEDUCTIBLES) FOR WHICH THE INDIVIDUAL IS RESPONSIBLE.
If you can afford to pay these deductibles out-ofpocket, the savings you will realize In paying for
supplemental Insurance policies may be considerable
(I.e., having these deductibles covered by an Insurance
policy will result In a higher premium than for similar
policies which do not cover deductibles). The policies
discussed in Section III may or may not cover these
deductibles.
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PART A - HOSPITAL INSURANCE BENEFITS
HOSPITAL IN-PATIENT (Semi-private Room and Board, General
Nursing, and Miscellaneous Hospital Services)
FOR EACH BENEFIT PERIOD
First 60 Days:

YOU PAY THE FIRST $144.00 IN EACH
BENEFIT PERIOD.
Medicare pays the balance.

61st - 90th Day:

YOU PAY $36.00 PER DAY.
Medicare pays the balance.

91st - 150th Day:
(60 Day Life Time
Reserve Period):

YOU PAY $72.00 PER DAY DURING THE
RESERVE PERIOD.
Medicare pays the balance.

Beyond 150th Day (or
when your reserve days
are exhausted)

YOU PAY ALL COSTS.

POST HOSPITAL CARE (in a facility approved by Medicare,
provided you have been In the hospital for three
days, go to the approved facility within 14 days and
meet several other conditions.) MEDICARE DOES NOT
PAY FOR CARE WHICH IS CUSTODIAL ONLY. VERY FEW
PATIENTS IN NURSING HOMES QUALIFY FOR MEDICARE
BENEFITS!
NURSING HOME CARE
First 20 Days:

Medicare pays the entire cost.

Next 80 Days of
Continuous Confinement

YOU PAY $18.00 PER DAY.
Medicare pays the balance.

HOME HEALTH CARE
Home Health Care
(after Hospital
Confinement)

Blood

YOU PAY FOR VISITS BEYOND 100 AND ANY
SERVICES NOT COVERED BY MEDICARE.
Medicare pays for 100 visits per
benefit period (if you qualify).
YOU PAY FOR FIRST 3 PINTS.
Medicare pays the balance.
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PART B - MEDICAL INSURANCE BENEFITS
Physicians Services
Inpatient Services
Outpatient Medical Services
and Supplies at a hospital
Outpatient Physical and
Speech Therapy

EACH CALENDAR YEAR YOU PAY A
$60.00 DEDUCTIBLE AND 20% OF
ALL REASONABLE CHARGES.
Medicare pays the balance.
NOTE: YOU ARE FULLY RESPONSIBLE
FOR THOSE CHARGES WHICH MEDICARE
DECIDES ARE NOT REASONABLE AND
NECESSARY.

Ambulance
Prescription Drugs

YOU PAY FOR SELF-ADMINISTERED
PRESCRIPTION DRUGS AND NONPRESCRIPTION DRUGS. Medicare
pays for all drugs administered
by trained professionals.

Home Health Care

YOU PAY FOR VISITS BEYOND 100
AND NON-COVERED SERVICES.
Medicare pays for 100 visits
per year (if you qualify).

Dental Care, Eye Care,
Hearing Aids, Routine
check-ups

YOU PAY FOR ALL THESE ITEMS.

Blood

YOU PAY FOR THE FIRST 3 PINTS
AND 20% AFTER THAT. Medicare
pays for 80% after first 3
pints.
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III. MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE:
CATEGORIES 1 THROUGH 4
The Office of the Commissioner of Insurance recently
adopted a rule which establishes four categories of
Medicare supplement Insurance policies.
The purpose of this rule is to help senior citizens who
are purchasing Medicare supplement Insurance choose
the policy which is most appropriate for their needs.
The rule provides for easily understandable categories
of Medicare supplement Insurance and appropriate benefit
standards for each of these categories.
All policies sold In Wisconsin for the purpose of
supplementing Medicare must now fit into one of
four categories and be appropriately labeled. NO POLICY
SHOULD BE PURCHASED TO SUPPLEMENT MEDICARE WHICH IS
NOT LABELED AS A MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT 1, 2, 3,
4a or 4b. A "I" policy is the most complete
(and most expensive) policy. Policies numbered "2"
and "3" are progressively less complete (and probably
less costly). A "4a" policy supplements Part A of
Medicare only. A "4b" policy supplements Part B of
Medicare only.
REMEMBER:
1. The benefits provided In these policies will
generally be tied to Medicare benefits. Few, If any,
will pay expenses not considered "reasonable and
necessary" or "usual and customary" by Medicare. The
charts on pages 12 and 13 give detailed Information
on what is or is not covered by each policy. Keep In
mind that these are minimum standards. Some policies
may be sold with extra benefits.
2. Most of the policies are written with maximum
dollar amounts or day limits. If these limits are
reached, you are responsible for any additional costs.
3. Policies in any of the categories may or may not
cover the initial deductibles under Medicare Part A
and Part B. Keep in mind that including the initial
deductible increases the cost of the policy by a substantial amount.
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MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT I
A policy labeled "I" Is the most complete Medicare
supplement policy.
It will pay most of your medically
necessary health care expenses left unpaid by Medicare.
In addition, these policies will cover most prescription
drug expenses and some psychiatric treatment costs.
The minimum limits for a Medicare Supplement I are:
a.

$22,500 per benefit period for both Part A
and Part B; or

b. $15,000 per benefit period for Part A and
$7,500 per year for Part B.
MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT 2
Policies In this category supply major, broad-based
protection against catastrophic and less serious
illnesses. Number "2" policies do not have to pay and
usually do not pay for prescription drugs or psychiatric
treatment.
The minimum limits for a "2" policy are:
a. $15,000 per benefit period for both Part A and
Part B; or
b. $10,000 per benefit period for Part A and
$5,000 per year for Part B.
"2" policies cover almost as wide a range of Items as
"I" policies, but the maximum you can collect will usually
be lower for a "2" than a "I" policy. A "2" policy need
not cover blood, prosthetic devices, durable medical
equipment (home oxygen, wheelchairs, etc.), prescription
drugs or extensive outpatient psychiatric care.
REMEMBER
THESE ARE MINIMUM BENEFITS.
INSURANCE COMPANIES MAY
CHOOSE TO PROVIDE EXTRA BENEFITS ON SOME POLICIES.
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MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT 3
The coverage for a category "3" policy is selective
but substantial. A "3" policy will pay many of the
most important expenses not covered by Medicare.
A "3" policy need not cover home health care without
previous hospitalization, drugs which are not selfadministered, outpatient speech therapy, certain diagnostic
tests, independent lab tests, surgical dressings, prosthetic devices, durable medical equipment, blood,
prescription drugs or extensive outpatient psychiatric
care.
The minimum limits for a "3" policy are:
a. $6,500 per benefit period for both Part A and
Part B; or
b. $5,000 per benefit period for Part A and
$1,500 per year for Part B.
MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT 4
This category includes two types of limited or specialized
policies.
"4a" policies provide payments for Medicare Part A
(hospital) expenses only. A 4a policy will pay up to a
maximum of $15,000 per benefit period for Part A expenses.
There is no coverage for Part B expenses.
"4b" policies supply broad coverage of Medicare Part B
(medical) expenses. There is no coverage for Part A
expenses. Coverage extends to at least $7,500 per year.
"4b".policies are not required to cover prescription drugs
or extensive outpatient psychiatric care. There also
may be a large deductible in 4b coverage - up to
$500 per year. This decreases the cost of the policy
but makes the policyholder liable for most of the
medical expense of a short illness.

FOUR CATEGORIES OF MEDICARE SUPPLEMENTS COMPARED
It does not show variations among policies
Caution: This chart outlines Minimum Provisions.
in each category or the options, deductibles and exclusions which could affect your coverage.
MEDICARE PART A
I IMITq:

M.S. 4b
M.S. 4a
M.S. 3
M.S. 2
I
$15,000
nMn
v nonn
tin nAn
YOU MAY HAVE TO PAY THE INITIAL DEDUCTIBLE FOR EACH BENEFIT PERIOD
M.S.
cIs

NO COVERAGE

1. Hospitalization
to 90th day

Yes

Yes

2. 60 Extra
Hospital daysusable once

Yes

Yes

3. Skilled Nursing
Facility after
Hospital

Yes

Only to 100th
day

Yes

Yes

30 days only

Yes

Only to 100th
day

Yes

4. Health care at
Home after
Hospital

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

5. Blood: First 3
pints

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No
6. Custodial or rest
care in nursing
facility or at home

_

MEDICARE PART B

M.S. I

M.S. 2

M.S. 3

M. S. 4A

M. S. 4B

I

LIMITS:
0>
l

$7,500
$5,000
SI,500
You may have to pay up to $60.00 deductible
Per year

$7,500
Up to $500 deductible oer yr

1. Physicians
Services,
Hospital or
Office (Excluding office
routine exams)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

2. Health Care at
Home without
previous
hospitalization

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

3. Outpatient
Services at
Hospital:
Emergency Room
Lab Tests
X-rays
Medical Supplies
Drugs (not selfadministered)

NO COVERAGE

I

C.Tv

4. Outpatient
Speech Therapy

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

5. Other Services
& Supplies:
(Diagnostic,
X-ray at home)

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

least 75%

No

No

No

Ambulance (if
Medicare
approved)
Independent Lab
Tests
Surgical
Dressing
Prosthetic
Devices (Organ
substitutes)
Durable Medical
Equipment
(prescribed)
6. Blood: First 3
pints + 20%
7. Prescription
Drugs
8. Psychiatric

Services
(outpatient)

At

50% up to
Max. of $1,000

Dub up

to $500

Ad
50% up
to $500

in

to $500

t1s3
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IV. LIMITED POLICIES:

Nursing Home, Hospital Confinement
Indemnity, and Specified Disease

THE POLICIES DISCUSSED BELOW ARE ALL LIMITED IN NATURE:
They are not adequate substitutes for the broader health
care protection provided In a Medicare supplement policy.
1. Nursing Home Coverage. Most coverage for confinement
In a nursing facility which is Included in a Medicare
supplement policy is for Skilled Nursing Facilities
approved by Medicare. Although the number is growing,
there are few of these in Wisconsin at this time.
If you buy a separate policy for nursing home care (not
a Medicare supplement policy), the coverage or reimbursement
must be effective for any nursing home licensed by the State
of Wisconsin which provides skilled nursing care. However,
such policies are not related to Medicare in any way and
you must be careful that the policy fits your overall
needs. REMEMBER: LENGTHY CONFINEMENT IN A HOME WHICH
INVOLVES REST CARE OR CUSTODIAL CARE (CARE THAT DOES NOT
REQUIRE MEDICAL TREATMENT) RATHER THAN SKILLED NURSING CARE
IS NOT COVERED UNDER ANY POLICY ON THE MARKET TODAY.
2. Hospital Confinement Indemnity Insurance. Hospital
confinement indemnity Insurance policies pay a fixed amount
per day for a specific number of days and may not pay if you
have Medicare or other coverage. Hospital confinement
indemnity coverage frequently is not effective until after
you have been hospitalized for a specified period of time.
Such policies are not related to Medicare and may not be
necessary if you have a good Medicare supplement policy.
3. Specified Disease Coverage: Policies which protect
the insured person from a single disease or group of
specified diseases are not Medicare supplements. The
value of such coverage depends on the chance that you
will contract the specific disease covered. Although
some diseases covered by such policies are not rare
(cancer or heart disease, for example), many are uncommon.
These policies should not be purchased as an alternative
to Medicare supplement insurance. Any specified disease
policy should have the words "This Is a Limited Policy Read It Carefully" printed on the face of the policy.
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V.

HOW TO FILE A CLAIM

In order to get the most from your Medicare supplement
insurance policy after you purchase it, it is important
to file a claim properly. The following checklist
should be helpful.
1. Keep an accurate record of all your health care expenses.
It is probably a good Idea to keep the record with your
health insurance policies.
2. Whenever you receive treatment, make sure to present
both your Medicare card and any other insurance cards
which you have.
3. File all claims promptly. With each claim payment from
Medicare, you will receive an "Explanation of Benefits."
If the Insurance company requests this in order to figure
out its share of the cost, make a copy of it to send to the
insurance company. When you send in a claim, write down the
date you mail it. Keep copies of any information you have
concerning services received, the dates of services and the
person or persons who provided the services.
4. Many large clinics will provide a special billing to be
submitted to your insurance company. If your physician
does not, make sure that you are provided with an
itemized bill. This bill should include the date, type of
service, and amount charged for each service performed.
There must also be a diagnosis, or "symptoms and
complaints," for each item of expense.
5. Insurance companies will not accept clinic or hospital
statements which show only the "balance due." You can
speed up claim handling If you make sure any required claim
form is completed properly, that itemized bills are attached
and that copies of the Medicare Explanation of Benefit forms
are submitted, if required.
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If you have a specific complaint, refer it first to the
Insurance company Involved. If you do not receive satisfactory answers from the company, please contact:
Office of the Commissioner of Insurance
123 West Washington Avenue
Madison, Wisconsin 53702 (608) 266-0103
NOTICE: The Wisconsin Association of Life Underwriters
conducts periodic counseling sessions for senior citizens.
Please contact:
Wisconsin Association of Life Underwriters
4513 Vernon Boulevard
Madison, Wisconsin 53711 (608) 233-7085
for more information about this program.
Other sources of information are Social Security offices
and county Social Services departments located throughout
the state.
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POLICY CHECKLIST
Name of Company/Agent:
Type of Policy:
Cost of Policy:
Limits of Policy:

Part A
Part B
Total

YES

Part A (Hospital)
Hospitalization
initial Deductible

($144)

61 - 90th Day

($36)

60 Reserve Days

($72)

Nursing Home
21 - 100th Day

($18)

Home Health Care
(after hospitalization)
Blood

Part B (Medical)
Physicians Services|
Home Health Care (without
hospitalization)
Outpatient Services
(which ones)
Other Services & Supplies
Ambulance
Lab Tests
Surgical Dressin5
Prosthetic Devices
Durable Medical Equipment
Blood
Prescription Drugs
Pstchiatric Services
Extra Benefits of policy

NO
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ITEM 2. "OUTLINE OF COVERAGE" LETTERS REQUIRED AND
APPROVED BY THE WISCONSIN INSURANCE COMMISSIONER

OUTLINE OF COVERAGE

-

POLICY FORM LIC-6030 W
Retain for your records

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT 3 POLICY
The Wisconsin Insurance Commissioner's Office has established four.-;
categories of Medicare Supplement Insurance and Minimum benefit
standards for each. These range from the most comprehensive
(Medicare. Supplement 1)to the least comprehensive (Medicare
Supplement 4). For an explanation of the differences between this "3"
policy and policies in the other categories, consult the Commissioner's
pamphlet "Health Insurance Advice for Senior Citizens" which you
received with the application for this policy. Do not buy this policy if you
did not get this pamphlet and were not given a chance to review this
Outline of Coverage provided you.
READ YOUR POLICY CAREFULLY.
This outline of coverage provides a
very brief description of some
Important features of your policy.
This Is not the Insurance contract
and only the actual policy provisions
will control. The policy Itself sets
forth, In detail, the rights and
obligations of both you and your
Insurance company. It Is, therefore,
Important that you Read Your
Policy Carefullyl

This outline of coverage, Including the
following chart, provides a very brief
description of some of the Important
provisions of Medicare as they apply
for the calendar year 1978. We suggest
that you get In touch with your local
Social Security Office or obtain one
of their publications to obtain more
complete and current details of the
coverage provided.

Neither ITT Life nor Its representatives
are In any way connected with the
Federal Medicare Program or Social
Security Administration.

HM 2 ITT Life Insurance Corporation
~
M EM O

HOMEOFFICE: THORP,WI 54771(7M 669S5405
6 NS
EXECUTIVE AND MARKETING OFFICE :.MINNEAPOLIS.
MN 55426(562) 545.2100

R15)

*JA NI
Toil Free Customer Service Telephonea1-8O0/826-6941
ooz

1,,.

1'SO

b11-i NVER115,i'L Ma [i
INSURANCE DEP.ll MENT
STATE OF WISCONSIN
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GUARANTEED RENEWABLE-ADJUSTABLE PREMIUMS''

Your policy Is renewable for your entire lifetime by the payment of premiums in effect at the time of renewal.
They
There are two thinga that could cause your premium to be different than It was at the time your policy was issued.
are:
1 The dollar amounts shown in the chart on the following page are based upon Medicare regulations for the calendar
yeIr 1978. These amounts may vary from year to year, but your ITT Life policy Is designed to adjust to these variations
so that the amounts shown In the columns `% Covered" should always remain the same. Of course, your premium will
also vary up or down to reflect such changes, but any future premium will be based on yourage when your policy was
issued and in direct proportion to the benefit adjustment.
2. ITT Life may also adjust premiums based upon the loss experienca within your state but only l the Identicatl
adjustment 1smadeon ail policies in your state that bear form LIC-6030 W. Adjustment can never be made based upon
your Individual experience.

MAIMUM BENEFITS
PART A -The maximum benefit payable for Part A Expenses is $50,000. per benefit period. A benefit period begins on
the first day you are hospitalized and ends when you have not been confined to a Hospital or Nursing Home forso
consecutive days, at which time your tull maximum benefit amount of i50,000.is restored.
PART 8 -The maximum benefit payable for Part B expenses is $5,000. per calendar year beginning on January 1st and
ending on December 31 t. Each calendar year stands on its own with a new $5,000. maximum benefit amount.

TPRE-EXISTINC CONDITIONS
The following pre-exiting conditions will not be covered for the first six months your policy Is In force, but will be
covered thereafter:
1. Conditions which have been diagnosed or treated in the 24 months prior to the policy effective date.
12
2. The presence of symptoms which ordinarily would cause a person to seek medical advice and which occurwithin
months of the policy date.

NOT COVERED
Pollcy benefits payable will not duplicate any benefits
payable by Medicare. Your policy also does not cover;
I. War or ect of war, whether declared or not;

examinations for prescribing hearing aids;
5. Orthopedic shoes or other supportive devices for

2. Dental care, unless required as the result of injury
to sound natural teeth;
3. Cosmetic surgery unless required as the result of an
accidental injury;

6. Personal comfort items,
7. Injury or sickness for which benefits are provided by
Workers Compensation or Employer's Liability
Laws;

4. Routine physical examinations or immunizations,
eye glasses or eye examinations for the purpose of
prescribing eye glasses, hearing aids or

8. Outpatient treatment for; mental disease or
disorder as shown In Part Vt, Paragraph 2, In your
policy.

the feet;

There may be instances where all costs of an Extended Care Facility (Skilled Nursing Home) will not be
covered. The chart on the next page shows the conditions that must be met for Medicare participation.
EXTENDED CARE ALTERNATE BENEFIT. If your confinement to an Extended Care Facility (Skilled Nursing
Home) does not quality for Medicare participation, you may still be eligible to have your policy help pay for
the first 30 days. The daily benefit payable will be that established by the Wisconsin Department of Health
and Social Services. Your confinement must begin within 24 hours of hospital discharge and be certified as
necessary by a physician.
by rider
ADDITIONAL BENEFITS. Your policy will have benefits for tuberculosis and kidney disease attached
in accordance with Wisconsin statutes.
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uf MUJIUARE AND YOUR POLICY.
*For further details, conditions and limitations you may consult:
f*or Medicare - your local Social Security Administration Office.
* for lTr Ufe's policy - the policy itself (Form LIC-6030-W).
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A W^si~ile Life and Casualty Company
Madison,

Wisconsin

REm$tkN1N OUTLINE OF COVERAGE FOR RELIABLE'S

MEDII'CWE DICARE SUPPLEMENT 3
The Wisconsin State Insurance Commissioner's Office has
established four categories of Medicare Supplement insurance
and minimum benefit standards for each. These categories range
from the most comprehensive (Medicare Supplement 1) to the
least comprehensive (Medicare Supplement 4). For an explanation of the differences between this "3" policy and policies irn the
other categories, consult the Commissioner's pamphlet "Health
Insurance Advice for Senior Citizens" which you received with
the application for this policy. Do not buy this policy if you did
not get this pamphlet and were not given a chance to review the
Outline of Coverage provided you.
Reliable Is an Insurance company offering Insurance to supplement Medicare's hospital, medical, surgical and
skilled nursing home benefits.

NEITHER RELIABLE NOR ITS AGENTS ARE IN
ANY MANNER CONNECTED WITH MEDICARE.
THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT MEDICARE AND RELIABLE'S GR 845
UncrChar
NeteMedicare~h"1nor Reliable will pay for charges
which Medicare considers unnecessary.

Unreasonable Charges
Medicare will not pay for charges It considers unreasonable. Reliable will pay its lull share of the actual
charges you incur.

Expenses Not Covered by Medicare
-CenrtaFn types of expenses are not covered at all by Medicare, such as: routine physical examinations; eyeglasses or
hearing aids or examinations for them; prescription or non-prescription drugs you buy yourself; self-administered In.
jections; and others. Neither Medicare nor Reliable will pay benefits for these types of expenses.
What Is a Skilled Nursing Home?
Under the Medicare program, a Skilled Nursing Home Is an Institution or a portion of an institution certified as a
Skilled Nursing Facility by Medicare.
Under Reliable's OR 845, a Skilled Nursing Home Is an Institution or a portion of an Institution which Is licensed in
your State to provide Skilled Nursing Care and which regularly engages in providing such care. Under Reliable's policy
definition, the Institution need not be certifled by Medicare as a Skilled Nursing Facility.
Under both Medicare and Reliable, a Skilled Nursing Home does not Include an Institution or a portion of an Institution which Is licensed to provide a lesser degree of care such as Intermediate, residential, personal, boarding, or
custodial cars.
To determine whether an Institution Is certified by Medicare as a Skilled Nursing Home, check with the Administrator of the institution or with the Social Security Administration. To determine whether a Skilled Nursing Home Is
licensed In your state to provide Skilled Nursing Care, check with the Administrator of the Institution or with the Slate
Department of Health and Social Services.
What Skilied Nursing Cam Iscovered by thtaPoicy?
*Not all nursing home expenses are covered by this Policy. Neither Medicare nor this Policy will pay for custodial or
rest care. To be covered by this Policy, Skilled Nursing Care must: (1) be care regularly and customarily given In.
patients of a Skilled Nursing Home; (2)be under the supervision of a graduate registered nurse; (3)Include the keeping
of your medical records on a daily basis; (4) be based on a planned program of observation and treatment by a
physician; (5)Include a physical examination given to you at least once every 30 days by a physician; and (6) Include
certilication by a physician (other than a podiatrist that you need on a daily basis and actually rsceive services or care
which ass practical mattercan be provided only In aSkilled Nursing Home on an Inpatient basis.
Exceptions and Umitations under Relfble'a OR646

Reiable's plan does not cover (1)plastic surgical operations for cosmetic purposes, (2)dental care except surgery

of the jaw or the setting of fractures of the jaw or facial bones, (3) simple rest or custodial care, (4)outpatient care for
mental Illnesarw-disorders 15) war, declared or undeclared, or (6) that part of any covered expense payable by
Medicare or any other government health program, workmen's compensation law or any other law of the United States
or a State.
Pie-sal
utlConditions

hers
I

no coverage for a loss commencing during the first 365days after the effective date of the policy II caused

by a condition existing prior to the effective date of the policy.
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a~newabfttty
This PoicY is Guaranteed Renewable for your ilfetime at the rates In force at the time
paid on time, Reliabie cannot reduce any benefit period or amount, or add any restrictive of renewal, I the premium is
provision whatsoever
Tuberculosia and Kidney Dtsease Treatment
Additional benetits may be payable under rider Form 246R attached to your policy.
Maximum Stated Benefits
Maximum Benefits payable by ReliabteesGR 645:
To Supplement Medicare Part A: $25,000 per benefit period
To Supplement Medicare part B: $1,500.00 per calendar year

Here Is a summary of benefits paid by Medicare and Reliable's GR 645
Not covered By
GR 645 Wil l Pay,To
Medicare
Either Medicare
Stated Maximums:
Wilt Pay:
or GR 645:
MEDICARE PART A ELIGIBLE EXPENSES'
Hospitalizaton
First 60 Days (Initial Medicare Pan A deductible of
$144.00)
S144.00
the balance
61st- 90th day
the balance
91st- 1SOthday (Lifetime Reserve PerIod)
$72.0 per day
the balance
Beyond 150th Day
20% of hospital
80% of Hospital
(or when your Lifetime Reserve
expense plus
Expense Other than
Days are exhausted)
balance of daily
Room S Board plus
Room and Board $50.00/day Room and
Board
Skilled Nursing Home (if confined in hospital 3 days In a
row and within 14 days thereafter confined In a Skilled
Nursing Home for covered Skilled Nursing Care of same
sickness or injury) (if continement is not covered by Medicare, first thirty days may be covered under Rider 288R.)
First 20 days
enire balance
I
.. 1. I.a0
purday
the balance
Post-Hospital Home Health Care(per benefit period)
100%beyond
100%of 100
visits paid by
visits per
Medicare
benefit period
Part A or B
Blood
First 3
after 1st 3
Pints

~Dehucflb`T

Yearly
(1st $S0.0)

S60tiwif Incurred
while not hospi.
tal confined

560.00 11Incurred
while hospital
confined

,Treatment by a Physician (other than by a member of your
family)

Outpatient services billed by Hospital: Emergency Room
and Outpatient Clinic (except physical therapy and
speech Pathology), Splints. Casts, Laboratory Tests,

20%

60%

X-rays &Radiology
Ambulance

Independent Lab Tests, X-Rays not Billed by Hospital,
Outpatient drugs and biologicals which must be pro.
fessionally administered, prosthetic devices, durabte
20%
medical equipment used in your home, physical or
speech therapy, sucat dressin
Blood (per yeari
cat 3 pints plus
20% of balance
Hbme Health Care
1w0%beyond
Visits paid by
Medacare
PatrA or B

80%

80% atercart
3 pints
100% of 1w0
visits per year
(May pay In
addthion to
Medicare Part
A 1w0visits.)

This chrrt,
tequired
C by
V sconsin biey a sm ri derscrtpton ol Medic an It assume that (1) the expenses
stated
sa Medtf art ergible expenses; Medicre
o
pop only reaonable
e and necessary charges; nd (3)the MedncderPart
S60yealybdeductible Is pakLdThLs
ch rt does not compleftlyexplain the details, conditions, orimitations of Medicare
or the t Cbsof circumstacs under wshichMedlcsre ben fits may or may not be
payable. For further explanation of
.the details, conditions, and limitations of Medtcare, do not rely on this chart but
Instead consult the U.S.Social
Security Administratlono t
eilepbi
ln
This Outline of Coverage Is only a brief summary of the policy and Is not the contract
of Insurance. The policy itel
sets forth the rjghts and obligations of the Insured and the Insurer.
I
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ITEM 3. EXCERPTS FROM PUBLIC TESTIMONY AT A HEARING OF NEW
WISCONSIN INSURANCE RULES GOVERNING SALES OF MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENTS, APRIL 20, 1976, BEFORE COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE, STATE OF WISCONSIN
LT. GOV. MARTIN SCHBEIBER

"Abuses have been reported to us on a regular basis and also reported to the
State and other local consumer agencies. I don't think anything could be more
revealing than the elderly person being sold supplemental coverage and then
discovers its benefits do not cover medical costs of other major illness. Unfortunately, this kind of result has been the rule rather than the exception.
"Unfortunately (the elderly's), critical need for insurance protection has
forced the elderly to seek and embrace almost any insurance policy that offers
to fill in this medicare gap."
STATE SENATOR TIM CULLEN, CHAIRMAN, WISCONSIN SENATE SPECIAL COMMrPTEE
ON AGING

"The unscrupulous agents and companies concentrate on the small towns and

rural areas of Wisconsin where senior citizens are less likely to be active in senior
citizen groups and be warned of potential abuses."
JANE M. SADUSKY, INVESTIGATOR, CONSUMER FRAUD AGENCY, PORTAGE AND
MARATHON COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEYS OFFICE

"Complaints reveal a pattern of sales practices characterized by misrepresentation, scare tactics, and pressure selling. These practices are common to certain
firms that are the subject of recurring complaints.
"In the past month alone we have received 24 complaints and are in the
process of interviewing complainants and obtaining statements.
"A salesman appeared unannounced and claims he had been referred to these
people by their cousin. The complainants already had a supplemental policy and
informed the salesman of this. He urged them to cancel it, claiming that the
company was going to raise its rate without announcing it and it was in financial
trouble and was likely to go broke within the year.... The salesman claimed
that his company paid 'a $225 surgical deductible which medicare did not. When
the complainant responded that she had never heard of such nor received any
notice of it he insisted that the social security office was not telling people
about it in order to 'rip them off.' When the complainant requested a brochure
about the coverage he refused to provide anything on the grounds that insurance
agents, like physicians, were not allowed to advertise."
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ITEM 4. EXAMPLES OF MISLEADING MAILINGS AND SOLICITATIONS
WHICH MISREPRESENT THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PRIVATE
HEALTH INSURANCE PLANS AND THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT;
SUBMITTED BY OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE, STATE
OF WISCONSIN

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
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P.O. BOX 4181
MADISON, WISCONSIN 53711

MEDICARE CHANGES INFORMATION
EFFECTIVE JANUARY OF THIS YEAR NEW CHANGES IN MEDICARE WHICH
AFFECT YOU
To The Senior Citizen Addressed:
In January of this year, certain changes were made concerning Medicare which you
should know about as they personally affect you.
Many people do not slhy understand what benefits are payable under Medicare and what
expenses the Senior Citizen himself must pay.
Medicare was enacted to help our Senior Citizens pay the ever-rising cost of Hospital and
Medical Services; however, Medicare does not pay the entire bill. As you know some expense is left for you to pay in addition to Medicare. Now, with these new changes effective
this January there are more expenses left for the Senior Citizen to pay.
As it is very important that you know about these changes, complete and mail the enclosed
postage-free card immediately, so that we may have our representative furnish you complete information concerning the new changes in Medicare. Of course, this is not sponsored by nor connected with the Federal Government, and there is no obligation.
Sincerely,

A

H

~~~~~~~~~~~

EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 1976
The cost of Medicare to people over 65
increased 1 3%
in addition to
JANUARY 1, 1975
when
The cost of Medicare to people over 65
increased 9.5%
eturn enclosed card for complete information.

MAIL THIS CARD TODAY
NO POSTAGE STAMP REQUIRED
If would like to have further information concerning the changes in Medicare.
iI would like further information concerning skilled nursing home and extended care insurance coverage.
0. l would like to have further information concerning how the changes in Medicare affect my
Supplemental Insurance.

CAD
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MEDICO LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
3860 LEVENWORTH STREET

*

OMAHA, NEBRASKA

INFORMATION
REGARDING CHANGES
IN MEDICARE
To The Senior Citizen Addressed:
On January first, certain changes were made concerning
Medicare which you should know about as they personally
affect you.
Many people do not fully understand what benefits are
payable under Medicare and what expenses the Senior Citizen himself must pay.
Medicare was enacted to help our Senior Citizens pay the
ever-rising cost of Hospital and Medical Services; however,
Medicare does not pay the entire bill. As you know, some expense is left for you to pay in addition to Medicare. Now,
with these new changes effective January first there are
more expenses left for the Senior Citizen to pay.
As it is very important that you know about these
changes, complete and mail the enclosed postage-free card
immediately, so that we may rush you complete information
and give you a full explanation of the new changes in Medicare.
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FIRST CLASS
.Permit No. 3205
Madison, Wis .

(Front)

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
No Postage Necessary if mailed in the United States

-

Postage will be paid by

MEDICO LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
INSURANCE ADVISORY SERVICES
P.O. BOX 4181
MADISON, WISCONSIN 53711

(Back)
-

.

I would like to have further information concerning the
in Medicare.
changes
. '

ElI would like further Information concerning "Medico,"
Medicare and Skilled Nursing Home Coverage.

My age is

-
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BUSINESS-RPLY MA1N
United States
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MEDICARE CHANGES INFORMATION
SENIOR CITIZEN INFORMATION DIVISION

I.

Philips Agency
P.O. Box 11544
Milwaukee, WisconSin 53211
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Appendix 3
ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED BY BANKERS
LIFE & CASUALTY CO.' OF ILLINOIS
ITEM 1. LETTER FROM MICHAEL J. DRESSENDORFER, GOVERNMENT
RELATIONS DEPARTMENT, TO KATHLEEN M. DEIGNAN, SENATE
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING, DATED JUNE 23, 1978
DEAB Ms. DEIGNAN: Enclosed is the information our company promised to
furnish the committee at the June 13, 1978, meeting.
Here are our agent's contract form 710-1 and the commission schedules 1787J, 7172C, and 7049C.
In addition, here are copies of policy forms GR-75J, GR-74B, GR-764A, and
GR-74J. These policy forms represent our current portfolio of over-age 65 accident and health insurance policies. As you will note, the policy forms fit the
four categories enumerated in our written statement to the committee on May
16. I am also enclosing copies of policy summaries; these summaries will enable
you to determine the benefit levels for the policy forms. I have included our
field office bulletin No. F-74-4 and manager's sales brief FOB F-74-4 which discuss our maximum premium rule.
I am furnishing you with copies of our agent complaint procedure.' I am
including the June 1, 1978 version and the May 1. 1976 version. The differences
involve changes to reflect additional routing copies of the form 1122 to our data
processing department and incorporation of form 2428 which has been used for
several years by our claim department in the complaint procedure.
We will be happy to answer any further questions you have.
Very truly yours,
MICHAEL J. DItEsSENDOBFEB.
See statement, page 53.
' Retained In committee files.
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ITEM 2. AGENT'S CONTRACT FORM

BANKERS LIFE AND CASUALTY COMPANY
AGENT'S CONTRACT
1. PARTIES
THIS CONTRACT is made in duplicate between BANKERS LIFE AND CASUALTY COMPANY of
Chicago, Illinois, hereinafter called the "Company," and
of

, hereinafter

called the "Agent."

2. EFFECTIVE DATE
This contract shall take effect on

,19

.

3. APPOINTMENT
The Company hereby appoints as its Agent the above named for the purpose of soliciting and procuring applications for policies of insurance sold by the Company. This appointment shall continue until
terminated as provided in paragraph 20 hereof.
4. INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
It is the intent of the parties that the Agent is and shall be an independent contractor. Nothing herein
contained nor any of the acts of the Agent pursuant hereto shall be construed as creating the relationship
of employer and employee.
5. TERRITORY
This contract does not confer on the Agent exclusive representation of the Company in any territory,
and the Company may appoint other Agents in the same territory.
6. COMPENSATION
As compensation in full for the performance of services of the Agent as authorized in this contract,
the Company will pay commissions as set forth in the attached Schedules of Commissions. Said Schedules may be altered, decreased, modified or withdrawn at any time by the Company, and effective upon
any business written by the Agent subsequent to the effective date of the change.
7. AUTHORITY
While this contract is in effect, the Agent has the authority to:
(a) procure applications for insurance issued by the Company and payments thereon, and to issue receipts for the monies so collected;
(b) deliver policies issued on applications so procured, provided the first premium has been paid;
(c) give service to policyholders of policies so written so as to maintain the policies in force;
(d) endeavor to procure applications for reinstatement of lapsed policies.
8. LIMITATIONS OF AUTHORITY
The authority given in this contract is subject to the provisions and limitations contained herein, and
the Company's manuals, rate books, rules and regulations. The Company may, from time to time, prescribe
rules concerning the conduct of the business covered herein and amend its manuals, rate books, rules and
regulations. This contract does not give the Agent any authority to represent the Company, except as
specifically set forth herein, nor any authority to alter, modify, waive or change the insurance contracts
written by the Company, nor to commit the Company in any respect regarding liability or payment of
claims, nor to commit nor incur liability on behalf of the Company in any respect. The authority herein
granted shall end upon termination of this contract.
9.RPORTS, LICENSES AND TAXES
(a) The Agent agrees to advise the Company of any change of address of his regular place of business,
and. further agrees to furnish the Company with all information concerning business that he has written for the Company.
710-1
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(b) The Agent shall prepare and file all reports and returns required of him by any municipal, state or
federal statute or regulation, and shall pay all taxes levied against him by same. (This provision
shall not be construed as requiring the Agent to pay premium taxes or any other taxes levied against
the Company.) The Agent shall pay for the renewal state agent license fees, and any occupational
license fee required under local ordinances. The Agent is to secure and maintain such other munic.
ipal and state licenses necessary for him to conduct business, and he shall not write insurance unless
properly licensed.
10. COLLECTION OF PREMIUMS-SUBMITrAL

OF APPLICATIONS-DELIVERY OF POLICIES

(a) The Agent will report and remit all Company monies received or collected in accordance with the
Company's rules governing collections; and he hereby agrees that he receives and holds said funds
in a fiduciary capacity as trustee until remitted to the Company, and further agrees not to commingle or divert them in any manner.
(b) The Agent shall immediately submit applications to the Company, make no alterations in the text
nor the terms of the application, nor modify nor alter any representations made by or for the appli.
cant therein without the written authority of said applicant.
(c) All policies sent to the Agent shall be delivered promptly to the applicant and, whenever such
delivery cannot be made, the Agent agrees to return each such policy to the Company with a written
report stating the specific reasons.
11. INDEBTEDNESS
The Company may deduct any indebtedness due or to become due at any time from the Agent to the
Company from any commissions or other payments due hereunder without limitation of the Company's
other legal or equitable remedies as regards indebtedness. Said indebtedness shall be a first len on all
payments due or to become due the Agent.
12. REFUNDS
Whenever a premium has been refunded to an applicant or policyholder in accordance with the rules
and regulations of the Company, the Agent agrees to immediately return to the Company any commissions received as a result of that business.
13. BOOKS. SUPPLIES AND DATA
The Company will supply rate information, sales manuals and forms for the solicitation of applications
for insurance. Upon termination of this contract, all rate books, manuals, records, policyholder cards,
supplies, sample policies and other materials so furnished to the Agent shall concurrently be surrendered and delivered to the Company. The Agent agrees at any and all times to hold all names, policyholder cards or other contact data furnished him by the Company in a fiduciary capacity, and he agrees
at all times not to divulge such names, policyholder cards or other contact data to any other company or
agency and to return the same to the Company upon demand.
14. ADVERTISING
No promotional mnaterial, advertising circulars, radio or TV broadcasts or other advertising, in any
form, shall be made, published or circulated by the Agent unless written approval of the Company
shall have been obtained.
15. PROMOTE INTEREST
The Agent shall promote the interest of the Company as contemplated by this contract and shall conduct himself in a fair, honest, lawful and courteous manner so as not to adversely affect the business, good
will, or reputation of the Company, nor shall he assist any competitive insurer by referral of Agents,
materials or otherwise to the detriment of the Cnmpany.
16. NO WAIVER
No act of forbearance or toleration on the part of the Company in favor of the Agent in respect to provisions of the contract, either expressed or implied, shall be construed as a waiver by the Company of any
of its rights hereunder.

710-1
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17. SURETY BOND
to the Company for the faithful
The Agent agrees to furnish bond in amount and surety satisfactory
of this contract.
discharge and performance of all the duties and obligations

18. NON-ASSIGNABILITY

in whole or in part, shall be valid
No assignment of this contract nor of any benefit to accrue hereunder,
consent.
or in any way binding on the Company without its prior written
POLICIES FROM SALE
19. RIGHT TO REJECT APPLICATIONS AND REMOVE
for insurance submitted hereunder without
application
any
reject
The Company reserves the right to
from sale any policy of insurance from
specifying the reason therefor. It reserves the right to remove
may increase or decrease the premiums
the territory or parts thereof assigned to the Agent, and it
charged for any policy issued by it.
20. TERMINATION OF CONTRACT
notice to the other party of his intention
(a) Either party may terminate this contract at will by giving
to terminate this contract.
paid as set out in the attached Schedules.
(b) Upon the termination of this contract commissions will be
give, the Agent any right, claim, title
The Agent agrees that nothing herein gives, or is intended to
established by the Company includor interest of any kind in or to any special accounts or funds
promotion of the health, safety and
ing, but not limited to, any account which has as its purpose the
title, claim or interest therein.
welfare of its employees and agents, and that he has no right,
for cause. For cause means any violation
(c) The Company may terminate this contract immediately
not limited to, fraud, failure to remit
by the Agent of the terms of this contract and includes, but is
funds, or failure to secure and maintain necessary licenses.
no commissions or other compensation
(d) If this contract is terminated for cause as herein defined,
or allowances shall be payable.
to the Company hereunder shall im(e) Upon termination of this contract for any reason, all liability
mediately become due and payable.
21. CAPTIONS
for the purpose of convenience and shall
The captions and sub-captions contained in this contract are
not be construed as limiting or expanding the text.
22. ENTIRE CONTRACT
supersede all previous contracts beThis contract and the Commission Schedules referred to herein
the parties. The contract can be
tween the parties, if any, and constitute the entire contract between
written consent of the President or a Vice
the
by
only
Company
the
of
behalf
in
modified
or
changed
President of the Company.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Contract was executed on this
at Chicago, Illinois.

day of

,19_,

BANKERS LIFE AND CASUALTY COMPANY

By
President

Witness:

710-1
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ITEM 3

CAREER AGENTS HEALtH COMMISSION SCHEDULE
Subject to paragraphs I through 22 of the Career Agent'. Contract, to which thUisSchedule is attached, and
as long as the Career Agent is actively performing under the terms of the Career Agent's Contract, the Company will allow, and the Career Agent will accept as full and complete compensation, (leee application fee,
if any), commission in accordance with the following Schedule:
1. COMMISSION PERCENTAGES
Type of Contract

Initial

Subsequent

(a) Renewable at Option
Disability Income Policies

100% of 1st and 30% of 3rd through 6th mo.
2nd mo. premium premium as collected by Company

(b) Guaranteed Renewable and Collectively
Renewable (Franchise &Association)
Disability Income Policies

100% of let and 40% of 3rd through 6th mo.
2nd mo. premium premium as collected by Company

(c) All other Renewable at Option policies
(including Collectively Renewable P-7 &P-7A
Franchise Policies)

100% of lst mo.
premium

30% of 2nd through 6th mo.
premium as collected by Company

(d) Guaranteed Renewable and Collectively
Renewable (Franchise &Association)
Hospital-Surgical, Medical or Surgical,
&Hospital Indemnity Policies

100% of 1st mo.
premium

40% of 2nd through 6th mo.
premium as collected by Company

(a) Commission percentages on Benefit Riders, for which premium is charged, is the same as the Policy
to which the Rider is attached, unless otherwise indicated in other rules published by the Company.
(f) In addition, the Career Agent may retain additional commission computed as follows:
(I) In the case of Renewable at Option policies, the Career Agent may retain 10% of the differentc
between the Annual Premium and commission due on the first six (6) months, when the Annual
Premium is collected at time of sale.
(2) In the case of Guaranteed and Collectively Renewable policies, the Career Agent may retain 10%
of the difference between the Annual Premium and six (6) full monthly premiums in addition to
the regular commission, when the Annual Premium is collected at time of sale.
(g) The Company may, from time to time, grant additional commission as a bonus, based upon the volume
of business the Career Agent has in force at semi-annual intervals. The formula for such bonus will be
at the sole discretion of the Company. Any such bonus shall become payable when so declared by the
Company, and then only if and upon the express condition that the Career Agent is at that time
actively performing under the provisions of the Career Agent's Contract. Nothing herein contained
gives, or shall be construed to give, to the Career Agent any vested or earned interest or any claim in
any such bonus, regardless of the date of termination of this Contract, and the same may or may not
be paid solely at the option of the Company. It may be withheld, increased, decreased, or discontinued,
at any time solely at the discretion of the Company.
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2. COMMISSION WHEN BALANCE OF QUARTERLY, SEMI.ANNUAL, OR ANNUAL PREMIUM
IS COLLECTED ON DELIVERY
If the writing Career Agent collects the balance of a quarterly, semi-annual, or annual premium on delivery, or within 30 days following date of iusue, the Career Agent may retain, according to the above
Schedule, the commission due on the balance of the first-year's premium collected. This applies to Health
Policies issued on a monthly, quarterly, or semi-annual bauis. (This does not apply to PPSP or Payroll
Deduction.)
3, REINSTATEMENTS, UPGRADES, OR EXCHANGES
The commission paid to the Career Agent shall be in accordance with the Company's last published rules.
4. VESTED DISABILITY INCOME COMMISSION AFTER TERMINATION OF CONTRACT
Commission on Disability Income premiums shall be vested and paid subject to the following:
(a) Disability Income monthly premium in force is that premium in force under the Career Agent's
number at time of termination.
(b) Reinstated Career Agents will be eligible for vested commission under their assigned Career Agent
number on a Reinstated Career Agent' basis.
(c) Commission will he five percent (5%) of all Disabillty Income monthly premium in force, less a
service charge of one-half of one percent (I of 1%).
Id) Commission may be vested and paid for R maximum of tan (10) years.
Ce) The vested period shall begin only after the Career Agent has completed eighteen (18) consecutive
months of active service, and shall be credited on a month-for-month basis after the eighteenth
(18th) month through five (5) years of service, and on a year-for-year basis after five (5) years
of service.
(f) Vested commission will be paid to the Career Agent monthly until auch vested monthly commission (gross amount) due the Career Agent falls below $25.00.
(g) In the event of the Career Agent's death, Renewal Commission will be paid as et out above, sub.
ject to the service fee.
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ITEM 4
CAREER AGENT'S LIFE COMMISSION SCHEDULE
Subject to paragraphs 1 through 22 of the Career Agent's Contract, to which this Schedule is attached, and as long as the Career Agent is actively performing under the terms of the Career
Agent's Contract, the following Life commissions shall be allowed for Life policies and Life riders
approved and issued by the Company. Such commissions shall be allowed on policies maintained
in force by Waiver of Premium or Policy Loan provision, and to policy reinstatement, if the Career
Agent collects the full premium in default. Commission on premiums paid in advance of the current policy year shall not be paid until the policy year the premiums are due.
LIFE INSURANCE PLANS AVAILABLE AND COMMISSION PERCENTAGES
3rd-lOth
2nd
Year
Year
1st
Age
Renew.
Renew.
Year
At
Comm.
Comm.
Comm.
Issue
Policy Plan
Plan No.

1.

12B
020
29A

Joint Whole Life
20 Pay Life - Return of Premium
Whole Life (Par)

030
46J

30 Pay Life -Return of Premium
Retirement
Income At
Age 65 (Par)

52B

Single Life Decreasing Term
10 Year Term
15 Year Term
20 Year Term
25 Year Tern
30 Year Tern
Annual Renewable Term
Joint Decreasing Term
10 Year Term
15 Year Term
20 Year Term
25 Year Term
30 Year Term
Preferred Risk Whole Life
Whole Life -Par
Executive Ordinary Life
20 Pay Life
In Wisconsin and Connecticut only
In Wisconsin and Connecticut only
In Wisconsin and Connecticut only
20 Pay Life-Par

52N
53A

101
105
111
120

'129

'165

168
170
195
198

Life Paid-Up at Age 65

Juvenile Limited Payment Life
Life Modified at Attained Age 70
Life Paid-Up at Age 95
Life Paid-Up at Age 98

1787-j (Career Agent)9-77

32-703

0 - 78 - 10

18-70
0-45
60-64
65-69
70-74
75-80
0-35
0-40
41-45
46-50
51-55

65%
65%
55%
40%
35%
30%
65%
65%
60%
45%
30%

25%
25%
15%
15%
15%
15%
25%
25%
20%
15%
15%

2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%

18-60
18-60
18-55
18-50
18-45
18-65

40%
40%
45%
45%
45%
40%

15%
15%
20%
20%
20%
15%

2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%

18-60
18-60
18-55
18-50
18-45
15-65
0-70
10-70
0-65
66-70
71-75
76-80
0-39
40-64
65-69
70-74
75-80
0-40
41-45
46-50
51-55
0-14
0-55 M/0-58F
0-70
0-70

40%
40%
45%
45%
45%
65%
65%
65%
60%
55%
50%
45%
60%
55%
40%
35%
30%
65%
60%
50%
40%
55%
70%
60%
60%

15%
15%
20%
20%
20%
25%
25%
25%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
25%
20%
15%
15%
25%
25%
15%
15%

2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%'
2%
2%
2%
2%

-
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Plan No.
Policy Plan
299
Whole Life
320
20-Year Endowment
365 Endowment at Age 65

385

Endowment at Age 85

395
418

Family Insurance
Endowment at Age 18

428

20 Pay Endowment at Age 65-Return
of Premium-Par
Joint Life 20 Year Endowment
5-Year Level Convertible Term
5-Year. Level Renew. &Convert. Term
F&A 5 Year Renew. &Convert. Term
10-Year Level Convertible Term
Executive Decreasing Term-Convertible
10-Year Term Period
15-Year Term Period
20-Year Term Period
25-Year Term Period
15-Year Level Convertible Term
Joint Life-Last Survivor Term-Level
Level Term to Age 65

440
504
505
507
510
511

515
551
565
623

698

400
1401

Age
At
Issue
60-80
0-65
0-30
31-35
36-40
41-45
46-50
51-55
0-50
51-55
56-60
61-64
*

0-3
4.9
0-45
0-60**
15-60
15-60
0-65
15-55

15-60
15-60
15-55
15-50
15-50
18-50*5**
15-40
41-45
46-49
Juvenile Estate Builder
0-4
5-14
Renewal at Age 23 (treat as new issue)
23
Single Premium Endowment
Maturing in 20 Years or more
Maturing in 10-19 Years
Maturing in less than 10 Years
Retirement Annuity
In the state of Washington
And Tennessee
Retirement Income Rider
In the State of Washington
And Tennessee

1787-J (Career Agent) 9.77

.*5**

1st
Year
Comm.
35%
45%
65%
60%
55%
45%
35%
25%
65%
60%
55%
45%
60%
30%
20%

2nd
Year
Renew.
Comm.
5%
20%
25%
25%
25%
20%
15%
15%
25%
25%
25%
20%
25%
15%
15%

3rd- 1th
Year
Renew.
Comm.
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%

65%
45%
35%
35%
35%
40%

25%
20%
10%
10%
15%
10%

2%
2%
2%

40%
40%
45%
45%
50%
60%
60%
55%
50%
20%
25%
65%

10%
15%
20%
20%
15%
5%
25%
20%
15%
25%

2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
5%
2%
2%
2%
2%

**

2%
2%

3%

*55**

2'S%

*5*5*

0-65

2%
25%

20%

2%

0-65
0-65

20%
60%

20%
15%

2%
2%

0-65

20%

20%

2%
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Policy Plan

Age
At
Issue

Ist
Year
Comm.

2nd Year
Ren. Serv.
Comm. Fee

Retirement
Income at

15-19
20-24

55%
50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%

5%
10%
109 ,.5%
10% 5%
5%
10%
10% 5%
10% 5%
3%
7%
7% 3%
5% 2.5%

Plan No.
47J

Age 70 -

|

Retirement
Income at
Age 70 Non-Par

48J

25-29

30-34
35-44
45-49
50-54
55.59
60

Par.

Policy Plan

Plan No.

Age
At
Issue

1st
Year
Comm.

2nd1 0th
Year
Renew.
Comm.

27%
15-25
24%
26-35
20%
36-45
17%
46-50
14%
51-55
10%
56.60
7%
61-63
5%
64-65
4%
66-67
3%
68-69
Special Service Fees are payable only to an active career
as determined by the Company. Section 3 of the Career
not apply to the 47J, 48J or 404 Policies.
Retirement Annuity
at age 70 -Par.

404

3rd-lOth
Year
Ren. Serv.
Comm. Fee
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.0%
1.0%

Policy Plan

1.5%
2.5%
3.0%
1.0%
1.5%
2.5%
2.5%
1.0%
1.5%
2.5%
2.0%
1.09%
1.5%
2.5%
1.5%
1.0%
2.5%
1.5%
1.0%
2.5%
1.5%
1.0%
1.0%
0.5%
1.0%
0.5%
1.0%
0.5%
1.0%
0.5%
agent who provides the necessary service
Agent's Life Commission Schedule does
wanglie

At
Issue

Premium
Comm.

04A

Single Premium
Deferred Annuity

All
Ages

3%

690

Single Premium
Immediate Annuity
(Individual)

All
Ages

3%

691

Single Premium
Immediate Annuity
(Joint and Survivor)

All
Ages

3%

Plan
No.

Policy
Plan

2nd Year
1st
Age
RAn. Serv.
Year
At
Issue Ijomm. Comm. Fee

6%
6%
02A Flexible 18-60 20%
3%
2%
Premium 61-69 6.5%
Annuity
Additional new money contributions for ages
ael years.
Commissions/Service Fees are payable for the
age 70, if earlier.
I787-J (Career Agent) 9-77

1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
-

1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
0.5%
0.5%

Special Service Fees
21st
Year
and
11th2ndthere20th
10th
after
Year
Year

Age

Plan No.

l1th &
Thereafter
Service
Fee

6th-10th 11th &
4th.5th
Year Thereafter
Year
3rd Year
Service
Hen. Serv. Ren. Serv. Service
Fee
Fee
Comm. Fee Comm. Fee
2.5%
2%

5%
2.5%

2.6%
2%

2.6%
2.6%

2%
2%

.1.5%
-

18460 is 20% for all years; for ages 6149, 6.5% for
years shown or to the Policy Anniversary nearest
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NOTE:
*

On Military Risks in the first 3 pay grades, reduce commission by 25% of that shown.
Issue Ages: Applicant (Primary Insured)
Insured Spouse
Insured Children

**

***

Provided Primary. Insured is
between 7 years younger and
17-52 12 years older than spouse
15 days -18 birthday

One of the applicants must be at least age 15 and neither may be over age 60. Any
applicant under age 15 will be treated as age 15.
Renewal Commission as follows:

3rd to 5th Year
6th Year
7th to 10th Year

2%
20%
2%

The Average of both actual ages must be between 19-45.
Policy can be used for virtually any combination of Issue Age and Endowment Period.

****
*55**

2.

18-45

COMMISSION ON BALANCE OF QUARTERLY, SEMI-ANNUAL, OR ANNUAL
COLLECTIONS
If the balance of a quarterly, semi-annual or annual premium is collected on delivery, or
within 30 days following date of issue, the commission due on the balance of the First Year's
premium that is collected may be retained by the Writing Career Agent or split according to
prior agreement according to the above Schedule. This applies to all Life policies issued on a
monthly, quarterly, or semi-annual basis. (This does not apply to PPSP or Payroll Deduction.)

3.

SERVICE FEE
From the 11th to the 20th year, inclusive, an active Career Agent will also receive 2% of the
Renewal Premium collected as a Service Fee on all Life business in force on a premium
paying basis, with the exception of L-507 and L-511 (10-Year Term) and those plans for
which special service fees are indicated.

4.

COMPENSATION PROVISIONS
(a)

(b)
5.

The Company may, from time to time, determine the right to commissions, the amount
and the period of payment thereof, in the following cases: (1) policies and riders hereafter introduced; (2) reinstated, reissued, or changed policies; (3) policies where part
or all of the risk is reinsured; (4) conversions of Term Life policies or riders, provided
no commission is allowed on conversion of a Group policy; (5) renewals of Renewable
Term policies; (6) policies issued with substandard or flat extra ratings.
Commission on Life riders is the same percentage as the policy to which the rider is
attached, unless otherwise indicated in other rules published by the Company.

VESTED COMMISSIONS AFTER TERMINATION OF CONTRACT
(a)

(b)

(c)

If this contract is terminated after the Career Agent has ten (10) years continuous service, or upon reaching age 65, whichever comes first, or as a result of the Career Agent's
death or total and permanent disability as defined in paragraph 5 (b) of this Schedule,
renewal commissions shall be vested and paid as set out in paragraph 1 of this Schedule, as long as such commissions equal or exceed $200 in any calendar year.
If the Career Agent, due to illness or injury, is unable to perform as a Career Agent of
the Company in accordance with the terms of this contract for a period of six (6)
months, and shall require the regular attendance of a licensed physician, and is certified to be in such a condition by such licensed physician, then the Career Agent shall be
considered totally and permanently disabled.
If this contract shall he terminated prior to the time the Career Agent shall qualify
under any of the conditions set out in paragraph 5 (a) above, then only commissions
on first-year premiums shall be paid.

1787-J (Career Agent) 9-77
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SUPPLEMENT TO BANKERS LIFE AND CASUALTY COMPANY
CAREER AGENTS AND AGENTS LIFE COMMISSION SCHEDULE

Plan No.

1579

3rd-lOth
Year
Renew.
Comm.

Policy Plan

Age At
Issue

1st
Year
Comm.

2nd
Year
Renew.
Comm.

Annual Renew.
Tern

0-65

50%

Same as policy to
which attached.
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ITEM 5

CAREER AGENT'S GROUP COMMISSION SCHEDULE
Subject to paragraphs 1 through 22 of the Career Agent's Contract, to which this Schedule is attached,

the Company shall pay commissions at the rates shown below, provided the Career Agent: (1) is continuously and actively performing under the terms of the Career Agent's Contract; (2) is continuously
recognized by the policyholder as Career Agent for the Group Policy, and (3) services the Group Policy
in a manner satisfactory to the Company.

Annual Premium
First
Next
Next
Next

Regular Scale
Renewal.% 2nd
through 10th Yrs.

% lst Year

Level Scale
% 10 Yr.
Level Graded

$1,000-

20%

5%

4,0005,000*
10,000'

20%

3%

15%

1.5%

2.85%

12.5%

1.5%

10%

1.5%

2.6%
2.35%

Next 10,000'
'Or any part thereof

6.5%
4.7%

ABOVE COMMISSIONS TO BE PAID AS FOLLOWS:
1. Group (over 25 lives):
(a) Regular Scale
(h) At option of Career Agent with Company approval-Level Scale
(c) Upon election by the Company-Level Scale
(d) Business previously in force, in whole or in part, in another insurance company, within six (6)
months of effective date of the business placed with our Company-Level Scale
(e) Group with Annual Premium in excess of $30,000, or on any case where a special agreement
is required, commissions and overwrite to be determined by the Company.

7049-C Career Agent-8-76
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ITEM 6. FIELD OFFICE BULLETIN

OVER-INSURANCE - SENIOR CITIZENS

F.0.B.

F-74-4

The attached bulletin establishes a new rule for writing
Health Insurance in the Senior Citizen market.
The maximum allowable monthly premium for Health Insurance
will be $30.00 per individual, based upon the standard premium for that person at age 65 for all Health Insurance
,poffcies in force and appied for in all companies.
This new rule is a necessary reinforcement oC our senior
citizen "common sense underwriting" guidelines as spelled
out in F.O.B, No. F-71-41, which bulletin remains in full
force and effect.
Along with your Company, many State Insurance Departments
are becoming cohcerred about the probLem of over-inlsucing
The Company's attitude toward Senior
persons over 65.
Citizens is that they should own adequate Health Insurance.
However, with few exceptions, everyone over age 65 is coverTherefore, thoir
ed by both Part A and Part B of Medicare.
primary Health Insurance needs can be adequatuly covered by
Medicare Supplement Policies, Extended Care Facility Policies
and/or Hospital Indemnity Policies, if there is a aiced and
Excessive coverage must be avoided.
they can afford them.
It is the resppnsibilitv of every sales manager to seo that
his agents fully understand the new rule governing sales of
Health Insurance to this market, along with the importance
Please review this
of using 'common sense undetrwriting.'
bulletin very carefully with your agents usinig the e!;anples
shown, and also review with your agents F.O.B. No. F'-71-41,
"Common Sense Unhderwriting."'
Place this bulletin in your Bullet-in file.
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BANKERS LIFE AND CASUALTY COMPANY
FIELD OFFICE BULLETIN NO.
DATE:
RE:
TO:

F-74-4
1/28/74
OVER-INSURANCE

--

SENIOR CITIZENS

ALL SALES MANAGERS AND AGENTS

Recently, there have been indications that many policyholders in the
over-65 age market have been sold excessive amounts of health
insurance; amounts that would constitute over-insurance far beyond
their means.
In addition, in some cases, the amounts of premium
involved are inconsistent with the incomes of the applicants.
Remember, it is not in the best interest of-the policyholder to be
paying premiums on policies which he or she does not really need..,
Effective immediately, for individuals age 65 or over, the maximum
allowable monthly premium for all health insurance policies in force
or applied for with all M1acArtiurJ[insuraicc Companies anid other
companies is $30.
This includes 1441 lBusiness.
This does not
include premiums paid for Part B of Medicare.
Remember, $30 is the
maximum allowable premiums; individual finnnciml circumstances may
indicate that an even lower premium would be prudent.
The $30 per month limit is based upon a standard premium at geG
and not on the dollar amount actually being-paid.
With a prospect
over age 65, the agent must therefore:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Determine existing in-force coverage.
Based on similar MacArthur Insuirance Companies coverage sold,
find standard monthly rate at age 65 for all policies.
Total all monthly rates.
Subtract from $30.00.
If answor is greater than 0, that is the "available monthly
premium" which can be written using the following formula:
For plnn of coverage desired, find standard monthly rate at
age 65.
If this exceeds amount obtained in #4, reduce coverage
to point where it doesn't exceed amount in #4.
NOTE:

If after reducing to the minimum benefits of plan
desired, the rate still
exceeds the "availablc monthly
premium" that plan may not be written.
The only plan
that may be written at that point, is one that does
not exceed the "available monthly premium."
If that is the case - only that plan/benefit can be
sold at the actual age/rate.

For example, assume Sam Smythe is 75 years old and has cirrhosis
of the liver (Qualified Risk Point Value of 75).
Hle is paying
$15 in standard monthly health insuranee premiums on policies
purchased at age 65. lie recently purchased a 717 on which he pays
a. rated premium of $11 .70 monthly.
In determining the standard
monthly rate at age 65, the $15 would remain unchanged. Th' $11 .70
paid for the 717 vould be adjusted downwvard to $i, altogether the
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total being (15 + 5). $20.
Subtracting $20 from $30 leaves $10
which is the amount of standard monthly premium (at age 65) which
may be written on Sam Smythe.
For instance, a 774 with an actual
premium (age 75 with Qualified Risk Point Valie of 75 for cirrhosis)
of $16.15 can be written since the standard rate at age 65 for this
policy is $6.
For a second example John Jonesis age 65.
fIe purchased a 780 policy
last year when he was 64 for $7.70.
Since the premium at age G5 is
$8.80 for this policy, the premium must be adjusted teward,
In
addition he has purchased other policies since he turned 65,
with monthly premiums of $15.
Mr. Jones is now applying for a
764A with a premium of $4.00.
Since $4.00 + $6.80 + $15 equals
$27.80 the 764A can be written.
Finally, with the implementation of the $30 monthly health premium
limit, increased emphasis is placed on listing all information
concerning insurance now in force or applied for with thi; or other
companies on the application.
An accurate and thorough job of
reporting this data will serve to speed Home Office handling of
all Senior Citizen health insurance applications.
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ITEM 7. MEDICARE SUPPLEMENTAL POLICY FORMS, OUTLINES OF
COVERAGE'
BANKERS LIFE ANI) CASUALTY COMPANY
4444 West Lawrence A venue, Chicago, Illinois 60630

OUTLINE OF COVERAGE
For Medical-Surgical Policy GR-75J
(iRetain this for your records)
BENEFITS

The Medical-Surgical Policy provides for each insured family member:
For Doctor Calls
Up to $10 for each treatment at home:
Up to $5 for each treatment in the hospital, nursing home, convalescent home, rest home,
,-xttended care facility, or in a doctor's office.
Doctor calls start with the first treatment for accident, third treatment for sickness, and
are limited to one treatment per day.
T,,tal payments for each insured family member shall not exceed $600 for any one
accident or any one! sickness.
For Surgery
From $6 up to $600 based oni the nature of the operation as set forth in the surgery
esrhedule.
Benefits will be paid for hoth doctor calls and surgery if earlh service is performed by a
different doctor. If tlt sLinle doctor provides the doctor calls and the surgery, then
benefits either for the doctor calls or surgery, whichever is greater, but not both, will be
payable.
Miscellanious Expense Beeleits

Up to $25 for Radiologist's services:
LIp to $15 for lathologist's services:
For Anesthetist's services; 15".' of the Surgical Benefits payable, or $10, whichever is
greater.
The above benefits are not available when the services are performed by hospital
employees.

EXCEPTIONS
The Medical-Surgical Policy d,,es not cover loss due to:
Mental disturbance without demonstrable organic disease; dental operations or dental
treatment: any art of war: services rendered by any agency of the Federal Government,
including Veterans Administration: services rendered by any agency of a State Government,
unless the Insured is Itlgally obligated to pay for such services: any injury or sickness covered
by any WVorkmn's Compensation or Occupational Disease Law.
(onditions comimencing within the six months prior to the effective date of coverage are not
covered for a period of six months after the effective date of coverage.
RENEWAL CONDITIONS
The Medical-Surgical Policy is renewable fCr life as long as premniutus are paid on time. The
Company may change premium rates only ott a class basis.
You have a tenl day right to examine the policy and return it for ally reason for a full refund.
This is an outline of coverage for the Medical-Surgical Poliry Form GR-75J and is not a contract.
The policy itself sets forth the lightts aid obligations of both you and the itsurance company.
It is therefore imperative that you tEAl) YOUR lOLICY carefully.
Complete policy forms retained In committee flies.

4477-G
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BANKERS LIFE AND CASUALTY COMPANY
4444 West Lawrence Avenue, Chicago, IL 60630

OUTLINE OF COVERAGE
-For Skilled Nursing Facilty Policy Form GR-74B
(Retain this for your records)
The policy provides Skilled Nursing Facility Benefits only, which are supplemental to Part A of
Medicare.

HENEFITs
The Skilled Nursing Facility Policy provides for each insured Family member the following:
Ifa Family member isconfined ina Skilled Nursing Facility vithin'28daysafteraconfinementof
: or nore consecutive days in ahospital due to injury or sickness, the Company will pay during the
21st th ough the 11)0th day of confinement, the following:
Ther-- mand boardexpenseeincurred (notto exceedthereasonableandeustomary( hirgeforsemipriva.le accurninomlations: the expense incurred for services and supplies including regular
nur-:i:gser:ces.:medicinesanddrugs: medicalsuppliesssuchassplintsandcasts;usenfappliances
soil eqsi'prnent such as a wheelchair, crutches and braces: physical occupational and speech
therapy: and .ther medically necessary services and supplies, but not to exceed the amount of
Medicare DeJietible for which the Family menler is responsible. Atthe timneoflapplication, this
amount i! Sharonn
per day.
Expenses due to medical or surgical services provided by a physician, surgeon on intern:
services of a private duty nurse or other private duty attendant: blood of blood transfusion;
custodial care: and personal comfort or convenience items such as telephone, radio or
television furnished at the Family members request, are not covered.
*)uringtie 101st through the40s(th dayofconfinementinaSkilled Nursing Facility~theCompany
will pay the above benefits, but not to exceed $15 per day.
If0winsured Family member is noteligibleordoes notqualifytoreceivepaymentsunderany Federal
Modlic-roy Legislation or plan. the benefits provided by the policy will be paid as though the insured
'a: ily membier was eligible or qualified to receive such payments.

H hang, are made in Medicare benefits which effect the benefits provided by the policy, an
apliroplriate adjustment in benefits will automatically be made with an appropriate adjustment in
premium. if necessary.

EXCEPTIONS
The Skilied Nursing Facility Policy does not cover loss incurred vhile under the influence of any (irug
r.,t administered by a physician.
(tonditions commencing within the six months prior to the effective date ofcoverage are noteovered fura
period of six months after the effective date of coverage.
Other Insurance in this Company - Only one of these policies can be effective for the family at any ine
time. If more than one is effective. the Company will return all premiums paid for all other such policies.
RENEWAL CONDITIONS
The Skillel Nursing Facility Policy is renewable for life.TheCompanymaychangepremium ratesona
vla.s basis.

You have a ten day right to examine the policy and return it for any reason for a full refund.
This is an oitlineof coverage for Skilled Nursing Facility Policy Form GR-74 1 and is nota contract. The
policy itself sets forth the rights and obligations of both you and the insurance company. It is therefore
imperative that you READ YOUR POLICY carefully.
:M862A-G
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BANKERS LIFE AND CASUALTY COMPANY
4444 West Lawrence Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60630

OUTLINE OF COVERAGE
For Guaranteed Renewable For Life Hospital Confinement Indemnity Policy Form GR-74J
(Retain this for your records)

BENEFITS
The policy provides the following Hospital Indemnity for an insured family member for each day of hospital confinement, beginning after the applicable Elimination Period, if any, but not to exceed the Benefit Period for any one accident or any one sickness.

Insured
Insured's spouse

Hospital Confinement Indemnity
$ Ii n, 9or -nxDaily
$l( or s72 crql. Daily

Benefit Period
.6

Elimination Period

5

n

days

0
(61
days

EXCEPTIONS
The policy does not cover loss due to: Mental disturbance without demonstrable organic disease.
Conditions commencing within the six months prior to the effective date of coverage are not covered for a period of six months after the effective date of coverage.

RENEWAL CONDITIONS
The policy is renewable for life as long as premiums are paid on time. The Company may change the
premium rates on a class basis.
You have a ten day right to examine the policy and return it for any reason for a full refund.
This is an outline of coverage and is not a contract. The policy itself sets forth the rights and obligations
of both you and the insurance company. It is therefore imperative that you READ YOUR POLICY
carefully.

4476-G
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BANKERS LIFE AND CASUALTY COMPANY
4444 W. Lawrence Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60630

OVER-65 HOSPITAL EXPENSE POLICY
REQUIRED DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
Form GR-764A
(1, Read Your Policy Carefully-This disclosure statement provides a very brief description of the
important features of your policy. This is not the insurance contract and only the actual policy
provisions will control. The policy itself sets forth in detail the rights and obligations of both you
and your insurance company. It is, therefore, important that you READ YOUR POLICY
CAREFULLY! _
(2) Medicare Supplement In-Hospital Expense Coverage-Policies of this category are designed to
provide, to persons insured, coverage for in-hospital expense incurred. as a result of a covered
accident or sickness, which are not covered under Part A of Medicare subject to any limitations
set forth in the policy. Coverage is not provided. for physicians or surgeon fees. Basic hospital or
basic medical insurance coverage is not provided.
13) The Over-65 Hospital Exrense policy provides Supplementary Hospital Benefits which are based
upori the Federal Medicare Program. As of January 1. 1978 the CR-764A provides the following
supplementary henefits, during ea'-h benefit period, when you are confined in a hospital as a result
of injury or sickness.
The initial Medicare deductible-S
$.36

S

144.00

per day from the 61st through the 90th day of hospital confinement.

2

per day from the 91st through the 150th day of hospital confinement (or as long as
Lifetime Reserve under Medicare is available).
From the ISist day {or when Lifetime Reserve is exhausteid), 10l0.; df all usual and customary
expense fir hospital services and medical supplies, including si-niprivate room and bIsardI (or
(perisi
f Medicare coverage).
Private. if stch tacilitv was medicallyivneessaryv nd used ituriig tihe
However. this would NOT cover medical or surgical services provided lay a physician or surgeoti.
Nor would it cover the services of a Private Duty Nurse except as proviileit below.
After the 61th day of hospital confinement, the GI1-764A pays the expense incurred for the sirvices
of a Private Duty Nurse (other than a member of your family) up to $20.00 per day as long as you
are hospitalized-UP TO A MAXIMUM OF 100 DAYS.
AUTOMATIC BENEFIT EXTENSION-If the hospital benefits provided by the Federal Medicare Program change, then the benefits provideil by the GR-764A policy shall also change to supplement the new hospital benefits provided by Medicare. Any premium adjustment that may be
necessary will be explained on the first premium notice following such change.
(41 The Glt-764A does not cover you during the first 60 days from date of issue, for any hospital
confinement caused by a condition for which you've been medically treated or advised prior to
policy issue. It does not cover loss due to mental illness, without orgatic disease; services rendered
by any agency of Federal Government. including Veterans Administration: services rendered by a
State Government agency, unless you are legally obligated to pay for the service.
(5' The Over-65 Hospital Expense Policy is renewable for life or until the aggregate benefits pimid
or payable equal $25,000 as long as premiums are paid on time. The Company may change premium rates on a class basis.

Appendix 4
STATEMENTS AND LETTERS FROM INDIVIDUALS ANT)
ORGANIZATIONS
ITEM 1. STATEMENT OF MARY M. BACH, STAFF ATTORNEY, CENTER
FOR PUBLIC REPRESENTATION, MADISON, WIS.

The Center for Public Representation is a public interest law firm engaged in
issues impacting on the elderly. For the past several years, the Center has been
actively involved in the Medicare supplement area. In addition to conducting
advocacy training on the problems of Medicare and private health insurance, the
Center has pushed for more administrative control over sales and advertising
practices, greater disclosure to consumers and minimum standards.
Access for Senior Citizens, a project of the Center for Public Representation,
is a new direct services program providing advocacy for the elderly in ten Wisconsin counties. The project is staffed by benefit specialists working under attorney
supervision who provide assistance in the broad area of government benefits. ASC
has found, to its surprise, that after six months of operation, private health
insurance problems constitute the largest single issue affecting our clients and
account for almost one-fourth of the total caseload. Related issues in the Medicare
and Medical Assistance program bring the total to well over one-half. Attached is
a Service Summary which provides a breakdown of the ASC caseload from
September 15, 1977 through February 28, 1978.1
Also attached is a comment written by the ASC benefit specialist in Grant
County which describes in some detail the types of issues we are encountering.
The Center for Public Representation and Access for Senior Citizens are
particularly concerned about the sale of limited insurance such as cancer insurance and the sale of Medicare supplement and other health insurance to Medical
Assistance-eligible people. Attached are copies of correspondence related to
these two issues.
We are most pleased that the Committee is beginning to investigate this matter
of grave concern to the elderly, and we would welcome the opportunity to provide
the Committee with additional information.
ITEM 2. STATEMENT OF JO PEBWORTH, BENEFIT SPECIALIST, ACCESS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS PROJECT, CENTER FOR PUBLIC REPRESENTATION, MADISON, WIS.
The majority of people over 65 and on Medicare have different requirements for
private health insurance than the rest of the population. Because they are on a
fixed income, usually Social Security benefits-often supplemented with interest
or dividends on their "life's savings"-their biggest concern is the possible reduction of income or assets. Adequate health insurance is essential in case of a
catastrophic illness or accident to protect income and assets and the income assets
produce. However, because a retired person's income is not affected by illness or
injury beyond hospital, medical and nursing home expenses, indemnity plans are
not necessary.
Medicare is a tremendous help for the elderly. Part A insures a person against
the average hospitalization with only $144 deductible. Part B covers a major
part of surgical and medical expenses. However, expenses incurred for catastrophic illness and accident will not be adequately covered by Medicare alone.
Additional insurance is essential for most elderly people. Even adequately insured
persons face many extra charges not covered by either Medicare or by private
health insurance.
Retained In committee fles.
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In the past seven months, in my work as Benefit Specialist in Grant County,
I've worked with 191 individuals over 60. One hundred three of these clients had
problems concerning insurance. All 103 were confused about how Medicare and
private health and nursing home insurance pay. Some of my clients simply
wanted their coverage reviewed and explained to them. Others needed advice on
what to buy. Some had too much insurance. Some had inadequate coverage. Many
needed help submitting claims. In the following report I'll explain the problems
I've encountered in each area.
TOO

MUCE

INSURANCE-24

CLIENTS

People over 65 often have too much insurance because they:
(1) Don't understand Medicare.
(2) Don't know what they need, but know Medicare won't pay everything.
(3) Are afraid of cancer and accidents.
(4) Are worried about going to a nursing home some day.
(5) Are disoriented, forgetful and confused. Some don't realize that they have
existing policies in force. Others won't show an agent what policies they do already have.
(6) Have run into sales people who neglected to explain coverage adequately
or who sold more coverage than a person needed, or who didn't check to see if
a person was on Medical Assistance (but some elderly people I've met didn't
realize they were on Medical Assistance or how it paid).
(7) Often find it very hard to turn down a salesman.
The clients I have worked with who had too much insurance usually have at
least one adequate Medicare supplement and perhaps a skilled nursing home
policy. Their additional coverage usually includes two to five accident indemnities and a cancer plan. A few have had two or three Medicare supplements and
some have been sold intensive care plans. They are often paying $200 to $600 or
more annually for unnecessary coverage. Through explaining and listing a client's
policies and premiums, the policy holder realizes how much he actually is spending on insurance and that he or she can cut down his or her insurance costs drastically and still maintain very adequate coverage. The amount people spend on insurance for simply adequate comprehensive coverage is very high. Medicare Part
B costs $89.40 and a Medicare supplement from $200 to $500. Add a skilled nursing home plan and the cost per individual can run over $800 a year for health
insurance. Counseling is essential to explain how private insurance works With
Medicare and to show how a person can reduce their insurance costs.
HELP WITH INSURANCE CLAIMS-17

CLIENTS

Once an elderly person has been in the hospital, even with adequate insurance and Medicare, coping with Medicare and private insurance claims can be
a nightmare.
(1) Often one hospitalization results in bills from four of five doctors each
having different "rules" for the patient to follow in submitting claims to Medicare and private insurance.
(2) After claims are submitted many people don't understand how the benefits are determined. The confusion usually arises over the difference in the amount
billed and the amount allowed by Medicare.
(3) Many people don't submit claims when they are eligible for benefits. One
client with insurance covering prescription drugs had never submitted a claim.
She is eighty-six and has been on set medication for years. Other clients have
stopped submitting claims when the process became too lengthy and confusing.
(4) A few clients were completely confused by the claims processes and
couldn't submit a claim without help.
(5) Once a hospital would not take the extra step necessary to resubmit claims
for eligible benefits.
(6) Some insurance companies send classic letters of confusing information.
understandable only if a person has a complete past record of correspondence
and billing at their disposal, i.e. the insurance company knows what they are
talking about; the client has no idea.
(7) Elderly people often lose Explanation of Medicare Benefits, riders to
policies, and sometimes even checks.
For many of the 17 people I've helped with insurance claims, an explanation of how their claims were paid-checking amounts against bills-was all
that was necessary. We pore over Explanation of Medicare Benefits, the Medicare
Handbook, insurance policies, explanation of benefit letters, and usually it all
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comes clear and no mistakes have been made. This is a confusing, frustrating
experience, even for me, and I've seen lot of bills, Explanation of Medicare
Benefits and insurance settlements. It is a frightening thing for an elderly person
to think that (s)he may have been cheated, or that (s)he may have not made
a claim correctly, or (s)he should have gotten more money and (s)he can't
understand why or what or who or how. Medicare and one Medicare supplement
paying on a single hospital stay can be a nightmare of confusion for an elderly
person. A few cases have been very complicated. The client and I just cry
together and keep on trying.
INADEQUATE INSURANCE COVERAGE-8 CLIENTS

Clients who have inadequate coverave may:
(1) Believe Medicare is sufficient. Since Medicare alone pays as well or better
than lots of insurance people may have had before reaching 65, they believe
they don't need further coverage. Usually they are not prepared financially
to co-insure with Medicare.
(2) Think an indemnity plan or disease plan is sufficient. Unfortunately insurance agents often sell a policy with a daily hospital indemnity and a surgery
schedule and imply (or mistakenly think themselves) that this is all a person
needs to supplement Medicare.

(3) Have purchased packages of insurance which may be incomplete. The
AARP plans are an example of this, and there are others sold in Grant County.
I've had eight clients with private insurance that did not adequately supplement Medicare. Most of these had indemnity plans, some with surgical schedules.
Sometimes the plans were limited, i.e. accident or cancer policies. It requires
a knowledge of all the health plans available to residents of Grant County
to be able to counsel people on how to supplement existing insurance. Fortunately with the new rules for Medicare supplements in Wisconsin, a lot of the
"guess work" is taken care of in this area.
NEED ADVICE ON WHAT TO PUtICHASE-16 CLIENTS

Shopping for a Medicare supplement is somewhat easier now in Wisconsin
with the new state rules enacted by the Commissioner of Insurance. However:
(1) There are presently problems with prices of qualifying plans. As of today
only one plan can be honestly recommended.
(2) Because most companies don't have a qualifying Medicare supplement
to market right now-many people will buy indemnities and surgery schedules
to supplement Medicare.
(3) People approaching eligibility for Medicare don't understand how it pays.
The Medicare Handbook is excellent but still confusing to some elderly people.
(4) People with existing coverage don't realize they can often convert to a
Medicare supplement with the same company for a lower premium.
(5) Some people refuse to purchase Medicare Part B.
(6) People don't understand pre-existing condition clauses.
I've advised 16 people on what to purchase. As of May 1, there was only one
Medicare supplement in Wisconsin I could advise a client to purchase, because
of its rating (2) and cost ($17 less than any other plan regardless of rating).
I use the Insurance Commissioner's booklet, "Health Insurance Advice for
Senator Citizens" 1978, to explain Medicare supplements and find it a valuable
tool.
NURSING HOME COVERAGE-EVERY CLIENT

Because one out of five elderly people in the U.S. will spend some time in a

nursing home during a lifetime, nursing home bills pose a real threat to a person
with a limited income and assets to protect. In Wisconsin at this time there is

no adequate insurance for all types of nursing home care. There is "Nursing

Home" insurance available and it is marketed widely in Grant County. The
policies themselves are adequate for two to four years of skilled nursing care in

a state-approved nursing home. As nursing homes are used more and more as a
recuperative step between the hospital and final recovery at home, skilled nursing
home policies can be an important part of an elderly person's total insurance
coverage (depending on a person's asset level and possible eligibility for Medical
Assistance). These policies, the nursing home coverage in many Medicare supplements, and the coverage Medicare provides are often confusing to elderly
people because:
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(1) They don't understand the difference between Skilled and Custodial Care,
and therefore don't realize a nursing home plan won't pay on all nursing home
bills.
(2) Most nursing homes are not covered by Medicare.
(3) They don't realize that Medicare rarely pays for nursing home care because of strict regulations in Medicare-approved homes for care to meet Medicare
standards for payment.
(4) Many Medicare supplements and nursing home riders and policies only
pay when Medicare pays in a Medicare-approved home.
(5) Strict requirements must be met before any skilled nursing home will pay.
I spend time with each client explaining custodial and skilled care and where
and how Medicare pays for care in Grant County nursing homes. Recently I've
developed a speech to give to senior citizen groups on nursing home coverageit takes a good 15 to 20 minutes to explain nursing home insurance. Emphasis
must be placed on the inadequacies of Medicare in Cais area and also how a person
should examine his or her own financial situation to determine whether a nursing
home policy is advisable in his or her case. A nursing home stay is often devastating financially because often income-producing assets must be dispersed to
pay for care. The tragic situations are: a wife or husband outside the nursing
home depleting life's savings until the nursing home resident is eligible for
Medical Assistance, or the single person, returning home to a reduced income
after depleting income-producing assets to pay for a lengthy nursing home stay.
SUMMARY

The problems I've encountered concerning insurance to supplement Medicare
are caused by Ignorance on the part or people selling insurance and of people
buying Insurance and of people collecting insurance claims. Ignorance on the
part of elderly consumers is understandable because this is a very confusing
area. Unfortunately published statements often add to the confusion.
"Insurance to supplement Medicare and Medicaid" when Medicaid needs no
supplement.
"Medicare pays for the first 20 days in the nursing home" when very few
nursing homes are Medicare approved. Medicare, in fact, pays for only around
3% of the nation's nursing home bill.
There is a lot of education necessary in all segments of the health care system
from consumers, to insurance salespeople, to doctors, to Medicare clerks, to
hospital social workers, to Social Security Claims Representatives. Many of
these people are excellent in their ability to counsel on Medicare and insurance;
some aren't. Unfortunately for the person 65 or older It's difficult to become
knowledgeable on all the facets of health care and insurance. Getting advice
from someone not well acquainted with the health care financing picture in his
or her town or county can be disastrous.
The answer to most complaints is education and someone to call for help
RIGHT NOW when things are going wrong. I want to see more health care
financial management counseling done on a local level. The health Insurance
counseling and help with claims that I provide Is inadequate for the number
of elderly people in the area I serve. From my work so far I believe the great
majority of people over 60 in Grant County need information and/or advice
on insurance. Many need help submitting and understanding insurance claims.
Presently I provide group counseling through speaking on Medicare and Medicare supplements and nursing home insurance at senior citizen clubs or on the
radio. I provide individual counseling at a client's home or other location (office,
nutrition site, senior citizen club). This counseling includes an explanation of
existing policies and Medicare, apd discussion of the client's unique problems
(including financial situation if necessary). If help with claims is necessary,
this is provided. In all cases the client is encouraged to take necessary action
once (s)he understands what must be done. Otherwise I help with claims. In all
cases follow-up is provided.
The attached letter describes a case I'm working on with a couple which has
become a short course on insurance counseling and filing claims. I'm not only
concerned with this couple's latest hospitalization, but with *pastmedical care
as well. They had too many policies: a group health plan, AARP plans, three
Medicare supplements, a nursing home plan, cancer plan, and accident plans.
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They had no knowledge of which policies were in force. Before I started working
with them they had many doctors and hospitals submit claims on policies that
were not in force at the time. Even now when they receive benefits, they are
reluctant to apply them to their medical bills, and they are reluctant to drop any
policies that are in force. They have no family in the immediate area to assist
them in filing claims. I have been able to recover about $475 for this couple so far.
They illustrate practically all the problems elderly are apt to encounter with
Medicare and private insurance. And because of their nursing home bill (in a
Medicare-approved skilled nursing home no less!) all the money I can collect
from every one of their policies still won't come close to paying for their health
care in 1977.
ITEM 3. LETTER TO RICHARD AUDETAT, GRANT COUNTY COMMISSION
ON AGING, LANCASTER, WIS., FROM DENISE HILL, PLATT1EVLLE
MUNICIPAL NURSING HOME, PLATTEVILLE), WIS., DATED MAY 1,
1978
DEAR MR. AUDETAT: I would like to comment on the recently developed position of Benefit Specialist for Grant County. I am the social worker at the
Platteville Municipal Hospital and Nursing Home, and I am approached often
by patients, residents, and families with questions regarding Medicare and
insurance. My knowledge of such matters is limited, and in one case in particular
I called upon Jo Pebworth for help. The case involved a married couple who
had been in our nursing home for several months. They were about 90 years
old, and had been handling their own financial affairs. Their children lived out
of town, and they were not willing to let their friends and neighbors get very
involved in their business. During their stay in the nursing home, I had many
discussions with them regarding their financial resources, Medicare, and their
insurance coverage. They were not eligible for Title XIX, and had minimal
coverage in the nursing home by Medicare Extended Care. They had limited
financial resources, and were very concerned about the cost of their nursing
home care. During the course of our discussions I discovered that they had
numerous insurance policies, (at least 8 or 9 each), some of which they thought
covered nursing home care. Unfortunately, they had no copies of the policies
with them, and their records at home were incomplete and disorganized. I
worked closely with the couple and with our nursing home insurance clerk to
try to uncover the facts about their insurance coverage. It was quite timeconsuming for the insurance clerk and myself, and very frustrating and worrisome for the couple. When the couple was discharged to their home in October
1977, we were still awaiting replies from several insurance companies, and their
bills were still pending. At this point, I explained the situation to Jo Pebworth,
and asked her to help us. Since I have neither the time nor the expertise to
do the amount of follow-up that would have been necessary after their discharge,
the availability of a Benefit Specialist proved to be an invaluable resource. I
have spoken with this couple several times since their discharge, as well as
with Jo. It has been a very time-consuming case for her, also, and they have
told me how grateful and relieved they are for her assistance. By corresponding
with insurance companies, identifying overlapping policies, and advising them
as to which policies are necessary, she has enabled them to signifieantly reduce
their premiums. By working with me and with our insurance clerk, she is gradually straightening out their nursing home bills. In addition to saving them money,
Jo has been able to save them countless hours of worry and frustration. Had
there been no Benefit Specialist to call on, I honestly do not think the outcome
would have been nearly as favorable.
This rather lengthy narrative is just one example of an instance in which
a Benefit Specialist was a valuable resource. I hope that such an involved
case won't come up again, but I have learned that the lack of information
regarding Medicare and insurance is widespread, especially among the elderly.
The accessibility of knowledge and skilled intervention in this area is a necessity for Grant County.
Sincerely,
DENISE HILL.

Appendix 5
"WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT HEALTH INSURANCE WHEN YOU RETIRE," PUBLICATION OF HEALTH
INSURANCE INSTITUTE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Introduction
This short booklet is designed to give you the practical
information you need to know about Medicare and about the use of
private insurance after you retire to help you avoid the costly
expenses associated with periods of illness requiring hospitalization
and surgery.
Because the gaps in Medicare can add up to considerable
expense, private insurance companies have developed a number of
gap-filling coverages.
In the following pages, we will introduce you to the meaning
of some common health insurance practices; we'll analyze how
Medicare works in practical terms and we'll show you how
supplementary policies can fill in the gaps.
Obviously this little booklet won't turn you into a health
insurance expert. But we hope we can give you enough understanding of these important government and private health
programs to enable you to deal more confidently with the choices
available to you.
On the next few pages are plain language definitions of health
insurance terms. Once you have read through them, the rest of
the booklet should be easy to understand.
(167)
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Some common health insurance practices
Health insurance policies can appear confusing. Because they
are legal contracts, they employ precise legal language. We
won't try to tell you what all the terms mean. But we can describe
in everyday language the concepts those words spell out legally.
The concepts employed by both the Medicare program and by
private insurers are marked with an asterisk.
*Deductible: An initial amount of health expenses for
which you are not compensated.
*Co-insurance: A percentage of a health expense for
which you are responsible after paying
the deductible amount. A policy that uses
co-insurance typically would pay up to
80 percent of a given expense, and you
would pay the remaining 20 percent.
Pre-existing Condition: A current health problem which you had
prior to becoming insured.
Exclusion - In connection with a pre-existing condition, it means that the policy will not pay
benefits for illness arising from that
condition.
Waiting Period - It means benefits will not be paid for a
pre-existing condition until after you have
had the policy for a specified period of
time.
Elimnination Period: This applies to a certain type of plan
called a "hospital income policy", in
which benefits may not be paid under the
elimination period for the first several
days of hospitalization. Elimination
periods vary from policy to policy and
from company to company. The result is
their length can be selected: the longer
the elimination period, the lower the cost
of insurance. But you are less likely to
receive benefits for a short period of
illness.
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*Benefit Maximum: The limit a policy will pay for a given
benefit. A benefit can be expressed either
as a length of time (for example, 60 days
of semi-private hospital room charges),
or as a dollar amount (for example, $350
for a certain procedure).
Lifetime Maximum: Most plans have an upper limit on the
total benefits they will ever pay. This lifetime maximum is commonly quite high.
Reinstated Benefits: Some policies will restore the lifetime
maximum according to a specified schedule during periods when you are not
drawing benefits.
Entrance Age: The age up to which the company will
sell you a policy. Entrance ages vary
considerably from company to company
and some policies can be bought at any
age.
Guaranteed Renewable: The company agrees to continue insuring
you up to a certain age as long as you
pay the premium; and it cannot raise
your premium unless it raises premiums
for a particular class, such as everyone in
your geographical area with the same
kind of policy. Some policies are guaranteed renewable for life.
Conditionally Renewable: The company will continue insuring you
as long as it continues to insure people in
your state with the same kind of policy.
Renewable The company reserves the right to stop
at Company Option: insuring you as an individual. However,
you cannot be cut off from receiving
benefits under the policy in the midst of
an illness.
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Medicare
Medicare was never meant to be an all-inclusive health
insurance program. It is designed mainly to relieve people aged 65
and older of the major part of medical costs associated with
hospitalization, surgery and lengthy periods of recovery.
* Local Social Security offices keep a booklet on hand which
describes in detail how it all works. Deductibles and co-payments
are periodically changed and it is sound practice to keep a current
copy handy.
The summary that follows shows how Medicare works and
what it does not cover.
Medicare Part A (Hospital Insurance)
The first part of Medicare (Part A) is primarily a hospital
insurance program. After you pay a deductible amount of $144,*
Medicare pays for 60 days of full hospital care for each spell of
illness, including all of the charges customarily associated with a
hospital bill, such as the semi-private room rate, meals, regular
nursing services, laboratory and X-ray fees, intensive care costs,
operating and recovery room, drugs, casts, dressings, splints and
in-hospital therapy services.
If a spell of illness goes beyond 60 hospital days, you become
responsible for a $36* daily co-payment, up through the 90th day.
In effect, the program provides for most of the cost of 90 days
of hospitalization each spell of illness.
In addition, the program provides a 60-day "lifetime reserve"
of hospital days against which you can draw, should any spell
of illness extend beyond 90 days. You must pay $72* for each day
you use the "reserve."
Medicare Part A also pays toward extended care in a skilled
nursing home, as well as part-time skilled nursing care at home. It
works this way:
After a hospital stay of at least three consecutive days,
Medicare helps pay for up to 100 days of extended care in a skilled
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nursing facility, provided the nursing is certified as being
connected with the illness that put you in the hospital. As with
the hospital coverage, the nursing home benefit pays the charges
normally associated with these facilities. The first 20 days of
nursing home care are paid in full; the next 80 days of care requires
an $18* daily co-payment from you. Your eligibility depends upon
your need for skilled medical services. The program does not
cover custodial care in a nursing home.
Medicare Part A also provides for 100 home nursing visits
by skilled paramedical personnel. These benefits can Include
therapy, skilled medical services, and supplies and equipment
provided by home health care agencies.
Medicare Part B (Medical Insurance)
The second part of Medicare, the one you pay premiums
for, helps pay for physician and surgeon services both in and out of
a hospital.
It works this way:
After you have paid a $60 deductible amount, the program
will pay for 80 percent of reasonable medical charges; you are
responsible for 20 percent of those charges.
The key word here is "reasonable" and Medicare determines
what is a reasonable charge. It could be considerably below a
physician's normal fee. Some physicians accept that figure but
others do not.
So the basic question to ask when seeking medical services is:
Will your physician or surgeon accept Medicare "assignment"that is, accept only what Medicare will pay the doctor?
If so, your out-of-pocket expenses are limited to the deductible
amount of $60, plus 20 percent of the doctor's charges. If not,
your out-of-pocket expense will be (1)the deductible amount,
(2) the 20 percent co-insurance and (3) that part of the doctor's
charges in excess of Medicare's definition of a "reasonable" charge.
Aside from physician and surgeon benefits, Medicare Part B
has a number of other benefits - most of them subject to the
Oeducfibles-nd co.pa

-ntens
cied wee thosein affect as ot January 1. 1978.
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deductible and 20 percent co-insurance features. Remember, you
do not pay the deductible every time you use one of these
services. Once it is paid for - it is done with for the calendar year.

Other Medicare Part B benefits pay toward diagnostic tests,
prosthetic devices, medical supplies, independent laboratory tests,
certain ambulance services, radiology and pathology services, and
administration of drugs that you cannot administer yourself,
physical and speech therapy services and limited out-patient
psychiatric, chiropractic and dental surgical care. Emergency room
and out-patient clinical benefits are also included.
The Part B program, like Part A, includes 100 home visits
by skilled paramedical personnel. These can be used after the 100
visits of the Part A program are exhausted, or independent of a
stay in a hospital, provided your illness is covered under Part B of
Medicare.

A close look at the gaps
Medicare Part A (the hospital part) does not provide for all
costs, but the gaps usually do not create big out-of-pocket hospital
costs if you are ill for only a short while. The $144 deductible,
which you pay, can usually be met by people living on a retirement
income and the co-payments do not start until the 61st day.
However, a long illness and recovery period could mean
some sizable costs. Your co-payments of $36 a day from the 61st to
90th day could run up your part of a hospital bill to more than $1,000.
And if you had to use the "lifetime reserve" each day would cost
you $72 in co-payments.
A working knowledge of Medicare can sometimes reduce
this potential expense. If your illness looks as if it may last a long
time, you and your physician should discuss whether the latter
part of your treatment can be managed in a skilled nursing facility
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instead of the hospital. From a cost point of view, this transfer
should be made before you would have to begin co-payments.
If
you are eligible, the first 20 days in a nursing facility are paid
by
Medicare and the remaining 80 require daily co-payments
by you of
$18-substantially smaller than the $36 hospital co-payments.
And if the remainder of your recovery can be managed
at
home, you can also cut costs. Part A provides for 100 home
health
care visits per benefit period in connection with an illness
that
required hospitalization, while Part B provides another
100 visits.
This brings us to the gaps in the Part B program (the
professional service part). These are less well-defined
in dollar
terms. You will recall that with Part B you would have to
pay a $60
yearly deductible amount. But the rest of the gaps are
expressed
not in dollars, but in percentages of the bills. Since Part
B pays
for 80 percent of reasonable charges, bear in mind that
important
word "reasonable." If, for example, your doctor bills are
higher
than Medicare allows as reasonable, you become responsible
for not only the 20 percent co-payment, but for everything
over
the allowable charge as well.
Furthermore, private duty nursing, which is sometimes
required, is not covered. Nor are prescription drugs
that you might
require after you leave the hospital.
So, taken together, there is a sizable risk of incurring some
substantial out-of-pocket costs under Medicare.

Closing the gaps
First let's face the uncomfortable realities. As people age
and
become more prone to illness, the cost of insuring against
illness
goes up. Also, the longer you put things off, your choices
of
insurance policies become fewer.
So, assuming you've got several years before you reach
age
65, let's examine what's available beforehand.
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Before age 65 ... Group Insurance
The first thing to do is to check your group health insurance
plan where you work, or in your professional or fraternal
organization.
There has been a trend among new group plans to continue
some coverage after retirement, with some employers paying part
or all of the costs.
If that's the case with your plan, examine the benefits with
your employee benefit personnel to see if those benefits cover the
gaps we've discussed. If they do, take advantage of the privilege
of continuing your health insurance when you retire, because group
insurance benefits are often less expensive than what you can
buy as an individual. You still may find it advantageous to continue
a group plan that doesn't fill in all the Medicare gaps, and purchase
an individual plan for those that remain.
Another point on your group insurance: Find out if there is
a Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) in your area which
accepts Medicare enrollees. If there is, your group health insurance
in most cases automatically gives you the option of joining it.
An HMO is a community medical service plan. Its annual fee
entitles you to its health facilities, professional services and
supplies. HMOs which accept Medicare members compute the
dollar-value of your Medicare benefits, plus the value of your
supplementary group coverage, and charge you in dollars what it
takes to meet their annual fee.
There is a reasonable chance your current group insurance,
if it can be carried over into retirement, will serve as an adequate
supplement to Medicare. There's also a chance that you don't
have a group plan, or that your present plan is either inadequate or
won't carry over. In that case you must then consider . ..
... Individual Insurance
Let's next explore a couple of approaches you can consider
prior to retirement.
Major Medical. This is a policy which individuals sometimes
add to their basic group health insurance coverage, if it's not
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provided by the group. It carries a deductible amount, which you pay,
but which often can be met by the basic group plan. Major medical
insurance has a co-insurance feature, for example 20 percent of
expenses, which you pay; the insurance company pays 80 percent.
Lifetime maximums under major medical insurance are quite high.
If your individual major medical policy is guaranteed
renewable for life, it can extend the range of Medicare for you
(since you can continue it into retirement) and it may cover
hospital co-payments and some of your out-of-hospital, out-ofpocket costs. But you must check with the insurance company
that
issued it to determine precisely what benefits are available when
you reach age 65.
It may be worthwhile to continue your policy into retirement,
because almost all individual policies bought after age 65 include
a waiting period, during which a prior health problem is not
covered by the insurance. Here you would be vulnerable to out-ofpocket expenses from an ailment you were treated for beforehand.
There is another type of policy which you may want to consider
buying prior to age 65.
Hospital Income Policy. This is a limited policy but has wide
uses. Its benefits are paid only when you are hospitalized, but
these benefits are in cash, which can be used for any purposefilling Medicare gaps, extending Medicare's range, paying for
anything that Medicare and other supplementary insurance doesn't
pay for, including prescriptions at home, private duty nursing,
out-of-pocket physician's charges and for building up a health
cost
reserve against future illness.
There are many types of hospital income policies. They are
available either through agents or directly from insurance
companies by mail. Like any product line that offers many choices,
these policies require care in matching the plan to the need. They
will also require periodic updating because their benefits are in
dollars and health care costs continue to rise, And, as in the case
of
most individual major medical policies, hospital income policies
contain a waiting period if you are presently ill, or have been
recently ill, which is a reason for making your purchase before
age 65.
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If you are carrying over some health insurance into retirement,
a hospital income policy can be useful in filling small gaps in an
overall health insurance plan before age 65. How this type of policy
can be used after age 65 will be discussed in the next section of
this booklet.
After retirement ...

If you've carried no private health insurance over into your
retirement, there are choices available to you when you become
eligible for Medicare. Two basic types of policies are available the aforementioned hospital income policy, and the so-called
wrap-around policy. And there are different ways to buy them through agents, directly from companies by mail or through
associations of retired individuals.
The big difference between the "wrap-around policy" and the
hospital income policy is the type of benefits they pay. Each can
serve as a satisfactory way to fill in the gaps that Medicare
does not pay.
The wrap-around policy ... This policy typically pays a high
proportion of health expenditures Medicare doesn't pay for:
First-day hospital deductible amount of Medicare Part A and the
co-payments that begin on the 61st hospital day. Such a policy may
also pay the $60 deductible amount associated with Medicare
Part B and the 20 percent co-payment on physician and medical
services you would ordinarily be responsible for.
Wrap-around policies typically will pay for a substantial part
of a number of other health services not fully covered or not
covered at all by Medicare, such as out-of-hospital prescription
drugs, medical appliances and equipment.
Often these policies in effect, extend the number of hospital
days covered under Medicare and they may also pay for the
co-payments involved in a skilled nursing home stay.
Wrap-around policies vary somewhat from one another, but
generally they fulfill their definition - that is, they wrap around and
fill in the gaps of Medicare.
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Wrap-around policies are available through agents of a number
of insurance companies; through Blue Cross-Blue Shield
organizations; and through at least two major retirement
associations.
The hospital income policy ... As noted, this kind of policy
pays its benefits in cash on a daily basis when you are hospitalized.
Because Medicare covers most of the cost of up to two months
of hospitalization, many people set aside the early benefits of these
policies against out-of-pocket costs that develop later in a spell
of illness.
If a hospital stay doesn't generate big out-of-pocket costs, the
benefits that are paid in cash under a hospital income policy
can be banked to establish a health cost reserve against future
illness.
To review, these plans deliver cash. It's up to you to pay
the out-of-pocket costs as they arise.
In purchasing one or more of these policies, these are the
elements to take note of as you match plan to need:
Pre-existing condition clause: This clause varies from policy
to policy. Such a condition may delay the start of coverage for the
condition from one to two years, or for as little as three months.
The longer the period, usually the lower the premium - but also the
longer your vulnerability to out-of-pocket costs if a pre-existing
health condition requires treatment.
Dally benefit amount: Hospital income plans provide benefits
ranging from a low of $10 a day to $80 a day. Some plans increase
the daily cash benefit when hospitalization goes beyond a stated
length of time.
Elimination period (sometimes called benefit waiting period):
Some policies begin paying on the first day of hospitalization; others
have different waiting periods. The longer the waiting period,
generally, the lower the premium, and the likelier you will receive
no benefits during a short illness.
Duration of benefits: Most of these policies pay their cash
benefits from one to two years, as long as you are hospitalized.
Some pay for less than one year; some for an unlimited duration of
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at half the
a hospital stay. Some include benefits -usually
hospitalization benefit rate - for skilled nursing home stays which
follow a period of hospitalization.
Entrance age: Many of these policies are written for retirees
80s.
and can be purchased by people in their middle 60s, or 70s, and
Some have no entrance age limit.
Renewability: It comes in three forms:
* Guaranteed renewable for life.
* Conditionally renewable, which means the company can't
drop you as an individual policyholder, but it can cease to
renew that particular policy in a given geographical area.
* Optionally renewable, which means the company has the
option of ending your policy, at the end of a policy year,
or when a premium falls due. You cannot, however, be cut
off from benefits that are already begun during a covered
hospitalization period.
Licensing: If the company is licensed to sell insurance in your
state you will have recourse to your state insurance commissioner
should a dispute arise.
Retirement associations ... There are several associations of
retired individuals that offer supplementary insurance. Membership
fees in these associations are nominal and, in addition to offering
insurance plans, they provide other programs of interest to retirees.
Typically, the health insurance plans they offer are wide
and
ranging, permit enrollment regardless of previous health history
conditions.
pre-existing
for
periods
waiting
short
fairly
have
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Talking it out
The following hypothetical conversation was developed
from
questions people frequently ask about supplementing
Medicare.
Q. What is the first contact I should make?
A. Your local Social Security office. And do this at
least
several months before you reach 65. At work, contact
your
employee benefits person to find out if your group
health insurance
can be continued after 65 as a supplement to Medicare.
Q. What if it can be continued?
A. Check the benefits carefully to be sure there are
no big
gaps in insurance protection left between your plan
and Medicare.
If there aren't, most of the problem is non-existent.
Q. Most of the problem?
A. Remember that even with the major health protection
gaps covered, there will be out-of-pocket expenditures.
Sometimes
these can be financed from current income or savings.
But if it
looks like these may be a burden, you should consider
an individual
policy to cover the extras.
Q. What if I can't continue my group coverage or if
continuing it doesn't seem advantageous?
A. There are basically two kinds of individual supplementary
insurance plans you can buy: A "wrap-around policy"
(described
on Page 12) and a hospital income policy (described
on Page 13).
Q. Where are they available?
A. Wrap-around policies are available through agents
of
some insurance companies; through at least two
retirement
associations; and at several of the area Blue Cross-Blue
Shield
organizations. Hospital income policies are available
from insurance
companies, either through agents or directly by mail,
and from
retirement associations.
Q. Hospital income policies pay only when you are
hospitalized. Wouldn't this duplicate Medicare coverage?
A. True, they pay benefits only upon hospitalization.
But
they pay their benefits in cash, which you in turn can
use to pay for
any out-of-pocket costs that develop.
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Q. Which is better?
A. Each has its strengths. Wrap-around policies generally
try to do the job for you by covering the obvious gaps in Medicare,
and by extending benefits beyond Medicare levels. Also because
they pay their benefits as a percentage of the actual costs, these
policies tend to respond automatically to inflation with higher
benefits. This, in turn, is naturally reflected in periodic premium
rises.
Hospital income policies pay their benefits in the cash you
need to pay what Medicare does not, but you have to keep an eye on
rising health costs. If they outrun your coverage, you might have
to buy an additional policy - supplementing the supplement,
so to speak.
Q. If that happens should I drop one policy for another
with higher benefits?
A. Not necessarily. Often it's more advantageous to buy
another policy for its additional cash benefits. A new policy will
probably not cover a pre-existing health condition for a time,
but this is usually not the case with a policy you already own.
Q. What about the "elimination period" where benefits
are not payable immediately? Is it best to get first day coverage in
the policy I buy?
A. Again, not necessarily. Decide if you can balance the
benefits you want against the premiums you can afford. You may,
for example, be able to pay for a short stay in a hospital out of
your own pocket. If you think you can weather the first week
without supplementary health insurance benefits, you could buy a
policy with an eight-day elimination period and cut your premium
by half. Also, some policies are specifically written to pay costs
associated with Medicare co-insurance, which begins on the 61st
day of a hospital stay and rises only after the 90th day. While
premiums for such z policy are relatively low, the plan might not
provide any cash for you to put aside against co-payments under
Medicare Part B, or for health expenses you might have after
leaving the hospital. A policy with a shorter elimination period
would do this. For this reason, many retired people use the less
expensive, long-elimination period policies as an extra supplement.
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Q. If I've got ample supplementary coverage, should I
consider dropping the Part B section of Medicare?
A. Never. Part B Medicare premiums are subsidized by the
government, which means you get more for your dollar than
through any other approach. Private health insurance is designed to
dovetail with the Medicare program, not compete with it.
Q. Are nursing home benefits included in supplementary
health insurance policies?
A. Skilled nursing home benefits may be. Custodial nursing
home benefits, no. The general rule is if the patient requires
professional nursing services in connection with an illness, it's
covered. If it is custodial, it's not covered.
Q. What about nursing care at home?
A. Medicare provides for specified types of home nursing
care. Some private health insurance policies also do this.
Q. Is private duty nursing in the hospital included in any
policies I might buy?
A. Yes.
Q. Can I buy more than one such policy and have them both
pay me?
A. That depends. Two hospital income policies will each
pay their benefits, but generally, it's in your own interest to avoid
over-insurance. A "wrap-around policy", and a hospital income
policy often will both pay. But two wrap-around policies could
cause problems, because the benefits likely would exceed the actual
charges. It doesn't make sense to profit from an illness, and
insurance companies usually follow this rule.

Some final tips
* As you can see, both the Medicare program and many
private supplementary health insurance plans are designed to keep
you from going broke because of medical bills. So you have a
continuing stake in not over using expensive health facilities.
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Start a health emergency fund of your own. There will
always be some out-of-pocket expenses associated with a period
of illness, even with Medicare and a sound supplementary health
insurance plan. If possible keep your emergency fund in a joint
savings account so someone else can get to it when it's needed, if
you can't.
* Skilled nursing services, either in a nursing facility or at
home are made available - if you meet the qualifications - to
help you avoid the higher costs of long periods of hospitalization.
* Your choice of physicians and surgeons should depend
on your confidence in their skills. But don't hesitate to ask them
about their fees and how they are to be paid.
* Your choice of supplementary health insurance should be
made very carefully. Investigate, weigh benefits, compare, ask
questions and don't be satisfied until you get plain-language
answersX
* Claim forms should be made out carefully and fully. If
they're not, delays may result, costing you money and concem.
* Check your bills and watch for deductible amounts which
you must pay first.
* Don't overinsure. There are a lot better things to do with
money in retirement than to pay premiums that duplicate or
overlap other insurance coverage.
* Keep your health insurance up to date. Some policies adjust
to inflation better than others. But health cost inflation is
particularly virulent. So make sure the benefits of your policies
have not been outdistanced. Review them annually.
* Don't drop one policy and buy another with similar benefits
merely because the second one looks a little better, or is a little
less expensive. You could delay benefits under a brand new policy.
* Use your health emergency fund to cover small expenses.
* Keep your health insurance policies in one place that is
readily accessible and tell those close to you where they are. Then
make a list of the policy numbers and the companies that issued
them in case the originals are lost or misplaced.

Appendix 6
DECISION BY CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE REGARDING AMENDMENTS AND ADDITIONS TO
REGULATIONS RELATING TO INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY POLICIES DESIGNED TO SUPPLEMENT MEDICARE, DATED MARCH 21,1978
STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
DEPARTMENT OF INSiRANCE,

San Francisco,Calif.

In the Matter of the Proposed Amendments and Additions to the Regulations of
the Insurance Commissioner Relating to Individual Disability Policies Designed
To Supplement Medicare
Ruling No. 221; File No. RH-191
DECISION

The attached Proposed Decision of Peter Groom, Deputy Insurance Commis
sioner, is hereby adopted by the Insurance Commissioner of the State of Cali.
fornia as his Decision in the above-entitled matter.
IT IS SO ORDERED this 21st day of March, 1978.
ROGER L. McNiTT,
Chief Deputy Insurance Commissioner.
PROPOSED DECISION

The above-entitled matter came on regularly for hearing in accordance with
Notice published and disseminated pursuant to law before Peter Groom, Deputy
Insurance Commissioner, in San Francisco, California, on November 1, 1977, in
Los Angeles, California, on November 2, 1977, and in San Diego, California, on
November 3, 1977, at which times exhibits, statements, arguments and contentions,
both written and oral, were received. At the conclusion of the hearing the matter
was submitted for decision, subject to the record being continued open until the
close of business on December 7, 1977, to allow the filing of further statements and
exhibits with respect to the matters covered by the hearing.
The matter having been duly heard and considered, the following PROPOSED
DECISION and ORDER are hereby made.
HISTORY

California Insurance Code § 10293(a) authorizes the Insurance Commissioner
to withdraw his authorization for issue of individual hospital, medical and surgical policies if he finds that the benefits such policies provide are unreasonable In
relation to the premiums charged therefor. The regulations promulgated pursuant
to the cited section (Title 10, California Administrative Code, Chapter 5, Subchapter 2, Article 1.9) establishea 50 percent "benchmark" loss ratio (subject to
certain corrections) as the minimum which a policy may attain and still be deemed
to provide reasonable benefits relative to premiums. The regulations require that
loss ratios for policies subject thereto be separately reported in a supplemental
exhibit attached to insurers' Annual Statements.
Late in 1976, this Department's attention was drawn to the fact that a number
of individual Medicare supplement policies issued in California did not appear to
be attaining loss ratios of at least 50 percent. A list was then developed of all
(183)
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such policies and the loss ratios therefor, pursuant to Title 10, California Administrative Code § 2222.13, which provides that the Commissioner may review the

loss ratios of any policy ". . . at any time that he determines such review to be

advisable or necessary". This list confirmed that numerous individual Medicare
supplement policies were attaining loss ratios below 50 percent.
Medicare supplement policies differ from other types of hospital, medical and
surgical policies in several respects. Basic benefits payable under such policies
have changed almost annually since the inception of Medicare because of increases in Medicare deductible and co-payment amounts. Although claim amounts
are usually modest, claim frequencies are high, which suggests high claims
expense ratios. However, Medicare fiscal intermediaries perform the basic claims
adjustment, which tends to balance the high claim frequencies when determining
final expense ratios. In view of these and other factors, it was decided to hold
public Investigative Hearings to gather information about the economics of
Medicare supplement insurance, with a view toward determining whether the
500%D benchmark loss ratio, established before the advent of Medicare, was appropriate for Medicare supplement policies. These Investigative Hearings were conducted on January 4, 5 and 6, 1977, in San Francisco, Los Angeles and San Diego
respectively, before Joseph P. Powers, Deputy Insurance Commissioner. A representative group of insurers active in the marketing of Medicare supplement
policies was requested to attend the hearing and present pertinent data. Members
of the public were also invited to testify.
No information received during the Investigative Hearings suggested that
individual Medicare supplement policies should be subject to any less stringent
loss ratio requirements than any other type of hospital, medical or surgical
coverage. Indeed, the "High Level" individual Medicare supplement plans offered
by Northern California Blue Cross and Southern California Blue Cross attained
loss ratios in the range of 75% to 90%, and representatives of these organizations
felt comfortable with loss ratios in that range.
Generally, public witnesses were less concerned about the cost of Medicare
supplement policies than with their design and solicitation. Many witnesses told
of purchasing policies which they thought provided broad protection and then
finding, at time of claim, that they were covered for only a small portion of the
expenses not paid by Medicare. Others complained that the policies were so complicated that they were unable to determine what was covered. Finally, numerous
instances of questionable solicitation practices were brought to light. The new
and amended regulations proposed in the Notice of Hearing in this matter, dated
September 29, 1977, addressed these problems.
EXPLANATION

The testimony and the statements received at the hearings on the proposed
regulations having been considered, the following actions are taken regarding
the numbered items in the Exhibit attached to the Notice of Hearing in this
matter dated September 29, 1977. The amended regulations appear in the Exhibit
attached to this Proposed Decision.
(1) The "follow-up form", set forth in the proposed Article 8, was intended
to enable insurers to monitor the actions of their producers more effectively so
as to reduce the incidence of misrepresentation, replacement of existing policies
with new ones upon which higher commissions are paid, and "loading-up" of
insureds with many duplicating policies. The forms were also intended to provide
a direct line of communication between the insured and the insurer independent
of the producer soliciting the policy. The proposed Article 8 of Subehapter 1 is
not adopted.
The proposed "follow-up form" received little support from public witnesses
or industry representatives. Several witnesses criticized the form as adding to
the proliferation of pieces of paper which accompanies the delivery of most
insurance policies today and noted that the form overlapped the already required
Supplemental Disclosure Form, thus contributing to possible confusion of insureds. It was also stated that insurers have difficulty in getting insureds to
respond to mail communications, even where a response is to the insured's personal advantage. One witness stated that a response ratio of 50 percent was seldom achieved in the best of circumstances. With such a low probable response,
the usefulness of the form in monitoring producers' activities would be doubtful.
Also, most industry representatives objected to the additional administrative
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expense which use of the forms would entail, which expense would be passed
along to insureds in increased premiums. It should be noted that although several
of these representatives were requested to submit expense projections after the
hearings, no such information was ever received. Finally, several industry representatives felt that the required offer of rescission was inconsistent with Insurance Code § 10276 and that the proposed article provided insurers with too
little guidance as to what was to be done with the information which would be
collected from the returned follow-up forms.
Several witnesses stated that the Supplemental Disclosure Forms, use of which
had become mandatory only six months before the Investigative Hearings in this
matter, appeared to be working well. Indeed, most of the public testimony concerning insureds who were confused about what they had purchased involved
policies issued before use of such Forms had become mandatory. There was
considerable agreement among the witnesses that establishment of independent
lines of communication between insurers and insureds had some merit and it
was suggested that the Disclosure Forms could be modified to provide for it.
This suggestion has been incorporated in the amended Disclosure Forms Regulations discussed below.
(2) The amendments proposed to § 2220.29 were to increase the minimum hospital indemnity benefit to $15 per day and to prohibit the labeling of policies
subject to that Section as Medicare Supplement Policies. The proposed amendments are adopted. (See Item 1 in the attached Exhibit.)
The increased hospital indemnity benefit was opposed by industry on the
grounds that the necessary increased premium might prevent some less-affluent
prospective insureds from purchasing any type of coverage. Although this is a
primary consideration whenever a minimum benefit is increased, it seems unlikely that an appreciable number of persons would be prevented from buying
this product. On the other hand, the expenses for which such coverage is generally purchased have increased substantially in the five years since the previous
$10 per day minimum benefit was established. Also, the $15 per day minimum
benefit is consistent with Insurance Code § 10291.5(b) (9), which prohibits reductions on account of age exceeding 50% and the minimum $30 per day minimum benefit for those under 65.
There was no opposition to the proscription against labeling a hospital Indemnity policy as being supplemental to Medicare, it being accepted that this
type of policy is not a true Medicare supplement coverage.
(3) The principal amendments proposed to § 2220.30 were to require that both
Parts of Medicare be supplemented by any "Medicare Supplement Policy", but
with a proviso that coverage could be limited to expenses incurred while hospital
confined. The proposed amendments also posited a "Catastrophic Medicare Supplement" policy which would provide supplemental benefits on a "blanket" basis
subject to a "corridor deductihle." The proposed amendments, further modified
as discussed below, are ADOPTED. (See Item 2 in the attached Exhibit.)
Several witnesses pointed out that requiring coverage of the Part A Medicare deductible perpetuated the "dollar trading" situation that the proposed subparagraph (c) was intended to eliminate. Therefore, coverage of the Part A
deductible will remain optional with the insurer, as provided in the prior
regulations.
Industry representatives expressed considerable opposition to the requirement
that both Parts of Medicare be supplemented by a Medicare supplement policy.
Several insurers stated that their Part A-only supplemental policies were their
best sellers and were concerned that the addition of Part B coverage would
increase premiums to the extent that fewer persons would purchase supplemental policies. Some insurers seemed to believe that, so long as the premium-benefit
ratio was reasonable for a policy, the philosophy of the Minimum Benefit Law
was respected, even though the benefits provided were quite modest. However,
Insurance Code § 10291.5(b) (7), pursuant to which Minimum Benefit Standards
are promulgated, specifically excepts consideration of premium from the determination of what constitutes a benefit of "real economic value". The principal benefits provided by most Part A-only supplemental policies are for the initial deductible and for the co-payments for days of hospitalization after the 60th day
of confinement during a Medicare benefit period. As the average hospital stay
for a person over 65 years of age is approximately 12 days (American Hospital
Association, 1974), the principal benefit payable under most Part A coverages
will be that for the initial deductible. Since the premium for that benefit is in the
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range of one-third of the deductible amount, there is some doubt that the initial
deductible should be insured at all. In 1974, Medicare paid less than 40% of
the overall health costs of Medicare beneficiaries, but Part A of Medicare covered
over 60% of all the expenses covered by it. (Private Health Insurance Supplementary to Medicare-A Working Paper-Special Committee on Aging, U.S.
Senate, December, 1974.) Therefore, it is concluded that, for most persons, the
need is greater to supplement Part B of Medicare than to supplement Part A,
and Part B coverage is made mandatory in the amended regulation. Much of
the concern over the high premiums which would be required to supplement both
Parts of Medicare was in the context of the initial proposal that Part A initial
deductibles be covered. The deletion of required coverage for the Part A deductible should ameliorate to some extent the premium impact of the mandatory
Part B coverage.
There was no testimony opposing the restrictions on coverage for the Part
B annual deductible as the annual premium for unrestricted coverage of said
deductible exceeds one-half of the deductible amount itself. Such "dollar-trading"
is not economic insurance, since it amounts to the insured and the insurer merely
exchanging dollars with one another to cover a type of loss which most insureds
will incur with considerable regularity. Furthermore, it is an unequal exchange
because of the relatively high proportion of expense to the benefit paid.
Considerable public testimony was received objecting to permitting any restriction on coverage for pre-existing conditions, as Medicare covers all preexisting conditions. Industry representatives were quite concerned about "antiselection", since the coverage in question is voluntary. In recognition of the
public concern over coverage for pre-existing conditions and the existence of
many policies which contain six-month pre-existing conditions provisions, the
proposed regulation has been amended to provide a six-month waiting period
for coverage of conditions treated during the six months preceding the policy
date.
It was pointed out that Part B of Medicare pays benefits on a calendar year
basis, rather than a "per cause" basis, and subparagraph (b) has been amended
accordingly. No testimony was received concerning 'the $1,000 minimum benefit
per calendar year for Part B.
"Grading of Policies". At the Investigative Hearing of January, 1977, considerable support was expressed for a system by which Medicare supplement
policies would be categorized or "graded" depending upon the coverage they
provided. This Department carefully considered such an approach and examined
the regulations then being proposed in Wisconsin, which established five different types of policies, ranging from a Part A-only supplement to one which
covered virtually all expenses not paid by Medicare. However, such a system
necessarily assumes something akin to a set of standardized forms, as relative
grades would mean little if one policy provided more ancillary benefits (such
as extensive nursing benefits) than another, but did not provide one of the required basic coverages for a particular grade. Furthermore, there is such a vast
range of possible supplemental benefits to Medicare that it would be difficult
to consider them all properly in a comprehensive grading system. Finally, Insurance Code § 10291.5(g) prohibits the Commissioner from prescribing standard forms of disability policies, while his authority under Insurance Code
§ 10291.5(b) (7) is limited to the setting of minimum benefit levels.
Nevertheless, the amended Supplemental Disclosure Form regulations (discussed below), recognize three basic categories of Medicare supplement policies,
which categories are named descriptively, rather than by "grade", so as to
avoid implications that one category is necessarily inferior to another relative
to the needs of the prospective insured. These categories are "in-hospital", "inand-out-of-hospital" and "catastrophic" Medicare supplement policies and are
reflected in the amended § 2220.30.
"Catastrophic Coverage". There was call from some public witnesses for a
policy which would "cover everything", but those witnesses gave little consideration to the premium consequences of requiring such coverage. Related to
this was the consistent complaint that Medicare characteristically underpays
its portion of coverages under Part B. on grounds that the charges made by
providers of services are excessive. As traditional Medicare supplement policies
provide benefits based upon Medicare's determination of proper charges (e.g.,
pay 25% of what Medicare pays under Part B for a particular service). the insured may still be faced with a substantial liability after exhausting Medicare
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and supplemental policy benefits. In response to this problem and the call for
broadly based supplemental coverage, the amended regulations establish guidelines for "Catastrophic Medicare Supplement Coverage", which, in essence, would
be administered in much the same way as a comprehensive group major medical
plan. Based upon the insurer's latest standards of what constitutes "usual, customary and reasonable" charges for the services rendered, such a policy would
pay the difference between such charges and what Medicare pays. An annual
"corridor deductible" is permitted to enable premiums to be kept at a reasonable
level. Of course, the Commissioner has no authority to require that such a
coverage be made available, although we understand that some group supplemental plans are set up along these lines. It is hoped that carriers will offer
coverage of this type on an individual basis, thereby filling most of the gaps
in Medicare coverage.
"Special Medicare Supplenent Policies". The final paragraph of § 2220.30
recognizes the Commissioner's authority to approve limited Medicare supplement policies such as those providing nursing home benefits. However, the
Commissioner does not contemplate approving Part A-only or Part B-only
Medicare supplement policies under this exception.
"Skilled Nursing Benefits". Meaningful testimony was received concerning the
value of and the need for substantial supplementation of Medicare's skilled
nursing facility coverage. One insurer representative testified that almost onehalf of the benefits paid under his company's broad coverage Medicare supplement policy were under the private duty nurse and nurse-at-home benefit. As
considerable reservations were expressed concerning the impact on premiums
of requiring that Part B of Medicare be supplemented in all policies, it was
decided not to require at this time that extended care facility and home health
visits be supplemented. However, the amended Standard Supplemental Disclosure
Forms for in-hospital and in-and-out-of-hospital policies now specifically reflect
whether such coverage is provided.
(4) The amendment proposed to § 2222.12 was to establish a separate loss
ratio category for Medicare supplement policies and to set a minimnum "benchmark" loss ratio for that category at 60%. The amendment, modified to require
a 55% loss ratio, is ADOPTED. (See Item 3 in the attached Exhibit.)
Strong insurer opposition was encountered to any increase In the present
"benchmark" loss ratio of 50%. Insurers made the point that, to be assured of
attaining a 60% loss ratio, they would have to aim for a 65% or a 70% loss ratio,
which might make such coverages unprofitable, especially for agency companies.
This argument was urged, however, in the context of the now withdrawn proposal
that loss ratios be based upon California-only experience, which would not be
credible for many companies.
A producer complained that agents would perhaps bear an unfair portion of
the burden imposed by the proposal because an Increase in the loss ratio benchmark would result in a reduction in commissions. which are already modest
because of the relatively low premiums charged for most Medicare supplement
policies. This was corroborated by several insurer representatives. Although It
was generally admitted that sales through individual agents may not be the most
economical method by which to market Medicare supplement coverages, It was
accepted that the personal contact and service provided by individual agents
is very important to many consumers.
Those opposing the increased loss ratio requirement did not believe that any
jurisdiction required more than a 50% loss ratio. However, several states including Nevada and Florida, have regulations or guidelines requiring loss ratios in
excess of 50%. Florida, like California, has a large number of senior citizens,
and we understand that the Insurance Commissioner of that State is reviewing
the loss ratios being attained by individual Medicare supplement policies issued
to citizens of his state. (Florida has the highest percentage of persons 65 and
over of any state. Administration on Aging, U.S. Department of Health, Educa.
tion. and Welfare. 1973.)
Most senior citizens are on fixed. low incomes. In 1975, the average Income of
those over age 65 was $4.800. compared to an average income for the age group of
18-64 of $12,400. Additionally. one out of every six seniors is existing at the
noverty level, versus one out of every ten persons in all other age groups. (U.S.
Department of Commerce statistics quoted in Lamb and Duffy. The Retirement
Threat. J. P. Tarcker. Inc.. Los Angeles, CA 1977). In view of the characteristically low and shrinking disposable income of the elderly, we find that they
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constitute a proper separate class for the purposes of determining appropriate
loss ratios. However, because of the concern expressed by many about the
impact of a 60% benchmark loss ratio on the availability of individually
solicited policies, the required loss ratio is hereby set at 55%. This Department
will not monitor the reaction of the insurance industry to the increased loss
ratio "benchmark" to see if it affects the number of companies marketing
Medicare supplement coverage.
(5) The amendment proposed to § 2222.19 was to require that the loss ratio
requirement of § 2222.12 be based upon California loss experience and to require
explicitly that experience for Medicare supplement policies be reported in the
supplement to the Annual Statement. The proposed amendment is ADOPTED,
amended to delete the requirement for California-only experience and to require
that individual Medicare supplement policies be specifically identified in the
supplement to the Annual Statement. (See Item 4 in the attached Exhibit.)
Most industry representatives opposed the requirement that loss ratios, for
the purpose of Article 1.9 of Subehapter 2, be based on California experience
only, because the resulting premium volume for many insurers would be so small
as to lack actuarial credibility. They pointed out that loss ratios on small premium
volumes tend to vary widely from year to year, so that, to be sure of exceeding
the benchmark loss ratio, higher target loss ratios must be established, thereby
compounding the reduction in the margin for profit and expenses resulting from
the increased loss ratio requirements of § 2222.12, as amended. No testimony was
received regarding the explicit requirement that Medicare supplement policy loss
ratio experience be reported.
The industry's opposition to requiring California-only experience is well-taken.
No regulatory purpose is served by acting upon statistics which may not be
credible and the amendment, as adopted, leaves it to the discretion of the insurer
whether to report California or nation-wide experience.
This Department's review of loss ratios in conjunction with our Investigative
Hearings of January, 1977, was considerably complicated by the failure of
many Annual Statement Supplemental Exhibits to identify those policies providing Medicare supplement coverage. The new requirement that such policies
be identified is consistent with the establishment of a separate loss ratio class for
them in § 2222.12.
(6) The proposed amendment to § 2536.8 was intended to draw prospective
insureds' attention to the fact that out-of-state group plans might not be subject
to California laws. However, several witnesses pointed out that the proposed
requirement would tend to suggest to California consumers that complaints
concerning such plans be referred to the Insurance Commissioner of the state
in which the master policy was delivered, whereas this Department has a strong
interest in receiving all complaints about insurers doing business in this State.
Also, this requirement would have impacted many legitimate group insurance
plans based on out-of-state master policies and would have tended to place them
at a competitive disadvantage compared to domestic group plans. For these
reasons, the proposed amendment is NOT ADOPTED.
(7) The proposed amendment to § 2540.4(b) makes it consistent with the
requirement stated in § 2540.5(k) that paragraph [2] be included in Supplemental Disclosure Forms for use with Medicare supplement policies and is
ADOPTED. (See Item 5 in the attached Exhibit.)
(8 and 9) The proposed amendments correct an ambiguity in Ruling No. 200A
of November 24, 1975, are technical in nature and are ADOPTED. (See Items 6
and 7 of the attached Exhibit.)
(10, 11, and 12) The amendments proposed to the Standard Supplemental
Disclosure Forms for use with Medicare supplement policies responded to the
interest expressed by many public witnesses in some means to categorize or
"grade" such policies. (See "Grading of Policies", in paragraph 3, above.) The
proposed amendments also reflected the amended minimum benefit requirements. Those amendments, further modified as discussed below, are ADOPTED.
(See Items 8 through 11 in the attached Exhibit.)
Although the follow-up form discussed in paragraph 1, above, was not adopted.
several witnesses expressed their belief that opening up a line of communication
directly between insureds and insurers was a valuable concept. It was suggested
that this could be accomplished by incorporating the effect of the originally
proposed § 2192.3(e) in the Disclosure Forms for Medicare supplement policies,
and this has been done in the adopted amendment, along with appropriate in-
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structions. To make doubly sure that Disclosure Forms are properly delivered,
so that this direct line of communication will be established, the regulation is
further amended to require that insurers establish affirmative procedures for
ensuring such delivery. Although the modified amendment describes, by example,
several acceptable affirmative procedures for ensuring such delivery, insurers
are allowed discretion to develop other reasonable procedures.
As discussed previously (paragraph 1, "Skilled Nursing Benefits"), considerable testimony regarding the importance of skilled nursing facility coverage was
received. Although such coverage is not required at this time, the amended
Disclosure Forms state whether or not it is provided.
Several witnesses pointed out that paragraph [2] for the "ia-hospital" and
the "in-and-out-of-hospital" policy Disclosure Forms was much less readable
than the same paragraph in the "catastrophic" policy Disclosure Form. Those
paragraphs have been re-drafted to make them more readable. The statement
of the computation of the co-payment benefit for Part B was modified to reognize that some insurers provide benefits therefor in different ways.
READABILITY

Many complaints were received concerning the difficulty of understanding
Medicare supplement policies. Most are complicated in design and abstruse and
legalistic in text. Complicated design will always be a problem with Medicare
supplement policies because of the complexity of Medicare, but it is obvious that
most insurers have made little effort to simplify the text of such policies. Although Insurance Code § 10291.5(a) (2) (added in 1974) directs the Commissioner to ensure ". . . that the language of all (individual disability) insurance policies can be readily understood and interpreted", the Commissioner is given no
authority to promulgate standards for evaluating the readability of policies.
However, pursuant to this Bulletin No. 78-7, dated March 1, 1978, the Commissioner now requires that Flesch Readability Test Scores accompany all sub
missions of individual disability policies and benefit riders. It is hoped that this
requirement will draw insurers' attention to the lack of readability of many of
their products. One major insurer has already submitted an "easy-to-read" inand-out-of-hospital Medicare supplement policy to this Department for approval.
Using the "sampling" approach of Flesch Test scoring, the policy achieved a score
of 73, which is considered to be a sixth grade reading level which would be
attained by approximately 90% of the United States population. By contrast,
another widely marketed broad-coverage Medicare supplement policy attained
a score of 40, which is considered to be a "high school or some college" reading
level which would be attained by approximately 33% of the United States population. (Flesch, Rudolph. How to Tcst Rcadability; Harper & Brothers, New
York, N.Y. 1951.)
Some insurers have stated that they have not attempted to improve the readability of their disability-policies because of required and hard-to-read statutory
language, primarily the Compulsory Uniform Policy Provisions (Insurance Code
§ 10350, et scq.). Indeed. one of these provisions attains a Flesch Test score of 16,
which is considered to be "very difficult" and which is typical of scientific or
professional writing. However, Insurance Code §§ 10350 and 10369.1 permit the
Commissioner to approve language in lieu of the statutory Uniform Provisions
so long as such language is not less favorable in effect to the insurance than the
statutory language.
EFFECTIVE DATES

,In order that insurers will have adequate "lead time" in which to comply
with these amendments and in order that new policies and disclosure forms may
be introduced coincidentally with the expected revision of Medicare benefits, the
amendments set forth in the attached Exhibit will he effective on January I.,
1979, except for those pertaining to Minimum Benefits Standards (§§ 2220.29 and
2220.30) which shall be effective on May 1, 1978. However, insurers are encouraged to comply with the amended Standard Supplemental Disclosure Forms
set forth in the attached Exhibit (Subehapter 3, Article 12.2, §§ 2540.5(k)
through (n) ) for policies complying with the amended Minimum Benefit Standards as soon as possible.
Insurers should note that, pursuant to Insurance Code § 10291.5(d), this Department intends to withdraw authorization of all Medicare supplement policies
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authorized prior to May 1, 1978, to be effective December 31, 1978. Formal notification of such withdrawal of authorization will be sent to insurers later this
year.
ORDER

Wherefore, It Is Hereby Ordered, by virtue of the authority vested
in the Insurance Commissioner by §§ 790.10, 10291.5(c), 10293(a) and 10608 of
the Insurance Code of the State of California that the proposed additions and
amendments to Chapter 5 of Title 10 of the California Administrative Code be
hereby made a part thereof.
CERTIFICATION

I hereby certify that the foregoing constitutes my Proposed Decision in the
above-entitled matter as a result of the Hearings held before me, as the duly
authorized Deputy of the Insurance Commissioner on November 1, 1977, at San
Francisco, California, November 2, 1977, at Los Angeles, California, and November 3, 1977, at San Diego, California, and I hereby recommend its adoption as the
Decision of the Insurance Commissioner.
Dated: March 6, 1978.
PETER GnoOM,

Deputy Insurance Commissioner.
EXHIBIT.-CALIFORNIA ADMINIsTRATIvE CODE, TITLE 10, CHAPTER 5
1. Amend Subehapter 2, Article 1.5, Section 2220.29 to read: "Insurance Issued
to Persons Eligible for Benefits Under Medicare."
2220.29. Hospital Indemnity Policies. A daily hospital benefit, provided on
other than an expense incurred basis and issued to a person eligible for benefits
under Medicare, shall be deemed not sufficient to be of real economic value to
the person insured if:
(a) It provides a daily hospital benefit of less than $15, payable for less than

60 days, or if it is a hospital benefit for mental disorders, and the period of time
the benefit is payable is less than 30 days; or
(b) The elimination period, if any, exceeds one day for sickness benefits and
one day for accident benefits; or

(c) The benefit is subject to any waiting period other than a waiting period

for conditions specified in § 2220.10 (b) ; or
(d) It excludes coverages or provides reduced benefits for exceptions, limitations or reductions other than those specified in § 2220.8; or

(e) It contains a pre-existing condition provision other than as specified in
§ 2220.30 (d).
A hospital indemnity policy conforming to this Section may not be labeled or
described as a Medicare Supplement Policy.
2. Amend Subchapter 2, Article 1.5, Section 2220.30 to read:
2220.30. Medicare Supplement Expense Policies. A policy designed to supplement Medicare shall be deemed not sufficient to be of real economic value to the
person insured if:
(a) It fails to provide supplemental benefits to Part A of Medicare in the
amounts of the co-insurance payment required for the 61st through the 90th day
of hospital confinement and the co-insurance payment required for the lifetime
reserve; and

(b) It fails to provide a supplemental benefit in the amount of the co-insurance
payment required by Part B of Medicare of at least $1,000 per calendar year
payable either while the insured is hospital confined, or payable regardless of
whether the insured is hospital confined; or
(c) It provides a supplemental benefit to the Part B deductible for a calendar
year during which the insured is not hospital confined; or
(d) It contains a pre-existing condition provision less favorable to the insured
than one which excludes coverage for more than six months after the effective

date of the policy for a condition for which medical advice or treatment 'was

recommended by a physician or received from a physician within six months
before the effective date of the policy; or

(e) It is subject to any exceptions, limitations or reductions (other than as
specified in this Section) which are not consistent with the exceptions, limitations or reductions permissible under Medicare, other than a provision which
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provides that coverage is not provided for any expenses to the extent that any
benefit is available to the insured person under Medicare; or
(f) It indemnifies losses resulting from sickness on a different basis than
losses resulting from accident; or
(g) It is designed in such a manner that the benefits will not be increased
automatically to coincide with any changes in the deductible amounts and coinsurance percentage factors of Medicare coverage.
(h) This Section does not prohibit "Catastrophic Medicare Supplement Coverage" which provides benefits on a "blanket basis" for all expenses deemed by the
insurer to be usual, customary and reasonable in the treatment of conditions
covered in whole or in part by Medicare and which provides a maximum lifetime benefit of at least $25,000, subject to a deductible amount not to exceed
$1,000. Such coverage may be subject to reasonable internal limits relating to
psychiatric treatment and prescription drugs.
A policy issued to provide coverage for persons not eligible for benefits under
Medicare which continues in force and provides coverage on a reduced basis for
such persons when they become eligible for benefits under Medicare and provides benefits not less than the benefits required by this section, shall be deemed
to meet the requirements of this-section if the reductions relate to reducing or
eliminating coverages to the extent that such coverages are provided or are
available to the insured persons under either Part A or Part B of Medicare.
The Commissioner shall not approve any policy or rider benefit under this
section when the payment of any item of expense or any benefit are subject to
unreasonable conditions precedent to eligibility for and payment of such benefits. The Commissioner shall apply all applicable sections of the Insurance Code
and this Article when making a determination pursuant to Section 2220.7 of this
Article, that a policy or rider designed to supplement Medicare benefits will be ol
real economic value to persons insured thereunder. This section shall be construed to provide regulatory protection to the residents of California eligible for
Federal Medicare benefits.
3. Amend Subehapter 2, Article 1.9, Section 2222.12, to read: . . . (ii) 35
per cent if the premium is at a lesser rate or (iii) 55 percent if the policy is designed to supplement Medicare.
4. Add a new paragraph to Subehapter 2, Article 1.9. Section 2222.19 to read:
Policies designed to supplement Medicare shall be identified as such.
5. Amend Subehapter 3, Article 12.2, Section 25540.4(b) to read as follows:
(b) Drafting Instructions for Paragraph [2]. Each benefit enumerated in the
prototype description of the category of coverage shall be stated, regardless of
whether the policy with which the disclosure form is to be used provides that
benefit. Unless provided otherwise, this paragraph may be omitted if the optional text appearing in parentheses in Paragraph [4] is used in that paragraph.
This paragraph may also be omitted if no such optional text appears in Paragraph [4] of the appropriate prototype form.
6. Amend Subehapter 3, Article 12.2, Section 2540.5(e) r4] to read as follows:
[4] Exceptions, Reductions and Limitations of This (Policy). (Benefits are not
provided for physicians' or surgeons' fees nor for miscellaneous hospital services.)
[The foregoing sentence may be modified to reflect the benefits provided by the
policy.]
7. Amend Subehanter 3. Article 12.2. Section 2540.5(h) [41to read as follows:
r4] Exreptions. Reductiosns and Lhmitations of This (Policy). (No benefits are
provided for any loss resulting from sickness.) rThe foregoing sentence may be
modified to reflect the benefits provided by the policy.]
8. Repeal Subehapter 3. Article 12.2, Section 2540.5(k) and add a new Section
2540.5(k) to read as follows:
(k) DisclosRure Forms for Atedicare Snpplenment Policies: Additional Instruction.R. The following Prototype Standard Supplemental Disclosure Forms shall
not be used with policies issued to persons eligible for Medicare which do not
supplement Medicare on an expense-incurred basis.
Paragraph r2] shall not be omitted from the following Prototype Standard
Supplemental Disclosure Forms. The name. address and telephone number of a
representative of the insurer or the General Agent shall be inserted in the blank
in the sentence following Paragraph [61. (Such representative may not be the
agent. if any, who solicited or delivered the policy.) Such representative shall
be located in this State unless a toll-free "800" telephone number is specified.
Insurers shall establish affirmative procedures for ensuring that Medicare

Supplement Policy Disclosure Forms are properly delivered pursuant to Tnsur-
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ance Code § 10601(e) and 10605, where solicitation is made on an other-thandirect response basis. Such procedures could include physically attaching disclosure forms to field-issued policies; requiring return to the insurer of copies
of disclosure forms signed by prospective insureds; or requiring separately
signed acknowledgements of receipts on applications for insurance when such
applications are returned to the insurer. (This requirement shall not be interpreted to mean that insurers need not establish reasonable procedures for ensuring that other categories of disclosure forms are properly delivered to prospective insureds.)
9. Add Subsection (1) to Subchapter 3, Article 12.2, Section 2540.5, to read as
follows:
(1) Prototype Standard Supplemental Disclosure Form for Policies Providing
In-Hospital Medicare Supplement Coverage. "In-Hospital Medicare Supplement
Coverage" provides benefits, principally on an expense-incurred basis, to supplement the coverage provided under both Parts of Medicare for hospital-confined
beneficiaries.
[COMPANY NAME]
IN-HOSPITAL MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT COVERAGE
OUTLINE OF COVERAGE
For(Policies) Issued in [insert year]
[1] Read Your (Policy) Carefully. This outline of coverage provides a very
brief description of some important features of your (policy). This is not the
insurance contract and only the actual (policy) provisions will control. The
(policy) itself sets forth, in detail, the rights and obligations of both you and
(your insurance company). It is, therefore, important that you Read Your
(Policy) Carefully!
[2] In-Hospital Medicare Supplement Coverage. This type of coverage is mainly
designed to supplement your Medicare coverage while you are in the hospital.
It will pay some of the dollar deductibles and percentage co-payment charges
which you would have to pay without it. In general, it will not help pay your
share of expenses for treatment outside the hospital.
[3] Benefits of This (Policy). [Alternate text in parentheses in this paragraph
shall be selected depending upon the coverage provided by the policy. The
Medicare deductible and co-payment charges for the year of policy issue shall
be inserted in the blanks.]
To Supplement Medicare Part A Hospital Insurance, this (policy)
(a) (Pays) (Does not pay) the initial deductible amount for hospitalization
.' [The precedduring a Medicare Benefit Period. This year that amount is $
ing sentence may be omitted where the initial deductible is not paid.]
(b) (Pays) (Does not pay) benefits for the first sixty days of hospitalization
during a Medicare Benefit Period. [Disclose benefit, if any].
(c) Pays the co-payment charges for the 61st through the 90th day of hospitalization during a Medicare Benefit Period. This year, that charge is $per day of hospitalization.'
(d) Pays the co-payment charges for the "lifetime reserve" of 60 days of
hospitalization. This year, that charge is $per day of hospitalization.'
(e) (Pays) (Does not pay) the co-payment charges for the 21st through the
100th day of confinement in a skilled nursing facility. This year, that charge
per day of confinement.' [The preceding sentence may be omitted where
is $
skilled nursing facility confinement is not covered.]
[(f) Other benefits to supplement Medicare Part A Hospital Insurance.]
To supplement Medicare Part B Medical Insurance, this (policy):
(a) (Pays the calendar year deductible amount for any year during which
you are hospitalized. This year, that amount is $
.')
(Does not pay the calendar year deductible amount.)
(b) Pays the co-payment charges for medical services provided while you
are hospitalized. These charges are 25% of the benefits paid by Medicare Part B
per calendar year
Medical Insurance. This (policy) will not pay more than $for these co-payment charges. [If co-payment charges for medical services are
Footnotes at end of article.
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computed on some basis other than the benefits paid by Medicare, the preceding
sentence shall be replaced by a brief explanation of that basis.]
[(c) Other benefits to supplement Medicare Part B Medical Insurance.]
[4] Exceptions, Reductions and Limitations of This (Policy). This (policy)
does not pay benefits if you are not confined in a hospital or a skilled nursing
facility. [The preceding sentence may b'e modified to reflect the coverage provided
by the policy. In addition to the requirements of Section 2540.4(d), this paragraph shall state that benefits are not payable for custodial care, for expenses
deemed by Medicarte not to be reasonable or necessary nor for convenience items.
Other items excluded from coverage by Medicare need not be stated unless they
relate directly to benefits provided by the policy.]
[5] Renewability of This (Policy).
[6] Premium for This (Policy).

If you have questions about this (policy), please write or call
10. Add Subsection (in) to Subchapter 3, Article 12.2, Section 2540.5, to read
as follows:
(in) Prototype Standard Supplemental Disclosure Form for Policies Providing
In-Hospital and Out-o'f-Ilospital Medicare Supplement Coverage. "In-Hospital

and Out-of-Hospital Medicare Supplement Coverage" provides benefits, principally on an expense-incurred basis, to supplement the coverag'e provided under
Medicare, whether or not treatment is received while hospitalized.
[COMPANY NAME]
IN-HOSPITAL AND OUT-OF-HOSPITAL MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
COVERAGE
OUTLINE OF COVERAGE
For (Policies) Issued in [insert year]
(1] Read your (Policy) Carefully. This outline of coverage provides a very

brief description of some important features of your (policy). This is not the insurance contract and only the actual (policy) provisions will control. The
(policy) itself sets forth, in detail, the rights and obligations of both you and
(your insurance company). It is, therefore, important that you Read Your
(Policy) Carefully!
[2] In-Hospital and Out-of-Hospital Medicare Supplement Coverage. This

type of coverage is designed -to supplement your Medicare coverage regardless
of whether you are in the hospital. It will pay some of the dollar deductibles
and percentage co-payment charges which you would have to pay without it.
However, it may not pay all your share of expenses for treatment.
[3] Benefits of This (Policy). [Alternate text is parenthesis in this paragraph

shall be selected depending upon the coverage provided by the policy. The Medicare deductible and co-payment charges for the year of policy issue shall be
inserted in the blanks.]
To Supplement Medicare Part A Hospital Insurance, this (policy)
(a) (Pays) (Does not pay) the initial deductible amount for hospitalization
during a Medicare Benefit Period. This year that amount is $-.'
[The preceding sentence may be omitted where the initial deductible is not paid.]
(b) (Pays) (Does not pay) benefits for the first sixty days of hospitalization
during a Medicare Benefit Period. [Disclose benefit, if any.]
(c) Pays the co-payment charges for the 61st through the 90th day of hospitalization during a Medicare Benefit Period. This year, that charge is $per
day of hospitalization.'
(d) Pays the co-payment charges for the "lifetime reserve" of 60 days of
hospitalization. This year. that charge is $per day of hospitalization.'
(e) (Pays) (Does not pay) the co-payment charges for the 21st through the
100th day of confinement in a skilled nursing facility. This year, that charge is
$
per day of confinement. 1 [The preceding sentence may be omitted where
skilled nursinz facility confinement is not covered.1
(f) Other benefits to supplement Medicare Part A Hospital Insurance.]
Footaotes at endof article.
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To supplement Medicare Part B Medical Insurance this (policy):
(a) (Pays the calendar year deductible amount for any year that you are

hospitalized. This year that amount is $-')

(Does not pay the calendar year deductible amount.)
(b) Pays tWe co-payment charges which are 25 percent of the benefits paid by
Medicare Part B Medical Insurance. This (policy) will not pay more than $2 per
calendar year for these co-payment charges. [If co-payment charges for medical
services are computed on some basis other than the benefits paid by Medicare, the
preceding sentence shall be replaced by a brief explanation of that basis.]
[ (c) Other benefits to supplement Medicare Part B Medical Insurance.]
(4) Exceptions, Reductions and Limitations of This(Policy). [In addition to
the requirements of Section 2540.4(d), this paragraph shall state that benefits
are not payable for custodial care, for expenses deemed by Medicare not to be
reasonable or necessary nor for convenience items. Other items excluded from
coverage by Medicare need not be stated unless they relate directly to benefits provided by the policy.]
(5) Renewability of This (Policy).
(6) Premium for This (Policy).
If you have questions about this policy, please write or call
11. Add Subsection (n) to Subchapter 3, Article 12.2, Section 2540.5, to read as
follows:
(n) Prototype Standard Supplemental Disclosure Form for Policies Providing
Catastrophic Medicare Supplement Coverage. "Catastrophic Medicare Supple-

ment Coverage" provides benefits to supplement Medicare on a "blanket" basis
for all expenses deemed by the insurer to be usual, customary and reasonable in
the treatment of conditions covered in whole or in part by Medicare. Benefits may
be subject to lifetime maximum of no less than $25,000. Coverage for psychiatric
treatment and prescription drugs may be subject to reasonable internal limits.
[COMPANY NAME]
CATASTROPHIC MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT COVERAGE
OUTLINE OF COVERAGE
(1) Read Your (Policy) Carefully. This outline of coverage provides a very
brief description of some important features of your (policy). This is not the
insurance contract and only the actual (policy) provisions will control' The
(policy) itself sets forth, in detail, the rights and obligations of both you and
(your insurance company). It is therefore, important that you Read Your (Policy) Carefully!
(2) Catastrophic Medicare Supplement Coverage. This type of coverage is designed to pay the difference between what Medicare pays and the usual, customary and reasonable expenses of treatment of any medical condition covered
at least partly by Medicare. However, benefits may be reduced by a deductible
amount and only limited benefits may be payable for psychiatric treatment and
prescription drugs.
(3) Benefits of This (Policy). [This paragraph shall briefly describe the operation of the policy in accord with Section 2540.4(c), above.]
(4) Exceptions, Reductions and Limitations of This (Policy). [In addition
to the requirements of Section 2540.4(d), this paragraph shall state that benefits
are not payable for custodial care, for conditions not covered at least in part by
Medicare, nor for convenience items. Other items excluded from coverage by
Medicare need not be stated unless they relate directly to benefits provided by
this policy.]
(5) Renewability of This (Policy).
(6) Premiumfor This (Policy).
You should not purchase this policy unless you can afford to pay the deductible
of $ [insert deductible amount] before receiving benefits under this (policy).
[The preceding sentence may be omitted if the policy does not provide for S a1
ductible amount.]
If you have questions about this policy, please write or call
I These benefits will be increased to match any increases in Medicare deductible amounts
or co-payment charges.

Appendix 7
ITEM 1. "PUBLIC REGULATION OF PRIVATE SUPPLEMENTS TO MEDICARE AND MEDICAID IN OREGON," BY RON WYDEN,* EXCERPT FROM
CONNECTICUT LAW REVIEW, VOL. 9, NO. 3, SPRING 1977

The rise of 'constimer power, while tranilsfobriing political life in
manv states, has largely lbypassed the elderly, one of America's most
yulneral)re and exploited consumer groups. Even in Oregon, whose
citizens have shown great enthusiasm for innovative legislation in
many fields,' entrenched tbusiness groups an(l state agencies refused,
until recently, to recognize the sp(ecial problems of the el(lerly. The
difficulties of the elderIv have been particularly actite in the field of
health insurance. 2 Older consumners, ill informed about medicare and
medicaid often make poor decisions about private suripplemental insurance. Nlany insurance salesmen take unfaiir advantage. Yet the
Oregon Insurance Department firiled to act.
But in 1976 a coalition of senior citizens' rights activists confronted Oregon's insurance commissioner. After a state-wide publicity
campa ign, the coalition secured the adoption of adim inistrative rules
which require insurance agents to distribute forms outlining medicare-medicaid benefits to prospective purchasers of supplemental
policies. The senior citizen husbanding a fixed income no longer has
' j. D. University of Oregon School of Las%'; Niember lowa State Bar, Ron Wv'f'den is
now the Legal Services Developer ior the Elderly for the State of' Oregon. Title Ill of
the Older Americans Act prosides federal funds for this position, which involves
statewi(le coord inmation of pu1)blic legal

services for the el(lerly. Title Ill,

Older Ameri-

cans Act of 1965, 42 U.S.C. §§ 3001-3055 (Slpp. 1975).
1. Oregon has traditionally Ieen regarded as a state receptive to political change. N1I.
BARONE, 1). NIATTIIEWS, C. UJIFUSA, TilE ALMANAC OF ANIERUCAN POLIIICS, 706-08
(1975). The Oregon legis latinre has passed in novative laws (lealing with sunbject, such ais

land use planning (see, -e.g., Fuller, Oregon s New State llatnd Use Plainining Act-Tvo
Vietws 54 ORE. L. REV. 203 (1974); Sym
nuposiumin:
illnd se l'lalmnning il 'Wash ington and
Oregon, 10 WILLAMETTE L.J. 320 (1974)), nondisposable bottles (see NoIt4 The Oregon
Bottle Bill, 54 ORE. L. REV. 175 (1974)), and aerosol sprays (see Kadera, Oregon Asks
Nation wide Baln onl Aerosil Spray/s, The Oregonian, Dec. 24, 1975, at A9, col 3 (Portland, Oregon); Strauimb Signs Bill Ba nn ing Calns Using Fluorocarbon Propellant, The
Oregonian, June 17, 1975, at A16, col. 6 (Portland, Oregoin).
2. The Oregon insuraence industry has been described as slow to take the reform

spirit. See generallyj N1. DOTTEN, OREGON HEALTH INSURANCE POLICIES: SOME
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENIDATIONS (1973) (available from
t(ie Coinisumer Research
Center, University omfOregon, Eugene, Oregon).
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to guess the value of' each extra dollar spent on insurance. The successful campaign to change Oregon's regulation of supplementary
health insurance has shown that the elderly can effectively pressure
state agencies. Positive results may follow in other areas subject to
state reg ulation.

For millions of Americans who are no longer covered by employer-paid health insurance plans and cannot afford complete private
coverage, health care is only possible through medicare and/or
medicAid. However, medicare pays for only a share of the health
costs of the elderly, and this share has steadily diminished since the
inception of the program. 3 For this reason, a significant proportion of
the elderly purchase one or more private health insurance policies,
dubbed "medigaps," in the hope that they will cover those health
care expenses not covered by medicare. 4 Elderly persons who purchase these policies take a calculated risk. Medigap premiums take a
significant bite out of a fixed income; paying them can be a hardship.
Yet a large medical hill not covered by insurance is a disaster which
can wipe out the lifetime savings of those unprotected by insurance.
Before the adoption of the new regulation in Oregon, the purchase of medigap policies wvas made even more risky by poor draft-

ing and unprofessional salesmanship. Fine print and 150 word sentences were common. 5 The unstandardized policies often proved of
little value because they were so filled with contractual "gobbledygook" 6 that many elderly could not comprehend them. 7 Many insurance agents employed scare tactics8 to persuade some seniors9 to
3.

rhe

Chairman of the Senate Special Committee on Aging, Senator Frank Church

of Idaho, has stated that medicare now covers only about 38 percent of the average
medical costs of personIs 65 and tip. Future Directions in Social Security: Hearings
Before the Senate Special Conmlin. on Aging, 94th Cong., Ist Sess. 1814 (November 24,
1975).
4. The elderly spend over half a billion dollars on premiums for private health insuiraunce policies each year.
WORKING

PAPER,

PIuVATE

SENA1E SPECIAL COMM. ON AGING,
HIEALTH

93D

INSURANCE SUPPLEMENTARY

SESS.,

A

TO) MEI)ICARE,

1

CONG.,

2D

(1974) [hereinafter cited as SENATE SPECIAL COMM. ON AGING, WORKING VAPER].
5. M. DOTTEN, supra note 2, at 7-10.
6. H. SHAPIRO, Howes To KEEP TIIENi HONEST 126 (1974).
7.

R. GUARINO & R. TRURO, TImE GREAT AMERICAN INSURANCE HOAx 88 (1974);

llealtlh Insurance for Older People: Filling tile Gaps in Medicare, 41 CONSUMER REP.
27-34 (jal. 1976).
8. Deceptive or Misleading Mletlhods in Health insurance Sales: Hearing Before
tIle Subconmm. on Frauds and Misrepresentations Affecting the Elderly of tile Senate
Special Coilin. onl Aging, 88th Cnng., 2d Sess. (Il a 4, 1964).
9.

The terin "seniors," referring to the groulp variously called "the Ilderly,"

"senior ci ti zeus," is not a word of art, but seniors prefer it to other forims.

or
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purclalse aIs many as fiur or five supplemental policies that extended
the same basic coverage.10
This situation cried out for regulation, and a statutory framework
existed to provide it. Siiice Congress, under the McCarran Act,'' has
firmliv committed insurance regulation to the states, every state has
an insurance department, an insurance code, and a system of regulation for the sales practices of private health insurance companies.12
State legislatures normally (lelegate vast discretion to their insurance
commissions to govern insurance transactions "in the public interest."13 In practice the commissions may rubberstamp the whims and
Nvishes of the insurance industry.14 Like most state regulatory agencies, these commissions invariably have small budgets anid smaller
stafts, and a reputation of sympathy toward the industry they are
supposed to be regulating. '5 Nevertheless, in some states, such as
NIMassachusetts and Pennsylvania, the insurance commissioners have
use(d their discretionary powver to pl)lish educational forms-"buyer
guides"-that offer infiormational tools to help consumers make more
intelligent choices about health insurance.16
The passivity of the Oregon Insurance Commission, which had
never published an!' buyer guides, had always disturbed consumer
activists. Several public interest groups and- their lawyers decided
that their clients needed educational information on health insurance
and on May 14, 1976, the' petitioned the Insurance Commissioner to
adopt new administrative rules to cure the deficiency.' 7 The pro10.

Medigap policies often either fiil to cover what the purchaser assumed was

leiing covered, or duplicatc existing benefits See SENATE SPECIAL COMM. ON AGING,
WOHKING PAPER, sulpra note, 4 art 24-27. Insurance agents 1,an sell smiel policies by
ta;king advantage oif the seniors' legitimate fear that illness iiwails financial roin. R.
BUTLER, WHY SURVIVE? BEING OLI) IN AMERICA 312-13 (1975); see Bernard, WhIy People Become the Virtimis of Atedieal (iuackery, 55 AM. J. OF PUB. HEALTH 1142 (1965).
1 1.

15 U. S. C. § § 1011-10 12 (197 1).

12. IHanson, The Private Insuranlce In tustry and State Regulatory Activities as Alterinativcs to e!deril~hlit Etnacted
s
Cotmt)rchensive Nationaml Health Insurance Legislation,
6 TOL. L. IIv. 677, 696 (1975).
13. J. GREGG, TIME HEALTH INSURANCE RACKET AND 1Ow TO BEAT IT 140 (1973).
14. Shapiro, sipra note 6, at 2.
15. K. DAVIS, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 37 (3d ed. 1972).
16. Letter froin Roy V. Proctor., Dleputy Cornimissioner, Oregon I)epartmient of
Commnierce, Insurance Division, to Sandra Blisclike, Legal Intern a00( Assistant to Steve
Goldberg. Mlrion-Polk Legal Aid Service, Inc. (June 8, 1976) (on file at the Marion-Polk
Legal Aid Service, Inc., SalemI, Oregon).
17. The petition was filed on behall of live organizations (the Marion County -orne
l caltlI Agency, the NMiid-Willam,,,ette Valley Contcil of, Govemrni nets, the Area Age:icy
on Aging, the Gray Panthers, and the Salem Area Scniors) and two individuals. The

32-703 0 - 78 - I3
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posed rules required insurance agents selling or attempting to sell
health insurance supplementing medicare to hand out a form outlining the senior's medicare coverage, and to inquire of the prospective
policyholder whether he or she is, or is about to be, eligible for

medicaid.18 In cases of such eligibility, the proposed rules required
the agent to give out a second form outlining the coverage available
under medicaid before accepting any application for insurance supplementing medicaid.' 9 These handouts were not intended to be abstract explanations of federal health insurance. Instead, each form was
to contain blank spaces which the insurance agent would be required
to fill in with information showing how the policy to be sold covered
one or more of the gaps in medicare or medicaid. 20
The petitioners asserted that the Insurance Commissioner led
ample authority to p)romulgate the rules under existing Oregon law.
One Oregon statute gives the Commissioner general rulemtaking
authoritV, 21 and a second statute provides that "[t]he Commissioner,
by rule, may require any agent who sells, or attempts to sell insurance to provide each prospective insured such information as the
Commissioner considers necessary to adequately inform the prospective insured regarding the insurance transaction.
22 The petitioners requested a hearing so they could present these views orally. In
written testimony they argued that the adoption of the rules would
allow elderly consumers to understand their medicare and/or medicaid coverage, to detect any gaps in that coverage, and to select the
proper supI)lemental insurance, thus avoiding duplication of beenefits afforded by the medicare and medicaid statutes. 23
individuals, elderly Clie(nts of Marion-Polk Legal Aid Service, Inc., had had bad experiences with mn
edigap insurance salesmen.
18. Described as Form A, this one-page factsheet outlined the senior's medicare

benefits.
19. Described as Form B. this one-page factsheet outlined the senior's medicaid
benefits.
20. Written Testimony in Support of Petition to Propose Role (May, 1976) (onlfile at
the office of the Oregon Insurance CGomoismissioner, Salem, Oregon). (The proposed rule
required health insurance comnpanies to disclose certain information to piurchlasers of
health inso rance policies supplemental] to suedicare auld ruedicaid, anltd
was codified as
ORE. ADMIN. RULES 836-52-105, 836-52-110) (Insurance Division).
21. "Ii accordance with the applicable provisions of ORS 183.310 to ORS 183.500
the Commissioner may make reasonalble roles necessary for or as all aid to the ellectuation of the Insurance Co(le.
ORE. REV. STAT. § 731.244 (1975).
22. ORE. REV. STAT. § 743.(21 (1973).
23. See Petition to Propose litule (Juie 25, 1976). This is the rule referred to ill note
20 supra.
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When the petition to propose the rules was filed, the petitioners

informed tile state's major newspapers of their action, expecting a
news feature that would pul)licize their proposa1ls. 24 Initially, all of
the papers declined to write stories. Perhaps they thought that health
insurance for the elderilv was a topic of little interest to their readers,
h.ut some senior activists have suggested that the press rated the
petition's chance of success against the Oregon insurance compan ies
as too low to justify press coverage. 25
On June 8, 1976, the request for a hearing was denied and thus
legal channels for the activist groups were blocked. But Deputy
Commissioner Roy V. Proctor's letter on behallf of Insurance Cominissioner Lester Rawls unlocked a more effective approach-pubtlicity. Proctor wrote that "we do not feel that conducting a hearing
on the subject [of supplemcn tar'y medical insurance'J] will accomplish
your ol)jective."26 I-le made it clear that the Insurance Conmis-

sioner felt that the elderly d(id not need additional assistance with
their supplemeiltary medical insurance by stating that "[existing rules
give us the authority to] restrict policy forms ...
and analyze the
difficulties of senior citizens in clearly understanding the policies they
intend to purchase. "27 This objection could not counter the petitioners' arguments, for regardless of the potential of existing rules, the'
were inllefective as applied. Furthermlore, by concluding his letter
with the assertion that "these [existing] rules do not permit us ... to
advise each purchaser as to the need for advisability of' purchasing a

specific policy,"28 Proctor showed either that he fiailed to understand
the thrust of tIle petition, or that he wished to avoid the entire provisioin I)' misreadlitlg the proposals.
The seniors coalition (quickly responded. They informed the mle-

dia, the Governor anldI the Insurance Comn missioner that the function
of regulatory agencies was not to give advice to inldividiuals. 29 They
24. Among the papers conitactedl were The Oregon inni, o' Portlandl, 7Te Origioi
Statesmanuzi, of Salemi. and The Euigenie Register-C nuaid, liaii jted with the Uiuversity of
Oregon in Eugelne. The seniors coal itioun issued a stana(lard press release, wh ich they
expected the newspapers to pick (Ip as a matter of comrse.
25. Interview with Cray Panther memiher Elizahethi Fink. Eugene, Oregoif (June 2,
1976).
26. SeC letter from Roy V. Proctor, suipra: note 16.
27. Id.
28. Id.
29. Letter from lurgh M. HIanona, Program Chairmuan, M id-Willalaimette Vallev Couunucil
on Goverinments. Area Agency on Aging, Salem, Oregon, to the l1morabhl Hiolhrt
Straid), Governor. State of Orct,'gou
(Junu. 24, 197(i) (on file at thv Mlariou-l'Polk l.egal Aid
Ser vice, Inc., Salemu ()re goi).
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repeated again that they only wished the Commissioner to give
generalized informational resources to the elderly to perillit them to
make intelligent choices about private health insurance coverage.30
This time they found that their advocacy paid off. Proctor's letter
receivecl extensive pul)licity; the Portland Oregonian, the state's
largest paper, covered their story, 31 and( the wire services and other
newspapers soon followed. On July 8, 1976, the petitioners received
a letter from Governor Robert Staub stating that he had been "in
touch" with the Insurance Commissioner [whom Staub had the legal
authority to replace] and that the rulemaking hearing so doggedly
sought by the petitioners would be scheduled Soonl. 32
On July 20, 1976, notice was filed with the Secretarv' of' State of
a pul)Iic hearing to he held September 1, 1976, to consi(ler proposed
administrative rules 836-52-105 and 836-52-110.33 *[he notice declared
that the putipose of' the rules "is to prescril)e inlormnation that any
agent, who sells or attem pts to sell health insurance providing henefits that supplement Medicare and( Medicaid, must furnish to iuf'oi'n
such persons adeqluately regarding the insurance transaction."3 4 From

July until September 1, 1976, senior citizen groups around the state
pubflicized the upcoming hearing at food distribution centers,
churches, senior citizen centers, and other places fiequented b)y elderly persons. 35 The results of their efforts were stunning: on September 1st between four and five huadred seniors journeyed to the
state capital in Salem and overflowed the largest hearing roomn. 36
Those who could not sit on a table or on the floor inside listened to
the proceedings from loudspeakers in the hallway.
The seniors coalition carefully staged the hearing as a theatrical
30. Senor Citizens Wi Hellarinag on I1ealt/i In suranlce, The Oregonian. July 17, 1975,
at A12., col. 5 (Portlan (d Oregon).
31. Id. The Orcgonian has the ss(ltest circolation ofally paper in the state: 200,000
(dil . The state's other major niewspapers n(d both maijor wire services a lso filed stories
at this polilt.
32. Letter Iron 'rhe Honoralec Robert Strau b, Covernor, State o)f Oregon, to Hluigh
MN.H-lannia, ProgramimChuairman;ou,
NMiid-WVillamuuette ValIley Council On Governitmeots. Area
Agencey onl Aging, Salem, Oregon (July 19, 1976) (on file at the Malrion-Polk Legal Aid
Service, Inc., Saleem, Oregon).
33. ORE. REV. STAT. § 183.335 (1975) lists the plere(lqlisites for the adoption of administrative rumles.
34. ORE. AMInN. RULES 836-52-105 (Insurance Division).
35. See Press Release, Nfarioii-Polk Legal AimdService, In(c. (AoIg. 20, 1976) (on file at
that of1ice in Salemii, Oregon).
36. Senlio r Citizeans WanmitPlain-Talk Insurance, The Oregon States lii,
Sept. 2,
1976, at 1, col. 2.
1
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event, with dramatic testimony and appropriate props. Several
seniors were supplied with magnifying glasses symbolizing their opposition to the tiny print in ne(digap policies. Thirty seniors testified
in favor of the proposed rule at the all-day hearing. 3 7 Grace Lepray,
eighty-six years old, testified that she had purchased four policies
with identical coverage from the same agency: 3 8
I said to him [the agent who came to her door], "why are
you writing out that policy?" and he said, "Never mind; it
will help you." He kept coming back and selling me
policies.
"The same agent?" she was asked.
No,

. . . The first agent came twice, then he got a heart
attack and another guy took his place and wrote another
couple policies....

Mrs. Lepray concluded her testimony by saying that although she was
confused, she felt that the two agents who dealt with her had her
best interests in mind: "They just said, 'Trust me.' 39
After the seniors had spoken, opponents of the proposed rules
testified. Most of the nation's biggest insurance companies sent representatives to the hearing or transmitted written testimony on the
proposed rules.40 But not every representative testified, and few of
those who did spoke against the proposed rules. Most sought to calm
the sea of seniors which surrounded them by telling stories about
their own aged parents living on fixed incomes back home in Middle
America. 4 1 No one seemed willing to challenge the general concept
of the proposed rules. As one company spokesman said of the hearing, "It seems inappropriate to attack any proposal which seeks to
better inform prospective insureds about their coverage. X"42 Only
37. Oldsters Ask for lRelp in Buying Medical Insurance, The Eugene RegisterGuard, Sept. 2, 1976, at 11, col. 3. Those testifying included Chet Arterhurn, spokesman
for several retired insurance salesmen.
38. Insurance Gobbledygook Scored, The Oregonian, Sept. 2, 1976, at B1, col. 4.
39. Elderly Jam Capitol, Ask Simple Form, The Oregon journal, Sept. 1, 1976, at 3,
col. 4.
40. Written testimony on the proposed rules is on file in the office of the Oregon
Insurance Commissioner, Salem, Oregon.
41. Insurance Gobbledi gook Scored, supro note 38.
42. Letter from Gerald F. Bevan, Vice President, National lomne Life Assurance
Company, Liberty Park, Pennsylvania, to the Honorable Lester L. Rawls, Commissioner
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John P. Hainia, a lawyer with the Health Insurance Association of
America, a Chicago-based organization of the nation's largest health
carriers, dared to mention caveat emptor. In his view, '[T]he burden
is on the buver to decide what he or she wants. 43
Mlore substantial criticisms were made in written testimony
submitted after the public heal-ing.44 Pacific Northwest Life of Portland, Oregon, argued that the responsil)ility for informing elderly
citizens of their medicare and medlicaid positions properly rested wvith
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, not with private
insurers: "You are imposing requirements on agents that should be
45 Other insurers
imposed on the Social Security Administration.
thought that the rules would be ineflective, or even counterproductive. Wabash Lite Insurance Company of Indianapolis, Indiana,
wrote: "The only persons who will comply with the spirit and intent
of this proposed regulation are those who are already serving the
public in a conscientious manner. "46 Mutual of Omalia of Omaha,
Nebraska, stated that with "a signed disclosure statement of the type
it will be almost impossible to successfully prosecute an
proposed
agent charged with misrepresentation if he can produce an applicant's
signature acknowledging [that the proper information had been supplied]."4 7 Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company of Columbus,
Ohio, admitted that the proposed rules had some merit, but argued
that group, blanket, franchise, and group conversion policies should
be exempt from the requirements, because these policies are usually
48
sold to groups that are more insurance conscious.

of lisranlice, State oi Oregon, Salem, Oregona (Aog. 9, 1976) (on file at the Cojinossioner s office).
43. In suralllce Cobbledy/gook Sco red, suplra note 38.
44. Mlany insurance colpanies wrote to the Commissioner. The statements cited in
the text are representative.
45. This letter is on file at the Office of the Insurance Comlmnis siolner, Salen,
Oregon.
46. Ihis letter is oii lilt' at thl' Office of t(li' Insurance ComIlIllissioler, Salem,
Oregon.
47. This letter is on file at the Office of the Insurance Commissioner, Salem,
Oregon.
48. This letter is on file at the Office of the In1surance Commissioner, Salem,
Oregon. The theory that groups are wise insurance shoppers seclnls tol have been shattered by rec(ent reports sillowilIg thalt tlhe seven million members of the American Association of Retired People have rlot lbe) well served by their health insurer, Colonial
Penn Group of Philadelphlia See ggenerallij Iealti In slurance for Older People: Filling
till Gapls in .M1edicare, sulpra tote 7; Collonll Pet io Alleges Errors i1 CU report, 41
CONSUMER REP. 185 (April 1976); Colonial Penn Groulp and tIe American Association
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After the seniors impressive showing at the hearing, and Covernor Straub's message, the battle for adoption of new rules was as
good as won. Another important struggle,

involving the ultimate

shape of the regulations, took place behind the scenes. After the
hearing the senior citizen groups heard rumors that the Commissioners stafl had. prepared alternate responses for the Commissioner
to adlopt on the disclosure issue-and had shown them to the instirance carriers, hut not to the petitioners. 49 The seniors thought this
uniliir audI wanted to protest pul)licly until.one of their attorneys introducedl them to the facts of life in the regulatory arena: agency staff
has the power to make ex parte contacts with those on one side of a
disputed issue, without aflOrding the same privilege to other
parties-even those who introduced the proposal. 50 The seniors concluded that protest might tip the hidden power struggle against
them.
On December 21st-over three and a half months after the
hearing-Insurance Commissioner Rawis announced at a piess conference that. he had filed Administrative Rules 836-52-105 and
836-52-110 with the Oregon Secretary of State. Since March 1, 1977,.
all insurance companies selling mnedigap suppleml en tary coverage
have had to comply with the disclosure requirements set forth in
these rules.5 1 Though senior rights groups generally praised Commissioner Rawls for his decision,52 the forms required by the new administrative rules were a wvatered-down version of those originally
dlraftedl b)y the elderly petitioners. First, the adopted forms are nOt
printed in large type, as the seniors repeatedly urged at the public
hearing. 5 3 Secon~l, they (lo not include information about the average
for Reti red Persons Hav111e
a/t Unusual Re/laitionship: You Alig/ht Even Call it Inicestuoius,
FORBES, April 1976 at 185.
49. Interview with Steven Goldberg, Attorney for the P(titioners, in Salem, Oregon
(I9ee. 3, 1976).
50. F. COOPE:R, I STAIF: AD)MINISIHAITV: I.AW 198-99 (1965).
51. See Sumdvpleitnen tal Policies Clarified, The Oregonian, Dee. 22, 1976, ait 1, co]. 5
(Portland, Oregon).
The proposed ftrimis were desiginedl hy Attorney Goldblerg andttlthe amithtr. Formits issied(l I)ylHerbert Devenlbrg, former Pennosylvani ia I tshirance Coommissiotter, were utsed(
ais mod els, in otur view noteonstuimter pamitphl.I't cuttlkl have solved the titedigal) prttllemn
in) Oregont. An c-tfctive sitltitoit hald to involve requiirintg th1e itsttratcc cotopatnies,
throogh state regttlation of sales practices, to be responsible for providing cutstomters
with more in formation.
52. See E/lderlys Insutrance Forms Clarified, The Oregon Jonrnitl, Dec. 21, 1976, at
2, col. 2.
53. The public hearing was taped, and this tape cain be heard in the Office of the
Insurantce Commtissi oner, Salem, Oregon.
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length of an elderly person's stay in an Oregon hospital, data the
petitioners had argued was necessary for low-income seniors attempting to balance a policy's cost against the likelihood that it would be

needled. 54
Commissioner Rawls' rejection of the proposed enforcement provision is a third major weakness of the new rules. The clause proposed b)y the seniors provided for rescission at the option of the insured, at any time, if the informational forms were not distributed.
WVithin fifteen days of' notice of rescission, the insurance company
would have been required to return all money paid by the insured,
regardless of whether the company had inade payments on the
policy. 5 5

This stringent clause would

ha've given enforcement power

to the seniors themselves. In practice, enforcement may l)e difficult
vithouIt SUCIh a provisiojn156

The most important failure of the rules adopted by the Conimnissioner, and one which has drawn vocal and organized criticism from
Oregon seniors groups, 5 7 is their misleading statement of a crucial
distinction in medicare coverage. For the first twenty days of the
medicare benefit period the older person in a skilled nursing facilityr
pays nothing. Miedicare pays for the whole cost. However, the same
person in an intIermte(diate care facility, providing less intensive care
than the skilled nursing facility, pays the entire expense. While Ad54. The rimaterial sought to he includ(e(l h! the petitiolners was providledl by the Professional Activities Stidies Grooip at the Uniiversity of MIichigan. The material stated
that for individuals 65 years of age or older, the average length of stay in a hospital was
9.2 davs iio 1974.
55. 1'h( euefotorciiemit provision propiosed hy the petitioniers contaiiC(l at penalty'
clauuse:
I an i nsuurance agent fails to fulli! complete the prescril)e(l iiisclosuure form at
the tiee of the sale of tIhe policy the isiulsredl may resciuidl his or her piurchase of
the polick;at alln time. The lctter of rescission shall he in wvriting alnl mai led to
the isinuranuce agent. Within fifteen (15) da(ys of the mailing of time letter, all
uumonmey
paid by the ii su red shail he retum
rued, irregar(lhes s of svhether any paymerits were miade by the comi pany ender the policy. DispiUtes ais to whet her or
not the ilisclosure forum was filily complete should be resolved by the Insu ranice
Commissioner.
Letter fromt Steven Goldberg, Attorney for tImePetitioners, to Ruth Shepherd, Execlitie('
Officer, Governor's Commission onl Aging (Dec. 13, 1976) (on file at Ms. Shepherd's
olfice, 315 Public Service Bldg., Salem, Oregon).
56. Interviewv with Steven Goldberg, Attorney for the Petitioners, in Salemin,
Oregon
(Dec. 15, 1976).
57. L.ctter froum iugh, MI. I anian, Program Chairman , Miid-Willamntte Val lee Counceil
Olm G(overnnents, Area Age ice on Agii g. Salem, ()regon, to L.uster lawls, Iisnirance
Coummissimiuer, State of' Oregon (Jam. 1, 1977) (onl hil' It the Marion-Polk l..gal Aid
Service, Inc., Salem, Oregon).
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ministrative Rule 836-52-110 gives the rule for skilled nursing facilities, it does not mention intermediate care facilities.5 8 The form only
hints at the differences with a small print caveat: "Caution: You
should check whether nursing facility qualifies for Medicare." Elderly
consumers, ignorant of the distinction, often purchase supplementary
policies that do not fill the crucial gap. One Salem, Oregon, social
worker has stated, "I spend about 50 percent of my day trying to
explain it .

. .

. [Tiheir policies do not cover what Medicare does not

cover-intermediate care." 5 9 Of course, a careful insurance purchaser
would buy both kinds of coverage, but elderly consuniers are not
provided with information to aid them in making that choice.
Whatever the value of the rules actually adopted when compared
to those proposed, they will mean little if they are not used. Though
some newvspapers printed stories, the Insurance Department has
never publicized the rules. Senior activists, who have long understood how hard it is to communicate with the hard-to-reach elderly, 6 0
believe that without extensive publicity Oregon seniors will have little awareness of their newly won rights.
On balance, however, Oregon's senior activists have achieved a
meaningful reform. No other state has provided the elderly with such
a valuable source of information to aid in the purchase of health insurance. The efforts of the citizens paid off-the Commissioner had
little choice hut to act when confronted with such a showing of senior
political muscle.
The Oregon experience with supplementary medical insurance
demonstrates that state regulatory agencies can be fertile ground for
seniors and their advocates interested in government reform. While
the federal governmnent operates many significant programs for the
aged, such as social security and medicare, many other services important to seniors such as insurances, nursing homes, 6 2 and utili58.

See Form Aims to Cut Confusion on Health Policics, The Oregon Statesman, Dec.

22, 1976, at 7A, col. I (Salem. Oregon). Although most patients are placed in intermediate care facilities, medicare pays none of the cost. See Letter from Hugh M.
Hanna. su pra note 57; see gneerallry Soc. SEC. ADMIN., YOUR MEDICARE HANDBOOK;
HEALTH INSURANCE

UNDER SOCIAL SECURITY

(1970) (available free from the Social

Security Administration, Washington, D.C.).
59. Formn Aimns to Cut Confusion on Health Policies, The Oregon Statesman, Dec.
22, 1976, at 7A, col. I (Salem, Oregon).
60. See generallyt Zhorowski & Eyde, Aging and Social Participation, 17 J.
GERONTOLOcGY 424 (1962).
61. SeeI 1(lte I I
acla(:comlpalnlillg text .supra.
62. See, e.g., Brown,, An A ppr;isalf
I/'e Nursing hoI.u(a Finiur(elncut i'rces(s, 17
ARmiz.
L. REV. 30)4, 321-22 (1975); Staff Rleport, What To Do About Nursing Hliomes, 6
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ties,6 3 are dominated by the states. Most state regulatory agencies
are created by enabling statutes that vest them with wide discretion
to act in the public interest-discretion that can be used, as it was by
Commissioner Rawls, to implement new methods of serving the elderly. The political support necessary for the enactment and enforcement of administrative rules is often easier to generate at the
state level than at the federal level. Many seniors have time to visit
the state capital for agency meetings, but they do not have the health
and finances to travel to Washington, D.C. Greater participation by
seniors and their advocates might also be a valuable antidote to industry lobbyists, and might possibly reduce agency favoritism to industries that serve the elderly, such as hearing aid and prescription
drug manufacturers. There can be no doubt, after the Oregon experience with supplementary health insurance, that senior citizens have
the power to bring "buyers guides," "hotlines," and consumer complaint centers into existence.
JuRis DOCTOR 30 (1976). See Hackler, Expansion of Health Care Providers' Liability:
An Application of Darling to Long-Term Health Care Facilities, 9 CONN. L. REV.
462 (1977) for liscCissiou offedfcral regulation of nursing homes.
63. See, e.g., Msello. Public Utility Rate' Increases: A Practice Manual for Administrative Litigation, 8 CLEARINGHOUSE REV. 411 (1974).
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ITEM 2. DECISION BY OREGON DIVISION OF INSURANCE REGARDING
INFORMATION INSURERS MUST DISCLOSE TO PROSPECTIVE PURCHASERS OF HEALTH INSURANCE TO SUPPLEMENT MEDICARE AND
MEDICAID, DATED DECEMBER 21, 1976
Tn the Matter of the Adoption of
Oregon Administrative Rules chaoter
836. section 52-105 and 52-110.
relating to information insurers must
disclose to prospective purchasers of
health insurance to supplement
Medicare and Medicaid.

)
)

)

ORDER 01 ADOPTION

)
)

IC-72

)
)

O R D E R
The attached Proposed Decision of Wilfred U. Fritz.
Executive Assistant, is hereby adopted by the Insurance
Commissioner of the State of Oregon as his Decision in the
above-entitled matter.

IT IS SO ORDERED this

day of December, 1976.

Isurance Commissioner

*

Proposed Decision not attached

nuinwr

nF AnnPTIOi:
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Chapter 83G.

lInurance Division

INSUPRANCEPOLICIr S

DIvision 52.

836-52-105

(1)

Health Insurance

STmtrMRY AUMOlRT; PjEPOSE; EFFECTIVE: ATsZr.

OAR 836-52-105 to 836-52-110 are adopted pjrsuant to the general

ruleoaking authority of the Comnmissioner in ORS 731.24, and the specific
authority in ORS 74.3.021 for the Con'issioner to issue rules regarding
information that must be furnish-d to prospective insureds.
(2)

The purpose of the rules is to prescribe the information that

an agent or insurer a/ho effects a sale of health insurance that is
supplemental to federal t.edicare insurance must furnish to adequately
inform the prospective insured regarding the insurance transaction.
(3)

The effective date of OAR 836-52-105 to 836-52-110 is

March 1, 1977.
836-52-110 IFORNIATION 10 BE FlJRNISSED PROPECTIVE ISURED.

SAn

agent or insurer effecting a sale of health insurance providing benefits
that supplement federal Medicare insurance benefits shall deliver the
form set forth as Exhibit I to OAR 836-52-105 to 836-52-110 to the
insured not later than the time of delivery of the policy.
insurer shall complete and sign the prescribed form.

The Pgent or
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SUMMARY OF MEDICARE BENFrITS AND INSURANCE

The State of Oregon requires an insurance company selling health insurance to an individual covered by Medicare to provide the following
.information.
Future changes in federal law may change Medicare benefits,
Iwith resulting changes in thn insurance policy henefits.

MEDICARE

INSURANCE POLICY
PAYS

In-patient Hospital Benefits
First
:

60 days of Medicare

.benefit

period

You pay 1st $ U
Medicare pays balance.

Next 30 days of continuous
confinement (61st - 90th
day)

You pay 1st $
per day.
Medicare pays balance.

Next 60 days, while onetime reserve lasts (91st 150th day)

You pay $
per
day.
Medicare pays balance.

After 150 days of continuous
confinement

You pay full amount.
Medicare pays nothing.

Skilled Nursing Facility Benefits*
(*Caution - you should check whether nursing facility qualified for Medicare.)
First 20 days of Medicare
benefit period

You pay nothing.
Medicare pays 100%

Next 30 days of continuous
confinement (21st - 100th
day)

You pay $_5
per
day.
Medicare pays balance.

Medical Service Benefits
Physician services, medical
supplies, ambulance, prosthetic devises and other
covered services

You pay 1st $
each calendar year.
Medicare then pays 80%
of further Medicare
approved charges and
you pay the balance of
charges.

,(The space below may be used to describe insurance Denetits not relate3ed-toMedicare),
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More information:
1.

This policy has been approved for sale in Oregon as required by law.
approval is in no way a recommendation or endorsement.

Such

2. Physician fees and other medical service charges may esceed charges approved by
In such instances, you are obligated for the difference.
Medicare.
3.

(a)

If the policy is labeled "Guaranteed Renewable" the insurance company most
The company has the
continue the policy as long as you pay the premium.
right to increase the premium, bht not to make any changes in the policy.

(b)

If the policy is labeled "Renewable at the Option of the Company," the
insurance company may terminate the policy on any premium due date.
(Check your policy for details.)

4.

Ceserally speaking, if the application you completed for your policy asks
medical questions, pre-existisg conditions are covered from the date the policy
is issued. If no medical questions are asked, medical conditions you had prior
to the application are not covered until the policy has been in force for the
(Check your policy for details.)
time required by the policy.

5.

Generally, neither Medicare nor private insurance will pay for convenience
items not necessary in the treatment of your medical condition.

The Insurance Commissioner makes the following recommendations:
1.

That you check with your local Social Security office to obtain more specific
details of your Medicare benefits, if you have further questions about
The other side shows only a summary of the basic Medicare benefits.
Medicare.
Some Medicare benefits are available that are not shown.

2.

You will generally
That you buy one policy for your health insurance needs.
save money by doing this rather than buying several limited policies.

3.

If you are eligible for Medicaid,
recommended.

4.

After you receive your policy, make sure you have the coverage you thought you
If not satisfied, return the policy to the company within 10 days for
bought.
Companies are required to
a full refund of premium directly from the company.
make immediate refunds directly asd not through their agents.

insurance to supplement Medicaid is not

This form is required by the Insurance Commissioner of the State of Oregon to be
delivered with any health insurance policy designed to supplement Medicare benefits.
Date Summary Prepared:
Policy Form NO.:
Insurance Company

Issuing Policy:

Summary Delivered by:
(Agent of Above Company)

0
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HEALTH CARE FOR OLDER AMERICANS:
THE "ALTERNATIVES" ISSUE
MONDAY,

APRIL 17, 1978

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COIIMMITTEE oN AGING,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met at 9 a.m.. pursuant to notice, in room S128 of
the Capitol, Hon. Pete V. Domenici, presiding.
Present: Senators Domenici, Chiles, and Percy.
Also present: William E. Oriol. staff director; Margaret S. Fay6.
minority professional staff member; Kathleen Al. Deignan, professional staff member; Alison Case, operations assistant; and Theresa
A. Forster, fiscal assistant.
OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR PETE V.DOMENICI, PRESIDING
Senator DONEENICI. I apologize for being late. I expect Senator
Chiles to be here in a few minutes, and we are going to try very hard
to get through as much as we can this morning. There are so many
conflicts, with every Senator having two or three hearings scheduled
at the same time. We are going to ask the witnesses to be as brief as
they can and make their prepared remarks part of the record.
I am sure you all know that the Special Committee on Aging is
very concerned about alternative delivery systems of home health care.
The need to expand in-home service for the elderly has become increasingly apparent across this country and is beginning to receive attention by Congress, by the agencies who work with our older people, and
by the elderly themselves.
HO0rE CARE SERVICEs ACT

We have a number of bills pending in the Congress. I myself have
introduced Senate bill 2009, the Home Care Services Act, which would
expand the reimbursement of these services under medicare, eliminating many of the restrictions in the current law and regulations.
The response to this bill across the Nation was extremely favorable
as to its concept and its effect on the lives of the elderly who wish to
remain independent and in their own homes for as long as possible.
The bill was endorsed by a number of State agencies on aging, several
national organizations, and many individuals.
We asked for recommendations for improving the bill, and the comment received most often recommended that language be included
regarding standards and their enforcement in order to insure high
(785)
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quality care, with the monitoring of agencies to prevent the possi-

bility of fraud and abuse. The staff of this committee has been in contact with many professionals in the field, including those here today
who have been in the forefront of the efforts to develop such standards.
The problem of who should develop standards and of how to devise
uniform standards without making them unduly restrictive or rigidwhich might work a hardship on rural areas without the resources
available in urban areas-led the committee to hold this hearing today
on standards in home care and the Home Care Services Act.
In the voluntary sector, much has been done through the accreditation process in which all aspects of agency operations are rigorously
assessed by teams of their peers. This process, however, is purely voluntary. With the proliferation of the agencies tiving some type of
home care, fromn 1,700 programs in 1973 to 3,700 today-450 new
agencies each year-we must be increasingly vigilant as to the quality
of service rendered. With the number of home aides nearly doubling,
to 82,000 today, we must be certain that they are carefully trained for
the work they are doing. Moreover, these figures do not include the
individual providers used by many States, under title XX in particular. This kind of provider, often hired by the client, is not accountable to any agency-only to the client.
We cannot expect comprehensive home care programs without a
change in medicare. This we are attempting to accomplish through
S. 2009. I plan to introduce modifications to this bill as a result of
the many comments and suggestions I have received, as well as those
resulting from this hearing, to make sure that the issue of standards
is addressed in legislation.

It is my hope that this hearing can be informal enough to allow for
an exchange of opinions between the witnesses, as well as between the
Chair and the witnesses. Only as this problem is approached quite
frankly and honestly can we perhaps come to a meeting of the minds
in regard to standards, and establish and maintain a high quality of
care for all older Americans.
Representative William S. Cohen of Maine wanted to be here today,
but unfortunately he had a prior commitment. He has been in the forefront of efforts to develop uniform standards for home health care,
and was instrumental in securing passage of the legislation, section 18
of Public Law 94-142, which mandated a study of home health services by HEW. His statement will be inserted into the record at this
point.
[Representative Cohen's statement follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM S. COHEN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MAINE

Mr. Chairman, I regret not being able to attend your hearing on "Health Care

for Older Americans: The 'Alternatives' Issue"-standards in home care and
the Home Care Services Act. However, I appreciate the opportunity to submit
a statement on an issue to which I have devoted much attention and energy over
the past few years-the need for standards in home health care services.
I was the original author of legislation which resulted in the home health study
mandated by section 18 of Public Iaw 94-142. My objective in drafting this bill
was to create a set of uniform, enforceable standards of utilization control and
quality care. Any provider of services who could meet these standards would then
be eligible to participate in the Federal home health programs of medicare and
medicaid or related in-home services of title XX.
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It seems quite fitting to report to this body on developments in the area of
was
standards for home care services, including the section 18 report, because it 1975,
at the joint hearing held by our two respective committees in October
"Proprietary Home Health Care," that I first became interested in the issue.
In recounting the history of Government involvement in the issue of standards
only HEW
for home health care, let me begin with the issuance of the first and rulemaking
regulations released by former Secretary Matthews' new advanced
parprocedure, in August 1975. These regulations would have allowed greaterhealth
ticipation in the medicaid program by proprietary and single service homehearing
agencies. As I mentioned, that October our two committees held a joint
on the proposed regulations in which the lack of standards by which the quality
of care offered by these agencies could be fostered, and fraud and abuse control
was underlined.
Next, in February 1976, Senator Chiles held hearings in Florida on fraud
agencies. This
and abusive practices in so-called private, nonprofit home health
hearing made it clear that generalizations about the quality of care provided
in proprietary or nonprofit agencies were unfounded. Later that month, testimony
was taken by our committee on the need for standards for all providers at our
hearing entitled, "Comprehensive Home Health Care: Recommendations for
Action."
pending
The following April, Secretary Matthews withdrew the regulations between
meetings
further study. Just before and after this withdrawal, informal
were
HEW and a variety for provider and consumer groups and individuals
held. No followup on the standards issue was taken, although it wasbewidely
taken
recognized that this was a key issue to be resolved before steps could
to liberalize provider eligibility per se.
Fully 1 year after Matthews issued his first regulations, he released final revised
to resolve the
regulations, without standards, saying he would hold hearings
regulations.
more controversial issues raised by the originally proposed HEWAugust
26. In
At this point, I introduced home health standards legislation on
country.
September 1976, the hearings were begun at regional offices across the
still no
By mid-October, a summary report of the hearings was released, butsaid
that
recommendations on the issue of standards were made. It was merely
year.
HEW would study the matter and make some recommendations in a 1976
which
A discussion paper was circulated within HOW in December
for
standard
minimum
acceptable
an
as
standards
medicare
using
supported
meeting
of
top
on
requirements
licensure
the
contended
paper
The
agencies.
all
medicare standards adds little to quality of care or patient safety. Toinquote:
medi"Since both proprietary and nonproprietary agencies are participating
should be
care and medicaid, it seems appropriate that uniform standards homemaker
applied to all agencies that deliver care to the home, including
agencies."
to the
As we entered this new Congress, more and more attention was paidSubcomHealth
matter of fraud and abuse in medicare and medicaid. As theappeared
that this
mittees of the House began considering this issue in earnest, it
legislation would be the vehicle to get something moving on home health
of the
standards. Congressman Waxman, a member of the Health Subcommitee to
the
sympathetic
House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, was
goals of my legislation and in April 1977 amended my bill to H.R. 3, the medicare
and medicaid antifraud and abuse bill.
During the legislative process, my legislation was somewhat modified, largely
things,
to accommodate concerns of the new Carter administration. Among other
study of:
the issue of uniform provider standards was expanded to include a programs;
(1) The scope and definition of services to be offered under Federal
(2) Requirements for eligibility in those programs;
(3) Methods for reimbursement; and
(4) Fraudulent and abusive practices.
of
While I believe these issues should be addressed, we must not lose sight
was to fathe fact that the primary intent of the Cohen/Waxman amendment
high
cilitate establishment of a set of specific, enforceable standards to 'assure
House and
quality home health services. Committee report language In both the
forth
Senate reiterates the intent of Congress that the Secretary is to come statuwith regulatory changes he intends to make and to recommend appropriate
tory changes with respect to quality assurance and administrative efficiency.
Furthermore, the standards for quality review should be suitable for application
to all home health providers, regardless of sponsorship.
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Since the need for such standards is so well documented, I believe that HEW
does not need to wait until the full home health study is complete before standards are implemented. I pursued this issue with the Administrator of HEW's
Health Care Financing Administration, Robert Derzon, who has been delegated
responsibility for this study, when he testified before our Subcommittee on
Health and Long-Term Care on February 22. He was reluctant to make any
commitment to speed up the standards segment of the section 18 report. Instead,
he promised to stick closely to a timetable calling for release of the report In
October of this year.
It also became clear at that hearing that a major stumbling block will be the
applicability of these standards to service providers operating under title XX.
Although section 18 calls for uniform standards between titles 18, 19, and 20
of the Social Security Act, HCFA has no jurisdiction over title XX. Any recommendations for standards under that title would have to clear the Office of
Human Development. Conversations my staff has had with those in OHD involved in the section 18 study suggest reluctance within OHD to endorsing
Federal standards. This seems to stem from the adverse reception the Office
received to child day care standards, the only other set of standards it has
released.
Yet, the need for action is acute. Problems accompanying the lack of standards
under title XX were highlighted at a hearing our committee held in New York
City on February 6, where it was pointed out that needy elderly persons were
deprived of the quality care they deserve because untrained aides were delivering health care services.
To complicate these issues, last November HCFA announced that HEW might
accept surveys of the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals in place
of those presently required by HEW for participation in Federal home health
programs. The call for "deemed status" has been echoed by other organizations
of home health providers who would much sooner use their own requirements
to make their membership eligible to participate.
Aside from the fact that deeming is contrary to the congressional mandate in
section 18 for a uniform set of standards, I would advise extreme caution for a
process that would be nothing more than self-certification. To this end, I wrote
the Director of HCFA's Bureau of Health Standards and Quality, Dr. Helen
Smits, who will oversee the drafting of new survey and certification requirements
for all health providers, requesting that any announcement of Federal policy
on the subject of deeming be deferred, at least until the section 18 study is
complete. I am pleased to report that Dr. Smits was willing to comply with
that request.
As I see it, the problems which were presented to us 2V2 years ago still
exist. The first annual report of the Inspector General's Office released March
31, of this year reported that the largest number of convictions for defrauding medicare and medicaid were among nursing home and home health agencies.
In short, the potential for home health care to develop the same reputation which
has characterized the nursing home industry is obvious.
I believe that our present standards are inadequate, or at least not enforced,
because abuse continues. I see no reason why any provider group should be
arbitrarily excluded from participation in our Federal home health care programs merely on the basis of agency sponsorship. Finally, it is time to rationalize
the home health programs of titles 18, 19, and 20. Requirements which are necessary in any home health program. despite its source of reimbursement, to assure
quality care and control utilization should be uniform. I would suggest as a
starting point that such requirements deal with the supervision and training
of personnel, or audit and financial disclosure criteria.
We have no reasonable assurance that the public dollars for home health
and in-home care services will be well spent until those matters are resolved.
Senator DOMENICI. I am pleased to welcome Michael Suzuki, Dep-

uty Commissioner of Administration for Public Services, Office of

Human Development Services, Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare. He is here today as a reactor to the panel's testimony, specifically in regard to title XX. He is not here as a spokesman for the
administration, and we understand that.
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I might say to all of you who are here in attendance, the committee
which is holding this hearing is the Special Committee on Aging, and
as you know we are not a legislative committee in the sense of drafting
the final bill. That will take place in the Finance Committee of the
Senate.
Our committee has decided during the last 18 months that we are
going to use our resources to get out front of an issue and take an active role in presenting before the Finance Committee our findings on
serious issues affecting the elderly in our country.
Our first panel will be a panel of national associations of home care
agencies. We have four panelists and Mr. Suzuki as a reactor. I will
name the panelists, and as you each begin, you can tell everybody who
you are. Florence Moore, executive director, National Council of
Homemaker/Home Health Aide Services, Inc.; Joan Caserta, director, Division of Home Health Agencies and Community Health Services, National League for Nursing; John Byrne, president, National
Association of Home Health Agencies, and executive director, Visiting Nurse Association; accompanied by Hope Runnels, cochairman,
standards committee, National Association of Home Health Agencies,
and executive director, Visiting Nurse Association; Ronald Rosenberg, chairman, Home Health Services Association, and vice president
for corporate affairs, Homemakers-Upjohn.
We shall start with Florence, and if you will all keep your statements as brief as possible, then we will have time for an exchange
of opinions for the remainder of the morning. Written statements will
be made part of the record.
Let's get started.
Mrs. MOORE. I am glad Hadley Hall' a member of our board, is
present. He will give our testimony.
STATEMENT OF HADLEY D. HALL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SAN
FRANCISCO, CALIF., HOME HEALTH SERVICE; BOARD MEMBER,
NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR HOMEMAKER-HOME HEALTH AIDE
SERVICES, INC., ACCOMPANIED BY FLORENCE MOORE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR HOMEMAKER-HOME
HEALTH AIDE SERVICES, INC.
Mr. HALL. I am Hadley Hail, a board member of the National
Council for Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services-a national, voluntary section 501 (c) (3) membership organization.
The national council started in 1962 with encouragement and support f rom HEW, with standard setting as a key mandate. The
development of a code of standards was a first accomplishment. The
standards have grown and been revised. They are now basic standards,
not goal standards; that is, they are the floor below which an agency's
performance cannot fall and be acceptable.
In 1969, the council was specified as a standard-setting body for
homemaker service organized under the work incentive program. The
following year the council was again named by the Social and Rehabilitation Service as a standard-setting body for homemaker service
for the aged, blind, and disabled.
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Recognition brings responsibilities. The Federal requirements are
that agencies be in reasonable conformity with the standards, along
with support from Government and the field, the council was encouraged to take the next step-accreditation. An accreditation program
helps agencies to prove that they are, indeed, in conformity with the
standards-not just say, without verification, that they meet standards.
A copy of a document called "Interpretation of Standards" is attached to this testimony.' Funds to support the national council programs for accreditation were made available by HEW and recently
by the W. K. Kellogg Foundation.
EMPHASIS WITHIN STANDARDS

In the years that have followed, the council has worked to make the
review process more objective and more efficient. We now have an
accreditation commission of 12 persons. They come from all over the
country. They meet several times a year to make judgment on the conformity with standards of applicant agencies.
We use an index of compliance to check the objectivity of decisions
by the commission. Several of the standards are weighted more heavily
than others: Those requiring that the agency be responsible for basic
orientation and training of the staff; that there be a professional
assessment and plan of care, with periodic reassessments; and that the
agency give all employees the protection of observing the minimum
wage law and taking responsibility for paying social security, Workmen's Compensation, and other required fringe benefits.
A major impact of the standards has been that many States have
used them as a model for the development of State standards. Other
national organizations recognize these standards. Many local agencies
are using the standards as a guide to developing new programs and
upgrading existing ones.
The national council is working cooperatively with other organizations to coordinate accrediting processes such as the American Hospital Association, the National League for Nursing, and the National
Association of Home Health Agencies.
In 1973. Federal requirements for standards were removed. Under
title XX the Federal Government moved away from providing leadership or standards in health and social service programs. This included
leaving standard-setting up to the States.
One result of leaving this uli to the States is that local governments
are setting up homemaker-home health aide workers who are called
housekeepers, attendants, chore workers, personal care workers, or
homemakers-frequently as self-employed providers. For this new
class of worker, the critical protections of training. professional accountability for the patient, and agency responsibility for required
wages, social security payments, income taxes, and other employerpaid benefits are abrogated.
LEGISLATION FOR BASIC NATIONAL STANDARDS

Both Federal and State governments are giving a lot of attention
to expanding in-home services now. The council's greatest concern is
that they are not paying as much attention to building protections into
1 See appendix, item 1, p. 821.
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those services. S. 2009, while including many needed chances, is a case
in point. It does not stress enough the need for standards or provide
the resources for their monitoring. We believe that Federal legislation
should require that basic national standards be met and verified as
being continually met.
In addition, we believe that Federal legislation should recognize and
financially support the standards and monitoring programs of national
voluntary accreditation programs.
No army of Federal employees can prevent the financial fraud and
patient abuse as well as the people who know the providers in their
own community.
Thank you, sir.
Senator DomENIci. Now, just take your last two statements, that
we need these standards set nationally, and then what was your last
sentence?
Mr. HALL. I don't believe we can hire the army of Federal employees that would be necessary to police the providers, and it would be
far more expensive to do that than it would be to support, financially,
voluntary standard-setting organizations that are responsible to national standard-setting bodies.
Senator DomrENIcI. At first it appeared inconsistent, but it isn't.
Joan, you are next.
STATEMENT OF JOAN E. CASERTA, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF HOME
HEALTH AGENCIES AND COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES, NATIONAL LEAGUE FOR NURSING, NEW YORK, N.Y., ACCOMPANIED
BY LEAH BROCK, CONSULTANT
MS. CASERTA. lVe are happy to be here. I am pleased to have Leah
Brock with us, consultant for our group, who will respond also.
Our testimony I has been submitted for the record and we would
like to include attachments 2 as well.
Senator DOMENIcI. That will be done.
MS. CASERTA. The Council of Home Health Agencies and Community Health Services of the National League for Nursing, I suppose,
is the current-day generation of the national organization, the Council
of Public Health Nursing established in 1902. That organization set
forth a mandate that there must be standards in this industry for any
service delivered into people's homes and in ambulatory settings so
that the accreditation program and standard setting has been growing
since the inception of that organization.
"STRUCTURE"

VERSUS "OUTCOME"

STANDARDS,

In 1961, the first sets of industry standards were published and an
accreditation program was established by NLN/APHA. We all know
accreditation is a voluntary process by which agencies choose to meet
standards set by the field. The standards are set by the field of agencies
at large. They currently are structure standards in that they get to
structure of an organization delivering services.
'See

p. 793.
2 See appendix, item 3, p. 829.
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Implicit in those standards are processes by which an agency and
its employees carry out their job to promote quality. So you can see
evolution from 1961 in accreditation programs through the current
day 1978 in which agencies go through site visits and peer review by a
nine-member panel of experts.
Currently, we realize the weakness in the program of outcome
standards for each of the disciplines operating in the organization.
We have a proposal in for funding to HEW which would enable us to
develop outcome standards that will be added to the existing standards
in the program. Several of our distinguished panelists have agreed to
participate in that proposal when and if it is funded. I think in the
attachments it would be interesting for you to know that we have
submitted the background information of the issues involving standards and accreditation and the development of standards which one of
our staff people is conducting in Ontario. There is so much interest in
standards and in accreditation that Canada has begun to look at home
health and community nursing services much in the same way as we,
and we are currently conducting workshop sessions there.
You will also note that, in light of your piece of legislation, S. 2009,
we have introduced a set of criteria that can be used for the social support system of the home care service. There is a big debate about
whether or not the health care services and social support services
should be funded together. There is a big debate in Government about
whether one piece of health legislation should support those services.
This has to be resolved. To keep people home, there must be a combination of both health and social support services. We have learned from
experience over the last 6 or 7 years to recognize about 10 or 11 key
services that should be provided for to bring those two together. The
current conditions for participation could serve as a baseline for those
services conditions with expansion in the definitions, the continuing
education requirements, and in supervision of the home health aide
requirements.
Also, there needs to be an upgrading of the definition of the Administrator and manager of the Agencies which is not stipulated in the
current conditions of participation. There needs also be a recognition
in those conditions of the marketing performance of an Agency.
Some 2 years ago the social security amendments mandated that
Agencies include a capital budget for 2 years. We believe that the same
kind of marketing and program requirement plan has to be produced
in those Agencies. We understand the concern of Government. We are
as concerned, particularly with the fraud and abuse that this industry
is susceptible to.
We concur with Hadley Hall's comment about the monitoring by
Government and the army of people it takes to do that, so that we
strongly believe voluntarily going through a standard-setting and
accreditation process which says, "This is what I am going to do and
now I am ready to be judged by a group of my peers."
Thank you, sir.
Senator DOArENICT. Thank you very much.
We are pleased to have Senator Percy with us.
Senator Percy, I have told the panel and the people here that there
are many conflicts in our schedules today and we are going to try our
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best to spend enough time to -et all their testimony. I have also explained it was our position on tfie Special Committee on Aging that we
wanted to have this hearing in order to begin to develop the evidence
to present legislation to the Finance Committee for improving the
home health care system over which they basically have jurisdiction in
terms of funding.
The witnesses are genuinely concerned about standards if we do
expand the program significantly. They are also concerned about the
possibility for fraud and abuse, and you have heard the last witness
in that regard.
I would be delighted to yield to you for comment at this point.
Senator PERCY. I am very pleased to be a cosponsor of S. 2009. We
are all concerned about the same thinlgr. We are aiming in the same
direction, to determine what is the best way to do this. We welcome
all of you.
Senator DDO-ENICI. Thank You, Senator.
I might say, Senator Percy has joined with a number of us-in fact,
I think it is almost unanimous on the Special Committee on Agingin addressing the broad general issue that I might categorize as finding real alternatives to institutional health care. The institutional
health delivery system in our country, we think, quite by accident has
been given the main thrust as far as the delivery of health services,
because that was in existence when we developed the health plans. We
are hopeful we caii convince the Finance Committee that by adding
significant resources and coverage to alternative systems, we are not
necessarily adding many dollars. To the contrary, if we have a whole
spectrum of services in existence, we are hopeful someone would review this over a 3- or 4-year period and conclude that this might be
less costly because of the options available.
Senator PERCY. I don't know of any area where it is not the right
and human thing to do. But no work could be more cost effective.
Just look at the potential cost now for construction of new hospital
beds and maintenance care. Return on investment is tremendous, and
that potential is what we are really after. It is financially sound today.
It makes a great deal of sense.
[The prepared statement of Joan E. Caserta follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOAN E. CASERTA

I speak today on behalf of the Council of Home Health Agencies and Community Health Services of the National League for Nursing. The council, hereafter known as CHHA/CHS, is a membership organization of some 1,500 agencies
which deliver ambulatory and home-based care to individuals for the restoration
and maintenance of their optimum health, as well as the prevention of further
illness or debilitation. We are pleased to discuss with the Senate Special Committee on Aging the issue of standards for these home care agencies which render
services reimbursable under titles XVIII, XIX, and XX of the Social Security
Act.
In 1961, the National League for Nursing developed and published the first
edition of "Criteria for Evaluating the Administration of a Public Health Nursing Service." Close on its heels came the preliminary phase of a joint accreditation program of community nursing services cosponsored by NLN's then Council
of Public Health Nursing and the American Public Health Association. This preliminary phase included a self-study, during which public health nursing agencies which participated developed a written report in response to the criteria
guide. To digress for clarity, we define "criteria" as "variables that are used as
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indicators of quality performance," the level of expected performance on each
of these variables is the standard. Information and evidences of performance
were stated in terms of absolute criteria or standards which the agencies met
or did not meet in the area of (1) community health public identification; (2)
organization and administration; (3) program development; (4) staffing; and
(5) strategic future plans for the agency in light of its stated purpose for being.
In 1968, this accreditation program grew to involve anl on-site visit to the
agency by a peer team of visitors, as well as the self-study report, followed by the
collective judgment of a peer board of review to grant or not grant accreditation.
We understand accreditation as a "process by which an agency or organization evaluates and recognizes a program of service as meeting certain predetermined qualifications or standards." The NLN/APHA accreditation program and
process are illustrated and defined further in attachment 1.'
With the inception of the medicare program, public health nursing agencies
began to evolve into multiservice home health agencies, a term coined by that
piece of legislation. As the agencies changed, so that accreditation program
changed. In 1970, the first representatives from health disciplines other than
nursing were added to the Accreditation Standards Committee and, in 1973, the
entire name of the program was changed to the NLN/APHA Accreditation Program for Home Health Agencies and Community Nursing Services.
Since that time, standards have been continually reviewed and updated to keep
pace with changing industry and the complexities of organizations offering these
services. In 1976, a conflict of interest and disclosure standard were adopted and,
in 1977, an entire revision of the standards regarding financial management and
control was initiated and is continuing today. These standards will ultimately be
reviewed with all agencies at an open meeting of CHHA/CHS, at which time
final modification and adoption will come from the field. This is the process that
has been used over the years since the program's inception. In addition, the program is currently testing a weighting schema which will quantitatively determine the degree to which an agency meets the criteria. Work with this schema
will give us the data to identify those standards which are most crucial in the
demonstration of quality.
So you can see that we believe that the application of standards is absolutely
necessary if we are to make final judgments about the quality of home care and
if we are to be accountable to the client as well as third party payors of
service.
For the committee's edification today, we were asked to address certain issues
relating to standards for the home care industry, as well as issues directly relating to the functioning of the industry as a whole.
CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION: HOME HEALTH AGENCIES
Foremost among these issues is the adequacy of current conditions of participation or Federal standards for home health agencies, as stated in HIRM
subpart L, revision 8 (November 1973). CHHA/CHS believes these conditions
are minimal for the accountability of any agency participating in the program.
We believe further that these baseline conditions can be expanded to apply to
those home health agencies which offer title XIX and XX services as well. In
addition, we would recommend that where agencies offer home care services
covered by title III of the Older Americans Act, that conditions not be different
for agencies which deliver these services.
We hereby recommend the following changes in the current Federal conditions
or standards:
"405.1202 (a) Administrator, Home Health Agency. A person also is employed

full-time for the purpose of organizing and managing the agencies programs
and services, and who . . ."

Definitions of home health aide, homemaker, chore, and family care worker,
etc., would have to be added here as expansions for title XIX and XX programs
in particular. Such definitions as have been developed in Texas by the Visiting
Nurse Association of Dallas seen in attachment 2 ' would apply.
* "405.1204 Certification by State Agency. (b) Add (1) 'Following initial certi-

fication by the State agency, a home health agency which voluntarily applies to
and meets the standards of the NLN/APHA accreditation program may be
deemed as being in substantial compliance with the conditions. Such voluntary
accreditation decisions will be subject to validation and periodic review by the
Secretary and/or his designee.'"
I Retained in committee files.
2 Retained in committee files.
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A comparison of the existing federal conditions and the NLN/APHA standards
can be analyzed in attachment 3.
Conditions of noncompliance as disen.sspd in section 405.1207 shall apply to the
accreditation process as well.
QT;ALITY CONTROL

Certification and accreditation are both mechanisms of quality control In a
home health agency. We believe that quality control programs must have the
following components:
(1) The identification and vesting of administrative authority in an individual unit within the agency-with responsibility for ongoing agency, program,
and service evaluation.
(2) Ongoing surveillance by agency management in all areas of operations
with explicit attention to those factors which insure quality services. Factors
such as
-The employment of qualified practitioner of health care. Individuals who
meet those standards developed by their professional and/or national
associations.

-Use of the prudent buyer concept in purchase of manpower and materials.
-Utilization of personnel to their highest level of performance.
-Development of pragmatic flexible but firm policies.
(3) The development of measurable program and/or service objectives. Objectives stated in patient population aggregates.
(4) Implementation of concurrent and retrospective multidisciplinary patient
care audits through ongoing uniform clinical record review systems. This includes identification and periodic study of special problem cases.
(5) Development of process task for peer review audits by disciplines operating within the agency.
(6) Conducting of routine consumer evaluation of services provided, including
needs met and unmet as perceived by the patient.
(7) Development of productivity and performance criteria and standards for
all personnel.
(8) Routine correlation of findings from all the foregoing processes with concommitant changes, as appropriate, in agency programs, policies, practices, procedures, and manpower.
CERTIFICATE OF NEED

We believe that all newly established agencies and all proposals for extension
of services should be subject to a certificate of need review. We believe that objective criteria should continue to be developed and validated to eliminate the
possibility of a "certificate of need In name only." Following up on this belief,
CHHA/CHS developed a formula for an estimate of home health needs. This
formula Is not yet validated because we have been unsuccessful in obtaining
funding to do so. The formula is being used by many health systems agencies and
several home health agencies. We are encouraging anyone who is using it to
provide us with feedback on their experience as a beginning step toward validation of the formula. We recommend that this formula be reviewed in conjunction
with existing formulas, e.g., those of the Western Pennsylvania Health Planning
Association and the Kentucky Comprehensive Health Planning Council.
The CHHA/CHS formula is based upon current knowledge of population trends
and utilization of home health within the mix of the seven services now being
provided and funded: nursing, physical therapy, home health aide, speech
pathology, occupational therapy, medical social work, medical supplies and equipment. No attempt is made to include homemaker and chore service, etc. The
formula has to be adjusted and expanded to do so.
24-HOUR SERVICE

Historically, public health nursing and home health agencies were organized
to provide a temporary intermittent health service to people in their own homes.
When patients or families needed more hours of service than we were staffed to
provide, patients were referred to another community agency or to an institution.
In other words, we were telling the family that if the patient needed care at
times during which we were not equipped to provide it, perhaps the patient
shouldn't be cared for at home.

'See appendix, item 3, p. 829.
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This is no longer true today. 'Many home health agencies and community nursing services today are available and providing services 7 days a week and during
a 24-hour period, and that movement is growing. CHHA/CHS believes that home
care services of good quality must be available 24 hours a day to meet patient
needs and to facilitate their maximum independence at home in their own
environment.
SINGLE SERVICE AGENCIES

During 1973-74, a membership group of CHHA/CHS developed a proposed
model for the delivery of home health services. In the introduction of that model,
the group stated its basic premise that the availability of a broad scope of home
health services to all segments of the population must be increased while, at the
same time, maximizing manpower utilization, providing quality assurance, and
promoting cost containment.
Ladies and gentlemen, we submit that home health services are an array of
services which promote, restore, or maintain health or minimize the effects of
illness and disability. Single service agencies cannot, by their very nature, meet
those goals. The organizational model of services as seen in attachment 41 has
been used by community groups, health planning bodies, and the insurance industry to foster the availability of comprehensive, cost-effective home health
services.
CHHA/CHS encourages all agencies to broaden their patient base so they are
not dependent on one reimbursement source only. However, home health agencies
are faced with the dilemma of inadequate reimbursement for services rendered
as demonstrated by decreasing voluntary dollars, medicaid reimbursement below cost, reluctance of private insurance companies to cover home health benefits.
Until we have a national health insurance scheme with universal coverageone in which home health care is a legitimate part of the delivery systemagencies will continue to render service under reimbursement plans that foster
and support a financially sound base.
Single reimbursement source agencies are symptoms of this dilemma.
In closing, we congratulate you, Senator Domenici, for your bill S. 2009. As
we wrote to you last August, 'ir. Domenici, many of the changes proposed in
your bill have long been needed to interrelate the health services needed by
persons at home with the social support services needed to keep them there
instead of within institutions. We think the Issue of standards is especially important In light of S. 2009 and the possibility of serious congressional discussion
of a national health insurance program.
We appreciate this opportunity to share our thoughts with you.

Senator DOMENIcr. John Byrne, president of the National Association of Home Health Agencies, and Hope Runnels, executive director
of the Visiting Nurse Association, Portland, Oreg.
Mr. BYRNE. I have asked Hope Runnels to make the presentation
this morning.
STATEMENT OF HOPE RUNNELS, COCHAIRMAN, STANDARDS COMMITTEE, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME HEALTH AGENCIES,
AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION,
PORTLAND, OREG., ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN BYRNE, PRESIDENT,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME HEALTH AGENCIES, ST. LOUIS,
MO.
Ms. RUNNELS. I am Hope Runnels, executive director of the Visiting Nurse Association of Portland, Oreg. I am here speaking for
the National Association of Home Health Agencies which wve call
NAHHA. We are grateful to the Senate Special Committee on Agincg
for convening this hearing and for your wvillingness to spend this time
with us discussing the home health agencies. It certainly exemplifies
the concern that you have displayed throughout this series of hearings.
lSee appendix, item 3, p. 847.
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and in the legislation you have introduced, for the millions of older
Americans-and other Americans, as well-whose health needs can
be met without institutionalization if alternative services are available in sufficient quantity and quality.
The issue of promoting quality care by home health agencies is one
that has concerned NAHHA for some time. We believe that it can
best be addressed-initially, at least-by prescribing uniform standards for all such agencies that wish to participate in federally supported health services programs.
COMM3ITEE ON STANDARDS

To this end, NAHHA created a committee on standards nearly 2
years ago which set about drafting a set of standards for our member
agencies. In the process, we examined standards that have been developed by various private organizations for home health agencies,
and for other kinds of health services entities. Over time, we became
increasingly dissatisfied with the approach of drafting our own standards, for two separate, but related, reasons.
First, it seemed unlikely that agencies which did not belong to
NAHHA would adhere to standards developed by an organization in
which they did not participate, yet it was evident that home health
agency standards, to be of any real value, would have to be applied
to all federally recognized agencies.
Second, of the approximately 2,300 home health agencies certified
under the medicare program, probably less than half belong to one
or more of the several organized professional groups concerned with
standards. Therefore, it was clearly not feasible to seek to cover the
field by obtaining HEW approval of the different sets of standards
developed by these groups and enforced by them on a voluntary basis.
Moreover, such an approach would obviously have departed from the
principle of uniform standards for all agencies, which are believed to
be an important goal.
Accordingly, we concluded that the only effective way to deal with
the problem was to suggest that the requirements established by HEW
for reimbursement under the medicare program, known as the conditions of participations, be amended to embody an acceptable set of
standards. These medicare conditions are the one common denominator for nearly all agencies, since they are applied to agencies participating in State medicaid programs as well. They also could be
expanded to cover providers of home health and homemaker services
under title XX programs. They would thus have the virtue of being
uniform for all agencies and, if properly constructed, they could be
applied with equal force to both a small rural agency and one with a
multimillion-dollar budget in a metropolitan area.
Having decided on this approach to the problem, we analyzed the
conditions of participation, using the survey form approved for the
purpose of reviewing home health agencies and certifying their eligibility to participate in medicare and medicaid. At the outset, we were
faced with a fundamental question: What do we mean by standards?
A variety of definitions is available, but the one we felt best described the ends we were seeking is contained in "A Discursive Dictionary of Health Care." published by the Subcommittee on Health
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and the Environment of the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee February 1976. The definition given there states, in part,
on page 155:
Standards: generally, a measure set by competent authority as the rule for
measuring quantity of quality. Conformity with standards is usually a condition
of licensure, accreditation, or payment for services. Standards may be defined
in relation to: The actual or predicted efforts of care; the performance or credentials of professional personnel; and the physical plant, governance, and
administration of facilities and programs.

Note the emphasis in that definition on measurement. We believe
very strongly that something purporting to be a standard fails if it
does not give sufficient specific guidance so that a surveyor can assess
levels of performance.
DEFICIENCIES IN MEDICARE CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION

We then turned to an analysis of the present conditions of participation. We found that while they are sound in many respects, they
are deficient to the extent that they merely describe what a home
health agency must be, without setting out adequate standards for
what it should be doing. Moreover, the conditions are muddled in some
places, with separate concepts lumped together. Finally, there are
areas in which substantive changes should be made-in a few cases
necessitating statutory changes in the Social Security Act-and there
are matters not covered which should be included.
Our preliminary conclusions are contained in a document I I have
supplied to the committee, which is in two parts, which sets out our
comments side by side with appropriate sections of the conditions of
participation. We need to expand somewhat on these comments to
provide a better statement of the reasons for our recommended
changes, but I hope that this information will be helpful to the committee, even in its present state.
Here are a few samples of our critique:
First, planning and evaluation. The conditions of participation
requirements for-institutional planning are limited essentially to the
preparation of an annual operating budget and a capital expenditures
budget. There is a conspicuous lack of any requirement for the preparation of an overall plan which sets out the particular population
to be served in a particular geographic area with services of a stated
frequency and availability through specified resources of personnel,
finances, equipment, and physical facilities.
In addition, there should be required a program plan which gives
the details of how services are to be provided. Coupled with the planning should be a process of written evaluation to determine the extent
to which planned objectives are being met and the levels of performance reached in doing so. In this connection, it would be advisable
to have surveyors monitor a sample of home visits to assess the patient
care being rendered.
Planning and evaluation requirements are of particular significance
for use by health planning agencies in the certificate-of-need process
to determine whether a need for proposed or existing services exists.
A number of States currently cover home health agencies under their
I See app., item 5, p. 857.
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certificate-of-need laws, and the extension of Health Planning Act
authorities recently approved by the House Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee would extend such coverage to all States.
Second, agency auspices. The present conditions recognize a distinction only as between nonprofit and proprietary-or for-profitagencies. Information acquired at hearings of this and other committees of Congress has shown that in many instances this is a distinction without a difference. Some agencies organized ostensibly as
nonprofit entities function more as individual entrepreneurships, with
benefits for those in control that are clearly excessive. It may be that
the development of adequate standards applicable to all agencies,
regardless of their profit status, will obviate the need for such distinctions, but in the meantime they should be clarified.
CLARIFICATION OF NON-PROFIT AGENCY STATUS

One indication of genuine nonprofit status is a disinterested board
of directors, drawn from the community, to which agency administrators are answerable. Conversely, a board controlled by those having a
direct interest in the agency's operations raises doubts about nonprofit
status.
Another indicator would be the provision of services on a charitable
basis, and the receipt of charitable contributions from voluntary
organizations in the community.
Third, supervision. The current conditions require only that skilled
nursing or other therapeutic services be provided under the supervision and direction of a physician or a registered nurse. Under this
provision, the physician or nurse may be supervising the activities of
1 or 100 persons working under them. Some more measurable ratio
should be provided of supervisor to staff personnel. In addition, the
duties of supervision need to be spelled out more precisely.
FORMAL TRAINING FOR HOME HEALTH AIDES

Fourth, home health aides. The conditions now provide for the selection of home health aides "on the basis of such factors as a sympathetic attitude toward the care of the sick, ability to read, write,
and carry out directions, and maturity and ability to deal effectively
with the demands of the job." This is less than adequate. There should
be a formal training program mandated for home health aides who,
after all, most often work without direct supervision in the patient's
own home.
These are only a few of the changes we believe are needed in the
conditions of participation before they can serve as meaningful comprehensive standards for home health agencies. Others may disagree
with the specifics of our recommendations, but we hope that there
can be broad agreement on the approach we suggest of establishing the
conditions of participation as uniform standards to promote highquality patient care services by responsibly administered home health
agencies. We recognize that these will be minimum standards; once
they are established, there will be adequate opportunity for private
accrediting organizations to set their own higher standards for those
of their members who wish to attain the distinction of demonstrating
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a higher level of performance. For now, however, let us take the first
step.
NAHHA stands ready to assist in every way possible in the urgent
needed process of converting the conditions of participation into
adequate standards.
Senator DOMENICI. Thank you very much.
I want to recognize Senator Chiles of Florida. I don't think I have
to tell anyone in this room of his genuine abiding interest in this area.
He has participated in many hearings, and we are most appreciative that you are here.
Senator CHILES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DOMENICI. If you have some comments to make, please
do so.
STATEMENT BY SENATOR ILAWTON CHILES
Senator CHILES. Represented at this hearing this morning are four
major national associations of home care agencies-all with a strong
interest in the development of uniform standards for all forms of
home care.
As a matter of fact, there are five associations. The Assembly of
Outpatient and Home Care Institutions of the American Hospital
Association, representing hospital-based home care agencies, has also
worked with the committee and will submit testimony on home care
standards.
The mere existence of five national organizations representing home
care agencies attests to the growth of home care services during recent
years.
This is growth that I know my good friend Pete Domenici and
I both welcome, as we are both well aware of thousands of older
Americans who still do not have access to competent, quality support
for independent living.
At the same time, however, I know we are both concerned with
just that-insuring the competence and quality of any services delivered in the home or other independent settings.
"MAJOR

PlROBLEms LOOMING"

I took testimony at earlier hearings which makes it clear that this
is not always the case, even now. There are indications of major problems looming in home care services supported by title XX and medicaid. Home attendants-underpaid, undertrained, overworked, and unsupervised-recently were the subject of extensive publicity in New
York City. I received testimony last May which indicated that similar
problems may be occurring in more than 25 States in title XX programs alone. Allegations included instances of patient abuse and fiscal
irresponsibility.
We are all familiar with revelations of what can happen with the
medicare program too-as complicated accounting arrangements
mask inappropriate expenditures of home health funds.
We enter a challenging new era when we increase our support for
services delivered in the home. I think many of us have decided that
is how we should generally move.
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But the very fact of services delivered in isolated settings, where
adequate protections are difficult to apply, gives us added responsibility to insure thoughtful and careful program development.
That is why we are having this hearing on standards in home care.
Our witnesses have all given a great deal of thought to this issue.
This week I am introducing a bill which would amend the Older
Americans Act to encourage the development of coordinated systems
of community home care. One feature of the bill is designed to encourage States to develop standards for all forms of home care.
I am not sure that the question of setting, monitoring, and enforcing standards is one that the Federal Government can take on in
isolation, and I look forward to your comments this morning.
Senator DOMENICI. Our next witness is Ronald Rosenberg, chairman
of the Home Health Services Association, and vice president for planning and development, Homemakers-Upjohn.
STATEMENT OF RONALD E. ROSENBERG, WASHINGTON, D.C., CHAIRMAN, HOME HEALTH SERVICES ASSOCIATION; VICE PRESIDENT
FOR PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT, HOMEMAKERS-UPJOHN CO.,
ACCOMPANIED BY BERKELEY BENNETT, PRESIDENT, HOME
HEALTH SERVICES ASSOCIATION
Mr. ROSENBERG. Thank you, and good morning. Thank you for the
opportunity to appear before this group and discuss what wve feel is
an important issue. I am accompanied by Berkeley Bennett who is
president of our association.
Mr. Chairman, the Home Health Services Association was formed
in recent weeks primarily to encourage and promote greater quality,
efficiency, reliability, and safety in the delivery of home health care
services and to improve the services of home health providers to the
general public. Home Health Services Association members are national home health care provider groups representing over 500 taxpaying home health offices.
"STANDARDS

. .

. ARE

NEEDED

Now"

Standards for home health care service delivery are needed now to
guarantee the quality of care. Every panelist has spoken to that issue.
The only Federal program that has established standards for home
health is medicare. Unfortunately, these standards are not patient outcome oriented-they apply only to providers in the medicare program. Through complexities and interpretations in the social security
amendments, medicaid providers, by regulation, must be medicare
certified.
Neither title XX social services nor the 'Older Americans Act programs require that providers meet any such standards. Therefore,
the only standards which apply to home health care in the private
sector are those established by the licensure laws that exist in 20
States. In 30 States, there is no protection of the public because home
health agencies are not required to be licensed.
The Home Health Services Association believes that standards for
home health care providers ought to encompass three aspects of qual-
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ity: The functional status and potential of the patient, the training
and experience of the care givers, and the level of supervision of individual cases.
First, let's consider the patient. The patient care plan established
by the agency to implement the physician's plan of treatment must
take into account much more than the diagnosis.
Care must be aimed at assisting the patient to function at full potential, given his diagnosis and current capacity. The care plan must
be developed in concert with the patient and family and should concentrate on providing the appropriate level of care. If patients are
respected and if the agency properly assesses and monitors the patient,
the patient ought to be able to reach his full potential. Currently
there are no standards for patients' rights; there are no standards
governing the agencies' patient assessment.
Second in the quality structure is delivery. The well-being of the
patient is actually in the hands of the person giving the one-on-one
care. In the home health field the actual care is given generally by
a home health aide. If the home health aide is not trained or experienced, then the patient is not receiving quality care. There are no
standards governing the training, experience, and proficiency of home
health aides.
Third, the quality of service is dependent upon the level of supervision of individual cases. While medicare standards mandate that
nonprofessional personnel be supervised by professionals, there is no
standard governing case supervision. A supervisor could get so concerned with personnel management that he might not have time to
actually manage the patient and his care plan.
PATIENT AcCOUNTABILITY MISSING IN GOVERNMENT STANDARDS

In each of these aspects of quality care, the meaningful standards
are those established by agencies themselves in order to provide accountability to their patients. Most of the standards established by
the Government assure proper accountability by the agency to its
funding source.
In the private sector, Mr. Chairman, we are answerable to our
patients.
The Home Health Services Association believes that this country
must move rapidly to adopt, implement, and enforce industrywide
standards for the delivery of home health services and for the individuals who provide such in-home services.
At the very least, Home Health Services Association believes that
existing medicare standards ought to apply to all home health providers. As you know, the medicare law allows proprietary home health
providers to participate in the medicare program only if they are
licensed by individual States. Since the majority of States have not
enacted home health agency licensure laws, proprietary providersas well as nonprofit-are delivering health care to a large segment of
the population without a license.
At the time of passage of the medicare and medicaid laws in 1966,
the Congress stated in its respective committee reports:
... Organizations providing home care on a profit basis are presently nonexistent. However, the language of the bill permits covering such agencies if
they come into being, are licensed, and meet the high standards which the
present nonprofit agencies offering organized care meet.
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It seems apparent from this statement that the Congress fully expected States to enact home health licensure laws as the need arose.
After all, the States license virtually every other segment of health
as well as beauticians and barbers in the interest of the health and
safety of their State residents. Nevertheless, the majority of the States
still have not acted.
Why? In great part because of unspecified fears of the effect of
the profit motive on an agency's actual delivery of care. Proprietaries
who urge States to enact such laws are not asking for special treatment; to the contrary, they are asking for fair and equal treatment
under the law. They are asking to be regulated and bound to perform
within specified standards.
STATES SLOW TO ACT ON LICENSURE

Still, the States have been slow to act, and the net result has been
that thousands of people are not receiving home health care because
nonprofit agencies serving medicare in States without licensing laws
simply lack the manpower to meet the need.
In its discussion paper following the national public hearings on
home health care in the fall of 1976, HEW stated:
Since both proprietary and nonproprietary agencies are participating in medicare and medicaid, it seems appropriate that uniform standards should be applied
to all agencies that deliver care to the home, including homemaker agencies-

Adding thatthe suitability of any provider may be more dependent on ability to comply with
quality standards than on financial organization.

For these reasons, Mr. Chairman, we believe that your home health
bill, S. 2009, should be revised to include a change in section 1861(o)
that would put all agencies on the same footing. This action would
immediately make services available to literally hundreds of thousands desperately in need of in-home care. There is a vast unmet need
in this country: A need to keep people in their home surroundings;
a need to keep costs down; and a need for people to care for the elderly.
Coupled with implementation of industrywide standards, this 1861 (o)
change would end discrimination against a class of providers-nowhere else in the medicare program is anyone singled out-and make
home health care services more accessible and more available to those
in need. All providers should be equal under the law and answerable
to a single set of standards.
Senator DOMENICI. I wonder if Mr. Suzuki would like to give some
reactions at this point.
STATEMENT OF MICHAEL SUZUKI, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER, ADMINISTRATION FOR PUBLIC SERVICES, OFFICE OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION,
AND WELFARE
Mr. SUzUKI. I appreciate the opportunity to come and hear the
testimony that has been presented and to hear the concern this committee has expressed for title XX-the only program I can speak to
specifically.
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The title XX program is an interesting program in that, under Federal law, the 50 States and the District of Columbia can define their
services program.
This, however, has created a problem in that States have come up
with more than 1,300 definitions for services, many of which are not
comparable. So we really have had to invent a new language in order
to accommodate all of the ways that, for example, homemaker service
has been described. We have done this.
TITLE

XX-$300

MILLION FOR HOMEMAKER SERVICES

In the area of homemaker services, our estimates are that more than
$300 million in title XX money is being spent annually. Such sumis naturally keep raising the question of standards, and this is a question
we have great concern about.
Here I would like to read off to you our top 10 services-in terms of
title XX money spent by the States. Using the titles the States use,
they are: (1) Day care services for children; (2) foster care services
for children; (3) protective services for children; (4) education and
training services; (5) counseling services; (6) chore services; (7)
homemaker services; (8) health-related services; (9) employment
services; and (10) residential care and treatment services.
The reason I wanted to share with you the major services funded
under title XX is that the question of standards applies not only in
the instance of homemaker services, but in terms of a wide range of
services.
When the question comes up of what role the Federal Government
should play regarding standards, I have to be very direct and point
out that the only service the title XX law says we have the authority
to deal with in terms of standards is dav care for children. Although
this authority has a long history, HEW is currently preparing a
report on what the Federal role should be on these standards.
I want to put our dilemma into perspective. Not only are we concerned about chore services and homemaker services for the elderly, but
we are offering such activities as the placement of children away from
their own homes, and we have no authority to articulate standards in
terms of the residential care and treatment these children will receive.
While this is an issue we don't want to ignore, nevertheless from our
perspective-and this perspective covers a multitude of programswhenever we raise the question of Federal standards, the question that
invariably surfaces is: What is the proper Federal role?
We are examining in exquisite detail-with an investment of more
dollars than I like to think about-the Federal day care standards
upon which Congress has declared a moratorium three times. Some of
the issues that concerned Congress were the appropriateness of the
standards and the costs involved. In certain instances, when Federal
funds are expended for services, the State government must develop
standards in relation to such areas of activity carried out under
title XX.
Today, four national associations discussed their views on this subject. Two of them called for voluntary, national standards, with voluntary accreditation. The other two advocated the use of the medicare
conditions of participation. I have no answer as to which approach
would be the best.
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One of the places where standards are particularly needed is in the
area of homemaker services, because here the client is caught in a real
one-on-one situation. Thus, for this service, a system of protection
needs to be built in-perhaps by licensure, perhaps by accreditation,
perhaps by Federal standards.
"As ARi-my OF MONITORS"

But again, it is all too easy for us to talk about Federal standards.
Then the question arises as to whether an "army of monitors" is
needed.
Senator DOMENICI. Do you agree with the statement made that a
reasonable interpretation of the laws that exist would have contemplated State licensures for home health providers? If so, why? What
would be your thinking that only 20 States have licensure laws and
30 don't?
Mr. SUZUKI. That goes to the medicare and medicaid side.
Senator DOMENici. Do you have any opinion on that?
Mr. SuzuiSi. One thing I would like to point out here gets back to
the range of service definitions and to the series of services permitted
under title XX. It deals with something that was discussed today:
Home health aides and homemakers. When we began to talk about
home health aides and homemakers, we looked at the wide range of
services they could provide; that is, all the way from the extreme
side-meaning the medical model of a specific health-related activity-to the middle ground-perhaps of a broad-gaged homemaker
service which relates to personal care, personal services, and also the
management of the home.
Another major service that States have undertaken is something
called chore service. Perhaps in the extreme, some of the activities that
fall under this rubric are definable. But there is a distinct blurring of

definitions as you go across the list. As adopted by many States, chore
services relate less to a personal kind of care than to some kind of
assistance around the home. So, from our perspective, a proposal to
bring together this whole range of services, including activities called
chore services, is very complicated.
And when we talk about "conditions of participation" under medicare, my technical question becomes: Do we try to bring in this kind
of activity under that umbrella ?
Senator DOMENICI. Thank you very much.
Senator Chiles.
Senator CHILES. No questions.
Senator DOnENICI. Air. Hall.
Mr. HALL. There is a misconception on this chore and homemaker
situation. The patients are all the same. In California, for example,
a chore worker can do bowel and bladder care, and it says so in their
State regulations.
What we have is a set of bureaucratic words, if you will, that have
developed because one program has failed to take care of the needs.
When medicare and medicaid failed to deal with the chronically ill,
long-term patient, title XX and title III of the Older Americans
Act had to come into being in order to deal with the patients who
were left out. We play a game of words. They are all the same people.
I cannot tell you, as the executive of an agency in business for 20
years, the difference between a chore worker, attendant, home health
33-287 0 - 79 - 4
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aide, and all these others. There isn't any. What we have got is a
mechanism to somehow deny care.
$180 MILLION IN CALIFORNIA FOR TITLE
SERVICES

XX

HOMEMAKER-CHORE

The second point I would like to underscore is that though there
may not be any standard requirement in these programs-title XX,
for example-the fact is that in California we will spend $180 million
on homemaker-chore services this year under title XX, which are
State and Federal funds. Eighty percent of that money is going to
people delivering these services without minimum wage, without
social security, income tax withholding, workers' compensation, or
any other benefits-in violation of known Federal labor law or State
labor law-because they control effective hiring and firing, the tasks
assigned and the wages.
I cannot accept that there is nobody who has responsibility for this
situation. That has got to be somebody's responsibility.
Last, through Federal regulations, published in the Federal Register, standards were required until 1973. It was done then. If it could
have been done then, why can't it be done now?
I certainly don't mean this personally in terms of Mike Suzuki. We
have worked well together for a long time, but there has been a history in HEW to deny and ignore these problems.
Senator DOMENICI. Did you want to comment on that?
Ms.

CASERTA.

Absolutely. I refer to the definitions of the whole

social support system that I addressed earlier, in which Texas, California, and New York are employing, I would think, a dozen different kinds of workers. These are called different kinds of workers who
have functions that are so mixed up.
So, we not only deny care to people, but we abuse and overutilize
these categories of workers. I could not agree more fully that there
needs to be a concrete acceptance of a national definition of a chore
worker.
There is also something that has not been addressed; I think that
there is the need for a system of assessment, a national assessment
strategy in agencies. There are several mechanisms that have been
tested. I think you are familiar with the PACE tool. It has its problems in that it takes much too long. There needs to be some tailoring
of that tool. That has not really been addressed. So I offer it to you for
another piece of the package.
Senator

DOMENICI.

Senator Chiles.

Senator CHILES. In the 20 States that are licensing, Mr. Rosenberg,
how many proprietary agencies are licensed-what percentage?
Mr. ROSENBERG. A small percentage at this time. Most of these
licensure laws have been enacted in the last fev years. The percentage
of them, I would not begin to guess. I would probably say in those
States, maybe 50 to 60 agencies at this present time-more in Florida
than in other places.
Licensure many times is defined or centered around the type of care
that is provided. For instance, if you provide only intermittent care,
which is usually meant to be 2 hours or less, then a license is required.
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If you provide care that is around the clock-that is, longer than 2
hours-then many times a license is not provided. It is a system that
varies in the 20 States. That is why our recommendation is that one
set of standards, one set of regulations for all providers, be applied
nationally.

Senator CHILES. That seems strange, that there is only a small percentage of proprietary agencies that meet the licensing requirements.
Did they fail to meet the standards?
Mr. ROSENBERG. I am not sure that is the problem. I think the problem is the development of the proprietaries. The most recent rapid
development has been really within the last 2 years. HomemakersUpjohn is one of the older and larger ones. We have been in business
for approximately 8 years, but the rapid development has only been
within the last 1 to 2 years in many States. I think you will see in the
future more activity toward licensure.
Ms. CASERTA. The licensure issue raises another one which has to
do with rural and urban distribution of services-I think you might
agree with that-in terms of what counties are still uncovered in the
country where agencies will establish themselves. That is why there
is a crying need also for national recognition for a need formula to
establish an agency and for incorporation in health planning.
We are concerned-and I know in your opening comments you mentioned your concern-about the rural health system, and you will
find that licensed proprietary agencies are not established in rural
areas, and those are still largely uncovered.
Senator CHILES. How is that going? Proprietary agencies don't
want to go into rural areas, primarily because there is not enough
profit. A change in national standards as opposed to State licensingthe agency couldn't do anything about that.
Mr. ROSENBERG. Neither have the existing agencies who have been
in business for 50 to 60 years in some places. Neither have they in
many instances gone into rural areas.
Another problem that exists under licensure laws is that proprietaries cannot become licensed because of restricted certificate-of-nieed
laws. At the present time there is no known formula that we know of
to determine how many home health agencies are needed in a community. Everybody has a pet formula that they would love to try,
but there has not been one formula, yet, out of HEW or anywhere else.
If a proprietary agency is going to become licensed in a State, it
must get a certificate of need. If it can't get a certificate of need because there are already existing agencies, even though that agency
may decide it won't provide services under titles XVIII or XIX but
just wants to become licensed, it will be turned down for licensure if
it is unable to get a certificate of need.
One of the things that is needed-and I hope HEW will address
this some time in the future-is national standards. How many home
agencies are required in a community? What is the number? Is it even?
Senator CHILES. Are you saying there should not be a requirement
for a certificate of need?
Mr. ROSENBERG. At the present time; yes, sir.
Senator CHILES. There should not be that requirement?
Mr.

ROSENBERG. Yes, sir,

at the present time.
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Senator CHILES. I held hearings in Florida a few years ago. Ore
of the great problems there was the overabundance of home health
agencies-not only overabundance. but what was happening because
of the overabundance. They were paying doctors and nurses. They
were overreferring and overtreating, and it convinced me if you didn't
have a certificate of need., you would have overutilization treinendously, as we did there.
Mr. ROSENBERG. I am not sure in our findings so far that we have
found that certificate of need regulates or controls overutilization. I

am not sure that it controls pricing structure at this point in time. I
think what is needed are strong regulations that are enforced. I am
not sure certificate of need can do those things. There has been no
demonstrated proof that it has.
Mrs. MOORE. On the subject of rural-urban, homemaker services
started solely under voluntary agency auspices.
PUBLIC AGENCIES IN RURAL AREAS

I think it is interesting that our statistics in 1976-77, indicate that
now 51.5 percent of all the agencies are under public auspices, and we
find States like North Dakota and Iowa-rural States-have homemaker services in each county. This is because it is being done under
public auspices. We find that increasingly the health departments, the
social service departments, and in some instances the offices on aging,
are working cooperatively to make these programs a reality.
Another point. I would like to be able to send from my office, for
inclusion in the hearing record, a definition of chore services' which
the national council has developed.
Third, it might be of interest to you that this year the national
council has a contract with the Public Health Service to develop a
new training manual for homemaker-home health aides. When this
is completed, it should be of great use in the conditions of participation for the training of this paraprofessional level of worker. We hope
it will be used that way, and I think that that is the Public Health
Service's intent. We agree that there is a desperate need for a common
approach to training of homemaker-home health aides across the
country if for no other reason that they are, in terms of volume of
service given, becoming the chief care givers in the home.
Senator PERCY. I would like to ask you to address yourself to a
problem many volunteer home health service agencies have. If there is
to be a viable substitute for-an institution does operate, presumably,
7 days a week. 24 hours a day. Some voluntary home services operate
on an 8-hour day, 5 days per week basis, and we have certain Federal
programs that are nutrition centers-essentially one meal, 5 days a
week. It provides a limited service, but a much-needed service.
Our meals-on-wheels are home delivered meals. 5 davs per week, essentially. Some communities have gone beyond that. Could you comment on how, if we are to have a viable substitute, what should be
done or can be done about the 24-hour day, 7 days a week needs of
those who are confined in their homes or prefer to stay in their homes
but might have to be institutionalized because they can't be dependent
on 8 hours a day, 5 ways a week?
Mr. BYRNE. I think that relates to one of our first areas of encouragement. It is easy to slip in this universal needs and not define terms.
'See appendix, item 2, p. 825.
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In some previous public testimony, the voluntary sector has been taken
to task by certain interest groups as to not having adequate services.
I am not defending the fact that we don't. I look at VNA affairs, St.
Louis-although I have been there 51/2 years, I can see great increases
in services in staff. We are doing it the same way we did 5 or 10 years
ago.
I think what we need to do more effectively is to do what John
referred to. There is not only the need but you do have to evaluate the
availability of staff. What do we mean? Some of the testimony gets
confused as to 24-hour service. Are we really talking about, for instance, VNA of the District of Columbia sending a nurse out at 2
a.m. into 21st and Constitution to change a catheter, or are we talking
about, because of need, the temporary homemaker or sitter who would
be available around the clock for a brief period? These are things that
we have to concern ourselves with in better planning. This is why we
are encouraging that conditions be used as a monitor to establish what
you are really in business for.
I think this is fairly common. Most businesses, at least-if they
don't know what business they are in, they won't stay in long because
they won't make a profit. In the voluntary sector we need a challenge
as to demonstrate why we are in business, whether we have been
around for 67 years or 6 months. If we are using public dollars, we
should be ready to show why we are there, and then that we meet the
services that are appropriate. We hear constantly home care services
are cheaper than institutional care. It is a fallacious concept. It depends on what you are comparing and for how long. What is the
length of stay and composition of what you are going to render? That
gets back to the needs for planning. Within that the marketing ability
to do something that is cost effective and the appropriate use of human
resources, client, patient, and staff. These are some of the things we
recommend be addressed.
Mr. ROSENBERG. One of the foundations for the proprietary industry, especially for the company I am associated with-HomemakersUpjohn-was that we fill the void, in our early days, and we still do,
and that our services were available and are available after 5 in the
evening. They are available on weekends. We have found many, many
of the people that we care for need services when some of the traditional agencies that have been available have not provided services
during any hours, but only from 9 to 5, Monday through Friday.
We provide a large number of hours of service, particularly at those
times after 5, on weekends when family members may not be present,
and all that is needed is someone to be there. There is a need and there
is a void in many parts of the country for these services.
Senator DOMENICI. Could I just narrow the issue for a minute and
discuss this question of standards? I will then try to ask a few questions about what appears to me to be the need for pooling of resources.
and for the flexibility of pooling resources at the local level.
NATIONAL COMMISSIONN ON HOME CARE SERVICES

Would the establishment of a national commission on home care
services, with the freedom to set the standards, accreditation process,
and the power to withhold funds for nonconforming agencies be one
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way of approaching this field? Representative Cohen suggested this
possibility in legislation he introduced in August 1976. If that seems
possible, what would the makeup of that commission be? What language, in regard to standards, would you want included in legislation
such as S. 2009? Does anyone want to address that?
Mr. HALL. I would support it, Senator. The only danger that I see
is that it would be a little like in the Inspector General's Office in
HEW which has not moved on two flagrant cases of fraud and abuse
in the home health field exposed over a year ago, documented in
chapter and verse, followed up with letters asking for reports on
what has happened. It was laid out in detail.
Senator DOMIENICI. In California?
Mr. HALL. Yes; the two happen to be in California. Still, so far as
I can tell, nothing has been done either by the Inspector General's
office, the Attorney General's office, or the attorney general's office,
State of California. If the commission is going to set standards and
then not be able to gct the bad guys out, I don't think we are any
further ahead, but the concept is appropriate and right.
Mr. ROSENBERG. I would agree that a commission could be useful, if
it provides a representation that is varied, as varied as this group,
and not be set in a vacuum. I would agree it would be helpful.
Ms. RUNNELS. I would hope we would have a voice in the standard
setting. I think it is important. NAHHA would certainly endorse the
concept of a commission.
Mrs. MOORE. I would like to endorse it, too. As I was thinking
earlier this morning, we needed an ongoing vehicle of the kind we
have today. It seems to me we need the voluntary sector, the providers.
and consumers on the commission. It should be carefully established
Mr. BYRNE. I think within that, just like the certificate of need,
we are not starting de novo. We have lots of experience. We have
lots of problems, but we are not starting without any knowledge. This
does not necessarily have to be 10 years getting started. We have
too much at risk going in with $2 billion or so that is being spent on
home services to disregard this for a long time.
Ms. CASERTA. You said two things. You said setting standards by
a national commission, and accreditation. Are you mixing those kinds
of processes?
Senator DOMIENTCI. No.
Ms. CASERTA. Would you see setting standards as a major focus
for such a commission?
Senator DOMIENIcI. Yes: I would. If I did not make that clear, it
is basically what I was talking about.
EFFECT OF STANDARDS ON SERVICE COST

Senator PERCY. Let me ask one other question. What effect might
uniform standards have on cost-national standards? There is some
school of thought, obviously, that says all regulations, standards, rules,
and regulations are costly. Another school of thought that says the
lack of uniformity and lack of standards in home health really contributes to cost unnecessarily. You know more about it than we do.
What is your feeling about it?
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Senator Do1%1ENIcI. Let me say, Senator Percy, I think that Mr.
Suzuki addressed that issue when he was speaking of day care, that
we had an exact example in Congress. The States thought they were
doing a reasonably good job and a simple standard was proposed
from Congress that had to do with the number of adults for the
number of children.
That cost was quickly estimated and a hue and cry arose from the
States that they were going to get less coverage out of money they
were spending. As a result, they got a moratorium. It almost caused
a major bill to be vetoed. I think Chuck asked a good question. In this
area it would be more difficult to measure at this stage.
Mr. BYRNE. I think, again, it is the chicken and the egg. It seems to
me the role of Government is to be concerned with the common good,
and if all men were interested in everyone else's good we would not
have the need for laws. We have had enough testimony to show we
have severe problems and the people who are getting hurt are those
who have been taxpayers, or may currently be taxpayers, but are not
recipients. It is a matter of where you are coming from now. We have
hosts of evidence that we can't leave the thing alone and expect
to get the value for the taxpayer and the benefits to the client.
Mr. ROSENBERG. That is a question that needs careful study. This
system could be priced right out with overregulation, maybe, and
overstandardization. It could be delivering the highest possible quality that nobody could afford, either the private consumer or the
Federal Government. Somewhere in this there has to be a middle
ground. I think that should be one of the charges to this commission
that every standard not only be patient-effective and good for the
patient, but also be very cost-effective. It must always look at-not
only is the Federal Government or a third party payer going to pick
up the price tab or somebody, but there are a lot of people out there
who will be paying their own way and they deserve a fair chance
and a fair shot.
ENFORCEMENT

Senator CHMIES. That is the difficulty I see in how you are going to
do that with a uniform set of standards, and you have not said who is
going to enforce the standards. Is this commission going to enforce
them? Is the Federal Government going to enforce them? Who will
be the enforcing agency?
Senator DoBiENIcI. My question would enforce it only by the mechanism of withholding funds. That was included in the question I asked.
Senator CHILES. Who looks into the home and sees what is happening, whether these standards are working-who monitors the process?
Mr. SuzuKI. Hadley Hall referred to some concerns on specific issues. One of HEW's concerns is whether or not to establish national
standards. Could we expect somehow, even with our regional operations, to get to the community level and monitor the offending or
inadequate service? Perhaps to develop such standards would create a
cumbersome mechanism. Yet national standards do not necessarily
have to be enforced by Federal bureaucrats. In the day care standards,
even where there are national standards, we expect State and local
government to enforce these standards.
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Senator DOMENICI. There was a suggestion made in someone's testimony that we have a local board of directors to act as a peer review
mechanism. As I understand it, that is your testimony.
Air. HALL. Voluntary agencies usually have a board of directors.
Ms. RUNNELS. If I may say, I think those of us who have been in
this business for a long time do enforce our own standards. I would
like to think that we are responsible enough to see to it that the
quality of supervision insures the delivery of safe care to patients.
1'We have United Ways who have been looking at us for years to be
sure that we measure up to the standards that are important for that
community. And our prices are competitive with other agencies. So
I think that it is very possible to enforce standards without having to
send out armies of Federal inspectors to be sure we are indeed providing services that are safe.
Mrs. MOORE. We think this point about the board of directors is so

important that in our accreditation program, if the agency is not a
voluntary one, that is, if it is a public or proprietary agency. we
require that they have an advisory committee representative of the
community. We think that is one of the factors that should be held
to regardless of the auspice.
Mr. HALL. I would like to address Senator Percy's question regarding the cost of these things. No. 1, the two famous cases, in which you
participated in the hearings, Senator, took 12 auditors 60 man-days
in a van at one of the contractors to establish what everyone knew
was going on. I hate to think of what we have spent in that monitoring. That cost would have paid for all of the agencies to have been
accredited by all of the groups and would have put a stop to it much
.4i ter.

No. 2, I think there are three things that can be done very easily
and very cheaply. First, is that whoever pays the bill should send a
copy of that bill to the consumer. I don't know whether you know
it or not, but an agency can bill medicare and the patient never sees
it, never knows what those charges were.
Now, if we went to Macy's or some place else and they just sent the
bill to the Government and the Goverment paid it, it would be a funny
thing. But we do that in medicare and medicaid and title XX. The
consumer never sees what has been billed. That is wrong.
In our agency, we have been sending the bills to the recipients.
So, second, you would be amazed at some of the things that come out,
both in terms of our quality and our services. The argument that
these people are too old and too senile to know the difference doehot hold water. We have been doing it for 20 years.
The third aspect of the cost containment thing is, if there were
prospective budgeting, with the billing controlled 'by a simple list of
employees-names, social security number, and function-there are
computer programs all over the United States that can match those so
that if you have a person who is listed as a nurse, who never shows
up as having made a nursing visit, the computer could pick that up
and say 01, what is it, a wife or daughter or somebody who isn't
there.
The prospective budgeting process, the actual audit process, and the
billing process, can be set up so that even the simple rural agencies
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can do this by hand and it can be put into a system. One key punch
operator could handle a whole city, and I am not sure two key punch
operators could not handle the whole State of California.
We have not turned our attention, in the Government, to using some
of the technology that is available to us. I think a copy of every bill
for every hospital stay, for every drug, ought to go to the patient.
I think we might find that constituents would be writing you and
saying: "Senator, I did not get what they said I got."
Senator PERCY. I think there is no better argument. Could I ask
one last question? This discussion has been fine for us and it is in
tune with what we want to hear, but always the purpose of a public
hearing is to bring better education. I have found in the 3 years I
spent writing the book "Growing Old in the Country of the Young,"
a lot of people never knew of these services. I bet there are a lot of
citizens in Portland, Oreg., who don't know how many services are
being provided. WAould you mind, Ms. Runnels, running through what

services are available in Portland in home health care that any citizen
would be eligible for or those who are just eligible at certain income
levels?
AGENCY SERVICES
Ms. RuxNNELS. The income level has nothing to do with it in my Own
particular agency. The services we provide are nursing, physical
therapy, occupational therapy. speech therapy, medical social service,
home health aides, and nutrition consultation.
Senator PERCY. That is available on what sort of a basis?
Ms. RuNNELS. It has to be medically indicated and we have to have

authorization from the physician; that is the criteria. If this is what
the patient needs, it is part of his plan of treatment, then this is what
he gets.
Senator PERCY. Are there other cities represented here that could
expand that list?
Mr. ROSENBERG. I am not sure I can expand the list much, except
entry into the proprietary market or into the proprietary home health
agency usually does not have some of the limitations that were just
mentioned, such as the physician care or physician authorization that
may be necessary.
I would like to go back, if I may, for two comments, Senator. oil
what you said. In the proprietary market the consumer or the client
or the patient, whatever terminology you would like to use in the
private portion of the market-not where the proprietary agency is
providing services under titles XX and XVIII-that patient does
sign a time slip every week for services rendered. There are some
flaws in that system. Usually, the patient is asked for an evaluation
of services that happens at the same time the patient also receives
a bill weekly to be paid. There are some checks. It is an interesting
point, Senator Chiles, in Florida where for many years we were delivering services nonlicensed, not certified, nonmedicare services.
The first question asked to us in the private-paying market when
we went into a hospital to talk about our program was, "How much
will it cost my patient? How much per hour is the service?" Now, we
are medicare-certified and providing services under medicare. I
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imagine that in all of our offices down there we could probably count
the times on one hand that we have ever been asked how much does this
service cost. It is just of no interest because somebody else is now
paying for it.
Ms. CASERTA. May I add to that list of services, which I know in my
home city of White Plains and the surrounding counties of New York,
there are available meals-on-wheels, transportation, chore, physician
services at home, and homemaker.
Mrs. MOORE. Friendly visitor, escort, and transportation.
Ms. RUNNELS. I was not trying to speak for the whole community,
and all these services are available. One thing I would like to say in
relation to looking at the conditions of participation. One of the recommendations that we are making is that agencies would show cause
why they would not be providing all of the services which are allowable
for reimbursement by medicare, rather than the current conditions
which only require that there be nursing and one other service. We
think this range of services should be available to those patients who
need it and we feel this is an important addition.
Mrs. MOORE. I thought of another important service that I don't
think was mentioned, telephone reassurance service-one person calling another person. I think perhaps it was Hope who mentioned need
for assessment and reassessment. One of the ways to tell whether a
service is a good one or not is whether they do assessment and reassessment and use a combination of some of these services.
For instance, maybe you need homemaker service Tuesday and
Thursday, and telephone reassurance every other day, or you may need
meals on wheels every day or intermittently, you may need transportation or escort service. And a way to tell if it is a good service-do they
pay attention to getting the mix and match of services that people need
and change them as needs change.
I heard Hadley testify several years ago when lie said while his
costs per hour had gone up, his cost per case had stayed the same.
One reason was they were making better use of the less costly services,
where appropriate, for the people served.
RESTRAINING COSTS

Senator CHILES. On that point-how do we generate any mechanism
that would hold costs? Have you tried to hold those costs at some level
by mixing the services? The biggest problem we have now is there is
no mechanism to cause any restraint. The sky is the limit.
Mr. HALL. In San Francisco in 1976, for example. none of the
proprietary agencies made a referral to meals-on-wheels. That communitv knew that. Yet those agencies that were 100 percenters. in
one title or another, were allowed to continue.
It is impossible for them to have a number of patients and not use
other community services. My impression about day health is that
during 1975 and 1976, under the section 222 projects, not a single
proprietary organization was referred for day health services. That
appears to be an impossibility. They have a very large caseload. I
don't know how you set it up on a national scale to monitor that
kind of thing. I think it has to be done at the local level.
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Senator CHILES. I don't see how that sets a mechanism on trying
to hold prices down. Whether it is a voluntary agency-a proprietary
agency, whatever it is-from the national funding level up here as
we are trying to appropriate the money, as we are trying to write
those programs, how do we try to put some cost restraints into those
programs?
Ms. CASERTA. There are two States, California and New York, that
legislated utilization review within home health agencies. Now, utilization review, not in the current context of that definition, but a review
on a case-by-case basis of the mix and match of services in that case.
Not the length of stay, but what kind of professionals or support
systems are being used-to what level, to what degree, what was
needed, what was provided, was it overutilized, was it underutilized.
To quote from a prior statement, "Was it a Cadillac instead of a Ford
that was sent to an agency ?" That process used in that way is one way.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, I have to leave, but I want to thank
all of you for the tremendous help you have provided.
EFFICIENCY INCENTIVES

Mfr. ROSENBERG. I have one comment. I think the preseut reimbursement system in many ways is unfair-unfair to the Federal Government and unfair to the taxpayer. There appear to be no rewards or no
incentives for efficiency, for doing things in a more businesslike manner, and I put that in quotes. MIany of the programs today reimburse
on a cost-plus basis. It is almost whatever it costs you to deliver the
service, you are going to get reimbursed for. That does not work in
the private market. People shop for the service. I think there has to
be something done with that reimbursement system.
Senator DOMENICI. That is not a problem exclusive to the home
health delivery system, it is a problem with the entire health care
system. How many of the private insurance carriers include home
health care as an item covered by their insurance policies?
Mr. HALL. Very few.
Ms. RIJNNELS. It depends on the particular policy and the group
with which it is written. We are seeing, particularly under major
medical coverage, more and more of home health benefits being included in these policies.
Mr. BYRNE. I think if you were to look at a typical agency where,
if you compared its income base vis-a-vis a hospital base where you
are running a ratio of, say, 30, or 35 percent medicare and the hospital
with x percent of medicaid, the rest then falls into the Blue Cross or
other reimbursement. This is not at all remotely the case in organized
home care if you are looking at the medicare-certified agency, which
is the 2,400 number you are dealing with. They have 2, 3 percent of
health insurance, including Blue Cross participation. at the present
time. It is very inadequate. It is very splintered, too, because in commercial insurances you will have some coverage for perhaps a registered nurse or a therapist, but it is very slow-or private duty will be
included more often than anything.
Mr. ROSENBERG. Many companies today offer a home health care
benefit. The problem is not many people are willing to buy a home
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health care benefit or ask for that kind of coverage. I imagine in union
demands, home health care benefits for a worker in a union factory is
way down. More important is an eyeglass benefit or prescription
benefit.
I think the home health care industry has a responsibility to sell the
benefits of these programs so more and more people would ask for the
coverage. But there is a lot of it available. It is just not being asked for
by the people who purchase health insurance.
Mir. HALL. One of the real problems is we have done quite a bit of
this. They-the insurance companies-unfortunately have followed
the medicare model so they have all the restrictions built in that the
medicare model has, so very few 'people qualify, to be honest.
Senator DOMENICI. Let me ask Mr. Suzuki a question. It seems to
me that at the hearing that Senator Chiles and I attended here in
Washington, a year and a half or 2 years ago, we were discussing the
problem that has evolved because medicare had its genesis in the social
security law and is an entitlement program. Since then, there has
been an evolution of home health care, a program for health delivery
for the poor. Medicaid is not an entitlement program to the same
extent. Then we introduced title XX, in which specific kinds of activities are paid for with Federal and State funds. Thus, we have
these three programs running independently, when, as a matter of
fact, they should be very much related in the community.
It seems to me we were told that HEW was going to try a demonstration in which they would try to pool, without violating the law,
the various moneys to see if we could demonstrate a much more effective delivery system without the difficulties being generated by what
I just described. I know every time we try something like that, it has
a bad time. It looks like we can't mix medicare with medicaid. and
there are all kinds of reasons. Is anything occurring, such as I described? Has it been tried anywhere, and what do you think about
that approach?
Mr. Suzuii. I am not sure of the testimony to which you referred.
Also, I know of no specific efforts in which title XX is currently involved. Something in medicaid and medicare may be going on, but
I would not normally be involved in that unless some kind of research
or demonstration project involving title XX was going on. But there
is an issue that is being addressed. The Secretary has several task
forces and planning mechanisms that are looking at how programs
need to fit together, particularly with so much emphasis on deinstitutionalization through community-based services. Specific task forces
under Secretary Califano are bringing titles XVIII, XIX, and XX
and Older Americans Act staff together to examine the funding of
these programs.
Again, each of these laws has its own specific, idiosyncratic
"glitches." This creates difficulties because title XX is looked at, not
in terms of health services, but in terms of social services.
Senator DOMENICI. It is even difficult for you to invent a *wordto
describe it.
HEW IN "PooR POSITION-"

Ox TITLE XX HOME ATTrENI)ANTS

Senator CITILES. I want to ask Mr. Suzuki a question, if I could.
In some testimony that we took earlier in the committee, we talked
about, as we mentioned here, some emerging problems in the home
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attendant-individual provider services under title XX. Especially we
talked about some of the funds being expended in the States utilizing
individual providers-New York and others. What is the Department
doing to try to get a handle on that?
Mr. SUZUKII. We have struggled with home attendants. There is a
statement in title XX which, in a sense, enjoins the Secretary from
defining anything in terms of what is or is not a service. This clearly
leaves HEWV in a poor position, legally, to really attack this issue. I
think our language goes to the language of the law and goes to the
capacity of States to contract with organizations-proprietary, first
of all-public agencies, nonprofits, and individuals. And in many
services, this is done; day care, for example.
Senator CHILES. There are some arm's-length transactions between
families and individuals. This is needed for two reasons. No. 1 is
protection of the family, and No. 2 is protection of Government. We
have situations we were hearing about in previous testimony where
you just have outright fraud and you have people who are terrorized
as individuals. They don't know how to fire this person who is providing this service. Who is checking that? I don't see anything in the
law that prohibits HEW from setting some check on that.
Mr. SUZUII. In response to the home health care issue, Secretary
Califano and Under Secretary Champion identified seven major areas
and asked the Inspector General and our program units to go out
and make what were called service delivery assessments.
My own staff were involved in, first, family planning in relation
to teenagers-one of the seven major areas. Then, in a service delivery
assessment of home health delivery mechanisms. As I mentioned before, title XX is not a health program; but, because of the homemaker
aspects in title XX, we participated in the assessment. We are now
in the middle of this specific assessment.
The seven areas selected by the Secretary and the Under Secretary
are viewed as critical areas of concern in terms of delivery, and the
Inspector General is directing this project. Also involved are our
program staff in multiple regions. At this time, a report on the assessment has not come in.
I believe that part of the reason why home health delivery was spotlighted by HEW is because of the kind of concern you expressed. We
are aware of it; obviously, States are aware of it too.
Senator CHILES. We had testimony that 26 States are engaged in
these services under title XX. Is that about what you have, or are
there more than that?
Mr. SUZUKI. In terms of individual providers I would not be surprised. Obviously States would certainly argue against our saying
that certain services could not be individually provided. I think you
are suggesting that would be better than monitoring.
Senator CHILES. In some cases, it might make sense to have individual providers. There seems to be a desperate need for some control on
those services and on who is going to be the provider. I don't think
you can say, because there is nothing in the law that prohibits this,
we are going to give a blank check.
Mr. SUZUKI. We are under criticism now. But we have said again
and again, in every instance, no one complains when major contracts
are written between a title XX agency and a major concern-whether
nonprofit, home health agency, or a homemaker.
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We have a set of regulations we have worked on; we are trying to
refine them, which requires defining the conditions by which an individual provider operates. We are catching continuous flack from
States because they see that as busy work-paperwork-and an attempt to overview from the Federal perspective. Again, we are now
in a position to say that, even if an individual provider is involved,
specific things have to be written out.
It does not have to be a formal contract, but there must be some,
document that governs the delivery of services. This is an area in
which we have been working with the States. We have been visiting
States. And the States tend to feel that what we are asking for means
added paperwork for them in terms of spelling out the provisions for
individual providers. The experience of some of these individual providers obviously is of concern. However, that is the one area in which
we probably will be able to make some headway-that conditions of
the service being rendered by the individual provider are spelled out
for reimbursement as well as what is to be covered.
Mr. HALL. These people are employees. There is proof of the employer. If the Government is trying to determine what the hours are,
what the tasks are, what effective hiring and firing is, that is proof
that the Government is the employer. That is the test of the labor
code.
Mrs. MOORE. We haven't exact statistics, but we know there are

about 82,000 homemaker-home health aides today working for an
agency where the agency is accountable, whether proprietary, public,
or voluntary. We estimate there are at least as many of these individual providers now and I think it is the fastest growing form of
homemaker-home health aid service. Where the service is delivered by
an agency, the proprietary and not-for-profit volunteers are the fastest
growing agencies.
Senator DOrMENIcI. Did you have a comment you wanted to make?

Ms. BROCK. In relation to the earlier discussion on private insurance,
we would like to submit for the record, as soon as it is completed, a
study conducted by the Council of Home Health Agencies and Community Health Services, which shows the distribution of income for
voluntary home health agencies.
Senator DOrENIcI. How long will it be before you have that?
Ms. BROCK. A matter of a few weeks.
Senator DOMENICI. We will be glad to receive it.
Let me thank all of you and assure you that your detailed statements will be made a part of the record. I do hope that as we move in
the Senate in this area-and I know I am speaking for Senator
Church, our chairman-that we are going to attempt to take very
strong positions and urge that the Finance Committee devote serious
attention to the problem we are talking about here today in its broadest sense.
Our committee will work toward this end. I certainly urge that
you, as informed people representing broad-based involvement, continue your genuine interest as these kinds of hearings are held by the
committees with legislative jurisdiction. I want to thank you and all
of those in attendance for being with us this morning. It would be
helpful if the panelists would submit for the record, at their earliest
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convenience, statistics on your agency membership, commenting on
what proportion of your agency membership provides a full range of
services; that is, how many of your agencies provide homemaker-home
health aid, chore services, as well as medicare-reimbursed home health
care., We would like to have that so, as we analyze your suggestions,
we are able to relate them to what your principal involvement is.
If there is nothing further, we are going to close this part of our
hearings on home health care. I regret to tell you I am not optimistic
that we will get major legislation in this field this year. As you know,
the shopping list of legislative mandates in the Senate is growing and
time is running out.
I do hope we will continue to keep the pressure on to try to do a
better job legislatively with this particular part of the health delivery
system. I appreciate Senator Church's calling the hearing. He could
not be here today, since he is the principal floor manager on the
Panama Canal bill.
Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 11:10 a.m., the hearing adjourned.]
lSee

appendix, itemns 2 and 4, p). S25 and 855.

APPENDIX
MATERIAL SUPPLIED BY WITNESSES
ITEM 1. INTERPRETATION OF STANDARDS FOR HOMEMAKER-HOME
HEALTH AIDE SERVICES, SUBMITTED BY HADLEY D. HALL,' NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR HOMEMAKER-HOME HEALTH AIDE SERVICES,
INC., NEW YORK, N.Y.
INTRODUCTION

To protect consumers, providers, and those who pay for homemaker-home
health aide services, the National Council for Homemaker-Home Health Aide
Services developed a program of basic standards through which an agency could
measure its conformity with the components needed to deliver satisfactory
homemaker-home health aide service. These standards were developed by community leaders, agency administrators, and professional staff of the council. The
standards apply to any agency operating under any auspice which provides
homemaker-home health aide service. Only those agencies which employ and pay
their homemaker-home health aides may apply to the national council for assessment of the conformity to standards of their homemaker-home health aide service.
Applicant agencies use a self-study document in which the standards and the
criteria for demonstrating conformity with them are detailed. Need for a less
detailed document exists; hence this paper, in which the nucleus of each standard is discussed briefly. No one standard stands alone; all are interrelated.
STANDARDS

1. The agency shall have legal authorization to operate
An agency is required to have one of several types of legal authorization to

operate-a certificate of incorporation, a charter, a license or a relevant portion of
a State law. In its broadest sense, this document should outline the purposes for
which the agency is organized. In many instances, homemaker-home health aide
service will be defined specifically in the agency's legal document.
II. There shall be an appropriate duly constituted authority in which ultimnate
rcesponsibility and accountability are lodged
Those responsible for governing the agency should be identified and there
should be participation by members of the community served. In a voluntary
agency, traditionally this has been a function of the board of directors. However,
to insure that representatives of the community served may assist in agency
planning and direction, some voluntary agencies have developed advisory committees in addition to their boards of directors. All governmental units shall
have boards or advisory committees to fulfill this function; and proprietary
agencies shall have advisory committees or boards drawn from the local service
area to insure that representatives of the community served will have the opportunity to participate in policy formulation and planning for agency services.
Bylaws are the rules adopted legally by an organization to assist it in the
performance and regulation of its affairs and would ordinarily include such
subjects as rotation of board membership and specific duties of officers. Policies
and procedures which could result in restricting the governing bodies and the
administration in discharging their legal responsibilities should not be included
In this document. Bylaws are the means with which to facilitate the exercise
of effective organization and functioning of the agency.
'See statement, p. 789.
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III. There shall be no discriminatory practices based on race, color, or national
origin; and the agency either must have or be working toward an integrated
board, advisory committee, homemaker-home health aide services staff, and
clientele
The agency board and staff components, as well as the individuals served
should reflect the type of ethnic and racial groups included in the agency's service
area. Generally, this will be a mixed group. However, if the agency is organized
to serve a specific age, patient. or sectarian group, this group might be the only
one represented on the board and committees.
Documents such as the bylaws, personnel policies, job descriptions, and publicity materials developed by the agency should include a statement of the
agency's nondiscrimination policies. In most instances the efforts to include representation from the community served will involve an outreach program to
assure that all ethnic and racial groups are on its policymaking bodies and on
its staff, and that the agency's homemaker-home health aide service is available
to all who need it.
IV. There shall be designated responsibility for the planning and provision of
financial support to maintain at least the current level of service on a continuing basis
Fiscal preparedness of an agency should be reflected in clear, comprehensive
fiscal planning and procedures, documented through the preparation of an annual
budget.
Agencies have a fundamental obligation to secure broad financial support for
the agency's service programs. Planning to secure adequate funding for homemaker-home health aide service should be an ongoing process. The individuals
responsible for this planning should be thoroughly familiar with Federal, State,
and local policies in terms of funding for service, including third-party contracts.
V. The service shall have written personnel policies; a wage scale shall be
established for each job category
Each agency should operate under a personnel policy document which pertains

to all categories of employees-administrative, professional, clerical, and homemaker-home health aide. The document should describe the terms and conditions of employment which pertain to full-time and part-time personnel. Procedures and administrative policies should be included as addenda to specific
job descriptions or be in a separate administrative document. Each category of
employment should have a wage scale that takes into account applicable minimum wage laws and wages for comparable jobs in the area served. When an
individual Is employed by an agency, the employee should be provided with a
copy of the personnel policies, the wage scale for the specific position for which
he or she was employed and a copy of the job description for that category of
employment. Where employees are represented by a labor union, there should
be a collective bargaining mechanism leading to a labor contract.
VI. There shall be a written job description for each job category for all staff
and volunteer positions which are part of the service
A qualified and competent staff is the basic requirement for an effective service. Job descriptions are the guides which have been developed and that are
used in recruiting qualified staff and to guide them in carrying out the functions
noted therein. One of the most important elements to be aware of when developing job descriptions is that the responsibilities outlined for a particular position
are commensurate with the qualifications of education and experience specified
for the position.
VII. Every individual and/or family served shall be provided with these two
essential components of the service: (a) Service of a homemaker-home health
aide and supervisor: (b) service of a professional person responsible
for assessment and implementation of a plan of care
This standard represents the "heart" of homemaker-home health aide service.
Homemaker-home health aide service is a team service which includes both
the professional and the homemaker-home health aide personnel in a agency.
Functions of a professional supervisor 2 should include:
2 See also "Phase I Report of Case Management Study," National Council for HomemakerHome Health Aide Services, 1976.
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(1) In-person (home or office) assessment and periodic reassessment of the
need for homemaker-home health aide service.
(2) Development of a plan of care which includes all aspects of service that
are required. All clients should have available input from qualified social workers, qualified health professionals, and other professionals as needed.
(3) Providing the homemaker-home health aide with the plan for service
delivery and periodic home visits by the supervisor to see that the plan is being
carried out and is appropriate.
(4) Individual conferences with the homemaker-home health aide to discuss
service and, in the interim times, telephone discussions to maintain contact with
the aide.
(5) Maintenance of complete and appropriate records about the service being
delivered to the client and complete records about the homemaker-home health
aide's performance, which include a formal evaluation on a periodic basis.
(6) Convening of interdisciplinary conferences which include the homemakerhome health aide to discuss the individual's or family's needs.
(7) Plans for the appropriate termination of service.
The homemaker-home health aide has the responsibility for carrying out
the tasks outlined in the plan of care, being aware of changes as they may occur
in the needs of the individual or family and of reporting these changes to the
professional team member.
The professional team member should have qualifications appropriate to the
personal
situation. Nursing supervision must be available in situations where
be available
must
care is part of a medical plan. Nursing care or consultation
3
where personal care as supportive assistance is provided. Social work supervision
or consultation must be available where there are psychological or social problems. The home management skills of the home economist are often needed and
should be available where appropriate.
Professional staff members who function in homemaker-home health aide
service shall have as a minimum the following qualifications as appropriate:
a bach"* * * a current license to practice as a registered professional nurse,
elor's degree in social work, home economics, or closely related helping profession, plus 1 year of related experience."
Individuals employed in the agency before December 31, 1974, who have hada
as
at least 5 years of professional experience (i.e., employed and functioned
the role of
professional social worker in a governmental agency), may assume educational
the professional team member if their own supervisors have higher
qualifications, such as a master's degree in social work, nursing, or home
economics.
Appropriate activities for a homemaker-home health aide who has been deleaide,
gated some supervisory functions are: Administrative supervision of the work
such as assigning homemaker-home health aides to cases and establishing with
schedules; or obtaining basic information for use of the professional charged
the
case assignment and development of the plan of care. Unless they have
paraproprofessional background specified in the preceding paragraph, thesecases
and
fessional staff shall not be assigned full responsibility for assessing
developing comprehensive plans of care.
The delivery of service may be shared through the development of contractual
input of
arrangements. When contractual arrangements are established, thecase
the professional person responsible for the assessment of need and the superhomevision may be provided by either agency, but the agency which employs
the
of
supervision
administrative
the
provide
must
aide
health
maker-home
homemaker-home health aide. The arrangements between two agencies must be
spelled out clearly in a contract.
VIII. There 8hall be an appropriateproces8 utilized in the selection of homemakerhome health aides
It is essential that an agency have a well-defined recruitment and selection
that
process for homemaker-home health aides. The agency needs to be aware never
many individuals applying for homemaker-home health aide positions have
been formally employed before and may not be able to talk easily in an office
attisetting. The interviewer needs to be particularly sensitive to the applicant's from
tudes toward and probable ability to get along well with a variety of people
a variety of backgrounds.
York: National
3 See "Addenda to Standards for Homemaker-Home Health Aides," New differentiation.
Council for Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services, Inc., 1969, pp. 7-10, for
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IX. There shall be: (a) Initial generic trainingfor homemaker-home health aides
such as outlined in the National Council for Homemaker Services' Traning
Manual; (b) an ongoing in-service training program for homemaker-home
health aides
The initial and ongoing training of homemaker-home health aides is an essential component of the standards.
Initial generic training shall be a minimum of 40 hours and be provided prior to
or at least within the first 6 months of employment. The 40 hours are to include
formal classroom instruction and supervised laboratory instruction in the following areas:
(1) The agency, the community, and the homemaker-home health aide;
(2) The family and the homemaker-home health aide;
(3) Care and maintenance of the home and personal belonging;
(4) Home accident prevention;
(5) Family spending and budgeting:
(6) Food, nutrition, and meals;
(7) The child in the family;
(8) The ill, the disabled, and the aging adult;
(9) Mental health and mental illness;
(10) Personal care and rehabilitative services.
Qualified individuals from a variety of disciplines shall be utilized as instructors in their areas of expertise. Training by health professionals alone, by social
workers, or by home economists alone will not suffice. On-the-job training is in
addition to the 40 hours of classroom and laboratory training.
In-service programs should be offered on a regularly scheduled ongoing basis,
at least quarterly, and all homemaker-home health aides should have the opportunity to attend these meetings. The programs should follow up content areas
introduced in the initial generic training and include relevant trends in service.
Programs on the agency's policies and procedures are necessary but should not
constitute the majority of programs. Opportunity to attend outside seminars and
workshops should be made available.
As the number of homemaker-home health aide staff increases, the agency
should develop vertical and/or horizontal job opportunities which recognize
competence and skill.
X. There shall be a written statement of eligibility criterialfor the service
Each agency should have a written statement which outlines the eligibility
criteria for service. This statement should be circulated both within and outside
the agency. Priorities, based on clients' needs, should be developed for the service. Each individual or family who applies for service, but who cannot meet the
criteria, should be assisted in obtaining appropriate services elsewhere.
XI. The service, as an integral part of the community's health and welfare delivery system, shall work toward assuming an active role in an ongoing
assessment of community needs and in plainning to meet these needs including
making appropriateadaptationsin the service
The homemaker-home health aide service is an integral part of the human
service delivery system in a community; therefore, it should be active in organizations which are working toward meeting community needs. Board and staff
members and volunteers should assume the fundamental responsibility for work-

ing with others to improve services.

XII. There shall be an ongoing agency program of interpreting the service to the
public, both lay and professional
The agency has a responsibility to interpret homemaker-home health aide

service as a service which includes professional staff and trained and supervised
homemaker-home health aides. Information about the agency and its services
shall be made known to the public, both lay and professional. Publicity materials
should contain a thorough description of the service as well as specific information concerning fees, eligibility requirements, and the hours the service is offered
and any limitations on service.

XIII. The governing authority shall evaluate through regular systematic review
all aspects of its organization and activities in relation to the service's purpose(s) and to community needs

Annual reviews and periodic in-depth self-studies of the agency's service are
required so that its effectiveness and efficiency can be evaluated. Broad partici-
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pation from all groups-the board, committees, all levels of staff including the
homemaker-home health aides, and consumers of the service should be included
in the analysis of the service.

XIV. Reports shall be made to the community, and to the National Council for
Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services, as requested
Community relations and public accountability are of major importance to
an agency. Development of a narrative, statistical and financial annual report and
an audit done by a nonrelated organization are essential to establishing and maintaining communications. Provision of data to the national council is essential to
the full development and adequate funding of quality homemaker-home health
aide service.
ITEMI 2. LETTER AND ENCLOSURES FROM FLORENCE MOORE,' EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR HOMEMAKER-HOME
HEALTH AIDE SERVICES, INC., NEW YORK, N.Y., TO SENATOR PETE
V. DOMIENICI, DATED APRIL 18, 1978
DEAR SENATOR DOMENICI: The National Council for Homemaker-HIome Health
Aide Services is most grateful to you and to the Senate Committee on Aging for
arranging the hearings on standards held Monday, April 17, 1978.
You requested information on our membership statistics. As of the end of 1977
they were as follows:
Agencies:
Approved/accredited -1_--__________----______----_____-__-__-_-_24
Agency associates ------------------------------------------------109
264
Individuals-___-_---------------------------------------------Organizations-------------------------------------------------------41
Total ----------------------------------~-~-------538
Enclosed are definitions for a number of supplementary services. We would be
glad to have them published with our testimony.
Sincerely,
FLORENCE MOORE.
Enclosures.
DEFINITIONS2 OF VARIOUS IN-Hoiti SERVICES

Friendly visitors: A visitors program is one in which volunteers visit, on a
regularly scheduled basis, handicapped, chronically ill, or older persons who live
alone or are lonely for companionship.
Telephone reasurrance:A telephone reassurance program provides calls 7 days
a week at a prearranged time to ill, disabled, or elderly persons who live alone.
The purpose of the calls is to determine each person's condition and to provide
community contact over a sustained period of time.
Chore services: A chore service program provides help with minor home repairs,
heavy house cleaning, and yard tasks which need to be carried out intermittently
to maintain a person safely in his own home. It does not include personal care.
Meals-on-wheels: A meals-on-wheels program is a service in which prepared
nutritious meals are delivered directly to the residence of ill, handicapped or
elderly homebound persons who are unable to prepare or obtain their own meals.
Transportation or escort services: Transportation and escort service provide
assistance to a person who requires help to get where he needs to go, including,
when necessary, an escort to help secure the needed service and to return him
safely home.
' See statement of Hndley D. Hall, 1). 780.
'From "Supplementary Services Guidelines for Services Supplementary to HomemakerHome Health Aide and Home Health Services." Available from National Council for
Homemaker-Health Aide Services.
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POLICY STATEMENT ON TRAINING FOR HOMEMAKER-HOME
BACKGROUND

HEALTH AIDES

TO POLICY STATEMENT

Appropriate training and professional supervision of homemaker-home health
aides are required by the National Council for Homemaker-Home Health Aide
Services' standards. These standards were developed and adopted by leaders in
the field to protect consumers and providers of the service and to ensure that
monies spent, public and private, are used effectively. A manual for training
homemaker-home health aides was prepared by educators in the field with the
help of the Offlce of Education of the Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare. This publication outlines the basic components of the generic training
required of aides for agencies applying for approval and accreditation.
A census of classroom training programs for homemaker-home health aides
was conducted in 1976 by the National Council. Of the 1.700 agencies surveyed,
1,247 useable responses were coded, computerized and analyzed. Two of the overall impressions, well supported by data, were: (1) Training of homemaker-home
health aides lacks uniformity of auspice, and (2) agencies are interested in
communicating with others about training homemaker-home health aides.
As new and innovative ways of providing better services and more services are
explored and tested by approved/accredited agencies, new resources for the training of aides are under exploration: for example, community colleges, vocationaltechnical schools, adult education programs, Red Cross and hospital-based
programs.
POLICY STATEMENT

Whatever the auspice of the training program, the following guidelines should
be observed:
1. Aides who receive training must be screened and sponsored by the agency
which will employ them and assume responsibility for their services. In no case
should homemaker-home health aides be trained to become independent providers. The moral and legal implications of independently provided paraprofessional services are self-evident.
2. The training of the homemaker-home health aide, both initial and ongoing,
is based on a "team concept," in which professionally educated persons assume
the responsibility for training the aides as well as the responsibility for case assessment and reassessment. establishing a plan of care (case management) and
providing supervision and direction of the aide.
3. Instructors for the course should be familiar with the homemaker-home
health aide field and, wherever possible. should have had experience working
with an approved homemaker-home health aide service. When possible, instructors should he selected who have had some experience in teaching adults.
4. Field experiences are essential to a good training program. Plans for providing aide trainees with these learning experiences should be worked out jointly
by the employing agency and the training resource.
5. The employing ngency should have the privilege of monitoring the entire
course. The instructors should be given opportunities to observe the aides at
work in the homes of the families they serve.
INITIAL POLICY STATEMENT ON SUPPLEMENTARY SERVICEs, ADOPTED BY THE BOARD
OF DIRECTORS, MAY 4, 1974

The National Council for Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services, Inc., has
formulated this policy statement because it actively supports the development of
various in-home services being organized in many communities to meet a broad
range of human needs and thus to enable people to remain in their own homes.
Many local agencies use various types of non-professional in-home services to
supplement the core program of homemaker-home health aide services. The
National Council encourages this trend.
Supplementary services are not the professional services rendered in the home
but they frequently supplement such services. They are provided by paraprofessionals and/or volunteers under the aegis of a professional health or social service
agency that assumes responsibility for evaluating the need for the service and
is accountable for the performance of personnel and for the quality of the service
delivered.
Supplementary service-those non-professional in-home services other than
homemaker-home health aide services-include, but are not limited to, chore services, meals-on-wheels, friendly visitors, telephone reassurance, escort service,
shopping services and transportation.
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Many families and individuals are able to function with the assistance of a
single supplementary service while others may need several services, often in conjunction with homemaker-home health aide services, to maintain or return to
independent living. Many different clusters of service are possible and may involve various combinations of professional, paraprofessional and volunteer
personnel.
The National Council for Homemnaker-Home Health Aide Services believes that
supplementary services, like all other services, require guidelines for their orderly
and safe delivery.
Supplementary services must be carefully planned so that they are readily
available and accessible throughout a geographic area. They should be an integral
part of the network of health and social services in a community. The homemaker-home health aide agency may deliver supplementary services or make use
of services delivered by others. When more than one agency is involved in the
delivery of supplementary services, ultimate responsibility for the coordination
of these services to a family or individual must be assumed by a single agency
and this responsibility must be clearly delineated.
GUIDELINES FOR AGENCIES WHICH PROVIDE OR COORDINATE IN-HOME SERVICES WHICH
ARE SUPPLEMENTARY TO HOMEMAKER-HOMIE HEALTH AIDE SERVICES

The provision or coordination of various supplementary services by a homemaker-home health aide agency to help maintain families and individuals in
their own homes requires that the agency:
1. be responsible for seeing that assessment and reassessment is undertaken
by professional personnel so that the appropriate persons are provided supplementary services;
2. be responsible for the careful selection of persons who are to be sent into
the homes of those in need of service;
3. be responsible for orientation and direction of personnel, appropriate to the
service to be provided;
4. be accountable to the community for all of the services provided or coordinated under its auspice.
The following agency administrative policies and procedures are recommended:
1. The parameters of each supplementary service should be clearly defined so
that it can be determined when that service is appropriate.
2. The purpose of each supplementary service, and its parameters, should be
clearly stated to the community.
3. Each supplementary service should be shown on the agency's organization
chart, with policymaking and administrative responsibilities for the activities
clearly stated.
4. Those in charge of each supplementary service should be responsible to a
professional person who is fully competent to evaluate and coordinate all of the
in-home programs needed by the individuals served and responsible for seeing
that appropriate service is provided.
5. The responsibilities and functions of the various persons who will carry out
the services should be defined in job descriptions and personnel policies.
6. Orientation should be given to all those who will be involved in each supplementary service to: insure understanding of the needs of those to be served;
the procedures to be used, the policies to be followed; the purpose and functions
of the parent agency and of other resources in the community.
7. Each supplementary service should be carefully analyzed to determine what
policies and procedures are needed to safeguard those served and to safeguard
the staff members or volunteers providing services. These might include, for
instance, general liability insurance including that for a transportation program;
or a monitoring system in a telephone reassurance program, to assure that all
necessary calls are made and that a carefully worked out emergency plan goes into
effect immediately wvhen a reassurance call goes unanswered.
8. Relevant statistics concerning each supplementary service, including indications of unmet needs or duplication of services, should be communicated to
the board of the agency and then to appropriate planning and funding groups.
9. Careful financial records should be kept for each supplementary service so
that a reasonable estimate can be made of unit costs, such as cost per ride, per
meal or per call.
10. Each supplementary service should be evaluated regularly by special comimittees within the agency and by appropriate community groups.
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GUIDELINES TO DEFINING THE PARAMETERS OF CHOICE SERVICES SUPPLEMENTARY TO
HOMEMAKER-HOME AIDE SERVICES

The National Council believes that the parameters of chore services should
be clearly limited to those skilled or semiskilled tasks which are needed to maintain a person in safety and dignity in his own home.
Chore services fall into three categories: minor home repairs, heavy cleaning,
yard and walk maintenance.
Minor home repairs include but are not limited to: replacing window panes,
fuses, electric plugs, frayed cords, faucets or faucet washers, hanging screens and
storm windows; caulking windows, installing weather stripping around doors;

minor painting and repairs to walls, floors, ceilings, stair repair and handrail
installation or repair; installing safety rails for tubs and toilets; minor plumbing
repairs; furniture repair, minor carpet repair; installation of locks, window
locks and hinges.
Heavy cleaning includes but is not limited to: cleaning attics or basements

to remove fire hazards; moving heavy furniture; exterior window washing, extensive wall washing, floor care or painting; carrying of water, coal or wood;
removing ashes.
Yard and walk maintenance includes: lawn cutting; leaf raking; hedge trimming; minor walkway repairs; snow removal; trash removal.
Chore services in any or all of the three categories may be the only services
needed in some instances. In others, they may be provided in addition to homemaker-home health aide services.
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ITEM 3. ATTACHMENTS TO STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY JOAN E.
CASERTA,' NATIONAL LEAGUE FOR NURSING, NEW YORK, N.Y.
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nin/aphia accreditotion program
Compa
rison of
Conditions for Hedicare Certification
and
NUN/APHACriteria for accreditaion
of HomeHealth Agencies
Attached is the comparison of the above done by HEWstaff.
In addition
to the criteria listed, the NLN/APHA Accreditation Program also requires
the following evidences:
of service and representatives of
the community participate in agency.affairs;
- administrative and fiscal policies and practices
assure effective and efficient implementation of
the program;
-the
agency is coordinated with community and
other health facilities and services;
-the
agency does an ongoing assessment of current
health needs of the community;
-programs
are established, reviewed and modified
to keep pace with current health needs;
-the
agency has specific measurable objectives
for each program offered;
-the
agency has priorities among and within each
program and service offered; and
-if
appropriate and feasible, the agency accepts
responsibility for participation in the education
of health personnel.
-consumers
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COMPARISI ON OF
:ONDITIONS FOR MEDICARECERTIFICATION
tCopliance with Federal,
C ondi t ion-

AND

State and LoceI Laws.

The hone health agency and its staff are in
Corpliance with all applicable Federal, State
and local laws and regulations. If State or
;pl icable local la, provides for the Iicensere
of hcre health agencies, an agency not subject
to licersure must be approved by the licensing
authority as meeting the standards established
for such licensure. A proprietary organization
which is not exempt from Federal ircome tama.ion ender Section 501 of the Internal Revenue
__e of 1954 has to be licensed as a he;ne health
agency pursuant to State law. If no State law
exists for the Iicensure of a proprietary home
health agency, (see 405.1202(o)) it cannot be
certified for participation in the Medicare
program. (Reg. 405.1220)

Organization, Services,

Administration.

Condition-

Organization, services provided, administrative control
2-d lines of authority for the delegation of responsiSIlty noun to the patient care level are clearly
set forth in seriting and are readily identifiable.
Administrative and supervisory functions are not
deegated to another agency or organization
and
all services not provided directly arc monitored
end control led by the primary agency, including
cervices provided through subunits (see 405.1202(w))
-f the parent agency. If an agency has subunits,
appropriate administrative records are maintained
for each subunit.
(Reg. 405.1221)
/

CRITERIA FOR ACCREDITATION

OF HOMEHEALTHAGENCIES

Compliance with Federal, State and L~ocal Laws.
Cordition--The agency rust be legally authorized and have a
governing body responsible for its operation.
It
must (1) submit source of legal authorization to
opsrate, a.d (2) give the agency's stateoernt of
purpose and the source in which it is found, and
when it was formulated and when reviewed.
The agency must show it is lic ersed by the State
it operates in if that State reccires licensure.
Administrative responsibilities and relationships
are established and clearly defined.
0D

Organization, Services, Administration.

Condition-

The agency rust:
a.

b.

Submit its plan of organization currently in
effect to show clearly the channels of
authority and the relationships of service
personnel, program units, or other divisions
to one source.
Delineate the overall responsibilities of all
administrative and service personnel.
Describe
the lines of authority and accountability in
relationship to their responsibilities, if
different
from those shown on the organizational chart.

CERTIFICATION

-2-

(a) Services Provided.
The Agency provides parttine or intermiitternt skilled nursing services and
at least one other covered therapeutic service
(physical, speech, or occupational therapy, medical
social services, or home health aide services).

(b) Governing Body.
A governing body (or
designated persons so functioning) assumes full
legal authority and responsibility for the operation
of the agency.
The governing body appoints:
(i)
(ii)

a qualified administrator, (see 405.1202(a)
arranges for professional service (see
405.1222),
(iii) Adopts and periodically reviews written bylaws
4
(see 05.1202(b))or an acceptable equivalent,<
(iv) oversees the management and fiscal affairs of
the agency.
The name and address of each officer, director, and owner
are disclosed to the State Medicare agency with changes
reported promptly.

;.CCREOJ
T.T I101,

.c.

Give cxannles and/or submit administrative documents
that illustrate the channels of communication anong
the governing body or bodies, the administration,
and the service personnel.

d.

State the ways in which staff in all disciplires
and position classficiations have a voice in the
agency's administrative policies.

Services Provided.
The agency provides parttime or intermittent skilled nursing and at least one
other cavered therapeutic service and also requires
that proprietary agencies provide all services directly
and that only the primary agency has authority to
accept patients for care.
It also includes support
elements such as medical s-upplies and equipment,
transportation, laboratory services, etc.

Governinp Body.
Timagency oust have a governing
body responsible for its operation. It must rsae and
describe the composition and method of operation of
the agency's legally constituted governing bodies and/or
advisory groups.
It must include the following:
(1) number and basis for selection of members, (2) tenure
or tera of office, (3) plan for orientation, (4) frequency
of meetings, (5) attendance at meetings, (6) kinds of
records kept of activities. The agency rust list
the
overall responsibilities of the governing body and how
these responsibilities are fulfilled and give examples
of significant action taken by the governing body within
recent years which has had effect on the agency's
program.
The 1N21criteria for the governing body
includes all criteria requirements of Title XVIII.
4~
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(c) Administrator. The qualified administrator, who
ray also be the supervising physician (see 405.1202(k))
or registered nurse, (see 405.1202(r)):

ACCREDITATION

Administrator. The governing body delegates to
a qualified health professional from a profession
involved in implementing the agency's programs, the
authority and responsibility to:

(i)

organizes and directs the agency's ongoing
functions,
maintains ongoing liaison awong the governing
body, the group of professional personnel, and
the staff,
(iii) employs qualified personnel andensuresadequate
staff education and evaluations.
(iv) ensurbs the accuracy of public information
materials and activities, and
(v) implements an effective budgeting and
accounting system.
(ii)

A qualified person is authorized in writing to act in the
absence of the administrator.

-plan,
administer, and coordinate the services
end programs of the agency,
-participate in the deliberations and decisions
made on policies guiding services and programs,
utilizing the advice and counsel of other
health professionals in the agency.
The qualifications of the administrator should be those
established by the profession.
The NLN avers its requirements exceed those required
by Title XVIII.
A qualified person is authorized in writing to act
in the absence of the administrator.

I,
_i
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CERTIFICATt.ON

Supervising Physician or Registered Nurse.
(d)
The skilled nursing and other therapeutic services
provided are under the supervision (see 405.1202(y))
and direction of a physician or a registered nurse .
(who preferably has at least 1 year of nursing
experience and is a public health nurse (see 405.1202(q)).
This person or sinilarly qualified alternate, is
available at all times during operating hours and
participates in all activities relevant to the
professional services provided, including the
qualifications and assignment of personnel.

Health care services are directed and/or coordinated
by a health professional from a discipline providing
The qualifications for a superagency services.
vising physician and registered nurse are those
enunciated by their respective health professional
organizations and are in keeping with the responsibilities assigned within the agency. For all
professional personnel, the agency must provide
ongoing supervision, peer review, or consultation
by a co-professional qualified for this function.

CERTIFlCATION

(e) Personnel Policies. Personnel practices
.2 patient care are supported by appropriate,
-tren personnel policies. Personnel records
dlude qualifications, licensure, performance
-aluations, and health examinations and are kept
rrent.

-6-

Personnel Policies. Personnel practices and patient
care are supported by written personnel policies.
Personnel policies delineate the conditions of employment and the respective obligations between the
employer end employee for all salaried, hourly, or
contract personnel. The agency is an equal opportunity employer and has a program of affirmative
action.

CERTIFICATION

7-

ITAT IOl
ACCRED

_-

Personnel Under Hourly or Per Visit Contract.

(f) Personnel Under Hourly or Per Visit Contract.
such personnel are utilized by the home health
nrcy, there is a written contract between such
-sonnel and the agency clearly designating:
that patients are accepted for care only
by the primary hose health agency.
the services to be provided,
(ii)
e
(iii) the necessity to conform to al 1 pplicblc
acency policies including personnel
for
qualifications, the responsibility
participating in developing plans of
t reatnent.
(iv) the manner in Which services will be
crotrol led, coordinated, and evaluated
by the Drimary agency,
(v) the procedures for submitting clinical
and progress notes, (see 405.1202(d) and
(n)) scheduling of visits, periodic patient
evaluation end
(vi) the procedures for determining charges aod
reimbursement.
(i)

(g) Coordination of Patient Services. All personnel
:,iding services maintain liaison to assure that
ir efforts effectively complement one another and
:Port the objectives out lined in the plan of treatment.
(i)

(ii)

The clinical record or minutes of case
conferences establish that effective
interchange, reporting and coordinated
patient evaluation does occur.
A written summary report (see 405.1202(x))
for each patient is sent to the attending

Personnel

policies delineate the conditions of erployment and the

respective obligations between the employer and employee
The
for all salaried, hourly, or contract personnel.
agency is an equal opportunity employer and has a program
of affirmative action.
In assigning responsibility, there must be a written
description for the basis of assigning personnel with
different degrees of preparation and experience to service
and related activities, whether they be full-time, parttime, or on a contract basis.
CAD
C."

Coordin.t ion of Patient Services. Conferences of
held
workers providing services to a patient/fa-ily are
(for evaluation, reevaluation, and planning of total care).
A professional nurse has the responsibility for
the
coordinating the agency plan for patient care.
r e cords must show the type of conferences, frequency of
meetings, participants, and provisions for recording the
Service records are maintained for planning and
results.
improving all services to individuals, families, and
groups. The service records should outline clearly the
contents such as updated medical records, plan for total
care, progress notes reflecting current status of the
patient, reasons for terminating any services, plans for
discharge and continuing care, etc.
The NMI requires that a written sur=ary report for each
patient be sent to the attending physician. every 60
days.
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CERTIF ICATION
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* The .idi rroszires that the agency establish
and annually review its policies governi.g
'the scope of services offered, admission and discharge
,.policies, cediceal supervision and plan of treatment,
emergency -are, clinical records, personnel qualifi.cations, and program evaluation.

Services provided
(h) Services Under A-rangerents.
er arrangeme-nt with another public or nonprofit
be subject to
cust
soy (see 405.i202(p) and (a))
:-itten contract conforming with the requirements
'Aified in 405.1221(f).
:_p of Professional

Personnel,

Condition -

-rcep of professional personnel, Which includes at least
practicing physician and one registered nurse (preferably
-blic health nurse), and With appropriate representation
:n other professional disciplines, esiublishes and
uallyrevieis the agency's policies governing scope of
-ices offered, adcission and discharge policies, medical
:-r-ision and plans of creatment, energency care, clinical
ords, personnel qualifications, and program evaluation.
least one member of the group is neither an owner
anpicyco of The agency. (Reg. 405.1222)

(405.122

The group of
(a) Advisory and Evaluation Function.
:Tessional personnel meets frequently enough to advise the
rcy on professicnal issues, participate in the evaluation
agency's program and assist the agency in maintaining
'son with other health care providers in the corniunity
Srnaticn program.
meetings are documented by dated minutes.

Services Under Arraneements. Delineate the overall
responsibilities of adoinistrative and service personnel,
whether full-time, part-time, or under contract.
Describe the lines of authority arndaccountability in
*-elationship to their responsibilities, if different
from those shown on the organizational chart.
The assignment of responsibility provides for appropriate utilization of every employee, whether full-time,
part-time, or contract employees.
Grouo of Professional Perso.nel.
Programs are established, reviewed, and modified to keep
This is done by a
pace with current health needs.
group of professional personnel, including at least one
practicing physician and one registered nurse, with
appropriate representatiion from other professional
disciplines.
The KIN does require that at least one member of the
group is neither an owner nor an employee of the agency.
Meetings are documented by dated minutes.

&
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CERTIFICATION
:ceptance of Patients, Plan of Treatment,
-pervision. Condition -

ACCREDITAT ION_
Medical

stien:s are accepted for treatment on the basis of
reasonable expectation that the patient's medical,
irsirc and social needs can be .et adequately by the
*
rancy in the patient's place of residence.
Care
cllo::s a wuritten plan of treatment established and
eriodically reviewed by a physician, and care continues
-der the general supervision of a physician (Reg. 405.1223)

(a)
Plan of Treatment.
The plan of treatment
veloped in consultation with the agency staff covers
1 pertinent diagnoses, including:
(i) mental status,
(ii)
types of services and equipment required,
(iii) frequency of visits,
(iv)

prognosis

(v) rehabilitation potential,
(vi) functional limitations,
(wii) activities Dermitted.

AcceDt.ance of Pati,,tn. Pln

of Treatnt.

Medical

Suaervision.

The agency has written policies outlining the major
areas of policy in which the scope and also linitations of services are defined, includirg the major
provisions in each group of policies and, specifically,
including the conditions for admitting, continuing,
and discharging clients, a'so eligiblity, source
of medical direction, practice policies and procedures
for each professional service, its assistants and/or
aides.
The agency will state who is involved in
the formulation, review and approval of each group
of policies. The written policies should reflect
professional standards or existing State laws
for each service; protect families and patients
and relate to quality of care; and protect the
service staff and the agency.

Plan of Treatment. Service records are maintained for planning and improving all services to
individuals, fenilies, and groups. Included in
the service record are updated medical records,
plan for total care, current status of patient,
need for continued service with professional
reappraisal at regular intervals, plans for
terminating services or discharge with continuing
care.

00
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(vi;i ) l.:-i timnal rmr,,,r
(ix)
(x)
(xi)
(xii)

medications and treatments,
any safety measures to protect against injury,
instructions for timely discharge or referral, and
any other appropriate items.

If a physician refers a patient under a plan of
treatment which cannot be completed until after
an evaluation visit, the physician is consulted
to approve additions or modifications to the
original plan. Orders for therapy services
include the specific procedures and modalities
to be used and the amount, frequency and duration. The therapist and other agency personnel
participate in developing the plan of treatment.

(b) Periodic Review of Plan of Treatment.
The total plan of treatment is reviewed by the
attending physician and agency personnel as often
as the severity of the patient's condition requires,
but at least once every 60 days. Agency professional
staff promptly alert the physician to any changes that
suggest a need to alter the plan of treatment.

Conformance with Physician's Orders:.

(c)
(i)
(ii)

Drugs and treatments are administered by
agency staff only as ordered by the physician.
The nurse or therapist immediately records
and signs oral orders and obtains the
physician's countersignature.

The 1111
r'-eataent.
Periodic Review of Plan of
does require a review of the total plan of treatnent
as
as
often
persccoel
REA
the
and
physician
by a
the patients' condition warrants, and at least race
every 60 days.

Confonmanoe with Physicians' Orders. The BIN
requires that the patients' recri contain updated
medteal orders, including all dru-s and treatnents
adainisterad by agency staff, and only as ordered
by a physician. The nurse/therapist icrediately
records and signs oral orders and obtains the
phvsicians' countersienature withie a reasorable tie-

CERTIFiCATION

ACCREDITAT101:
(iii) Agency staff check all medicines a patient
The agency staff is responsible for ch cking all
may be taking to identify possible ineffective
nsedicinec given a patient for identifying possible
drug therapy or adverse reactions, significant si A&e,ineffective druG
therapy or ad-r-ct reactions, side
effects, drug allergies, and contra-indicated
effects, drug allerGicz, etc. It reqv wres that
medication, and reports any problems to the
any problebs be reported to the physician.
physician.
Skilled Nursing Sorvice

Skilled Nursing Service. Condition-

The service staff inolues professional personnel who
meet the standards for employment of their respective
professional organizations.
Professional nurses have
the responsibility for planning, providing, and
supervising the nursing care to patients and
families. The nursing service, including practical
nurses and aides, is directed by a public health
nurse whose qualifications are in keeping with
the responsibilities assigned, whether director
of the overall agency or of the nursing service
department.

Tce home health agency provides skilled nursing service
ty or under the supervision of a registered nurse and
n accordance weith the plan of treatment. (Reg.405.1224)
(a) Duties of the Registered Nurse.
iurse:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

The registered

makes the initial evaluation visit,
regularly reevaluates the patient's nursing
needs,
initiates the plan of treatment and necessary
rev 5sions,
provides those services requiring substantial
secialized nursing skill
initiates appropriate preventive and rehabilatative nursing procedures,
prepares clinical and progress notes,
coordinates services,
informs the physician and other personnel of
chauces in the patient's condition and
needs, counsels the patient and family in
meeting nursing and related needs, participates
In inservice programs, and supervises and teaches
other nursing personnel.

(a)
Duties of the qualified Licensed Practical Nurse
see 05.1202 ()).
The qualified licensed practical nurse:
(i)
(Hi)
(iii)
(iv)

provides services in accordance with ugency policie
es
prepares clinical and progress notes
assists the physician and/or registered nurse in
performing specialized procedures,
prep res equipment and materials
.:^iv.-

e'ri

s.F^br~v v

us

for treatmeets
r nuirrd :at,-

Duties of the Relnistered Nurse.
The service staff
includes professional personnel who meet the standards
for eaployment of their respective professional
organizations.
The agency must have written policies
outlining the major areas of policy in which the scope
and also limitations of services are defined. The
agency must have job descriptions for each classification, shewing functions and required academic/
experience qualifications included with the selfstudy report.

,

Duties of the Dualified Licensed Practical Nurse.
The service staff includes professional personnel
who meet the standards for eupicyzent of their
respective professional organizations.
The agency
must have written policies outlining the major areas
of policy in which the scope and also limitations
of services are defined. The agency must have job
descriptions for each classification, showing
functions and required acadeaic/erperience qualifications included with the self-study report.
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ACCREDITATIlON

CERTIFICATION
Therapy Services.

Condition -

Any therapy s-rvices offered by the agency directly
or under arrangement are given by or under the supervision of a qualified therapist in accordance with
the plan of treatment. The qualified therapist (see
405.1202(f) (i) and (a)): (Reg. 405.1225)
assists the physician in evaluating
level of function,
helps develop the plan of treatment
(revising AS necessary),
(iii) prepares clinical and progress notes,
(iv) advises and consults with the family
and other agency personnel, and
(v) participates in inservice programs.
(i)

(i i)

Theraev Se'rices
The agency provides orientation and inservice education
for each discipline and each classification of worker.
The agency makes continuing education opportunities
available to all workers, whether they be full-time,
part-time, or on a contract basis. The agency =ust
maintain plans for orientation, o'going education,
preparation of staff for new programs, etc.; plans
for financing, staff participation, consultant services,
resources, etc.

lO

C:

etnnt

Supervision of Physical Therapist Assistant
(a)
(see 405.1202(j) and occupational Therapy Assistant
(see 405.1202(g). Services provided by a qualified
therapist assistant, or occupational therapy
physical
assistant may be furnished under the supervision of a

r ma

ce1
tack t employee
has
Assisan
Supea ision orofrl...^w^^'
Occullational TheraDy Assistant. Fach employee has
ongoing professional or technical supervision to promote
This Ray be
individual development and perfor=ance.
provided by agency employed, qualified personnel or
by contract. Job descriptions for each classification,
showing functions and required academic/experience
qualifications are included with the self-study report.

-a

-ys;;aIor ozzr-at onli therapi st.
i
I:ec
physic al therapist assistant or occupational
:herapy assistant:
performs services planned, delegated and supervised by the therapist.
(ii) assists in preparing clinical notes and progress;
I
reports, and
(iii) participates in educating the patient end family
and
(iv) inservice programs.
(i)

Supervision of Sreech Therapy Services. Speech
(b)
therapy services are provided only by or under supervision _
la qualified speech pathologist or audiologist.
neical Social Services.

Condition -

.edcal social services, when provided, are given by
a qualified social worker (see 405.1202(t)) or by
a qualified social work assistant (see 405.1202(s))
under the supervision of a qualified social worker,
and in accordance with the plan of treatment. The
social worker: (Reg. 405.1226)
(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv).
(v)
(vi)
(vii)

assists the physician and other team members
in understanding the significant social
and emotional factors related to the health
problems,
participates in the development of the
plan of treatment.
prepares clinical and progress notes,
works with the family,
utilizes appropriate cossnunity resources.
participates in discharge planning and
inservice programs, and
acts as a consultant to other agency
personnel.

a
-:--..
bt .,e'c:! .:
S. ''-.vsierh
professional personnel the agency provides ongoing
supervision, peer review, or ccnsul.tation by a coprofessional qualified for this function. Each
employee has ongoing professional or technical
supervision to promote individual development and
Job descriptions for each classifiperformance.
cation, showing functions and required academic/
are Included with the
qualifications
experience
self-study report. The agency provides orientation
and inservice education for each discipline and
each classification of worker.

A physical therapist assistant or occupational
therapy assistant assists in preparing clinical
notes and progress reports, and participates in
educating the patient and fatily.
Medical Social Services
For all professional personnel, the agency provides
ongoing supervision, peer review, or consultation
by a co-professional qualified for this function.
Each employee has ongoing professional or technical
supervision to promote individual development
Job descriptions for each classiand performance.
fication, showing functions and required academic/
experience qualifications are included with the
self-study report. The agency provides orientation
and inservice education for each discipline and
each classification of worker.

-14ACCREDITAT1ON

CERTIFICATION
Home Health Aide'Services.

Condition -

Hc,ne health aides are selected on the basis of such
factors as a sympathetic attitude toward the care of
the sick, ability to lead, write, and carry out
directions, and maturity and ability to deal effectively
with the demands of the job. Aides are carefully
trained in assisting patients to achieve maximum
self-reliance, principles of nutrition and .eal
preparation, the aging process and emotional
proacbIs of illness, maintaining a clean, healthful,
and pleasant environment, chanego
in patient's
condition that should be reported, work of the
agency and the health team ethics and confidentiality,
and recordkeeping.

Home Health Aine Services
The service staff includes professional personnel who
meet the standards for employment of their respective
professional organizations.
Staff may in addition
include other appropriate personnel such as aides or
assistants.

They are closely supervised to assure their competence
If providing care. (Reg. 405.1227)
00

(a) Assignment and Duties of the Home Health
Aide- The home health aide is assigned to a
particular patient by a registered nurse.
WIritten instructions for patient care are prepared
by a registered nurse or therapist as appropriate.
Duties include:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)

the performance of simple procedures as
an extension of therapy services,
personal care,
ambulation and exercise,
household services essential to health
care at home.
assistance with medications that are
ordinarily self-administered,
reporting changes in the patient's
conditions and needs, and,
completing appropriate records.

(b) Supervision. The registered nurse, or
appropriate professional staff member, if other
services are provided, makes a supervisory visit

Assinnment and Duties of the Hone Health Aide.
Each
employee has ongoing professional or technical supervision to promote individual development and performance.
Job descriptions for each classification, showing
furn tions and required academic/experience qualifications
are included with the self-study report. The IHN states
that written instructions are prepared by a registered
nurse and the duties of the home health aide are outlined
in the professional requirements of the job which exceed
the requirements of Title XVIII.

Sunervision. Each employee has ongoirg professional
or technical supervision to promote individual development and performance.

ED
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ACCREDITATION

CERTIFICAT ION
to the patient's residence at least every 2
weeks, either when the aide is present to
observe and assist, or when the aide is absent,
to assess relationships and determine whether
goals are being met.
Clinical Records.

Condition -

A clinical record is maintained in accordance with
accepted professional standards and contains:
(Reg. 405.1228)
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

(vii)
(viii)

pertinent past and current findings,
plan of treatment.
appropriate identifying information,
name of physician,
drug, dietary, treatment and activity orders,
signed and dated clinical and progress notes
(clinical notes are written the day service
is rendered and incorporated no less often
than weekly).
copies of summary reports sent to the physician,
and
a discharge summary.

(a) Retention of Records. Clinical records are retainei
for 5 years after the month the cost report to which the
records apply is filed with the intermediary, unless
State la.. stipulates a longer period of time. Policies
call for retention even if the agency discontinues operat
If a patient is transferred to another health facility, a
copy of the record or abstract accompanies the patient.
(b) Protection of Records. Clinical record informatioi
is safeguarded against loss or unauthorized use. Written
procedures govern use and removal of records and conditio
for release of information. Patient's written consent is
required for release of information not authorized by law

.

I

I

Clinical Records.
Service records are slainttained for planting and
improving all services to individuals, families,
and groups.

00
Co

the agency's policy with
Retention of Records.
regard to retention of records is consistent with
laws.
local
and
applicable State

Protection of Records. The 111N requires pat ents'
written consentobforedreleasing inforation not
authorized by law.
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CERTIFICATIO:I
Lsaluationo.
Evaluation Condition The hone health agency has written policies
requiring an overall evaluation of the agency's
4
total program at least once a year by: (Reg. 05.1229)
(i)
(ii)

the group of professional personnel
(or a cunnittee of this group), agency
staff and consumers, or by
professional people outside the agency
working in conjunction with consumers.

The evaluation consists of an overall policy
rnd administrative review and a clinical record
review. The evaluation assesses the extent to
which the agency's program is appropriate,
,-sqate,
effective and efficient.

The avency has established prooecd=eo for prcgram
evaluation. The agency srill list
Lndividuals (by
title, not name) and/or groups responsible for program
evaluation.
It will describe the fortal and/or
infornal procedures used in evaluating the programs
of the agency.
The agency will list
the kinds of data
used in the evaluation procedure and explain how they
are used to determine the objectives attained. It
will explain by example how findirgs are interpreted
to others and how they are used. A written description
will be made of any recent changes or innovations that
have occurred in the evaluation process.

Results of the evaluation are reported to and
acted upon by those responsible for the operation
of the agency and are maintained separately as
administrative records.

(a) Policy and Administrative Reviiet. As a part of
nhe
evaluation process the policies and administrative
practicos of the agency are reviewed to determine
the eatent to which they prouote patient care that is
-_propriate, adequate, effective, and efficient.
nechaniurs are established in writing fur the collection
of pertinent data to assist in evaluation. The data
to be considered may include but are not limited to:
-- ber of patients receiving each service offered, number

Policy and Administrative Review.
Staff patterns,
policies, and practices are evaluated in relation to
fulfilling the purposes of the agency.
The review will
describe the factors considered in establishing the types
and numbers of personnel utilized. Agency practices
will be discussed to insure that needed services for
patients and families are continued or adjusted in a
planned way during periods of change.

-17CERTIFICATION
of ze:ien: visits, reasons for discharge, breakdown
by ciac-osis, sources of referral, rueber of patients
no: accepted, with reasons, and total staff days for
each service offered.

ACCREDITATION
The agency ccnducts or rarticipates in a planned
evaluation of its organizaticn and ad-.inistration.
All health disciplines providing services and other
agency staff are involved in this evaluation process.
The evaluation should describe briefly or include
the overall agency plan for total evaluation. It
i should give the dates when the agency last evaluated
* its orgsnizational structure and annotate any changes
resulting from this evaluation. The evaluation
should also describe the methods used to evaluate
the administrative practices of the agency.

Go~
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-18C RTIFICATION
(b) CI inical Record Reviewi. At least quarterly,
appropriate health professionals, representing
at least the sccpe of the program, review a sample
of both active and closed clinical records to
assure that established policies are followed in
providing services (direct as well as services
under arrangement).
There is a continuing review of clinical records
.or each 60-day period that a patient receives
ho-e health services to determine adequacy of the
plan of treatment and appropriateness of continuation of care.

ITATIONt
ACCRED
Clinical Record Review. The agency maintains
en established mechanism for ogognrg review of the
quality of service rendered by each discipline.
00
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PROPOSED MODEL
FOR THE DELIVERY
OF HOME HEALTH SERVICES
INTRODUCTION
Home health care services in the United States continue to be so limited in scope and geographic availability that large segments of the
population are denied access to such services as a viable choice for
meeting their health care needs.
The purpose of this document is to set forth a model plan for increasing the availability of a broad scope of home health services to all
segments of the population and at the same time maximize manpower utilization, provide quality assurance, and promote cost containment.
BACKGROUND
Home health services of good quality are an essential part of the
health care system. Such services, appropriately articulated with
other health and social services-institutional and ambulatory-provide a more economical and desirable way of meeting many of the
health care needs of society, both preventive and curative.
,Home health services may be defined as an array of health care services provided to individuals and families in their places of residence
or in ambulatory care settings for purposes of preventing disease and
promoting, maintaining or restoring health or minimizing the effects
of illness and disability. Services appropriate to the needs of the individual and his family are planned, coordinated and made available by
an organized health agency-through the use of agency employed
staff, contractual arrangements or a combination of administrative
patterns. Medical services are primarily provided by the individual's
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private or clinic physician although in some instances agencies will
employ or contract for physician's services.
These services must be available to the total population and must include all service components necessary to ensure. the health and
safety of those for whom such services are appropriate.
There are over 2,000 agencies in this country currently providing
home health services. However, there is great unevenness in the
amount and variety of services available. In addition, there are some
extensive, sparsely populated areas where services are minimal or
absent.
The Council of Home Health Agencies and Community Health Services of the National League for Nursing1 is committed to the promotion of ways and means by which communities throughout the country can be assisted in the development of comprehensive home health
services. The organizational model proposed in this document is intended for use by community groups, health planning bodies, the insurance industry, and those developing legislative proposals as a new
approach to the organization of home health agencies which will
foster the availability of comprehensive home health services.

-

-

SERVICE COMPONENTS

Essential Home Health Services
The following services are considered essential and hence eligible for
insurance coverage. Those denoted with an asterisk* would usually
be arranged for by the home health agency and facilitated by the
availability of patient transportation services:
Basic Essential (in alphabetical order)
Home Health Aide-Homemaker
Medical Supplies and Equipment (expendable and durable)
Nursing
Nutrition
Occupational Therapy
Physical Therapy
1 The Council of Home Health Agencies and Community Health Services of the National
League for Nursing is the national spokesman for over 1,400 official and voluntary home
health and community health agencies.
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Speech Pathology Services
Social Work
Other Essential (in alphabetical order)
Audiological services*
Dental services*
Home delivered meals
Housekeeping services
Information and referral services
Laboratory services*
Ophthalmological services*
Patient transportation and escort services
Physicians services*
Podiatry services*
Prescription drugs
Prosthetic/orthotic services*
Respiratory therapy services
X-ray services*
Desirable Home Health Services
The following environmental/social support services are highly desirable and should be made available to augment home health care
services through agency-community planning and development:
Barber/cosmetology services
Handyman services
Heavy cleaning services
Legal and protective services
Pastoral services
Personal contact services
Recreation services
Translation services
ORGANIZATIONAL MODEL
Two classifications of home health programs are proposed in the
Model based upon the magnitude of the population served, the geography covered, services offered either directly or by arrangement, administrative structure, and numbers and kinds of staff employed
either directly or by contract. These agencies would be communitybased, certified to provide home health care and could also be involved in community-based services other than "care of the sick."

PROPOSED HOME HEALTH AGENCY PROGRAM MODEL
BASIC ESSENTIAL SERVICES
r
HOME HEALTH PROGRAM I
Nursing and at least two direct
services of the following:

Home Health Aide-Homemaker
Medical Supplies and Equipment
Nutrition Services
Occupational Therapy
Physical Therapy
Social Work
Speech Pathology Services

HOME HEALTH PROGRAM 11

}

PROVIDED
DIRECTLYBY AGENCY

I

Nursing

Home Health Aide-Homemaker
PROVIDED
DIRECTLY BY AGENCY
OR
BY CONTRACT

Occupational Therapy
Physical Therapy
Social Work
Speech Pathology Services

OTHER ESSENTIAL SERVICES WHICH MAY BE PROVIDED DIRECTLY OR BY ARRANGEMENT
Audiological Services'
Dental Services'
Home Delivered Meals'
Housekeeping Services
Information and Referral
Services

Laboratory Services
Medical Supplies and Equipmentt
Nutritiont

Ophthalmological Services
Patient Transportation and
Escort Services

Physician Services'
Podiatry Services'
Prescription Drugs
Prosthetic/Orthotic Services'
Respiratory Therapy
X-ray Services'

mTh- aovle ma E
1 nanpdfanIh d. .ar ad faniliaad by Sm aabllltY of tranparfadno.
tRaqmIrd fIn Hn HaaddProsm I; Incop-nard into H-n. Hadl Pr.o 1iIf fablj.

DESIRABLE ENVIRONMENTAL-SOCIAL SUPPORT SERVICP-SOME MAY BE DEVELOPED AS VOLUNTEER SERVICES
Barber-Cosmetology
Handyman Services

Heavy Cleaning Services
*1
Legal and Protective Services

Pastoral Services
Personal Contact Services
(Friendly Visitor, etc.)

Recreational Services
Translation Services
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ASSUMPTIONS BASIC TO THE PROPOSED MODEL
The following assumptions are basic to the organizational model as
proposed:
1. The home health care services provided will be adapted to meet
the health needs of individuals and families of all age groups, in
all diagnostic categories, and in all economic situations without
regard to race, color, creed, or national origin.
2. The program will include the basic essential home health services as identified on pp. 2-3 and, as feasible, the "other essential" home health services as well as appropriate environmental/
support services.
3. The geographic boundaries selected will not be in conflict with
area-wide regional health planning.
4. All geographic areas will have service available based upon validation of need.
5. The agencies providing home health services will be certified for
this purpose by appropriate bodies and maintain standards as
established by the National League for Nursing, the American
Public Health Association and other national standard-setting
bodies, as appropriate.
6. Overlapping and duplication of services will be avoided and new
agencies will not be developed in areas where there is a home
health program with capacity to meet the needs for services as
described in the proposed Model. Health programs serving a defined population, i~e., hospital-based home care programs,
health maintenance organizations, and neighborhood health
centers, will contract for home health services with the programs
described in the Model.
7. Insurance coverage and other payment mechanisms for health
care will include the essential home health services as previously
identified.
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HOME HEALTH PROGRAM I
Home Health Program I will be conducted by an agency which would:
1. Serve a defined population base and geographic area such as a
state, or group of counties, a large county, a large city.
2. Be accredited
N LN/APHA.

or in the process of being accredited by

3. Limit staff travel for direct service with consideration for ter
rain, use of sub-stations, numbers and kind of specialized staff,
and transportation facilities;
4. Offer all basic essential services listed in the "Proposed Home
Health Agency Program Model" on pp. 4-5 as a minimal program
package either directly or by arrangement, with the exception
that nursing, and at least two other services, must be offered directly. In addition, the full range of identified essential and desirable services should be incorporated into the service program
as feasible in the community.
5. Ensure the availability of the number and kinds of staff needed
to supply the range of services offered to the base population.
6. Be willing to extend selected direct patient care services and
consultant services to Home Health Program II agencies through
arrangement.
7. Be capable of and willing to offer administrative management
and centralized services to neighboring Home Health Program II
agencies. These may include, but are not necessarily limited to,
billing, statistical, accounting, costing and purchasing services;
centralized inservice education; patient record and utilization
review systems.
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HOME HEAL TH PROGRAM 11
Agencies which qualify as a Home Health Program

11 would:

1. Serve a defined population base and geographic area such as
small county, small city, town, health area.
2. Provide nursing service directly and, in addition, provide directly
or by arrangement (contracts) Homemaker/Home Health Aide
service, Occupational Therapy, Physical Therapy, Social Work,
and Speech Pathology services. In addition, the full range of
identified essential and desirable services should be incorporated
into the service program as feasible in the community.
3. Employ a direct service staff of at least five full-time nurses (or
part-time equivalent) plus one full-time director/supervisor (or
equivalent). Although staff may be deployed on a wide geographic basis, necessary provisions would be made for regular onsite contact to agency headquarters on the part of field staff.
This staffing pattern is proposed with the understanding that,
in sparsely populated areas, modification may be necessary.
4. Contract with a neighboring Home Health Program I agency for
direct patient care and consultant services not available to the
agency locally.
5. Contract with a neighboring Home Health Program I agency for
administrative management and centralized services not available
locally, as are required to maintain quality administrative practices.
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ITEM 4. LETTER AND ENCLOSURE FROM JOAN E. CASERTA, NATIONAL
LEAGUE FOR NURSING, NEW YORK, N.Y., TO SENATOR PETE V.
DOMENICI, DATED APRIL 25. 1978
DEAR SENATOR DOMrENICI: In behalf of the members of the Council of Home
Health Agencies and Community Health Services, we thank you for the oppor-

tunity to present our views last week on the issue of standards in home care.
You are to be congratulated on your keen insight, knowledge, and understanding
of the home health industry and the problems confronting the industry.
At the hearing you asked for a breakdown of the services provided by our
member agencies. At this time we do not have up-to-date figures, but will conduct
a survey this summer to gain a profile of the groups. Historical data from the
National Center for Health Statistics reveal that in 1975 services provided by
home health agencies were as follows:
Percent

providing

Type of service:

service
Nursing -_______________________--___________________________100

75
Physical therapy ----------------------------------------------35
______--_--_-- _____________________________
Speech pathology-25
Occupational therapy--______________---------------------------25
Medical social work--------------------------------------------70
Home health aide_---------------------------- ----------------certificate
We are enclosing CHHA/CHS's position statements on the issues of
of need and licensure which are for your review and which we would like entered
into the record of the hearings. As soon as our tabulation on the distribution of
income and expenditure for voluntary home health agencies is completed, we will
forward it to you for inclusion in the record.
Thank you again. We look forward to continuing work with you and your very
able staff.
Sincerely,
JOAN E. CASERTA.
Enclosures.
POSITION ON LICENSURE OF HOME HEALTH AGENCIES
Two processes are required by law to protect consumers of home health agencies
and to assure title 18 and 19 that the minimum standards required by the law are
in effect.
One process is certification by a State of nonprofit entitles; the other is licensure, an option each State may elect in order to certify profitmaking entities.
Each process is required annually. Each is able to permit provisional approval
until agency practices can be brought into compliance. Each tests compliance with
the Federal law. Both may be withheld or withdrawn for noncompliance.
Certification by each State is approved by regional HEW offices and ultimately
by the Secretary. States may require higher standards, but not lower than required by the law.
Licensure in each State is not approved by regional HEW. Licensure can be a
function of department of institutions, department of licenses, or other arrangement within the States.

There is no evidence that licensure has enriched or reinforced certification.
Rather, it may have had the negative effect of decreasing emphasis on much
needed improvements in the certification process. It has also increased costs, both
in time and paperwork.
CHHA/CHS promotes the certification requirement for home health as a
uniform national test of legal compliance for home health agencies. CHHA/CHS
will continue to work for the improvement of sanctions and upgrading of provisions in the certification process.
If licensure remains the only federally acceptable method for certifying a
profitmaking home health agency, CHHA/CHS will support State licensure for all
home health agencies equally when based on a certificate of need requirement

(national standard).
CHHA/CHS will continue supporting the position of a federally required

certificate of need based on national standards rather than a State option.

In new Federal legislation CHHA/CHS recommends that certification be expanded to protect both the people and the government purchasing so that additional layers of bureaucracy are not needed.
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POSITION

STATEMENT ON CERTIFICATE OF NEED

Introduction

Home health services are rapidly gaining recognition as a vital, integral part
of the health care system by the Federal Government, consumers, insurance companies, and other providers of services.
In the coming years, we can anticipate an accelerated growth in the number
and kinds of agencies offering home health services. We predict as well that the
kinds and amounts of services being offered will change. Thus, the industry is
faced with two alternatives: The expansion can be left to chance with the possible
end result of costly fragmentation, duplication of services in some areas, and no
service in other areas; or, the expansion can be accomplished in a planned, rational, and orderly fashion based on community need. We believe the latter is the
only feasible approach.
To achieve this, we are proposing that all newly established home health agencies and all proposals for geographical extension of services or for establishment
of satellite offices of existing agencies be subject to a certificate of need review.
We have defined a home health agency as an overall organization offering a
program of home health services in homes and/or other community settings to
people of all ages. Such services include: physician service, nurse service, physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech pathology, home health aide/homemaker service; medical social work, nutrition, laboratory service, and medical
supplies and equipment.
We hereby make a distinction between an agency which offers a home health
program, including the above services and an agency which offers a home management program (meals-on-wheels, transportation, chore service, etc.). One agency
may offer both programs. In this paper, however, we are addressing ourselves
solely to a home health program.
Rationale for Needs Criteria

The establishment of baseline criteria sets is essential to enable:
(1) Health planners to more effectively identify the mix of health needs not
currently being met;
(2) Consumers to make educated decisions about the appropriate facility to
meet their felt needs;
(3) Health providers to develop and implement service modalities based on
factual data in concert with recognized community groups.
The Council of Home Health Agencies and Community Health Services is very
sensitive to the political pressures involved when an agency tries to establish
itself where another agency or other agencies exist. Objective criteria should
eliminate these pressures and should prevent a certificate of need in name only,
being used to protect the turf of existing agencies or allowing for the establishment of new agencies where need does not exist.
Developing Criteria

In developing the criteria, the following types of information will be needed

Popnulti.on chiararteristics.-Forboth community and catchment area, each of

the following in relation to morbidity rate: Age; income level; ethnicity (inchlding language) ; usual living arrangements; education; general survey of
industry in area; employment status and reasons (e.g., temporary industry layoff) ; infant mortality: and resources for reimbursement.
Providerprofiles.-Institutional health facilities (hospitals, SNF's, ECF's, etc.)
for both community and catchment area: Number of beds by type of service (medsurg., etc.) ; number of admissions; and number of discharges by diagnosis and
disposition.
Noninstitutional healti. facilities.-(HMO's, home health agencies, rehabilita-

tion centers, etc.) for both community and catchment area: Services being provided; and composition of case load being served.
Other providers.-Forboth community and catchment area: Number of physicians by specialty; and number of surgeons by specialty.
Patient assessment.-Levels of care provided in community; ratio of visits per
patient by discipline; ratio of visits per patient by diagnosis; and outcome
measures.

The criteria which are eventually developed must take into account the following: The number of patients to be served with and without prior hospitalization;
projections of the population mix 5 years hence; projections of the impact of new
health care providers (surgicenters, HMO's, etc.) 5 years hence; how to en-
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courage provision of service to rural areas and/or to traditionally underserved
population segments; and how to distinguish between need for additional services
or additional agencies.
Determining Need
The data will be used to determine indices. The indices must be measured
against national indices for population at risk utilizing home health services.
Then the indices will be used to develop criteria. Such criteria will have to be
tested for validity and finally valid criteria will establish national standards
against which local communities can measure their needs.
It would appear, then, that in determining need, the following is the logical
sequence:
Information (or data or facts)-+Indices (or guidelines)-3Criteria (tested for
validity)-->Standards (for determining need)

ITEM 5. LETTER AND ENCLOSURE FROM JOHN P. BYRNE,' PRESIDENT,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME HEALTH AGENCIES, ST. LOUIS,
MIO., TO KATHLEEN DEIGNAN, STAFF MEMBER, SENATE SPECIAL
COMMNIITTEE ON AGING, DATED APRIL 10, 1978
DEAR KATHY: Our association of home health agencies has been grappling
with the problem of standards for agencies and services provided from them for
the past couple of years. As you may recall in my testimony as president of
NAHHA before the HEW regional hearing in Chicago in October 1977, I stated,
and still believe, that the most critical issue facing home health agencies and
the appropriate expansion of services rests with the issues of effective standards.
In the fall of 1975, when NAHHA held its fifth annual meeting here in St. Louis,
the membership directed its board to pursue the issue of standards and the
development of an adequate approach to them. Following that, during the succeeding year, a small ad hoe committee met several times to review what had
been done to date in the home health care field with regard to standards or a
summary of them as criteria performance. Based upon this review and a great
deal of study, a draft of standards statements was prepared and submitted to the
membership at the Philadelphia meeting in October 1976. It was intended to be
only a reflection of what was the attempt of the board to address the issue. The
board and its ad hoc committee received the endorsement of the membership to
continue this work, as indeed we did during the remainder of that year and the
first 6 or 7 months of 1977.
I might note that although a fair amount of time elapsed, our limited resources
permitted only infrequent meetings of this ad hoc committee over these 15 or
24 months. As the work of the ad hoc committee continued, it became relatively
apparent that we were dealing with a large number of word changes from what
others had done, but not a great deal of substantive new developments resulted
from the work. Another concern that we had was that in reviewing the accreditation and standards processes of other national organizations, we found that only
a small number of home health agencies were in fact inclined toward participating
in these efforts.
Keeping this in mind and also seeing the rather minimal results from the
efforts of the ad hoc committee in terms of a 'spanking new" approach and some
substantive progress in this area, it was decided during October 1977 that we
change the thrust of the ad hoc committee and begin to study the conditions of
participation, which are in fact a universal set of regulations effecting all home
health agencies receiving title XVIII funds.
As a result of this new direction, the ad hoc committee was slightly revamped
and has met twice during 1978 to study the conditions. As a result of these meetings, we are enclosing a copy of the conditions and their definitions with a commentary wherever we felt necessary to illustrate weaknesses in the conditions, as
well as actual oversights. It is our judgment that if these areas are strengthened,
the conditions of participation can provide the framework applicable to all title
XVIII and, for that matter, title XX agencies who are charged with the responsibility of providing services under Federal dollars support.
I See statement of Hope Aunnels, p. 796.
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We do not mean to imply by the submission enclosed to think that the work on
this is nearly done. We are merely trying to point out what we feel are the areas
that a combined effort by HEW and home health agencies could complete, whereby
we truly would have effective standards in this area of health delivery.
It is our hope to meet with officials from HCFA or any other appropriate administrative unit within DHEW to review this matter and attempt to obtain their
endorsement to proceed with a further development in this regard. We are indeed
prepared as a national body to work to whatever extent possible in the completion of this work which we feel is so very vital to the success of home care in the
future.
We look forward to discussing this matter with you at the time of the committee hearing on April 17,1978.
Sincerely,
JOHN P. BYRNE.
Enclosure.

HOMEHEALTHAGENCYSURVEYREPORT (Form OMBNo. 72-R0735)

HANNA Standards Committee Remarks

I.

Compliance with Federal. State and Local Laws. Condition(405. 1220)
The home health agency and its staff are in compliance with
all applicable Federal, State and local laws and regulations.
If State or applicable local law provides for the licensure
of home health agencies, an agency not subject to licensure
muat be approved by the licensing authority as meeting the
standards established for such licenaure.
A proprietary
organization which is not exempt from Federal income taxation under Section 501 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
has to be licensed as a home health agency pursuant to
State law. If no State law exists for the licensure of
a proprietary home health agency (see 405.1202 (o) it cannot be certified for participation in the Medicare program

Private,
defined.

Organization, Services, Administration. Condition-(405.1221)
Organization, services provided, administrative control, and
lines of authority for the delegation of responsibility down
to the patient care level are clearly set forth in writing
and are readily identifiable. Adminiatrative and supervisory
functions are not delegated to another agency or organization
and all services not provided directly are monitored and controlled by the primary agency, including services provided
through subunits (see 405.1202 (w)) of the parent agency.
If
an agency has subunits, appropriate administrative records are
maintained for each subunit.

Requirement that administrative supervisory
functions cannot be delegated to another agency
or organization requires clarification when both
agencies are certified as home health agencies;
e.g., a certified agency contracts for all setvices but one with another certified agency.
Both have a responsibility for supervision of ail
their employees. This provides duality of supervision and increases costs. Clarification of
administrative supervision and clinical supervision is needed.

If

The definition of subunit is interpreted
differently by the various surveyors.
This causes
hardship in rural public health agencies-criteria
should be spelled out. Crux of the problem is
who is held accountable and by what means in
order to assure quality of care.

II.

the agency has subunits, list each by name and address.

(a) Servi'ces Provided.
The agency provides part-time or
intermittent skilled nursing services and at least one other
covered therapeutic service (physical, speech, or occupational
therapy, medical social services, or home health aide services).

non-profit atatus is not well

Recoemend that agencies be required to provide a
full range of therapeutic services or show cause
for not doing so.

CO
CO
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Services provided
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

HAMRA Standards Committe

Remarks

directly and/or under arrangement

Skilled Nursing
Physical Therapy
Speech Therapy
Occupational Therapy
Medical Social Services
Home Health Aide

(b) Governing Body.
A governing body (or designated persons
so functioning) assumes full legal authority and responsibility
for the operation of the agency.
The governing body appoints:
(i) a qualified administrator, (see 405.1 2 0 2 (a))
(ii)arranges for professional service (see 405.1222),
(iii)Adopts and periodically reviews written bylaws (see
4
05.1202(b)) or an acceptable equivalent, and
(iv)oversees the management and fiscal affairs of the agency.
The name and address of each officer, director, and owner are
disclosed to the State Medicare agency with changes reported
promptly.
(c) Administrator.
The qualified administrator, who may also
be the supervising physician (see 405.1202 (k)) or registered
nurse (see 405.1202 (r)):
(i) organizes and directs the agency's ongoing functions,
(ii)maintains ongoing liaison among the governing body, the
group of professional personnel, and the staff,
(iii)employs qualified personnel and ensures adequate staff
education and evaluations.
(iv)ensures the accuracy of public information materials and
activities, and
(v) implements an effective budgeting and accounting system.
A qualified person is authorized in writing to act in the
absence of the administrator.

Clarify "arranges for professional services".
Recommend a restudy because of the differing types
of home health care providers; e.g., the governing
bodies of public health home health agencies are
the county elected officials. If this is an
attempt to assure accountability and legal responsibility, these issues should be confronted in
a more direct manner; e.g., who is the governing
body in a sole proprietorship or partnership? Who
is the governing body of a hospital home health
agency when it is responsible to the Board of
Trustees and a University?
Administrator (405.1221(c))-- eliminate "who may
also be the supervising physician or registered
nurse". Recommend improved definition of functions of the administrator along more commonly
accepted lines; i.e., planning, organizing,
evaluating, and so forth as found in chief executive officer's job descriptions in health institutions.

Go
C)
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NAHHAStandards Committee Remarks

(d) Supervising Physician or Registered Nurse. The skilled
nursing and other therapeutic services provided are under
the supervision (see 405.1202 (y)) and direction of a physician or a registered nurse (who preferably has at least
1 year of nursing experience and is a public health nurse
4
(see 05.1202(q)).
This person or similarly qualified
alternate, is available at all times during operating hours
and participates in all activities relevant to the professional services provided, including the qualification and
assignments of personnel.
(e) Personnel Policies. Personnel practices and patient
care are supported by appropriate, written personnel
policies. Personnel records include qualifications,
licensure, performance evaluations, and health examinations and are kept current

Delete "patient care". There should be written
job descriptions, performance evaluations, and
evidence of licensure or certification.

(f) Personnel Under Hourly or Per Visit Contract.
If
such personnel are utilized by the home health agency,
there is a written contract between such personnel and
the agency clearly designating:
(i) that patients are accepted for care only by the
primary home health agency,
(ii)the services to be provided,
(iii) the necessity to conform to all applicable agency
policies including personnel qualifications, the responsibility for participating in developing plans of treatment,
(iv)the manner in which services will be controlled, coordinated, and evaluated by the primary agency,
(v) the procedures for submitting clinical and progress
notes, (see 405.1202 (d) and Cn)) scheduling of visits,
periodic patient evaluation. and
(vi)the procedures for determining charges and reimbursement.

Delete "Hourly or Per Visit" and bring (h) Services
Under Arrangement in closer relationship to (f).
Suggest(a) Services under individual arrangement
and(b) Services under group arrangement.

Page Four
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(g) Coordination of Patient Services. All personnel
providing services maintain liaison to assure that
their efforts
effectively complement one another and support
the objectives outlined in the plan of treatment.
(i) The clinical record or minutes of case conferences
establish thateffective interchange, reporting,
and
coordinated patient evaluation does occur.
(ii)A written summary report (see 4 05 .1202(x))
for
each patient is sent to the attending physician
at least
every 60 days.
(h) Services Under Arrangements.
Services
provided under
4 5
0 .1202(p)
must be subject to a written contract conforming and (c))
with the
requirements specified in 405.1221(k).

Suggest changing to 90 days.

arrangement with another agency (see

See (f).

Ci) Standard:Institutioual plannin.
The home health agency
under the direction of the governing 6ody,
prepares an
overall plan and budget which provides for an
annual operating
budget and a capital expenditure plan.

Should be a new condition developed as a Condition
on Planning for Home Health Agencies.

00
atl:

(1) Annual operating budget.
There is an annual operating
budget which includes all anticipated income
and expenses
related to items which would, under generally
accepted
accounting principles, be considered income
and expense
items (except that it is not required that there
be prepared, in connection with any budget, an item
by item
identification of the components of each type
of anticipated income or expense).
(2) Capital expenditure plan.
(i) There is a capital expenditure plan for
at least a
three year period (including the year to which
the operating
budget described in paragraph (i)(1) of this
section is
applicable), which includes and identifies in
detail the
anticipated expenditure in excess of $100,000.
In
if a single capital expenditure exceeds $100,000, determining
the cost of
studies, surveys, designs, plans, working drawings,
specifications and other activities essential to the
acquisition, improvement, modernization, expansion, or replacement
of land,
plant, building, and equipment are included.
Expenditures

Page Five
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directly or indirectly related to capital expenditures
such as grading, paving, broker conmissions, taxes assessed
during the construction period, and costs involved in demolishing or razing structures on land are also included.
Transactions which are separated in time but are components of
an overall plan or patient care objective are viewed in their
entirety without regard to their timing. Other costs related
to capital expenditures include title fees, permit and license
fees, broker commissions, architect, legal, accounting, and
appraisal fees; interest, finance, or carrying charges on bonds,
notes and other costs incurred for borrowing funds.
(ii)If the anticipated source of such financing is in any part,
the anticipated reimbursement from title V (Maternal and Child
Health and Crippled Children's Services) or title
XVIII (Health
Insurance for the Aged and Disabled) or title XIX (Grants to
States for Medical Assistance Programs) of the Social Security
Act the plan states:
(a) Whether the proposed capital expenditure is required to
conform, or is likely to be required to conform to current
standards, criteria, or plans developed pursuant to the Public
Health Service Act or the Mental Retardation Facilities, and
Community Mental Health Centers Construction Act of 1963, to
meet the need for adequate health care facilities in the area
covered by the plan or plans so developed.
(b) Whether a capital expenditure proposal has been submitted
to the designated planning agency for approval pursuant to section
1122 of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1320a-1) and
implementing regulations.

(c) Whether the designated planning agency has approved or disapproved the proposed capital expenditure if it has been so presented.
(3) Preparation of plan and budget.
The overall plan and budget
is prepared under the direction of the governing body of the
home health agency by a committee consisting of representatives
of the governing body, the administrative staff, and the medical
staff.

HANHAStandards Committee Remarks
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NAHHAStandards Committee Remarks

Overall Plan and Budget prepared by representatives of:
1. governing body
2. administrative staff
3. medical staff or patient advisory group
Name

Composition of committee:
Title

(4) Annual review of plan and budget. The overall plan and
budget is reviewed and updated at least annually by the committee referred to in paragraph (j)(3) of this section under
the direction of the governing body of the agency.
Ill. Group of Professional Personnel.Condition-(405.1222)
A group of professional personnel, which includes at least one
practicing physician and one registered nurse (preferably a
public health nurse), and with appropriate representation
from other professional disciplines, establishes and annually
reviews the agency's policies governing scope of services offered,
admission and discharge policies, medical supervision and plans
of treatment, emergency care, clinical records, personnel qualifications, and program evaluations.
At least one member of the group is neither an owner (405.1221(b))
nor employee of the agency.
Describe committee.
List professional background and community representation (if
any) where applicable.
(a) Advisory and Evaluation Function.
The group of professional
personnel meets frequently enough to advise the agency on
professional issues, participate in the evaluation of the agency's
program and assist the agency in maintaining liaison with other
health care providers in the community information program.
Its meetings are documented by dated minutes.
Note dates of last two meetings.

Can be misinterpreted.
Causes confusion in roles
of ultimate authority.
The group of professional
personnel; e.g., VNA Board is utlimate authority.
What is the role of the professional personnel
group? How do they interrelate?
Is personnel the
terminology-should it be professional advisors?
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IV.

Acceptance of Patients. Plan of Treatment, Medical
Supervision. Condition-(405.1223)
Patients are accepted for treatment on the basis of a reasonable expectation that the patient's medical, nursing and social
needs can be met adequately by the agency in the patient's
place of residence.
Care follows a written plan of treatment
established and periodically reviewed by a physician, and
care continues under the general supervision of a physician.
Written policies reflect admission criteria:

(a) Plan of Treatment.
The plan of treatment developed in
consultation with the agency staff covers all pertinent diagnoses,
including:

(i)mental status,
(ii) types of services and equipment required,
(iii)frequency of visits,
(iv)prognosis,

(v)rehabilitation potential,
(vi) functional limitations,
(vii)activities permitted,
(viii)nutritional requirements,
(ix)medications and treatments,
(x)any safety meansures to protect against injury,
(xi)instructions for timely discharge or referral, and
(xii)any other appropriate items.(Examples: laboratory procedures and any contra-indications or precautions to be
observed).
If a physician refers a patient under a plan of treatment
which cannot be completed until after an evaluation visit,
the physician is consulted to approve additions or modifications
to the original plan.
Orders for therapy services include the specific procedures and
modalities to be used and the amount, frequency, and duration.
The therapist and other agency personnel participate in developing
the plan of treatment.

NAHNAStandards Committee Remarks
Change title to Patient Care Services.
What
is encompassed by social needs? Suggest new
language "on the basis.that the patient's
health and social needs can be met with a
provision that exceptions can be granted where
patients are awaiting hospitalization or nursing
home placement.
Delete second sentence and place
under subsection on plan of treatment. Add a new
requirement-written policies reflect admission and
discharge policies.
Definition of "place of
residence" does not cover patients in day care
centers and hospice programs.
Explanation should read-"medical orders are initiate1
by the physician. Based on the diagnosis, medical
orders, and other relevant factors, a patient care
plan is developed by appropriate agency personnel
and is endorsed by the physician." Eliminate
(i) through rest of paragraph.
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(b) Periodic Review of Plan of Treatment.
The total
plan of treatment is reviewed by the attending physician
and agency personnel as often as the severity of the patient's
condition requires, but at least once every 60 days. Agency
professional staff promptly alert the physician to any
changes that suggest a need to alter the plan of treatment.

Change review of Plan of Treatment from
60 days to 90 days.

(c) Conformance with Physician's Orders:
(i) Drugs and treatments are administered by agency
staff only as ordered by the physician.
(ii)The nurse or therapist immediately records and
signs oral orders and obtains the physician's countersignature.
(iii)Agency staff check all medicines a patient may be
taking to identify possible ineffective drug therapy or
adverse reactions, significant side effects, drug allergies,
and contra-indicated medication, and reports any problems to
the physician.

Agency staff makes a "reasonable effort" to -all medications. Add new statement (iv) Decisa:io
to decrease visits may be made by the care given.

Skilled Nursing Service. Condition-(405.1224)
The home health agency provides skilled nursing service by
or under the supervision of a registered nurse and in
accordance with the plan of treatment.

Change to read "skilled health service", delete

(a) Duties of the Registered Nurse. The registered nurse:
(i) makes the initial evaluation visit,
(ii)regularly reevaluates the patient's nursing needs,
(iii)initiates the plan of treatment and necessary revisions,
(iv)provides those services requiring substantial specialized
nursing skill,
(v) initiates appropriate preventive and rehabilitative nursing
procedures,
(vi)prepares clinical and progress notes,
(vii)coordinates services, and
(viii) informs the physician and other personnel of changes in
the patient's condition and needs, counsels the patient and family
in meeting nurse and related needs, participates in inservice
programs, and supervises and teaches other nursing personnel.

(ii) Change to "health" needs.
(iv) Change to "those services requiring
specialized knowledge, judgment, and skill".
(vi)Documents clinical care given in patient's
care record.
(viii) Separate out last two functions to read:
(is) supervises nursing personnel,
(x) teaches nursing personnel.

00
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nursing.
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(b) Duties of the Qualified Licensed Practical Nurse (see
405.1202(1)).
The qualified licensed practical nurse:
(i) provides services in accordance with agency policies,
(ii) prepares clinical and progress notes,
(iii) assists the physician and/or registered nurse in performing
specialized procedures,
(iv)prepares equipment and materials for treatments
observing aseptic technique as required, and
(v) assists the patient in learning appropriate self-care
techniques.
VI. Therapv Services. Condition-(405.1225)
Any therapy services offered by the agency directly or
under arrangement are given by or upder the supervision
of a qualified therapist in accordance with the plan of
treatment. The qualified therapist (see 405.1202 (f) (i)

Change to Duties of the Licensed Practical Nurse
and add provides services in accordance with
agency policies and in compliance with the
State Nurse Practice Act, thus eliminating (iii),
(iv), and (v) and add reports changes and conditions to registered nurse.

and

(u));

00

(i) assists the physician in evaluating level of function,
(ii)helps develop the plan of treatment (revising as
necessary),
(iii)prepares clinical and progress notes,
(iv) advises and consults with the family and other agency
personnel, and
(v) participates in inservice programs.
(a) Supervision of Physical Therapist Assistant (see 405.1202(1))
and Occupational Therapy Assistant (see 405.102(g)).
Services provided by a qualified physical therapist assistant, or
occupational therapy assistant may be furnished under the supervision of a qualified physical or occupational therapist. A
physical therapist assistant or occupational therapy assistant:
(i)performs services planned, delegated and supervised by the
therapist,
(ii)assists in preparing clinical notes and progress reports, and
(iii)participates in educating the patient and family, and
(iv) inservice programs
No.
No.
No.
No.

Physical Therapists_
Physical Therapist Assistants_
Occupational Therapists_
Occupational Therapist Assistants_

O-4

Put physical therapy assistants and occupational
therapy assistants under respective therapy
classifications.
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(b) Supervison of Speech Therapy Services. Speech therapy
services are provided only by or under supervision of a
qualified speech pathologist of audiologist.
VII. Medical Social Services. Condition-(405.1226)
Medical social services, when provided, are given by a qualified
social worker (see 405.1202(t)) or by a qualified social work
assistant (see 405.1202(s)) under the supervision of a qualified
social worker, and in accordance with the plan of treatment.
The social worker:
(i) assists the physician and other team members in understanding the significant social and emotional factors related
to the health problemrs,
(ii)participates in the development of the plan of treatment,
(iii)prepares clinical and progresstnotes,
(iv)works with the family,
(v) utilizes appropriate community resources,
(vi)participates in discharge planning and inservice programs,
and
(vii)acts as a consultant to other agency personnel.
No.
No.

Social Workers
Social Work Assistants

Suggest addition of: Evauates the social
and emotional factors impacting on the health
problems and does direct intervention as indicated.

00~
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VIII. Home Health Aide Services. .
II
UI-LIO4U3.lLt)
Home health aides are selected on the basis of such factors as a
i
sympathetic attitude toward the care of the sick, ability to
read, write, and carry out directions, and maturity and ability
to deal effectively with the demands of the job. Aides are carefully trained in assisting patients to achieve maximum self-reliance,
principles of nutrition and meal preparation, the aging process,
and pleasant environment, changes in patient's condition
that should be reported, work of the agency and the health team,
ethics and confidentiality, and recordkeeping.
They are closely supervised to assure their competence
in providing care.

Change to: Home health aides are recruited
and selected on the basis of successful cooplqtion of a formal training program administered by an educational institution or a training
program approved by the State surveyors.
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(a) Assignment and Duties of the Home Health Aide.
The home health aide is assigned to a particular patient by a
registered nurse. Written instructions for patient care
are prepared by a registered nurse or therapist as appropriate.
Duties include:
(i) the performance of simple procedures as an extension of
therapy services,
(ii)personal care,
(iii)ambulation and exercise,
(iv)household services essential to health care at home,
(v) assistance with medications that are ordinarily selfadministered,
(vi)reporting changes in the patient's conditions and needs,
and
(vii) completing appropriate records.
(b) Supervision. The registered nurse, or appropriate
professional staff member, if other services are provided, makes a supervisory visit to the patient's residence
at least every two weeks, either when the aide is present
to observe and assist, or when the aide is absent to
assess relationships and determine whether goals are
being met.

IX. Clinical Records. Condition-(405.1228)
A clinical record is maintained in accordance with
accepted professional standards and contains:
(i) pertinent past and current findings,
(ii)plan of treatment,
(iii)appropriate identifying information,
(iv)name of physician,
(v)drug, dietary, treatment and activity orders,
(vi)signed and dated clinical and progress notes (clinical
notes are written the day service is rendered and incorporated no less often than weekly),
(vii)copies of summary reports sent to the physician, and
(viii)a discharge sumeary.

Suggest new language: "Makes a supervisory
visit to the patient's residence within the
first two weeks of service to evaluate the home
health aide's performance when the aide is
newly employed.
Makes a supervisory visit to
evaluate the patient's progress at periodic
intervals at a minimum of once a month. Makes
a visit to the patient's residence to supervise
the aide's performance on a regularly scheduled
basis at a minimum of once every three months."
Suggested addition: "A clinical record is
developed by the care giver and is maintained
in accordance with accepted professional standards and agency policy and contains (then list
(i) through (viii))"and add Patient outcome
expectation"(vi) clinical notes are prepared by
the care giver on the date care is given and
are signed and dated no less than on a weekly
basis. "

00
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(a) Retention of Records.
Clinical records are retained for
5 years after the month the cost report to which the records
apply is filed with the intermediary, unless State law
stipulates a longer period of time.
Policies call for retention even if the agency discontinues operation.
If a patient is transferred to another health facility,
a copy of the record or abstract accompanies the patient.

NAHHAStandards Committee Remarks
Clarify length of time for retention of records
when they are microfilmed.
Perhaps the last paragraph should specify that
the transfer is from one home health agency to
another home health agency. Home health agencies
do not transfer patients from their service to
other institutions.
Physicians do this.

(b) Protection of Records.
Clinical record information is
safeguarded against loss or unauthorized use. Written
procedures govern use and removal of records and conditions
for release of information.
Patient's written consent is
required for release of information not authorized by law.
00

X. Evaluation. Condition-(405.1229)
The home health agency has written policies requiring an
overall evaluation of the agency's total program once a
year by:
(i)the group of professional personnel (or a committee of
this group), agency staff and consumers, or by
(ii)professional people outside the agency working in
conjunction with consumers.
The evaluation consists of an overall policy and administrative review and a clinical record review.
The evaluation assesses the extent to which the agency's program is
appropriate, adequate, effective and efficient.
Results of the evaluation are report to and acted upon by
those responsible for the operation of the agency and are
maintained separately as administrative records.
Describe the evaluation procedure:

Suggest new language: There shall be an
evaluation process based on the goals and
objectives of the agency.
There shall be a
review at least once a year of the goals and
objectives, accomplished in relation to the
goals and objectives for the ensuing year.

These shall be reviewed by the professional
advisory committee.
Evaluation must track
purpose of the agency, services performed
(qualitative and quantitative), objectives
staff, fiscal operations, use of equipment
supplies, and development of resources for
of the aforegoing.

the
for
and
all
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(a) Policy and Administrative Review. As a part of the
evaluation process the policies and administrative
practices of the agency are reviewed to determine the
extent to which they promote patient care that is
appropriate, adequate, effective, and efficient.
Mechanisms are established in writing for the collection of pertinent data to assist in evaluation. The
data to be considered may include but are not limited
to: number of patients receiving each service offered,
number of patient visits, reasons for discharge, breakdown by diagnosis, sources of referral, number of
patients not accepted, with reasons, and total staff
days for each service offered.

GO
I4

Describe the data collected and the way it is used:
(b)Clinical Record Review. At least quarterly, appropriate health professionals, representing at least the
scope of the program, review a sample of both active and
closed clinical records to assure that established
policies are followed in providing services (direct as well
as services under arrangement).
There is a continuing review of clinical records for each
60-day period that a patient receives home health services
to detemine adequacy of the plan of treatment and appropriateness of continuation of care.
Describe how the sample was selected:

Suggest provision of: Review of records
where service was denied.
Amplify to include Utilization Review for both
under and over utilization.
(Note: Surveyor's
manual specifies smaple review guidelines. Why
in one instance is it 10% sample of the visits
when in all other samples reference is made to
patients, cases, or records?)

Page Fourteen
SUGGESTEDNEWCONDITIONS
1.

Planning.
Develop a condition requiring a plan and a conscious planning process in each agency.
Such a plan should
encompass as a minimum a program plan, a budget plan, a staffing and equipment plan,and a statement of
goals
and objectives. Criteria are available to justify the staffing plan for all levels of personnel.

2.

Supervision.
Perhaps some adaptation of the definition contained in the book Public Health Adminiatration by R. Freeman
(Holmes, 1960) would strengthen this part of the Conditions of Participation.
We would suggest the
addition of a coordination function to this definition. The current Conditions do not distinguish between
supervision of patient care (case management) and supervision of employee (line management).

3. Fiscal Responsibility.
Suggest a requirement for a uniform methodology for cost reporting by home health agencies.
Suggest a Condition covering the prudent buying concept.
4.

Physical Therapists, Occupational Therapists,
Recommend that the A.P.T.A.,
the Conditions.

A.O.T.,

and Speech Therapists.

and A.S.H.A. be consulted for updating of those sections of
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CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION DEFINITIONS
As used in this subpart,
apply:

(405.1202)

NABBAStandards Committee Remarks

the following definitions

(a)

Administrator, hose health agency. A person
who:
1.
Is a licensed physician; or
2. Is a registered nurse; or
3. Has training and experience in health service
administration and at least one year of
supervisory or administrative experience in
home health care or related health programs.

Delete (1) and (2) so that (3) becomes the
body of the definition.

(b)

Bylaws or equivalent.
A set of rules adopted by
a hone health agency for governing the agency's
operation.

Bylaws govern a corporation or organization,
but not an agency operation. Needs clarification.

(c)

Branch office. A location or site from which a
home health agency provides services within a
portion of the total geographic area served by the
parent agency. The branch office is part of the
hose health agency ,nd is located sufficiently close
to share ad1inistrsion, supervision, and services
in a manner that renders it unnecessary for the branch
independently to meet the conditions of participation
as a home health agency.

Definition is vague in relation to sub-unit.
Interpretation varies among surveyors state
by state.
(Sub-unit is found in Item (w))

(d)

Clinical note.
A dated written notation by a member
of the health team of a contact with a patient containing a description of signs and symptoms, treatment
and/or drug given, the patient's reaction, and any
changes in physical or emotional condition.

A dated notation by the care-giver for each
patient care encounter which contains a descripof signs and symptoms, treatment...

(a)

Nonprofit agency.
An agency exempt fromi Federal
income taxation under section 501 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954.

No changes.

(f)

Occupational therapist. A person who:
1. Is a graduate of an occupational therapy
curriculum accreditated jointly by the Council
on Medical Education of the American Medical
Association and the American Occupation Therapy
Association; or

Confer with occupational therapy association
regarding current eligibility.
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2.
3.

NANNAStandards Committee Remarks

Is eligible for the National Registration
Examination of the American Occupational
Therapy Association; or
Has two years of appropriate experience as an
occupational therapist, and has achieved a
satisfactory grade on a proficiency examination conducted, approved, or sponsored by the
U.S. Public Health Service except that such
determinations of proficiency do not apply
with respect to persons initially licensed by
a State or seeking initial qualification as
an occupational therapist for December 31, 1977.

(g)

Occupational therapy assistant. A person who:
1. Meets the requirements for certification as an
occupational therapy assistant established by
the American Occupational Therapy Assocition; or
2.
Has two years of appropriate experience as an
occupational therapy assistant, and has achieved
a satisfactory grade on a proficiency examination
conducted, approved, or sponsored by the U.S.
Public Health Service, except that such determinations of proficiency do not apply with respect to
persons initially licensed by a State or seeking
initial qualification as an occupational therapy
assistant after December 31, 1977.

Confirm with an occupational therapy association
regarding current required eligibility.

(h)

Parent home health agency.
The agency that develops
and maintains administrative controls of subunits and/or
branch offices.

No changes.

(i)

Physical therapist. A person who is licensed as a physical
therapist by the State in which practicing, and the
American Physical Therapy Association or
1.
Has graduated from a physical therapy curriculum
approved by (ii) The Council on Medical Education and
Hospitals of the American Medical Association,or (iii)
The Council on Medical Education of the American
Medical Association and the American Physical Therapy
Association; or
2.
Prior to January 1, 1966, (i) Was admitted to membership
by the American Physical Therapy Association, or (ii)
Was admitted to registration by the American Registry of

Confer with A.P.T.A. for current requirements.
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3.

4.

5.

(j)

Physical Therapists, or (iii) Has graduated
from a physical therapy curriculum in a fouryear college or university approved by a
State department of education; or
Has 2 years of appropriate experience as a
physical therapist, and has achieved a satisfactory grade on a proficiency examination conducted, approved, or sponsored by the U.S. Public Health Service except that such determinations
of proficiency do not apply with respect to persons
initially licensed by a State or seeking qualification
as a physical therapist after December 31, 1977, or
Was licensed or registered prior to January 1, 1968,
and prior to January 1, 1976, had 15 years of full-time
experience in the treatment of illness or injury
through the practice of physical therapy in which
services were rendered under the order and direction
of attending and referring physicians; or
If trained outside the United States, (i) Was graduated
since 1928 froema physical therapy curriculum approved
in the country in which the curriculum was located and
in which there is a member organization of the World.
Confederation for Physical Therapy.
(ii)Heets the
requirements for membership in a member organization
of the World Confederation for Physical Therapy.
(iii)
Has 1 year of experience under the supervision of an
active member of the American Physical Therapy Association, and (iv) Has successfully completed a qualifying
examination as prescribed by the American Physical
Therapy Association.

Physical therapist assistant.
A person who is licensed
as a physical therapist assistant, if applicable, by the
State in which practicing, and
1.

Has graduated froem a 2-year college-level program
approved by the American Physical Therapy Association;
or

2.

NAHRAStandards Committee Remarks

Has 2 years of appropriate experience as a physical
therapist assistant, and has achieved a satisfactory
grade on a proficiency examination conducted, approved, or
sponsored by the U.S. Public Health Service, except that such
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Confer with A.P.T.A.
ments.

regarding current require-
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determinations of proficiency do not apply with
respect to persons initially licensed by a State
or seeking initial qualifications as a physical
therapist assistant after December 31, 1977.
(k) Physician. A doctor of medicine or osteopathy
legally authorized to practice medicine and surgery
by the State in which such function or action is
performed.

No change.

(1)

No change.

Practical (vocational) nurse.
A person who is
licensed as a practical (vocational) nurse by
the State in which practicing.

(m) Primary home health agency. The agency that is
responsible for the service rendered to patients
and for implementation of the plan of treatment.

No change.

(n) Progress note. A dated, written notation by a
member of the health team susmiarizing facts about
care and the patient's response during a given
period of time.

A dated, written notation by the care-giver
summarizing facts...

(o)

No change.

Proprietary agency.
A private profit-making agency
licensed by the State.

(p) Public agency.
An agency operated by a State or
local government.

No change.

(q)

Public health nurse. A registered nurse who has
completed a baccalaureate degree program approved
by the National League for Nursing for public health
nursing preparation or post-registered nurse study
which includes content approved by the National League
for Nursing for public health nursing preparation.

Confirm with A.N.A. regarding current requirements
for community health nursing.

(r)

Registered nurse. A graduate of an approved school
of professional nursing, who is licensed as a
registered nurse by the State in which practicing.

No change.

(s) Social work assistant.

A person who:

Page Five
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(t)

1.

Has a baccalaureate degree in social work,
psychology, sociology, or other field related
to social work, and has had at least 1 year of
social work experience in a health care setting;

2.

Has 2 years of appropriate experience as a social
work assistant, and has achieved a satisfactory
grade on a proficiency examination conducted,
approved, or sponsored by the U.S. Public Service,
except that such determinations of proficiency do
not apply with respect to persons initially licensed by a
State or seeking initial qualification as a social
work assistant after December 31, 1977.

Social worker.
A person who has ' master's degree from
a school of social work accredited by the Council on
Social Work Education, and has 1 year of social work
experience in a health care setting.

(u) Speech pnathologist or audiologist. A person who:
1.
Meets the education and experience requirements
for a Certificate of Clinical Competence in the
appropriate area (speech pathology or audiology)
granted by the American Speech and Hearing Association; or
2. Meets the educational requirement for certification
and is in the process of accumulating the supervised
experience required for certification.
(v) Subdivision. A component of a multi-function health
agency, such as the home care department of a hospital
or the nursing division of a health department which
independently meets the conditions of participation
for hom health agencies.
A subdivision which has
subunits and/or branches is regarded as a parent
agency.
(w) Subunit. A semi-autonomous organization which serves
patients in a geographic area different from that of
the parent agency.
The subunit by virtue of the distance between it and the parent agency is judged incapable
of sharing administration, supervision, and services on a

NAHHAStandards Committee Remarks

Confirm with A.C.S.W. regarding the current
requirements in the field.

Confirm with A.S.H.A. regarding the current
requirements.

No change.

Needs clarification in relation to branch (c).
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daily basis with the parent agency and rast, therefore, independently meet the conditions of
participation for home health agencies
(x) Summary report.
A compilation of the pertinent factors from
the clinical notes and progress notes regarding a patient
which is submitted as a summary report to the patient's
physician.

Needs clarification in relation to discharge
summary.

(y) Supervision.
Authoritative procedural guidance by a
qualified person for the accomplishment of a function or
activity with initial direction and periodic inspection
of the actual act of accomplishing the function or
activity. Unless otherwise provided in this subpart,
the supervisor must be on the praises if the person
does not meet qualifications for assistants specified
in the definitions in this section.

See comments for suggestion new conditions.
(see Discursive Dictionary).

Definitions need to be developed for planning, standard,

and fiscal
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ITEM 6. LETTER AND ENCLOSURE FROM FLORENCE MOORE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR HOMEMAKER-HOME
HEALTH AIDE SERVICES, INC., TO MARGARET S. FAYt, MINORITY
STAFF, SENATE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING, DATED MAY 4, 1978
DEAR PEG: This comes further to my letter of April 18 to Senator Domenici
with additional information.
Of the 124 National Council approved/accredited programs at the end of 1977,
19 of them were certified for medicare participation. We do not know how many
of the agency associates are medicare certified.
The homemaker-home health aide services provided by agencies fall generally
into four categories:
(1) Substitute and/or supplementary mother/child care;
(2) Care of the aged and/or disabled ;
(3) Personal care and rehabilitation; and
(4) Helping to raise the quality of individual and/or family life, including
protective services.
The National Council's goal and objectives for 1978 are attached. (The goal
doesn't change, some of the objectives wvill.)
It occurred to me that if you are including the definition of the various supplementary services in the hearing publication, it would be useful also to include
a definition of homemaker-home health aide services. Of course, it should not be
attributed to the supplementary services guidelines, but it can be attributed to
this organization.
The definition is as follows: "Homemaker-home health aide service helps
families to remain together or elderly persons to remain in their own homes when
a health and/or social problem occurs or to return to their own homes after
specialized care. The trained homemaker-home health aide, who works for a
community agency, carries out assigned tasks in the family's or individual's
place of residence, working under the supervision of a professional person Wvho
also assesses the need for the service and implements the plan of care."
Sincerely,
[Enclosure.]

FLORENCE MOORE.

GOAL AND OBJECTIVES APPROVED BY BOARD OF DIRECTORS, OCTOBER 26, 1977
GOAL

Availability of quality homemaker-home health aide services in all sections of
the nation to help individuals and families in all economic brackets when there
are disruptions due to illness, disability, social and other problems or where there
is need to help enhance the quality of daily life.
OBJECTIVES
Establish and help assure implementation of basic standards for the service
through provision of a current code of standards, guides for meeting the standards and operation of a national agency accreditation program including the
current approval program.
Shape and implement the National Council's policies and programs by bringing together representatives of voluntary and governmental health and
social
services, professional and lay leadership, business, labor and the general public
to serve on National Council committees and the board of directors.
Interpret the service to legislators and government agencies through testimony.
letters and personal contacts and keep member agencies informed of major
legislative and regulatory developments.
Provide technical assistance to agencies, communities, organizations and individuals through institutes, manuals and consultation specifically geared to organizing new or expanded services and to strengthening the administrative and
management capabilities of agencies providing the service.
Provide technical assistance (as above) by expanding services and benefits to
members and associates.
Interpret the need for quality homemaker-home health aide services
the
general public and to special groups and to develop technical materialsto and
publish studies about various uses of the service.
Coordinate homemaker-home health aide services with other health
social
services in cooperation with other national agencies, both voluntary and
and governmental.
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Act as an information and referral service to those seeking homemaker-hime
health aide service.
Seek new ways of using homemaker-home health aide services and develop
new methods of carrying them out, with special attention to such groups as
the physically disabled, emotionally or mentally disturbed and mentally retarded.
Promote needed research, collect basic data about the field.
Develop uniform reporting and accounting procedures.
Develop a sound funding base for the National Council sufficient to underwrite
its basic ongoing operating costs and seek project support.
Provide liaison between the homemaker-home health aide service field in the
United States and the International Council of Homehelp Services in such ways
as representation on the International Council's official bodies, participation in
international meetings and the fostering of associate and individual memberships
in ICHHS from the United States.
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TAX FORMS AND TAX EQUITY FOR OLDER AMERICANS
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1978
U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMIwrEE ON AGING,

Wa8Aington, D.C.
The committee met at 10:38 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room 6226,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Frank Church, chairman,
presiding.

Present: Senator Church.
Also present: William E. Oriol, staff director; David A. Affeldt,
chief counsel; Garry V. Wenske, assistant counsel for operations;
Margaret S. Fay6, minority professional staff member; Theresa M.
Forster, fiscal assistant; and Marjorie J. Finney, correspondence
assistant.
OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR FRANK CHURCH, CHAIRMAN
Senator Ci-uRci. We are operating under a considerable time restraint since the Panama Canal debate has commenced in the Senate.
One of the rules we are obliged to follow is that 2 hours after the
Senate convenes, Senators may no longer sit in committee. This
morning, the Senate convened at 8:45, which gives me 5 minutes.
However, the staff is prepared to carry forward with the questioning
and to develop the record we hope to make today.
Even though I will be obliged as the 'manager of the treaties to go
to the floor, I want you to know the reasons why. I hope that the record we make will be very helpful for the subject we are pursuing
which is "Tax forms and tax equity for older Americans."
I shall ask the witnesses this morning to stay within their allotted
time in order that we can make a complete record and to permit the
staff to ask the questions they wish.
Before we open the testimony, I would like to make a few key
points.

First, Congress has enacted several measures to provide tax relief
for older Americans, such as the tax credit for the elderly and allowing older Americans to exclude fully or partially the gain from
a sale of a personal residence.
Unfortunately, some of these tax benefits require a maze of computations, statements, and schedule transfers to complete.
For the unsuspecting taxpayer, form 1040 with its accompanying
schedules, can be like going through a minefield with numerous linguistic boobytraps.
(I)
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My point is this: Tax relief provisions are not very helpful unless
they are workable and understandable.
President Ca-rter has made tax equity and tax simplification two
,of his top priority goals. The committee stands ready, willing, and
able to work with the administration to achieve these goals. I hope
that the hearing this morning can shed more light on possible improvements for the tax form.
PROTECTION AGAINST OVERPAYMENT OF INCOME TAX

Second, the committee is concerned that many older Americans
needlessly overpay their taxes each year because they are unaware
of helpful deductions, credits, and exemptions.
The Internal Revenue Service has repeatedly emphasized that the
Federal Government wants no individual to pay more taxes than
legally due.
In recent years the committee has published a checklist of itemized
deductions to alert older and younger taxpayers alike about tax benefits that can save them money.
We have been assisted by competent and dedicated staff of Internal
Revenue Service who have reviewed the committee's publication for
accuracy and clarity. I would like to extend again our sincere appreciation to Commissioner Kurtz and the IRS staff for this cooperation.
'Additional steps, though, are needed to safeguard individuals from
overpaying their taxes.
Tax preparation assistance, for example, can be made more readily
available. We shall hear from Commisioner Kurtz later about IRS
efforts to assist aged persons in preparing their tax returns.
The committee will also want to know what future actions are
planned to extend tax preparation services.
TAX CREDIT FOR ELDERLY

Third, we are concerned about apparent anomalies in the tax law
for older Americans.
A classic example may 'be the tax credit for the elderly. Some
elderly taxpayers are discovering that they are being penalized upon
rea.ohinz age 65.
Qualifyintr persons under 6.5 vears of age may now claim a 15percent credit on up to $2,500 of Government pensions, producing a
$375 tax savings for persons with no social security benefits and little
earnings.
But upon becomin! 65, these same individuals may lose the credit
entirely, even though their needs may be greater. This is because
the $2.500 starting point is reduced by $1 for each $2 of adjusted
gross income above $7,500. The effect is that the credit is phased out
completely for persons 65 or older with income of ',12,500 or more.
I've received manv letters from elderlv persons who object to one
set of rules applied to persons under 65 and another set for those
65) or older.
Our witnesses. I am sure, will have more to say about this situation.
We look forward to your comments and possible recommendations.
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ADMINISTRATION's TAX PACKAGE

Finally, the committee wants to hear from administration officials
and others about the impact of the President's tax package for older
Americans.
How will the proposed rate reductions and the new $240 personal
exemption credit affect elderly taxpayers?
Will older Americans be adversely affected by the recommended
reduction or elimination of expenses which are now deductible? If
so, to what extent?
The committee will seek answers to other important questions during the hearing on "tax forms and tax equity for older Americans."
So with these considerations in mind, we shall hear from our leadoff witness.
MNr. Commissioner, I understand that Emil Sunley, the Deputy
Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy of the Department of the Treasury, is going to lead off the testimony this morning. I just want to
express to both of you our appreciation for your aid.
STATEMENT OF EMIL M. SUNLEY, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR TAX POLICY, DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
M1r. SUNLFY. 'Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear. I have a prepared statement which I hope will be entered into
the record.' I, however, would like to just summarize part of that
statement. The first part of my statement treats the current tax treatment of the aged. The middle section of my statement includes some
comments on the impacts of the President's program on the aged.
Finally. I conclude with the administration position on a number of
bills which have been submitted to Congress on providing changes in
the tax treatment of the aged.
PRESIDENT'S TAX PROGRA3M FOR AGED

Let me begin first with the impact of the President's program on
the aged. Now. under the President's tax program, older Americans
will have a substantial tAx cut, as will taxpayers generally. It is
noteworthy, however, that as social security beneficiaries they generally will not have to offset their income tax cut with social security
tax increases scheduled for the nonaged. As a consequence, the overall tax cut for the aged will be substantially greater than that of the
nonaged. The tax liabilities of the aged will drop by $925 million
under the President's program. The average net tax cut will be almost $250 per tax return. The tax savings will be spread fairly
evenly among taxpayers in all income classes -below $100,000.
Aged taxpayers with adjusted gross incomes of $100,000 or more
will. on the average. experience a tax increase. There is a relatively
small number of such high-income aged persons, filing about 66,000
tax returns.
The President's tax program will substantially increase the taxfree levels of income for the elderly and more than 1 million addiI See

p. 5.
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tional returns now filed by taxable persons aged'65 or over will be
dropped from the income tax rolls. This arises from the fact that
the tax program proposes to substitute a $240 per capita credit for
the personal exemption and the general tax credit.
TAx-FREE LEVELS

As a result, the tax-free levels of income for a single person aged
65 or over will increase by $850, from $6,400 to $7,250, and will increase by $1,200 for a couple, with both spouses aged 65 and over,
from $10,450 under current law to $11,650 under the President's
proposal.
The President has also proposed changes in the rules under which
qualified retirement plans may integrate with social security. The
proposed rules will assure that if a company provides a pension for
an employee, it must make a substantial provision for every employee
not represented by a collective bargaining unit. This proposal would
insure that the low-income aged in the future will receive more adequate private pensions to supplement their social security benefits.
Under the President's tax program, to obtain fairness between the
taxpayers at various income levels, the personal exemption and the
general tax credit would be converted to a $240 per capita credit. A
tax credit is directly subtracted from tax as opposed to an exemption
which is subtracted from income. The aged would each receive two
per capita credits for a total of $480, irrespective of income level
and rate bracket.
BREAK-EvEN INCOME LEVELS

Although the per capita credit is being proposed in combination
with the restructuring of the tax rates, it may be helpful for the
committee to know the break-even income bracket level if the per
capita credit were presented as an isolated change. For an elderly
couple with less than $20,200 income, the new $240 credit will provide greater tax savings than the existing personal exemption and
general tax credit. At that level of income, the elderly couple is
neither better off nor worse off. The tax before the credit for the
elderly would be $2,586 under either the $240 credit or under existing law. Most elderly couples with incomes above $20,200 would be
'better off because lower rate schedules have been proposed to offset
the tax increases that would occur at high income levels if a $240
credit simply replaced the existing personal exemption and general
tax credit.
The $240 credit and the new rate schedule would achieve first
equity; the credit for the aged couple is worth the same regardless
of the couple's level of income. Second, it would achieve simplification; one credit will replace the existing combination of a deduction
and alternative credits.
TREASURY OPPOSITION TO

S. 2128

Now let me turn to S. 2128. Briefly, this bill would increase the
maximum amounts of which the credit for the elderly is computed
from $2,500 to $3,000 for an aged individual and from $3,750 to
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$4,500 for 'an 'aged couple. The bill would also remove completely the
adjusted gross income phaseout of the maximum amount. The current
phaseout begins at $7,500 of adjusted gross income for an aged person and $10,000 of adjusted gross income for an aged couple.
The phaseout is a reduction of the maximum amount 'by one-half
of the excess over the stipulated AGI levels. In addition,. the. bill
would change 'the maximum amounts each year according to annual
changes in the Consumer Price Index.
The Treasury opposes enactment of the bill. First, the elderly already receive substantial tax benefits and a group is already favorably treated as compared to taxpayers generally. The cost' of the bill,
if applicable to tax year 1978, would be $963 million and would increase about 10 percent a year. Just looking at the bill from a revenue cost standpoint, there 'is no room in the President's tax program
and in the near term Federal budget for that type and amount of
revenue loss.
On equity grounds, the bill is highly questionable. It would provide substantial tax benefits for the elderly who are relatively affluent and would do absolutely nothing for the '18 million older
Americans who are not even on the tax rolls, but who may face the
serious problem of lack of income. Even among the 6 million older
Americans who do pay tax, the bill would distribute the $1 billion
inequitably. Two-thirds of that benefit would go to taxpayers with
over $15,000 and one-fourth of the benefit would go to those with
incomes over $30,000.
In fact, the bill would distribute almost $100 million for taxpayers
with $50,000 or more of income.
In addition, the Treasury is opposed to introducing indexing with
respect to a specific item or tax allowance. The issue of indexing is
one that must be faced on a universal basis. It is just not good tax
policy to put one group in a 'better position than 'another with respect
to inflation, as this bill would do.
That concludes my formal remarks.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Sunley follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF EMIL

M.

SUNLEY

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am pleased to be here this
morning and to join with Commissioner Kurtz in testifying on the income tax
treatment of older Americans. My remarks will address two important
questions:
(1) How are older Americans affected by the Federal income tax?
(2) How will they be affected under the President's tax program?
I will also discuss briefly, the Treasury's position on several bills in which
you, Mr. Chairman, and your committee have a particular interest and which
have tax policy implications.
Let me answer the two questions first.
CURRENT TREATMENT OF THE AGED.

Mr. Chairman, older Americans, age 65 or more, are treated favorably under
the Federal income tax which is structured so that 18 million of the 24 million
older Americans currently pay no income tax. The tax law keeps these 18 million off the tax rolls by providing tax-free levels of income that are approximately double the tax-free income levels provided for individuals under 65
years. For example:
-A single person under age 65 can now receive $3,200 before he Is liable for
tax, while a single person over 65 is not subject to tax until his income
29-739-78-2
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exceeds $6,400. The tax-free level may be higher if he receives social security benefits since these benefits are exempt from tax.
-A married couple with both spouses under age 65 is not subject to tax until
the couple's income exceeds $5,200, while if both are 65 or over, the couple
is not subject to tax until the couple's income exceeds $10,450.
These tax-free levels of income reflect the combined effect of a number of
tax allowances, including special ones for the elderly. These allowances include:
The regular personal exemption, the extra personal exemption for the aged, the
general tax credit, the zero bracket amount or standard deduction, and the special credit for the elderly.
Let me turn to the 6 million who are taxpayers, about one out of four older
Americans. They are the relatively more affluent who have incomes on average
of nearly $20,000. They now pay $13.5 billion in income taxes. Under current
income tax law, they also are granted favorable treatment in the following
ways:
First, they are granted an extra personal exemption of $750.
Second, the aged are allowed an extra $35 credit, if the 2-percent rule is not
elected under the general tax credit. The credit currently is equal to $35 per
exemption or 2 percent of taxable income up to a credit of $180, whichever is
greater.
Third, social security and railroad retirement income is not subject to tax.
Fourth, for the aged, with little or no social security or railroad retirement
income, the credit for the elderly is allowed.
Fifth, taxpayers age 65 or over are allowed an exemption for all gains on
sales of personal residences selling for $35,000 or less, and a portion of gains
for residences selling for more than that amount.
These special tax preferences for the aged reduce Federal revenues by $6
billion annually. That is a substantial Government benefit for older Americans
that does not appear on the outlay side of the budget.
I might mention, Mr. Chairman, that the credit for the elderly replaced the
highly complex retirement income credit. Enacted as part of the Tax Reform
Act of 1976, the current credit is much simpler to use than the former credit.
In fact, a taxpayer may now ask the Internal Revenue Service to compute the
credit. But the computation is actually quite straightforward. Let me illustrate
by an example:
For a married couple filing a joint return, assume that both spouses are over
age 65. The couple's adjusted gross income is $12,000 and they also receive
$2,000 of social security benefits. The elderly credit would be computed as
follows:
Initial amount of income for credit computation (This amount is specified
in the Internal Revenue Code. For a single individual, the initial
amount is $2,500) _------------$3, 750
Deduct social security pension ($2,000) and one-half of adjusted gross
income that exceeds $10,000 ($1,000) ___-___-_-_-_-_-_3, 000
Balance -

750

Credit for the elderly (15 percent of $750) -_-_______-____-__-__112.
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The couple therefore may reduce its tax liability (if any) by $112.50.
IMPACT OF PRESIDENT's PROGRAM ON AGED

Under the President's tax program, older Americans will have a substantial
tax cut, as will taxpayers generally. It is noteworthy however, as social security
beneficiaries, they generally will not have to offset their tax cut with the social
security tax increase scheduled for the nonaged. As a consequence, the overall
tax cut of the aged will be substantially greater than that of the nonaged.
The tax liabilities of the aged will drop by $925 million (see table 1). The
average net tax cut will be almost $250. The tax savings will be spread fairly
evenly among taxpayers in all income classes below $100,000. Aged taxpayers
with adjusted gross incomes of $100,000 and over will, on average, experience
tax increases. They are a relatively small number of aged persons filing about
66,000 returns.
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AGE65 OROVERUNDER CURRENT LAW AND UNDER
TABLE 1.-COMPARISON OFTAX LIABILITIES FORPERSONS
THE ADMINISTRATION PROPOSALS (1976 INCOME LEVELS)

Expanded incomeI
class
Under $5,0B $5,000 to $10,000 ------S10,000 to $15,000
$15,000 to $20,000
$20,000 to $30,000
$30,000 to $50,000
$50,000 to $100,000
$100,000 to $200,000
$200,000 and over
Total -4,682

Number of
taxable
returns
(thousands)
378
651
1, 83
541
501
305
158
51
15

Difference

Administration proposal

Current law
Amount
of tax
(millions)

Number of
taxable
returns
(thousands)

Amount
of tax
(millions)

$10
589
1,113
1,039
1 739
2,109
2,709
2 016
2,192

985
1,035
538
501
305
158
51
15

$-13
291
888
910
1,561
1,980
2,654
2 044
2,279

13,518

3,588

12,593

(2)

Number of
taxable
returns
(thousands)

-

-378
-666
-48
-3
----

-1, 095

Amount
of tax
(millions)
$-23
-298
-226
-129
179
129
56
28
87
-925

income does not include social security and railroad retirement benefits.
500.
NOTE-All tax amounts include the full amount of the earned-income credit. Details may not add to totals because of
rounding.
Source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Cffice of Tax Analysis, Feb.24, 1978.
X Expanded
2Less than

Mr. Chairman, the President's tax program will substantially increase the
tax-free levels of income for the elderly. More than a million additional returns
now filed by taxable persons age 65 or over would be dropped from the income
tax rolls. This arises from the fact that the tax program proposes to substitute
a $240 per capita credit for personal exemption and the general tax credit.
As a result the tax-free levels of income for persons age 65 or over, will increase
by $850 for a single person, from $6,400 to $7,250 of income, and will increase
by $1,200 for a couple with both spouses 65 and over, from $10,450 to $11,650.
The President has proposed changes in the rules under which qualified retirement plans may integrate with social security. The proposed rules will assure
that, if a company provides a pension for an employee, it must make a substantial provision for every employee not represented by a collective bargaining
unit. This proposal will insure that the low-income aged in the future will
receive more adequate private pensions to supplement their social security
benefits.
THE PROPOSED $240 CREDIT

Under the President's tax program, to obtain fairness between taxpayers at
various income levels, the personal exemption and the general tax credit would
be converted to a $240 per capita credit. A tax credit is directly subtracted from
tax as opposed to an exemption which is subtracted from income. The aged
would each receive two per capita credits for a total of $480, irrespective of
Income level and rate bracket.
Although the per capita credit Is being proposed In combination with a restructuring of tax rates, it may be helpful for the committee to know the
credit's "break-even level" if presented as an isolated change. For an elderly
couple with less than $20,200 of income, the new $240 credit will provide greater
tax savings than the existing personal exemption and general tax credit, assuming no changes were made in the tax rate schedule. At that level of income, the
elderly couple is neither better off nor worse off. The tax (before the credit
for the elderly) would be $2,586 under either the $240 credit or under existing
law.
$240 PERCAPITA CREDIT AND THE "BREAK-EVEN" LEVEL
EXAMPLE OF OPERATION OF THE PROPOSED
Proposed law
(assuming current
law rate
schedule)
Current law
-$20,200
Adjusted gross income
Less two personal exemptions and two aged exemptions -3,000
Taxable income -17,
Tax before credits -2,
General tax credit -180
-Less four per capita credits
Tax after per capita credit but before credit for the elderly-2,586
X The

$20,200
200
766

example assumes the taxpayer has no itemized deductions in excess of the zero bracket amount.

20,200
3,546
..
960
2,586
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Most elderly couples with incomes above $20,200 would be better off because
lower rate schedules have been proposed to offset the tax increases that would
occur at high-income levels if a $240 credit simply replaced the existing personal exemption and general tax credit.
The $240 credit and the new rate schedule would achieve:
Equity-the credit for aged couple is worth the same regardless of the
couple's level of income; and
Simplification-one credit will replace the existing combination of a
deduction and alternative credits.
OTHER TAX PROPOSALS

Now let me turn to the proposed legislation of special interest to the committee. These are: S. 2128, a bill to expand the credit for the elderly; S. 1014, a
bill to use tax allowances to expand housing opportunities for the elderly;
S; 835, a bill to provide tax counseling for the elderly; and finally the ChurchDomenici amendment to the energy tax bill, to provide a refundable tax credit
to the elderly to meet the rising energy costs.
First, S. 2128. Briefly, the bill would increase the maximum amounts on
which the credit is computed, from $2,500 to $3,000 for an aged individual and
from $3,750 to $4,500 for an aged couple. In addition, the bill would change
the maximum amounts each year according to annual changes in the Consumer
Price Index.
The Treasury opposes enactment of the bill. First, the elderly already receive
substantial tax expenditures and the group is already favorably treated as
compared to taxpayers generally. The cost of the bill, if applicable to tax
year 1978, would be $963 million and would Increase about 10 percent a year.
Just looking at the bill from a revenue cost standpoint, there is no room in the
President's tax program and In the near-term Federal budget for that type and
amount of revenue loss.
On equity grounds, the bill is highly questionable. It would provide substantial tax benefits to the elderly who are relatively affluent and would do absolutely nothing for the 18 million older Americans who are not even on the tax
rolls but who may face the serious problem of lack of income. Even among the
6 million who do pay tax, the bill would distribute the $1 billion inequitably.
Two-thirds of that benefit would go to taxpayers with incomes over $15,000.
One-fourth of the benefit would go to those with incomes over $30,000. In fact,
the bill would distribute almost $100 million dollars to taxpayers with $50,000
or more of income.
In addition, the Treasury is opposed to introducing indexing with respect to
a specific item of income or tax allowance. The issue of indexing is one that
must be faced on a universal basis. It is just not good tax policy to put one
group in a better position than another with respect to inflation, as this bill
would do.
Next, S. 1014. The bill would provide a $250 tax credit or a $1,000 deduction
to a taxpayer who maintains a dependent age 65 or more within his home. The
purpose is to provide housing for older Americans.
The Treasury is opposed to the bill on several grounds. First, the $800 million
revenue cost would be substantial. It would generate double allowances for aged
dependents. One allowance is the existing $750 dependency exemption and the
other would be $1,000 deduction or the $250 credit in the bill. It would tend to
move older Americans from nondependency status to dependency status to take
advantage of the double allowance. It is noteworthy that the Congress granted
the dependency exemption to taxpayers who supported relatives outside the
home. The purpose was to provide some independence for the dependent. S. 1014
would move in the opposite direction.
The extra allowance would be discriminatory among aged since the dependency test requires that the children provide more than half of the support for
the parent. Low income families may provide a home for an aged parent hut
not meet the support test. Higher income families could more easily meet the
support test and thus qualify for the additional allowance.
The double allowance would also provide a windfall to those taxpayers who
already have aged dependents in their home. To the extent that the windfall
does nothing to provide more housing opportunities, the large revenue cost of
providing the windfall would be a deadweight loss.
In addition, it is hard to justify the double allowance that would be granted
by the bill and not grant it to other dependents who are also in need of housing
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but are not age 65 or older. These include dependents who are incapacitated or
who are unemployed or are students.
Perhaps most importantly, the S. 1014 double allowance would be regressive
in its impact. The greatest portion of the benefit would go to those in the
higher incomes who have the resources and facilities to provide housing for
their aged dependents and can meet the support test. In many cases the regressive impact of the allowance would be compounded by the fact that the aged
dependent already lives in the house and thus the allowance would be a windfall to the taxpayer.
Next, S. 835. A provision of the bill would authorize the tax-free reimbursement for certain expenses incurred by volunteers who provide tax assistance
to the elderly. I want to focus only on the tax exemption aspect.
The Treasury is opposed to the tax exemption. The Department objects to
introducing another statutory exclusion from the tax base. To the extent that
the volunteer is a low income person, the reimbursement of certain expenses as
provided in the bill would generally be nontaxable in any case.
Finally, let me turn to the Church-Dominici amendment (No. 1523) to the
energy tax bill, H.R. 5263. As part of his national energy plan, the President
proposed that the proceeds of the crude oil equalization tax be rebated to individuals on a per capita basis in order to assist them in meeting increased costs
attributable to that tax. It is estimated that the per capita rebate would total
approximately $45 per year when the tax is fully effective. In addition, the
plan provides for a reduction in heating oil costs of consumers equal to the
increase that would be caused by the imposition of the tax. When the crude oil
tax is fully effective that reduction in price would total approximately $50
per year for a typical purchaser of heating oil.
These payments, of course, would be available to all individuals, whether
young or old. In fact, in the case of the low income individuals, the amount
to be paid to them under the plan would exceed the additional costs they would
incur by reason of the crude oil tax.
The Church-Domenici amendment provides a refundable credit for the elderly
in addition to these payments and adjustments. It would provide an additional
$75 to heads of households age 65 or over with a phaseout for taxpayers with
adjusted gross incomes between $7,500 and $12,500.
Treasury opposes the refundable credit for the elderly. Adequate adjustments
for increased energy costs for the consumer are provided in the national energy
plan and elsewhere. The credit would also deplete general revenues to the
extent of $6.7 billion in the fiscal years 1978-85. In addition, the effect of such
a widely distributed refundable credit would be to restore to the tax rolls
millions of aged taxpayers who had been removed from the rolls in the last
several years.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AFFELDT [presiding]. Now we will hear from Commissioner

Kurtz.

STATEMENT OF JEROME KURTZ, COMMISSIONER, INTERNAL
REVENUE SERVICE
M1r. KURTZ. I appreciate this opportunity to be here to discuss
several aspects of tax administration that a-re of concern to the
elderly. I will begin with a summary of our programs of assistance
to all taxpayers, including the elderly. I will then discuss several
specific items of proposed legislation which are of immediate interest
to this committee.
The Internal Revenue Service taxpayer assistance program provides
the general public with comprehensive information about the Federal 'tax system. The IRS offers toll-free telephone assistance to all
taxpayers. The IRS also provides walk-in service, including returns
preparation assistance. Since December 1976, the IRS has provided
tax assistance by TV-phone and teletypewriter services for the deaf
on a nationwide, toll-free basis.
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VITA-VOLUNTEER INCOME TAX ASSISTANCE

In addition to its direct taxpayer assistance activities, the Service
promotes the volunteer income tax assistance, or VITA, program to
provide tax counseling and help in return preparation. Through
VITA, IRS trains volunteers who, in turn, offer tax assistance to
taxpayers at convenient locations throughout their communities. The
VITA program focuses primarily on providing assistance to lower
income, elderly, or non-English speaking taxpayers.
This year, as a result of a special congressional appropriation of
additional funds for VITA, we have expanded the VITA program
so that this free assistance can be provided to a greater number of
taxpayers.
IRS

EFFORTS

To

HELP ELDERLY

In addition to our overall taxpayer service activities, the Service
also has a number of programs which provide benefits especially to
the elderly. For example, the Service makes every effort to locate its
taxpayer service offices near public transportation and on the first
floor of buildings, making them particularly convenient to the elderly and the handicapped.
We are also continuing to conduct retiree income seminars as a
part of our overseas taxpayer assistance program. These seminars

are designed to assist retirees and senior citizens residing abroad to
determine their correct U.S. tax obligations.
We also distribute a number of free publications aimed especially
at tax issues relevant to our older citizens. These include: Publication 524, "Tax Credit for the Elderly"; publication 554, "Tax Benefits for Older Americans"; publication 502, "Deductions for Medical
and Dental Expenses"; publication 522, "Tax Information on Disability Payments"; publication 575, "Tax Information on Pension
and Annuity Income"; and publication 567, "Tax Information on
U.S. Civil Service Retirement and Disability Retirement."
Publication 554, a primary source of tax information for the elderly, is printed in large type for easy readability, and is distributed
by both the Service and the Social Security Administration. For the
1979 edition, we plan to simplify certain portions of the text and
add a comprehensive example with accompanying forms to illustrate
many of the tax situations that face senior citizens.
Our public affairs organization conducts a number of programs
targeted for the Nation's senior citizens and also works with numerous other organizations to provide specialized media coverage for
the elderly. News releases, television and radio public service announcements, and other media material such as question and answer
columns, are specifically directed toward promoting older Americans'
awareness of the taxpayer assistance and VITA services I have just
described.
TAX BENEFITS FOR OLDER AMERICANS

In addition, these materials call attention to features of the tax law
of particular interest to the elderly. These include such items as the
increase from $20,000 to $35,000 of the nontaxable limit on the sale
of a personal residence; the additional $750 personal exemption
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available to persons age 65 or older; the gross income levels under
which persons age 65 or older are not required to file; the nontaxability of social security payments and railroad retirement benefits;
the existence of Form W-4P, which authorizes the payor of retirees'
pensions to withhold taxes at the source to avoid a large tax bill at
the end of the tax year; and the necessity for part-time workers,
many of whom are 65 or over, to file for a possible refund if there
was any tax withheld from their pay during the year.
SIMPLIFY TAX FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS

Another major Service activity which benefits all taxpayers, including the elderly, is our ongoing effort to simplify tax return forms
and instructions. In addition to the areas of the Internal Revenue
Code which are specifically directed at the elderly, the older taxpayer,
of course, is subject to 'all of the general provisions of the code.
However, it has been our experience that the retired taxpayer frequently must deal with some of the complex individual income tax
situations Such as rental property, income from dividends, pension
and annuity income, sales of securities, et cetera. Thus, any simplification achievements realized within the overall forms and publications area directlv benefit the elderly.
The Tax Reduction and Simplification Act of 1977 allowed us to
make considerable progress in the area of simplification. The computations previously required of most taxpayers for determining the
-total deduction for personal exemptions, the general tax credits, and
the actual tax liability have been incorporated into the new tax
tables, and generally do not have to be computed on the return.
Continuing efforts are being made to simplify the language used in
'the forms and instructions. In 1977, for example, the Form 1040
was pretested among a number of groups to identify potential problem areas. Included among the pretest group were a number of retirees representing the American Association of Retired Persons. We
have also assisted the National Association of Retired Persons with
their comprehensive tax publication.
e
There are presently several pending legislative proposals which
are aimed at reducing either the economic or administrative burden
of income taxation upon the Nation's older citizens. While we defer
to the Treasury Department regarding commentary on the substantive
features of Such pending legislation, we do have some observations
to make concerning some of their administrative features.
S. 2128-TAX CREDIT FOR ELDERLY

S. 2128 would increase the maximum credit for the elderly through
an initial increase in the maximum amount on which the credit for
-the elderly is computed, effective with taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1976. Beginning with the 1977 tax year, annual increases in the maximum amount would be tied to changes in the Consumer Price Index.
The effective year provision of this legislation, if left unchanged,
could result in the filing of a large number of amended returns for
1977. This bill also provides for an elimination of the current phase-
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out oflcredit based on adjusted gross income. This could result in a
large increase in the number of returns claiming the credit.
S. 835-OLDER

AMERICANS TAX COUNSELING ASSISTANCE ACT

Another pending measure, S. 835, provides for reimbursement to
volunteers for transportation, meals, and other expenses incurred by
them in training or in providing tax counseling for -the elderly. This
would pose distinct administrative problems for the Service.
Though the reimbursements probably would be relatively small,
the Service would have extensive budgeting, monitoring, land audit
responsibilities related to the moneys spent by volunteers.
In addition, we are concerned that by providing these reimbursement rights solely for volunteers working with the elderly, this act
would work to the detriment of our VITA program, to the extent
that it would establish a double standard which would not apply to
volunteers working with taxpayers other than the elderly.
S.

1014-MAINTAINING OLDER DEPENDENT IN TAXPAYERS HO1ME

S. 1014 would provide for eithera $250 tax credit or a $1,000 deduction to individuals who maintain a dependent age 65 or over
within their homes. We believe that this bill would further add to
the complexity of the Form 1040 and instructions, since the choice
of a credit or deduction would have to be presented on the form and
in the instructions, and since the better alternative may not necessarily be clear to the taxpayer.
For example, it would not be advantageous to a taxpayer to use
the deduction option unless this deduction, plus other itemizable deductions, exceeded the zero bracket amount and in addition the taxpayer's marginal rate exceeded 25 percent.
REFUNDABLE TAX CREDIT FOR RISING ENERGY COSTS

Finally, section 1012 of H.R. 5263, the Senate-passed version of
the energy bill, would make available a refundable tax credit, subject
to an income phaseout, for all individuals 'age 65 or over who maintain a household. Because the tax credit would be refundable to taxpayers who would otherwise not have any tax liability and would
not be required to file, the provision would expand substantially the
number of individual returns filed.
Our experience with the refundable earned income credit demonstrates the difficulties of 'reaching individuals who are not otherwise
required to file, to inform them of the credit. The Service does not
know the identity of these persons, since they are not on the tax rolls;
and they can only be reached through special publicity efforts which
may not be wholly successful.
This concludes my prepared remarks, and I will be pleased to answer any questions.
Mr. ArFELDT. Thank you very much.
HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD VERSUS SINGLE STATUS QUESTION

I would like to 'pose a question to you first, Commissioner Kurtz.
From time to time, we receive calls from elderly taxpayers who have
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questions about tax problems. In this particular example, an elderly
lady wondered whether she could claim head of household treatment
under these circumstances: She was a single aged taxpayer; she, together with her brothers and sisters, contributed more than one-hall
of her elderly mother's support. Her mother was 84 years old. She
claims her mother as a dependent under a multiple support agreement. She also furnishes more than one-half of the cost of maintaining a household for her mother, and her mother lived with her
for more than one-half of the year.
The issue raised was: Can this elderly taxpayer claim head of
household status when sh6 claims her mother as a dependent under a
multiple support agreement or would she be required to file as a
single person?
Page 14, I think, of "Your Federal Income Tax" publication provides some information. In addition, section 2(b) of the Internal
Revenue Code and page 7 of your instructions for Form 1040 would
be helpful.
I was asked the question. I thought I knew the answer. I know
something about taxes, but I had to do some checking and I was not
sure after I read it whether I was right or not.
All right. Let me tell you what the answer is.
Mr. KURTZ. Thank you. [Laughter.]
Mr. AFFELDT. We have an IRS agent who works in the new Senate
office building and I raised the question with him and he said the
answer is head of household. Section 2(b) of the Internal Revenue
Code provides that when a relative must be claimed as a dependent
the dependency status cannot be established through a multiple support agreement.
I read some of these instructions and I was not sure. So I asked
some of the staff of our committee to make calls to IRS information
offices and this is the result. They called nine offices. Five of them
said head of household status, four of them said single status. So you
know five of them were wrong in this particular case if my interpretation is correct.
AsSURING TAXPAYERS AccuRATE INFORMATION FROM IRS

So that leads to the question I want to raise here. What steps can
be taken to provide greater asurances that taxpayers receive accurate
information when they call IRS offices? I know the tax law is very
complex. In fairness to the IRS, I should point out that we raised
another question with regard to what to include in the basis of property when an elderly person would sell that property. In this particular case, there was unanimity with regard to the responses that we
received. So, in one case there was agreement.
In this case, which I grant is more complex, there was disagreement. But, the point is that the taxpayer here could be mislead to his
or her detriment. What was at stake was potentially hundreds of
dollars.
Mr. KuRTZ. It is unfortunate, but those things do occur. In every

filing season we see reports of those kinds of occurrences.
Overall, the accuracy rate on the telephone assistance is quite high
and that is due to the fact that most of the questions asked are sim29-739-78-3
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pler than the one you asked. The problem is that a great deal of tax
advice, answers to questions during the filing season, are given by
temporary employees who expand our services very substantially.
As I say, the accuracy rate overall is quite high. I suppose the
answer to some extent might be more training, although our telephone assisters do receive approximately 5 weeks of training before
they answer calls, and there are, in addition, the front line assisters,
second and third line assisters, who handle more complex questions.
I suppose, ultimately, the answer is a simpler law, a simple law. I
have been at it 20 years and I didn't know the answer to your question without doing a fair amount of research.
Now, as I say, I think overall the quality of the advice is good.
That does not make it perfect and we keep working with it.
Mr. AFFELDT. Let me just point out something that was confusing
to me and may perhaps be inaccurate. You can have your technicians
check this item. This is the reason I had some people check on this
information on page 7 of the instructions.
Mr. KURTZ. The 1040 instructions?
Mr. AFFELDT. Yes. If you will bear with me, it is the middle
column. We have some forms over there that you can examine yourself. The middle column reads, and I quote:
You may use the filing status-

Referred to as head of household. . .only if, on December 31, 1977, you were unmarried (including certain
married persons living apart), or legally separated, and met one of the following
tests:
1. You paid more than half the cost of keeping up a home which was the
main home of your father or mother whom you can claim as a dependent (you
do not have to live with that parent).

All right. Skip down to (b) where it says:
Any other person listed in 5 (a) under lines 6 (c) and (d )-

And that is children and other dependents on page 8 of the
instructions... whom you can claim as a dependent provided he or she is not your dependent
under a multiple support agreement.

What is 5(a) ? When you look over the form, there is no block
5(a) on form 1040, unless there is a reference to something else that
confuses me. Block 5, I believe, refers to surviving spouse status for
a qualifying widow or widower.
Now 6(c) and 6(d) match up with regard to dependent children
who live with you or other dependents who do not live with you but
can be claimed as dependents provided certain tests are met. There
are basically five tests for a dependent to be claimed.
So I don't know if you can respond at this point, but this appears
to be confusing or inaccurate in terms of the line references.
Mr. KURTZ. Well, we will look at it and try to straighten it out.
Mr. AFFELDT. All right. Another question that I have is
Mr. KURTZ. It is referring to paragraph 5(a) of the instructions
but it is not clear.
Mr. AFFELDT. Oh, paragraph 5(a).
Mr. KUnRTZ. Paragraph 5(a) of the instructions, which is on the
next page.
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Mr. SuNLEY. The instructions for line 6(d) and 6(c).
Air. AFFELDT. Paragraph 5(a)
Mr. KERTZ. It lists the relationship.
Air. AFFELDT. Where does paragraph 5(a) appear on the form?
MIr. KURTZ. It is not on the form.
AIr. AFFELDT. On the instructions.
Mr. KURTZ. Page 8, lower left-hand corner.
NOTCH PROBLEMS

AIr. AIFELDT. Fine. The tax tables, I think, will simplify tax preparation for many taxpayers because they are not required to make
complex computations to determine their tax liability. However, the
tax table is divided into increments of $50 which may pose certain
notch problems.
For example, a taxpayer with more than $1 of taxable income may
wind up paying $21 more in taxes for that additional dollar. I think
there may be an incentive for some people to remember suddenly
that perhaps they gave an extra dollar or two to the Salvation Army
for their cash contributions, putting them in that lower $50 bracket.
But, what can be done to lessen the impact of these notch problems
and still make the tax computation simple, through the use of the tax
table. Would it be possible to break it down into smaller increments?
MIr. KURTZ. The tables have the $50 increments because that was
our understanding of the congressional mandate setting the tables
forth. The problem is that to break them down into $25 segm ents
will require twice as many tables and there is some trade-off there.
We now have some 12 or so pages of tables and to go to $25 increments would give you perhaps 25 pages of tables.
Unquestionably, the wider the bracket, the more questionable the
notch. I don't doubt that.
Mr. SUNLEY.

You also have taxpayers who benefit by being $1

under the top side; otherwise the amount of tax for every $50 bracket
is computed at what the tax would be if they have the income right
in the middle. So on average it gets the right answer. It is true
thatMr. AFFELDT. There is a break-even point.
Mr. SUNLEY. Yes. There are many taxpayers who get a benefit as
well under this provision.
Mr. AFFELDT. But the ones who complain are those who lose, of
course. They are the people that we hear from, not the winners.
ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS

I would like to direct another question to you concerning how the

tax form deals with schedule A for itemized deductions. We have
found that manv elderly people overpay their taxes because they are
unaware of certain itemized deductions. Do you think that schedule A could perhaps be improved if there would be more specific
reference to allowable itemized deductions? In 1970, Commissioner
1Thrower testified before our committee and we suggested to him at
the time that there could be some additional line references with re-
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gard to medical expenses, such as transportation. I think eyeglasses
was another one.
Mr. IIiRTZ. They are on there-dentures, transportation. There is
also a debate on forms every year as to how much instructions to put
on the forms and there is a trade-ofi between the complexity of the
form and the information contained on it. The more you put on it,
the more complex it appears and in some respects misleading. If you
itemize certain items as being on a line and not every one, which is
frequently impossible to do because of the number, it may create an
implication that the one not listed is not deductible, so there are
considerations both ways, and generally we try to include summary
information on the form and rely on the instructions for more
details.
In any particular case it is a close question and it does change
somewhat from year to year. Where we find that a particular item is
overlooked or misunderstood, we tend to put more instructions on
the form as to that to demonstrate it is a deficiency.
PAYROLL TAX REDUCTIONS?

Mr. AFFELDT. Let me pose some questions now to Assistant Secretary Sunley. Senator Church, I know, is very much interested in the
administration's tax package. Your overall proposal would result in
about a $23.5 billion reduction for individuals. This, of course, is
designed to offset the social security tax increase that was enacted
in December. But Senator Church was wondering whether a different approach may be more effective for individual taxpayers.
What he is thinking about is perhaps targeting more of that
relief in the form of payroll tax reductions. This could be achieved
perhaps through general revenue financing either partially or totally
for the medicare part A hospital insurance program. What this would
mean is there may be a smaller reduction for the individual income
tax cut to stay within the administration's target of $23.5 billion in
tax reductions. But the issue here is: How would the administration
feel about having a different mix in terms of a $23.5 billion tax cut?
I know other Senators are giving considerations to 'this, such as
Senator Nelson. Do you have any thoughts about this approach?
Mr. SUNLEY. As you may recall, last year the administration twice
proposed some general financing of social security. First, there was
the payroll tax credit for employers, proposed as part of the stimulus bill, and the Congress rejected the credit for employers and instead substituted an employment tax credit. Second, in the social security proposals that the administration submitted, provision was
made for some general financing of social security, and again. Congress rejected that proposal. It is true, that since the social security
legislation was enacted, there has been considerable interest in the
last few weeks in the possibility of, instead of only income tax cuts,
having smaller income tax cuts and some social security tax cuts.
So, my judgment at this time, and it depends on how contentious
the issue of financing social security will be, is that it would probably
be better for Congress to come back 'and look at social security in
1979 and not even tangle with that in this year's tax bill. But it is
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possible, of course, that the Congress will want to cut taxes for individuals by providing both income tax cuts and social security tax
cuts.
I would add, though, and this may be of particular interest to this
committee, that if the tax program is restructured along the lines
that you suggest, the aged social security beneficiaries would receive
smaller income tax reductions and generally would not benefit from
the social security tax reductions which would be substituted.
Mr. ArxFELDT. Under your tax package, most workers will have
an overall reduction for their combined social security taxes and
income taxes in 1979.
Mrr. SUNLEY. That is correct.
BREAK-EVEN

POINT

Mr. AFFELDT. What is the break-even point? Do you happen to
know off the top of your head?
Mr. SuNLEY. It varies a little bit. The breaking point is about
$20,000 of earned income if all the income of a four-person, one-earner
family is from earnings. For a four-person, two earner family, the
break point is $30,000.
Mr. AxFELDT. What would 'be the effect in the 1980's when the
social security tax rate increases much more sharply? The rate is
now 6.05 percent, it rises to 6.13 percent next year. By 1982, it is up
to 6.7. In 1985, it rises to 7.05 percent. So, within a period of 7 years,
the social security tax rate will increase by 1 percent, and 1 percent
for a wage earner earning $20,000 would be a $200 increase in social
security taxes.
Mr. SUNLEY. I would anticipate that there would be additional
income tax reductions in the years ahead.
AMr. AFFELDT. To offset theMr. SUNrEY. To offset the higher social security taxes and in part
to offset the impact inflation may have on pushing taxpayers into
higher tax brackets and increasing effective tax rates. Over the last
20 years, it has been the practice for Congress to periodically cut
taxes. In fact, the average tax rate of American taxpayers has
fluctuated in a fairly narrow band. So, as inflation tends to push effective tax rates up, Congress provides new tax reductions. I would
anticipate that this pattern would continue in the future and that
it is very likely additional individual income tax reductions would
be enacted in 1980.
How Muci

ECONOMIC

STIMULUS?

Mr. AFFELDT. Senator Church was also wondering whether the
tax cuts in recent years, or the one that is proposed now, will have
that much economic stimulus. It was his feeling that the last tax
reduction did not result in that much money being pumped into the
economy. Many people, instead, chose to save the money or to meet
some other larger expenses. How do you feel about that? This is one
reason that he wonders whether it would be more desirable to target
the relief toward social security payroll taxes in order that more lower
and moderate-income persons would be the beneficiaries.
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Mr. SUNLEY. Well, as you may know, in determining the size of a
"taxcut to propose, a number of factors are taken into consideration.
But the key factor in arriving at the overall dollar magnitude of
the program is the amount necessary to sustain economic recovery.
W7e0had a very good year in 1977, in terms of reducing the level of
unemployment from 7.7 percent in December 1976 to 6.4 percent in
December 1977. Also, 4.2 million additional jobs were created in the
economy and 1.2 million people were removed from the unemployment rolls. So we are first trying to set a level of fiscal stimulus that
will sustain that recovery.
Now this particular level, when it is split between business and
individuals, leads to -anet tax reduction in 1979 of about $16.8 billion
dollars for individuals, and if compared to 1977, the overall effective
tax rates in 1979-that is to say, individual tax rates plus social
security tax rates-will be about the same !as they were in 1977.
Mr. AFFELDT. Is the $16.8 billion a net reduction? You have $23.5
billion in tax relief through lower Federal income taxes. I gather
there is going to be an offset here because of increased social scurity
taxes. What else would offset this $23.5 billion reduction to get to
your net.
Mr. SUNLEY. The social security is not a part of the net. The net
is from a gross of $23.5 billion to a net of $16.8 billion. The difference is revenue raising reforms and structure reforms in the individual income tax.
$925 MIILLTON TAX REDUCTION PROPOSED FOR ELDERLY

Mr. AFFELDT. In this context, You indicated that elderly people
would receive a $925--million reduction in their taxes under the ad-ministration's proposals. But there are also some items that would
take away itemized deductions for the elderly, such as elimination
of the deduction for the personal 'property tax, the sales tax, and
the gasoline tax. These three items, in 1974, provided more than $700
million in relief for aged taxpayers. You are also constricting the
deduction for medical expenses.
In 1974, the medical expense deduction was claimed by about 2
million tax returns with an aged taxpayer, producing $2.8 million
in tax relief.
My question to you is, whether this $925 million in tax relief takes
into account these losses in your tax relief provisions that had been
available to the elderly? Is this a net figure or is it something else?
Mr. SUNLEY. No. the $925 million figure is a net figure. It is a
component of the $16.8 million of net.
Let me, if I may, elaborate a little bit on the itemized deduction
changes. First, it should be be kept in mind that out of 24 million
Americans rage 65 or over, 18 million pay no Federal income tax currentlv, so those who pay income tax currently are generally the better
off of the aged.
Second, in proposing changes in itemized deductions such as the
repeal of the deductions for gasoline taxes and sales taxes and the
revisions in the medical deduction, we proposed at the same time
rate reductions which will in most cases offset the tax increases that
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would come from therepeal of certain itemized deductions. Also, 96
percent of all American taxpayers who now pay taxes 'get a tax reduction under the program. There are something like, a think, 21/2
million taxpayers who would have a tax increase under the program.
M11r. AFFELDT. That many taxpayers or returns on which taxpayers
are claimed?
Mr. SUNLEY. Those are returns on which taxpayers are claiming
itemized deductions.
I believe, you know that our itemized deduction proposals are quite
consistent with your line of questioning of Commissioner Kurtz expressing worry about the complexity of itemized deductions. The
medical deduction now has some 10 to 12 lines on the form, requiring
you first to segregate your insurance premiums, and then to compute
3 percent of income, so you may deduct in excess of 3 percent, and
then to compute your drugs in excess of 1 percent, but to count toward that in the excess of the 3 percent computation. As you can see,
this has been a source of considerable complexity.
Although it is true that the elder Americans probably have higher
medical expenses than the nonaging, they tend also, of course, to 'be
better protected by insurance. So, I believe that this program of revising the medical deduction when accompanied by significant rate
reductions will not have an -adverse impact on the aged.
I should add that even of the 6 million aged who currently pay
income tax, most of them do not itemize their deductions. Most of
them claim the standard deduction and would not be affected in any
event.
Mr. AFFELDT. For the record, out-of-pocket per capita health care
costs for the elderly are somewhere between $400 and $500 a year.
This is even with medicare, medicaid, and other Federal reimbursement programs.
REIMBURSEMENT FOR EXPENSES IN PROVIING TAX ASSISTANCE

You made some comments about the legislation that I find interesting. But first, I would like to raise a question with you concerning
the treatment of reimbursement for meals and out-of-pocket expenses
for people who would be doing tax counseling assistance. This may
qualify as rendering service for a charitable organization. When you
render services as an individual taxpayer for a charitable organization, you may claim mileage. You may claim either your actual expenses. or you make take a standard mileage rate of 7 cents a mile.
For my own edification, a taxpayer who performs services for a
charitable organization and incurs meals expenses would not be able
to claim out-of-pocket expense deduction for the meals unless he is
away from home overnight. Would that be the same as for business
purposes?
Mfr. KuRTZ. Yes, that is my understanding.
Mr. AFFELDT. The provision in S. 835 would exempt the reimbursement for travel and meals as being includable as income. If you were
to include the reimbursement as income, it would probably not be
that much. In addition, it may create more problems for the elderly
taxpayer in terms of filling out his tax form.
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With this in mind let me ask you this question. If this provision
were changed, what would the Treasury's position be with regard to
S. 835? Would the Treasury be inclined to support enactment of
the bill if the reimbursement provision would be adjusted to your
satisfaction?
Mr. SUNLEY. We are generally opposed to introducing another

statutory exclusion from the tax base. Commissioner Kurtz also
pointed out the inequity of having one set of rules applying to volunteers who counsel the aged. and then a different set of rules applying to volunteers who counsel the nonaged. I think that would give
us some trouble.
* Mr. AFFELDT. There is another way of dealing with that problem,
and that, of course, is to treat the others the same way as the elderly
are treated. One of the tax counselors under the tax aid program,
Ira Funston, pointed out that some people are discouraged from
participating in the program because they are incurring out-ofpocket expenses. Some elderly people living on limited budgets may
be very competent tax preparers, -but they may discover that it is
a hardship to incur these expenses.
Mr. SUNLrY. Again, I think we should remember the very high

tax-free levels of income that are currently provided the aged in the
income tax law and what the administration is proposing. When you
are talking about the elderly for whom taxing these reimbursements
would be a hardship, you are probably also talking about an elderly
individual or an elderly couple who is currently not subject to income tax. So there are no tax consequences of having the reimbursements included in the tax base.
Mr. AFFELDT. We are talking about tax-free levels of $6,400 for
individuals and $10,450 for elderly couples.
Mr. SUNLEY. Other than social security.

Mr. AFrELDT. But even so, an individual having $10,000 in income
is certainly not living lavishly, particularly in an area like Washington, D.C. It is very costly and it still may be expensive. I don't
know if we are going to settle this at all, but we do feel there is a
justification for having this provision.

If you feel that there is some middle ground on this measure, or
some other way to improve it, we are open to your suggestions.
Let me get back to this point. Assuming that we could work out
some of these problems concerning the Older American Tax Counseling Assistance Act, would the administration support the enactment of the overall bill?
Mr. SITNLEY. From a tax policy point of view, we have no problem

if the special exclusion of the reimbursement was omitted from the
bill. Jerry may have some problems with other aspects of the bill.
REHIRING OF FORMER IRS AGENTS

Mr. AVELDT. I may also point out the IRS suggested, the last

time we developed this bill, that there be a provision in there to
permit the rehiring of former IRS agents. We put that provision in
the bill at the suggestion of the IRS and we thought that it would
be desirable. However, it did create problems with the Civil Service
Commission. So, it was deleted this time when the bill was reintro-
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duced. There is no objection to that provision from a substantive
standpoint. It was deleted for strategy reasons.
We would like to sit down with officials from the Treasury or
IRS to see if we can work out something.
Mr. SuNLEY. We have met with you and your staff before, and I
look forward to meeting you again.
INcoME

BENEFICIARIES UNDER

S. 2128

MIr. AFFELDT. In this context, you have expressed opposition to
Senator Inouye's proposal, S. 2128.
Mr. SUNLEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. AFFELDT. For the record, I would appreciate it if the Treasury
could indicate to us how that relief would be targeted by adjusted
gross income brackets. The reason I am making that request is because I obtained some different figures when I called Treasury. The
assumptions may have been different. The additional cost was based
on 1976 income levels under the 1978 law. The total figure I received
was $767 million. Of that total, $365 million, or 46 percent, would
be attributable to taxpayers with adjusted gross income exceeding
$20,000.
So, if you could just provide this information for the record, we
would appreciate it.
Mr. SuINLEY. It may be the difference between the 1976 levels of
income and 1978.
Mr. AFFELDT. You were able to get the 1978 income levels.
Mr. SUNLEY. We will check and provide a table for the record.
Mr. AFFELDT. Thank you.
[Subsequent to the hearing, the Treasury Department provided
the following distribution of the revenue loss under 1978 law and at
calendar year 1976 income levels :]
Revenue Zos8

Adjusted gross income class:
(millions)
$3
0-5 - _
5-10 ------------------------------------------ _
71
192
10-15 ---------------------------------- ----------------------_
165
15-20 -------------------------------------------------------- _
163
20-30 -------------------------------------------------------- _
109
30-50 -------------------------------------------------------- _
…
_ __64
5-100
29
100 and over -------------------------------------------------- _
Total---

_

--------------------------------------_

796

Mr. AFFELDT. One last question. We may submit some additional
questions to you in writing.
'Would the administration support any type of proposal to modernize the tax credit for the elderly, and if so, what would it be? If
you are opposed to the so-called Inouye bill, S. 2128, is there something else that you -would accept as an alternative, such as raising
the maximum 'amounts for computing the credit to $3,000 for individuals and $4,500 for elderly couples filing jointly, or other changes
as well?
Air. SUNLEY. Of the three changes which are proposed in Senator
Inouye's bill, the most serious problem is removing the adjusted gross
29-739--78----4
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income limit. I think that would be conclusively in contradiction to
the basic purpose of the credit for the elderly as it was enaoted. We
also have trouble with the indexing. We would have less problem
with increasing the $3,750 to $4,500. But it was not a proposal that
the administration made.
Mr. AFFELDT. It is my understanding the costs of this provision
would be around $50 million.
Mr. SUNLEY. Yes, the cost of that change would be smaller.
[Subsequent to the hearing, the Treasury Department provided the
estimate of $79.5 million in taxable year 1978.]
Mr. AFFELDT. Mrs. Fay6.
Mrs. FAYi. No questions.
Mr. AFFELDT. As I said before, I would like to proceed further but
we must hear from other witnesses.
One other thing for the Commissioner of IRS. We would like to
discuss with you and your staff some alternative funding levels that
Senator Church may seek with regard'to the volunteer income assistance program and we shall contact you by .phone.
Mr. KuRTZ. We will be happy to do whatever we can to be helpful.
Mr. AFFELDT. Thank you very much. We appreciate your testimony.
Mr. SUNLEY. Thank you.
Mr. AFFELDT. We have three groups testifying after the administration. What I plan on doing now is to call them up individually.
After all three have had an opportunity to present their testimony,
we can pose questions to the three groups.
Our next witness is David Marlin, who is the director of Legal
Research and Services for the Elderly.
STATEMENT OF DAVID H. MARLIN, WASHINGTON, D.C., DIRECTOR,
LEGAL RESEARCH AND SERVICES FOR THE ELDERLY, NATIONAL
COUNCIL OF SENIOR CITIZENS
Mr. MARLIN. Thank you, Mr. Affeldt.
My testimony this morning is based on two things. One is during
the 10 years experience I have had with the membership of the National Council of Senior Citizens, 3.5 million persons, discussing
their tax liabilities and their difficulties with Federal tax forms. The
second is a survey with consumer emphasis that we made in response
to the committee's invitation to testify today. We conducted a telephone survey' among 20 selected major State and local organizations
of older persons, elderly law projects, area agencies on aging, and
senior centers to assess: The expressed demand by older persons for
assistance in completing Federal tax forms, the cooperation between
IRS land these organizations in disseminating tax saving information
and assistance for older persons; and the major problem areas in the
language of the IRS tax instructions and tax forms.
In addition, we have reviewed the IRS publication 554, "Tax Benefits for Older Americans"; the "Volunteer Income Tax Assistance
Course Book"; the 1977 instructions for Forms 1040 and 1040A as
well as the 1040 forms land schedules A, B, D, E, R, and RP.
The findings of this brief, informal study are as follows:
1 See p. 25

for listing.
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Low

DE3MAND

FOR TAX ASSISTANCE

Older persons' expressed demand for tax assistance: Despite the
fact that we are currently in the Federal income tax season, none of
the organizations contacted have been flooded with requests from
older persons for tax assistance. Two District of Columbia organizations, Legal Counsel for the Elderly and PEP--both of whom have
widely publicized tax assistance clinics-reported only low to moderate utilization of their services.
The Older Philadelphians Legal Services Plan, which is a new,
older-person controlled, low-cost telephone advice and reduced fee
referral program which specifically includes assistance in tax matters
as a covered service, has had a similar utilization rate during its first
month of operation. With 1,000 enrolled members, OPLS has had
only 10 inquiries regarding tax matters. Of these inquiries, four involved Federal tax matters.
Also, 14 other organizations and/or agencies representing primarily the urban elderly reported only limited demand by older persons for tax assistance, as did 3 organizations serving primarily
rural areas.
The critical issue, of course, is what does low demand for tax assistance mean? It may mean that the annual filing of Federal income
tax forms-although not a pleasant task-is at least a familiar one.
It is not a new burden thrust upon older persons when they reach
retirement age.
Or perhaps, H. & R. Block, and similar private entrepreneurs, have
simply cornered the market and currently satisfy the demand by
older persons desiring assistance in completing income tax returns.
In addition, this is only February and there will be an increased
demand as the filing date draws closer.
However, lack of demand for assistance may also be reflective of
older persons' lack of awareness of the tax savings they might realize
through careful preparation of their income tax returns.
Effectiveness of IRS information and assistance efforts: In assessing the validity of this last explanation, we asked the organizations we contacted three questions:
One: Are you aware of any IRS efforts in your area to educate
older persons regarding changes in the tax laws and to provide assistance in filing the tax returns?
Two: Has your organization been contacted by the IRS to disseminate Federal income tax information to your clients and/or
members?
Three: *What recommendations would you make for improving
IRS tax assistance to the elderly?
The majority of the 20 organizations contacted were aware that
IRS provided tax assistance to the general population through district and local IRS centers.
However, they pointed out that such services were confined to
larger population centers and generally not well publicized. Older
persons in rural areas, particularly, may be unaware of the free tax
service available from IRS.
Although IRS does have toll-free lines, these lines are not listed
in the telephone directories of towns or counties lacking an IRS office.
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The second major IRS effort to educate older persons regarding
tax benefits, IRS publication 554, "Tax Benefits for Older Americans," has not been received by the majority of the organizations
contacted. The few who had read it described it as too complex for
the ordinary older taxpayer.
In addition, 18 of the 20 organizations responded that they have
never been contacted by IRS to serve as conduits of tax information
to older persons. The two contacted were invited and did participate
in an IRS sponsored volunteer income tax assistance program. They
found the training generally useful, but questioned whether it was
sufficient to prepare non-tax-trained persons to effectively assist older
persons in tax return preparation. They also questioned the adequacy
of the VITA program in terms of its priority within IRS with respect to space and staffing as well as its realistic capacity to serve
large numbers of persons.
For example, the Philadelphia-based VITA program was able to
assist 800 to 900 persons-both old and young-to prepare tax returns during the past year. As there are over 327,000 persons in
Philadelphia 60 years of age and over, the resources of the VITA
program are insignificant should a significant portion of older Philadelphians desire -tax assistance.
SUGGESTIONS TO IMPROVE IRS SERVICES

As for methods of improving IRS services aimed at older taxpayers, the following suggestions were offered by the contacted aging
organizations:
IRS might publish and disseminate through the State and area
agencies on aging, as well as through the major national and State
organizations of older persons, reproducible drop ads which simply
and clearly summarize tax provisions favorable to older persons.
These organizations could publish these ads in their own publications
or in local newspapers.
IRS might publish and disseminate simple 1- or 2-page descriptions of the major tax provisions important to older persons' which
could be used as handouts in community education programs currently being offered by elderly law projects and community colleges.
In rural areas, IRS might circuit-ride during tax season through
towns and counties not having a permanent IRS office. In many
rural areas, social security has already established this practice and
found it useful in meeting the needs of older persons.
The WVATTS-line number of IRS should be publicized in local
newspapers, on television and radio stations.
The basic IRS informational piece directed toward older persons
is "Tax Benefits For Older Americans." Rather than critique it in
detail, I suggest that the committee simply compare it to the Commerce Clearinghouse, Inc., January 21, 1977, publication entitled
"Special Tax Benefits for the Senior Citizen." Both publications
cover substantially the same material; however, CCH's treatment is
far simpler and more logical. It is written from the point of view of
the taxpayer. Using questions many older persons might have as a
guide, the CCH publication clearly sets out the basic provisions in
the tax law affecting older persons and explains tax saving tech-
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niques. Perhaps IRS should simply distribute CICH's publication
rather than writing or revising its own. I believe the Commissioner
said they were going to revise it.
Regarding the tax forms themselves, we offer two basic suggestions:
One: The various schedules should be screened in color like forms
1040 and 1040A and set in large type to enable older persons to read
them more easily. The typeface for the instructions for form 1040,
particularly, should be substantially enlarged.
Two: Form 1040A might include a line for pension income to
enable older persons living solely on pensions and social security to
fill out form 1040A rather than the 1040 long form.
Beyond these cosmetic changes, it appears to us that IRS has
translated the complex provisions of the tax laws into fairly understandable forms. The remedy for the complexity of schedules and
forms does not appear to us to lie with the IRS but with Congress.
Congress, of course, must continue to balance the need for simplicity in tax laws with the public policy of shielding vulnerable
population groups from an undue tax burden through a system of
credits and deductions. As older persons presently benefit from many
of the tax preferences which contribute to the complexity of the tax
forms, we would resist the push for simplicity of forms if the net
result would be to increase rather than decrease the Federal tax burden on the elderly.
rThe listing of organizations to which Mr. Marlin referred to
follows:]
ORGANIZATIONS CONTACTED REGARDING TAX ASSISTANCE FOR OLDER PERSONS'
(1) Action Alliance, Philadelphia, Pa.
(2) Archdiocesan Council of Senior Citizens, Philadelphia, Pa.
(3) Barney Senior Citizens Center, Washington, D.C.
(4) Bay Area Senior Citizens Legal Services, Tampa, Fla.
(5) Betterment for United Seniors, Prince Georges County, Md.
(6) Georgia State Office on Aging, Atlanta, Ga.
(7) Greater Boston Legal Services Elderly Law Program, Boston, Mass.
(8) Legal Council for the Elderly, Washington, D.C.
(9) Legal Services for Maine's Elderly, Augusta, Maine.
(10) Massachusetts Association of Older Persons, Boston, Mass.
(11) Mississippi Council on Aging, Jackson, Miss.
(12) Model Cities Senior Citizens Center, Washington, D.C.
(13) National Council of Senior Citizens, Washington, D.C.
(14) Northwestern Legal Services, Erie, Pa.
(15) Older Philadelphians Legal Services Plan, Philadelphia, Pa.
(16) Operation PEP, Washington, D.C.
(17) Pennsylvania Association of Older Persons, Harrisburg, Pa.
(18) Philadelphia Corporation for Aging, Philadelphia, Pa.
(19) Southern Mississippi Area Agency on Aging, Biloxi, Miss.
(20) Southwestern Mississippi Area Agency on Aging, Natchez, Miss.

Mr. AFFELDT. Thank you, Mr. Marlin.
We shall hear from our next witnesses and then we shall call you
up to respond to questions later.
Now we shall hear from the National Retired Teachers Association
and the American Association of Retired Persons. Mr. Hacking is
the assistant legislative counsel and Arthur Stanat is a tax-aide counselor in Washington, D.C.
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STATEMENT OF JAMES HACKING, WASHINGTON, D.C., ASSISTANT
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL, NATIONAL RETIRED TEACHERS ASSOCIATION/AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSONS, ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM C. McMORRAN, NATIONAL COORDINATOR, TAX-AIDE PROGRAM
HACKING. Thank you, Mr. Affeldt.
My name is James Hacking. I am assistant legislative counsel for
the 11-million member National Retired Teachers Association/Amercan Association of Retired Persons.
On my far right is William C. McMorran. He is national coordinator of the association's tax-aide program. On my immediate right
is Arthur Stanat, who is a tax aide counselor.
I would like to submit my full statement for the record of the
hearing, and with your permission, I would like to summarize some
parts of it.
Mr. AFFELDT. Your statement will be incorporated in the record.'
Mr. HACKING. As I proceed I would like to focus on a wide number of topics. First, I shall make some comments about the background in the context of which the tax reductions have been offered
this year. Second, I shall comment on some of the specific items contained in the package. Third, I shall comment on some items and
issues of concern to older persons that are not included in the
package, but which we would like to see included. Finally, I shall
address the need on the part of the elderly for tax assistance and the
Older Americans Tax Counselinf Assistance Act. Mr. Stanat will
then supplement my rcmarks with some comments about his experience as a tax-aide counselor in the District of Columbia.
With your permission I will proceed.
This administration has offered its tax cut package this year for a
number of reasons. The first, of course, is the need to strengthen and
maintain the economic expansion and further lower the unemployment rate. Second, there is a need to offset the increasing income tax
burden that results from the combination of inflation-induced income
increases and the progressive income tax rate structure. Third. business investment is in need of stimulus. Business activity has lagged
ever since the economic recovery began in 1975. Finally, and I think
for us most importantly, the tax cut package has been offered in
part to offset the social security payroll tax increase that took efferfthis year and the one scheduled for next year.

Mr.

CONCERN AMBOuT INCREASED PAYROLL TAXES

We are seriously concerned over what may be developing herenamely, a public policy of increasing payroll tax burdens on the
one hand and cutting income taxes on the other. Here is why. First,
such a policy will increase the share of Federal Government revenue
derived from regressive payroll taxes relative to that derived from
progressive income taxes.
Second, at a time when continued reduction in unemployment is
a primary economic goal, it makes no sense to discriminate against
'

See p. 30.
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labor by enacting legislation that schedules enormous increases in
payroll taxes. Higher payroll taxes increase the cost of labor and
make reducing employment that much more difficult. This is especially so when you look at other increases in cost that have been legislated and will be legislated, for example, increases in unemployment insurance taxes and the energy bill.
Third, many households will lose more from payroll tax increases
than they will gain from income tax cuts. That is not, of course,
true in the case of households of workers who are not affected by
payroll tax increases; these households will have a very substantial
windfall via the income tax cuts.
Rather than scheduling enormous increases in payroll taxes to shore
up the social security system and then cutting income taxes to offset
the adverse economic consequences of the initial policy choice, it
would have made better sense and created fewer problems to have
introduced some limited use of "general revenues" into the cash benefit programs to deal with the short-term financial imbalance problem.
LIMITED USE OF GENERAL REVENUES

roR

SOCIAL SECURITY

Since 1975, our associations have advocated a limited, and hopefully temporary, use of general revenues to fund a portion of the
cost of automatic benefit increases to the extent that those increases
exceed a specified level, say, for example, 4 percent a year. The administration last year came out with a proposal that would have
replaced from general revenues income lost to the social security
system as a result of unemployment rates in excess of 6 percent. We
thought that too made a great deal of sense.
We have very good reasons for continuing to espouse these two
limited uses of general funds directly in the cash benefit programs.
First, these two general revenue devices-one on the outgo side and
one on the income side of the social security ledger-will insulate
the system from the extraordinarily adverse consequences of high
rates of inflation and unemployment over time.
Second, they will assist sound financial planning for future payroll
tax needs by assuring a minimum amounit of income to the system
each year and also by assuring that the payroll tax mechanism will
only be called upon to fund the cost of automatic benefit increases up
to a specified maximum level; the annual cost of automatic increases
excess of that level would come from the general fund. It is almost
impossible for an actuary to sit down today and tell you over the
75-year projection period what inflation is going to be. They try to
make reasonable projections, and today those projections may indeed
be reasonable when made, but that does not mean that they will turn
out to be correct.
Third, by desensitizing the social security system to adverse economic dvelopments, not only would the system be better protected
but beneficiaries and workers would have greater assurance of its ongoing financial viability.
Fourth, by introducing general revenues into the cash benefit pro.grams, some of the inflationary pressures that payroll tax increases
cause could be avoided. In many sectors of the economy, businesses
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simply mark up prices as a percentage over cost, and in that respect,
as the costs go up, so do the prices. That means more inflation.
At this juncture we would strongly urge that the Congress set
about developing legislation to introduce general revenue uses into
the cash benefit programs and repeal at least part of these payroll
tax increases that are scheduled for future years.
Now, I would like to comment on specific items contained in the
administration's tax cut package, indicating those we specifically
support, those we specifically oppose, and one we would like modified.
ADMINISTRATION

TAX PROPOSALS SUPPORTED

First, we support the administration's proposal to reduce the marginal tax rates for individual income taxpayers. This, of course, will
help to counteract the tendency of inflation to push people into
higher tax brackets.
Second, we support the proposals to reduce corporate tax rates and
strengthen the investment credit. Business investment has lagged all
through the recovery and certainly is in need of some stimulation.
Finally, we endorse the repeal of what remains of the communications tax and the proposed reduction in unemployment tax rates.
ADMINISTRATION

TAX PROPOSALS OPPOSED

Certain items in the package we specifically oppose.
We oppose the administration's proposal to eliminate the existing
deduction for medical care expenses and substitute a single hardship loss deduction-with a high threshold amount-for such inedical care expenses and casualty and theft losses. I would point out
that in taxable year 1974, 27 percent of all returns filed by persons
age 65 and over claimed the medical expenses deduction. I would
also point out that the rising cost of health care is imposing an increasing expenditure burden upon the elderly. I believe, Mr. Affeldt,
you have already stated for the record the present level of out-ofpocket medical expenses on the part of the elderly.
We oppose the administration's proposal to eliminate the deductibility of nonbusiness sales and personal property taxes. The admininstration, in justification for this particular proposal, indicates that
the elimination of the deductibility of these taxes would relieve the
taxpayer of a great recordkeeping burden. Well, we are certain that
the elderly taxpayers who in 1974 filed 1.9 million returns claiming
deductions for sales taxes and the 800,000 returns claiming deductions
for personal property taxes would prefer to endure the administrative
burden and spare themselves the increased taxes. It is interesting that almost every time some tax simplification proposal surfaces, it usually entails an increase in taxes for the taxpayer and
some revenue gain for the Treasury.
We believe that some degree of tax simplification can be achieved
that lowers the taxpayer's burden. For example, if one wanted to
simplify the medical expense deduction, one might eliminate the
1-percent floor for drugs and the 3-percent floor for medical expenses.
That would certainly Lbe advantageous to the elderly.

I
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Finally, our associations are opposed to the administration's proposal to tax interest earned on premium payments for deferred life'
annuities as that interest accrues during the accumulation period
prior to the annuity starting date. The administration claims this has
become a "tax shelter." We believe that this proposed change is going
to discourage persons from saving for their retirement and this matter is of increasing concern to us.
If you review the statistics, you will find that the elderly are increasingly dependent for income on Government programs and have
not been providing on their own for their later years of life. It has;
been a long-standing policy of the association to support incentives,
in addition to those available under current laws, as for example, tax
breaks to encourage the establishment of private pension plans and
IRA accounts, to reverse this trend among the elderly toward increasing income dependency. Also, we think more incentives aregoing to be needed to offset the antisaving bias that long telm and
high level rates of inflation may very well cause.
CREDIT FOR PERSONAL EXEMPTION DEDUCTION

The final item on which our associations wish to comment with
respect to the administration's package, is the $240 credit per exemp-.
tion as a replacement for the present $750 deduction per exemptioni
and the general tax credit. The associations would modify this pro-posal to give the taxpayer the choice between the combination that
is available to them under the present law or the $240 credit perexemption that the administration has proposed.
We believe it is enough that inflation-induced income increases
have been pushing people into higher tax brackets and increasinotheir tax burden and, in effect, shlifting the burden of the income tax
upwards. There is, consequently, a modest amount of tax reform
going on automatically. We don't think it is necessary to take away
certain tax adivantages that are available to persons and take the
increased revenues gained thereby and redistribute it to persons in
th lowest tax brackets-as has been the practice in recent years when
the Congress h-s designed tax cut legislation-in order to achieve
some measure of tax reform. *We think it is enough that some reform is being achieved automatically now. We would give the taxpayer the choice on this item in the administration's package.
I would like to comment brieflv on somie items that are not included in the package. First. it is the elderly tax credit. The second
is the sick pay exclusion. The third is the 3-year rule on annuity

income

TAX CREDIT FOR ELDERLY

With respect to the tax credit for the elderly, we would like to see
as a part of this tax cut package an increase in the amount that can
be taken into account for the purpose of computing the credit and:
hopefully some increase in the $7,500 trigger figure for the phaseout
figure..
We have indicated our support for Senator Inouve's bill, which is~
sponsored on the House side by Congressman Bafalis. However. in
view of the administration's strenuous opposition, as expressed this!
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morning, we would accept some modest liberalizations in the credit
that would remedy some of the inequities in the current treatment
of persons under 65 and persons over 65 under schedules R and RP.
That should certainly be possible, considering the number of cosponsors that are interested in the Inouye and Bafalis bills.
SICK PAY ExcLusioN

As far as the sick pay exclusion is concerned, we would at least
like to see the trigger figure for the phaseout increased in the case
of married couples filing joint returns. At the present time, it is
$15,000 for both single persons and married couples. We also would
like to see a one-for-two phaseout for AGI in excess of $15,000,
rather than the present one-for-one. I would add that the phaseout
I have just described for sick pay should also be adopted for the
elderly credit since both provisions are supposed to work in
harmony.

Finally, you know that in the tax treatment of annuities under
the Internal Revenue Code, section 72, persons who are not able to
recover their contribution costs within 3 years must set up what is
called an "exclusion ratio." In other words, they can only exclude
from a gross income a portion of their cost from the payments they
receive each year. The remainder of the payments have to be ineluded in gross income. If 'the annuity is for life, the taxpayer has to
use IRS life tables to set up the exclusion ratio. It seems to us that
the Treasury could very well afford to suffer a modest revenue loss
and allow the taxpayer to recoup his cost contributions before he
is required to include any payments in gross income.
TAX PREPARATAION PROBLEMS OF ELDERLY

Now I would like to deal briefly with the subject of tax preparation problems of the elderly. It has already been said here today
that when a person retires the tax rules with which he is confronted
change because their income sources are different. We have found
that the elderly certainly are in need of tax preparation assistance.
That is why our tax-aide program was begun. I think that, in view
of the fact that last year our tax-aide program helped in the preparation 475,000 returns, you should have some idea of the need for this
type of service.
I would like now to ask Arthur Stanat, one of our tax-aide counselors, to comment on his experiences helping individual senior citizens prepare their tax returns.
Mr. AFFELDT. Thank you very much, Mr. Hacking, your prepared
statement will be entered into the record at this time.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hacking follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES HACKING
I. THE ADMINISTRATION'S TAX REDUCTION AND REFORM PROPOSAL: IN GENERAL
Four factors have motivated the administration to develop a tax cut package
that will reduce Federal income tax liability for individuals and business by
about $25 billion in 1979. First, there is need to strengthen and maintain the
ongoing economic expansion and thus perpetuate the downward trend in
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unemployment. Second, there is a need to offset the increasing income tax burden
that results from the combination of inflation-induced income increases and the
progressive tax rate structure. Third, business investment Is in need of stimulus; It has lagged appreciably since the economy began to recover from the
bottom of the recession in 1975. Finally, increases in payroll taxes for social
security and unemployment insurance need to be offset.
Our associations have supported the individual and corporate income tax
reductions that have been enacted during the past few years to facilitate economic recovery. But we would also point out that recent tax cut legislation, as
shaped by the Congress, has not returned the same amount of real income to
each household that it has lost as a result of inflation-induced increases in tax
liability. Instead, tax reductions have been concentrated on lower and middle
income households. The combined impact of inflation-induced increases in tax
burdens and tax relief concentrated among lower and moderate income taxpayers has resulted in a redistribution of the income tax burden among income
groups. If one of the objectives of tax reform is a shifting of the Federal
income tax burden toward higher income households on the grounds that they
'have greater ability to pay, then this combination has already achieved some
modest degree of tax reform.
Unfortunately, the context in which the present tax cut package is proposed
is more complicated than in past years. We are seriously concerned about the
consequences of a policy of increasing social insurance payroll taxes on the
one hand and cutting income taxes on the other. First, such policy will increase
-the share of Federal Government revenue derived from regressive payroll taxes
relative to that derived from progressive income taxes. Second, at a time when
continued reduction in unemployment is a primary economic goal, it makes no
sense to discriminate against labor by enacting legislation that schedules enormous increases in payroll taxes. Higher payroll taxes increase the cost of labor
(relative to the cost of capital) and make reducing employment that much
more difficult. Third, many households will lose more from payroll tax increases
than they will gain from income tax cuts; households not subject to the payroll
tax increases will gain a windfall via the income tax cuts.
Rather than scheduling enormous increases in payroll taxes to shore up the
social security system and then cutting income taxes to offset the adverse
-economic consequences of the initial policy choice, it would have made better
sense and created fewer problems to have introduced some limited use of "general revenues" into the cash benefit programs to deal with the short-term financial imbalance problem. The excess of outgo over income-a situation that has
-existed since 1975-is primarily attributable to the impact that elevated rates
of inflation and unemployment have had upon the social security programs.
Since benefits move up automatically with inflation, the higher the inflation
'level, the higher the outgo from the system. As consumer purchasing power
declines (as a result of inflation, higher taxes, etc.) unemployment increases
.and payroll tax contributions to the system fall below anticipated levels. The
public policy answer to the social security short-term financial imbalance
should have responded, but did not, to the economic causes of the problem.
Beginning in 1975, our associations have advocated a limited (and hopefully
temporary) use of general revenues to fund a portion of the cost of automatic
benefit increases to the extent that those increases exceed a specified level (for
example, 4 percent). As the rates of inflation and unemployment decline and
the difference between the rate of Inflation and the rate of increase in average
covered wages in social security covered employment increases, the annual
general revenue contribution should gradually phase out automatically. In addition to our own proposal, last year we endorsed the administration's proposal
that would have used general revenues to replace income lost to the social
security system as a result of unemployment rates in excess of 6 percent. As
unemployment declines below that figure the annual general revenue contribution for this purpose would also phase out automatically.
Our associations continue to espouse these two specific uses of general revenues for the cash benefit programs. First, these two general revenue devicesone on the outgo and one on the income side of the social security ledgerwill serve to protect the system from the two-fold threat posed by high rates
*of inflation and unemployment. Second, they will assist sound financial planning
for future payroll tax needs by assuring a minimum amount of income to the
system each year. They will also assure that the payroll tax mechanism will
,only be called upon to fund the cost of automatic benefit increases up to a
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specified maximum level; the annual cost of automatic increases in excess of
that level would come from the general fund. Third, by desensitizing the social.
security system to adverse economic developments, not only would the system
be better protected, but beneficiaries and workers would have greater assurance
of its ongoing viability. Fourth, by introducing general revenues into the cash
benefit programs, some of the inflationary pressures that payroll tax increases,
cause could be avoided.
We would not wish to leave this topic without some comment on the source
of the "general revenues" which we propose to use for social security purposes.
In our view, these "general revenues" can come from: (1) Increased and nonearmarked revenue derived existing or new tax mechanisms; (2) deficit financ-*
ing through the sale of Federal securities; and (3) the shifting of expenditure
priorities within the context of the Federal budget. To the extent that general
revenues are needed for social security purposes in any year, the choice of the
source for those general funds should be made in the light of the needs of the
economy at the time. We hasten to add that since our associations believe theFederal budget ought to be balanced over the business cycle, no single source
for those general revenues should be relied upon year after year.
In view of the foregoing, it should be clear that our associations believe theCongress, by choosing to rely almost exclusively on payroll tax increases to deal
with the short-term financial imbalance in the social security system, made a.
serious mistake. We felt compelled to acquiesce in what the legislative process
produced in order to avoid the interruption of benefit payments (the D.I. trust
fund was projected to run out of assets next year). Nevertheless, we urge new
legislation to introduce some general revenues into the system as a substitutefor at least some of the payroll tax increases now scheduled under current law.
We would add a note of urgency to our entreaty. We fear that, if our recommendation is ignored, a crisis between the generations will be precipitated asscheduled payroll tax increases become effective and FICA payments become
larger and more visible on pay stubs of current workers.
I].

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC ITEMS CONTAINED IN THE ADMINISTRATION'S TAX CUT.-

PACKAGE

Before advancing certain proposals of our own, we would like to addresscertain items contained in the administration's 1978 tax reduction and reform.
package. Some, we specifically endorse. First, we support the administration-sproposal to reduce the marginal tax rates for individual income taxpayers. This
proposal will help to counteract the tendency of inflation to increase the share.
of personal income that taxpayers pay in Federal income taxes, thus diminishing the fiscal drag that, automatically, rising tax collections have on the
economy. Second, we support the proposal to reduce corporate tax rates and
strengthen the investment credit. Reducing the effective rates of tax on income
from capital and providing business with additional incentives to invest should
help to promote long-term capital formation, improve productivity and;
strengthen and maintain the current economic recovery. Finally, we endorse
the repeal of what remains of the communications tax and the reduction in.
unemployment tax rates. These proposals should help to reduce both business
and individual living costs.
Certain items in the package, we specifically oppose.
First, we oppose the administration's proposal to eliminate the existing deduction for medical care expenses and substitute a single hardship loss deduction.
(with a high threshold amount) for such medical care expenses and casualty
and theft losses. We would point out that in taxable year 1974, 27 percent (2
million) of all returns filed by persons age 65 and over (7.4 million) claimed.
the medical expense deduction. The rising cost of health care is imposing an,
increasing expenditure burden upon the elderly, among whom the incidence of
chronic illness is high. That same cost trend is diminishing any real prospectsfor a significant expansion of health care protection through the existing medicare program or through a new national health program.
We recognize that the administration's proposal to curtail the medical expenses deduction was advanced, in part, in the name of tax simplification. Vepropose that the medical expense deduction be retained but, in order to achievesome degree of simplification, the 1 percent floor for medicine and drugs (IRC
section 213(b) ) and the 3 percent floor (IRC section 213(a) ) for other medicalt
expenses should be eliminated at least with respect to elderly taxpayers.
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-Our associations also oppose the administration's proposal to eliminate the
,deductibility of non-business sales and personal property taxes. While it is true
*that these deductions entail a substantial recordkeeping burden and that
eliminating them would make tax reporting simpler for the taxpayer, that
simplification would come at a price of higher tax burdens on the taxpayers
affected. We are certain that the elderly taxpayers who, in 1974, filed 1.9 million
-returns claiming deductions for sales taxes and 800,000 returns claiming deductions for personal property taxes would prefer to endure the administrative
burden and spare themselves the increased taxes.
Finally, our associations are opposed to the administration's proposal to tax
interest earned on premium payments for deferred annuities as that interest
accrues during the accumulation period prior to the annuity starting date. We
believe this proposed change would discourage persons from saving for their
retirement. Indeed, not only do we think that current tax treatment of deferred
annuities should remain unchanged, but we also believe that interest on long
term savings bank and savings and loan association certificates (that are
specifically designated as sources of retirement income) should be treated the
same way. Incentives (in addition to those available under current law) that
encourage persons to accumulate assets to provide themselves with additional
sources of income during their later years are needed to reverse the trend
among the elderly toward increasing income dependency on public programs
and to offset any antisaving bias that long-term high rate inflation may cause.
The final item on which our associations wish to comment specifically is the
administration's proposal to substitute a $240 credit per exemption for the
present deduction of $750 per exemption and the general tax credit. Our associations would modify this proposal to give the taxpayer a choice between the
combination of the deduction for personal exemptions and the general tax
credit and the proposed new $240 credit per exemption. We agree that credits
are more in a(*ord with ability-to-pay principles than deductions in that they
grant equal tax relief at all levels of income (whereas the value in terms of
tax savings for exclusions from gross income and deductions depends upon the
marginal rate of tax which would otherwise apply to the income that is excluded or deducted), but the administration's proposal will help lower income
taxpayers at the expense of higher income taxpayers. Since (middle) and higher
income workers are being penalized more heavily by scheduled payroll tax increases and since all taxpayers are being penalized by the combination of inflation-induced income increases and the progressive rate schedule, we see no
reason to penalize higher income taxpayers even further in the name of tax
'reform at this time.
II.

ADDITIONAL ITEMS NOT INCLUDED IN THFE ADMINISTRATION'S TAX CUT PACKAGE

There are certain issues which the administration's package fails to address
but which are of importance to the elderly. We hope that the legislation will
address these issues by the time it reaches the end of the legislative process.
A. Tax credit for the elderly
Under the 1976 Tax Reform Act, Congress attempted to update and restruc'ture the old, retirement income credit. This credit was originally enacted in
1954 to provide non-social security retirees with roughly the same tax relief
-provided social security recipients. Although the original credit did achieve
*this objective, the non-social security retiree, with the passage of years, began
falling behind his social security counterpart as a result of periodic increases
in tax-free social security benefits. In addition, many elderly taxpayers found
the credit extremely difficult to compute and some were not even aware it
-existed.
Finally in 1976, Congress tried to simplify the credit and Increased the maximum amounts used in computing it from $1,524 to $2,500 in the case of individuals and from $2,284 to $3,750 in the case of couples. Unfortunately, the
new provisions also introduced a phaseout of the credit in the case of taxpayers
age 65 and older who have adjusted gross income in excess of $7,500 ($10,000 in
the case of married couples.) This new AGI phaseout feature has the effect of
-denying many retirees all or a substantial portion of the tax credit they used
to receive under the old retirement income credit.
Furthermore, the AGI phaseout penalizes taxpayers when they reach age 65
.(and when their income tend to be greater) compared to retirees under age 65
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Because,
who are not subject to the same phaseout when computing their credit.
were effective
these changes in the credit were enacted ia October 1976, but
to
beginning January 1976, the taxpayers adversely affected by the changeover
attached to
the new law experienced retroactive tax iacreases. An amendment temporarily
the 1977 Tax Reduction and Simplification Act by Senator Church
corrected this problem by permitting these taxpayers to file amended returns
using the provisions of the old retirement income credit.
used to
Our associations are still dissatisfied with the maximum amounts
increased to at least $3,000 and
compute the credit. These amounts shouldbe
amounts
$4,500 for single persons and married couples, respectively. These
In addition,
would be more in accord with average social security benefit levels. to
eliminate
the amounts as so increased should be automatically cost-indexed
the need for constant updating. The $7,500 AGI feature should be eliminated:
the
from the law or at least increased so that it meshes more closely with
phaseout feature of the sick pay exclusion (taking into account our recommendations on this item herein below).
Inouye
Our associations support legislation introduced by Senator Daniel
individuals,
(S. 2128), which would increase the maximum amounts to $3,000 for
AGE
and $4,500 for couples, cost-indexing the base amounts and eliminate the (H.R
phaseout feature. An identical bill sponsored by Representative Bafalis
8818) is pending in the House and has a large number of cosponsors. Pending
debate
reform of the tax credit for the elderly and, in anticipation of extended amendon the Issue, our associations would urge Congress to renew the "Church
ment" so that taxpayers hurt by the 1976 changeover to the new credit will
continue to receive some measure of tax relief.
B. Sick pay exclusion
The 1976 Tax Reform Act revised the rules governing the use of sick pay
exclusion. These changes had the effect of restricting the exclusion's availability
to persons retired on disability. Now the $5,200 maximum exclusion is available
moreonly to persons under age 65 who are permanently and totally disabled; for
all
over the amount otherwise excludable must be reduced dollar-for-dollar
adjusted gross income in excess of $15,000 (in the case of both single persons
and married couples).
Although our associations understand what prompted Congress to impose
these restrictions, we feel that some of the new provisions result in overly harsh
tax treatment of certain disabled persons. We suggest the following liberalizations. First, if the current $15,000 trigger figure for the income phaseout feature
is retained for single persons, it ought to be increased to at least $20,000 in the
case of married couples filing jointly. Second, the reduction of theto $5,20(?
a $1
maximum exclusion on a dollar-for-dollar basis should be liberalized
for $2 reduction.
IV.TAX

PREPARATION PROBLEMS OF THE ELDERLY

As you are aware, for over 9 years our associations have been providing free,
counseling assistance to older adults in preparing their tax returns through
sponsorship of the NRTA/AARP tax-aide program. Our extensive experience
with this program provides us with a special insight into this subject.
When a taxpayer reaches the age of 65 or retires, he is suddenly confronted
with an entirely new set of Federal income tax provisions which make reporting
his ineome and computing his tax liability an extremely difficult and frustrating
task. The increased difficulty which the retired taxpayer has in filing a return
is caused by a dramatic change in the source of his income. As illustrated in
the following chart. IRS data on the elderly's sources of income indicate that.
in 1973, salary and wages-the easiest type of income to report-constituted
only 30 percent of the elderly's total adjusted gross income (AGI). as compared
to 83 percent of the total AGI for taxpayers under age 65. Other forms of
income, from investments. business activities, pensions and annuities. become
dominant when the taxpayer reaches age 65. The provisions governing these
forms of income are some of the most comulex contained in the tav eode. and
require use of multiple supporting schedules in addition to the 1040 (longg)
form. Statistics for 1973 indicate that only 5 percent of elderly taxpayers could
use the 1040a short form, while 27 percent of all taxpayers were able to use it.
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PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTIO N OF ADJUSTED GROSS INCGOME:
ALL RETURNS AND RETURNS WITH AGE EXEMPTIONS
Income on:
C

All returns

,3

Returns with age exemptions

100
83

Salaries
and
Wages

*Investment **Income
from
Income
Business
Activities

Pension
and
Annuity
Income

Other
Income

interest, and net income from sales of capital
assets, rents and royalties.
** Includes net income from a business, profession, farm, partnership,.
and small business corporation
* Includes dividends,

(Reproduced frorm Department of Treasury,
Income, Page. 121)

1973 Statistics of

The long form must also be used in order for the elderly to benefit fromt
special tax preferences, such as the tax credit for the elderly, and sick pay
exclusion. The tax credit for the elderly (formerly the retirement incomecredit) is an excellent example of a special tax provision specifically designed.
by Congress to provide tax equity for certain retired persons. Yet, any benefit
from the credit depends on the taxpayer's knowledge of it and ability to calculate it. In 1974, IRS Commissioner Donald Alexander offered the following
statistic: "Almost four out of ten taxpayers eligible for the credit either don't
claim the credit or make errors in computing the amount allowed." 1
Congress recognized the severe burdens placed on large numbers of elderly
persons by the format and rules of the old credit and consequently attempted
to simplify them under the 1976 Tax Reform Act. 'Many complicated calcula%Hearings before the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on the Department of
Treasury concerning taxpayer assistance and compliance programs, April 1974, page 689.
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tions were eliminated (which allows the use of a more simplified schedule R),
however, complexities in the credit still exist. Furthermore, it has been esticredit increased the number of returns
-mated that the 1976 liberalization of the
claiming it from 400,000 to 2.4 million.2
In 1977, due to Senator Church's efforts and those of other members of the
Aging Committee, Congress corrected the retroactive tax increases it had im-posed by the 1976 revision of the tax credit and sick pay exclusion. This action
required thousands of elderly taxpayers to file amended returns so that they
,could recoup the extra taxes they had been forced to pay.
Filing and making payments of estimated tax is another requirement that
,can be particularly burdensome to retirees. Upon reaching retirement age, the
taxpayer-who is previously accustomed to having his tax withheld by his
employer-now receives income in the form of pensions, interest, dividends, etc.,
not subject to withholding. Many retired taxpayers must file a declaration of
*expected AGI and estimated their tax for the year. Quarterly declaration
-vouchers must be submitted along with tax payments. If the taxpayer fails to
comply with these estimated tax requirements, IRS may impose interest and
penalty charges. Older persons in the first few years of retirement experience
the most difficulty with these requirements since the rules are new to them.
Expenditures for health care represent a substantial portion of an older
person's budget. Therefore, they are frequent users of the medical expenses
-deduction (27 percent of elderly returns claimed the medical deduction in
1974). Computation of this deduction is very complicated, often involving five
separate calculations to arrive at the net amount of medical expenses to be
,deducted.
A. Recommendations for form improvements
In recent years, the IRS has taken several administrative actions with respect
to form improvement that have been beneficial to all taxpayers as well as the
,elderly. First, the standard form 1040 and certain support schedules were improved to take account of special needs and limitations of the aged. For
example, additional deductible items, such as hearing aids, dentures, and eyeglasses in the case of the medical expense deduction, are now listed on schedule
A to help assure full tax advantage. Form 1040 also allows for a simplified
method of reporting income from fully taxable pensions and annuities; consequently, many pension and annuity recipients are not required to file a separate
schedule E.
Second, the IRS has continued to publish and distribute informational materials designed to assist elderly taxpayers. These include "Tax Credit for the
Elderly." "Tax Benefits for Older Americans," and "Tax Information on Pension and Annuity Income." All of these publications are available free of charge
at IRS offices as well as through some local social security offices and are used
extensively in taxpayer education programs. We might suggest the further
development of pamphlets which provide tax return preparation information
using a line-by-line format. This simplified approach would be more useful
to the aged taxpayer. I am attaching a copy of an NRTA/AARP publication,
-entitled "Your Retirement Income Tax Guide" which utilizes this format.
Third, the IRS has continued and expanded its various programs of direct
taxpayer assistance. A toll-free telephone service is available to assist taxpayers
with specific questions. Taxpayer representative service personnel are also
available at local IRS offices. Furthermore, according to a3 report submitted to
Commissioner Alexander to the Senate Aging Committee. the IRS Muans to
institute computer preparation of form 1040 on a trial basis during 1977. This
will permit IRS to provide a complete return preparation service rather than
limited self-help presently available to the older taxpayers and other individuals
less able to prepare their own returns. Our associations endorse this effort and
-hope in the future IRS will take on more responsibility for preparing tax returns
and computing tax liability for elderly taxpayers.
Fourth, in 1.977. IRS-for the first time in its history-tested out the new
long 1040 on a pilot group of taxpayers before releasing it for the public's use
this year.
The IRS contacted our tax-aide program and arranged for approximately
*20 older adults to work out sample tax returns on the new form. This pretesting
revealed that certain problems and errors kept reoccurring with use of the
3S. Rept. No. 94-938, 94th Congress, 2d session (1976), page AL3.
8S Rept. No. 95-98, 95th Congress, 1st session, (1977), page 199.
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new form. This prompted the IRS to make two major changes In the final 1040
form. Our associations encourage IRS to continue this practice of trying out
new forms on test groups of taxpayers.
In the interim, however, several tax areas which create special problems for
elderly taxpayers demand IRS attention. In the area of pensions and annuities,
of
an administrative effort should be made to encourage the development
methods by which payers of pensions and annuities can more readily inform
payees of the taxable portion of the gross annual payment. Since the computation of the taxable portion of income from a pension or annuity under IRC
section 72 often requires the use of materials such as annuity life-expectancy
retiree, IRS
tables not readily available or understandable to the average annuity
plans
should therefore increase its technical assistance to pension and
so that these plans may in turn assist the aged taxpayer. An increased number
be
of IRS technical staff personnel and increased budgetary allocation shouldCivil
devoted specifically to the achievement of this recommendation. The
Service Commission, the largest payer of retirement annuities, has undertaken
to supply annual statements to annuitants showing the taxable portion of their
annuities. Certainly this constitutes significant progress and we hope IRS
would encourage and assist other retirement systems in doing the same.
Insuring the availability and use of Form W-4P so that retirees may have
Income tax automatically withheld from their pensions and annuities should
be another IRS objective. This form eliminates the need to file estimated tax
IRS
forms and make quarterly tax payments on pension and annuity income.
should require the distribution of the form to retired annuitants by payers.
Changes made by the 1976 Tax Reform Act and 1977 Reduction and Simplification Act should also be widely publicized by IRS. Efforts to reach the additional elderly taxpayers who can qualify for the revised tax credit for the
elderly should be made through the electronic and printed media and through
taxpayer assistance programs.
V. THE NEED FOR TAX PREPARATION ASSISTANCE FOR THE ELDERLY

This testimony has covered only a few of the complex tax provisions the
elderly are forced to use. It must be remembered, however, that many elderlytaxpayers must not only contend with these intricate rules, but must often do
so under substantial physical and mental limitations. Impairments, such as
declining visual or hearing accuity, decreasing physical mobility and mental
alertness, are often part of the process of aging. In the special case of theaged widow taxpayer. all of these problems are aggravated by an additional'
factor-lack of experience. Not only is she confronted by all of the problems
which confront the aged taxpayer in general, but she usually lacks even the
advantage of having had experience working with the Federal income tax
return prior to becoming a widow since the deceased husband probably prepared'
the tax return for the family.
Considering all of these problems combined with a maze of forms and
calculations, it is no wonder that some Informed individuals have concluded
that the older taxpayer tends to overpay his taxes. In 1970. the Senate Aging*
Committee undertook an extensive investigation of this situation and concluded,
that the elderly often over-report their income and do not claim special tax
benefits Intended for them.
A 1971 IRS survey of taxpayer experience with the standard form 1040,
revealed that approximatelyS0 percent of aged taxpayers sought outside assistance in preparing their Federal tax returns-a substantially greater percentagethan In the case of the nonaged. While certainly this 80 percent includes manywho were assisted without charge by friends and relatives, It must Include many
who had to purchase their assistance. This type of commercial assistance canbe a financial burden to lower-income elderly persons since it Is likely to beexpensive due to its complexity.
A. The VITA/taa'-aide programs

The alternative to expensive commercial assistance Is free tax counselingoffered by the IRS and cooperating organizations through the volunteer income
tax assistance (VITA) program. Our associations' tax-aide program is the onlynationwide program working with IRS in assisting older persons and containstwo-thirds of the total number of elderly volunteer counselors participating in
VITA. During 1977, 6,200 volunteer counselors were trained under our programi
and approximately 475,000 tax returns were assisted.
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Based on our experience with this program, we are convinced that this volunteer approach is the most effective and efficient method for counseling older
adults. Tax-aide services are free to the taxpayer and available at local sites
which are easily accessible to the elderly. Furthermore, since the program Is
run almost entirely by volunteers, the costs to IRS are low relative to the costs
of other types of taxpayer services. It is our informal understanding that it
costs approximately 67¢ to 854 to handle one telephone call to an IRS service
center (depending on the complexity of the telephone equipment and number
of personnel). In comparison, tax-aide's cost in 1975 was 43¢ per return assisted
and was reduced to 36¢ per return in 1977. We expect this cost per return to
continue dropping as our volunteer counselors become more experienced with
their work and tax aide receives more widespread publicity.
When seeking advice at a local IRS district office (usually located in downtown, heavily developed areas), the older taxpayer must compete against other
taxpayers and is often required to stand in line for hours after traveling a
long distance to get assistance. The pace at tax-aide sites is much slower and
volunteers generally have more time and patience to provide thorough assistance. In contrast, to tax-aide counselors, IRS taxpayer service representatives
are oriented toward responding to specific questions rather than providing
comprehensive assistance in preparing the taxpayer's entire return, making
sure taxpayers take advantage of their full legal tax benefits.
Another factor contributing to tax-aide's success and effectiveness as a part
of the VITA is its centralized administration. For the 1977 tax year, our national tax-aide coordinator directed 110 overall coordinators (who operate on a
statewide or county basis) and 915 local coordinators who were responsible for
utilizing our 6,300 volunteer counselors.
This organization or "chain of command" has proved to be the key to our
effectiveness. Once IRS trains volunteers to provide assistance, followup organizational structure must exist to ensure that tax assistance sites are set up,
publicized, and the trained volunteers are scheduled to provide counseling. To
the best of our ability, we have encouraged our, counselors to volunteer a
minimum of three hours per week during the Federal filing season. We also
attempt to ensure that older taxpayers use the program to its capacity by
stressing the need for conducting advertising campaigns at the local level.
This high level of coordination and centralized administration proves its
value when one examines the average number of returns assisted by each of our
volunteers. In 1976 volunteers in the entire VITA elderly program assisted with
an average of 18 Federal returns, while our tax-aide volunteers assisted with
an average of 35) Federal returns. During 1977, tax-aide counselors improved
and assisted with an average of 42 Federal returns, far above the national
IRS average.
B. Problems with the current VITA program
Despite the rapid growth of our program and its improved effectiveness and
efficiency, our potential has been continually hampered by insufficient funding.
Our associations would like to see a larger portion of the total taxpayer education funds allocated to elderly VITA programs so that they can be expanded
and improved. We note that the IRS plans to increase fiscal year 1979 funding
for elderly VITA assistance by only $4,000' (or 2 percent) over what was
budgeted for fiscal year 1978. In addition, IRS should devote increased effort
and resources to its taxpayer education program in the context of its provision
of taxpayer services.
IRS personnel have certainly been as supportive of our program as possible,
hbut it has been handicapped by serious lack of funds. For instance. dnrinz 1976.
we repeatedly faeed the situation where no funds were available at the district
level to teach VITA courses. Recognizing the IRS's budgetary limitations in
many regions, we piloted a program of volunteer instruction where carefully
selelted volunteers would participate in district instrnetion training workshops.
In this manner our own volunteers took responsibility for training Ather volun-teers in tax counseling. This method of operation allowed us to provide instruction and counseling in many areas of the country where IRS training assistance
was unavailable or extremely limited.
Related to the problem of insufficient funding. VITA has experienepd administrative problems in overseeing volunteers and ensuring they are fully utilized.
At the district office level. the taxpayer education coordinator (TPEC) is
responsible for setting up VITA programs in that area. All too often this coor*dinator has other responsibilities of a higher priority and cannot allocate the
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necessary time to VITA pojects. The coordinator can usually only devote a part
of his time to VITA and is likely to be transferred to another assignment within
the district office after one year. This lack of priority and constant turnover
do not promote the stability and administrative oversight needed to effectively
coordinate a volunteer program. A national organization such as ours, in cooperation with IRS, seems better equipped to provide the effective administration,
followup. and oversight that the program's local operation needs.
Due to the efforts of Senator Frank Church and several other Senators, an
additional $300,000 (or 60 percent increase in funds over last year's budget)
was secured for VITA's fiscal year 1978 operations. Already, this additional
funding is permitting VITA to overcome some of the administrative problems
and limitations it has faced in the past years, but there is still a need to increase the program's priority within IRS.
C. Older Americans Tam Counseling As8istance Act
Legislation (S. 835) that would overcome both the administrative and funding problems faced by the VITA/tax-aide program has been introduced in this
Congress by Senator Frank Church. This bill would build upon the VITA program by authorizing IRS to enter into training and technical assistance agreements with nonprofit agencies to prepare volunteer counselors. The measure
would also permit these counselors to be reimbursed for their out-of-pocket
expenses incurred in providing assistance.
Our associations strongly endorse this bill because we believe it will permit
IRS to place the emphasis on elderly taxpayer problems which is necessary
and long overdue. Despite the many budgetary and administrative constraints
of the past, VITA/tax-aide has managed to expand remarkably in the past
several years-training more and more volunteer counselors each year who are
able to assist increasing numbers of elderly taxpayers. Since 1973, our tax-aide
program has experienced a 244-percent increase in the total number of tax
returns assisted (from 138,000 returns in 1973 to 475,000 returns in 1977) and
a 117-percent increase in the number of volunteer counselors trained (from
2,900 counselors in 1973 to 6,300 in 1976). This extremely rapid growth in our
program is evidence that elderly taxpayers do have a significant need for tax
return preparation assistance and that there is a high demand for this type of
special assistance which accommodates the aged's particular needs.
Demographic trends indicate that the size of the target population for this
program will substantially increase throughout this century from 23 million
today to 31 million by the year 2,000. And, as Congress continues to move
toward providing improved tax equity and special benefits for the elderly, the
number and complexity of the tax rules and provisions they must use will
grow as well.
Mr. AFFELDT. We shall now hear from Arthur Stanat.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR STANAT, WASHINGTON, D.C., TAX-AIDE

COUNSELOR, NATIONAL RETIRED TEACHERS ASSOCIATION/
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSONS
Mr. STANAT. My name is Arthur Stanat. I have been with the
N\RTA/AARP tax-aide program for 4 years and have been trained
by the IRS during those years. In fact, I have had about 100 hours of
instruction. I am not a tax expert, and do not hold myself as being so.
Nevertheless, when I go to assist people, they immediately categorize
me as an IRS person and I have to explain this.
I have prepared some comments which I would like to submit for
the record. I shall make additional comments on them.
Mr. AFFELDT. Your statement will be incorporated in the record.'
Mr. STANAT. As I listened this morning, certain thoughts came to
mind relative to mv own experience. I think we should be cognizant
,of the persons we are trying to serve; namely, the elderly. The tax
instructions in the IRS form's may be quite clear to a tax expert and
I See

p. 41.
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to a person who studies their publication and understands them, but
I would like to describe the comprehension problems that elderly
persons often have with these publications.
One of my services to the community was to assist high school students in mathematics for a short while. One morning a high school;
sophomore came to me with her problems with algebra. I said: "WVIell,.
what are your problems?" She said: "I dont' understand one of the
assigned problems." She opened the book and showed me a problemn
about a rectangle. The problem was to define the width, length, and
area where given. I said: "What is so hard about that?" "Well," she
said, "I don't know what a rectangle is."
This is part of the problem that older people have with IRS publications. They don't understand some of the words; they don't understand some of the phrases; they don't understand some of the sen-tences. Consequently, they need the kind of assistance we are giving.
They need somebody alongside them to explain and answer their
questions and help them understand what is required or described.
Even if the IRS continued to improve its publications and forms,
it would never achieve the level that is necessary for some old people,
to understand. So, I think it is a futile avenue for improvement.
I think what we need are neighborhood helpers for older persons,
and I don't think there is any other recourse, because they won't read
and they won't study. They do not have the attitude that they must
make themselves tax experts to fill out their tax forms. They do thisonce a year, and they don't spend any time getting prepared for it.
It is very easy to do something if you repeat it every day but these
people don't repeat tax forms every day and they have problems ini
January, February, and March. They just don't understand.
TAx-AIDE CouNsELoRs RENDER ESSENTIAL SERVICES

I think tax-aide counselors like myself do render a very essential1
service to older people near their homes, where they don't have toget on a bus, spend all day at the IRS, and fight the crowds on the
way home. I would also add that they can't even get service over the
telephone during the critical period of the year. I have tried it myself. You try all day, and all you get is a busy signal. Regardless of
the phones the IRS has, and the trained people it has to answer thephones, you just can't get through.
Getting on a bus and coming down to the IRS office often requires
that you get there before it opens; otherwise there are 100 people
ahead of you, and you spend all day sitting in a chair waiting. Older
people just can't put up with that.
I think for that reason the neighborhood service that a program
affords is essential for the limited type of taxpayer that -we are talking about. I am sure, as I stated in my prepared statement, that every
taxpayer I have assisted was thoroughly appreciative of the service
we rendered. I think we can continue to help them out.
That is all I have to say.
Mr. AFFELDT. Thank you very much, Mr. Stanat. I am sure you do.
a very effective job in assisting older people with their taxes.
Mr. STANAT. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Stanat follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ARTHUR STANAT

'Senator Church, fellow Senators, and members of the committee, It Is a
,privilege to appear before your committee in behalf of the older citizens of
-this country who have earned their stripes. I am Arthur Stanat, currently a
counselor with NRTA/AARP tax-aide program and assigned to the Guy Mason
Recreation Center of this city. I have assisted the tax-aide program for 4 years.
In prior years, I have worked at the U.S. Soldiers and Airmens Home in North*east Washington, Cleveland Park Library, and the Presbyterian Center in
Northwest Washington.
NRTA/AARP TAX-AIDE PROGRAM

The tax-aide program is a volunteer counseling program that is conducted by
older citizens for senior taxpayers. I was trained along with 45 other tax-aide
-volunteers through the Internal Revenue Service volunteer income tax assistance
program. Currently, we are working at various libraries and other public facilities within the District. There are currently 17 regularly scheduled counseling
'locations. My site is under the supervision of a volunteer coordinator, Mr. Burt
Werner. Mr. Werner is responsible for the administration of five specific locations. He, along with three other local coordinators work In conjunction with
-the overall coordinator for the District, Miss Margaret Packer, and with the
-national tax-aide office. This "chain of command" has proven to be effective and
reflects the program's success. In the 4 years that I have served, the program
'has improved its administrative procedures, as well as in its outreach. For
-example, in 1973, 25 counselors helped persons in filing 895 returns. This past
year, 48 counselors assisted in the filing of 2,268 returns. (It is too early to
project the final results for this current season, as our busiest time of assistance
'is in the final 6 weeks of the Federal filing season.) In addition to providing
assistance with Federal returns, I was trained by the District of Columbia
Revenue Office to assist individuals in filing District returns, as well as assisting
low-income older adults in claiming the special property tax rebate benefit
-allowed this year by the District of Columbia.
In addition to better organization, the reason for the program's growth has
been the improved training that we have received from the IRS and better,
-publicity in the local media. Each year the training class provided Is more
comprehensive and helpful. The IRS instructors are better prepared, and more
knowledgeable of the senior taxpayers' problems each year. It has helped me
and the other counselors provide more capable assistance to the persons we
serve. This is critical, for there are many complex problems that older taxpayers face. In addition, due to their own circumstances, many of them are
111-equipped to deal with the tax laws. For example, 2 years ago a man's wife
died: she had always prepared the family tax return, and he was at a loss
to file his own return that year. As a tax-aide, I was able to assist him that
year and the next year when his filing status was again different. He called
-me on the telephone this week and asked when I could help him this year again.
As a tax-aide counselor serving the U.S. Soldier's and Airmen's Home, I
-found that many men did not realize the benefits available to them, and If they
were aware of them, were often unable to properly claim them, due to the
-changes in the tax law. This is particularly true in regard to the credit for the
elderly. Many of the men there did not know that they could benefit from It,
and a great deal of my time was given to the correct filing of schedules R and
-RP. The men also did not realize that they could claim the credit for past
-years by filing an amended return. I was able to help them obtain refunds for
-previous years when possible.
The Tax Reform Act of 1976 changed the status of individuals qualifying for
disability payments. This has never been an easy area for an individual to
-properly claim his benefits. due to the changing natures of the laws affecting
disability benefits. I helped them apply the law to their own situation, and
where possible, obtained the current benefits.
As I served there, I discovered that certain residents In the home would
-assist other residents with their tax returns for a fee, usually $5 or so, whereas
our volunteer program provides it free. Knowing the incomes that these men
and other senior citizens have, I realize that they are hard-pressed to pay for
'preparing their returns. Most of the older taxpayers we assist must survive
on limited incomes and cannot afford to pay a professional preparer to correctly
'file the necessary tax return. Through our work, we can help them save precious

~dollars.
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I understand that one of the long established income tax services in this city
charges a minimum of $13 for the simplest return. Additional charges are made
for filing additional schedules such as A, B, R, and RP, and when other problems are involved.
Tax-aide program is a peer counseling program. Just as many of the older
taxpayers that we assist have to deal with a limited income, we as counselors
do also. After 2 years of serving in the home, I asked to be transferred to a site
that was closer to my own home. The expense and hazards of driving across
the city in adverse weather and road conditions was more than I wanted to
bear on my own as a counselor. I am pleased that you, Mr. Chairman, have
introduced a bill, S. 835, that will allow for the reimbursement of volunteer
counselors in providing peer group tax assistance. Such funding will help to
further our program's outreach to those in need.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to speak to you
about the needs of older taxpayers. It is a source of satisfaction to me that I
can help to meet these needs through my volunteer work as a counselor in the
tax-aide program. This committee's hearings on the older taxpayers' situation
should highlight the need to expand present programs and reinforce our efforts
to secure passage of S. 835. I am confident that every taxpayer that we have
assisted was thoroughly appreciative of the service we rendered. It no doubt
helped alleviate the feeling that he was a forgotten citizen and once again
could reflect on the thought that the U.S. Government was concerned with his
welfare.
Mr. AFFELDT. Now we shall hear fromn the National Association of
Retired Federal Employees. Stephen Skardon, who is a legislative

assistant, will testify. He will be accompanied by Judy Park who is
also a legislative assistant.
STATEMENT OF STEPHEN SKARDON, WASHINGTON, D.C., LEGISLATIVE ASSISTANT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED FEDERAL
EMPLOYEES, ACCOMPANIED BY JUDY PARK, LEGISLATIVE
ASSISTANT

Mr. SK;ARDON. Our president, John McClel]and, asked us to send
his regrets and asked that his statement be inserted into the record.

I-To is out of town today and wanted very much to be here.
Mr. AFFELDT. The statement of Mr. McClel]and will be entered into
the record.'

Mr. SKARDON. In summary, Mr. McClelland's statement touches on
two major legislative goals of our organization. The first is the 197S
tax credit for the elderly which has been discussed to some extent
today, the other is the recent changes in the sick pay exclusion. 'We
have some specific recommendations on both. All of that is included
in the statement, so I will very briefly run over some of the highlights.
TAX CRFDIT FOR ELDERLY
The purpose of the tax credit for the elderly, as was its predecessor,
is to provide some form of tax relief to elderly persons with little or
no social security income on the level roughly comparable to that
received by persons with substantial social security income. The
problem, of course, is that social security income is tax exempt.
The reason for this very lucrative tax break is that the Federal
Government considers the ability of elderly taxpayers to meet basicfinancial needs of such social significance as to warrant this special
tax consideration. We agree with this and we have no problem with it
I See p. 45.
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as far as it goes. However, we believe very strongly that the ability
of elderly persons not substantially covered by soclal security to meet
these same financial needs is of no less social significance.
It is our belief that tax treatment of elderly persons should apply
equally, across the board. Just because a person is entitled to social
security income does not make him any less elderly or any more
capable or meeting the financial demands of old age. It is our position that every elderly American should be entitled to either a tax
exemption under social security or a tax credit under an amended tax
credit for the elderly.
As noted in President McClelland's statement, the current highly
restrictive nature of the provisions of the tax credit have rendered it
inadequate and prevented it from even coming close to achieving its

original purpose.

TimE "MaEANS TEST"

Our major objection to the current law is the "means test" or

phaseout provisions which require a phaseout of the taxpayer's credit
for every dollar of adjusted gross income above $7,500 for single perSonIs, and in case of married taxpayers, $10,000. Our association finds
this particularly inequitable in light of the fact that social security
income is tax free at all income levels. It is ludicrous to think that
under current law, former Vice President Nelson Rockefeller would
receive full tax-free social security benefits while a 70-year-old public
pensioner is considered too affluent for the tax credit with an income
of $12,500.

Our association believes very strongly that the Inouye proposal
speaks specifically to this problem and goes a long way in correcting
this inequity. Specifically the Inouye bill would raise the amount of
the maximum credit from $375 to $4.a0, it would also insure.that that
amount would increase annually with the cost of living as do social
security payments and, third, it would eliminate the phaseout all
together.

Presently, the Inouye bill has seven cosponsors, including two members of this committee, and on the House side we have 119 cosponsors,
11 of whom are members of the House Ways and Means Committee.
On behalf of our association I would like to ask this committee to
join us in a vigorous effort to secure passage of this bill. We feel it
is particularly important to the financial livelihood of the people that
we represent and we hope that the Senators on this committee can
make a sustained effort as has happened on the House side.
MEDICAL DEDUCTIONS

I would like to simply add on the related question of medical

deductions, which has been mentioned briefly here, that we do oppose
the President's proposals in this area specifically in terms of the
administration's concept of tax simplification. Mr. 1Hacking pointed
out that every time the administration talks about tax simplification
it inevitably results in greater taxes for the taxpayer and increased

revenue for the Treasury Department.
In the case of medical deductions, this seems to be the case. I am

still not sure what they mean by this statement in the analysis of the

President's program. I would like to-
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Mr. AFFELDT. You are reading from what page?
Mr. SKARDON. Page 47. They are talking about the impact that the
President's proposals on medical deductions would have on the taxpayers. I think that I would just like to read directly from it.

or 83
Adoption of the new hardship deduction will reduce by 11.1 million
nonand
expenses
medical
their
itemize
who
taxpayers
percent the number of
business casualty and theft losses under the current laws.

Skipping to page 49:
exOver 35 percent of amounts currently deductible on account of medical
deductible by these
penses and casualty and theft losses will continue to be
burden
individuals. All other taxpayers will be spared the administrative
theft
involved in claiming and substantiating the medical, and casualty and
loss, deductions.
Most significantly, these changes will cause 2.3 million taxpayers to switch
will
to the standard deduction. For these taxpayers the burden or compliance
enbe vastly reduced since they will be relieved of the numerous difficulties
,countered in itemizing deductions.

That might be simpler but I can assure you I speak for those 2.3
million people who would much rather fill out a form than be "relieved" of a substantial tax savings.
I was a bit alarmed after I saw this. I got a letter from IRS asking
if we had any suggestions for simplification of schedule R and schedule iRP. I don't know if they are trying to tell us something about
future tax proposals, but I hesitate to complain about the complexity
of any forms now.
TAX CREDIT FOR ELDERLY

As a final note, I would just like to respond a little bit to what
Mr. Sunley said about the tax credit to the elderly. As you know, the
fact
main problem that has precipitated the Inouye proposal is the
people
elderly
of
lots
are
there
that
and
free
tax
is
security
social
that
who are not on social security and not receiving a comparable tax
break. That is the question, that is the problem.
Mr. Sunley didn't even deal with that for some reason. Frankly, I
was surprised, because the administration had been very concerned
about this in the past, and made a determined effort to come up with
some kind of corrective legislation.
It is interesting at the beginning of his statement, Mr. Sunley said
how wonderful the President's tax program would be for elderly
people. He pointed out, I think, that some $925 million in tax relief
would go to elderly people and how terrific this was; and yet on page
7 he dismisses the tax credit for the elderly by saying the elderly
already have too many tax benefits and, therefore, it is unreasonable
to go ahead and try to consider anything further. That seems rather
peculiar logic to me.
I was interested also in the cost figures for S. 2128, which in previous months he has been unable to come up with. These cost figures
by
differ significantly from the figures that have been furnished inusseeinterested
very
be
would
I
Taxation.
on
the Joint Committee
ing the anlysis and how they came up with this proposal. I also
would point out that we do have the joint committee's analysis and
would be glad to furnish them for the record.
Mr. AYFELDT. We would appreciate it if you would furnish the
Joint Committee on Taxation analysis in reaching that $578 million
figure.
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Mr. SKARDON. Fine, no problem.
Finally I simply would like to say that Mr. Sunley's statement on
the equity problems involved with the Inouye proposal totally escapes
me. As I said before, the administration willingly admits there is a
problem here. *When you have two retired individuals both earning
$15,000, both living in the same situation, yet one has $5,000 in social
security income, you find that there is a difference of $1,400 in the taxes
that thle two are paying. We feel it is simply not right that people similarly situated have to pay different tax bills and such a substantial
difference.
For that reason we feel strongly that some action has to be taken by
this conference, on this equity question.
We have commitments from nearly half of the Members of the
House to support some form of the Inouye bill. As I said, there are
109 cosponsors of H.R. 8818 on the House side, 11 of whom are on
the Ways and Means Committee. That indicates there is substantial
interest in Congress that something be done and I am very disappointed that the administration has not tried to come up with some
alternative proposal that would enable us to at least begin to deal
with the problem.
Mr. AFFELDT. Thank you very much for your presentation. The
statement of Mr. McClelland will be entered into the record now.
[The statement of John F. McClelland follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENTOF

JoiiN F.

MCCLELLAND

Mr. Chairman, I amJohn F. McClelland, president of the National Association of Retired Federal Employees (NARFE). The associationis 57 yearsold
and composed entirely of retired Federal employees, their spouses and survivors. We have a dues-paying membership of nearly 300,000, representing the
interests of 1.5 million retired Federal workers, their spouses and survivors.
Mr. Chairman, we very much appreciate the efforts of this committee to raise
various issues of tax reform as they affect the Nation's elderly, particularly
since Congress plans to pass major tax reform legislation this year. Since our
organization has been deeply involved in the development of some of these
issues, we welcome the opportunity to comment publicly.
Let me say Initially that our organization does not argue that Federal tax
policy Is not reasonable in its treatment of 'the elderly relative to the rest of
the population. Indeed, the tax code contains numerous helpful tax relief mechanisms for seniors which effectively place them on par with their younger
counterparts.
However, It Is the position of NARFE that the recent enactment of certain
tax, laws hascreated inequities and difficulties for older Americans which we
hope will be addressed In the anticipated tax reform bill. Again I stress that
our argument before you is one of simple equity and fundamental fairness.
TAX CREDIT FOR THE ELDERLY

As I am sure you are aware, a primary legislative concern of our organization
has been the tax treatment of elderly persons with little or no social security
income.
Under current law, social security income Is tax exempt. The rationale behind
this lucrative tax break is that Congress considers the ability of elderly persons
to meet basic medical and economic needs of such social significance as to
warrant this special consideration. This exemptionis
not something that is
earned nor Is it a benefit for which one must otherwise qualify. It Is automatic
and given to everyone on social security.
We have no problem with this. However, we do feel that the ability of nonrecipients of social security to meet basic medical and economic needs is no less
important than that of persons receiving social security. Ever since 1954
Congress has agreed with this concept, and evolved the current tax mechanism
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TCE
known as the tax credit for the elderly (TCE). It is the purpose of the
substanto provide roughly comparable tax treatment to those elderly without
tial social security income. However, it is our position that the TCE, enacted as
part of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, is inadequate and fails to even come close
to accomplishing its purpose.
CURBENT LAW

Perhaps it would be well to briefly summarize the current law:
Under the TCE, an individual is allowed to subtract 15 percent of a maximum
for
base figure (otherwise known as the "section 37 amount") from taxes owed
amounts
the
by
reduced
is
figure
base
maximum
the
However,
year.
a given tax
and sources of income.
An individual's base figure is determined in the following manner:
a. Individuals 65 and over (IRS schedule R) are allowed to take into account
for purposes of computing the maximum base figure up to $2,500 of adjusted
gross income ($3,750 for couples filing jointly) to be reduced by:
(1) the amount of social security and/or railroad retirement income the
individual has received during the tax year, and
(2) $1 for every $2 in adjusted gross income over $7,500 ($10,000 for couples
filing jointly).
ach. Public retirees under 65 (IRS schedule RP) are allowed to take into
to $2.500 of
connt for purposes of determining the maximum base figure beupreduced
by:
retirement income ($3,750 for couples filing joint returns) to
(1) the amount of social security and/or railroad retirement income the
individual received during the tax year, and
(2) $1 for every $2 of earnings over $1,200 and below $1,700, and dollar-fordollar over $1,700.
(3) for persons under 62, dollar-for-dollar for earnings over $900. gross inIn other words. for persons 65 and older only those with adjusted full
$375
comes under $7,500 and no social security income are eligible for (A7.500credit (15 percent of $2,500). Those persons with modest incomes
above $12,500
$12.500) receive little or no credit. while those with incomes
any social
receive nothing. Of course, the maximum base figure is reducedatbywhich
security income (or railroad retirement income) up to $2.500, couples point
filing
the individual's credit is completely eliminated. ($3,750 for
jointly.)
For persons under 65. there is an earnings test instead of the phaseout rule.
although the social security offset still applies.
An important innovation of the TCE is the inclusion of all persons 65 and
older among those eligible for the credit. Under the pre-1.976 rules, only those
of
receiving public retirement income were eligible. The primary beneficiaries
was below
this policy shift were elderly persons whose social security income income
fell
the $2.500/$3.750 maximum base figure, and whose adjusted gross
below the $7,500/$10,000 phaseout level.
CURRENT LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS

In the first session of this Congress Senator Inouye of Hawaii introduced
gan between those
S. 2129 which is designed to upgrade the TCE and narrow the
This
receiving social security and those with little or no social security income. other
bill has the full support of our organization along with that of many
groups.

The Tnouye bill is premised on three main points:
(11 The maximum base figure ("section 347 amount") used in computing the
filing jointly.
TOE be raised to $3,000 for individuals and $4,500 for couples
(2) The maximum base figure be cost-indexed to reflect changes in the cost
of living each year, and
(3) The phaseout figures on the adjusted gross income of persons 65 and
older be eliminated (schedule R only).
Currently, there are seven Senate cosponsors on this legislation: including
side
Senator Pomenici and Senator Ohiles of this committee. On the Homse
Members
there are 108 cosponsors of an identical bill (H.R. 8818) including 11Chairman.
of the Committee on Ways and Means and House Aging Committee
Claude Pepper of Florida. The Inouye proposal, if enacted, will rectify the
major deficiencies of the current law:
First, it would increase the amount of maximum credit available to qualified
persons from $375 to $450. This is a result of increasing the maximum base

I
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amounts. Historically this amount has been arbitrarily fixed at a level roughly
equivalent to the average annual primary social security benefit.
Second, the Inouye bill would insure that the maximum credit amount will
be increased each year to keep pace with the cost of living. This has been a
major problem in previous years in that Congress' agenda has often squeezed
out consideration of relatively insignificant updating legislation.
Third, the Inouye bill insures that all persons 65 and older will be eligible
for either the tax exemption under social security or a tax credit under the
TCE. Due to the $7,500/$10,000 phaseout figures on adjusted gross income, the
TCE excludes all but low-income elderly. Since social security income is tax
free at all income levels, our membership feels that TCE should also be available to all other taxpayers who would otherwise qualify. (The attached chart
demonstrates the profound inequity created by this double tax structure.)
Fourth, the elimination of the phaseout rule would remove what is, in
essence, a penalty against savings and investment income, and active employment earnings by persons 65 and older. Since the phaseout rule is based on an
individual adjusted gross income, limiting income from these other sources
often pushes an otherwise qualified taxpayer above the phaseout level causing
him to lose all or part of his credit.
Currently, the TCE results in a revenue loss of $303 million each year. Official
estimates of the additional loss effected by enactment of the Inouye proposal
range from $300 million to $578 million.
TAX TREATMENT OF DISABILITY

("SICK PAY") INCOME

Mr. Chairman, Congress has a long-standing policy of granting special tax
treatment to a portion of an individual's income received as a result of sickness
or disability. Qualifying individuals are allowed to exclude up to $100 a week in
income received as a result of sickness or disability. The maximum exclusion
is $5,200.
While the $100-a-week exclusion was continued, the Tax Reform Act of 1976
severely restricted eligibility for the exclusion. Specifically, the new law requires that persons seeking to qualify for the exclusion must (1) be "permanently and totally" disabled, (2) submit a doctor's certificate to that effect each
year, and (3) file a joint return if married. In addition, Congress imposed a
dollar-for-dollar phaseout of the exclusion at $15,000, while lowering the
maximum allowable age for eligibility from 70 to 65.
PROBLEMS

Obviously, as a result of the new eligibility restrictions, many persons who
had been using the exclusion suddenly found themselves with enormous increases in their tax bills. This prompted criticism of nearly every aspect of the
new law.
(1) The focus of much of the public dissatisfaction with the new law was
that it affected persons who were already retired on disability. These people
had gone on disability with the expectation that "the rules of the game"would
not be changed on them, and became embittered at the prospect of a substantial
change in their tax liability.
(2) While requiring eligible taxpayers to be "permanently and totally" disabled, the Tax Reform Act of 1976 failed to define the term-particularly as it
relates to
"substantial
gainful employment." To date, IRS has refused to issue
any guidelines on the subject, preferring instead to wait for a court challenge.
This has caused endless complications for many disabled persons who simply
do not know if they qualify.
(3) Critics have also argued that the requirement of an annual doctor's statement certifying "permanent and total" disability is a needless hardship.
(4) Criticism of the new law has also centered on the requirement that married persons can only file for the exclusion on a joint return. Since the exclusion
phases out when the couple's adjusted gross income reaches $15,000, this has
caused a significant hardship. (This same phaseout is also used for a single
taxpayer.) Disability income seldom is enough to meet necessary medical and
social needs and, thus, often forces the employable spouse to go to work. In
many cases, it is the additional income generated by the spouse that pushes
the couple's adjusted gross income above the $15,000 phaseout figure. Mr.
Chairman, at the very least, I would suggest on this question that Congress
establish a second phaseout figure for couples filing jointly, and eliminate the
requirement of a joint return.
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The major "sick pay" tax legislation in the current session focuses on the
following:
H.R. 1826 (Fisher) would "grandfather" all those on the disability rolls
prior to enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1976. Essentially, this would mean
that such persons would continue to be governed by the eligibility rules in
effect prior to enactment.
H.R. 3927 (Mikulski) and H.R. 9529 (Risenhover) would simply repeal the
new sick-pay rules enated as part of the Tax Reform Act of 1976.
COSTS

According to the Joint Committee on Taxation, the increase in tax receipts
obtained by enactment of the 1976 law amounts to $3S0 million in fiscal 1977;
$357 million in 1978; and $450 million by 1981.
Current law
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Mr. AFFELDT. Now I would like to call back to the witness table the
representatives from NRTA/AARP to pose some questions for both
of you.
I will direct my first question to the National Association of Retired Federal Employees. The AARP representatives may also
respond.

TO S. 2128 (I\ourE BILL)
d
rs
ALTERNATIVES

If it would not be possible to enact S. 2128 because of administra,tion opposition, would you accept other alternatives to improve the
tax credit for the elderly and, if so, what would they be? I realize
your association is very strongly committed to S. 2128.
Ms. PARK. Certainly we feel there should be an increase in the
computation base; and, second, if phaseouts could not be eliminated
totally, we feel they should be substantially increased. I agree with
the comment Mr. Hacking made earlier that they should be more in
line with the phaseout figures on the sick pay exclusion. It was
assumed at one time that the sick pay exclusion would be phased out
at age 65 because people would then be able to take advantage of the
tax credit for the elderly.
There is no correlation between those two, now.
We feel very strongly about the phaseouts. We think they should
be eliminated because of the lack of a "means test" in the tax treatment of social security. We look at that as the point of equity. If they
are not eliminated, we definitely feel they should be increased
considerably.

Mr.

AmFELDT.

Mr. Hacking.

Mr. HACKING. I have already said prettv much the same thing-a
substantial increase in the base and liberalization and correlation of
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the phaseout features of the tax for the elderly and the current sick
pay exclusion.
Mr. AYFELDT. This is also directed at the National Association of
Retired Federal Employees.
Mr. Sunley, in his testimony, indicated that most of the relief in
the Inouye proposal would be directed at upper income persons. For
example, of the $963 million in tax relief, he said approximately onehalf would go to persons with incomes of $15,000 or more and onefourth woula go to taxpayers with incomes of $30,000 or more. How
do you respond to that point?
AIr. SKARDON. Not knowing how he arrivedMr. AFFELDT. Let's assume for purposes of responding to the question the accuracy of the statement.
Air. SKARDON. The tax relief mechanism that we are talking about
is -a tax credit. Credits inherently favor lower income people because
of an across-the-board credit means that a person can subtract a
greater percentage of his tax liability at the lower end of the income
scale rather than at the higher levels.
So while benefits will be distributed evenly throughout all income
levels, the persons who will be helped the greatest are the people who
are at the lower end of the scale rather than at $20,000 and above.
SIMPLIYYING TAX CREDIT FOR ELDERLY SChEDuLE

MIr. AFFELDT. I know you are a little apprehensive about responding to the administration's request for simplifying the schedule for
the tax credit for the elderlv. But let's assume that it would not produce something detrimental to the members of your association.
Would you have any thoughts about simplifying the schedule R or
schedule RP?
Air. SIARDON. The Inouye proposal would go a long way toward
simplifying both schedules. We could condense it to about four steps.
Mr. STANAT. I have a comment about lower income elderly taxpayers and the fact that their credits give them a higher percentage
of relief. The comment is that the price of bread and groceries for old
people is the same as for higher income younger people. The elderly
need that higher percentage of relief based on their income.
Mr. AFFELDT. Air. Stanat, you assist quite a few elderly tax preparers with their returns. Do you find that some of the new concepts
incorporated in the tax forms this year create confusion or doubt
among elderly persons or would you say that the tax forms represent
an improvement?
Mr. STANAT. Well, it is pretty early in the tax filing season, but my
impression is that the tax forms have never been too complicated if
one spends enough time trying to understand them. Also, I think
there is a limit as what can be done by way of simplifying the forms.
I do believe that older persons don't take the time to study these
forms and don't want to study them and the instructions when tax
filing season comes along. Consequently. they need some assistance.
That's why I think that programs that VITA makes possible ought
to be deemed essential and expanded. Our own tax-aide counselors
are located at points in neighborhoods where the elderly live so that
they don't have to commute and spend all day in town or try to get
somebody on the telephone.
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ADVANTAGES

Mr.

AFFELDT.

OF VOLUNTEER

SERVICE

I gathered that you feel that there are some advan-

tages that a volunteer, nonprofit, private organization would have in
delivering this service compared with a governmental agency such
as the Internal Revenue Service.

If so, would you care to elaborate?
Mr. SrANAT. Well, I think the Government is getting a good return
on its investment in VITA. If the IRS had to hire people to go out
into the neighborhoods either on a part-time or some other basis it
would cost much more. Also, certain types of older persons, like myself, are interested in volunteering their services for purposes needed
by the community.
Mr. AFFELDT. Mr. MclTorran.
Mr. McMomimAN. We find that it is better not to advertise the fact
that the training is provided by the IRS, because people tend to distrust, at times, some of the service that the IRS provides. Consequently, we just claim that we are trained to assist individuals with
their tax returns. This approach is more effective.
Mr. AFFELDT. It is my understanding that the IRS provides about
2 (lays of training for counselors who have worked in the program
and 3 for new counselors. First, is that correct?
Second, if it is correct. do you think that this is an adequate amount
of time devoted for training? If it is not correct, do you think that
the time that the IRS does provide for training counselors is
sufficient?
Mr. MCMORRAN. The average last year for our tax aid program,
which is generally more extensive, was 3 days. There is an experienced
training class for capable volunteers of 2 days and a basic training
course of ,3 davs. In some cases. this training goes on for 4 or 5 days.
If vou add to that training in State taxes, some of our volunteers end
up being trained for 6 full days.
Mr. AFFELDT. Mrs. Fay6, do you have any questions?
Mrs. FAYi. No.
FUNDING LEVEL

NEEDED FOR

VITA

Mr. AFFELDT. Mr. Hacking, Mr. McMorran may want to assist you
on this question. The administration budget request is $800,000 for
the volunteer assistance program and it is estimated that $324,000 of
this amount will be allocated for elderly tax counseling assistance.
This will enable about 12,000 elderly volunteers to be trained. W1iThat
level of funding do you think is needed by the volunteer income tax
assistance program, taking into account budgetary constraints and
the overall need for the program?
Mr. HACKING. Let me defer to Mr. McMorran on that.
Mr. MCMORRAN. We presented testimony last summer before the
House Ways and Means Committee's Subcommittee on Oversight, to
the effect that there was a need for increased appropriations simply
because the IRS wanted to do a good job, but didn't have the funding.
We were very pleased that Senator Church obtained an additional
appropriation last year. That added funding has already had a viable
effect. However, there are still some areas that we need to address,
like increased outreach, so we seek additional funding. Additional

--
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funding would allow us greater training and extended growth for
,the program.
Mr. AFFELDT. The question I have is: What amount is reasonable?
The administration is requesting $800,000. Would $1 million be
reasonable? How about $1.2 million or $1,250,000? Do you have any
idea at this juncture?
Mr. McMoRRAN. It is difficult to give you an exact figure. One of
the problems is that the program is not a priority. The national IRS
staff has done their best, but they do need increased staff positions.
Certainly, $1.2 million or $1.3 million would give it a hi-her rating
in the district office and thus give us a greater priority in terms of
IRS staff commitment to the program locally at the grass roots.
SOCIAL SECURITY TAX RELIEF

Mr. AFFELDT. Mr. Hacking, if Senator Church were to work for
the enactment of a substitute to President Carter's tax proposal, using
general revenues to finance all or a part of medicare or perhaps some
other approach, do you have any thoughts concerning how this should
be targeted? From your statement I gather that you would be very
supportive of efforts to ease the payroll tax burden for workers in
view of the 1977 social security financing amendments. Do you have
any thoughts on this?
Mr. HACKING. Well, first of all my statement indicates quite clearly
we are very supportive of efforts to introduce general revenues into
'the social security program. We have also made it quite clear over
the last 3 years that we believe that the manner in which those general
revenues are introduced should take account of the economic circumstances that have caused the short-term imbalance in the first place
and, in effect, insulate social security from those economic causes.
If this were done, -we could deal with economic problems on the
one hand without having all kinds of adverse ramifications in terms
of the OASDI programs.
Now I am quite aware that there is growing support for the use of
general revenues to fund at least a portion of the cost of the hospital
insurance program of medicare and to transfer over some of the
scheduled increases in tile HI portion of the payroll tax to the cash
benefit area to offset some of the future increases scheduled under
last year's financing legislation.
This proposal is not new. I believe it was first advanced by the
Social Security Advisorv Council in 1975. That was the same council
that first identified the short-term problem, as I recall. Now if it were
to appear, after having had a full and fair discussion through the
hearing process of the issues and options available, that a proposal to
fund part of the cost of medicare out of general revenues -vwould indeed clear the legislative process, but other options, even though
preferable on the merits, would not, then our association would support the option that was possible. Certainly that would be better than
what we presently have in place.
We are very much afraid that as those scheduled payroll tax increases become effective we are going to encounter a very serious and
snbstantial reaction against the elderlv and against the progrram that
served the elderly. Our aim is to avoid a crisis between generations.
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We are quite aware, of course, of the demographics. We are simply
going to have many more older people in tis country. Sole reliance
on the payroll tax mechanism to generate all the revenues for the income transfer programs of social security is just not going to work.
At some point we would be confronted with the choice between
practically confiscatory levels of taxes on workers or substantial cuts
in benefits with a concomitant increase in the incidence of poverty
among the elderly.
GENERAL REVENUES FOR MEDICARE OR ENTIRE SOCIAL. SECURITY

SYSTEM

Mrs. FAY-. Are you restricting your use of general revenues to the
medicare program or are you suggesting that general revenues be
used for the entire social security system?
Mr. HACKING. Let me make that clear. We support introducing
general revenue financing to fund a portion of the cost of automatic
cost-of-living benefit increases in excess of a specified amount. As I
said earlier, if that specified level were 4 percent, then general revenues would only fund the cost of automatic increases in excess of that
level.
We also support using general revenues to replace payroll taxes
that social security loses as a result of unemployment in excess of
6 percent.
Now we like those devices, one on the outgo side and one on the
income side of the social security ledger, because they tend to insulate the system from inflation and unemployment-t'he very factors

which have caused the short-term problem in the first place. The
higher the level of inflation, the hither the benefits. The higher the
benefits, the higher the outgo. The higher the level of unemployment
the greater the shortfall in expected revenue from payroll taxes.
The scheduling of large payroll tax increases does not guarantee
that the cash benefit programs will be adequately funded. The reason
why is that you cannot kinow from any point in time what the trend
in inflation is going to be over the 75-year projection period and you
don't know whether we are going to have another series of international commodity shortages and petroleum price increases by other
cartels that are going to aggravate our current problems of inflation
and unemployment. That is our concern.
Mrs. FAYi. It just becomes a transfer of funds.
Mr. HACKING. That's right. If we were to find that our proposals
were not legislatively possible for HI. We would certainly go along
with that because tiha't is better than what we have.

Mrs. FAYX. Senator Domenici would agree with you, of course, in
re-ard to the tax burden on the employees of today and the future.
There is also a problem of where the general revenues are to come
from.

Mr. HACKING. MV statement deals with this matter of the source
of ,the "general revenues." As a matter of fact, every time we advanced our proposal in the last 3 years before the members of the
House Subcommittee on Social Security, the question has always
been asked: "Where do the general revenues come from?"
Well, general revenues can come from one of three sources:
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- First of all, income from increased revenue derived from existing

nonearmarked tax sources like the income tax or from new tax
sources.
Second, they can come from deficit financing through the sale of
Government securities in the marketplace. That is how -we make ends
meet in the context of the Federal budget when Government outgo
exceeds income.

Third, they can come from a shift in expenditure priorities within
the context of the Federal budget.
Now the choice of sources for any general revenue contribution to
social security in any given year should depend upon what the economy
needs at the time. Our association supports a balanced budget over
the business cycle. We still have a business cycle. Despite the efforts
of the Federal Government to "fine tune" the economy, the business
cvole still exists. We have economic upswings and downswings. If we
are on the upswing of the business cycle, it may be appropriate to
introduce a temporary tax mechanism-like a surtax on the income
tax, perhaps to raise the needed general revenues.
On the other hand, if we are on a downswing and it is appropriate
to resort to deficit financing, then that should be the source for the
genertal revenues. But if neither is possible then by all means shift
around the expenditure priorities in the context of the budget.
We have a budget process in the Congress now and that is where
the decision with respect to the source should be made and it should
be made on the basis of what the economy needs at the time.
I would also add that we are not talking about permanent infusions of general funds into the cash benefit programs. We would hope
that these two devices would phase out. If unemployment declines below the specified level, the general revenue contribution on the income
side is eliminated. If inflation declines below the specified level and
the revenue coming into the system form the automatic increases in
the taxable wage base-which, by the way, is supposed to fund automatic benefit increases in the first place-is suffiienit to offset the aggregate cost of the automatic benefit increases, then any need for
general revenues on the outgo side is also automatically eliminated.
These devices would be there to safeguard the system and prevent
the kind of roller coaster economic experience we have had-where
unemployment shoots way up and cuts way down the payroll taxes
going into the system-from causing a problem. People get upset
and tend to lose faith in the financial viabilitv of the system. Workers say, "Why should I put money into this system, and even more in
the future, when there is a very strong likelihood that there is going
to be nothing for me when I reach age 65."
We strongly urge that what was done last December be in part
undone and corrected.
Mrs. FAYE. Thank you.
GREATER PAYROLL TAX RELIEF VERSUS SMALLER INCOME TAX
DEDUCTION

Mr. AELDT. One more question. Mr. Sunley indicated that if
greater payroll tax relief were granted and we operated within the
administration's ceiling with regard to a total tax reduction, this
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would mean a smaller amount of the tax reduction would go to elderly taxpayers. What are your thoughts about that? Would it be
worth the tradeoff ?
Mr. HACKING. In the first place there is nothing in the law that
requires the administration to come up with a tax out. The administraition has done so for some very good reasons, most of which are
economic. You know, I should tlhink that introducing some general
revenues into the social security system would make more economic
sense, since we still have this problem with unemployment and are
facing a downturn in the business cycle. If the administration came
in now with a proposal for some general revenues for social security
and payroll tax cuts, but, reduced the nragnitude of its proposed income tax cuts, then the elderly taxpayers would have to accept that.
I think that is the situation. Besides, if we ever had to choose between a pragmaltic approach to the funding needs of the social securitv system over some immediate short-term tax cuts, that would
probably be quickly offset by the combination of inflation and the
progressive rate structure of the income tax, I would have to say
that we would have to come down on the side of a more sane, rational and pragmatic approach to the financial needs of social securilty. Social security, not income tax cuts, is the cornerstone of the
elderly's income.
Mr AFFELDT. We are nearing 1 o'clock. I would like to continue,
but I am sure many of you would like to eat.
I thank all of you for participating. The hearing will be concluded
until the call of the Chair.
Thank you again.
[Whereupon at 12:50 p.m., the hearing adjourned.]

APPENDIX
LETER AND ENCLOSURE FROM C. 0. YOUNGSTROM,
CHAIRMAN, LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE, IDAHO FEDERATION OF NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED
FEDERAL EMPLOYEES, TO SENATOR FRANK CHURCH,
DATED MARCH 6,1978
DEAR SENATOR CHURCH: I am pleased to transmit to you a statement relative
to tax reform and the tax credit for the elderly.
This is presented on behalf of our NARFE members in Idaho and is submitted
to be a part of the record of the hearing convened by your committee on February 28.
We appreciate being advised by your office of this hearing and that the record
is still open permitting this testimony to become a part of that record.
Sincerely yours,
C. 0. YOUNGSTROM, Chairman.
[Enclosure.]

STATEMENT OF THE IDAHO NARFE FEDERATION LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE ON TAX
REFORM AND THE ELDERLY
The Idaho NARFE Federation Legislative Committee wishes to express
its sincere appreciation for the opportunity to present this statement to the
Senate Special Committee on Aging and to its chairman, Senator Frank Church.
Tax reform and particularly modification of the tax credit for the elderly are
-matters of substantial concern to Federal retirees and we are pleased the hearing record is still open to permit this statement to be entered on behalf of the
Idaho NARFE Federation, its eight chapters, and their members.
The Idaho NARFE organization has had a continuing concern in securing the
-updating of retirement income credit and preserving it as a matter of fairness
and justice for civil service annuitants as an equitable offset to the tax-free
benefits available to social security recipients. This has been the subject of
-repeated expressions to the chairman of the Special Committee on Aging as
well as to other members of Idaho's congressional delegation.
As an accepted goal of our Idaho NARFE organization, updating and modernization of retirement income credit was the principal thrust of the testimony
offered by the Idaho NARFE Legislative Committee to the hearing of the Special Committee on Aging held in Twin Falls, Idaho, Mlay 16,1974.
We are particularly grateful to the chairman and to those members of this
committee who helped restore for 1976 returns the optional use of retirement
income credit on the same basis as available to taxpayers prior to the tax
credit for the elderly.
When the tax credit for the elderly became a part of our income tax code In
1976, the changes made in the statutes provided for a substantially broader
income definition on which to base the credit for those over 65. At the same
time, it greatly limited its availability for those with modest incomes of $7,500
for single persons and $10,000 for couples making joint returns. This results
from the credit phaseout applied at those income levels.
There was differential and favored treatment for those public retirees under
age 65 who did not have the credit reduced by the phaseout, in effect retaining
for them the principal features of the pre-1976 retirement income credit while
denying it to those over 65.
(55)
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We place our emphasis on three principal points as we have sought to improve
retirement income credit and since 1976 to modify and make more useful the
tax credit for the elderly:
(1) We urge updating the dollar amounts used in determining the credit base.
From 1962 until 1976, when a small upward adjustment was made, no change
had been made in this figure despite repeated increases in social security benefits which this credit was originally intended to offset. The current amounts do
not provide for equity or comparability with the justified improvements made
in social security benefits.
(2) We recommend an automatic adjustment or indexing of this credit base
to provide for a continuing level of comparability with changes in social security benefits resulting from increases in cost-of-living. This would avoid a long
period of inattention to such needed adjustments as occurred from 1962 to 1976,
when the credit base amount remained unchanged despite the sharp inflation
which took place particularly during the later years of that time frame.
(3) We recommend elimination of the phaseout currently applied to the
credit when the adjusted gross income of persons over 65 reaches even the
moderate levels established under the provisions of the tax credit for the
elderly. Our argument here is simply that no such phaseout applies to social
security beneficiaries at any level of their adjusted gross incomes. Fairness
and equity justifies similar treatment for Federal annuitants.
We urge adoption of legislation which would accomplish these three objectives.
A measure was introduced in the first Session of this Congress by Senator
Inouye as S. 2128 which would produce those results. It embodies the three
general objectives we have outlined and in our judgment would correct the
major shortcomings in the Tax Credit for the Elderly.
We are hopeful that this or a similar measure will receive favorable attention
by this committee and subsequently by the Senate. We do wish to point out an
identical bill was introduced in the House last year as H.R. 8818.
We wish to acknowledge with appreciation this opportunity to present the
views of Idaho NARFE members to the Senate Special Committee on Aging.
n-
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OLDER AMERICANS IN THE NATION'S
NEIGHBORHOODS
MONDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1978

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMrITEE ON AGING,

Oakland, Calif.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m. in the council
chambers of the Oakland City Hall, Senator Dennis DeConcini
presiding.
Present: Senator DeConcini.
Also present: William E. Oriol, staff director; Philip S. Corwin,
professional staff member; Jeffrey R. Lewis, minority professional
staff member; Shirley Wilson and Robert Maynes, personal staff of
Senator DeConcini; and Theresa M. Forster, fiscal assistant.
OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR DENNIS DeCONCINI, PRESIDING
Senator DECoNCINI. The Special Committee on Aging of the
U.S. Senate will come to order.
Good morning. Today, the Senate Committee on Aging holds its
first field hearing on the subject of neighborhoods and the elderly.
It is most appropriate that our initial inquiry takes place in California and the bay area, for several important reasons.
The committee's interest in this topic came about directly through
the 1977 investigation ordered by Chairman Frank Church of the
eviction of the residents of San Francisco Chinatown's International
Hotel. That examination alerted us to the severe housing problems
affecting the elderly residents of Chinatown, problems that are being
aggravated by domestic and foreign speculation, and which have received a woefully inadequate response from Federal housing officials.
It alerted us to the sometimes destructive results of Federal urban
renewal policies, and their local implementation, on many neighborhoods in years past. And it let us know of the desperate situation which
many bay area seniors face in finding decent and affordable housing,
be it public or private.
These problems extend beyond the bay area. The low vacancy rates
and speculation are more the rule than exception in many urban and
suburban areas of this State. There is no doubt that many of California's elderly pulled the "yes" lever for proposition 13 as a means
of controlling one aspect of the inflationary pressures which threaten
their major capital assets and the basis of their well-being; that is,
their home.
(98)
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iFinally, we have come to California to hear firsthand about this
,State's urban policy, and other innovative responses to these pressures which are taking shape in neighborhoods throughout the State.
While the shelter and service dilemmas confronting California
seniors have their own unique shape and cast, they are but one part
of a massive shift in urban dynamics which are occurring throughout
the Nation. This past Friday, at our opening hearing in Washington,
the committee learned that new economic and demographic pressures
are resulting in the displacement of low-income individuals from
neighborhoods in both the blighted cities of the Northeast and the
rapidly expanding urban centers of the Sun Belt-and that it is the
elderly who are the most often displaced, who are in the leading ranks
of the new urban nomads. We heard that Federal programs and policies have often contributed to the decline of sound neighborhoods, and
that the massive infusion of Federal dollars to urban areas, which currently exceeds $80 billion annually, is not always being utilized in
an efficient manner consistent with changing urban dynamics. And
we found that older Americans have the greatest need of any group,
without a doubt, within our society for the informal support systems,
the good housing, the ease of access to stores and health and social
services, and the secure and familiar neighborliness which sound city
communities provide.
The committee also learned that there are constructive, cost-effective, and nonbureaucratic programs, operating with the advice and
assistance of government at all levels, enlisting the support of neighborhood and voluntary organizations and private sector, which are
capitalizing on the new urban dynamics and the unprecedented opportunity they offer to revitalize cities while maintaining economic,
racial, and age group diversity.
The possibilities confronting policymakers are thus contradictory.
If we fail to understand what is happening in our cities and to seize
upon those changing circumstances, we face a future marked by stratification by age and income, and wholesale displacement of the elderly.
There will be growing demand for massive new Federal housing, and
social programs for which the funds may never be adequate, and which
can never replicate the quality of shelter and support which the elderly can find in diverse, healthy neighborhoods.
Or, in the alternative, we can examine old programs for inefficiency
and relevance to today's problems. We can reallocate resources to innovative efforts which help elderly homeowners to rehabilitate and
keep their properties. We can help renters to find decent and affordable apartments, and even to become homeowners. We can better
utilize the resources of the "aging network," which has been established under the Older Americans Act, to encourage and coordinate
new shelter and service strategies at the local level and become a vital
part of the neighborhood support system for older Americans.
Thus, it is with great anticipation that we begin today's hearing.
For we will hear of the housing, service, and crime problems confronting seniors from all walks of life throughout the bay area region
and California. But we will also learn that efforts fostered by all levels
of government, by branches of the aging network, and by community
groups are pragmatically and successfully responding to these difficulties, and are building stronger neighborhoods in the process. I can
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promise you that we will use the information gathered today and in
subsequent hearings to devise policies which effectively and efficiently
assist older Americans in responding to the new pressures facing them
now and in the years ahead.
Before calling our first witness, I do want to note that State and
congressional Representatives from the bay area were invited to participate in today's hearing. Congressman Philip Burton was extremely
helpful to us, as was Senator Cranston. Unfortunately, our hearing
coincides with the start of the winter session in Sacramento and with
caucus activities in Washington.
I also know that I speak for the entire membership of the committee
in expressing our shock and regret at the tragic circumstances which
so recently claimed the life of Representative Leo J. Ryan. His devotion to his constituency and his quest for the truth inspire us all, even
in his absence. We will endeavor to conduct today's inquiry in the
same spirit of sensitivity and response to the needs of all citizens
which marked his career.
The committee also extends its heartfelt condolences to the family
of Mayor George Moscone, and to the people of the city of San Francisco. M~ayor M~oscone championed the cause of the elderly and of all
those who make up in need what they lack in power. His office lent invaluable assistance to us when we undertook to understand the evictions
at the International Hotel, and as we engaged in preparation of today's
hearing. I know that it was his goal as mayor to shape a city which
could offer decent lives in thriving, vital neighborhoods to all its
citizens. Mlayor Moscone's work has been cut short, terribly and without purpose, but his spirit is with us today as we seek the means to
better the lives of the poor and the elderly who seek only the basic
dignity that is due to every human being.
I want to introduce on my left Phil Corwin of the Committee on
Aging staff; Jeff Lewis sitting on my extreme right, and from the committee minority staff; and Shirley Wilson of personal staff.
We will proceed today with testimony from various witnesses. We
would ask that the witnesses attempt to keep their oral testimony to
no longer than 10 minutes. I realize that is a short period of time, but
I can assure you that the entire printed statement not only will appear
in the record, but will be delivered to each committee member and made
a part of the permament files and report from these hearings.
The first witness today will be Donald Terner, director, California
Department of Housing and Community Development.
Mr. Terner.
STATEMENT OF I. DONALD TERNER, SACRAMENTO, CALIF., DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, STATE OF CALIFORNIA; ACCOMPANIED BY PAUL DEMPSTER AND IAN ROBERTSON, SAILORS UNION OF THE PACIFIC,
AND MARY ELLEN SHAY, CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING
Mfr. TERNER. Senator DeConcini, ladies and gentlemen, I wish I
could say that it was a pleasure to be here today. I think all of us, in
fact, regret that there is any need for these hearings or for any testimonIy. I think the plight of the Nation's elderly and those elderly
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citizens living in California is certainly one that causes us all extreme
anxiety and regret and we are here today to work with you to, in fact,
do our verv best to eliminate this tragedy.
The State of California, Governor Brown, and those members of his
administration, have been working hard through our department, the
department of housing and community development, through the
California housing finance agency, through HUD, through the
State department on aging, to put together a coordinated program to
give elderly residents of this State a fair and fighting chance to obtain decent housing.
We have over 1i4 million elderly households in California and by
and large their incomes are lower than those of other Californians.
Unfortunately they are fixed. They don't float with the economy.
They don't float with inflation. For that reason, as housing prices
escalate and their incomes fail to keep pace, a widening gap opens
between their ability to pay and the cost of decent affordable shelter.
Our housing costs in California are extremely high, among the
highest in the Nation. The cost right now for a medium-price used
house is over $70,000 and for new construction we are beginning to
go over the $80,000 level. In fact, we are now into the low $80,000.
Forty percent of all the homes in California are now priced at $80,000
and over. This compares to 10 percent in the rest of the Nation. You
can get some sense of the extreme escalation of our housing costs.
Elderly people in California are averaging about $7,000 a year. This
is compared to some $18,000 a year for nonelderly citizens in this
State. You can see that there is a great discrepancy between that
$7,000 and $18,000. Both of those figures, whether it be median income
of the elderly or median income of all Californians, are simply
not able to keep pace with the cost of housing. Two-thirds of our
elderly citizens pay more than a quarter of their income for housing.
A quarter of income seems to be a number derived at as a rule of
thumb, but basically the data shows that when an elderly family is
paying more than a quarter of income for housing, then they are
not getting proper nutrition, proper medical care, proper clothing,
and all the other necessities of life.
We have been delighted with the Federal response in terms of the
kind of programs that they offer. The section 8 program is exceedingly important. While we are delighted at the concept of the section
8, the numbers have been far too small. We now know that although
there are some 60,000 section 8 participants here in this State, that
covers only 10 percent of the need in terms of people who are paying
more than a quarter of their income for shelter. WV7hat we need, really,
is a great expansion of the section 8 authority. We have cities and
towns in California now where over 4,000 names are on waiting lists
for section 8 apartments. Those cities and towns find themselves in such
a futile position that they have stopped taking names on the waiting
list because, in fact, there are many years of backlog in terms of section
8 allocations.
We would strongly urge the committee to recommend a section 8
program in the Congress to meet a more significant portion of the
need for rent subsidies. We know the President's budget message has
given us an early signal that there is going to be greater austerity
and we would urge the Congress and members of the administration to
pay particularly key attention to this very high priority program.
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One of the Governor's priorities is to keep elderly people in their
own homes as long as they want to remain there, and have the social
and economic resources to do so. We don't want to see the elderly
shunted off to institutions. As the cycle of aging occurs, we have many
elderly in their own homes, yet they do not have the income, nor the
personal physical strength and energy, to keep up their homes. So we
have our many elderly occupied homes that are in dire need of rehab
and we do not have the kinds of funds for rehabilitation that will
help these elderly families maintain and stay in their own homes.
The fact that these homes are deteriorating means that many of them
will have to be institutionalized simply because they can't keep up
their own places. If we could just extend assistance to elderly families
so they could keep up and maintain and rehabilitate their houses,
keep them in the communities longer, that is where they belong, that
is where they are the happiest, and, in fact, that is where we want to
see our communities go. We are going to lose the elderly out of our
communities unless we can help them maintain the houses that they
are in.
We have some State programs that are designed to do that, but
the fact is that our State programs really only provide a drop in the
bucket. It is the Federal Government, with its very large tax revenue
base, that really needs to come in and help the States and communities
to offer assistance to their elderly in maintaining their homes.
Another particularly critical source of housing for the elderly
happens to be in residential hotels. The cycle of downtown life is such
that many of our cities around the Nation have very large hotels that
were built in the early part of this century. Those hotels are no longer
the kinds of places that tourists will stay in when they come to the
city. They stay in the more modern motels and hotel construction.
What is happening is that the downtown hotels have become places
for the elderly.
We have over 16,000 downtown hotel spaces in California that are
occupied by the elderly, but are unfit for human habitation. They represent fire hazards, safety hazards of all kinds. Basically it is critical
that we recognize, as you said in your opening statement, the value
and importance of congregate housing. We don't have to have a
kitchen in every single unit. The elderly are living that way now.
It is not the greatest situation in the world. In fact, what we need to
do is to get out of the catch-22 and say you are in a residential hotel
now, there is no kitchen in your apartment, therefore, you don't
qualify for any assistance.
What we want to do is bring these residential hotels up to standard,
particularly fire standards. That is an impending tragedy and we are
all well aware of it and very concerned. We want to bring these
hotels up to standard and we need the Federal Government to recognize that this is an important de facto source of housing and not to
deny us Federal assistance simply because these hotel rooms do not
each come equipped with a kitchen. There are ways to feed the
families and households in these hotels. We are doing that now. What
we do need is to be sure that we can qualify these units for Federal
assistance.
We also are very encouraged by the HUD section 202 program. We
have moneys here in California under 202 to build nearly 5,000 units.
Again, though, the problem is the help is too little and too late. It turns
45-495-79-2
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out to be just a drop in the bucket and we urge the committee to recommend the expansion of the 202 program in coming years. We further urge the committee to seek inclusion of an $80 million appropriation for congregate housing under the 202 program, currently being
deferred by OMB. We wish that to be incorporated into the 1978
housing program.
Let me finish this portion of my testimony by saying we recognize
there are three phases of the elderly cycle. What we are hoping is that
each of these phases can be recognized for its unique aspects.
The first one we might call the preventive phase. That is when the
family head reaches his fifties, his or her fifties. The children grow up,
leave the house, and there is a whole new set of housing needs that
fall upon the household head in his fifties. What we want to see and
what we are doing now in State government is getting some counseling
to those families, looking at different ways that the family might make
a transition perhaps from a house with empty bedrooms where the
kids might have once lived to tighter quarters, but tighter quarters
still within the community, more affordable, but still relating to neighbors and friends.
We also recognize that there comes a point in time when the widow
or widower or even the elderly couple moves on in years and cannot
stay in a private home. What we are doing now is, we are looking to
increase the production phase so that we produce more new apartment
units for the elderly with rents that are affordable, that will not take
more than a quareter of their income. We are trying to work under
the section 8 program and the section 202 programs and others. That is
again where we seek and urge your help.
The final phase is that we realize in this continuum of care there
are families who will sometimes need medical attention and so forth.
We are looking for a third transition into housing that might be semiinstitutional. You might say that it is kind of a housekeeping arrangement with close and easy access to medical facilities. This transition
of housing from the counseling to the production of new units, to the
integration of housing and medical care facilities, is a t1eme that we
are pursuing in California that we think is very important.
I would like, if I may, to touch on one innovative program that we
are pursuing right now. That is why these people are at the table with
me.
This is Paul Dempster, president, Sailors Union of the Pacific; and
vice president, International Seafarers Union; Ian Robertson, on my
right, of the Sailor's Union of the Pacific; and Mary Ellen Shay of our
State department of housing, who is the project manager for this particular program that I want to talk to you about.
We have an opportunity in San Francisco, I think, to take the unique
step. It is a product of happenstance, but the situation is something
like this. We have two cruise ships, the last two American cruise ships,
luxury liners, that have been retired from service. Basically these vessels could be converted to some 460 units for the elderly and would
house over 700 people. The interesting thing about this project is the
fact that these vessels were never designed for housing. They were
designed for luxury fantasy vacations. They have swimming pools,
dance floors, lounges, libraries, reading rooms, hospitals with an op-
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erating room, banks, so on and so forth, all the things that make a
vacation fantasy the high-priced commodity that it is for so many
Americans. The sad part of it is that these boats are going to be retired and possibly sold for scrap in the Far East. We have an opportunity to convert these to units for the elderly. We can house the elderly
on these vessels for some $29,000 per apartment. This compares to
$35,000 and over for comparable apartments on land, with none of the
vacation luxury amenities that these vessels now provide at no charge,
a 400-seat theater, so on and so forth.
I would like to show you, if I might, a few slides of these vessels,
and mention to you four things. The first is that the vessels can provide
housing, decent and safe housing, right in the heart of San Francisco.
We have no buildable land for new elderly projects. They provide unprecedented recreational facilities because they were built as vacation
resorts. I had the great sadness for a project here in Oakland, St.
Mary's housing for the elderly, just a few blocks from this building,
to have to cut out of the construction budget card systems that would
allow greater security in the buildings, and a very modest sauna bath
and jacuzi for the elderly people in the basement of this building,
which would have been kind of a therapy for those with arthritis and
other things, a very modest cost, totaling less than $8,000 in a multimillion-dollar project. These are the facilities that are on these ships
for free, for the asking, on board these vessels.
The other aspect of these vessels is that they offer unique employment opportunities for the elderly. The kitchen facilities on board
these vessels are self-contained to produce 60,000 luxury meals, a huge
butcher shop, a bakery shop almost as big as this room and within the
bakery shop a fancy pastry shop. These are the kinds of places where
the elderly could work. They could produce bread and pastry for San
Francisco. They could produce meals on wheels for other elderly and
the food capacity is so great that people from other parts of San
Francisco could come to the vessels to eat and take part in the public
amenities and facilities.
Finally, and most importantly, the vessels have a kind of built-in
security. The tragedy of our elderly is that they are afraid to come out
of their apartments, they are locked in. They are afraid to even go
to the mailbox for a monthly social security check. The Social Security
Administration has responded to this by depositing their checks in the
bank, but that even keeps them more cooped up and locked up in their
apartments.

With these vessels we could have complete safety and security so
that the elderly could interact with one another, roam the vessel freely
and in complete safety and have all of these facilities.
If I might, I would like to ask you to sit in this chair and take a
very brief look at the slides. I will show you the vessels. I will show
you some of the facilities on board and try and give you some sense
of how the conversion might proceed.
And that will end my testimony.
Senator DECONcTCIT. Mr. Terner, we appreciate that very innovative
idea. and it is one that certainly should be gRiven serious consideration.
I am advised that in your statement., you make mention of the appropriation for congregate housing under section 202. Mr. Corwin
advises me that the White House has approved that.
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Mr. TERNER. I am delighted to hear that.
Senator DECONCINI. We are pleased to know that this is acceptable
to the administration. I have to admit that the Special Committee
on Aging did recommend very strongly that the President approve
it, and that there would have been great resistance, at least from the
Senate side, if it was not.
In your statement, you obviously feel it is necessary that the Federal
Govermuent participate. You talk about the Federal Government tax
base being such that they could participate greater in section 202 and
many other areas. It occurs, to at least this junior Senator, that these
are some of the problems California has faced, the Federal Government is going to face or is facing. I think the fact the President is
moving toward what he considers a balanced budget by reducing the
1979 deficit to $30 billion-raises a question to me-I concur, first, that
the Federal Government has to reallocate some funds, but what is the
State of California willing to contribute to this? I am going to ask
the same questions in Arizona when I hold hearings in that State.
What kind of commitment can we expect from the State to enter into
a partnership in this with the Federal Government, and not look
solely to the Federal treasury for their resources?
Mir. TERNER. That is a fair question, Senator. The first commitment
we make is the authorization of some $750 million worth of revenue
bonds that we are selling. Much of this money is going into housing for
the elderly. The remainder, which is not going into housing for the
elderly, is going into housing for low- and moderate-income families.
Senator DECONCINI. How much of that is going to elderly, do you
know?
Mir. TERNER. We are on a 40-to-60 split there. It is roughly $300
million. We are using the State's credit to finance elderly housing.
That is an important commitment that we have made.
We are also involved in a large number of other programs. If I
could just mention one, the Governor just signed Senate bill 966, the
deferred payment rehab bans. One of the things that we are seeing is
that in areas that are upgraded, as you mentioned in your opening
statement, there is often displacement of families who are elderly in
those areas because generally property values are going up. Under
Senate bill 966, we will be able to allow elderly families in those upgraded areas to make the improvements that will bring their homes up
to code, but, in fact, the payments on those improvements would be
deferred until time of sale of their house. In essence, it is like a grant
program where their home situation will be improved, but they will
not be paying any more in their monthly payments.
That is an important kind of program. I will admit to you that I
am not satisfied with the appropriation that followed that, but at least
we have got some money to make these loans now and we will be making them this fiscal vear. and we will be going back to our State legislature for increased funding in future years.
W"'re have a number of State programs. California has been a leading
State around the Nation with respect to taking elderly people who
have been institutionalized temporarily and who might, without this
program, generally remain in an institutionalized setting, and Mary
Ellen Shay, who is with me, and others have been instrumental in
integrating elderly people back into their communities after a brief
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institutional stay and not letting the trauma of being institutionalized
at an old age tip the balance so that the person is caught and never
goes home. That is one of the things that we want to see stopped. We
want to get those families home. If they can't go back to their original
homes because, in fact, they are only semimobile or semiambulatory,
we still don't want to keep them out of the community. We want to
get them into a continuum-of-care situation so that their lives can
be as normal as possible after the institutionalization.
MNary Ellen, you might want to mention to the Senator one or two
other things that we are doing in California in terms of commitment
of State resources and funds for the elderly.
MIS. SHAY. One of the other things that we are trying to get started
is what we call a housing assistance counseling service for the elderly.
We have been -working on a housing assistance location service which
would help older people who are inappropriately placed in homes
right now that may be too large for them, to help them relocate to something that is more suitable. It would be a service that doesn't put any
biases on the recommendations that are made, rather than going to a
real estate agency who immediately counsel somebody to sell. We are
talking about a more open-ended kind of a counseling service which we
think would be very, very helpful.
We also have committed money to the serving of the elderly through
assembly bill 998, which I am sure will be talked about later on when
Janet Levy gives her testimony, but A.B. 998 is a multipurpose senior
service center. The department of housing is working in close conjunction with the staff of the A.B. 0998 project to develop housing that is
as appropriate for the needs of elderly people as the social services that
are being developed for the 998 project.
We are very excited about our relationship with the department on
aging. It gets closer all the time. We feel that no longer a.re we just
housers interested in bricks and mortar, but we are also interested in
the people that live there. That is a big step for us. Builders traditionally are interested in building and nothing else, but we feel that
we have gone beyond that.
Senator DECONCINT. Let me move on to another question. One problem that we face in Congress is getting the right transmission of the
message from the local communities. I think one of the worst things
that the Federal Government can do is impose something that may
work in one part of the country and not in another part. I am certainly
not being critical of communities in the bay area. How do you think
we can generate that interest from the local governments to come forward to us? We specifically need to line-item some of the HUD money
or, more specifically, line-item some of this for housing of the elderly,
rather than letting the local government make that decision. If we
do that without their direction or request, you know the kind of problems that we run into. Do you have any suggestions on how we
can solicit that information from the local communities, the local
governments?
Mr. TF.RNER. Senator. that is the problem that we in State government share with you, of course. While we have our own goals and
those things that we would like to see done in the local communities,
we also recognize that the local communities need a maximum amount
of flexibility so that they can design those programs that are exactly
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right for their local situation. I applaud- the Federal Government's
block-grant program in that you do in the block grants give the local
communities large amounts of latitude with respect to what they do,
and at the same time you have a mechanism in your A-95 reviews and
in your own block-grant award procedures at HUID where. although
you are not looking at this line by line, you do have the latitude to allow
the communities to deal with what they consider to be the most important. You also evaluate what they are saying they are going to do
with these dollars along some general guidelines, that there be an emphasis on low and moderate income and so on and so forth. I think that
that is an important way to go. We are trying to work within that at
the State level. We review these block-grant applications. The Governor's office specifically signs off on every block-grant application that
every community makes through the A-95 review process, and on behalf of the Governor our department does a lot of that reviewing.
I think we are quite happy with that kind of balance. You set up the
rules. You tell us not what we must do, but in general terms what we
must achieve. We are happy with that kind of an approach. I would
urge that the Federal Government maintain that kind of strategy with
respect to soliciting out of the localities their ideas for what makes
sense in their communities, not restricting them and not rubber stamping one successful idea from one part of the country on every other
community. It is important at the same time to tell the communities
what you expect them to achieve, what parts of their population they
must cover, what kinds of results you are going to be looking for at the
end. I think if we can refine the existing block-grant mechallism that
we will have a mechanism that will, in fact, not stifle local initiative,
but will give us a shot at the goals that we all feel are important.
Senator DECONCINI. Thank you.

Mr. Corwin?
Mr. CORWIN. I have two questions for Mr. Terner. The first is that our
hearings are alerting us to the fact that things are changing in terms
of what is going on in the urban areas, that there is a lot of money
going in for reinvestment, and that the market is changing. Can you
give us some suggestions or examples of how we can help community
organizations and neighborhood groups get some benefit from the revitalization in their neighborhoods and to participate in that for the
benefit of the people living there now? Second, what can we at the
Federal level do, either through a tax incentive or other mechanism, to
encourage the private sector to lend some of its resources and some of
its management expertise in developing housing resources for elderly
people in these areas?
Mr. TERNER. Mr. Corwin, I am particularly happy that you asked
that. Before I came to California to join the department of housing
and community development, I was director of a community group
and have a strong sense of what community groups need. I am
thoroughly convinced, from my former vantage point as director of a
community group, I was director of the urban homestead board in
New York City, which dealt with a lot of self-help rehab in that city,
and from my vantage point as director of housing and community development from the State of California, that in many cases community groups can do far better in terms of being sensitive to the
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particular issues of people in those neighborhoods, people on those
blocks, then Eve can in government.
For example, HUD just now, through Assistant Secretary Geno
Baroni, made a series of technical assistance grants to community
groups. It is astounding when you think that sometimes moneys on
the order of magnitude of $7,000 or $10,000 can make the difference
between an operational community group and one that simply can't
get off the ground because there isn't a telephone, there isn't a storefront, there isn't a secretary there to answer that phone.
Tiny amounts of technical assistance moneys to these community
groups can accomplish great things. I, once again, feel that when the
Federal Government can make its dollars available to people at the
grassroots level to enable them to do for themselves, we are a lot better off than with a paternalistic type of view that says, OK, here is the
program, here is the cookbook and here is how you do it. That enabling ,kind of funding, I think, is critical. Again, my criticism of it
would be that it is too little and too late. That is the kind of thing
that we need more of and maybe less of the big paternalistic type of
spending programs.
*With respect to the private sector. I think you yourself suggested
the one thought that I have on that, which is to get or give the private
sector some tax advantages for doing these things.
I might add that the Sailor's Union of the Pacific in a sense is a
kind of private sector situation where we in State government and
they in the private sector are in partnership. I think they are doing
some amazing things. Thev have some tax-free status. It is the taxfree status of their moneys that enables them to do socially responsive
things.
I think what they are doing with respect to the Mlariposa and the
Monterey is exceptionally important because yon have got the port
cities of the Nation, all the way from Boston to Miami, from Seattle
down to San Diego, cities along the 2-ulf, Galveston, New Orleans,
et cetera. these are some of the older cities. because -we settled our
coastline first, these are the cities that have concentrations of elderly
and these are the cities that have shortages of buildable land near the
center.
*What we are doing with the private sector in California in a
partnership with the State government and the union is that we are
trving to set np a model that may, in fact, work for other port cities
around the Nation. This is coupled, of course, with the fact that
many cruise ships are coining on the market because the nature of
the vacation industrv is chancing. You have the SS United States for
sale, you have the Queen Mary for sale, and many others. Vacations
are now oriented toward jet travel and not toward the large
stea mships.
FWhat I am saving is we are looking to the initiative of the private
sector. the Sailor's Union of the Pacific, in partnership with State
government, they have the tax-free status, we have a situation where
small amounts of technical assistance money is producing some detailed feasibility studies and I am very hopeful that this particular
partnership between government and the private sector can bear fruit,
not only for California and San Francisco, but for other old port
cities around the Nation.
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Mr. CORWIN. I have one other quick question. I know in California
you have established a good working relationship between the housing department and the aging department. But, in general, do you
think the Federal laws we have on the books now in regard to housing
and in regard to programs for the aging require enough coordination
of this type. Or should they be stronger on that?
Mr. TERNER. Let me say this. Whether they require it or not, any
State housing director worth his salt knows that this is one of the
critical problems that he must face. The housing for the elderly is
one of the real tragedies, I think, of our Nation. It is a privilege to
grow old and to have those extra years of life. The fact that we haveand I hope that I have that privilege too, but the fact that those
families who attain elderly status don't have the wherewithall to live
in decency is really a disgrace. What we are trying to do-perhaps you
don't require us to coordinate with them, but, as I say, if we have
any sense of responsibility in State government we know we have to
coordinate because, in fact, the two problems are so integrally locked.
It would be crazy for the department of aging not to coordinate with
the department of health. It would be crazy for them not to coordinate with the department of housing. Health and shelter and food and
nutrition, these are the necessities of life. With respect to our abilities
to coordinate these programs, I am happy with the fact that we can
take our own initiative. Perhaps in some other States, which I am
less familiar with, you may feel you have to require it. I don't think
the requirement is necessary in California, but I also wouldn't object
to it because we are doing it anyway.
Senator

DECONCINI. Mr.

Lewis?

Mr. LEwIs. I have one question.
Recently California passed landmark legislation in proposition 13.
Has your department any idea what the impact of that legislation
will be in terms of the State's commitment toward housing services
for the elderly and have you begun any analysis of what that impact
will be?
IMr. IERNER. Proposition 13 is a two-way story in that you have
elderly families who may be homeowners, and particularly longstanding homeowners whose tax burden will be reduced. That is a
benefit. Their net shelter costs decline. The sad part is that we have
so many elderly renters in California. One of the things that concerns me greatly, and concerns renters throughout the State-half of
our population are renters-is that the benefits of proposition 13 were
not uniformly passed on to renters. In some cases they were, in other
cases they weren't. In most cases it is the sentiment of renters that the
fact is they did not get their share of the proposition 13 savings.
What that has brought on in California is a great many local initiatives toward rent control. That is a very serious situation. We now
have rent control in the city of Los Angeles. We have it in the city of
Berkeley. We have it in the city of Davis. We have ballot initiatives
qualifying other cities around the State. We have still other cities that
are considering rent control. Rent control as one of the impacts and
fal]outs of proposition 13 or the move or sentiment for rent control is
something that we must reckon with.
It has got a secondary impact that I think is even more profound
on the lives of the elderly. When you have got the situation of rent
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control, as we do in many cities, you have also got the situation, the
secondary impact of the housing industry, the landlord industry,
taking the rental units and converting them into condominiums. The
conversion to condominiums is displacing elderly families. They are
the ones who can't buy into condominiums. We are finding that some
85 percent of the tenants in apartment buildings which are being converted to condominiums are being displaced. This is an incredible
hardship.
We took testimony from an 89-year-old woman in Oakland a few
months ago that she had been displaced three times. She was a retired
teacher on $375 a month social security and a $300 a month teacher's
pension. She had moved into apartment after apartment only to find
that they were being converted to condominiums. She was telling us
at S9 years of age, she sat at the witness table and said "I moved with
two other teachers that I retired with. We asked if they were going
to convert to condominiums and they said no. They were ill and not
as strong as I was." She said that in the three successive moves her
two friends had died. They simply could not cope with the trauma
and tragedies of these moves and disruptions. She was alive and hanging on by a thread and testifying about the condominium conversions.
This is an incredibly significant impact, I think, of proposition 13.

There has been a chain of events that has done that. I think we have
to do something about condominium conversion in two respects. No. 1,
we have to somehow limit the conversion process. We are looking at
many different mechanisms by which to do this. The other is that we
have to give elderly families and low-income families that are young
in age some assistance in buying into their former apartment which
they are going to be thrown out of when the building converts. We
are looking at a great many ways of doing this.
Senator, you asked what wve are doing with California funds. We
have a major proposal being drafted and they are being circulated
now among HUD. where we want to go into partnership, the State
government with the Federal Government, in bringing assistance to
families who are being displaced by condominium conversion because, in fact, of that tragedy of being moved and disrupted continuously and that feeling of helplessness that sets in.
Those are some of the impacts of proposition 13. There are a great
many, but I wvill say it is a two-edged sword. You have got some property tax reduction which lowers net shelter costs, but you also have
a strong move for condominium conversions. That has a very negative impact on elderly families throughout the State.
Senator DECONCINI. Thank you very much, Mr. Terner.
We appreciate very much your testimony and participation this
morning.
I also want to compliment Mr. Dempster and the Sailor's Union
for their innovative approach toward something new. It is something
that should be looked at carefully.

Mr. Terner, we are impressed with your testimony as to massiveness of the problem here and the statistics that you cite. I am sure
that the committee will give careful consideration to your testimony

and that of those who appear with you.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Terner follows:]
45-495-79-3
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PREPARED

STATEMENT OF I. DONALD TERNER
INTRO-GENERAL COMMENTS

California's housing problems, particularly with regard to the elderly, are not
unique; but they represent a severe social ill which Federal, State, and local
government, as well as private industry, are trying desperately to overcome. The
department of housing and community development, in conjunction with the
California Housing F1inance Agency, 11IUD, the department of aging, and various
departments of local government are all devising ways to provide housing for
older people which is affordable, structurally sound, and suitable and supportive
to the needs of specific elderly clients. The following testimony will outline the
dimensions of the housing need for older people, describe programs which are
already in place to meet these needs, and finally note the gaps in existing prograins for older people and suggest possible programs to fill these gaps.
AFFORDABILITY

There are over 1,270,000 elderly households living in California today. These
households characteristically live in older, poorer quality housing in less desirable
areas. Incomes of the elderly, both owners and renters, are often fixed and substantially lower than other owner and renter incomes in the State.
Because of the extremely high cost of housing in California (median price of
homes sold in November this year was over $70,000 and more than 40 percent of
all homes sold in California in 1977 sold for more than $80,000 compared to only
10 percent nationwide), housing affordability in our State has become a critical
problem. The problem is exacerbated for the elderly, whose median income is
only one-third that of a nonelderly household, an estimated $7,000 per year
compared to an estimated $18,000 for a nonelderly household.
While 60 percent of the elderly own their own homes, their monthly payments,
including mortgage payments, home maintenance, and taxes often exceed 25 percent of their income. In addition, these homes are typically older, in deteriorating
condition and worth less than the homes of the nonelderly. Of the 40 percent of
the elderly who rent their homes, over 67 percent paid more than 25 percent of
their income for rent, compared to a statewide total of 43 percent. At least 600.000
elderly people are paying more than 25 percent of their income for rent, and the
tragic result is often inadequate funds for food and nutrition.
The section 6 rent subsidy program provides subsidies for some 60,000 participants through its existing, new, and substantial rehab programs, but the need
to expand this program is self-evident since only 10 percent of those needing
assistance are now receiving it. In some metropolitan counties the waiting list
for section S rental assistance has over 4.000 names, and new applicants are not
even being accepted any longer. We would urge the committee to strongly recomimend expanding the section 8 program to meet a more significant portion of the
need for rent subsidies.
STRUCTURAL ADEQUACY
In addition to the affordability problem described above, there is a critical
need for the repair and construction of housing units occupied by elderly people.
of the substandard housing in California is occuIt is estimated that 35 percent
5
pied by older people-27 .000 of the 785,000 units needing rehabilitation.
In 1970 households with heads over the age of 60 occupied over 40 percent of
all dwelling units lacking some or all indoor plumbing facilities, and the incidence of elderly persons living in units lacking adequate plumbing is double that
for the nonelderly. In addition, in 1970 older people lived in 36.8 percent of all
housing units built prior to 1939, although they only comprise 25 percent of the
total number of California households. By reason of age alone it is clear that
these homnes will need rehabilitation work more frequently than newer homes.
AN URBAN STRATEGY FOR CALIFORNIA

Governer Brown's key policy document with regard to the growth of cities
in California urges infill development and rehabilitation of existing neighborhoods, before, considering the expansion of urban areas beyond existing boundaries. The department of housing and community development fully supports
neighborhood rehabilitation, without displacement, and has developed several
programs which address housing rehabilitation.
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S.B. 966-Deferred Rehabilitation .Loan8. This program complements
rehab programs established by the Federal Government, such as the 312other
gram, the community development block grant (CDBG) rehab programs, and profornia's Housing Finance Agency neighborhood preservation program. Calithese programs are designed to assist low and moderate income ownersAll of
anti
renters to repair their homes and remain in their existing neighborhoods
so choose. Funded at $2 million, S.B. 9(6 recognizes a critical need and if they
lishes an important precedent; but at best it can only be considered as estaba "drop
in the bucket."
S.B. 910-~ou.sing Advisory Service. A demonstration program recently fui.,ned
to provide self-help technical assistance through local governments and nonprorit
groups for persons interested in repairing their own hoiiies. The program
is already underway on a demonstration basis here in Oakland and which
in the
neighboring community of Hayward takes special note of energy conservation
and
seismic and fire safety and looks to ways to reach elderly households
through
participation by younger people receiving technical assistance through
the
program.
In addition, many area agency on1aging offices provide home repair and maintenance services for older people which not only provide employment
opportilnities for seniors but enable them to maintain the existing homes of their
fellow
older Americans.
A substantial expansion of all home repair programs is essential if suitable
repairs for the 275,000 units of elderly housing which require it are to
be made.
RESIDENTIAL HOTELS

A major rehabilitation problem, which affects the elderly more than any
other
segment of the population, is the severely dilapidated condition
most residential hotels in large urban areas. A survey recently undertaken by of
our department,
which is by no means exhaustive, indicates that there are at least
16,000 substandard residential hotel units in major urban areas of the State. Our
department is working to expand California Ehousing Finance Agency loan programs
to
include rehabilitation of these inexpensive and integral parts of inner city
neigliborhoods. HCD would also recommend that HUD's rehabilitation rules
regarding
private bathrooms and kitchens be modified so that Federal
expended to repair rooms with shared bath and cooking facilities. money might be
NEW

CONSTRUCTION

An additional 336.000 housing units in California are so severely dilapidated
that they must be replaced over the next few years. Roughly
of those units
are occupied by elderly households. It is difficult to estimate half
many of the
additional 280,000 units of newly constructed housing wouldhow
be
required
for
older people, since figures are not available, but one incontrovertible
point
emerges-more new units both owner-occupied and rentals must be
to accomniodate the needs of all segnments of the community. including thebuilt
Since its reinstatement in 1976, the HUD 202 program has committedelderly.
moneys
to build 4,800 units of elderly housing throughout the State in 52 separate
ects. Although few of these projects are completed to date, the 202 direct projloan
program is clearly one of the best programs for providing new housing opportunities for elderly and disabled people to emerge from the Federal Government.
We would also urge the committee to strongly recommend an expansion
of the
202 program In coming years. We would further urge the committee
inclusion of an $80 million appropriation for congregate housing under to seek
the 202
program, currently being deferred by the Office of Management and Budget,
to be incorporated into the 1978 housing appropriation.
The California Housing Finance Agency operates a program similar to
the
202 program, funded through State revenue bonds. To
date CIIFA has funded
29 elderly projects, including two here in the city of Oakland. plroviding.3.0l0.
units of housing for the elderly. Each unit is subsidized with soction 8 rent
sidies, thus making~them affordable-for low-income elderly residents. The subgram is highly successful and applicants from throughout the State have pro-.
indicated an interest in particillating in the CHFA direct loan programn.
Unfirtunately the.program

is limited by the number of section sulbsidies granted hy-the
Fedeal Government, and wve would recommend that 8 the
committee ulrge the
allocation of additional section 5 units to the CHFA in order to wrovide
niore
loans for the construction of elderly housing.
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SITITABLITY

We are housers, and housers typically look to the technical aspects of housing construction when building a project. Recently, however, the department of
housing and community development has begun to work much more closely with
the department of aging in the development of housing which is specifically
designed to meet the needs of particular groups of elderly people. Using the
three phases of housing need described bythe department of aging in their long
range plan, the department is actively developing a continuum-of-care philosophy
which will serve the elderly through a transition from people who are active to
people who are frail. The three phases are:
Phase I. Preventive Phase.-Families begin to change once the family head
reaches 45-50. Children grow up and the housing needs of the families change
also. The department of housing and community development is planning to introduce legislation in the coming session which will create a housing counseling
service which will enable older people to consult with an impartial expert on
ways to improve their housing situations. The service will include roommate
referral services, advice on the pros and cons of selling existing homes and
moving to condominiums or apartments. The service will describe all alternatives
in helping people make the crucial decisions regarding their future housing needs.
Phase 11. Production Phase.-As people grow older, their physical abilities
and incomes generally decline. Thus a need for well-maintained and inexpensive
housing opportunities develops. This need must be filled by new production, and
by expanding the section 8 program and continuing to build new units under the
section 8 new construction program, the 202 program, and CHFA direct loan
programs.
Phase III. Protective Phase.-Finally, as people's ability to function in private
settings diminishes, it is often necessary to support older people with the facilities of nursing homes or convalescent hospitals because they lack the ability to
live independently. We believe that the construction of congregate living facilities and apartment units with medical and social services easily accessible will
reduce the need for 24-hour care facilities for the elderly, and would be much
more affordable than traditional nursing home care.
The Department has worked closely with the project staff for the multipurpose
senior services center which was funded on a demonstration basis last year by
the State legislature to develop a system of services and medical attention
which will enable persons to live in their own homes and neighborhoods longer
than is traditionally possible now.
MARIPOSA/MONTEREY

Finally, in keeping with the neighborhood theme, I would like to describe a
eoncept which the department, in conjunction with the Sailers' Union of the
Pacific and team of experts in the fields of aging, finance, and design, is currently developing-the creation of a floating residential community for the elderly
on board the cruise ships the Mariposa and Monterey.

Senator DECONCINI. I want to take a moment to introduce William

E. Oriol, sitting behind me, who is staff director of the Special Commrittee on Aging.
Our next witness will be Lionel Wilson, the mayor of Oakland.
We will take a 10-minute break at this time while the mayor comes
out. We will be back at 20 minutes after the hour.
[Whereupon a short recess was taken.]
Senator DECONCINI. The committee will reconvene at this time.
*We are extremely pleased to have with us today Mayor Wilson, of
the city of Oakland.
We have Charles Drasnin, president of the Oakland Community
Housing Corp., and Carl Jones, president of the Congress of California Seniors.
We are very pleased to have you here,gentlemen.
Let me once again, on behalf of the Special Committee on Aging,
thank the city of Oakland for their hospitality.
Please proceed, Mayor Wilson.
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STATEMENT OF MAYOR LIONEL WILSON, OAKLAND, CALIF.
Mfayor WVILSON. Good morning, Senator, ladies, and gentlemen.
It should come as no surprise to the committee to find that Oakland's
elderly population has housing problems similar to the elderly in other
urban centers. The causes of the senior citizen housing shortage are
too numerous to fully detail. However, I do feel that it would be to the
benefit of the committee for me to highlight four or five factors that
have most affected the ability of Oakland's large elderly population
to find and retain safe, decent; affordable housing.
First and foremost, it should be pointed out that a disproportionate share of Alameda County's elderly reside in Oakland. While only
a third of the county's total population lives in Oakland, our 66,422
people over 60 years of age constitute almost half of Alameda County's
elderly population. That is approximately 47.3 percent. Furthermore,
almost 55 percent of the county's elderly poor, and 65 percent of the
county's minority low-income elderly, are concentrated in Oakland.
Of all Oakland residents 60 years of age or older, 20 percent have
incomes below the poverty level. Of this last category, 25 percent are
members of minority groups.
Oakland's housing assistance plan estimates that 47.5 percent of the
low-income households in the city are composed of one- and two-person
elderly or handicapped families. That is, almost half of the housing
needs of low-income households in Oakland are generated by little
more than 13 percent of the city's population. Put more succinctly,
the demand for senior citizen housing in Oakland is greater than the
demand for similar types of housing in our suburbs.
A second contributing factor to the housing problems of the elderly
is inadequate income. Upon retirement, the elderly experience a sharp
drop in income. With the enormous inflation rate of the past 10 years,
the buying power of the elderly has been drastically reduced. For the
fixed-income elderly, the situation grows worse with every passing
year. Despite changes in mandatory retirement laws, the popular
prejudice against hiring older persons and a scarcity of part-time
employment restricts the ability of the elderly to supplement their
retirement income and thereby pay for decent.housing.
In fact, it has been estimated that more than 80 percent of the socalled problems of the elderly are income related. Older persons with
adequate incomes can resolve the age-related problems associated
with nutrition, transportation, public safety, health, and particularly
housing. It is not unusual to find low-income elderly persons paying
more than 50 percent of their monthly income for rent. And it does
not appear that any relief will be forthcoming in the near future. Despite the major property tax savings received by landlords with the
passage of proposition 13, the city has received complaints from senior
citizens who have had their rent increased up to four times the past
year. And although the problems of the older renter are the most dramatic and traumatizing, the elderly homeowner does not escape unscathed. Mlany older homeowners are forced to literally watch their
homes deteriorate around them because they are unable to perform or
cannot afford basic home maintenance and repairs.
Inadequate supply is a third factor that severely handicaps the
senior citizen in his search for decent housing.
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Oakland's stock of affordable housing is declining. Almost 7,000
housing units have been demolished over the past 10 years, an amount
almost equal to the city's total assisted-housing stock of approximately 8,000 units.
Further disrupting the housing supply for the elderly is the trend
toward the conversion of multifamily residences into condominiums.
The impact to date has been felt by the elderly who cannot find comparable housing if they are unable to purchase the converted unit.
In areas with low vacancy rates, conversion removes existing apartment buildings from the rental market, and thus causes a shortage of
rental housing as demand outstrips supply. This forces rents to rise
and puts pressure on the rental market as a whole.
In addition to supply and demand factors, and inadequate income,
our senior citizens must also cope with a highly competitive housing
market.

In the competition for housing between young persons just starting, households, students, single professionals, and the elderly, the
older person invariably loses. Their income does not allow them to
meet increases in rent, or to adapt to different lifestyles and/or
neighborhoods.

Lower income older persons have responded to this competitive disadvantages by seeking housing in residential hotels located for the
most part in downtown Oakland. Because of their fear of crime, they
are often unwilling to venture onto the streets and are thus cut off from
normal social activities and access to social, medical, and nutritional
services. A picture emerges of the older renter pushed from the peripheral suburban areas to an urban area with rising rents and increased demand for housing. Housing alternatives for the elderly
renter thus becomes more severely constrained.
The city of Oakland's office of community development has responded
to many of the forementioned housing problems with a variety of
programs.
For rehabilitating our old and existing housing stock, the city offers
the home maintenance and improvement program which provides
rehabilitation loans for low- and moderate-income homeowners at 3
percent interest. For those homeowners who cannot afford an interestbearing loan, the city offers HMIP, deferred payment loans. The
deferred-payment loan is interest free and payment is required only
upon transfer of ownership. In select cases, grants up to $4,500 are
available to the low-income homeowner for health and safety repairs.
Complementing the rehabilitation loan program is the home repair
program. CETA-trained personnel utilizing materials purchased
through the grant program mentioned above correct health and safety
problems associated with deferred maintenance. It is estimated that
85 percent of the recipients of the service are senior citizens.
Section 312 loans are also available at 3 percent interest for property
owners in urban renewal, homestead and neighborhood strategy areas.
Other city of Oakland initiatives aimed at alleviating some of the
housing-related problems of the elderly are the proposed downtown
multipurpose senior center and a temporary moratorium on condominimum conversions. The moratorium for its part is designed to suspend conversions pending the adoption of an ordinance that will
maintain the ratio of converted units to rental units.
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There are several options that should be considered in the near future as further means of alleviating the plight of our urban elderly.
Land banking. Good sites for elderly housing are becoming scarce.
As funds become available, it would be wise to acquire prime sites
for the future development of senior citizen housing. These sites could
then be sold to nonprofit developers as Federal funding for the construction of housing becomes available.
Rehabilitation of residential hotels. Downtown residential hotels are
becoming an important resource for the urban elderly. Low-interest
rehabilitation loans are made available with the stipulation that rents
increase no faster than the cost of living would help insure our elderly
safe. decent, reasonably priced housing in our downtown areas. This
would be a positive step toward insuring that that last refuge of the
displaced senior citizen is not eliminated.
Supportive services. There is an increasing need for facilities for
the elderly that provide homemaking and shopping assistance, meals,
and other nonmedical aid. The Congregate Services Act of 1978 will
permit the development of housing for the elderly with these types of
services incorporated.
In conclusion. the fact remains that regardless of the imagination
devoted to program development, the efficient utilization of volunteers
or the cutting and slashing of bureaucratic waste, progress in meeting
the housing needs of Oakland's elderly will be slow without an increased Federal commitment. No matter how Oakland responds to the
housing problems of the elderly without a serious reordering of national priorities and increased spending at the local level, things will
not improve. The general housing situation for older persons will
further deteriorate.
Mlany of the city's housing programs are oversubscribed or have
been temporarily suspended because of the overwhelming demand for
housing assistance. There is no hidden technique or administrative
procedure that can take the place of federally financed housing assistance programs. The quality of life for our senior citizens in the
near and distant future will depend in large part on Washington's
commitment to housing assistance programs for the aged. In Oakland
we look forward to working in partnership with the Federal Government to make our citv a better place for all of our senior citizens.
Senator DECONCINT. Mayor Wilson. thank you very much.
Let me go on to the other witnesses before we get into the questions.
Mr. Drasnin, you may proceed, please.
STATEMENT OF CHARLES G. DRASNIN, PRESIDENT, OAKLAND,
CALIF., COMMUNITY HOUSING, INC.
Mfr. DIiASNTN. Mr. Chairman, it is my purpose to discuss what happens to the elderly who are displaced because of local redevelopment.
Our experience in Oakland is a classic case history.
In late 1972 a number of local community organizations became
aware that in the planning for the city center redevelopment project
no plans were being considered to develop replacement housing for
those persons to be displaced. We also became aware that the redevelopment agency was seeking a waiver from I-TUD on section 105-IT,
replacement housing requirements, under the Federal Housing Act.
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We began a series of meetings with the redevelopment agency and the
city council during the course of which they were informed that we
were prepared to bring legal action to protect the rights of the people
to be displaced. I should indicate here that in the San Francisco Yerba
Buena project that city has suffered a series of long and costly delays
due to legal actions brought to secure replacement housing and that
staff of the Oakland agency were painfully aware of the possibility
of the same thing happening here.
We made clear our support for the city center project, but we said
most emphatically that with a rental vacancy rate of less than 5 percent and a waiting list of 24 months in existing senior citizen housing
apartment buildings, we were determined that new replacement housing be made available.
Finally in May 1973, the city council instructed agency staff to
work with the community groups in developing a program for the new
housing-. By October 1973. we had agreed on the number of units to be
developed: 170 senior citizen units, 100 units in congregate housing
for singles who lived in the dilapidated hotels that were wrecked,
and housing for 30 families. It should be noted that many of the
residents of the area did not wait for relocation assistance, but began
moving out on their own. Where they went is. of course. not known.
We then incorporated OCHI as a communitv nonprofit organization and were given the charge to find sites, develop architectural
plans, hire consultants, and plan the projects. But what OCHI needed
now was a disposition agreement with the city authorizing us to go
ahead. This is where we entered the bureaucratic maze. Although
agency staff was supportive. we had to contend with a number of
factors--the death of the executive director of the agency, the reorganization of the agency, the resignation of the director of the agency,
the election.of a new city mayor and council members who were supportive of our programs, the resignation of the city manager, and the
ever-present maze.
Draft after draft of the agreement was drawn and changes made.
Finally with proposition 13 about to be passed, we accepted a proposal
from the new city manager that the $3 million in accumulated tax increment funds, plus interest accrued, would be all the moneys to be
made available by the city, plus the city pledged to assist in securing
funding and section 8 rental subsidies.
Finally, after more than 5 years, on October 10, 1978, we have secured a signed agreement, and now the work begins anew and in earnest for OCHI, which is now the legal sponsor, developer, and
utimately the owner of the planned project.
Mr. Chairman, my statement here is not complete. The tone upon
which I end is too optimistic in view of the reality of the situation
today. Only recently have we become aware of the fact that the Office
of the Budget and Management and the national office of HUTD are in
conversation and discussing the proposed 10-percent cut in their
budget. Now, the proposed 10-percent cut can take many forms. One
of the forms is that there will be cuts in the insured programs, there
will be cuts in the section 8 programs, the subsidized housing programs. If these cuts take place and these programs are not made available to us, our hopes and plans for the development of this housing is
all in vain. We will not have housing in Oakland; we will not have
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this replacement housing in Oakland if HUD is not in a position to
render us support as necessary. I think the charge remains with your
committee to do what you can on a national scale and see that HIUD is
able to carry out its duties. We need more, not less, support. I think
you should carry this message back with you.
Thank you very much.
Senator DECoNcINI. Thank you very much for your testimony.
The next witness is Carl Jones.
STATEMENT OF CARL JONES, SHINGLE SPRINGS, CALIF.,
PRESIDENT, CONGRESS OF CALIFORNIA SENIORS
Mr. JONES. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name
is Carl Jones and I am president of the Congress of California Seniors,
an organization of senior citizen clubs in California.
Most seniors are on fixed incomes and they are faced with increases
in costs which price them out of many necessities of life.
Older people who thought they were well prepared for their retirement are faced with double-digit inflation-increased costs of food,
clothing, medical services, interest, and taxes, which have brought
them to their knees. The thought that they might be obligated to charity
is a black mark against our society.
Medical costs often cause the expenditure of life savings for that
which used to be a simple illness. If the seniors are to enjoy any kind
of retirement, there must be some controls on the costs of medical care.
It is apparent that these controls can only be provided by legislation
at the national level.
As you are well aware, there was a proposition 13 in this State that
was supposed to have been a mecca for the retired people. For some
reason this project is not working out the way the suede shoe salesmen
explained it.
R-lomeowners were supposed to benefit above all others. In fact, owners of income-producing properties, 65 percent of former property
taxes, are the primary beneficiaries. Within another 3 to 4 years, homeowners will be in the same old groove. Some local governments have
increased fees for services in lieu of taxes.
This tax shift passes onto the middle-income homeowners and renters the major share of the tax burden.
Now interest rates have been increased by about 25 percent in 1
year. This charge for the use of money further deprives seniors on
fixed incomes, as well as others, of a needed and adequate living standard. In El Dorado County there are 70,000 parcels, 32,000 of which
have sold since the 1975 date and for that reason alone are on the old
tax schedule.
The renters were promised relief by the proponents of proposition
13. In fact, they have received no benefit whatsoever, and in many cases
rents have been raised. Most renters, and especially those on fixed
incomes, can ill afford such increases. A report on San Diego County
mobile home parks is fairly representative of the problems statewide.
A hasty survey of parks built within the last 2 to 14 years reveals
that family parks charge more rent than adult-only parks. Effective
on January 1, 1978, the lowest space rental was $107 per month and the
highest was $225 per month. In every case electricity was extra and
45-495-790-i-
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gas meters were installed in many parks during the year, whereby
the gas became an extra billing charge. No credit was given for the
gas charge which had been included in monthly rent. Several parks
have imposed a trash pickup charge recently. Again, no credit.
After proposition 13 passed, the State took surplus tax money and
bailed out the counties. About 45 percent of the surplus tax money was
initially paid by renters who had also paid increased rents to offset
landlord taxes.
The renters paid excessive sales, State income, tobacco, alcohol taxes,
et cetera, which made up the surplus.
These surplus taxes were used to offset the loss under proposition 1&
in revenue from property taxes to the counties.
In addition, there are increased fares for municipal transportation
and parking in the city- and/or county-owned facilities. Some of the
counties are reducing tax-supported accommodations for senior citizens and their programs. The renters have been left out of tax relief.
Another area seriously affecting seniors is the conversion of rental
units to condominiums and forcing renters to purchase or move out.
Areas with practically a zero vacancy, such as San Diego, Los Angeles,
Santa Barbara, and the San Francisco bay area, present serious problems. Renters are frequently required to pay substantial purchase prices
in order to maintain a roof over their heads.
There are approximately 10 million people renting in California.
There are approximately 1,500,000 senior citizens in the State who
are renters. Thousands of rental units in California are owned by persons not citizens of the State and, in many cases, not citizens of the
United States.
There is an urgent need for low-cost rental housing and for low-cost
space for mobile homes. The logical solution would be the State and/
or the Federal Government to provide adequate, reasonable, low-cost
housing and mobile-home parks for the use of the citizens.
When a person on fixed income is faced with exorbitant increases in
interest, exorbitant increases in food, clothing, medical, and hospital
costs, exorbitant increases in cost of living, added charges for transportation use fees, admission charges, et cetera, it is quite evident that
something has to be done to correct the situation. That correction is
overdue. It must be done immediately, not next year. To delay will
force more of the population into Government-provided programs
which will do violence to the entire economy.
Senator DFCONCINI. Thank you, Mr. Jones, Mr. Drasnin. We

appreciate your comments. I get the message, but let me ask you a
question about that message. It seems to me also that one thing you
did not touch on was the inflation pressures that hit people on a fixed
income. I happen to believe that one of the biggest causes of inflation is the deficit spending the Federal Government has indulged itself
in for a number of years. Where do you think the priorities should
be, in your judgment, either one of you, as to the shifting of Federal
expenditures? Should we shift away from the military? Should we
shift it away from education? How do we meet this urgent need that
you point oiut that is present and getting worse instead of better?
Mr. JONES. There should probably be a shift from military. I hate
to put myself in the position of speaking for those that know how to
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run a military establishment, but there is a lot of money going into
that particular area and there are a lot of other supplemental programs for various people, including large industry. If it comes down
to whether a person eats and lives well and there has to be a priority,
then the priority should be made in favor of the senior and not in
favor of the other establishments. Too long or too many times when
there is a cut in programs the seniors immediately get the cut. This
is going on now in this so-called operation to implement proposition
13. The truth of the matter is that I doubt if anybody knows what the
hell proposition 13 means. Every day they come out with a
different solution. It always hurts those on a fixed income worse than
it does the others. Naturally everything that I have mentioned has to
do with cost of living.
Mr. DRASNIN. Mr. Chairman, I think you have asked a very important question that is basic to the whole functioning of our society
at this time. We have responsibilities as a people. The question is
where shall our priorities go? It is not that we don't have money.
Nobody, I think, in his right mind will say that we are a poor nation,
that we don't have the resources to do that which must be done. The
question is how do we allocate our resources.
Let me ask you this, Senator. How can we, in all decency, speak in
terms of abridging and curtailing the development of social programs
that our people must have and, at the same time, blindly accept the
notion that we can spend all or we should spend all this money that is
now being made available to the military. I am not a military person.
I, no less than many other people, can judge this, whether or not the
military is doing the right thing. I submit to you, and 1 think every
American recognizes that if we had the necessary forces at this time,
military force, to maintain the integrity of our country, and we do have,
how many times must we be prepared to kill our presumed enemies?
I think we have to at this time consider that we have to be aware of
the very important responsibility that we have to our own citizens and
direct our priorities in that direction.
Senator DECONUINI. Thank you very much.
This is constantly a struggle that those of us in Congress have, because of the military and nonmilitary are constantly telling us that
we must maintain our technological superiority in order to maintain
the quality of life that we have, even though it is disappearing certainly in the area of aging. I struggle with that each year because I
am cognizant from this hearing, and other hearings, that what you are
telling us is so true. The needs are there and we can't afford to reduce
the Federal commitment, nor can the States and the local governments afford to reduce their participation in funding good quality
programs for the elderly. Your message is clear, gentlemen. I thank
you for your time and your participation today.
The next panel of witnesses can come forward. Wilbur Hamilton,
Glenn McKibben. and Gordon Chin.
Gentlemen, let's proceed. If you can, limit your remarks for us to
our time constraints of 5 to 7 minutes. It would be helpful.
I will start with Mr. Hamilton, executive director, San Francisco
Redevelopment Authority.
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STATEMENT OF WILBUR W. HAMILTON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
SAN FRANCISCO REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY, SAN FRANCISCO,
CALIF.
Mr. HAMILTON. Thank you very much, Senator and members of the
staff.
The San Francisco redevelopment agency's housing programs to
a great extent are designed to fit the needs of people that reside or did
reside in the areas prior to redevelopment. If the area was mainly
populated by families, it follows that the housing program will inciude a large component of family housing. If the area was or is populated by the elderly, the housing program will include a large comnponent of elderly housing. And, of course, if the areas are mixed, the
housing reuses will be mixed.
I should also point out that San Francisco's redevelopment agency
operates on less than 4 percent of the total land area in San Francisco.
Our housing programs are also designed to serve the income levels of
the resident population. That is why Hunters Point has a large component of lower income family housing and YBC has a large component of lower income elderly housing. It is true that that elderly
housing program is as a result of long and difficult legal struggles that
could have and should have been avoided by appropriate planning on
the front end.
Currently the agency is the only city producing agent developing
significant numbers of subsidized housing units for families. The
private sector operating through OCD, produces mostly elderly housing. The housing authority in recent years has produced mostly elderly
housing. Without the agency's program, lower income families in San
Francisco would be going unserved.
Notwithstanding we have managed to devote a significant percentage of our total housing program to elderly needs and have made a
considerable contribution to the city's total supply of subsidized housing for the elderly.
We have done an effective job of getting low-to-moderate income
housing for the elderly built in San Francisco, both inside and outside of redevelopment areas. That has to do with the unique settlement of litigation in YBC which gave us the authority to find and
provide units outside our redevelopment areas. We have more than
2,800 units so far, with another 400 under construction and another
825 in the planning stage.
In fact, low-to-moderate income housing for the elderly built in San
Francisco accounts for 30 percent of our subsidized housing program
inside renewal areas. We could do more and we would like to do more.
The only way that can happen is for the city to continue a sensitive
but active use of the tool of redevelopment. We proposed a new coalition and working arrangement between neighborhood and community
groups, bousing development corporations and the agency under which
we would provide technical assistance to these groups to avoid the
inordinate administrative costs of staffing each of these groups in
every neighborhood. We would become a technical resource center
providing that assistance.
An example of this is Nihonmachi Terrace in the western addition
area A-2 project, which combines low-to-moderate housing for the
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elderly along with families and does it in a way that provides privacy
for both-neighborhood and community when each desires.
At present we are planning to build 100 to 200 units of low to
moderate senior citizen housing under the section 8 program, complete with kitchens, laundry, and recreational facilities in Hilltop
Plaza, atop Hunters Pohit. All told, 1,613 homes will be built in Hunters Point.
This is appropriate because the agency's rehousing caseload at the
Hunters Point project involved only 63 elderly at the time. Of that
63, 38 moved into new Hunters Point housing under either section 8 or
236, five into new western addition housing, and 20 outside of renewal
areas. The 20 who moved out can elect to return should they exercise
their certificates.
The section 8 program is favorably tilted toward profit-motivated
developers of housing for the elderly who can earn greater profit from
tax shelters and lower risks. The section 202 program is a good vehicle
for solvent, well-established nonprofit corporations. Under either of
these programs, developers of elderly housinZ can easily be attracted
so long as there are sufficient Federal subsidy dollars.
As a demonstration of the tremendous need for further subsidy dollars, on or in February 1978, when approving the assignment of the
city's 1978 section 8 allocation to projects, HUD placed strict limits
on the number of elderly housing projects that could be funded because it felt the city's program was already too heavily weighted.
in that direction. In the spring of 1978, a I-IUD offering of section 8
family units was only marginally successful. Unexpectedly in July,
HUD received additional section 8 money for San Francisco and
agreed to release it for elderly housing.
The HUD offering of 245 section 8 units for elderly housing in July
1978 elicited proposals from 18 developers encompassing or proposing
1,500 dwelling units. Most of these proposals.were good and many were
outstanding. but because only 245 units could be funded, 16 proposals,
or some 1,120 units, had to be turned down.
We would suggest to you that as a public' entity involved now in
the development of housing for all income levels in the city, that an
appropriate level of Federal 'funding is essential if we are to meet
these housing needs.
Sepator DECONCTNI. Thank you. Mr. Hamilton.
I also want to welcome Abe Papkoff to our panel.
Mr. McKibben, you may proceed.
STATEMENT OF GLENN B. McEKIBBEN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
COMMISSION ON AGING, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
Mr. MKICBBEN. Senator DeConcini, staff members of the 'Senate
Special Committee on Aging, citizens of the bay area, as the director
of an area agency on aging, it is my purpose today to remind yeln of
our mandated responsibility to provide for the housing needs of the.
elderly, to apprise you of the local condition, and to suggest 'flAt
despite the mood of austerity developing in our country we cannot
afford to turn our backs on these needs.
Our responsibility is clearly set forth in title I of the Older Aiirmslicans Act of 1965. Under this act, "it is the joint and several cldtkyand
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responsibility of the governments of the United States and of the
several States and their political subdivisions to assist our older people to secure equal opportunity to the full and free enjoyment of the
following objectives * * " Housing, after income and health, is
listed as the third ranking priority among 10 objectives. Thus, the
mandate reads that we must help provide "suitable housing, independently selected, designed and located with reference to special needs
and available at costs which older citizens can afford."
In San Francisco, 13 years after these words were written into law,
we cannot escape the irony of a situation wherein the city joyously
lays down a red-carpet welcome to thousands of visiting senior citizens
who stay at the best hotels, eat in some of the finest restaurants and
enjoy a wide range of entertainment while only a stone's throw away
from these tourist centers thousands of our local senior citizens live
in virtual captivity in the tenderloin, crammed into one of the most
ghastly and dangerous ghettos for the aged in this Nation.
I would just like to indicate to those present that I was part of a
tour that Senator DeConcini and his staff took yesterday in the tenderloin.

The housing need in San Francisco is critical. The social climate is
explosive. And, still, there does not exist a comprehensive citywide
needs assessment of elderly housing supported by scientifically collected hard data. Nevertheless, the housing need of San Francisco's
elderly is perhaps the most highly visible need of any unassessed need
I have ever encountered, plainly apparent to all segments of the population. The daily experience of citywide and neighborhood social
agencies and groups confirms what is self-evident, that many problems
of the aged can be traced to the taproot of insufficient or poor housing.
Further evidence of this awareness is the recent formation by some 45
nonprofit organizations and agencies of San Franciscans for Better
Housing, a vehicle originally coordinated by the Catholic Social Services agency to search for solutions to the housing problems of the lowincomed and the elderly. The commission on aging is cooperating with
this new effort and one of our staff members serves on the organization's steering committee.
A housing crisis for the elderly does indeed exist in San Francisco.
Elderly people on low or moderate fixed income are digging into their
food money to pay a disproportionate amount of their income on
highly inflated rents that continue to inflate. The commission's information and referral service receives a monthly average of 300 telephone
calls that are related to housing needs of the elderly. As property
speculation continues unabated, the statistics of tragedy mount in our
office and in all agencies dealing with the elderly. They are the most
helpless victims of the housing shortage.
Elderly tenants, some who have lived in the same apartment 20 or 30
years, are being forced to move because of rent increases as high as
100 percent. Many landlords are enforcing these drastic rent increases
with eviction proceedings. In the first 5 months of this year, landlords
have gone into court 649 times to seek evictions, with 159 actually being
carried out. Since then evictions have escalated and the sheriff's department reports an average of 40 evictions per week. Over the past 2.
years, evictions of senior citizens have risen 400 percent. Is this not.
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the ultimate indignity to inflict upon our senior citizens. Symptomatic
-of this deplorable situation is the emergence of a new business enterprise, professional evictors, who, for a flat fee, handle the entire matter
for the landlord. I have an exhibit from local newspapers illustrating
this development. To the elderly, tenant eviction is a traumatic experience, sometimes irreversible. It is interesting to note, in passing, that
in the country of West Germany it is illegal to terminate the residential lease of a retired elderly person for any reason.
The cruel fact of life in San Francisco is that the evicted or disrlaced older person on fixed income has nowhere to go, no suitable,
acceptable alternative-the tenderloin is not a viable option-not for
an elderly person trying to preserve his life and dignity. There are
no programs to adequately provide for the victims of this housing
crisis, no emergency program or facility to provide a senior citizen
with safe, sanitary, and comfortable quarters for an unlimited period
of time to adjust to the dislocation.
Of San Francisco's population, 22 percent is age 60 or older, an increase of 3.6 percent from 1970 to 1976, and all projections indicate the
rate of increase will continue and escalate despite the increasing rate
of displacement. More than 65 percent of the elderly here are renters,
compared to 35 percent renters statewide. The elderly pay from 35 to
48 percent of their income for shelter unless lucky enough to live in
subsidized housing as compared to an average of 22 to 28 percent by
the general population. On an SSI income of $306 per month, this
leaves little for food or other necessities. Outside the tenderloin, a
virtual zero vacancy factor exists for low-income elderly seeking decent
housing they can afford. In the general market, because of the lack of
sufficient new construction, the vacancy rate for housing is about 2 percent. About 44 percent of the units available to the elderly are single
rooms without kitchens in high-crime, low-security areas. At least 70
percent of San Franciscans who need better housing are elderly.
While the San Francisco Housing Authority is the city's largest
provider of senior housing, 1,677 units in 19 buildings specifically
designated for seniors and handicapped persons, the demand far exceeds the supply. Often the location, design, and services are undesirable and inadequate. About 60 percent of these buildings are located
in the tenderloin, south of Market or inner Mission districts. The
largest of the buildings, Clementina Towers with 276 units, has for
years stood in stark isolation south of Market surrounded by the redevelopment no man's land of Yerba Buena, virtually under siege
by the most unstable, socially disoriented elements of the city's displaced population-the elderly living in fear in an environment of
crimie, drugs, muggings, and rapes.
Because of the concentration of public senior housing in the central
areas, the few private developers of senior housing often tend to look
to the same neighborhoods for building sites. Part of the problem in
San Francisco is this stratification. We need to open all desirable
residential areas to our senior citizens. At any given time the housing
authority has more than 3,000 elderly persons on the waiting lists for
apartments. This constitutes about 60 percent of all San Franciscans
on the housing authority's waiting list. Persons on this list have waited
as long as 3 years for a vacancy. Another 1,500 to 2,000 elderly are on
waiting lists for various types of nonprofit housing. The private see-
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tor, for the most part, does not maintain waiting lists, despite requests
from the elderly.
Out of some 82,000 households determined to be eligible for some
kind of programmatic assistance, 27,000, or 33 percent, are headed by
elderly persons. An estimated 14,000 to 17,000 elderly persons are
trapped in the tenderloin, many living in high structures lacking elevators, without private baths, and no cooking facilities.
With current construction costs of new housing in San Francisco
coming to about $40,000 per unit, the city is rapidly becoming affordable only to those households where everyone is employed to help pay
the rent or mortgage payments. The only American city with higher
building costs is Anchorage, Alaska. And as the rental squeeze continues in traditional senior residential areas, such as the Richmond
and Sunset districts, we see a sociological disbalance taking place
along two lines of movement in opposite directions.
The "invisible" exodus to other counties or to the few outlying
fringe areas in search of the holy grail of low rents, and the visible
reverse exodus to the heart of the city, to the tenderloin, and other central areas, where a form of life can sometimes be geared to daily,
weekly, or monthly rental rates.
In any case, there appears to be no doubt that the elderly are the
primary victims of what appears to be an unofficial master plan to
chance the character of San Francisco from a city of gracious living
for all segments of the population, to a monolithic service unit for
the tourist industry and a paper-shuffling headquarters for multinational corporations. The elderly and low-income persons are thus
bereft of housing options, deprived of a sociocultural environment of
their own choosing.
What can we do? In the short term, the overriding needs are: Legislation to protect the elderly from eviction, stop the evictions and the
patterns of outrageous displacement, and an immediate infusion of
direct rental assistance to the elderly. In another time we provided a
food stamp program to needy persons who could not afford proper
nutrition. Perhaps the time has arrived for some sort of rent stamp
program for the needy elderly. The existing structured approach to
rental assistance through section 8 subsidies are not enough to meet
the need-new vehicles are needed.
In the long term, we must first recognize that no existing Government programs were designed to cope with the present housing crisis.
The linkage between rhetorical, and even statutory commitment. with
the pursestrinas is essential-this, despite the proposition 13 mentality that would curb all social programs regardless of need. But let it
be understood that housing is not a social program. It is an obligatory
investment in the economy, in the system, in the present and in the
future.

Surely, if the public sector is to be restrained and limited in its
spending for public good, we must look to the private sector. In this
respect it is worth looking into the feasibility of enacting mandatory
housing investment programs, such as exist in certain European countries, notably France, where the private sector carries the burden of
housing development through such mandatory investment programs.
A logical source of such investment funds, among others, is the approximately $145.6 billion in private pension funds now being administered
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through decisions of a tiny fraction of the banking institutions, with
little or no acknowledgement that these huge funds are legally the
property of workers who paid into them.
Meanwhile, let us explore the possibility of appropriating funds to
help capitalize local public/nonprofit senior housing corporations for
new construction and research and development. Local tax policies
should also be encouraged through the leverage of Federal funds to
block-grant moneys for such housing corporations. Top priority in
the disposition and/or conversion of surplus Federal, State, and local
lands should be given to the development of housing for the elderly.
Not to be overlooked is that the elderly also need legal protection
against being displaced through the invidious process now underway
in San Francisco; that is, the conversion of existing rental units to
condominiums.
In conclusion, permit me to make these observations. San Francisco's elderly are not a homogeneous group. They are composed of
individuals who need a vast complex of new housing appropriate to
different stages of the aging process, from conventional single family
units to multiunit congregate living arrangements with full supportive
services. We don't want to replace an old ghetto with a new ghetto.
The statistical solution of increasing the housing stock is not enough.
San Francisco needs a demographic resculpturing; entire areas must
be reshaped to accommodate the elderly within a mixed environment.
We must free the elderly from the vicious procrustean bed of the inner
city and start reshaping the physical environment with sufficient housing options to serve their human needs. We should create senior living
centers with the same community fervor that creates shopping centers.
I thank you very kindly for your attention and for the opportunity
to air these views.
Senator DECONCIN~i. Thank you very much.
We will now hear from Gordon Chin, director, Chinatown Neighborhood Improvement Resource Center.
STATEMENT OF GORDON CHIN, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF., DIRECTOR,
CHINATOWN NEIGHBORHOOD IMPROVEMENT RESOURCE CENTER
Mr. CAN. Thank you. My name is Gordon Chin and I am the director of the Chinatown Neighborhood Improvement Resource Center.
We are a community planning organization working on housing,
open space, community centers, transportation, and public housing
problems in San Francisco Chinatown.
One of the major reasons the resource center was established was to,
address issues such as displacement, which affect all of these problem.
areas. We came to realize that the impact of excessive commercial expansion, property speculation, foreign investment, and financial district encroachment were all contributing to the loss of housing, open
space and small businesses in Chinatown, driving up both residential
and commercial rents, and making it very difficult to develop new
housing.
As such, we are faced with a very unique displacement problem in
Chinatown. We do not have abandoned housing and we do not have
a lot of Victorians. Instead, we are faced with a very real threat to the
future of our residential community. The problem of displacement is-
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especially a hardship for our elderly. There are 10,000 elderly in the
Chinatown area who lack the economic, cultural, and language mobility to move out.
In the past 3 or 4 years, displacement pressures have forced our existing elderly to choose between doubling up in already overcrowed
and unsanitary hotels, moving into other poor areas such as the Tenderloin, or staying and enduring excessive rent increases.
Speculation has led to tremendous rent increases in Chinatown. The
past few years have seen land values in Chinatown approach $200 a
square foot. We are probably the most expensive ghetto area in the
country. Our proximity to high-income areas such as Nob Hill, Telegraph Hill, and Russian Hill, certainly do not lower the property
values in Chinatown. There has been widespread concern that foreign
investment has induced some of this speculation. However, it is very
difficult to determine because very rarely do property transactions list
the actual buyers of property.
One thing is clear, though. The intense competition for Chinatown's
15 square blocks of real estate has created an almost impossible market
situation where realtors have told me that there is no such thing as fair
market value.
About 40 percent of our property owners are family and fraternal
organizations who place an intrinsic cultural value on property ownership. In general they are a better class of owners than the individual
owners in Chinatown. Yet they are also feeling the squeeze and when
speculators come in, everybody's taxes and everybody's rents do go
up.
One case study which I feel exemplifies some of these problems, involves a building which formerly housed 149 single rooms, and 10
storefronts. In October of 1977, the building was sold for $1.5 million
cash. The new owner proceeded to convert 30 ground floor units into
sewing factories, evicted those residential tenants, some of whom
moved upstairs at average rent increases of $40. The owner then put
the building on the market for $2.4 million in May of this year.
The remaining upstair units, mainly occupied by elderly men, still
lack heat, adequate wiring, and hot water. Significantly, this particular landlord, who owns a total of eight buildings in Chinatown, has
never sold off properties before and has never been a speculator as
Isuch. He has remained a contented slumlord and millionaire.
We feel that his decision to sell the building was a direct result of a
speculative real estate market in Chinatown. He may be looking for a
buyer from the Orient. Even with the rent increases, the building has a
negative cash flow. We know the problem is serious when new buyers
see their primary financial gain through resale value. If the building
is sold, the new owner will undoubtedly raise the rents again.
Commercial development pressures have also intensified in the last
few years. We live in a community with less open space per person
than any other area of San Francisco, yet a few years ago some local
businessmen tried to put an underground garage at our only public
playground. We live in a community where the waiting list to get into
public housing is 20 years for a family unit. Yet last year a plan was
raised to convert all of the ground floor units in the projects to commercial storefronts, utilizing the public housing courtyards as open
air shopping malls. Chinatown already has the highest residential
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density outside of Manhattan. Yet every year or so some businessmen advocate raising height limits on Grant Avenue so that high rises
*can be built.
Chinatown's 15 square blocks now contain 14 financial institutions
:and 42 jewelry stores. We are losing many groceries, small restaurants,
and repair shops. Commercial rents on Grant Avenue go for $1-$2 per
square foot, with public auctions held for leases. Often the winner
-of these auctions pays front money. One storefront went for $20,000
just for the rights to the lease. In the previous case study I mentioned,
after community people criticized the owner for converting residential space to commercial use, the owner offered the space to one of our
Eocial agencies serving the elderly, with the "minor request" of $40,000
up front.
Some people, particularly local realtors, tell us that the commercialization of Chinatown is inevitable-that big money is coming in and
there is nothing we can do about it. A more common reaction is one
of confusion and frustration in confronting so-called private property rights. This is particularly true for the business community. On
the one hand, their own small businesses are being displaced. On the
other, there is a distrust of government control over private development.
In terms of community education, we've tried to raise a number of
operating principles for consensus building. The primary of which
is that Chinatown must be maintained as a mixed use residential community. Second, that commercial growth must be neighbohood serving and not displace tenants. Third, that Chinatown must be involved
in development decisions that occur in surrounding areas such as Nob
Hill. North Beach, and the waterfront. Related to this principle is
our belief that new housing with supportive social and commercial
services must be developed in other areas of San Francisco. And last
but not least, that government at all levels must make a commitment to
allocate funds and adapt programs to meet our unique needs.
We have worked on a number of projects to address these principles.
We have researched ownership, speculation, and tax trends in Chinatown. For instance, we have determined that Chinatown property owners will save at least $2.5 million in taxes due to Jarvis-Gann.
We are advocating to HUD to waive section 8 guidelines so we can
feasibly plan rehabilitation of our 132 residential hotels. Given the
high density and low vacancy rate in Chinatown, to impose HUD requirements for separate bathrooms and kitchens would enable rehabilitation only at a great loss in total units. We do not yet have the
new housing which could serve as relocation resources for rehabilitation.
We are advocating to HUD to relax seismic requirements which are
seriously hindering the financial feasibility of our ongoing. existing,
new construction projects. The contradiction here is that Chinatown
residents already live in the most seismically dangerous neighborhood
in the country, with most of our buildings of brick-masonry constrnction.

We've set up our own entity, the Chinese Community Housing
Corp., to acquire any land-bank sites for new construction, as the city
aigencies have not been able to acquire property for housing.
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We're working on a comprehensive historical survey which will
evaluate Chinatown buildings for historical significance and Chinatown's potential for historic district designation.
We have worked with other groups in the city to implement, thus
far unsuccessfully, such measures as an antispeculation transfer tax,
a renter rebate initiative, an antidemolition ordinance, and efforts to
prevent the conversion of rental housing to condominiums.
In summary, what Chinatown needs is an entire range of resources,
to combat displacement, including effective land use and speculation
controls, and a Government commitment to fund and adapt programs
to suit our unique needs.
I have two last comments to make. I think it is significant that this
series of hearings by the committee was spurred by your inquiry into
the International Hotel situation last year. The hotel still stands. We
are continuing to work toward the maintenance and rehabilitation of
the hotel for elderly housing.
Last, I would like to echo Mr. Hamilton's point that section 8allocations are sorely heeded in Chinatown and in San Francisco. Themajor project that was approved in San Francisco recently for section 8 is in the waterfront area and we do support that project. However, we do realize that much, much more is needed in the entire city.
Thank you.
Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Chin, thank you.
I would like to ask you and Mr. Hamilton just a quick question as
to a particular clause in Mr. McKibben's statement. He indicated.
that there appears to be no doubt that the elderly are the primary victims of what appears to be an unofficial master plan to change the
character of San Francisco from the city of gracious living for all
segments of the population to a monopolistic service unit for the
tourist industry, et cetera. That is an interesting observation
from someone who is so close to the particular problem. Do you think
that there is a master plan, or is it just coincidental that these things
are happening in the free enterprise system?
Mr. CHIN. I don't know if people are meeting in smoke filled rooms
to develop the plan. I do know that by default we have lost a tremendous number of housing units for the elderly in the last 10 years.
Official records by the city planning department show that in the
North Beach-Chinatown area there has been a net loss of around 700
housing units in the last 10 years. However, that does not take into,
account the fact that many of the new construction projects that have
occurred have been luxury high-rise condominium -projects. So the
actual net loss of low-income elderly units is tremendous. It is probably closer to 3.000 to 5,000 units that we have lost in the last 10 years.
I think the argument can be made that we have lost these units
sort of by default, since we have not been able to land-bank sites, to,
acquire sites for new housing for low-income people. The Government
agencies have not been able to move quickly enough. Therefore, the
private sector has moved in and built a lot of condominiums. Even
market rate housing is very difficult right now in San Francisco, and
middle-income families have been moving out.
Senator DECONCINI. Are vou saying that the local government needs
to attend more to responding to these needs so that the speculative
market won't be so tempting? Is that what you feel ought to be done ?
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Mr. CmiN. I think the Federal Government has an obligation to
provide a substantial amount of resources both in terms of block-grant
moneys and section 8 subsidy units. I think the local government has
an obligation to move quickly enough to acquire sites when they become available.
Senator DECONciNI. So if the resources were there, then the responsibility shifts to the local government to put it into elderly housing ?
Mr. CHiN. Right.
Mr. Hamilton mentioned that we need to develop innovative
mechanisms of neighborhood development housing corporations. We
have developed such a corporation in Chinatown. The city has to be
flexible to work with neighborhood base organizations in order to
acquire property and build new housing.
Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Hamilton, would you respond to that,
please.
Mr. HAmrrTow. I think the point made by the speaker to my left is
well taken. With respect to the agency's involvement in the provision
of housing for the elderly and the necessity to avoid the circumstances
he described, I would first like to point out that in the areas where we
operate we are under charges for having just done the opposite, one
in particular is having built elderly housing to such an extent that
we are overconcentrating elderly housing in our project areas.
It has to be recognized that redevelopment areas cannot bear the
brunt of the responsibility for housing the elderly citywide and that,
to some extent, was what was beginning to occur in the western addition where there is a tremendous concentration of eldely units.
Nevertheless, there is another issue that I think must be recognized
and that is the obvious conflict between the regional concern to which
many of our programs are addressed, that is, economic stabilization
of areas that were on an economic downtrend. That goes with the new
words around HUD of economic displacement where on the one band
we adjust ourselves and create programs and invited investors, invited
the market rate and even speculators to come back. We have by that
program in many cases displaced, in terms of the economics of trying
to live there, people who were indigenous to the area, and that included
the elderly.
By the way, I have met with Cabinet level ITUP officials on that
issue and they don't have the answer to it. One of the things we are
going to have to do is to be very careful in designing programs and
recognize that and address it. one of the things that Mr. Chin pointed
out. and which we are definitely concerned about, is developing a
coalition and cooperative relationship between housing development
corporations and the neighborhoods so as to take advantage of our
technical expertise and capacity in a way that the priorities for housing development in the community are established by the neighborhood corporations, but we provide the wherewithall to do it.
I think a city like San Francisco is one that has to recognize a number of things in terms of its economic base. On the one hand it needs
to be concerned about the primary industry of tourism, but it has to
be people oriented and recognize the needs of humans in terms of
housing..
senator DECoNimn. Thank you very much.
Mr. CoRwIN. We were -glad to see that the resource center received
the study grant through the help of Father Baroni at HUD. We are
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looking forward to seeing the plan formulated. We will lend whatever
support we can to your plan for improving housing alternatives, then,,
in Chinatown.
I understand that there are two sites in Chinatown which have been
approved for a rather lengthy period of time for federally assisted
housing for the elderly. I would like to know from you what the status.
is of these projects and what your experience has been in working with
the local office of HUD.
Mr. CHIN. First of all, I would like to say that of the projects you arereferring to, one is a section 236 project. That is the last 236 project.
in the country. We also have two section 202 projects that are still in
the development stage. One is the YWCA resident hall sponsored bythe San Francisco Metropolitan YWVCA. The other is sponsored by
the On Lok Development Corp. Together they have probably run into.
more bureaucratic problems from HUD than any other project that I
can recall. The 236 project has been going on about 5 years. There was
a host of different types of problems, starting with a serious lobbyingeffort to acquire funds from the city to purchase that property. Second, the Nixon moratorium on these programs in 1974. Third, thenumber of lawsuits filed by some of our friendly neighbors on Nob Hi]l
who claimed that the project would block their view of the waterfront, despite the fact that downtown has already blocked that view.
Some of the problems the other projects have faced, the 202 project
relates to HUD's inability to recognize some of the unique problems
in Chinatown, the tremendous land costs, which really make some of
the statutory limits unreasonable, the seismic costs which are a special
hardship in Chinatown, and also the need to coordinate social and
health services with our housing. We have had very good relationships
with HUD back in Washington, D.C., and with the regional office, but
with the area office it has been a different story.
Mr. CORWIN. That 236 project, what was the estimated cost back in1972, and what would the cost be today to build that same project?
Mr. CHIN. In 1972 it was around $6 million and it has doubled.
Senator DECONCINi. Thank you very much, gentlemen. Your testi-mony has been very helpful to us.
Our next panel is of agency directors and assisted older individuals
on bay area service programs. We would ask that they come forward.
Kenneth Nunn, director of the Oakland Neighborhood Housing Services; George Davis, director of the Bayview-Hunter's Point Seniors
Center; 'Steve Nakajo, executive director, Kimochi, Inc., a nutrition,
project in San Francisco; and Hisao Inouye.
We will start with Mr. Nunn.
STATEMENT OF KENNETH NUNN, DIRECTOR, OAKLAND
NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSING SERVICES, OAKLAND, CALIF.
Mr. NuNN. I am Kenneth Nunn of Oakland Neighborhood Housing. Oakland Neighborhood Housing is located in East Oakland. We
are a nonprofit, neighborhood-based corporation. The composition of
our program is made up of a partnership of lenders, that is, banks and
savings and loans, neighborhood residents and city of Oakland officials.
We find in our neighborhood one of our major concerns is home improvement, neighborhood revitalization, that the senior citizens in our-
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area, the ones that own their own homes, are better able to cope with
living conditions than those who may not, 'but they have no money.
Those seniors on fixed incomes or social security simply do not have any
money. The condition of most of their homes is poor. There is need for
maintenance, serious maintenance often, faulty wiring, faulty plumbing, hazarous health and safety violations in many of these homes.
What we have tried to do is to offer to seniors a program of either
grants or loans that would help them to deal with this problem. We
have been able to use through foundation funds a demonstration program of offering zero to market rate interest loans, zero to 100-year
term. What it allows is a loan program that a senior can plug into
which offers no payment or some payment to get these repairs done.
Through our city of Oakland community block-grant funds we also
have been able to provide a deferred loan program that will provide
up to $7,500 for emergency repairs.
We also, because of recent approval by the Oakland City Council,
are now able to offer for emergency repair up to $4,500; the idea
being that we need to reach these people, we need to encourage them,
we need to get them interested in home maintenance. We need to make
it acceptable to them.
An additional problem we find in our area is the need for rental
housing. We work with our seniors where we can to help qualify them
for section 8. We also have worked with a local church and joined in
promoting a new senior citizens housing facility of our Elmhurst area
of East Oakland.
I have submitted a prepared statement, which has been distributed,
but I would like to say that we find a need in our area typical of the
need in. most urban areas, and that is senior housing is critical, senior
housing is related to problems. Not only that, if they don't own their
own home they have to rent. There is just not enough available to rent
anywhere in this country. This is of serious concern.
I thank you for the opportunity to be here today.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Nunn follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF KENNETH NUtNN
BACKGROUND OF ONES

Oakland Neighborhood Housing Services is a private, nonprofit corporation
created to reverse the trend of neighborhood decline In the Elmhurst area of
East Oakland bordered by East 14th Street and Bancroft between 73d Avenue and
109th Avenue.
Since 1973 program operations have combined neighborhood residents, financial institutions and city government in a unique partnership that provides assistance with housing rehabilitation and neighborhood preservation.
Basic elements of the program include:
Financial counseling, referrals to lending institutions, loan packaging, direct
loans,
Administration of a revolving loan fund for low income and senior residents
unable to meet normal credit standards through ONES foundation funds (high
risk loans with varying terms and interest rates) and through ONES administration of assigned community development loan funds,

Rehabilitation assistance: work writeups, cost estimates, bids, construction
monitoring,
Participation In various revitallzation efforts: park development, stimulation
of public improvements, exterior design services, street tree planting, upgrade of
abandoned properties, commercial improvement, housing development, zoning
ordinances, and
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Block by block housing surveys in cooperation with the city of Oakland Housing and Conservation Department.
The ONHS board of directors includes representatives from banks and savings
and loan associations, city government, and neighborhood residents.
ONIIS PROVIDES

SERVICES TO SENIOR HOMEOWNERS

Oakland Neighborhood Housing Services has provided a model for similar
types of programs developing in California and throughout the Nation.
A program oC neighborhood revitalization and home rehabilitation reaches
senior citizens in the ONHS target area through efforts of neighborhood residents working with ONHS to acquaint seniors with the services available to
them.
Seniors who own their own homes need to be able to remain in their own homes.
Senior homeowners on a fixed income are unable to afford repairs for health
and safety problems or code violations.
ONHS provides a variety of services to senior home owners including:
Low interest loans (0 percent to market rate) and flexible terms (0 years to
100 years) for home repairs to fit repayment ability.
Packaging of grant application for emergency repairs through special circumstance grants designed for SSI recipients administered by local welfare departments. SSI recipients are entitled to a $750 grant (one time only) for emergency
repairs, and $350 once each year for emergency repair.
Grants to a maximum of $4,500 are available for emergency repair and code
violation removal to seniors in Oakland through the city of Oakland community
development program and Oakland Neighborhood Housing Services.
Deferred loans for code violation removal to a $7,500 maximum do not require
a monthly payment but repayment upon sale or transfer of the property only.
Stimulating revitalization of declining neighborhoods clearly requires special
attention to its older residents and with emphasis on preventing displacement
and encouraging health and safety maintenance of senior housing facilities.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE DAVIS, DIRECTOR, BAYVIEW-HUNTER'S
POINT SENIOR CENTER, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Mr. DAVIS. Good afternoon. The topic of discussion of this field
hearing is "Older Americans in the Nation's Neighborhoods." It has a
far more reaching definition than is indicated.
If one examines the older person in the neighborhoods, they would
immediately notice that crimes against the elderly still exist, poverty
unarrested still prevails, older Americans' homes are destroyed without consultation, displacement of seniors from their roots is practiced
by the Government without regard to the overall general welfare of
the older person, and zoning laws in the community where older persons reside historically prohibit them from developing more than a
two-structure housing unit.
The older person in America's neighborhoods, especially in the Bayview-Hunter's Point area, has witnessed a progressive decline in their
neighborhood and they have witnessed an unwillingness by the Government to eradicate that fact.
Let me address two critical issues of which concern is the greatest:
Adequate housing and an immediate restoration of social programs,
or why there are social service deficiencies.
In regards to housing, the Government must make a clear distinction between low-income housing for the poor and housing for seniors,
even though both have low incomes.
Housing for low-income seniors should reflect their social and
cultural lifestyles and not the expediency of the designer and contractor. Housing for low-income seniors should reflect the general environment of the community at large.
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Currently, most low-income housing units resemble, in truth, prewar housing units. Little concern is given to physical comfort or the
changes that occur within the aging process that will change the older
person's mobility within their house.
One must remember, as well, that a well senior, in time, could be a
homebound elderly person, and houses or apartments must reflect this
fact. Within any area of senior citizen low-income housing, a skilled
nursing facility, as well as a board-and-care facility, should exist.
Both facilities are an integral part of senior housing because they are
homes for the disabled senior and should be within the housing structures, as opposed to being an isolated housing unit.
By having these units as part of the whole, it would provide greater
integration between the disabled homebound and the well senior in
various socializing events and settings.
Some seniors have indicated that they would like front porches,
kitchen windows, and automatic wall beds in studio apartments to
enlarge their living rooms. Some seniors wish to have parlors or back
porches. One immediately recognizes that these desires of seniors
should be met that have historically gone unmet.
The second issue is that of social service deficiencies which. to say
deficiencies. is to quote a euphemistic term at best.
Social services were never really prevalent for seniors, historically,
and yet the majority of social services were cut back in the early 1970's.,
and now proposition 13 is perhaps viewed as the "nail in the coffin."
especially for fiscal year 1979.
The overwhelming areas where seniors live, along with other disadvantaged groups, were labeled ghettos. By sociologists and anthropologists definitions, a ghetto is an area that is a high-crime rate area,
high unemployment, lovw income and economically underdeveloped.
One does not disagree with such an articulate definition, nor does one
disagree that such ghettos still exist. Therefore. it is logical to state
that once social services exist, -we then can determine if they are
deficient.
One examines some social services seniors would like to see in
existence. One prefaces that remark by saying those programs mandated by law for seniors are not necessarily social programs that proaide a resulting service. that is. research programs to determine howv
manv seniors live in area A rather than area B. how manv seniors like
mashed potatoes rather than french fries. Such opulence by the Government has always escaped the logic of the seniors and community
residents at large.
Tn identifying proposed effective solutions, one suggzests that private
industrv be encouraged to participate to a greater level in resolving
some of the social problems of the senior citizens. Many companies are
subsidized bv the Federal Government, and when theY increase their
prices a. percentage of that profit should be contributed to social
programs.

Tn fact. all companies subsidized by the Federal Government should
appear in a. quartely journal so that community organizations serving
seniors could approach them for social obligations.
Private industry should subcontract part of their work to community organizations serving seniors so that the funds conld be used to
develop perpetual social programs, rather than the historical terminal program concept.
45-495-79--C,
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The Federal Government can play a greater role in correcting social
services deficiencies. One sees the first step as bringing decaying
neighborhoods up to parity with growing neighborhoods. It is one
thing to have inadequate social services in a prosperous neighborhood
and' another thing to have inadequate social services in a decaying
neighborhood.
There are other factors involved that keep decaying neighborhoods
decaying. Such an example is the legislation initiative by Evan White
throu-gh channel 7's program "Old Age Do Not Go' Gentle." Over
200,000 older Americans in our Nation's neighborhoods stated they
wanted better housing and programs related to housing communities.
The bill was passed and signed by the President.
Yet the Office of Management and Budget has recommended that the
spending of the money is too expensive at this point, even though the
bill actually represents a savings. Consequently seniors have a law and
no money to carry out that law. Therefore, one would suggest maximum political advocacy as a method to arrest social service deficiencies.
Another factor that needs to be examined and' corrected in order to
bring about an arrest of social service deficiencies is to reduce the cost
charged by the Government to administer aging programs. Close to
40 out of 100 percent of the funds earmarked for senior programs is
used up in administrative costs.
This same theory ran rampant and unchecked during the war on
poverty, except it was more like 75 percent to administer the program
and 25 percent for the poor. Evidence of this is clearly documented
when one examines the current positions of the administrators of the
poverty programs of the 1960's and early 1970's and the social position
of the then and still poor.
In conclusion, seniors and those serving seniors have always proposed cost-effective realistic solutions, and the Government has always
labeled them too expensive and generally develops a program that
costs three times as much, hires and employs more bureacratic "job
fillers," gives more raises to those making over $25,000 plus per year,
and still gives the seniors less than 60 percent for programs.
As long as the Government continues this practice, the senior citizen will continue to be America's metaphor.
Thank you.
Senator DECON-CINI. Marv Rivers, do voU have any comments?
STATEMENT OF MARY RIVERS, OFFICE MANAGER, ECONOMIC
OPPORTUNITY COUNCIL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
Ms. RIviEs. Thank you, kinidly.
I am in full support of Mr. Davis' composition on what is happening.
I am Marv Rivers. office manager with the Economic Opportunity
Council for the past 13 years addressing the problems of the low-inconic persons for that length of time with no special specifics on seniors.
They are just pa rt of the group.
However, in the later years of our work, it has been made obvious
that seniors need help. I work with these people that he speaks of,
constantly and daily. There isn't housing for people who are sleeping
in cars and whom I encounter daily.
In the area of Bayview-Hunter's Point there has been addressed
several times housing for the elderly, but nothing has been exclusively
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set aside for them. one, because of the indication of facilities that have
not been in that area; two, the population living in this kind of slggrestecd situation does not feel safe in that existence; and, three. the
level of cost and expense entailed to live within their means, and the
eradication of the fear of unsafe conditions existing in the area.
As I see it, the removal of the safety measures, the police-community
relations were one of the most important factors that caused the removal of people from the area.
In a population of 725.000, 19.A00 are seniors and 3,000 are living
in the Bayview-Hunter's Point ruea, over a period of 13 years there
has been a decrease in agency facilities for this area.
Seniors do not and are not complemented in the conditions that
exist.
There is a need to increase the facilities for those older Americans
livNing in this area, one, in flat-level housing applicable to the ability
for those 55 and over to move freely and safely and comfortably in
their daily lives, and, two, to have your rent gaged to meet the crisis
of fixed income upon which the seiior.citizens in the Bayview area are
encompassed with higrh rents. At present this presents a definite problem in being able to acclimate in their communities and to find houising
facilities in other communities. They cannot move because of the increased expense and fixed income.
I would like to say that these needs and the emphasis on the senior
population is the important factor at this time and that those in
authority to handle this should put forth an effort to specify community plurpose to tbis extent.
Senator DECo\ci\NI. Thank von Xver y
Iii', Riv'er.S. c7Te
Ms.
appl'eCi-'
ate that testimony.

Mr. Nakajo?
STATEMENT OF STEVE NAKAJO, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, KIMOCHI,
INC., SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Mr. NAKAJO. Thank you very very much. Good afternoon.
I would like to welcome you personally, Senator DeConcini, and
members of your staff, to the bay area.
My name is Steve Nakajo. I am executive director of Kimochi, Inc.,
Kimochi nutrition program, in the Japantown area.
Alre are very grateful for this opportunity to be able to address this
committee in terms of our assessment of some of the needs and concerns of our people.
I have brought with me Mr. Hisao Inouye, who is our Kimochi
board chairman. He has a prepared statement to read to you, which
von should have a copy of, as well as a copy of our boarding care brochure, as well as a copy of our Kimochi program.
Senator DECONCINI. Please proceed, Mr. Inouye.
STATEMENT OF HISAO INOUYE, BOARD CHAIRMAN, KIMOCHI, INC.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
M1r. INouYE. Thank you very much.
Members of the U.S. Senate Committee on Aging, my name is
Hisao Inouye of Kimochi, Inc.
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Kimochi, Inc., is a nonprofit agency providing multisocial services
to the Japanese-American senior population in San Francisco. With
"kimochi," the Japanese term for feeling, the Sansei, third-generation
Japanese-Americans, started this grassroots organization in 1971 for
the purpose of serving the needs of the Issei, first generation JapaneseAmericans. Japanese-American elderly have not been able to fully
utilize traditional programs and services provided by the mainstream
societv because of language and cultural differences. Kimochi's services and programs attempt to bridge the gap between existing prograins and the Japanese-American elderly, and to provide programs

and services where none exist. Kimochi believes in the involvement

and participation of all generations, the Issei, Nisei-second generation
Japanese-Americans, and Sansei, in creating a supportive and friendly
environment for the elderly.
The significance of Kimochi as a multisocial service organization
lies in the fact that it is based geographically in the Japanese-American
community and it is directed by members of this Japanese-American
community. Kimochi's services include a senior lounge that is open 7
days a week, a title VII nutrition program serving Japanese meals,
a bimonthly bilingual newsletter, educational lectures, health and
blood pressure screenings, translation assistance, information and referral, transportation and escort services, and home and hospital
visitations.
According to the 1970 Bureau of the Census figures, the number of
Japanese-Americans residing in the bay area's nine counties, Alameda,
Contra Costa. Marin, Napa., San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara,
Solano, and Sonoma, is approximately 51,300. While no figures are
available for the number of elderly Japanese-Americans in the ninecountv area it is reported that for the combined area of San Francisco and Oakland. there are 3,180 persons of Japanese ancestry 60
years of age or older. There are approximately 11,800 Japanese-Americans in San Francisco, of which an estimated 11 percent, about 1,300
are elderly.
The San Francisco Japanese-American population is concentrated
in the western addition district where San Francisco's JapantownNihonmachi-is located. Due to urban redevelopment and a changing
economy, many Japanese-Americans and other residents are relocating outside of the western addition and resettling in various sectors
of the citv. A sizable portion of the Japanese-American population has
moved inito the Richmond and Sunset districts. Of all the Japanese
elderly in San Francisco, 17.3 percent are below poverty level. However, in the western addition, 23 percent are below poverty level.
There is an increasing number of Japanese-American elderly vwho
are limited in their ability to handle the activities of daily living due
to physical, mental, or emotional disabilities. For some indviduals,
home health services provide the support necessary to assist them to
maintain an independent life at home. In pursuing a continuum of care
concept, Kimochi's programs and services were developed to help
foster and maintain the independent lifestyles of the elderly. As a
ing process with various services needed at different stages of life.
The promotion of self-determination, self-esteem, and maintenance
philosophical base to our organization, we look at aging as a continuof dignity all underlie the existence of our organization.
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Adult day health care is an example of such services whereby the
aging individual is provided with rehabilitative support in a commnunity setting. Without such support, the elderly individual has little
alternative but to purchase these specialized services or be placed in an
institution. There are, of course, persons who do require 24-hour-a-day
care who are currently placed in skilled nursing facilities, convalescent
hospitals, or board and care homes. Although there are a number of
convalescent hospitals and board and care homes throughout the San
Francisco Bay area, none are able to provide Japanese bilingual and
bicultural services. All too often we have seen many Japanese-Ameriman senior citizens placed in traditional institutions, only to watch
their physical and emotional condition rapidly deteriorate due to their
isolation from the Japanese-American community and alienation from
monolingual and monocultural staff and services.
At this time, we would like to specifically address the recent Older
Americans Act amendments. Under the old title VII nutrition program for the elderly legislation, special consideration was given to
those low-income and minority persons to help guarantee that nutrition services would be delivered to this target population. The proposed legislation has been liberalized in that the emphasis was changed
from low-income and minority persons to serving the economically and
socially disadvantaged. We find this new term inadequate and wish
to amend the amendment by specifying consideration of the special
needs of minorities in addition to the economically and socially disadvantaged elderly.
Of immediate concern, of course, is the lack of adequate funding
for which to develop and operate effective programs geared toward
meeting the needs o the minority aging population. One specific area
of need for more funding is low-cost congregate housing and family
dwellings. We are presently developing a board and care project for
15 elderly which just addresses a small part of our housing need.
We believe the Federal Government should take active steps to specifically identify the minority aging as a high priority for funding and
make provisions in both existing and proposed legislation to insure
that the needs of minority elderly are properly addressed. With the
establishment of future funding sources for minority services, Kimochi
will be better equipped to help meet the rising need for bilingual-bicultural care, with particular interest paid to those who are frail, vulnerable, elderly, and who have low- to moderate-incomes.
In closing, Kimochi cannot emphasize enough the need for sensitive
bilingual and bicultural care for the minority aging population. We
also strongly believe that indigenous communities should be allowed
to develop comprehensive services in the district in which they reside.
For those of you who write the legislation, we emphasize the importance of implementation of the legislation to reflect the concept of
maintaining the neighborhood identity. In a small community such as
ours in the Japanese-American community, the positive aspects of aging are promoted by having our elderly in an environment sensitive
to their culture and language as opposed to one of alienation and
isolation.

Thank you.
Senator DECONcINI. Thank you very much.

Mr. Corwin, do you have some questions?
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Mr. CORWIN. I have a question for Mr. Nunn.
We heard from Mr. Whiteside of Neighborhood Housing Services
at our Washington hearing on Friday, and were most interested in
supporting and formulating new programs to help older homeowners
maintain their homes as a safe, affordable place to live. Do you find
any special needs, or have you had to develop any special techniques
to deal with the older homeowners?
Mr. NuNN. In getting the senior homeowner involved and interested
is a task of its own. People don't want to obligate their property any
more than they already have. Many of them are free of mortgages.
If you talk about a loan, you are talking about something that scares
them. That is why other kinds of things need to be developed like deferred loans where they don't have to make a payment or a grant for
special kinds of emergencies. We find that with seniors, often they are
reluctant to take on any additional loans or whatever. The way we
deal with that is either through having neighborhood resident seniors
talk to them about the program or talk to them through their families,
through their sons and daughters to try and stimulate them to feel
comfortable with this kind of thing. So often the problems they have
in their housing conditions are so serious they really must be dealt
with and it does take some convincing and a real sensitivity.
Ms. WILSON. Where do you get the money, Mr. Nakajo, to feed your
elderly ?
Mr. NAKAJO. We have title VII money, title III money, United Crusade, EOC, CETA, community volunteering.
Ms. WILSON. And you are making an effort to integrate all the
agencies ?
Mr. NAKAJO. Right.
MS. WILSON. And you have found other sources?
Mr. NAKAJO. Right. It is something that we have learned over the
years. In the beginning we didn't know if anything was going to fund
senior citizens.
Ms. WILsoN. Thank you.
Senator DECONCINI. Ladies and gentlemen, thank you for your
statements this morning and this afternoon. They have been very
helpful.
We will now proceed with the panel on Integrating Aging Services
with Neighborhoods composed of Janet J. Levy, director of California
Department of Aging; Michael Sneed, representing planning and
program development, County of Los Angeles Area Agency on Aging;
Victor Regnier, laboratory chief, environmental studies; and Sam
Ervin, director, Long Beach Senior Care Action Network.
STATEMENT OF JANET J. LEVY, SACRAMENTO, CALIF., DIRECTOR,
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF AGING
Ms. LEVY. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee and staff, this
hearing comes at a time when the agency I represent is implementing
California State legislation in assisting older persons to live as independently as possible within the neighborhoods of their choice.
In seeking the national goal or reducing loneliness and dependency
among disadvantaged elderly and lessening the impact of chronic illness, the State department of aging has united with the California
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Health and Welfare Agency and other units of State
insure that community- ased health and social services government to
are made available to moderately frail and elderly people. California's
goal is to
reduce premature institutionalization and the disengagement
of older
persons from their communities and neighborhoods.
We of the State unit on aging have adopted a collegial
approach
with statewide area agencies on aging to meet this
seek to coordinate, integrate, and link social and responsibility. We
health services for
ellderly persons at the neighborhood and community
level through
combined State and local agencies and resources.
I regard neighborhood as being an accessible, local
geographic area
where the residents may not only be visible, but
within
a radius of
communication realistic to identifying and meeting
ests. I see strengthened, viable neighborhoods within needs and intera community as
an effective way to assure older citizens of more enriched
prolong their physical and mental well-being through lives, and to
projects and
programs funded by all levels of government, as
well
as
by
the private
sector.
Recent studies indicate that older persons have a 2 5 -percent
chance
of becoming institutionalized before death. Of this
percentage, the
elderly who enter institutions are typically those who
are already
physically and socially isolated to some degree.
Although older persons are less often afflicted with
over 80 percent of the elderly are afflicted by one or more acute illness,
chronic health
problems. While persons suffering chronic illness
face
physical limitations, the major conditions of chronicity among the elderly,
rheumatism, heart disease, hypertension, diabetes, asthma,arthritis,
can be
properly treated and controlled in a clinic or residential
setting even
in a health care system which is oriented toward treatment
of acute
illness.
To meet health needs of older persons within the community,
the
California Legislature in 1977 enacted assembly
1611. This measure, the Adult Day Care Health Act, provides forbill
a community-based
therapeutic social and health activities program for
elderly persons
with functional mental or physical impairments.
Provisions of this law provide short-term care as a transition
from
a health facility or home health program to personal
On a long-term basis, the law also provides day care as independence.
an alternative
to lengthy or permanent institutionalization in instances
where 24hour skilled nursing care is not medically indicated or
is
not
viewed as
desirable by the recipient or by family members. The
bill provides for
licensure by the California Department of Health
facilities and portions of health facilities to counties, of freestanding
cities, and nonprofit corporations. Benefits of the day health care program
are: That
provision of health services in a group setting are more
cost-effective
than similar services provided on an individual basis 'by
a home health
agency; adult day health care treats medical, psycho-social,
portive needs of the chronically ill elderly in one setting; and supadult day
health care works to preserve family relationships and
provides
help
to families who are trying to keep a family member
with
functional
disabilities at home; and adult day health care works
to strengthen
and prolong independence by providing needed therapies
to restore
the participant to maximum functional capacity.
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Health Act inThe legislative package establishing the Adult Day to
provide precludes a bill, A.B. 1612, to appropriate State money
incurred in
expenses
for
scribed grants to community organizations
also conpackage
The
centers.
health
day
adult
initial operation of
cities to
California
tains a bill, A.B. 1610, which permits individual
care
health
preventive
in
counties
with
basis
participate on an equal
condihealth
chronic
for
programs designed to screen older persons
and permanent
tions and, through timely diagnosis, to prevent costly
hospitalization.
or extended
the State departThe California Department of Aging is assistingprovisions
of these
implementing
and
ment of health in coordinating
legislative enactments.
State and Federal regThe State of California is seeking waivers of
tested. Addiulations to insure that integration of services is properly
full accessiclients
provide
to
tionally, the State supports the mandate
design or
the
in
1973,
of
Act
Rehabilitation
the
in
bility, as set forth
of senior
provisions
within
modification of structures to be utilized
legislation.
health and social service
for good health
Assembly bill 998, designed to provide opportunities
by the Calienacted
also
was
elderly.
and independent living to frail
the State
authorizes
bill
this
of
5
Chapter
1977.
in
fornia Legislature
which
projects
basis
pilot
a
on
health and welfare agency to establish
systems
coordinated
comprehensive
of
will test the effectiveness
to persons age 60 and over.
of delivering social and health services in
the community for access
point
focal
a
Older persons may utilize
provide alternatives to
which
to multipurpose senior services
institutionalization.
of case management techProjects will demonstrate the effectivenessgroup
eligibility for pardetermination,
niques, one-step eligibility
seek the most effective
ticular services, combinations of services tolarge
numbers of elderly
for
means of precluding institutionalization
whose means disclients
those
for
schedules
fee
persons, and equitable
qualify them from assisted programs.
the nutrition and volunChapter 6 of assembly bill 998 establishes
bill requests the CaliThe
citizens.
senior
for
program
teer service
pilot projects
county-based
establish
fornia Department of Aging to
and transmeals
provide
will
entities
private
and
in which public
in volunparticipation
their
portation to elderly and to encourage
designated.
communities
tary services within
In recent months,
I came to this meeting with renewed enthusiasm.
In a campaign
emerge.
structure
new
a
seen
we in California have
resulting from
inefficiency
and
addressing the fragmentation, inequity,
20 categoriover
administering
agencies
8 separate State and Federal
of
Department
cal service programs for the elderly, the California
aging,
on
agencies
area
Aging,
on
Aging, the California Commission
State legislation,
their affiliate organizations, and recently chaptered
of care
continuum
have initiated a statewide community-based
mechanism.
consolidation of proThe goals of this special program will include
access to adequate
elderly
vulnerable
and
frail
grams that provide
dignified indelead
to
health and social services to insure their ability
of their
neighborhoods
the
within
possible
pendent lives for as long as
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choice, and to provide appropriate facilities and services when they
are no longer able to care for themselves.
Through the aid of this committee and the support of persons at the
hearing today, our department seeks to identify and fill gaps existing
in the continuum of care presently available to older people.
Mr. Chairman, in closing I should like to impart California's growing enthusiasm and support to you and the members of this committee
for your tireless efforts toward strengthening neighborhood services
designed to improve the quality of life for all older Americans.
Thank you.
Senator DECONciNx. Thank you very much.
We will now hear from Victor Regnier.
STATEMENT OF VICTOR REGNIER, CHIEF, ENVIRONMENTAL
STUDIES LABORATORY, ANDRUS GERONTOLOGY CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, UNIVERSITY PARK, CALIF.
Mr. REGNIER. Mr. Chairman, and members of the Senate Special
Committee on Aging, my name is Victor Regnier. I am an architecturban planner and currently laboratory chief of the Environmental
Studies Laboratory of the Andrus Gerontology Center at the University of Southern California.
The two major thrusts of the environmental studies laboratory are
training and research focused toward the environmental problems of
older Americans. Established in 1967, the program has provided.
masters and Ph. D. level training to 46 students in architecture, gerontology, and urban planning. The laboratory, through the degree granting auspices of the university, offers a joint master's degree in urban
planning and gerontology, the only program of its kind in the country.
Our research efforts in the past 5 years have dealt with the following
topics: Senior center location and design strategies, mobile service
feasibility models, retirement housing, social and health system designs, curriculum development for schools of architecture and urban
planning, social service assessment and allocation models, nursing home and sheltered care feasibility formulas, and shared housing
schemes.
As an applied research laboratory, much of our work has been with
community groups or agencies. Working hand in hand with the realistic constraints of a problem, our research and model building efforts
have been successful in producing implementable results. During the
past year much of our energy has been devoted to two major research
projects. Both projects are examining specific social and environmental characteristics of urban neighborhoods with high concentrations
of elderly.
I would like to take the opportunity today to discuss our progress
and describe the implications of our research for planners, practitioners and urban designers. Both projects are currently in their
second year of funding and I have prepared a mixture of conceptual
research expectations and preliminary findings.
One project is jointly conducted with the Los Angeles County Area
Agency on Aging. Mr. Michael Sneed will comment more extensively
on the role of the AAA in acting as translators of the research into
concepts that have meaning to practitioners in the field. This project
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is funded by the Administration on Aging and I will refer to it as the
AOA project. The second study is funded by the National Institute of
Mental Health and I will refer to it as the NIMH study.
The NIMH study is a rather intriguing combination of basic and
applied research. David Walsh and Iseli Krauss, experimental and
developmental psychologists from the Andrus Center Psychological
Laboratory, are comnvestigators of this grant. The study seeks to better
understand the relationship between how older people use neighborhood environments and how they gather and mentally manipulate
spatial knowledge of this environment. The psychologists have developed several unique measures of cognitive spatial ability and knowledge of neighborhood facilities. I have concentrated on developing a
profile of how older people use neighborhoods and the social and environmental qualities of the physical space that encourage or discourage
the use of the environment.
We hope to develop a new understanding of how the older person
uses internalized images of the environment to navigate from one part
to another.
A better understanding on how the older person perceives the
neighborhood can provide us with valuable data about how to design
neighborhood interventions that facilitate existing use patterns and
create a more comprehendable urban environment.
Several interesting findings have occurred in our preliminary comparisons of neighborhood use patterns and perceived neighborhood
boundaries. We have elicited data from 100 older subjects living in two
low-income Los Angeles neighborhoods. A random sample was selected
in each 200-square-block neighborhood and the subjects asked to outline on a map what they considered to be their neighborhood. A computerized combination of these neighborhood maps revealed a contiguous neighborhood territory that was held in consensus by the majority of older respondents. Although this consensus neighborhood
includes only 15 percent of the total land area of the sample neighiborhood, it accounts for 53 percent of all trips to goods and services.
We believe this commonly perceived neighborhood to be a special territory where selective improvements can provide a more supportive
environment for the majority of older community residents.
Currently improvements in neighborhoods take place on a piecemeal, haphazard basis. Housing projects are located; nutrition sites
funded; parks and recreation programs expanded and transportation
systems implemented without much thought toward how these systems work together. Janet Levy, in her remarks, has mentioned that 8
*separateagencies working with more than 20 categorical programs are
involved in various aspects of neighborhood improvement and service
delivery to older people. Oftentimes, these efforts are uncoordinated
-and unrelated. The result is a lost opportunity to focus fiscal resources
and manpower on creating meaningful community improvement strat,egies. Uncoordinated, isolated changes rarely stimulate comprehensive
neighborhood improvements. Furthermore, improvements rarely include a fundamental understanding of how older people use and value
certain portions of the neighborhood. We 'believe that if neighborhood
improvements are planned in a comprehensive fashion with input
from consumers, the result will have a multiplier effect on the stability
-and viability of the area.
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A corollary analysis from the NIMH data was recently presented
at the national scientific meeting of the Gerontological Society. This
analysis compared our sample's perception of dangerous areas with
the actual locations of street crime. In this case, 50 percent of street
crime activity occurred inside the territory identified by a consensus
of five or more respondents as dangerous. This territory, which included only 16.6 percent of the surrounding neighborhood, not only
represents an accurate forecast of street crime activity, but more
fundamentally identifies an area where the fear of crime is pervasive.
W;Te believe this type of measure can be of significant value to police
by specifying portions of neighborhoods that older people consider
dangerous.
The NIMH research upon its completion promises to provide new
methodologies for analyzing the location and configuration of community design and service improvements. These new methods will go
one step further in integrating the desires of older people within the
physical realities of the existing environment.
Our AOA project is similar in some respects to the NIMH research.
However, it tests more specifically analysis techniques that can be
transferred from other technologies or disciplines and implemented by
AAA network personnel.
Census tract data, along with an inventory of existing services, provide the major empirical base for the allocation of services in most
AAA's. In most cases, target areas selected for service programs are
large, often encompassing several neighborhoods. In this research
we have endeavored to test community analysis techniques that provide unique data about the context of the community.
In our first year, methods addressing the issues of crime, transportation, historical development, land use, available secondary data,
and existing social services were investigated. Some examples of innovative techniques include the use of aerial photographs to establish
generalized land use patterns. These patterns can be helpful in the
design of transportation access systems which link older community
residents with the locations of supportive goods and services. Another technique displays patterns of elderly target area concentrations
during four census periods. It has been used to better understand the
changing patterns of elderly residential concentrations and to forecast future changes. This technique can be used to select locations for
services that will also service future populations.
Future investigations will concentrate on informal networks, community influential profiles, and the use of selected community knowledgeables to provide unique community context information. The
thrust of each investigation is to develop an abbreviated technique
that can be used by AAA's to gain special knowledge about characteristics of their community. This information would be interpreted
into planning strategies which increase the effectiveness of services
allocated to these neighborhoods.
I would like now to hand the microphone to Mr. Sneed. T-Te will
describe the AAA's role in this research and how service planning
throughout the AAA network could be positively enhanced by considering some of these ideas.
Thank you very much.
Senator DECONCIM. Thank you.
0
2Mr. Sneed 2
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STATEMENT OF MICHAEL SNEED, LOS ANGELES, CALIF., PLANNING
AND PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES AREA
AGENCY ON AGING
Mr. SNEED. Mr. Chairman, staff of the Senate Special Committee on
Aging, I am Michael Sneed. I am here for Mr. Jay J. Glassman, director of planning and program development of the Los Angeles County
am
Area Agency on Aging, who is unable to be present today. I also
present
to
opportunity
this
welcome
I
agency.
that
of
member
staff
a
Mr. Glassman's statement concerning our efforts to better understand the support which older persons receive in their neighborhoods
and communities.
Some of the information presented today by Mr. Victor Regnier of
the Andrus Gerontology Center has been drawn from the findings of
a collaborative research project being conducted by the Los Angeles
County Area Agency on Aging and the University of Southern California. This project is supported, in part, from funds made available
by the Administration on Aging through title IV-B of the Older
the only
Americans Act of 1965, as amended. It is a unique effort, being research
aging
contractual
formal
a
of
States
United
the
in
example
I
partnership between a local agency and a major university and is,
and
theory
between
marriage
a
effecting
in
believe, a breakthrough
and
practice, breaking down the traditional barriers between theoryivory
the
between
barriers
traditional
the
down
practice, breaking
tower and the real world. I shall return to this topic in my concluding
remarks, but I wish at this point to set the context of area agencies on
aging and planning for the committee.
Planning is identified in the Older Americans Act of 1965 astheamong
local
the most important functions of area agencies. Specifically
area
an
developing
of
agencies are charged with the responsibility
resources
and
needs
the
documents
and
details
which
plan on aging
of older persons in the agency's service area and identifies the unmet
needs and gaps in services faced by the elderly. Other related requirements are that the area agencies divide their area into geographic subunits and that the plan be operationalized through the formulation of
measurable objectives which are to achieve the Holy Grail of this particular program, the comprehensive and coordinated system of social
services for the aged.
This is the theory. It calls for a continuous planning process which
mercifully has never been operationally defined within the rules and
regulations of the Older Americans Act. The notion that this continuous process takes place is a myth, for area agencies are required to
do a great deal besides planning. There are 14 functions specified within the act for area agencies, and all require considerable amounts of
time. These present a formidable array, which while intimidating to
someone such as myself who comes from an area agency with 38 employees, must be overwhelming to an individual from an organizational setting of 5 or fewer employees, as the case with most of the
600 area agencies throughout the Nation. The reality is that area agentask in a
cies seldom plan, or when they do generally performisthe
minimal fashion. The reason for this reality, I believe, the laborious
and time-consuming nature of the grants management role. To desi en
administrative safeguards which reduce the possibility of mishandling
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of Federal and State funds consumes much time, effort, and energy of
area agency staff resources. This use of resources is legitimate to a
point, as it is the area agency's duty to design safeguards and tracking
systems to insure appropriate use of the dollars, but there is a marginal utility after a certain point where the grants management function pervades and becomes the most dominant activity of the area
agency, relegating to secondary roles not only planning, but the advocacy and coordination functions as well.
The major sources of information which area agencies generally utilize for planning derive from seven sources: public heariiigs, analysis
of secondary data, service provider input, analysis of information and
referral data, informal sampling of consumers, advisory council input,
formal survey of older persons.
These sources are utilized to produce a needs assessment which purports to provide hard data by which planners can determine where are
the most critical needs of older persons, what those needs happen to
be and, through a demographic profile, who the older persons are that
have these needs. The information typically does not reveal how the
needs might be met through program intervention, nor whether the
needs are ongoing or occasional. The points which I wish to emphasize
are that the planning generally does not account for distinct geographic neighborhood infrastructures, informal support systems, l anduse patterns, crime statistics, or the historical development of the
neighborhoods. Are these factors useful as contrasted with the more
customary tools used by the area agencies to gain knowledge and insights into their service areas? I would argue that they are extremely
important, considerina recent developments, as I now shall discuss.
With the passage and signing into law of the 1978 amendments to
the Older Americans Act and the findings of certain research efforts,
the planning role of the area agencies takes on added significancc.
Three examples-the Cleveland CAO study, the emergence of informal networks, and the selection of the vlvulnerable elder]v with
functional health disabilities as a target glroup to receive servricesunderscore our needs to improve the knowledge base for planning for
older persons.
The General Accounting Office study, currently being conducted
in Cleveland. Ohio, reveals that 70 percent of all services received by
the elderly are provided by the informal support system of family and
friends, with the balance of 30 percent of services provided by governmental and private agencies. This is a staggering finding, for when
coupled with the finding that 16 to 17 percent of the aged suiffer from
severe problems in performing activities associated with daily living,
it becomes apparent that our planning to this point might be likened
to picking up a handful of sand and tossing it in the air with the expectation that the grains will cover the appropriate terrain upon
falling to the ground.
This is a rather harsh analogy, but inevitable when one considers
the absence of eligibility criteria or lack of structured assessment in
most of the programs which receive funds. An alternative to an income
eligibility criteria, or means test, lies in the development of programs
which by their nature are targeted to the older persons who experience
the highest degree of functional disabilities. Such programs as in-home
services or home delivered meals are but two examples; but the issue to
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,be emphasized is that those services must be targeted to those in the
greatest jeopardy with the fewest resources. Area agencies cannot continue to attempt to be all things to all people. A selection process must
occur, given the finite amount of resources controlled by all area agencies, through direct contact or indirect coordination means.
How, then, to achieve this higher level for plaiming? I submit that
the resources already exist to advance the quality of area agency planning, to improve the decisionmaking on allocation of resources, and
to improve the quality of services received by older persons at the
neighborhood level. Those resources are being revealed, utilized and
,evaluated in the joint project between the Los Angeles County area
agency and the University of Southern California. Consisting of reports, statistics, and interviews with older people on how to utilize
their neighborhoods to gain access to services, the information is not
limited to the communities of Pasadena and Glendale, Calif., which
,are our study areas, but are generic to nearly every community in the
United States.
areas:
Our project, then, reveals significant policy findings in two
of the reknowledge
working
gain
must
aging
on
agencies
area
First,
sources of other planning agencies already existing in the community,
such as regional transportation agencies, city planning departments,
city engineering departments, historical societies, et cetera. Second, a
labor pool to perform the neighborhood analyses already exists outside
the area agency's organizational setting, which can be tapped so as not
to further stretch out the already extended area agency's staff and
resources.
Concerning the first finding, area agencies cannot continue to operate in a planning vacuum. It is incontrovertible that there are many
planning agencies operating in technical specialized functions. Regional transportation agencies, local planning departments, and city
engineering departments are but three of many examples. Missing are
guidelines for area agencies to follow in utilizing these nontraditional
information sources or in translating the findings into forms which
can be plugged into the planning process. The information is there;
a process and procedure to identify and synthesize the information
is the gap which our project shall fill. A further benefit would be the
communication created between other planning agencies outside of
the aging network and the area agency.
On the second point of the labor pool to perform the work in utilizing the techniques, it is also incontrovertible tlhat the overwhelming
majority of grant applications submitted to the local area agency by
local agencies seeking funds include sections on documentation of need
for the proposed service. Customarily applicants blow the dust off
1970 census reports, or secure demographic information from the area
or neighboragency, add in subjective impressions of the community
data back
hood, and then regurgitate this old and not terribly useful
to the area agency, disaggregated by community or neighborhood
districts.
Instead of perpetuating this travesty, why not require the applicant
agency to utilize tihe community analysis techniques which the area
agency would provide, together with technical assistance or training
to the local applicant agency on how to use the techniques. This approach would insure a methodological consistency so as to first provide
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-the applicant agency with a much sounder and complete picture of
their community than merely the subjective or census data can provide, and second, provide the area agency with the building blocks
for any areawide analysis which could be used to help prioritize where
the area agency resources should be targeted, both from a geographic
-and categorical service perspective.
In this scheme, the current confusion and lack of clarity of planning roles within the aging vertical network would be eliminated, with
the bottom line being the more effective use of increasingly more precious funds. The Federal planning role would be to sanction the roles
of the other units, to compile the data into a cohesive picture, to disseminate the compilation to decisionmakers both within and outside
the agency network, and to provide technical assistance on the analysis techniques to the States.
The State planning role would be to provide the general demographic data base utilizing all appropriate State sources of client
information, disseminate this information disaggregated by area
agency service areas, and to provide technical assistance on utilizing
the data base to the area agencies.
The area agency planning role would operationalize the community
analysis techniques, provide training and technical assistance, compile
the information into areawide profiles, and check the validity of the
analvses bv the local applicant agencies.
The local applicant agencies' planning role would perform the analyses for the service area they propose to serve, including determination
of neighborhood, utilizing criteria and techniques provided by the
area agency.
Clearlv this role clarification would improve the national, State, and
local knowledge base on how neighborhoods work for older people.
-The cost would not be .excessive, as the investment of most of the
energies to go into this approach already has been made. A further
payoff would be the opportunity to evaluate local requests for funds
*on the basis of the degree to %whichthe applicant could demonstrate
and document a working knowledge of the community, its neighborhoods. and its citizens.
As alluded to earlier, there is a unique nature to the partnership of
the collaboration between the Los Angeles County Area Agency on
Aging and the Universitv of Southern California. The partnership
draws on the strengths of both institutions-the research expertise of
the Environmental Studies Lab at the Andrus Gerontology Center.and the aging network and human services planning expertise of the
area agency on aging. Both partners serve the function of checkoff
with the university providing theoretical and methodological soundness to the effort, and the area agency providing the political and
.administrative perspectives which insure that the products of the
research can be utilized by the aging network agencies in a manner appropriate for implementation. In this way. both partners serve to keep
the other on the right track, overcoming the traditional gap between
-theory and practice.
The resources within both institutions enable a more comprehensive
approach than would otherwise be possible, with the area agency realworld situation serving as the laboratory for the university. It is essen-tial for the network agencies to become part of research efforts into
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their operation, involvement beyond an advisory capacity. The contractual involvement which is the model our project uses-the area.
agency receives the Federal research funds and subcontracts most of
these to the university, means that the area agency is responsible and
obligated to perform the work called for in the approved application,
-s well as rewarded by receiving funds to cover most of the costs of
the research. In this manner, the subject of the experiment, the area
agency on aging, receives incentives to participate.
The other winner in this model is the Federal funding agency, wliich;
gains assurances that the organizational object of the study, the area.
agency, has an ongoing role to make certain that the results of the reL
search can be applied. There simply are too few research dollars avail-able in aging programs for there not to be some safeguards that the
research will be used.
While our project concludes with the dissemination of our hand-book and community analysis techniques to the national aging network, we hope to secure additional funds for the next stage, to utilizeour local network to apply the techniques in our grant application.
process, much as I have outlined earlier this morning. We are very
excited with the potential of this project and hope to have the op-portunity to report back to the committee on our findings and prospects for widespread utilization of our research.
Senator DECONCINI. Thank you, Mr. Sneed.
.Mr. Ervin.
STATEMENT OF SAM L. ERVIN, DIRECTOR, SENIOR CARE ACTIONI
NETWORK, LONG BEACH, CALIF.
AIr. ErviN. Senator DeConcini, staff members of the Special Committee on Aging, it is a pleasure to speak before you today on such an
important topic. We do believe that the experience of the Senior Care
Action Network (SCN) may have broader significance.
Metropolitan Long Beach, an area of 49.6 square miles, has 72.000'
residents who are over 60 years of age. This is over 21 percent of the
total population of 350,000. Eight percent of that total population
are 75 or over. These percentages are double the national proportions.
Significant displacement and dispersal of the elders concentrated
in the downtown sector has begun and is accelerating due to large-scale
redevelopment efforts. Inflating housing costs will further jeopardize
elders economically.
_
In short, Long Beach elders face an array of problems similar to.
those in other urban areas, crime, poverty, lack of access to affordable
and adequate health care, housing transportation, in appropriate
institutionalization, and inadequate levels of a number of critical
supporting services.
Several years ago, a few active older persons in Long Beach began
to urge the development of a coordinating agency in Long Beach to.
address the well-researched problem of fragmentation in existinghealth care and social services, particularly on behalf of the isolated,
hard-to-reach, and vulnerable elders.
In 1976, the city of Long Beach contracted with USC's Andrus,
Gerontology Center to undertake a year-long planning effort, culmi-
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nating in a three-volume plan for a single entry intake and case coordination program. The system plan was the result of the broadest
communitywide deliberaton and cooperative effort, including consumer
and provider task forces and numerous health and social service
organizations.
One year ago the Long Beach Area Geriatric Health Care Council,
Inc.. was established as the community-based coordinating unit for
the service delivery system. SCAN's board of directors is composed of
seniors, administrators, and physicians from health care institutions,
and directors of social service agencies in Long Beach. An advisory
council for each of these groups provides an even broader participation
in program and policy development.
SCAN's multilevel approach to coordination affords an accurate
process for identifying the vulnerable and frail elders, then linking
them with a full range of supports vital to their survival in noninstitutional settings.
SCAN's major responsibilities include case coordination, guidance
of an integrated network of private and public facilities, advocacy
for the individual and systems advoca~ev
The social resource coordinators, who are the front line SCAN staff,
evaluate each participant with a comprehensive needs assessment questionnaire and with the participant's authorization carry out a case
plan to insure provision of needed services. The assessment instrument
is designed to provide clear identification of frail and vulnerable elders. Single-entry intake provides for maximal accessibility to the system. Entrance into the system is further enhanced by a coordinated
team which performs focused outreach. SCAN links elders who have
medicare and whose incomes are within 125 percent of Federal poverty
levels. with geriatric health care providers that do not require either
copayments or deductible and accept medicare, payment as total reimbursement for all services needed.
Each of the four major private hospitals in Long Beach has committed itself to development of differing geriatric services as part of
the system. Three hospitals have agreed to accept SCAN referrals for
health screening and assessment, to refer the participant to a private
physician if indicated, to provide in-patient care as needed for medicare only, and to refer eligible participants to physicians who will also
accept medicare as full payment for those who arie eligible. Two of the
hospitals have developed home care programs. One has an adult day
health care center. and one an alcohol rehabilittion program. All four
hospitals have joined in funding SCAN to operate a special medical
services transportation route for elders.
SCAN coordinates prevention-oriented health education programs
for elders with a number of health and home health care providers.
The Long Beach Medical Society convened a committee to assist in
development of the system. and has a representative on the board.
Broad-based physician acceptance has greatly assisted the program.
The city supports SCAN financially through CETA, title TTI
of the Older Americans Act and CSA funds. and by providing for
thorough coordination of all city-provided and funded services with
|SCAN, including day centers. the nev mnultipurpose senior center,
CSA-funded agencies and neighborhood centers.
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SCAN has developed 20 written agreements with agencies designed'
to promote an integrated pattern of service delivery. These agreements,
encompass a wide range of available services.
The assessment process focuses both on the problems of the person
and the existing or available supports in their environment, friends,.
relatives, or volunteers. The comprehensive approach used emphasizes
meeting the needs of the whole person and providing necessary supports to their independence insofar as possible. SCAN's social resourcecoordinators work with the family or significant others to supplement
or replace agency efforts. H-Towever, it should be noted that 60 percent
of those assessed thus far live alone and most of these have no one to,
provide dependable assistance to them.
SCAN has now assessed and linked with services 1,200 elders, whosemedian age is 76, and 80 percent of whom have incomes under $5,000,
A task force on volunteers has been established and will be meeting
by February 1, 1979, to fully develop a volunteer component for the,
agency.
In addition to the in-house involvement of volunteers, RSVP in
Long Beach has taken an active role in SCAN's development and will
become the major volunteer recruitment and placement agency.
RSVP will accept referrals of prospective volunteers from serviceagencies as part of a plan of socialization and activity to prevent premature institutionalization.
Catholic social services has committed the cooperation of its parish
community outreach project to assisting identified vulnerable elders.
to remain in their own homes and to further develop this component
in cooperation with SCAN at the neighborhood level.
One major problem in service delivery has appeared in the form
of a shortage of available services. The number of elders being referred for services by SCAN has created an overload for some agencies. As an example, Family Services Association provideshomemaker services and has had to hold new referrals to a minimum
because of an increase in people needing service being found by
SCAN's outreach and assessment program.
We believe it would be very helpful to provide clear guidelines
for coordinated community approaches to State and area agencieson aging; to require federally funded agencies serving elders
to develop written agreements with an identified local coordinating
unit; to promote coordination between health care and social services
development in aging by requiring cooperative efforts by federally
mandated planning agencies. This includes health and housing. Encourage the development of local community-based coordination
projects which mobilize institutional, private business, andl
neiahborhood-based resource and supports on behalf of elders.
We believe that projects such as SCAN in Long Beach, and similarmodels, may provide helpful examples in this effort.
Thank you.
Senator DECONCINI Thank you very much.

[The prepared statement of Air. Ervin follows:]
PREPARED

STATEMENT

OF SAM

L.

ERVIN

Metropolitan Long Beach, an area of 49.6 square miles south of Los Angeles,
may well be a laboratory of the future. About 72,000 of its residents are 60 yearsz
of age or over. This is over 21 percent of the total population of 350,000, and!
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8 percent are 75 or over. These percentages are double the national proportions..
Long Beach, which was a retirement mecca as early as 1930, now has thedensity of elders that other areas should expect to have in the future. More
than 22 percent of Long Beach elders lived on incomes below Federal poverty
levels even before double digit inflation. It is estimated than an additional
10,000 exist within 100 percent to 125 percent of the poverty level, and 60 percent
live alone. The current total population of Long Beach is comprised of 73.9
percent Caucasians. 11.7 percent Hispanics, 9.4 percent black, and 2.9 percent
Asian and Pacific Islanders.
At present the majority of elders live in and around the "downtown" area of'
Long Beach. This section is roughly one-tenth the total area of the city. However, significant displacement and dispersal of the elders concentrated in thisdowntown sector has begun and is accelerating due to large-scale redevelopment
efforts. With large numbers of elders already moving to many other sections of
the city, service delivery will become a greater challenge. At the same time,
inflating housing costs will further jeopardize Long Beach elders economically.
In short, Long Beach elders face an array of problems similar to those in
other urban areas: crime, poverty, lack of access to affordable and adequate
health care, housing and transportation, inappropriate institutionalization, and.
inadequate levels of a number of critical supporting services.
DEVELOPMEENT OF THE GERIATRIC HEALTH CARE SYSTEM

iSeveral years ago, a fe*v active older persons in Long Beach began to urge thedevelopment of a coordinating agency in Long Beach to address the well-researched problem of fragmentation in existing health care and social services,
particularly on behalf of the isolated, hard-to-reach and vulnerable elders.
In 1976, the city of Long Beach contracted with USC's Andrus Gerontology
Center to undertake a year-long intensive effort of research, planning, and'
community development culminating in a three-volume plan for a single entry
intake and case coordination program. The system plan was the result of the
broadest communitywide deliberation and cooperative effort, including consumer
and provider task forces, the city of Long Beach, the Area Agency on Aging of'
Los Angeles County, the Ethel Percy Andrus Gerontology Center of the University of Southern California, St. Mlary Medical Center, Long Beach Memorial
Hospital, Pacific Hospital, Community Hospital of Long Beach and numerous
other health and social service organizations.
One year ago the Long Beach Area Geriatric Health Care Council. Inc., was
established as the community-based coordinating unit for the service delivery system and as the broker-advocate for individual elders in need of services. SCAN's
board of directors is composed of 12 seniors. 12 administrators and physicians
from health care institutions, and 12 directors of social service agencies. An advisory council for each of these groups provides even broader participation in
program and policy development.
THE

SCAN

SYSTEM

For the individual elder. SCAN acts as coordinator and advocate for a rangeof services, based on an in-depth personalized needs assessment. At the same time,
SCAN is the focal point for a system of services, organizations, and senior
groups. SCAN's multilevel approach to coordination affords an accurate process
for identifying the vulnerable and frail elders, and then linking them with a full
range of supports vital to their survival in noninstitutional settings.
SCAN's major responsibilities include case coordination, guidance of an integrated network of private and public facilities, advocacy for the individual and'
systems advocacy.
The social resource coordinators, who are the front line SCAN staff, evaluateeach participant with a comprehensive needs assessment questionnaire and with
the participant's authorization carry out a case alan to insure provision of needed"
services. The assessment instrument is designed to provide clear identification of
frail and vulnerable elders. Single entry intake provides for maximal accessibility to the system. Entrance into the system is further enhanced by a coordinated team which performs focused outreach. The resource pool includes every
social service agency that can be of help to elders and the four ma jor hospitals
In the city of Long Beach. This unique alliance of public and private facilitiesmaximizes SCAN's impact in the community. For example. SCAN links elders.
who have medicare and whose incomes are within 25 percent of Federal poverty
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levels with geriatric health care providers.that do not require either copayments or deductible and accept medicare payment as total reimbursement for all
services needed.
SCAN S MEDICAL COMPONENT

Each of the four major private hospitals in Long Beach has committed itself
to development of differing geriatric services as part of the system. Three hospitals have agreed to accept SCAN referrals for health screening and assessment. Two of these will refer the participant to a private physician if indicated,
and all three will provide in-patient care as needed for medicare only if the
participant is eligible under SCAN's criteria. Two of the hospitals will also attempt to refer eligible participants to physicians who will also accept medicare
as full payment.
SCAN is a "managing partner" in St. Mary Medical Center's screening clinic,
providing for the social assessment and case management, while St. Mary's provides a physician, nurse, and other personnel for the health assessment and physician referrals. Once an individual is referred to St. Mary's, a complete health
and social service assessment will be done and appropriate treatment initiated.
St. Mary's also is developing a special meals program and other geriatric services.
Two of the hospitals have developed home care programs, one has an adult day
health center and one an alcohol rehabilitation program. All four hospitals have
joined in funding SCAN to operate a special medical services route for elders.
SCAN coordinates prevention oriented health education programs for elders
with a number of health and home health care providers,
The new Long Beach Senior Center is a major development in the system, providing full health screening and a dental clinic through the city's department of
public health and other departments and contributors.
SCAN is able to link participants with the full range of medical and auxiliary
services. SCAN has specific written agreements with St. Mary Medical Center,
which also provides some of SCAN's funding, Long Beach Community Hospital,
and two home health providers.
The Long Beach Medical Society convened a committee to assist in development
of the system, and has a representative on the board. Broad-based physician acceptance has greatly assisted the program.
SCAN AND CITY OF LONG BEACH

The city supports SCAN financially through CETA, title III of the Older
American's Act and CSA funds, by providing for thorough coordination of all

city provided and funded services with SCAN, including day centers, the new
senior center, CSA funded agencies, neighborhood centers, the departments of
human resources, recreation and public health.
SCAN'S SOCIAL SERVICE COORDINATORS

SCAN has developed above 20 written agreements with agencies designed to
promote an integrated pattern of service delivery. These agreements encompass
the following services: Outreach to isolated, vulnerable elders; information and
referral; specialized transportation programs; homemaker/chore services; congregate meals and meals on wheels; adult day care, both social and health oriented; telephone reassurance; employment services; housecleaning donated by
private business; legal assistance; crime prevention and escort program; volunteer development and placement; and a range of other services.
CASE COORDINATION

The assessment process focuses both on the problems of the person and the
existing or available supports in their environment-friends, relatives, or volunteers. The comprehensive approach used emphasizes meeting the needs of the
"whole' person and providing necessary supports to their independence insofar
as possible. SCAN's social resource coordinators work with the family or significant others to supplement or replace agency supports. However, it should
be noted that 60 percent of those assessed thus far live alone, and most of these
have no one to provide dependable assistance.
SCAN has now assessed and linked with services 1.200 elders, whose median
age is 76, and 50 percent of whom have incomes under $5,000.
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VOLUNTEER COMPONENT BEING DEVELOPm

A task force on volunteers has been established and will be meeting by February 1, 1979, to fully develop a volunteer component for the agency.
In addition to the in-house involvement of volunteers, RSVP in Long Beach
has taken an active role in SCAN's development and will become the major volunteer recruitment and placement agency.
RSVP will not only recruit and coordinate volunteers over 60, but will accept
referrals of prospective volunteers from service agencies as part of a plan of
socialization and activity to prevent premature institutionalization.
Catholic Social Services has committed the cooperation of its parish outreach
project to assisting identified vulnerable elders to remain in their own homes,.
and to further develop this component in cooperation with SCAN at the neighborhood level.
EMERGING CONCERN

As SCAN has developed its coordinated network of health and social services,
one major problem in service delivery has appeared in the form of a shortage of'
available services. Even though Long Beach has an unusual array of services, the
number of elders in need being referred to services by SCAN has created an overload for some agencies. As an example, Family Services Association of Long
Beach provides homemaker services and has had to hold new referrals to an
minimum because of an increase in people needing service being found by SCAN's
outreach and assessment program. Family services as a result of the increased
demand for services has begun a homemaker registry for those able to pay and
thus is seeking to expand its capacity.
RECOMMENDATIONS

(1) Strengthen cooperation between aging service programs at the local level
by:
(a) Providing clear guidelines for coordinated community approach to area
agencies on aging: and
(b) Requiring all federally funded agencies serving elders to develop written
agreements with an identified local coordinating unit.
(2) Promote coordination between health care and social services development
in aging by requiring cooperative efforts by federally mandated planning agencies.
(3) Encourage the development of local, community-based case coordination
projects which mobilize institutional, private business, and neighborhood-based
resources and supports on behalf of elders.
Projects such as SCAN in Long Beach and similar models may provide helpful
examples in this effort.

Senator DE£CONCINI. Mr. Corwin, do you have any questions?
Mr. CORWIN_. Ms. Levy, I was wondering what effect you are seeing
now, and you expect to see in the future, on services for the elderly
in the State of California as a result of the passage of proposition 13?
Ms. LEVY. Yes. We are collecting as much material in regards to
the impact of proposition 13 as we can. T-wo of the major areas where
we have already seen a tremendous change are the combined services
under adult education where many classes have just been totally eliminated because of the local support that was there to do that. The other
is in the area of parks and recreation where formerly park and recreation areas within a community provided a center, space, staff, a great
deal. There are places now where they are charging as high as $600
a month rent for that same facility that used to be nothing.
We have done one study already, a survey, really, and we are doing
another one on the impact. We will be happy to provide the committee
with that material as we gather more.
Mr. CORWIN. We would like to receive that as soon as it is available.
Mr. Sneed, if this program that you are developing under the AOA
project, if that works out as you expect it to, will any changes be
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required under Federal aging legislation to put it fully into
implementation?
Mr. SNEEi). Changes would be minimal as the legislation stands now,
and the design would make the legislation that much more effective
-and be a better use of the Federal funds already being allocated
throughout the Nation.
Mir. LEwIs. Mr. Regnier, I have a question for you.
How can we make better use of the information that your project
vWill be coming forth with?
Mr. RUEGNiTR. One of the problems with planning on a local neigh'borhood scale is we really don't have much of a geographical feeling
about how the neighborhood coalesces in the minds of older people.
Also, we have a very disjointed idea of how a neighborhood is con*ceptualized by the various actors that are providing services. If we
have a fundamental idea of how that neighborhood is defined by a
number of people, in this case older people, then we can start to use
that as a building block. We can locate housing there, we can detail
-transportation systems that link the residential locations of older people with supportive retail services. We can start to take advantage of
-some of the planning and land-use strategies that have traditionally
been used to plan for intercity neighborhoods. I think we can have
some impacts that go far beyond the funding of title III and aging
related programs.
Mir. LiEwis. Mr. Sneed, can you elaborate on why the regulation
makes good planning and real planning information more important?
Mr. 9NEED. We are now called upon to deal with the most vulnerable
-elderly threatened by inappropriate institutionalization in long-term
care facilities. We are going to have to do so with increasingly fewer
resources and must become more efficient in how we do it. The informal
support system of families and friends of older persons must provide
support in a more effective way, with care taken that Government interventions do not destroy the informal support system. There is such
*a program where we mace payments to families to provide in-home
supports to aging parents. The fact is that up to the present time the
system has denied those payments and has caused the parent to be
-removed from the home and put into the more expensive institutional
setting. These are just some of the reasons why it is going to be more
important that we have a more rational and effective, approach.
Mr. LEwIS. Mr. Ervin, I would like to commend the city of Long
Beach for SCAN. Here we have an example of a mayor and the rest
'of the city involved in tapping city and local resources without seeking Federal funds and Federal involvement in a project. Can your
project be implemented across the country?
Air. ERvIN. We believe there are elements of the SCAN design that
*could be implemented across the country. Certain other communities
could probably duplicate it very closely.
One of the key elements that we have pulled together in Long Beach
that is unusual is the participation of the private nonprofit hospitals.
One is even providing up to $100,000 a year in funding toward the
success of this effort. We believe that is one of the things that people
should focus on in replicating it, get the support of and community
-involvement of hospitals.
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Mr. RE(NIF.R. I just want to make one clarifying comment with
Te-ard to the replicability of the Long Beach project. The U.S. Conference of AcMayors, and also the National Association of County
'Governments, has used this as a model, in suggesting to other county
units and other cities, processes that they could follow in organizing
'the private sector.
Mr. SNEED. We do regard the SCAN project in Longr Beach as a
model not only nationally, but certainly in the local context, inasmuch
as it does what ideally should be done in every local community, and
moves the decisionm aking process on institutional placements to the
neighborhood or local community. We-provide Long Beach with the
policy guidelines and allocate the funds based on their demonstration
of overall need. They make the decisions locally about the different
kinds of services for which the funds will be used. That is where the
decision should be made.
Senator DECONCINI. Thank you very much. W'e appreciate your
ifine testimony.
We thank the city of Oakland also for allowing us to hold our
elearing here.
Thank you for your attendance and the committee is now adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 2:05 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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CALIF.

I heard the testimony that the witnesses presented at the hearing your committee held in Oakland, Calif., December 4, 1978. For me, the message of those
who trooped to the stand and presented their statements is loud and clear: "We
are experiencing here in Alameda County, in particular, and in California in
general, a massive, accelerating, and calculated destruction of the neighborhoods
of our older cities. The elderly along with other poor people, are being affected
most dramatically."
The speakers at the hearing clearly expressed the reasons for this massive
neighborhood destruction: The poverty level that most older people are reduced
to when they retire, compounded by the terrible inflation we are now experiencing; the lack of affordable housing-a lack more serious here in California
than other parts of the Nation; the lack of Federal commitment to adequate
housing for the low income and elderly-witnessed by the fact that less than
half the national housing goal, set in 1968, has been reached; the condominium
conversion fever; the naked greed of apartment house owners; urban renewal
programs that disregard the housing needs of the displaced; and the lack of
adequate funding for supportive social services. There is, however, another very
important reason why our neighborhoods are being destroyed which was not
discussed; the continuing high unemployment rate. At present, the unemployment rate in Oakland is running around 9.9 percent, in Berkeley 10.4 percent,
and 6.7 percent for the rest of the county. At the same time the average for the
entire State is around 6 percent. Who are the unemployed, not to mention the
underemployed? Mainly minorities, especially minority youth, and older workers
55 and over. Where are many older people concentrated in this country? In neighborhoods where their neighbors are teenage school dropouts, the unemployed and
drug addicts. In a word, individuals unable to maintain themselves, let alone
their homes and neighborhoods. Desperate people willing to rob and steal from
the vulnerable elderly. Unemployment and its social consequences tend to be
overlooked when the needs of the elderly are addressed.
In a word, what emerges is a picture of the systematic destruction of older
neighborhoods where older people tend to live. The irony of the situation lies in
the fact that this pervasive, accelerating destruction has reached crises propertion at a time when the Federal Government is suggesting that the way this
country will be able to meet the needs of a growing elderly population is to
-develop community (read neighborhood) based comprehensive system of services, that call upon local, regional, and State resources to complement Federal
resources.
In 20 to 30 years the elderly population in this country will he very large
.and significant. The "older" elderly. those people 70-75 years of age and over,
who tend to become frail and increasingly dependent will grow at a faster rate
than the elderly population in general. Under our present system of priorities
.and allocation of national resources, there will not be enough money to begin.
to meet even the most mminimum needs of those people. The thinking seems to be
that we must now begin to develop a service system for the elderly that draws
.on the resources, voluntary as well as paid, of the local communities. The service
.delivery system must be community based, or it will not be.
(153)
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So it appears, as we look down the years a piece, that if we wish to meet the
human needs of older people in the future, we must move to stabilize and:
revitalize our neighborhoods. I would like to mention some steps that should be
taken:
(1) HUD's budget for fiscal 190S must include enough funding for at least400,000 units of section 8 and public housing, an overall housing budget that
will produce 600,000 units of new and rehabilitated housing for lower incomepeople. This should include the 202 program and congregate housing under it.
(2) Immediate and comprehensive relief to renters. Legislation must be
passed that will control the amount of rent older people pay.
(3) The passage of a Uniform Landlord/Tenant Act which gives adequate.
relief and protection to the renter.
(4) The channeling of more Federal and State housing money toward fundinga wide range of in-home supportive service programs. The funding that now
exists under title XX of the Social Security Act and under the Older Americans~
Act is insufficient. Such programs could be: homemaker-home health, choreservice, minor home repair and maintenance, telephone reassurance, housing
counseling/advocacy, etc. The development and coordination of neighborhood
outreach and volunteer service programs should be encouraged and funded.
(5) The Social Security Act should be changed allowing for the payment of aw
wide range of in-home supportive services with these dollars.
(6) Funds must be made available to develop innovative housing alternatives,.
such as share-a-hoine programs, 'granny fiats" (small units attached to a family
dwelling that allow an older relative to live next to the family). This will
demand changes in local ordinances, building codes -as well as in Federal and,
State legislation (e.g., definition of a family for SSI, or redefining family
support).
(7) The channeling of greater amounts of State funds into the rehabilitation.
of senior residential hotels and the changing of Federal rules and regulations.
allowing Federal money to be spent to rehabilitate these integral parts of inner
city neighborhoods.
To sum up: At a time when we are beginning to realize that perhaps theonly way to assure a future generation of older people their right to live in
dignity, safety and independence is to develop a community based network of
human services that draws in local, State, and Federal resources, we are also'
witnessing the accelerated and systematic destruction of the very communities
we need. Now is the time to implement an aging and housing policy that will.
reach the goal stated in the previous sentence. We already know the framework
for such a policy. What is lacking is the will to implement it.

ITEM 2. LETTER FROM DEANNA LEA, DIRECTOR, AREA 4 AGENCY ON AGING, SACRA-MENTO, CALIF., TO SENATOR DENNIS DECONcINI, DATED DECEMBER 15, 1978
DEAR SENATOR DECONCINI: I am wvriting in response to your call for informa-tion regarding the hearing on "Older Americans in the Nation's Neighborhoods."
As I am anticipating you will hear from throughout the Nation, two major concerns of the elderly in our seven-county planning and service area which relatedirectly to neighborhoods are inadequacy of low-cost housing and fear of crime.
We also find a gap in a number of seemingly small personalized services,
critical to providing support necessary to sustain frail older persons in their ownhomes, and seemingly well suited to potential neighborhood organization.
Finally, older persons might well serve as stabilizing forces in neighborhoods,the nuclei for the development of neighborhood support systems, and key sup-port personnel themselves for other members of the neighborhood.
While the following possibilities which we raise are not new, we feel theyare worth repeating and worth supporting within a neighborhood developmentprogram:
(1) Neighborhood "grandparents," reimbursed to be with "latchkey" childrenreturning from school to homes in which parent(s) are working.
(2) Neighborhood meals cooperatives to provide companionship not only to'
older persons whose diets may be suffering because they are eating alone, butto other neighbors as well (thereby strengthening neighborhood cohesiveness).-
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(3) Security watches involving older persons and youth to not only inple-ment neighborhood watches, but to check on homebound elderly on a routinebasis.
(4) Youth escort services to provide security to older persons on the street.
(5) Older persons (because they have time and skills) reimbursed to serve-as neighborhood information sources (tied in with I. & R. centers), to organize
skills exchanges, or neighborhood based voluntary action centers; and to facilitate a range of personalized services such as those listed above.
(6) More extensive use of schools (already constructed on a neighborhood
basis) as neighborhood service centers.
(7) Redesign of traffic control mechanisms (e.g., lights) to enhance the safemovement of older persons in the neighborhood.
I do hope these brief comments will be of assistance to you aind your committee. We recognize the need to revitalize neighborhoods and hope your efforts.
will have positive impact on strengthening our neighborhoods.
Sincerely,
DEANNA LEA.
ITEM 3. LETTER FROM BURNs CADWALADER, ATA, TIHE RADCLIFF ARCHITECTS. OAIZLAND, CALIF., TO SENATOR DENNIS DECONcINI, DATED DECcE:sEnr 27, 3S78
DEAB SENATOR DECONCINI: We attended your public hearing on "Older Americans in the Nation's Neighborhoods," with great interest and would like to add
our comments to the public record of these hearings, based on our experience with
HUD's section 5 rehabilitation program.
We are currently completing construction documents for rehabilitation of theHotel Oakland under the program (a six-story masonry building dating back
to 1911) and converting it to 300 units of elderly housing. Tenants for this
project will probably come from all over the city. The building will be on the
National Register of Historic Places, with the exterior and main floor publicspaces historically restored. As principal-in-charge of this project. I personally
steered it through HUD processing as well as review by city and State agencies.
(1) The HUD checking/review process is disproportionately long. It took I-IUD
as long to review the drawings as it did for us to prepare them (including design).
(2) HUD staff are generally helpful, cooperative, and knowledgeable.
(3) The Hotel Oakland project is in a slightly deteriorated downtown area,
particularly during night-time hours. HUD is requiring street/landscaping inprovements in nine-block area surrounding the project. The developer has no
control over the improvements as they are on public, city property. Fortunately,.
the city of Oakland now has limited funds for this work. However, it is grossly
inappropriate for a project to be delayed due to requirements beyond which the
developer is capable of providing by himself.
(4) Inflated construction costs caused the elimination or reduction of many
common-use spaces that were to be used for recreational and social activities.
If social service programs are to be included in national housing law (as evidenced by the recently passed $80 million congregate housing services bill). HIUD
should make additional funds available to provide physical opportunities forthese activities.
(5) Too many one-bedroom units are being built for couples. Two persons living
together in close quarters should always have two bedrooms or a small den to,'
provide sufficient private space.
(6) Activities for the elderly, as for most people, should have purpose. Efforts
should be made in the section 5 program to encourage, or even require, some hours
of compensatory work appropriate to an individual's physical capabilities, (i.e.,
maintenance, teaching, child-care, etc.). Such a program would lend a muchneeded sense of usefulness to the elderly, and could perhaps serve as a contribution to their rent subsidy, as well as a benefit to the neighboring community.
This suggestion is certainly in keeping with the concept of the congregate housing:
services bill.
We hope these comments will aid the committee in evaluating the BUD section
S program and result in improved living conditions for older Americans. Would-I
you please send us the committee's memorandum? Thank you.
Yours very truly,
BUrNs CADwALADER.
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ITEM 4. LETTER AND ATTACHMENTS FROM TITO A. CORTEZ, COUNCIL ON AGING OF
SANTA CLARA COUNTY, INC., SAN JOSE, CALIF., TO PHILIP S. COBWIN, STAFF
MEMBER, SENATE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING, DATED DECEMBER
18, 1978
DEAR MR. CORWIN: Thank you for giving us the opportunity to submit a written
statement for the U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging's hearing on "Older
Americans in the Nation's Neighborhoods."
The problems confronting the elderly in Santa Clara County are assumably
similar to those in other places, where perhaps the acuteness of the problems
dictate the major differences. Situations and circumstances account for the dissimilarities and commonalities. In light of these-housing, transportation, income,
health, and other basic necessities to sustain everyday existence face the elderly
in this county.
As a good example, in this county housing remains as the number one priority
issue. Housing in relation to affordability to one's financial status and decency
according to appropriations of life's situation. The seniors are faced with the
high cost of maintaining a home, if they own one, and on the other hand of
finding an affordable one while competing with the rest of the population for
the present low vacancy rates that are very expensive.
Attached, please find two presentations, one made before the California Commission on Aging while the otherwas submitted to the California LegislatureAssembly Special Subcommittee on Aging. Another attachment is what we popularly referred to as the Bill of Rights of Senior Citizens in Santa Clara County.
The latter document specifies the role of Santa Clara County in serving the elderly
and its goals and policies regarding older persons. Perhaps other governments
will be well advised to follow the actions taken by our county board of supervisors.
The first two papers concentrated very heavily on housing, while the other is
an accumulation of efforts put forth by senior citizens, service providers, the
Area agency onaging, County of Santa Clara, and others to finally draw up the
long-awaited document that is very much needed forthe
older persons in this
county.

May
you be blessed with a happy holiday.
Sidadayao,
TITO A. COBTEZ.
Attachments.

STATEMENT OF

TITO

A. COaTEZ TO THE CALIFORNIA COMMISSION ON AGING, SAN

JOSE, CALIF., AUGUST 3, 1978
Good afternoon-or as we say in Filipino Magandang Hapong Po Sa lyoNg
LahatCommissioners, ladies, and gentlemen, first of all, let me thank you for having
this month's meeting in Santa Clara County and for selecting housing as the
issue to be discussed today. My name is Tito A. Cortez. I'm with the Council
on Aging of Santa Clara County, Inc., the local area agency on aging-P.S.A. 10.
Let me start with a brief overview of the housing problem. Nationally in 1972
there were approximately 30 percent or 6 million seniors who were living in
approximately 2.8 million substandard apartments. Thirty percent of them have
no inside flush toilets, 40 percent have no bath or shower with hot water, while
54 percent have minimal heat in winter.
Approximately one-third of the elderly budget is spent to meet housing expenses. Those who own their homes have difficulty in maintaining them. The
cost of repair and services and high utility has ascended higher than the inflationary rates. These homeowners comprised approximately 60 to 70 percent of
the elderly population. To the remaining 30 to 40 percent, steadily rising retts
account for more than older persons can afford. In addition, there is also the
ever-presence of not wanting to accept older persons as a tenant because of their
age or some other artificial or natural matter.
Many are forced to give up their homes due to compounding reasons. Once they
moved, they find that there are insufficient alternatives to their former living
arrangements, limited availability of low-income housing and those that were
available were either too expensive or psychologically and physically unsuitable.
If a move is initiated, far too often, places are unavailable at affordable prices.
On the other hand, those who remain find that their neighborhood is no longer
familiar.

There are approximately 125,000 persons 60 years or older in Santa Clara
-County. Our projection indicated that approximately 41% or 50,000 older persons
are in need of having assistance in one form or another. For the next 3 years, it
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has been estimated that approximately 13,000-14,000 older persons will be needing housing assistance. This figure is commensurate with those that were submitted by the nonentitlement and entitlement cities-Housing Assistance PlanCommunity Development Block-Grant Program, to the Department of Housing
and Urban Development (a 3 year housing needs projection).
What is available at the present time to older persons in this county through
the Federal Government? Through the Federal level funneling down to the local
housing authority, section 8 existing housing is available. Through one change
of this section from the previous section 23, the seniors, once certificated, will
have to find sympathetic landlords who would accept section 8 subsidy.
This is why it is called "finders-keepers" because the tenants have to find a
prospective landlord who is willing to accept a triangular arrangement. This
program is specifically designed to meet the low income families' needs, so there
is a basic assumption that seniors are as mobile as the rest of the population.
Several factors that warrant consideration if section 8 is to be fruitful. First,
there would be a high vacancy rate of all the apartment complexes in the county,
thus necessitating the willingness of landlords to accept section 8 subsidy.
Realistically, however, the vacancy rate is very low and the ones that are vacant
are the ones that oftentimes do not provide a good environment because of the
aesthetic outlook that they provide.
Second, that the fair market value that is allowable should be competitive to
the going, rental rates. Far too often, the fair market value does not allow
incentive to be provided for prospective landlords to accept subsidies.
Third, the mentality of the landlord should not be overlooked. There is the
growing fear of losing the total control of the facility, once a subsidy is involved.
Fourth, there is insufficient amount of allocation relegated to section 8 subsidies.
This accounts for the long waiting list (locally 3 years) for section 8 certificated
persons.

Section 202, section 8 new construction and others account for the development of housing units for older persons. BUD previously allocated 150 units for
section 202-direct loan for elderly and handicapped to the city of San Jose.
Additionally, HUD has recently advertised for 75 units of section 8 new construction for older persons for the counties of Santa Clara and San Mateo with
the exception of the city of San Jose. There are other activities persently undertaken by HUD and to take them collectively it is very doubtful if such activities
are beginning to address the problem.
At the local level, cities such as San Jose can participate through the community development block grant. Voted in 1974, the Housing and Community
Development Act objectives are:
The elimination and prevention.of slums and blight;
The reversal of past patterns of economic and racial housing segregation;
Conservation of the existing housing stock;
Improvement of community services;
Elimination of conditions detrimental to health, safety and the public
welfare.
The basic purpose of this law is to provide adequate housing, a suitable living
environment and expanded economic opportunities for persons of low- and
moderate-income.
Its applicability of providing more supply of senior housing is either very
limited in its scope or simply not addressing the housing needs of the older
persons.

Under California law, all cities and counties must develop and maintain a general plan-a long-term community development scheme. This plan incudes nine
mandatory elements, one of which is housing. This housing portion must contain a statement of the housing needs of all economic segments of the community and a strategy to meet those needs.
While the local cities are not required to provide the needed housing, they must
make a "good faith effort" to facilitate the development of appropriate housing.
While they are encouraged to pursue available Federal and State housing agencies
for financial assistance, they are hindered by the mandate of article 34 of the
State constitution. California is one of the few States that requires article 34 to
be approved before the voters if a local governmental unit wishes to sponsor and
develop low cost housing. In this country, the cities of Gilroy and Campbell have
already passed an elderly housing referenda while the cities of San Jose and
Santa Clara are in the process of presenting housing referenda to the voters which
will be voted on in the general election.
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Because of article 34, there is no means to determine how many local municipalities would have sponsored low-cost housing had it not existed in the State
constitution. The last attempt to change article 34 failed in 1974. That was ACA
40. There will be another attempt to make changes in article 34. You might look
into ACA 47 which hopefully will be before the voters in the November general
election. The purpose of ACA 47 would be to reverse the burden of proof, while
article 34 requires that prior to a public body sponsoring a low-cost housing, the
voters within that jurisdiction must -approve of it. With the passage of ACA 47,
those who would be against the development and sponsorship of local government
to develop low-cost housing will have to collect sufficient signatures to be placed
before the voters of the general election. It would be very appropriate if the
Commission on Aging would look into this matter and subsequently support it.
There are others who also claimed that they are providing housing services to
seniors. They will not be covered here. In looking at the problem and with the
accumulation of all the housing helpers, building housing units or not, there
seems to be insufficient supply to meet the housing needs of older persons in this
county.
Housing is a problem to seniors everywhere. Some perhaps are more acute than
others. While the trend seems to be building more units to accommodate the
demand, little is being done about exploring the viability of alternative solutions,
that is to look at the existing housing and utilize 'them as a viable alternative
solution.
SOME SUGGESTIONS

The older persons cannot wait. Time is a precious commodity that does not need
to 'be abused. We are all aware that there is insufficient amount of housing to'
meet the needs. Until the income maintenance problem of the older person is
solved, sufficient housing subsidies should be made readily -available. A person
should not be spending more than 25 percent of his/her income for housing and
that this expense should be adjusted to local socioeconomic needs. There should be
some form of rent control, otherwise rent increases are likely to continue at the
discretion of management/owners. We are all aware of the effects of proposition
13 on renters.
A direct provision of money payment or rent subsidies or housing subsidies
would be helpful. We should look into subsidizing children of aging parents to
build additional rooms in their present homes or other renovation to accommodate
their parents-special payments of these kinds of families would be very helpful.
We also need to look at the possibility of direct rent subsidy to older persons
who want to share homes with other seniors who own their homes. This needs to
be explored further.
Local housing authority should have the opportunity of acquiring existing
housing. This would mean an expansion of HUD acquisition programs.
At least 10 percent of new, multifamily housing units should have older persons
while low-income housing should earmark at least 20 percent for older persons.
The interrelationship of services with housing projects is another matter that
deserves closer attention. Just like any other population group the older persons
need a network of services and they need to participate in daily life. New development should have services built directly into the structure. Congress did not
authorize funds for services, but it should in order that HUD doesn't have to
depend upon States and local provisions for supportive social services which are
often unavailable.
We should not overlook the capacity and diversity of private enterprise to assist in providing additional resources to meet the housing problems. Maintaining
flexibility and other types of financial incentive should be explored to encourage
the participants of private industry in a deeper involvement aside from just
building units. There must be some contribution that private industry could provide that we really haven't explored.
While all these are being looked at, we shouldn't exclude the possibility of
sharing homes. Here in Santa Clara County we are fortunate enough to have
started on alternative solutions to the housing problems. Although it is instituted on a small scale Project Match has proven to be a viable alternative.
The following is a brief description of Project Match (matching aging to coordinate housing) and it was not included in the original presentation.
Project Match attempts to provide another alternative solution to the housing
problems. "Low-cost housing is no longer a reality and -the term doesn't properly
describe the existing problem." The shortage of housing supply and the "lack of
a range of housing types from which to choose" have resulted in some persons
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being "overhoused" while others may be "under housed." The elderly population,
which is snore often in a worse condition because they are existing on a fixed
income budget, often find it very difficult to maintain their homes. They also
have a mental attachment to their homes and are often in a predicament to
search for additional resources to meet this demand.
Conversely, there are those who would like to share rooming or housing that
is available. This is the purpose of the project, to find persons wanting to share
available rooms to be matched to those seeking rooms. By providing this service,
it is anticipated that some relief could *beprovided to the housing problem by
effectively utilizing the occupancy of existing housing.
In addition to matching, there are also other benefits. By matching, a better
social atmosphere is provided. Individuals who lived alone oftentimes experienced that the surrounding atmosphere is one of -solitude. By matching compatible people together in sharing available homes, loneliness and solitude can
be alleviated. Thus it can be seen as a solution to two problems.
This project officially received funding from CETA (for staff) in June 1977.
The first phase was to establish a foundation for the project and to initiate making matches. This phase lasted for 10 months. By April 1978, the project was
given additional funding for 6 months and expanded its activities. In addition
to making matches the Project Phase II was to explore the possibility and feasibility of alternative community living arrangements and to provide workshops
so that our first phase participants can tell us what can be done to improve Project Match. This phase ended on September 30, 1978. Our current program has only
one addition to it from the previous ones. Phase III will continue the other activities and also will implement communal living arrangements.
As of the end of November 1978, approximately 200 matches were made. This
comprised 400 people-half of whom are keeping their homes while the other
half have found a home. We have at present three houses in which four or more
senior citizens are residing.
This is basically Project Match. This project is sponsored by the Council on
Aging of Santa Clara County, Inc.
STATEMENT or Tiro A. CORTEZ TO THE CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE ASSEMBLY SPECIAL
SUBCOMMITTEE ON AGING, SACRAMENTO, CALIF., OCTOBER 1978
APARTMENT CONVERSION TO CONDOMINIUM: ITS EFFECT ON THE ELDERLY RENTERS

Introduction
'The housing problem is immense and growing" perhaps best summarizes the
nature and scope of the housing situation in Santa Clara County. The Housing
Task Force of Santa Clara County, which undertook a study of the area's housing situation further reinforced what other studies have concluded, that there
is a dramatic increase in the cost of shelter relative to the individual family's
budget. With the increase of shelter cost came the reduction of families ability
to purchase a home.
It has been estimated that nearly two-thirds of the county's working population cannot afford to purchase a home at today's prices. The latest median price
of a previously occupied home for sale is $82,000. As more and more young families try to own a home, more of them are finding out that this is no longer possible. Those who can barely make the monthly mortgage payments are more
likely from families with two-income households. These perhaps are the products
of the population explosion years. As they now enter the mainstream of society
and for the first time get involved in establishing and starting a family life, they
are facing the reality of the housing situation. To fulfill their dreams of owning
a home, either both husband and wife have to work full time and somehow save
some money for the down payment, and in the meantime must settle for the
alternative arrangement, that is to compete in the rental market.
While they are searching for shelter accommodations, others are also doing the
same. With the large demand for rental units, the monthly rental payment wil
follow in a consistent ascending order. All of these activities would eventually
lead to a low vacancy rate of rental shelter.

Affordable prices-elderly renters
While the low vacancy rates in rental accommodation dictates the housing
(rental) situation in the county, and the monthly rental rates follow in ascendIng order, the elderly renters are faced with the dilemma of locating a decent
shelter at affordable prices. Finding a decent place at affordable prices confronts
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the daily existence of the seniors and this endeavor has become increasingly
difficult to say the least.
While existing on a fixed income, the elderly renter must compete with renters
of all ages who are presumably more mobile, assumably have a higher monthly
gross income and can be more selective in residential location. In San Jose, Calif.,
it has been estimated that the monthly median apartment rental for a onebedroom accommodation is $204. For an elderly who subsists on SSI, he/she will
have to allocate 67 percent of his/her monthly gross income for housing. Coupled
with the estimated 20 percent for food and the remaining 13 percent will be
spent for transportation, clothing, health care, personal care, and others that are
necessary to sustain everyday existence.
As was mentioned previously, the problem confronting the elderly renter is
finding a decent and affordable home. Decent according to appropriations of life's
situation and affordable in relation to ability to pay. The latter doesn't imply that
elderly on SSI should be budgeting 65 percent of his/her gross monthly income
for housing alone.
This brings us to the crucial question, "will apartment-to-condominium conversion provide another solution to the housing problems of the elderly renters or
will it cause additional ones?"
Apartment to condominiums: the effect on the elderly renters

While the need for more affordable housing is well-known and well-documented,
conversion from apartment to condominium to meet this need is not. In relation

to the overall housing picture, any conversion would create a reduction of the
present available rental units. This, of course, is predicated that condominiums
would be sold in the real estate market, thus increasing the number of homes
available for sale. This reduction will not only create a serious hardship on
elderly renters, but also others who rely on apartment dwellings as their means
of living accommodation.
Furthermore, additional expenses will be incurred during the conversion procoess.~These expenses can be seen as an added cost to the price of ownership, or if
the condominium is for rent, an added expenditure in the monthly rental payments. In either case, the elderly renters who presently spend a sizable portion of
his/her monthly income for housing accommodation will have to seek another
place for shelter. Once they moved, however, they will find that there are insufficient alternatives to their former living arrangements, very limited availabilty
of affordable housing and those that are available are either too expensive or
psychologlically and physically unsuitable.
While conversion increases the homes availabe for the real estate market and
at the same time reduces available rental units, this process seems to compound
the housing problem of the elderly renters who need affordable housing. While
this can be seen as a solution to some, it can also be a problem for others.
To pursue this situation further, let us assume that a former occupant cannot
afford the ownership or rental of the condominium. Where would he go to seek
housing accommodation and who will be responsible for assisting him in this
relocation endeavor?
What will happen to the elderly renter who is now residing in the premise
prior to conversion, and who relies on subsidy rental payments? Should the
owner decide to rent, would the above persons be guaranteed subsidy rental
asssitance thus detering the propensity for them to move?
In reference to owning the condominium, can the elderly afford it? To very
few perhaps, but to those who subsist on fixed income the answer is very
explicit. Because ownership normally requires a large sum for down payment
and mortgage payment, it is appropriate that a mechanism in the form of
cooperative arrangement be structured so that opportunities will be provided to
the elderly renters to become owners. The cost of the monthly mortgage payment should be no more than 25 percent of their monthly gross income. Perhaps a
subsidy can be seen as a necessary Ingredient for this type of relationship.
The aforementioned are just some of the many compelling questions and areas
that should be addressed prior to conversion of apartment into condominium.
Furthermore, these should focus on those who are immediately affected, namely
the elderly. Neglecting to address some of these areas will bring consequences
that will not be beneficial, and perhaps will create la series of events that will
result in compounding the housing problem of the elderly renter.
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Conclusion
The elderlies have the right to life not out of life. They have the right to live
with independence and dignity. With their labor, they have planted societal
seeds and cultivated the fruits of which all of us enjoy today. They have the
need to be respected while society has the obligation to provide a mutual reciprocity. They need to be involved in the mainstream of society and we cannot
afford to treat them as social casualties.
We need to provide them with the best of giving and sharing because they provided us with the best of everything today. We need to provide appropriate transportation systems so that they may be able to socialize with others and may also
be afforded opportunities to obtain other basic necessities for life. We need to
involve their wisdom to help us solve societal problems. We need to provide them
sufficient income to sustain them through life not out of life. We need to eliminate the negative attitudes that we superimposed upon them and look at them
as a part of our future not only in the past.
They also have the right to basic shelter needs and society has the obligation of
providing them such necessity. This basic necessity should be affordable and
should be situated where the surrounding environment is conducive to the everyday well-being of the individual.
In concluding this testimony, it is proper to state that condominiums can be
seen as a solution to the basic shelter need. However, we need to ascertain If
this is the appropriate means by which we could provide housing that is decent
and affordable to the fixed income elderly renter. Taking the present income
situation (SSI) into account, there is a need to place a great deal of emphasis
on whether or not this conversion is the mechanism duly structured to provide a
solution or to compound the present housing problem of the elderly renter.
I

ITEM 5. LETTER AND ENCLOSURE FROM RICHARD LivINosToN, REALITY HOUSE
WEST, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF., TO SENATOR DENNIS DECoNcINi, DATED
DECEMBER 20, 197S

DEAR SENATOR DECONCINI: Thank you for visiting the Cadillac Hotel in San
Francisco when you came to California to preside over the field hearing on "Older
Americans in the Nation's Neighborhoods."
The tenants of the hotel, as well as staff and friends of the program, appreciated your visit and the opportunity to talk with you.
We appreciate your concern for the elderly and your interest in our program
at the Cadillac Hotel.
I am sending some material on the Cadillac Hotel in the hope that it can be
included in the hearing record.
*If you or the members of the committee have any further questions, please
feel free to contact me.
Again, thank you for your concern and interest.
Sincerely,

Enclosure.

RICHARD LivINosTON.
THE CADILLAC HOTEL AND NATIONAL URBAN POLICY

The Cadillac Hotel sits on the corner of Eddy and Leavenworth Streets in the
heart of San Francisco's tenderloin, perched dangerously on the edge of society.
The tenderloin, like many of the Nation's central cities, is a decaying rot of
neglected buildings, crime in the streets, and senior citizens trapped in cheap
hotels.
San Francisco has seen the decline of its central city residential neighborhood
during the last three decades. The buildings that met the needs of generations
after the second world war became obsolete. The giant hotels took the tourists,
leaving the smaller and older hotels to become filled with low-income transients
and permanent senior residents.
The elderly are now trapped within the older hotels-trapped by the low

rents, trapped by their desire to live independently in the central city, trapped
by the elements that prey upon them. Simultaneously with the decay, policymakers have become increasingly concerned with the urban problem. Urban renewal has demolished many of the cheap hotels without creating sufficient
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been created
humane alternatives. Social programs in enormous numbers have
left
since the fifties to meet the needs. Instead, a fragmented trail of benefits is
strewn about, with few comprehensive solutions.
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together with
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to the criminal lifestyle. Representing an unemployed class, they need an economic situation connected to the mainstream, integrated into the work force.
The old buildings in many metropolitan areas represent grand opportunities,
especially for rehabiliation through employment opportunities for young people.
The buildings are often, like the Cadillac Hotel, structurally sound but needing
a lot of labor that can be unskilled if supervised by skilled trainers. Not only
is the building then rehabilitated, and the elderly provided low-cost housing,
but training skills and income are also transmitted to youth, seniors, and
ex-offenders.
Existing government programs provide much of the resources for the people
and the programs within the Cadillac Hotel. The multipurpose project, combining different resources, needs the sum of the programs to be compatible, and not
counterproductive. The hotel and its residents relate to dozens of public policies,
including those for housing and urban development, health, social security,
welfare, medicare, mental health, employment and training, aging, drug abuse
treatment, police, correctional, recreational and other programs.
In the brief time that Reality House has operated the Cadillac Hotel we have
identified a multitude of applicable programs as well as a host of policies that
are counterproductive to the basic urban policy objectives. HUD programs are a
natural for the residential program, but many programs are designed for apartment living rather than hotel rooms without kitchens. Zoning regulations govern
conversion of units from hotel rooms to apartments and costs are often prohibitive. Social security and, even more so, SSI policies discourage employment by
recipients even though their fixed payments are nearly impossibly low. Using
youth and ex-offender labor, paid by CETA programs, to rehabilitate housing is a
natural, but Davis-Bacon Act provisions outlaw construction work with Federal
funds without paying union scale wages. All of the programs include forms,
procedures, guidelines, and different levels of bureaucracy. Each must be individually approached with an eye for applicability and to policy changes that would
cut down counterproductive regulations.
Reality House West is a black-funded and controlled community organization
providing an integrated system of social services. Like many such minority controlled organizations, they lack capital assets for a significant endowment.
These organizations are often one step in front of the bulldozer in rented facilities, redevelopment buildings or the like. The Cadillac Hotel, purchased by
Reality House, represents an opportunity to develop equity and financial
resources. The building is currently valued at about $6 per square foot. As
this increased to a more realitsic $30 valuation, the building becomes a multimillion-dollar asset, a solid foundation for a community organization.
On December 9, 1978, the television program Bay Scene 7, produced and broadcast by San Francisco's KGO-TV, included a story on the Cadillac Hotel. In
an interview on the program. Leroy Looper, the founder and executive director
of Reality House West, summed up the Cadillac program:
"People are talking about getting rid of the addicts in the street and the
convicts in the street and throwing the senior citizens in the river somewhere.
We're saying that they are total resources in the community.
"People are saying there's no work in San Francisco, that there are no industries in San Francisco. There's an industry out there. Outside that door are
buildings that need to be fixed up that could create a lot of work that broadens
on all kinds of skills-electricity, brick laying, carpentry, plumbing. They could
fix up this total neighborhood and the people in this neighborhood could put
some money in the bank.
"If people really care about the concept of saving neighborhoods, if people
really believe in what they say about senior citizens and ex-offenders and helping people, what we are asking for are experts and supplies and money to make
this a living entity, that this hotel can impact the outside world and this be a
demonstration model to show other parts of the country that it can be done.
Then we'll halt the demolition of neighborhoods and prove once and for all that
they can be salvaged.
"People think because people live In the tenderloin that they are poor, they
don't have any resources and that they are dependent and it's a contrary view
for me. The senior citizens as I know them in this neighborhood and in this hotel
are very independent people. They like to be in the neighborhood, they were
very resourceful when they were young, and they just like the neighborhood,
and I feel it's crime to tear up a hotel and move them out or raise the rents so
high that they cannot spend their last days in some kind of comfort."
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TUE CADirLAc HoTEL-THE PAST
In 1906 the great earthquake and fire destroyed virtually the entire downtown
of San Francisco including the bulk of the city's hotels. The years immediately
after the disaster saw the city rebuilt at a fever pitch. By 1912 there were
1,237 hotels including 60,000 rooms, 90 percent of them new. One of the first
hotels built in 1906-07 was the Cadillac Hotel.
The Cadillac is a steel beam reinforced brick building. It is situated on the
largest lot on the block, a 137 foot by 137 foot parcel. The ground floor includes
10 store fronts and the hotel lobby. On the second, third, and fourth floors are
located the 159 hotel rooms, approximately 40 percent with private baths and
the remainder serviced by public rest rooms.
When the building was purchased by Reality House West in 1977, only onethird of the building was being utilized. Although structurally sound, lack of
maintenance had caused the decline of most of the hotel rooms and store fronts.
Ground floor windows were boarded up, upstairs windows were often broken.
The roof leaked, the elevator was regularly breaking down, worn gaskets and
valves made the boiler and heating system inefficient. The plumbing leaked and
many of the toilet facilities did not work. The electrical system was antiquated
and inadequate for the current usage. The tax assessor had valued the building
at $350,000, or about $4 per square foot. The land was valued at $200,000. It
seemed only a matter of time before economics would demand that the building
be demolished and another structure be built on the property.
The primary income was rent from senior tenants paying an average of $50
per month from social security and pension checks. The most successful business
was the corner liquor store that operated from 6 a.m. to 2 a.m. and did an active
business around its two pay phones at the front and a number of pin ball machines in the back.
On the corner in front of the hotel dozens of heroin addicts congregated constantly. From the lobby of the hotel, seniors could watch bags and balloons of
heroin be purchased and transferred just outside the picture window. Violence
on the street was common-one tenant said that he had personally witnessed
four murders in front of the hotel during his 10-year tenancy. While crime in the
street was rampant, many police were blackmailing neighborhood businesses.
Federal prosecutors have charged that local police extorted $650,000 from businesses in the immediate area from 1966 to 1974. Seven present and former police
pled guilty to blackmail charges in the U.S. district court in December of 1978.
In short, the Cadillac Hotel in 1977 was a fairly typical building in a fairly
typical tenderloin neighborhood. What little interest existed in rehabilitating
buildings in the tenderloin came from speculators looking for profits from government loans and subsidized rents. Few people or organizations saw much potential
in the Cadillac Hotel at the time. Reality House though saw the building as a
fantastic work site and the senior population as an asset. Banking on its past
experience and reputation, Reality House decided to take a risk and purchased
the buildings on April 15, 1977, with 100 percent private financing.
Hotels such as the Cadillac stand in ill repair across the country. From our
experience in California there seem to be several trends. The first is that foreign
nationals are purchasing the small and medium size facilities. Industry magazines
estimate that over 25 percent of the hotels and motels in California are owned by
foreign nationals. In San Francisco this is especially evident in the hotels owned
by Patels, a family of hotel operators from India which the city planning
department estimates owns 40 percent of the tenderloin hotels. This trend is
supported by the fact that a foreign national can acquire a "green card" as a
permanent resident by investing $50,000 in a hotel facility.
The second trend, especially in the central city hotels sitting on valuable property in the central cities, is the inhumane decay of the facility and its eventual
condemnation by the public authorities. On the face of it this seems to hurt the
owners but actutily it often helps speculators. An unprofitable hotel, such as
the International Hotel which the Senate special committee has investigated,
poses a difficult problem of eviction for potential developers, especially if the
tenants are an organized group of senior citizens. However, if the owner allows
the hotel to be mismanaged it can quickly fill up with junkies, winos, and street
derelicts. Garbage may be allowed to pile up and the place becomes a fire and
health hazard. The health department, or some other government agency, then
condemns the building as unsafe and a hazard and the tenants are evicted. This
leaves the owner with an empty building which in many cases is more profitable
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than an occupied building. The seniors who happened to be living in the building,
perhaps for decades, are out on the street.
Similar to the health hazard condemnation is the trend of burning of unprofitable buildings, some occupied and some not. In the 20 months that Reality
House has owned the Cadillac Hotel, there have been more than a dozen major
fires within a few blocks, all of buildings that on the face of it were unprofitable
for their owners.
Another trend, which has destroyed literally thousands of units of low-cost
housing in San Francisco in the last decade, is the "redevelopment" of the buildings and neighborhoods by bulldozing the old hotels. Most often when this has
been done the residential units, many inhabited by fixed-income seniors, have
been replaced with commercial nonresidential buildings. If the redevelopment
includes the construction of residential units these are usually apartments costing $40,000 or more each to build. If they are made available to low-income people
it is through expensive subsidies.
The Cadillac Hotel hopes to be the beginning of a new trend-that of community based organizations taking over residential hotels and rehabilitating
them with hard core unemployed laborers, creating a community center as well
as enhancing the low-cost housing for seniors and other poverty level people.
The Cadillac Hotel is perhaps the most efficient and cost effective approach to
the rehabilitation of central city housing stock. At a time of limited funds this
approach must be examined closely. Not only is the total dollar cost extremely
low, but what money is spent benefits the populations that need it most-hard
core unemployed, fixed-income elderly, and community based organizations.
The traditional approach to creating housing for the elderly and low-income
people in the United States is extremely expensive. This approach usually involves funding construction through tax exempt bonds purchased by banking
institutions, building facilities through multi-million-dollar construction contracts, and then subsidizing the rents through HUD grants. The elderly benefit,
those who can wade through the bureaucracy and waiting lists, by receiving housing at 25 percent of their income. But the large profits, themulti-million-dollar
deals, are made by the banks that purchase the tax exempt bonds, the construction companies that received the contracts, and the administrators that run the
program. Because the costs are high there are too few units and long waiting
lists. Although many of the contracts include minority hiring clauses, few "hard
core unemployed" benefit from the construction.
Clearly the need is so great that we need many different approaches, the traditional as well as the innovative. But when all the work has been completed,
including the training and employment opportunities granted, units in the Cadillac Hotel will cost approximately $7,000 each as contrasted with $40,000 each
in the new subsidized units across town.
REALITY HOUSE WEsT-THE DEVELOPMENT OF A COMMUNITY BASED
ORGANIZATION

Reality House began as one of the pioneer drug abuse treatment and ex-offiender
programs in the country. Leroy Looper, the founder and Executive Director of
Reality House West, started the oldest drug program in Harlem, the first detoxification program in San Francisco's Fillmore district, one of the first drug
abuse training programs on the west coast and was instrumental in the formation of many organizations including the San Francisco Coordinating Council on
Drug Abuse. Westside Community Mental Health, and many others. Thosuands
of addicts have been treated, hundreds of professionals trained, and dozens of
programs started by Reality House during the last 15 years.
The foundation of Reality House began in New York in the early sixties when
Leroy Looper, himself an ex-addict and ex-convict, began working in prisons
with Steven Chinlund, then a volunteer prison minister and now commissioner of
the New York State prison system. From there Reality House was started in
Harlem in the mid-sixties. Reality House is still one of the largest and most
successful programs in Manhattan, directed by Syd Moshette, Leroy's former
parole officer, and operated on nearly a $2 million a year budget.
In 1909. Leroy left New York and came to San Francisco where he founded
Reality House West. With no money, Reality House secured a building from the
redevelopment agency and developed staff from the clientele and some volunteers.
From this grew a detoxification facility, a therapeutic residential community,
a training center and other programs. Some of the original staff are still with the
organization.
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During the seventies, Reality House West continued the drug abuse services
but increasingly turned to work with ex-offenders, youth and economic development projects.
In 1976 Reality House West began investigating the possibility of operating
programs out of a downtown hotel in San Francisco. We discussed the plan with
criminal justice agencies, senior citizen organizations, the redevelopment agency,
city planning department, and many other groups. Through all of this we came to
the decision that the Cadillac Hotel was the best option available. We made arrangements to purchase the hotel as well as to secure the resources necessary
for its development. We investigated the possibility of making the property
exempt from local property taxes as well as meeting the requirements of the
planning department, building inspectors, and the fire department. During 1977
we laid the foundation for developing the hotel into a cornerstone in a new tenderloin and a location for the delivery of community services.
Reality House had no funds for this project, but felt that our track record and
ability to successfully put together programs made the project feasible. We approached the owner with the proposition that Reality House West assume the
mortgage and that he allow us to pay the difference over several years-in other
words, to buy the building with no downpayment.
We involved our board of directors and the attorney for the organization.
Through negotiations, we reached a price of $550,000 for the hotel. The bank
holding the first mortgage allowed us to assume the loan of approximately
$310,000 at 7½2 percent interest. The owner accepted a second mortgage of approximately $240,000 at 6 percent interest with payments beginning 1 year after
the purchase.
After purchasing the hotel, Reality House began an ambitious program to
rehabilitate the building, establish services in the hotel and the storefronts,
and effectively combine the populations of seniors and ex-offenders. By early
1979, all but one of our programs will be located in the Cadillac Hotel. Current
service components include:
Women's halfway house.-The only service that is not planned to be located
in the Cadillac Hotel, the Reality Women's House provides residential services
to women being released from prisons and jails. The capacity of the house is
20 women who reside there for an average of 3 months while working in the
community or involved in a educational program. The program is primarily
funded by fee-for-service contracts from the Federal Bureau of Prisons and a
grant from the San Francisco Mayor's Criminal Justice Council.
Men's halfway house.-The men's residential services, similar to the women's
program described above, are provided on the third floor of the Cadillac Hotel.
The program has a capacity of 40 men and is primarily funded by fee-for-service
contracts from the Bureau of Prisons.
Senior residential programis.-Operating on the second and fourth floors of the
Cadillac Hotel, low-cost rooms are provided for independent elderly. There is a
capacity for 100 residents. Funding for the operation of this program comes
from the low-cost rents, averaging $80 per month.
Outpatient services.-Located at 324 Leavenworth Street, in a Cadillac Hotel
storefront, the outpatient services provide counseling to substance abusers and
ex-offenders. There is 'a capacity for 100 clients funded by contracts with the
San Francisco and California Departments of Health and the National Institute
of Drug Abuse.
Reality rap restaurant.-The restaurant operated by Reality House Is currently located on Divisadero Street in San Francisco but is scheduled to move
to the corner of the Cadillac Hotel when remodeling is completed. The restaurant
feeds seniors, youth and residents of the halfway houses as well as providing
a community center.
Maintenance company.-A small group of laborers provide the maintenance for
the Cadillac Hotel. Originally funded by a CETA grant from the Mayor's Office
of Employment and Training, when the grant expired the best of the workers
were kept as hotel staff. The eventual plan is to develop a company providing
maintenance services for Reality House and other facilities.
Upholstery shop (planned).-With HUD community development funds, one
of the storefronts will be remodeled into an upholstery shop that will train and
employ ex-offenders and seniors to refurbish the furniture in the Cadillac Hotel as
well as for other senior facilities.
Administrative services.-All of the programs and payroll for Reality House
West are administered through the office at 306 Leavenworth, in the Cadillac
building, Including billing, fiscal records. personnel records, and other business.
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Billy Newman's gytnnasium.-One of the oldest boxing gymnasiums in the
United States, Newman's has been located in the Cadillac Hotel for over 50 years
and hosted dozens of world's champions including Jack Dempsey, Muhammed
Ali, George Foreman, and many more. The gym is operated by Mr. Newman and
includes about S trainers and 100 fighters.
Artist's co-op.-Also operated at the Cadillac Hotel by people other than Reality
House West is the artist's co-op wvhich includes a dance floor, darkroom, photography studio, and other facilities.
Shoeshine 8tand.-The third facility, along with the gym and co-op, in the
Cadillac Hotel but not operated by Reality House is the shoeshine stand which
serves as a ministry for its owner, Rev. David Fairley.
When Reality House purchased the Cadillac Hotel it was less than one-third
occupied. Now, after 20 months, the facility is two-thirds utilized. We hope by the
-end of 1979 to be using 85-90 percent of the building for the various programs.
None of this would have been possible without the financial support we have re'ceived. Most involved in the program were local foundations.
Funds for supplies were donated by the Bothin Helping Funding *and the
Evelyn and Walter Haas Foundation. The San Francisco Foundation awarded
.a grant to fund expert trainers and supervisors for the project. The Hewlett
Foundation and the Irvine Foundation provided moneys for the major repairs on
the building. An unrestricted grant was received from the Crown Zellerbach
Foundation. Grants for remodeling the restaurant, gym, and upholstery shop
were received from HUD funds dispursed by the Mayor's Office of Community
Development. The first grant, to hire ex-offenders and seniors, was of CETA
funds from the Mayor's Office of Employment and Training. From local parking
tax revenues, the San Francisco Commission on Aging provided funds for building
supplies.
In addition to the grants mentioned, the business community responded with
*a multitude of building supplies and furniture. Also donating supplies and equipment was the Synanon Foundation. Design services were provided by the University of California Community Design Center.
Finally, friends and residents of the hotel provided hours and hours of volunteer time in support of our efforts.
The Cadillac Hotel is a large project and requires support from a multitude
of sources. The project is less than 2 years old and we estimate that the first
stage consisting of the rehabilitation of the building will take a total of 5 years.
A long and hard struggle, the results will benefit our community, our neighborbhood, and hopefully serve as a model for others.

Appendix 2
STATEMENTS SUBMITTED BY THE HEARING AUDIENCE
During the course of the hearing, a form was made available by the committee
to those attending who wished to make suggestions and recommendations but were
unable to testify because of time limitations. The form read as follows:
DEAR SENATOR DECONCINI: If there had been time for everyone to speak at the
hearing on "Older Americans in the Nation's Neighborhoods," in Oakland, Calif.,
on December 4, 1978, I would have said:
The following replies were received:
WILLIAM T. ABBOTT, OAKLAND, CALIF.

The senior citizens of Oakland would like for you to send a representative to
our meeting (workshop meeting) to be held December 6, 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., at
the First Presbyterian Church, 27th and Broadway, Oakland, Calif. This meeting
is sponsored by the California Legislative Council of Older Americans. Here you
will hear the dire needs and the true feelings we senior citizens have.
We need free mass transportations as they have in Philadelphia; Milwaukee;
Santa Clara County, Calif.; the State of Hawaii, etc.
We do need a senior multi-service center as they have in most cities.
I would like further communication with your committee.
S. W. BRAY, ALAMEDA, CALIF.
I am interested in the rumor that the cost-of-living index that has been tied to
social security payments is being considered for removal due to budget cuts because of inflation. Please comment. Thank you.
CLARENCE DAY, ALAMEDA, CALIF.
At least 50 percent of the military budget for expansion should be diverted
to more human-related services.
It is shameful that we should spend so much preparing to, kill people and so
little to make life bearable for those alive-particularly the elders.

MITCHELL ELIOTT, OAKLAND, CALIF.
The lack of morality in the discussion is unsettling. Sons and daughters are
now encouraged to toss their aging parents onto a scrap heap. Now, more attempts are being made to make the heap more attractive and remove any lingering guilt for doing it. It is hogwash to say older people want to be with their
age group. Young people with young ideas keep persons from getting old. Offsprings should bear the brunt of supporting their parents and encouraged to
have them live in the same household. A tax credit would help in doing this.
To pour money into depressing old-age housing is immoral. One of the worst I
heard was that proposed by Mr. Turner in California to convert old cruise ships
into homes for the aged. If you have spent any time on a ship, you will see what
I mean.
JIM G. FRIEDL, CONCORD, CALIF.

Please provide some attention for the retired mobile-home owners who are ax
the mercy of the park owners.
(168)
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Our investment is often hazarded by the mere whim of the park owner-with
respect to fees, accommodations, and continued occupancy-especially if we
criticize or protest any shortcomings.

SUSIE P.

GAINES, BERKELEY,

CALIF.

No condominiums for the elderly. More money for the elderly. I would have
said the same words that Mr. Turner said-most of the poor elderly helped
build America with cheap labor and now we need to be looked after properlymedical-wise, better housing, food. The United States is the richest country in
the world. I happen to be retired, a mother, a grandmother, and six brothers
to serve in U.S. service. Also a son that served 2Y2 years in the Armed Forces. I
am an advocate for the poorest of poor-elderly. This is what I would have said.
Please look into the matter deeply. Then do something about it.

THALMA LAWRENCE, OAKLAND, CALIF.

Instead of new programs being initiated, which will necessitate training of
staff and, as with passed experimentation, a great deal of resulting inefficiency
and consequent lack of benefit to the elders in need, I am hoping for carefully
considered and evaluated programs and agencies which have proven themselves
to be effective. I have in mind our local Oakland Neighborhood Housing Services
Agency which has, on a low-budget operation, visibly proved itself in the Elmhurst area of East Oakland. Director Nunn and staff have been a definite assist
to seniors and others in efficiently processing low-interest rehab loans and in obtaining services for citizens of Elmhurst which, when handled by city bureaucratic systems, only result in endless delays and frustrations for the homeowner.
Most elderly give up rather than having to deal with the paper-shufflers downtown whose only interest seems to be in perpetuating their jobs and not in solving
problems.
MARJORIE MCCABTOB, HAYWARD, CALIF.

Older people are beginning to panic. People who have planned and saved to be
self-supporting to the end of life are being hit by inflation year after year. They
don't dare to think ahead now, knowing that each dollar buys less. Since housing
takes a big bite out of available income, skyrocketing rents tend to reduce selfrespecting citizens to fear ridden semipaupers. Women are particularly vulnerable.
Older people who get together and share a home might be a cost-effective
strategy. Some way of rewarding relatives for providing living space for elderly
family members might help.
A tax rebate for people willing to prepare and rent part of their home to an
older person might help.
JAMES

E.

O'NEILL, ALAMEDA, CALIF.

Keep up the good work!
BIBUrTE SKURDENIS, OAKLAND, CALIF.
All types of surveys have been done on the comparative costs of caring for an
older person in their own home or apartment and the cost of caring for them in
a nursing home or acute care facility. As far as I know, all have shown that
the savings in money is immense when services are provided directly in the
home. That's not even taking into account the savings in sorrow, anger, and fear
that older people face when confronted with the possibility of entering a nursing home.
With all the howling taking place around the issue of the use of taxpayers
money, it would seem to be a logical conclusion that providing services to those
who need them in their own homes is a better remedy than forced nursing care.
Yet there is no alternative to nursing care for many elderly who are well but are
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having difficulties with cooking, shopping, or personal care. Oakland is, perhaps,
in better shape than other cities in the country, having such services provided by
groups like the Social Service Bureau of East Bay and the senior companion
program, but we still have a long way to go.
I would like to see more emphasis placed on congregate housing which provides
some of these necessary services. Currently, if you live in one of Alameda County's
congregate housing sites, you face eviction if you are too Ill to care for yoursef,
if only for a limited time. I've seen many older people whose health has deteriorated as they've become slightly ill and have become sicker for fear of losing
their housing. Some even forego medical care for fear the administrator will find
out and send them packing. None of the congregate housing sites will allow people
in wheelchairs on the assumption that they cannot care for themselves, although
there is one being built that will allow this. I would like to see that broadened.
Thank you.
VIOLA VOLG, BERKELEY, CALIF.

We are trying to keep older peresons from becoming residents or patients of
institutions as long as they can possibly manage to stay in their own homes.
However, it is necessary that there be suitable housing, and services appropriate for their condition and needs at a price they can afford.
Almost any alternative is preferable and less costly than placing older persons
in institutions.
Needed are: Suitable (low-cost) housing, in-home supportive services, day
care, and multipurpose senior centers.
KILROY ZuxAs, BERKELEY, CALIF.
To win 1984's "Cold World War III," the home-scene logistics require adequate
and decent homes for all Americans-not only the aged survivors of previous
holocausts and massive wastes of their hard-earned taxes. After W.W. II in
England, where I bad been a 3-year, 8th Air Force combatant, the Labor Party
repeated their W.W. I "Post War Homes for 'Veteran Heroes. " They further
said. "If homes were required to defeat the Hitler-Hirohito-Mussolini juggernauts, the low-income public houses could have rolled-off the escalated defense
assembly line as did planes, tanks, ships, shells, ets. !" After 33 years of frustrated expectations of Yankee low-income modern housing for our W.W. I and
W.W. II veterans and heroes, I finally secured a satellite senior studio shelter
for my 66-year-old decrepit remains of W.W. I. W.W. II, and potential W.W. TII
struggles. As a retired school teacher, I have only $300 income monthly after
50 years of effort in raising a family of three Phi Beta Kappa children at U.C.,
Berkeley, whose paternal grandparents were illiterate and alcoholic Litvok immigrant ghetto types. Just as public education achieved this upward mobility
a
of my CCNY and GI degrees and the U.C. honors for my offspring, so would
massive rehousing "crash program" result in greater employment, less delinquency, less psychosomatic medical and mental health expenditures-especially
in our growing urban and rural ghettos.
Converting deluxe Hawaiian Cruise Ships is not the solution. If Scandinavia
and the Western European NATO and EEC governments and economies can
provide model housing for their low-income taxpayers, surely the 20th American
Century could match, if not surpass, these poorer nations.
If the Jonestown mass hari-kari refugees from "liberal bay area's Peoples'
Temple" had decent housing, jobs, schools, and medical agencies, possibly they
never would have fled this "Sodom and Gomorrah" crisis-ridden metropolis. If
"law and order" vigilante-paratrooper White had been spared his Vietnam War
hardening and pier number 39 "easy buck" hanky-panky, he still might have been
San Francisco's supervisor helping Mayor Moscone and fellow politician Milk
to improve San Francisco's public and tourist image, instead of tarnishing it.
This is how the Roman- era collapsed-too many legionnaires-not enough civilian securities.
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OLDER AMERICANS IN THE NATION'S
NEIGHBORHOODS
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1978

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMM1¶rEE ON AGING,
Washington, D.C.
The hearing convened, pursuant to call, at 9:13 a.m., in room 5302,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, lHon. Dennis DeConcini presiding.
Present: Senator DeConcini.
Also present: William E. Oriol, staff director; Garry V. Wenske,
assistant counsel for operations; Letitia Chambers, minority staff director; Philip S. Corwin and Alan Dinsmore, majority staff members;
Jeffrey Lewis, minority staff member; Shirley Wilson, office of Senator
DeConcini; Marjorie J. Finney, operations assistant; Alice Hamlin,
resource assistant; and Kaye English, information assistant.
OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR DENNIS DeCONCINI, PRESIDING
Senator DECONCINI. Ladies and gentlemen, this is the opening hearing of the Senate Special Committee on Aging, Frank Church, chairman. I bid you good morning and welcome to the witnesses we have
today and also to the hearing audience.
Today, the Senate Committee on Aging holds its opening inquiry
into the subject of neighborhoods and the elderly. Our examination
takes place in the firm belief that America's elderly, more than any
other group in our society, have the greatest need for strong and stable
neighborhoods-and may have the most to lose if they are forced to,
reside in blighted areas characterized by substandard housing, inadequate public services and commercial activity, and high levels of arson
and street crime.
Older persons-so many of whom live on low, fixed incomes, have
physical limitations, and develop strong psychological needs for secure
and familiar environments-require the good housing; the ease of access to shopping, health care, and social services; and the informal
support and assistance that can be summed up in the word "neighborliness."
It is clear that healthy neighborhoods are a prerequisite for healthy
cities. And, at a time when renewed interest and new capital is conserving the physical resources of neighborhoods, equal attention must
be paid to their human resources.
We are beginning these hearings at a moment marked by a clear
shift in the dynamics of America's urban areas. The problems of the
past have certainly not disappeared. Nor should it be mistakenly
(1)
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thought that the problems, assets, revitalization trends, and characteristics of all neighborhoods or all cities are alike. Nonetheless, a new
stage appears to have been entered, for these reasons, among others:
No. 1: The 1978 Housing and Community Development Amendments declare it to be Federal policy that, in carrying out shelter and
revitalization policies, the utmost care should be taken to minimize
the displacement of persons from their homes and neighborhoods.
Further, the H-UD Secretary is ordered to report to the Congress, by
January 31 of next year, her recommendations on the formulation of
a national policy to minimize displacement due to public and private
redevelopment activities.
No. 2: Mr. Rolf Goetze, of the Boston Redevelopment Authority,
speaks in his 1I977 study, "Stabilizing Neighborhood," of a "tidal
wave" of new households which will inundate our urban areas and
bring all their housing resources into play during the remainder of
the century. He goes on:
For policymakers, the implications should be clear. The last 20 years can be
characterized as the period when problems of urban blight caused stress; and
the coming 20 years as the period of rediscovery, speculation, and dislocation
* * * we must realize that coming events can bring with them a full measure of
trauma, particularly for existing residents.
Yet these new trends offer cause for hope as well as concern for, as
Dr. Goetze observes:
Revitalizing neighborhoods offers an unprecedented opportunity to maintain
diversity if appropriate public policies are pursued.
No. 3: An August 1978 study by the National Urban Coalition found
that a group dubbed "the new urban nomads" was being created by
reinvestment displacement in 44 American cities, of all sizes and in
all regions. Of great concern to this committee is the coalition's finding
that, "The elderly are most often displaced."
No. 4: The cover story in the December 1978 Harper's asserts:
1978 * * * was the year the Northern cities confounded the prophets of inner
city doom * * * from Boerum Hill in Brooklin to Capitol Hill in Washington the
fastest growing social problem was not the departure of the white middle class;
it was the displacement of the poor and nonwhite.
This same article goes on to report that domestic and foreign investment is pouring into America's urban centers; Federal programs
have contributed to these events in ways that few policymakers ever
foresaw.
Clearly, the implications of these, and many other reports, are more
than academic matters for older Americans.
More than half of America's elderly reside in urbanized areas; a full
one-third reside in central cities.
For the 7 out of 10 older Americans who own their own home, will
these changes bring enhanced equity, better municipal services, and
lowered crime on the streets?
Or will it bring agonizing choices as speculation results in skyrocketing property taxes, or even in displacement as code enforcement is
stiffened? For the 30 percent of the elderly who rent, will escalating
prices or condominium conversions force them out of long-occupied
dwellings and into more affordable, but less desirable, parts of the
eity 2
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In short, as many urban commentators have recently inquired: If
America's cities are to be saved, who will they be saved for? How
can we continue to maintain the diversity of age, economic status, and
ethnic background that are drawing so many of the urban pioneers
back into the hearts of our metropolitan areas?
This is the essential question of today's hearing, for if the elderly
are forced to compete head to head with others for continued occupancy in good neighborhoods, they will surely be forced out from the
communities they have helped create.
We will be looking for our panel today to help us answer many
questions, among them:
How much is known about the extent of displacement in America's
urban centers and its specific impact on the elderly?
In what ways are older persons benefiting from the revitalization
of our cities?
How have Federal programs affected neighborhoods? What are our
national neighborhood policies now, and how do we address the future?
What innovative efforts are today helping older homeowners upgrade and keep their properties, are helping elderly renters to stay
in place and even to become homeowners, and can be replicated and
transplanted to other neighborhoods?
What positive role can the private sector play in helping to maintain
healthy and diverse neighborhoods?
How can aging services be better targeted and utilized to become an
integrated support system within a community?
In coming months the committee will conduct hearings and field
trips in diverse American communities to continue our search for full
answers to these inquiries.
In order to best tap the knowledge of today's witnesses, our hearing will be in a roundtable format. Each witness will be asked one or
two questions after delivering a brief summary of written statements
alreadv received earlier by this committee. We ask that that be kept
to 5 minutes. Then we will move on to the next witness, and at the conclusion we will enter a full discussion during which the witnesses will
be free to exchange comments as well as respond to questions from the
Chair.
At this time our first witness will be Richard C. D. Fleming, Deputy
Assistant Secretarv for Neighborhoods, Voluntary Associations and
Consumer Protection, Department of Housing and Urban Development.
STATEMENT OF RICHARD C. D. FLEMING, DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY FOR NEIGHBORHOODS, VOLUNTARY ASSOCIATIONS
AND CONSUMER PROTECTION, DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND
URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Mr. FLEMING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I welcome this opportunity to speak to the committee this morning
about the relationship between urban revitalization and the displacement of our Nation's elderly population. I would like to also mention
several HUD programs and policies which are directly benefiting senior citizens and are to that extent discouraging displacement of the
elderly.
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As is well known, displacement in urban neighborhoods refers to
situations in which individuals and families are forced to leave their
current housing without opportunity to secure alternative affordable
and adequate housing. Because neighborhoods are continually changing and because governmental programs tend to focus upon specific
mechanisms which either help or unintentionally worsen displacement, disagreement remains on ways in which the phenomena may be
adequately responded to by public policy as your opening remarks certainly suggest. In general, however, most observers agree that displacement is occurring in neighborhoods undergoing:
DISINVESTMENT

A condition marked by the lessening or absence of essential services,
the physical deterioration of both housing and the neighborhoods as a
whole, or the continued reduction in the economic viability of the
area's properties, which may lead to the eventual abandonment of the
whole neighborhood; or
REINVESTMENT

OR REVrrALIZATION

The conscious effort of public and private entities to direct financial
resources into selected neighborhoods, which can result in rising housing costs and/or rising property taxes, which in turn make the occupants unable to afford to remain in the area and make properties more
attractive to higher income households.
From discussion with neighborhood groups, lenders, community organizers, and advocates for the elderly, and in reviewing some of the
very recent literature or displacement both within and outside of
HUD, it appears that elderly homeowners and renters are primarily
affected by speculation and its resulting displacement and condoconversion. Yet, while we know much isliappening, we do not have
documentation of the problem and its unique impact on the elderly, a
need which both HUD and local government can work jointly to resolve. In fact, HUD's Office of Policy Development and Research
notes that, the popular press and political debate notwithstanding,
little precisely is really known about the displaced elderly: who they
are, where they go, models of the process, nor methods for controlling
that process.
For example, while the upgrading of the Mount Adam's area was
of great benefit to Cincinnati, we do not know the extent to which
elderly homeowners sold their homes only to find it extremely hard to
buy elsewhere due to lack of knowledge about the real estate market.
Nor do we know the extent to which elderly renters were forced out
by rehabilitation and consequent rising rents. In the "new" neighborhoods, oldtimers and recent arrivals have yet to coalesce; no one even
is sure if the percent of oldtimers remaining there is 15 to 40 percent.
On the other hand, Washington, D.C., has a large number of apartment buildings being converted to condominiums-having experienced
a greater than 500 percent rise in permit requests in just the last 2
years, particularly in the upper Northwest area, because of rent controls, skyrocketing housing values, and population shifts to a younger,
more affluent group. Most displacees in the Northwest are elderly
people who cannot afford to buy an expensive condominium or who may
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not .want to put their life savings into such an investment. Where are
they going? Is this a national phenomenon? We do not precisely know.
At least one study, however, notes that displacement has "disproportionate impact on the elderly in working class areas which have undergone past attempts at traditional renewal * * * or at the fringes of
areas currently being gentrified"-a word which I find somewhat
repugnant, but it is in the quote. Elderly renters are the last to go
since homeowners can generally get relocation assistance.
Let me note briefly some of our current efforts which affect the
elderly and how they may assist revitalization, lessen displacement or
help those displaced.
In the section 202 housing for the elderly program over 340 projects
have been built under the 202 program during the last 20 years. About
26,300 units have started construction since fiscal year 1976. During
fiscal year 1978 some 20,000 additional housing units received fund
reservations in this program. These projects tend to stabilize older
neighborhoods, particularly local shopping areas, and have been a
boon to residential areas due to the general feeling and the recognition that elderly people make good neighbors. Additionally, the program specifically requires any persons displaced by a 202 project to be
relocated in adequate and affordable housing.
CO3MUNITY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

While existing HUD policy is to prevent or minimize displacement
which might be caused by HUD programs or local activities, some
displacement is inevitable as part of the urban revitalization process.
Ln the case of rehabilitation, for example, temporary relocation is
often required because of the nature of renovation. Community development block grant applicants must develop a strategy and describe
actions they will take to directly or indirectly assist persons displaced
by the community development program to remain in their neighborhoods, when they prefer, and to mitigate any adverse effects resulting
from block grant funded activities.
Beyond that, Mr. Chairman, I would like to note a project which
I think the committee would be most interested in and may want to
study in the course of its hearings. It is funded through innovative
grant funding under the block grant fund. Secretary Harris chose
under her discretionary money to fund a very imaginative project in
the city of Savannah, Ga. Those familiar with neighborhood
revitalization are perhaps familiar with the historic preservation
efforts that have gone on in the city of Savannah.
Under this innovative grant, HUD has seeded a program to undertake the renovation and rehabilitation and historic preservation of the
historic Victorian district in Savannah. The unique aspect of that
renovation, however, is an emphasis through a nonprofit corporation
which is actively involving the private sector in the city and the community itself in preserving a substantial number of those units that
are going to go through preservation for low and moderate-income
people-a very ambitious project and one which to date is moving on
a very successful basis.
45-366-79-2
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THE SECTION 312 REHABILITATION

PROGRAM

The rehabilitation program is of significant use in restoring older
housing in deteriorated condition. We estimate that about 20 percent
of all 312 loans have been made to elderly homeowners, allowing them
to make repairs they would not otherwise be able to make, and by
doing so, helping them remain in their homes.
As the chairman is no doubt aware, recent action by the Congress
has made the program more conducive to neighborhood revitalization
by extending the amount we put into any single house from $17,000
to $27,000 per unit. The fiscal year 1978 program of about $85 million
has been dramatically increased as part of the President's urban policy
initiative to $230 million for fiscal year 1979, thereby allowing for
greater participation in this program.
Next, the neighborhood strategy area program is a relatively new
concept of HUD. This new program makes funds available, in the
form of rent subsidies, to tenants, many of whom live in small rental
properties in selected target areas. This program, which has 38,000
housing units in it, is beginning in 117 neighborhoods. These funds
will trigger revitalization of the target areas as houses and apartments
are improved. Yet, by subsidizing the remaining rental costs of low
and moderate income people who pay more than 25 percent of their
income for rent, such individuals, many of whom are elderly, are able
to remain in their homes, even as values and rents in the neighborhood
begin to rise. It is a very important initiative that we are going to be
watching closely in those 117 neighborhoods as indications of future
directions of how we encourage cities to use other types of urban
revitalization money.
The next program is also a relatively new initiative; the urban development action grant program. Funds from the urban development
action grant program can be used to attract private sector investment
to carry out a variety of commercial- and neighborhood-based revitalization activities such as attraction of industry, construction of new
housing, and improving commercial physical plants. Many cities have
innovatively packaged a number of these approaches.
To date, Mr. Chairman, some $491 million of action grant money
has been awarded to cover 200 cities, and with the objective of leveraging private money I can report to you with enthusiasm that nearly $3
billion of private reinvestment has been triggered by that $491 million
of action grant money. That is enearly a 6 to 1 ratio.
For example, one neighborhood in Newark, N.J., used $400,000 in
urban development action grant funds to attract over $2 million in
private funds for low and moderate income, new and renovated, housing as well as a shopping center and a vitally needed supermarket in
an area sorely lacking shopping and other amenities. Many of the
95-percent-plus minority residents of this locale are elderly.
The neighborhood self-help program: This program is fostering
self-help activities for neighborhood development organizations in
which staff and residents work to fight blight and restore both the
social and economic health to their neighborhoods, thus enabling the
residents to remain. While these organizations are not generally exclusively elderly oriented, their activities can and do assist elderly
neighborhood residents. For example, in a recent contract awarded by
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Secretary Harris, the Fillmore-Leroy Area Residents, Inc., of Buffalo,
N.Y., received $115,000 to develop a home repair industry which will
provide low-cost assistance to low-income and elderly residents in making necessary improvements to their dwellings in a 55-square-block
section of the city. This was one of 21 such contracts made directly to
community-based organizations utilizing community development
bloc grant money.
Congress very recently passed two very critical pieces of legislation,
a $30 million authorization over the next 2-year period for the Neighborhood Self-Help Development Act and a $15 million authorization
over the next 2-year period for the Livable Cities Act of 1978, both of
which will be key tools in the self-help area.
The final two areas I would like to touch on are housing counseling
and public housing. Under the housing counseling program, private
and voluntary HUD-approved housing counseling agencies assist current and prospective renters and homeowners by providing advice on
a variety of housing matters. A significant proportion of clients seeking assistance through agencies providing HUD housing counseling
are low-income persons, many of whom are elderly people who need
help in managing their financial affairs and in finding suitable and
affordable housing to either rent or purchase and matching them up
with the housing resource programs. This has been made a cornerstone
of the housing policy and the program will increase in 1979 by over
100 percent in funding money.
Public and subsidized housing: Since the beginning of the public
housing program in 1934, 1,308,810 housing units have been put under
contract as of January 1, 1978. Public housing represents the largest
single governmental resource available for housing older persons and
at present about 40 percent of the units occupied in public housing have
elderly residents. Public housing, which gives priority consideration to
persons directly displaced by governmental activity, is probably the
largest single resource available to the Government for persons requiring relocation.
This administration has recognized the urgency of housing needs for
our senior citizens. For example, in fiscal year 1978, we approved fund
reservations for 108,157 subsidized housing units under the section 8
new, rehabilitated, and existing programs. This amounted to 42 percent
of the total section 8 fund reservations.
Additionally, we hope not to repeat the planning mistakes that we
all learned in urban renewal in the 1950's and early 1960's in which
massive blocks of decaying residential and commercial structures were
razed, and the residents relocated-only to have such "neighborhoods"
replaced, in many instances, by concrete jungles in which people
worked during daylight hours but did not inhabit at night.
One thing, however, is clear: We in HUD must view all our programs as interrelated parts of a total planning and resource process in
a community or neighborhood and not as a series of unrelated and discrete program options.
Mr. Chairman, I want you to know that we are sensitive to the issue
of displacement and to revitalization and to the way both affect lowand moderate-income residents in our urban neighborhoods. HUD
hopes to develop more neighborhood based partnerships with local
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government and foundations to more adequately address stabilization
of older neighborhoods and specifically deal with this problem this
committee is addressing-displacement.
We hope to create within HUD, within the Office of Neighborhoods,
-a capacity to deal systematically and institutionally with the key participants and partners of the urban revitalization process with city
-government and the Federal agencies, with the private business and
foundation sector, and with the community and neighborhood groups
themselves in the context of an urban process that we are pursuing as
part of the Carter urban policy. We hope to develop, in conjunction
-with other agencies, a better data base on displacement and on the
degree to which the elderly, in particular, are affected but we cannot
wait for that data base nor are we waiting for that data base.
We recognize the problem exists and we are acting on it. Perhaps
the housing assistance plans under the community block grant program would be one tool with which HUD could more effectively integrate planning for the Nation's housing needs. We are taking a hard
look at the housing assistance plans as they presently are called for.
Certainly for these hearings and future efforts of like nature we will
learn much about how' the elderly are affected by displacement. Given
this information, I hope we can find some HUD policy and other
agency policies to deal more successfully with revitalization and
displacement.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my remarks. I would be pleased to
respond to your questions, and I am looking forward to having the
opportunity to participate with the distinguished members of the
panel.
Senator DECONCINI. Thank you very much, Mr. Fleming.
Let me introduce Phil Corwin on my left, who was instrumental in
planning these hearings for the committee; and Jeff Lewis on my far
right, representing the minority staff; and also Shirley Wilson of my
personal staff. They will join in asking questions.
Also, I am advised that Ruth Braver of the Urban Elderly Coalition is with us. Ruth, thank you for being here to represent that fine
,organization.
NFor future witnesses, when 5 minutes pass, I am going to hold up
a yellow sheet like that to let you know so you can bring your remarks
-to a conclusion. I don't want to exclude anything important, but if
you can summarize your statements, it would help.
Mr. Fleming, the first round of funding for the action grant iprogram has been criticized by some as concentrating too much on downtown commercial projects as being too similar to the urban renewal
activities of the past. As you note, that created many concrete jungles.
What steps has IIUD taken to see that a fair share of UDAG's money
goes to neighborhoods?
Mr. FLEMING. This is a concern of the Secretary as well, Senator.
As you are aware, the legislation indicates the objective of a reasonable balance between projects that are located in neighborhoods, commercial projects and industrial projects, and I suppose two responses.
First of all, in terms of encouraging cities which are the applicants
tinder these programs, the city decides what type of project it will
apply for. The Secretary has actively encouraged mayors to bring in
neighborhood-based projects, projects which involve job creation, and
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private sector leverage in neighborhoods. The legislation for the action
grant places a great deal of emphasis on private leverage and on the
creation of private sector jobs. I-suppose the thing that we are finding
in the early stages of the action grant program is that the state of the
art is much more conducive to commercial downtown development
projects in terms of quick startup projects that have the funds for
planning and the necessary predevelopment activities done.
I think we are experiencing that sort of gap in the pipeline, if you
will, that had built up over the years, but we didn't have the capacity
at the Federal level to respond to the major developmental needs of
cities in their downtowns, and we certainly don't minimize the importance of the projects that are being funded in the downtown. What
the Secretary has done in choosing projects which are fundable that
are located in downtown, played a very heavy litmus test-that these
projects do not involve displacement, do not involve massive relocation. It has been a major consideration in our considerations to fund
or not fund major projects even when they were located in downtowns.
On the neighborhood side of the issue, we have taken a number of
steps because we are not seeing the projects coming in on their own.
We have undertaken in the last 6 months a number of neighborhood
technical assistance activities, some of which deal with cities, some
of which deal directly with community-based organizations, nuts-andbolts kinds of workshops on how to put a project together. We certainly are interested in the content of the self-help development program and other neighborhood activity programs to reinforce that
emphasis that the Secretary is trying to give to the program.
We have seen from the first round a very sizable increase, though,
in the amount of money going into neighborhood projects, a very substantial turnaround from the April funding to the July funding, for
example, where it almost completely reversed itself. It was $96 million
for downtown projects in the first round and. $26 million
in neighborhood projects. In the second round, those two amounts
were almost equal to one another, and that, I think, was the result of
the message that the Secretary had conveyed to the cities.
Senator DECONCINI. Thank you.
Mr. Corwin?
Mr. CORWIN. Mr. Fleming, some of those who have studied urban
policy have asserted that, due to the timelag between the perception
of a national urban problem and the creation of the Federal response,
and due to the practical difficulties of truly targeting and fine-tuning
programs, that we often are spending-I think it is now about $80
billion in total aid that goes to the cities. We are dispensing this money
and yet failing to really respond to the social problems of today and
of the future. I would like to know not only how you respond to that
assertion, but I would like to know if the administration believes that
there are significant portions of that $80 billion which could be better'
utilized to help cities. How do we in Congress formulate a policy to
make sure that we are not spending next year's dollars on last year's
problems?
Mr. FLEMtING. First of all, I assure you that we have plenty of this:
year's problems around as well as last year's, but your point is well
taken. I think it is implicit in the urban policy position that the President announced in March. It was significant that the urban policy that.
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President Carter announced was not simply an articulation of new
program initiatives. Certainly there were a number of key program
initiatives that the President has presented Congress, certainly many
of which have been favorably acted upon by Congress by a major
element.
The urban policy that the President emphasized was that figure
that you cited-$80 billion is going to State and local governments
today. That is double the amount that went to State and local governments in 1964. It is still not enough money against an array of needs,
certainly.
Mr. CORWIN. I know that the President did note that inability, but
I think within that $80 billion-is all that being really directed toward the problems of today, and the problems that are coming up,
given the changing urban scene?
Mr. FLEMING. What I was about to say, in noting that $80 billion

figure -this is my point-the President said we have got to do a
better job of managing the resources that we already have and for
that reason the administration now, by virtue of the Executive order
that the President issued subsequent to the urban policy, does a very
rigorous examination of what is called an urban impact analysis of
every new program that we enact. As part of that process, we went
back through over 150 basic programs that deal with domestic assistance with the litmus test with the objectives that we have articulated,
such as the area of greatest need, the people of greatest need, encouraging self-help.
Those programs-either with the way they are managed, with the
way they are proscribed, the statutory way they are regulated-how
are they meeting those objectives? Major changes have been made and
many other changes will be made. There is certainly a recognition that
one of the major resources that we have is the more effective management of the program resources that are available to domestic needs.
Mr. CORWIN. Thank you.
Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Lewis?
Mr. LEWIS. Mr. Fleming, can you give me some indication of what
HUD's policy would be and, if possible, what the administration's
thoughts on the neighborhoods will be, particularly with the emphasis
on the elderly?
Mr. FLEMING. I think it is significant that with the advent of the
administration of President Carter and specifically Secretary Harris
of HUD, that we had created for the first time to my knowledge an
Office of Neighborhoods within the Department of Housing and Urban
Development. Where we are headed in terms of neighborhood policy
is to try to broaden the relationship that we have developed with a
very wide network of community-based organizations-neighborhood
organizations who are engaged in neighborhood revitalization-and
to broaden that network to include the mayors whom we deal with in
our programs and with the private sector whom we have traditionally
not dealt with on an institutional kind of busis. We have dealt witA
them on a program kind of basis.
*To answer your question, I think the bottom line of where we are
going in terms of your neighborhoods policy is to attempt to try to put
some flesh on the skeleton that is alluded to in the urban policy about
a partnership between the public, private, and community sectors.
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Developing that agenda, I suppose, is going to be the major objective
for HUD's neighborhood~policy in the months and even years ahead.
Mr. LEwIs. Thank you.
Senator DECONOINI. Thank you.
Our next witness is William Whiteside, Staff Director, Urban Reinvestment Task Force, Neighborhood Housing Services, Federal
Home Loan Bank Board.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM A. WHITESIDE, WASHINGTON, D.C.,
DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF NEIGHBORHOOD REINVESTMENT, FEDERAL
HOME LOAN BANK SYSTEM, AND STAFF DIRECTOR, URBAN REINVESTMENT TASK FORCE
Mr. WmaTEsiDE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The Urban Reinvestment Task Force is made up of the Chairman of the Federal Home
Loan Bank Board, the Chairman of the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation, the Comptroller of the Currency, a Governor of the Federal Reserve System, the Administrator of the National Credit Union
Administration, and the Secretary of HUD. The work of the task
force will soon be subsumed by the National Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation which will have the same individuals who serve
on the Urban Reinvestment Task Force as its board of directors, and
the first chairman of the board of directors will be Robert McKinney,
the Chairman of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board.
The major thrust of our work which began about 8 years ago in
the Federal Home Loan Bank Board has been to replicate a model of
our revitalization program called neighborhood housing service. It
is a very careful, small-scale effort which involves us in spending individual staff time in a city and assisting that city in putting together
a local partnership of community residents, city officials, and representatives of financial institutions.
Our role is basically an educational one. We put about a person-year
of staff time into the development of each NHS program. Residents
of the neighborhood in which the program operates participate actively in the program-they really take the lead in the program.
The board of directors of the NIIS is made up of about equal numbers of residents and financial institution representatives, with the
residents having a numerical majority on the board. This is only appropriate because in the long run it is the homeowners themselves
who are putting up a substantial proportion of the reinvestment. Even
if we make loans available, residents pay them off and so it is their
investment in the neighborhood that counts.
In the neighborhood housing services program, residents serve on
the board of the NHS and on the committees. They get out in front of
the program by notifying fellow residents of the availability of NHS
services, working house bv house and block by block to educate the
neighborhood as to the potential that exists in the program.
Local government is involved in the program as well; it has a number of specific roles to play as a partner. One of the things that we discovered is that as disinvestment occurs in the neighborhood, local
government has typically disinvested along with the. other parties.
There is work to be done on the service -levels and on public improve-
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ments; such as streets, curbs, gutters, street lights, recreational facilities. Also, for the program to move forward with real momentum, a
systematic inspection program is important. For the systematic inspection program to be acceptable to the residents, it has to be flexible, it
has to be sensitive to their needs, and it has to be focused on minimum
health and safety standards so a hardship is not imposed upon a resident homeowner in bringing their home up to the minimum housing
maintenance code of the community.
We discover that local governments have the ability to be flexible
and sensitive in applying the housing code. Oftentimes, they don't
know it until it is pointed out. A dialog between neighborhood residents and local government is necessary to satisfy each that this partnership, and the housing inspection program, can work and can be
acceptable to the community. The dialog is also necessary to focus
public improvements on things that are needed and appreciated by the
residents.
The third component of the partnership includes the financial institutions. The task force has been very important to us in our ability to
involve savings and loans, commercial banks, and credit unions in the
NHS program, not in the way of coercing their involvement but in
the way of getting their attention and letting them know that their
regulators are highly in accord with the program.
The financial institution representatives have a very special role.
They make a major contribution to the management quality of the
program and they bring a sense of financial responsibility to the management of the program which is extremely important to a neighborhood-based program. They serve on the Board, they serve on committees. They, along with the residents, put thousands and thousands of
volunteer hours into each NHS to make the program work. In addition to that, they make normal bankable loans to neighborhood residents who meet their normal underwriting criteria. The first reaction
to that is, "big deal," they are supposed to be making those loans.
The reality is that the neighborhoods in which NHS operates have
had very few loans made over the years so these loans have a major
impact. The major amount of dollars that flow into the neighborhoods
over the years, will be in the form of normal mortgage money, and normal home improvement loans.
Our estimate of the total amount of reinvestment taking place as a
result of our efforts since the beginning is about $100 million. Of that,
by far the lion's share is loans made by private financial institutions.
A new partner is entering the program now along with the financial
institutions-the insurance industry. We are working with a group of
insurance companies in regard to their participating in the NHS partnership, writing insurance coverage in the neighborhood, and contributing to the operating budget of the NHS program, which is by
and large supported totally by voluntary tax deductible contributions
of the financial institutions involved.
A revolving loan fund is available to make loans to residents who
don't meet the underwriting criteria of the private institutions. These
are loans that are made at totally flexible rates and terms. You start
with the improvements needed and the financial ability of the homeowner and work backward to a rate and a term the homeowner can
handle.
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Frequently for an elderly resident this will be just a token payment
Oil a very long-term loan that we know is going to exceed the borrower's life expectancy but a lien placed oln the property guarantees the
loan's eventual repayment. The homeowners get their home brought
up to minimum health and safety standards. They have a place to live
out their years. Their block is improved, which means the values for
evervone on the block are improved, and it becomes a very wvorthwhile
investment even though the revolving loan fund will earn little or no
interest, and receive very little in principal payments during the lifetime of that homeowner.
The revolving loan pool derives its funds from the task force, foundations, other business groups, and community development block grant
funds provided by the local government. Neighborhood housing services manages the revolving loan fund.
Finally, an important element of neighborhood housing services is
its highly trained professional staff that counsels homeowners, that
wolks with them in a very sensitive personal way in helping them meet
their needs. I should mention that there are now NHS programs active
in 63 cities serving 75 neighborhoods and we have 24 others in development. In addition, we are assisting a number of NHS programs to expand to additional neighborhoods in the city in which they are currently operating.
We have not maintained specific records with regard to the proportion of elderly clients which the NHS programs serve. We know that
a major proportion of the NHS clientele is over 55 years of age and in
many programs in which such records are available, we know that
half or more of the number of the loans that are made are to elderly
residents. We know that a large proportion of the clients who receive
the total panoply of services that an NHS offers, including the financial counseling and construction counseling, are elderly as well and
riding herd on the construction until it is finally complete so that
you know the contractor did the job according to specifications, all of
the kind of hands-on work to make sure that the client gets what they
need in the way of rehabilitation. A great deal of that is done for
elderly clients in the NHS neighborhood.
In my written testimony I have detailed a number of case studies,
case situations of how the elderly have benefited from the NI-S prograin. iI won't go into that nolw but I would like to touch on two
efforts that we have undertaken which are having an effect on
displacement.
One of these is we have been able, in cooperation with a I-IUD setaside of section 8 allocations, to target on neighborhoods where rehabilitation activities might tend to displace tenants. Here we selected
18 cities around the country that have a substantial number of tenantoccupied structures in the neigzhborhood. In these neighborhoods, when
a home is improved, and the landlord has invested considerably in the
property, and needs a higher rental return on the property, the NTIS
Director can take the landlord and the tenant to the local housing authority, and if the tenant qualifies for section 8, obtain a subsidy to
enable the tenant to continue living in that residence and continue
living in the neighborhood.
I know a number of the witnesses will be commenting on the degree
to which the infrastructure of the neighborhood supplies a life sup4!-!:C6-79 -3
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port system for the elderly which can really be damaged if by economic or other circumstances they are forced out. I won't take the time
to go into that, but I will say that NHS makes a major effort not to
disturb that neighborhood relationship; to allow the individual who
desires to remain in the neighborhood to do so.
In the Baltimore NHS program-which members of your staff
were able to tour with me recently-they have developed a very exciting home ownership development program which we are getting ready
to make available to NHS's around the country. We have assisted
the Bridgeport NHS in getting such a program underway, and we
are working with the Philadelphia program on a pilot basis. This is,
in effect, a management of the reinvestment process in a neighborhood
where displacement is possible.
To give you an example of the numbers involved in the first year
in Baltimore. I might point out that NHS'enabled 210 absentee owners
to sell their homes to resRient owners in the Baltimore neighborhood.
Of those 210 sales, 152 involved individuals who were tenants in the
neighborhood; 58 of the sales took place to individuals 'who are moving into the neighborhood from the outside.
Senator DECONCINI. I am sorry, we are going to have to bring this
to a conclusion so we can get to the other witnesses.
Mr. WHrTESIDE. May I conclude the sentence ?
Senator DECONCINI. Yes.
Mr. WHITESIDE. I will use a lot of commas.
The NHS staff managed this process in that it marketed the more
expensive homes, or those requiring more rehabilitation, buyers with
higher incomes moving in from outside the neighborhood, and marketed the lower cost homes and the homes that needed minimum re-

habilitation to the residents who were already tenants in the
neighborhood.
With that I will conclude my remarks and be delighted to answer
questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Whiteside follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM A. WHITESIDE

Mr. Chairman, my name is William A. Whiteside, and I am Director of the
Office of Neighborhood Reinvestment of the Federal Home Loan Bank System
and Staff Director of the Urban Reinvestment Task Force. The Urban Reinvestment Task Force is made up of the Chairman of the Federal Home Loan Bank
Board, a member of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, the
Chairman of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Comptroller of the
Currency, the Administator of the National Credit Union Administration, and
the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development.
The Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation Act recently signed by the President (title VI, S. 3084), continues and expands the work of the Urban Reinvestment Task Force through the creation of the Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation. The Task Force members serve as the Board of Directors of this public
corporation. Robert H. McKinney, Chairman of the Federal Home Loan Bank
Board, has been designated as the first Chairman of the Board of Directors of
the Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation.
The major thrust of the Task Force's work to date has been in the establishment of Neighborhood Housing Services programs. These programs are private,
locally controlled, locally funded, nonprofit corporations which offer coinprehensive housing rehabilitation and financial services to neighborhood residents.
NHS programs are based on a strong local partnership of community residents
and representatives of local governments and financial institutions. The Urban
Reinvestment Task Force conducts a local educational process in developing
NHS and other neighborhood preservation programs across the country.
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Neighborhood Housing Services programs work to reverse deterioration in
locally selected neighborhoods. The five key elements of the NEIS program
are:
(1) Organized residents of the neighborhood who want to improve their homes
and their community and who will help create a positive improvement climate
in the neighborhood and support the program by actively serving on boards and
committees.
(2) Strong local government involvement in developing and implementing the
program; providing improved services and capital improvements in the neighborhood; establishing a sensitive and systematic housing inspection program.
(3) Financial institution executives who agree to invest in the neighborhood
by making loans at market rates to all homeowners who meet normal underwriting criteria; who agree to make contributions to the NBS to meet operating
costs; and who actively participate on boards and committees during developments and operation of the program.
(4) A revolving loan fund designed to provide loans to NHS clients who cannot meet commercial credit requirements. The fund is set up as a self-help tool
of the neighborhood, offering loans with repayment terms which fit the financial
capability of the borrower.
(5) An operating program with a private, tax-exempt status, governed by a
board of directors made up of neighborhood residents and financial institution
representatives, and administered by a small professional staff. The staff
(usually three persons) offers rehabilitation counseling, construction monitoring
services, financial counseling and referral and other housing rehabilitation-related services to residents of the neighborhood.
NTIS programs are now in operation in 71 neighborhoods, located in 60 cities,
and task force staff members are currently developing 24 new programs, and
assisting 3 of the earlier programs add one or more neighborhoods.
The most important point I can make about NTIS is that it involves the current residents and it is oriented toward preserving and improving the neighborhood for them. Furthermore, we are dealing with working class neighborhoods
of primarily modest, owner-occupied homes, and have not seen any of them
become fashionable (or subject to "gentrification") as have, for example, Georgetown and Capitol Hill. Therefore, our experience has not included any significant
degree of displacement of minorities, the poor or the elderly. In fact, NTIS
programs appear to offer a strong defense against displacement as the "back to
the city" momentum grows.
That Neighborhood Housing Services seeks the preservation and improvement
of neighborhoods for existing residents is of particular importance to the elderly.
Most elderly residents have lived in their current place of residence for many
years, in homes which form the very center of their lives. It has been our experience that elderly neighborhood residents desire to remain in the home, and
community, in which they have formed enduring bonds. Despite this desire, however, many live on low, fixed incomes and find it difficult to bear the increasing
costs of home maintenance and repair.
The revolving loan fund which derives its funds from the Task Force, foundaation, local businesses and local government community development block
grants, has proven to be particularly beneficial to elderly homeowners. Clients
who wish to improve their homes but who cannot meet normal lending institutions' underwriting criteria, make application to the NTIS for a loan from the
revolving loan fund. The loan committee of the board of directors assesses the
application, and in making the loan, tailors the terms to fit the ability of the
borrower to repay.
Many NTIS directors have reported that a significant proportion of the recipients of the revolving loan fund are persons over 65 years of age. (For example,
in Cincinnati and Dallas over half the recipients of this fund are elderly residents.) Access to the revolving loan fund has enabled many elderly homeowners
to remain in their neighborhoods, in a safe and sanitary home, with their life
support systems intact, who would not otherwise have been able to do so.
Many elderly borrowers receive loans of longer term than their life expectancy,
but a lien on the property insures that the loan will be repaid when the property
changes hands. The Merriam Park NTIS in St. Paul, Minn., for example, made a
73-year-old woman a 12-year loan, a 70-year-old man a 14-year loan, while another
70-year-old resident received a 25-year loan of $3,500.
When Neighborhood Housing Services began operating in the Merriam Park
community, many elderly residents were reluctant to take advantage of the
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program and place themselves in debt. Now that the St. Paul NHS has been in
operation for 3 years and a real sense of trust has developed between NHS staff
and the neighborhood's elderly residents, they have spread the word to friends
and neighbors and become NHIS's most vocal "salesmen."
The nonbureaucratic approach characteristic of Neighborhood Housing Services programs has enabled its staff to cultivate close working relationships with
community residents, and to respond to not only the technical needs, but also the
psychological needs of the elderly. Typically, elderly homeowners have been
fearful and distrustful of city inspectors. Understanding the significance which
the home holds for the elderly, NHS staff have been successful in their efforts
to ease the tense relationship between city officials and elderly residents. NHS
programs have brought about a dialogue between residents and local government, which has enabled the housing code to be a flexible, sensitive tool for
neighborhood improvement. Some nonessential code elements have been relaxed,
while other safety/health related codes (such as stairrails, electrical wiring systems, etc.) are now subject to more stringent inspection and enforcement. NHS
conducts block meetings prior to inspections, and informs residents of NHS
services and the revolving loan fund at the same time inspection notices are
delivered.
NIIS encourages elderly homeowners who are able to maintain independent
life styles to do so. Others who, because of poor health or severe disability, are
iunable to live on their own, have been assisted in securing alternative living
situations-where possible in their current communities. In one instance, the
Chicago NHS discovered an elderly couple who were in need, not only of home improvements, but of immediate medical attention as well. They were taken to a
local hospital, given emergency food assistance, medicare and food stamps. Recognizing that the couple could no longer cope with the daily problems of maintaining a home, NHS granted them a loan from the revolving loan fund so they might
rehabilitate their property and place it on the market for sale, and worked with
the Department of Housing Services to place the couple in a senior citizens
housing project.
When NHS incorporated itself in Buffalo, New York-a neighborhood in which
32 percent of the residents are retired heads of households-the staff discovered
that many older persons were determined to sell their homes because of fear of
street crime and vandalism. The Buffalo NHS encouraged residents to remain in
the community and to work towards improving the quality of life in their neighborhood. NHS initiated and funded a security program which services neighborhoods both within and beyond the target area included in the NHS program. NHS
installed free deadbolt locks to protect residents from intruders, and free handrails to provide the elderly with greater mobility within their own homes. This
program serviced at least 1300 households. In addition, Buffalo NHS worked to
improve police protection in the community as well as to provide home improvement loans and counseling. Many elderly residents (especially widows living
alone) who had initially considered relocation, decided to remain in the neighborhood. They credited NHS for this change of heart.
Another task force activity is monitoring and making small grants to neighborhood preservation projects (NPP), showing promise of becoming models of
new neighborhood revitalization strategies. NPP has several projects to assist
elderly tenants and homeowners and has provided the task force an opportunity
to obtain some experience relevant to the issue of elderly housing and alternative
living situations.
The Mission Hill NHS is conducting a neighborhood preservation project for a
congregate housing development for elderly residents in its community. The
NHS is purchasing an abandoned structure which will be rehabilitated and converted into apartments which share common living space. Local financial institutions in Mission Hill have committeed themselves to financing the project. The
congregate housing will provide an alternative living situation to elderly residents
who wish to maintain an independent life style and remain in their community
but who no longer wish to assume the responsibility of maintaining a private
home.

The Mission Hill NHS plans additional congregate housing projects in Mission
Hill's triple decker structures which lend themselves to being rehabilitated and
subdivided into separate rooms or suites which share common living room, and
possibly kitchen, space. A resident manager will live in the house and assume the
role of homemaker-he/she will look after the upkeep of the home. MHNHS will
involve other groups and private institutions in this locally based program. One
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state social service *agency has already agreed to arrange for homemakers to
provide services to the home. Many elderly residents have expressed an interest
in participating in this program and representatives from their age group will sit
on the senior advisory board which will elect the resident manager and plan the
design of the house with the help of a local university. The architects hope to
assure future residents that the structures will be remodeled so as to suit their
needs and perferences.
This project will be important in the revitalization of the Mission Hill community. The first house planned for rehabilitation is currently a neighborhooad.
"eyesore," and its rehabilitation will help to "bring back" the neighborhood.
while at the same time providing an alternative living situation for elderly
residents.
Another program which is being reviewed for potential replication
an NPP
in Baltimore NHS's home maintenance program. The home maintenanceis program
sponsored by NHS provides minor home maintenance repair for the elderly, handicapped and single-parent families living in the NHS area. It proposes to provide
routine and emergency or "on call" services to those eligible. The program
respects the homeowner's pride and independence and assists in performing
routine maintenance repairs beyond the owner's economic and physical capabilities. Minor maintenance items such as exterior trim painting, weather stripping, caulking, repairing broken locks, doors, glass, and minor plumbing and
electrical are provided. The program is not equipped to do major improvements,
but in those cases will provide contractor referral or financial assistance through
NHS or other resources.
In conclusion, I would like to take an excerpt from the study which
done
by the conservation foundation entitled, "Neighborhood Conservation was
and the
Elderly" of the relationship between revitalization strategies and the urban
elderly population. The conservation foundation maintains that:
"Blight, substandard housing, even unpleasant neighborhood conditions must
be weighed in the total context of the support the community environment gives
to the older person. All over the world, urban planners are finding that the way
people arrange their lives-their neighborhoods, types of housing, friends,
ties-often make more sense to them than communities planned accordingactivito a
professional idea." I
Aware of the reality that as people grow old their immediate neighborhood
increasingly defines the outer limits of their lives, NHS and our other programs bear in mind, when dealing with elderly residents, that such "life support systems" as familiar surroundings, life-long friends and acquaintances help
sustain the very lives of elderly people. Relocation and the incumbent
of
alienation from a familiar, supportive environment threatens the verysense
ability
of the elderly to maintain a viable and independent life style. The nonbureaucratic approach characteristic of Neighborhood Housing Services programs will
continue to tailor their programs to meet the special needs of elderly residents in
the different neighborhoods it seeks to assist.

Senator DECONcINI. Thank you, Air. Whiteside.
You mentioned the involvement of the insurance companies with
the task force. Does that involvement include participation of loan
funds or primarily in the life insurance?
Mr. WE[iTEsIDE. The insurance companies are involved in several

ways in the program. For instance, ir. Filer's company-Aetna-is
involved along with a number of insurance companies in the Hartford
NHS.
Senator DECONCINT. Do they make capital contributions?
Mr. WM3TESTE. They make contributions to the revolving loan fund.
In the Newark program, Prudential is supporting the operating
budget. We are working in Chicago to develop a pilot which would
bring the casualty companies into NHS on a broad scale where they
will become a full partner and write standard insurance coverage in
the neiglhborhood. These are neighborhoods where excessive referral
of insurance creates a problem in kind of weakening the confidence
1 Conservation

Foundation, "Neighborhood Conservation and the Elderly," 1978. p. 57.
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of the neighborhood. We have 17 major insurance companies working very closely with us on that project and we are hopeful that
within a few months we will demonstrate how those companies can
become full partners in the NHS program.
Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Corwin.
Mr. CORWIN. As you know, the Federal Home Loan Bank Board
recently received the assent of Congress to go ahead with the several
new alternative mortgage instruments, including reverse annuity
mortgages for the elderly, a concept which received strong support
from all the members of our committee. I was wondering whether
the task force has given any consideration to utilizing reverse mortgages as a new tool.
Mr. WIflTESIDE. I think it can be an important tool and is one that
the Bank Board is promoting in one or more pilot locations. The
NHS staffs will be interested in this. When they work out with NHS
clients what best meets their needs, the reverse mortgage will be an
additional tool to work with.
I might say that while the idea of mortgaging one's property to
take cash out of it is very appealing to sophisticated higher income
people, the idea of mortgaging one's home is not easily accepted by
working-class elderly people. We have found that frequently it has
taken months of persuasion to induce an elderly NHS client to take
out a $2,000 loan on the home that is free and clear, to make essential
repairs, because of their feeling that they want to leave the home free
and clear to their children. Sometimes, NHS programs have to bring
their clients' grown children into the conversation to persuade them
that they really would prefer that their parents live in a decent environment, and that they are willing to take the home when it comes
to them with a small mortgage against it.
So I believe, therefore, that there is going to be different acceptance of this new instrument at varied income levels. In the NHS
context, it will have to be worked out in cooperation with the client,
working out what is best for them, what fits their values.
Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Lewis?
Mr. LEWIS. No questions.
Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Corwin?
Mr. CORWIN. I did have one more question I was going to ask you
at this time. Up to now, most NHS projects have been limited to a
particular type of neighborhood. I understand that you are undertaking some pilot programs to develop some experimental approaches
to assisting those neighborhoods which are less amenable to stabilization and revitalization. Give us some details on what you have in the
works on that.
Mr. WIT'EsIDE. We are undertaking NHS development in any
neighborhood for which resources exist to turn it around. What happens is that the neighborhoods are selected by a local group made up
of local government representatives, lenders, and local community
leaders. They review the neighborhoods in the city, and they look at
the resources available to them-resources for their operating budget,
resources for the revolving loan fund, other city programs that might
also be targeted in the neighborhood-for instance, grant programsand then in consideration of that resource base, they decide how difficult a neighborhood they can take on.
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Another factor, of course, is that there may be a substantial number of homeowners in the neighborhood who can qualify for loans
from financial institutions. It would make little sense to turn this
program into a totally subsidized effort where virtually all of the
loans would be made from the revolving loan fund. So you are seeking a balance. The balance is achieved locally by the local partnership
group, in deciding where they can best target the program.
The section 8 availability will affect our ability to work in neighborhoods which have lower proportions of owner occupancy. We have
advised against bringing the program, with its systematic inspections, into a neighborhood where displacement would be produced,
or where you might be producing abandonment-because if the
resources are not available to an absentee owner and he receives a list
of expensive code violations, you can trigger abandonment.
Senator DECONCINi. Thank you very much, Mr. Whiteside.
Our next witness is Carl Holman, president, National Urban Coalition, Washington, D.C.
STATEMENT OF M. CARL HOLMAN, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL URBAN
COALITION, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. HOLMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will try to get through
this in 5 minutes.
I appreciate the opportunity to appear here today. I would like
to submit not only this testimony for the record, but also some additional testimony. I want especially to put to rest one of those myths
which is repeated over and over again: the statement that $80 billion
in Federal funds goes to State and local governments. That is not
true as I think can be demonstrated to your satisfaction. It is very
convenient, of course, when you do less to say that you are doing more.
The elderly have been for too long a hidden constituency. Those who
live in urban neighborhoods are too often forgotten by their neighbors
and overlooked by those who make urban policy at the local, State,
and national levels. In much the same way polling and fact gathering,
because they do not adequately distinguish between general groups,
can provide misleading statistics about the urban elderly or can ignore
them altogether.
For example, in New York City, it is interesting to note-and for
the people involved it is a little more than interesting-that there are
20,000 elderly households. Only 20 percent of the elderly households
in that rather costly city have incomes of $8,000, and 52 percent of the
renters pay more than 35 percent of their income for rent. Elderly
people tended not to move out of the city after World War II as did
many others in their neighborhoods. For this reason, they of all groups
can be a kind of glue to hold their neighborhoods together. They provide a force for continuity which we think is vastly overlooked.
At the outset of the coalition's recent survey of 44 cities, we went
to the Bureau of the Census looking for information on neighborhoods
undergoing rehabilitation. They told us then that they had no way
of findng out what was happening in transitional neighborhoods with
respect to displacement-that was not something in which they were
interested. A few weeks ago they admitted that there was indeed something happening which could be called displacement. We are seeing
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that it does not matter what the macromoves out of the city or if you
have a number of other moves taking place within the city.
The media, in the way they responded to the coalition survey, demonstrated how the situation is being simplified. A headline in one
paper said the study showed that blacks were being displaced by
middle-class whites. That is indeed true in some cases. T'he study's
major finding, however, was that the elderly are being displaced more
often than any other group. Of course, I understood the paper's rationale-later they did an editorial chiding us about what they had
said we said, which in fact, we did not say.
In the 65 rehabilitated neighborhoods we studied it was reported
that the number of elderly had dropped noticeably since rehabilitation in 80 percent. We came to this conclusion not by long-range
survey, but rather by interviewing the people involved in the money
markets, the people in the neighborhoods themselves, the people in the
cities. Of course, the situation differed from one city to another.
One group then, clearly, suffers from displacement-the elderlyand their departure brings a sameness to the neighborhoods. We think
we ought to have a mix of middle-income and low-income people in
the neighborhoods. We think we ought to have what cities used to be,
diversely populated places-in terms of age, income, race, and the rest.
In New York, in New Orleans, in Denver, in Seattle, and in Chicago,
our respondents indicated that both public action and private market
forces had created situations in which older people were forced to
relocate because the increase in housing costs and the increase in taxes
forced them out. In many cases, the neighborhoods turned out to be
areas in which once displaced people could not find rental housing nor
could they find sale housing at anything comparable or affordable cost.
Displacement can be caused by public projects, urban renewal, highway construction-public and private investment or public and
private disinvestment. Whole areas-you saw it along Connecticut Avenue-as drugstores and local shops began to move out-the fixedincome population found itself stranded without the amenities it
needed.
However, we looked mainly at what private reinvestment had done.
In Santa Monica and Venice, two Los Angeles communities which
have been getting a great deal of significant reinvestment, most of the
people threatened with displacement are elderly, with incomes of less
than $4,000 a year. If they cannot get additional Federal payments or
other Government support, they are unable to cope in such a rapidly
changing environment. Similar situations exist in Cleveland, Ohio,
and in St. Louis, Mo.-the city in which I grew up-in Denver, Colo.,
and in Washington's own Capitol Hill.
When large apartments are converted to condominiums, it is very
difficult for people on fixed incomes to come up with the funds required
to stay on. For those people who own their own homes, it may theoretically be easier to bring their homes up to date, but usually bankers
prefer dealing only with those who are able to support a long-term
loan. That makes it very difficult for older people. They are very often
considered bad loan risks, even when there are private programs such
as the ones which provide loans to low-income areas. The elderly find
it difficult to participate fully in such programs.
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I would like to say a word or two about some neighborhoods with
which I am personally familiar. In many cases, these areas have not
seen very much Federal intervention, certainly not Federal intervention early on. It is true that because Federal programs have to succeed-or people think they have to succeed-the tendency of the
Federal Government has been to play it a little safe and therefore it
has tended to work in areas and to work with programs which involved
less risk than some of these elderly people would represent.
In Newark, after a 21/2 year battle waged by our local Newark Urban
Coalition, a judge finally moved in. We now have people beginning
to renovate, to own and to manage many of their projects themselves.
They do some interesting things. They tear out whole sections of a wall
so they can have a living/recreation room area larger than the space
those who built it for them thought they actually needed. There we see
again the problems of inflexibility in and poor coordination of Federal programs. For example, while the residents could get HUD money
and HUD assistance, they still had to police their own area because
Federal funds for the elderly were difficult to untangle to help provide
for their security.
The cutting of Federal redtape is important. W17hen the President
wevnt to the south Bronx he looked at an area in which a group of
private citizens-some of them aided by our local affiliate, the New
York Urban Coalition-had been taking over apartment buildings,
rehabilitating them and trying to see to it that people who didn't
cooperate were evicted. I should note that they get a whole lot of
cooperation. Here again the private nonprofit sector was working at
rehabilitation for low-income groups a little earlier. We are told now
that there will be stronger Federal interest in this strategy. I hope
there will be.
Jeff-Vander-Lou is an area in the north St. Louis ghetto whereuinder the leadership of a dynamic man and beginning with less than
5 percent homeowners, many of them aged 60 and older-the neighborhood group will have rehabilitated 800 homes. The project began
as a private sector operation. Macler Shepard and his neighbors were
trving to stop the Federal Government and other forces from destroying the neighborhood. Businessmen set up a foundation to help them.
Very recently HUD put up additional money and gave them some
homes to work with. The homes the group is working with are not in
trouble. while there are indications that those the city is working with
are having some trouble.
In the Jefferson district of east Oakland there is a project with
which a church, our local coalition, and the National Urban Coalition

are working. A number of businesses were able to go in and hold off
strict code enforcement until we could help bring those houses up to
date. In the supporting housing operation under NDRC, the ManTlower Administration was assisting as well. The program dealt with
housing: it dealt with jobs-you had a situation in which the unions
had skilled craftsmen helping kids and older people rehabilitate those
homes. At the same time, there was a program in which the Universitv of California at Berkeley was helping improve the Jefferson
school.
Here in Washington-for example, in Adams Morgan as you may
know-there began to be an incursion of the so-called urban pioneers.
45-366-79--4
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There is a great tendency on the part of people who have suburban
tastes to wish to see these areas suburbanized. That is, they want a
homogeneous neighborhood which will be largely middle class and in
many cases largely white.
The Adams Morgan organization has no such inclination. The
Adams Morgan organization managed to convince a savings and loan
company to come in, and, with the aid of a law firm, were able to give
some of the people who otherwise would be forced to move out an
opportunity to purchase their homes. Mr. McKinney and his people
validated that Adams Morgan agreement in a very close vote later on.
I think the urban impact analysis, the locational and the other Executive orders the President issued may be useful here, especially if they
focus on the impact of Federal actions, not just on cities but on neighborhoods, and not just on neighborhoods but on particular groups like
the elderly.
I would like finally to say that this morning's announcement of gas
rationing in some areas and the current inflationary pressures-and in
fact, the administration's efforts themselves to cope with inflation and
to support the American dollar-may leave millions of older Americans trapped between a rock and a hard place. We are talking here
today about programs we are not even sure are going to be funded
next year. Our focus is on housing today-too many Americans pay a
lot more than 35 percent of their incomes for shelter.
As you well know, older Americans do not live in a world of neatly
compartmentalized problems or solutions. For those living on fixed incomes, there are no built-in escalators to protect them from steeply
rising costs for such necessities as food, fuel, housing, and clothing.
Over the next several months there will be a lot of talk about equal
sharing of budget cuts and there may be talk of a recession. If we are
not to be either hypocritical or insensitive in our actions, we must
recognize the factthat when it comes to pain and sacrifice we do not
all begin at the same starting line and this is especially true for the
poor, for minorities, for the unorganized working class and for illhoused or displaced older Americans in today's harsh housing market.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Holman follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF M. CARL HOLMAN

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am M. Carl Holman, president of
the National Urban Coalition. I want to commend the committee for holding hearings on a subject which is only just beginning to receive the attention it deserves
from urban interest groups, from housing experts, and from advocates for and
researchers of the elderly and their needs.
The elderly have for too long been a hidden constituency in urban neighborhoods, too often forgotten by their neighbors and overlooked by those who make
urban policy at the local, State, and national levels. They are a major population group in city neighborhoods, especially in older inner-city communities. In
1977, close to 11 percent of all Americans were over 65, and 34.1 percent of that
group lived in central cities: 32.5 percent of all whites over 65, 52.1 percent of
all blacks, and 50.8 percent of all hispanics were central city residents. The
elderly provide a stable presence in urban neighborhoods-many of them have
lived in the same community for years-they move significantly less frequently
than the general population.
In a study of urban elderly recently undertaken by the minority aging and
social policy program of the University of Southern California, 1.200 older people
62 to 74 years of age were queried as to their recent residence. Eighty-six per-
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cent of those questioned had lived in the Los Angeles area for 16 or more years
and three-quarters of them had lived in the same house or apartment for the
past 5 years. There was little difference between white, hispanics, and black
elderly in this respect. National figures for a more inclusive age group underscore
this tendency to stay; the 1970 Census found that 44.2 percent of all homeowners
over 65 had lived in the same home since 1949 or earlier.
The elderly represent a force for continuity in the cities. They are the bearers
of their neighborhood's history and often of cultures or traditions forgotten by
younger generations. Whether they live in intergenerational households-and
many do-or they live alone in groups, they are a resource on which younger people can draw, a civilizing presence in the community. And the urban neighborhood
in turn may give them ready access to amenities like shopping and to public
transportation, to meeting places and institutions like churches, to nearby family and old friends. Family, friends and neighborhood groups also provide the
elderly with a need support network-someone to check in when they're not feeling well, someone to drive them on an urgent errand.
What concerned the National Urban Coalition when we began the 44-city study
which resulted in our publication, "Displacement: City Neighborhood in Transition," were reports from our affiliates around the country that certain otherwise
welcome changes in urban neighborhoods-the rehabilitation of innercity homes
and the inmigration of middle and upper middle class people-were resulting In
a marked decrease in the number of longtime poor residents, many of them elderly. Our immediate concern centered on questions of housing policy-supply
and demand, cost and availability-but our larger concern was raised by a
neighborhood resident in Denver who asked: "Whose history is being preserved
and at whose expense?" but who might as well have asked: "For whom are cities
being revitalized and at whose expense?"
In 65 rehabilitating neighborhoods profiled by the Coalition in 1977, 80 per,
cent-or 52-reported the number of elderly had noticeably dropped since reabilitation began. Clearly then, one group at whose expense reinvestment was
occurring was the elderly. In New York, in New Orleans, in Atlanta, in Denver,
in Seattle. in Chicago-our survey respondents, including community groups,
realtors and realtists, city officials, and academics, told us the elderly were leaving, their numbers reduced not just by normal attrition, but as the result of
private market forces which drove the cost of housing beyond the limited means
of mnany.
The elderly as a group are ill-prepared for abrupt changes in their home environment. The University of Southern California group summarizes recent findings very well: "Forced relocation ... difficult at any age, presents additional
obstacles and anxiety for the aged. Many elderly persons confront . . . relocation
at a time when restricted income, increased living costs, loss of spouse, and
chronic illness make them totally unprepared to deal with the additional crisis
of moving. Involuntary relocation, in addition to threatening an elder's identity
and sense of continuity, may bring about physical debilitation." Most studies of
elderly forced to move have been undertaken on those forced to move from home
to long-term care facilities. This is an important kind of elderly displacement,
but there are three other kinds as well:
(1) Displacement caused by public projects (for example, urban renewal or
highway construction projects) which especially threatened minority innercity
communities in the 1950's and 1960's;
(2) Displacement because of public and private disinvestment In which the
neighborhood leaves the elderly who, because they have strong attachments to
the neighborhood, because they can't afford comparable housing elsewhere, and
because they find it difficult to uproot themselves, are the last group to go; and
who leave only when they can no longer cope with high crime or other adverse
conditions; and
(3) Displacement because of private reinvestment In which high rents and
property taxes force the elderly on limited or fixed income to move to another
area (or another home in the same neighborhood) which they can afford.
It is this last kind of displacement we are addressing here today, the result
of a movement which is occurring in many cities essentially as a result of
private sector activities-though frequently with the encouragement and cooperation of government. This kind of displacement is difficult to document because
it doesn't happen all at once; it is not the result of one or two discreet decisions;
it is the result of a long process of neighborhood change In which government
policies may contribute to the ease with which private investment occurs and
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the patterns it takes-for example, through municipal land use policies like
zoning-but in which private forces (individuals as well as developers or speculators) are mainly responsible for acquiring and rehabilitating neighborhood property and thus gradually altering the nature of that neighborhood. It is hard to
prove that public policies which provide incentives for reinvestment in widely
disinvested urban areas are fostering displacement and hard to moderate these
policies in the face of continued disinvestment. It is also hard to hold private
sector forces directly accountable for the displacement they cause.
Realization that displacement is occurring is also slow. Individual residents
in a rehabilitating neighborhood see their neighbors leave one by one and, as
they gradually understand "what is happening to the neighborhood," they fear
the day which they too will be forced to move from their buildings. As increasing
numbers do leave the oral history of the community, the knowledge about who
went where goes with them. Those who work with the elderly in Washington,
D.C., in Chicago, in Los Angeles say that frequently older neighborhood residents
just simply disappear when they are displaced. They are too proud, says one
senior citizens' center director, to admit they have to leave the apartments they
have been renting because they can no longer afford to live there. Meanwhile,
the remaining elderly community anxiously waits and hopes that somehow, despite all evidence, the change will not touch them.
Because they are so frequently forced to live on limited or fixed incomes and
because they are so highly represented in many of the neighborhoods now experiencing improvement, the elderly are especially caught in this cycle of increased housing costs and diminished housing supply. I understand that the
Census Bureau has found the number of elderly below the poverty rate to be
decreasing from 1966 levels of 26.4 percent for elderly whites and 55.1 percent
for elderly blacks to 1975 poverty levels of 13.4 percent for elderly whites and
36.3 percent for elderly blacks. Yet the areas which are attracting rehabilitation
freqently have elderly populations with poverty rates higher still. One New York
City official put the city-wide elderly poverty rate at 51 percent. In Santa Monica
and Venice, two Los Angeles communities which have been attracting significant
reinvestment, local estimates are that half the Venice elderly and a quarter of
the Santa Monica elderly must subsist on incomes less than $4,000 per year and
that another quarter of the Santa Monica population could be classed as low
income. The hardship is especially great in high cost urban areas in which there
is no supplement to the SSI base payment, and among minority elderly who,
even if they are "less poor" as a group today, are "more poor" relative to whites
than they were in the sixties.
The elderly live in high concentrations in many of the neighborhoods attracting reinvestment, in many cases because they declined to move away during the
period of postwar disinvestment. In the course of our interviews with neighborhood residents, we were told that Richmond's Fan area had the highest percentage of elderly of any community in that city. In Cleveland's Ohio City, in
St. Louis' Soulard, in Denver's Capitol Hill, the percentage of elderly was reported to be well above the city average, estimated as high as 40 percent in
Soulard.
These people face dramatic, often abrupt rises in the cost of housing-the increases affect both elderly renters and owners although it affects each group in
different ways. Because of this distinction, the housing mix in a given neighborhood strongly determines how and when displacement will occur.
The Coalition study found that renters were threatened with displacement
much earlier in the rehabilitation cycle than homeowners. In most jurisdictions
tenants have few protections if the person who owns the house they rent wishes
to sell to a prospective owner-occupant or if the person who owns their apartbuilding wants either to rehabilitate and rent to more affluent people or to convert the apartments to condominiums. Even if legal protections for the tenant
do exist, as, for example, here in Washington, D.C., the landlord is more likely
to know what the law is and how to use it.
Rehabilitation work provides a good reason to move people out of a building
and once the elderly in particular have moved, they are unlikely to ever return.
This was the experience of Project Find in New York City which helps to run
two old hotels restored and converted to apartments for the elderly. The rehabilitated hotels have been very successful but the elderly who now live there
were not the original tenants.
Two public policy questions which have received special attention in rehabilitating neighborhoods seem to touch closely on the needs of elderly tenants. As
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apartment rents skyrocket and people on low and moderate incomes begin to
lost their apartments, the question of rent control becomes more and more hotly
debated. In several communities with significant elderly populations and with
active rehabilitation neighborhoods-San Diego, Denver, and Santa Monica
among them-there have been battles to institute rent controls.
The Fair Housing Alliance of Santa Monica with active support from senior
citizen groups were outspent 20 to 1 in a recent effort to win voter approval for
rent controls. Eighty percent of the residents in this Los Angeles community
are renters. I am not convinced that rent control is the answer to the national
housing problems made manifest by dramatic changes in these rehabilitating
neighborhoods, but I do believe that some damper is needed to slow price Increases while we pursue other public policies to increase the general housing
supply and to broaden opportunities in rehabilitating neighborhoods. A creative
way must be found to keep rents within the economic reach of our poorest urban
residents while allowing some reasonable adjustment in response to market
forces.
In Washington, D.C. which has had a rent control law since 1973, building
owners are responding to the demand for renovated units by converting their
buildings to condominium use. The District of Columbia government recently
estimated that the city was losing 500 rental units per month to condominium
conversions. Washington real estate Interests have claimed that condominium
conversions are the inevitable outcome of restraints on rents, but in other cities
without such restraints these conversions are also occurring and are drawing
community resistance.
In Chicago's Hyde Park, an area heavily redlined in the fifties which nonetheless survived as a thriving economically and racially integrated neighborhood,
a second wave of rehabilitation is resulting in the loss of rental units to
condominiums.

Tenants in one 140-unit apartment building which has a high proportion of
elderly, moderate income residents received word this fall that their building
would be converted; they were told to buy or vacate their apartments by February, and all building maintenance was effectively terminated. One moderate
income 85-year-old widower considered buying until he learned that his monthly
payment would more than double and then, unsure about how to look for another apartment because he had lived in the same place for 35 years, he relied
upon a friend to find him a place in another neighborhood, with fewer amenities.
poorer access to public transportation, away from friends and the community
he knows.
This example provides useful illustration of special problems the elderly experience with displacement. Not only do they exhibit greater stress in conjunction with a forced move, but because of their frequent inexperience with moving,
they are unfamiliar with the housing market and uncertain about where to
look for replacement housing. They face the loss of support networks which,
where they exist, are usually far better than replacement services provided by
public agencies. They face the loss of amenities commonly found in inner city
neighborhoods-a corner store. a nearby bus stop. The Barney Senior Citizens'
Center in Washington's renovating Adams Morgan neighborhood provides transportation back to the center for some displaced elderly forced to move to other
neighborhoods, but for most elderly, severance from the neighborhood means a
severance from their friends, much more final than any experienced by their
younger counterparts.
The displaced tenant must look for another place to live in urban markets
which have a diminishing supply of low-income housing. For the elderly in
some rehabilitating communities, in New Bedford's County Street Historic
District for example, newly constructed subsidized housing for the elderly is
available which provides some older people with the opportunity to stay in the
neighborhood. But in other communities, there are reports that nearby subsidized
housing for the elderly has long waiting lists for admission. And public officials
may be reluctant to designate publically owned vacant land for new subsidized elderly housing in neighborhoods which are experiencing rehabilitation
because of pressure from developers anxious to cash in on middle class demandOne class of neighborhoods surveyed by the coalition was not only experiencing
the immigration by more affluent professional groups but also expansion of the
bordering central business district. In Denver's renovating Five Points neighborhood, two apartment buildings housing about 200 elderly people were recently
acquired for construction of a new high-rise parking lot. Proximity to the down-
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town in Denver's Capitol Hill and Washington's Dupont Circle has attracted
construction of new high-rise high-income apartment buildings, hardly substitute
housing for longtime neighborhood residents.
More urban elderly are homeowners (52 percent) than are renters (48 percent), and the percentage of elderly homeowners in cities is less than the percentage for the elderly population as a whole.' The University of Southern California project on the minority aging found that 62 percent of elderly whites,
54 percent of older blacks, and 67 percent of elderly Mexican-Americans were
homeowners in its Los Angeles sample. Homeowners have different problems In
those neighborhoods experiencing rehabilitation than do renters. They theoretically have the choice of selling, and in reinvested neighborhoods it is possible
to sell at a substantial profit. Though longtime homeowners may choose to sell
early in the neighborhood cycle of rehabilitation, elderly homeowners-judging
from their mobility rates-are probably the group least likely to want to move.
When the U.S.C. study asked its Los Angeles sample whether they would move
If they had a choice about where to live, 81 percent of the elderly homeowners
(as opposed to 67 percent of the elderly renters) said they preferred to stay
where they were. Of those who wanted to stay, roughly equal percentages mentioned proximity to certain people, convenience of location, quality of the neighborhood and other personal considerations including low maintenance costs.
Older people in all three ethnic groups were shown to favor residential stability
and continuity even in the face of problems in their neighborhoods and with their
houses.
Reports are not uncommon of unfair practices and unusual pressures associated with sales in rehabilitating neighborhoods. An extreme example is in
Atlantic City where the downtown area has been subject to intense speculation since that city legalized gambling. Development plans call for both new
construction and rehabilitation and elderly homeowners have been subject to
strong pressures to sell. On one block by the waterfront predominantly elderly
homeowners, many of whom have lived in the same home for thirty to forty
years, received the offer of $100,000 each for their homes provided all their
neighbors also agreed to sell.
In other cities there are reports of people who sold with inadequate information to adequately assess the value of their property or the cost of replacing it.
The elderly are especially vulnerable on this score, and because so often they
must manage on fixed incomes they are also vulnerable to code inspections and
city-mandated repairs.
Finally, they are vulnerable to sharp jumps in their property tax assessments
when, usually late in the rehabilitation cycle, surrounding reinvestment and
Improved confidence in the neighborhood make all homes in the area worth more
money.
Any sudden unanticipated jump In the cost of living is a hardship for many
elderly and increases in valuation such as those experienced in many reinvesting
neighborhoods-increases much greater than those to be anticipated from general inflation-are a very real discouragement to continued home ownership,
especially when the elderly may have received unsolicited offers to buy-offers
which may seem good to them if they are not familiar with changes in the real
estate market. Circuit breaker taxes and other property tax exemptions may be
available to elderly or low income owners, but even these may not be enough to
protect the elderly from the increase which puts them over budget. Reportedly,
it was the elderly who joined with real estate interests in convincing Californians to pass Proposition 13.
The Hartford city government has a tax-in-kind program which is worth
mentioning in this regard. The program, which has been in existence for several
years and may be refunded in the next fiscal year, is designed to allow the
unemployed or underemployed to pay their city taxes by performing contracted
services to the city government. Of the 103 people who applied and were deemed
eligible for the program, 41 were over 65 years of age. The 61 who actually
participated in the program managed to work off nearly $37,000 in taxes since
July 1978. Programs of this sort should be tried in other jurisdictions and
protections against rapid property tax increases strengthened.
The resistance in the financial community to giving home mortgage or rehabilItation loans to the elderly is well known. One mortgage banker told us that the
usual formula was that the age of recipient plus the term of the loan should
I Heads of households; bureau of the census.
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equal 75 years, and that in his opinion financial institutions would not begin to
revise their standards until they were subject to a few lawsuits on age discrimination. Banks participating in the Philadelphia mortgage plan were giving
mortgage loans to people on fixed income-one bank had just given an 85-yearold newlywed a 25-year mortgage and the loan officer stressed that the economic
life of the property was the essential factor, not the age of the borrower. But
as of yet, there is little rehabilitation money available through PMP. Rehabilitation money may be important to the elderly facing costly code violation repairs,
and the U.S.C. study recommended that the government give increased support
for rehab assistance for the elderly. Almost 80 percent of the elderly surveyed
said they'd choose government assistance for home repairs over government
assistance to find other housing, and this preference held true for whites, blacks,
and Hispanics. Especially seen as needed were small scale fix-up funds for
repair and improved security.
For the minority elderly-who, as we have seen, are poorer than white
elderly-the stresses associated with immigration of more affluent groups are
compounded by those associated with discrimination. While the racial and ethnic
dynamic of neighborhood change was less clear than the dynamic associated
with wealth-incoming groups were, virtually without exception, more affluent
than their predecessors while racial and ethnic patterns were mixed-the Coalltion study still noted that 37 percent of the neighborhoods surveyed observed
a drop in the number of minority residents since the onset of rehabilitation.
The pattern was frequently that of whites moving into black or Hispanic
neighborhoods; the elderly minorities who are displaced under these circumstances face additional problems of relocation and readjustment.
The Coalition offered a number of recommendations in its study, among them
that increased counseling be made available to help low income residents faced
with displacement and that local protections for low income tenants and elderly
homeowners be broadened. Clearly, the elderly who so desire continuity need to
have increased opportunities to remain in the neighborhoods they have claimed
as their own. We should use the programs we have already at our disposal better-section 8 funds and more subsidized housing located in the neighborhoods,
for example-and we should insist on broadened use of public funds to encourage
rehabilitation of the places where the elderly already live. The emphasis should
be on maintaining the elderly person in his or her present environment, on
respecting established, often culturally determined backgrounds and preferences,
and on improving certain quality of life factors of which crime is clearly the
most important. The rehabilitation of inner city neighborhoods can be seen as
an opportunity to build economically and ethnically diverse neighborhoods, from
the stability and continuity which those neighborhoods already may possess.
The elderly as possessors of the neighborhood's past and as active participants
In its present must not be tossed aside like outdated light fixtures or unfashionable bits of house trim in the process of sprucing up our neighborhoods.
A striking story about elderly displacement comes to us from Venice, Calif.
Built as an oceanside vacation community for Los Angeles residents, the neighborhood attracted many elderly residents in the 1950's. Thirty of its forty
thousand residents were elderly. In the late 1960's young people, drop-outs, and
the members of drug culture began to pour into the area. The crime level increased, and landlords who found they could charge several young people more
than one elderly person were encouraged to rent to the new group of tenants.
Speculators bought oceanside properties and tore them down, leaving empty
rubble-filled lots.
Until the first young professionals came to this disinvested neighborhood In
the early 1970's the elderly had managed to remain in the area, but in the
last 10 years their numbers have dropped from 30,000 to 3,000 to 4,000. The
director of the senior citizens' center which attracts nearly 40 percent of the
1,500 Jewish elderly has said that the 1970's are "the decade of decimation" for
the elderly in Venice.
Rent increases have been precipitous and are expected to resume when the
current moratorium on further increases is lifted March 1. An apartment which
rented for $75 in 1972 rented for $300 per month in 1977. So many of the Venice
elderly have incomes below $4,000 per year that many are spending 90 percent
of their social security Income on rent payments. The center provides daily hot
lunches and brunch on Sunday and even so the director does not know how his
group manages.
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There is pressing need for 500 to 1,000 units of low-cost housing for the elderly
in Venice but the city is sympathetic to development interests and has sold to
the highest bidders 140 vacant lots. The Coastal Commission which had restrained development has changed in composition and in policy over the past
year, and because of an exclusionary exception builders may bypass the conmission and go directly to the sympathetic Los Angeles City Council. Meanwhile
some observers feel that it was the federally subsidized building of the Santa
Monica Freeway in the late 1960's which, by connecting the area to downtown
Los Angeles, made Venice attractive to the professional groups.
Soon only professionals will be able to afford the area. The same house which
sold for $10,000 to $15,000 in the early 1960's cost $150,000 in 1975 and would
probably cost $200,000 today. The median age of the Venice elderly is 84 years
and rising. They are moving away as the cost of renting gets too high, sometimes going to cheaper housing in old hotels near downtown or sometimes going
to nursing homes. And they are dying. No new elderly groups are replacing
them.
Senator DECONCINI. Thank you, Air. Ilolman.

Can you give me your thumbnail observations given the present
trends? What do you see in the future for America's urban areas if no
changes are made in the present programs and the present policies?
Further, what limitations do you see on the Federal Government in the
area of urban transportation?
Mr. HOLMAN. Well, from what I can gather about the current administration's interest in urban transportation-and transportation is
a real problem for the elderly in many cities-the tendency has been to
say that it is much too costly. A small amount of money is in the new
budget for intermodal transportation in cities.
I think that some of the cities are going to shrink in size and some
are already shrinking. This change has potential benefits and it will
also bring problems which I think are so numerous that they -will be
very difficult to turn around. One view of cities, which people have long
held, is that if you want to make cities work you must do something
about the commercial downtowns. Of course the common wisdom is
true but revitalizing the downtown only, as the Newark program did,
for example, is very risky. Nonetheless, this is a very popular approach.
It is less popular, both in the Congress and elsewhere, to try to do
things which will help neighborhoods. Moreover sooner or Tater, 5
years from now or less, we are suddenly going to Hind we have to take
our urban money and put it to workl repairing the physical infrastructure of cities. Mayors are now having to put off for a long, long
time necessary repairs in their physical plant. Take the example of the
amount of fresh water that Boston is losing because of inadequate repairs to its -water and sewer system. The examples can be found in
other cities around the country.
I have a feeling always that cities are going to survive. I wish we had
a bigger constituency for cities. I think we agree that those people
who represent the organized elderly or the organized neighborhood
people, can make themselves heard. They cannot outspend the others.
If they can make themselves heard on Capitol Hill and with the administration, the cities I think will have a viable future. MAr. Ralph,
a former member of our board, who has built as many suburban
shopping centers as anyone, says, "I think perhaps there are getting
to be too many." The Quincy development that he has done, the market
in Boston, provide examples of ways to revitalize cities. I hope that the
Federal Government and local and State governments will be able to
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work with the private sector and with private citizens to have a little
more faith that urban problems can be worked out.
Senator DECONCINI. Thank you, Mir. Holman. We are going to get
back to you for some further questions but I would like now to go to
John Filer, chairman, Aetna Life & Casualty, Hartford, Conn., representing the Committee on Corporate Social Responsibility.
STATEMENT OF JOHN H. FILER, CHAIRMAN, AETNA LIFE &
CASUALTY, HARTFORD, CONN., REPRESENTING THE COMMITTEE
ON CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Mr. FILER. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
I will probably set a record for brevity on this panel and perhaps be
a slight example for those who follow me.
I am John Filer. I am the chairman of Aetna Life & Casualty, and
also chaiiman of our life and health insurance industry's committee
on corporate social responsibility, which is an organization that has
been in existence for 6 or 7 years. Your committee's inquiry into urban
investment policies and practices from the perspective of elderly city
residents is timely and essential, and I welcome the opportunity to discuss the involvement of our business.
America's life and health insurance companies have been concerned
about the needs of the residents of the Nation's urban centers. Most of
our companies are central city employers and our business is profoundly affected by conditions in urban neighborhoods. Our economic
activities are substantial enough so that our business would affect the
well-being of our cities with or without deliberate, well intended effort
on our part.
Our industry is a major source of investment capital for residential
and commercial urban projects. We have tried to respond to the economic and social changes in America's cities in a variety of waysnot only through our investments but through corporate contributions,
educational programs, and the civic activities of our officers and
employees.
While the futuire of our business is critically dependent upon the
health of our cities and the vitality of our neighborhoods, the cities
must be the architects of their own affairs. I have been urging for some
time now that business leaders regard the condition of our urban communities as an urgent and integral aspect of corporate citizenship in
the fullest sense of the term.
I would like to refer to those associations that represent the companies that write nearly all of the life and health insurance in the
United States. Back in 1971, we established a clearinghouse on corporate social responsibility. I don't like that term but we could not find
one that was any better. The clearinghouse does keep member companies informed of the industry's activities in this area and conducts
an annual social reporting program through which our member companies provide a comprehensive accounting, essentially to each other,
of their activities in this area.
Recently, in recognition of the complexity of the problem and the
continuing need for a joint effort, we created what we call a neighborhood response. This new program is a partnership between the
45-306-79-5
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clearinghouse and the Academy for Contemporary Problems. The effort is to stimulate the industry to take part in neighborhood revitalization activities of a variety of natures.
The initiative essentially is to provide service to our own member
companies throughout the country with a consulting service that acts
as a catalyst in a way in areas of public safety, health services, social
services, housing, community and schools, and training in economic
development and public management. The program is relatively new
and really got started just in the last several months. We are very
hopeful that that will be a- significant step in the participation of our
companies in our own problems.
Referring to my own company, Aetna Life and Casualty, we have
tried to intensify our commitment to the cities. A year and a half ago
we formalized the financial side of this effort by establishing what we
call a corporate responsibility investment committee. The committee identifies, reviews, and recommends what we consider socially
responsive investments, such as low-income housing in High Point,
N.C., and in Topeka, Kans. We have committed to date about $90
million pursuant to this program.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, f just would like to make one comment and
that is, it seems to me, particularly as we have crosscurrents in this
country of proposition 13, fiscal conservatism, and social problems of
our urban centers which are not going to go away, I am very hopeful that the business community will recognize that this is a remarkable
opportunity for the private sector to join with the nonprivate sector
and Government to try and find some unique ways to help solve these
problems which will not go away by themselves. I thing a businessman
has a great opportunity and a great obligation in the next few years.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Filer follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN H. FiLEn

My name is John H. Filer, chairman, Aetna Life & Casualty. I am also cht.irman of the life and health insurance industry's committee on corporate social
responsibility, an organization I will describe in a moment. Your committee's
inquiry into urban investment policies and practices from the perspective of
elderly city residents is timely and essential, and I welcome the opportunity to
discuss the involvement of the life and health insurance industry in the Nation's
urban neighborhoods.
America's life and health insurance companies have been concerned about the
needs of the residents of the Nation's urban centers. Most of our companies are
central city employers and our business is profoundly affected by conditions
in urban neighborhoods. Our economic activities are substantial enough so that
our business would affect the well-being of our cities with or without deliberate,
well-intended effort on our part. Our industry is a major source of investment
capital for residential and commercial urban projects. We have tried to respond
to the economic and social changes in America's cities in a variety of waysnot only through our investments, but through corporate contributions, educational programs, and the civic activities of our officers and employees.
While the future of our business is critically dependent upon the health of
our cities and the vitality of our neighborhoods, the cities must be the architects
of their own affairs. But I have been urging for some time now that business
leaders regard the condition of our urban communities as an urgent and integral
aspect of corporate citizenship in the fullest sense of the term.
The beneficial impact of our industry's urban investment programs upon the
elderly and their neighborhoods derives from our overall involvement in urban
revitalization and our increasing sensitivity to the need for maintaining our
urban communities as living neighborhoods. One familiar aspect of the rapidly
changing economic and social condition of America's cities has been the gradually
diminishing tendency for the more affluent upwardly mobile people to emigrate
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to the suburbs while the disadvantaged with fewer life style choices have moved
Into the cities. At the same time, of course, many older people have stayed in
the city neighborhoods where they have lived most of their lives. Many of the
elderly are more reluctant than younger people to change their accustomed
environment. The elderly are the only age category with more members living
in cities than in the suburbs.
Their -attitude is understandable. Shelter is not their only concern. A city is a
network of community resources that help the elderly to maintain an independent, meaningful relationship with their environment. There is no simple way to
achieve what one author has called a life-support system for the elderly. Focusing only on their needs might at best separate them from society and "ghettoize"
them. At worst, it could reinforce the tendency of cities to become warehouses of
the poor, the infirm and the old, and of the criminals who prey on them. Restoring a sense of community in our cities and making cities more desirable places
for people of all ages, ethnic groups and income levels to work and live is one of
the most complex and challenging problems faced by private industry and
government alike.
It is probably unrealistic to attempt to turn back the clock and return our cities
to their condition 30 years ago before the growth of suburban population and
employment centers. It would be equally unrealistic to assume that a complex
and diverse urban culture will be amenable to any standardized, nationwide
program to assist neighborhoods, especially a program which focuses too selectively on any one segment of the community. A public policy and private investment strategy which works in one city may well be inappropriate for another.
There is a need to help develop and support local neighborhood organizations
without which rehabilitation by itself would mean little.
The American Council of Life Insurance and the Health Insurance Association
of America represent companies writing nearly all of the life and health Insurance in the United States. In 1971, they established the Clearinghouse of
porate Social Responsibility. The clearinghouse keeps member companies Corinformed of the industry's social responsibility activities and conducts an annual
social reporting program through which member companies provide a comprehensive public accounting of socially responsible activities.
In recognition of the complexity of the problem and of the continuing need
for a joint effort, the insurance business has also undertaken a "neighborhood
reponse" program. This new program operates as a partnership between the
clearinghouse and the Academy for Contemporary Problems, a public
tion sponsored by several national organizations of State and local officials. foundaThis "neighborhood response" program is conducted on a voluntary,
vidual company basis in selected urban neighborhoods where the prospectsindifor
meeting both investment and corporate responsibility objectives are reasonable.
Wye hope the program will encourage diversity and flexibility while at the same
time provide a forum for the exchange of ideas and experiences between the
public and private sectors.
Like many other companies, Aetna Life & Casualty has intensified
commitment to the cities. In February 1977, Aetna formalized the financial its
side of this
continuing effort by establishing a corporate responsibility investment committee.
This committee identifies, reviews, and recommends socially responsive investments like a low-income housing loan in High Point, N.C., and a retirement
community loan in Topeka, Kans. Nearly $90 million has been invested pursuant
to this program.
Perhaps the single most pressing, but at the same time most manageable problem faced by us all is the unintentional, but frequent displacement of those urban
residents, often the elderly, who are inevitably inconvenienced
neighborhood undergoes change-even positive, well-conceived change. whenever a
During Aetna's recent conversion of an older Hartford apartment house to
condominiums, we faced this displacement problem. We found that we were able
to relocate all of the former residents at a cost of about $200 per resident. We
hope that our "neighborhood response" will provide a forum for the exchange of
such practical solutions to one of the most intractable problems encountered
in
the effort to preserve a sense of community iii our neighborhoods.
Such an exchange of ideas and cooperative use of private and public resources
Is vitally important. The "section 8" Federal rent subsidy program is a good
working example of the use of Federal funds together with city administration
in an effort to encourage development in a way that recognizes the diversity of
community needs.
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Rather than taking more time now to describe our efforts, I have provided
the committee with some written material. I would be pleased to answer
questions.

Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Filer, thank you.
If you don't mind a very direct question as to your company, is it
financially feasible to get involved if your company has to commit
itself to the urban older parts of our major cities?
Mr. FILER. Yes, sir.

Senator DECONCINI. Or is it partly your social responsibility, or a
combination? Really what I want to know is, are the finances there?
Is the profit there to justify it?
Mr. FILER. It is a combination, Mr. Chairman. I tend to be an
optimist and I think increasingly the balance will be that the activity will be following commercially viable financial transactions. I
believe that a lot of wiat we have had to do, for example, in Hartford,
we took risks that were rather extreme, I believe. A fair part of the
return was looked upon as a social return. In my judgment all of
those investments over time will have proved to be financially profitable as wvell as socially profitable so that I think there has had to be
a fair amount of taking more risk for lower return, really a voluntary force effort to be involved in the urban centers. I think that time
is changing. I think the time is comingSenator DECONCINI. You think the payoff will be there?

Mr. FILER. The payoff will be there and I think the trends are rather
clear. The real problems are how do we handle the social throwoffs,
the problems that get thrown off when you do have the urban center
and the financial institution.
Senator DECONCINI. I want to compliment Aetna for their involvement in this. The money motive is quite natural. The question is only
for my information purposes.
Is there anything that you see that the Federal Government can
do, that would not be in your best judgment extremely costly, to
encourage companies like yourself to get involved in this type of
participatory action?
Mr. FILER. Yes, I think there is. Our experience from this neighborhood response program is that we are worried a little bit. We really
had quite a variety of inquiries from various parts of the Government
with it affirmatively seeking to become attached to part of it, supportive of this neighborhood response program, and I felt very good
about that.
We must be very careful that the government does not overwhelm
us. I said to the committee the other day -we are a solution in search
of a problem and we want to be sure we recognize the problem.
I understand that HUD will meet in New York next week to talk
with business executives of the UDAG program and I intend to attend.
I understand that there is a part of that organization that is set up to
try to stimulate cooperative understanding between the government
and the private sector.
The principal problem in my judgment is that the senior executives
of major corporations have a priority list of about 20 and that comes
unfortunately somewhere in between 16 or 19. It is very complicated.
We really cannot understand it quickly. I am forever saying a little
more than I know on the subject and it is really for the businessman
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that we need prodding; we need education; we do need stimulus, a
catalyst from others. It is very, very hard to do ourselves.
Senator DECONCINI. What about tax incentives?
Mr. FILER. W"Tell, again I think I would answer that question as an
indication of how hard it is to be knowledgeable. I really don't know,
Senator. I would mislead you if I said in my judgment here are certain
areas of incentives. Obviously we have the opportunity for financial
investments as we have now committed one in the Washington area
in a center for the aging where there was a HEW grant and we are
making a $3.5 million mortgage loan. The combination of the two
makes something viable that without either would not have occurred,
so clearly incentives are in many instances necessary to make something feasible.

0

Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Filer. would you be inclined to consider
some other questions that we might submit to you regarding the business involvement?
Mr. FiLsri. Yes, indeed.
Senator DECONCINI. I would submit some and maybe staff. will, too.
I would like an opportunity in the next couple of weeks to write you.
Mr. FILER. Yes; and then I will come down and discuss with your
staff.
Senator DECoNcINI. That would be very, very helpful.
Mr. Corwin.
Mr. CORWIN. Mr. Filer, just again I want to say I think the neighborhood response program is commendable, and I wish there were
other industries taking that type of initiative. I am very glad to hear
from Mr. *Whiteside that the insurance companies are becoming involved beyond the management stage and are providing private casualty coverage, as opposed to the expensive FAIR plans which a lot
of neighborhoods have had to turn to. As you know, GAO reports issued at the initiative of Senator Percy of this committee indicated that,
because of FAIR plan mismanagement, there were cases of incentive
to commit arson in some neighborhoods.
However, I do have to ask you. There was a May 1978 study put
out by the Federal Insurance Administration of the Department of
l-lousing and Urban Development. and I am going to quote from one
of the conclusions of that study. They said: "Insurance redlining is
widely practiced by insurers. * * * Redlining- extends far beyond.
blighted areas into many otherwise healthy neighborhoods."
I would like to get your response on the accuracy of that conclusion,
and if there is some truth to it? Perhaps our insurers, looking at urban
areas, are looking back at the last 20 years rather than looking forward
to the next 20.
Mr. FITF.R Yes. It is hard for me to know exactly how to answer
that question. The particular study you refer to I would hasten to
indicate that I don't remember at all in detail, but a significant. part
of it I do not agree with. However, you come to the issue of so-called
redlining. There is no question but that when you are in a business
that involves risk selection and the business is done by and large
through an agency system where the agents are located in a variety
of places. some urban and some suburban and rural. and when you.
have a history of some rapidly decaying neighborhoods, you will have
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a difficult problem in placing insurance on a certain neighborhood, a
certain number of houses.
I would be naive to say that the problem is easy to solve. There are
activities going on, including what Mr. Whiteside said about the address in Chicago. We have in Connecticut now what is called an open
line where 20 companies are participating. Anyone who wishes to inquire about placing of homeowners insurance will be put through to a
company representative on a rotating basis. There is assurance that
the property will be inspected. The industry is really very concerned
about this problem. As a matter of fact, it was last February or March,
as the chairman of the company, I sent a letter to all of our field force.
And I just want to reiterate, the policy of this company is "Thou shalt
not redline," but that does not really get the job done. It takes a variety,
I think, primarily of voluntary activities and cooperative efforts along
with the insurance companies themselves to solve the problem. I think
we are making progress; unquestionably we have not made it as rapidly
as we should. Clearly if you are going to have neighborhood revitalization, you should have the availability of insurance coverage so the
people will have respect for their' own neighborhood and be interested
in rebuilding. So clearly it is a problem and I think we are clearly
addressing it. It is not an easy one, it won't go away, but I think we
can solve it voluntarily.
Mr. CORwIN. Thank you.
Senator DECONCINI. Mir. Lewis?
Mr. LEWIS. I have no questions now. I will wait.
Senator DECONCINI. Thank you very much.
Our next witness is Prof. Conrad Weiler, Temple University, Philadelphia, Pa., representing the National Association of Neighborhoods.
We are glad to have you with us. Please proceed.
STATEMENT OF DR. CONRAD WEILER, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR,
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY, PHILADELPHIA, PA., REPRESENTING THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF NEIGHBORHOODS
Dr. WEILER. Thank you very much, Senator. I am very pleased to be

here today. I am speaking on behalf of the National Association of
Neighborhoods, which as the name implies is an association of neighborhood organizations. We have a very strong social justice orientation
in our activities in the last 31/2 years since we were founded, and I
might point out that our association was among the very first to call
attention to the problems of displacement in our Nation's neighborhoods.
My personal experience as a member of the Queen Village Neighbors
Association will give some specific highlights to my testimony today. I
am going to deviate very much from my prepared testimony and respond really to the flow of what I have heard so far this morning.
I would like to make one point in the beginning, a point which I have
been making for several years. Even though we are now focusing on
urban neighborhoods, the interdependence of what is happening in
the inner city neighborhoods as they are being revitalized with what is
happening in the suburbs must be seen as a whole. People are just
beginning to get that awareness now.
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Second, I want to point out that while displacement is certainly
the most obvious and the most painful problem connected with reinvestment, reinvestment poses a great many challenges which affect
even the middle-income people who have recently come back to the
neighborhood. Even if we did solve the displacement problem, we still
would have quite a task in deciding just how to build good, stable
neighborhoods for low and moderate as well as middle- and upperincome people.
Another point, in my prepared testimony I have criticized HUD
rather severely. Based on Mr. Fleming's testimony here today, I am
encouraged hearing much clearer language coming from HUD that
they recognize this problem, and they are willing to do something
about it, but I must point out that there has been a considerable amount
of misinterpretation or, let's say, misleading interpretation of data.
For example, there has been a great deal of discussion out at HUD as
to whether more people are leaving the city than coming back rather
than on what happens when people do come back. Since one of the
goals of urban renewal over the last 30 years has been to reduce urban
density, I don't see why declining urban population is seen as such as
disaster.
One of the other data discussions is why most people who are moving into these reinvestment areas already lived in the city. Well, the
answer is very simple. You can only come back once, and once you
come back you are a city dweller but that does not mean population
movement is limited to the young effluent whites primarily. The data
also show a very large increase in black population moving to the
suburbs.
Now I would like to just list some of the problems that I have seen
for older Americans in inner-city areas as reinvestment occurs based
on my personal experience. This is a very long laundry list and I will
go through it quickly.
Uncompensated eviction of tenants from rental units or condominium conversions, which is a serious problem in some cities but not in
others, or eviction just for rehab, which is the situation in my area in
Philadelphia.
Rapidly rising rents, loss of friends and relatives through reinvestment, displacement, loss of supporting institutions, personal contacts
and facilities through reinvestment, loss of part-time jobs or voluntary
activities that the senior citizens use to contribute to the community
and help keep themselves active; rising costs of food and clothing as
neighborhoods become "gentrified;" loss of nearby shopping facilities;
loss of nearby physicians and pharmacies or rise in cost of such services; increased difficulty in walking in the neighborhood because of
parked cars blocking intersections and construction excavations and
dumpsters; loss or decline in quality of public transportation routes;
increased noise and dirt in the neighborhood either temporarily during
construction or permanently through new uses-heat pumps, external
air-conditioning units attached to luxury housing and possibly also
through bars and nightclubs that may have been attracted to the revitalization going on in the area; harassment by landlords seeking to
evict them or by realtors, speculators, or private individuals trying to
purchase their home.
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* An example of this is the Saturday and Sunday visitor from the
suburbs who gets a sudden inclination to buy a house in this very cute
neighborhood and just knocks on the door of people and says, "Would
you like to sell your house ?" The first couple of times it is rather funny
but after a while the people get rather depressed, especially the senior
citizens who see a pattern of harassment and attempts to move them
out of the neighborhood. Realtors also have been doing this. We have
been solicited so many times that we give up trying to respond to individual realtors than canvass the neighborhood.
Mental or physical illness sometimes including the very obviously
premature death caused by the stress of actual forced displacement.
This is a very serious problem.
Senior citizens, like many others who have lived in these neighborhoods all their lives, don't really have contact with the housing market
and if they do sell, they sell oftentimes for much less than the fair
price and then are faced with the inability to purchase even roughly
equivalent housing in any other neighborhood. They may also be losing
nearby open space for gardening or recreation.
One of the sort of benefits over the years of urban decline, if you can
call it that, is a number of open spaces which urban dwellers have converted to gardens. Once the neighborhood becomes popular they disappear, and they are very important to senior citizens to use as gardens
or spaces to build a little park.
Another problem we have found is that at least many of the local
community development agencies have not really gotten the word
from HUD yet and when the neighborhood-begins to develop they see
that as the time to turn off the spigot of assistance. We keep getting
the message from our own city as well as other neighborhoods that we
have completed the task now and your neighborhood is well along the
way so you don't need any help now. As soon as those $80,000 townhouses were gone, forget the help, we will move on to the areas that
need it. Our people still need help even though the area as a whole
might not seem to.
A few additional problems: The general loss of comfort in a neighborhood and familiarity as the neighborhood fills up with strangers
and changes in physical appearance as old landmarks are torn down
and rehabilitated; problems with social agencies and political zoning
processes, remapping, and other planning activities; difficulty in trying to get access to social and housing programs.
(onegparticular problem that hits senior citizens is historic certification. They often don't understand it and especially don't understand
why they have to fix up their house. If it was good enough to live in all
these years, why do they have to fix it up to apply to some historic
requirements ?

There tends during reinvestment also to be a lot of minor damage
associated with construction in neighborhoods, and senior citizens
again seem to be among the worst hit by that.
We find a certain portion of our association's effort is in trying to
get cheap legal assistance for senior citizens-at least if nothing else
to write a letter to the contractor to say you have to fix that hole that
you knocked in so and so's house. Maybe it won't go to court but it is a
kind of minor harassment that an older person can really take very
seriously and we are finding some of it lessens their life and enjoyment of life very much.
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A couple of specific points. I see the time here slipping away. I have
included in my testimony a Xerox of the actual tax assessment summaries that we filled out 2 years ago when I guess this was the second
or third year that our neighborhood had been hit with systematic and
very dramatic upward tax reassessments, and I think they speak for
themselves. They tend to average in the 200- to 300-percent range and
come one year after another.
If you read the case studies, you will see that in virtually every
case these are senior citizens and they have done nothing to their
property. Now that does not mean that it is a falling down wreck,
they have kept their houses nice all these years. The point is that they
are paying the price in increased tax assessments for reinvestment.
By others, I will just quote from one of these forms. I have kept it
anonymous but I know the person who wrote this.
I don't understand why this house tax was raised 350 percent. Fitzwater Street
between 2nd and Front is in bad shape, hasn't been repaired in 40 years. It also
is not much wider than an alley. I have an empty lot in front of me and a factory
in the rear. Also my income is only $210 a month social security.

Since this woman wrote this, the empty lot across the street has been
the site of the construction of an approximately $115,000 townhouse
and the factory to the rear now has, I believe, 13 luxury apartments in
it, so her assessment and taxes will go up much more again. So the
homeowner, directly and indirectly, the tenant, is feeling a tremendous
bite from increased tax reassessments, not because of intrinsic improvements-which is a different related issue-but just simply because
they happen to live in a neighborhood which other people happen to
find attractive.
Just one example on the problems with community development.
Even where the program may be working to help senior citizens get,
community development benefits, that is only where the program has
not been phased out yet because the neighborhood has been "saved."
I gave one example in my prepared testimony, and it is a rather
extreme example but it exemplifies the problems in getting these programs to work. The example is of an elderly gentleman in our neighborhood who in this case happens to be black and who was waiting
21/2 years for an emergency loan and grant. He was 92 years old.
Then, of course, there is the constant threat of eviction. The most
recent case was of a roominghouse that had 65 rooms and it was
occupied by single men, once again in-this case all black. That is now
the subject of a bitter fight with my zoning committee. We were unable
to do anything to stop the tenants from being evicted, but now the new
owner wants to cram in 32 apartments where there were 65 rooms,
which will in turn have a secondary effect on the neighborhood. There
is no parking or yard space whatsoever; so the parking, recreation,
and trash storage problems will be passed on to the rest of the
neighborhood.
To conclude I will call attention to a couple of things that I think
the Federal Government can do. I am not going to call for massive
expenditure of funds though there are certain areas where more money
is necessary but I say with regard to the private sector I think that
one of the things that HUD can do and the Federal Government generally, and I hope also neighborhoods can do, is to educate the private
sector that the risks are in most cases a lot less than they seem to be,
45-366-79
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and they can invest in neighborhods that still need them. I dealt with
approximately 300 to 400 developers in my years in Queen Village
and while I have seen a few go broke, I have seen quite a few make a
heck of a lot of money.
I also think the property tax question is a major one. I am not sure
what the Federal Government can do directly but something has to
be done about the property tax situation.
Section 21-24 of the Tax Reform Act benefits only developers and
I think it should be repealed but if not it certainly should be extended
to individual homeowners.
Relocation benefits are virtually nonexistent for most of the people
displaced because they are displaced by private activity. I think there
has to be a Draconian step taken and again I am not sure what the
Federal role is. If you are going to displace somebody, you have to
take care of the relocation before the permits are given for rehab,
before right of occupancy is given. In fact, what I would like to see
is before the real estate transfer tax would be paid there must be a
form filed for adequate relocation. Holding up property transfer
before relocation has been complied with is a very Draconian and a
very extreme step, yet it is the only step that would in any way guarantee most of the displaced people any hope. Relocating simply does
not work if you let the redeveloper go ahead first and then let the
public worry about relocation.
Then, finally, I think we have to expand the tilt toward the neighborhoods which the Federal Government has begun to take under the
present administration. I think that has to be expanded considerably
and it does not require money so much as it requires awareness and
emphasis. I think the neighborhood is the fine tuning instrument that
is best suited to deal with reinvestment and its problems.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Weiler follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF

DR.

CONRAD WEiER

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, and others, I. appreciate very much
this opportunity today to testify to you on the problems of older Americans in
the Nation's neighborhoods.
Nearly 4 years ago I raised the prospect of massive recycling of Philadelphia's
metropolitan population, the affluent young returning to the city centers and the
older and poorer population moving-or being moved-inexorably outward. This
prediction was based on analysis of limited, but already apparent trends, and
the underlying goals of urban renewal and housing policy. At the time such
prospects were dismissed by most experts as wildly impractical speculations. Today this prospect is no longer so easily dismissed. In 4 years-one Presidential
term-displacement of low- and moderate-income residents resulting from urban
reinvestment Is now a nationally recognized housing problem. even though many
experts, including those at HUD, now do their best to confuse and underestimate the problem, as they or their predecessors dismissed it entirely a few years
ago. The related issues of optimizing reinvestment generally and the future of the
suburbs have still not received the attention they deserve, and one wonders if, in
4 more years, the experts and policymakers will still be down-playing displacement and just beginning to give graudging attention to optimizing reinvestment
and the future decline of the suburbs.
The National Association of Neighborhoods has been in the forefront of raising
and Investigating these issues, not only because they affect our neighborhoods
but also because they affect the well-being and quality of life of all our citizens,
especially those who are socially, economically and politicaly disadvantaged or
otherwise less well off.
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Today we are particularly concerned with the situation of "Older Americans
In the Nation's Neighborhoods." My remarks today will draw upon my experience and research nationally as a board member of the National Association
of Neighborhoods and as an associate professor of political science at Temple
University, and locally in my own neighborhood of Queen Village in Philadelphia
as president of the Queen Village Neighbors Association. I would like to address
especially the plight of senior citizens in urban neighborhoods undergoing reinvestment. I would like to divide my remarks into the following areas: a brief
review of overall trends in reinvestment and displacement, the effects of these
trends on neighborhoods and their senior citizens, drawing particularly upon my
Queen Village experience, and what the Federal Government could do to ameliorate adverse effects on senior citizens. I would like in particular to acknowledge
the assistance provided me in preparing this testimony by Mrs. Kathy Conway,
field representative in the Queen Village office, and Dr. Paul Levy, planning committee chairman for Queen Village Neighbors Association.
OVERALL TRENDS IN

URBAN REINVESTMENT

AND DISPLACEMENT

From personal inspection of nearly two dozen cities, dozens of first-person
reports, perusal of scores of reports from a great variety of media reflecting
all levels of society and from study of a growing number of carefully researched
studies it is indisputable that substantial reinvestment and growth is occurring
in downtowns and neighborhoods of many if not most of our cities in all regions
of the country. Nearly all of these reports underestimate-often considerablythe extent of reinvestment and resulting problems, a tendency I have noticed since
first studying this issue in 1971. In fact, in reaction to this, I have only halfhumorously formulated the first "law" of reinvestment: there is always more
reinvestment and displacement than any expert or policymaker suspects. Particularly impressive exceptions to this tendency however, were the Urban Coalition's report earlier this year, and a September 3, 1978, special supplement on
housing to the Seattle Times.
While the overall trends of reinvestment are the subject of a longer discussion
in a paper prepared for the Back to the City Conference in Hartford last October,
a summary is in order.
First, many neighborhoods are undergoing "incumbent upgrading" primarily
by existing residents with little or no serious adverse effects.
Second, many older inner city neighborhoods are undergoing considerable
reinvestment by outsiders and new residents (in addition to frequent incumbent
upgrading), frequently causing substantial displacement and other adverse
effects.
Third, most of the newcomers to older, inner-city reinvestment neighborhoods
are white, middle- or upper-income, frequently single person households, primarily
in the 25-35 year category, with a smaller number of late middle age emptynesters. Overwhelmingly these newcomers grew up or spent most of their adult
lives in outer city or suburban areas, and are usually different in income, class,
education, social behavior, and political outlook and frequently in race from
the long-term neighborhood residents. Most studies have obscured or confused
the essentially affluent, suburban, middle-class origins and outlook of the newcomers, which is obvious to anyone who spends even a few seconds observing
such people. This suburban character of the newcomers and sometimes the challenges and problems of reinvestment have been obscured by several "facts":
(a) More people are leaving cities for suburbs than returning to cities from
suburbs;
(b) About three-quarters of recent movers in cities had their previous residences in the same city;
(c) About three-quarters of newcomers in obvious reinvestment neighborhoods
had a previous residence in the same neighborhood or city ;
(d) Most cities still have areas of substantial blight, serious social problems,
and fiscal difficulties; and
(e) Very little quantitative data exists on the extent of displacement or other
adverse reinvestment effects.
The preceding facts, while doubtless true, in themselves have frequently been
given unwarranted importance, in interpreting reinvestment issues and presented
without important qualifying statements or supplementary information. In fact,
there is little or no inconsistency between the above facts and the existence of a
serious and rapidly growing problem of reinvestment displacement caused directly
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by primarily middle-class whites of predominantly suburban or outer-city origins.
How can this be?
First, even though there is still a net population outflow from cities to suburbs,
this is not incompatible with reinvestment displacement in the inner city. Basically, the trend outward is an old one, now levelling off, and comprising increasingly black people, while the trend back is a new and small, but rapidly growing
one. Moreover, the people moving out have more persons per household than those
moving in, so that the same number of middle-income people requires a much
larger number of housing units when moving to the inner city than when moving
to the suburbs.
According to data from the annual survey of housing, the total number of
households moving from central cities to outside central cities of American
SMSA's grew 6.9 percent between 1973 and 1976. The number of households
moving from outside central cities to central cities during the same period grew
at over three times the same rate, 22.0 percent. For the black population, the
"flight from the cities" grew a phenomenal 52.5 percent, while for non-Hispanic
whites it grew only 3.3 percent. But for "return to the city households," nonHispanic white households from outside central cities moving to cities increased
by 20.8 percent, while the comparable figure for blacks between 1973 and 1976
was only 16.3 percent. Moreover, mover households into or within the city have
a much higher tendency to have a different head of the household for all races
than suburban movers. These figures not only support the metropolitan recycling
theory in general but indicate specifically that there is a back to the city trend.
Second, it is normal for most movers to move from relatively nearby, regardless
of whether they are moving into the city or into the suburbs. In 1976, 69 percent
of all city mover households with the same head previously lived in central
cities, while almost exactly half of all suburban movers with the same head49.9 percent-previously lived in the same outside central city area. In fact,
despite the much-bewailed "flight to the suburbs," outside central city areas in
1976 received only 22.6 percent of their new mover households with the same
head from the adjacent central city, and only 8.8 percent from other central cities,
and roughly the same has been true all during the post-WW II "flight to the
suburbs."
From the suburban viewpoint, less than a third (31.4 percent) of their recent
movers are households "fleeing the cities," while cities receive about a quarter
(22.8 percent) of their households from noncity areas, for households with the
same head.
There is one main reason why a high rate of within city movership by itself is
not necessarily incompatible with reinvestment displacement or a "back-to-thecity" trend. First, most households tend to move to relatively similar, nearby
areas. If someone has already moved to a reinvestment area in the city the
typical pattern is to move nearby, perhaps to a less "discovered" area. Naturally,
such a person shows up statistically with a previous residence in the same city.
The same goes for suburbanites. You can only "flee to the suburbs" or "return
to the city" once. What is important is whether an important and growing segment of middle-income housing purchasers are choosing marginally to move to
cities and to stay there. That seems definitely to be happening and is far more
important than misleading quibbling over whether more people are moving to
suburbs from cities than to cities from suburbs. An interesting but disturbing
tendency seems to have developed within HUD. within many public interest
groups, and even within Congress. This is the tendency to wait until "sufficient"
data are compiled before doing anything about the adverse effects of reinvestment. At best this strategy will cost years of delay, and at worst is a deliberate
strategy for avoiding the issue. Anyone wishing to gather enough information
to know that there is a serious problem and to gather pretty specific ideas on
what to do about it need only spend a week or even a day meeting residents in
the hundreds of American neighborhoods where displacement is a daily phenomenon. The National Association of Neighborhoods and my own neighborhood
will be happy to help arrange such visits to anyone wishing to bypass the thicket
of data and academic research.
SPECIFIC EFFECTS OF URBAN REINVESTMENT ON SENIOR CITIZENS IN NEIGIIBORHOODS

In general there seem to be substantial adverse effects of reinvestment in innercity neighborhoods on older Americans. While there are also some positive effects of urban reinvestment on senior citizens and cities, generally they do not
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outweigh nor compensate for the adverse effects. Among tire adverse effects I
have seen or heard about nationally are the following: uncompensated eviction
of tenants from rental units, for rehab, condominium conversion, Or owner occupancy, rapidly rising real estate tax assessments, rapidly rising rents, loss of
friends and relatives through reinvestment, displacement, loss of supporting
institutions, personal contacts and facilities through reinvestment, loss of part
time jobs, or voluntary activities, rising costs of food in nearby shopping areas
or loss of nearby shopping altogether, loss of nearby physicians and pharmacies
or rise in cost of such services, increased difficulty in walking in the neighborhood
because of parked cars blocking intersections, and construction excavations and
dumpsters, loss or decline in quality of public transportation routes, increased
noise and dirt in the neighborhood, either temporarily during construction, or
permanently through new uses, such as bars and nightclubs, harassment by
landlords seeking to evict them or by realtors, speculators or private individuals
trying to purchase their home, mental or physical illness including premature
death resulting from the stress of forced relocation, loss of nearby open space for
gardening, lounging or recreation, loss of eligibility for benefits under the community development program as the neighborhood becomes "revitalized," general
loss of amenity and comfort as the neighborhood fills up with strangers and
changes physically, often at a dizzying rate, problems understanding or coping
with zoning remnapping and often frequent zoning variances brought on by reinvestment, difficulty in coping with new or increased housing maintenance costs
and administrative processes brought on by historic certification, damage to
homes and injury to selves caused by nearby construction, general difficulty in
coping with snafus, delays, inaction, and errors in governmental bureaucracy
and contractors in section 312 and other "revitalization" programs as well as
in dealing with social service and governmental agencies generallly.
Let me now review a few specific examples of these adverse effects drawn from
our experience in Queen Village. Queen Village is a neighborhood of about 7,000
people along the Delaware River waterfront in South Philadelphia, next to the
well-known upper-income renewal project of Society Hill. The earliest settled
area of Philadelphia, the rowhouse neighborhood contains numerous historic
structures and a rich mixture of industrial and commercial uses, including the
popular shopping and entertainment area of New Market and South Street. In
]970 the population was predominantly blue collar and about 60 percent white
and 40 percent black. The white population was mostly of eastern European
origin and mostly homeowners, frequently employed in the docks nearby. About
half of the black population lived in the large public housing project in the south
end of the neighborhood, and the rest was about evenly divided between tenants
and home owners. The neighborhood was severely disrupted in the early 1960's
by construction of the housing project in 1962, in the late 1960's by the construction of 1-95 through the eastern edge, by fights over other highways, and,
beginning about 1975, by massive reinvestment in homes and businesses.
In the last few years. thousands of old residents have voluntarily or
involuntarily left the neighborhood, and thousands of predominantly young,
white professionals have moved in. At this moment there are over 100 new
housing units under construction in projects of more than 5 units, dozens more
in rehab or small numbers of new construction, and hundreds of other units
planned as rehab or new construction. Most of the larger new units are on the
site of former factories or nonresidential uses, so that the community is simultaneously losing its blue-collar jobs and gaining more housing units that it ever
was designed to hold. Despite the considerable turnover and reinvestment, a
substantial number of long-term residents still remain, many of them on fixed
or low incomes. In 1977. according to the Pennsylvania Department of Public
Welfare, 1,400 Queen Village residents received aid to dependent children, 525
persons received general assistance, 400 aged, blind, and disabled persons received aid through the supplemental income program, and hundreds more lived
on pensions of one kind or another, many from the waterfront. While many of
these persons lived in the housing project, particularly those on aid to dependent children, nonetheless these figures indicate what we know from living in
the neighborhood-that a substantial portion of the remaining white and black
population is older and on moderate or low incomes, and are thus particularly
susceptible to adverse reinvestment effects.
Now let us examine a few specific examples of these effects. First, property
tax reassessments. Since 1975 many of our homeowners, including many senior
citizens, have undergone severe increases in their property tax assessments,
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renonot because of any improvements to their properties, but solely because of block.
vation, new construction, or increased value of property sales on the same
Attached is a list of some of our residents, with a short description of their
As can
economic and social status and their recent property tax assessments.
and occur
be seen, many of these increases are over 200 percent in 2 or 3 years
of
frequently. (These materials were prepared by our association for appeals on
the assessments. More on our association's efforts to lighten the tax burden
senior citizens will be discussed below.) It Is worth pointing out that we receive
frequent reports from our residents that when they discuss their tax assessments
move out, in
with the assessor, the assessor suggests they sell their homes andsell.
This outat least one case even reportedly offering to help the individual
rageous behavior does as much damage as the assessment itself, because it contributes to the feeling that one is being forced from one's own home and
neighborhood.
Our association has done a number of things to combat rising taxforassesspropments. We have constantly appealed for and are continuing to work stemming
erty tax reforms that would limit or postpone assessment increases
from rising market values until the property is sold. We have for several years
conducted clinics in applying for the Pennsylvania senior citizen property tax
to
rebate. This rebate has just been raised from $200 to $400, and is a help
those who apply for it. However, unless the rebate is raised substantially every
year our people will still suffer because of our rapidly rising assessments. Also,
not everyone eligible knows about the program, no matter how much we advertise
it.
of appeal,
We have also organized a series of tax appeals. At the first levelfound
some
sometimes
have
people
our
assessor,
the
by
reconsideration
asking
our appeals
individual relief. At the next level, the board of revision of taxes, assessments
have been adamantly rejected with the argument that property taxappealed this
must be made on the basis of market value only. We have in turn
First, it
decision to common pleas court where our case suffered disastrously.
was joined to tax appeals of large corporations, who claimed their assessments
most residences
were a higher percentage of market value in the city than were
Then, a few
which traditionally have been often assessed lower than 55 percent.
of
weeks ago the judge handed down his decision: he ordered a reassessment
of market
all property in the city to bring it up to the legal level of 55 percent
tax
value. If this is done, our people will be destroyed by taxes. The property
is thus
in Philadelphia is now 61 mills. The tax on a house assessed at $10,000
on
$610. With the increased State tax rebate of $400 the burden at this level
of market
senior citizens is temporarily bearable. But assessment at 55 percent
value would take the assessment of most of our single-family homes to within
tax bill
the $25,000 to $50,000 range, resulting in an impossibly high property
do not
of from about $1,525 to $3,050. If the court's ruling is upheld and if we
tax dishave major tax reform, our people-homeowners and tenants-face afrom
the
aster that surely will force hundreds of those on lesser incomes
burst the speculaneighborhood-especially our senior citizens-but might wellnewcomers
already
tive bubble afflicting the neighborhood, force many of the
Inner-city
living on overextended credit to sell, and cause a collapse of the of
.
"revitalization" in Queen Village and elsewhere the city is so proud
citizens.
Second; let us examine community development programs and senior
the
Here our specific experience is that senior citizens as a group are among
such as
most eligible, eager, and deserving groups for certain CD programs,often
section 312 rehabilitation loans and site improvements, but they years are
we
seriously frustrated or disappointed by such programs. For several our neighhave been trying to get section 312 rehabilitation loans and grants in eligible for
borhood, with little success. Our neighborhood bad been declared the last 2
the program, and money has even been appropriated for us, but for developcommunity
years reorganizations and other problems in Philadelphia's
ment program have resulted in a virtual standstill in this program in Queen
Village and, I understand, throughout most of the city. Of the approximately
waiting list for
100 people in Queen Village who have submitted names to our
this program, most are senior citizens or close to it. In the more than 3 years
homeowners
since we began publicizing and became eligible for this program fiveprogram
was
have received loans and grants, 'all in the first year, before the
"reorganized." Two others just recently were given preliminary writeup interviews by CD staff. The rest are still waiting. The most extreme case is Mr.
B----, a 92-year-old black gentleman who has lived in the community all his
life. Two and a half years ago Mr. B----'s rowhouse suffered serious fire damage
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to the roof, but was not otherwise seriously damaged. For two and a half years
we have been trying to get an emergency loan or grant for Mr. B---, with no
success, even though he is eligible.
Our office has made countless dozens of phone calls and Inquiries on Air.
B---'s behalf, with no luck. We hear from some sources that if we had the
right political contacts we could expedite Mr. B--'s case and those of the others,
but we have gotten nowhere even through politicians. Mr. B---- comes by our
office about once a week, as he is still active and in good health, but we are
despairing of ever having good news for him. But Mr. B---- is not an exception:
we have to make excuses to dozens of our senior citizens for a program we
were promised but which has not been delivered.
Third, hundreds of our senior citizens, especially blacks, have been evicted
from their apartments because the landlord or new owner wants to rehabilitate
the building for luxury apartments or convert it to a single-family home. Few
if any of these people receive any assistance at all because very little is available or required. Many of these people are far worse off in their new neighborbood, and suffer health, safety, and other problems which worsen their own
condition and that of the neighborhood to which they have moved.
THE FEDERAL ROLE

Over the last half-dozen years I have become increasingly disillusioned with
the idea that the best way to solve urban problems is to have the Federal Government spend lots of money for new or existing programs. At the same time, I
am not in favor of drastic cuts or reductions in Federal money for social and
urban problems, because such cuts would inevitably hurt the poor and the disadvantaged far more than they would serve to eliminate incompetent workers
or unnecessary expenditures to consultants or for other purposes. Instead, I
w6uld recommend that the Federal Government focus primarily on its regulatory and incentive creation abilities than on new expenditures, although clearly
there will always be necessary new expenditures, and I will even recommend
some myself. But in all the fighting and debate over Federal expenditures for
new programs to improve society-really since the New Deal-what is being
neglected is the great power of the Federal Government to reorient, stimulate,
encourage, discourage, and compel. I would like to apply this theme to several
specific recommendations in the area discussed above-older Americans and
the problems of neighborhood reinvestment.
First, the Federal Government can itself offer a property tax rebate or encourage States and localities to reform property taxes, so that these taxes do not
force senior citizens and others into a lower standard of living or even from
their homes because of neighborhood reinvestment. The greatest irony here is
that senior citizens in reinvestment neighborhoods are usually the group that
showed the most commitment to the neighbor in the first place by remaining
there and working to improve It while their children and neighbors were moving
to suburbia or Florida.
The Federal Government can itself offer a property tax rebate for senior citi2ens to allevate this problem, or, through community development or revenue
sharing or some other mechanism encourage State and local governments to do
the same.
Second, the Federal Government should immediately modify section 2124 of
the Internal Revenue Code, an amendment passed in 1976. This provision, ostensibly an attempt to help "revitalize" neighborhoods, gives developers accelerated
tax depreciation allowances for rehabilitation of housing In historically certified
areas.
While this new provision clearly has fostered Increased housing reinvestment
In such areas, it has contributed to displacement, indirectly penalized the owner
occupant who wants to fix up his or her own home, and added more pressure
to the already often wildly speculative and disruptive inner-city land market.
In my opinion this provision is unnecessary and should be repealed. At the very
least this benefit should be extended to homeowners, be tied to satisfactory relocation of displaced tenants before any tax benefits are received by the developer, and be tied to a functioning local program to help low- and moderate-income
residents of historically certified areas to pay the extra costs of historically restoring their own residences and to purchase the building if they are tenants.
Third, it Is becoming ever more clear that tenancy will soon be the permanent
housing status of most Americans, not just of the poor or rich or a temporary way
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station on the path to homeownership. Particularly in reinvestment areas, and
especially to senior citizens who are tenants in such areas, economic forces are
causing tremendous disruption and injury directly to the lives of tenants and indirectly to the neighborhood in which they live or did live, before being displaced.
Particularly serious in reinvestment areas is the problem of long-term, stable,
good tenants being evicted for condominium conversions or rehabilitation of
the building for much higher rent apartments to which they are not welcome and
which they usually cannot afford.
Tenants must be given the right not to be harassed from a building which
the owner wants to rehabilitate or convert to another use. Tenants must be
given the option of automatic renewal of their leases unless the owner has good
cause not to renew it. Tenants must have the first right to purchase or return to
the building or the unit in which they live, have credit extended to them by
banks to do so, and receive governmental assistance to do so if necessary.
Fourth, where residents of a neighborhood are displaced by private or public
reinvestment, they should receive relocation assistance, before property transfer
registration, building permits, or other permissions or approvals of a governmental nature are given to purchasers or developers of property. This is the
only way in which adequate relocation assistance in the form of services or
money will ever be given to the thousands of people being displaced monthly
from our neighborhoods through reinvestment. The Federal Government must
make this a priority or it will never happen. Furthermore, the primary cost of
relocation should be placed on the landlord, new purchaser, or developer, who
frequently make tremendous windfall profits from their investments in "revitalizing" neighborhoods. Not only is it fair for them to pay for some of the
costs of the problem they create and from which they benefit, but a prior requirement with costs partially on the landlord is the only realistic way in which to
guarantee that relocation assistance will ever be extended to most displaced
tenants.
Fifth, the Congress and the President should force HUD to take a clear stand
in favor of urban reinvestment and revitalization without displacement and
with adequate provision for solid, stable, and equitable reinvestment. BUD so
far has largely avoided and obfuscated these issues, in part through a misguided
sense that "saving the cities" is both incompatible with and more importan than
pursuing justice and equality for the very persons for whom cities are to be saved,
particularly senior citizens of low and moderate income. While a full discussion
of how HUD could fulfill its responsibilities in these areas is both available
elsewhere and beyond the immediate scope of these remarks, it is increasingly
clear to me that substantial progress in optimizing reinvestment for all and
avoiding displacement could be made by a concerted effort, not to spend more
government money, but to encourage the private market to reinvest in urban
areas still needing reinvestment, and to discourage reinvestment where real or
speculative demand is resulting in rapidly rising prices, displacement, and
overdevelopment.

* Finally, the Federal Government should continue to encourage and create
incentives for the participation of responsible, democratically organized, general
purpose neighborhood organizations in all phases of public life, particularly in
dealing with the whole range of services for and problems of senior citizens in
reinvestment neighborhoods. In our experience the few dollars spent for neighborhood office staff and the few flimsy citizen and neighborhood participation requirements in some Federal programs return many times their cost in program
delivery benefits and in avoiding program and decisionmaking disasters. Unfortunately, neighborhood organizations spend an enormous amount of time
fighting for themselves and their constituents for paltry resources, claiming their
participatory rights where they exist, and asserting them where they are not
legally supported.
Our Queen Village office spends countless hours watchdogging Federal,
State, and local programs, undoing this damage of bureaucratic redtape, snafus,
delays, and unconcern, and forcing officials to do their job properly, and then
being repeatedly shut out of official decisionmaking processes, being faced with
constant snags and delays in promised funding, and as a practical political matter
being forced to publicly praise officials for doing what they were supposed to do
in the first place.
I would never like to see neighborhood organizations become as fat and lazy
and dependent on Federal largess as many sections of city governments have
become. On the other hand, a "tilt" in Federal preference and policy toward
neighborhoods at this time would cost very little money and pay substantial
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dividends in improving the efficiency of existing programs and improving the
quality of urban life generally, particularly for senior citizens.
Thank you very much.
QUEEN VILLAGE NEIGHBORS ASSOCIATION TAX APPEALS

(1) Mrs. Mary
: Assessments: 1974, $1,800; 1975, $2,300; 1.977, $4,200.
Mrs.
is a widow living on a fixed income. She bought her home in 1921
for $3,500 and has made no major improvements over the years except for painting. Her home faces Interstate 95 and has suffered some structural damage as a
result of highway construction. Mrs.
is a senior citizen.

(2) Agnes

: Assessments: 1970, $4,400; 1975. $5,200; 1977, $S,600 (after

consultation with the assessor, 1977 was reduced to $7,800).
Mrs.
is a widow living on a fixed income. She has not made any major
home improvements over the years. Mrs.
is a senior citizen.
(3) Salvator and Alyce
: Assessments: 1974, $2,500; 1976, $3,100; 1977,

$8,300 .(after consultation, 1977 was reduced to $6,600).
Mr. and Mrs.

are living on a fixed income. Mr.

is disabled. They

moved into property on Monroe Street and have made necessary improvements
to make the home livable. It was a vacant shell. They were forced to move because their former home was acquired by the State for the construction of 1-95.
Both
's are senior citizens.
(4) Stephen and Mary
: Assessments: 1971, $4,300; 1975, $4,900; 1976,
$12,000 (after consultation, 1976 was reduced to $5,700) ; 1977, $8,000.

Mr: and Mrs.
are both retired and live on a fixed income. The
's
have two small trinity houses in the rear of their property which they rent for
$65 a month and they are fearful that if their present assessment is not reduced
they will be forced to raise their tenants rent which will result in a hardship
since tenants are living on social security. The
's and their tenants are
all senior citizens.
(5) Kascala
: Assessments: 1974, $2,900; 1975, $3,600; 1977, $8,300.
Mr.
is in his eightys, his daughter filed the tax appeal on his behalf.
He is living on a fixed income. Mr.
purchased his home in 1923 and has
not made any major home improvements over the years.
(6) Mr. and Mrs. Harry
: Assessments: 1970, $3,200: 1972, $4,100; 1975,
$4,300; 1977, $5,200.
Mr.
is a disabled stevedore and is living on a fixed income. He purchased his home in 1950 for $3,000. A new front wall and gas heater were necessary improvements which were made in 1971.
(7) Stephen and Dorothy
: Assessments: 1970, $1,000; 1972, $3,200; 1973,
$3,400; 1975, $3,800; 1976; $10,500 (after consultation, 1976 reduced to $5,200)
1977, $7,700.
Mr. and Mrs.
, like the majority of residents filing appeals, are natives
of Queen Village. The
have only made necessary improvements to their
home.

(5) Joseph
Mr.

: Assessments: Prior to 1977, $2,300; 1977, $4,800.

is retired and living on a fixed income. He has made no major

home improvements over the years. He is a senior citizen.
(9) Walter
: Assessments: 1974, $6,700; 1975, $10,400; 1977, $19,800
(after consultation, 1977 reduced to $17,400).
Mr. purchased this property in 1952 for $2,000, at that time the property
was a vacant lot, he built anshop on the property which he operates.
The cost of construction was $12,500. His shop services community residents.
Property faces I-95, and;
Assessments: 1974, $1,000; 1975, $3,000; 1977, .$7,900.

Mr.
purchased this vacant lot in 1952 for $1,000. The only improvements
he has made to this lot is to keep it clean and free of debris. He also regularly
cuts the grass. Property faces I-95.
(10) Pauline and Joseph
: Assessments: 1965, $3,100; 1977, $5,300
(after consultation, 1977 reduced to $4,600).
This property has been in the
's family for many years. In 1958 the
present owners purchased the property from relatives for $1. Their home is the

only existing home on the block. No major home improvements and their property
faces 1-95.
(11) Gary
: Assessments: 1966, $3,200; 1972, $5,400; 1976, $7,300; 1977,
$10,400.
Mr.
is presently oncDPA and is in very poor health.
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Assessments: Prior to 1977, $2,900; 1977, $5,100.home im(12) Helen -:
on a fixed income. She has made no major
widow
a
is
Mrs. of her property. She
provements only necessary improvements to the front wall
is a senior citizen.
Assessments: 1976, $4,000; 1977, $8,300.
(13) Alfreda -:
has made no major home improvements to her home.
Mrs. Assessments: 1971, $2,200; 1977, $5,700.
(14) Jane -:
has had several
is a widow on a fixed income. Recently, Mrs. Mrs. operations and is in poor health.
Assessment: Prior to 1976, $3,200; 1976, $13,600
(15) Henry and Helen -:
$7,800.
(after consultation, reduced to $5,500) ; 1977,
is a disabled stevedore and is living on a fixed income.
Mr. Assessment: 1977, $7,200.
(16) Valentine -:
have the figures
has been reassessed in the past but we do notdisabled
Mr. and being
is
on file. He inherited his property from relatives. Mr. forced to retire.
: Assessment: 1966, $3,200; 1976, $5,200;
(17) Bronislaw and Helina
1977, $7,500.
's have been
: Assessment: 1977, $6,600 (
(18) Joseph and Helen in QVNA files).
reassessed in the past but no figures are available
old.
's purchased their property for $3,500. The property is 75 years
The
They have made no major improvements.
Assessment: 1977, $5,900.
(19) Raymond -:
In QVNA
was reassessed in 1975 but figures are not available
Mr. due to an injury which
years
half
a
and
three
in
worked
not
has
Mr.
files.
for $3,000 and has not
occurred on the job. He purchased his property in 1973
improvements.
any
afford
to
able
been
Assessment: 1977, $7,700.
(20) Robert -:
Assessment: 1977, $3,800.
(21) Dennis and Rita -:
(senior citizen) : assessment: 1977, $4,500. [Copy of ori(22) Jennie ginal appeal retained in committee files.]
: [Copy of original appeal retained In committee
(23) Felix and Mary
files.]
Assessment: 1977, $5,100.
(24) Laura and John -:
purchased their property in 1964 for $2,800. They have not
Mr. and Mrs. made any major home improvements.
: Assessment: 1976, $4,100; 1977, $15,500.
(25) Lawrence and Nancy on July 12, 1976. At that time the deed
property
their
purchased
The -'s
"A" being 225 Carpenter (a vacant lot)
Property
combined.
of the properties was
rehabbed dwelling). The properties
(existing
and property "B" 227 Carpenter
are now assessed as one.
Assessment: No figures available In QVNA files.
(26) Mr. Charles -:
installed a new
purchased the property in 1973 for $13,500. He
Mr. at a cost of $6,000.
plumbing and heating system into the property at that time,

Senator DECoNcINI. Thank you for your testimony.

Mr. Corwin, do you have questions?

Mr. CORwIN. Yes.

SysMr. Weiler, recently you appeared on the Public Broadcasting
discussimilar
very
a
in
Embry,
tem with Assistant HUD Secretary
that broadcast.
sion to the one today, and you made a statement during
defeating the
and
itself
defeating
You said, "iAt present the market is
on that
expand
just
would
you
if
wonder
I
city."
the
purpose of saving
encourage
can
we
how
of
ideas
by explaining it, and by giving us some guarantees profits but which
the market to work inl a way which still
has a less adverse efect on specific neighborhoods?
I don't think we
Mr. WiLnER. Well, this is partly guesswork because
partly drawing
But
scale.
broad
have had enough experience on the
DeConSenator
in
to
referred
was
who
Goetze
upon the work of Rolf
this image
cmiIs opening remarks and also my own experience, I think
of risk which perhaps was true 5 or 10 years ago is a self-defeating
and in time limiting factor which leads investors from the insurance
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-companies all the way down to the individual prospective home purchaser to look only in the neighborhoods that the media has already
established as a "safe revitalized neighborhood." By the time it makes
it into Philadelphia Magazine or New York Magazine or whatever the
local equivalent is, the neighborhood probably has far too many people
trying to move into it so that even the recent reinvestors themselves are
finding tremendous pressures and in some cases are starting to move
out themselves.
So I would suggest that maybe we should proclaim a period of national confidence in our neighborhoods and say probably a lot of neighborhoods are capable of taking new people and would like to take
them and can do so without very great risk as long as most of the
neighborhoods are getting the reinvestment at the same time. The
problem is that when only one or two get it, then everybody piles into
those neighborhoods and cause diplacement. I would imagine, and
again this is sort of guesswork but the theory is that if we gyot more
reinvestment spread out in more neighborhoods, we would have less
displacement and more profit for private industry.
Mr. CORWIN. I have one very quick question. Inasmuch as you represent a national association of various neighborhood organizations
which face very different situations in very different cities-do you
see a danger that Federal programs, if they are oriented more toward
neighborhood organizations, will they find their independence and
effectiveness stifled as they try to conform to whatever model will most
readily receive Federal funding? I guess in that question I am trying
to find out if there is any common ground to what the organizations
are looking for from the Federal structure.
Mr. WEILER. I would have to reply for myself because I don't think
our association has taken a position on this but very definitely, yes, I
see a danger and my personal opinion-and I will probably be questioned closely on this after I go back, but I really think it is much
more important for the neighborhoods to be given participatory rights
than massive amounts of money. I think small amounts of money are
critical. That $10,000, that $20,000 is critical but it is really the right
to participate and the guarantee of a small amount of money which
I think is more important than neighborhoods responding in a massive
way or a large way as to Federal programing. I think it should be
more interactive and more open. In a brief remark I don't know how
to describe it more fully. I think the Neighborhood Housing Services
is a model of how neighborhoods can work with the Federal encouragement without being stifled by it.
Senator DECONCINI. Thank you.
Mr. Lewis.
Mr. LEWIS. Can you put yourself in the position to say, on behalf of
the association or individually that-we have talked so far in the hearing mostly about housing, but I would like to really expand beyond
that issue to more integrated services at the neighborhood levels. Housing is a prominent problem for the elderly, but sort of a parallel issue
is also services that go along with maintaining older persons in
neighborhoods.
Has the National Association of Neighborhoods taken any look at
that whole issue; that is, strengthen the whole issue of neighborhood
development as well as neighborhood services to help elderly persons
maintain themselves in a neighborhood area?
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Mr. WEILER. Well, we did receive the first national VISTA grant
to a national group directly for neighborhood associations and many,
if not all, of those VISTA's were either to senior citizens or to work
with senior citizens.
Other than that, we have not treated the subject as a special issue
except that we recognize the interdependence of the whole fabric of
the neighborhood life. I am not sure if I have gotten the thrust of
your question.
Mr. LEWIS. What I am trying to focus on is, the next two panels
have had an opportunity to speak to just looking more beyond the
issue of housing and neiglhborhoods. I think housing is an important
issue, but I think there is more to the issue of neighborhoods than just
housing.
Mr. WiEILER. Certainly.
Mr. LEwis. Then we need to focus not just on the primary issue of
housing, but how do we integrate that which exists at the neighborhood level without a lot of Federal involvemenlt to maintain existing
neighborhoods, particularly the elderly persons that live in those
neighborhoods? Mr. Fleming pointed out, it is commendable with
what they have done so far, but I think what you pointed out before
is, that we really don't need, at this point, a lot of Federal dollars at
the local level. Perhaps what we need is a greater commitment by
localities to be prepared to take care of themselves.
Mr. WEiLER. Yes. I think I see what you are getting at and I would
say that we have to have responsible, neighborhood participation as
a full partner in whatever is going on. Sometimes that is a challenge
to other agencies and governments. Sometimes neighborhoods are not
responsible but it is an unavoidable prerequisite of success in the
structure, it is the lowest level of social organization above the family.
Our experience has been very good, I would say. Just as a very
brief example, dozens of developers have thanked my zoning committee for giving them a rough time because by doing that we saved'
them from making disastrous mistakes. They had the money and
they were going to build things that were not going to work for them
or the neighborhood, so in our way we have contributed to revitalization not because, we have money but because we have skill. We have
the knowhow to make the money work correctly. work for the interests
of the city and the neighborhood and the investor. That is just one
kind of example.
Mr. LEWIS. Thank you.
Senator DECONCINI. Ms. Wilson.
Ms. WILSON. No questions.
Senator DECONCINI. Thank you.
Our next witness will be Ms. Phyllis Myers, senior associate, the
Conservation Foundation, Washington, D.C.
STATEMENT OF PHYLLIS MYERS, SENIOR ASSOCIATE, THE
CONSERVATION FOUNDATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Ms. MyrRs. Mr. Chairman, my name is Phyllis Myers.
A small grant from the Administration of Aging enabled the Conservation Foundation to examine the implications of neighborhood
revitalization for the sizable, growing, and often hidden elderly popu-
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lation in cities. A'y interest in this area of research was triggered in
the course of more general research about neighborhood revitalization
efforts across the country. I sensed that revitalization was a term
that could, by its imagery, be insensitive to the elderly. On the other
hand, policymakers might think of the elderly as people whio didn't
belong in a revitalized neighborhood, who were overhoused if they
were homeowners or transients if they were renters. On the other
hand, the new trends in cities could also hold out opportunities to
improve the conditions of the elderly living there.
I will briefly report the main findings and recommendations of the
study which are elaborated on in greater detail in the written statement that I have submitted to the committee.
As others have said here today, we don't know how many elderly
people are affected by revitalization activities, nor do we know how
much displacement overall is occurring, or even how much revitalization has occurred. But we can say that revitalization is increasing,
that the trend has strong forces underlying it, and that the numbers
and proportion of elderly living in cities is also sizable and increasing, especially in older cities.
At the neighborhood level, I, like others here, have encountered only
rough estimates of how many elderly are in a particular neighborhood. They are often hidden or alone. These estimates often come to
20. 30, 40 percent, sometimes even more. We need to single out these
older persons for closer examination, and not just group them in a
category of "poor" or "minority," because first, not all of them are
either poor or minority and second, as a group they have significant,
relevant characteristics. Mfore are homeowners, for example, but more
of them live alone. Mfore are women and white as the group ages. Many
have low incomes and poor health.
lut more important than these statistics are the psychological insights which emer 'gefrom research on the aging wh0iich stresses the
special meaning of home to an aging person the trauma of an involuntary move, and the importance of family associations and the
-community network in extending an elderly person's ability to live
outside of an institution in various degrees of independence oi assisted
living. Research on urban renewal programs serve as a reminder that
the elderly, as a group. paid a heavy price in involuntary relocation.
Another findinga in the research is that, when asked, the elderly overwheliningly say they want to stay where they are. In the 1975 annual
hou1sin g survey, for example. 89 percent of the elderly homeowners
said they didn't want to move despite their complaints about the neighborhood in response to a census inquiry. The census never asked them
,what they liked about tihe neighborhood, incidentally. It was also
true that 87 percent of the renters didn't want to move. Sometimes
there is a tendency to think of renters as transients whereas renters,
particularly those who are elderly, may have lived in particular areas
for a long time.
The research on involuntary relocation during urban renewal] and
'the escalating costs of providing new housing for the elderly, which
we are now aware, is not just a housingr unit but must also include a
network of services foi the elderly means, if only on a practical basis.
that much more emphasis needs to be put on keeping the elderly in
their homes and communities. This emphasis makes particular sense as
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city neighborhoods revive. The familiar neighborhood may havestores which will again be occupied. Public services are improved. Certainly there continues to be many urban neighborhoods where the old
imagery is true-where the elderly are terrorized and public policy
should help them to leave-but we also have to make room in our minds
for this more positive view of the resources that cities provide for
many elderly residents, even in what other people may see as blighted
neighborhoods.
The elderly can be an asset in the effort to create stable urban placesIn neighborhoods where the elderly are part of the renewal strategy,
the result is often in a more interesting and stable area, with an emphasis on local history and culture. or opportunities for elderly to be
busy and make money in mom-and-pop shops, fresh food markets,.
craft and ethnic fairs, home needle shops, and so on.
My recommendations fall into six main categories.
First, we need much more information about the independent
elderly, those who are living outside of institutions. Research, like,
policy, has tended to focus on the dependent elderly. Some encourag-ing efforts in this direction are underway now at both HUD and HEW.
It is very important that such data-gathering efforts inform policymakers. However, I also welcome Mr. Fleming's statement that policymakers will not wait for these longitudinal, long-range data before
making some appropriate programmatic responses now.
Second, services for the elderly should be restructured to extend
more aid in the communities, especially as neighborhoods revive. In
recent years, more emphasis has been placed on home maintenance,.
chore services, energy conservation, crime prevention, and neighborhood community centers. This should continue and be augmented. We
need to find more ways to help the elderly with the real-world problems:
they face.
Third, we need to know more about different kinds of revitalization
strategies which are aimed at combining urban reinvestment with'
equity, and how they affect different groups of elderly, for example,
life estates, reverse mortgages, section 8 subsidies, facade easements,.
outright grants, low-interest renovation loans, and so on.
Fourth, we also need to look at the increasing involvement of Government in economic revitalization partnerships with the private sector
and consider what this implies in the way of responsibility for the impacts of these programs, for example, relocation planning and compensation in case of relocation.
Fifth, public programs tend to emphasize building new housing
while good buildings are empty.
When it is not possible for elderly to remain in their homes, the
possibility of converting existing vacant buildings in the communitylike schools, hotels, and factories-for housing for the elderly should
be explored. This could contribute to the neighborhood revitalization
effort and provide satisfying, less costly housing for seniors, who can
then use the existing neighborhood facilities like parks, public transportation, stores, and keep up their network of associations in the
community.
Finally, officials, private developers, and citizen groups should anticipate, as they get involved in city neighborhood revitalization
efforts, that there may well be many elderly affected, and tailor their
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efforts accordingly, drawing on the experience of others like the
neighborhood housing services staff, neighborhood groups, city officials,
area agencies, and others who have dealt wisely and positively with
elderly residents.
I do not have a pat formula to recommend as to how we solve the
problem we are addressing this morning. Reinvestment is good for
cities and, overall, beneficial to residents. The elderly were not well
served in urban neighborhoods where they were trapped. The extent
to which they will benefit from neighborhood renewal will depend on
the creativity, capacity, and sensitivity of local people, and the ability
of Government to provide flexible resources in response, and to assist
in transferring information about ways these references can be used.
Many crucial decisions will not be made by Government. This means
the elderly advocate groups also need to change their focus, values, and
attitudes. The new trends in cities provide us with special opportunities to look at old problems and create models of exemplary urban
communities.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Myers follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF PHYLLIS MYERS

Mr. Chairman, I am Phyllis Myers, senior associate of the Conservation Foundation in Washington, D.C., a private, nonprofit research and communications
organization. In its various programs, the foundation views cities, as well as
natural areas, as assets which need to be conserved and managed in ways that
balance the Nation's social, economic, and environmental goals.
The unexpected rebirth of neighborhoods across the country is a welcome
phenomenon, the best hope for cities in a long time; however, as a New York
Times editorial observed last week, it "exacts a price." What Is that price?
What could or should government do about it? This committee's timely hearings
call together, for the first time, two important constituencies-persons interested
in neighborhood conservation and policymakers in the aging field-to begin a
dialog on how to shape constructive policies for a particularly vulnerable groupthe elderly.
Little is known about how neighborhood conservation is affecting these longtime residents of cities-on the positive or negative side. A small grant from
the Administration of Aging of the U.S. Department of Health, Education. and
Welfare enabled the Conservation Foundation to look more closely at the sizable,
growing, and often hidden elderly population in cities in the context of how
different kinds of renovation activities were affecting them. On one level, the
study, published last week, Is about displacement and opportunity for the urban
elderly in reviving neighborhoods; more broadly, however, it brings together
insights from the neighborhood revitalization movement and elderly research
which call on us to rethink the values that underlie national housing policy for
the aging.
Three examples Illustrate why I believe this dialog between neighborhood
conservationists and advocates for the aging Is so important:
In a Maine town, the revitalization plan of a bright young community development director combined three facts: (1) many poor elderly were living in
neglected colonial houses in the towns outskirts; (2) many 3- and 4-story buildings on Main Street were vacant; and (3) a new market of young people was
looking for homes in rural areas. The official's plan was to use community development block-grant funds to move the old people out of their houses into town,
and the newcomers into the outlying clapboard homes.
In St. Louis, a major university has taken a welcome Interest in reviving
the surrounding community in a plan which now emphasizes conservation. With
the aid of condemnation powers and code enforcement, about 40 single-family
homes were designated for extensive rehabilitation. Over a third were owned by
elderly persons who had neither the funds nor psychic and physical energy to
do the work. Although community development block-grant funds and other Federal and city programs paid for landscaping and bricking the streets and other
design Improvements to create a pleasant residential environment, since dislo-
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cation was not the result of direct Federal action, uniform relocation procedures
and payments did not apply.
In Bridgeport, Conn., public officials are promoting the city in order to spark
some revitalization spirit. They are looking hard for new uses for the many
vacant, still solid turn-of-the-century buildings in downtown. The newest building in Bridgeport, some blocks away from the downtown, is a round high-rise
structure-housing for seniors. It sits in a largely vacant six-block area cleared
with the help of millions of dollars of urban renewal and block-grant funds for
property acquisition, relocation payments, and site preparation. The $3 million
cost of constructing 101 new housing units is guaranteed by the State. So far,
money to create a parklike setting for the building is not available.
In all these examples, there is a welcome new way of looking at the cities'
physical structures. Saving and renewing old buildings and neighborhoods is
not only a realistic use of resources, but a policy that will give our cities and
growing rural places more style, distinction, and physical continuity.
But the first two examples also show how neighborhood conservation-like
urban renewal of the past-can routinely view the elderly as people to move on,
who don't belong in a revitalized neighborhood, who are "over-housed" if they
are homeowners, or "transient" if they are renters. Assumptions are being made
about what is good for cities and what is good for the elderly with little involvement of those affected. In the Bridgeport example, we see the typical expression
of the Nation's housing policies for the elderly: a costly new building, isolated
from the community and downtown activities, and planned apart from current
community development strategies. Too much time has elapsed between razing
the area and development for the building to house the elderly who were
displaced.
The following are the main findings of my recently published study:
1. We don't know precisely how many old people are affected by neighborhood revitalization. Nor do we know how much displacement overall is taking
place in response to revitalization, or even how much revitalization is occurring.
We can say, however, with some confidence that considerable rehabilitation is
occurring in neighborhoods all over the country, that strong forces underline
the trend, and that private interest, neighborhood involvement, and government
support are quickening. If this goes on, displacement-which is probably occurring significantly in only several cities now-could become a more important,
even explosive issue.
An important point needs to be made about the twin phenomena of revitalization and abandonment now characterizing our cities. Both neighborhood renewal and population loss can and do occur in the same city, and even in the
same neighborhood. The empty structures that pose a problem in blighted
neighborhoods can be a resource in neighborhoods undergoing revitalization.
While there are no over all statistics on how many elderly live in revitalizing
neighborhoods, we do know that one-third of the elderly live in cities, and
that the proportion of elderly is higher in our largest cities. and that the
Nation's population as a whole is aging. Between now and 1988, those aged
65 and older will increase by almost 5 million or 20 percent. As for elderly population in particular neighborhoods, the 1980 census will provide more data;
meanwhile, I-like others working at the neighborhood level in older citieshave found sizable proportions of elderly residents. To cite some local estimates
in renewing areas, in Detroit's Woodbridge neighborhood, 80 percent of the
houses are said to have elderly occupants; one-third of the residents of the Central Vest End and the Soulard neighborhoods in St. Louis are elderly; 40 percent of the Pike Place Market area in Seattle are elderly and low income; and
Fells Point historic district in Baltimore has 20 percent elderly; about half of
the people in the single-family homes in the Detroit neighborhood surrounding
General Motors, proposed for a major conservation effort, are elderly. Many
elderly are "hidden"-that is, they are loners and roomers in city neighborhoods
and their presence is not always a statistical certainty.
2. Neighborhood conservation policies need a special focus on the elderly because they differ in significant ways from an urban population grouped as "poor"
or "minority." Over half of the elderly in cities live alone; many have low incomes or are in poor health. Due to the differential mortality rates, there are
more women and more whites in older age groups. Many are homeowners-more
than any other age group.
. More important than these statistics are the psychological insights of research
on the aging which stress the special meaning of home to an aging person, the
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greater trauma of an involuntary move, the importance of familiar associations
and the community network in extending an elderly person's ability to live independently. These are consistent with ideas about the importance of place
and continuity with which we have become so aware in the neighborhood movement. What are amenities at some ages can mean life itself to the elderly.
3. The elderly overwhelmingly want to stay where they are. Researchers have
persistently ignored the implications of this repeated preference. In the 1975
annual housing survey, for example, 89 percent of the elderly homeowners said
they didn't want to move, even after listing all their complaints about the neighborhood in response to a census query. This was true also of 87 percent of the
renters. Incidentally, no one asked them what they liked about the neighborhood.
The same percentage wanting to stay-89 percent-emerged in a recent study
of the elderly in an Australian city. Some other suggestive data: voluntary mobility among the elderly seems to be very low; many elderly renters and so-called
transients appear to be attached to certain neighborhoods for long periods of
time; studies show elderly occupants rate their living quarters as less blighted
than the visiting researcher.
* 4. The research on involuntary relocation during urban renewal, the escalating
costs of new housing for the elderly, and the growing numbers of elderly in our
country argue very practically for a housing policy which, as a first step in a
continuum of policies, puts more emphasis on keeping the elderly in their homes
and communities. The elderly were particularly hard hit during urban renewal,
when government failed to provide more standard housing units than it demolishe, despite massive spending. Today, new housing for the independent
elderly under HUD's 202 program costs $33,000 per unit; most of these are
occupied by persons living alone. These are construction costs which may be
supplemented by other public funds; the figure is exclusive of rental subsidies
and social services. In view of inflation and the need to recreate a community
network as well as build a housing unit, there is noway, realistically, to expect
new construction to address more than a fraction of the currently projected
needs of the independent elderly for housing.
5. Neighborhood conservation can hold out many new opportunities for elderly
residents by improving the familiar neighborhood, lessening crime, raising the
level of public services, and reviving local stores. One of the reasons for the
focus on relocation and new construction for the elderly is that the image of
the city held by many officials is a very negative one. Without diminishing the
severe problems faced by the elderly in many urban neighborhoods, we must
also make room, in our attitudes and institutions, for a more positive vision of
the range of resources cities provide, and for the increasing impact of local.
grassroots self-help efforts to improve the functioning of neighborhoods. Policies
which emerged out of the urban renewal mentality need to be reconsidered in
terms of newer perspectives about conserving cities.
6. The elderly can contribute to the effort to create distinctive, stable urban
places. Much as reinvestment and the return of the middle class to city neighborhoods is welcome, a cookie-cutter image of urban revival based on boutiques.
gaslights, pedestrian malls, hanging plants, and young lawyers is a limited
urban vision. Chinatown in San Francisco, the Pike Place Market Historic District in Seattle, the Soulard Historic District in St. Louis, the East Patterson
Park NHS neighborhood in Baltimore, the Victorian Historic District in Savannah. the Woodbridge community in Detroit, are more interesting, often more
stable, as well as humane, urban places because they value older residents.
Moreover, fresh food markets, craft sales,
mmo-and-pop shops, ethnic fairs, and
home needle industries create activities and earning power for the elderly in
reviving neighborhoods. The needs of the elderly for special housing also point
to the prospect of adaptive reuse of vacant community buildings, like schools
or factories.
7. The various renovation strategies going on in cities need to be examined
for their impacts on the elderly. The policy implications of different degrees of
government involvement need to be considered, for example. While almost all
renovation activity receives governmental aid of some sort, much of it has been
primarily spontaneous, privately initiated activity. As private reinvestment goes
hand-in-glove with some governmental role-in historic districts, in private!
public partnership projects of the type cited in St. Louis earlier, neighborhood
housing programs. homesteading activities, and so forth-public responsibility
for the fairness of these programs, and the manner in which they address Significant urban goals, take on a different character. The cooperative projects
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for urban development projects will present new dilemmas for government agencies about relocation payments and responses to projects which wil cause sizable
relocation.
Looking at renovation through the special lens of the elderly can also inform
and improve local abilities to use effectively the web of resources the Federal
Government has provided for neighborhood conservation efforts and integrate
these with services for the elderly. We need to learn more about how innovative
strategies, which can be compatible with reinvestment and minimization of dislocation, affect the elderly-such as expansion of conventional credit, high-risk
loans, facade easement, section 8 subsidies, outright grants, neighborhood selfhelp efforts, homeownership Incentives-and to find ways to communicate this
knowledge to major local public and private actors. From my research it looks as
If the elderly, compared with other affected groups, are very prudent about paying back loans for housing improvements, more intimidated by government
policies which call for code enforcement or put liens on the house, and more in
need of special counseling and attention.
My recommendations fall into five main categories:
1. We need much more information about the independent elderly. Research,
like policy, has focused on the dependent elderly. We know very little about the
lives of the independent elderly, including the homeowner. There are some encouraging new developments at HUD and HEW to Identify important research
gaps and data needs about the Independent elderly. Care should be taken however, not to delay actions until comprehensive, longitudinal data are gathered
and analyzed. Some sensible needed responses can be made now.
2. Services for the elderly should be restructured to extend more services In
the communities, especially as neighborhoods revive. Such programs as homemaintenance services, energy-conservation assistance, crime prevention, access
to communal-type living arrangements all need to be encouraged. Code enforcement should be handled very sensitively while repair services, including changes
to accommodate special needs of residents, are very needed. An excellent program
in Detroit, the combined efforts of social service practitioners and historic preservationists, provides a combination of outreach and free maintenance servicesa ramp for an amputee, locks for the door, weatherstripping of leaded glass windows, and so forth, to elderly homeowners. Interesting features of the houses
are carefully protected so that a future, more affluent owner may restore them.
3. Public programs now build new housing, while good buildings are empty.
When It is not possible for the elderly to remain in their homes, alternative housing in the community, or adapted older buildings-like schools and hotelsshould be fully utilized for senior housing. In Soulard, in St. Louis, State funds
are backing the conversion of an abandoned factory into senior housing; in
Massachusetts, converted schools now house elderly persons who once learned
the alphabet there-again with State funds. Developers of these projects claim
considerable money has been saved; at the same time the reuse of familiar
community landmarks is a stabilizer in the community environment. Further
savings may be realized from the use of existing medical and social services,
public transit, stores, and parks-as well as the absence of the need to clear the
site and relocate occupants. We need to understand more about the incentives
which continue to favor new construction in federally funded elderly housing
construction, and the comparative social and economic costs of adaptive reuse
versus new constmuction.
4. Public and private officials and citizens groups working with revitalization
strategies should expect to find many elderly in city neighborhoods and sensitively taller their efforts to this reality. Even if there are not a great many
elderly, they will probably require special counseling in any program that affects
their homes. Information about how an array of revitalization tools affect the
elderly should be gathered and made available. Area agencies. elderly advocate
groups, and neighborhood conservationists need to combine their resources at
the local and neighborhood level to address the problems, as well as the
opportunities.
5. Responsibility for the elderly is fragmented among government agencies,
as are policies which address urban conditions. A focus for the Independent
elderly-which informs all relevant government programs-is needed.
While these seem very commonsense approaches in a society expecting a 20percent increase in elderly within 10 years, there are-as you know-many
barriers to progress along these lines. There is no single formula, no one program
or Institutional delivery system to recommend. The neighborhood conservation
perspective has made us especially sensitive to the fact that successful strategies
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are dependent on local creativity and the tailoring of programs to local resources.
The change in trends in cities offers ways, however, for us to look at old problems with some new opportunities for creating models of exemplary urban
communities.

Senator DECONCINI. Thank you very much.

You call, in vour statement, for a focus for independent elderly in
Government programs. We have an Administration on Aging which is
supposed to be performing such a role. In your opinion is it doing so,
and if not, do you believe it can take on the responsibility of coordinating the Federal effort within the neighborhood context?
Ms. MYERS. Well, they did support this research so I am hopeful.
In several ways they have indicated interest in turning more attention
to this group, but I think that it is fair to say that at this point most
of their efforts have gone into the emphasis on the neediest elderly
and the institutionalized.
Senator DECONCINI. Do you anticipate greater participation from
the Administration on Aging in studies and efforts like yours?
Ms. MYERS. They have indicated such an interest.
Senator DECONCINi. Mr. Lewis.

Mr. LFwIs. Where will your research take you next? You come up
with these conclusions and findings and then pass them on to the
Administration on Aging. What will the Administration on Aging
-do with them? What role will the Conservation Foundation now have
in terms of the elderly? Will it be a continuing role?
Ms. MYERs. Well, the Conservation Foundation has examined urban
conservation as an important aspect of our research and communications efforts in environmental issues. We are looking at important constraints to conservation activities in cities, as well as opportunities,
and in that context focused on the elderlv. I think one of the things
that needs to be done is to expand the dialog, such as we have this
morning, among different kinds of groups whose actions affect citiesthe private sector, government, and different interest groups. One of
the things that we are thinkin of is how best to do that, how to expand
the awareness of this important issue.
Mr. LEWIs. That was the concern of Mr. Fleming with the Commissioner of Aging of the Administration on Aging.
Senator DECONCINI. Thank you very much.

Our last -witness is Solomon Jacobson of the Institute for the Study
of Human Svstems, Inc., Columbia, Md.
Please proceed.
STATEMENT OF SOLOMON G. JACOBSON, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR,
INSTITUTE FOR THE STUDY OF HUMAN SYSTEMS, INC.,
COLUMBIA, MD.

M r. JACOBSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I know the hour is getting late and my colleagues have other ideas
they would like to discuss. I will speak very briefly about an approach
which has been tested in Ann Arbor, Mich., and which may serve as
the model for organizing the elderly in an approach to improve their
own neighborhoods. We hope this approach will be looked upon by
neighborhood associations throughout the country as an example of
how to focus services for the elderly by using elderly residents themselves in cooperation with residents of all ages.
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The impetus to neighborhood senior services-NSS-at Ann Arbor
in drawn from two major themes. The first theme was the community
planning approaches that have been developed in Detroit, Mich., where
small bounded areas were selected for intensive physical rehabilitation.
That approach seemed to have a way of drawing residents into the
problems of the neighborhood.
The second theme comes from the problems of delivering services to
the elderly. In 1972, there was no merger between these two themes.
Several staff people at the Institute of Gerontology at the University
of Michigan attempted to merge these two themes into what was called
the neighborhood approach, and that was essentially an attempt to ask
older residents and other residents of an area to organize together to
consider the problems of their neighbors who might be frail, who
might be impaired, and who might need some help. My testimony will
cover in detail the growth of neighborhood senior services from a
kitchen table organization to an organization which now serves over
60 people a month and has contact with every older resident in the
north side of Ann Arbor. NSS provides information to older people
who need services and also provides a way of keeping in touch with
those persons who have some problem.
The concept of neighborhood senior service is not to replace but to
supplement formal services by voluntary efforts of neighbors helping
their neighbors. This is done in as unobtrusive a way as possible.
The physical aspects of the neighborhood approach, I think, are
most interesting to this panel. The individuals involved with NSS
have worked on problems of property tax reduction, home maintenance, and on street repair. They are in contact with the seniors in Ann
Arbor and with the spokespersons for the needs of older persons. NSS
has been active in reducing property taxes and getting roads paved
and in establishing an ongoing system of chore services provided by
neighbors fraternities, and by other volunteers.
In general, an organized neighborhood senior service organization
can help deliver services to older people in a manner which is acceptable to them. It is a relatively inexpensive and cost-effective approach
but that is not the most important factor here. The most important
factor is that a tradition of shared concern is being built by younger
and older residents within the boundaries of single neighborhood. It
is a tradition that will hopefully last so that a future resident in that
neighborhood will say: "We help our older people in this neighborhood. We don't know how the tradition started but it is here and we
are glad it is here because it will be here when we retire." That is
what the neighborhood approach is all about. Hopefully, neighborhood senior service organizations can be established throughout the
country and can help direct some of the social and physical programs
that are necessary to help older persons remain in their homes in peace
and in dignity.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Jacobson follows :]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SOLOMON G. JACOBSON

My name is Solomon G. Jacobson. I'm associate director of the Institute for
the Study of Human Systems, Inc.
I represent Neighborhood Senior Services, Inc. (NSS), of Ann Arbor, Mich.,
which is a model for the organization of neighborhood residents to serve their
older neighbors. The members of NSS and myself are grateful for this oppor-
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tunity to present our views and findings to the Senate Special Committee on
Aging. We recognize that the committee has been a leader in calling attention
to matters concerning the elderly. We have been working on a neighborhood
approach since 1974 and believe there is a real need to examine the neighborhood
as a basis for serving the elderly.
My statement will focus on the positive role organized groups of neighbors
can plan in improving service delivery for their older or impaired neighbors. The
neighborhood approach differs from other programs by working within the
boundaries of existing neighborhoods. Although the approach may require the
assistance of a community organizer when it starts up, it promises to build a
tradition of service by neighbors for their olders neighbors in this Nation's
neighborhoods. Instead of replacing existing agencies or programs, it primarily
provides a neighborhood base for the delivery of services acceptable to older
people. Instead of generalizing about the elderly, it treats each individual with
the dignity and respect they deserve as neighbors. Instead of relying on Federal
funding, the neighborhood approach is a local effort which can create a climate
of concern for the elderly and makes retirement more comfortable for those
remaining in their neighborhoods. While members of this panel will discuss
the problems elderly persons experience in remaining in their neighborhoods,
this statement will reflect an approach which has worked in one neighborhood
and can work in others. It is our hope that the important problems raised by my
colleagues to be considered by this committee can be solved, in part, by adding
the neighborhood approach to the existing supports for the elderly-that is,
groups of residents organized on a neighborhood basis to assist in serving their
elder neighbors.
There are important reasons for focusing on neighborhoods:
(1) Over 70 percent of all elderly people live in homes they own.
(2) Over 80 percent of all elderly express satisfaction with their neighborhoods.
(3) Over 5o percent of all elderly are able to function normally within their
homes and neighborhoods.
(4) Over 98 percent of all elderly, if they move at all, will remain within a few
miles of their previous home.
I appear here as an advocate of the neighborhood approach to serving the
elderly. With others, I helped found Neighborhood Senior Services, Inc., in Ann
Arbor, Mlich., in 1974. NSS is an organization which serves the elderly within
their own neighborhood on the northside of that campus community. I am also
a researcher, currently conducting a study on caregiving in the minority community for the Institute for the Study of Human Systems, Inc., under an Administration on Aging grant.
Frankly, however, there has been very little research on the role of neighborhoods and the elderly. Consequently, my comments are based on the experience
of one organization, Neighborhood Senior Services. It Is my hope that it will
serve as a model for similar associations throughout the Nation. In time it may
be possible to compare and contrast the neighborhood approach with other ways
of helping people live full lives in their homes. Where appropriate, I will cite
examples from NSS or from the few models and studies of the neighborhood approach which are now underway.
REQUISITE CONDITIONS

The neighborhood approach may work where several conditions are met:
(1) There is a concentration of older persons living in an area which, by consensus or by official recognition, is a distinctly named and bounded neighborhood.
(2) There is a concentration of housing units and social services which meet
the needs of older persons.
(3) There is support for neighborhood improvement by both residents and local
officials.
It might appear that the neighborhood appreach would not work efficiently in
rural areas. Ironically, however, it may be in rural areas that "neighboring" is
much more common than in many urban areas. In the isolated communities of
the Great Lakes States and the Southwest, for example, there are elaborate
traditions of helping neighbors. However, except for townships, there are no
neighborhoods in rural areas. The great success of the Agricutural Extension
Service and such organizations as the Grange indicates that It Is possible to reach
out into rural communities in an organized and systematic manner. In townships across the country, there are senior citizen associations which work ef-
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festively on behalf of their homebound neighbors. So the basic concept, support
for one's neighbors, appears to be applicable in any area where there are a few
concerned persons willing to create or reinforce a tradition of support for incapacitated persons.
The neighborhood approach cannot work under all circumstances. The approach
would not be a high priority in areas where there is extreme poverty, in areas
of high rentals and low home ownership, nor where housing is badly deteriorated
or crime rates are high. This is not to say that neighborhood action against
crime, for example, is inappropriate, but rather that volunteer services to the
elderly take lower priority in such stressful situations. These limitations do not
detract from the neighbhood approach, however; there are no programs which
work effectively in every situation. Specific solutions for our most needy and impoverished areas are matters of national concern which must be addressed through
income and job programs, rather than through the volunteer methods suggested
in this statement. However, millions of older persons could benefit from a neighborhood approach, at a net cost of about $2.50 per year for each person.
POSSIBLE SCOPE OF NEIGHBORHOOD PROGRAMS

How many older persons could be served by a neighborhood approach? That
would depend upon the number of neighborhoods which can support an organized
group of residents who concern themselves with their older and handicapped
neighbors. There are about 150 cities with a population of 100,000 or more. These
contain about 70 million persons. If we assume that a neighborhood contains
about 20,000 persons, then we have about 3,500 neighborhoods. Since the elderly
make up at least 10 percent of the population, we have 7 million elderly persons
living in those neighborhoods. Let us say that half of these neighborhoods can
support a neighborhood service organization similar to Neighborhood Senior
Services. We would then have the potential of reaching 3,500,000 elders in 1,750
neighborhoods. Since about 15 percent of the elderly are in need of supports, this
would mean that 525,000 elderly at risk of institutionalization would be served
by organized groups of neighbors. In other words, I would estimate that 17.5
percent of all the elderly in the United States could have contact with and support from their friends and neighbors in an organized approach which will soon,
it is hoped, become traditional in this Nation.
COST

What would be the cost of the neighborhood approach? The basic operating
expense of a service group would range from $2,000 to $5,000 per year. This
would cover such basic expenses as telephones, mailings, supplies and equipment. It could also include the part-time services of a staff member or workstudy student. The basic operating expenses could be by a combination of local
fund-raising and allocations from local governments. While direct Federal grants
would not be appropriate, the option of providing a portion of the operating expenses from block grants or discretionary funds should be left open to local governments and units on aging. These operating expenses are the only "new"
dollars required to introduce the neighborhood approach. If a neighborhood service organization operated by neighbors is successful, it would soon be in a position to administer a limited number of projects, such as outreach or transportation, which could be financed from existing program allocations. However, the
basic purpose of the group is to facilitate the delivery of services and it should
not compete with existing agencies which are performing adequately in the
neighborhood.
BENEFIT

What would be the benefit of the neighborhood approach? Let us take our
estimate that 1,750 neighborhoods could support a group of volunteer residents
serving the elderly. If the basic expense of each group were $5,000 per year, this
would require $8,750,000 in new funds raised locally each year. The neighborhood
approach would serve about 3,500,000 people at a basic cost of $2.50 per person per
year. Since we estimate that 15 percent of these elderly would be at risk, the
neighborhood approach may avoid or forestall institutionalization for 525,000
persons. If the additional costs of institutionalization are estimated at $2,500 per
year, then we could say that forestalling institutionalization for 3,500 persons per
year, or less than 1 percent of those at risk, would pay for the cost of the entire
program. Put differently, if such neighborhood services made unnecessary the
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placement of one person in an institution, the savings would pay for maintaining
such services for 150 people for 1 year! The potential benefit of the approach and
its reduced costs make it worth considering as an additional technique in serving
our Nation's edlerly.
ESTABLISHING

NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES

If successful, a neighborhood approach to serving older persons will result in
the following activities:
(1) Finding older residents who need help to maintain themselves.
(2) Organizing supports by friends and neighbors for older persons.
(3) Relating the needs of older residents to appropriate service agencies.
(4) Monitoring the well-being of older neighbors.
(5) Following up on those elderly people who need special assistance.
(6) Speaking out on the needs of older residents in public forums.
(7) Advise government officials on social and physical improvements needed
in the neighborhood.
A neighborhood approach is not difficult to introduce. It Is simply a group of
neighbors who concentrate on the service needs of their older or impaired neighbors. The group may be part of an established neighborhood improvement association or it may be independent. It should not be affiliated with an organization
with an established clientele. The group should be as broadly based as possible.
If it is started by a church, a social service agency, a health program, or a neighborhood center, it will probably be viewed as an adjunct or the agent of that
agency or center. This may limit its effectiveness. However, it is essential that
existing agencies endorse and participate in the setting up of an independent
senior service group. While the initiative may come from anywhere, the neighborhood group should be built around the strengths of those neighbors willing to work
on behalf of their older residents. Remember, the ultimate goal is to create a tradition of shared concern which is passed from neighbor to neighbor over several
generations. A narrow approach and limited sponsorship defeats this traditionbuilding and may result instead in just one more isolated program.
The neighborhood approach starts off with trained community workers. It is
possible for a group of neighbors to organize themselves without outside assistance, but the service of a trained community organizer is recommended. An organizer can help a group clarify its goals, set up good working procedures, and build
a base for long-range growth. In addition, the organizer can serve as the staff
nucleus for the neighborhood service organization. If it is successful, the organization will want to hire part- or full-time staff. This does not take away from
the voluntary nature of the group, since projects should be undertaken only If
there are volunteers to work on setting up the project. For example. staff would
not set up a telephone reassurance program unless they were requested to do so
by the group and unless there were sufficient volunteers to operate the program.
However, staff can provide continuity and recordkeeping services which are essential for the successful operation of a service group working within neighborhood boundaries.
PHILOSOPHY AND GOALS OF NEIGHBORHOOD SENIOR SERVICES, INC.
Since its inception in the summer of 1974, the major goal of NSS has been to
give seniors the type of assistance that would enable them to remain in their
homes and, thus, forestall institutionalization as long as possible. This has
been accomplished through a neighborhood approach to services for seniors
stressing a "neighbors helping neighbors" strategy In implementing the program.
The propelling Idea of NSS. which is to keep seniors in their homes, is based
upon the conviction that the elderly are happier in the familiar surroundings
of home and neighborhood. Therefore, It is Important to help them stay there
as long as possible. Many who might be candidates for the nursing home because
of a physical disability or a tendency to lose things or to get confused can get
along in their homes through the additional support services offered by NSS.

HOW IT GOT STARTED

NSS originated out of the concern of a few seniors and younger people living
in the Northside area of Ann Arbor-a concern about the age-related needs and
problems of seniors who resided in their own homes. The start came as a response
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to suggestions made by a staff member and work study students associated with
the Institute of Gerontology at the University of Michigan. In the summer of
1974 they met with several residents of the Northside of Ann Arbor and NSS
was started. This group of community people constitutes the present and very
active board of directors of NSS. Seventy percent of the board members are
elderly.
It was necessary, first of all, to locate the seniors in the community. This
was done by using voting lists of Ann Arbor's Northside and, from this, creating,
a mailing list of seniors on the Northside. These seniors were invited to meetings
to help identify those seniors in the community who needed support services. An
in formal needs assessment of the seniors in the community was a part of the
identification process.
NSS began on an entirely voluntary basis. Meetings were held in members'
homes. Their phone numbers were printed so that any one who needed information about NSS could call. A newsletter was printed, funded by donations, and
activities were held in various churches which donated space. A service was
established to refer seniors to community agencies.
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

All decisions are made by working members who meet once a month to discuss
the projects and tasks to be accomplished by NSS. Although NSS now receives
funding from the city of Ann Arbor and the area agency on aging, there is a
strong reliance on finding volunteers who will carry out assignments. The process
of finding suitable volunteers, of assigning tasks and of reporting back about the
assignment is totally self contained; it does not involve any outside agencies
or institutions.
In addition to the working board, NSS has two paid employees-a full-time
director, Mary Baker, and a part-time outreach worker. There are also students
from the School of Social Work at the University of Michigan who are assigned
to NSS as their field placement, and there is a part-time work study student.
A list of volunteers is kept at the office to be called upon as needed.
NSS is housed in a rented office space in the Northside Presbyterian-St. Aidan's
Episcopal Church, 1679 Broadway in Ann Arbor. The office is open from 8:30
to 5, Monday through Friday. A telephone at the office is put to good use as a
line seniors can call when they are in need of assistance.
Communication is maintained through the use of a log book in which the director, outreach worker, social work students, and work study students record
daily what has been accomplished that day, what needs to be done, and what
needs to be communicated to other staff. The log is also used for funding purposes to show what kinds of cases are handled and what kinds of services NSS
offers. A staff member is usually responsible for recording activities of volunteers. Volunteers must check in each day they work to tell where they are going
and what they will do.
A card is kept in a file of each client as they come in. On it is recorded the
client's name, address, phone number, who referred the client, what the problem
is, and what is being done about it. Any vital and significant data, such as health
status is kept up to date on this card.
The mailing lists mentioned previously are updated regularly. These are kept
on two sets of cards; one is filed alphabetically and one set by street numerically.
This second set is very useful when there is an event or service that must be
announced quickly. We are able to contact a senior citizen on each street who
will call other seniors in his immediate area.
Meetings of staff members are another means of communication, and staff members keep close tabs on each other so they can be contacted in case of an
emergency.
There is a definite procedure that is followed when a referral is made. All
possible information is obtained from the referral source which may be an
agency, a volunteer, or another senior citizen or even a self-referral. The outreach worker then sets up an appointment to see the new client. On the basis of
her discussion with the client, a needs assessment is done and recorded onto a
form made just for that purpose. Definite action is taken as soon as possible after
the needs assessment is made.
If a referral to another agent or agency is necessary, NSS staff takes the responsibility for setting up the appointment, seeing to it that the client has trans-
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portation to and from the destination if necessary, and seeing to it that the goals:
of contacting the other agency are met as well as obtaining as much information
about the outcome of the referral as possible and setting up another appointment.
What has NSS learned from its experiences? While each neighborhood differs,
the activities, actions and discoveries of NSS illustrate what to expect from
similar groups. The following items were collected at the NSS monthly meeting
on November 7,1978:
Finding: Housing maintenance mas become difficult for many older residents.
Action: NSS organizes chore services by campus fraternities, youth groups, andi
volunteers; refers older residents to existing home repair and maintenance
agencies.
Finding: Several older residents require companions to assist in performing
small chores.
Action: NSS set up a service which places over 40 nursing students in thehomes of older residents as live-in companions or as volunteer visitors. NSS is.
also considering sponsoring a respite care program.
Finding: Long waiting lists for public housing.
Action: NSS researched and proposed a cooperative housing plan whereby
large neighborhood homes would be converted for that purpose. The concept received the endorsement of and a financial commitment from the city of Ann,
Arbor.
Finding: Street conditions create hazards for elderly.
Action: NSS members gave a city representative a tour of the problem area,
and succeeded in getting priority action on paving a major roadway.
Finding: Some older people are not receiving benefits and are having difficultyunderstanding Federal programs.
Action: NSS asked the Washtenaw County Council on Aging to rewrite medicaid material to make it more understandable and to the point.
The following organizing principles, derived from the Neighborhood SeniorService experience, may be useful:
(1) Membership is open to all who are interested in providing supportiveservices to elderly neighbors.
(2) Members belong as long as they continue to provide service, and decisions:
are made by the working members.
(3) Those served by the group are encouraged to serve others.
(4) Accurate, confidential records of contacts with neighbors are kept. Followup is routine.
(5) The organization is kept as simple as possible so that It can continue to
function even if funding fluctuates.
(6) There is a long-term commitment to make the process work.
RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER' AGENCIES

The neighborhood approach differs from other types of service programs for

the elderly in the following ways:
COMPARISON OF NEIGHBORHOOD APPROACH WITH OTHER COMMUNITY-BASED PROGRAMS
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The neighborhood approach has linkages with current and future service programs for the older person. The following illustrates this point:
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SERVICES FACILITATED AT THE NEIGHBORHOOD LEVEL BY AN
ORGANIZED SERVICE GROUP
Alliances with existing service groups
Community organizations, neighborhood improvement associations, mutual aid
societies, self-help health groups, multipurpose senior centers, agricultural extension services.
Facilitatethese existing programs
Protective services, outreach work, case management, deinstitutionalization
home health care, home chore services, home maintenance programs, immunization and health screening, consumer advocacy, information and referral, community planning, neighborhood preservation, removal of architectural barriers.
Introduce the innovative approaches
Respite care, personal care organizations, community geriatirc health centers,
in-home therapy, small scale residential facilities, detection of adult abuse or neglect, independent living for the handicapped, housing annuity programs, preventive health and mental health programs.
Since the neighborhood approach consists of residents serving their older or impaired neighbors, it serves to complement the work of formal agencies. Since
an agency needs to reach out into a community, it would find a neighborhood
service organization both an ally and an inforced critic. If properly organized
and informed, the neighborhood group would recognize the difference between
formal and informal caregiving. While this is an area requiring more research,
neighborhood groups can path-find new approaches to collaboration between
lay persons and professionals. In an ideal sense, the professional should train
the lay person to perform routine services, while the professionals' services are
reserved for serious problems. A neighborhood group first matches the individual
with needed formal services. If the formal agencies fail to be responsive, then
the group should serve as an advocate for improvement. The neighborhood group
should never attempt to perform professional services. There is enough to do
If the group provides the basic service functions of locating the elderly, informing them of services, matching those in need with the appropriate services, and
providing followup. This approach, over a period of time, should develop an
in-depth understanding of the needs, concerns, and desires of older neighbors.
If a new program is introduced-for example, respite care service-the neighborhood service organization should be in a position to advise those providing the
services on who needs it, where they are located, and the best approach to introducing the service so that it is accessible and acceptable to neighborhood residents.
Those formal agencies which may benefit from an association with a neighborhood service organization include:
(1) Social service agencies.
(2) Home health care or home chore agencies.
(3) Local service departments, such as police, fire, traffic, streets, transportation, sanitation, zoning and community planning.
(4) Hospital, nursing home, and mental health facilities and 2linics.
The neighborhood approach may contribute in another way: since it involves
all age groups in providing services to the elderly, it is inevitable that common
cause will eventually be made between the elderly and other groups at risk of
impairment. These others include the handicapped, the chronically ill, the
developmentally disabled, and those temporarily impaired by accident, illness,
or even pregnancy. The result can be an integration of services around the functional incapacity of the client, that is, around the kind of help needed, rather
than around categories such as age or disease.
THE GOAL

The long-range goal of the neighborhood approach Is to develop a tradition
in many neighborhoods of serving the elderly and handicapped. If neighbors
do little things, such as making home visits or putting up storm windows, many
elderly who would otherwise need institutional care can remain in their home.
In time, younger people can become socialized to the tradition of helping. If
many serve, no single person or agency needs to carry the full burden of helping
older or handicapped persons. In this manner, a climate of shared concern between neighbors, family, and formal agencies may develop which will result in
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increased local supports. As neighbors become more aware of the needs of their
older residents, they will serve as effective partners with formal agencies in
targeting services to those most in need of support. The result should be improved services, a tradition of local support, and a more efficient use of private
~effort and public funds.
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

While it would be useful to have support at the Federal level for the neighborhood approach, It needs to be a special type of support. In order to keep the
local initiative, Federal policy should encourage the use of neighborhood organizations, but I do not believe it should provide direct funding. The funds should
come from neighbors, their associations, and from local and State governments.
The concept, if it takes hold, must be based on the strengths (and weaknesses)
of neighbors working on behalf of their neighbors. Direct Federal funding may
negate a local base and, since Federal funding is short term, It inhibits the
slow growth necessary for a successful long-lasting neighborhood program.
However, there are several things the Federal Government can do on behalf
of neighborhood organizations serving the elderly:
(1) Encourage area agencies on aging to use the neighborhood approach,
where applicable, to help organize services for the elderly on a neighborhoodby-neighborhood basis.
- (2) Provide interested neighborhoods with technical assistance; such as information packets, training sessions, speakers and expert advice.
(3) Permit the set-aside of HUD community development revenue sharing
funds by local governments to provide basic start-up and operating expenses for
neighborhood senior service organizations.
(4) Allow established neighborhood senior service organizations to administer service programs under the Older Americans Act or under title XX of the
Social Security Act as these organizations demonstrate competence. Such programs could include outreach, information and referral, and protective services.
(5) Send trained community organizers through ACTION into those neighborhoods where there is support for establishing some form of support groups.
(6) Consider tax incentives or stipends for those providing needed supports
for impaired older neighbors, friends, or relatives.
(7) Continue support for neighborhood based programs, (such as multipurpose senior centers) and provide financial incentives for them to collaborate with
neighborhood service organizations.
(8) Encourage existing agencies, such as home care programs, and future
agencies. such as personal service organizations, to work cooperatively with
neighborhood senior service groups.
Attachment.
DELIVERY OF SERVICES FOR THE ELDERLY

AT

THE NEIGOBORHOOD

PRACTIJIONEE'S GUIDE

LEVEL:

A

The "Neighborhood Approach to Service Delivery for the Elderly," stresses the
importance of the neighborhood concept in delivering services to elderly persons.' We realize that there are many who are immobilized by old age, ill health,
or isolation, those individuals are the ones who must need the neighborhood for
the satisfaction of their tangible wants, and for the fulfillment of their intangible
needs. In many neighborhoods the tangible needs of the residents, especially
those who are less mobile. can be satisfied by activities such as the delivery of
food products to their homes, to having friends do their shopping to merely knowing that neighbors or someone is available in case of emergencies. Moreover, the
tangible needs of neighborhood residents range from a significant lack of social
contact, daily gossip and general neighborhood information and other forms of
contact to offset the effects of pathological isolation.
In order to implement a neighborhood approach In locating and servicing
elderly residents. It is necessary to understand how an individual identifies the
local areas within his neighborhood's boundaries. An understanding of neighborhoods as both physical entities and as social and cultural milieus is useful to a
neighborhood organizer who must accurately determine the needs of the
residents he seeks to assist.
* 1 The neighborhood approach has been developed In a series of workshops and In the
field by the neighborhood approach project at the Institute of Gerontology at the University
of Michigan. The project team consisted of Solomon G. Jacobson, project director; Michael
Bartus, Norman Freedman, Jeffrey Lewis, and Albert White. The project received the
support of the Washtenaw County Councl. on Aging, William Ennen, director, and Anne
Alvarez, field worker on the project.
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DEFINITIONS OF A NEIGHBORHOOD

Ruth Glass' describes a neighborhood as a "distinct territorial group, distinct by virtue of the specific physical characteristics of the area and the specific social characteristics of the inhabitants." Donald Warren talks of neighborhoods in terms of the functions they perform for the residents. He identifies
six types of neighborhoods:
(1) The integrated.-Here there are high levels of interaction among most
neighborhood residents and regular contact with the local government.
(2) The parochial-Residents here may have extensive contact with one another but are indifferent maybe even hostile to the community in general.
(3) The diffuse.-Here, people have many shared interests in common with
one another in order to build these common interests into concerted efforts for
needed services.
(4) The stepping-stonc.-Residents are examplified by the nomadic corporate
executive', having extensive contact with one another, while displaying shortterm commitment to the community, and seldomly identifying with the neighborhood itself or its needs.
(5) The transitory.-There is infrequent interaction among neighbors and/or
identification with specific neighborhood areas. Participation is more likely tobe generalized across the community as a whole rather than specific.
(6) The anornic.-Residents in these communities lack ties with the neighborhood as well as the surrounding community. This "dehumanized environment"
is the specter that haunts all neighborhoods in the anomie community.
A neighborhood may also be looked upon as "an area within which the variation in people and environment are not great enough to produce significant variations in the type and quality of public services or of public and private capital
investments." '

Neighborhoods vary from large heterogeneous urban configurations to small
homogeneous rural units. Ideally, residents of different neighborhoods are marked
by particular patterns of life. "In these neighborhoods certain shared normns
dictate the subculture of the district including the type of terrain occupied. and
the socio-ecnomic structure of the area. The factors used to characterize neighborhoods are separated into two different elements, the social elements and the
physical symmbolic elements." 6
Physical components: The neighborhood is often viewed as either an area
or place within a large geographic entity, containing boundaries (i.e., physical/
symbolic). Natural or artificial barriers are often used to mark the geographic
circumference, as well as sociocultural boundaries, of a given neighborhood.
"Natural neighborhoods find their limits where personal relations stop. This
makes the boundaries fluid, though still recognizable to those familiar with
local custom(s).. . ." 6

Neighborhoods many times have names and often their boundaries are well
established by customs. The qualities associated with these neighborhoods give
the residents value in the eyes of the larger community. Such value depends on
whether the area is easily accessible to schools, shopping centers, and recreational
facilities. A school (i.e., elementary, secondary, high school, etc.) often serves
as an identifier of a neighborhood in rural and urban settings. As a result residents living within walking distances of the school, may identify themselves as
belonging to a "cornmoil-community." This being a matter of proximity.
Frequently Federal, State, or local agencies will establish the service boundaries of a neighborhood, to conform with requirements of governmental programs. Sometimes these boundaries follow those established by organizations
such as citizen participation groups, or tax payer tract areas. In other cases, the
governmental agency sets the boundaries arbitrarily. An example of a neighborhood organization funded through the use of Federal dollars was the community
action program (CAP). from the Office of Economic Opportunity (O1O). OEO
issued grants to local areas to establish neighborhood centers designed to meet
Ruth Glass, editor, "The Social Background of a Plan" (London: Routledge & Kegan
3aDonald Warren. "U-M Sociologist Identifies Six Types of Neighborhoods," Ann Arbor
News Jan. 15, 1974. p. 9. Now published in Rachel Warren and Donald I. Warren. "The
Neighborhood Organizer's Handbook" (University of Notre Dame Press, Notre Dame:
1077).
(Cambridge, Mass..
4 Samim Bass Warner, Jr., editor. "Planning for a Nation of Cities"
MI1T Press, p. 187).
York: 1968, p. 82).
3 Suzanne Keller, "The Urban Neighborhood" ((Random House, New
6Ibld.. p.. 100.
2
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the needs of certain groups of residents. The particular "neighborhood" encompassing the center would consist of the people living within OEO's arbitrary
boundaries.

When choosing neighborhood boundaries, one should also consider the areas
which have been used for former studies by other groups. Examples would be
sociological surveys, census tracts, or political canvassing, tools used to enter
a given area and sub-divide the residents into different districts for their owvn
purposes often obscuring the real issues that coalesce into interest group action.
SociaZ components: These emphasize the notions of shared attitudes, experiences, values, and common loyalties. Sociocultural components became particularly important when considering large heterogeneous neighborhoods. Groups of
different ethnic socioeconomic and religious characteristics living within self
defined communty boundaries can mean numerous problems for the neighborhood
organizer. Gaining their trust is the essential initial consideration.
In isolating the neighborhood boundaries, the organizer must realize that socialcultural components can often be more significant than the physical elements.
Although census tracts and natural boundaries define a certain area as composing
a given neighborhood, the residents of the area may interpret the neighborhood
as estending in different directions. Thus a problem of rapid social change could
change upset the traditional balance between "neighbors, neighboring, and neighborhoods, leaving in its wake a residue of disconnected fragments of such
neighborhoods." 7
Suzanne Keller, author of "The Urban Neighborhood," points out that when
defining a neighborhood, three conceptual distinctions must not be overlooked:
(1) The neighborhood has a special role implying a particular kind of social
attitude toward others as distinguished from the role of friend and relative with
which it may at times merge, as when relatives may be living next door or when
neighbors become friends.
(2) There are various activities associated with this role ranging from highly
formal and routinized neighborhood rituals to sporadic, informal, and casual
contacts.

(3) There is an area itself-the neighborhood-where neighbors reside and
where "neighboring" takes place. This may be clearly demarcated spatial units,
with definite boundaries and long established traditions, or a fluid, vaguely apparent and differentially perceived by the inhabitants.'
Therefore, when defining a neighborhood, the practitioner of a neighborhood
approach to community organization must consider a range of several indigenous
factors in each locality. The organizer must not overlook the importance of cultural components. Understanding people's definition of their own neighborhood
is imperative for the organizer. Only after considering the views of the residents,
cln the neighborhood organizer attempt to adequately address the neighborhood
boundaries within vwhich he will implement his policies. Furthermore, the neighborhood organizer must also realize that "where one lives isn't necessarily where
one resides." D
"It is clear that as people age their dependence on the local surrounding environment is increased; for the age cohorts between 65 and 85 in particular, the
neighborhood environment takes on a special significance."'1 The elderly tend
to remain in their own homes or apartments upon retirement, generally they do
not relocate, however, "if the elderly do relocate, they often find it difficult to
adapt or adjust to the surrounding environment. The length of residents and age
of a resident strengthen attachment to an area. Older long-term residents express more neighborhood satisfaction than do younger newer residents.' In addition, older persons, especially those with decreased mobility, are more dependent
upon their neighborhoods than any other age group.

Senator DEGONCTNT. Thank you very much.
Let me ask vou first. and then the other members of the panel, to
respond to questions that are troubling me a little bit. A White House
Conference on Aging is planned for 1981. First of all I would like to
Ibid., p. 4.
Ibid.. pp. 12-13.
Reginald Issacs, "The Neighborhood Theory," Journal of the American Institute of
Planners. vol. XIV. No. 2; spring, 1948. pp. 15-23.
10Victor Regnler, "Neighborhood Planning for the Urban Elderly," from Aging, ed. by
Diana S. Woodruff and James E. Birren (D. Van Nostrand Comp., New York, 1975, p. 298).
']Ibid., p. 299.
F
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know-and I am sure I know Mr. Fleming's answer-is this really
going to be of significance in your candid opinion, and what do you
see in your particular area as being derived from a White House Conference on Aging?
Mr. JACOBSON. It will be difficult for me to be candid because I arm
working under two grants for the Administration on Aging.
Senator DECONCINI. I will give you immunity here.
I don't mean to be sarcastic, but I always have some troubles with
these White House conferences. They bring some focus to some particular problem and maybe that is sufficient. But I wonder what you
can actually get out of them, and whether or not we hold our expectations too high.
Mr. JACOBSON. The WAThite House conferences that were held in the
sixties and the seventies, I think had the opportunity to give us some
significant benchmarks. I think they did serve to bring people together
in their communities and begin to discuss issues and set priorities. I
think the White House Conference that will be held in 1981 will have
that same function so that they do serve that important role, they do.
bring people together and they do prepare background material.
Whether they will influence policy or not, I don't know. That is up to
the structure of the White House Conference itself.
I would hope that the White House Conference would begin to look
at the different levels of service provision; what role the individual
can play, the role of the family, the role of the neighborhood, the role
of the county and local governments and the role of the States and the
role of the Federal Government. These are all different levels with
different responsibilities. I hope we will begin to articulate some of the
different approaches that are appropriate at each level.
For example, housing maintenance should go on as a neighborhood
project. Inflation is a national problem and that must be dealt with at
the Federal level. So if properly organized, and I hope it will be, the
White House Conference could be enormously effective.
Senator DECONCINI. Miss Myers, would you care to respond?
Ms. MYERS. Many people are already referring to the 1981 Conference with the idea of using this forum to focus on the large numbers of
elderly who are not served by existing programs and policies. The
fact of the impending conference impels people to think seriously about the new issues. You don't turn policy around overnight,
but the conference may be important in signaling a shift in direction.
Senator DECONciNI. Does anybody else want to comment? Equal
time.
Mr. FLEMING. Just a point, not as a spokesman for the administration, but as a former resident of Georgia. The experience from being a
constituent of Governor Carter in Georgia suggests to me, in terms of
utility, that as White House conferences may have given the style of
this Chief Executive-that they will have greater utility than perhaps
in the past. President Carter very effectively utilized a process called'
goals for Georgia when he was Governor which did a major outreach.
on a number of key issues which led to a number of very specific steps.
that he took as chief executive of the State. I rather suspect, given that
orientation, that we would probably see the President looking to conferences such as the White House Conference on Aging for that kind
of an outreach on that issue. So I would be encouraged, based on what
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I experienced several years ago as a resident there when he was utili-zing this as a Governor.
Senator DECONCINI. Does anyone else care to comment?
Mr. HOLMAN. This is probably treason since I was one of three
directors working under the three chairpersons of a White House
Conference. It was called the White House Conference to Fulfill These
Rights, and I know I asked my people, "Why aren't those rights fulfilled?" It seems to me that White House conferences certainly do
one thing, they focus on a particular area or group and they bring
visibility to that area or group for a particular period of time. The
real problem always is in what happens thereafter, in terms of the
implementing of public policy and recommendations seeing that behavior does change as a result.
Almost all these conferences have one problem, they come up with:
ideas which cost money, and when they come up with ideas which cost
money, you get a situation such as we have now. When our report was
finally ready, it was decided that it would not be released right away
because it supposedly could have been used by some people as a checklist-did thev enact this, did they enact the other thing. We have the
"Year of the Child" coming up as well.
I think what this may mean in terms of the aging, is that there is.
the possibility that there may be more followthrough with program
enactment than before. There will be more older people in this country
than before unless we get a new baby boom, and no one sees that coming. What I would like to see this conference do is select two or three
things and no more, and see if the Federal Government can do them.
They should try to be much more specific than conferences normallyare about what the private sector can do. They tend to be too heavily
federally oriented .in terms of recommendations. Finally, they should
try to see to what degree they can make use of the energies and the
imagination of private citizens themselves. I think a few priorities of'
those kinds, challenging those separate sets of institutions and working together might be much more useful than the voluminous reports7
which are sure to come out of such a conference.
Senator DECoNCINI. Thank you very much.
Mr. Filer.
Mr. FILErr. It would seem to me to be conceivable, following up on
that comment, if you had an interrelationship of private nongrovernment and government-that is, the problems of this country have some,
subheads-you might have a greater chance of something happening
in it from the, point of view that this is not an effort to decide all of the
wavs to spend Federal money, but rather it is a way to see two unique
and different ways to address the problem. Aging could be a subhead.
We are talking about today's elderly. It seems to me if we have a focus
on you and me. if you will pardon me. we will be elderlv one of these
days and it is that focus that could be brought that I think might bev
very useful. This is not a very short-term program.
Senator D1.CONCINI. Thank you.
Mls. Wilson.
Ms. WmsoN. Yes. I do have a question.
I would like to address Mr. Jacobson. I have been concerned for
years about what I would call stiffling of the individual, and the small
group and local voluntary initiative by the great giver, the Federal
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,Government. Most particularly. I would cite meals-on-wheels, a voluntary program which primarily helps those people who are not getting
adequate meals. The Federal Government comes in and takes over
-these programs. Do you find this same type of thing to be potential
threat to the operation of a really successful neighborhood program?
Mr. JACOBSON. The role of the Federal Government is a very threatening one in many cases. In fact, in my dissertation, I studied the role
-of the Federal Government in introducing programs at the local level.
I found that the Federal Government did not have enough information
about local institutions, that they did not provide needed technical assistance, and further, that the Federal concept of time was almost
totally different from local time. The Federal Government felt things
should be done in 2 vears which would in reality take 5 years.
The neighborhood senior service organization grew very slowly
'based on a motto: "Think small, start big. and hang in there." As a re-sult. it is now quite strong. While the membership is small, you don't
need more than a dozen or so individuals in a neighborhood to maintain a vital service unit. The group in Ann Arbor is strong and intelli'gent. If an attempt was made to change the priorities of the group to
meet a Federal program, the group would either reject the program
*or would attempt to negotiate the priorities of the program so they
meet local needs.
It is very important that the Federal Government be flexible enough
-to adapt to local priorities. The Federal block grant program is a major
step in that approach. To have services acceptable to older people, we
need to have groups of people within local areas who know how best
to introduce those programs and the Federal Government needs to
be guided by that.
Ms. WILSON. Thank you.
Mr. FLEMING. The gentleman raises a very good point. Whether
.you are talking about housing or other types of domestic programs,
I think it is fair to say we have seen a major shift in the predisposition of the Federal agencies as a participant in programs. We have
gone from the fifties and sixties when we had a prohibitively high
categorical Federal agency that pretty well told the Federal Governmient how to spend the money in very, very minor detail to a program
now which has just been alluded to in the case where we get block
grant money which balances certain national objectives with a very
heavv emphasis on local initiative.
I think it is fair to assume that if we are predicating our programs
on a transactive and partnership sort of a methodology with the
Federal Government being a partner, that no party comes to the partnership with all of the answers. I think the style of action by the
Federal agencies-I know our agency in terms of the action grant
program has become much more participatory, much more active
with the neighborhood groups, and so on. The neighborhood housing
services program has certainly set that kind of a model. I think we
have seen a real evolution where the Federal Government is today
in that kind of a partnership.
Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Lewis, do you have any questions of the
panel ?
Mr. LEWIS. One question for Mr. Jacobson.
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Because of the trend in the country due to Proposition 13, and other
States taking the similar position-California not really feeling the
true effect yet-and the way our service system has been developed
at the local level with rehab services and educational services all out
of separate systems really, not integrated, could you shed some light
on the issue of possibly the whole concept of age-integrated delivery
systems?
Air.

JACOBSON. The question of age-integrated services, I think, is

a very future-oriented question and a very good one to raise at this
point because, as Mr. Fleming has just stated, in the past many of
the programs were categorical. Now we are reaching a point where
we are beginning to realize that there will be a trend in the human
services to look at the individual as the basis for delivering services.
We are beginning to use one-on-one approaches to individuals, such as
case management techniques. If we organize information in an effective way, we are going to find that there are people with patterns
of problems that do not fit into the usual categories. An older person
may have the same type of problem as a younger handicapped person
for example. The important point, it would seem to me, would be
to look at how well individuals can function. I think that will lead us to
integrated services, based on the functional capacities of individuals.
Mr. LEWIS. Would you agree that that would also lead us in the
direction of a greater reallocation,-of resources in terms of greater
direction in truly targeting funds as opposed to tacking funds a little
bit here and a little bit there as we are doing now?
Mr. JACOBSON. I believe it will. As the crunch comes on Federal pro-

grams, we are going to have to begin to target programs, and I think
the current administration is stating that. You know the Administration on Aging is talking about a two-tier program which will look at
the persons with the greatest need, those that are impaired, homebound, in need of direct targeted services, and those that require general support or preventive care. As we begin to measure needs more
precisely, we will be in a better position to target services.
If I may add one more thing, the idea of a "dependent population"
is one which merits greater scrutiny. In a contract under AoA funding, we found that an individual is neither "dependent" nor "independent," but rather will be dependent under certain conditions. We
have to begin to define exactly those types of services which will support a person and help them maintain themselves but not stifle their
own self-sufficiency.
Air. HOLM-]AN. Mr. Chairman, I am interrupting here only to apologize for the fact that we are putting together something called an
advisory council on urban recreationvwith people from around the
country coming in. I have agreed to serve as chairperson and to begin
at noon. I only wanted to say that our staff members will be staying
on.
I wanted to just make one final statement which we didn't get into
in our own statement, but which I would like to write a little note to
you on, later. I think it is very important that we look at elderly people
in neighborhoods and elsewhere in terms of their potential, rather than
dealing with them simply as problems. For example, we have been
trying to persuade the administration and some foundations, that in
terms of community level disputes, many of which are handled very
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poorly and badly by the police, there are certain kinds of ways in
which, with a little training, you could take elderly people and enable
them to alleviate arbitration of community-level disputes.
You are talking about dependency and interdependency. One of the
things we found in talking to older people is that they feel that they
have so very much to give, and in many cases they do, and there is so
little in terms of the way the system permits them to be anything other
than objects of the program rather than people who have something
Wpositive to give.
I must apologize again for having to leave.
Senator DEdONcINI. I understand, and please don't worry about it
at all. We greatly appreciate your participation here today. If anyone else must leave, we understand.
Mr. Corwin.
Mr. CORwIN. I have two quick questions.
I just want to add that, with regard to the White House Conference on Aging, our hearing record will be open for the remainder of
the month and we would very much appreciate the panel's suggestions
for additional information that we should have prior to that confer*ence, and for the type of policy alternatives they feel should be discussed with regard to the issue that we are addressing today. We
would like to see the data at that conference be a comprehensive framework for policy decisions.
Mr. Jacobson, I won't ask my questions on it now, but I would like
to get more details about the conversion project in Ann Arbor, if you
have that, to see how that program operates.
As you know, our hearing today is to try to get a handle on the new
,demographic and economic trends which many urban commentators
see as impacting on the elderly, and on the neighborhoods in which
-they live, over the next period of years.
In yesterday's Washington Post, the front page of the business seetion carried a story which seems very relevant-and which I found
very disturbing-that the average new home in the United States is
now out of reach financially, because of limitations on qualifications
for mortgages. to three-quarters of all the families in the United
States. Of course, none of us can predict how long this situation will
*go on, for we don't know how inflation will run or the other costs
that contribute to housing. But to the extent that this type of new
construction cost is going to close out a significant portion of American families over the next few years, what type of effect does the panel
see that as having on the existing housing resources that we are talking about today?
Mr.

WEILER.

Well, quite obviously I think we have to pay more

attention to the status of tenants. It has been the American dream,
I suppose, that everybody becomes a homeowner, or can be, but I think
-that is not going to be true in the foreseeable future. I was in San
Francisco a week and a half ago for a west coast housing conference,
,and I have not spent much time in California, but I was amazed at
how much the emphasis was on the problems of tenancy and not just
-with regard to proposition 13 where there has been some trouble passing that savings back on the tenant. but in general.
TenanCy is really something out of the Dark Ages. It is one of the
:most backward parts of our law and I think we have to look into the
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rights of purchase, rights of return, a whole variety of legal mechanisms for tenants. In part, it is a question of attitude. As a neighborhood organizer, I know theft is a common prejudice against tenants;
they don't care, they don't participate, they see themselves as transitional. I don't want to say whether or not this is true, but certainly
I think there are some attitudinal changes that have to be made in
-this country also about tenancy. I don't think that it is good that
homeownership should be out of reach, but it is the fact.
Senator DECONcINI. Does anyone else care to comment?
Ms. MYERS. We might also want to know more about the actions of
-elderly persons who own city homes which have appreciated considerably-or which may be saleable for the first time in many years. In
that Baltimore program mentioned earlier, the project director told
me at first when elderly homeowners were informed of an opportunity
to sell, they said, "Gee, that's a good idea." But later, when they
thought it over, most of them said: "What would I do? Where would
I go? I'll stay in this neighborhood that is going to be renewed."
If, instead of the offer being made by a Ford Foundation project,
it was made by a realtor, the elderly homeowner would have sold out
and without enough consideration of the alternatives. One of the points
in my study is that there may not be many alternatives. Government
programs are not likely to deliver anywhere near the estimates of need
for new housing. At the minimum, modest people who suddenly offered
an opportunity to sell in upgraded neighborhoods should be able to get
advice, counseling, and time to think things over.
Mr. FLEMFINo. Of course your question has one obvious answer, it is
only to enhance the problem. The greater pressure that is going to be
brought to bear on existing housing is going to be greater problems of
displacement and greater problems of displaced elderly. I was equally
impressed in setting through a number of the sessions of that west coast
conference that Conrad just spoke of. One phrase, for example, which
was quoted there was the fact that this year's graduating class at the
University of Southern California is a relatively segmented group in
terms of income level and that only one out of five of the graduates
would be able to afford a home by the time they came into the housebuying market.
So I think that the whole area of relationship of renters to landlords,
renters to neighborhood, and the whole dynamics of a rental group of
people as a critical element of neighborhood revitalization is something
that is really uncharted. The rights of renters from a consumer standpoint, the relationships between them and the landlords, is absolutely
the hottest issue that is going on right now under that scope of rent
control measures. A lot of focus needs to be placed on this issue as a
result of the increasing pressure that they are going to have.
Senator DECONCINi. That will conclude our hearing. As Phil mentioned, the record will stay open until the 29th of this month, so if
you do care to submit anything further we would very much appreciate it. I want to thank you personally for your fine testimony today;
you have been very helpful to the committee.
The committee will stand in recess.
[Whereupon, at 11 :53 a.m., the committee recessed.]

APPENDIX
LETTERS FROM INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS
ITEM 1. LETTER AND ENCLOSURE FROLI HENRY S. DOGIN, DEPUTY ADMINISTRAToR
FOR PouIcY DEVELOPMENT, LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION,
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, TO SENATOR FRANK CHURCH, DATED DECEM-

BER 22, 1978
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This is in response to your letter inviting submission of

information on behalf of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration in connection with Special Committee on Aging hearings on "Older Americans in the
Nation's Neighborhoods."
In your letter, you indicated that some of the questions that the hearings may
consider are:
(1) What is the extent and expected duration of the "back to the city" movement, and its pluses and minuses for older homeowners and renters?
(2) What Federal policies and programs are presenly affecting neighborhoods,
and how can they be changed to better promote stabilization and revitalization
that is not accompanied by massive displacement?
(3) How can the Federal sector form more effective neighborhood partnerships with State and local government, community organizations, and the private
sector?
(4) How can arson and crime prevention programs, and social services delivery, be better integrated with neighborhood revitalization strategies?
You expressed particular interest in those activities of LEAA which tie crime
control and prevention measures to neighborhoods, especially those conduced
under the community anticrime program which are either ultizing older individuals' talents or result in reduced victimization of the elderly and a greater
sense of public safety.
I am pleased to respond to the special committee's request with the information included in this letter, as well as several documents which are relevent to
the hearings. The materials are as follows:
(1) A listing of LEAA categorical awards from fiscal year 1969 to the present
specifically relating to elderly programs. [Retained in committee files.]
(2) A statement on "LEAA Programs for Senior Citizens," dated February
1978. [See enclosure.]
(3) Testimony presented to the House Judiciary Subcommittee on Crime on
November 21, 1978, by Cornelius Cooper, regarding the LEAA community anti-

crime program. [Retained in committee files.]
(4) Testimony presented to the Senate Governmental Affairs Subcommittee
on Permanent Investigations on September 14, 1978, by James Af. H. Gregg
regarding arson. [Retained in committee files.]
(5) "Crime Prevention Handbook for Senior Citizens" and a directory of
"Crime Prevention Programs for Senior Citizens," both published through support of LEAA's National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal justice.

[Retained in committee files.]
As you know, under both the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of

1968, as amended, and the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of
1974, as amended, the major share of funds administered by LEAA is allocate in
block grants to the States. Each State is required to develop an annual comprehensive plan for the improvement of law enforcement and criminal justice
throughout the State in order to qualify for block grant funds. A State planning
agency in each State is responsible for developing the plan, making final decisions regarding the award of block grant funds, and administering the program.
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While final decisions on the funding of block grant applications are made by
State planning agencies based on a determination of each State's needs andl
priorities several provisions of the Crime Control Act bear on the special committee's area of inquiry. Section 303(a) (16) requires that each State's comprehensive plan must "provide for the development of programs and projects for
the prevention of crimes against the elderly, unless the State planning agency
makes an affirmative finding in such plan that such a requirement is inappropriate for the State." Section 301(b) (11) provides specific authority for "thedevelopment and operation of programs designed to reduce and prevent crime
against elderly persons."
The various States have funded numerous projects under the block grant
authority which are either targeted at reducing crime against elderly persons or
which otherwise Impact upon or involve these individuals. Examples of such
activities are described in the enclosure dated February 1978, and entitled "Programs for Senior Citizens."
A small portion of LEAA's appropriation is retained by the agency as a discretionary fund which is used to assist programs of national scope and to provide special impetus for innovative and experimental projects. As the enclosed
listing of categorical awards indicates, over $20 million has been awarded since
fiscal year 1969 to support such activities. Of course, there are many other
LEAA-funded activities which benefit elderly citizens, but are not included in the
list provided because older persons are not indicated as a primary target
population.
A review of the project listing will reveal that many of the more recent awards
were made by LEAA's Office of Community Anti-Crime Programs. That Office
was established by the Crime Control Act of 1976, and is authorized to make
grants and provide assistance to community and citizen groups to encourage
their participation in crime prevention and other law enforcement and criminal
justice activities.
Concern for the elderly was highlighted in the legislative history of the Crime
Control Act of 1976. The community anti-crime program guidelines speak directly
to this concern. One of the problems specifically addressed in the guidelines is
the increased victimization of the elderly. All projects are encouraged to include
activities which address the issue.
Numerous community anti-crime projects either utilize the talents of older
individuals directly or result in reduced victimization of the elderly. Brief descriptions of some efforts with significant elderly components may be useful to
the special committee.
The Economic Opportunity Board of Clark County, Nev., has two significant
components of its program directed specifically at the older population. The
retired senior volunteer program has an ongoing program of educating the elderly
in areas of crime prevention such as self-protection, home security, consumerprotection and self-help activities.
Community resource persons and senior volunteers are used in training sessions. As part of this effort, crime prevention materials are being made available
to all senior citizens. Senior citizen volunteers distribute materials at senior
centers, nutrition sites, neighborhoods and places where seniors congregate.
In addition, the Economic Opportunity Board of Clark County is sponsoring
an escort service for the elderly. Youths 13 to 18 years of age are being trained
to provide escort services for senior citizens in the Las Vegas community.
The Northwest Bronx Community and Clergy Coalition, Inc., is trying to reduce
senior citizen fear of crime on the streets by organizing a senior citizen daytime
patrol and hotline phone service. In the Bedford Park neighborhood, which has
the highest concentration of elderly in the northwest Bronx (38 percent over 60,
years of age), a daytime patrol of citizens has been organized. The patrol, which
is on the streets of the neighborhood from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., provides assurances
to older residents that they can shop, attend senior centers in the area, and visit
neighbors with a sense of greater safety.
Northwest Bronx Community and Clergy Coalition has also been implementing
"buddy-buzzer" alarm systems in the five neighborhoods with the highest concentration of senior citizens. This is a simple alarm system designed to protect
tenants in case of an emergency at home. Switches and buzzers are installed in
one tenant's apartment and a neighbor's apartment. If there is danger, the tenant
flips a switch and the buzzer sounds in the neighbor's apartment.
In Cleveland, Ohio, the Commission on Catholic Community Action, through a
senior citizens' coalition, is uniting elderly in the community through thechurches and high-rise buildings for the elderly. By integrating the elderly into-
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neighborhood block clubs, organizing escort services for the elderly, encouraging,
seniors to report crimes and educating elderly residents in suspect identification.
this program is working to reduce crime against the elderly.
In Los Angeles, Calif., Service for Asian-American Youth is working to educate the Japanese-American community about crime committed against the
elderly and is implementing a number of anti-crime activities designed specifically for the elderly. Volunteers are being recruited from the Japanese-American
community to develop escort services and a tenant security program for older
residents of the community.
In Prince George's County, Md., Betterment for United Seniors, Inc., Is working with senior tenants of apartment buildings to develop improved tenant security. Through tenant surveys of apartment house security Betterment for United
Seniors is organizing seniors to directly improve the security of their buildings.
In addition, Betterment for United Seniors is helping seniors to work with the
Department of Aging to develop improved transportation for seniors and thus
reduce their isolation and proneness to victimization.
The Lenox Hill Neighborhood Association, Inc.. on the upper Eastside In New
York, has developed a victim/witness assistance program and escort service for
the elderly. Using both professional staff and trained volunteers, the Lenox Hill
Neighborhood Association through the Burden Center for the Elderly, is advising
elderly people in preventing victimization and assisting them if they become
victimized. The center is using its volunteers to provide escort services for senior
citizens going to clinics, senior centers, stores and places of worship.
Harambee, Inc., in Syracuse, N.Y., has developed the aging-citizens neighborhood involvement program, aimed at reducing senior citizens' fear of crime and
their isolation from the community. Through educational programs about crime
and crime prevention techniques, recreational activities and the development of
a documentary illustrating the plight of the elderly. the project is designed to
reduce older residents' fear of crime.
Mississippi Action for Community Education in Greenville, Miss., has developed a rural elderly crime prevention program designed to reduce the level of
fear and alienation prevalent among elderly residents in the MACE target area.
Volunteers are providing in-house education regarding home and personal safety
to elderly presons throughout rural Mississippi.
In addition to these activities of the Community Anti-Crime Division of the
Office, the Comprehensive Crime Prevention Division is also engaged in promoting
and supporting activities addressing the elderly. The Division has 18 active
citizen initiative program grants, four of which are specifically designed to serve
the criminal justice needs of the elderly. Eight other of these projects, as well as
four comprehensive crime prevention program awards, contain a specific component that will directly or indirectly impact on the welfare of the elderly. An
objective of all of these grants is the reduction of criminal victimization and
fear of crime among senior citizens, and increasing their confidence in the criminal
justice system.
In cooperation with the National Conference of Christians and Jews and the
Pasadena, Calif., Police Department, the Fuller Graduate School of Psychology
sponsors a crime prevention/victim/asslstance project for citizens over 50 In the
city of Pasadena. The project involves the media, and awareness, neighborhood
watch; and victim/witness assistance teams. Senior citizens are used as volunteers in a variety of ways. The project has been acclaimed by the Governor of
California as a model program, and a number of neighboring jurisdictions have
successfully replicated it.
Law enforcement for the aged serves the elderly poor who live In rural parts
of Oklahoma. A toll-free number Is available for reporting crime to police.
Psychological guidance is provided to persons victimized by certain crimes and
legal assistance is secured for those victimized by fraudulent activities. The
project staff serves as a national clearinghouse for free distribution of a film
entitled "Full of Days, Riches and Honor," produced through the support of a
previous grant.
Criminal Victimization and the Elderly: A Community Response serves senior
residents of Hillsborough County, Fla., who have been victimized by serious
crimes. It attempts to reduce the effect of victimization through volunteer serviees offered by others In the victim's neighborhood. Community response to the
program, which served over 725 victims In one quarter, has been excellent. A
community resources/crime prevention booklet has also been made available at
no charge through the project.
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The National Coordination Project of the National Elderly Victimization Prevention and Assistance Program is a multi-purpose research and demonstration
program. It is sponsored by the National Council of Senior Citizens, with support
from four Federal agencies and the Ford Foundation. The Administration on
Aging and the Community Services Administration provide funds for seven
demonstration projects in six major cities. These are in their second year.
LEAA funds are used to support coordination and technical assistance for the
seven projects. The Department of Housing and Urban Development has joined
in supporting evaluation of the program.
A notable aspect of each of the projects described is the extensive use made
of the services of elderly persons in a variety of capacities. While research indicates that criminal victimization against the elderly is lower than that of other
age groups, elderly persons certainly experience greater material and emotional
hardships when victimized. LEAA remains committed to the support of efforts
which will reduce the impact of crime on the older citizens.
I trust this information will be useful to your hearings on "Older American's
in the Nation's Neighborhoods." The interest of the Special Committee on Aging
in the programs of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration is
appreciated.
Sincerely,
HENRY S. DOGIN.

Enclosure.

LEAA PROGRAMS rOR SENIOR CITIZENS

Crimes against the elderly are of major concern to the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. The unhappy circumstances in which many of the elderly
live out their lives are well documented. In the constellation of problems facing
senior citizens, crime and fear obviously loom large.
Any discussion of "numbers" can create a misleading impression. Statistics
seem cold and impersonal and a discussion of victimization rates may seem to be
an expression of callous disregard for the human element. But crime victims are
people. not numbers. No matter how large or small, victimization figures represent physical or mental anguish suffered by real people and the loss of property
which diminishes the quality of life for individuals.
LEAA is sensitive to the fact that the ultimate value of victimization statistics
is the opportunity they present to address the human needs they represent.
STATISTICAL INDICATORS

Despite what common sense and newspaper headlines seem to indicate, statistics show that the elderly are not more likely to be victimized by crime. In fact,
a substantial body of data indicates that the more than 20 million elderly
throughout the country are far less likely to be criminally victimized than are
young persons, whether by personal offenses or by crimes against household
property.

LEAA established and funds the National Crime Panel, which is a program
designed to develop information not otherwise available on the nature of crime
and its impact on society by means of victimization surveys of the general
population. The surveys are conducted for LEAA by the Bureau of the Census.
Within each locality surveyed, samplings are made of households and commercial establishments representative of the area, in order to elicit information
about experiences, if any, with certain crimes of violence and theft. Events that
were not reported to the police are included, as well as those that were.
These victimization surveys are supplying criminal justice officials and legislative bodies with new insights into crime and its victims. Among the information being produced by the surveys is data on types of victims and information
necessary to compute the relative risk of being victimized. The first results of
the National Crime Panel programs were made available in three reports during
1974. These were followed by additional reports in 1975, 1976. and 1977.
The victimization studies show that the highest rate of victimization occurs
in the young age groups, with each older group having progressively lower rates.
Persons 65 and over had the lowest rates of all. This was true for each of the
categories "crimes of theft." "crimes of violence." and "household crimes." Only
for the category "personal larceny with contact"-purse-snatching and pocketpicking-did older persons record rates at parity with those for all citizens within
the scope of the surveys.
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A summary of the pertinent data from the victimization survey follows:
CRIMES: VICTIMIZATION RATESFORTHEGENERAL AND ELDERLY
PERSONAL AND HOUSEHOLD
POPULATIONS, UNITED STATES, 1973
Type of crime

Personal crimes:
' violence
of
Crimes
Robbery -------------------------Robbery with injuryRobbery without injury
Assaultassault
Aggravated
Simple
assault
Crimes of theft
2
Personal larceny with contact
Personal larceny without contact -88

Household crimes:
Burglary -91
Household larceny Motor vehicle theft-

-----------------------

--------------------------------------------

Ratefar the
general population

Ratefor the
elderly population

1,000 poisons age
12and over

1,000 persons age
05 and over
8

32
7
25
10

2
4

15
91
3

2
1
3

5
3
3
2
22
19

1,000 households
headed by persons
age 12and over

1,000 households
headed by persons
age65 and over

107
1

55
47
5

separately.
' Includes data on rape, not shown
2 Includes purse-snatching and pcoket-picking.
NOTE: Detail may not add to total shown because of rounding.

The surveys show that the personal crime rates among senior citizens were six
or seven times lower than those for persons age 20 to 24. However, additional
survey findings on personal crimes have shown a distinct correspondence between
increased age and a greater chance of victimization at the hands of strangers.
In 82 percent of the surveyed crimes of violence against elderly persons, the offender was identified as a stranger, compared to 66 percent among victims in the
general population.
The survey data have led to some tentative conclusions about the physical
burden of crime. Although theye were victimized relatively less often by personal
crimes of violence during the surveyed period, about 12 percent of victimizations
involving crimes against persons age 65 or over resulted in hospitalization.
With respect to crimes against household property,'there is again clear evidence
of an association between increasing age and diminishing victimization. Among
households headed by persons aged 20 to 24, for example, burglary rates were more
than two times higher than those for households headed by the elderly. For
household larceny, the rate was about three times higher for the younger age
group.
These lower victimization rates in no way minimize the severity of crime's
effects upon older people. These statistics may cast a cold light on reality, but
they do not measure the misery of fear, the apprehension, and the terror, which
keeps many of the elderly in our cities virtual prisoners in their homes and apartments. More than one-half of the oldest persons surveyed indicated that they had
limited or changed their patterns of living in order to minimize their risk of
victimization.
Add to this the diminished activity and Increased Infirmity that may accompany aging, and there appears a group of people who are Infrequently In high-risk
crime situations. In the usual sense of the word, they may not be victimized, but
such fragile "safety" exacts a high price by restricting their freedom to go about
normal activities and lessening their peace of mind.
There is little question about the vulnerability of senior citizens-physical,
psychological, and financial. The theft of a television set to a younger person with
a relatively good income is certainly a misfortune: to an elderly person on a fixed
income and living alone. it can be a tragedy. Similarly, the fear of physical
violence is particularly debilitating to the elderly, and the theft of a social security check may deal a devastating blow to meager financial resources. LEAA
Is aware that for this group of people the needs are immediate and the response
must be prompt.
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THE LEAA

PROGRAM

Under the LEAA block grant program, the major portion of funds is distributed
to the States on a population formula basis. Each State, through a designated
State planning agency, distributes these funds in accordance with a comprehensive statewide plan for improvement of law enforcement and criminal justice.
The plan reflects the State's determination of its own needs and priorities.
LEAA neither approves nor disapproves grant applications for funds under
the jurisdiction of the State planning agencies.
When the LEAA program was extended 3 years in 1976, Congress took note
of the special needs of senior citizens. Each States's comprehensive plan must
provide for the development of programs and projects for the prevention of
crime against the elderly. The 1976 amendments also established an Office of
Community Anti-Crime Programs, with responsibility to disburse funds to
community and citizens groups to enable their participation in crime prevention
activities. Services to assist the elderly was specifically identified in the reports
accompanying the legislation as one area of appropriate focus under this program.
A small portion LEAA's appropration for action programs is retained by the
Agency for use as a discretionary fund. LEAA utilizes this money to assist
programs of national scope and to provide special impetus for innovative and
experimental programs. LEAA is supporting research and action projects which
we hope will help to diminish the impact of crime and fear of crime on older
people.
ACTION PROGRAMS TO ASSIST THE ELDERLY

Particular emphasis has been given to the problems of the elderly poor In public housing. In Syracuse, N.Y., for example, LEAA block grant funds have been
used for special security patrols and safety measures for elderly public housing
residents.
Plainfield, N.J., is equipping its senior citizens' housing complex with closedcircuit television equipment and resident security aides. Montgomery County,
Md., has initiated a project which will create a specially trained criminal justice
response team consisting of a police officer and social worker to assist elderly
crime victims.
In the St. Louis County, Mo., prosecuting attorney's office, an educational program is being launched to alert and advise the public, especally those in high
school and the elderly, how to protect themselves from criminal consumer fraud.
A senior citizen escort service and an emergency telephone response system for
elderly residents of the Crown Heights section of Brooklyn, N.Y., is underway.
Other programs for the elderly are underway in South Bend. Ind.; Trenton, N.J.;
Cleveland, Ohio; and Portland, Oreg.
LEAA has also joined with HEW's Administration on the Aging in supporting
a $211,000 program to aid Kansas City's elderly crime victims. Kansas City
found that its elderly citizens were being particiularly victimized by burglaries.
This project includes public education programs on ways to reduce crime, targethardening efforts-better locks, and so forth-and involvement of social service
agencies with the criminal justice system to provide better service to older citizens. This project is emphasizing citizen and community involvement to help
reduce crime against the elderly. Citizens are participating in the planning of
priorities and activities, as well as being part of the decisionmaking process.
The Pennsylvania Governor's Justice Commission, the State planning agency,
recently awarded $150,000 in block grant funds for a program designed to reduce
crime against the elderly, as well as fear of crime, in west Philadelphia. The
Police Department of Philadelphia and the Citizens Crime Commission are joining in the project, which will increase special police patrols, develop a media
campaign to focus attention on crime prevention for the elderly, and help reduce
losses from stolen social security checks or cash. If successful, the program will be
broadened to protect the more than 230,000 persons over age 65 living in
Philadelphia.
As part of a major LEAA program designed to promote better treatment for
crime victims, witnesses, and jurors, the eastern Oklahoma Development District, which includes 49 incorporated communities, has begun a program which
will compile statistics on crimes against the elderly and their special needs.
Crime prevention programs geared to the age group will be created and law
enforcement officers will be trained in special techniques for responding to
elderly crime victims. Problems which confront older citizens when they are
called upon to be witnesses or jurors will be identified and eased.
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The National Council of Senior Citizens has launched a nationally coordinated
program designed to reduce crime committed against senior citizens and to assist
elderly crime victims. Called the program on criminal justice and the elderly,
both LEAA and the Department of Housing and Urban Development are contributing $200,000 to the effort. The program assists, coordinates, and evaluates
seven projects in six cities: New York (2 projects), Los Angeles, Chicago, New
Orleans, Milwaukee, and Washington, D.C. All the projects have similar objectives but each has a local sponsor and are planning approaches unique to the
city and neighborhoods served.
Another LEAA program which has direct implications for the elderly is the
National District Attorneys' Association's Economic Crime Project. The targets
of this $3.5 million effort are the fraudulent schemes--auto repair home improvements, land swindles-that bilk millions of dollars from unsuspecting citizens, many of them in the older age bracket. Forty-four district attorneys' offices
throughout the country are affiliated with the project, reaching approximately
20 percent of the population of the United States.
RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRATION

LEAA's research center, the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, is moving creatively on several fronts to bring some measure of
relief to the elderly. Several devices developed under Institute research could
mean new freedom and security for older people. The Institute has developed a
reliable low-cost burglar alarm for homes and apartments. Current estimates
indicate that the alarm device could be marketed at a lower cost than current
systems, thus putting it within reach of people on fixed incomes.
Mlany crimes are crimes of opportunity, encouraged by the ready accessibility
of doors and windows that can be opened fairly easily. Through Institute-sponsored tests, standards have now been developed for doors and windows which,
if incorporated into State building codes, could make them far more resistant
to illegal entry.
CRIME PREVENTION THROUGH ENVIRONMENTAL

DESIGN

In many communities, the environment is custom-made for crime. Streets are
poorly lit and deserted. Bus and subway stops offer natural lurking places for the
criminal. People are afraid to venture out-especially the elderly-or they move
about in fear and suspicion. Little by little, the sense of community which once
existed in our cities and neighborhoods crumbles.
Several years ago, the National Institute sponsored a landmark research study
of public housing units in New York City by planner-architect Oscar Newman.
Newman tested the effects of changes in the physical environment on crime and
fear. The results were dramatic. Comparisons were made in two housing projects identical in population density and social characteristics. The only difference was physical design-one was principally high-rise; the other a group of
small, walk-up buildings. The difference in crime rates was amazing: The highrise building had 65 percent more crime.
High-rise buildings studied were unwatched and unwatchable. Hallways, elevators, and lobbies were accessible to everyone, watched by no one, and feared
by all. In the walk-up building, where a few families shared a common hallway
or entry, the residents knew each other and more actively observed what was
going on in and around their building.

Other housing units were redesigned, and the results were the same. Altering
the phsyical design of the buildings encouraged residents to look out for their
families and neighbors. For the elderly, this protective approach, called crime
prevention through environmental design, can help restore confidence and peace
of mind.
Environmental design projects particularly aimed at the elderly are underway
in Portland, Oreg., and Minneapolis, Minn. Residents are encouraged to carry a
minimum of cash. Low-cost transportation, improved bus shelters, and telephones
for summoning emergency aid are being utilized. Special financial services for low
income elderly people are being implemented by local banks. It is hoped that the
programs will reduce incentives for purse snatching and street robbery where
elderly persons have been particularly victimized.
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COMPENSATION,

RESTITUTION, AND OTHER AID TO VICTIMS OF CRIME

Certainly prevention of crime before it occurs must remain the first priority of
law enforcement officials. However, the criminal justice system must also be
responsive to the needs of persons who have been victimized. The problems of
victims of crime must be regarded with at least the same concern as is given the
human and civil rights of criminals and those accused of crime.
The LEAA program is designed to promote adoption of innovative operational
programs. Thus, the Agency does not provide funds to make direct compensation
to victims of crime. The effects of direct compensation programs have been
studied, however, and support is being provided to other efforts to assist victims..
The LEAA victim/witness program supports the provision of assistance to
victims of and witnesses to crime so that these persons will not only be given
relevant and sensitive attention, but will be motivated to cooperate more readily
with personnel in the criminal justice system. If victims and witnesses receive
sensitive and concerned treatment, they will respond by being less apathetic and
more willing to report criminal incidents to appropriate authorities. Increased
crime rates seen in recent years are due, in part, to increased reporting of crime
and better information collecting methods. Many citizens have renewed faith in
the fact that they can be helped by the criminal justice system.
A key feature of LEAA's program is the establishment of victim and witness
centers. Victim centers are often located within police departments. There,
specially trained officers concentrate on the alleged offenses and try to relate
to the victims to provide the direct assistance needed. Centers are often geared
to meet the needs of special classes of victims, such as rape victims or elderly
persons.
Witness centers are usually established in a court. Here the witness is able
to receive orientation as to what will be expected of him or her in court. The
centers provide a climate supportive of the witness. Services may include transportation, child care services, scheduling notification, and any necessary protection.
A recent study by the Center for Criminal Justice and Social Policy at Marquette University examined the needs and problems of citizens in their roles as
victims and witnesses, both in relation to the criminal act and citizen participation In the criminal justice system. The study found that victims frequently
incur a number of financial costs not reimbursed by insurance. The average
nonreimbursed medical costs for 300 victims experiencing physical injury was
about $200. The average noninsured costs for property replacement and repairs
was $373 as a result of the crime incident.
While nearly two-thirds of victims are likely to have some insurance protection, one-third, largely in the lower income population, do not. These are the
persons commonly victimized by violent crime.
Another Marquette study for LEAA analyzed the different and proposed operational programs for crime victim compensation. The study indicated that victim
compensation programs could be effective, particularly in reducing the Impact
of crime on lower income persons.
Many state victim compensation programs have an indemnification feature,
where convicted offenders pay fines used for compensation payments to victims.
All offenders pay into one general fund. Recently, the concept of restitution has
received a great deal of attention as an alternat method of compenstating victims.
Where the offender contributes aesh or services to a victim, the offense becomes
more closely linked with the sanction.
Restitution can take the form of repayment for damages or losses directly to
the victim by the offender or it can be in the form of work or services to the
community. LEAA is interested In this concept and Is supporting a program to
help fund and evaluate projects In several States. The potential benefits of restitution programs for elderly crime victims is obvious. While restitution cannot
alleviate the pain of crime, its application can surely help lessen the burden for
those upon whom crime impacts most severely.
SENIOR CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT IN ANTI-CRIME PROGRAMS

In addition to the numerous efforts supported by LEAA to directly reduce crime

and fear of crime experienced by the elderly, the Agency is supporting activities

which seek to involve senior citizens as participants in anti-crime programs. One
example is the San Diego Police Department's Crime Analysis Unit, which has
been using the services of 13 senior citizens since August 1977.
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Four couples and five single retirees translate raw data from crime reports
into coded messages and feed them into a computer file used by police to help
solve serious crimes through faster suspect identification. The integrated criminal
apprehension program (ICAP) augments police ability to deploy patrol forces.
The key is rapid access to information about crime and criminals. During one
5-week period, the senior citizens coded more than 700 robbery cases.
The program frees police for police work, while providing a part-time job for
the workers. These senior citizens play an important role in deciding likely
suspects in violent crime. It is but one example where the services of elderly
persons are being utilized to help reduce crime.
In Cottage Grove, Oreg., a small group of older people visit the homes of other
elderly persons and provide tips on household security. The volunteers learned
that many senior citizens had problems dealing with certain public service agencies and they now help handle such situations.
In'Sun City, Ariz., retirees are active in Neighborhood Watch, a self-help community crime prevention program supported by LEAA. It encourages neighbors
to look out for each others' property and guard against burglary. The group also
assists police with traffic control at community, civic, and athletic functions.
In Maricopa County, Ariz., retired engineers designed and built a collapsible
leg restraint for use by police officers transporting prisoners. They developed the
device in a laboratory they built in the department's crime resistance bureau.
Police in the 101st Precinct in Queens, N.Y., call on elderly and disabled persons
to back up various positions held by civilian employees. For example, older
persons monitor police radio, take messages, and handle telephone calls.
While the Nation's elderly have special needs which must be effectively addressed by the law enforcement and criminal justice community, they can also
make a significant contribution. The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration
plans to continue to encourage projects aimed at senior citizens.
ITEM 2. LETTER AND ENCLOSURES FROm DOUGLAS P. WHEELER, EXECUTIVE VICE

PRESIDENT, NATIONAL TRUST FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION, TO SENATOR FRANK
CHURCH, DATED DECEMBER 29, 1978

DEAR AIR. CHAIRMAN: The National Trust for Historic Preservation in the
United States is pleased to submit these comments concerning the effect of revitalization of neighborhoods on older persons.
As you undoubtedly are aware, the National Trust is a charitable, educational,
and nonprofit corporation chartered by act of Congress in 1949 (16 U.S.C. Section 468 et seq.) to further the historic preservation policy of the United States
and to facilitate public participation in the preservation of sites, buildings, and
objects significant in American history and culture. Accordingly, the National
Trust is committted to the conservation and revitalization of our Nation's neighborhoods through means which are sensitive to the circumstances of older
residents.

Through the National Trust's involvement with its over 2,000-member and
other private preservation-related organizations we have recognized that, in
varying degrees, private revitalization of urban areas is underway in virtually
every major city in the United States. The current unprecedented demand for
housing in older urban neighborhoods has been caused by the major population
phenomenon of the "baby boom" generation (peak birth years 1947-57) reaching
home buying age and flooding the housing market. We believe that. in most respects, revitalization of center city housing and a reversal of the flight to the
suburbs are beneficial movements. These trends give irse to new hope that our
cities will regain preeminence as the cultural and economic centers of American
life. The challenge to preservationists, neighborhood advocates, and government officials is to utilize this unique opportunity to revitalize our cities while
cushioning the impact this activity will have on low- and moderate-income people
and the elderly, who, in many instances, are similarly affected.
Initially, most of the revitalization of cities centered in historic districts or
historic areas not yet designated historic districts. Several interrelated reasons
accounted for this. Action by preservationists in historic districts often eliminated blighting influences such as threat of highways or urban renewal, inappropriate zoning, negative public image, and poor municipal services. In
addition, preservation itself became a major component in the revitalization
movement as conservation techniques such as historic designation and historic
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district zoning to preserve and improve neighborhoods were adopted and utilized.
residents
Overall, our experience has demonstrated that both new and long-termfuture
for
have recognized that historic preservation helps insure a positive
their neighborhoods. It must be realized, however, that the successful revitalization of urban historic districts was as much a manifestation of increasing housing
demand as it was the result of the historic status of those areas. As evidence
of this, historic designation has often followed other private revitalization
activity rather than preceded it.
Because it is uncertain how many elderly persons live in historic districts. the
specific effect of neighborhood revitalization on older residents is difficult to
evaluate. It is obvious, however, that potential negative effects include higher
taxes as assessments rise, real estate speculation, and high rates of property
turnover. Those who rent are typically more severely affected as property
values increase.
Yet, revitalization can benefit older residents in significant ways. Specifically,
revitalization can mean improved property values for elderly homeownersof whose
alterhomes are often their principal assets. In this regard, the development
native mortgage instruments such as the reverse annuity mortgage may allow
older homeowners to capitalize upon the increasing value of their homes. Other
benefits of revitalization include improved municipal services, reduced crime,
and a corresponding willingness of many elderly people to end a self-imposed
isolation which is one of the products of unstable neighborhoods.
of
In order to mitigate the displacement problem, we suggest that a strategy be
possible
as
neighborhoods
many
as
among
demand
housing
the
dispersing
adopted, seeking steady, carefully paced revitalization activity. This strategy
should reduce the incidence of speculation and displacement that result when
excessive demand is focused on just one or two areas of a city. By spreading
out housing demand, such demand can be better accommodated through vacancies and normal market turnover, thus avoiding skyrocketing prices. Programs
about
such as that of Boston's Parkman Center to inform potential homeowners
effect
overlooked neighborhoods should be replicated elsewhere. Additionally, to recogthe dispersement of housing demand, more neighborhoods should be given
nition and protection on local, State, and national registers. In this regard, the
plan of the Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service of the Department
of the Interior to include "Neighborhoods" as a category eligible for listing in
the National Register of Historic Places should be implemented.
Further, it is essential that government programs be employed to provide
housing assistance to low- and moderate-income residents, including the elderly,
in revitalizing neighborhoods. Programs such as Neighborhood Housing Services and the Department of Housing and Urban Development's Neighborhood
Strategy Areas should be utilized to help both homeowners and renters. New
approaches specifically directed to the elderly should be explored, such as Detroit's
Maintenance Central for Seniors. In this program HUD Community Development
Block Grant funds and the Department of Health, Education and Welfare Older
American funds are used to provide free home maintenance and repair services to persons age 60 and older.
If government housing resources are efficiently and creatively employed, then
low- and moderate-income persons, including older persons, could receive public
assistance to improve their housing while other homes in neighborhoods are
restored through private means. Such public programs could thus supplement and
support existing private neighborhood revitalization activity.
Through a combination of private investment and public incentives, innovative
projects involving adaptive reuse of older, often historic buildings, as described in
an article entitled "When a Factory Is a Home" in the October-December 1978
issue of the National Trust's magazine Historical Preservation (enclosed,) are
providing housing for older people on fixed incomes. Formerly unused hotels,
factories, schools, and other buildings have been converted to multi-unit housing.
The older residents are able to remain in their neighborhoods with a newfound
feeling of personal safety and dignity.
We believe local governments must mitigate the hardships that property taxes
may impose on elderly homeowners when revitalization occurs. The National
Trust has compiled an annotated list of property tax statutes that offer relief
for historic properties. The committee may wish to use this enclosed list to identify laws that deserve further study.
We believe that the private nonprofit sector can play a vigorous role in devel.
oping and implementing effective housing and neighborhood conservation strat-
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egies. To get out the word about neighborhood conservation techniques,
National Trust, supported by a grant by the National Endowment for the the
Arts,
has embarked on a program to provide basic, practical information to nonprofit
citizen organizations. Our new neighborhood office now publishes a bimonthly
newsletter, Conserve Neighborhoods, which we have enclosed. Conserve
Neighborhoods, sent to more than 2,000 neighborhood groups focuses specifically
on the
needs of citizen organizations, identifying available public and private resources,
describing useful conservation techniques and providing ideas for neighborhood
projects. The first issue included a supplement, "Bibliography for Neighborhood
Leaders," citing books and pamphlets on such topics as public relations,
fund
raising, and zoning.
Recently the National Trust awarded two national preservation revolving
fund loans to support local programs that assist low- and moderate-income
ilies while accomplishing preservation objectives. A loan to Neighborhood famHousing Services, Inc., in Anacostia, a black, working-class neighborhood in Washington, D.C., will expand its program to provide low interest home improvement
loans. Savannah Landmark Rehabilitation Project, Inc., will use its National
Trust loan to purchase houses in the Victorian District and plans to take
tage of several HUD housing programs to refurbish and rent these houses advanto lowincome residents.
Other National Trust programs are supporting neighborhood conservation. For
example, a consultant service grant provided funds for a study of displacement
in the Fox Pointe neighborhood of Providence, R.I. The cosponsored
conference
grant program has supported several neighborhood conferences, including
a
recent neighborhood revitalization conference in Houston.
The National Trust, speaking for preservationists in the private sector, shares
with the Congress a commitment to the goal of neighborhood revitalization which
benefits older residents. We appreciate this opportunity to express our views
on this subject. If the National Trust can be of any further assistance, please
call on us.
Very truly yours,
DOUGLAS P. WHEELER.
Enclosures.
STATE AND LOCAL HISTORIC PRESERVATION TAX STATUS
A number of States and municipalities now offer relief for privately owned
historically or architecturally significant properties from real property or income
taxation, in addition to the more traditional property tax exemption granted historic properties owned by nonprofit organizations such
societies.
These measures encompass relief ranging from complete asorhistorical
exemption
from property taxes to States income tax deductions similar partial
to those found in
section 2124 of the Federal Tax Reform Act of 1976.
PROPERTY TAX RELIEF

1. Ezremption From Property Tama

A. States
Alaska Statutes section 29.53.025(b) (2) (c) (Supplement 1977)
that
municipalities may, by ordinance ratified by popular vote, totallyprovides
or partially
exempt residential property from real property taxes. The exemption
may not
exceed $10,000 for any one residence, and may benefit historic sites, buildings
and monuments.
New York General Municipal Law section 96-a, which authorizes the creation
of local landmark and historic district commissions, and the resignation
of
significant structures. provides that any controls imposed under these local
ordinances that constitute a taking of private property must be offset by due
compensation, which may include the limitation or remission of taxes.
Puerto Rico Laws Annotated, title 13, section 551 (1969)
a complete
exemption from property tax for up to 10 years for structuresoffers
that have been
completely improved or restored and are located in the San Juan
historic district. Partial restoration, which includes restoration of the facade, vestibule
and
main staircase, earns a 5-year exemption.
Texas Revised Civil Statutes article 7150(i) (1977), enacted pursuant to a
1977 amendment to the State constitution, authorizes municipalities to exempt
from property tax all or part of a historic structure, and the land necessary for
its access and use, if the structure is: (a) designated as a Recorded Texas His-
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governing
torical Landmark by the Texas Historical Commission and by the site
under
body of the taxing unit; or, (b) designated as a historically significant
an ordinance adopted by the governing body of the taxing unit and is in need of
tax relief to encourage its preservation.
B. Municipa1Xties
Oyster Bay, New York landmark preservation ordinance, section 23-9 provides
sites, or
that properties designated by the town board as landmarks, landmark
the general
as within a local historic district are eligible for reimbursement ofand
the hightown tax; the building, zoning and Memorial Day assistance tax;
way tax.
board
New York City Code chapter 8A, section 207-8.0(b)-(e) authorizes the
Commnisof estimate, upon the recommendation of the Landmarks Preservation
of property taxes
sion, to grant designated property a full or partial exemption
would other.return"
of
rate
"reasonable
a
earn
to
failure
property's
the
when
property.
the
on
structure
a
demolish
to
permission
granting
require
wise
II. Credit Against Property Tax
authorizes
Maryland Annotated Code article 81,section 12G (Supplement 1977)
tax up to 10 percent
each county to allow as a credit against local real property in
designated
of owners' maintenance and restoration costs on properties tolocally
5 percent of the
historic districts. The law also authorizes a tax credit of up
compatible
expenses incurred in constructing buildings that are architecturally
with the district in which they are located. Both credits may be spread over up
to a 5-year period.
as a credit
New Mexico Statutes Annotated sections 4-27-4 to 4-37-18 recognizerestoring
or
of
cost
the
taxes
property
real
school
and
county,
city,
local
against
historic
maintaining historic buildings that are listing on the State register of
educaplaces with the written consent of the owner and that are available for
by a State
tional purposes. Continued allowance of the credit rests upon approval
Expenses
review board of all restoration, preservation and maintenanceupplans.
to 10 years.
incurred in 1 year may be carried forward for tax purposes for
III. Abatement of Property Tax
A. States
Arizona Revised Statutes section 42-139 (Supplement 1977) authorizes, under
of property, the
a schedule of different assessment rates for separate classesvalue
for a 15-year
assessment of historic property at 8 percent of its actual cash
on the
renewable term. To qualify for this special rate, property must be listed
a year and
National Register, be available for public visitation at least 12 daysState
Parks
must be maintained in accordance with standards of the Arizona
profitmaking purBoard. The owner must also agree not to use the property for to
offset the buildposes, nor to charge an admission fee greater than is necessary
the owner to
ing's maintenance or restoration expenses. Disqualification subjectsthe
property's
a tax penalty of either half the reduction in taxes obtained or half
fair market value, whichever is less.
Connecticut General Statutes Annotated section 12-127a authorizes municipalarchiities to abate, in whole or in part, real property taxes on historically or
tecturally significant structures if "the current level of taxation is a material
factor which threatens the continued existence of the structure." The determinaprestion of significance is to be made by the municipality or by a local private
taxes
abated
All
municipality.
the
by
selected
group
architectural
or
ervation
remust be repaid by the owner if the structure subsequently is demolished or
reis
Legislature
Connecticut
The
significance.
its
loses
thereby
and
modeled
quired to reimburse municipalities for property tax revenues lost on account of
this abatement.
North Carolina General Statutes section 10.r-278 provides that property designated as "historic" under local ordinances shall be taxed on the basis of 50 percent of the property's value upon annual application of the owner. Disqualification
of designafor this benefit, such as by an incompatible alteration that causes losspay
back all
tion, but not by change of ownership or use, requires the owner to
taxes saved for the prior 3 years plus interest accumulated.
Oregon Revised Statutes sections 358.475 to 'l58.565 allow owners of properties
to
listed on the National Register and open to the public at least once a year
the true cash
receive a freeze on their assessment for 15 consecutive years at
value of the property at the time of initial application. Eligible property owners
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must agree to maintain their properties according to standards of the State historic preservation officer. Loss of this special assessment triggers the recapture of
all tax savings plus a penalty of 15 percent of those savings. No applications for
special assessment may be made after December 31, 1979.
B. Municipalities
Austin, Teras City Code sections 32-49 to 32-55, enacted in 1978 pursuant to an
amendment to the State constitution, offer a partial abatement from ad valorem
taxation for all structures designated historic landmarks under the city's historic
zoning ordinance. Qualifying properties used exclusively as residences or owned
by nonprofit organizations shall, upon annual application of their owners, be
granted exemptions for 100 percent of the assessed value of their structures and
for 50 percent of the assessed value of the portion of the surrounding land found
reasonably necessary for the structure's access and use. All other qualifying properties shall be granted exemptions for 50 percent of their structure's assessed
values and for 25 percent of the surrounding land's assessed value. If the historic
property is rezoned by the city, the owner is liable for all taxes saved during the
prior 3 years.
C
Code
of Brookhaven, New York section 85-63R authorizes taxpayers whose
property is situated within a locally designated district or within 500 feet of the
district to receive a limitation or remission of their property taxes in an amount
calculated to compensate them for any added costs in maintaining their property in accordance with the standards of the historic district.
Petersburg, Virginia Historic Zoning Regulations, section 4 provides that the
city board of equalization may, upon the recommendation of the board of historic review, grant a reduction in the assessment of the designated landmark
structures. To qualify for this benefit, the owners of such structures must
agree, by written contract, to maintain the structures in good condition.
IV. Assessment Based Upon Actual Use
California General Government Code sections 50280-50289; California Revenue and Tax Code sections 439-439.4 and California Public Resources Code
sections 5031-5033 were amended in 1977 pursuant to article XIII, section 8 of
the State constitution and provide that owners of qualifying historic properties may have their assessments based upon their properties' current uses
rather than their highest and best uses. A capitalization of income method is
used for this valuation. To qualify, properties must be listed either on the National Register, the State historic properties register, or on a city or county
register. In addition, the property owners must enter into 20-year renewable
contracts with their city or county governments. These contracts typically require the properties to be preserved and maintained, restrict their use and require their "visual accessibility" to the public.
District of Columbia Code Annotated sections 47-652 to 47-654 specify that
eligible historic property shall be assessed at its current use value if that value
is lower than its fair market value. To qualify for this benefit, the property
must be designated by the Joint Committee on Landmarks of the National
Capital Planning Commission, and the owner must sign a 20-year covenant
guaranteeing the property's maintenance and preservation. Failure to abide
by this covenant causes the imposition of a sizable tax penalty and recovery
of the tax savings.
Louisiana Act 572 of 1977 grants an actual use assessment to properties 50
years or older that have been designated as landmarks by State or local jurisdictions and whose owners have signed agreements imposing maintenance
and use restrictions on the properties. These agreements, which are renewable
every 4 years, require owners at a minimum to forego all commercial uses of
the properties and to devote them to their traditional uses or use as museums.
The owners must guarantee the properties' architectural character for at least
10 years, and may be required to undertake restoration or rehabilitation. Violations of these agreements will trigger the recovery of property taxes saved
during the prior 4 years.
Nevada Revised Statutes sections 361A.170 to 361A.280 provide that open space
property shall be assessed at 35 percent of its full cash value for open-space
use. For the purposes of this statute, real property used for open space purposes
Includes lands upon which are situated designated historic sites.
Oregon Revised Statutes sections 308.740-308.790 authorize the assessment
of open space land at its actual use value in order to reduce economic pressure
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and present the forced conversion of such land to more intensive uses. "Open
space" is defined as any land area whose maintenance in its present condition
and use will preserve historic sites.
Virginia Code Annotated sections 58-769.4 to 58-769.16 provide that certain
qualifying land shall be assessed as open space in order to counter economic
market pressures that might otherwise force its more intensive development.
"Real estate devoted to open-space use" is defined to include land used for historical purposes under uniform standards prescribed by the Director of the
Commission of Outdoor Recreation.
Washington Revised Code Annotated sections 84.34.010 to 84.34.921 authorize
procedures for the separate assessment for property tax purposes of open-space
land, which for this purpose is defined to include any land whose preservation
in its present use would preserve historic sites.
V. Deferral of Increase in Assessment Due to Rehabilitation
District of Columbia Code section 47-651 authorizes the District of Columbia
to defer for up to 5 years any increase in the assessed value of a designated
historic property resulting from rehabilitation or new construction. The District government has not implemented this provision.
Maryland Code Annotated article 81 authorizes Allegheny County (see section
9C (b) (4) of article 81) and Washington County (see section 9C (u) of article 81)
to exempt by ordinance structures within locally designated historic districts
from increases in their assessments caused by structural improvements. The
exemption declines over a 5-year period from a 100 percent exemption the first
year to a 40 percent exemption the fifth year. Thereafter, all improvements made
during that 5-year period are added to the assessed valuation. Neither county has
adopted this legislation.
VI. Assessments To Reflect Encumbrances on Property
A. A number of States that have enacted statutes validating facade and scenic
easements for historic preservation purposes have mandated, at the same time,
that property tax assessors must take into account the effect of easements in
determining property assessments. These States are the following:
Colorado Revised Statutes Annotated section 38-30.5-109 (Supplement 1976).
Connecticut General Statutes Annotated section 7-131b (open space easements only-owner entitled to revaluation).
Georgia Facade and Conservation Easements Act of 1976, Public Law No.
1280, 1 Statutes 1181 (1976) (owner entitled to revaluation).
Illinois Municipal Code section 11-48.2-6 (easements acquired by governmental bodies only).
Oregon Revised Statutes section 271.710 to 271.750 (1967).
Virginia Code Annotated section 10-155 (1974).
B. State statutes requiring the property tax assessor to consider, for the purposes of tax assessments, the effect of designations by State or local historic
preservation commissions or the effect of recorded preservation restrictions on
such designated properties, are the following:
North CarolinaGeneral Statutes section 160A-399.5(6) (1976).
South Dakota Compiled Laws Annotated section 1-19B-25.
VirginiaCode Annotated sections 10-139, 10-140 and 10-142.
West VirginiaCode sections 8-26A-1 to 8-26A-5.
C. Colorado Revised Statutes Annotated section 39-1-104(5) forbids local tax
assessors from increasing the assessed valuation of property on the basis of its
inclusion in the State register of historic places.
INCOME TAX RELIEF

Maryland Annotated Code article 81, section 281A (Supplement 1977) enacts
for the purposes of State income taxes the tax incentives for historic preservation
passed by Congress in section 2124 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976.
Puerto Rico Laws Annotated title 13, section 3022(26) (Supplement 1974) exempts from gross income for income tax purposes all rental income from the lease
of buildings in the historic zone of San Juan and in any other historic zone
established by the Institute of Puerto Rican Culture.
Many State statutes now offer tax relief for activities and in instances that
implicitly, rather than explicitly, benefit historic structures. Listed below are a
sampling of these statutes.
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PROPERTY TAX RELIEF FOR REHARILITATION OR RENOVATION

A. States
Colorado Revised Statutes section 39-5-105 States that any rehabilitation or
modernization commenced on or after July 1, 1976 to a residential structure of
3 units or less and more than 30 years old shall not be taken into account in
determining the assessment of the structure for the 5 tax years immediately
following completion of the work. Rehabilitation and modernization, for the purposes of this statute, do not include room additions; the conversion of patios,
porches, or garages into living areas; the addition of outbuildings; or a change
in the structure's use.
Illinois Revised Statutes chapter 120, section 500.23-3, known as the Illinois
Homestead Improvement Act, offers a tax exemption for private home improvements, limited to $15,000 in actual value, occurring in counties of 1 million or
more in population (Cook County only). The exemption is limited to properties
owned and used exclusively for residential purposes, and requires a showing that
the increase in assessed value for which the exemption is claimed is attributable
solely to the structural improvements. The exemption may be spread over a 4-year
period for tax purposes.
Rhode Island Lawes of 1966, chapter 15 authorizes the providence tax assessor
to abate, for a period of 5 years, any increase in tax assessment resulting from
alterations and improvements to existing dwellings that are used exclusively for
residential purposes. Alterations and improvements must be completed within 2
years of their commencement. For structures not used exclusively for residential
purposes, the increased assessment is apportioned and the abatement benefits only
that part used for residential purposes. This statute, which as enacted applied to
alterations and improvements commenced between June 1, 1966 and June 1, 1968,
has7been extended several times and is still in effect.
Virginia Code Annotated sections 58-759.1 and 58-759.2 provide that rehabilitated residential structures of 30 years in age or older, and rehabilitated
commercial or industrial structures of 45 years in age or older, shall be separate,
:special classifications for determining applicable property tax rates. These classifications shall be in effect for 10 years following the start of rehabilitation work
on these structures. Residential structures shall be deemed "rehabilitated" only
if that portion of the structure 30 years old or older has been improved to an
-extent increasing its appraised value by at least $5,000. Commercial or industrial
structures shall be deemed "rehabilitated" only if that portion of the original
structure 45 years old or older has been improved to an extent increasing its
appraised value by at least $25,000 or more.
B. Munlicipalitie8

Utica, N.ewa York Code section 4.340 grants the planning board the right to
permit tax relief not to exceed 20 percent of the assessed value of improvements
to a building or structure that is undergoing renovation, remodeling, rehabilitation, or new construction.
INHERITANCE TAX RELIEF
Mlaryla~nd House Bill 275, passed by the 1978 session of the Maryland General
Assembly, provides that land used for farming purposes at least 5 years preceding, and 5 years following, the owner's death shall be taxed for inheritance tax
purposes at its current use value, rather than at its fair market value.
Prepared by Gregory E. Andrews, attorney, Office of Real Estate and Legal
Services, National Trust for Historic Preservation.
[From Historic Preservation, October-December 197S]
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(By Margaret Opsata)
Ever since Mildred Aird's purse was snatched and her car was vandalized
several years ago, the spry 73-year-old has placed a high premium on her
security. A long-time resident of Wilmington, Del., she refused to move away
from the center city area she calls home-"I'm just emotional and sentimental
about this town," she says. Instead, she abandoned her dream of retiring at the
usual age and continued working full time to afford the rent on an apartment
where she feels relatively safe. "I'm a nurse," she explains, "and nursing is
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strenuous at my age. Being on my feet for 7 hours at a stretch took all my pep,
but I couldn't see any other choice." She tried not to think about what might
happen if she became unable to work.
Then, 3 months ago, her future suddenly brightened. She was able to retire,
to stay in her beloved neighborhood and to continue feeling secure in her surroundings. She gave up nothing except financial worries. What made all this
possible? Mildred Aird became a resident of Brandywine House-a 19th-century
building that was recently renovated to house the elderly in Wilmington's inner
city.
She makes one low monthly payment of $195 and receives three meals a day,
a private room in the house, a semiprivate bath and full use of the communal
areas (living room, dining room, sitting room, kitchen and laundry). Her rent
includes all utilities and services of a part-time cook/housekeeper. Although
Mildred Aird is not particularly concerned with the broader ramifications,
preservationists and city planners are impressed that the rent paid by the nine
residents of the house also provides for debt reduction on the Federal loan that
made the project possible.
Because it is self-sufficient, Brandywine House is an especially interesting
example of a new dimension in preservation: adoptive use rehabilitation in
urban areas to provide housing for older people on fixed incomes. Around the
country a growing number of projects are creating living units for the elderly
from outmoded houses, hotels, factories, commercial properties, schools, convents, and even a prison.
Four years ago Brandywine House was a vacant, badly vandalized double
house, built about 1892, that had deteriorated to an eyesore. It is located in
Brandywine Village, which was founded in 1637 and is listed in the National
Register of Historic Places. In 1974 the Junior League of Wilmington undertook
a study of community problems in the neighborhood and found that there was
no housing for older people of modest means capable of independent living if
they had support services. The junior league bought the abandoned property for
$20,500 and deeded it to the Wilmington Senior Center, a nonprofit United Way
agency. In turn, the senior center applied for renovation funding through the
city, under the community development block-grant program established by the
Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, and received an interest-free,
35-year loan of $41,000. Design services for the renovation work were provided
by Group Four, Inc., with Peter C. Anderson as the project architect. Neil H.
Davis of Acorn Construction, Ltd., was the renovation contractor. The junior
league and a local church made grants to furnish and decorate the communal
living areas. Residents are responsible for furnishing their owvn rooms. The
senior center handles the minimum administrative details of the house as part
of its community commitment. Brandywine House opened at the end of April
1978.
When a facility like Brandywine House does not exist, the fixed-income
elderly face bleak housing options: coping with house ownership. subsisting in
a cheap apartment, accepting public housing, moving in with relatives, or prematurely entering a nursing home.
At today's market prices an older person with limited resources simply cannot
afford to buy a house. For those who purchased houses when they were younger.
daily life becomes lonely and increasingly difficult. Too often, such property is
situated in once-prosperous areas that are deteriorating. There can be constant
fear of muggers, vandals, robbers, and cruel pranksters. At the same time. there
are never-ending financial worries about rising taxes, unexpected assessments.
and mounting repair bills. As the vears pass. the older homeowner becomes less
physically able to meet the responsibilities of owniership-shoveling snow, mowing the lawn. nainting and other maintenance chores.
Relatively low-priced apartments can be rented in virtually every metropolitan
area, but the majority are drab and poorly maintained. The building owners
are often unconcerned about making repairs or improvements, and the units
almost certainly were not designed with the needs of the elderly in mind. Stairs
are likely to be dangerously steep. hallways badly lighted. security almost nonexistent. Even so. the rent payment may take a large chunk out of a monthly
pension check. leaving very little for food and other necessities. Ellderly tenants
become increasingly isolated because their budgets limit their reasons for leav-

ing the apartment and because their fear of crime is so great. "People pick on
our age." Mildred Aird says. "I thought when you had gray hair, they'd be real
kind and gentle, but they just go after you."
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Today 22 million Americans are over the age of 65; the number will pass 40
million by the year 2000-and those who are concerned about housing for this
rising population are alarmed. In Growing Old in the Country of the Young
(MlcGraw-Hill Book Company, 1974), Senator Charles H. Percy (R-Ill.) cites
some disturbing facts: Nearly 90 percent of older Americans are capable of
independent living, but only 3 million housing units designed for the elderly
have been built, even counting all the houses in Sun Belt retirement communities. As a result, one-third of all older Americans are living in substandard
conditions. In some urban areas as many as So percent of those over 65 are
trapped in inadequate housing.
Those who are over 65 today were young adults during the 1930's. Most of
them take pride in having survived that difficult time without accepting handouts or charity. Being moved into public housing makes such an older person
feel humiliated and defeated, bringing back haunting memories from the depression years of "the dole" and "the poorhouse." In addition; they are usually
forced to leave familiar neighborhoods and friends to become strangers among
other strangers. Loneliness and the sense of isolation increase, and the fear of
crime remains very high.
Living with relatives-another housing alternative--creates more problems
than it resolves. The arrangement puts a strain on family relationships because
both the older person and the younger ones are forced to give us a measure of
their independence. Almost always the older person is uprooted from everything
that seems secure and familiar. Further many new houses are not designed to
accommodate an extra adult. The older relative may have to share a bedroom
with a child or sleep on a sofa in the living room, with almost no opportunities
for solitude or privacy. He usually feels he must "repay" the relatives gen'erosity by babysitting and by building a life around everything the family has
planned.
The final alternative-a nursing home-is necessary if an older person needs
extended care but it is too often chosen for a healthy individual who has nowhere
else to go. Last year, half a million people in good health were sent to nursing
homes for this reason.
The problem is not new and, because housing is a tangible need, various private
and public efforts have been undertaken to improve the situation. Many of these,
however, have not considered the wishes of the elderly. A decade ago It was
generally accepted among social agencies that a good solution in an urban
area was to move older people to facilities where they could be surrounded
by families. Another popular idea was to put them in apartment towers. But
sociologists discovered that the majority of the elderly consider age integration
and highrises to be undesirable, only accentuating what has been called a sense
of loss of place.
Reaching the age of retirement forces several role changes on a person, including a loss of identity (one is no longer a productive member of society but only
a faceless "senior citizen"), a loss of incentive (the goal of retirement has been
reached, and what is next?) and a loss of economic status. Frequently, there Is
also the loss of friends (through lessened mobility) and the loss of a spouse
(through death) to contend with. The personal freedoms that remain-a sense
,of place, and a sense of Independence-become tremendously'important.
Numerous surveys and studies have reached similar conclusions about the
needs and preferences of older people. In their housing situation they want: (1)
to stay in the community where they spent their younger years; (2) to be near
others of their age; (3) to feel safe from crime: and (4) to live Independently,
with dignity. When they accept help from social agencies, they want It to be
directed toward making these goals possible rather than toward being moved or
being institutionalized.
Not only do the elderly themselves benefit from staying In their own neighborhoods, but their continued presence affects the community as a whole. They
are far more likely to distribute their spendable income among local merchants
than to journey outside the area to shop. If 1.000 people spend only $85 a month
in neighborhood stores, the annual total is more than $1 million. When older
people continue to take part in community decisionmaking. their self-esteem is
elevated and the community gains from their input. Successful projects like foster
grandparents, a part of Action's older Americans program, demonstrate that
interaction between young and old on a one-to-one basis can be mutually rewarding. We may also conclude that the practice of moving an elderly person who has
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been judged unable to live alone actually contributes to insensitivity about the
realities of aging. Putting older people out of sight puts them out of mind.
It now appears that the most desirable place to rehouse the elderly is close
to where they live (or where they lived until forced to move). Since so large a
proportion of the fixed-income elderly are in older neighborhoods and downtowns, the most effective efforts are occurring in these areas. In 1977 the Los
Angeles Community Design Center published Recycling for Housing for the Program of Retired Citizens (supported in part by the first National Trust Preservation Press Publications Grant). This study demonstrates that downtown buildings can be converted successfully to units for the elderly. Architects are discovering that the adaptive use of almost any large building or complex for
housing is economically feasible as well as exciting from a design standpoint.
Preservation planners support this trend, recognizing that such adaptations bring
a two-fold benefit. Not only are the housing needs of older people being muet,
but also the progress of urban decay is being arrested. In the case of Brandywine
House, for example, when the property was in disrepair, several neighbors had
their insurance policies cancelled; when it was rehabilitated their policies were
reinstated.
Housing older people in recycled buildings is a new concept that is only
beginning to be tested. The early results, however, are enormously promising.
Among the pioneer projects in this field are the following:
Academy Knoll Apartments, Malborough, Mass.: a parochial school and convent
built in 1888, converted to 109 apartments for the elderly.
Central Grammar Apartments, Glouchester, Mass.: an 1SS9 surplus urban school
building, to 80 units for the elderly.
Cotton Mill Apartments, Whitinsville, Mass.: a textile mill built in 1845, to 55
apartments for the elderly.
Francis Gatehouse Mill, Lowell, Mass.: a 19th-century shoe factory, to 90 units
for the elderly.
Franklin Square House, Boston, Mass.: the St. James Hotel, built in 1868, to
193 apartments for the elderly.
International Hotel. San Francisco, Calif.: a hotel built in 1874, considered for
rehabilitation as a block of units for the elderly. A coalition of community
groups has been awarded a consultant service grant from the National Trust
for preliminary planning.
Olde Windsor Village, Windsor, Vt.: the former Vermont Maximum Security
State Prison, built in 1850 and used until 1975, to 65 units for the elderly
and 10 family apartments.
Pacific Telephone Building, Los Angeles, Calif: conversion to 310 apartments for
the elderly with a medical support facility on the premises.
St. Mlary's Convent, Cambridge, Mass.: a turn-of-the-century convent, to 39 units
for the elderly.
The School, New Britain, Conn.: an 80-year-old former high school, to 127
apartments for the elderly.
Stack pole Mill, Lowell, Mass.: a 19th century factory, to 42 units for the
elderly.
Stephen Palmer Apartments, Needham Mass.: an elementary school built in
1914, to 28 apartments for the elderly.
The Tannery, Peabody, Mass.: a tannery complex, built between 1814 and 1920
and once the estateof the Crowninshield family, to 284 apartments for the
elderly. A second phase to provide an additional 173 apartments is now under
construction.
Vatican Shoe Factory, Stounghton, Mass.: a factory built about 1850, to 69 units
for the elderly.
Whitcomb Towers, St. Joseph, Mich.: a luxury spa-hotel, built in the 1870's,
destroyed by fire and rebuilt early in this century, to 140 units for the elderly.
Each of these conversions was carried out at a cost comparable to or lower
than the cost of demolition and new construction. During the Central Grammar
School renovation in Gloucester, Mass., for example, a new highrise for the
elderly was being constructed only a few blocks away on the site of another
old school that had been torn down. Since the gross floor space in the two
buildings Is the same (72,500 square feet), the two projects can be contrasted.
A single apartment unit in Central Gramhmar cost 12 percent less to build and
has 50 percent more space. The new highrise took 18 months to construct and
several more months to rent; the renovation was completed in only 10 months.
and all units were rented within 12 days.
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The Central Grammar Apartments, an award-winning design by the Boston
architectural firm of Anderson Notter Finegold, Inc., illustrates the concept of
adaptive use. Since the structure was sound, the exterior walls, wide hallways,
and many classroom partitions could be utilized. Additional living space was
created from the basement, previously unfinished attic, gymnasium, and auditorium areas; a portion of the *roof was cut back to create outdoor balconies;
some ground floor windows were lowered to become doorways; wide hallway
corridors were kept as an amenity. Wherever possible the original architectural
elements such as oak wainscotting and trim, bookcases, and paneled closets were
retained and incorporated into the new design. The design concept is built
around a standard classroom, which converts into an ideal, large, one-bedroom
apartment for an elderly resident. The result is a building that still looks like
a school from the outside, but offers homey comfort in each apartment. Anderson
Notter Finegold, Inc., were also the adaptive-use architects (and in some cases
architect/developers) for Academy Knoll, Olde Windsor Village, The School in
New Britain, Stephen Palmer Apartments and The Tannery.
Until now the majority of projects has been located in Massachusetts, where
the Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency facilitates the creation of rental
housing by making mortgage loans to nonprofit and limited-dividend developers. A
growing number of proposals for adaptive-use housing is coming from other parts
of the country. For example, Senator Charles Percy, a long-time champion of the
elderly, has suggested that colleges consider the possibility of converting unused
dormitories to this purpose as student tenancy drops.
As the cost of new construction mounts, the practice of recycling old buildings
for the elderly will become more widespread. But time is of the essence. In 1971
the White House Conference on Aging recommended that a minimum of 120,000
new units to house the elderly be built every year, yet this modest goal has never
been achieved. Meanwhile, the number of people turning 65 and the percentage
of them on fixed incomes are increasing.
Urban renewal projects and preservation activities should include plans to
create adaptive use housing for the elderly wherever possible. Buildings that
have outlived their original functions should be considered for their potential as
elderly housing. Interested organizations should become familiar with the Federal funding programs that are available for this purpose, including U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) section 202, which makes direct
loans for financing new or rehabilitated housing facilities for the elderly and
handicapped; HUD section 8, which grants rental subsidies for eligible older
tenants, making more facilities accessible to those on fixed incomes; and HUD
section 106b, which lends up to 50 percent of preliminary expenses such as land
options and architectural fees.
Preservation means not only saving landmarks but also rehabilitating any
building from the past that has value to the present and future. With this goal
in mind, more of the hundreds of thousands of older Americans for whom the
golden years are now a tarnished nightmare will be able to live out their lives
in the comfort and dignity that every human being deserves.
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CONDOMIINIUMS AND THE OLDER PURCHASER
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1978

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COIMMITEE ON AGING,

West Palm Beach, Fla.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:15 a.m., in room 417,
Federal Building and court house, West Palm Beach, Fla., Hon. Lawton Chiles presiding.
Present: Senator Chiles.
Also present: William E. Oriol, staff director; Letitia Chambers,
minority staff director; Philip S. Corwin, professional staff member;
Richard Farrell, legislative assistant to Senator Chiles; Marjorie J.
Finney, operations assistant; and Kaye English, information assistant.
OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR LAWTON CHILES, PRESIDING
Senator CHiins. Good morning. We will convene our hearing.
My opening remarks will be brief because I don't wish to take time
from our witnesses to repeat points that were made yesterday in our
hearing in Hallandale, but I will tell you of my continuing determination to seek action for the bill introduced last year as the Condominium
Act of 1978. Yesterday's testimony added new substance to the argument for reintroduction and improvement of that bill and I pledge
to you to work with others including Senator Stone and Congressman
Mica towards those ends.
We will hear more about the legislation today and we will also bear
about the growing need for services to maintain independent living
for the oldest members of our aging population. Yesterday I was
deeply impressed by the almost unanimous support for in-home services
for those who may have one or more disabilities but who do not require
institutional care. There was given a report on neighborly cooperation
in condominiums-people helping each other-with modest or essential
support by the area agency on aging. I want to hear more about this

and other things that are happening as the condominium way of life
continues to take hold in Florida and in other States of the Nation.
Today. we are going to hear from several panels of witnesses and,
after we have concluded those panels of scheduled witnesses, then we

will have a town hall meeting portion in which I hope to hear from
a number of you who have come to give information today.
Our first panel will be a panel of condominium consumers. Bernard
Kantor and Kelly Mann, president of Village Mutual Service. Nan
Hutchinson is going to be here. She probably got caught in the traffic
a little bit today. She is the executive director of the area agency on
aging in Broward County. Nan will be here, but I think we will start
off hearing from you, Mr. Kantor.
(75)
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STATEMENT OF BERNARD KANTOR, VILLAGE MUTUAL SERVICE,
CENTURY VILLAGE, WEST PALM BEACH, FLA.
Mr. KANTOR.

I actually don't have an opening statement, Senator.

I indicated at the outset that Mr. Mann and I are going to deliver
:a joint report, an outline of which has been submitted to Mr. Corwin,
*and we will proceed on that basis.
Senator CHILES. That will be fine.
Mr. KANTOR. Our initial item has to do with the formation of the
Village Mutual Association and I am going to ask Mr. Mann to cover
that part of it.
STATEMENT OF KELLY MANN, PRESIDENT, VILLAGE MUTUAL
SERVICE, CENTURY VILLAGE, WEST PALM BEACH, FLA.
Mr. MANN. Senator, like any other organization, when a group of
people get together they seek out one another to form some kind of an
organization to be helpful to the community, whether it be large or
small. This, too, happened with the Village Mutual Association. It was
formed in 1969 because at that point and from there on problems with
the developer happened on an almost daily occurrence, as I am sure
you are well aware. H1owever, the purpose of the organization was
solely for the good and welfare of the people of Century Village and
out of this committee evolved the desire and the need to help the
elderly people who were coining into Century Village and buying
,condominiums.
Senator, one thing that I personally have learned coming into a
-senior citizen community is that the senior citizen loses a lot of his
-viability, his strength, because of his age and therefore needs help and
.support from those who can do that. In other words, people along in
years but who still have the strength and fiber to fight or take action
for whatever is involved at that time-it was that Village Mutual has
taken up the cudgels for the senior citizens of Mutual Village. I am
sure you are aware of the many problems we have with the developers
and there is litigation going on but the Village Mutual continued in
doing whatever it could for the welfare of the people.
Amiiong its needs after the first year-in other words, in 1970, when
the warranties ran out-it supplied an organization of contracts for
maintenance of appliances. This worked out very well for the people
who live in Century Village, and along with that were the problems as
thev continued in the litigation because of the fact that our appearance
in the courts was not at all helpful. We were not getting, we felt,
proper justice in the courts. It was our opinion, and I happen to be
one of the founders along with Pat Cahill, that the only way we could
possibly accomplish something was through the medium of politics.
So we formed the nonpartisan Political Action Committee of the
Palm Beaches. That was in the year 1973, and there were only two of
us nonpartisan at that time, Pat and myself. But I am happy to relate
that today we have with us 24 other condominium complexes and an
understanding with Dade, Broward, and Pinelas Counties as to the
problems of the condominium owners-not only condominium owners
but particularly condominiums and consumerism.
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KNOWLEDGE DEFICIENT A-MONG LEGISLATORS

When we got involved in the political field in the year 1973, we asked
the legislators to appear before us and tell us why they wanted the job
that they were running for and whatever we could learn from them.
*We were horrified and we were struck by the lack of knowledge of
condominium law on the part of the legislators. It was practically nil;
those of us who were involved in this litigation, and therefore made a
study of the contracts and the law, discovered very quickly that the
legislature had passed condominium laws without knowing what in
the devil they passed-without having any knowledge of what they
passed. Because of that the condominium owners who today are in a
true serfdom-it is something very difficult to get out of because of the
word "retroactive." It placed them in such a position that many of
them-and these are the words of our developer-faced a strong possibility of losing their apartments, their condominiums, because of the
escalation and increased costs, and that is true.
Subsequently, through our committee and the help of other areas, a
new legislature in Palm Beach County was established who spoke for
the voice of the people. We are happy with the legislators as they are
today, except for the part that the law says the contract is a contract
is a contract, and it can't be changed insofar as retroactivity. However,
I note daily the Supreme Court relies on that fact and makes its
changes. Only the other day, in the FTC dealing with the used car
,dealerships, they requested them to make a radical change, and it is a
radical change that is required for the elderly in the community
because they are being ripped off horribly.
I think the greatest crime perpetrated against the condominium
owners took place in 1960 when the developer, with the assistance of
his attorneys, came to the legislature and promulgated laws beneficial
only to him. They were not beneficial at all to the condominium owner;
they were not even fair. If they were at least fair, the condominium
owner would be happy and have stayed with it. But they are so unfair,
and that, in my opinion, verges on criminality and conspiracy because
of the many things that transpired from then on.
I also have to bring into this, Senator, the local and State bar associations for keeping quiet when the legislature was passing these laws
that crucified the people. They certainly, as minions of the law, should
have stood up and said something. They should have declared themselves that the law was totally unfair. Later on there were attorneys
-whio were doing just that but the law was already on the books and
there was nothing that people could do at that time.
Talso have to include the courts because the courts were not listening
to the people. I am not an attorney nor did I ever study law, but I have
been informed by Florida lawyers and many of our retirees who were
lawyers that some of the actions of the courts were unheard of.
CoNrrPwrR DELAY CAUSES CITATION
I would like to state one item which emotionally upsets me as to why
this ever happened. There was a problem in the courts and our attorneys requested that the moneys be held in escrow. That is one of the
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few things that the courts agreed on to make our side look good, so we
contracted at the time with a new maintenance company. Because we
were a large account, they went into a computer system and, for whatever the reason, the computer was a day late in making its payment.
For this we were held in contempt of court with the understanding
the amount that was required at that time was $100,000 and with the
understanding that within 5 days that $100,000 had to be forthwith
and paid or the 165 residents who were involved in that $100,000
would be put in jail, and of course that would come to a fine of $165,000
a day.
Now I must remind you, Senator, that I know you are aware that
the senior citizen is vacationing-he is running somewhere-so it was
at that time that a good many of those people were all over the world
and also on vacation, so it was impossible to make contact within 5
days. But this is the way the court saw it at the bequest of the developer, that we pay out that $100,000 in 5 days or pay $1,000 a day fine, or
$165,000. I have yet to find an attorney, be he in Florida retired or
what, who could understand such a deal from the court, but then again
this was the way it went in those years.
At the same time that the court was threatening to put these people
in jail, hardened criminals were walking the streets free. They were
not troubled by the threat of jail which did trouble the senior citizen.
Were it not for the fine, he might have sat in jail, but he did not have
the $165,000 a day.
What I am trying to point out is the other impossibility that the
senior citizens-the condominium owners-face early on. True, in
1975 through ours and others efforts, many of the laws have been
changed.
Senator CHmIEs. Has that situation improved now?
Mr. MANN. For us it has not improved at all, because of the word
"retroactive."
Senator CHiLEs. All right. Then would you mind getting to that
word-that is what we are going to try to deal with in this legislation,
hopefully.
Mr. MANN. Hopefully, yes, because I think the Congress needs to
do something, otherwise it is going to be terrible for the aged; they
cannot stand this constant increase in the cost of living. Many of them
are on welfare; many of them are on stamps-even to the point one
day on TV where the developer himself made a note that the time
will come very shortly when he will own all those condominiums.
Now I cannot for the life of me see how the Congress can let a thing
like that happen. Yes; there is a bill that is coming up in this session
before Congress this year under the new session, and it deals very well
with the problems of the condominium owner. I have only one suggestion to make on that bill where it deals with net lease and gross
lease.
We find that with the law as it is and our developer as he is, that he
will tear that point down. It will not help us at all unless that bill
reads "all leases," so there should be no doubt as to what the Congress
means when they say "all leases." This is what is required in that bill;
other than that I think the bill can stand up. We find in our minds
that there is really no difference because we pay the developer for the
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rec lease as opposed to some areas where the people pay directly to
the expenses of the rec lease.
Senator CInnEs. But there is a difference, is there not, in the net
lease, where the developer has just an unconscionable windfall in
which he has no obligation to pay the taxes or the maintenance or the
replacement costs, as opposed to a lease in which the developer has an
obligation, just to take a selected instance, to replace or pay taxes and
to pay maintenance? That is a different situation. I doubt very seriously if we are going to get the courts to void those kinds of leases.
Mr. MANN. I believe it is a matter of semantics because indirectly,
in the final analysis, you are doing the same thing. Whether as a gross
or a net, you are paying for it either way.
"NET VERsus

GROss

LEASES"

Mr. KANTOR. Senator, I just would like to comment briefly on that
issue-the net versus the gross leases. First of all, here in the Florida
Legislature that distinction has not been made in some recent statutes
that came down. But very fortunately, our Palm Beach County delegation was sufficiently alert to warn us of what was going on. Consequently, we made a maximum effort to have that changed, and it was
changed so that the statute read "leases" rather than "net,"-net or
gross leases.
Your distinction between the net and the gross leases is slightly inapplicable to our situation here, especially in Century Village. What
we have attached to our gross leases are many, many unconscionable
paragraphs or parts of a lease. Of course the escalation clause itself, as
you know, is tied to the Consumer Price Index increase for major cities,
which means that it is considerable from year to year. It does not go
back to the base year 1969 when the original recreational lease rent
was established at Century Village; rather, it is added on year after
year after year. In fact, what actually occurs is a geometric rather than
an arithmetic increase which we sustain each and every year. Consequently, it is entirely feasible that in the near future we will literally
be priced out of our condominiums through the recreation rent increase itself.
It is equally certain that very shortly, should this prevail, that the
recreation lease increases will equal and exceed what we now make as
our mortgage payments, including taxes. So the gross lease situation
especially as it -applies to Century Village, must be addressed by the
Federal Government in the Condominium Act of 1978, and we hope
that it will come out of committee with those corrections that will prevent it from being amended to death on the floors of Congress.
We don't have much hope that it is going to be passed in this session
or in the next session. We realize full well that it is almost a political
maneuver, that it is expeditious at this time to present such an act. I
don't say that it was presented facetiously or whimsically. I do say it
was promulgated with the full knowledge that it would have no way
of passing for a variety of reasons, but we won't go into that.
Kelly, do you have anything more to say on that, or shall I go into
the nroblem?
Mr. MANN. Yes. I just want to point out one area. We chose one. In
complete fairness, there are too many and it would take up too much
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time. Under the heading of "indemnification clause," our contract
reads that in the event of litigation-win, lose, or draw-you pay the
developer's legal fees and all the costs involved. Now if anyone can
tell you that that is a fair ruling-this is truly unconscionable along
with many other unconscionable events that have taken place and have
pushed the condominium owner into the ground.
Do you want to take it, Bernie?
M~r. KANTOR. As long as Kelly mentioned some of the problems we
are having with the developer, I would like to continue from the indemnification clause. Of course I would suggest to this particular hearing that the hearings conducted by the Federal Trade Commission in
1975 be made a part of this record. Much of what we are going to say
here today, and a great deal more, was taken as depositions and statements at the FTC hearings in 1975.
FuLL, DISCLOSURE NOT

MADE

Another problem, though, that we have with the developer, getting
back to the problems, is that we received no full disclosure at purchase.
I don't know how that has been rectified since the early days of the
condominium boom here in Florida, but suddenly the people of Century Village, several years after having purchased, were confronted
with an item called community services which we suddenly found we
had to pay for as a separate entity. It was not placed under the longterm recreation lease; a new position was created for it under an item
called a management maintenance contract.
Now, in this contract we were called upon to pay additional sums
of money-additional sums over and above the already escalated
recreation lease rental-for such items as buses and trams, security,
main road maintenance and repair, lighting of main roads and entranceways to Century Village, when actually at the time of purchase,
at the time agreements were signed for these condominium units, we
were assured that we would be subjected only to a lump sum monthly
payment and this monthly payment would cover all of the items that I
have since mentioned. In fact, the selling point was:
You don't need a car in Century Village-buses and trams are free. Consequently, you can save a great deal of money, not only by insurance rate reductions, the purchase of the car itself, but also in car maintenance and repairs,
gasoline, et cetera.

Also, so many of the elderly people resettling in Century Village
were no longer able to drive; they needed a means of transportation
and the buses and trams afforded them that means. Consequently, it
was a tremendous selling point in getting people relocating down in
south Florida to purchase in Century Village. However, we found
later, as I stated at the outset of this session, that we have paid, and
paid dearly, for that. In fact, part of the ruling that the court made
was that we would be subjected to $1,000 a day fine and possible jail
sentences.
Of course it would have been much better at that time to have said:
"Put us in jail; let's see what happens." I don't think they could
possibly have done it, but you are dealing with elderly people and the
elderly person says: "I-ow much longer can I live?" You have to keep
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in mind that each day elderly people grow older and older; it does not
follow the same pattern as with younger people.
Senator CiiiLES. Now that we have Nan Hutchinson with us, we
will get back into our panel discussion. I want to get all of these points
that you have. I would like to get some interaction here if we can,
because I think that will prove most productive.
Mr. CANTOR. All right.
Senator CRILES. Nan, we are delighted to have you here. We know
of the work you have done over the years for the elderly. Do you want
to introduce your group?
Stay right on your outline where you are, Mr. Kantor, because we
wvant to get all these points.
STATEMENT OF NAN HUTCHINSON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, AREA
AGENCY ON AGING, BROWARD COUNTY, FLA.
Mfrs. HuTcmINSON. We apologize. We were sort of delayed in some
traffic with not very clear directions-not from your people.
I would like to introduce these people whom I have brought today
from Broward County. The one lady that you see on your list, Hilda
Bergenfeld-her husband died in the last couple of weeks and therefore she is not here, but Len Weisenger will be delivering her remarks.
Gladys Borenstein, Al Garber, and Lucille Stang.
Mirs. Borenstein will talk about the growing need of public services
in condominium residences, and Mrs. Stang will talk about the loss of
transportation services at one particular condominium. All of these

are similar problems with Broward County and particularly to the
condominium, Senator.
Senator CHILES. Why don't we just get on to transportation now?
That is an area that you were just covering, Bernie, and what you
found as I understand is what appears to be the sales pitch that "Don't
worry, we are providing transportation." There was transportation
out there at the time, was there not?
TIr. KANTOR. Yes; there was.
Senator CHILES. But then you found out that it was not being provided by the developer, that it was something you all had to pay for
in addition to that.
RETROACTIVE INCREASE CITED

Mir. CANTOR. It was much more reprehensible than that, Senator.
Not only did we find out later that we had to pay for it but our developer had told us that he had been magnanimous in having subsidized
us for previous years but, since situations arose, what he would do for
us is not only add on the increase for the upcoming year, but he made
us pay retroactively each and every increase from the day the papers
were signed. So we found that instead of getting an increase of 1 year's
rate for buses and trains, transportation, security, road maintenance,
lighting, insurance, et cetera, it was compounded in that we received an
increase reflecting 4 years and, in some cases, 5, 6, or 7 years' increase

at one time. That was in addition to the escalated portion of the recreation lease rentals. So you see it compounded, it built up.
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Senator CHILES. Can you tell me what that would break down for an
apartment? In other words, what has the increase been, what that
means to the owner of an apartment or a condominium?
Mr. KANTOR. Very well. Very fortunately, Judge Poulton determined until the case was adjudicated-and we have litigation on this
point in court right now-until this point was adjudicated that the
Villaoe Management, Inc., a fully owned subsidiary of Century Village, inc., would perform these services at cost. Currently it is costing
each unit owner between $7 and $8 and change per month. At the time,
however, he wanted an advance of approximately $20 per month per
unit. That was for the transportation end of it.
Each year we fight him on what he terms his "operational deficiencies" in providing bus and tram services to us. Consequently, we pay
so-called one-shot sums of from $5 to $8 each per year to cover operating losses as presented to the court by management. Naturally, the
same kind of increase prevailed for the escalated portion of the recreation lease rent. On the one hand he told us that we were being subsidized and on the other hand, the moment he sold the last condominium
unit at Century Village he made it retroactive to 1969. So some persons paid the escalated portion alone in amounts, ranging from $8 and
change.
Senator CHILES. This is a month?
Mr. KANTOR. This is per month. Eight dollars and change for relative newcomers to over $22 for those who had been here since 1969.
Senator Ci-iLEs. So it went up from $8 to $22.
Mr. KANTOR. That was the range of increases but it went up basically
from the base rent, in my case, which was $34.50 per month. It went
up to over $50 per month, and currently, including the tram and bus
transportation, instead of $34.50 per month, I pay almost $60 per
month. That is quite an increase.
Senator CHILES. That is double.
Mr. KANTOR. Almost. That is quite an increase.
Senator CHILES. Now this is covering your rec lease; it is covering
your transportation. Is that all of the maintenance?
Mr. KANTOR. No.
Senator CHILES. What other maintenance?
Mr. KANTOR. In addition, we pay from between $26 and $29 for land
maintenanace-for maintenance of the common elements.
Senator CHILES. The grounds?
Mr. KANTOR. The grounds, the outside of the buildings; yes.
Senator CHILES. So your total fees are roughly $100 a month, aren't
they ?
Mr. KANTOR. It varies; yes. It varies from about $78 to $92. That is
quite accurate; yes. Roughly that is how it works out.
Senator CHILES. What is your transportation problem that you can
relate to us?
STATEMENT OF LUCILLE STANG, BROWARD COUNTY, FLA.
Mrs. STANG. Let me say I came down here as a private citizen with
my husband 4 years ago and, because he had a history of a heart condition, we were sold with Hawaiian Gardens because they provided a
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courtesy service. There were two buses running several times a day
which were going to shopping centers and banks occasionally.
Senator CHILES. So that was your reason for purchasing?
Mrs. STANG. Primarily it was. The brochure itself had a picture of
the courtesy bus and all the details that went with it. The courtesy
bus was used in the newspaper ads as a selling point, but then after
he sold the last apartment, we found that he was removing the two
buses completely with no offer of any kind of financial remuneration
or otherwise. We went into our individual contracts and those of us
who had used lawyers to look into the private contracts found that
there was no provision for the courtesy bus at all. It was just used as
a come-on in the advertising.
We then found it necessary-I certainly did-to go into public
transportation and there, too, we find a very limited schedule-almost
nothing on Sunday, no evenings. I found I could not go to school in
the evening; I had plenty to do. The community has been growing as
has all of Broward County. The situation, as it stands now, means
that many times we stand in the buses with very heavy shopping bags.
I have seen many elderly people falling in the bus when there is a
turn or a short stop.
ADEQUATE TRANSPORTATION

LAcKING

Also, as recently as last week when I had occasion to go to the
Morning Hill Shopping Center, after 21/2 hours I finally got my bus
because the previous ones had broken down. We had no notice at all
of the breakdown; we had no way of knowing. They sent no substitutes. I have checked with transportation. The barn is somewhere
up in Hollywood. They never sent out a substitute bus or a substitute
driver. This is what we are running into now in terms of public
transportation.

The Sunday schedule is very limited. There is one in the morning
and one in the evening. There was absolutely no transportation in
Broward County at all on Thursday because it was a holiday. At that
point I found it necessary to go into the needs beyond my own area
and I went into the community needs. I have been. doing some volunteer work in the community, particularly with the Jewissh Federation
of Fort Lauderdale. Sitting there one day, I would say that 80 percent of the calls that came in were for transportation to doctors and
pharmacies. None of the large chain pharmacies have any delivery
services of any kind.
Finally, we have a nutrition situation similar to the one in Margate.
We have no way of getting these people down to the nutrition center.
We have a great deal of programing, which is available, a library, an
educational program, a recreational program, and a social listing program. We have no way at all of getting these people to the areas.
I went a little bit beyond that to find out what Broward County
Transportation was doing, and their claim was that they have less
buses than they need because there are no Federal funds to allocate.
They required a minimum of 2 weeks' notice to transport anybody
and certainly that is not practical or reasonable because we get many
calls which are almost emergency calls.
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There is no service for inner county delivery. I myself use a doctor
in Dade County and have to hire a private car to get me to my own
physician because whatever services are available are not available
beyond Broward County. I talked to somebody in my area who is in
charge of the human services for the aged, and there, too, was very
limited transportation and she couldn't promise anything at all.
LACK OF INSURANCE CURTAILS SERVICES

My impression was that Browaard County would handle this kind
of thing as a county situation. What I found by spending time in the
federation office was that the county transportation service is referring
people to the federation office because they cannot fill the need. Federation, on the other hand, has no such service available and one of the
Teasons they don't have it-I have tried very hard to involve volunteers in my own community and others who could take people to
doctors and hospitals and so on, but they refuse to do so because they
do not have insurance coverage, which the federation cannot afford.
I inquired about the services the United Way has. They have minibuses doing this. They also require 2 weeks' notice. Now United Way
covers $1 million in insurance for drivers and for people that they
transport. Federation has no such facilities so there, again, we are left
without any point of transportation service. I can just sum it up very
briefly by saying, as I see it, our sunshine State will be a sunset State
unless we take care of these people in some way.
Thank you very much.
Senator CiImLES. Thank you.
So the brochure itself has a picture of the bus.
Mrs. STANG. Yes, with a little explanation.
Incidentally, after he removed the transportation service we went
to court and got no place at all.
Senator CHILES. Mr. Mann, maybe we will stay in the condominium
area right now and get into some of the services.
Has Century Village made any attempt to establish its own transit
service or to have West Palm Beach provide better service ?
Mr. MANN. As far as West Palm Beach, yes. The management has
arranged, through contract with the county bus service, to give bus
service to Century Village itself. The trams are something that management is responsible for.
Mr. KANTOR. I might add, however, that we paid for that contract
with the county of Palm Beach. The transportation is not given to us
at no cost. Now I want to point out a discrepancy in this kind of service,
Senator. Although we pay as part of our community services costs
for this transportation-buses-each and every senior citizen in Palm
Beach County merely has to apply, receive an ID card, and receive
the benefits of lowered transportation costs, and this is a service provided by the county. So we are paying twice for it. Tax dollars are
used to finance this very wonderful reduced-cost transportation system
for elderly persons. But at the same time we are paying for that
through our community services fees to management so we are paying
twice for the same transportation which I think is an inequity that
has to be addressed.
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Senator CHILIES. I think you are going to tell us something on
recreational leases from your standpoint, Mr. Garber.
STATEMENT OF AL GARBER, FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA.
Mr. GARBER. Yes. I reside in Lauderdale Oaks, a condominium
development in Fort Lauderdale. I have resided there for about 3
years. When I purchased, it was subject to the existing lease and I
was not the original purchaser of the building. I bought from a person. Having been an attorney in New York and retired, and I did a
lot of this kind of work. I was knowledgeable on the subject and I
realized we had to be subject to that or we just don't buy a unit in our
development.
What I am concerned about now is our inability to compel the
owner of our leasehold to negotiate with us, and on an arm's-length
basis. In our situation, the builder had disposed of his lease to an
investor and the investor, I understand, purchased it on the basis of a
capitalized amount 10 times the annual of the yield. Three years ago
when I purchased, the unit owners paid about $218,000 a year rent for
this rec lease. Since then the retro payments by virtue of the acceleration clauses in our leases-mine has not reached that point yet-as
each building is complete-there are 19 buildings-it has gone up to
about $242,000 if you capitalize that at 10 times. The owner of that
leasehold says, "I want $2,420,000 and don't bother me; don't attempt
to talk with me unless you are prepared to pay that," so it is a take-itor-leave-it proposition.
Senator CHILEs. This is trying to buy out the rec leases.
Mr. GARrBER. Yes. In fact, we are having a meeting tonight seeking
to get the vote of the people, whether we should negotiate with him
further-negotiate with him on the basis of paying him his price or
just live with this kind of lease, where in the year 2030, I think, where
we are now paying on the basis of about $30 a month, it will be up
to about $300 a month.
Senator CHILES. Do you know what the original cost of the recreational facilities was?
ESCALATED BUILDING COSTS

Mr. GARBER. No; I don't have that, sir. Based on my experience,
having been involved in the building operation for some of the big
buildings around the country at that time, I think it could have been
built for about $15 a square foot. I used to represent people from
Palm Beach who have since passed away, people of that character,
and the big people in New York. I said many times, I could have built
that building there for maybe $1,400,000, and now they are asking
for $2,400,000 because they bought it on a yield. There is a difference
between a yield and a value of real estate per se-I don't have to explain that unless you want me to, what yield is. I think you have a
good background on that subject.
Some of our people say we should not offer more than seven times,
eight times, or nine times the annual rent. You cannot explain that
the man who now owns it, a big corporation-I think it is the Broklin
family-I think they control Seagrams Liquor in Canada. They say
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they want to capitalize the sales price-capitalize it 10 times our
income. In January, two of the buildings are going to be hiked again.
This keeps repeating itself every 5 years until there will just be no
limit to it. We cannot negotiate.
I am wondering whether there could not be some legislation enacted
requiring aim's-length negotiation with these kinds of owners who.
are required to sit down with you and negotiate on the basis that is
fair and equitable. They certainly should not be able to capitalize
and expect us now to pay $2,400,000 in the 3 years that I have been.
there. It just seems unreasonable, it is unconscionable to be in that
bind. We have no way of getting out of the bind.
If this man's leasehold is protected under our Constitution, we cannot knock it out of the books because he has tried to do it a few times.
and is getting no place. The owner of that leasehold is protected
under his constitutional rights, and you cannot advocate a contract
in good faith. Unfortunately, our situation is, when the people consult with me about this situation about whether we have some cause
of action, I explain to them the purchaser of that leasehold must be
furnishing to him a so-called estoppel certificate. It turns out that it
was not required, but when the people who built it took it upon themselves to sell off or turn over the operation to the unit owners who.
had purchased it, they were smart enough to obtain, not only a general release in which the unit owners agreed that they would not have
any basis to go after these people, but they also included interpolated
clauses stating the validity of this lease-clauses that normally are
included in an estoppel certificate.
I don't purport -to give advice, but they have to consult somebody
who is knowledgeable, and they consulted with our friend Rod Tennyson. He said they had no basis for even contesting the validity of
this lease any longer. They signed away whatever rights they might
have had to go in there and contest it. We cannot negotiate on an
arm's-length basis. I think some legislation is possible, and I think.
under the Constitution it is possible, to sit down with you and negotiate with you.
That's it.
Mr. MANN. Senator?

Senator

CHILES.

Yes.

UNCONSCIONABLE PROFITS EVIDENT

Mr. MANY. I would like to add a point to what Mr. Garber has
been saying about unconscionability in relation to Century Village
where the recreation lease cost the developer $750,000 to build. He
now asks the price of $31,500,000. That is a bit unconscionable. I
might add that where the cost of this recreation lease per year is
approximately $1 million, his gross is over $4 million-representing
better than $3 million a year net profit-truly unconscionable in any
business in any shape, form, or manner.
Senator CHILES. Section 210 of the bill that we are talking about, I
think, would give you some relief.
This section would allow the unit owners, by two-thirds vote, to seek a
judicial determination that any lease or portions of leases are uneolscionahle.
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if the lease was made in connection with the condominium project, was made
while the developer was in control of the association, and had to be accepted
or ratified by the purchaser or the association as a condition of purchase.

I think you will find those conditions generally true in all of these
leases that we are talking about.
If the lease is for 21 years or contains provisions for automatic renewal for
a period of more than 21 years, either contains an automatic rent increase clause
or subjects the unit to foreclosure for failure to make payments, and contains
provisions that the lessees assume all obligations and liabilities associated wAith
the maintenance and use of the property, then the court shall consider the lease
unconscionable.
Several factors are listed for the court to consider in determining unconscionability, including any gross disparities between the obligations incurred and
the benefits received, the bargaining position of the parties and the adequacy
of disclosures. Upon a finding of unconscionability, the court would have the
power to grant remedial relief including rescissions, reformation, restitution,
the award of damages, attorneys' fees, and court costs.
In addition, this section would provide that any automatic rent increase
clause would be unenforceable, as to future increases in rental payments, in a
lease which was entered into prior to termination of developer control, had to
be ratified by purchasers, and contains provisions that the lessees assume all
obligations and liabilities associated with the maintenance and use of the
property.
Ground leases in existence at the time of enactment, made In an arm's-length
transaction, are exempted from the provisions setting out certain of the provisions dealing with unconscionability and as well as the unenforceable automnatic rent increase clause provisions. However, ground leases are subject to
judicial determinations of unconscionability.

So what we are attempting to get at in the Federal bill would give
the court a number of areas of potential relief, including the rescission-even payment back-of certain fees if the court found that to be
warranted. Now, the premise on which this rests is that the States,
under the Constitution, are prohibited from impairing the right of contract. That same prohibition in regard to contract does not apply to the
Federal Government as such.
There has been a memorandum from the Justice Department. Their
position, as drawn in the bill, would allow Federal courts to have jurisdiction as to whether there was unconscionability in these leases, regardless of the constitutional provision on obligation of contracts, because that provision does prevent the States from impairing the obligation of contracts, but does not prevent the Federal Government from
doing that.
COURT TEST SOUGHT

Now again, I think we want to make it very clear to everyone that
what we are talking about, if we can pass .this bill, is providing the
means wherein we would get a court test. It does not mean automatically that we are going to be upheld in this, it is still a justiciable issue.

There is still an issue that I think will find good lawyers on both sides
arguing whether this is valid or not. We do know that the State
supreme court has ruled that you cannot have this reformation, You
cannot go back and void this, so we are stopped there. So this is the next
best step that we could take to provide some kind of relief.
Again. it is clear that, in the future. in Florida, the law protects
people who are starting off now. But what we are trying to do is find
some way of providing retroactive relief. If something like this can
40-750-79-2
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pass, I can guarantee you-as you know, these owners won't be hidebound; they will be willing to negotiate, and those would be arm'slength negotiations. And in many instances that might be the best solution, to buy out the lease, but I think you would find the negotiating
on that basis.
Mr. GARBER. I am familiar with that provision. Unfortunately, in
our situation the leasehold was sold, and at the time of the sale the developer took it upon himself and very smartly included in the general
lease that he pay from the 17 autonomous corporations that owned the
various buildings in our place. He had these provisions included in the
general lease which normally go into an estoppel certificate. Are you
familiar with an estoppel, sir?
Senator C-IMES. Yes, sir.
Mr. GARBER. I don't think the people who represented our condominium were smart enough to observe that these provisions were included
and these people were just imposed upon. I don't know if they were
represented by counsel. I understand they were not, they just took it
upon themselves to buy it and they are therefore precluded by these
estoppel provisions contained in this so-called general release. Normally if I buy a mortgage for $10 million, I know I am going to get the
stock certificate.
Senator COILES. You know. you may have a situation there in which
you have been blocked. We will have a panel of lawyers who will be
coming up next and I don't know whether we can touch on this or not,
but I see that you have a particular problem.
Mr. GARBER. That is why I would like for you to consider whether
there is some legislation that could be enacted requiring the negotiation, whether it is enforceable or not, to require these people to sitto only sit with you and negotiate with you where we are in this bind.
We are in a tremendous bind and we cannot get out of it. We are
committed, based on this. There was some fraud committed or perpetrated at the time this lease was made up, and that would be problematical, whether that could be sustained or whether a position was
so taken.
LONG-TERM LEASES BINDING

Mr. KANTOR. Senator Chiles, the purchasers at Century Village
didn't even have the privilege of signing away their rights. The developer very cleverly appointed the first board of directors of each
association. I have forgotten the number of associations that we have,
but a great number of them. What he did was appoint the first board
of directors from among his own employees to oversee each association
until such time as it would become 75 percent occupied-at which time
it was turned over to the unit owners. In the meantime, these persons entered into contracts with their employer, Century Village, Inc.,
binding us to all of the clauses of the long-term lease, the declaration
of condominium, the bylaws, and the management agreement.
Senator CHILEs. That fits you much more within the definition of
what we are talking about in the act, because all of that was in the
power of the developer at the time. And that is classically what we are
talking about here, why this should be released.
Mr. KANTOR. In fact, we now have litigation in this area where we
are trying to prove that not only did the first board of directors violate
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their fiduciary responsibility, but they also were totally the tool of
the developer. This has been pretty much accepted. Just one other
comment on why the Federal Government has got to do something in
this area. Responsible Federal agencies, as well as very responsible private agencies, have indicated that because of the escalating production costs of homes within the next 5 years, fully 50 percent of all housing starts will have to be in the condominium area.
Even if it is but 30 percent of all housing starts that will be in the
condominium area, I believe the Federal Government has to get some:thing on the books that is going to protect the laLge number of persons coming under the condominium aegis. Of course, this especially
:applies to young people who cannot afford to buy one-family or twofamily homes.
Senator CHILES. You are now speaking to what we think is the main
-purpose of the bill, and that is the broader utilization of condominium
-form of ownership. I think that upon. that leg-the bill has several
legs-but upon that leg is the one that we have to stress in order to try
to get the kind of support in the Congress to pass the legislation. You
know that the condominium phenomenon, to start with, was almost a
'Florida/Arizona phenomenon.
M\r. KANTOR. California.
Senator CHILES. Yes, California.
Now, though, you are beginning to see a tremendous spread of that.
I happen to be a double condominium owvner now, one in Virgina and
.one in Florida, so I have a vested interest-you might say maybe even
;a self-interest-in this. I think you are finding that more and more
becoming a form of ownership, so it no longer is the problem that is
just a Florida one.
BILL SUPPORT NECESSARY

I think what this bill does, of course, is to try to give the rest of the
Nation some protection that we have paid very dearly for in Florida,
that all of you paid very dearly for. 'We are trying to correct these mistakes and to see that unconscionable things do not take place in the
future. I hope, for that reason, that we can get stronger support for
the bill. I think that we will get hearings this year and I hope we can
pass it during this session of Congress.
MNr. KANTOR. I hope so. Will it come out of Senator Proxmire's com- mittee in this session?
Senator CHILES. Well, I think it can. I don't want to offer promises;
- that would be the wrong thing to do. Senator Stone and I are both going to press for hearings, and Mr. Lehman has already had a hearing
-promised by the House committee, so we are going to press very hard
to try to gret hearings on the bill.
Let's go on to our public services now.
Mrs. Borenstein.
STATEMENT OF GLADYS BORENSTEIN, BROWARD COUNTY, FLA.
Mirs. BORENSTEIN. I was going to speak on the things also that I
-think we find most important in our condominium. I live in the same
area as Mrs. Stang and I find transportation is the most important
thing, especially to the widows and widowers-the people who are
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left alone. A lot of them came down here as retirees in good healthl
with cars and were able to take care of themselves. All of a sudden
there is a problem with their health, such as a stroke, a heart attack,.
blindness, or anything crippling. Then we had those with the death of
a mate, and the people were unable to fend for themselves.
Now we do have city buses running, but it is awfully hard for a.
person who has had a heart attack to stand for 30 minutes to an hourin the sun-maybe 2 hours sometimes-and this happens to us in our
area quite often. Then the answer is if you cannot do that, you take a
cab. Now cab fares to a doctor runs you between $10 and $20, to go and
come, and most of the people in our area have to go to Plantation orthey have to go to the other hospitals in our area. They are going to
the Holy Cross area which is actually a $20 ride there and back. Most
people cannot afford this any longer with the rises in the cost of livingtoday. What we really need is to have private buses that will take ourpeople to and from the doctor without their having a call 2 weeks or a
month in advance and make an appointment.
Now I have a little article out of the paper if I may go through this.
This is just a dollar-ride program. It starts off beautifully. It says: "If
you live in Broward County, are over 62 years old, and you need a ride
to the nearest shopping center, never fear-Dial-a-Ride is here." Soyou call them up and you find out what the Dial-a-Ride program is.
The pilot program providing transportation for senior citizens tonearby shopping centers begins this weekend with the county providing three 15-seat buses for a county that has certainly over 1 million people, starting Friday and continuing only on weekends. Now
people don't get sick on weekends or go shopping on weekends; weneed something daily to take care of our needs there.
Then each van will operate in a specific area and the county hasdivided it into three areas, and they have been divided into quadrants. Each weekend, a different quadrant will be served. If yourquadrant is served in one week, you won't be able to ride again fora month. So what are you going to do the other 3 weeks of the month?
So once a month you are allowed one weekend. Then you sign upin advance. That is good. If I know that I have an appointment in 1
week or in 2 weeks and I sign up for that, that is fine. But what if I
get sick at this point and I need to get to a doctor today?
USE OF PARAMEDICS CITED

The only service we have for emergencies is the paramedics. Para-medics are the most wonderful thing in bad emergencies. If you need
to go to the hospital they check with the hospital and then an anibulance is called. It is i40 and up for an ambulance which is prohibitive.
today. Then you must pay the outpatient cost when you go in, which
is certainly $35 or more-just to be checked in under the outpatient
provision of the hospital. If they find that you are really ill, then they
of course enter you in the hospital and at that point you pay a further
fee of over $100 for the entrance into the hospital. This is fine. The
paramedics are good for these bad emergencies. But what if a person
gets sick and needs a private doctor? They can't wait 3 weeks to seetho doctor; they must see the doctor that day.
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Now that is where a lot of people in our area come into this. We
[help our neighbors. Some days in the week I drive the car. My health
.is pretty good, but is it right for me to have to spend 6 or 7 days a
week driving people to the hospital, to their doctors, for prescriptions,
for groceries?
We feel that we should have a bus service, or private cars or buses,
,either by the city, or by our own condominiums. Our owmi condos took
our buses away from us, and we do not have the buses for the people
who can't drive and must have them.
Senator CHILES. So you really thought, again, that these problems
were going to be covered for you when you first went there?
Mrs. BorENsTEIN. When we bought our apartment we were told we
would have the minibus service, and then the minute the last apartment
was sold they took them away from us like it was magic. We took them
;to court, but we were not able to get our buses.
Senator CYHLES. Nan, as the executive director of the area agency on
.aging, tell me what you are trying to do to make some kind of service
.available.
Mrs. HuTcmNsoN. Well, for the benefit of some of these people, the
.area agency on aging is attempting to provide programs for the elderly
in each of their districts. Ours happens to be Broward County. I would
like to just briefly say that as far as population goes we were the first
.area agency to be funded in Florida as a model project in the fall of
1972 in Broward County. At that time when I started, we were told to
do three things: To find out what resources were there already; to
,point out the problems; and to grant problems on a priority basis to
meet these needs.
We did this. We interviewed every agency in Broward County.
There is an agency here north of us in Palm Beach, and so on. We did
interview all the agencies of Broward County to find out where theirs
was. Second, we did an in-depth survey. We held seminars. We met in
*.small groups, and large groups. We had task forces. We came up with
the data. The needs we found back in 1972 or 1973. This year the only
sthing was-that shifted a little bit.
Those first three needs have never changed: Health, or anytlhiing that
relates to that; transportation; and nutrition. This year housing
jumped from No. 8 up to No. 4. Then comes home services, activities,
information, and counseling. Now everything has gone the same until
:this year when the housing jumped from No. 8 to No. 4.
Senator CHILES. Why did it jump?
DRAMATIC INCREASE IN ELDErALY POPULATION

Mirs. Hu'rcHINsoN. Well, for the very reason clue to the influx that
-we have had. When we started in 1972, the 1970 census said we had
152,000-plus over 60 in Broward County.
Senator CHILES. That was in 1972?
MIrs. HU'rcinNsoN. That was in 1970. I was using the census. Today
we have 304,000 over 60 in Broward County and this is the growth from
1970 and from 1977.
Now when you talk about trying to do services for the influx that
Ewe have had so fast in the northwest section of Broward County in
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the past 3 years, almost 4-there are now people reasonably into the
northwest where you find Coral Springs, Tamarac, and those cities.
Now just in the nine cities you have 69,000 people over 60 years old.
Senator CIHLEs. I understand about 75 percent of the people in:
Tamarac are over 60 years old.
Mrs. HUTCHINSON. Senator, 85 percent are over 60 years old.

Now look down 5, 10, years from now. We keep saying that in 5
years 7 out of 10 are going to be elderly people. We are already there-and past it. We have 29.7 percent population out of the million in,
Broward County who are already 60 and over, Senator Chiles.

When you say an area agency is doing the planning and coordinating, yes, we did fund programs on the priority basis. We did start
with the nutrition 5 days a week. We have home service, we have home
touch. We have them all under one roof and it saves administratively,..
and in every other way. Within the Older Americans Act moneywe have 20 of those 43 buses that came through the Older Americans:
Act money and not the county.
The county is now purchasing some buses, but they have been a long
time doing it, but at least we made some inroads. They have helped us

in many ways. They have administered this program. The point is the
transportation has again set up an escort service. We had CETA

workers. My board of directors or the State could not find any insurance through the State insurance office and we worked for months on
this until we had to cancel that program. We need to not only have"
buses, we need to talk about insurance for volunteers or insurance for
those people who are willing to volunteer. In addition to those. we
have day care and many other services.
Senator CIIILEs. Nan, from your perspective, are the federally as-

sisted transportation programs for the elderly becoming more or lessunwieldy? I am talking about all of the UMTA funds-Older Americans Act, all of them.
Mrs. HuTcm-IINsoN. We just received seven additional UMTA buses:
last July that we had had on order for 2 years. The minute we get
some, we say we will take 10 more, we will find the match somewhere.
It has been so slow that we have not been able to get them. I would'
say that it is very difficult, either the money is not there or we are notallocated enough of the money that comes to Broward County. The'
other counties go through the same thing. We could find that match
if we could just get the Federal money to do it with.
Senator CHILES. What is the match?

Mrs.

HuTCHITNSON.

Eighty/twenty. Twenty percent we do locally.-

The cities do their fair share. We have excellent cooperation. That is:
where all match comes from, from the city and county.
TRANSPORTATION EXPANSION NEEDED
Senator CHILEs. Broward County gets now the total of how many

buses?

Mrs. HUTCITINsoN. Forty-three.
Senator CJILES. What would you say the need is?
Mrs. HUTCI-INSON. I would say if we had 100 buses that we could put;
them into operation and probably still not meet the need, Senator.-
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Chiles. Now I am talking about just for the elderly. I am not talking
about total matched transportation. We are talking, about those buses.
They don't have public transportation buses with lifts on them. These
people can't walk to the corner. If they do get to the corner, they cannot get up on these buses.
There has to be a demand/response type of transportation system
for the handicapped and for the elderly. We need to do this and we
need to do it no w because it is just to the place where these people cannot get from the condominiums. This lady who just testified, Mrs.
Borenstein, works all day every day, practically taking people to the
doctor, to shopping, or to get their prescriptions. I don't know what
those 15 or 20 who are depending on her will do when she gets ill, and it
could happen very easily. The point is that they are there with the
limitation of the equipment that we have and the limitation of funds.
Yes, we do all we can and we get it from every source that we can, but
it is totally impossible-the programs and, particularly, transportation, which is expensive.
Senator CHILES. Can any of you tell me whether, in your particular
complex, there has been an attempt to organize some sort of self-help
projects, as opposed to just an individual voluntarily providing it as
you are doing, Gladys? Or there is some individual self-help? You
know what we are really talking about here is the scope of the problem.
I don't know that there is any way that we are going to have the total
Federal response, taxwise, to provide for all the needs that exist.
One of the things that I notice is that condos are like small towns,.
people get together and help people. I want to elicit from you what is
taking place in your condominium.
Mirs. STANG. Our attempts at getting volunteers is very difficulty
particularly due to the insurance situation. What we have found, which
has been really an obstacle in terms of organizing, we have found
people who are willing to drive and offer their cars to transport people
at a price which is usually less than the taxi service, for example. The
problem is-I run into it myself, particularly-I go over the county
line. One of the reasons I was interested in this at the Federal thing is:
because the county for some of us is inadequate. Even if they had
enough buses, they would not go beyond the county line.
The people who do this privately are really breaking the law in terms:
of driving for remuneration; yet we use them and it is really dangerous.
getting into a car of that kind because they are not covered to transport people. That is as far as we got, even though the price is less than
insured transportation is. It is very difficult because we are never quite
sure, and if anything should happen, we would be covered and, of
course, the person that is doing it. So that has not at all met the need'
and that is as far as we have been able to get which is very inadequate..
AXOL>U\TMEEr AGEN-CIErS UTILIZED

AMr. KANTOR. We have a parallel situation in Century Village whereunauthorized persons-from a legal point of view-are transporting
residents to shopping areas, to the doctors, for injections, for pre-scriptions, for visiting if you will. We also have some very wonderful
volunteer agencies withiu the village that managed to get insurance-
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for these volunteers so we do have insurance on some of the volunteer
-drivers who perform this service. I will obtain the names of these
organizations and send them to you, Senator. They operate at no profit.
I believe that the driver is merely reimbursed for the gasoline that it
-costs him to transport these needy people; the volunteer agency itself
undertakes the cost of the insurance. Although we do have such services, it is still woefully inadequate because of the 15,000 people living
in Century Village.
Senator CHILEs. What type of volunteer agencies? Church
*sponsored?
Mr. KANTOR. This is within the village itself. It is a self-help type
of organization and I will get the names and send them to you.
Senator CHILES. That would be helpful.
One of the problems is this insurance matter, you know it is a
very big problem. The White House has a task force that is looking
into that, and they are expecting some proposals and a conference
in the White House by March of 1979, with some way of trying to
-address this insurance problem.
Mr. MANN. Senator, may I add this? While this volunteer system is
helpful, it is not the answer because, when you analyze the volunteer
system, you are talking about people who themselves are sick; they
have their own problems. While they may be OK for today, tomorrow
-they are laid up or they have to go to the doctor. Many of them are
with 99-year leases and they will never live out that 99-year lease, and
this is a big problem. Volunteer service is good, but it is not the answer
to what the senior citizen needs.
Mirs. BORENSTEIN. Senator Chiles, I would like to say we are not
reimbursed for any of our services. We do it and we do not get paid 1
-cent. If you call private people, they will grab you for a certain amount
of money, but in our area we do not. We do it as a neighborly thing
and try to help our neighbors, but, no, we do not have a regular system
for this and we are leaving ourselves open in case you have an accident
that someone may sue you. Someone was sued by a neighbor because
she had an accident after going out of her way to help the people, so
this is bad. I say we do need the public service or the county, whatever
we can get.
Senator CIIILEs. Len, do you want to tell us something about home
health care?
STATEMENT OF LEN WEISENGER, BROWARD COUNTY, FLA.
Mr. WEISENGER. Yes.
The tremendous cost of health care has fortunately occupied the
position of the Government for the past few years. In the meantime,
medicare does provide certain health care services on a part-time basis,
-such as skilled nursing care, physical therapy, and speech therapy.
The expansion of these services could also be implemented, including
-occupational therapy, home services, medical and social services, and
medical supplies.

It is true that these services are being provided, and I like to emplhasize that it is on a part-time basis. What this reduces itself to is that
-these services are provided for lots of 2 hours per week per person.
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For example, statistically speaking, any time as of the end of September we have provided these services to 6 of the 11 persons, yet we have
a waiting list based on that closing date for an additional 300 people.
As you can plainly see, the needs do exist. They become much moreemphatic because the population is growing older. Many of these communities that are on the average 15 years old have been started way
back in the middle sixties and the health has deteriorated concornitantly with the tremendous increase of the cost of living, and also was,
accompanied by the erosion of their resources. For this reason, in orderto help these people, the Government should expand these services.
I think that the Government should look at the need of the total
person. The benefit for the Government, as well as the services for these
people who are in need, would be twofold. First of all, these people
would be taught to take care of themselves independently. As far asthe Government is concerned, I think the cost would be far less than
to have to institutionalize them. So as you see, Senator. I think an
expansion of these services would be of mutual benefit.
MORE CHORE SERVIcEs NEEDED
Mrs. HUTCHINSON. Senator, if I might just add a little to what Mr.
Weisenger has said. He was talking about the home service program
that we do have. We have the home chore service that goes in to Ihelpwith the housework and that sort of thing. *We were serving people
60 and 65 when we started. Today we are serving the majority between
70 and 74. Remember they have been there 5 and 6 years, and 5 years
from now they will have more problems and less mobility and unable
to do for themselves. What we are saying is, we need something now.
We have not touched the middle-income group; we have not even
touched past the poverty level in this program, Senator. We have not
really touched that much of it basically.
Senator CHILES. Well, home care is an area that Senator Domenici
on the Committee on Aging and myself have held a series of hearingson, and we are going to go into that again this next year, and I hope
we can come up with some legislation. I am convinced that trying tohave some in-home services makes a great deal of sense, especially if
we are talking about quality of life, because it is ridiculous to force
people to be hospitalized or institutionalized in any form when they
could have stayed in their own home. I think in many instances you are
not doing the taxpayer any favor when we see the prices of the nursinghomes and the prices of the hospitalization. We also see these people,.
many times, just deteriorate very quickly when they are placed in
these homes.
Mrs. HIUTCrINSON. We have only four in the county and this iscertainly one of the best things that we have found as an alternativeto institutionalization. The family can work who needs to work. They
have to be supervised 24 hours a day. These people come to the day
care center and they don't mind it being called a day care center. What
you see when they come and how much improvement they make, theenjoyment they have not only for themselves but what it was for themembers of the family, this is one of the best things we have done
as an alternative, along with community care legislation that Florida.
has done.
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Mr. KANTOR. Senator, Mr. Weisenger just a moment ago mentioned
how the senior citizen's income has been eroded through inflation,
through escalation clauses, et cetera. Well, concomitant with that
comes all of the fixed-income problems of retirees.
In Century Village we discovered an appalling situation. Not only
are people on welfare, but the welfare rolls have increased dramatically
in the last year and a half. I don't even want to disclose the number
of people on the public welfare rolls in Century Village at this time,
but it is fast reaching what can be termed an astronomical figure. It is
bread and water for many of these people for the last week of the
month. Many of them are much too proud to enlist outside aid. Many
of them are much too proud to approach others for help.
What many of our in-village organizations have done is very quietly
sustain these people by making funds and food and clothing available
to them, and I say "very quietly," because you can well understand the
jolt to one's pride to have it known publicly that you are in a situation
where you have to accept this kind of help.
MEDICARE SEEN AS INADEQUATE

At the same time, there has developed a greater dependence on
medicaid because medicare at this point is woefully inadequate. Its
unrealistic schedules for repayment and, I hate to say it, some unfeelring physicians who just won't accept medicare patients, and the hospitals that won't accept medicare patients create additional problems.
You do have some unscrupulous physicians who will list additional
visits to make up their "fair share" of medicare money.
The high insurance cost for that portion not covered by medicare, the
'extremely narrow coverage-there is no drug coverage under medi'care-compounds the problem. You have no dental or eyeglass services. I think along with all of the health and social services problems
that have been mentioned here some kind of an adjustment on the Federal level has to come about. It has to be adjusted to meet the growing
needs of a very large segment of the American population.
We have been given additional years to live on this Earth through
medical research and scientific advances. For many people those additional years are not the heaven that was promised but a partial hell. I
know nobody promised us a rose garden, but neither did they tell us
we were only going to get the thorns and not the flowers. So I think,
along with what has been said, is this tremendous need for Federal
intervention, either through shared costs with the State or through a
more realistic medicare program. Even if it means primarily catering
onlv to the needs of those who are least able financially to care for their
medical needs, it may mean introducing a sliding scale so that the more
-affluent may receive less from the medicare program. Something has to
'be done now to take care of those persons who are suffering enormously
at this time.
Senator CrIMEs. Nan, what kind of long-range planning are you doing? Are you beginning to project? You have just been talking about
the citizen aging beyond 65, and now we are talking about that aging
and, especially let's say in Broward, where we have this tremendous
.concentration of our senior citizens in condonjiniums, the growing need
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that is going to be there for services. What kind of long-range planning
do vou proj ect doing?
Mrs. HUTCHTINSON. This is what we are planning and this is what
we are recommending-we hope through legislation, through some
source of additional moneys. WVe need all we have now, but with the
adcllitional moneys-I think with the population as it is, as you just
said. I see a real need for a social services network within the condominium complex. In this system we have done, I will say, this type of
multipurpose centers and our little mini centers, but being the sort of
townships that you were just talking about I think this is coming to
the point where we are going to have to face this and deal with this
realistically with condominiums.
I think that a svstem would include a social worker to provide coun-seling, information regarding available condominiunm services and
community services. Referrals should be made to available community
-services and coordination of the social services within the condominium
project. I also feel the same is true in our day care center and multi-purpose center which goes along with the health screening we are
-doing, and we are only doing it in two of them because of the physical
-facilities as well as the money. A nurse should be there to provide
[health screening, referral.
SERVICES SHOULD Bo P11oviw-)D

I definitely feel there should be a transportation system including
vehicles and drivers within these condominium complexes. There
:should be a recreation/social program coordinator to assure the resicdents of a viable activity program and one or more service aides to
-aid disabled residents with their shopping and so on.
I feel that we are beginning, and we are working in the condo-mmiiums now because we have helped organize the buddy systemthe mailbox system-whereby they check on someone. They have the
hall captains that report back to the condominium manager or building manager.

There have been some monitoring systems and I hope you see this
next week in St. Pete, this total monitoring system which fortunately
I did get OK'd from Sylvania. It cost $125 to set it up as a model in

Broward County which would be 200 people that would be monitoring their entire home. For instance, the telephone is the one where it
all comes back to the refrigerator, the radio, the TV, the light, the
bathroom, and so on. This is the best monitoring system that I found,
not only for safety. but for those who are living alone and for those
who are physically handicapped. Monitoring systems we are trying to
*set forth now.

In addition, I feel we are also assisting the volunteers whom we
are helping to organize in the friendly visitors, telephone reassurance
orders, shopping aides, transportation escorts and, hopefully, this
insurance will be worked out so that we can get the CETA workers
and get it back into a program. I really feel with this type of network
within the project and within the condominiums, I think that these
residents will be assured of more comfortable retirement years, in
-particularly the condominiums that they have chosen.
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Senator CHILES. How do you see that sort of total network being
undertaken?
Mrs. HUTCHINSON. I think it should go back through AoA. We aredoing it now. We could start on a small basis, which I hope to do with
or without the money, some way in Broward County, at least take
two or three of the condominiums and start this as a model project,.
because there is the money to do this. It is a matter of writing them
and getting them funded.
Senator CHILES. Assuming this pilot proves itself out, and I would
certainly think it would, how would you attempt to expand it?
Mrs. HUTCHINSON. Well, the thing that we do with the other programs. People pay what they can afford to pay for the services, and
that expands the program.
Senator CHILES. So you have some kind of a fee, on the basis of
ability to pay, for some of these services?
Mrs. HUTCHINSON. Yes. I think the title III moneys that are there
and you do get some dollars additionally each year. I think the seed
money could be put into condominiums with the key people that need to
get it started. As Gladys Borenstein has stated, in the condominiumsthey are willing, several of these people, to volunteer to help supplement and fill in the gaps where we don't have the money to fund thesehired people to put on the staff. I think the need is there and I don't
want to feel like I 'am going to have to wait another year to do it. We
have more or less sort of started and are in the planning stages for one
condominium right now so we hope that we can do this.
Senator CH-TILES. It sounds like a wonderful array of services and I
am sure everybody here would probably like to see that incorporated in.
all of this.
Mrs. HUTCHINSON. We have the services. Unfortunately, we are not

able to serve the numbers that we know are out there and who reallyneed them.
Senator CHILES. I know that that is very true.
POPULATION PROBLEM SERIOUS

Mrs. HUrcHINsoN. I would like to make one other point if I may,.

talking about population. We have a very serious problem and other
States like California and Arizona, I am sure, have the same, but beinghere I know with 4 million coming in here during the 6 months of the
season-now I will use one center as an example. We have between 450
and 500 people going through this northwest center every week, and I
mean undup]icated people. We run twice that in the months of January and February, right around Christmas time on. These people aregetting these services up North; they expect them when they get here.
We get money for the population for our census, and what we havebeen allocatedSenator CHILES. We try to get you some help but it is awfully hard'
to get other States to recognize that they are sending us in many instances their problems, and we are having to take care of them.
Mrs. HTrCHINsoN. Would there be any way of a formula for the
money to come to Florida and some of the other States in addition toour regular amounts that we are appropriated, because we have it and,
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we have the statistics to show it, so would they not consider it
-important?
Senator CHILES. Statistics are important, and you have to send them
to us. We have to get it to the attention of these other States so they
really recognize that we have this kind of problem. It hits us in all
areas.
Mrs. I{uTcIIiNso. I understand.
Senator CIHILES. 'W"re did some work on this. Senator Stone has done
a lot of work in trying to update the census numbers constantly because, again, being a growing State like we are in Florida. if we have to
go back and rely on the 1970 census all the way until the 1980 census
comes, we will have difficulty. During that time we almost doubled in
population of older persons.
Mrs. HuTcm}Nso.N. The three counties in southeast Florida are really
catching up because we are getting more.
Senator CHILES. In addition to that, this additional burden of our
tourism population that comes down for the winter.
Mrs. HUTrCHINSON. In the nutrition program some will come twice
and somebody else will come once, but that is not right when you have
your own population here year around. They are willing and they do
cooperate and they are wonderful, but we need to do something.
Senator CHILES. I want to thank you all for your discussion this
morning. I think it is very helpful to us and very helpful to the record
we are attempting to build here. We do appreciate your coming very
much.
Mr. MANN. May I add one point, Senator?
Senator CHrmia. Yes, sir.
Mr. MANN. We have heard a lot said today against our developers,
and we will gladly volunteer to have a shootout with our developer,
but the concept that we have at Century Village-the recreation concept is a boon to gerontology, because the most important change of the
senior citizen when he retires is what he is going to do with his time
-and with his life. If he is not at all active, he just deteriorates. The
concept that we have, there are so many activities for the individual
:to participate in that if he doesn't, it is his own fault.
I would appreciate, Senator, if you and your committee would give
some thought to those people who cannot afford any kind of a condominium. yet build for those people with the same kind of concept
-and give them the same privileges that those who can afford have.
Thank you.
WORKING ON PROVIDING SERVICES
Senator Crnians. We are already working on that in trying to provide the multiple services within some of our highrise complexes, even
where there are rent subsidies in trying to provide all of the services.
We are just beginning to deal with that problem.
Thank you very much.
Mrs. HUTCHINSON. May I say just two quick things? You mentioned
inedi-gap once. I hope you don't dismiss that because we have had so
many outreach people that have indicated they have people they are
concerned about. They are getting in the mail all of these proposals
as well as by telephone. I hope you don't let that go.
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The second thing is having been in Washington and having worked'
on thisSenator CHILES. We have held hearings on that and we are not go-ing to let it go. I assure you on that.
Mrs. HuTrcHNsoN. Good.
The other is the White House Conference. What you are doing here
in Florida, having the number of elderly that it has, there will beleadership in some States some place, and I would like to say to you,.
Senator Chiles, being from the State of Florida and with the new
Governor, that we do get at the grassroots and not let these issues go,
awry through the Older Americans Act. All these things that we have
been talking about, and talk about them from now on-start at the
grassroots and not let the planning just come from the top, but from
down here. We could do this with your help and the new Governorelect, as well as at the local level. That would be of assistance to the
State of Florida, as well as getting the data that they need in order to
help do the planning.
We would just like to say we are here, the area agency in Florida.
We want to help, we would like to assist, and we would like to see the
State of Florida take the leadership role in the White House Conference planning.
Senator CHILES. We want your help and we will try to work it out
Mrs. HurcHINsoN. Thank you.
Mr. MANN. Thank you, Senator Chiles.
Senator CHILES. Our next panel is going to be a panel of State officials and private attorneys. I will ask them to come up and take their
seats if they will. Before we get started, we will take a short recess.
[Whereupon, the committee took a short recess.]
Senator CHILES. We will get started again.
We now have our panel of State officials and private attorneys. We
will start with Mr. Thomas Pflaum, who is the assistant attorney general, consumer division, Tallahassee. If you have a full statement, we
will be glad to put it in the record.' You can sort of summarize your
remarks so we will get into some questions and answers.
STATEMENT OF THOMAS M. PFLAUM, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL, CONSUMER DIVISION, TALLAHASSEE, FLA.
Mr. PFLAUM. I have made available to the committee a written
synopsis, or historical sketch describing the attorney general's efforts
over a 5-year period to obtain relief for condominium owners from
oppressive recreational leases. I do not think it necessary to restate
that historical synopsis because it is quite detailed, so perhaps I minght
simply state my views on where we have been and where we have come.
Senator CHILES. All right, sir.
Mr. PFLAUT. I am here on behalf of the attorney general and the
Florida Department of Legal Affairs. As you know, the attorney general has dedicated nearly 5 years of hard-fought litigation, admimstrative and legislative proceedings, in an effort to provide legal relief
from condominium recreational leases.
' See p. 102.
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Senator CI-iLES. I think the attorney general has been a tremendous
force and power in trying to effect some relief here, and that effort
certainly has to be part of the reason that we have come up with the
Federal bill. Because, where it appears finally that the courts cut you
off from the remedies you could effect in Florida, we now see the need
for trying to address this federally.
Mr. PFLAum. And that is the main point I would like to make. At
the risk of overemphasizing our losses, I think I must say that in
retrospect, if we stand back and look objectively at the present status
of the laws, we have failed. We have been unable to accomplish our
ultimate goal, which was and is to generate a Florida Supreme Court
decision of good precedential value declaring these recreational leases
invalid, orat least reform them. Of course, we have had victories in
the sense of successfully assisting individual condominiumn owners
escape from a specific lease usually by "persuading" the developer
to negotiate a settlement, or "buy-out" of the leases, but to
best of
my knowledge we have never obtained that sought-after the
appellate
decision.

ANTITRUST TrE-IN THEORY REJECTED

As you are aware from other testimony, the Florida courts have
basically rejected the antitrust tie-in theory, which, incidentally,
I think is still the best theory and remains active in the Federal courts,
and have held that the "little FTC" act, section 501.204, Florida
statutes, cannot be applied retroactively to leases assumed in the
1968 to 1974 period. In addition, certain Florida appellate courts have
gone so far as to hold that the "little FTC" act, which is our principal
enforcement remedy, does not even apply to "real property" transactions such as leases-a principle which is wrong but which is currently
binding.
Accordingly, although litigation continues, and although we may
some day vindicate our theories, the present status of Florida law
looks to me a little grim.
And in light of this unresponsiveness by the Florida courts, we
must recognize that the economics of continued enforcement of condominium recreation leases is stressing. I have been involved in cases
where the rent under the lease has increased 100 percent or more in
5 years, and unless the government intervenes, will probably do so
again. As you are aware, these leases typically run for 99 years. many
are indeed for a perpetual term which will cause an inflationary bubble
of almost inconceivable proportions. Mly written presentation details
the unconscionable elements of these leases, and need not be restated
here, but I hope that Congress appreciates how totally unfair these
leases are, and how impossible is the economic burden which they
impose. Suffice to state unequivocally my belief that, in light of the
failure to obtain State court relief, Federal relief is undoubtedly
needed.
However, I must note my skepticism that the proposed Federal
legislation will generate the necessary national support. Certainly, it
appears to me that there is a commerce clause "nexus" between these
leases and Federal jurisdiction; I think in a historical sense,
you
have pointed out, Congress has often had to intervene when the as
States
have failed to safeguard citizen rights, and I think we have reached
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that point now. However, I think we should recognize that these
leases are not yet truly "national" problems and that this is perhaps
snot the era for such remedial social legislation. Perhaps Rod Tennyson might speak more on this strategic issue, but it may be worthwhile
for your committee to also consider alternative Federal measures, such
as changes in the tax system, which I understand actually promotes
these unfair leases, and which may discourage settlement.
In conclusion, let me say that I think we are facing a major social
-and economic problem caused by the enforcement of condominium recreational leases, that we have failed to obtain the needed State court
relief, that the proposed legislation is excellent and undoubtedly
needed, and finally, that alternative Federal remedies should also be
considered.
Thank yau for allowing me to speak to you, and I will be pleased to
answer any further questions you may have.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Pflaum follows :J
PREPARED STATEMENT OF THOMAS MARTIN PFLAUM

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Thomas Martin
Pflaum, and I am appearing today on behalf of Attorney General Robert L. Shevin,
who is Florida's chief legal officer. I am the assistant attorney general who has,
for the last year and a half, been principally responsible for the attorney general's
condominium litigation and related condominium activities. It is a great honor to
appear before you to express my views of the severe psychological and economic
problems which confront thousands of elderly condominium residents in this
State, and which arise from the enforcement of unfair land and recreational
leases and management contracts.
As you know, for approximately 5 years the attorney general of Florida has
attempted to obtain relief on behalf of elderly Florida citizens, many of whom
simply can no longer afford the ever-escalating costs of their land and recreational
leases and management contracts. Based on my experience in this area since mid1977, and my review of the attorney general's previous efforts since 1974, I firmly
believe that Federal relief, particularly in the form of remedial Federal condominium legislation, is not only the best means of assisting these tens of thousands
of elderly condominium residents but indeed appears to be the only effective relief
available.
I believe the most useful contribution I can make to this committee is to fully
advise it of the history of the attorney general's efforts to obtain relief on
behalf of these elderly citizens. As you will see from my historical summary
below, the attorney general's efforts in this area have been diverse, complex,
persistent, and only marginally successful. I should acknowledge, of course, that
the agency with principal authority (some would argue exclusive authority)
over condominium matters is the Florida Department of Business Regulation,
Division of Land Sales and Condominiums. Assuming proper support by the
Florida Legislature, and given the full disclosure requirements of the current
Condominium Act, I think the division will be able to prevent a reoccurrence
of the type of massive overreaching and deception which occurred from the late
1960's through 1975. However, it is apparent that not even the division's Jeff
Andrews, whose skill and dedication is widely and deservedly recognized, can
provide relief to the thousands of elderly condominium purchasers who purchased prior to current legislation.
HISTORICAL SUMMARY

In the late 1960's and early 1970's the condominium market of Florida's housing industry underwent an explosive increase in building and sales. primarily
affecting the three lower southeast counties of Dade, Broward, and Palm Beach,
as well as the Tampa Bay area. Presumably this surge of condominium development and marketing reflected substantially increased costs of traditional.
single-family housing, as well as increases in Florida's retired population. It
Is these tens of thousands of elderly purchasers, who purchased their units in
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the 1968-74 period prior to remedial Florida legislation, who most desperately
require Federal assistance.
proAs you may be aware, the Florida "little FTC" act, which generally
statutes),
Florida
501.204,
(section
practices
trade
deceptive
or
unfair
hibits
general, as
did not take effect until 1974. Immediately thereafter, the attorney hearings
to
the act's primary enforcing authority, conducted a series of public
probdetermine what Florida's citizens viewed as their most pressing consumer
In
lems. Problems concerning condominiums were those most frequently voiced.land
descending order of importance, their specific concerns were mandatory and
and recreational leases and similar arrangements, mandatory management
maintenance contracts, construction defects, and transfer of control from the
developer to the condominium association.
These consumer complaints, voiced during the attorney general's original
and
public hearings, clearly illuminated the misrepresentation, overreaching,
nondisclosure then common in condominium marketing. These concerns were
Imlater supported by the findings of a study, entitled "Condominiums: Their
for the
pact on the Southeast Florida Housing Market," which was prepared
Department
attorney general by William. Bosher, an economist assigned toasthe
in intergovernof Legal Affairs from the Federal Civil Service Commission,
mental fellow.
Based on this data, It was obvious that the situation having the greatest
of recpotential hardship to condominium purchasers was the prevalent useretention
reational leases. This marketing format arises from the developer's
from the property submitted to the condominium form of ownership of those
propareas on which recreational or other common facilities are located. This
erty is then leased to the condominium association and its unit owner members
under a long-term (usually 99 years) lease.
In practical economic terms, these leases were devised by developers and their
the condominium
attorneys in part as an indirect method of financing the sale oftransaction.
Many
units, and perhaps indeed of concealing the actual cost of the
units in
developers have conceded that the competition to sell condominium
units at
the 1968-74 period placed them In a position of having to advertise the
the device
a relatively low price, often below their actual value. Accordingly,
of sales based
of recreational and land lease was used to permit the solicitation thus
on a low (e.g., $25,000 or less in many cases) advertised price, costattracting
would be
purchasers without disclosing the fact that the actual investmentprice was
often
recovered by means of the leases. Consequently, the advertised
ever-escalating
the
of
light
In
investment.
the
of
cost
true
the
of
ipart
small
a
only
or three times
"rent" for the land or the facilities, the actual costs may be two paid
under the
rent
enormous
the
Accordingly,
price.
disclosed
or
the nominal,
leases seldom reflects the value of the leased property, which is often unimpressive, but rather the developer's profits on the entire project.
the
The pernicious effect of these leases can hardly be exaggerated: Under(such
leases, the unit owners rent certain limited areas of the common elements
whether or not
as the swimming pool), and are irrevocably bound to pay rent,
continue
they are able to use the facilities, or even whether or not the facilities
each successive
to exist for 99 years. The leases thus run with the land so that
obligated
purchaser (and their heirs) are, for all practical purposes, eternally permit
the
under the leases. In addition, the leases contain lien provisions which
owners' very
developer (and its successors and heirs) to foreclose the unit
the
dwellings, and often also all other condominium property, for failure to pay
contain
rent under the leases. In addition, and most importantly, the leases
lease rent,
escalation clauses which permit the developer to continually raise the
cost of living (CPI)
for 99 years, to reflect changes in the Department of Labor's the
rent can only be
Index. (Remarkably, many of the leases even provide that
increased to reflect increases in the CPI, notwithstanding hypothetical decreases
in the CPI. )

Owners Responsible For All Services
generally
Finally, in addition to all of the other unfair provisions, the leases arewhatsoever
"net" leases, under which the developer has no obligations or duties
leases thus
except to collect the ever-escalating rent from the unit owners. Theobligation
of
provide that the unit owners are responsible for virtually every
and
ownership, including insurance, taxes, maintenance, repairs, replacement,
in
servicing, and require the unit owners to return the facilities to the developer,
40-759-79-3
in*the CPI.)
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the middle of the 21st century, in the same condition as built. Accordingly, the
unit owners are obligated to assume the costs of so maintaining, insuring, and
replacing the rented facilities, which costs have themselves doubled, in addition
to paying ever-escalating rent to the developer, even though the developer has no
costs or obligations which would justify such escalated rent.
It is also critical to understand that these palpably one-sided and unfair leases
were never executed or accepted by the unit owners. One of the most remarkable
aspects of the lease procedure was that the developer, having created the condominium, simultaneously created the condominium association to represent the
unit owners. However, since the developer initially is the sole owner of all the
units, the developer obviously controls the association and can execute the leases
on behalf of himself and on behalf of the unit owners; as both lessor and lessee.
In other words, typically the lessee association, controlled by the developer
himself, agrees to the lease without any participation at all by the people who
are subject to it. Upon purchase of a condominium unit, the owner is required to
adopt the lease either automatically and without his knowledge or pursuant to
an assignment during closing. Indeed, many of the purchasers were never even
provided with the leases and other obligations which they were assuming by
purchasing the unit and becoming members of the association. It is obvious, in
either case, that the elderly purchasers could not have understood what they
were getting into, even if they had the opportunity to review the documents, for
the pertinent documents may be over 100 pages of. single-spaced, interrelated
legal provisions, which even competent attorneys have difficulty understanding.
In many cases, purchasers were actually misled about these obligations. For
example, purchasers were advised in their purchase agreement of a lease which
required them to pay "$15 a month," but were verbally told by the developer's
agents that such rent would "never be increased," or would be increased only "a
little." In fact, the current inflation rate has caused the rents to increase 100 or
more percent for many condominium purchasers since 1972 alone.
The principal oppressive features of such leasing arrangements are thus:
(1) Acceptance of individual liability under the lease was made a mandatory
condition of purchase of a unit without proper disclosure of such liabilities;
(2) the rent was subject to escalation clauses which caused the rent to increase
in direct proportion to increases in the Consumer Price Index; (3) obligations
under the leases were secured by a lien which could be foreclosed on the unit
of any unit owner failing to pay; (4) the lessee unit owners were seldom, if
ever, in a position to understand what they were getting into, much less negotiate
the terms of the relationship; (5) the rent under the leases has no reasonable
relationship to the value of facilities or services provided; (6) the leases were
offered and accepted by the developer himself, with no participation by the
individual unit owners; and (7) the leases are commonly net leases, under which
the unit owners assume all the costs of operating the facilities. As inflation
rose at unprecedented rates in the early 1970's, the lease payments for tens
of thousands of unit owners have been escalated beyond reasonable limits of
affordability, and thousands of elderly condominium owners now suffer legitimate fear of losing their homes by foreclosure. Having worked with many of
these elderly unit owners, it is apparent to me that these unfair and unforeseen
obligations have caused them great distress and induced in them a sense of
helplessness and vulnerability which cannot easily be remedied.
Due to limitations on personnel and resources, it was originally felt that
the main focus of the attorney general's efforts to redress these problems should
be to use the Florida "little FTC" act, based on two legal theories: (1) The
leases constituted a tying arrangement and per se violation of State and Federal
antitrust laws, thus making the arrangement an unfair method of competition
in violation of the act: (2) the recreational leases were unconscionable at common law at the time of their creation, thus rendering their enforcement an unfair
and deceptive act or practice in violation of the act. Both theories contained
allegations of misrepresentation, nondisclosure, and deceptive conduct, but did
not assert actual fraud.
Attorney General Initiates Test Cases
Accordingly, four test cases were initiated by the attorney general in the
fall of 1974. These test cases invoked the administrative enforcement powers
of the "little FTC" act by seeking to impose cease-and-desist orders against
the allegedly unlawful practices, through administrAtive rather than judicial
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proceedings.
both antitrust
common law theories were alleged,
emphasis wasAlthough
placed on the antitrust and
tie-in theory. The four projects involved
in these cases were Century Village and Golden Lakes
Village in Palm Beach
County, and Pine Island Ridge and Holiday Springs in Broward
County. After
a year and a half of jurisdictional litigation, the result was: (1) Century
Village
obtained a writ of prohibition prohibiting the continuation of the administrative
proceeding against it. The effect of the writ was to make it appear that procedural and jurisdictional objections could be more easily overcome if administrative rules were adopted by the Governor and cabinet which specifically covered
the tying arrangements. Such rules were proposed by the attorney general and
they remained pending until the supreme court's Avila South decision
required
their withdrawal; (2) Golden Lakes Village removed the administrative
proceediags to the circuit court, and a voluntary dismissal was taken by the attorney
general as a result of factors described below; (3) Holiday Springs settled with
the unit owners; (4) Pine Island Ridge petitioned for bankruptcy and obtained
reorganization in the Federal court, based in part on a settlement of the recreational lease dispute under which purchasers rwere given the option to reject
the recreational lease and the rights thereunder.
As described more fully below, these initial efforts to challenge the leases
through the "little FTC" act and the tie-in theory were ultimately frustrated
by appellate decisions holding that: (1) the act could not be retroactively
applied to leases which were executed prior to its effective date,without violating
the constitutional prohibition against retroactive invalidation of existing contract
rights; and (2) that no tie-in existed under State antitrust laws, because the
sale of the units and the simultaneous lease of recreational facilities was
essentially a single real property transaction, without two separate products.
In the meantime, private litigation involving
same or similar legal theories
was proceeding in both the Florida and Federalthecourts.
Legal theories for challenging the enforcement of land and recreational leases were (and remain) (a)
Federal antitrust tie-in theory, based on the fact that the purchase of a condominium unit Is mandatorily tied to the acceptance of the lease; (b) unconscionability at common law or under the U.C.C.. based on the one-sided, overreaching nature of the leases, the unequal bargaining power of the parties, and
the inherently unfair provisions of the leases; (c) the prospective incorporation
(contract law) theory under the Kaufman v. Shere and CenturyVilage v. Wel-

lington decisions, under which the developer is deemed to have (inadvertently)
adopted subsequent amendments to the Condominium Act which invalidated the
lease escalation clause; (d) the corporate self-dealing and breach of fiduciary
duty theories, arising from the developer's execution of the lease with himself
as both lessor and lessee.
Of course, in the 1974 session, the Florida Legislature enacted a complete revision of the Florida Condominium Act. Theretofore, the act had been one of the
minimal permissive regulation of the industry, leaving maximum flexibility to
developers. The 1974 revision, which formed the basis for the present Condominium Act. attempted to specifically address many of the consumer problems which
had become evident by that time. This included a provision which expressly declared unlawful and unenforceable rent escalation clauses based upon increases
or decreases in consumer and commodity price indices.
After the 1974 legislation, litigation ensued raising the issue of the constitutional applicability of this legislation (prohibiting escalation clauses) to leases
executed prior to the effective date of the statute. The attorney general was involved from the beginning in such litigation, which ultimately resulted in a holding by the Florida Supreme Court that retroactive application of the Condominium
Act amendments would unconstitutionally impair the obligations of contract.
The decision in this case, usually referred to as tie Fleenman decision, struck down
the retroactive application of the escalation clause prohibition, leaving only its
prospective application intact.
No Relief For Purchasers of Condominiuims

The court's decision on the "Impairment of contract" issue, il conjunction wit)
other cases decided at the same time (e~g., Avila South) made it clear that the
Florida courts were viewing
t
te sale of condominium parcels and tie lease Of

recreational facilities as a single process, and that the Florida Legislature would
niot be capable of providing relief to the 1008-74 purchasers. Thus, the legal
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underpinnings of the prevailing anti-trust and "little FTC" act theories were
negated, at least with respect to the Florida courts.
However, these same negative decisions by the Florida courts included dicta
suggesting the doctrine of unconscionability as a remedy for aggrieved unit
owners. Both the attorney general and the legislature responded to this dicta.
In further amending the Condominium Act, the 1977 legislature enacted an
evidentiary provision creating a rebuttable presumption of unconscionability
where certain elements were present in a lease, which could be used by litigating
unit owners. See section 718.122, Florida Statute (1977). The attorney general
similarly proposed, and is now defending, the adoption of administrative rules
specifying that the "little FTC" act provides a remedy against the enforcement
-of leases that were unconscionable at the time of their execution. These unconscionability rules are designed to be useful to aggrieved unit owners both independently or in conjunction with the statutory presumption and in conjunction
With common law unconscionability actions.
Prior to the proposal of these rules, the attorney general urged both sides
of the recreational lease dispute to lower the emotional level and to engage in
good faith settlement negotiations. The attorney general agreed not to initiate
new actions during the cooling off period. After a 4 to 5 month period, when
the cooling off period failed to have the desired effect, the above-described unconscionability rules were proposed. Simultaneously, the attorney general's office began to review complaints and gather additional information which could
be used to initiate new test cases emphasizing unconscionability and corporate
self dealing as grounds to invalidate the leases. The proposed rules have been
aggressively challenged pursuant to the Administrative Procedures Act, and
there is no expectation that they will soon be made effective.
In 1977 and 1978, we initiated as a party plaintiff or appeared in as amicus
in numerous trial and appellate condominium cases seeking to obtain a judicial
remedy for unconscionable recreational and land leases. The two original cases
were Rothmoor in Pinellas County and Plantation in Broward, both of which
have been settled by the unit owners. Other such cases are pending or proposed.
Although litigation is still in progress it has become apparent that, with a single
exception, our efforts have been noticeably unsuccessful. I use the term "unsuccessful" in the context of our failure to generate an appellate decision striking
down or reforming a land or recreational lease on a theory which has ready
application to other developments throughout the State. Stated differently, as a
practical matter it is not a sufficient solution to the lease problem merely to convince a trial judge to invalidate or reform a specific recreational lease on
grounds of unconscionability or self-dealing, (nor to frighten a single developer
into settlement) for such "victories" do not have statewide applicability, and
cannot be applied to other condominiums without a separate full scale trial on
the merits. Therefore, although the attorney general's office has succeeded in
individual cases, at least to the extent of forcing a buy-out of the lease on terms
favorable to the unit owners, there has yet to be an appellate decision supplying
broad legal precedent to solve the land and recreational lease problem. The
single exception I noted above was the decision of a Florida appellate court in
Kaufman v. Shere, which held that any recreational or land lease which referred
to the Condominium Act of Florida "as amended from time to time" should be
construed (by all courts) to mean that the developer had prospectively adopted
the later changes in the condominium act prohibiting escalation clauses in such
leases. In other words, Kaufman v. Shere provided a means, with statewide applicability, or circumventing the Florida Supreme Court's decision that the 1974
protective legislation could not constitutionally be applied retroactively to prior
leases, for Kaufman construed certain language in the leases to mean that the
developer prospectively incorporated such legislation. The Kaufman decision,
however, has yet to be clearly afflrmed by the Florida Supreme Court. Moreover,
Kaufman only provides a partial remedy, for the case is only relevant where a
developer or his attorney made the error of using the "magic" language referring
to "the Florida Condominium Act as amended from time to time." In most condominium cases, such error was (unfortunately) not made by the developer's
lawyer.
Attempts Made to Reform Leases
As demonstrated above, the attorney general has initiated successive attempts
to invalidate or reform the unfair recreational land leases in this State. There is
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no way of safely predicting the eventual outcome of these efforts, but It can be
stated unequivocally that there is no present indication that this office will be
able to obtain the desired decisions for many years, if at all. Even aside from
the numerous retroactivity problems noted above, the attorney general's efforts
to assist condominium unit owners is often frustrated by jurisdictional, standing, and capacity challenges which the parens patrae doctrine only partially
answers.
Thus the problem for tens of thousands of elderly condominium residents who
cannot reasonably afford private counsel and lengthy litigation can only become
more grave. It is self-evident, as a matter of mathematics, that the rent escalation "bubble" must eventually burst, for there is no way that our elderly citizens, living largely on limited social security, pensions, or other such income,
can pay rent and assume maintenance costs which escalate so frequently that
they essentially double every 4 to 5 years. To take an example from a recent
case I initiated (which has since been settled), original annual recreational
lease rent which was $21,000 (or $200 per unit) when the 100 unit owners purchased their units in 1972, had, by 1974, jumped to over $26,000; by 1976, the rent
had jumped to $34,000, and by 1978, the rent had been "adjusted" upwards to
approximately $40,000. In addition, the maintenance costs for these 100 unit
owners had a commensurate increase from $24,000 to $40,000. Thus, in this typical development, the total income to the developer for rent and maintenance of
the recreational facilities was from 1972 through 1978 approximately one third
of a million dollars. This despite the fact that the original cost of the facilities
was approximately $50,000 and the 1978 value did not exceed $80,000. Thus the
developer obtained over 600 percent profit in the first 6 years of a 99-year lease.
Projecting such costs into the future, and assuming only a 6.5 percent inflation
rate, we can see that by the early part of the next century, each unit owner (or
their heirs or assignees) will be required to pay tens of thousands of dollars per
year in rent and maintenance fees. Despite the fact that the facilities leased are
only a swimming pool and shuffleboard court, the developer can reasonably expect to be making over $1 million per year in rent, within '0 years. In the
aggregate, such yearly rentals will amount to tens of millions of dollars over the
99-year term of the lease, for a single small condominium.
It is obvious that such rental obligations are an impossible economic burden
for the individual condominium dwellers, even aside from the severe social and
inflationary pressures which such schemes promote. Unconscionability theory?
or theories based on corporate self-dealings and breach of fiduciary duties, offer
only a prospective and partial solution to this economic disaster, for such theories
can only be used after extensive litigation by each and every condominium unit;
owner in the State. For the poorer of the State's elderly condominium dwellers.
such litigation Is so lengthy and costly as to be no solution at all. And as has already been noted, the Florida Legislature is evidently incapable of providing a
remedy, because of the constitutional prohibition against retroactive impairment
of contracts by the State. For that reason, a Federal solution is imperative. I
would therefore respectfully urge this committee to support the proposed Federal
legislation to prohibit the further enforcement of escalation clauses In recreational
and land leases, whenever such leases were executed.

Senator CHILES. Thank you very much.
Next is Afr. R. Jeff Andrews, chief, Bureau of Condominiums,
Tallahassee.

STATEMENT OF R. JEFF ANDREWS, TALLAHASSEE, FLA., CHIEF,
BUREAU OF CONDOMINIUMS, DIVISION OF FLORIDA LAND SALES
AND CONDOMINIUMS
Mfr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Senator Chiles. I also wvill briefly touch
on some of the items that I halve covered in my written testimony which
is of record her C.

Senator CInILEs. Again, your statement in full will be included in

the record.,
'See p. 109.
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Mr. ANDREWS. I am going to deal basically with 2 of 10 areas that I
had designated as problems that we are currently having in Florida.
One of those areas has been very thoroughly covered already which is
the recreation lease problem. The two areas that I would like to deal
with that I think we need to look at on the State level and also on the
Federal level are those areas of complexity of documents and the area
of problems of community living.
It has been the experience of the division that the problems of
community living are very numerous and very difficult, and we are
of the opinion that the problems of community living come mostly
from a lack of information, education, knowledge, and the kind of
material that the purchaser or prospective purchaser has not been
privy to and is not getting before he moves into the condominium.
As you know, the condominium way of life and the condominium

concept is relatively new in the United States, and we have had only
a few short years of dealing with it in Florida. We have a lot of
people who are choosing this style of living who are not familiar with
high density living, the proximity and closeness of neighbors, the
democratic rule concept, and the whole concept of condominium
living. It is very difficult sometimes for people to accept this way
of life.
CO-NDOMINIUM PUBLICATIONS AND SEMINAns

On the State level we are trying to deal with this through various
approaches, publication being one, and seminars another. Hopefully
we will eventually get more courses offered in the universities and
the colleges in the State to better inform people as to exactly what
condominium living is and what they have to deal with as a condominium unit owner.
The other problem which I will briefly touch on is the problem of
complexity of documents. As you know, the documents that a prospective purchaser has to go through to buy a condominium are
voluminous, verbose, and difficult to understand. They are mostly
in legalese, it is very hard for the average person to realize exactly
what he is getting into and even if he reads it and thinks he understands it, oftentimes there are clauses or provisions that tie him into
unknown obligations, for example, recreation leases.
A new scheme that we now see surfacing is the mandatory social
club, where a person buying into a condominium is required to join
a social club which has a monthly fee. a recreation clause, and is not
prohibited by the provisions passed by the Florida Legislature in
1975. Thus, we have a new scheme developing that we are going to
have to deal with and we will probably have to address it through
additional legislation.
The complexity of documents is such that even-and I think you
heard it in some of the earlier testimony-persons having legal counsel
oftentimes do not realize what they are getting into. Part of that
problem, of course, is that some of the attorneys dealing with condominiums are not familiar with condominium documents, and it is
difficult for them to understand the complexities involved in the
documents.

I brought what I think is a good example of a set of condominium
documents. I brought it to show what the purchaser is facing when
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'lie buys a unit. This set of documents. as I say, is what I think is .a

good set-it is well laid out, it is well indexed, it has a glossary, it
has an overall index to all the sections and the various parts of the
documents. The complexities include such things as a declaration,
articles and bylaws, easements, and other complicated items. A purchaser's' ability to deal with this is practically impossible, and unless
.he has an attorney who has done condominium work previously, he
is not going to get much help with these documents.
STANDARDIZATION OF MATERIALS NEEDED

I am not sure what can be done to simplify documents. Florida,
as you know, has passed a rather far-reaching disclosure law and I
think it has helped, but there still is the problem with the sheer

volume of materials that the purchaser has to go through. We are
making some approaches to the title companies to see if there is some
way we could standardize some of the documents, such as the declaration and others of the more complex items. I think some States may
possibly-New Jersey, for example-have the title insurance companies insure the legality of title which is not done in Florida.
These two sections are very important to the division. The approach
to dealing with these problems is to attempt to work with the association groups and the other interest groups around the State to accumulate and disseminate as much information as we can about living with
and resolving problems in a condominium.
The Federal Government could be of great assistance to the States
in this particular area by lending the State the expertise of the Federal agencies concerning the condominium lifestyle and its application
to everyday living. It could also fund various informational-type
projects such as seminars, educational courses, and encourage through
the use of Federal funding the establishment of condominium courses
in the universities in the State, special projects for creation of simple
pamphlets on condominium living and also to distribute educationaltype materials.
If the condominium concept is to work, we are going to have to
make more of an effort to provide support to the concept. The Federal
Government must make a fairly substantial commitment monetarily

to resolve some of the problems and to disseminate information to
persons choosing the condominium way of life. Those persons will
then be able to purchase a condominium with their eyes open and with
an understanding of what they are getting into and an understanding
of some of the problems of condominium living.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Andrews follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF

R.

JEFF ANDREWS

In the early seventies the Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) commissioned a study on condominium and cooperative living which was
produced In finalized form In 1975. In that study it was found that approximately
4 million Americans then lived In condominiums. In the last 3 years there has
been a tremendous increase In condominium living and In Florida the condominium concept has spawned a mini-economic boom In condominium units. In
1975, three States-Florida, California, and New York-contained approximately
50 percent of the entire condominium and cooperative housing inventory in the
United States. During the past 3 years Florida has not relinquished Its share of
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a person cannot be moved out of his apartment at time of conversion until his
lease expires if greater than 120 days or following a 120 day period if less thaii
120 days. The elderly and lower income families are the ones that: suffer' the
most from displacement by conversion of existing units. There are two answers
to this problem: A prohibition against displacement of elderly persons; and
construction of low-cost housing for the elderly and low-income families:.
(5) Association operating problems.-This particular problem is a grave one
and necessitates a massive educational program by the, States. and the Federal'
Government to inform prospective purchasers and unit owners of the techniques
and difficulties of properly operating an association. Often board members and
officers are inexperienced and have not dealt with'the management and operation of a large corporation such as an association. Frequently, older Americans
do not wish to assume responsibilities commensurate with those of the officers
and directors of an association. Informational pamphlets, educational seminars,
public interest film strips, and similar materials are needed to inform prospective
purchasers of the condominium concept and lifestyle. The purchaser that deals
from the strength of knowledge will be the unit owner that can positively contribute to the condominium way of life.
The approach of the division to this problem is to reorient the direction of
the division toward educational and informational type programs to attempt to
assist the associations in bringing its members into active participation of the
running of the condominium or cooperative association. The division is not
equipped to provide the materials and programs needed to inform prospective
purchasers.
(6) Problems of community living.-This Is probably the most difficult area to
deal with of all of the areas listed in the HUD study. There are innumerable
difficulties in adjusting to the condominium way of life. They include lack of
familiarity with high-density living, multifamily ownership, lack of accurate
information on what is purchased, and the rights land responsibilities that accompany that purchase.
The unit owner who has been a tenant expects someone to be available to
resolve the problems confronting him, as was the case in the rental situation.
The association becomes the surrogate landlord in a complex made up of erstwhile tenants. Therefore, the association must resolve problems. As the association is made up of unit owners and is ultimately controlled by them, each owner
must contribute to the resolution of condominium problems.
Often the exhomeowner may have unrealistic expectations about condominium
ownership. He may believe that, as he has bought and paid for his property, he
may do as he wishes with it. Association rules can limit his activities regarding
his unit. It is essential to the purchaser to learn those limits before buying and.
to understand that majority decisions prevail and that the condominium operates
according to its rules and regulations.
The greatest problems confronting the division are problems dealing with unit
owner difficulties and community living. The emphasis of the division in the coming year will be to deal with thoseproblems through the associations and other
groups who are constantly in contact with the condominium community. The
division is undertaking projects on several fronts to develop educational pamphlets, to put together informational seminars and to encourage the publication
of materials dealing with condominium living and the condominium concept. As
previously noted, division efforts are aimed mostly at unit owners and do not
directly affect prospective purchasers. The Federal Government could greatly
assist the States by providing expertise and funding for the publication, dissemination, and institutionalization of the condominium concept.
(7) Misuse of consumer deposit8.-This is an area which has always been a
problem to condominium developers and to purchasers alike. Often the developer
does not intentionally misuse the deposits but finds that economic problems and
lack of proper planning for the development of the project have caught up with
him and have caused him to misuse funds that were to be deposited and kept
separately as a safeguard to the purchaser's money. In Florida, we have addressed this problem by requiring that 10 percent of the deposit moneys be
placed in escrow to be utilized only as a refund to the purchaser or as payment
on the contract at time of closing. Ten percent Is not adequate for completion
of a building and the deposit amount will have to be greater if it is to provide an
assurance to the purchaser that he will receive the product as contracted for.
Contrarily, a larger deposit amount would be harmful to the small developer and
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would Inhibit his construction activities. Nevertheless, it is very important to the
purchaser that he understand that deposit moneys can be used in different ways
depending upon the applicable State enabling act.
(8) Nonpayment of association dues by the developer.-This is the one problem
of the 10 that Is practically nonexistent In Florida. The Condominium Act requires the developer to pay his proportionate share of all units being offered for
sale.
(9) Warranties and engineering report8.-These problems have been inadequately dealt with in many cases and are controversial legal problems as indicated by the large volume of litigation concerning warranties. A purchaser should
evaluate carefully any warranty provisions being provided at time of purchase
and should attempt to clarify any language that is vague or unclear in his contract or other documents.
The warranty section in Florida's Condominium Act does not clearly detail the
warranties available to the purchaser under the act. Statutory warranties should
be detailed clearly and simply, outlining specifically the protections and remedies
available to the purchaser.
The most important area in which warranties and engineering reports are necessarily required is in the area of conversion of existing units. In the conversion
situation the purchaser is buying an older unit and should be aware of the possible defects and problems that might arise when one purchases a unit in an
older building. Florida's law is inadequate and only requires that disclosure be
made of the defects, not that they be corrected. It is also inadequate in that the
warranty provisions of the act do not apply to the conversion unless the building
is less than 3 years old. Effectively that means conversions in practically all
cases are not covered by the warranty provisions of the statute. Additional protection for the purchaser under the existing State statute is needed and should
provide for absolute warranty periods for the purchaser when buying into a
conversion situation.
(10) Underestimating operating erpenses ("low-balling").-This particular
problem is again one of considerable consequence to a purchaser of a condominium
or cooperative unit. The solution to the problem presented herein is to require a
reserve fund to be established by the developer to cover any misrepresentations
as to budget amounts in the first year of operation by the association.
Florida has attempted to resolve this problem by requiring total disclosure of
all budget items and, if managed by a management company, a specific breakdown as to the cost, number of employees, and time spent in the services being
provided by the management company. As of this date that approach has not
been totally effective and problems of low-balling are still apparent in some
condominium developments.
Even if "low-balling" is not evident, older Americans on fixed incomes find that
the spiraling costs of the association budget due to inflationary factors are devastating. Inflation accentuates the effects of "low-balling" causing the fixed income
individual to pay a greater percentage of his income for nonessential items of
operation and management of the association.
STATE AND FEDERAL COOPERATION

What, then, is Florida attempting to do about these problems and how can the
Federal Government assist Florida in dealing with the problems confronting the
condominium industry? The Division of Florida Land Sales and Condominiums
has launched an offensive which changes the main thrust and emphasis of the
division to that of education and information dissemination rather than caretaker and enforcer of provisions of the act. The basic method of operation of the
division will be to deal with the umbrella association groups in providing educational materials to those groups and in assisting them with educational seminars
and similar informational presentations for use by the association. Additionally,
various condominium interest groups will be called upon to provide assistance in
conducting the seminars and producing the materials needed for the educational
efforts made by the division. Those groups will include the umbrella Association
groups, the Florida Bar Association, the Condominium Advisory Board, the Community Associations Institute, the Building Managers International, and other
groups interested in making the condominium concept succeed in the State of
Florida. The staff of the division will be greatly involved in dealing directly with
unit owner problems and complaints in attempting to answer the numerous inquiries that come into the division on a daily basis.
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The Federal Government can assist by providing additional informational
items and technical assistance to the division in its efforts to carry out a comprehensive program of information and education dissemination concerning
condominium living. Funding will be of utmost importance to the States in
attempting to deal with the innumerable problems confronting the condominium
community and regulators, such as the division. There is a great need for simplified
pamphlets concerning condominiums and cooperatives which can be read and
understood by the average purchaser contracting to buy a unit in today's market.
The scarcity of good statistical data available to the division is frightening when
its thought that approximately 10 percent of the State's population currently
lives in condominiums and cooperatives. The Federal Government could be of
great assistance in providing staff and funding to bring together valid, reliable,
statistical data for use by the division and the condominium industry.
Adequate funding and expertise would provide the necessary ingredients for
successfully producing a large scale educational effort that would make all
Americans and especially the older Americans aware of the condominium concept
and condominium living. Outreach in the form of pamphlets, leaflets, films, college
and university courses, and other methods of instruction could be undertaken
with the necessary support from the Federal Government. A properly informed
condominium unit owner is the key to the successful operation of a condominium
and the successful application of the condominium concept as an alternative
means of meeting housing needs.
There is not a need for additional regulation by the Federal Government.
Another layer of bureaucracy for filing purposes or other reasons is not helpful
to the industry. Close cooperation with the State and assistance as needed by the
State is what the Federal Government can best offer to the State.
Living in a condominium can be and should be a positive and enjoyable experience. The benefits of shared expenses, recreational facilities, and planned community living are worthy of consideration when purchasing a home. Older Americans can benefit from the condominium way of life is properly informed and
protected. The charge to the division and the mandate to the Federal Government
is that condominiums be made a part of American life. Through cooperation,
coordination, and a commitment to the condominium concept it can be made an
essential part of the housing industry

Senator CHImEs. Thank you, sir.
Gary, you have had some experience in being a member of the task
force that helped to draw this legislation. We are delighted to hear
from you.
STATEMENT OF GARY A. POLIAKOFF, OF BECKER, POLIAKOFF &
SACHS, P.A., MIAMI BEACH, FLA.
Mr. POLIAROFF. Thank you, Senator.

I am Gary A. Poliakoff from the firm of Becker, Poliakoff & Sachs.
I did participate in the interagency task force in drafting proposed
Federal legislation and also conferred on a regular basis with Mr.
Pettigrew in his briefings to the White House on the proposed legislation.
I have prepared some 21 pages of testimony and obviously time will
not permit me to give it all now, but I would like to highlight some of
the major areas, particularly those that cover this matter.
Senator COILES. The statement will be included in full in the
record.'

Mr. POLTAKOFF. Thank you.

It has been estimated that in excess of 1 million Floridians reside in
condominiums. A substantial percentage of those individuals are senior citizens over the age of 65 who came to Florida seeking carefree
2 See 1). 121.
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living in their retirement years. In a number of instances their dreams
have een shattered, life's earnings lost, and health impaired by condominium related abuses. In some cases the problems have been caused
by the purchasers themselves. In other cases the problems were created
by a few unscrupulous individuals, marginal developers, and investors
looking for a quick profit. Most of the problems, however, relate directly to the inexperiences of a rampaging industry which grew too
rfast to enable it to accumulate a history of experiences and solutions
which would have provided readily available answers to the problems
associated with the operation and maintenance of commonly owned
property.
i\ly testimony will focus on the areas of condominium most likely to
have a direct effect on the older purchaser. The remarks are based
upon 6 years of firsthand experience working with over 100,000 condominium owners in solving the day-to-day problems of community
living.
MAINTENANCE OF PROPERTY

No. 1 PROBLEM

To me the No. 1 problem facing the condominium owner is maintaining the commonly owned property, in light of escalation and inflation factors. In fact, 'as we all read in the newspaper today, since
1967 we have now increased exactly 200 percent in those 11 years and
we are paying double today what we were in 1967.
The problem of inflation is not limited to condominium owners.
Every segment of the population has had to make adjustments and
sacrifices to meet the spiraling costs of living. To the fixed income or
retired condominium dweller, however, the gravamen of the problem
is accentuated by situations unique to commonly owned and maintained
property.

In my opinion, there are eight factors that contribute outside of the
normal cost escalation factors to the increasing costs in condominiums,
and those are: Lowballing and misrepresentation as to cost of common
expenses; misuse of startup funds or capital accounts; construction
deficiencies; cost of maintenance of commonly used facilities during
construction of phase developments; misapplication of association
funds; mismanagement; cost-of-living clauses in compulsory recreational leases and long-term management agreements; and failure to
provide adequate reserves for contingencies and long-range maintenance.
I would like to highlight several of these areas.
Lowballing and misrepresentations as to cost of common expenses is
a situation wherein, during the developer process, the projected budgets are underestimated, understated and, as a result, the buyer buys
anticipating paying so much, and in reality his costs will be substanitially higher.
Misuse of startup funds is a process wherein condominium owners
are required to contribute a certain amount to the developer and we
have found these funds are exhausted by the developer under the
control of the association.
Senator CHILES. Gary, what kind of provision does Florida law
make now to try to protect against lowballing? Is there anything
covered in the act?
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Mr. POLIA1oFF. The Florida statutes do require the issuance of a
projected operating budget. The Florida statutes do not have the type
of provisions in them which I would recommend and have in my conclusion, those which are now used in the State of California. California requires that the projected budget be submitted to the committee and the board reviews the budget in terms of realistic costs of
operation. If they find the budget is not realistic, they make the
developer revise the budget. Flordia does not require that.
CONSTRUCTION DEFICiENCIES: UNEXPECTED COSTS

The third area relates to the construction deficiencies. With the sole
exception of escalation clauses in compulsory leases, the area of abuse
which most frequently results in unexpected costs to the condominium
owners is that which relates to construction deficiencies. The magnitude
of the problem is such that a congressional investigation is warranted
in this area alone. In my opinion, the contributing factors which interplay to create market conditions conducive to allowing poor construction practices are the following:
First, real estate investment trusts. You might ask how does the
problem of real estate investment trusts tie in directly with the problems of construction defects? The answer is simple. In the rush to
loan out as much as possible as rapidly as possible, unqualified builders, with little or no prior experience in the development of multifamily housing, were given the green light to build substandard
housing. A thorough investigation of the situation would reveal
hundreds of stories of builders borrowing over 110 percent of the
cost of construction, pocketing hundreds of thousands of dollars and
then abandoning the projects. The counsel for one REIT related the
story of a builder who, rejected by a savings and loan, went to a
REIT which granted the loan. The REIT then borrowed the money
from the same savings and loan which had previously rejected the.
builder.
Second, failure of municipal inspections. Consumers, often inepperienced in the technical language of building codes, must rely upon
the municipal building inspectors for assurance that their home or
condominium is built in accordance with all safety requirements. The
issuance of a certificate of occupancy is too often looked upon by the
consumer as a stamp of approval indicating that the building has
in fact met all code requirements and has been constructed in accordance with approved plans and specifications. In reality nothing could
be further from the truth. The following excerpts are from the report of the grand jury of Dade County issued on May 1, 1976. The
entire report is included in my written statement. Let me read just
one paragraph.
The grand jury heard testimony concerning building inspection practices in
Dade County and the city of Miami. One former inspector told us that inspection practices of the last several years have resulted in the construction of
buildings which could be blown away in another "1926 hurricane." The evidence
ve heard support this statement.

Third, lack of building materials.
Fourth, absence of qualified workers.
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maintenance costs. Mismanagement is not necessarily an intentional
act. In fact, in most instances it is caused by well-meaning individuals
who, out of negligence, ignorance, or outright stubbornness, refuse to
admit their limitations when it comes to operating a multimillion'
dollar condominium community. The cause of mismanagement may
vary depending upon whether an association is developer or owner
controlled.
MI-TNIANAGE]SIENT RESULTS

FRtoMi

PREOCCUPATION

During the period of developer control we generally find that mismanagement results because of the developer's preoccupation with the
development and sales program and not able to devote the time necessary to the successful operation of the community.
We also have unit owner control mismanagement. Leary of professional management, having associated their bad experience during
the period of developer control with same, unit'owners too often undertake the responsibility of association operations without the benefit or
guidance of qualified professionals. Notwithstanding their dedication and good intentions, lay persons whose previous experiences were
in the. areas of retailing, secretarial, medical,. etcetera, cannot be expected to possess the tools necessary to make the decisions necessary to
properly operate these multimillion-dollar communities and yet,
throughout the United States, inexperienced lay boards and condominium owners on a daily basis make decisions affecting the lives of
millions of individuals and billions, of dollars, in real estate. Unit
owners should take an active role in the day-to-day affairs of the
association and in the policymaking decisions, but they should act
with competent professional guidance.
The'problem is further accentuated by the absence'of an adequate
number of qualified professional managers and independent management companies. This situation was created in part by the use during
the early stages of condominium development of management contracts which tied into the development long-term developer management agreements and eliminated the competition in the field. As we
began to eliminate these, there were more and more management com*paniescoming into being.
You have heard a lot said about the compulsory recreational leases
and their clauses, and I would like to address myself to it from a different aspect-from the viewpoint of the advocates. These leases have
been referred to by the author of Florida's 1963 Condominium Act as
"perversions" of the act. Although consumer awareness in recent years
and efforts by State, Federal, and local agencies have significantly
reduced the marketability of leases in new developments, a substantial
number of Floridians, particularly senior citizens living in pre-1975
condominiums, are still tied to said leases.
There was a recent article that was published in the Miami Review.
The article was, "The Other Side of the Recreational Lease Story." The
author was Mr. Bergman. Mr. Bergman is known to those in attendance at this hearing since he was one of the principals involved in the
Century Village complex. What he stated was to build a condominium
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with recreational facilities requires costing of common areas by one of
two generally accepted methods: Dividing that cost by the total number of apartments in a community and tien equitably apportioning
the cost by adding it to the base price of the units; and prorating the
cost of the facilities, their maintenance and supervision, over the expected longevity of the community, and offering the option of a
monthly payment without increasing the base unit price. He then contended that the recreational lease offers buyers a method of payment
without increasing the basic unit costs. For that reason, the lease provided supportable condominium housing with recreational facilities to
buyers who would otherwise not be able to afford them.
BUYERS NOT GIVEN CHOICE

I do not agree with Mr. Bergman's position. The facts do not substantiate his statement. In the first instance, buyers were not traditionally given the choice between paying their pro rata share of the
facilities cost or electing financing through the vehicle of a recreational
lease. Their choice was simple, either purchase with a compulsory lease
or buy elsewhere. In fact, Florida statutes prior to 1971 did not require any disclosures as to the existence of the leases and few, if any,
purchasers were even aware of their existence.
Furthermore, even if we placed some credence on the proposition
that the owners should pay a pro rata share of the cost of the amenities,
an individual's pro rata share financed at traditional lending rates
would not approach that amount paid under the leasing arrangement.
In truth, the standard escalation clause found in the long-term leases
used in Florida condominiums acts similar to a mathematical progression. As an illustration, the recreational facilities of one Broward
condominium built at a cost of $200,000 returned $300,000 the first
year and, based upon an annual cost-of-living increase of 5 percent,
will return over $700 million over the term of the lease.
Advocates of leases would have one believe that the predominance
of condominiums offering long-term leases provide their owners with
extensive recreational facilities. This is very important, Senator. Nothing- could be further from the truth. The average recreational facility
is not even that similar to one you might find at Century Village or
King's Point. The average recreational facility contains little more
than a swimming pool, a card room, and a sauna. Instances exist where
the recreational lease consists of no more than an easement right across
a strip of land providing access to public beaches.
Equally fallacious is the developer's contention that he can provide
housing at lower prices by selling the units at his cost and returning
his profit over a long period from the recreational lease. The facts
indicate that the base price of condominium units with recreational
leases do not materially differ from similar units sold at condominiums
without leases. Furthermore, a significant number of leases were
sold by the developers-we have heard testimony to that effect-within
a short period of the developer's completion of the project. This is
important because if the developer contends he expects a return on
his property over a long period of time, why didn't he break that cost
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among the unit owners? They would have been happy to have paid it
as part of the initial purchase price.
ADEQUATE RESERVES NEED

To

BE MAINTAINED

The final area I mention on the escalation factors is that dealing
with the failure to maintain adequate reserves for contingencies and
long-range maintenance. This is one of the areas I indicated, I believe,
is partly the responsibility of the condominium owners themselves.
A popular board member is one who can state at the end of his
term: "We are pleased to advise that maintenance costs for next year
will remain at the same level as they have for the past 2 years." Then
a new board takes office and discovers that $100,000 is needed to paint
the buildings and there are no funds in reserve. Suddenly the owner
is assessed $200 to $1,000. I have seen it. Of course they are not in a
position to come up with that type of money, but had they planned over
a period of time we might not have had the situation. They must maintain reserve accounts in order to eliminate the necessity for special
assessments necessary to liquidate prior year's deficits and to meet
contingencies.
Evidence of the problem is beginning to manifest itself in the increasing number of foreclosures being filed. In fact, this past year we
happened to see the first instances of abandonment of condominiums by
owners no longer able to meet the escalating cost of maintenance. In
my testimony, which I won't get into, I made several recommendations
for resolving the problem and solutions.
It does not really affect the majority of the owners here in the chambers today but I do just want to make one or two comments about what
I call coerced ownership-the conversion from rental to condominium-because it is a serious problem.
The tenant purchaser, even under the most favorable of conditions,
is still a coerced buyer. For unlike the individual who sought out
condominium ownership, the tenant given the choice between ownership and renting had already elected to rent. Then suddenly, often
without prior warning, the tenant receives notification that the building is being converted to a condominium. The typical "buy or get out"
letter advises the tenant that if he fails to purchase his unit within a
given period of time, usually 30 days, his apartment will be sold to one
of the hundreds of outside buyers who allegedly have already placed
a deposit for available units.
Tile pressure placed on elderly tenants by the conversion process
can be devastating. On occasion anxieties develop. Instances of emotional illness, strokes, and heart attacks have been allegedly caused by
the pressures of conversion. To understand the reason, one need only
examine the characteristics of the tenants and setting in which conversions often take place. To the elderly tenant who has resided in the
same apartment for a number of years, the building and its occupants
become the home and family. The familiar .neighborhood surroundings
and long-term friends and acquaintances provide a feeling of security.
To disrupt this setting is to create a .major crisis. Thus, the decision
whether to purchase or move is not solely an economic one, it is often
based upon emotional considerations which distort logic.
40- 759-79
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SERVICES AND MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS

The problem includes the question of continuing services for those
who do not elect to buy and the problems of building maintenance because most conversions do not have any implied warranties as to the
conditions of the building, a very serious problem. We find that in
older buildings being converted, although the purchaser may think he
is paying lower costs, they are in fact higher, because in many instances the entire building system must be replaced after the conversion takes place.

In March 1975, I had the opportunity to testify before the Condominium Task Force of. the Department of Housing and VJrban Development and at thatftime I noted, and I quote:
Any thorough investigation into abuses and/or potential problem areas in the
condominium field must evaluate what is today becoming one of the most serious
problems-the operations and management of condominium complexes by unit
owner controlled boards.
Each day, as more developers relinquish control -of condominium associations
to the. unit owners, a new dilemma is created. Suddenly, lay persons who had
previously. equated their.obligations as ,condominium owners to that of remitting monthly maintenance payments find themselves responsible for the operation of multimillion-dollar complexes.

Many of the problems of condominium operation stem directly from

a lack bf understanding of the' condominium concept by various coowners and/or an intentional disregard for it. The Florida Fourth
District Court of Appeals said it best in dicta'in a recent case enforcing the covenants of a condominium:
Every man may justly consider his home his castle, and himself the king
thereof; nevertheless, his sovereign fiat to use his property as he pleases must
yield, at least in degree, where ownership is in common or cooperation with
others.

Condominium ownership' is not for everyone. The entertainer who
feels compelled to rehearse at all hours of the day and night or the
socialite who enjoys entertaining 20 guests around the pool on'Sunday
should each seek housing alternatives other than condominium.
For the older condominium' owner, disenchantment with the condominium concept is most likely to result from one of the following
areas, and excluded' from this discussion are potential problem areas
I have already noted.
Senator CHILES. We are running out of time.
Mr. POLIAKorFF. I will just highlight.
One of the main areas is the absence of anticipated services. You
have heard some reference to that in some other testimony. They
expected buses; they expected amenities.
Another area is children and pets. If you want to start an argument
in a condominium, it's not politics or religion you have to be concerned
with, it's children and pets. Between them, no single issue is more
controversial than is age restrictions. On the one hand the elderly

see it as a form of discrimination when applied against them in the
job market. On the other, it is a totally permissible means of maintaining a community of congenial residents.
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Another area is conflicts in association operation. Association operation is what I refer to as the consumption of condominium leaders.
There is a problem in getting indivduals to volunteer to serve on
boards of directors because of the pressures that are incidental to
the community and the abuses that are perpetrated sometimes by the
condominium owners themselves.
Let me say in summary that there are measures that could be taken
to curb a substantial number of these abuses.
Thank you.
LThe prepared statement of Mr. Poliakoff follows:]
A. POLIAKOFF*
1961, which provided for the
of
With the advent of the Federal Housing Act
extension of the Federal Housing Administration insurance to condominium
projects, "condominium" became a viable form of real property ownership.
The almost instantaneous acceptance of the condominium concept by homeowners and the building industry has led to a growth rate unparalleled in the
history of housing. The United States Department of Housing and Urban
Development projects that nearly 60% of all new housing starts in the 1980's
will be condominiums. This phenomenal rate of growth has been attributed to
several factors, including the following stated in the "HUD Condominium/
Cooperative Study".'
"Condominiums offer renters a product which combines some of the best
characteristics of a rental project with s6me of the preferred ownership qualities of traditional single-family housing (e.g., tax incentives).
"Condominiums can provide traditional single-family homeowners the convenience and ease-of-mainteaince characteristics of a rental product without
foregoing tax benefits or the chance for equity appreciation.
iTh'e rate of new household formations has increased in recent years while
the average household size has declined. As a result,. the demand for housing
has increased while preference for space has declined, thus increasing the
attractiveness of condominiums. '
"Due to many factors, including rapidly rising land values, the cost of housing
has incr'eased at a higher rate than the cost of other products. This trend Increased the demand for ownership as compared to renting by increasing the
expectations for property appreciation.
"Condominium units can be sold for a lower purchase price than single~family
homes.
"Sharply increased property taxes In most metropolitan areas have reinforced
the effect of rising land values, and have increased the relative cost of larger
homes.
"The increased total household Income of many young couples (particularly
professionals) has increased their preference for ownership. This increased
household income is partially due to a higher female participation in the labor
force, which also increases the household's preference for accessibility to both
places of work.
The HUD study concluded that while many purchasers find benefits in condominiums, the major consumers have been:
"Retirement-age people with moderate or over-average wealth who would like
to live in a warm climate.
"Persons under 65 who wish to move to a smaller, more convenient residence
(frequently because their children have left home). Their preference for condominiums will be greater where a capital gain was realized on a previous home. to
"New or young households with above-average income who do not expect
have children for at least several years. This group favors condominiums because they combine convenience with equity and tax benefits. In addition, core
PBEPABED STATEMENT OF GABY

appendix 1. Item 1, p. 157 for additional material submitted by 'Mr. Pollakoff.
Under mandate issued by the Congress of the United States, the Department of Housand cooperative
Ing and Urban Development (HUD) conducted a study on condominium
housing. On August 25. 1973 HUD published its conclusions In a three volume report.s
* See
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area condominiums might be preferred by this group due to their accessibility
to place of work and to other urban activities preferred by young couples.
"Middle-aged households with above-average income and/or wealth without
children who would like (a) to move out of rental units in order to build up
equity (or who hope for property value appreciation) while retaining the conveniences of rental units, or (b) to move out of single-family housing in order to
enjoy the conveniences of condominiums and/or their accessibility features.
"High income and/or high-accumulated-wealth households with or without
children seeking a second home in a resort area."
It has been estimated that in excess of one million Floridians reside in condominiums. A substantial percentage of those individuals are senior citizens over
the age of 65 who came to Florida seeking carefree living in their retirement
years. In a number of instances their dreams have been shattered, life's earnings
lost and health impaired by condominium related abuses. In some cases the problems have been caused by the purchasers themselves. In other cases the problems
were created by a few unscrupulous individuals, marginal developers and investors looking for a quick profit. Most of the problems, however, relate directly to
the inexperiences of a rampaging industry which grew too fast to enable it to
accumulate a history of experience and solutions which would have provided
readily available answers to the problems associated with the operation and
maintenance of commonly owned property.'
My testimony will focus on the areas of condominium most likely to have a
direct affect on the older purchaser. The remarks are based upon six years of
first-hand experience working with over 100,000 condominium owners in solving
the day-to-day problems of community living.
I. FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE ESCALATING COSTS OF MAINTAINING COMMONLY

OWNED PROPERTY
The problem of inflation is not limited to condominium owners. Every segment
of the population has had to make adjustments and sacrifices to meet the spiralIng costs of living. To the fixed Income of retired condominium dweller, however,
the gravamen of the problem is accentuated by situations unique to commonly
owned and maintained property. The following factors contribute directly to the
Inflationary costs of community living:
(1)

"LOWBALLING"

AND MISREPRESENTATIONS AS TO COST OF COMMON

EXPENSES

Evidence exists to support the conclusion that some projected operational

budgets are understated duringthe period of developer control and operation. As
a result, sales personnel often present to prospective purchasers an estimate of
their monthly costs which are far below the amount required to adequately maintain the commonly owned property. In addition to the hardship created when
budget figures are increased to a realistic level, condominium owners must often
bear the cost of a special assessment levied to liquidate past operational deficiencies created by the low budgets.3
'In 1973, perceiving the need for a central source of data collection and dissemination
of information geared toward the successful creation and operation of condominiums and
Planned Urban Developments, the Urban Land Institute and the National Association of
Home Builders, with funding support from the United States League of Savings Associations, the Veterans Administration and the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, created the Community Association Institute. The CAI group, based out of
Washington, D.C. is unique in that it is the only group in the country to represent all the
segments of the condominium, co-op and homeowner association industry, with membership comprised of Community Association Leaders. Builders. & Developers, Association
Managers & Management Agents, Public Officlals and Association Colleagues, including
Accountants, C.P.A.s, Attorneys, Realtors and other professionals. Through research and
education, CAI assists all automatic-membership community associations in condominium
and planned developments serve their purpose: to preserve the quality of life and protect
property values by maintaining the common elements, operating shared facilities and
delivering community services.
a The unit owners at a 460 unit Miami condominium discovered at the time of transition
from the developer to the owners, that during the two year period of developer control and
operation of their condominium, an alleged deficit of over Four Hundred Thousand Dollars
had been Incurred. The matter was ultimately settled with the owners having to levy a
Two Hundred Ten Thousand Dollar special assessment to liquidate the deficit.
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(2) MISUSE OF "START-UP"

FUNDS OR "CAPITAL ACCOUNTS"

Under the current Florida Statutes ' a developer may be excused from payment
of its share of the common expenses on developer owned units providing that the
developer guarantees maintenance and/or makes up the deficiency between the
amount collected and that expended.for common expenses. Most developers collect
from purchasers at the closing, a 'start-up' fund or 'capital contribution' equal
to a month or two month's maintenance. The purchase of the funds Is to provide
the Association with a reserve account for contingencies. Many cases exist
wherein the developer exhausts said funds In lieu of the developer paying Its
share on developer owned units.
(3) CONSTRUCTION DEFICIENCIES

With the sole exception of escalation clauses in compulsory leases, the area of
abuse which most frequently results in unexpected costs to the condominium
owners Is that which relates to construction deficiencies. The magnitude of the
problem Is such that a congressional Investigation is warranted. In my opinion,
the contributing factors which Interplay to create market conditions conducive
to allowing poor construction practices follow:
A. Real Estate Investment Trusts
During the past few years, South Florida experienced several billion dollars of

foreclosures against major real estate developments (see exhibit C).* The losers
in these unregulated schemes were the consumers-taxpayers. In Florida and
other states where deposit monies are used in the construction of the condominiums, individuals have collectively lost millions, often representing their life
savings, where projects have failed prior to completion (see exhibit D). Bank
failures, aborted only because of existing Federal legislation (and paid for by
taxpayers), were precipitated by careless, unsupervised investments of depositors'
funds in Real Estate Investment Trusts. The fundamental theory underlying
operation of REIT's is a return to the advisory group and their law firm of fees

based upon the amount loaned as opposed to the profitability of the REIT. The
elimination of time proven industry standards and guidelines for lending is, in
my opinion, one of the primary reasons for the current rate of failures. Another
is greed! Traditional investments were abandoned in favor of the lucrative
appeal of the REITs. So long as the boom continued and the prime rate remained

at workable levels, the system worked. As soon as a fluctuation occurred In the
market, with increased prime rate, the balloon burst. At the bottom of the rubble
is the unprotected consumer. A system prescribed by Congress as a means CIE
stimulating the housing Industry has come close to destroying that very Industry!
How does the problem of REIT's tie in directly with the problems of construction defects? In the rush to loan out as much as possible, as rapidly as
possible, unqualified builders, with little or no prior experience in the development of multi-family housing were given the green light to build substandard
1:
(8) No unit owner may be excused from the payment
'Florida Statute 718.116(S)
of his share of the common expense of a condominium unless all unit owners are likewise
proportionately excused from payment, except as provided In Subsection (6) and In the
following cases:
"(a) If the Declaration so provides a developer or other person owning condominium
units offered for sale may be excused from the payment of the share of the common expenses
and assessments related to those units for a stated period of time subsequent to the recordIng of the Declaration of Condominium. The period must terminate no later than the
first day of the fourth calendar month following the month In which the closing of the
purchase and sale of the first condominium unit occurs. However. the developer must pay
the portion of common expenses Incurred during that period which exceed the amount
assessed against other unit owners.
"(b) A developer or other person owning condominium units or having an obligation to
pay condominium expenses may be excused from the payment of his share of the common
expenses which would have been assessed against those units during the period of time
that he shall have guaranteed to each purchaser In the purchase contract. declaration or
prospectus or by agreement between the developer and a majority of the unit owners other
than the developer that the assessment for common expenses of the condominium imposed
upon the unit owners would not increase over a stated dollar amount and shall have obligated himself to pay any amount of common expenses."
*For exhibits cited in this statement, see appendix 1, item 1. p 157.
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housing. A thorough investigation of the situation would reveal hundreds of
stories of builders borrowing over 110% of the cost of construction-pocketing
hundreds of thousands of dollars and then abandoning the projects. The counsel
for one REIT related the story of a builder who, rejected by a Savings and Loan,
went to a REIT which granted the loan. The REIT then borrowed the money
from the same Savings and Loan which had previously rejected the applicant.
B. Failure of Municipal Inspections
Consumers often inexperienced in the technical language of building codes
must rely upon the municipal building inspectors for assurance that their home
or condominium is built in accordance with all safety requirements. The issuance
of a certificate of occupancy is too often looked upon by the consumer as a stamp
of approval indicating that the building has in fact, met all code requirements
and has been constructed in accordance with approved plans and specifications.
In reality nothing could be further from the truth. The following excerpts are
from the report of the Grand Jury of Dade County issued on May 1, 1976 (see
exhibit E for full text of report):
"The Grand Jury heard testimony concerning building inspection practices
in Dade County and the City of Miami. One former inspector told us that inspection practices of the last several years have resulted in the construction of
buildings which could be blown away in another '1926 Hurricane'. The evidence
we heard supports this statement.
"County officials themselves condemned inspection practices during the period
of increased construction in Dade County. A building department official said
that to keep construction ongoing an inspector has to inspect 30-36 sites a day.
No inspector could properly and adequately inspect that many sites in one day.
In other areas we heard that Dade County building inspectors failed even to
perform inspections. No excuse, whatsoever, can exist for the County to permit
such inaction."
"Instead of requiring thorough, proper inspections, the County gave into the
pressure of the building industry. The County should have been prepared to
adequately staff the Department during peak periods of construction with trained
personnel. It was not prepared. . . ."
"Building department officials told us that often inspectors rely simply on
contractors whom they feel they could trust. The sad fact is, however, that the
building department cannot be sure that the contractor who secures the building
permit will actually supervise the construction. Neither the City of Miami or
Dade County Building Departments have been able to insure that licensed contractors are supervising a particular job. This is a sad commentary on inspection
practices."
Experience has shown that the findings of the Dade Grand Jury could apply
to every municipality in South Florida. According to a newspaper account, a
chief building inspector of the City of Tamarac failed the building examination
one month before he became Chief Building Inspector (see exhibit F).
An additional factor complicating the situation is the anachronism' of our
law which 200 years after the Declaration of Independence still ties us to an
ancient English concept of Sovereign Immunity. Except for limited protection
afforded In the last two years by a legislative enactment, most municipalities
and their building inspectors are immune from suits by consumers. Thus, they
have no incentive to adequately supervise construction activities. In fact, it
may be more profitable not to do so!
C. Lack of Building Materials
During the peak of the construction boom, developers were often forced to
accept inferior building materials from secondary sources due to a shortage
resulting from labor disputes and supply and demand.
D. Absence of Qualified Workers

The story is told of the construction foreman who gave all applicants for
construction positions a simple test. He held up a hammer in one hand and a
screw-driver in the other. If the applicant could properly identify the tools he
was given a job building highrise buildings. As humorous as the story may
seem, it is closer to reality than some would want to admit.
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E. Disregardof Code Requirements by Both Developers and Design Professionals
Developers, architects and engineers are either ignorant of the construction
codes or more cost conscious than they are concerned for the safety of the
inhabitants and the utilitarian use and maintenance of the structures.
Evidence of the problem first appeared at the El Conquistador Condominium
project in South Dade. A television investigative reporter, Bob Mayer, noted on
his "Not On The Blue Print" series (WTVJ), that the building had substantial
building deficiencies. On July 31, 1975 a Circuit Court Judge entered a judgment
after trial in favor of the condominium unit owners, due to construction defects,
in the amount of $1,174,000.00 (copy of judgment attached as exhibit G). The
owners are still in the process of trying to collect on the judgment. In 1970, the
trial court did find that assets of the developer were fraudulently conveyed to
avoid creditors and ordered the assets sold to satisfy the judgment.
During testimony at a recent trial on construction defects at the Bay Colony
5
Club Condominium, Charles W. Griffin, a noted expert in the field of roofing,
when asked who installs the type of roofs most frequently found on South Florida condominiums replied "It's speculators and others who don't have to live with
the consequences of their roofs."
It is not uncommon for associations to have to assess their members tens of
thousands of dollars to replace or repair construction defects. Implied warranties
created by statute are of little assistance to the condominium owner since no
bonding requirement exists and most developers are shell corporations, without
assets, created solely for the purpose of developing a particular condominium.
(4) COST OF MAINTENANCE OF COMMONLY USED FACILITIES DURING CONSTRUCTION
OF PHASE DEVELOPMENTS

As a means of promoting large planned communities, Developers often constructed elaborate recreational and commonly used facilities, prior to the completion of the condominiums which would ultimately utilize said facilities." As
a result when the recession hit the construction industry, many condominium
owners found themselves paying astronomical amounts to keep the facilities in
operation. At one development in Lee County, Florida to alleviate the purchasers'
fears of such a situation occurring, the Developer printed a brochure entitled
"Questions and Answers About Seven Lakes Country Club Condominium Community". One of the questions asked was, "How do you propose to maintain the
golf course and the pavilion on the monthly maintenance fees that are collected
from the people who presently reside herei" To which the answer was given:
"We, of course, realize that the income from monthly maintenance fees at the
outset will not begin to pay for the upkeep of these facilities. Leisure Technology
of Florida, Inc. and Leisure Technology Corp. therefore, are prepared to subsidize the Association until such time as there are enough people residing here to
make Seven Lakes amenities self-sustaining. If you multiply an average of $50
a month for monthly maintenance fees by approximately 2,000 units, you can
readily see that this will provide enough financial support. But again, our company will subsidize the Association until that time, or until expenses are balanced
by income."
In spite of said assurance, the owners' monthly maintenance has continued to
escalate, while the amount of developer subsidy has substantially decreased.'
(6) MISAPPLICATION OF ASSOCIATION FUNDS
Many developers mistakenly believe that during the period of
of the Association's operation that association revenues belong
Although the developer may in fact pay all expenses of
even those in excess of collected revenues, the effect is similar

developer control
to the developer.
the Association,
to that of under-

5Charles W. Griffin of Danville. New Jersey, was retained by the American Institute of
Architects to write the manual of Built-Up Roof Systems. A civil engineer, Mr. Griffin has
a Master Degree from the University of Pennsylvania.
When constructed in 1976. the Environ Cultra Center was designed to serve 38800
projected units. When the recession hit, only 756 units had been completed. Fortunately.
for the unit owners at Environ at Inverrary, Seay & Thomas. the subsequent developer
(a fully controlled subsidiary of IC Industries) agreed to subsidize the maintenance for
unhullt units. Owners at other condominiums have not been as fortunate.
7 I was recently Informed that when the Developer learned that the owners had sought
legal counsel as to their rights, the Developer threatened to cut-off all subsidies.
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estimating the operational budget. Additionally, surpluses may be depleted and
deficiencies incurred due to improper expenditures of association funds. The most
common abuses include:
(a) Warranty repairs by personnel on association's payroll.
(b) Sales efforts by personnel on association's payroll.
(c) Association charged for construction costs of phases under construction
through devices such as that of tying into existing condominium utilities, service
lines to job site.
After transition (passage of control from the. developer to unit owners) misapplication of funds manifest itself in the following fashions:
(a) Salaries improperly paid to officers and directors.
(b) Embezzlement of association'funds by officers and/or agents."
(6)

MISMANAGEMENT

As in any business, mismanagement is a major cause of cost escalation. Unlike
the traditional corporate operation wherein mismanagement may ultimately lead
to business failure, in condominium the costs of mismanagement is merely passed
on to unsuspecting unit owners in the form of higher maintenance costs. Mismanagement is not necessarily an intentional act. In fact, in most instances it is
caused by well meaning individuals who out of negligence, ignorance or outright
stubbornness refuse to admit their limitations when it comes to operating a multimillion dollar condominium community. The cause of mismanagement may vary
depending upon whether an association is developer or owner controlled.
A. Developer Control Mismanagement
Developers, fearful that an owner operated association may unreasonably
increase maintenance costs, levy special assessments for costly renovations or
interfere with the developers' sales program, insist upon association control during the development and sales period. The developers' preoccupation with the
development and sales program, however, affords them little time to devote to
the association's operation. As a result little, if any, attention Is paid toward
enforcement of the covenants and restrictions
of the community, and efficient
and effective operation of the Association.' 0
B. Unit Owner Control Mismanagement
Leary of professional management, having associated their bad experiences
during the period of developer control with same, unit owners too often undertake the responsibility of association operations without the benefit or guidance
of qualified professionals. Notwithstanding their dedication and good intentions,
lay persons whose previous experiences were in the areas of retailing, secretarial,
medical, etc. cannot be expected to possess the. tools necessary to make the decisions necessary to properly. operate these multi-million dollar communities."
And yet throughout the United States, inexperienced lay board and condominium
owners on a daily basis make decisions affecting the lives of millions of individuals
and billions of dollars in real estate. Unit owners should take an active role in the
8 718.112(L) added In 1978 as follows: "(L) The fidelity bonding of all officers or
directors of any association existing on or after October 1, 1978, who control or disburse
funds of the association. The association shall bear the cost of bonding. This paragraph
shall not apply to associations operating a condominium consisting of 50 (fifty) units or
less; however, any condominium association may bond any officer of the association and
said association shall bear the cost of bonding."
I See Exhibit "I" for evidence of agent embezzlement.
10One Pompano Beach condominium was able to reduce Its operational budget by over
one third after assumption of control from the developer by merely renegotiating
existing contracts for Association services and placing others out for competitive bids.
11 Unit owners at a Broward condominium when presented with an alternative of spending $750 per unit to repair their roofs, which contract provided for complete removal of
the existing roof, or spending only $500 per unit by placing a new top over the existing
one, acting without professional guidance, elected to accept the $500 contract. As a result,
when their roofs began caving In due to the fact that the structure was unable to support
the additional weight, had to recontract for, the $750 job. As a result they wasted over
$75,000. Another condominium given the alternative of two painting contracts, one for
$60,000 the other for $80,000 elected the lesser. The more expensive contract would have
provided much needed weatherproofing. Within one year of the original contract the condominium had to spend an additional $80,000 to repaint, this time using the weatherproofing to stop water Intrusion.
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day-to-day affairs of the association and In the policy making decisions. But, they
should act with competent professional guidance.
of
The problem is further accentuated by the absence of an adequate number
This
companies.
management
independent
and
managers
professional
qualified
situation was created in part by the use during the early stages of condominium
development of "sweetheart" management contracts which tied in to the development long term developer management agreements. As a result, the Independent
companies were not, until recently, able to actively pursue condominium
management.
(7) COST-OF-LIVING CLAUSES IN COMPULSORY RECREATIONAL LEASES AND LONG-TERM
MANAGEMENT AGREEMENTS
Referred to by the author of Florida's 1963 Condominium Act as "perversions"
of the Act, and by former Florida Supreme Court Justice 'Ervin as "long term
contracts of adhesion", compulsory long term "net-net" leases with cost-of-living
escalation provisions are the single greatest inflationary factor in condominiums
which have leases. Although consumer awareness in recent years and efforts by
of
State, Federal and local agencies -havesignificantly reduced the marketabilitysenparticularly
Floridians,
of
number
substantial
a
developments,
new
in
leases
ior citizens living in pre-1975 condominiums, are still tied to said leases.
Advocates of leases contend that:
"To build a condominium community with recreational facilities requires costing of common areas by one of two generally accepted methods: (a) dividing that
apporcost by the total number of apartments in a community and then equitably
the
tioning the cost by adding it to the base price of the units; or (b) pro-rating
cost of facilities, their maintenance and supervision, over the expected longevity
of the community, and offering the option of a monthly payment, without increasing 'the base unit price.
"The recreation lease offers buyers a method of payment without increasing
basic unit cost. For that reason, the lease provides affordable condominium
facilities to many buyers who would otherwise be
housing and recreational
2
unable to afford them."
Advocates further contend that, "leasing payments, when compared to mounting equity in the rising value of apartments, provides buyers with tremendous
financial equity which far outstrips pro-rated leasing costs." In reaching his
conclusion, Mr. Bergman used a formula which increased the initial payment
by 10 percent for a five year period, while similarly increasing the owners' apartment value by 10 percent per year.
Bergman's position is not substantiated by the facts. In the first instance, buyers
the
were not traditionally given the choice between paying their prorata share of
lease.
facilities cost or electing financing through the vehicle of a recreational
Their choice was simple, either purchase with a compulsory lease or buy elsewhere. In fact, Florida Statutes prior to 1971 did not require any disclosures as
to the existence of the leases, and few, if any, purchasers were ever told of their
that
existence. Furthermore, even if we placed some credence on the proposition indi.
an
the owners should pay a prorata share of the cost of the amenities, approach
vidual's prorata share financed at traditional lending rates would not
that amount paid under the leasing arrangement. In truth, the standard escalation
clause found In the long term leases used in Florida condominiums acts similar
to a mathematical progression: As an illustration, the recreational facilities
of one Broward condominium built at a cost of $200,000, returned $300,000 the
first year, and based upon an annual cost-of-living increase of 5 percent will
return over $700 million over the term of the lease (see exhibit K).
Advocates of leases would have one believe that the predominance of condominiums offering long term leases provide their owners with extensive recreational facilities. Nothing could be further from the truth. The average recreational
facility contains little more than a swimming pool, a card room and a sauna.
Instances exist where the recreational lease consists of no more than an easement right across a strip of land providing access to public beaches.
Homebuilders
] Comments by George Bergman, Chairman of the National Association of
Mr. Bergman is a principal
during a Board Meeting, September 14-19, in Denver, Colorado.
in the development of the Century Village Complex in West Palm Beach and Delray,

Florida.
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Equally fallacious is the developer's contention that.he can provide housing
at lower prices by selling the units at his cost and returning his profit over a long
period from the recreational lease. The facts indicate that the base price of condominium units with recreational leases do not materially differ from similar
units sold at condominiums without leases. Furthermore, significant number
of leases were sold by the developers to third party investors within a short period of the developer's completion of the project. If we can assume that the
amount of the sale was equal to the developer's desired return on his investment,
we can readily determine that the rate of return under the lease is unconscionable
under any theory.
(8) FAILURE TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE RESERVES FOR CONTINGENCIES AND LONG RANGE
MAINTENANCE

Although this category of cost escalating factors may well fit within the area
of mismanagement, the seriousness of the problem warrants separate treatment.
Sound management practices dictates the maintenance of a contingency or reserve fund to handle emergency repairs and long range planning, e.g., painting
every four to five years. Such reserves are rarely maintained by either developer
or unit owner boards. The developer's rationale is "Why be concerned?" I'll be
out of the project long before the buildings need painting, and in the meantime
why increase my monthly maintenance?".
A popular board member is one who can state at the end of his term, "We are
pleased to advise that maintenance costs for next year will remain at the same
level as they have for the past two years". Then a new board takes office and
discovers that $100,000 is needed to paint the buildings and there are no funds
in reserve. As a result, owners receive in the mail a special assessment for $200,
which cost could have been accumulated over a long period, but now must be paid
in a single lump sum.
The Board's position is merely a reflection of the prevelant attitude among older
condominium purchasers, namely, "I'm not going to live that long, let the next
man worry about what's going to happen five years from now." Then five years
pass and suddenly they are faced with the problem.
It is this attitude of the older purchaser ("I'm not going to live that long")
which makes them most susceptible to the abuses discussed. It's difficult to convince a 75 year old condominium owner as to the merits of reducing a 99 year
lease to a 25 year mortgage when, in fact, they feel that they won't live beyond
five years.
CONCLUSION

Escalating maintenance costs along with special assessments necessary to
defray the costs of the prior year's deficit, repair and replace construction defects, and to meet contingencies, are placing an increasing burden upon fixed
Income and retired condominium owners. Evidence of the problem Is beginning
to manifest itself in terms of an increasing number of foreclosures being filed
against delinquent owners. In addition, abandonment of condominiums where
owners cannot meet monthly expenses is not uncommon.
SOLUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Education

Prospective purchasers must be better educated as to the full extent of their
responsibilities and liabilities as condominium owners. They must understand
that as condominium owners they will be responsible for their pro-rata share
of the common expense no matter how great that expense may be.
B. State Regulatory Control in Lieu of Registration
The authority of State bodies overseeing condominium development must be
expanded from "registration" to "regulatory controls."
C. Projected Budgets Should be Subject to Substantiation
The State of California carefully scrutinizes all projected operational budgets
in order to verify their accuracy.
D. Enforcement of Criminal Codes
State Attorneys should devote more effort to white collar crimes such as consumer fraud. Cases of embezzlement of Association funds should be prosecuted.
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E. Bonding ofAll Persons Controlling A8Sociation Punds

P. Bonding Requirements for Developers, Contrdctors and Sitbontractors to
Insure Funding to cover Warranty Programs
G. Enforcement of Building Codes
H. Elimination of Sovereign Immunity
I. Prohibit Use of PurchasersDeposits in Construction
J. Require Adequate Funds to be Placed in Escrow for Subsidizing the Cost of
Maintenance and Operation of Common Facilities Which Will be Shared by
Incompleted Condominiums

K. Licensing and Certificationof Professional Managers
L. Prohibit Use of RecreationalLeases and Long-Term Contracts
In the alternative, allow owners an opportunity to cancel all agreements and
leases entered into by Developer controlled boards.
M. Provide Funds and/or Guarantee Funding for Purchase of Existing Rccreational Leases
During the past year, tens of thousands of condominium owners saddled with
purunconscionable long-term leases were able to eliminate the leases through
indichase agreements. An equal number of owners, particularly the retired
viduals on fixed incomes, were unable to purchase their leases due to a lack of
funds and/or willingness of traditional lending sources to provide loans for
recreational purchases.
N.Compulsory Requirement of Minimal Level of Reserve Accounts
II. COERCED OWNERS5IHP-CoNvEBsIoN FROM RENTAL TO CONDOMINIUM1
The tenant purchaser, even under the most favorable of conditions, Is still a
coerced buyer. For unlike the individual who sought out condominium ownership,
already elected
the tenant given the choice between ownership and renting hasreceives
notificato rent. Then suddenly, often without prior warning, the tenant
"buy or
tion that the building is being converted to a condominium. The typical within
a
unit
get-out" letter advises the tenant that if he fails to purchase hissold
to one of
given period of time, usually thirty days, his apartment will be
the hundreds of outside buyers who allegedly have already placed a deposit for
available units.
The pressure placed on elderly tenants by. the conversion process can be
devastating. On occasion anxieties develop. Instances of emotional illness, strokes
To
and heart attacks have been allegedly caused by the pressures of conversion.
tenants
understand the reason one need only examine the characteristics of the who
has
and setting in which conversions often take place. To the elderly tenant Its occuresided in the same apartment for a number of years, the building and
and
pants become the home and family. The familiar neighborhood surroundings
long term friends and acquaintances provide a feeling of security. To disrupt
this setting is to create a major crisis. Thus, the decision whether to purchase
or move is not solely an economic one. It is often based upon emotional considerations which distort logic. Typical of these are the following:
(1) Fear of losing monies already spent for leasehold improvements.
(2) Insecurity about moving to new setting. Justifiably fearing that the new
apartment may likewise be converted to a condominium.
(3) Unwillingness to leave friends and family.
(4) Health considerations: closeness to medical facilities.
(5) Concern for spouse, ("What will my wife do without her daily activities?").
(6) Peer pressure, ("If I don't buy, they'll think it is because I don't have the
money.")
Economic considerations include the following:
(1) Inability to meet downpayment requirement and/or meet monthly mortgage
and maintenance expenses.
(2) Life status (e.g., retired, widowed, etc.) not conducive to long term
ownership.
(3) Desire of flexibility afforded by renting as opposed to ownership.
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A. TENANT DISPLACEMENT

The difficulty of the tenant in finding alternative housing comparable to that
from which he was displaced. In communities with rental shortage, this problem is particularly acute. Incidents exist wherein shortly after moving into a new
apartment, the tenant learns that it too is going to be converted.
B. PROVIDING TENANT SERVICES

The problem of servicing the needs of tenants with continuing leases who elect
not to purchase is a double-edged sword. If the Developer-convertor continues to

provide traditional tenant services using association personnel, the effect is to
misappropriate association funds. On the other hand, if the tenants' unit and
lease is sold to a third party purchaser, the tenant may be unable to receive the
type of services provided for under the lease. This is particularly true in those
incidents wherein units are sold to South American investors without forward
addresses.
C. BUILDING MAINTENANCE: THE "AS-IS" PURCHASE

Almost without exception, the tenant purchaser Is receiving an older build-

ing without any warranties. Experience has shown that the owner of a converted

condominium unit can anticipate proportionately higher maintenance cost than

those paid by the purchasers of new units. Incidents exist wherein tenants have
had to spend hundreds of thousands of dollars replacing entire building plumbing
and air conditioning systems within months of conversion. Although Florida
Statutes now require disclosures as to building conditions, most buyers seem
totally oblivious as to their meaning.
CONCLUSION

The coerced tenant purchaser, although paying a lower unit price than is available for comparable new construction, can anticipate higher maintenance costs
on building component repair and replacement. The tenant electing not to purchase will experience discrimination practices from tenant-owners, as well as a
diminishment of tenant services.
SOLUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Tenant Approved for Conversion: A developer/convertor should be required to obtain the approval of at least a majority of the tenants prior to undertaking a conversion.
B. Program for Providing Tenant Services: A program for providing continuing services to tenants electing not to purchase should be mandatory. No sales of
tenant units to out-of-state and out-of-country purchasers should be permitted
unless provisions are made for local agents to provide the required services.
C. Warranty. Program: Disclosures of existing building conditions are not
enough. The unsophisticated tenant purchaser has the basis for evaluating the
cost of maintaining a highrise apartment building. All building components should
be warranted to be in good working condition at the time of sale, and warranted
for a minimal period of one year.
III.

LACK OF UNDERSTANDING OF THE CONDOMINIUM CONCEPT

In March, 1975 while testifying before the Condominium Task Force of the
Department of Housing and Urban Development, investigating potential abuses
in condominiums I noted that:
"Any thorough investigation into abuses and/or potential problem areas in
the condominium field must evaluate what Is today becoming one of the most
serious problems-the operation and management of condominium complexes by
unit owner controlled boards.
"Each day, as more developers relinquish control of Condominium Associations to the unit owners, a new dilemma is created. Suddenly, lay persons who
had previously equated their obligations as condominium owners to that of
remitting monthly maintenance payments, find themselves responsible for the
operation of multi-million dollar complexes."
Many of the problems of condominium operation stem directly from a lack
of understanding of the condominium concept by various co-owners and/or in-
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tentional disregard for it. The Florida Fourth District Court of Appeals said it
best in dicta in a recent case enforcing the covenants of a condominium:
"Every man may justly consider his home his castle and himself the king
thereof; nevertheless, his sovereign flat to use his property as he pleases must
yield, at least in degree, where ownership is in common or cooperation with
others." Sterling Village Condominium, Inc. v. Breitenbach, 251 So. 2d 685.
CONDOMINIUM OWNERSHIP IS NOT FOR EVERYONE

The entertainer who feels compelled to rehearse at all hours of the day and
night, or the socialite who enjoys entertaining twenty guests around the pool
on Sunday, should each.seek housing alternatives other than condominium.
For the older condominium owner, disenchantment with the condominium concept is most likely to result from one of the following areas: (Excluded from
this discussion are potential problem areas previously discussed)
A. Absence of Anticipated Services
(Excluded from this discussion are misrepresentations made by the developer
to prospective purchasers as to promised amenities which were not delivered.)
Too many condominium owners think of themselves as tenants. As such they
expect a 'landlord' to always be available to fix the plumbing or take care of
problems which develop. The condominium concept will not work until such time
as all condominium owners understand that:
(1) They are the owners.
(2) They are responsible for the operation and maintenance of the community.
(3) They must share in the common expense regardless of how high these expenses may be.
(4) They must abide by the covenants and restrictions of the community.
B. Children and Pets
If you want to start an argument in a condominium, it's not politics or religion
you have to be concerned with-it's children and pets! Between them, no single
issue is more controversial than is age restrictions. On one hand the elderly sees
it as a form of discrimination when applied against them in the job market. On
the other, it is a totally permissible means of maintaining a community of congenial Tesidents! But try and deny them the right to have their below-age grandchildren stay at the condominium-that's another question.
The controversy may be resolved by the Florida Supreme Court in the case of
Franklin v. White Egret, an appeal from the Florida Fourth District Court of
Appeals which held age restrictions to be unconstitutional (see exhibit M). In
the meantime, it is a source of constant conflict within condominiums.
C. Conflicts in Association Operation-Consumptionof Condominium Leaders
Condominiums are a microcosm of our society. The general attitudes of the
population are carried over to the condominium setting.
In society, individuals are paid to perform necessary governmental services.
For condominium to work one must find dedicated volunteers who are willing to
devote hundreds of hours of their time in the service of their fellow owners.
Unfortunately, dissension among owners in a number of communities is creating a
situation wherein more and more condominiums are finding it difficult to persuade owners to serve on boards. For those who accept board positions, the abuse
they take from the owners they serve is incredible. Although there have been
incidents of board members overstepping their authority, the evidence clearly
indicates that most abuse is perpetrated by owners against their boards and not
vice-versa (this also extends to professionals counseling the board).
When one speaks of 'consumption' in condominium, we are not referring to
pneumonia. We are talking about the propensity of condominium owners to
wear-out their officers and directors. Unless this trend is reversed, I project a
serious crisis in the future in finding individuals willing to serve on the board.
Without such individuals, the successful operation of the condominium communities will be in serious trouble.
The internal friction within the community has a direct affect on the health of
both the board and association members. Incidents of heart attacks, strokes and
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meetings are
injuries sustained as a direct result of conflicts at condominium
purchaser.
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illness
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well documented.
CONCLUSION

a lack of underDissatisfaction among condominium owners stems largely from
fail to grasp the
standing of the condominium concept. Condominium owners Thinking
of themfull extent of their responsibility and liability as co-owners.
expected services are
selves on terms of tenants, they become distraught when
serve as
not delivered. Their hostility is often directed at their neighbors who
volunteers on the association's board.
BENEFIT AND PROIV. ARE UNIFORM NATIONAL STANDARDS NECESSARY FOR THE
TECTION OF CONDOMINIUM PURCHASERS ?
desirFederal intervention in the regulation of property ownership is never afail to
able alternative. However, it becomes a necessary procedure if States the adact in a responsible ,faohion to curb consumer-abuses. Notwithstanding
may
verse, publicity of the past several years, in the State of.Florida Developers
still:
(1) Use purchasers deposits in the construction of condominiums.
(2) Tie compulsory recreational leases into the purchase of condominiums.
(3) Establish shell corporations to develop condominium projects; providing
no security for warranty obligations.
The
Accordingly, in my opinion, uniform national standards are necessary.
force would
proposed condominium Act of 1978, drafted by an inter-agency task
by the Veterans
curb most of the existing abuses. The guidelines established(See
Federal Regexcellent.
also
are
loans
condominium
for
Administration
regulations
V.A.
following
The
1975).
.19,
May
Monday,
97,
No.,
40,
ister, Vol.
and/or recommendations shouldbe part of any. nominal uniform standards:
(1) Prohibit the use of deposits in construction.
to
(2) Require that the number of units in a condominium be adequate
elements.
common
the
reasonably support
their
(3) 70% of presales be to persons who intend to occupy the property as
principal place of residence.
the
(4) Transition from developer to owners take place within 45 days of
conveyance of the first unit.
(5) Establishment of an adequate reserve fund for replacement of common
elements.
(6) Bonding of personsshandling,association funds.
notice.
(7) Management agreements be teirninable with cause upon 30 days
Act
An additional source of guidance is the proposed Uniform Condominium
on Uniform State
drafted in 1977 by the National Conference of Commissionersthe
right to termiLaws. Section 3-105 of the proposed Uniform Law provides as follows:
nate contracts and leases entered into by developer boards
pursu"If entered into before the executive board elected by the unit owners
contract, employment
ant to Section 3-103(e) takes office, (1) any management
facilities, (2) any other
contract, or lease of recreational or parking areas or
is a party, or
contract or lease to which a declarant or an affiliate of a declarant
which was unconscionable
(3) any contract or lease which is not bona fide orthe
circumstances then preto the unit owners at the time entered into under
any time after
vailing, may be terminated without penalty by the association at
to Section 3-103(e)
the executive board elected by the unit owners pursuant.party.
This subsection
takes office upon-not less than,90 .dys .notice .to the; other
the condoes not apply to any lease the termination of which would terminate
lease was
that
to
subject
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size,
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Senator CI-iXES. Thank you.
Mr. Tennyson, I understand you are responsible for drafting Flor-a
ida's FTC. What do you have to say for yourself? You are in
courtroom.
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STATEMENT OF ROD TENNYSON,1 WEST PALM BEACH, FLA.
Mr. TENNYSON. As you know, I started out with the attorney general's office trying to curb some of the abuses in recreational leases,
including mobile home parks and townhouses. I was somewhat amazed
to find that the proposed Federal act is drafted in such a way that it
is quite narrow in what kind of housing it covers. Quite frankly, under
the State statutes and the proposed Federal statute, if I represented
a developer, I could exclude coverage and do it without too much
difficulty, and yet still retain a kind of tie-in of recreation with
moderate priced housing.
As I see the problem, we are not just talking about condominiums.
There is a trend in housing in Florida where it started, and it is going
beyond the lines of the State, and that trend is for developers, who are
no longer content to build moderate-priced housing units and sell it
for a reasonable profit, to have a continuing income to flow from that
development for tax purposes or for just plain moneymaking purposes. The way they do that is, they will file a deed restriction or they
will have a lease arrangement. They will use any kind of legal documents in relation to the real property to which the purchaser must,
as a condition of sale for the moderate-priced housing, also accept
the developer's services, and I have seen various services in documents.
Of course, there is recreation, which wehave all seen, but I have also
seen insurance, cable TV, management services, vending machines,
laundrv facilities, garbage collection, and forms of maintenance.
The idea is for the developer to have a continuing business long
after he has sold the housing units through a mandatory tie-in of
services. It goes one step further. however, as the developer not only
demands that the consumer pay x dollars a month for these services,
but further says. "If you don't pay me, I will foreclose on your home
like a mortgage."
"COM3PANY

STORE CONTRACT"

Senator, when you've got to pay a monthly payment and it is secured
with a lien on your house, that is a second mortgage by any definition.
A second mortgage could be the very same thing. The developer could
have increased the price of the unit and financed it himself with a second mortgage, but if he does that he would be subject to the State usury
laws and would have a fixed return on his investment. The use of tlhe
tie-in sale of services rather than a standard second mortgage is what
I call the company store contract. All he has done is created a new
company:store andihe is going to have an ahsolute monopoly over the
sale of services for that community and he is going to enforce it.with
a lien on the homestead.
That is the problem that concerns me that I have been watching for
the past 4 or 5 years, and is the major abuse in housing, not only in
the State but throughout the country. The profits are tremendous, and
where there are profits it is going to attract more developers to do the
very same thing. I recently gave a talk at the National Association of
'For additional material submitted by Mr. Tennyson, see appendIx 1, item 2. p. 176.
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-the condominium, or we are going to be here next year on another
problem.
Senator CmLEs. We don't have enough nationwide support and, if
we can pass this bill, then we might have a better chance of going back
and amending the act and adding some of these other things. So, I
think a pragmatic standpoint of trying to determine what is the best
way of trying to get some law on the books is the wEay' that you have
to approach this. It may be that broadening it would be a way of
attracting us. I know we attract a lot more opposition.
AMr. TEN-NYSON. Senator, my suggestion is to broaden the provision

*on the company store contracts to maybe a separate bill or write it to
this particular bill and it could be tied to the banking or the tax
concepts. I see the major problem in community housing is the com-pany store contract.
Senator CHILES. I think that is a valid point that vou make.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Tennyson follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT oF Rol) TENNYSON

My name is Rod Tennyson. I am a practicing attorney in West Palm Beach,
.affiliated with the law offices of Ombres, Powell, Tennyson and St. John, P.A.
Prior to private practice, I was the first director of the division of consumer
protection in the attorney general's office wherein I directed the attorney genera l's
litigation involving housing problems. While with the attorney general. I directed
extensive studies and litigation in reforming housing problems especially those
-problems relating to the elderly and condominium recreational leases. My private
aspractice currently involves representation of approximately 200 condoIiniumi
sociations throughout south Florida.
It is no surprise to anyone of the soaring costs in housing today, both in con-struction costs and rising interest rates. MAost economists would agree that the
single family, detached home is beyond the economic reach of the average Ameri-can family or couple. This is especially true with fixed income. retired citizens
who are moving to Florida. It has been my experience that the only moderate
priced housing still available to the average consumer is: condominiums.
planned unit developments or townhouses, and mobile homes.
However, these forms of moderate priced holising attracted a new development
scheme which has lead to enormous profits by developers at the expense of the
housing consumer.
Developers who build moderate priced housing, including condominiums,
PUD's, and mobile home parks, are no longer satisfied with lillding a product,
selling it, realizing a reasonable profit, and then removing itself from the development. For tax purposes and other reasons. the trend appears to be that developers
would rather keep their profit low on the initial sale of the housing unit and then
condition the sale of the housing unit upon the consumer's agreement to also purchase other services offered by the developer. This so-called conditional or tie-in
sale allows the developer to realize a continuing income over thle sale of his tied
service rather than realizing his total income at the sale of the housing unit
itself. The obvious tax advantages include deferral of income over a long period
of time. which means a lower tax bracket for the developer. In my plactice I
have seen the following services tied to the sale of housing units as a mandatory
condition of sale of the housing unit: recreational services. real estate brokerage
services, insurance, cable T.V., management services, vending machines, and
laundry facilities.
NET PROFIT PIOTECTED BY BUILT-IN CL.AUSES

In each of these areas. a consumer is required to buy these services from the
developer or his designee as a condition of purchasing and living in thie housing
Vnit. These services are almost inivariably at a higher pr ice than what the consumer could obtain in a free and open market for the service. and have huilt-in
-escalation clauses to assure the developer that lie will be protected from inflationary increases in the cost of living. It should be noted, however. that these escala40-75!)-79---5
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tion clauses are not just designed to cover any increased costs of operation incurred by the developer, but are all designed to increase the net income to the
developer as inflation continues. In other words, the developer, with his built-in
escalation clauses, protects his net profit from inflation at the expense of the
consumer. Furthermore, the developer holds a lien on the housing unit to secure
the payment for the services which are escalating with inflation. In other words, if
the consumer can no longer pay for the incidental services, whether he uses them
or not, he is subject to a lien foreclosure and the loss of his home.
By requiring a periodic payment secured with a lien on real property, the developers are in effect simply taking a second mortgage on the housing unit. In
fact, a developer could accomplish the very same purposes of deferring income
and realizing greater profits by increasing the original purchase price of the
housing unit but taking back a second mortgage from the consumer, and thereby
lowering the initial downpayment.
However, mortgages are controlled by the State's usury laws and thereby
would only allow a fixed, net income to the developer. Furthermore, mortgages
are not popular with consumers and have a bad connotation to them. In effect,
all the developer did was simply call his second mortgage a recreational lease,
management contract, or other kind of service agreement and accomplished the
same purpose with a further guarantee against inflation on his net profit. This
was possible because the usury laws on mortgages do not apply on contracts for
services and leases.
In my opinion, this phenomena has resulted in the rebirth of the so-called
company store. The company store developed at the turn of the century whereby
employers required their employees to purchase all their consumer goods from
the company store. The company would then deduct purchased items on credit
from the salary of the employee. In other words, the company wound up with
an absolute monopoly in terms of consumer goods sold to their employees. There
is not much difference between the old company store and the present trend
in moderate priced housing in Florida which will obviously spread to the rest of
the Nation. The new company store concept is simply too profitable to stay
within the borders of Florida. As an example, the Century Village complex in
West Palm Beach includes over 7,800 housing units. The housing units are
conditioned and tied to a long-term recreational lease which provides recreational
and other services to the residents of the village. The costs of these recreational
services is tied to the Consumer Price Index and increases every year. Unit
owners must pay on the average over $50 per month for this recreation whether
or not they can or wish to use the facilities. If they refuse to pay the recreational
fee, then the developer reserves the right to foreclose the home through lien
foreclosure proceedings. In fact, the developer has filed some 300 lien foreclosures
in the circuit court in Palm Beach County over a dispute in rental payments and
has threatened to file another 2,900.
CONCEPT CAUSES MANY PROBLEMS

Although the new company store concept is immensely profitable to developers
and has attracted many new developers to produce moderate priced housing,
It has created numerous problems with the housing consumer. Most consumers
are not assured that their income will increase every year at the same rate as
the rise in the Consumer Price Index. Consequently, increases, payable to the
developer under the company store concept, are increasing at a greater rate
than the consumer's income. Furthermore, many consumers, especially senior
citizens, are physically unable to use the services because of illness or accident.
However, even though they cannot use the facilities, they are still required to
pay for them and that payment is enforced with a lien on the home. Also. bePause the housing consumer is required to pay for these services, whether he
uses them or not, he is effectively precluded from seeking similar services at a
lower price in an open and competitive market. The developer literally has a
monopoly over the sale of those services within the housing community. Also,
because of this monopoly, the housing consumer has very little control over the
quslity of services being offered by the developer, and has very little say in how
these services are to be distributed.
I am sorry to say that the State of Florida has had very little success in
curbing the abuses of the new company store. The most active fight has come
from the attorney general of Florida which started with several legal actions
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in 1974 challenging the legality of the so-called tie-in of services under the State
antitrust laws. The Florida Supreme Court rejected the attorney general s contention that the so-called company store or tie-in sage violated the State antitrust laws. The supreme court ruled that the Florida Legislature had specifically
allowed such tie-ins, at least in regards to recreational services for condominiums. However, the Florida Supreme Court did state that these leases or other
tie-in sale agreements might be challenged based on the theory of unconscionability. Pursuant to that decision, the attorney general has proposed rules defining unconscionability for company store contracts in the sale of all forms of
housing. (See attached.)' A challenge has been filed to these rules with an Initial
determination that the rules cannot apply retroactively. The attorney general
has also filed actions in Broward and Pinellas Counties, Fla. challenging the
long-term recreational lease as being unconscionable. Both of these cases have
been settled with the agreement that the association be allowed to purchase the
recreational lease from the developer.
The Florida State Legislature, when it finally decided to cure the abuses In
the housing market, always seemed to come up with too little, too late. The
State and Federal constitutions prohibit a State from impairing the obligations
of contract and, therefore, all legislation could only apply to future housing developments but could not cure the abuses of past housing developments. To date,
State law only prohibits escalation clauses in recreational leases for condominiums when such leases where entered into after June 5, 1975. State laws
still do not prohibit company store type contracts and escalation clauses are
still used in noncondominium housing. Perhaps the best explanation of this
inability of the legislature to act is the strong developer lobby in the State
capitol.
The Federal agencies have had less success than even State government. Although President Carter in his campaign in Florida promised that he would
ask the Justice Department to challenge the company store contracts based on
violations of the antitrust laws, the Justice Department has issued a formal
memorandum rejecting the so-called antitrust or tie-in sale theory as a violation of the antitrust laws. The Federal Trade Commission has initiated one
action to challenge the legality of a long-term recreational lease based on unfair
trade practice theory or unconscionability, but that case is still pending and
is moving at a snail's pace. The Federal Trade Commission's staff seems underfunded and is simply not given the priority needed to successfully attack the
leases.
OWNERS TURN TO LMOIGATION
Without extensive help from State and Federal Governments, the condominium and other housing unit owners have resorted to private litigation
in the State and Federal courts in an attempt to overturn the company store
contracts. The various legal theories are more fully explained in the attached
chapter from a recent book I have published with D & S Publishing Co. A
good portion of the private litigation has resulted in settlements wherein the
developer has agreed to sell the recreational lease and facilities to the Homeowners Association. The price for many of these buy-outs has been equal to
approximately 10 times the y'early rental under the company store contract.
Unfortunately, private litigation Is very costly and many of the smaller developments simply cannot afford expensive and lengthy litigation to overturn their
company store.
In times of deregulation, proposition 13, and anti-government feelings, It
Is not popular to propose Federal Intervention. However, because of the
State's constitutional roadblock that it cannot impare the obligations of contract, we can only turn to Federal legislation to reform the past sills of the
company store and to prevent future problems on a nationwide basis. This can
be accomplished without creating a vast Federal Government Intervention, new
bureaucracy, or Increased taxes. The present bill pending before thb Congress
which would set minimum standards for condominium housing in the United
States Is too narrow and is full of loopholes. First of all, the act only applies
to condominium housing when the problems we have previously discussed cover
the full range of moderate priced housing beyond just condominiums. However,
thb bill could be amended to set minimum standards for all forms of housing
1See

appendix 1, item 2, p. 176.
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to prohibit the company store concept. The developers will argue that the
company store concept helps keep down the costs of housing and prevents further
inflation in the costs of housing. But it does no good to the consumer to control
inflation in housing while we increase inflation in the company store services
tied to the sale of housing. The Federal Government has long had a national
interest in the costs of housing and the regulation of housing. In fact, the Federal Government is really the only government that has the capability of assurthe
ing fair, adequate, and affordable housing to the consumer. Whether or not folpresent bill is the proper approach, is a debatable question. However, the
lowing are some examples of what the Federal Government could do to eliminate
the company store in America:
(1) Eliminate the tax advantages of deferral of income when developers use
the company store.
(2) Retroactively eliminate or reform company store contracts in all forms of
thousing with private remedies in the Federal court.
(3) Prohibit the use of federally insured lending institution funds for mort.gages on housing units when that housing unit is also encumbered by a lien tied
7to a company store contract.
(4) Properly fund the Justice Department and/or Federal Trade Commission
-to ta ke a more active role in eliminating company stores.
These reforms can be accomplished at the Federal level without extensive
bureaucracy or costs. Without these Federal reforms, I am afraid all of America
-will soon see the new company store.
Mr. POLTAKOFF. Senator, may I add a comment? Do you have time
-for just one comment?

Senator CiiILES. Yes.
NEEDS UNCLEAR

ror

RECTZEATIONTAL

LEASES

Mr. POLIAxOFv. I think there is a gross misconception by the bill
itself and the Congress as to what the ultimate needs are for recreational leases. Even if the courts can ultimately declare the lease to be
unconstitutional, that does not necessarily resolve the problem. Despite
what may be said. condominium owners do not desire in all instances
to be rid of the recreational facilities. If the court were to come back

and say that this lease is no longer valid or you no longer have the

lease. vou also no longer have the facilities. What we need is some
type of Federal guarantees to loans to allow condominium owners to
buy out the existing leases or the subsidy of the payment obligation
and in purchasing those leases to enable the low income or fixed income
retiree to purchase a lease. If we buy the leases, we eliminate pernmanently the problem. Declaring a lease to be void is not going to do it.
Senator CTTnrES. Tom, in your statement you allude to a situation
in which a dceveloper with no maintenance obligations collected a third
of a million dollars for the recreational facility that cost $50,000: In
this case or any other that you are familiar with, have you seen any
validity for the claim that the developer sold the units at cost or at
a loss in the recreational lease?
Mr. PFLAU1II I have never seen any evidence supporting that claim
from developers, though I must add that we have never reached tfiaC
factual issue in litigation.
Senator CT-TILEs. I think Gary has already commented on it.
I have heard this allegation from developers. Ui t it,
S'r. PFLATIT.
,
has never been really verified one way or the other. ,
growdisputes
many
have
you
Senator CHILES. Rod, in your practice
ing out of condominiums besides the unit owner versus developer.
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WThlich type do you view as the greatest long-term threat? Is that the
problem, or is inadequate education the real problem?
Mr. TENNYSON. Well, obviously I don't think condominiums are
destined for abandonment. I live in a condominium myself. I particularly like that concept of living. Obviously I lmew what I was getting
into and that made it a whole lot easier to adjust to that, but you do
have to give up some of your individual rights. I think that the major
problem obviously was developer versus owner relationship; it is now
shifting to unit owner versus his association. Then the fights start because of children, dogs, assessments, you name it.
I don't think those problems are insolvable and I am not so sure that
the Federal Government wants to get involved in those individual disputes. I think that more and! more local and State governments are
trying to arbitrate the disputes and I think we will solve that problem.
I think the problem lies between the developer and the owner, and I
think that is where the Federal Government needs to take some action.
Senator CH=&s. Gary.
TEXNANTS MUST ACCEPT RESPONSIBIrITY

Mr. PomxoiFF. Could I respond quickly to that question? Too many
condominium owners think of themselves as tenants and they expect
the landlord to fix the plumbing or take care of the problem. The condoininium living concept will not work until you go through the educational process on four basic things:
First, that they are owners and not tenants.
Second, that they are responsible for the operation and maintenance
of their community.
Third, they must share in the common expenses of that community,
regardless of how high those expenses may be.
Fourth, that they must abide by the covenants and restrictions of
the community.
Senator CAEis. How are you going to educate them?
Mr. POLiAKOTF. It is a serious problem. I think personally I would
recommend it to Mr. Andrews, bureau of condominiums. A number of
the States are putting out more publications and films on exactly what
condominium ownership is all about. Some of the Federal agencies
have some publications out but they are apparently not being disseminated down to the grassroot purchasers because there is still a
large misunderstanding among individuals as to exactly what they

are buying or what their responsibilities are.
Senator CirirlEs. Jeff, youl were talking about the need for some
Federal dollars in this regard. My understanding is that your agency
does not get the fees right now which the State charges to developers
and unit owners.
Mr. ANDIIEAVS. W;\Te have to go throulglh the budgetary process just as
if we were funded by general revenue funds, although we have a large
surplus in the trust fund. We have not been able to break it loose to
this point. Underlining what Gary is saying-Gary and I have talked
extensively about it.
Senator CHILES. Why should the Federal Government be giving
dollars in this regard if we are charging fees on the State level, with
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regard to filing fees and unit owners, if that money is not being used?
Mr. ANDRE*S. Well, the point is well taken and I am certainly in
favor of trying to get that broken loose if you can assist with that.
Having the association fees cut in half at the last session will deplete
the trust fund money over the next several years. It is only a surplus
at this point. I don't know that it will remain a surplus in the next
2 to 3 years. Yes, in answer to your question, we do have a large sum
of money that could be used for educational purposes if the legislature
will make it available to the agency.
Senator CHILEs. Thank you.
I want to thank all of you for your discussion, I think it has been
very helpful to our record. We will be looking at the act as we get
ready to reintroduce it and try to determine what changes you want to
make.
Thank you very much.
I want to take about a 5-minute break now and then we are going
to start our town hall meeting portion. We will have about 45 minutes
for that portion of our town hall meeting and we will get that started
in just a couple of minutes.
Dfhereupon, the committee took a short recess.]
Senator CHILES. We are going to start our town hall portion now.
We are going to have about 40 minutes to try to finish. I will just ask
you to please keep your statements brief, if you can, so that we will
give everybody an opportunity to be heard. If our time does run out,
we have some slips that I will ask you, if you would, to fill out, and
give us your comments on these slips on the table over there. I will also
tell you that we will keep our record open for a period of at least 2
weeks, so if you have any statement that you would like to make for
our record we would be delighted to receive that.
All right. Pat Cahill was originally invited as a witness, so we will
start off with Pat and we will go from there.
STATEMENT OF PATRICK C. CAHILL, PALM SPRINGS, FLA.

Mr. CAniLrL. Good afternoon.

My name is Pat Cahill. I am former president of the Village Mutual
Association of Century Village. I have been a member of the condominium advisory board of the State of Florida and cofounder of the
Nonpartisan Political Action Committee of Palm Beach County. I am
also a past president of a condominium association in Century Village.
If I were to read what I have written on here, I would probably
speak for 40 minutes or longer.
Senator CHiLEs. We will take your statement in full and put in the
record.'
Mr. CAHILL. I will give you the whole thing. but I would like to make
some comments if I may. I have a letter which is in here and it is from
Century Village, written in 1968 when Century Village was first
started and when the original recreational facilities were in existence.
Mr. Jack Snyder wrote to Century Village and said that, with all the
land room there, he didn't know how many units they were going to
l See p. 143.
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develop within the community and wondered if there would be enough
room in the clubhouse to take care of the people. This letter is signed
by Century Village and it says they figure it will be somewhere around
1,500 units.
'Today in Century Village there are 7,853 units with the same facilities and, with the added income, he is making a yearly profit of over
$3 million. He overdeveloped. This piece of paper, by the way, is the
Century Village lease that you did not get when you went to buy.
I said, "Can I see the paper so I can get my attorney to check it?"
Their reply was: "We don't give you the papers. If you want to buy,
we will give you the papers at the closing; otherwise, move on. There
are other customers waiting to buy."
BUYING IN TiTE DARK

They will give you no papers. You had no chance to find out what
you were buying. You were buying a pig in a poke, if you want to call
it that, mnd no chance to do anything about it. Most people bought
because they didn't know what a long-term lease was. There was mention of a long-term lease.
Now a long-term lease to somebody who is 65 years old is probably
about 10 years. That is the way I figure it would be, but it turned out
to be 99 years. Here is the set of figures here which says that. You
started in 1968. In that 99 years you will be paying $4,549.50 per month
for your recreational lease. Here are the figures projected on a 5percent cost-of-living increase and at 7.5-percent cost-of-living increase.
Now the first increase that I got at the time was on December 26,
1974, and this is in the folder I am going to give you. The increase at
that time was 45 percent on one shot. That was only on the rent. The
maintenance in some areas went iip as high as 117 percent without any
reason, it just went up from nothing to 117 percent overnight.
Now those things are important to the Deople on fixed income for
the simple reason that today in Century Village most of the people are
on fixed incomes. Most of them also are either on welfare or on food
stamps-not most of them, but quite a few. I would say, at least the
last figure I got over a year ago, there were over 600, and those figures
car be verified..
The first notice we got regarding the trams and buses was in November 1971, and this was the new wrinkle at the time. The trams and buses
were originally promised in a brochure which is right in this pamphlet
I am going to give you. There were trams as part of the recreation
lease; you are entitled to trams and buses. In November 1971 I got a
letter asking for $1 per month per one-bedroom apartment and $1.50
for a two-bedroom apartment for transportation. It said nothing about
community services, it was transportation.
I wrote back through our attorney saying that the transportation
was promised to us in the brochure and, therefore, we are entitled to
that under the 99-year lease. We never heard a thing about it for 5
years; it laid dormant. All of a sudden in 5 years we are hit with a request for $7.50 and $8 per month for community services which we also
refused to pay. As of right now, t hat date nvas May 1975.
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Senator CABLES. Is that in litigation?
Mr. CAHILL. Yes. Mlay 27, 1975, was the first request after 1971, and'
we refused that also.
We feel that a $3 million profit not only is too much, but on top of
that it is putting people in -the'position where they are going to lose
their homes. Now I am going to give you all those papers, but there
were a couple of items I would like to bring to your attention.
In the State of Michigan all sales of recreational facilities in con-dominiums is prohibited. In Virginia the management contract and
the recreational lease after the takeover must be ratified by the unit
owners-not after 5 years. The' unit owners can say: "We don't want
the recreational facilities any more. We will buy them from you or,
whatever you want to do with them, it is up to you." In those States
they have some controls that I think we could usc in this State. I will
also include that in my letter.
There were a couple of things that were said that I would like to
bring -to your attention. One of them is, "A contract is a contract is a
contract," but nobody ever said anything about a contract being fair
and reasonable, and that is the law, too. Also, the laws of the United
States-the Patman Act, the Sherman Antitrust Act.
TIED TO CONTRACT

There are violations in this piece of paper here where you are tied
to buy something like Century Village. You are first tied to buy a recreational lease. You are also tied to buy insurance from 'a subsidiary of
Century Village. You are also tied to buy a management agreement.
You are also tied to buy your sewage and garbage disposal or water and
sewer, whatever you want to call it. That is also another subsidiary.
In other words, when you sign that contract, you are tied to five different subsidiaries of that company and you have to pay all of them or'
you don't get an apartment. Now that is a violation of Federal law. In
your opening statement you made some statement about the things that
are in a contract that should be there if they should cancel the contract.
I agree with you because that is part of the discussion I had with Senator Stone, you, Congressman Rogers, and the President of the United
States, Jimmy Carter. I have been working with the FTC since 1973'
and I have written continuously to them.
I appeared in Washington before the Federal Trade Commission for
5 hours at one session to try to show them what had to be done to eliminate the problems that we have here in the State of Florida. This happened not only in Florida but in other States that don't have adequate'
controls. I feel that adequate controls must be by the Federal Government where there is violation of the Federal laws. The "little FTC"
act here was not retroactive because of this "a contract is a contract is:
a contract." They didn't think about any contract being fair and
reasonable.
Now you also made a statement about the net-net and gross leases.
You know the gross leases are more unconscionable than the net-net
0
leases because when an increase of 10 percent is put on, we will say $5 r
is,.
lease
lease-the
net-net
it is then added to that. If it is put on to a
we will say, $30-the rest of it is for insurance, maintenance, and taxes.
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Now if the taxes don't go up and the insurance does not go up, they
are not entitled to the 10 percent. They are only entitled to the 10 percent on the $30, the base. So the gross lease is absolutely the most unconscionable lease of the two and should be attached. That is why
Kelly Mann said it should include all leases. I have a set of figures
which unfortunately I didn't bring with me. I wvill send them to you.
The figures show you the difference between the gross and the net
lease. I have them at home because when I wvas up in Tallahassee before the cabinet, I presented them at that time.
"PRESENIT

LAWS

ARE LEGAL DOCUMENTS"

The other thing is that I have a written statement from Attorney
General Griffin Bell saying that the present laws that you have now
coming through the U.S. Congress, one going through the House of
Representatives and one going through the Senate, are legal documents and he feels-and this is his written opinion-that they cannot
lbe attacked in court.
Senator CHMES. I don't think he says they can't be attacked in court.
He says "successfully."
Mr. CATIILL. He says they can be attacked, but vwhen you can't prove
a violation of a Federal law you have a very, very poor chance of winniing. And that is what you say in this law, that if those violations
exist. the contract is null and void.
I would like to say that I have also been instrumental in trying to
*get the divisional land sales and condominiums to expand their facilities to help the people more. Last year, through the efforts of Senator Phil Lewis, the divisional land sales and condominiums got a substantial increase in their funding. I have been in touch with them this
year. We are going to work again to see if we can get more money.
There is over $1 million in the fund and we want that money used
to benefit the condominiums and, if necessary, go around to thie different condominiums and advise them of meetings through different
areas in the State of Florida. If we can do that, then I think we will
accomplish something with the people who are running the condominiums. A lot of people are afraid to take an office in a condominium
association because they could be sued, or something else could happen
to them, so this kind of puts a damper on the whole thing.
W1,e need help and we need help badly from Washington. Very seldom, as a stubborn Irishman, do I ever.beg for anything, but I am
'begging you right now; please help us. We need your help.
Thank you very much.
Senator Cunxs. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Cahill follows:]
PREPABED STATEMENT OF PATRICKo.

CAHILL

My name is Pat Cahill, past president of the Village Mutual Association, Inc.,
*amember of the.Condominium Advisory Board~of the.State of-Florida,,and cofounder of the Non-Partisan Political Action CQmmittee of Palm -Beach County.
The long-term recreation lease was signed betweenthe developqr,and the association board of directors who were one in the same (Century Yil age, Inc.).
Each unit owner was required at ,purchase closing time, not only to ,sign the
qon-term recreation lease, hut also had to sign a,maintenmnce agreement with
'illage management, a wholly owned subsidiary of the developer which included
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insurance, which was purchased without other bids, from Bencart Insurance
Agency, another wholly owned subsidiary, and were required to contract with
Century Utilities, another wholly owned subsidiary for water and sewerage, plus
a 3 percent management fee to Village management. This self-dealing by the developer by which the profit from each of the subsidiaries was paid by the unit
owners violated the fiduciary duty to the unit owner as the higher the costs were
the higher the management fee would be in dollars. The unit owners were not told
of these entwining contracts and was not allowed to read the agreements prior to
closing and had no knowledge that in signing these papers they not only obligated
themselves but also made the association liable for the payment of rent on the
long-term recreation lease. Prospective purchasers when they asked to read the
papers prior to signing were told they would get the papers after they signed and
if they did not want to buy under these conditions, move on as there are others
that want to buy. The long-term recreation lease and the maintenance contract
were tie-in sales which is a violation of Federal law forbidding tie-in sales. Senior
citizens signing the long-term lease at closing did not know they were signing a
99-year lease, as a long-term lease to most of these people is 10 years or less and
most of them had no knowledge of the inclusion of the escalation clause in the
contract.
The developer set up rules and regulations which were not given to the owners
until 1972, or 2 years after over 3,500 sales were consummated, giving him full
control of the facilities without the owner's consent. Prior to 1972 we were allowed to use the club house for association meetings for which the unit owner
pays $4,334,000 per year in lease payments and we have no say in any of the operations or use of our rented facilities. This is a violation of our civil rights as our
lives are controlled by the "benevolent dictator," as he calls himself. The lessee
pays for all the operating costs, all maintenance, taxes, insurance, security, replacement of. facilities, but the developer who invested less than $1,500,000 now
makes a profit of over $3 million per year on this investment.
This unconscionable profit keeps increasing yearly due to the escalation clause
based on the Consumer Price Index-the U.S. city average all items and commodity groups issued by the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U.S. Department
of Labor, and the denominator of which shall be the basic standard index figure of
such price index for the month of October 1969. The assessed value on the Palm
Beach County appraisers' records Is less than $1 million for all of the recreation
facilities which again shows the unconscionable profits made from the long-term
recreation lease.
RECREATION LEASES PROHIBITED IN SOME STATES

The cost-of-living index outlined above includes food, clothing, gasoline, oil, and
many other items which has no connection to a recreation lease. Some States, such
as Michigan, prohibit sales of condominiums with recreation leases. and in Virginia, any management contract, recreation lease, or other contract is binding
only if renewed or ratified by the majority of the unit owners after they take over
control of the association. Florida has no law to protect innocent purchasers of
condominiums from being defrauded by false promises, misrepresentation, or
violations of the Patman Act or the Sherman antitrust laws. In 1974 none of the
people ofCentury Village, West Palm Beach, were on welfare or food stamps,
now due to the escalation clause in the recreation leases, there are over 70 unit
owners on welfare and over 600 unit owners on food stamps, and this will increase yearly as the recreation rent increases. For example; since January 1973,
the recreation rent on a one-bedroom apartment increased from $25.50 per month
to $41.81 per month on January 1, 1977. and the recreation rent on a two-bedroom
apartment increased from $31.75 to $52.05 per month on January 1, 1977, or an
increase of 64 percent in both cases for only a 4-year period. From these figures it
is easy to see that most of the unit owners will not be able to meet the rental pay-

ments by January 1983, or 10 years from the first increase under the long-term
lease.

In the Cenvill Communities, Inc., prospectus dated November 15,1972. it stated

the company furnishes free transportation to and from West Palm Beach on four
buses and within the community on six trams. Despite this, letters were sent out
to some associations on November 17, 1971, demanding $1 per month for one-

bedrooqm apartments and $1.50 per month' for two-bedroom apartments for transportation. The associations not under a management agreement refused to pay
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as this service was free under the long-term lease. Again on May 27, 1975, the associations who refused to pay were again sent a demand letter asking for $7.50
for one-bedroom apartments and $8 for two-bedroom apartments for so-called
community services. Again the associations refused to pay for the reasons stated
in the 1971 letter. For example, Golf's Edge Condominium Association, Inc., pays
Century Village, Inc., and Century Utilities 60.7 percent of their entire budget
for rent, water, and sewerage only.
[Attachment]
INCREDIBLE RECREATION LEASEPAYMENTS
Cost-of-living increase
per year
At 5 percent At 7A percent
Original base rent as of 1968, 1-bedroom, $25.50 per month:
-$64.
After 20 yr (per month)
After 30 yr (per month)
After 50 yr (per month)
After 99 yr (per month) Original base rent as of 1968, 2-bedroom, $37.75 per month:
After 20 yr (per month) -80
After 30 yr (per month -130.
After 50 yr (per month) -346.
After 99 yr (per month) -3,

------

413
104.958
278. 485
3,141.512
100
683
742
786.981

$83.869
144.687
404. 695
4,549. 506
104.425
180.149
504.221
5,664. 581

You think you own your condominium now, but can you, your children, or your
grandchildren afford to live under these rent costs or will Century Village own
all apartments when 1988 or 1998 costs are applied.
Village Management, Inc., and Century Village, Inc., sued Waltham, et al., to
cancel maintenance and management contracts of 283 associations because they
were losing $600,000 annually. Why is Village Management now fighting to keep
the contracts they have and asking the associations who are with Personalized
to drop their contracts? Could it be that the $600,000 loss-is not factual or is it
because trams, buses and security, which is now paid under Community Services could be in jeopardy? Is it good business to keep a losing contract?
Century Village, Inc., who is the landlord, should agree in writing to the verbal
promises now being made by Village Management, Inc. regarding no increase in
rent if you sign with Village Management, Inc. and withdraw from all legal actions. The 99 year lease specifies that increases in rent can be made on January 1
of each year and that all associations must be increased if one is increased. If
you sign this agreement will you forfeit all money in the escrow account and forfeit the right to sue again and what will the new rental cost be per month? Will
it be at the original base or do you have to agree to accept the illegal cost-ofliving increases?
Why is Century Village so anxious to have all suits dropped. Do they know
something we only suspect regarding the Supreme Court decisions?
Judge Melirtens, Senior U.S. District Judge, ruled in the case on Chatham
Condominium Association et al. vs. Century Village, Inc. that both sides pay their
own legal costs. The action by Century Village to ask for $40,000 in legal fees
from the associations is another method of upsetting the people of Century Village who by now should be aware of these scare tactics to keep the people
divided. They make lots of claims about winning decisions but what decisions
have they won-none, as no final decisions have been handed down to date and
the people of Century Village have not paid any legal fees during 1974, 1975 and
1976.
The above figures do not include cost of maintenance payments to Village
Management or Personalized Management.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L. SCHOLZ, BOYNTON BEACH, FLA.
Mr. SGHOLZ. Senator, I am Bill Scholz, president of the Leisureville Condominium Apartment Association. We have a 99-year lease
which I believe meets all the qualifications of making it unconscionable. However, we have developers forming a ploy now by offering the
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unit owners throughout Leisureville the opportunity, as they so state,
of puirclasing this lease-not selling them the land, mind you, just
purcliasing the lease. He is contacting every owner individually and
offering them roughly what I think is the equivalent to 12 times the
rent of the annual rental that they can purchase the lease.
Now he does not tell them, to the best of my knowledge, that there
are encumbrances against all the. recreational facilities. We have three
recreational facilities and a golf course. I understand there is quite an
namount of encumbrances of mortgages against these properties. They
-are not being amortized, to the best of my knowledge, and remain set.
_1l-at is to prevent this developer, after sellincg these leases-he sells
enough leases where there is not enough income coming in to pay the
interest on these mortgages-of discontinuing interest payments?
*Whatis to prevent him from going into bankruptev?
Senator CHIMES. Is lie talking about selling individually to the
people? If the whole group gets together to buy, lie is going to sell
each person the right to buy up their share of the lease?
Mir. SCHOLZ. He is approaching each individual on an individual
basis, and unfortunately the community association has not taken any
action to direct or to look into the possible pitfalls, and I am questioning this. If foreclosures start on these mortgagesSenator CHILES. Do you know whether he is selling those subject
to encumbrances, or is lie assuming encumbrances? Do you know?
Mr. SCNOLZ. Senator, I have a background in real estate and I know
if I sell you a lease, I am selling you a lease. If I guarantee it, it is only
as good as my corporation is at that time; I might go bankrupt.
Senator CHILES. Yes, but I just wonder about the terms.
3Mr. SciIoLZ. It would not make much difference because it is a corporation you are dealing with, not individuals. I think it is a ploy to
actually detract money without the people getting their value. If they
were buying the land, I would be all for it, but they are buying nothing
but a piece of paper. This is in Leisureville.
Senator CGmEs. We thank you for giving us that information. I
would agree with you that is something that the association ought to
;take up and ought to look into so they could make information avail-able to the respective members.
Mfr. SCIIOLZ. Unfortunately, Senator, I read some of the comments in
-some of this literature you have here and it amply puts it that the board
-of directors, in most of these condominiums, are taken from different
*walks of life. Some have not had the experience and maybe don't seek
Athe experience. I believe it has been said that most of the board has
ipurchased their leases.
Thank you.
Senator CGiLES. Yes, ma'am.

'F

STATEMENT OF DORA PORTE, WEST PALM BEACH, FLA.

MIrs. PoRTE. Senator Chiles, I am Dora Porte. I am a unit owner
at Golden Lakes Village a planned unit development, the first phase
of which is just being completed now. We, too, have a 99-year recreation lease, a net-net lease; it was a tie-in with the sale. At the present
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moment, with the preparation of the budget for January 1979, we find
ourselves with a 56-percent increase in the recreation rental. The lease
calls for 5-year increases, or increases every 5 years, based upon the
cost-of-living index.
The cost of maintaining the recreation area will be in excess of the
cost of maintaining our own apartments because the rental has been
increased by that much. We have had many problems in our place with
reference to construction, with reference to violations of the building
codes, et cetera, and we are suing the developer. In many ways our
problems parallel those problems of Century Village.
'W'e had been promised, through the brochures that were submitted to
prospective purchasers, bus service, TV, inaster antenna service, and
many other items at no extra cost. What we have found, however, is
that we are paying for each and every one of these services.
At the present time we are negotiating for the purchase of the rec
area. We understand that it cost the developer somewhere in the vicinity of $750,000 to construct this recreation area. He is now requesting 10
times the increased rental of the recreation area, which price would
total approximately $5,350,000. Mind you, this recreation area was
built in 1974, at a cost of about $750,000.
TMy own apartment maintenance cost was $68 when I purchased it in
1974. Under the budget that is being proposed for 1979, that apartment
will be costinig me $115 per month.
As far as our laundries are concerned. our developer entered into an
agreement with the laundry company, of which he is owner, at the time
he and his fellow cohorts were members of the board of directors of the
association. We maintain the laundry buildings. We clean those laundry buildings. Nevertheless, we do not receive one dime from the developer. In the interimlihe has increased the cost of the washing machines and the dryers by doubling the amount that they were set for
originally.
Now this puts us in a position where the apartments become prohibitive. We have heard this said time and again by many of the speakers, that before you know it, we will all be out of our apartments. Some
relief must be forthcoming so that it will be possible for us to remain
in our apartments. 'We don't wish to have to go into public housing.
That would be a far more costly project for the Committee on Aging
than what we have at the moment. We find that every phase of our contract falls completely wvithin the items set forth by Attorney General
Robert Shevin as rendering them unconscionable. I think that the
legislature should give us some consideration at this point.
While I do not advocate abrogating contracts because of hardship,
I do believe that the rules of law setting forth unconscionability of
contracts should be clearly defined by the legislators. Senator Stone's
bill, S. 2919, does define unconscionability. The passage of S. 2919
would give condominium owners the relief needed to void the 99-year
recreation leases containing escalation clauses and whieh were tied into
the sale of condominiums.
Thank you.
Senator CHTLES. Thank you. Yes, sir.
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STATEMENT OF IRVING GOLDBERG, DELRAY BEACH, FLA.
Mr. GOLDBERG. Thank you, Senator Chiles.
My name is Irving Goldberg. I am here representing the 3,000 members of the Atlantic Democratic Club of Delray Beach, and numerous
condominium unit owners of King's Point, in particular.
We are in the position, as indicated more or less by my good Irish
brother, Pat Cahill, as those in Century Village. We also are subject
to the 99-year recreation lease. We hope the legislation which you are
proposing and hoping to get through, that the Congress will take into
consideration the problems of people under the 99-year lease, retroactively. The Florida judiciary said they are not concerned with us,
retroactively, especially since the Florida "little antitrust act" has not
been put into effect, although Attorney General Robert L. Shevin did
try to have it apply to the leases. The Federal antitrust law must come
into play because of the fact that there were tie-in sales, et cetera. We
were not told that we could take the recreation lease or not take the
recreation lease. We were compelled to take it. The lease is definitely
in violation of the Federal Antitrust Act, and I feel that in the bill
that you the proposing, Senator, this will be taken care of through the
Justice Department.
I might say in passing that when President Carter was here during
the election campaign, he more or less told us that he would see what
he could do about it at that time and we expect that something will be
done. We are dealing here, especially in King's Point, with 98- percent
of the people who are on fixed incomes. I am a retired civil service
worker on a fixed income. Our unit owners cannot afford to keep on
paying escalating rates on this recreation lease and something must be
done about it.
As I said before, there were tie-in sales in violation of the FTC.
Further, the Florida Condominium Act has a clause where the developer and/or the board of directors can take liens against the unit
owners on many things which are not legal. As a matter of fact, in our
own King's Point, liens have been taken already. They don't have to
go to trial to take these liens; they just get them automatically on the
basis of an illegal lease, and they are in the courts today attempting
to foreclose on the unit owners for not paying these liens, the same
as reported by Pat Cahill of Century Village.
I say to you that all the other things that the people spoke about
in the earlier session definitely are things that our people in the condominiums need. The elderly ill need transportation to doctors, hospitals, shopping, and meals. They can't go out on their own. We ask
that you do what you can to have Congress enact legislation in the
interests and needs of the condominium unit owners.
Thank you.
[A supplemental statement by Mr. Goldberg follows:]
SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF IRVING GOLDBERG

In the name of the over 3,000 members of our Atlantic Democratic Club,
residing mainly in condominiums in the Delray Beach area of West Palm Beach,
I make a further statement.
Our area consists of approximately 50,000 condominium unit owners. We are all
subject to the 99-year recreation lease with no retroactivity for those who pur-
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chased prior to July 1974. The Florida costs have not been decided up to this
writing, even though our Attorney General Shevin has stated the lease is subject
to the Florida FTC act and is unconscionable. It therefore must have Federal
action under the Federal rate antitrust law and tieing of sales.
Further section 718 of the Florida condo statute allows the developer or
board of directors to obtain a lien on our homes withut any due process court
action, in violation of the sixth amendment to our U.S. Constitution, and the
Justice Department and/or the U.S. Attorney General should prosecute this violation.

Senator CHILES. Thank you very much.
Yes, sir.
STATEMENT OF ABE BENZMAN,' WEST PALM BEACH, FLA.
Mr. BENZ31AN. Miy name is Abe Benzman. I was raised in the United
States and I never thought I would be the object of charity in my
twilight years, but at 68 I find all this consideration-this very charitable effort made by the Government,.which really hurts me.
I am one of the people who did my business with Century Developers completely through the mail, interstate law. I left a deposit in
June 1971 and was notified to come down and take possession in
February 1972. They threw a contract in front of me, and in this 99year lease, the smartest Philadelphia lawyer could not understand if
he read it for 60 days. I demanded my money back. These swindlers
refused to give me my money back. They called out a Mrs. McLean
and she told me they had my money, and they were going to keep it,
and I had to pay the rest. If this tie-in sale does not come under the
Sherman Antitrust Act, I don t know what does.
Recently, you have been informed that liens have been projected
for 3,300 apartments in Century Village. As an answer to this harassment through the courts-now these courts operate on the taxes we
are paying, including the judges' salaries. We are paying your salaries; you are our representatives. Mr. Levy is now using the courts to
make us pay excessive legal charges by bringing in harassing cases.
He has continued to do this. The circuit court here in Palm Beach is
absolutely flooded with cases. If the rest of the country is 3 years
behind, we are 5 years behind. Under the sixth amendment we are
entitled to due process for speedy and fair trial.
The most reprehensive situation takes place in this State right now
and you will now have to come forward with the Federal Government
to try to help us. W"Tell, like West Point says, the best defense is a good
attack-a good offense. We have, before Judge Poulton in the circuit
court here in West Palm Beach, the Waltham case. In this case the
fiduciary relationship was brought up involving the building management, one of the store companies that Mr. Tennyson spoke about.
TESTIvIONY PRODUCED

The three board members-Landino, Jacobson, and Mills-were put
under oath. Testimony was produced by Mr. Bailey, the attorney for
Levy, to the effect that he had given us notice of payments due for
years prior for community services. Fourteen witnesses repudiated it.
' For newspaper articles submitted by Mr. Benzman, see appendix 1. Item 3, p. 204.
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A deposition of the stipulation was demanded by Judge Poulton that.
all the other 153 associations were to attest to the same thing. Mr.
Bailey refused to sign the stipulation, but on the record adverse testimony exists which shows probable cause for an investigation of
perjury.
Miss Mills said that she personally typed and sent out all these
budgets and informed the people on a regular basis. MAlrs. Landinlo
denied it; Mr. Jacobson denied it. The fiduciary relationship existing
in this act was absolutely now a fraudulent act-it is under oath, it
is on the record in Judge Poulton's court.
Is an individual who has purchased this property through the
mail governed by Federal law and not State law? I say that your
committee now has on record an indelible reg-ular fraud and we should
proceed to break this contract right from its inception. Judge Poulton's own words to the two opposing attorneys were on Thursday approximately 6 weeks ago:
Gentlemen, you leave me only two alternatives: to invalidate this contract
from its inception because there was no meeting of the minds, or to seek an
equitable settlement.
I cannot see making an equitable settlement with fraudulent people.
wvith fraudulent contracts, and I say that you owe to us an invalidation.
of every one of these contracts in existence on this basis. I say the
investigation should pursue in charging these people with criminal'
fraud and put them in jail, and maybe we will get rid of all these
contracts at the right time.
In a newspaper article, Mir. Levy makes a statement to the effect
that in 1978 he expects to make $90 million. Those are Mir. Levy's
words.
May I also bring to your attention the fact that on September 8
in Tallahassee. the Florida Supreme Court invalidated
Senator ClO-TTEs. Yes, sir, I Irnow about that case.
Mr.FBENZMNAN. All right. Then I will refrain from saying anythilln
further. You have now created a caveat emptor to the greatest deglree-go after the old folks, kill them, get what you can. That is
the way the Florida court is trying to protect the consumer.
Senator Cnmr1Ls. Try to keep your statements to several minutes:
because we would like to give everybody a chance and we are getting
close to 1 o'clock.
STATEMENT OF JEANNE SKLAR, DELRAY BEACH, FLA.

M rs. Slic An. I am Jeanne Sklar, Kings Point.
Our first relationship vwith the developer was a completely negative
situation. All of us have bought our homes in good faith, and we
auticilPate(l that our good faith would be reciprocated. We found many
things -which were contrary to our rightful expectations. AlJe found
slipshod work, many changes in tlhe construction. plans submitted to
us. We have found them to withlhold information front us -which
should have been told to us. As a result, many condominium associations have taxed their means to insi itute costly litigation, some of
which in many quarters has been declared suspect. We feel that this
kind of relief is costly, time consuming. anid leaves the results up in
the air.
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It has also been very frustrating to be given a management company wvhich is just another hat worn by the developer whose purpose
ostensibly is to handle our complaints and resolve them. IIre find
that complaints are presented repeatedly to the management company
and either the work is never done, or if it is done, in many instances
it is slipshod and not corrected.
We have heard much about recreation leases and sales. We have
been told that "the fortunate ones" who are pturchasing the recreation areas, actually it is an agreement for a deed. It is our unde'rstanding that we pay for 30 years and then acquire minority title
contrary to what wve believed at the time of purchase. We have absolutely no voice in the running of the recreation facilities. We get
no certified accounting for our monthly maintenance costs for other
than recreation. We, have been told that whatever the costs are, we
have no input.
In view of all this we feel that certain remedies are mandatory.
Management companies, particularly those controlled by the developer,
should be required to submit a certified audit turning over the corporation to each condominium association followed by an annula.
certified audit report. In the experience of many of us who have
owned our home prior to the purchase of condominiums, our' experience is that there are many unfinished items when. buying a new home.
At the closing, arrangements are made with the developer to hold
funds in escrow guaranteeing the delivery of service and repairs
within an agreed period of time. We feel that it would be appropriate
for every developer to be required to place 10 percent of the purchase
price in escrow to complete the repairs in the stipulated period of
time. Should the developer fail to make the necessary repairs or deliver them at the end of the stipulated period of time, the puirclhaser
should then have the authority to have the work done. Should the
repairs require more than the money held in escrow, then all costs
above that should be a lien against the developer.
In the interest of brevity and realizing that many of us have something to offer, we did not substantiate our statements by documentation. WVe have them available any time you wish to avail yourselves
of them.
Thank you.

Senator CnrLEs. Thank you very much.
Yes, ma'am.
STATEMENT OF MRS. IRWIN DAVIS, BOCA RATON, FLA.
irs. DAVIS. Thank you, Senator Chiles. I do not wish to take up
much of vour time.

I am Mirs. Irwin Davis. I have prepared a brief outline of what is
happening and I have copies which I have given to your staff.
Seqnator CHI1LES. Th'ank yhou, inaarnm.

Mrs. DAvIs. WVe bought a condominium apartment in December
1976. W;Vhen mv husband and I purchased this apartment there was
nothing mentioned about the owners having to take cable TV and
exterminating service; neither was it mentioned in the condominium
declaration of bylaws.
40-759-T9-6
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On June 14, 1977, we received a letter telling us about cable TV on
a voluntary subscription basis. We did not wish to subscribe to this
service so did not sign the attached form.
On September 22, 1977, we received a letter telling us cable TV and
exterminators service would be completed in all apartments and it
would be $9.50 a month starting the first of the year 1978. Our apartment is not common area and we do not want this service, but we are
being forced to pav for these services whether we want them or not.
There has been much communication from the developers about not
accepting these services and after paving for a few quarters to give us
time to investigate. We decided in May 19'78 to stop the exterminator
service, and in October 1978 stopped paying for the cable TV. My
husband and I received three notices of being in arrears for the exterminator services and on October 10, 1978, we received a letter from
their attorney threatening us with a lien on our apartment.
Some people, upon receiving notices from the office, paid up. We
did not panic when we got the attorney's threat. We gave it to our
lawyer and he checked our documents. There was nothing which stated
we had to take cable TV or exterminator service. Our apartment is
not common area.
Our attorneys sent a letter to the developer's attorney on October
16, 1978, and up to the present time they have not answered him.
It is a shame that senior citizens have to go to the expense of hiring
an attorney to fight these conditions in condominiums.
Thank you for listening.
Senator CGrLEs. Thank you.

Yes, sir.
STATEMENT OF HAROLD R. BLACK, WEST PALM BEACH, FLA.
Mr. BLACK. Senator Chiles, you have heard from all the big complexes. I happen to be from one of the smaller ones; we have only 518
units in our place.
My name is Harold R. Black and I live in Linksworth.
I heard you ask the lawyers if they knew of anyone who had sold
below cost. Apparently the developer at our place did sell below cost
because he went broke. The savings and loan took over leaving 140
people without deeds. The savings and loan asked them to contribute
$700 additional, and the ones who had not moved in their apartments
had to pay $2,000 additional and were assured that the apartments
were completed.
I found that the savings and loan in question also received half of
the income from another development, the same builder that built
previously, and all of the income from a third development that he
put up. We have been through about 3 years of court litigation. After
the 3 years of litigation and somewhere between $10,000 and $20,000 of
legal costs, we had the courts decide that the management agreement
was null and void. The judge referred to the Boston Tea Party where
it had taken away all of our rights under any law that had been
promulgated.
The end result is that we now are trying to get a special taxing
district, which is apparently a new thing that has come up in the
State. They are talking about the possibility, over a 30-year period,
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of our buying out our land lease. The first year the land lease income
was about $90,000. At the end of 5 years, the escalation clause had
jumped to $125,000. The second 5 years-it comes up next year, and
with the cost-of-living tie-in I can see very plainly that it will be
anywhere from $160,000 to $190,000.
I have certainly wondered right along why there are not some laws.
Some of the attorneys who brought this up said that there is not some
law in the past that has been violated, and I am sure that several people
have mentioned it. I would like to think that the legal departmentthe Federal Government-would look into the laws already on the
books and see if it isn't possible to break these things high, wide, and
handsome.
Getting back to the possible purchase, the savings and loan discussed
with the owners-I tried to start it on my own and started to buy
my own. I made an offer and they said, no; they didn't want to do it
individually. To buy out is going to cost me some $3,600, and wheen
I first started there it was $20 a month. I offered them $500 and told
them I thought I was being very magnanimous in offering the $500.
I don't know what the answer is. I know we all need help. It
frightens me to think that even with 30 years to pay off, with the
escalation clauses in there, what it can amount to. I am on a fixed income, very fixed, and I would hate to be in the position of having to
go on welfare or food stamps or anything else. I have always wanted
to pay my way and I hope I can continue to, and I am sure that most
of the people in my complex do. I am not speaking for others in the
complex; I am speaking just as an individual. Certainly 99-year
leases-every phase of unconscionability is covered with our lease.
We pay all the expenses and maintenance. We pay all the taxes. The
money income was greater than the place was assessed for. I have not
bothered to get into the actual figures as to what kind of money the
savings and loans are going to get out of it, but I also wonder as to
the savings and loans being within the bounds of propriety and legality in being in a unit like this. After the money is returned, why
should they have an escalation clause in there, any more than they
have in any mortgage contract? I don't understand. When they moved
in on this-sure; it is a sweetheart deal for them, but to me, where they
are federally regulated, it seems as though something could be done on
that score to stop the escalation.
Thank you very much.
Senator CmILES. Thank you, sir.
Yes, ma'am.
STATEMENT OF ANNE RUDOLF, WEST PALM BEACH, FLA.
Mrs. RUDOLF. My name is Anne Rudolf. I am chairman of the legal
study committee for a small condominium, probably smaller than any
mentioned. However, we, too, have our problems.
Senator CHILEs. Flow many units are in the condominium?
Mrs. RUDOLF. 145.

We have been studying our documents very quickly after it became
apparent that they were written in favor of the developer. We have
acute structural problems and no warranties. If we go to litigation, it
will be costly, long, and drawn out, and no guarantee of any results.
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I feel that there should be some form of insurance the way they have
for single-family homes whereby if there is any faulty construction,
you could relate it right to an insurance company rather than engagre
in very expensive litigation.
I also believe that our land sales division might be more helpful
if they could give small condoiiiniuims guidance rather than just
shuffle off to the courts. The courts are overloaded now and we do need
some sort of help. Every question does not necessarily have to be
broughlit before the court, however, the land sales division states that.
they Will not come to a condominiumini unless there is a violation of a
law.
Sometimes you just awant interpretation of a law rather than costly
litigation, especially whenl you can't decide -,whether the law has been
violated. You would like to say, "Well, now, how does this affect us?"
The other thing I would like to say is that in any law that is passed'
in condoiiiiniums, I think;- that some attention should be given to.
owners' rights. This is a very vague subject in all condominium documents, and I think it is the cause of a lot of controversy. If a law
could be spelled out where the owners have certain rights and they are.
clear. This would be very helpful. Thank you.
Senator CHILES. Thank you.

I said that we were going to have to close this at 1 o'clock and it is.
now 5 minutes after. I will g0 until 1:15 and then that is my maximumn
deadline when, I am afraid, I have to leave. I want to hear from
everybody that we possibly can.
STATEMENT OF JAMES H. NIMMO, WEST PALM BEACH, FLA.
Mr. Nimi70o. I will be very brief.
My name is James Nimnnmo and I represent Crest Haven in West
Palm Beach.
I hear so much talk about recreation leases these days. Unfortunately,
we have a real Mickey Mouse contract with the developer, and it does
not include the recreation lease. Of course, the developer is also management and he controls everything; we have no input there whatsoever.
One of the things that alarms most of us as members of this homeowners association is the possibility of assessments. Last year we were
assessed $25, very arbitrarily. The books were never shown to us:
these increases were not justified. You have to take this man's word
for it, which on its face seems a little absurd.
The reason T speak now is since the recreation lease does not apply
to us, -we are there as his guests. Even though we represent a large
group of homeowners, we are barred from using the clubhouse for
meetings. We have to rent assembly rooms in the public schools whenever -we want to have our meetings. It is quite unbelievable.
Over and above that. it would seem to me our only hope is to get
a freeze put on this cost-of-living index that is really getting into
everybody's hair. Most of us are paying more for maintenance than
we are for mortgages.
Thank you for your consideration.
Senator CHILEs. Thank youi.
Yes, sir.
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:STATEMENT OF WILLIAM LAMINSKY, WEST PALM BEACH, FLA.
MIr. LAMINSKY. Miy name is William Laminsky. I live at Century
Village. I am one of the 3'20 people who received notices-summonsesthat my apartment has a lien against it.
Senator CHILES. What is that lien for?
Mr. LAMINSEY. I will explain it. Sir.
Senator CtrEs. Yes, sir.
M1r. LAINTNSISY. In 1975. wve had a court action. I was one of the
presidents who was supposed to go to jail. At that time I would have
grone to jail, if necessary. At that time certain moneys were due to
'Century Villagxe. hut the ciurt said inasmiuelh as Century Village did
not have too mucih money in its treassury. that the increases we were
assessed should be put into a savings account. In other words, this
monley by court order was put into the Century Village lease and
trust account. this money having been deposited there from 1975 up
until 2 months ago.
Now in the meantime CV felt inasmiuel as the court ruled against
Us in reference to CV lease money, he was supposed to get this money
directly from the associations, and according to the lease we signed,
lie also was entitled to a full year's rent in advance. In other words,
for my apartment he changed me for a total of approximately I.1.700.
H-Towever. we were in no way in defailt, because we went according to
the court. ruling. The court rulling said that, we should put this money
into escrow. wlhieh we did. I-e claimed that Ave were in default. and he
put a lien against my apartment and 300 other anartments at the same
time. T-le saidl alpproximiately 3.000 moie will get the liens.
Now I think it is absolutely imperative that. the Federal Governimeant has to step in: that means the Conz iess-the T-loolse and the Senate. They must enact a lawv which will force developers to stop harassing the senior citizens. I think it is alominable. I don't think, Senator,
that wlhen you say we've got to try-it is more than trying. you must do
sometilini.
After all. our lives are at stake. Tlhere are people I know
who are on food stamps and they enoot. tike these to he har-assments.
Unless some action is taken. we wvill be priced out of our apartments
and I don't think it is very fair for us after working all our lives and
pavring taxes. that we have to end uii witlh things like this.
SellitOr CTTTTES. I thank yon for youir statement.
HELP PRO31TSED

I just want to say that when I say that I am going to try, I am
going, to give that every effort that'I possibly can. The only thing
worse than not being able to help is to promise you something that can't
be delivered. I think that I want to be credible as much as anybody.
WNte are dealing with this matter which is a very, very serious question.
If you had the Florida delegation to pass the law, we could pass it
-today. But we are dealing with 50 States. miany of which don't have the
kinds of situations we have. Yet we think they are going to have them,
and-we would like to prevent them from happening in those States,

but it is very hard to try to get that understanding out.
For example, the bill does not reside in my committee. I am not on
the committee that has the bill; it is in the Banking and Ilousing Com-
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mittee. We are meeting here under the Special Committee on Aging
which does not have the authority to act on legislation. We cannot
offer legislation in that committee. What we can do is hold hearings
like we are doing now to build a record, and use that record as a
means of getting some leverage on other people to show what kind of
a plight we have, and we intend to do that.
I do want to tell you that we are going to see that we get hearings
in the Congress this year and I think on the basis of those hearings
we can achieve more understanding of the problem, if only I could get
all the other Members of the Congress to hear what I am hearing
today. Of course, I didn't even need to hear it to start with. I walked
through here in 1970 when it was just beginning to start. I came back
in 1976 and of course many weekends in between, and I have been
listening to your plights on this for the 8 years. If I could get everybody else to hear them, it would not be any problem to pass the law.
So I don't want you to think that you don't have my support, and
my enthusiastic support, to try to do something about it. But at the
same time I want to be very careful and not walk out of here having
you say, "Well, he said he was going to take care of that and he didn't
do it." It is still a heck of a problem to try to get the other Members,
and the other States that don't face this condominium problem right
now, to see the importance of the legislation so that we can get it
passed.
I want to thank you all for your appearance here today. It has been
very helpful; I think it will help us in building the kind of record we
want and we are going to try to take that record and do exactly what
we can.
Pat, do you have anything further?
Mr. CAHImL. I would like to thank you very much. If I can help you
in any way in Washington, all you have to do is make a telephone call
and I will be there.
Senator CHTLES. I thank you. I appreciate that.
W;Ve will recess our hearings. The record will remain open for several
weeks. If you have additional material that you would like to send us,
we would be delighted to have that material.
Thank you very much for your attendance.
[Whereupon, at 1:13 p.m., the committee adjourned.]

APPENDIXES
Appendix 1
MATERIAL SUBMITTED BY WITNESSES
ITEM 1. NEWSPAPER ARTICLES AND LEGAL DOCUMENTS SUBMITTED
BY GARY A. POLIAKOFF,' OF BECKER, POLIAKOFF & SACHS, P.A.,
MIAMI BEACH, FLA.
[From the Miami Herald, Jan. 11, 1976]

EXHIBIT C

FORECLOSURES MOUNT; LATEST FILINGS HIT NEAR RECORD LEVEL
(By Charles Kimball)
Another onrush of foreclosure suits and conveyances of properties in lieu of
litigation resulted in 74 more major real estate failures in South Florida in
November. The month's accumulation of new distressed properties of record was
one of the heaviest seen since the shakeout began in September, 1974. There are
now a combined total of 775 financially pressed real estate holdings each worth
$250,000 or more in Dade and Broward counties. The dollar valuation of these
properties now totals $1.981 billion. The largest single category of projects in
trouble continues to be apartments.
In Broward 17 more developments went under worth $59.3 million. The parallel November total for Dade County was 16 failures worth $69.2 million. In
Broward two major developments were conveyed to lenders. They were Point
View Towers and Plantation Villas. Foreclosure proceedings were started against
a high-rise rental project, the Seasons of Fort Lauderdale.
In Dade two builders deeded seven projects to two trusts in lieu of foreclosure.
Bankruptcy proceedings revealed over $16 million in defaulted mortgages alone
at a large condominium promotion in northwest Dade County. Foreclosure 1"')rceedings hit a major conversion, the Island Terrace in Miami Beach. Trust- Nvith
loans of over $7 million on land alone in southwest Dade also found themselves
in bankruptcy proceedings because of an insolvent builder.
There are now 364 apartment buildings in distress in the two counties combined. A total of 210 holdings of land are the next largest category of financially
distressed properties.

dFrom the Wall Street Journal]
CONDO FAILURE CAUSES WIDESPREAD PROBLEMSs
(By Jim Montgomery)

'SANDESTIN, FLA.-When a big real-estate project goes under, It spreads ruinous
ripples.
Bill and Tina Davis are strolling past their $51,900 condominium villa. Though
it's "about 96 per cent completed," it has been that way for 15 months. The
Davises, from Atlanta. spend their Florida vacations in another villa that costs
them $40 a day. "It's kind of galling," says Mr. Davis, a Ford Motor Credit Co.
manager.
The Davises' unfinished villa is in Sandestin, 'a posh resort in the making that
folded last, year. Its plumbing was being installed by 'Fred Morris, who was
earning more than $25,000 a year on the job. When 'Sandestin ran out of money,
1

See statement, p. 113.
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Mr. Morris was out of work for 10 months. Now he is making $6.50 an hour as
a construction worker in nearby Panama City. He says he has lost his boat. an
airplane, a car and "everything I'd worked for." Because he can't collect $112,000
due him for plumbing work at Sandestin, he can't pay $65,000 in business debts he
owes.
And then there is Chase Manhrattan Mortgage & Realty Trust, named after the
bank, because the bank was its real-estate advisor. Chase Trust has $14.2 million
in unpaid loans and interest at stake in the Sandestin resort. To salvage its
investment, real-estate professionals say, Chase Trust will have to risk at least
another $4 million. Ironically, the project went under in the first place when
Chase Trust abruptly cut off its financing, precipitating the bankruptcy of
Sandestin's developer, Evans &Mitchell Industries of Atlanta.
(Recently, Chase Trust sold 16 loans totaling nearly $160 million to Chase
Manhattan Bank; that left the trust with $589.5 million in loans, including the
Sandestin loan, that weren't accruing interest-70 per cent of its loan portfolio.)
Sandestin, like many another ambitious REIT project, was conceived more
than four years ago. At the time, REITs like Chase Trust were financing
extravagant development plans, and that was when Evans & Mitchell acquired
this 1.700-acre piney woods site straddling U.S. Highway 98 midway between
Pensacola and Panama City on a peninsula lapped by the Gulf of Mexico on one
side and Choctawhatchee Bay on the other.
Evans & Mitchell, not too hyperbolically, touted Sandestin as "a residential
and vacation resort where man can live in harmony with nature while savoring
the choicest fruits of civilization."
By August of 1974, the developers had completed an 18-hole golf course, tennis
courts, a clubhouse and 43 of 215 planned condominium villas. Then Chase
Trust cut off the money. Today, another 73 villas, a 96-room motel, a restaurant
and related facilities remain just over 90 per cent completed and 100 per cent
unusal)le. Of 99 other villas on which work was started, experts figure only 36
are 'finishable." Weather, including Hurricane Eloise. ruined the rest.
Halting the project wiped out the jobs of some 500 construction workiers
and left more than 250 contractors, suppliers and other creditors holding the
bag for at least $24 million.
Theodore P. Booras, vice president of First National Bank of Fort Walton
Beach, says some construction workers "just disappeared into the woods,"
abandoning cars and mobile homes they were buying on the installment plan.
He says the bank repossessed and took losses on "two big dump trucks, a boat
and a half-dozen automobiles" and still holds four foreclosed homes.
Ordinary construction workers, says Fred Morris, the plumbing contractor,
"were really hurt" because they needed all their pay to live on. and they couldn't
find new jobs. To keep afloat himself. lMr. Morris used his life savings of $15.000
and sold possessions at a .$16.400 loss. He kept a pickup truck. His wife has just
taken a $100-a-week clerical joh to help avert the foreclosure threatening the
Morrises' $55,000 home in Panama City.
Another Sandestin contractor, .Tack Adair. is "hanging on by the skin of his
teeth." according to his lawyer, thanks mainly to his wife's income as a school
teacher in DeFnniak Springs. Mr. Adair did 'pick up $4.000 for clean-up work
around Sandestin after Hurricane Eloise. But Sandestin owes Mr. Adair $51,515
for earth-moving work. Bulldozers 'and other equipment on which he 'had paid
$700.00 have been repossessed.
"That place cost me about $110.000." Aubrey Johnson. 'an electrical contractor
In Milton, near Pensacola. says of Sandestin. "My backlog's down rto $150.000
from 'over $1 million and I've had to lay off five people . .. and I'm stuck with
$30.000 worth of lipht fixtures. You wanna buy 2.200 fixtures?"
Gale Smith's farm in Indiana recently went on the market. a casualty of the
Sandestin collapse. Mr. Smith had installed water and sewer lines for the project
and never got $138,256 due him. Another failed project in the Sandestin area cost
him $117,000. To pay his debts and replenish his capital, Mr. Smith sold his farm
for $120.000. He hopes that the sale of a home he owns in Warsaw, Ind.. will bring
him another $63,500. He was forced to sell some machinery, at distress prices. at
a 8300.000 loss. He says he may recover financially in "10 to 15 years, If I live that
long."
Many people hereabouts blame the Chase Trust for their trouble. A big sign at
the project still proclaims "Financing 'by Chase Manhattan Mortgage & Realty
Trust," but one victim says, "Now we call it the Chase Distrust !"
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They complain that the Chase Trust stopped financing the project after repeatedly assuring everyone concerned that all was well. Charlie A. Evans. II,
former chairman of Evans &Mitchell, the developer, asserts that "Chase made a
basically open-ended commitment to continue financing to completion, but he
ran out of money and refused." The Sandestin Motel, he says, needed only 45 days
of work to complete, and it would then have produced cash revenue to support
the project.
"Stupidity of the Chase Trust wasted a cash flow (from the motel) of a halfmillion dollars," says C. M. (Push) La Grone, an Atlanta building-materials
supplier and member of a Sandestin creditors' committee. But he also says there
was a "a lot of stupidity, including mine, on the whole thing !" He says he permitted Sandestin to run up a $112,626 bill at his firm; by way of atonement, 'he
has reduced his salary, he says, "about 30 percent."
Other businessmen also suggest that a lack of fiscal restraint hastened Sandestin's collapse. "They spent grandiosely," says banker Booras of Fort Walton
Beach. "Funds poured out like there was an endless supply."
"It was the loosiest-goosiest operation I ever saw," a veteran real estate broker
says. And another businessman says that, when the Chase Trnst finally realized
it was riding "a runaway horse, it jerked the rein too quickly and everyone took
a spill."
Evans &Mitchell, the developer, tried to recoup by filing a bankruptcy petition
on Aug. 15, 1974, under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Act. This would have allowed the developer to continue work on Sandestin under court supervision without being sued by creditors. But last March, Sandestin simply ran out of cash,
and the court appointed a trustee to liquidate the project to raise cash for
creditors.
Now awaiting court approval is a settlement agreement just executed by
Chase Trust under which Chase would pay $1.9 million and take title to the 350acre developed part of the project. Most of the undeveloped part would go to
Cabot, Cabot & Forbes Land Trust to satisfy a $7 million claim it has on the
project.
The Chase settlement would yield suppliers and other unsecured creditors about
"63 cents on the dollar"' of an estimated $3 million in claims, says Edward L.
Greenblatt, attorney for the bankruptcy trustee. "In the context of a bankruptcy,"
Mr. Greenblatt says, "that's close to a bonanza."
Some creditors are less enthusiastic. "I didn't work on a 37 percent profit margin," says Fred Morris, the plumbing contractor. "Do you really think the Internal Revenue Service and my other creditors will let me settle for 63 cents on the
dollar?"
Chase Trust chairman Joshua Muss won't disclose how much Chase has set
aside as a loss reserve on Sandestin. He does say the trust plans "to revitalize the
project" at an additional cost of no more than $2.5 million.
If Chase Trust takes over Sandestin and completes construction, it can count
on closing one sale right away. Bill and Tina Davis, the Atlanta couple, paid $5,190
down on their villa two years ago. "We'll complete our purchase, definitely," Mrs.
Davis says.
Some others want their money back. Jack Adnir, the earth-moving contractor,
had put up an earnest-money deposit of $500 toward the purchase of a villa in the
project he helped build. "Now I can't afford it,"' he says. L. Andrew Hollis Jr., a
lawyer from Enterprise, Ala., demanded and got back his $5,000 down payment
about a year ago.
Owners of finished villas, who come from as far away as Calgary, Alberta, seem
happy with their purchases, though the project's financial troubles have cast a
cloud over at least one title. Mrs. Ann J. Jones, a Memphis real-estate woman,
bought her $56,626 villa for cash on June 25, 1974. But her deed to the property
wasn't recorded until July 1, three days after a mechanic's lien of an unpaid
Sandestin contractor was filed against it.
At least one man thinks Sandestin's failure has helped improve his life. Burton Ward, a 54-year-old construction supervisor, left a job in Fort Wayne. Tnd.,
to work at Sandestin. The work ran out in less than six months, and Mr. Ward
lost about $10,000 in pay and bonuses. But now he's happily running a marina
that he leases in nearby Destin. Finding a marina to run, he says, "was really why
I came down here. The job at Sandestin was only an excuse."
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[From the Miami Herald, May 28,1978]

ExHnlrr D

DREAM CONDOS AT EMERALD ISLES ARE NIGHTMARE

(By Darrell Eiland)
"There are several good reasons why Emerald Isles West is located in Davie.
First of all, there are many people who prefer a different lifestyle from the overcrowded 'beach' environment. People who yearn for the wholesome atmosphere
many of us remember from childhood, but with comforts and modern conveniences
that were lacking in 'the good old days.' Davie, Florida, offers such a setting."
In the summer of 1974, there were condominiums rising all over Dade and
Broward Counties. Aunt Jemima could have wished her pancakes were selling
that well.
". . . Yet, Emerald Isle West is within minutes of the other Gold Coast communities and their attractions. Ideal commuting distance for business or pleasure."
Some people bought condominium units for a retirement home, for a place to
live their last years in sunshine and quiet. Some bought them as an investment, a
place to put their money to work.
"There is financial advantage of buying here. Building moratoriums have curtailed condominium and high-rise construction In many parts of Broward and
Dade counties, which has forced prices higher than they should be for existing
condominiums In those areas. Just compare their prices and ours and you'll see.
You get so much more for your money at Emerald Isles West."
Ed Begbie: "I figured it was a good price, both from a buyers' standpoint and a
sellers' standpoint. I wasn't stealing it and I wasn't being robbed. I paid $28,500
before construction started for a two-bedroom, two-bath unit."
Begbie is one of the "lucky" ones. He and his wife got an apartment out of the
deal. They also got some problems.
"Condominium prices will continue to rise. Some will eventually price themselves out of the market, but our low pricing structure will allow for substantial
appreciation and marketability. Your Emerald Isles West condominium offers
you a pleasant way of life now and security as well for the future."
But Begbie and the 44 families who did receive apartments can't sell them,
however much the price of condominiums have risen. And, they say, their life at
Emerald Isles West has been anything but pleasant.
"ANow, read on. You'll be pleased with the features of Emerald Isles West. 'A
Bit of the Irish Woods in D avie'."

There's what the lawyers call "a cloud on the title." Since 1974, construction
has halted at the project with only the first phase semi-finished.
The 44 families have had to improve, maintain and take care of property they
don't really own.
Sol Diamond is one of the "fortunate" 44. It's the waiting that has gotten to
him.
"I know of at least a half dozen people who have died while they were waiting
for the courts to reach some sort of a decision on this. The courts should take
into consideration that some of us in here don't have that many years left to us
to wait around for our Garden of Eden in the Promised Land."
"Yeah," said Begbie. "If criminals are entitled to speedy justice, why aren't
we ?"

"Enjoy a carefree adult lifestyle on your own little 'isle' of fun and relaxation.
You won't have to go anywhere to have a good time. In the middle of our wellguarded, tree-studded estate is a tremendous swimming pool surrounded by
plenty of sundecking. The ideal spot to spend a lazy afternoon, getting into the
swim of things or lounging in the shade chatting with friends."
Ed Begbie has never so much as wet a toe in the swimming pool. The reason:
weeds still grow high on the vacant space where the swimming pool was supposed to be.
"If you care for more activity, there's plenty available in our handsome recreation building. Get in shape with a workout in the gymnasium, followed by a

soothing sauna bath (separate saunas for, men and women.) There's a party
room with kitchen for friendly get-togethers. The building also contains a billiard
room and shower-rest room facilities.
The ugly grey skeleton of what was to be the recreation room stands gauntly
beside the spot where the swimming pool was to be. Residents of Emerald Isles
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West can't even roam inside the structure. A hurricane fence blocks off all access
to the area.
Howard Duncan, who heads Davie's Building Department, said he has frequently examined the project's uncompleted portion.
"I would be greatly surprised if the basic framework of the building has not
suffered terrific damage," Duncan said.
"When you leave ends of steel reinforcing projecting out into the weather, as
they have been on that project, the erosion follows the steel down inside the concrete," he said.
"If tennis is your game, grab your racket and head for one of our tennis courts
located just outside the recreation center. The courts are lighted so you can
play them day or night. As you can see, there is ample opportunity to enjoy
yourself at Emerald Isles lVest."
The land has not yet been leveled for the tennis courts. Some of the residents,
seeking recreation, joined a nearby country club. The country club closed.
What happened at Emerald Isles West?
At the same time Begbie and other residents were moving into the completed
first phase of the structure, dozens of other people were waiting for their units
to be built.
Waiting. And waiting. And waiting.
"My place couldn't have been more than a couple of months from completion,"
said Theodore Kanov.
"And yet, they kept putting me off and putting me off on the completion date.
First, there was this that still had to be done, and then there was something else
and then something else," Kanov said.
"I began to really smell a rat when several of the other potential tenants said
they had received letters from the developer, the Barth company, asking that
husbands and wives come in for a talk. The letter said there wasn't any need
for the tenants to bring a lawyer as the meeting would be time consuming and
a lawyer would be an unnecessary expense," Kanov said.
They didn't send me one, probably because they were aware that I have had
some experience in real estate," he said.
But. Kanov told a friend, "George, I'm going In with you," and at the day and
hour when George was scheduled to go in, Kanov went in too, over the objections
of the receptionist.
;They said the company needed some construction money. They were offering
a deal: If vou increased your downpayment to 25 per cent or more of the total
eost of the unit, they would give you a 10 per cent discount on the total cost at
closing.
"It sounded like a reasonable deal. They said it would cost them 13 per cent
interest and a lot of paperwork to borrow the money from a lending institution
and they would rather give the purchasers 10 per cent deduction in the price."
But Kanov, who owns the Beach Motel in North Dade and has sold real estate
for a number of years in South Florida, sensed the company might be in deep
financial trouble.
He placed an ad in the Herald for all potential Emerald Isles West purchasers
to contact him.
More than 100 did, and they formed a corporation and hired the law firm of
Poliakoff, Becker and Sachs to represent them.
Attorney Peter Sachs, who has been representing the group In court, said as
much as $1.5 million in deposits had been received by Barth Construction.
In late 1974, Clevetrust. an Ohio real-estate investment trust. filed a foreclosure suit against Barth, alleging that a $3.5 million loan had not been repaid
in a timely fashion.
Saells attempted to intervene in the suit, asking the court to halt the fore.closure proceedings to protect the rights of the people who had put down deposits
on the uncompleted property.
A Broward court ruled against Sach's motions on every issue except one and
Sachs took an appeal.
The appeal has not been acted on by the court since 1975.
"W~hat Barth was doing was perfectly legal at the time," Sachs said. "He was
using the deposit money to construct new units with. The Florida Legislature
recently passed a law which partially protects the buyer. It limits the amount
of the deposit which may be used for construction, but it's not enough.
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"The sad part about it is that this tragedy could be repeated unless the stateLegislature does something about it," he said. In every other state, he said,.
the use of deposit funds for construction is illegal.
Clevetrust has demonstrated no great enthusiasm for an out-of-court settle-ment with the unit purchasers, Sachs said.
"They're afraid of setting a precedent."
What happened to the people who put the money down?
"I know at least one man who worried about getting his money back night
and day. His family said it bothered him constantly. He finally developed a heart
condition and died. You can't say this situation was the cause, but it certainly
didn't help," Kanov said.
The failure of the condo also split up one couple, Kanov said.
"They argued so much and so long about who had talked the other into investing in the place that they finally got a divorce," Kanov said.
Vincenzo Armetta was one of those whose apartments hadn't even begun.
He now lives in Margate.
"What bothers me about it is that they took a $10,000 check from me just
two weeks before the whole thing folded," Armetta said.
In all, he had invested some $18,775, he said, counting his down payment on
the apartment he never received, plus the additional "investment money" he
had put down in an effort to get his apartment at a cheaper price.
"I wasn't hurt as badly as some, but I felt it." Armetta said.
There were others, not just Floridians, who were drawn into the deal.
Frank Di Giovanni of 1357 83rd St., Brooklyn. had paid $11,550.
Milton Fishman of 671 NE 195th St., North Miami, paid the developer $10,1.28.56.

Carol Weiss of 17120 NW 45th Ct., Opa-locka, a legal secretary, had paid
$9,950.
Eugene Zalewski of .q2.5l3 Foxcroft Rd., Miramar. had paid $9.447.16.
For some, these sums represented their life savings. For others, It was borrowed money, which meant it had to be paid back, with interest.
And what of the developer?
"Out of the blue, Jerry Barth called me one day." Sachs said. "He said he is:
living in California now and that he has 'got religion.' He said he sincerely
hopes all the people involved get their money back."
Barth's religious inclinations did not blossom with his financial difficulties,.
unit owners said. During the heyday of condo sales, Barth halted work in his
office every Wednesday while an itinerant preacher whom Barth kept on the
payroll preached a church service from 1 to 4 p.m.
Some people just put the minimum amount of money on one apartment. Some
of them could afford it. For others, it was their life savings and the loss of the
apartments meant they had to move in with children or with relatives.
For others, It was an Investment loss.
One doctor bought three of the apartments for cash, Kanov said. He still has
$91.000 tied up In the transaction.
Begbie and his fellow tenants of the still-uncompleted livable section of the
development have had to provide their own funds for maintenance of the property and to settle utility bills and such.
EXHIBrT F.
FINAL REPORT OF THlE GRAND .JURY

Tn the circuit court of the eleventh judicial circuit of Florida in and for thecounty of Dade, fall term 1975, circuit judge Harold R. Vann, presiding.
MARTIN LIJTTTER KING JR. BOULEVARD DEVELOPMENT CORP.

We received reports of misuse of federal funds channeled to the Martin Luther
Kina Jr. Boulevard Development Corporation. We refer this matter to the Federal Grand Jury and urge them to investigate.
CONTROL OF BUILDING INSPECTIONS

The strand Jury heard testimony concerning building inspection practices in
Dade County and the City of Miami. One former inspector told us that inspection
practices of the last several years have resulted in the construction of buildings
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which could be blown away in another "1926 Hurricane." The evidence we heard
supports this statement.
County officials themselves condemned inspection practices during the period
of increased construction in Dade County. A Building Department official said
that to keep construction going an inspector had to inspect 30-36 sites a day. No
inspector could properly and adequately inspect that many sites in one day. In
other areas we heard that Dade County Building Inspectors failed even to perform inspections. No excuse, whatsoever, can exist for the County to permit such
,iAJ:naer ,C,.

Instead of requiring thorough, proper inspections, the County gave into the
pressure of the building industry. The County should have been prepared to ade.quately staff the Department during peak periods of construction with trained
personnel. It was not prepared.
As a result. boondoggles such as the El Conquistador Condominiums were built.
'Last year a Dade Circuit Judge awarded unit owners in this complex a
$l.174.86fl judgment for defects including code violations in the construction of
the buildings.
P'roper inspections would have revealed these defects and proper enforcement
would have resulted in these defects being corrected before the Final Certificate
of Occupancy was issued. Lack of manpower is no excuse. The County should have
provided manpower for the Building Department.
Building Department officials told us that often inspectors rely simply on contractors whom they feel they could trust. The sad fact is, however, that the
Building Department cannot be sure that the contractor who secures the hbilding
permit will actually supervise the construction. Neither the City of Miami nor
Dade County Building Departments have been able to insure that licensed contractors are supervising a particular job. This is a sad commentary on inspection
practices.

'Building officials told us that many of the problems that have arisen involve
only workmanship and not human safety. Officials claim that the South Florida
Building Code does not address itself to workmanship standards. Shabhy work-manship should not he tolerated. Proper standards for workmanship should be
ineluded in the Building Code.
In the meantime, officials of both the City of Miami and Dade County Building
Department should do everything within their power to make sure all structural
defects in a beuilding are corrected before issuing a Certificate of Occupancy.
We were disturhed at statements from a City of Miami Building Official that
*theCity accepts less than the South Florida Building Code requires. For example.
stair heights of 6'10" are accepted when the Code requires 7 feet; block wall
widths of 75% inches are accepted when the Code requires 8 inehes. If the Code
specifies a standard that standard should be met. Statements that individual
Inspectors must make judgments in these situations are absurd.
We were concerned at the lack of training on the part of building inspectors in
either the City of Miami or Dade County Departments. Inspectors come from
the trades and are oriented toward the private cnntractors. Ilhe job of inspector
must be professionalized. formal training must be provided and salary scales
should be set in a flexible fashion capable of attracting competent persons even
in boom times.

Dade County Building officials themselves described their bookkeeping aind
record keeping as sloppy. They described files, too often as lost. We are concerned about such a situation.
We believe any Building Departmient should serve the public and the construction industry in a fair. impartial and efficient manner. We heard some complaints
lint inspections are not promptly made even in less hectic times of construction.

We heard Building Officials themselves express concern at the length of time
required to process plans.
To remedy the problems we have described, we recommend the following:

1. Building inspectors should receive formal training as inspectors before
assuming their duties. They should be examined and certified as competent
to perform the work of inspectors before undertaking their duties.
2. Salary scales should be established which make the position of inspector

competitive with that of jobs in the trades no matter what thie economic conAlitions are at the time.
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3. All Building Departments should be able to expand to meet rising construction demands for inspection promptly, efficiently and thoroughly. Quality
.should never be sacrificed for quantity.
4. Sufficient staff in decision making positions should be available to efficiently expedite the processing of plans.
5. Uniform standards for workmanship should be immediately incorporated.
into the South Florida Building Code.
6. Fire inspectors should be required to regularly inspect all new construc.
tion from the moment construction commences.
7. All Building Departments should institute procedures to insure that
the contractor who obtains the permit actually supervises the job. Failure
to do so should result in the imposition of severe penalties.
8. Immediate steps should be taken by the Dade County Building and
Zoning Department to develop proper bookkeeping and record-keeping procedures.
9. No temporary Certificate of Occupancy should be issued so long as there
is any violation of the South Florida Building Code in existence.
[From the Miami Herald, Nov. 26,1975]

ExHiBT F

BUILDING CODE NOT ENFORCED
(By Steve Parker)
Mlany municipal building departments in Broward County are not properly enforcing provisions of the South Florida Building Code, A. -T.Collins, chairman of
the Broward County Board of Rules and Appeals said Thursday.
Collins made that statement after a two-hour board of rules and appeals.
sponsored seminar held to explain the duties of inspection personnel as outlined in
the building code.
"I'd say many weren't enforcing it," Collins said. "It's been bad enough that it
requires what we've had today."
Collins would not name the delinquent departments.
He stressed to a crowd of more than 160 persons, comprised mostly of county
and municipal inspection officials, the importance of obeying the code.
"It is the primary duty of every man who owns an inspection position In a
municipality to enforce the provisions of the South Florida Building Code. In
no way are you to violate the law no matter what city official tells you to do so,.
whether it be the mayor or whoever," Collins said.
"If you've committed a code violation, somewhere along the line the fur is.
going to fly," he added. "We don't want problems such as we've had recently."
Collins later said he was referring to problems in Lauderdale Lakes, where
three inspection officials were suspended for not doing required inspections and
not properly issuing building permits. While Lauderdale Lakes' former chief
building official's license was revoked, the board of rules and appeals later lifted.
the other two officials suspensions.
TAMARAC OFFICIAL FAILED COUNTY BUILDING TEST

(By Ted Stanger)
Tamarac's suspended chief building official failed a countywide building exami-nation last year, just one month before he took over the city position, county
records show.
Daniel Salvucci, who was temporarily suspended this week because he hadn't
lived within Tamarac city limits as required by the city charter, scored 30.5.
points of a possible 100 on the county building exam required of all general contractors who build in county areas. Passing is 75.
Salvueei failed the exam June 8. 1974, three weeks before a new county law
required all new chief building officials to pass the county exam.
'City manager Gross said he was not aware of Salvucci's test result and wouldL
bring it to the attention of the city council.
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Gross recently disqualified Tamarac's chief electrical inspector,
John Smith,
after learning that Smith had twice.failed the county-sanctioned
electricity test.
Salvucci obtained county certification for his position by passing
an exam
given at Deerfield Beach in May, 1974, with a 77. Many municipal
criticized that year by a grand jury report that said certification was exams were
being issued
by cities "in a careless, reckless and completely unprofessional manner."
Salvucci said he took the county exam because he had not yet received
the results of his Deerfield Beach testing.
Salvucci attributed his falling score on the county test to his lack
of experience as an inspector at that time. He started working for Tamarac
in March, 1974,
and was made chief inspector in July, 1974.
"I was new to the business then," he said, "but just
planned to take another exam, administered by the state.try me now." He said he
EDITORIAL: THOSE INSPECTIONS ARE SIGNIFICANT

You wouldn't think an inch of pipe would make
difference, but just ask
the residents of Hollywoodis Townhouse Villas whatmuch
it has cost them.
Because the plumbing subcontractor installed a four-inch
rather than the
specified five-inch sewer pipe, residents in the last two years have
for unclogging with another $8,000 in repair expenses possibly to spent $4,000
follow.
Why did it happen? The builder, who got the city building department's
approval to depart from the blueprints, says he isn't
stalled the pipe, says he isn't responsible either. liable. The plumber who inThe building department chief, Dave Murchison,
the inspector on the job
in 1973 determined that the four-inch pipe would be said
Florida building'code, allows "alternate methods." adequate and that the South
Yet once the residents moved in, their sewer pipes
to clog up. Engineers
point out that the extra one inch of pipe is significant began
because a five-inch pipe has
66 per cent more capacity than a four-inch pipe.
And last year Murchison referred to the four-inch pipe as a violation
when he
ordered the Townhouse Villas owners to correct the situation
by installing a fiveinch sewer pipe.
You can guess who finally pays for all this confusion-the unsuspecting
residents. As resident Morris Goldenberg put it, "You expect when
you buy a new
home that the city has done its job and inspected it properly-"
His comment underscores the importance of thorough building
inspections
which insure that all requirements of the building
code are met.
It is why The Herald's Broward News Section has
continued to look into
building inspection practices that ultimately end up victimizing
unsuspecting
buyers.
[From the Fort Lauderdale News, Dec. 9, 1975]
EDITORIAL: BUILDING VIOLATIONS POINT UP
THE NEED FOB COUNTY ACTION
Let the buyer beware is an admonition that applies all too well
to the purchasers of homes in Broward County. And it appears
that the buyer of a home
had best beware mostly of his own safety because of shoddy
construction
that
has been allowed.
Evidence is mounting that a great number of persons have bought
a lot of
trouble along with their new homes . . . trouble in the form of
dangerous electrical and structural defects.
The South Florida Building Code, the law designed
Insure the protection of
safe and sturdy buildings, has not been followed. And to
the guardians of that law,
the building inspectors in the cities where these homes
have been built, have
failed to see that the code Is enforced.
The widespread reports of such violations has prompted Broward
Atty. Philip Shailer to begin an investigation that will undoubtedly County State
the grand jury. The announcement of the investigation by Shailer end up before
comes about a
week after The News ran a comprehensive story indicating numerous
cases of
possible code violations in West Broward cities.
In some cases the failure to enforce the code may have been caused
by incompetence. In some it seems just plain negligence. It is
it may be inspectors looking the other way for a price.suspected in other cases that

points out
Asst. State Atty. Harry Gulkin, who will head up the investigation, knowingly
who
officials
elected
that
and
crimes
are
code
the
of
that violations
from office.
allow the violations to exist or do not correct them can be isremoved
not fair to penalize
Meanwhile, it is the homeowner who is holding the bag. It
him for something he didn't do.
It may just be that some cities may find themselves legally responsible to make
the corrections or see that they are corrected.
of
This is not the first time that the grand jury has taken note of the handling
that the
building inspections by the cities in Broward County. But it is evident
It is important
warning that corrective steps needed to be taken was not enough.
now that the conditions which allowed the violations to happen are not permitted
to continue.
It is bad enough to consider the tremendous investment of money these homelife
owners have in the property involved, but even more concern is the danger to
and property that exists.
In addition to any criminal action. it is mandatory that qualified inspectors are
hired by the cities and that rigid requirements are met for such jobs.
It may be best to take inspectors out from under control of the cities and put
them under a countywide board.
stop
The county board of Rules and Appeals has the power to file suits towhere
power
that
exercise
should
and
aware
is
it
which
of
construction
shoddy
appropriate.
compliance.
The building code itself should be better defined to insure greater must
act to
The time is past for officials to ignore warnings. County officials
property.
and
lives
of
protection
proper
insure the
EXHIBIT G
FINAL JUDGMENT

In the circuit court of the eleventh judicial circuit of Florida, in and for Dade
County, general jurisdiction division, case No. 74-2938.
and
El Conquistador Condominium, Inc., plaintiff/counter-defendant, v. Mr. ConMrs. William Day, et al.. defendants/counter-plaintiffs. and El Conquistador
Engineers, Inc., a
dominium, Inc., third party plaintiff, v. Planas and Franyieparty
defendants.
Florida corporation, and Juan E. Planas, individually, third
heard testiThis cause having come on for final hearing, and the Court having
mony, received memoranda of law and final argument of counsel, the Court finds
as follows:
1. The builder-developer of El Conquistador Condominium South was and is
El Conquistador Condominium. Inc., the Plaintiff/Counter-defendant.
2. The builder-developer of El Conquistador South (i.e. Phase I) erected and
constructed the several buildings in said phase below the accepted construction
respects, contrary to
standards prevailing in the community and, in numerous
both plans and specifications for the building and the South Florida Building
Code.
con3. The evidence and testimony clearly demonstrates that the defective probstruction has resulted and will continue to result in ongoing maintenance
Gioia. conlems and structural defects. The Counterdefendant's witness. Paulbuildings,
as
firmed the substandard construction and workmanship of these
evidence.
competent
substantial
by
Counterplaintiffs
the
by
proven
initially
4. The Court finds the circumstances of the construction of the El Conquistador
that it is
project to he both inexplicable and incredible and the Court observes
Grand
the
by
considered
thoroughly
been
not
has
matter
this
that
perplexing
Jury.
5. The engineer on the project, Planas and Franyle Engineers, Inc. and Juan
to
Planns individually had a moral obligation and professional responsibility
to exist)
report the flagrant violations of the building code (which the Court finds
opportunity.
to the appropriate county authorities. at the earliest reasonable with
the legal
However, the Court finds that said engineers technically complied
ohligations imposed upon them as special inspector by the South Florida Building
Code.
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6. The Court specifically finds the following defects to exist as a result of the
:breaches by the Counterdefendant and assigns as monetary damage, the sum
indicated alongside each item:
Fill and foundation including unclean and poor quality fill, failure
to adequately compact, failure to provide a vapor barrier and other
problems relating to the first floor slab and its thickened edge____Plus, preventative termite treatment-----------------------------Variations in stair treads and risers…------------------------------Gates to prevent access to the roof…-------------------------------Fire rated partitions not provided between all apartment units_-----Electrical not in accordance with code…----------------------------Masonry walls improperly constructed---------------------------Stucco ----------------------------------------------------------

Roofing, including failure to insulate, improper slope, drainage and
flashing, and raised electrical conduits…--------------------------Walkways and balconies discontinuous---------------------------Interior floors at same elevation as exterior walkways and balconies__
First floor elevation not sufficiently above grade (building E)_------Intercom system (close exposed pipe)…-----------------------------Drywall system unstable…--------------------- -------------------Architectural columns deleted…------------------------------------Air conditioning defects --------------------------------Awning windows omitted----------------------------------------Asphalt parking defects-------------------------------------------

$61, 924
9, 639
7, 715
315
60,636
9, 945
196, 650
13, 500

177, 585
74, 853
258, 696
17, 100
1, 800
11,484
18,909
180, 270
54,588
19, 260

In addition to the items above enumerated there are several items of defective
construction for which the actual damage figure is not at present readily determinable or where the cost of correction or repair is prohibitive. These items include the placement of rigid metalic conduit less than 18" below the surface of
the ground, expansion joint defects, fiat plate (slab) design not in accordance
with code requirements, improper construction practices with respect to rein.
forcing steel and concrete, and diminished value of the condominium property
and units.
7. The Court makes no finding herein with respect to the liability of other
parties, such issues having been reserved to be tried separately.
In accordance with the foregoing findings of fact, it is
Ordered and adjudged that
1. Third party defendants Planas and Franyle Engineers, Inc. and Juan E.
Planas' motion for directed verdict is granted and the third party complaint be
and it hereby is dismissed.
2. Counterplaintiffs, William Day, et al., shall have and recover from the
Counterdefendant, El Conquistador Condominium, Inc. the sum of $1,174,869
for which let execution issue forthwith.
3. Sums received by execution or other satisfaction of this judgment, by
0ounterplaintiffs or their attorneys in their behalf shall be paid into a Trust
Account for the benefit of the class of Phase I unit owner represented by the
named Counterplaintiffs to be administered by Steven Hessen, Esq. as Receiver,
who shall collect said judgment by execution or otherwise and utilize said
funds, after appropriate allowance for attorney's fees agreed to by Counterplaintiffs, to maintain and/or repair and/or rehabilitate the condominium
property with respect to the items enumerated in paragraph 6 hereof. The
Receiver is further authorized and directed to file a report of his survey and
recommendations to the Court within 45 days of this Order.
4. The Court reserves jurisdiction to enter an Order respecting costs upon
motion at some future date.
Done and Ordered at Miami, Dade County, Florida, this 31st day of July,
1975.
ToArAs A. TESTA,
C'irtlit .IudgC.
40-759-79
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EXHIBIT

K

INCREDIBLE RECREATION LEASE PAYMENTS "UNCONSCIONABLE"?

A table to give the real facts about recreation leases that have a cost-of-living
escalation clause-this table assumes the cost of living will increase 5 percent
in each and every year, and future year. This table provides multipliers to (1)
determine the approximate lease payment for a period in any future year, andi
(2) determine the total of all lease payments through any future year.
Examples: If the initial lease payment of a condo is or was $100,000 per
year, in the 99th year the lease payment will be about $11,927,500, or 119.275.
times $100,000 (see table, column A). The total of all lease payments through
the 99th will be about 2484.785 times $100,000, or $248,478,500 (see column B).
If the initial lease payment of a condo is or was $100,000 per year, in the 20th
year the lease payment will be about $252,600, or 2.526 times $100,000 (see
column A). The total lease payments through the 20th year will be about
$3,306,500, or 33.065 times $100,000 (see column B).
Year
I
23456789
101112 13
141516
17181920212223 2425-

A
1.000
1.050
1.102
1.157
1.215
1.276
1.340
1.407
1.477
1.551
1.628
1.710
1.795
1.885
1.979
2.078
2 182
2.292
2.406
2.526
2.653
2.785
2.925
3.071
3.225

B Year
1.000
2.050
3 152
4.310
5.525
6.801
8.142
9.549
11.026
12.577
14.201
15.917
17.712
19.598
21. 578
23.657
25. 840
28. 132
30. 539
33.065
35.719
38. 505
41.430
44.501
47.727

26272829 30 31
3233343536373839
40 4142
43 44
4546 474849
50

A

B Year

113
3.386 51.
669
3.555 54.
3.733 58.402
3.920 62. 322
4.116 66.438
4.321 70.760
4.538 75.298
4.764 80.063
5.003 85.066
5.253 90.329
5.516 95.836
5.791 101.628
6.081 107.709
6.385 114.095
6.704 120.799
7.039 127.839
7.391 135.231
7.761 142.993
8.149 151.143
8.557 159.700
8.985 168.685
9.434 178.119
9.905 188.025
- 10.401 198.426
10.921 209.347

515253545556575859
60 6162
63
64 6566
67 68 6970 7172 7374 75 -

11.467
12.040
12.642
13.274
13.938
14.635
15.367
16.135
16.942
17.789
18.679
19.613
20. 593
21. 623
22. 704
23.839
25.031
26. 283
27. 597
28.977
30.426
31. 947
33. 545
35.222
36.983

A

B Year

A

220. 815
232.856
245. 498
258. 773
272. 712
287.348
302. 715
318.851
335. 794
353. 583
372.262
391.876
412. 469
434.093
456. 798
480. 637
505. 669
531.953
559. 550
588.528
618.954
650. 902
684. 447
719.670
756.653

76 7778 79 80 8182 83 84 85 868788 89 9091
92
93 9495969798 99 100 -

B'

795. 486
38.832
836.26040. 774
879. 073
42.813
924. 027
44.953
971.228
47.201
49. 561 1,020.79052.039 1,072.829
54.641 1,127.471
57.373 1,184.844
60. 242 1,245. 08763.254 1,308.341
66.417 1,374.758
69. 737 1,444.496
73. 224 1,517. 721
76. 886 1,594.607
80. 730 1,675. 337
84. 766 1,760. 104
89. 005 1,849.109'
93. 455 1,942.565
98.128 2,040.693.
103.034 2,143.728
108.186 2,251.914
113.595 2, 365. 510
119.275 2,484.785
125.239 2,610. 025.

Source: Prepared by R.E. Wagenhals for the Condominium Executive Council of Florida, Apr. 3,1974.
EXHIBIT BE
EXCERPT FRO11 TIHE SOUTHERN REPORTER

(FLORIDA)

Marvin Franklin and Norman Franklin, Appellants,
v.

White Egret Condominium, Inc., a non-profit Florida corporation, Appellee.
No. 76-1535. District Court of Appeal of Florida, Fourth District, Aug. 9, 1977.
Rehearing Denied May 31, 1978.
Sale of a condominium apartment was made to one purchaser whose applica-

tion had been approved by condominium association, and he conveyed half of his.
interest in apartment to his brother. Condominium association brought suit
seeking declaratory judgment that transfer was void. Brothers' request for jury
trial was denied, and the Circuit Court for Broward County, Gene Fischer, J.,
entered final judgment setting aside transfer by deed. Brothers appealed. The
District Court of Appeal. Kovachevich, Elizabeth A.. Associate Judge, held that:
(1) ownership of an apartment by two blood brothers was permissible under
condominium articles; (2) purchaser and brother met restriction that apartment was to be used only as a "single family residence"; (3) transfer by purchaser of one-half interest in apartment to brother did not require approval of
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association; (4) condominium article prohibiting children under age 12 from
residing on premises was unconstitutional, and (5) trial court did not err in
refusing jury trial.
On petition for rehearing, the court, Cross, J., held that action of condominium
association in seeking to invoke powers of trial court to compel reconveyance
of interest in condominium apartment enabled the court to pass on question
whether restrictive covenant violated Fourteenth Amendment.
Letts, J., dissented and filed opinion.
Affirmed in part, reversed in part, and remanded with directions.
1. Estates 11
Where condominium articles specifically allowed joint ownership of apartments
and made no limitation upon amount of owners or character of ownership grouP
ownership of an apartment by two blood brothers was permissible.
2. Covenants 49
Provision of condominium articles which prohibited use of condominiuni
apartment for any purpose other than as a "single family residence," being a
restriction or free use of property, was to be strictly construed in favor of free
and unrestricted use of real property.
See publication Words and Phrases for other judicial constructions and
definitions.
S. Covenants 49
A restrictive convenant must be read in context of entire document in which
it is contained.
4J.
Covenants 103(1)
Restriction in condominium articles that apartments were to be used for no
purpose other than as a "single family residence", taken in context of joint
ownership provision, was met by two brothers who jointly owned apartment,
even if they constituted two separate families, in that each of brothers alternated their stays on premises and use to which they put apartment was that of
a single-family dwelling.
See publication Words and Phrases for other judicial constructions and
definitions.
d. Covenants 92
Where condominium articles specifically allowed transfer of apartment to
member of "immediate family," without approval of association, conveyance
by purchaser of apartment of an undivided one-half interest in apartment to
his brother was valid despite failure to seek approval of condominium
association.
6. Constitutional Law 82(9), 242.1; Estates 11
Condominium article prohibiting children under age of 12 from residing on
condominium premises was an unconstitutional violation of apartment purchaser's rights to marry and procreate; furthermore, no compelling reason was
shown for the prohibition, and fact that condominium association provided for
designation of children guests and had certain families with children under 12
residing on premises made enforcement of restrictions unreasonably selective
and arbitrary and thus a violation of equal protection. U.S.C.A. Const. Amend. 14.
7. Jury 18
In action by condominium association seeking declaratory judgment that transfer by apartment purchaser of one-half interest in apartment to his brother was
void, trial court did not err in refusing to grant brothers' motions for jury
trial, in that question for determination involved title to real property, no claim
or counterclaim was made for damages or any other cominonlaw issue, and ijurf
trial, if affordable at all, was subject to discretion of trial court.
ON PETITION FOR REHEARING

.8. Constitutional Law 213(4)
So long as objectives of restrictive covenants contained in condominiuri
documents are effected by voluntary adherence to their terms, no state action
would be involved, and no rights protected by Fourteenth Amendment to the
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United States Constitution could be said to have been violated. U.S.C.A. Const
Amend. 14.
S. Constitutional Law 213(4)
By seeking to invoke powers of trial court to compel reconveyance by apartment owner of one-half interest in condominium apartment to owner's brother
on basis that conveyance was contrary to rules of declaration of condominium,
recondominium association invoked sovereign power of state to legitimizepass
strictive covenants in question, thus enabling District Court of Appeal toto the
upon question whether covenant was violative of Fourteenth Amendment
United States Constitution. U.S.C.A. Const. Amend. 14.
10. Constitutional Law 82(9), 83(1); Covenants 1
Restrictive covenant forbidding occupancy of condominium premises by families with young children amounts to substantial interference with choice to beget
and bear children; other constitutionally protected interests which may also be infringed to varying degrees by such restrictive covenant include interest which
supports free and open travel among the states, interest which parents have
in being able to supervise their children's education and enjoy their companionship, and interest concerning family living arrangements. U.S.C.A. Const.
Amend. 14.
11. Constitutional Law 82(10)
In our society the family unit is swathed in protection of the Constitution,
and any substantial interference directly affecting family must be supported by
countervailing and superior interest. U.S.C.A. Const. Amend. 14.
12. ConstitutionalLaw 83 (1 )
Constitutional rights, even those characterized as fundamental, are not absolute; occasionally, exercise of protected right must give way when public interest
is sufficiently compelling to justify infringement of personal liberties.
James G. Kincaid, Fort Lauderdale, for appellants.
Michael K. Davis of Watson, Hubert & Davis, Fort Lauderdale, for appellee.
Kovachevich, Elizabeth A., Associate Judge.
Appellants-defendants appeal a final judgment entered in favor of the appellee-plaintiff-condominium which set aside the transfer by deed of a certain ownership interest from one defendant-brother to the other defendant-brother on the
basis that the same was contrary to the rules of the declaration of condominium
which prohibited ownership by more than one family, and ordered the reconveyance by defendant, Norman Franklin of all of his interest in an apartment back to
defendant Marvin Franklin. Of the six points raised on appeal, four have merit,
and on the same, we reverse.
Defendants are out-of-state residents who desired to purchase a condominium
apartment; their plans were contingent upon owning it jointly. Defendants decided to purchase a certain unit which was then owned by a Mr. and Mrs. Murray,
who had listed the property for sale with a real estate broker, who represented
dethose sellers. A salesman for that broker brought the ultimate purchaser,
fendant Marvin Franklin, together with the owners in negotiations which culminated in the signing of a contract for the purchase of said apartment in the name
of "Marvin Franklin or nominee".
Defendants testified that they wanted this apartment as a joint venture so
that their respective families would have a place to stay when they visited Florida; they maintained that this was the sole motivation for their purchase in the
first instance. Both defendants applied for approval of ownership and submitted
membership applications to the plaintiff. There is a conflict in the testimony as to
whether or not the plaintiff failed to give written notice of rejection of either of
the applications to the unit owner; defendants contend that under Article XXII
of the Declaration of Condominium, failure to give such written notice within
ten (10) days was tantamount to consenting to the defendants' applications. At
the closing, defendants' attorney was informed that defendant Norman Franklin's
application could not be found. Sale of the apartment was made to defendant
Marvin Franklin, whose application had been approved, and who then conveyed
half his interest to defendant Norman Franklin.
Plaintiff asserted that defendant Norman Franklin's application had never
been accepted because he had a child under age twelve in violation of condominium
rules. Despite said rules, defendant Norman Franklin had been informed by the
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real estate agent for the Murrays that it was permissible for non-Florida residents to have guests under the age of twelve (12) live there, and, defendants were
aware of two other non-Florida residents in the condominium with children under
twelve (12) years of age. Ten (10) months after the closing, plaintiff brought
suit seeking a declaratory judgment that the transfer from defendant Marvin
Franklin to himself and his brother vesting an undivided one-half (I2) interest
in said apartment in each of them was void. The lower court denied defendants'
request for a jury trial and subsequently entered a final judgment, as indicated
hereinabove.
[1] This point on appeal questions the holding of title jointly by defendants.
Ownership by the two defendant blood brothers was permissible; Article X
specifically allows joint ownership of condominium apartments: "Membership
may be held in the name of more than one owner . . ." In the entire Article

there is no mention of any limits upon the amount of owners or the character of
the group that might own the apartment; the word "family" is not even mentioned in the provision. It speaks not to the manner of use but specifically to
the number of owners. The court should not now aid the plaintiff in reading a
new and unstated restriction into the unqualified language of its own condominium document.
The next point questions what a "single family" is. Defendants contend that
they were members of a single family and the use to which they put the condominium apartment was that of a single family residence. Article XXIII prohibits use for any other purpose than as a "single family residence." The word
"family" has been used to describe a number of different sets of relationships and
there is no consensus as to exactly what a family is. A zoning ordinance in
Carroll v. City of Miami Beach, 198 So.2d 643 (Fla. 3rd DCA 1967), defined a
family as "one or more persons occupying premises and living as a single housekeeping unit". The most recent federal expression oln the same was an opinion
filed on May 31, 1977, by the Supreme Court of the United States in Moore v.
City of East Cleveland, Ohio, 431 U.S. 494, 97 S.Ct. 1932, 52 L.Ed.2d 531, wherein
a municipal housing ordinance sought to limit occupancy of a dwelling unit to
members of a single family, but defined "family" in such a way that the appellant's household did not qualify.
In reversing, the majority concluded that the ordinance there deprived the
appellant of her liberty in violation of the due process clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment; it expressly selected certain categories of relatives who may live
together and declared that others may not. The court indicated that the strong
constitutional protection of the sanctity of the family established in numerous
decisions of the Supreme Court extends to the family choice involved in that
case and is not bound within an arbitrary boundary drawn at the limits of
the nuclear family, which essentially is a couple and its dependent children. In
conclusion, the court said that the history and tradition of this nation compel a
larger conception of the family: " . . . the Constitution prevents East Cleveland

from standardizing its children-and Its adults-by forcing all to live in certain
narrowly defined family patterns." In his concurring opinion, Mr. Justice Stevens
finds that the right involved Is the right to use one's own property as one sees fit.
[2-4] The confusion surrounding the definition of the term "family" must be
taken into account when Interpreting the restrictions in the Instant case, sub
judice. As a restriction on the free use of property the single family rule must
be "strictly construed in favor of free and unrestricted use of real property".
Moore v. Stevens, 90 Fla. 879, 106 So. 901 (1925). "Substantial ambiguity or
doubt must be resolved against the person claiming the right to enforce the
covenant." Moore, supra, at 904. A restrictive covenant must be read in the
context of the entire document in which it is contained. Moore, 8upra. When the
"single family residence" restriction is read In conjunction with the context of,
the joint ownership provision, the two sections are inconsistent, and inherently
ambiguous. Even if one were to consider that the defendants constitute two
separate families, the use to which they put the apartment was that of a single
family dwelling; according to the record herein, each of the defendants alternated their stays on the premises.
[5] Two other points involve the subject of approval, but regarding different
conveyances. Article XXII deals with written notice of disapproval to the Murrays, who were then owners of the apartment, and did not require notice to the
defendants. The Murrays did not convey to both defendant brothers; they conveyed to defendant Marvin Franklin. From the record on appeal, the Murrays
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are not parties to this law suit and have made no complaint concerning this procedural matter. Further, the conveyance in dispute, sub judice, is not the conveyance from the Murrays, but rather, is the conveyance from the defendant
Marvin Franklin to his brother. Thus, the question is whether or not, under the
facts of this case, the conveyance of an undivided one-half interest in the apartment from defendant Marvin Franklin to defendant Norman Franklin required
any approval. Article XXII specifically allows transfer of an apartment to a
member of the "immediate family"; no approval is needed for such a transfer.
Plaintiff concedes that where other requirements and restrictions were satisfied,
an owner does not need the approval by the condominium association to convey an
outright fee simple interest in the apartment to his brother. Defendant Norman
Franklin is a member of the immediate family of Marvin Franklin. Thus, the
transfer of part of the interest in the apartment from Marvin Franklin to Marvin
Franklin and Norman Franklin was valid.
The final point on appeal that we find has merit relates to a restriction in
eondominium documents against children under the age of twelve (12) as an
unconstitutional restriction and violation of defendant Norman Franklin's rights
to marriage, procreation, and association, and violation of his right to equal
protection of the laws.
[1] Article XXIII prohibits children under the age of twelve (12) from residing on the condominium premises. This was the reason given by plaintiff for
its disapproval of Norman Franklin's membership application. The instant case
involves a number of rights which the Supreme Court of the United States has
labeled "fundamental": the right to marry, Loving v. Commonwealth of Virginia,
388 U.S. 1, 87 S.Ct. 1817, 18 L.Ed. 2d 1010 (1966), and the right to procreate,
Skinner v. Oklahoma, 316 U.S. 535, 62 S.Ct. 1110, 86 L.Sd. 1655 (1942), and the
right to marital privacy, Griswo7d v. Connecticut, 381, U.S. 479, 85 S.Ct. 1678, 14
L.Ed 2d 510 (1965). This restriction is an unconstitutional violation of this defendant's rights to marry and procreate. Further, no compelling reason has been
shown for refusing to allow children under twelve (12) to reside in the condominium. It seems difficult to comprehend that change that occurs on a child's
twelfth birthday which suddenly renders him fit to live in the condominium, and
the plaintiff has offered no explanation regarding the same. Additionally, the
plaintiff provides for a designation of children guests and has certain families
with children under twelve (12) residing on the premises. Thus, the enforcement
of the restriction is not only unsupportable by a compelling interest but is obviously unreasonable, since the plaintiff seeks to selectively and arbitrarily enforce the restriction. Even if the rule were valid, such unequal enforcement would
be a violation of equal protection,, East Coast Lumber Terminal v. Town of Baby0on,

174 F.2d 106 (2d Cir. 1949).

* We find that the trial court erroneously ordered defendant Norman Franklin
to transfer his interest in the apartment to defendant Marvin Franklin, and
reverse the lower court and remand for the entry of a final judgment in favor of
defendants, Marvin Franklin and Norman Franklin.
[7] However, on the other point raised on appeal, we affirm the trial court. The
lower court did not err in refusing to grant the defendants' motion for a jury
trial. In this cause, the question for determination involved title to real property.
No claim or counterclaim was made for damages or any other common law issue.
Considering the equitable nature of the complaint, any jury trial, if affordable
at all, is clearly subject to the discretion of the trial court, and no abuse of dis-

cretion is shown. See Commodore Plaza at Century Twenty One Condominium
Association, Inc. v. Century Twenty One Commodore Plaza, Inc. 290 So. 2d 539

(Fla. 3rd DCA 1964) ; Davis v. McGahee, 257 So. 2d 62 (Fla. Ist DCA 1972).
Accordingly, we affirm, in part, and reverse, in part, and remand, with directions consistent with the views expressed herein.
Affirmed, in part: Reversed, in part, and Remanded, with directions.
Mager and Cross, JJ., concur.
On petition for rehearing; Cross, Judge.
By petition for rehearing, appellee, White Egret Condominium, Inc., asks
reconsideration of our determination that a restrictive covenant contained In
condominium documents forbidding residency by families with children under
twelve years of age is unconstitutional and therefore is unenforceable in the
courts of this state.
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[S, 9] Appellee correctly points out that the constitutional protection envisaged
'by the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States has been
(consistently held to inhibit only state action and offers no recourse against merely
private conduct. no matter how discriminate or repugnant to public notions of
wrongfulness.' So long as the objectives of these types of agreements are effectu:ated by voluntary adherence to their terms, it is clear that no action by the state
would be involved, and therefore no constitutionally protected rights can be said
to have been violated.
State action is, however, a broad concept and the actions of state courts and
of judicial officers
performing in their official capacities have long been regarded
as state action. 2 When the appellee as plaintiff below sought to invoke the powers
of the trial court to compel a reconveyance of the interest of Norman Franklin
dn the condominium apartment to his brother, it invoked the sovereign powers of
the state to legitimize the restrictive covenant at issue. This court therefore owed
a duty to carefully scrutinize that covenant with a view toward forbidding its
'enforcement should it fail to pass constitutional muster.
In our original opinion rendered in this matter we chose to concern ourselves
with an examination of the constitutional rights of appellants as parents rather
than to focus on the rights of appellants' children to be free of discrimination
*due to their age. The question presented was whether the recognized constitutional right of privacy ' protects a family from losing its interest in property
:solely because children under the age of twelve reside with their parents. In
view of the unique position of homage which the family unit enjoys in our

:society and with regard to the panoply of rights associated with family life,6
we determined that the right of privacy grants to the family protection from
-unreasonable restrictions on the use of a residence.

We express particular concern for the intrusion which a restrictive covenant
such as that at issue has on the decision to beget and bear children. The right
to be free of unwarranted interference with the decision to have children has
been identified on numerous occasions by the United7 States Supreme Court as
one of the matters protected by the right of privacy. Recent decisions s by that
-court make it clear that the Constitution will not permit any undue burden
being placed on the decision to bear a child. There can be little doubt that the
restrictive covenant forbidding occupancy of condominium premises by families

with young children amounts to a substantial interference with the choice to
beget and bear children. The fear of being compelled by the courts of this state
through the operation of this covenant to sell or relocate a family domicile
-merely because a couple may choose to have children is a burden which neither
the Constitution nor this court will condone.

[10, 11] We pause to note that other fundamental interests which fall within
the penumbra of constitutional protection may also be infringed to varying
.degrees by the restrictive covenant under consideration:
the interest which
supports free and open travel among the states,9 the interest which parents have
in being able to supervise their children's education 10and enjoy their companionIShelly v. Kreamer, 334 U.S. 1, 68 S.Ct. 836. 92 L.Ed. 1161 (1948). See also United
;States v. Harris,106 U.S. 629, 1 S.Ct. 601, 27 L.Ed. 290 (1883).
2 Shelley v. Kreamer, Id.
3 Franklin v. White Egret Condominium, Inc., 358 So. 2d 1084 (Fla. 4th DCA Opinion

Iss5tedl August 9. 1977).
'See, e. g., Whalen v. Roe, 429 U.S. 589, 97 S.Ct. 869, 51 L.Ed.2d 64 (1977), Roe v.

Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 93 S.Ct. 705, 35 L.Ed.2d 147 (1973)

Griswold v. State of Connectl.

'cut, 381 U.S. 479, 88 S.Ct. 1678. 14 L.Ed.2d 510 (1965).
5iSee Trimble v. Cordon, 430 U.S. 762, 97 S.Ct. 1459, 52 L.Ed.2d 31 (slip opinion Issued

April 26, 1977); Moore v. City of East Cleveland, 431 U.S. 494, 97 S.Ct. 1932, 52 L.Ed.2d
6.31 (1977)
8 See Moore v. City of East Cleveland, Id.; Stanley v. Illinois, 405 U.S. 645, 92 S.Ct.
1208, 31 L.Ed.2d 551 (1972) ; Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1, 87 S.Ct. 1817, 18 L.]Dd.2d
1010 (1967) Prince v. Massachusetts, 321 U.S. 158, 64 S.Ct. 438, 88 LEd. 645 (1944)
Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510, 45 S.Ct. 571, 69 L.Ed. 1070 (1925) ; Meyer
,v. Nebraska, 262 U.l. 390, 43 S.Ct. 625, 67 L.Ed. 1042 (1923).
7 E. g., Griswold v. State of Connecticut, supra n.4; Roe v. Wade, supra n.4.

8 Carey v. Population Services International, 431 U.S. 678, 97 S.Ct. 2010, 52 Lr.d.2d
'675 (1974)
Cleveland Board of Education v. LaFleur, 414 U.S. 632, 94 S.Ct. 791, 39
'L.Ed.2d 52 (1974); Bisenstadt v. Baird, 405 U.S. 438, 92 S.Ct. 1029 31 L.Ed.2d 349 (1972).
"Dunn v. Blumstein, 405 U.S 330 92 S.Ct. 995, 31 L.Ed.2d 274 (1972) ; Shapiro v.
United States v. Guest,
Thompson, 394 U.S. 618, 89 S.Ct. 13h2, 22 L.Ed.2d 600 (1969)
383 U.S. 745. 86 S.Ct. 1170, 16 L.Ed.2d 239 (1966).
t Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205, 92 S.Ct 1526, 32 L.Ed.2d 15 (1972) , Prince V.
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, supra n.6; Pierce v. Society of Sisters, supra n.6; see
:also Meyer v. Nebraska, supra n.6.
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ship;" the interest concerning family living arrangements.' In our society thefamily unit is swathed in the protection of the Constitution, and any substantial
interference directly affecting the family must be supported by a countervailing:
and superior interest.'
Appellee-condominium association offers as its only justification in support of
this restriction on residency of apartments by families with children under'
twelve years of age the fact that young children "are noisy, distracting and
frequently an imposition upon our neighbors." Although peace and quiet In
living accommodations is an admirable objective, we do not believe that this.
interest is sufficiently important to justify divestiture of one's interest in
property.
Appellee argues that all buyers of condominium apartments have voluntarily
consented to the imposition of these limitations upon their rights. We emphasize
that we have here a willing seller and a willing buyer, and a contract of sale
which was properly consummated. It is clear that but for the intervention of the
courts, appellants would be free to occupy the property in question without
restraint.
Appellee asks us to review the cases of Riley v. Stove8, 22 Ariz.App. 223, 526:
P.2d 747 (1974), and Coquina Club, Inc. v. Mantz, 342 So.2d 112 (Fla. 2d DCA
1977). In Riley, the Court of Appeals of Arizona upheld against constitutional'
attack a restriction which limited residency of a portion of a mobile home development to persons twenty-one years of age or older. To the extent that the Arizona
Court of Appeals determined that restricting residency by children to reduce
distractions and disturbances is reasonable in light of the significant interferencewith the traditional family, we must disagree. To the extent that peace and quiet
in a neighborhood Is a legitimate objective, restricting occupancy by families
with children imposes a burden on the exercise of constitutionally protected'
rights which is entirely disproportionate to the slight benefit received.
In Coquina Club, the Court of Appeals for the Second District of Florida dis-cussed the existence of condominium use restrictions based on age. However, the
court admitted that the validity of use and occupancy restrictions was only a
"subsidiary question" and was not "dispositive of the primary issue." The court
acknowledged that age restrictions in at least one other jurisdiction "have even
withstood constitutional attacks," and cited the Riley case discussed above. Thecourt also noted that "reasonable" restrictions concerning the use and occupancy
are permitted by statute. However, the decision in Riley did not address itself to
whether such restrictions were reasonable as we have done here today, and therefore it is clear that Coquina Club is not in conflict with the views expressed-

herein.
Finally, appellee re-asserts that the transfer of ownership to Norman Franklinmust be voided because it is in violation of a second restrictive covenant which
limits use of condominium apartments to "single family" occupancy. In response, we again refer appellee to the decision of the United States Supreme
Court in Moore v. City of East Cleveland, supra n.5, for a constitutionally accepted,
definition of "single family."
[12] We are cognizant of the great interest which our former opinion in this
action has created. We are also aware that restrictive covenants, such as those
at issue today, are commonplace among condominium associations in Florida.
We believe that the conflicting interests between those who would live with
children and those who desire to live apart from families with children areamenable to resolution. Constitutional rights, even those characterized as fundamental, are not absolute. Occasionally, the exercise of a protected right must give
way when the public interest is sufficiently compelling to justify the infringement of personal liberties. Several courts have already recognized that senior
members of our society possess significant interests which . are deserving of'
special consideration." The proper balancing of the competing interests high"1Stanley v. Illinois, suora n.6; Kovacs v. Cooper, 336 U.S. 77, 69 .S.Ct. 448, 93 L.Ed.
613 (1949) (Frankfurter, J., concurring).

12 Moore v. City of East Cleveland, supra n.5.
is Moore v: City of East Cleveland, Id. Roe V. Wade, supra n.4; Taxpayers' Associationof Weymouth Township, Inc. v. 'Weymouth Township, 71 N.J. 249, 364 A.2d 1016 (1976).
1 See Shepard v. Woodland Tp. Comr-6 Plan. Bd., 71 N.J. 230, 364 A.2d 1005 (1976);
Maldini V. Ambro, 36 N.Y.2d 481, 369 N.Y.S. 885, 330 N.Fk2d 403 (1975), Taxpayers
Association of Weymouth Township, Inc. v. Weymouth Township, supra n.3. But seeMolino v. Mayor and Council of Bar. of Glassboro, 110 N.J.Super. 195, 281 A.2d 401
(1971).
a
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lighted in this case cannot, however, be achieved through court enforcement of
the restrictive covenants.
Accordingly, the petition for rehearing is denied.
Kovachevich, Elizabeth A., Associate Judge, concurs.
with opinion.
Letts, J., dissents,
5
Letts, Judge,' dissenting:
I would grant the rehearing.
in holdThe majority decision establishes a unique and unfortunate precedent
ing that the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment applies to
age restrictions in an environment created for senior adults.
There are countless examples of apparently valid and enforced age restrictions
which run the gamut from the required 3 years of age for Kentucky Derby
the Presientrants, all the way to the necessary 35 years that any aspirant§ to
dency must have attained under the Constitution itself. Art. II, 1, U.S.Const.
occurs
Judge Kovachevich finds it difficult to comprehend the ". . . change that
conon a child's twelfth birthday which suddenly renders him fit to live in a sudwhich
dominium." Maybe so, but from whence the magic of a 35th birthday
can serve
denly renders a person fit to live in the White House, even though one
as a U.S. Senator for 5 years before that? (and why 30 years of age for the
or
Senate?) The answer is that, "between night and day, childhood and maturity,
any other extremes . . . a line has to be drawn [somewhere]", Riley v. Stoves,
22 Ariz. App. 223, 526 P.2d 747, 68 A.L.R.3d 1229 (1974).
The Federal Courts have heldl repeatedly that age by itself Is not a suspect
classification even where actual State action results in the mandatory retirement
427
of policemen at age 50 [see Massachusetts Board of Retirement v. Murgia,
that an
U.S. 307, 96 S.Ct. 2562, 49 L.Ed. 520 (1976) ]. This being so, it has to follow
age restriction emanating from private contract would be even less suspectprovided it has a rational basis. True, it can be argued that enforcement of an age
the
restriction by the courts, constitute State action; however, I agree with
Arizona Court of Appeals that such an argument is "unrealistic" here. Riley v.
Stoves, supra. In other words, is the line that has been drawn, reasonable?
Adapting this rational basis test to age discrimination, I do not find a restriction
in
barring the RESIDENCY of children under 12 to be unreasonable, for example,
an elderly retirement community or condominium. Nature itself biologically proin
vides that only younger adults can procreate. It is axiomatic that catabolism inthe old results in physical and mental frailties which render them not only
rough, tumble
capable of reproduction, but also incompetent, to withstand the to
the normal
and noise of rampaging youngsters-inevitable accompaniments
rearing of young children. For this very reason, kids are commonly barred from
hospitals. Sick people need peace and quiet and so do old people who lose their
erstwhile resilience to turmoil and commotion. Indeed, tranquility is a must for
the
the mental health of older people and I would allow them to have It. So wouldThis
only other two Florida decisions that have so far touched on the question. 4th
very court in Hidden Harbour Estates, Inc. v. Norman, 309 So.2d 180 (Fla.
DCA 1975) said, in an opinion written by Judge Downey:
"It appears to us that inherent in the condominium concept is the principle
that to promote the health, happiness, and peace of mind of the majority of the
unit owners since they are living in such close proximity and using facilities in
common. each unit owner must give up a certain degree of freedom of choice
which he might otherwise enjoy in separate, privately owned property. Condominium unit owners comprise a little democratic sub society of necessity more
restrictive as it pertains to use of condominium property than may be existent
outside the condominium organization. The Declaration of Condominium involved
herein is replete with examples of the curtailment of individual rights usually
associated with the private ownershin of property. It Provides. for example,
that no sale may be effectuated without approval; NO MINORS MAY BE PERMfANENT RESIDENTS: no pets are, allowed." (emphasis. supplied) at page lS1.
Likewise the Second District has suggested that age restrictions are not inreasonable and perhaps even enforceable by Statute under Section 718.104(5),
of the
or Bv the time the petition for rehearing was filed sshseouent to the Issuance
the practice of
original opinion. Judge Mager hlnd resigned from the bench to resume
law. Judge Letts took his place on the panel for the purpose of said petition.
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Fla. Stat. (1977).1o Coquina Club, Inc. v. Mantz, 342 So.2d 112 (Fla. 2d DCA
1977).
The majority opinion believes that age restrictions run afoul of fundamental
rights such as marriage and procreation. These are "motherhood and the fag"
proclamations and the cases cited in support simply do not relate these unassailable fundamentals to an age restriction. Certainly this particular age
restriction does not deny the right of any adult owner to take a bride and
continue to live in his condominium apartment. Nor does it deny him the right
to procreate; he simply has to move when the child is born. This is comparable,
in principle, to a couple with three kids having to move to a bigger house upon
the arrival of the fourth, because the existing living quarters are bursting at
the seams and the zoning will not permit the addition of another room.
There is a case noted by Judge Cross, which did hold that a zoning ordinance,
which had the effect of keeping children out of the municipality, violated the
Equal Protection Clause. See Molino v. Mayor and Council of Bor. of Glassboro,
116 N.J. Super. 195, 281 A.2d 401 (1971). However, the facts of that case reveal
an acute shortage of any living units in the area where children could be housed.
No such shortage is demonstrated in the case at bar. Moreover, thedl/olino case
did involve state action, and all can agree that zoning is ever subject to change
in the interests of the general public good. This is a far cry from a private
restriction in a declaration of condominium.
The foregoing paragraphs say little about Judge Cross' contribution in defense
of the original opinion which defense is much harder to argue with because
it covers the constitutional waterfront with blue chip citations. To me, his most
telling sentence is where he expresses "the fear of being compelled by the courts
of this State through the operation of this covenant to sell or relocate a family
domicile merely because a couple may choose to have children . . ." In reply, I

would say first, that under the facts of this case, the couple had already had the
children BEFORE the purchase, so the argument is not pertinent to the case at
bar. There remains, however, the on-going problem of a young couple who have
no children when they purchase a condominium, but a child later appears. Such
a situation requires a much stricter scrutiny, and I am troubled by it. Nonetheless, I believe that this age restriction still passes the test and I fall back on
Judge Downey's language relative to condominium living, already quoted from
the Hidden Harbour Estates case, supra. All young couples buying living units
can foresee the possibility of children and this restriction has not "snuck" up on
them, for they well knew of it prior to purchase or conception. The choice was
theirs.
In conclusion, I am also not in agreement with much of the reasoning behind
the disposition of the other points on appeal, although estoppel could be a factor
in this particular case. However, my dissent is already too wordy and I only
agonize this long in the hopes that I facilitate higher appellate review of the
majority's Equal Protection argument.
ITEM 2. EXCERPTS FROM PROPOSED HOUSING RITLES BY THE
FLORIDA ATTORNEY GENERAL, SUBMITTED BY ROD TENNYSON,*
WVEST PALM BEACH, FLA.
CONDOMINIUM RECREATION LEASES

In recent years Florida's southern coastal regions have experienced a dramatic
change in housing construction with a shift from single family detached housing
to multiple family condominium housing. The major reason for this change in
housing was escalating land and construction costs which drove the price of
detached housing out of the middle income market. Many developers saw this
marked change as a way to sell housing units with a continuing income through
the use of long-term recreational leases.
A developer starts a condominium project by filing a declaration of condominium and incorporating a condominium association. Before any units are
"

Said section of the statute reads In part as follows:

The declaration may include covenants and restrictions concerning the use, occupancy
and transfer of the units permitted by law with reference to real property.
*See statement, p. 133.
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:sold, or even constructed, the developer "elects the first board of directors for the
'condominium association.' During this joint control over the boards for the
ldevelopment corporation and the condominium association, the development
corporation leases recreational facilities to the condominium association which al.lows members or unit owners of the association to use recreational facilities to be
constructed adjacent to the condominium property. Then, as a condition of sale,
a consumer purchasing a condominium unit must accept this recreational lease
and agree to pay a monthly rental fee which escalates based on the consumer price
index and which is enforced with a lien on the apartment.'
At first, the Florida courts were uniformly upholding these leases from num*erousattacks.3 The Attorney General of Florida first sought to attack the recreational leases as violations of Florida's "little FTC" act or Chapter 542, Florida
Statutes, based on principle of anticompetitive or monopoly antitrust violations.'
This so-called "tie-in sale" theory was basically rejected by the Florida Supreme
Court but the theory is very actively being litigated in the Federal courts under
the Sherman Antitrust Act.' However, the most recent decisions of the Florida
-courts suggest the following remedies to attack recreational leases or portions of
:the lease .7
(1) The lien provisions used to enforce the rental payments may be unconscionable or may violate the homestead protection provisions of Article 10,
Section 4, of the Florida Constitution.
(2) The condominium documents themselves may have incorporated the
latest additions to the Florida Condominium Act, thereby, eliminating some
of the recreational lease provisions such as escalation clauses.
See Chapter 718, F.S. (1976).
F.S (1976).
3See Fountainview Association, Inc. i'. Bell, 203 So. 2d 657 (Fla. 3d DCA 1967), af-flrmed, 214 So. 2d 609 (Fla. 196S), and Point East Management Corp. v Point East
One Condominium Corp, Inc., 2S2 So. 2d 628 (Fla. 3d DCA 1973) conformed to 284 So.
'See Sections 718.114 and 78.116.

-2d 233 (Fln. 1973).
' Robert L. Shevin, etc., v. Cenville Communities, Inc., et al., 338 So. 2d 1281 (Fln. 1976),

wherein the Supreme Court refused to review an order of the First District Court of
Appeal which had prohibited the Attorney General from continuing an administrative action
against a developer's recreational lease. The District Court wrote no opinion in Its order
.of prohibition against the Attorney General but apparently concluded that the Florida
Condominium Act granted condominium developers the right to tie-in the sale of recreational services or leases with condominium units. The Florida Supreme Court denied certiorari because the District Court's order did not conflict with other appellate decisions and
-did not affect a class of constitutional officers. However. in a separate concurring opinion.
Justices England, Overton and Adkins stated that Jurisdiction may have been obtained
mad the Attorney General been pursuing a rule-making proceeding :
It became apparent during oral argument in this case that the writ of prohibition
Issued by the First District Court of Appeals was not intended to operate as broadly
as first appeared. The order "prohibited [the Department of Legal Affairs] from
proceeding against the [respondents hereto] in attempting to exercise any jurisdiction
under Chapter 501.204(1). Florida Statutes." The restrictive view of that order
taken by my colleagues Is obviously correct, for it is only if the order is confined to
the narrow Issue presented to the district court by the Attorney General that it
would be within the power or authority of that court to enter. For that reason. I
agree with the majority that the Department of Legal Affairs, time Governor and the
Cabinet, as rule-makers under the act.' are not affected by this lawsuit. Similarly, the
ofces of State Attorney throughout Florida, in their capacity as enforcing authorities
under the act4 are in no way affected by the district court's decision. It follows that
there is no "class" of constitutional or state officers affected hy the district court's
limited order and that only one agency of state government, the Department of
Legal Affairs, is affected . . . . Had the enforcement powers of the state attorneys
been impinged by the district court in this case, for example or had the Cabinet's,
we might well have had a different responsibility.
aSee Section 501.20.5. r.S. (1975).
'See Section 501.203(4), F.S. (1975).
' In Avila South CondominianAssociation v. Kappa, 347 So. 2d 599 (Fln. (1977), the
Court stated:
The eighth and final count of the complaint alleges a violation of Section 542.05
Florida Statutes (1975). in that the defendants "preclude competitors . . . from
offering the same or similar [recreational] facilities." In dismissing this count, the
trial court concluded "that § 711.64 and its predecessor J 711.121 control speciflcally
over the general provisions of Florida Statutes § 542.05 and § 542.10. and that accordingly, Count VIII falls to state a cause of action." Although Sectiomi 711.64. has now
been repealed, Ch. 76-222. Laws of Florida, we believe the trial court correctly held
that tying recreational facilities to housing is at the heart of the condominium concept,
a concept which has been repeatedly sanctioned both by the legislature and by the
courts; we affirm the trial court's dismissal of the eighth count
See Point One Condonminiumn v. Point East Developers, Inc., 348 So. 2d 32 (Fln. 3d
DCA 1977).
6See section E. Federal Antitrust Challenges, infra.
7See Avila South. note 5, supra.
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(3) The lease, or portions thereof, may be unconscionable under common
law.
(4) The original board of directors of the condominium association, if
controlled by the developer, may have engaged in unlawful self-dealing in
contracting for the recreational lease on terms which were designed to gain
secret profits for the developers at the expense of the unit owners, all in
violation of a fiduciary responsibility to the unit owners.
(5) The developer's sale of housing units conditioned upon the consumer's
agreement to also purchase recreational services or the recreational lease
may constitute a violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act if interstate commerce was affected and there was a restraint of trade in the sale of recreational services.
A closer examination of each of these potential remedies follows.
A. RECREATIONAL LEASE LIENS AND HOMESTEAD PROTECTIONS

Beginning with the 1868 Florida Constitution the State of Florida has taken
a liberal attitude8 in protecting the head of a family and his homestead from
levy of creditors. This protection goes to the9 head of a family's permanent
residence home and $1,000 in personal property. Under Article 10, Section 4, of
the present Constitution it states:
There shall be exempt from forced sale under process of any court, and
no judgment, decree or execution shall be a lien thereon, except for the
payment of taxes and assessments thereon, obligations contracted for the

purchase, improvement or repair thereon, or obligations contracted for house,
field or other labor performed on the reality, the following property owned

'by the head of a family: (1) a homestead....
Therefore, the question arises as to whether or not the lien created under the
Condominium Act" and under many declarations of condominium to enforce
the rental payments under a long-term recreational lease can actually be used to
foreclose a unit when such unit is the homestead of a family.
This question was recently dealt with in Gersten v. Besscnber.Y The recreational lease in this case actually dealt with single family homes rather than

condominiums although the leases are similar. The single family subdivision
involved was owned by the Behring Corporation which subdivided numerous
lots for sale to the public. In February of 1969 the Gerstens bought a lot and
home from Behring. The contract for sale specifically provided that the purchaser
would agree to pay a monthly maintenance and recreational facility charge to
Behring or its assigns. Nowhere in the contract for sale was there any mention
of lien against the homestead.
On January 8, 1970, the Behring Corporation recorded a Declaration of Restrictions covering the subdivision on the Gerstens' home. Included within the
Declaration was an obligation that each lot owner pay a monthly recreational
fee for the use of a recreational facility to be built by Behring upon certain
leased lots within the subdivision. The Declaration of Restrictions provided for
the establishment of a lien upon each owner's lot for nonpayment of the recreational lease fee and foreclosure in the same manner provided for foreclosure on
real property. The Gerstens finally closed in November 19T0 and took title to
their new home. They moved in shortly thereafter and established a homestead.
The Gerstens were on constructive notice of the Declaration of Restrictions as
these restrictions were filed eleven months prior to closing. However, they had
no actual notice of the lien and did not learn of the lien provisions until the
actual foreclosure proceeding had begun. The Gerstens never challenged their
contractual obligation to pay the recreational fee but challenged the lien attachment against their homestead property in any foreclosure action for nonpayment
of the recreational rents.
The Gerstens argued that the mere recording of a Declaration of Restrictions
created no debt and if no debt was created then no lien could attach to the prop8 See Crosby and Miller. "Our Legal Chameleon, The Florida Homestead Exemption," 2 U.
Fla. L. R. 12 (Spring. 1949)
4, Fla. Const. (1968).
9 Art. 10,
10 See note 2. supra.
11F52 So. 2d 68 (Fla. 4th DCA 1977). This case has been certified to the Florida Supreme
Court as a question of great public Interest.
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erty by the mere filing of a Declaration of Restrictions." The Fourth District Court
of Appeals appeared to agree, stating: "a
A lien may be created only by contract of the parties or by operation of
law. 21 Fla. Jur., Liens, § 3. The original "Contract for Purchase and Sale"
makes no reference whatsoever to the creation of a lien. The unilateral
recording of a Declaration of Restrictions, to which defendants were not a
party, did not create a lien either by contract or by operation of law. Nor
do the circumstances reflect creation of an equitable lien. See 21 Fla. Jur.,
supra, § 8. It would seem that the only way it can be urged that a lien was
created by "contract" was at the time the parties executed the deed which
allegedly incorporated by reference the Declaration of Restrictions. Since
the parties tacitly recognized (at oral argument) that the deed did incorporate by reference the Declaration of Restrictions, it follows that a lien was
created by contract at the time of closing....
The District Court then went on to state that because the lien attached, at
best, at the time of closing and because homestead status was established
shortly thereafter the attachment of the lien and the homestead status were,
in effect, simultaneous. If the attachment of the lien and homestead are simultaneous then the homestead must prevail and the lien could not be foreclosed
for failure to pay the recreational lease payment: "
The "lien" in question, which was contractually created and arose as
a result of a nonpayment of the recreational lease fee, does not fall within
any of the permissible exceptions to forced sale set in Article X, section
4. In particular, it is not an "obligation(s) contracted for the purchase"
of the homestead such as a mortgage and thereby enforceable by foreclosure.
Luten v. Howver, 18 Fla. 872 (1882). Moreover, the lien was not one which,
as a matter of law, can be said to have been created prior to the establishment of the homestead. Rather, it is a lien which attached to the property
after or simlultaneously with the establishment of the homestead and there-

fore becomes subservient to the homestead protections. Quigley v. Kennedy
and Ely Insurance, Inc., 207 So. 2d 431 (Fla. 1968). In other words, the
lien was not a lawfully acquired prior lien.
Several questions were left unanswered in Gersten, supra. It Is uncertain
whether or not a reale of the housing unit would still afford homestead protections to the new purchaser versus a purchaser from the original developer.
Under the District Court's reasoning, the lien may have attached prior to the
resale and therefore a new purchaser may take the homestead subject to a
prior recorded lien which might be foreclosable against the homestead."
Another question concerns the situation where purchasers, at time of closing,
were asked by the developer to sign some form of pledge agreement. These
pledge agreements are sometimes executed with the formality of a second
mortgage fully outlining the lien, the consumer's obligation to pay and a pledge
of his homestead against the recreational lease payments. Also, some developers
had the consumer actually sign the recreational lease itself as an additional
lessee." The Gersten case did not Involve pledge agreements but earlier Florida
case law has held that consumers cannot contractually waive their homestead
constitutional rights." Therefore. an argument can be made that such pledge
agreements were a contractual waiver of homestead rights in violation of public
policy and unenforceable.
As previously discussed in other chapters. a violation of public policy constitutes an unfair and deceptive trade practice under the Florida "little FTC"
act." Under Federal Trade Commission precedents unfair and deceptive debt
collection practices incluide the use of unenforceable contract provisions." If a
developer or holder of a recreational lease threatens or represents to a con"2See Hendrie v. Hendrie, 94 F. 2d 534 (5th Cir. 193S)
Ds Supra, note 11.

see note 21, Infra.

2SSupra, note 11.
" See note 8, supra.
"o Although an "association" may contract for recreational services under the Condominlum Act, may a unit owner also contract or lease the same facilities? See note 2, supra;
and Ackerman v. Spring Lake of Broward, Inc.. 260 So. 2d 264 (Fla. 4th DCA 1972).
"tHodges v. Cooksey, 15 So. 549 (1094); Sherbill v. Miller Manufacturing Co., 89 So.
2d 28 (Fla. 1956).
"See Chapter 2. supra.
"See note 33, Chapter 2, supra.
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sumer that their homestead will be foreclosed should the consumer fail to makehis recreational lease payments, then such actions by the developer or holder
of the lease may constitute unfair and deceptive debt collection practices in
violation of the "little FTC" act.`0 However, a "little FTC" act cause of action.
which would require individual litigation as class action standing has been
denied homestead status by the Florida Supreme Court.2" See practice and procedural forms at the end of this chapter dealing with affirmative defenses to lien
foreclosures and counterclaims under the "little FTC" act.
B. DEFECTS IN THE CONDOMINIUM DOCUMENTS
Although lesses of the recreational properties do not have standing to challenge
the lessor's recreational properties because of title defects 22 the practitioner
should always look to the documents of the condominium itself for potential
causes of action. More specifically, it was a common practice of many developersto include the definitional section of the Declaration of Condominium, which
incorporated the recreational lease, the following language:
"The Florida Condominium Act as herein referred to shall mean Chapter 711,
Florida Statutes, as it may be amended from time to time. (e.s.) "
Such language has recently been interpreted to include all new provisions of
the Florida Condominium Act, including those provisions prohibiting escalation
clauses.'

In Coffla v. Shere,2' the Court held that a developer or lessor could not enforcethe escalation rental provisions of a recreational lease because of the following
language which appeared in the definitional section of the Fifth Moorings Condominium Declaration of Condominium: 25
Except where variances permitted by law appear in this Declaration orin the annexed By-Laws or in the annexed Charter of Fifth Moorings Condominium, Inc., or in lawful amendments thereto, the provisions of the Condominium Act as presently existing, or as it may be amended from time to
time, including the definitions therein contained, are adopted and included
herein by express reference. (e.s.)
The Court held this language to mean the parties agreed to accept all future
changes in the Florida Condominium Act: 2'
The contested clause unequivocally states that provisions of the Condominium Act are adopted "as it may be amended from time to time." (e.s.) We
perceive no ambiguity in this language, and thus find that it was the express
intention of all parties concerned that the provisions of the CondominiumAct were to become a part of the controlling document of Fifth Moorings
whenever they were enacted. Even if we were to find an ambiguity, we would

be forced to construe it against the defendant developer/lessors as authors of
the Declaration of Condominium. See Bouden v. WValker, 266 So. 2d 253
(Fia. 2d DCA 1972) ; see generally, 49 Am. Jur. 2d, Landlord and Tenant,

§ 143.

20

See Chapter 2. supra.

21 See Avila South, supra, note 5. wherein the Court stated:

In the sixth count, plaintiffs complain of an alleged violation of the homestead
exemption provisions of the Florida Constitution. From the pleadings and exhibits, itappears that the Association, which is obligated under the recreational lease, looks in
turn to its members. the unit owners, for money with which to pay the lease ohlications. The unit owners' obligations to the Association, including their pro rata sharesof lease payments, are secured by liens on the units, which were created upon thefiling of the declaration of condominium. The effect of these arrangements, appellants
urge, is that homestead property is subject to forced sale for failure to pay for recreational facilities In contravention of the strong state policy in favor of protecting
the homestead against certain creditors. In order to avail himself of the homestead'
exemption, however, a debtor must establish the homestead character of his property
as of the time the lien attaches. The complaint in the present case fails to allege
facts that would qualify any unit as homestead property, as of the time of the
creation of the liens. For that reason, we conclude that Count VI fails to state a.
claim for relief. In reversing the trial courts denial of the motion to dismiss as to
Count VI, we do not decide any other question as to the efficacy of a lien of this kind,
however, and direct that plaintiffs be given leave to amend this count or remand.
. . . With respect to the sixth count, however, there is no possibility of a class.
action because the homestead status of each condominium unit will depend on facts
peculiar to it Corporations have no homestead exemption, of course, so the Association could not properly raise such a claim.
22 See Avila South, supra. note 5.
23 Section 718.401(8). F.S. (19776).
24 Case No. 76-1429 (Fla. 3d DCA Opinion Filed 'May 3, 1977). Rehearing has been denied_
25

Id.

wId.
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We hold that the trial judge properly ruled as a matter of law that Florida
Statutes, § 711.236 was incorporated into the Fifth Moorings Declaration of
Condominium by virtue of the express wording of the Declaration itself. In
light of this holding, the prohibition against further rent increases subsequent to the effective date of Section 711.236 was also proper.
If a particular condominium document and recreational lease contains similar
language of the Fifth Moorings Condominium documents then enforcement of
escalation clauses by the developer or lessor could again constitute unfair and
deceptive debt collection practices under the "little FTC" act. A business' attempt
to enforce contractual provisions which it knows to be unenforceable creates a
cause of action under the "little FTC" act.2'
C. UNCONSCIONABLE RECREATION LEASES

Although this chapter will attempt to segregate the concepts of unconscionability and corporate self-dealing 2 as separate causes of action, the two theories
may overlap and may well be considered together in a cause of action against
recreational leases. However, before any discussion on this matter, one must first
review the case law in trying to define an unconscionable lease or contract.
The Florida Supreme Court has recently stated on two occasions that a cause
of action does exist to attack recreational leases on theories of unconscionability:
Given the narrow issue presented by these appeals we do not decide questions as to validity of these leases on any other grounds. Thus, although there
is reference to the possibility that in some instances lease arrangements for
individual unit owners may be unconscionable, inequitable, or contain other
deficiencies recognized in law as a basis for judicial invalidation, these
matters are not considered or decided here."
. . .In affirming the dismissal of the court alleging violations of Section
711.66(5) (e), we do not preclude the plaintiffs on remand the possibility
of stating an amended claim of unconscionability independent of Section
m
711.66(5) (e). °

In the above-cited Fleeman decision the Florida Supreme Court footnote cites

Section 672.302, Florida Statutes, relating to unconscionable contracts under

Article 2 of the Uniform Commercial Code." However, in Gable v. Silver," the
Supreme Court had held that Article 2 of the Uniform Commercial Code does not
apply to the sale of condominiums. Perhaps this reference to the UCC is the
Court's conclusion that the common law concept of unconscionable contracts or
clauses is equivalent to the Uniform Commercial Code's statutory concept of
unconseionability. In fact, there is considerable authority that the UCC provision
on unconscionability does nothing more than codify the common law rule in this
areaY If this conclusion is correct then the case law defining unconscionability
which makes reference to the UCC provision may be used to attack recreation
leases based on common law principles.
Williams v. Walker Thomas Furniture Co." is the most often cited case on

unconscionability. The contract in question contained a revolving charge account
provision wherein the consumer agreed to secure his debt with all after acquired
consumer items. If the revolving charge account remained unpaid and in default
then the creditor reserved the right to repossess all of the consumer's goods that
were purchased on the charge account.5 Default occurred in this particular case
in 1962 although the first sales transaction took place in 1957. The consumer was
a welfare recipient with limited education living in Washington, D.C.
The contract in Williams was challenged as being unconscionable even though
the Uniform Commercial Code had not been enacted in the District of Columbia
at that time. However, the Court stated: Do
The enactment of this section [UCC], which occurred subsequent to the
contracts herein suit, does not mean that the common law of the District
See note 19, supra.

27
29 See Section D, Corporate
29 Fleeman v. Case, 342 So.
20 Avila South, supra, note

Self-Dealing. infra.
2d 815, 818 (Fla. 1977).

6.

B' Supra, note 29 at p. 818.
"258 So. 2d 11 (Fla. 4th DCA 1972), affirmed 264 So. 2d 418 (Fla. 1972).
:See Davenport, "Unconsclonability and the Uniform Commercial Code," 22 U. Miani
L R. 121 (1967).
" 30 F. 2d 44 (D.C. Cir. 1965).
D.. See Section 516.31 (4), F.S. (1975).
8DSupra, note 34.
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of Columbia was otherwise at the time of enactment, nor does it preclude
the court from adopting a similar rule in the exercise of its powers to develop the common law for the District of Columbia. In fact, in view of the
absence of prior authority on the point, we consider the congressional adoption of § 2-302 persuasive authority for following the rationale of the cases
from which the section is explicitly derived. Accordingly, we hold that where
the element of unconscionability is present at the time the contract is made,
the contract should not be enforced.
The court in Williams sets up a two-step approach in determining unconscionthe
ability. The first step requires examination of the commercial setting of
of the
transaction at the time the contract was made. Did the circumstancescontract
transaction allow the consumer a meaningful choice in accepting the
terms? In many cases a "Meaningful choice" is lacking when there exists a grossa
inequality of bargaining power between consumer and seller. In other words,
court should look to the facts surrounding the commercial setting, i.e., was there
deception; was there an overreaching against inexperienced consumers; or did
the consumer have little choice in accepting his contractual obligation, 17 of the
After analyzing the commercial setting surrounding the initial signing
contract, the Williams court then proceeded to examine the individual contract
terms to determine whether or not said terms were "unconscionable." This examination of the contract provisions is the second step in the determination of
unconscionability. The court then found the after acquired property security
interest provision in the contract to be unconscionable when reviewed with the
commercial setting.s
The Florida courts have also established a common law or equitable concept
of unconscionability. In Peacock Hotel v. 4Shipman,u the commercial setting involved an inexperienced buyer and a seasoned business seller wherein allegations
The Court found no
were made of misrepresentation in the sale of a business.
40
fiduciary responsibility between the buyer and the seller, the parties were acting
in
at arms' length, and there was insufficient misrepresentation and deception
the commercial setting to invalidate the contract. However, the Court did state
the general rule concerning unconscionable contracts at common law in Florida."
It seems to be established by the authority that where it is perfectly plain
to the court that one party has overreached the other and has gained an
unjust and undeserved advantage which it would be inequitable to prevent
him to enforce, that a court of equity will not hesitate to interfere, even
though the victimized parties owe their predicament largely to their own
stupidity and carelessness.... It is not the function of the courts to make
contracts for parties, or to relieve them from the effects of bad bargains. But
where the simplicity and credibility of people are taken advantage of by the
shrewdness, overreaching, and misrepresentation of those with whom they
are dealing, and they are thereby induced to do unwittingly something the
if
effect of which they do not intend, foresee, or comprehend, and which, we
permitted to culminate, would be shocking to equity and good conscience,
think a court of equity may with propriety interpose.2
Another Florida case, Vokes v. Arthur Murray, Inc.,' involved a middle aged
widow swayed by the advances of a young dashing dance instructor. Here the
N.Y. Supp. 2d 774 (1966)

Jones v. Star Credit

a7 See also In Re: State of New York, 275
Corp. v. Lucas, 8 UCC Rptr. 801
Corp., 298 N.Y. Supp. 2d264 (1969) : Milford Finance
UCC Rptr. 798 (N.J. Dis. Ct. 1970) Pat(Mass.App.Ct. 19): Toker v. Westeraan. 8 A.
2d 111 (D.C. 971) *and J. L. McEntire d
terson v. lValker-Thoinas Furniture Co., 277
art Cotton Co., Inc.. 14 UCC Rptr. 1303 (Ark. Sup. Ct. 1974).
Sons, Inc. v.
rental payments

8 In comparison, if the lien provisions of the recreational lease secure
Proposed
in an unconscionable manner then said lien provisions are unenforceable. See
Corp.
Rule 2-25. Unconlscionable Liens. Chapter 16, Volume 2. For example, Fairfield Lcase
machines
vending
of
lease
a
involved
1970)
v. Arnberto, 7 13CC nptr. 1161 (N.Y. Civ. Ct.,
and fees on the
wherein the lease required the lessee to make all repairs and pay all taxes
to not
machines. If the lease was breached, even a minor breach, then the lessor was entitled
rent on the
only repossess the machine tlit also to accelerate all unaccrued and unearned
lessee
the
hold
could
but
machine. Therefore. the lessor not only got the machine returned
of the lease. The court
liable for all the rents which would have come due under the terms
unconhe
to
rents
the
of
found the provision allowing both repossession and acceleration found -he lease to be unscionable and to also constitute a form of penalty. The court then Ashland Oil Co., Inc. v.
conscionable in its entirety and refused to enforce it. See also
Donoline. 18 UCC Rptr. 1129 (W.V. App. Ct., 1976).
138S So. 44 (Fla. 1931).
seller If he has a fiduciary
.40A greater duty to disclose all facts is imposed upon the
v. Jenuin gs, 107 So. 175 (Fla. 1925).
responsibility to the buyer. Dale
46.
page
at
39
note
41 Supra,
196S).
42 212 So. 2d 906 (Fla. 2d DCA
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Court clearly looked to the commercial setting finding various forms of deception
and overreaching to lure the unsuspecting widow. After reviewing the commercial setting, the Court found the advanced contract price to be both inequitable
and unconscionable.
Many of the previously cited cases found some form of fraud, deception or overreaching in the commercial setting of the transaction. The courts in these cases
found that because of this deception the consumer lacked a meaningful choice
when accepting the contractual terms." However, in examining the commercial
setting one may look beyond deception or lack of disclosure. For example, if no
deception is uncovered in the transaction then such factors as economic leverage,
consumer appeal, or corporate self-dealing may show a lack of meaningful choice
in the commercial setting." Also, other courts have found some contracts unconscionable without reviewing the commercial setting of the transaction.
In Campbell Soup Co. v. Wentz,' 5 a group of farmers had contracted with the
Campbell Soup Company by way of form adhesion contracts. The contract price
for the farmers' crop of carrots was considerably below the market price at the
time of delivery. The Court refused to enforce the contract stating: "
The reason that we shall affirm Instead of reversing with an order for
specific performance is found in the contract itself. We think it is too hard
a bargain and too one-sided an agreement to entitle the plaintiff to relief
in a court of conscience. For each Individual grower the agreement is
made by filling In name and quantity and price on a printed form furnished
by the buyer. This form has quite obviously been drawn by skillful draftsmen with the buyer's interests in mind.
It is important to note that the Court In Campbell Soup did not review the
commercial setting of the transaction, i.e., there was no apparent deception or
other forms of fraud and deceit involved. The Court simply looked to the four
corners of the document, finding the contract unconscionable and unenforceable.
The provisions found to be offensive included: (a) the contract price; (b) the
lack of any provision for liquidated or other damages to protect the farmers
from Campbell's breach of contract; and (c) a provision allowing the Campbell
Soup Company to reject the carrot crop at their sole discretion. The Court did
not suggest that the contract was illegal but rather was unenforceable in a court
of equity: '4
. .. that equity does not enforce unconscionable bargains is too well,
established to require elaborate citation."
In American Home Improvement Co. v. MacIver," the sales price in a home
improvement contract was considerably over the actual value of the goods and
services performed which the Court found to be unconscionable and unenforceable. The contract also violated the New Hampshire Truth-in-Lending laws
relating to interest rates, i.e., conceivably some element of deception in the
commercial setting. However, the Court appeared to ignore the commercial
setting and looked to the four corners of the contract itself. The Court concluded
that the price for the home improvement contract was In and of itself unconscionable and unenforceable.
When must a court look to the commercial setting of a contract before determining unconscionability and when may a court simply look to a contract in
and of Itself in determining unconscionability? Perhaps the answer is best expressed In Mobile American Corp. v. Howard," wherein the Florida Second District Court of Appeal stated: a
Of those cases dealing with price at all, most require, In addition to a
grossly excessive price, some element of nondisclosure, fraud, overreaching
or manifestly unequal bargaining position [commercial setting]. Only a
few courts have indicated that an excessive price disparity may be sufficient of itself under § 2-302 supra, but such cases involved grossly excessive
prices and finance charges considering average market conditions.
In summary, contracts or contract provisions may be considered unconscionable when: (a) the contract price or term Is excessive coupled with a commercial
43Supra, note 37.
"See note 85, Inf ra.
"172 F. 2d 80 (3d Cir. 1948).
aId.
47Supra, note 45.
" 201 A. 2d 886 (N. Hamp. 1964).
' 807 So. 2d 507 (Fln. 2d DCA 1975).
* Id. at 508.
40-759-79-8
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setting wherein some form of nondisclosure, fraud, overreaching or manifestly
unequal bargaining position plagued the consumer buyer; or (b) the contract
term or price is so grossly excessive in comparison with average market conditions that the price or contract term is unconscionable in and of itself, regardless
of the commercial setting of the transaction. When does a contract term or price
become so grossly excessive in comparison with average market conditions is
a case-by-case question of equity."'
The use of unconscionable contracts or the attempted enforcement of said
contracts constitutes unfair and deceptive trade practices in violation of the
"little FTC" act. In Kugler v. Romain," the Attorney General for the State of
New Jersey brought an action under its consumer protection statutes 53seeking
injunctive relief and restitution to injured consumers who were the victims of
unconscionable contracts. The Attorney General brought action against the sale
of educational devices to uneducated low income consumers through door-todoor solicitations. The Attorney General maintained that because the price of
the educational package was approximately two and one-half times its market
value, together with deceptive sales practices in the commercial setting, the
contracts were therefore unconscionable under the Uniform Commercial Code.
The sellers of the educational program maintained that the Attorney General had no standing under the New Jersey consumer protection statute to
enforce the provisions of the Uniform Commercial Code relating to unconscionable contracts. The New Jersey Supreme Court disagreed, stating that if the
contracts were unconscionable under the Uniform Commercial Code then the
Attorney General had the power under its consumer protection statute to enjoin
the activity and seek restitution on behalf of a class of consumers all similarly
situated: "
Such price value clearly constitutes unconscionability and renders Section 2 available to the Attorney General in a class-type remedial action for
the benefit of all similarly situated consumers.
The Massachusetts Supreme Court has determined that its "little FTC" act "
may b'e used to challenge unconscionable contracts. In Commonwealth v. Decotisn
the Attorney General of Massachusetts used its "little FTC" act to enjoin a
mobile home park from imposing resale fees on tenants when tenants sought
to sell their mobile homes within the park. This resale fee had been disclosed
to most of the tenants when they first moved into the park. However, the resale
fee had no relation to any services performed by the park owners and was
therefore found to be unconscionable.
Although the Massachusetts Court found no deception in the transaction, it
looked to other aspects of the commercial setting. The prospective tenants wer'e
retired or near retirement age living on fixed incomes. The economics of removing a mobile home, should the tenant refuse to pay the resale fee, precluded
u For example, the Florida court in Mobile Anerican Corporation, supra note 49,
found the contract price or interest rate of 11.75 percent to be high but within the
limits prevalent to the current status of the installment sales market. In other words,
the court, finding no deception or overreaching In the commercial setting, looked to the
average market price and concluded there was no unconscionability within the contract
itself. It Is conceivable that had the court found deception or overreaching in the commercial setting then it may well have invalidated the 11.75 percent interest rate as
unconscionable. Or if the court had found no deception or overreaching in the commercial setting but had found the interest rate to be greatly in excess of the average
market price, then it would have invalidated the interest rate as being unconscionable.
In Vom Lehn v. Astor Art Galleries, 18 UCC Rptr 861 (N.Y. trial et 1976) a jade
statue was sold for $67,000 even though the market value was only approximately $15,000.
The seller knew that the buyer was totally unfamiliar with the value of jade, which
persuaded the court to find the price to be unconscionable. See also note 37, supra, and
Wechsler v. Goldman, 214 So. 2d 741 (Fin. 8d DCA 1968).
52279 A. 2d 640 (N.J. 1971).
53N.J.S.A. 56:8-2.
54Supra, note 52 at page 653. Note that the New Jersey Supreme Court in reviewing
the commercial setting of the transaction looked at the legalistic complicated language of
the contracts, the actual benefits that the educational packages would give to minority
uneducated children, and the method of enforcing these contracts as a collection practice. All of these elements constituted the commercial setting of the transaction which,
when coupled with the excessive price of the educational packages, resulted in unconscionable and unenforceable contracts.
56 G.L.c. 93A.
316 NE 2d 748 (Mass. 1974).
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the tenant from any real bargaining power5 The fact that the resale fee was
T
a widely used, industry accepted trade practice was not considered a defense.
The Court concluded:'
Although deception may not have been involved where the disclosure by
the defendants to the prospective tenant was timely and complete, we believe that the practice of charging a fee for no service whatsoever was an
unfair act or practice within the intent of § 2(a) of G.L.c. 93A and that it
was therefore unlawful....
What wie can determine is that the collection of resale charges by the
defendants was an unfair act or practice. That provision of the Uniform
Commercial Code which permits a court to refuse to enforce a contract
or contract provision which is unconscionable provides a reasonable analogy
here.
In summary, Hiugler, supra, and Decotis, supra, conclude that the "little FTC"
It
act may be used as a remedy in attacking unconscionable contracts or leases.
is important to note in these cases that the Attorney Generals of New Jersey
for inand Massachusetts were given class action standing to seek restitution
TM
jured consumers who were the victims of unconscionable contracts. These
cases are the authority under which the Florida Attorney General, Governor
and Cabinet are now promulgating rules under the Florida "little FTC" act
defining unconscionable recreational leases and contracts. The proposed rules
7 See Chapter 8, supra.
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law both at common law and
basically codify the previously discussed case
6
Section 2-302 of the Uniform Commercial Code. '
D. CORPORATE SELF-DEALING
2
In Avila South Condominium Association, Inc. v. Kappa," the plaintiff con-

dominium association had alleged that the individual developers were the original incorporators and directors of the condominium association when the association had entered into the recreational lease. The plaintiff's complaint charged
such acts of self-dealing to be il breach of the original association board of
directors' fiduciary responsibilities. Separate counts of the complaint had also
alleged actions sounding in fraud and deceit."
In reviewing the self-dealing allegations of the complaint the Supreme Court
in Point East Management Corp. v. Point East One Condiscussed its decisions
6 4
dominium Corp.; Fountainview Association, Inc. No. 4 v. Bell;' and Lake
5'

See Proposed Rules 2-25 and 2-26. Chapter 16. Volume 2. During the 1977 session of

to a
the Legislature SB 40 was passed. The new law is an evidentLary statute relating
presumptive of unconscionability and burden of proof:
read:
to
created
is
Section 3. Section 718.122, Florida Statutes,
718.122 Unconscionability of certain leases; rebuttable presumption.-

(1) A lease pertaining to use by condominium unit owners of recreational or other
presumptively unconscionable If all of the following elements exist:
execution
common facilities, irrespective of the (late on which such lease was entered into, io
(a) tvhe lease was executed by persons none of whom at the time of the
of the lease were elected by condominium unit owners, other than the developer,

to

represent their interests ;
(b) the
owners to
(c) the
owners to

lease requires either the condominium association or the condominium unit
pay real estate taxes on the subject real property;
least requires either the condominium association or the condominium unit
insure buildings or other facilities on the subject real property against fire

or any other hazard;
or the condominium unit
(d) the lease requires either the condominium association pertaining
to the subject

owners to perform some or all maintenance obligations
real property or facilities located upon the subject real property;
(e) the lease requires either the condominium association or the condominium
unit owners to pay rents to the lessor for a period of 21 years or more;
(f) the lease provides that failure of the lessee to make payments of rents due
under the lease either creates, establishes, or permits establishment of, a lien upon
individual condominium units of the condominium to secure claims for rent;
(g) the lease requires an annual rental which exceeds 25 percent of the appraised
value of the leased property as improved; provided that for purposes of this paragraph
"annual rental" means the amount due during the first twelve months of the lease
for all units regardless of whether such units were in fact occupied or sold during that
period and "appraised value" means the appraised value placed upon the leased property the first tax year after the sale of a unit in the condominium;
(h) the lease provides for a periodic rental Increase based upon reference to a

price Index;

(ij the lease or other condominium documents require that every transferee of a
condominium unit must assume obligations under the lease;
(2) The Legislature expressly finds that many leases involving use of recreational
or other common facilities by residents of condominiums were entered into by parties
wholly representative of the Interests of a condominium developer at a time when
the condominium unit owners not only did not control the administration of their
condominium, but also had little or no voice in such administration. Such leases often
contain numerous obligations on the part of either or both a condominium association
and condominium unit owners with relatively few obligations on the part of the lessor.
Such leases may or may not be unconscionable in any given case. Nevertheless, the
Legislature finds that a combination of certain onerous obligations and circumstances
warrants the establishment of a rebuttable presumption of unconscionabulity of certain leases, as specified in subsection (1). The presumption may be rebutted by a lessor
upon the showing of additional facts and circumstances to justify and validate what
otherwise appears to be an unconscionable lease under this section. Failure of a lease
to contain all enumerated elements shall neither preclude a determination of unconsclonability of the lease nor raise a presumption as to its conscionability. It Is the
intent of the Legislature that this section Is remedial and does not create any new
cause of action to invalidate any condominium lease, but shall operate as a statutory
prescription on procedural matters in actions brought on one or more causes of action
existing at the time of the execution of such lease.
5347 So. 2d f99 (Fla. 1977).
63 These counts were denied class action standing based on Osceola Grovcs v. Wiley, 78
So. 2d 700 (Fla. 1955).
64282 So. 2d 628 (Fla. 3d DCA 1973), conformed to 284 So. 2d 253 (Fla. 1973).
" 203 So. 2d 657 (Fla. 3d DCA 1967). affirmed, 214 So. 2d 609 (Fla. 1968). In referring
to Fountainview Association, the Florida Supreme Court in Avila South, stated:
While reaffirming our decision in Point East that self dealing by officers and directors of condominium associations. without more, is not actionable, we believe the time
has come to reexamine the laconic imprimatur with which we stamped the Third DisThe Third District
trict's decision In Fountainview Ass'n, Inc., No. 4 v. Bell, supra.
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Mabel Development Corp. v. Bird." Alth6ught the Court attempted to distinguish
the recent Point East decision, it in effect overruled the Fountainview decision: 7
A director occupies a trust relation not only to the present stockholders,
but also to those who may become such in the future, and . . . for this
reason, where directors have profited In some secret way, stockholders who
are subsequently admitted may demand that an account of the profits be
made to the corporation.

. .

. (e.s.)

. . . Transactions in which a corporate fiduciary derives personal profit,
either in dealing with the corporation or its property, or in matters of
corporate interest, are subject to the closest examination, and the form of
the transaction will give way to the substance of what was actually being
brought about. Personal dealings with the corporation or transactions with
the corporation in which the director has some personal interest may be
avoided, unless good faith and fairness are shown. While occupying such
a fiduciary relation, the officers and directors of a corporation are precluded from receiving any personal advantage without the fullest disclosure
to, and assent of, all concerned. .

.

. (e.s.)

The Court in Avila appears to recognize the recreational lease as a possible
way to finance condominium projects and to allow the sale of units at a lower
price." However, the Court found no excuse for the use of secret misbehavior,
i.e., some kind of deception, failure to disclose or misrepresentation. If secret
misrepresentation, betrayal of trust, or inordinate personal gain occur, then a
cause of action will arise wherein the individual corporate director Is personally
liable to the condominium association for that amount by which he was unjustly
enriched as a result of the recreation lease.
Note that the Court in Avila makes reference to full disclosure or forms of
deception used in the sale of condominiums.7 ' Should these secret dealings be
proven then the trial judge, in his discretion and pursuant to concepts of equity,
could determine whether or not the excessive rental payments should be reimbursed to the condominium association.
As previously discussed, the commercial setting relating to unconsclonability
is similar to the commercial setting of self-dealing, i.e., secret nondisclosure or
deceptions Also, the excessive or unconscionable rental payments are analogous
to "inordinate
personal gain at the expense of those to whom they owe a fiduciary
duty." 7' However, as also previously discussed, unconscionable contracts can
be voided without
reference to the commercial setting, while self-dealing requires
such reference.7 Therefore, unconscionability may be the most practical remedy
there held that a condominium association could not recover from former officers and
directors even when they were guilty of undisclosed self dealing "upon Inflated terms."
203 So. 2d at 658. Insofar as is revealed by the opinion, this decision was based entirely on a misapprehension as to the reach of the Lake Mabel case, as we have undertaken to demonstrate, ante pp. 11-12. Neither the Third District nor this Court articulated any basis in public policy for the Fountainview decision, and it is difficult to
conceive of any.
ee 126 So. 356 (1930).
07Supra, note 62.
V Supra, note 62:
Certain public interests may be served by leaving to developers the possibility of
self dealing; such flexibility may facilitate financing of some phases of some projects,
with resulting, economies that can be passed on to the public. But there Is absolutely
nothing to recommend a rule of law which encourages persons In positions of trust
secretly to betray their trust for inordinate personal gain, at the expense of those to
whom they owe a fiduciary duty. We now reaffirm our decision In New8 Journal Gorporation v. Gore, supra, and hold that any officer or director of a condominium association who has contracted on behalf of the association with himself, or with another
corporation In which he Is, or becomes substantially interested, or with another for
his personal benefit may be liable to the association for that amount by which be was
unjustly enriched as a result of his contract. However, no director or officer shall be
required to return any portion of moneys paid by the association where it Is shown
that he received the funds with the consent of the association or with the consent of a
substantial number of the Individuals comprising the association. After careful conslderation of the facts in each case, based upon specific findings, the trial judge, in his
discretion, shall grant such relief as equity dictates.
Id.
7CSupra, note 68.
71 Supra, note 37.
7'2 Supra, note 68.
7' Supra, note 51.
40-759-79
9
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to invalidate recreational leases, as the cause of action may be litigated. by
7
simple reference to the four. corners of the lease document. '
E. FEDERAL ANTITRUST CHALLENGES
Although the Florida Supreme Court has stated that recreational leases may not
be attacked in state court based on state antitrust laws,n7 the federal courts have
allowed antitrust challenges under Federal statutes.
Unfair methods of competition were the first prohibited activities under the
Federal Trade Commission Act passed by the Congress in 1914 to protect competition in the marketplace. An unfair trade practice is any activity which violates the
70
"letter or the spirit" of the federal antitrust laws. The federal antitrust laws prohibit restraint of trade and monopolization?' Therefore, contracts or leases that
78
restrain or monopolize trade violate the federal antitrust laws.
In Northern Pacific Railroad Co. and Northwest Improvement Co. v. U.S.,"
the Northern Pacific Railroad Company was requiring all grantees or lessees of
the railroad's land to ship their commodities over the company's railroad. This
"tie-in sale" agreement provided that the rates of the railroad were to be equal
to those of competing carriers. The government filed suit against this agreement
alleging that preferential routing agreements were unlawful as unreasonable
restraints of trade under the Sherman Antitrust Act. The Supreme Court held the
preferential routing arrangements were, in fact, tying agreements, unlawful under
Section 1 of the Sherman Antitrust Act and therefore were per se unreasonable
restraints of trade. This case was extensively cited by the Fifth Circuit Court of
Appeal in a recent case where the court held that a cause of action existed under
the Sherman Act for alleged tie-in sales of condominium units and managements
services.'
7 Supra, note 51. If it becomes necessary to examine the commercial setting then questions concerning class action standing will arise. Supra, note 63. The Supreme Court In
Avila South, supra, note 5, while denying class action standing for actions sounding in
fraud and deceit, allowed association and class standing for actions based on self-dealing
and unconscionability:
Although not grounded on a contract theory, the self-dealing claim In Count VII
is nevertheless concerned with a contract to which the Association is alleged to be a
party, namely, the rereational lease. As this cause of action has been pleaded, the
Association Is the only party that may properly bring suit because the allegation.
boiled down, is that a fiduciary duty owed to the Association was breached. While the
Condominium Act expressly saves "any statutory or common law right of any individual unit owner or class of unit owners to bring any action which." is available
independently of the Act. Section 718.111(2), Florida Statutes (1976 Supp.), the
named, Individual plaintiffs in the present case did not plead any injury to themselves
distinct from the injury done the Association.
In the event the unconscionablility count Is amended to state a cause of action on
remand, the Association would have standing again because the Association Is alleged
to be a party to the lease. The named, individual plaintiffs are also interested as third
party beneficiaries under the recreational lease and might be able to state a claim
whether as individuals or as a class.
There appears to be some confusion in the Supreme Court's decision wherein they allowed
class or association standing for self-dealing and unconscionability hut denied standing
in actions sounding in fraud and deceit. The Court indicates that self-dealing and unconscionability may well involve certain allegations of secret dealings or forms of mispresentation and deception. Do these allegations sound in fraud and deceit in relation to each
individunl unit owner? Does this mean that allegations of self-dealine and unconscionability require that each individual unit owner testify as to the commercial setting and deception in his particular transaction? If such is the case, is the cause of action again sounding in fraud and deceit with subsequent loss of class action standing? The Court does not
attempt to answer these questions hut simply states that unconscionahility and self-dealing
will allow standing on behalf of the condominium association. See Chapter 5, Section B,
Class Action Standing, supra.
7 Supra. note 62.
7' See Chapter 2. supra.
77 Charles A. Ramsay Co. v. Assoc. Bill Posters of the U.S. and Canada, 260 U.S. 501
(1928); United Shoe Machinery Corp. v. U.S., 258 U.S. 451 (1922).
78 Id.
'IOl56
U.S. 1 (1958).
5
0 Miller v. Grenados, 529 F. 2d 393. 396-397 (5th Cir. 1976), where the Court stated:
Tying arrangements have been defined by the Supreme Court as: "[A]n agreement by a
party to sell one product but only on the condition that the buyer also purchases a different (or tied) product. or at least agrees that he will not purchase that product from
any other supplier. Where such conditions are successfully exacted competition on the
merits with respect to the tied product Is inevitably curbed. Indeed 'tying arrangements
serve hardly any purpose beyond the suppression of competition.' Standard Oil Co. of
California and Standard Stations v. United States, 337 U.S. 293. 305-306, 69 S. Ct. 1051,
1058. 93 L. Ed. 1371, 1381, 1382. They deny competitors free access to the market for the

1S9.
It is importaint to note that not all tieniiisales unlawfully restrain trade. Tie-iu
sales unlawfully restrain trade when the seller has sufficient economic leverage
in the sale of one product. (condominium units) to, in effect, require the buyer
to purchase a different or tied product (recreation services) which excludes
interstate commerce competitors in the tied product from a not insubstantial
amount of potential business."' The necessary elements of an unlawful restraint
of trade tie-in sale consist of:"
(1) The existence of a conditional sale with the purchase of a condominium unit tied to the buyer's acceptance of another product, the developer's
recreational lease.
(2) The existence of economic leverage by the developer over the sale of
the tying product, condominium units.
(3) The exclusion of interstate commerce competitors in the recreational
services industry from a not insubstantial market, the numerous condominium units within the development.
The first step in proving an unlawful restraint of trade involves the existence
of "two products" in the "tie-in sale." If the condominium recreational
lease
is a "net-net lease," "3then the developer will maintain that his sale of the condominium unit and lease of a recreational facility was a "one product" sale and not
a "tie-in sale" which requires "two products." " However, the existence of one
or twvo products is a question of fact based on the following:
(1) Where is the physical location of the recreational facilities in relation
to the condominium units? The more physical segregationof units and recreational area is evidence of "two products."
(2) Have condominium units and recreational facilities or services meen
soldseparately in other similar developments? For example, the successful
marketing of similar units with no recreational facilities is evidence that
the units and recreation are not inherently "one product."
(3) Are there any interstate commerce businesses such as country clubs,
tennis clubs, health spas, YIMCA, etc., in the area that contract with consumers to use recreational facilities which are the same or similar to
facilities provided in the recreational-lease? The sale of these services those
independent of housing units is evidence of recreation being a separate product
from housing.
Economic leverage is perhaps the most complicated element of an unlawful
tie-in sale. One must show that the developer, at the time of sale of the condominium units, had some form of economic leverage over the purchaser in the
sale of the condominium unit. Economic leverageover the sale of condominiums
may take the form of monopoly, market dominance, consumer desirability, or
tied product, not because the party Imposing the typing requirements has a better product
or a lower price but because of his power or leverage in another market."
Northern Pacific Railway Company v. United States,
356
U.S. 1,
5,
6, 78 S. Ct.
519t,
2 L. Ed. 2d
545,
550 (1958). "[Tlying agreement fare harshly under the laws 514,
restraint of trade," Time8-Picayune Pub. Co. v. United States, 345 U.S. 594, 606,forbidding
73
872, 879, 97 L. Ed. 1277, 12S8 (1953), and are unreasonable per se where a partyS. Ct.
has
sufficient economic power over the tying product to appreciably restrain free competition
for the tied product and the amount of interstate commerce involved
Is
'not
insubstantial.' Fortner Enter., Inc. v. United States Steel Carp., 394 U.S. 495, 501, 89 S. Ct. 1252,
1257, 22 L. Ed. 495, 503, 504 (1969)
*
International Salt Ca. v. United States, 332 U.S.
392, 68 S. Ct. 12, 92 L. Ed. 20 (1947) North~ern Pacific Railway Company
v. United States,
supra, 356
U.S.
at 6, 78 S. Ct. at 518,
2
L. Ed. 2d at 550.
" Id. Recreational services Industry would consist of health spas, tennis clubs, country
"See Imperial Paint Calonnades Condominium Inc. . Man gurinn, 1977-1 CCH Trade
Cases.1
61362 (5th Cir. 1977), Condominium associations do not have standing to represent their unit owners In federal court. Buckley Towers Cundominium, Inc. v. Bucawald.
1976-1 CCHI Trade Cases, ¶ 60,937 (5th Cir. 1976).
"3A "net-net lease" is where the recreational facilities are maintained and taxes are paid
by the condominium association and not the developer.
as In Kugler v. Aamco Automotive Tran8missions, Inc.,37
P. Stipp. 872. 874
Minn.
1971). the court stated: While the "single product" doctrine is well established, (D.
there are
few cases which have delineated the criteria for determining singleness. The leading
In this ares Is apparently United States v. Jerrold Electronics Corp., 187 P. Sipp. case
545
(E.D. Pa. 1960). After analyzing the Jerrold case, the court went on to state: A similar
test for determining separability Is suggested by Professor McCarthy.
He
contends that
whether separate items are Involved is a question of economics, and he concludes that
the proper way to aeswer the economic question
Is to look at the
I
ndustrusy as a whole t
determine If the Items have or can be sold separately.
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uniqueness of the condominium unit. This leverage need not have involved all
buyers in the market but must have Involved some buyers.0N The following checklist relates to facts needed to prove economic leverage:
(1) At the time of the sale of the condominium units, what type of units
were other developers offering in the area? Sometimes different developers
are building almost identical units within one large complex and may not be
imposing any tie-in.
(2) Is the condominium complex substantially different from other complexes in the area in terms of price, location and physical features? However,
as condominiums are creatures of real property one complex may well be
inherently unique as compared with other complexes or with other forms of
housing. Also, low priced condominiums may well have consumer appeal to
evidence economic leverage.
The third element of an unlawful tie-in sale involves a "not insubstantial"
effect on interstate commerce competition.' Proof of this element does not require an in-depth analysis of the recreational services market in the area." This
unit
element can be proven by showing that the recreational payments from
owners are of such dollar volume that recreational services industry competitors would otherwise be attracted to enter this market but cannot practically do
so because of the tie-in sale. The following checklist should be reviewed:
(1) What is the total cost now being paid by unit owners to maintain,
operate and lease the developer's recreational facility? Compare the cost
with the cost of similar services from a recreational service competitor. de(2) Do competitors in the recreational services industry feel that the
veloper's recreational lease effectively precludes them from an attractive
market of unit owners within the complex? The more units in the complex
the more attractive is the market.
Needless to say, the antitrust approach in challenging recreational leases Is
considerably more complicated than the previously discussed state court actions.
However, use of the Sherman Act provides treble damages which can be a potent
weapon.'s The disadvantages of this remedy include high costs and the need to
show some effect on interstate commerce.9
F. PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
The previously discussed remedies, available to attack recreational leases,
should be considered in light of the specific lease and condominium development.
In chosing the best remedy, the following check list should be reviewed:
(1) Will the remedy afford class action standings' or association
standing? '
the correct
85In Fortfler Enterprises, Inc. v. U.S., 394-495 (1969), the court discussed
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States Steel v. Fortner, 1977-1 CCH Trade Cases, ¶ 61,294; 97 S. Ct. 861 (1977).

Cases,
87See Mortensen v. First Federal Savings and Loan Ass'n., 1977-1 CCH Trade
to the interstate commerce aspects of
61,259 (3d Cir. 1977) wherein the Court lookedVirginia
(1977).
773
U.S.
421
State Bar,
both the tying and tied product citing Goldfarb v.
5' Tie-in sales are considered per se violations of the antitrust laws. See note 80, supra.
S9 15 U.S.C. i 15.
M Supra, note 87.
91 Supra, note 74.
92 Supra, notes 74 and 82.
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(2) Can the association legally assess its members to pay costs and
attorney's fees? "
(3) Do the condominium documents define the Condominium Act as it
may be "amended from time to time"? '
(4) Did the commercial setting of the sale of condominium units involve
any lack of disclosure, deception, overreaching or economic leverage?"
(5) Are the rental payments under the escalation clause of the recreational lease grossly excessive in comparison with other available recreational services? "
(6) Were the original board of directors of the association the officers,
agents or employees of the developer/lessor? 7
(7) Did the individual unit owners sign or execute any document which
obligated them personally to the lease?"
(8) Is the lien provision of the lease enforceable against a substantial
number of units within the development?"
(9) Did the sale of condominium units with a recreational lease affect
interstate commerce? "
See the pleading and practice forms at the end of this chapter.
Chapter 16
(Proposed rules]
(1) DEPARTMENT OF LEGAL AFFAIRS: RULES PROPOSED TO T}IE GOVERNOR AND
CABINET
CHAPTER 2-25 UNCONSCIONABLE XECBEATIONAL SERvICE CONTRACTS
CHAPTER 2-26 UNCONSCIONABLE MANAGEMENT AND MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS
JUSTIFICATION AND ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT

The Department of Legal Affairs proposes that Rule Chapters 2-25 and 2-26
be adopted by the Governor and Cabinet pursuant to the authority of Chapter
601, Part II, Florida Statutes, and in accord with the requirements of Chapter
120, Florida Statutes. The rules address a specific practice by persons engaged
in the trade or commerce of selling housing units to the public. The specific practices to be prohibited are: The collection or attempted collection of rent under a
recreational services contract, which is unconscionable at common law; the enforcement or attempted enforcement of a lien provided for in a recreational services contract which is unconscionable at common law; and the collection or
attempted collection of contract payments under management or maintenance
contracts which are unconscionable at common law. Such rules are necessary as
a result of developers of housing unit projects conditioning the sale of housing
units on the buyers acceptance of the obligations of a recreational services contract and/or a management or maintenance contract.

The proposed rules addressed this practice as it is or may be engaged in by
sellers In every segment of the housing market including persons who lease housing units to tenants under leases having terms of five years or longer. Although
this practice has occurred and will almost certainly continue to occur in all segments of the housing market it is most prevalent in the sale of condominium
units. It is in this segment that, to date, the bulk, although not all, of the controversy, litigation and other private or public actions have occurred. Consequently,
it is with respect to the practice as it has occurred in the sale of condominiums
that most analytical studies, surveys, analyses, and reports have been prepared.
In preparing these proposed rules the staff of the Department has relied to a
great extent on the following source materials in addition to the applicable case
law precedents: Condominiums/Their Impact on the Southeast Florida Housing
"3See Sections 718.115, 718.116, F.S. (1976).
" Supra, note 24.
95Supra, notes 37, 51 and 85.
" Supra. note 51.
to Supra, note 67.
99 Supra, note 16.
" Supra, note 11.
'° Supra, note 87.
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Market, a report prepared by William Bosher, 1974 Fellow, Intergovernmental
Affairs Fellowship Program, U.S. Civil Service Commission; Housing in Florida
1975 and Housing-in Florida 1976, reports prepared by the Florida Department
of Community Affairs for Governor Reuben O'D. Askew, pursuant to Legislative
mandate; the HUD Condominium/Cooperative Study, a three volume study prepared as a result of congressional directive to the United States Secretary of
Housing and Urban Development; the Leasehold Condominium: Problems and
Prospects, the Report of the Ontario Task Force on Leasehold Condominiums,
issued September 1, 1975; various depositions and sworn statements obtained
during prior litigation by the Department; testimony adduced at the seven public hearings conducted by the Department for the Governor and Cabinet, pursuant to § 120.54(3), Florida Statutes, relating to proposed Rule Chapters 2-24,
2-25, and 2-26; and information received by the Department through correspondence and other submitted materials.
Because of the massive volume of these materials it is impossible to fully set
forth within the scope of this statement even a summary of all the information
contained therein which is relevant to the Department's proposal. Therefore,
these source materials shall be deemed to be incorporated herein by reference to
the extent that they may be applicable to any issues raised in consideration of
the proposed rules.
Sales practices by developers or other persons engaging in the business of selling housing units are of primary concern as this industry by its nature is of
unique importance, due to the large expenditures and vital needs involved. Adequate housing for every family is basic to the existence of the social order as we
know it and necessary to progress in every area of social development. Additionaslly, as the population continues to increase and the land suitable for housing
construction becomes correspondingly more scarce it is incumbent upon every
element of the government to take all proper steps to secure for each individual a
fair and open opportunity to obtain adequate housing.
The average new home constructed in Florida in 1975 cost $38,000.00, an
increase of 8.5 percent over 1974, and an increase of 38 percent over 1970. A
major factor contributing to this substantial rise is the corresponding rise
in population. By 1985, Florida is expected to have a population of ten million, resulting in a need of an addition of six hundred thousand units to the
present housing stock. These figures when related *to income and other demographic data already demonstrate that the vast majority of Florida families
cannot afford to purchase homes at these prices. However, since housing
is a necessity, a situation is created wherein many hundreds of thousands of
families must cope with extremely difficult personal economic circumstances.
"Housing poor" is a term commonly used to describe the situation faced by a
large number of Floridians. It must be recognized that when people have to
spend more than a certain percentage of their income on housing, the amount
of spendable income available for other necessities such as food and clothing
is diminished. It is commonly accepted that no more than 25 percent of income
should be expended on housing in order to insure adequate income for other
needs and that an expenditure of 35 percent of income is the maximum that can
be spent without an unacceptability high risk of dire economic consequences.
Housing poor describes the situation which occurs when these percentages are
exceeded. In 1974, it was estimated that there were over five hundred thousand
persons paying more than 35 percent of income for housing and over seven
hundred forty three thousand paying more than 25 percent.
The distribution, density, change and rate of change of population, income,
and sources of income throughout the state also has a direct effect on the housing market. The "gold coast" (Dade, Broward and Palm Beach counties) has
the greatest proportion of population income and money in the state and correspondingly the highest retail sales, manufacturing output and volume of
construction. However, examination of the available data clearly shows that
the population growth trend is traveling north along Florida's east coast as
well as expending outward from the state's other metropolitan, population centers. Concurrent with this trend is an increasingly strong demand for affordable housing. It is obvious that when demand is very strong and where the demand is for a non-discretionary necessity such as housing, those who can control the supply are in a dominant economic position. Further,. whatever abuses
which may occur as a result of the suppliers market strength will have a direct
impact on the health, safety and welfare of the population. The IIUD study,
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referenced above, reveals that the developers of housing have'dictated the pjatterns of growth, particularly in the northern gold coast region, and'that' this' has
I
been reflected in poor planning and inadequate facilities.
Over the past several years, housing construction in South Florida has been
dominated by the condominium developers to the extent that it can be fairly
concluded that condominiums are the only form of new housing available to the
average family. Where, as in South Florida, the largest population bracket is
over 62 years of age and primarily on fixed income, developer control of housing, if abused, can and has caused great hardship to many people. Condominium
prices on the average cover the same range as prices of traditional detached
housing. However, condominiums do offer a greater variety and greater numbers in the moderate to lower price ranges. Consequently, there is an observable
trend towards increased condominium purchases by all Floridians. Nevertheless,
all segments of the housing market reflect this strong market position on the
part of developers and unless appropriate remedies are available there is no reason to believe that the abuses which are most visible in the condominium segment will not occur with increasing frequency in other segments of the housing
market.
Based upon the source materials referenced above, the Department takes the
following view of Florida's housing situation. Overall demand will continue to
keep developers in a strong market position for the foreseeable future. This
strong position creates a potential for a certain number of incompetent or unethical developers to enter the market, and a temptation for even the most
competent and most ethical developers to engage in overreaching tactics to the
detriment of consumers.
Florida's climate in conjunction with the character of a large portion of its
population has also resulted in a strong demand for recreational services and
facilities. In response to this demand, there exists a competitive and growing
recreational services industry. In general this would include businesses offering golf, tennis, swimming, boating, hiking, arts, crafts and various physical fltness programs. Recreational activities such as these are offered in various combinations with varying levels of supervision and instruction available. What has
occurred is a tendency among housing developers to seek to take advantage of the
strong demand existing in both industries.
One result of this tendency is an increasing trend by developers to offer, In
addition to housing units, recreational property and facilities to be used in
common by housing unit owners. This has led to a need, and therefore Increased
demand, for professional management and maintenance services to operate and
maintain these commonly used areas. Through the various types of housing
documents such as declarations of condominiums and restrictive covenants developers have made it a mandatory condition of purchase to accept the obligations
imposed by recreational services contracts and management and maintenance
contracts.
With respect to recreational services contracts it has been typical for developers
to impose on the -housing unit owners and/or their condominium or home owners
associations the obligation to pay all maintenance and operating expenses, taxes,
insurance, and all other costs of the recreational facilities, holding the developer
or lessor safe from any of these costs, and then, In addition, to require the payment of a certain amount of rent to the developer or lessor. It has also been
typical to include In the recreational services contract a requirement that these
rental payments escalate from time to time in proportion to increases in the
consumer price index or similar conveniently available commodity or price
indexes.

In addition, these recreational services contracts are easily enforceable because
the developer has included a provision which imposes a lien on the housing unit
of the purchaser which can result in a homeowner or housing unit owner losing
his residence for failure to pay for recreation, regardless of whether the recreational facilities and services offered are those which the housing unit owner
would choose if he had free choice. The ultimate result has been that thousands
and thousands of Florida residents are locked into contractual arrangements
wherein In order to avoid losing their homes, they must pay continually increasing
amounts for recreation which they may not be able to use, or desire to use, to the
extent that real economic hardship must be viewed as an imminent if not existing
reality.
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That this severe problem has been widely recognized can be demonstrated by
reviewing the changes that the legislature has made to the Florida Condominium
Act, now Chapter 718, Florida Statutes. Changes relating to recreational services
contracts, or-recreational leases as they are commonly called, are very prominent
particularly with respect to the disclosures which are required to be made by
developers and a prohibition against the inclusion or enforcement of escalation
clauses included therein. Unfortunately these legislative actions have not yet been
able to significantly resolve the existing problem. Constitutional impediments
such as the prohibition against impairing the obligations of contracts has thus
far prevented these new statutes from being applied retroactively.
In proposing these rule chapters, the Department has specifically taken an
approach designed to avoid these impediments. The operative provisions of the
proposed rules apply only to those contracts which would have been unlawful
at time that they were created under the common law doctrine of unconscionability. Therefore, the proposed rules are strictly remedial in nature and do not
create any new substantive, rights or duties. Consequently pursuant to the
applicable legal precedents and authorities, the rules can be applied to both new
and existing contractual arrangements without violating the impairment of contracts clauses of the Federal and Florida constitutions.
Without going into an exhaustive legal analysis more appropriate to other
forums, the following cases serve to demonstrate the legal support for the
Department's position. In Palm Beach Mobile Homes, Inc., v. Strong, 300 So. 2d
881 (Fla. 1974),. the retroactive application of a legislative enactment was challenged on the basis of the impairment of contracts clause. The statute in question
imposed limitations on the circumstances under which a person could be evicted
from a mobile home park. In upholding the statutes the Florida Supreme Court
noted the importance of housing and the shortage of spaces for mobile homes.
The Court went on to rule on the impairment of contracts issue, saying:
"In determining whether legislation violates the contract clause the question
is not whether the legislation affects contracts incidentally, directly or indirectly
but whether it is addressed to a legitimate end and the'measures taken reasonable
and appropriate to that end. The remedial law in force at the time the contract
is made enters into and becomes a part thereof but the parties to the contract
have no vested right under the contract clause of the Federal Constitution In the
particular remedy or mode of procedure than existing. It may be assumed that
the parties made their contracts with knowledge of the power of the state to
change the remedy or method of enforcing the contract, which may be done by
a state without impairing contract obligations. A state may. by a legislative
enactment modify an existing remedy and substitute others without impairing
the obligation of contracts, provided a sufficient remedy is left or another sufficient remedy be provided."
The proposed rules make it specifically clear that a remedy exists under the
Deceptive Unfair Trade Practices Act, Chapter 501, Part II, Florida Statutes,
based upon the doctrine of unconscionability. This remedy would exist as an
alternative to the remedies available pursuant to common law or the Uniform
Commercial Code, which may also be based on the doctrine of unconscionability.
In this regard it must be noted that the proposed rules are not absolutely necessary in a strict legal sense, in order to permit housing unit owners or their
associations to invoke the doctrine of unconscionability as the basis for relief
from these overly burdensome contractual arrangements. Nevertheless, it is
submitted that adoption of these rules is very important to maximizing the probabilities that there will ultimately be an overall solution to this severe problem.
The way in which these contractual arrangements are designed and the specific language used in them varies widely from case to case. Therefore, invocation
of one remedy as opposed to another will undoubtedly raise various subsidiary
legal issues resulting from such things as applicable statutes of limitations and
the specific relief available under a particular remedy. The more remedies which
are available the more likely it is that housing unit owners or their associations
seeking relief from these unconscionable arrangements will be able to select the
most appropriate remedy and design their pleadings in a way most likely to
lead to a just result.
As to the question of whether the doctrine of unconscionability is a legal
theory applicable to the resolution of recreational services contract and management and maintenance contract disputes, recent court decisions make it abundantly clear that this question can be answered in the affirmative. The case of
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Fleeman v. Case, 342 So. 2d 815 (Fla. 1976), involved a constitutional challenge
to the retroactive' application of that provision within the Condominium Act
which prohibits escalation clauses in recreational leases. The Court ruled that
this provision could not be applied. retroactively because it lacked the necessary
express retroactive intent. In fact the Court went further and stated that even
if the required intent were present the provision would be unconstitutional as
applied retroactively, because of the contract clause. However, the Court continued, making the following statement:
"Given the narrow Issue presented by these appeals we do not decide questions
as to the validity of these leases on any other grounds thus although there is
reference to the possibility that in some instances lease arrangements for individual unit owners may be unconscionable, inequitable or contain other deficiencies recognized in law as basis for judicial invalidation these matters are not
considered or decided here."
In a footnote to this statement, the Court cited Section 672.302, Florida Statutes., which is captioned "Unconscionable Contract or Clause," and which reads:
"If the Court as a matter of lawv finds the contract or any clause of the contract to have been unconscionable at the time it was made the Court may refuse
to enforce the contract or it may enforce the remainder of the contract without
the unconscionable clause or it may so limit the application of any unconscionable
clause as to avoid any unconscionable result."

Avilla South Condominium Association, Inc. v. Kappa Corp., a very recent de-

cision of the Florida Supreme Court, wherein the opinion was filed March 31,
1977, involved a challenge to the enforceability of a recreational lease based upon
several counts. Without reviewing all of the Issues decided by this opinion, it
should be noted that one of the counts in the complaint challenges the validity
of the recreational lease based upon a provision in the Condominium Act that
requires such leases to be "fair and reasonable." With respect to this count the
Court stated:
"In affirming the dismissal of the count alleging violations of Section 711.66
(5) (e), we do not preclude the plaintiffs on remand the possibility of stating an
amended claim of unconscionability, Independent of Section 711.66(5) (e)."
tan summary then, it is submitted that an extensive web of private contractual
arrangements in the nature of recreational services contracts and management
and maintenance contracts has created a severe problem affecting the public
interest. Under these arrangements, a substantial portion of the population of
the State has been placed In circumstances of severe economic hardship to the
extent of facing the possible loss of their homes. Previous attempts by the
Legislature to alleviate this problem have met with only limited success as a
result of legal and constitutional impediments.
The proposed rules avoid these Impediments by being remedial In nature. The
remedy provided for in these proposed rules constitutes an important step towards the ultimate resolution of this problem. Since the remedy Invokes a legal
theory based upon principles of equity and fairness and since the remedy may
be employed by both public enforcing agencies and private parties, it represents
the greatest hope that the existing disputes Involving recreational services contracts and management and maintenance contracts can be resolved'in a way
that provides substantial justice to both sides.
EcoiqoMIc IMPACT STATEMENT
INTRODUCTION'

A preliminary discussion of the housing market, recreational services market,
economic effects of recreational services contracts in general, the particular
recreational services contracts under study is given below. Similar treatment
Is given to the management and maintenance services industry and the economic
effect of contracts in this area. This introductory material will allow a more
concise and Informed discussion, of the economic impact of the proposed rules.
A 'caveat is necessary at this point. Most quantitative analysis in this statement are of value only as to a general order of magnitude. Available data does not
provide the type of information required to make statistically significant or
even unbiased statements of quantitative effects.,
Each developer of housing projects has a certain amount of market power
with regard to a housing market irrespective of whether the housing units are
condominiums, cooperatives, mobile home parks, townhouses, or single family
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detached units. The precise nature and extent of this market power is dependent
upon the interaction of supply and demand, in consideration of such factors as:
the way in which a particular market is defined; price; uniqueness of design
and location; and availability of incidental services and facilities.
fTphis interaction can be described as the commercial setting within which housIng unit transactions take place. In general, the more limited the supply of
available housing within the economic means of the average resident or prospective resident, the more the commercial setting will favor the developer or seller
of housing units vis a vis the purchaser.
From this it follows that where the commercial setting favors the developer,
he is in a much stronger position than the purchaser in determining the terms
and conditions of la housing unit transaction. Given superior bargaining strength
it has been a common practice among developers in this state to condition housing unit sales on the purchaser's agreement to accept, as well, the recreational
facilities and services or management and maintenance services provided by
the developer.
Such practices have been more prevalent in the development and sale of condominiums than with regard to other types of housing units. However, similar
practices have been and could easily be used in the development and sale of these
other types of units. In certain sections of this state condominiums have been, in
recent years, the dominant form of new housing. As la consequence, abuses of the
above-described practices have occurred more frequently in the sale of condominiums and much of the data set forth below relates to this area.
Condominiums are the dominant form of new housing in Broward County. In
the first six months of 1976, 67 percent of all new housing units-sold in Broward
County were condominiums.' In 1973, 86 percent of all housing units completed
in Broward County were condominiums. Total- housing units completed in 1973
costing less than $40,000 were 27,436. Of these 23,582 were-condominium units.
It is significant to note that a 1974 survey reported that four developments in
Broward County planned completion of 25,800 units under $40,000. Although the
25,800 units were to be completed over a period of up to three years, the planned
completions of these four developments represent 94 percent of total completions
in 1974 costing under $40,000.2 The examination of this statistical information
indicates that certain condominium developers may have had substantial market
power in Broward County.
The recreational services market is more difficult to measure statistically,
as the boundaries of the market are difficult to define. The -list of facilities contained in the definition of recreational services contract Is adequate for the stated
purpose. Absent artificial restraints, the recreational services market should be
relatively competitive because of the ease of entry into the market. The easily
observable growth in the number of tennis clubs and "health spas" in the country
as a whole provides evidence of this fact. The final Important observation to
be made is that all recreational service competitions are competing for the consumer's discretionary income.
Similarly, the management and maintenance services market Is difficult to
measure statistically. Nevertheless, it can be stated that there are persons other
than developers who engage in the trade or commerce of providing professional
management or maintenance services with respect to real property. The required
services will vary substantially from case to case. They may consist of managing
or maintaining condominium or cooperative property, or of property or facilities
owned, leased, or otherwise available for use in common by members of a condominium, cooperative, or home owners association. It has been a common
practice, however for developers to designate the entity, often his own company
which will provide such services as are deemed necessary for a particular project
and to impose such choice on housing unit owners through the relevant housing
documents.
The Doctrine of Unconscionability is an equitable doctrine which has historically been part of our common law. More recently, it has been codified by Inclusion in the Uniform Commercial Code which has been adopted by Florida as well
as many other states. In its simplest terms, this doctrine holds that where a contractual arrangement is so unfair and one-sided that It shocks the conscience of
WFlorlda Trend. November 1976, at page 50.
' William Bosher. Condominiums: Their Impact on the Southeast Florida Housing Mar.
ket. Note: This source encompasses all of the statistics cited In the paragraph's discussion
concerning the years of 1973 and 1974.
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a court of equity, the court will not enforce the arrangement. Of course, courts
will be guided in applying this doctrine by the case law decisions in which it
has been previously applied. It is clear that this doctrine can be applied to recreational services contracts and management and maintenance contracts as well as to
contracts in other areas.
Unconscionable agreements may harm competition by excluding competitors
from the applicable recreational services or management and maintenance servIces markets. They also may prevent consumers from making informed choices
as to obtaining such services as are desired at the best competitive price available.
The effects of the unconscionable arrangements under study can best be understood by use of a8 hypothetical example drawn from experience and surveys in
Broward County. During certain periods in this decade it appears that some
condominium developers had denied meaningful choice to purchasers in the housing market in Broward County. Some of these developers, rather than exploiting
their market power in the purchase price of the condominium units, chose to
take their unconscionable profits from recreational services contracts which were
required as a condition of purchase of the unit. As a result, prices of units were
often made at below normal profits or even below costs but the required recreational services contracts often resulted In profits of over 100 percent per annum
on investment. The lease then becomes a very valuable Item which can be valued
many times greater than the value of the underlying facilities. The leases have
been sold to Investors and used as collateral for loans in some cases.'
* The damage from the unconscionable arrangements in' this instance would
result if large numbers of persons are precluded from obtaining recreational
services from service competitors. There could be direct injury to recreational
service competitors. The existence and extent of this injury are determined by
the market power in the housing market and the number of persons who, except
for the unconscionable arrangement, would patronize other recreational services.
In addition to the injury which may result to service competition from these
unconscionable arrangements, the nature of many of these unconscionable recreational services contracts results in a conceptually different type of injury
to the economy as a whole. Many of these leases are extremely longterm; from
50 to 99 years. Because of the time duration of the leases and the number of
required payments involved, the owner of the recreational services contract has
no incentive to provide the quality, quantity and type of recreational
service which may be desired by unit owners in the future. It'is reasonable
to assume that unit owners, at the time they entered into these long term agreements, could not foresee changes in the recreational services industry or in the
nature of recreational services which might take place over the length of the
recreational services contract. To this extent, then, these arrangements could
induce additional economic Inefficiency because of their extremely long-term
nature. The long-term nature of the contract could, moreover, exacerbate the
damage to competition from the unconscionable arrangement. Since management
and maintenance contracts vary much more widely In duration, It Is much more
difficult to foresee long range damage competition,, but the possibility cannot
be excluded.
1. A description of the action proposed, the purpose for taking the action, the
legal authority for the action, and the plan for implementing such action
Proposed Chapter 2-25 consists of five separate rules, and proposed pursuant
to the authority of § 501.205, FS Rule 2-25.01 a statement to clarify and aid
in understanding of the subsequent rules. Its primary significance is that it
makes clear that the proposed rules are intended to be remedial rather than
substantive and therefore are applicable to existing, as well as new.recreational
service contracts. Rule 2-25.02 provides definitions for terms which are used in
the proposed rule chapter. Rules 2-25.03 and 2-25.04 declare it to be 'an unfair and deceptive trade practice for anyone to collect or attempt to collect
rental payments or to foreclose or attempt to foreclose any lien under a recreational services contract which is unconscionable at common law. Rule 2-25.05 is
a policy statement intended for adoption by the Governor and Cabinet. The
statement was drafted by extracting the material principles of law from the
cases applying the doctrine of unconscionability and restating them In the conITUD CondomInninm/Cooperntive Stufav. Volimp I: Nntlonnl .Evnluntion (Iii 1y, 1075).
'For f more detailed-discussion, see HUD Report, op. cit., pp. A-48 and A-49.
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text of an unconscionable recreational services contract. This rule is for the
purpose of providing some guidance to a judicial or administrative body in deciding a case brought pursuant to the rules.
Proposed Chapter 2-26 follows a similar pattern. Rule 2-26.01 again makes
it clear that the proposed rules are intended to be remedial. Rule 2-26.02 provides definitions of terms used in the chapter. Rule 2-26.03 declares it to be
an unfair or deceptive trade practice to collect or attempt to collect contract payments under a management or maintenance contract which is unconscionable at
common law. Rule 2-26.04 Is the equivalent of Rule 2-25.05, except that this
policy statement is directed to the context of an unconscionable management
or maintenance contract. Rule 2-26.05 ties together proposed Chapters 2-25 and
2-26. In cases where someone is subject to both a recreational services contract
and a management or maintenance contract, both can be treated together as a
set of terms and conditions incident to the ownership of a housing unit. Where
the combined terms and conditions would constitute an unconscionable agreement
the afore-described remedies would be available.
Both proposed chapters constitute rules pursuant to the Florida Deceptive
and Unfair Trade Practices Act, Chapter 501, Part II, Florida Statutes. This
act provides for enforcement by the Department of Legal Affairs, the various
State Attorneys and private parties. It is contemplated that the bulk of litigation
under these rules will be initiated by private parties. The Department will initiate
a few actions for the purpose of establishing sufficient case law precedent to provide guidance to private litigants. Actions by State Attorneys is left to their
discretion.
2. A determination of the least cost method for achieving the stated purpose
The proposed rules provide the least cost method for achieving the stated
purpose. The alternative of a total ban on these leases could constitute "overkill"
and would possibly be inapplicable to recreational services contracts and management and maintenance contracts presently In existence. The other alternative,
that of relying solely on case law precedent, would be likely to place a larger
burden on public enforcement, lessening the likelihood of negotiated settlement
of disputes.
3. A comparison of the cost benefit relation of the action to nonaction
Losses to the economy as a whole will be minimal to nonexistent, although
certain persons will be precluded from gaining windfall profits. This, of course,
assumes that some of the recreational service contracts and management and
maintenance contracts will be reformed. If there are recreational services contracts and management and maintenance contracts reformed, a more competitive
market will result in better allocative efficiency. If none of these agreements are
unconscionable, then no costs will be Incurred. If the recreational services contracts and management and maintenance contracts do injure competition then
inaction'would result in continued losses in economic efficiency due to that injury
of competition. For further explanation of this type of loss refer to the study by
James V. Koch entitled, "Microeconomic Theory and Applications," (Little,
Brown and Company: Boston).
4. A determination whether the actions represent the most efflcient allocation of
public and private resources
This action will encourage private resolution of disputes. In addition, public
enforcement action can be limited to only those cases which have major impact
en public welfare, as these rules may be enforced by private action. This action,
therefore, represents the most efficient allocation of public and private resources.
5. A determination of the effect of this action on competition
The purpose of this rule is to reform unconscionable contracts In the recreational services and management and maintenance markets and to make competition more effective. If the rule results in fewer unconscionable arrangement,
this rule may make competition In the housing market more effective by allowing
consumers to more accurately evaluate the costs of various housing alternatives.
6. A conclusion as to the impact of the proposed agency action on preserving an
open market for employment
This rule should have no detrimental effect on employment and could produce
Increased employment in the recreational services industry and the management
and maintenance services industry.
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7. A conclusion as to the economic impact on all persons directly affected 'by
the action inriuding an analysis containing,a descriptionas to which personas
will bear the costs of the action and which pcrsons will benefit directly from
and indirectlIVfrom the action
If, under this rule, recreational services contracts and management and maintenance contracts entered into under an unconscionable arrangement are reformed
there will be substantial economic impact upon persons owning the recreational
services contracts and management and- maintenance contracts, and unit owners
previously subject to them.
The value of the lease is-often many times, greater than the underlying value
of the facilities. Leases have been valued at 100 times the value of the underlying facilities.' The leases are owned not only by developers, but also by individual
investors. and financial institutions. Financial institutions which have accepted
these leases will be-indirectly affected. Housing unit owners will- benefit directly
from the reforming of any unconscionable arrangement.
The service competitors will enjoy a much expanded group of potential customers. In the Broward and Palm. Beach County area, this could result in thousands of potential new customers. In the Bosher study, seven of the eight condominiums surveyed in Broward County required payments for recreational services
in one form or another.
These seven developments had combined units of 22,384
planned or built. 2 If the 25.5 percent occupancy rate (HUD Report at p. A23)
were used, 16,676 occupied units would be under some form of recreational lease.
Using a conservative two persons per occupied unit (median is 1.8, but skewed
downward),3 this would translate into 33,352 persons who are effectively excluded as potential customers of service competitors. This figure is given only to
represent an order or magnitude. It is biased downward by the exclusion of a
number of units under recreational service contracts. It is biased upwards by
using total planned units which is probably greater than actual units. If un1COnIscionable agreements are reformed, service competitors could stand to gain a large
number of customers, if recreational and management or maintenance charges
at condominiums are not dropped to- meet the new competition. Costs. of services
are often significantly lower on a long term basis at service competitors when
compared to recreational services contracts.'
Unit owners whose unconscionable recreational services contracts are reformed
will be the most direct beneficiaries of this rule. The losses suffered by the owners of the contract are gains to the unit owners in terms of decreased future
obligations. This decrease in future obligations should also make the housing
unit more readily marketable. Those unit owners wishing to make use of recreational facilities would be able to choose the amount and quality of recreational
services which they desire at a competitive price.
(2) DEPARTMENT OF LEGAL AFFAIRS: PROPOSED RULES
CHAPTER 2-25

UNCONScIONABLE RECREATIONAL SERVICE CONTRACTS

Rule 2-25.01. Application
It is the intent of Chapter 2-25, F.A.C., to prohibit the use or enforcement of
unconscionable recreational services contracts. The Chapter provides a remedy
for the enforcing authority and for consumers, individually or by proper class
action, to gain relief from unconscionable recreational services contracts. The
Chapter does not retroactively apply new substantive law as unconscionable contracts have always been unenforceable in Florida. The remedial law In force at
I HUD Condominium/Cooperative Study, Volume I: National Evaluation, (July, 1975),
p. A-49.
2 Condominiums: Their Impact on the Southeast Florida Housing Market. Willia Bosher,
pp. 19-88.

Table A-19 at pale A-29 of HUD Report.
' Compare charges isted for recreational leases
the charges enumerated in the depositions given
munitles, Inc., et al. and Pine Island Ridge, Inc.,
Dafner (P. 10); Peter Gorman (pp. 17-18); and
10097 and 74-10095.

at pp. A-71-75 of the HUD Report with
In the Mater of Florida Planned Comet al. by the following individuals: Ant
Wayne Upton (P. 14); Docket Nos. 74-
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,the time the contract is made enters Into and becomes a part.thereof,. but the
parties to the contract have no vested right under the contract clause of the
Federal Constitution, in the particular remedy or modes of procedure then existing. It may be assumed that the parties made their contract with knowledge of
the power of the State to change the remedy or method of enforeing the contract.
which may be done by a State without impairing contract obligations. Therefore,
this rule shall apply to all existing, as well as new, recreational services contracts
where such agreements are unconscionable at common law.
Rule 2-25.02. Definitions
For purposes of this Chapter, and unless the context clearly indicates otherwise, the following definitions shall apply:
(1) "Housing unit" means any mobile home lot, single family detached
home, townhouse, duplex, condominium or cooperative which is purchased
by an individual, or leased by an individual for a period of time exceeding
5 years, to be used primarily for residential, personal, family or household use.
(2) "Recreational services contract" means any lease, contract. restrictive
covenant, or other agreement wherein purchasers of housing units are directly or indirectly given the contractual right to use any area or building:
containing, but not limited to, any of the following in consideration for payment to the holder or assignee of said agreement:
(a) swimming pool, or
(b) tennis court, or
(c) golf course, or
(d) sauna bath, or
(e) exercise equipment, or
(f) auditorium, or
(g) game room, or
(h) other recreational equipment or facilities.
(3) "Developer" means any person who engages in the trade or eommeree
of selling housing units.
(4) "Service competitor" means any person who engages in the trade or
commerce of providing facilities or services through contract or other agreements wherein individuals are given the contractual right to use any area orbuilding containing, but not limited to, any of the following in consideration,
for payment to the holder or assignee of said agreement:
(a) swimming pool, or
(b) tennis court, or
(c) golf course, or
(d) sauna bath, or
(e) exercise equipment, or
(f) auditorium, or
(g) game room, or
(h) other recreational equipment or facilities.
(5)"'Association" means any entity which has entered into a recreational

services contract on behalf of its members.
(6) "Housing documents" mean declarations of condominium or cooperative, by-laws, articles of incorporation, contracts, leases, declarations of
restrictions, or any covenants running with the land which affect the operation or ownership interest of a housing unit.
(7) "Rental or contract payments" means the base and escalated rental
payments under the recreational services contract plus those funds or payments which are collected and used to maintain the leased recreational
facility including, but not limited to, taxes, maintenance, insurance, personnel and repairs.
Rule 2-25.03. Uncon8cionable rents
It shall be an unfair and deceptive act or practice for any person to collect or
attempt to collect rental payments or portions thereof under a recreational services contract which is unconscionable at common law.
Rule 2-25.04. Unconscionable liens
It shall be an unfair and deceptive act or practice for any person to foreclose or
attempt to foreclose any lien under a recreational services contract against an
owner of a housing unit when said lien is unconscionable at common law.
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Rule 2-25.05. 'Constructionand interpretation
The Governor and Cabinet hereby state that in determining unconscionability
under this Chapter the following factors should be considered:
(1) Case law interpreting the provisions of Article 2, Section 302, of the
Uniform Commercial Code relating to unconscionable contracts is applicable
in defining unconscionability under this Chapter.
(2) A recreational services contract, in relation to. an association as a
party or lessee of said contract, should be considered unconscionable when:
at the time the contract was made the developer controlled the activities of
the board of directors of the lessee association; the recreational services
contract calls for payments which are in excess of the fair market value of
similar recreation offered by service competitors; and during the sale of
housing units the developer engaged in the following sales practices:
(a) The developer failed to give a conspicuous schedule of projected
rental increases to a substantial number of prospective members of the
association; or
(b) The developer failed to deliver the housing documents to a substantial number of prospective members of the association within a
reasonable time before closing, which would have given said prospective
members time to review said documents with advice of legal counsel; or
(c) The developer failed to gain the specific consent of a substantial
number of prospective members allowing profit from rental payments
to accrue to the developer or the initial board of directors of the association.
(3) The recreational services contract, in relation to an individual purchaser of a housing unit as a party or lessee of said contract should be considered unconscionable when the recreational service contract calls for payments which are in excess of the fair market value of similar recreation
offered by service competitors and the developer engaged in the following
sales practices:
.(a) The developer failed to give a conspicuous schedule of projected
rental increases to the prospective purchaser; or
(b) The developer failed to deliver the housing documents to the
prospective purchaser within a reasonable time before closing, which
would have given the prospective purchaser time to review said documents with advice of legal counsel; or
(c) The commercial setting was so controlled by the developer that
the purchaser was in a manifestly unequal bargaining position in accepting the recreational services contract or had no meaningful choice in
determining or accepting the terms of the recreational services contract.
(4) A recreational services contract lien should be considered unconscionable when: the lien attempts to encumber protected homestead property under Article 10, Section 4, Florida Constitution; or, the lien security for the
rental payment greatly exceeds the potential loss from default on rental
payments and the developer had engaged in the following sales practices:
(a) The developer failed to fully and conspicuously disclose the provisions of the lien to the purchaser prior to closing; or
(b) The developer failed to deliver the housing documents to the prospective purchaser within a reasonable time before closing, which would
have given an average prospective purchaser time to review said documents with advice of legal counsel; or
(¢) The commercial setting was so controlled by the developer that
the purchaser was In a manifestly unequal bargaining position in allowing the imposition of the lien under the recreational services contract or
had no meaningful choice In determining or accepting the lien terms of
the recreational services contract.
(5) A recreational services contract, in relation to an association or Individual purchaser of a housing unit as a party or lessee of said contract,
should be considered unconscionable when the combined terms of said contract, In and of themselves, are so one-sided in favor of the developer or lessor
because of, but not limited to, the following:
(a) The rental payments are grossly excessive in comparison with the
fair market value of.similar recreation offered by service competitors
after giving consideration to the initial purchase price of the housing
units; and
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(b) The lien security for the rental payment greatly exceeds the potential loss from default on rental payments; and
(c) Condemnation or casualty losses on the recreational facility are
the responsibility of the association or housing unit owners; and
(a) Default or indemnification provisions which give remedies to the
developer or lessor but no similar remedies to the association or housing
unit owners.
(3) DEPARTMENT OF LEGAL ArFA'MS: PROPOSED RULES
CHAPTER 2-26 UNCONSCIONABLE MANAGEMENT AND MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS
Rule 2-26.01. Application
It is the Intent of Chapter 2-25, F.A.C., to prohibit the use or enforcement of
unconscionable management or maintenance contracts. The Chapter provides a
remedy for the enforcing authority and for consumers, individually or by proper
class action, to gain relief from unconscionable management and maintenance
contracts. The Chapter does not retroactively apply new substantive law as unconscionable contracts have always been unenforceable in Florida. The remedial
law in force at the time the contract is made enters into and becomes a part
thereof, but the parties to the contract have no vested right under the contract
clause of the Federal Constitution, in the particular remedy or modes of procedure
then existing. It may be assumed that the parties made their contract with knowledge of the power of the State to change the remedy or method of enforcing the
contract, which may be done by a State without impairing contract obligations.
Therefore, this rule shall apply to all existing, as well as new, management and
maintenance contracts where such agreements are unconscionable at common law.
Rule 2-26.02. Definition8
For purposes of this Chapter, and unless the context clearly indicates otherwise,
the following definitions shall apply:
(1) "Housing unit" means any mobile home lot, single family detached
home, townhouse, duplex, condominium or cooperative which is purchased by
an individual, or leased by an individual for a period of time exceeding 5
years, to be used primarily for residential, personal, family or household use.
(2) "Management or maintenance contract" means any contract, restrictive convenant, or other agreement:
(a) Wherein housing unit owners in a condominium, cooperative, or
mobile home park are provided with services or the management, maintenance, operation, repair, or upkeep of their housing units, or of any
property or facilities owned, leased, or otherwise used in common by
such housing unit owners; or
(b) Wherein housing unit owners of single family detached homes,
townhouses, or duplexes are collectively, through a home owner's association or otherwise, provided with services for the management, maintenance, operation, repair or upkeep of their housing units, or of any property or facilities owned, leased, or otherwise used in common by such
housing unit owners; and
(c) Wherein housing unit owners as described in subparagraphs (a)
and (b) are required either directly or through an association to make
payments under the management or maintenance contract to a developer
or other entity for the services provided, as described above.
(3) "Developer" means any. person who engages in the trade or commerce
of selling housing units.
(4) "Service competitor" means any person who engages in the trade or
commerce of providing or performing services for the management, maintenance, operation, repair, or upkeep of housing units or of property leased,
owned, or otherwise used in common by housing unit owners, or associations
thereof.
(5) "Association" means any entity which has entered into a management
or maintenance contract on behalf of its members.
(6) "Housing documents" mean declaratigns of condominium or cooperative by-laws, articles of incorporation,.contracts, leases, declarations of restrictions, or any covenants running with-the land.whichfaffect the operation
or ownership interest of-a-housing-unit. .
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Rule 2-26.08. Unconscionablemanagement or maintenance contracts
It shall be an unfair and deceptive act or practice for any person to collect or
attempt to collect contract payments under a management or maintenance contract which is unconscionable at common law.
Rule 2-6.01,. Con8truction and interpretation
The Governor and Cabinet hereby state that in determining unconscionability
under this Chapter the following factors should be considered:
(1) Case law interpreting the provisions of Article 2, Section 302, of the
Uniform Commercial Code relating to unconscionable contracts is applicable
in defining unconscionability under this Chapter.
(2) A management or maintenance contract, in relation to an association
as a party of said contract, should be considered unconscionable when: at
the time the contract was made the developer controlled the activities of
the board of directors of the association; the management or maintenance
contract calls for payments which are in excess of the fair market value
of similar management or maintenance services offered by service competitors; and during the sale of housing units the developer engaged in the
following sales practices:
(a) The developer failed to give a conspicuous schedule of projected
payments or payment increases to a substantial number of prospective
members of the association; or
(b) The developer failed to deliver the housing documents or other
documents related to the providing of management and maintenance
services to a substantial number of prospective members of the association within a reasonable time before closing, which would have
given the prospective purchaser time to review said documents with
advice of legal counsel; or
(c) The developer failed to gain the specific consent of a substantial
number of prospective members allowing profits from contract payments to accrue to the developer or the initial board of directors of the
association.
(3) The management or maintenance contract, in relation to an individual
purchaser of a housing unit as a party to said contract, should be considered
unconscionable when the management or maintenance contract calls for
payments which are in excess of the fair market value of similar services
offered by service competitors and the developer engaged in the following
sales practices:
(a) The developer failed to give a conspicuous schedule of projected
payments or payment increases to the prospective purchaser; or
(b) The developer failed to deliver the housing documents or other
documents related to the providing of management and maintenance
services to the prospective purchaser within a reasonable time before
closing, which would have given the prospective purchaser time to review said documents with the advice of legal counsel; or
(c) The commercial setting was so controlled by the developer that
the purchaser was in a manifestly unequal bargaining position in accepting the management or maintenance contract or had no meaningful
choice in determining or accepting the terms of the management or
maintenance contract.
(4) A management maintenance contract, in relation to an association or
individual purchaser of a housing unit as a party to said contract, should
be considered unconscionable when the combined terms of said contract, in
and of themselves, are so one-sided In favor of the developer or provider
of the management or maintenance service because of, but not limited to,
the following:
(a) The contract payments are grossly excessive In comparison with
the fair market value of similar services offered by service competitors;
and
(b) The sum total of the covenants contained in the management or
maintenance contract demonstrate that the bargain is so one-sided, by
requiring a gross Inequity of price, performance, security, and remedies,
to. the detriment of the housing unit owners, or their association, that
the developer, or other entity providing the management or maintenance
services would not be entitled to relief In a court of equity.
o1
40-759-79
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ITEM 3. NEWSPAPER ARTICLES SUBMITTED BY ABE BENZMAN,1 WEST
PALM BEACH, FLA.
[From the Palm Beach (Fla.) Post-Times, Dec. 22, 1978]
JUDGE STUDYING CENTURY VILLAGE LEASES

Palm Beach County Circuit Court Judge Vaughn Rudnick yesterday was asked
to freeze Century Village recreation lease rents at the 1975 level.
Unit owner association lawyer Rod Tennyson urged the judge to prevent
Century Village, Inc., from collecting increases averaging 8 percent a year since
1975 when a state law was passed invalidating automatic escalation clauses.
The ban on escalation clauses was incorporated into the Century Village leases
by provisions adopting the Florida Condominium Act "as it may be amended from
time to time," Tennyson argued. He cited a recent, interim supreme court decision
in the case which he said effectively ordered the Condominium Act amendments.
Calling the issue "extremely complex," Judge Rudnick said he will have to
study the issues and may not rule "for some time." Century Village attorneys
George Bailey and Sam Spector, of Tallahassee, argued the supreme court decision relied on by Tennyson, Wellington versus Century Village, ordered only that
unit owners be allowed to deposit rent monies in escrow while challenging leases
in court. The state's high court specifically refused to review a West Palm Beach
appellate court decision upholding escalator clauses in similar leases, ruling the
statutory ban had not become a part of the lease, Spector said.
Bailey also questioned the standing of newly incorporated. unit owners associations to challenge leases made with unincorporated associations.
"The supreme court has already looked at the Century Village documents," Tennyson said. "We have a situation now where the law Is being violated. The court
has a duty to enforce the law which says that "there can be no price index escalation clauses."
[From the Palm Beach (Fla.) Post-Times, Dec. 25, 1978]
CONDo LAWS DoN'T SOLVE THE HASSLES

(By Martha Musgrove)
About 1 million Floridians live In condominiums, a form of homeownership that
combines the convenience of apartment living with the tax advantages and security of property ownership.
Many were "pioneers" of what has been packaged and sold as a lifestyle of
leisure and is so popular the Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) estimates in 2 years half of all new housing starts will be condominiums.
Since 1975 the purchasers, many of them retirees, of new condominiums in the
state have enjoyed the protection of strong pro-consumer regulatory acts. The
Florida Condominium Act requires full disclosure of the financial obligations
buyers incur, prohibits recreation lease escalation clauses, regulates the use of
sales deposits, provides access to the courts and sets standards by which courts
should judge the fairness of unit owner's contracts.
But for the "pioneers," those who purchased units and signed leases before
June 5, 1975, condominium living is still a thicket of legalities. State courts have
ruled the pioneers cannot be blessed by the reforms their bad experiences spawned
for the protection of others. Lawsuits have become a way of life.
What happened? Why? And where will-unit owners find relief?
The Florida condominium boom rode the crest of soaring land and construction
costs. At Its height, the building industry was strapped by shortages of materials
and skilled labor. Housing in general was tight and expensive. The condominium
developer entered the picture, offering reasonably priced dwellings tied to leases
on often impressive recreational facilities and services.
- Assistant Attorney General Thomas Pfiaum testified before Senator Lawton
Chiles' (D-Fla.) Special Committee on Aging: "In practical economic terms, the
leases were devised as an indirect method of financing the sale of the condominium units and perhaps of concealing the actual cost. Accordingly, the recreatlonal andland lease was used to permit the solicitation of sales based on low
l See statement, p. 149.
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advertised price, thus attracting purchasers without disclosing the actual investment cost would be recovered. by means of the leases. So today, the return on the
leases seldom reflects the value of the property but "rather the developer's profit
on the entire project."
The examples are numerous. Recreational facilities at one Broward condominium were. built for $200,000 but, returned $300,000 the first year. Based on a
5-percent cost-of-living adjustment, the lease will return some $700 million over
its life. In another 100-unit condominium, the recreation facilities, consisting of
a swimming pool and shuffleboard court, cost $50,000 to build. The developer
realized a 600-percent profit in the first 6 years and at a projected 6.5 percent
inflation rate will take $1 million annually within 40 years.
But between 1968 and 1975 purchasers-dazzled by the low sales, mortgage
price and the lifestyle, assured by salesmen that maintenance and recreation
lease costs would "never be more than a few dollars monthly" and without a crystal ball to predict double-digit and persistent inflation-rushed to sign the sales
contracts.
Almost uniformly unit owners say they were not given copies of the leases
before closing or were handed 100-page documents which made references to
recorded declarations minutes before closing. Many say they didn't learn of the
liens on their property or the leases which had been signed for them by then
developer-controlled associations until years after purchase.
As inflation became a way of life, the condo owner on a fixed pension found
himself with automatically increasing lease payments on property he was obliged
to maintain and in some instances, insure, pay all taxes on and return In 99 years
in as good or better condition than when received. The lawsuits began.
At first, courts universally upheld the leases and ignored the pleas of unit
owners to set them aside. Recently there have been hints courts might be receptive to various types of attacks. Organized and with a common cause the unitowners also have begun to assert their political clout electing reform-minded law
makers.and throwing support to-state and national candidates receptive to their
pleas. But victories have been difficult to come by.
Today a summary of the law finds:
(1) Although statutes make it illegal to tie a recreation or maintenance lease
to a consumer or commodity price index, State courts have held the prohibition
cannot be applied -to leases signed before the statute's (June 5, 1975) effective
date. Also invalidated have been administrative rules proposed under the 1973
Little FTC Act to retroactively void the leases. Proponents of Federal legislation now pending argue only Congress has the power to retroactively invalidate
leases. Opponents say Congress lacks the power.
(2) While tie-in sales-those in which the purchase of one product Is contingent upon the purchase of another-are generally illegal under anti-trust
laws, the Florida Supreme Court has upheld the typing of recreational facilities
to housing as "the heart of the condominium concept."
The ruling in a landmark case, called Avilla South, effectively ended attempts
to invalidate recreation leases through anti-trust actions in State courts. The
fifth circuit court of appeals, though, recently told its district courts to open
their doors to unit owners seeking to bring antitrust actions.
(3) Unconscionable, or flagrantly unfair, contracts are unenforceable. The
Florida Supreme Court recently suggested, in a footnote in one case and as an
aside in another, that recreation leases signed by a developer with himself or a
corporation under his control on behalf of future unit owners may be unconscionable.
However, courts have never precisely defined unconscionability so whether
a control is or isn't depends on a case-by-case analysis. What courts may find to
be unconscionable if signed by a widow with an eighth-grade education, dined
and flattered by a salesman may not be unconscionable if signed by a retired
New York lawyer or real estate broker. The legislature has attempted to establish
standards by which leases should be judged, but in Stuart the first court challenge
of unconsclonability to a recreation lease failed. The challenge was based in
part on the fact that promised tennis courts and a golf course had never been
built. The judge did order the developer to build the additional facilities.
(4) Some leases include language Incorporating the Florida Condominium
Act "as it may be amended from time to time." A Miami appellate court used the
'magic words" to invalidate recreation rent, escalation. clauses in the lease of
the Fifth Moorings Condominium. The Florida&Supremre.CQurt,semed to Aigr"e
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In a Century Village case but in November refused to review a seemingly conflicting West Palm Beach appellate court decision In which Palm Aire Condominium leases were held not to be automatically amended when the Condominium Act is amended. The two decisions have put the Century Village leases in
limbo.
(5) Still pending before the Florida Supreme Court Is the question of whether
foreclosure of a homestead can be used to enforce an owners' obligation to pay
the recreational lease rents. The West Palm Beach appellate court has said it can't
cite a State constitution prohibition against foreclosing a homestead except for
nonpayment of taxes or mortgages.
Few lawyers in the field believe any stunning new precedents are likely to
come. Most hopes are pinned to unconscionability. But "with a single exception
our (unit owner advocates) efforts have been noticeably unsuccessful in striking
down or reforming a land or recreational lease on a theory which has ready
application to developments throughout the State," says Pflaum.
But adds attorney Rod Tennyson who initiated many of the attorney general's
original actions, "We created causes of action such as unconscionability and
homestead protection. We won some settlements and got some buy-outs. The
bottom line is there's not going to be a great judicial fiat or legislative act that
solves all the problems. It's going to be a case-by-case resolution over a long
time."
"The judiciary has to base its decisions and look at the effect of a law across
the board, not just the facts in a specific case," explains developer attorney
Brian Sherr, who is chairman of a bar committee on condominium law.
Virtually all involved say the lease and escalation clause issues ultimately
will be settled by negotiations leading to the sale of recreational facilities or
land leases to unit owners. Lawsuits and legislative action are the tools being
used to shove the parties toward agreement.
"A lot of developers feel they've done nothing wrong," Sherr said. "They've
put up substantial dollars and sustained a lot of attacks the courts have ruled
weren't based on good legal grounds. They feel they sold their units at a good
price and the value of the property has increased. The developer develops an
animosity toward people he thinks are harassing him while the unit owners think
they're being exploited."
But, he adds, "I've seen a lot of negotiating go on while litigation raged. Unit
owners gained tremendous leverage when they won the right to put rentals in
escrow and as the cases get closer the pressure is to settle."
"Hopefully," Tennyson said, "on a case-by-case basis we can put the unit
owners in a position to buy out their recreation leases."
[From the Palm Beach (Fla.) Post-Times, Dec. 30, 1978]
CONDO'S REC FEE UP 9.2 PERCENT

(By Martha Musgrove)
Century Village recreation lease rents will go up 9.2 percent in 1979, developer
Irwin Levy said yesterday.
Notices of the increase, based on last year's Consumer Price Index (CPI),
are going out to 3,500 residents. Many residents have filed suit challenging the
fairness of the leases and are seeking an injunction to prohibit collection of
previous years' increases.
Levy said the increase amounts to about $4 per month for each affected unit
owner.
"Everyone's been hurt by inflation," Levy said. "Some of these people have
been hurt the hardest, but we've been hurt, too. Theoretically, they get a costof-living increase in their social security to help pay for the increases caused
by inflation."
Currently, residents pay about $45 a month for the recreation facilities.
Rod Tennyson, West Palm Beach attorney for unit owners seeking to invalidate
the automatic rent-escalation clause in the leases, called the increase "a further
showing of the need to enforce the law prohibiting escalation clauses, which is
what we've asked (Circult Court Judge Vaughn) Rudnick to do. The increased
costs of operating those facilities is nowhere near 9 percent."
Suing residents have claimed recent State statutes prohibiting escalation
clauses became a part of the Century Villages leases. They say provisions in the
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leases incorporate amendments to the Florida Condominium Act. Century Village officials say amendments to the condominium act are not automatically
incorporated into the leases. Both sides have cited supreme court decisions and
Rudnick is considering the dispute.
The Century Village leases require the developer to pay all costs of maintenance and replacement. Levy disputes contentions that the CPI bears no relation
to costs of operating and maintaining the, facilities.
"It certainly does and we run a year behind in collecting. We have to absorb
all the costs of inflation for a year before making a single adjustment," Levy
said. Utility bills were "once so small we carried them as miscellany on our
books, but today they're $150,000 yearly," he said. "The janitorial service runs
$5,000 a week and they want a 15 percent increase.
"President Carter with his guidelines of 7 percent Is very nice, but our contract
says the rent is based on the CPI. If he ran the country so the CPI was 4 percent
and issued guidelines of 7 percent, we'd still only charge 4 percent," Levy said.
A number of residents getting notices of the increases were angry.
"They think Century Village should be held In contempt of court for trying
this while we're in court seeking an injunction against It. They're very mad,"
said Morris Blumstein, executive vice president of the council of area residents.
Blumstein is also president of Salisbury Condominium Association.
"Naturally people are upset," Village Mutual President Kelly Mann said.
"I haven't received any official notification, but I think it's going to affect everyone out here."

Appendix 2
STATEMENTS SUBMITrrED BY THIE HEARING AUDIENCE

During the course of the hearing, a form was made available by the
committee on those attending who wished to make suggestions and
recommendations but were unable to testify because of time limitations. The form read as follows:
DEAR SENATOR CHILES: If there had been time for everyone to speak at the
hearing on "Condominiums and the Older Purchaser" in West Palm Beach, Fla.,
on November 29, 1978, I would have said:
The following replies were received:
FAY AND JOSEPH APFELBERG, WEST PALM BEACH, FLA;.

We agree wholeheartedly with the testimony of Kelly Mann and Bernard
Kantor. In addition to all is the injustice against the condominium unit owner
by the developer. As an example, in Century village the unit owner pays an
average of $600 a year for recreation services. This amounts to over $4.5 million
a year, a profit to the developer of close to $3 million, yet we cannot get a meeting place of any size unless we hire a hall elsewhere. We have pleaded, supplicated, etc., to get a sizeable hall from management at any time they saw fit, but
to no avail, unless It suits the profit of management.
We have protested to the Land Sales and Condominium Commission of
Florida. The right of assembly is violated, laughed at by the developers. We
could go to the courts. That is a fearful alternative because of cost to us.
Hope you will introduce legislation to help ease our situation.

HENRIETTA AND LEwIs ARFINE, DELRAY BEACH, FLA.

We feel the need for more transportation for the elderly. The need Is for rides
to medical facilities, shopping, and other care for our seniors.
Also needed are hot meals for the elderly who are not able to care for
themselves.
HAROLD H. BOKAR, DELRAY BEACH, FLA.

Please break the unconscionable 99-year lease.
Protect us from liens and foreclosures without due process of law.
Make the developer responsible and reimburse the condo buyer for faulty
construction.

BLANCHE B. COHEN, LAKE WORTH, FLA.
Misrepresentation: Developers do not live up to promises, both verbal and in
writing. We are having problems at Covered Bridge (Lake Worth, Fla.).
Even though we had no speaker today, we are pursuing our problems through
Jeff Andrew's office in Tallahassee.
HARVEL B. EHRLICH, TAMARAC, FLA.
I am president of Bermuda Club Five Association, Inc., and chairman of the
Advisory Committee of Bermuda Club Management Council, consisting of a
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condominium containing 972 apartments and 1,800 persons. I am a member of
the Board of the Condominium Cooperative Executives Council, Inc., representing 400 condominiums and cooperatives, and chairman of its advisory committee.
On their behalfJ1 urge the enactment, without delay, of the Condominium Act
of 1978, with amendments.
The amendments recommended are:
Section 210-Civil Actions-Unconscionable Leases: The Inclusion, by definition'in section 201, and by direct reference in section 210, of all cooperative
housing associations, individual homeowners associations, and mobile home
owners associations, who come within the characteristics of section 210 (a), (b)
and (c); that is, all homeowners and homeowner associations burdened with
long-term, escalated-rental, recreation facility leases.
Section 213-Jurisdiction: The insertion of clarifying language to give the
district courts of the United States,. etc., jurisdiction of an "action seeking a
judicial determination that a lease or leases, or portions thereof, are unconscionable" if the characteristics and conditions prescribed in Section 210 are present.
Section 223-Effective Date: Removing section 210 from the exceptions to
effectiveness upon enactment.
The reasons fbr the'proposed amendments are: There are many planned unit
developments, in addition to condominiums, which are encumbered by so-called
recreational facility leases. Unless their inclusion is inconsistent with Section
2919 or create passage diifichities, the inclusion of these associations and homeowners would greatly increase the number of persons in support of passage of
the bill. Their support may convince congressmen in doubt. Section 213 refers
to offenses and violations, suits in equity or law brought to enforce a liability or
duty or to suits to enforce rights under.sections 205 and 206. There is no reference
to an action seeking a judicial determination' that a lease is unconscionable.
* We-are in a-period of high'inflation.- A delay of 1 yea'r In the effective date of
section 210 could undoubtedly mean a 10 percent unnecessary and unwarranted
increase in recreation facility rent. Once the increase is effected, It means increased payments for the balance of the lease term.
Early enactment and concomitant effectiveness will lead to a reawakening of
conscience and reasonableness on the part of developers and many lease "buyouts", so that the increase in federal litigation would be minimal.
In a great number of instances, the individual developers operated through a
series of corporations; to wit: developer corporation; management corporation;
recreation facility corporation; sales'corporation and condominium association
in each of which the individual developer and his spouse, agents, servants, or
employees -were sole stockholders, agents, and officers.
Prior. to -the sale of apartments in the condominium, the developer, through
his corporate alter egos, contracted on behalf of the condominium association
with the other corporations or some of -them for the lease of recreation facilities
owned by the developer individually or through the recreation facility
corporation.
- Such leases- of recreation- facilities were for long terms, and obligated the
condominium association and the apartment owners therein to pay rent for such
facilities, often for as long as 99 years.
Such leases gave to the developer or his recreation- facility corporation a lien
on the apartments of each of the apartment owners in such condominium association as security for the payment of such rentals for such 99-year period.
Such leases obligated such apartment owners of the condominium and the condominium association to pay all taxes, insurance premiums, repairs, replacements, furnishings and maintenance expenses of such recreation facilities, so
that the rentals required to be paid to the developer or his recreation facility
corporation were free of deductions of any kind whatsoever.
The rentals imposed by the developer and the developer's alter ego corporations
were arbitrarily fixed by them and are greatly disproportionate to the value or
extent of the facilities so leased.
The net-net rentals so imposed upon such apartment owners were made subject
to-any and all increases in the national cost of living index, despite the fact that
the developer and/or his corporate alter ego had no disbursements therefor subject to inflation or any change in the cost of living index.
Such leases entered into under such circumstances, are unconscionable and cry
out for remedy and relief for those upon whom they were imposed.
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The public and the governmental bodies are awakened to the unconsclonability
of the recreation leases and' the cost-of-living escalation clause, and legislatures
in some areas here prescribed such leases.
Federal agencies have contemplated, and may have by now; rejected loans on
planned unit developments subject to long-term leases.
The burden of such existing leases and the prohibition of such leases in newer
planned unit developments and the denial of financing to sales of such units, has
depreciated and will further depreciate the value of all such housing units still
subject to such leases.
Inasmuch as most owners of housing units in condominiums and other planned
unit developments are widows and retirees, .the relief promised in the Condominium Act of 1978 is very urgently needed.,
FRED ENGEL, LAUDERDALE LAKEs, FLA.

Murry Hills, Lake Worth, has the usual 99-year lease with 5-year adjustment
tied into cost of living. It started out returning $90,000. Now, after first 5 years,
it amounts to $125,000. With present cost-of-living increases, we are going to
have another increase next year which will be greater than the first one.
Our management contract was declared null and void after a 2%-year legal
battle. Thus, it would appear the entire condo declaration could be found IllegaL
But this all costs money. The majority can't afford all these legal fees.
Our land lease percent figures were not arrived at from any standard basis. We
have four apartments with the starting figures of $10, $14, $17, $20. This ties into
nothing: square feet of area, sale price, or any other basis. Thus, the percent
figure is based on total land lease Income divided by the charge originally
assessed.
For example, my share of ownership of the land my apartment building sets on
Is 5.9 (24 percent). Thus, although I can only use one space In the auditorium,
pool, or shuffleboard courts, I have to pay almost twice as much as the owner of
a one bedroom.
Senator Chiles, you asked one of the attorneys If they knew of condos sold
below cost. My condo building must have sold below cost as the savings and loan
foreclosed and claimed they had taken a fall to the tune of over $1,250,000 to
$1,750,000; in fact, the S & L now received all release (?) money from our place,
one-half of another, and the total of still another.
Unconscionable contract as drawn up by State of Florida-we meet every
point-but the legal cost and time involved makes me wonder if its worth while.
NORMAN FEINBERG, WEST PALM BEACyi, FrA.
Thank you Senator Chiles for coming to West Palm Beach to address yourself
to the condo problems, we are faced with. Listening Is a lost art In today's
society and you evidenced that you still have that art. Your summation of the
hearings and your forthright explanation of effecting congressional approval was
taken by me as an honest statement of fact.
I had the opportunity to ask Governor Askew why he didn't campaign as hard
for the condo owners as he did to defeat the casino Issue. The retirees brought
more Income and services to Florida, superseded only by tourism. He pointed
out the original bill was passed before he took office. I did not dispute this with
him since he added that contracts were a constitutional Issue.
Mr. Pollakoff's presentation addressed Itself to the fact that the evil still persists and must be dealt with, especially since the condo concept will grow nationally because of the high cost of housing. The retirees have worked hard to save
those who followed (1975) as condo buyers from the injustices we are still living
with. Florida legislators should alert other congressional leaders to support your
bill to control abuses that could befall their constitutents and not be deterred by
their lack of understanding.
There Is nothing like good communication from the "top to the bottom and
back again." You conducted the hearing In such a fashion for which I wish to
commend you.
Best wishes for the holidays to you and yours.
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AND, SOL FELLER, DELBAY BEACH, FLA.

We are in favor of transportation for the senior citizens at all times, and
for meals-on-wheels for the sick and disabled citizens.
SAM FRANKEL, WEST PALM BEACH, FLA.
Our developer (the Cenville Corp. and Century Village) has said "We will
continue to cause you (the owners) tremendous court costs and attorney fees
until you no longer can afford to fight Us." Our court cases have been stretched
out until our entire village is of feeling that the courts, judges and, yes, even our
attorneys are all cooperating to continue litigation until we go broke. Our
developer gives campaign donations to both sides and our people are just losing
confidence in government, which to my mind is worse than even losing our
home. What do we have left, if we can't trust our government?
DORIS AND SIDNEY H. GREENE, WEST PALM BEACH, FLA.
The statements given here today are true. I cannot add much more, other than,
to say that corrections in the condominium must be made quickly. Our time is
running out.
Thank you, sir.
SHIRLEY GuTCHIN, DELRAY BEACH, FLA.

I purchased a resale condo in 1974. I knew nothing about a 99-year lease and,
feel now that I was taken It is beyond my scope of imagination that a lien can
be placed upon my condo if I don't pay any assessment fostered upon me by
the board of directors. It makes me sick to be forced to pay an assessment which
I feel is illegal, without being taken to a court of law. It seems to be
unconstitutional.
MURRAY H. IKE, DELRAY BEACH, FLA.
Keep up the good work.
Something should be done about raising the homestead exemptions and senior
citizen exemptions which are literally wiped out when additional yearly appraisals raise assessments. These exemptions become almost meaningless under such
laws and regulations.
MR. AND MRS. A. ITZKAwrrz, DEI.BAY BEACH, FLA.

Break the unconscionable 99-year lease.
Protect us from liens and foreclosures without due process of law.
Make the developer responsible for faulty constitution, and reimburse the
condo owner.
H. AND J. KAGEL, DELBAY BEACH, FLA.
We are residents of Kings Point. When we bought our condo we knew nothing
of a 99-year lease. I think this is a violation, and we hope this will be changed.

MARY KATZ, DELRAY BEACH, FLA.

Please try to alleviate the mistake of the 99-year lease that we have here at
Kings Point.
Please, Senator, do something about the continuous escalation of the maintenance fees. It is difficult to keep up with it.
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MOLLIE KoGos, DELBAY BEACH, FLA.
Please try to 'alleviate the mistake of the 99-year lease that we have here at
Kings Point.
Please, Senator, do something about the continuous escalation of the maintenance fees. It is difficult to keep up.
MORRIS KEAVITZ, WEST PALM BEACH, FLA.
Everything that was said was the truth.
ADA AND MILTON KEUBLIT, DELRAY BEACH, FLA.
Try to abolish the 99-year condo leases; which are unconscionable and detrimental to the welfare of senior citizens.
We need senior citizen food assistance in Palm Beach County, Fla.
Improvement of public transportation in Palm Beach County.
Prevent cutting back of social security benefits and income tax deductions for
senior citizens.
SAMUEL LAMPERT, DELBAY BEACH, FLA.

Please enact legislation to abolish the 99-year lease on condos.
We need assistance for senior citizens who are homebound and require mealson-wheels.
Better transportation on buses in Palm Beach County.

NATHAN MAKLEB, DELBAY BEACH, FLA.

Your concern in all areas for senior- citizens is most gratifying. I would like
you to also check cost of food in Delray area. Public shaffery stores. Grocery
prices have suddenly. risen the second week in November 1978 in most all items,
from 12 percent, practically overnight; 90 percent of all shopping Is done in
these stores by senior citizens of fixed incomes. This is outrageous. And surely
your people in this locality will bear out the true fact.
Please continue your good concern, including the ripoff of quality and cost of
condos to senior citizens. God bless you.

MILDRED MARGOLIN, WEST PALM BEACH, FLA;

If we can't have the law rolled back before 1974, at least please make every
effort to freeze it as of now. We'll bless you.

BERTHA AND JOSEPH MENCHER, DELIIAY BEACH, FLA.

We have no rec. lease but even though we have a written guarantee of no
increase until January 1, 1982, we just received a notice from Kings Point
Realty of an increase of approximately $3 per month for "recreation."
Even though they have no legal leg to stand on, they are trying to circumvent
their own provisions when they sold us our unit.
We wish to bring this to your attention that a written contract seems to have
no value in Florida.
We have just taken over our unit on December 20. It is our understanding
that a building be turned over complete. Our unit had no lighting fixture, our
air conditioner was not in working order, and our electric system was Incomplete.
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RUTH MOSKOWITZ, DELBAY BEACH, FLA.
Please try to alleviate the mistake of the 99-year lease that we have here at
Kings Point.
*t
99
l
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Please, Senator, do something about the contlinuous escalation of the maintenance fees. It's difficult to keep up with it.
ANNE R. NATHAN, DELBAY BEACH, FLA.
I would, like to to see public transportation; also, a hospital for the residents
of Delray Beach.
MARYa
NUDELMAN, WEST PALM BEACH, FLA.
I never believed that I would retire and work harder now than I ever did
before I retired because of the fact that I cannot stand Injustice of any kind
and.we surely have plenty of it in Century Village. Because of the fact that I
mannot sit back idly, and do care about people and the future of our senior
citizens, I am in the fight against the unscrupulous developers all over the State
of Florida. I never believed that a democratic country like ours could allow
developers to keep us in a state of serfdom in the last years of our lives.
Louis REITEE, DELRAY BEACH, FLA.
We definately need transportation to doctor's offices and hospitals.
*Weare saddled with a 99-year lease. We are all senior citizens at Kings Point
and we desperately need some relief and hot meals for the incapacitated.

BETTY AND BEN SHERMAN, WEST PALM BEACH, FLA.

Speaking of buses, many people who do have cars, who never use the trains
and buses as provided, still have to pay for community services. I appreciate
the time, effort, and interest shown by you and Senator Stone, as well as your
committee. I pray and hope that when you too reach the age of many citizens
who live here in Century Village, you will have and enjoy the peace as well as
good health we are all speaking. May God bless all of you In your efforts in
our behalf.
HARRY SOLDBERG, DELBAY

BEACH,

FLA.

Please try to correct the error of the 99-year lease that we here at Kings
Point have. Also, please try to get the elderly hot lunches; it would be greatly
appreciated.
RAYMOND STACK, BOYxTON BEACH, FLA.
As a cosponsor with Senator Stone of Federal legislation S. 2919, what can we
expect in the near future-time being of the essence?
What happened to bill H.R. 12124?
How does the Florida Senate bill 803 benefit condo's (if it does that, as
represented) ?
The 99-year recreation/land lease on 5 year CPI index of 1973 to 1978, starting
at $35 monthly for a land lease, would cost $121/4 million in 99 years for one unit
and he also pays all taxes, insurance, and all increased maintenance.
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[Attachment]

GuLFsTEALm TRUST/Novo TRUST,
Delray Beach,FPta.,April 28,1978.

Re Long-term lease executed April 28, 1973.
RAYMOND STACK,

President, Gulistream Condominium AisotlationInc.,
Boynton Beach, Fla.
GENTLEMEN: In accordance with paragraph 5(c) (1) of the long-term lease

executed on April 28,1973, between Joseph Novotny, as trustee of the Novo Trust
and as Trustee of Gulfstream Irrevocable Trust (landlord), and Gulfstream,
Condominium Association, Inc. (tenant), you are hereby notified of at adjustment in the "basic rental" based on the cost of living. The adjusted rental date
is May 15, 1978, and the date on which the adjustment shall take effect is May 15,
1978.
Here is a computation of the tentative revised rent. The reason why this adjustment is tentative is that the rental as adjusted shall be in effect commencing
from May 15, 1978; however, the Consumer Price Index figure for May 1978 will
not be published before July 1978. Therefore, this computation is based on the
latest available Consumer Price Index figure, namely, March 1978. When the
actual figure is available to the undersigned, we will recompute and make the
necessary adjustments.
(a) Consumer Price Index, January 1973, all items------------------ 127.7
(b) Consumer Price Index, March 1978, all items------------------ 189.7
(c) Based on the formula in the lease, 189.7 is divided by 127.7. This results in a
48.55 percent increase in the monthly payments.
Therefore, the new monthly payment is calculated as follows:

Current monthly payment --Multiplyto 48 5 percentequals -.-----------

-$-----------------

Individual
unit per month

All units
per month

$35. 00
16.99

$12,600.00
6,116.40

51.99

18,716.40

-

New monthly payment.-------Note: 99-yr cost per unit, $12,250,000.

For the payment dne May 1, 1978, use one-half of the old figure and one-half
of the new figure; that is, $6,300 plus $9,358.20, total $15,658.20 ($43.50 per unit).
For the payment due in June and July 1978, the figure will be $18,716.40.
During July 1978, we should be able to determine the actual Consumer Price
Index figure for May 1978, and we will resubmit the computations at that time.
However, until we so notify you, continue to make payments of $18,716.40
monthly. We are enclosing copies of the index figures to substantiate the calculations. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact this office.
Yours truly,
JOSEPH NOVOTNY,

Trustee, Gulfstream Trust/Novo Trust.

SADIE STERLING, WEST PALmc BEACH, FLA.

Why do I feel this hearing is another charade? This issue has been dragging on
for years and I'm losing confidence in the fairness of our representatives to
legislate with justice and fair play for the general population, but In favor of
the real estate development interests.
Dare we hope something will be done now?
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FRED TRUDING, WEST PALM BEACH, FLA.
Thank you for visiting West Palm Beach and giving us the opportunity to be
heard on the unconscionable 99-year leases on the recreational area.
SAMUEL VOGEL, DELRAY BEACH, FLA.
Delighted to see you carrying the ball for senior citizens.
Legislate to prevent rip-offs from builders, utilities, and the medical community. Provide local medical facilities at nominal fees. Provide local clinics
for emergencies.
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CONDOMINIUMS AND THE OLDER PURCHASER
TUESDAY, NOVEXVEBER 28, 1978
.U.S. SENATE,

SPECIAL COMMrIrrEE ON AGING,
Hallandale,Fla.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:45 a.m., in the commission chambers, Hallandale City Hall, Hallandale, Fla., Hon. Lawton
Chiles presiding..
Present: Senator Chiles.
Also present: William E. Oriol staff director; Letitia Chambers,
minority staff director; Philip S. dorwin professional staff member;
Richard Farrell, legislative assistant to Kenator Chiles; Marjorie J.
Finney, operations assistant; and Kaye English, information assistant.
Mr. SPEIGEL. Good morning, Senator Chiles, ladies and gentlemen.
I see that some of us are still early risers but the old people are a
little slower getting up and they will be here. I know they are coming.
A lot of the condominium owners are looking forward to listening to
our Senator who is going to help us because they are all concerned
with condominiums and have been for years. I have been interested
since 1966 and I am looking forward to the Senator pushing through
some legislation in Washington and helping us.
Senator Chiles, it is a pleasure to welcome you to our city. There
are others interested in this matter and we will bring them up to Palm
Beach tomorrow to see you then.
Senator CHILES. Thank you very much. I thank the commissioners
for allowing us to use the facilities here. The city and the county have
been very cooperative in helping us, and we appreciate that.
Mr. SPEIGEL. Thank you, Senator. The facilities are at your beck
and call at anytime you want them.
Senator CHILEs. We are delighted to have Representative Dyer here
who is going to sit with us this morning. He has been playing a leading role in condominiums and their owners' plight in the State
legislature.
Do ou have an opening statement that you would like to make
today .
Mr. DYER. Thank you very much. I am here to listen and see if we
can identify some of the problems and determine some of the solutions
to those problems.
OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR LAWTON CHILES
Senator CHILES. Thank you. Today's hearing on "Condominiums
and the Older Purchaser" is undertaken in the belief that condomini(1)

r
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urns and other new forms of residence ownership will be chosen
increasingly by the growing ranks of older Americans. Despite the
problems which characterized the early years of Florida's condominium industry, the 1975 HUD condominium-cooperative study
found that 96 percent of south Florida unit owners were either satisfied or very satisfied with the condominium lifestyle and that more
than 70 percent would again purchase a condominium if they could
choose again. Clearly, condominium living can offer good housing,
recreational opportunities, and a potential for community selfgovernment and social interaction which is attractive to retirees and
well within the means of many people.
If so many older residents are so satisfied, then why are these hearings being held, and why in Florida? I believe that the Florida condominium experience has much to teach us about the pros and cons
of condominium living for the elderly and whether there is a need
for minimum national standards to protect older purchasers no matter which State they settle in. Florida has been in the forefront of
condominium construction and is unique in the percentage of retirees
occupying those units. Florida now has one of the Nation's exemplary
condominium laws-our State law. However, this body of law was
not developed to forestall difficulties, but came as a result of abusive
practices carried out by a destructive minority within the development industry, and at one point threatening not only the savings and
well-being of purchasers but the entire condominium industry.
BILL PROVIDES FOR CONSUMIER PROTECTION

In April of this year I cosponsored, with Senator Stone on the Senate side at its introduction, the Condominium Act of 1978. That has
been introduced on the House side and Congressman Lehman is the
person over there. This bill, drafted by a task force headed by the
'Department of Housing and Urban Development, would set minimum national standards for consumer protection and disclosure in
both new construction and conversion condominiums. It would en-

courage the individual States to enact strong condominium laws. It
would hold redtape and costly regulations for developers to an abso-

lute minimum, while at the same time recognizing that asking this
industry to meet basic consumer protection standards is not a large
price to pay in exchange for the legitimacy and stability which Fed-

eral and State laws have conferred upon the industry:
It should be realized that enactment of this Federal law would not
have a major effect upon Florida's condominium statutes, which now
offer sufficient protections to be certified in compliance with the pro-

posed minimum national standards. However, in one specific area,
the Condominium Act of 1978 would offer substantial relief to tens
of thousands of older Floridians who have been unduly victimized.
This is in regard to the abusive practice of escalating 99-year leases

for recreation facilities, for the bill would authorize the Federal
courts to grant the relief which Florida's judiciary has not seen fit
to confer.
These contractual arrangements are intolerable.
Purchasers were unaware of them and had no power to negotiate
and modify them at the time they were put in the contracts.
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They extend far beyond the useful life of these recreational facilities and reimburse developers many times over for their costs.
And, due to escalation clauses tied to the Consumer Price Index,
they threaten to rob elderly residents of their dignity and their life
savings and even to destroy the fiscal stability of the condominiums
they occupy.
I will tell you frankly that enactment of this law will not be easy,
afflicted purchasers should not expect immediate relief upon its passage. Neither congressional committee having responsibility for housing held hearings on this bill 'during 1978 but prospects for action
may be better this next year. In addition, condominium activity is
limited primarily to a few States, most of which have enacted good
"second generation" protection statutes. The Condominium Act may
therefore lack the national constituency required for congressional
support. Finally, if it is passed, it will probably be tested by several
years of litigation-certainly the points dealing with the recreational
leases.
ACTION NEEDED TO CuRB ABUSES

However, I pledge today that I will take the evidence gathered at
these hearings today and tomorrow to tell the Congress about the
damage to purchasers and the honest majority of developers in the
absence of strong minimum standards to forestall abusive and deceptive practices. The Special Committee on Aging does not have the
right to offer legislation itself but we can use the prestige of that
committee to try and build a fire under the other committees, in this
instance the Banking and Housing Committee, to try to see that we
get some action this year out of those committees and that is what
we are going to try to do.
Today's hearing has a wider purpose beyond an examination -of
the need and specific form of Federal condominium legislation. We
want to consider such questions as:
How are retirees coping with the self-management responsibilities,
often of enormous proportions, in multimillion-dollar projects? How
are they doing?
What effect is inflation having upon older residents who have
retired on fixed incomes and anticipated relatively stable residential
expenses as one of the chief benefits of condominium living?
And, with the conversion of rental units to condominiums on the
rise both in Florida 'and nationwide, is enough being done to protect
the interest of both long-term renters and new purchasers?
Finally, we will inquire into whether sufficient thought and planning is being directed to meeting the present and future needs of
aging condominium populations.
In our 2 days of hearings we will hear 'from Floridians who are
expert in these matters. We-will hear from condominium association
leaders, from representatives of developers and management, from
attorneys, from State officials, and from those who provide social
services to older persons.
We will also hear from the real experts, from the condominium
residents themselves, during special town meetings at the conclusion
of our scheduled witnesses.
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* Before calling our first panel I would like to submit into the record
a statement from Congressman Bill Lehman. Mr. Lehman is unfortunately unable to be here today and he wanted me to express his
regret for the severe emergency that prevents his participation. But
there is no doubt about the role that Congressman Lehman has played
in this problem and in the general problems of our older citizens
over all the period of time that he has been in the Congress.
[The statement of Representative Lehman follows :]
STATEMENT oF HoN.

WILLIAM LEHlMAN, A' REPRESENfTATIVE INl
FROM THrE STATE OF FLORIDA

CONRoE SS

During the 95th Congress, I introduced in the House, as Senator Chiles did in
the Senate, the Condominium Act of 1978 in a new effort to end unconscionable
recreation leases.
Condominiums are the lifestyle of the future. More than 300,000 residential
units have been built in Florida. In my 13th Congressional District there are
more than 100 condominium developments housing over 80,000 people. In the past
few years condominium construction throughout the Nation has exceeded that
of the previous 20 years.
However, condominium living has also brought many complaints. There are
exorbitant charges for maintenance and ground leases, poor management and
Inadequate control 'by unit owners, shoddy construction and lengthy, complicated purchase contracts which can confound the best of lawyers.
The most serious abuse is the practice of placing loag-term leaseholds on the
common areas or facilities which serve the unit owners. The majority of these
99-year lease recreation leases are tied to the Consumer Price Index. Ernie
Samuels, who will testify today, once gave the example that a $100,000 recreation payment-relatively modest in today's marketplace-in 99 years would net
the developer $200 million if the CPI escalated at 5 percent per annum. Yet
'during the past 5 years the CPI has not risen by 5 percent but at the rate of
'47.1 percent-or 8 percent per annum.
INFLATION DWINDLINGX RETIREMENT CHECKS

When condominium buyers moved from the North to Florida they were enticed
by beautiful apartments at modest prices with extras such as well landscaped
grounds and recreation facilities. People were swept away to the Sunshine State
believing they could retire on their fixed incomes and live comnfortably for the
remainder of their lives. Instead, inflation has dwindled those retirement checks
and the comfortable life has become difficult for some and desperate for others.
Now they ask questions such as, "Will there be enough money to pay for food,
electricity, telephone?
Naturally, other extraneous considerations were frequently ignored prior to
buying a condominium unit. After all, most people moving southward are reasonably healthy at the time, probably own a car, and think items such as public
transportation are not problems. However, the recent referendum on rapid transit in Dade County reflected the fact that many elderly residents of condominiums, especially in North Dade, were frustrated with the public transportation system and voted not so much for the rejection of a rapid transit system but
against its failure to service them.
The Condominium Act cannot resolve all of the problems, but it does address
four major areas of importance to south Florida condominium unit owners.
First, the problem of 99-year recreation leases is specifically addressed by
declaring that by a two-thirds vote of the unit owners 'a court case could be
brought to have the lease declared unconscionable.
Second, the bill would make future automatic recreation lease rent increases
unenforceable.
Third, unit owners would be able to terminate' long-term "sweetheart" maintenance contracts in 90 days, if two-thirds of the unit owners so voted.
Finally, the bill would void existing lease provisions that require unit owners
to pay all attorneys' fees or judgments incurred by the developer in suits between
the developer and the unit owners.
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Although condominium construction is growing rapidly throughout the Nation,
many of the abuses are limited to Florida. Michigan and New York are two
States which quickly enacted laws banning recreation leases after learning from
experiences In Florida.
Nevertheless, we have lined up support from Members In other States for the
Condominium Act in the House. Representative Thomas Ashley, chairman of
the Housing and Community Development Subcommittee, agreed to cosponsor
the bill and has promised to hold hearings when the 96th Congress convenes.
I will continue to do all that I can to see that the House of Representatives
considers this important piece of legislation which we hope will provide a remedy
for present condominium recreation lease problems. The hearings today certainly mark the beginning of that process.

Senator CrnmmS. We will go to our first panel. In our first panel
we have *Sid Nerzig, Ernest Samuels, and Anne Ackerman. Sid
Nerzig is president of the Condominium Co-op Executive Council and
as such certainly has been a leader in this field, as have Ernie and
Anne. Ernest Samuels is president of the Condominium and Cooperative Officers Association. Anne Ackerman is a leading light in the
Point East Condominium Association and many other areas. I know
their expertise goes beyond condominiums and into many areas of
concern for the elderly. We are delighted to have each of you here.
Anne, I understand you have a time problem and, because of that,
you would like to lead off. We will be glad to hear you.
STATEMENT OF ANNE ACKERMAN, POINT EAST CONDOMINIUM
ASSOCIATION, NORTH MIAMI BEACH, FLA.
Mrs. ACKERMAN. I am probably described as a citizen activist. I say
amen to everything in your statement and everything in Congressman Lehman's statement because, frankly, it sounds exactly like my
statement; therefore, I will do it very, very quickly.
I consider it a privilege to testify before this committee on an issue
that affects the physical, mental, and social well-being of mature
Americans. In order to fully understand the need for good housing
within the financial means of middle class older Americans, it is necessary to understand the radical change in lifestyle that has taken place
during the past 20 years. Prior to that time and prior to the intense
mobility of our society, families were rooted in particular localities
and were close knit, caring for their elders and each other. The
romance of the old homestead, where families gathered and where
the feeling of belonging was strong, made for stability and responsibility. That condition was the norm, sociologically.
"HARD LooK" AT HOUSING NEEDS

The radical change that has taken place in this generation-due to
many factors, including governmental social programs, the affluence
in the society, and longevity-makes it essential that we take a hard
look at the housing needs of our older Americans.
The advent of the "condominium concept"-cluster housing-that
has provided peer group living, home ownership with shared responsibility, recreational and social activities within the framework of
these communities, is an answer to these needs.
38-747-79-2
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The State of Florida, particularly south Florida, became the area
where this kind of housing developed rapidly. An abundance of retirement communities were created. The response was overwhelming.
From every area of the Northeast, Midwest, and other areas of this
country, people flocked to this area and purchased 'condominium
homes-apartments. They created a lifestyle to suit their needs. Since
the greater number of the people had uprooted themselves from their
-homes and communities where they had spent a lifetime, their immediate needs were social contacts. Group living provided the answer.
Social, educational, cultural, and recreational needs could be developed very quickly. Friendships could easily be made. Common interest and common problems brought people together. Leaders
emerged in every area, since, these people spent a lifetime developing
a myriad of skills which they were happy to bring into play. Their
lives were enriched because they used their skills for the benefit of the
community as a whole. People felt wanted and needed and organizations of every kind were formed. These developments were very beneficial. In essence, the "extended family" developed where neighbors
manifested a real concern for each other. In this respect the condominium has been very beneficial to older people.
Then came reality. The contracts people had signed for the purchase
of their condominiums were filled with clauses that had not been
brought to the attention of the buyers. These included, but were not
limited to, the following: Management contracts that the developers
had made with themselves that tied the purchasers to 25-year management contracts; maintenance costs that were skyrocketing because
of these contracts; 99-year leases on the recreational facilities with
escalation clauses tied to the rise in the cost of living, which included
the cost of food; the cost of complete maintenance was to be borne
by the purchasers; the purchasers had to pay all taxes; the purchasers
also had the responsibility of reconstructing and putting into proper
working order apartment building facilities where the developers
originally permitted poor construction, et cetera.
BASIC SERVICES UNAVAILABLE

Because of the rapid growth of these areas, basic governmental
services such as adequate water, sewage, roads, good transportations
streets, and lighting were unavailable. Government services could not
keep up with the rapid growth of the condominium communities.
Since the whole concept of condominiums was new, there was no
body of law to protect the buyers. As a result, condominium owners
banded together in various organizations-you will hear more about
this from the experts in this field-and learned to seek aid from their
local and State governments. In fact, because of these glaring ripoffs,
the people involved became citizen activists. They grew to know' their
-legislators-local, State, and national-and they became concerned
voters.
Senator Chiles, we have become an effective voting block and' I think
every legislator-national, State, andilocal-knows this at the present
time. This development is well known to all levels, of government.
Condominium leaders emerged to carry on the battle to protect the
condominium owners' rights as citizens.
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The body of condominium laws created in Florida is extensive and
much of it is excellent. Management contracts have been outlawed, full
disclosure is now mandatory, and future 99-year leases, as well as escalation clauses, have been outlawed. I urge you, as you have already
done from your statement, to study all aspects of Florida's condominium laws. The people who bought before the passage of these laws are
in no way aided by them; they carried the battle and those that come
after them will benefit, but we don't. Only Federal law can help us.
The pending Federal condominium bill can and must incorporate
all that is good in the Florida law and must incorporate provisions for
the abolishment of the abominal escalation clauses in ,the contracts to
which we are tied. You already mentioned the Americans on fixed incomes-incomes that mean either pensions or social security; or maybe
the kind of income that you might get from dividends. Since these people are tied into this kind of living' standard, the escalation clause and
the 99-year lease can eventually mean the wiping out, not only of their'
homes, but of their financial condition. More than that, since this will
be the form of future housing throughout America for the great middle class, it is imperative that there be Federal guidelines to protect
both buyers and builders. A national standard for condominium housing is imperative.
Purchasers of condominiums, whether young or old, cannot always
understand all that is entailed in this form of living. Responsibilities
and restrictions come with shared ownership. Self-management must
be taught. Again, you are going to hear from several management experts in the field. Volunteers must make themselves available for a
myriad of tasks. This is a learning experience and it will enrich the
lives of the participants.
FEDERAL GUIDELINES NEEDED

Senator, it is my humble opinion that there is no question that most
of the future housing will be some form of condominium housing
throughout the United States and, therefore, Federal guidelines are
absolutely essential. There is no way that the buyer or the builder
can understand totally the kind of housing that they are getting into
unless they do have Federal guidelines that will cover all Ainericaiis.
We in Florida have been the guinea pigs. We have been more than
willing to be the guinea pigs-we have learned so much through this
effort. Nevertheless, we feel that we need protection and that all Americans need protection.
In the letter that you addressed to me you asked if the fact that
there is a concentration of older Americans in any one area makes for
more social problems or social programs. Yes, there is a problem. We
have solved so many of them. On the national level, through the Older
Americans Act, so many remarkable programs for older Americans
have been implemented-meals on wheels, senior citizen centers, diala-ride transportation-I can name a myriad of them. The difficulty
is that although they are adopted on the national level and funded on
the national level, by the time they are funneled through to the local
level so many of these marvelous programs that are geared to the
mature American in cluster housing communities is lost.
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There is something else I am very hepped-up on, Senator. The
middle-class American is forgotten in all major social programs.
Almost all the programs are geared to poor America. I don't blame
the program for being geared to poor Americans, but it is middle-class
America that built this country and have been the productive citizens
throughout their lifetimes. We feel that something of these social program should be available to middle-class America, too.
Now I am going to conclude with the most important glaring problem for the older middle-class American. South Florida again is a
perfect example for we have a tremendous number of older Americans
here. We are concerned because for the most part we thought that we
had provided for ourselves for our golden years. Most of us live on
fixed incomes-social security, pensions, investments, et cetera. Our
incomes have not kept pace with the horrendous inflationary pressures, yet we have managed.
CONCERN ABoUT

CATASTROPHIC ILLNESS

Now we are faced with a specter and a fear prevalent in every older
middle-class American. We are faced with the specter of lingering,
catastrophic illness. Medicare in no way covers custodial care for prolonged home health services or custodial nursing home care. Medicare
pays for the poor who qualify, and the rich are not concerned, but the
older middle-class American can be wiped out by this kind of illness.
Perhaps you are saying, "What has this to do with condominiums?"
The answer is that the lifestyle of the older American is seriously
affected by social programs, and one of the programs we need desperately is to be able to maintain our dignity in our lifestyle.
Right now we are scared out of our wits of being wiped out because
of the kind of catastrophic, lingering illness that might befall all of
us. We may lose our homes, we may lose our apartments, we may lose
everything that we have built, if the Federal Government does not
address itself to this particular problem.
I will not take up more of your time on it. I have written you a sixpage report on this particular aspect of the problems that we are faced
with socially, but there is no question, Senator Chiles, that addressing
yourself to condominiums and to the lifestyle and to the needs for Federal legislation to protect the buyer are essential, for this will be the
lifestyle for all Americans for the next generation, not only for Florida.
Thank you.
Senator CHILES. Thank you very much for your statement.
You speak of the lifestyle of the America to come and I think that
is very interesting, it rings a bell with me. I am now a doublecondominium owner-I have, a condominium in Florida and I have a
condominium in Virginia now, so my lifestyle hinges very much on
the condominium concept.
Mrs. ACKERMAN. Senator Chiles, may I point out to you that the
condominium concept that started with the retirement communities
for older Americans is now the answer to middle-year people raising
families? There are even condominiums today for the single people.
Senator CrIaEs. Very much so.
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Mrs. AcKERMAN. The reason for it is that the cost of single-family
housing has become completely out of the reach of most people, and
second, because of a breakdown of family structure, every group in
America is seeking peer group living and that is why you are going to
have it.
SMIALL COMAMEUNITY CONCEPT

Senator CHMILES. On that particular area your statement describes
condominium living as in effect creating a new kind of extended
family; in other words, the condominium owners may come to care
about their neighbors in the same way that residents of small conmmunities so often cared about their particular neighbors. We have seen
that community effort over the years, whether there was a barn raisinv
or whether it was taking care of the sick. What we grew up with and
saw operating in small communities all across this country has been
one of the strengths of the country.
Do you see the possibilities for group action like that in the condominiums? In other words, can neighbors be trained or encouraged
to help the homebound with their problems and expect similar help if
and when they became homebound?
What I am getting at is that there is no way that we are going to
be able to provide State or Federal paid care for every person who is
going to need it. An awful lot of this needs to come from within, fromn
somebody caring about someone and taking care of him. Are there
ways in which we can encourage that?
Mrs. ACKERMAN. Senator Chiles, this has already been done. For
example, we have two excellent representatives of leadership in condominiums right here on this panel. Let me point out a specific
example.
I live in Point East and we have some, 2,200 people. I don't think
any of the people knew each other before they came to take up their
ifestyle. I think we are more concerned for each other than aily families can possibly be. We are in such close contact with our neighbors
that we note immediately if there is a concern on the part of our
neighbors. There is no question that we care for each other.
There are some forms of health care that you are going to have to
come up with and I will give you one example-custodial nursing
home care which is not covered either by private insurance or through
medicare. It has wiped out financially three or four families in our
own.condominium within the last year because there was no place
where they could turn.
"DIVORCE"-A

DEMEANING

RESPONSE

May I say to you that the most demeaning thing that can happen
to an individual is to have a social service person say to them, "Divorce
your husband," or "Divorce your wife and then we can help you."
You are talking to people who have been married 45 years, 50 years,
55 years, and you will find this kind of demeaning response. All I am
saying to you is that there must come a time when we will
ourselves to the health care for middle-class America who areaddress
faced
with a long-term, lingering, custodial-care type of illness.
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There is no question that the extended family exists in the condominium. We do care for our neighbors. We have organized every
conceivable kind of organization. No one who lives alone is ever
without a contact daily. These are the things that we have found we
can do for ourselves and for our neighbors.
Senator CnTn s. Thank you.
I notice that during the boom years of 1970 to 1973 that some 70
percent of Florida purchasers of condominiums paid for their units
In cash. How large a percentage of life savings would you estimate
that that took from the average family coming down and buying that
unit for cash?
Mrs. AcKERi.rs. I don't think we are buying for cash today. I do
think many people bought for cash, say, 10 or 11 years ago and it took
a good portion of their savings. I am not in any way talking about the
fact that middle-class America is pauperized; it is not.
Senator Cianas. I understand that.
Mrs. AcKERMAN. Most of the people came down and bought, whether
they bought with mortgages or whether they bought with cash outlays. I assume that they had taken care of themselves for their golden
years, but you know the pressures of the society in the last 10 years,
Senator, and you know the escalation and inflation that has taken
place, especially in the health field, and this is the most frightening
thing that we face today.
Senator CAT Fs. Thank you very, very much. I know your time is
short so we are going to excuse you at any time that you have to
leave.
Sid, do you have a statement that you want to start off with?
STATEMENT OF SID NERZIG, PRESIDENT, CONDOMINIUM CO-OP
EXECUTIVES COUNCIL OF FLORIDA, INC., FORT LAUDERDALE,
MIA
Mr. NE=zIG. Yes, Senator. First I want to thank you for inviting me
to take part in this hearing this morning; it is a great pleasure for me
to do so.
For the record, my name is Sid Nerzig and I reside in Pompano
Beach, Fla.
I am the president of the Condominium Co-op Executives Council of
Florida, Inc., located in Fort Lauderdale, Fla. This is an organization
consisting of many hundreds of condominium cooperative associations
throughout the State of Florida. I should like to point out, in passing,
that we are strictly a volunteer organization and none of us are paid
for our services.
We are respectfully urging legislation on a Federal, nationwide level
to meet some terribly distressing problems affecting the aged in the
United States especially insofar as they relate to housing and shelter.
Particularly i address myself to planned unit developments, including
condominiums, encumbered by 99-year recreational leases. This has
become a terrible abuse running rampant throughout various areas of
the United States where retirees have been settling, especially in
Florida.

Federal legislation is required because standards and degrees of protection for condominium purchasers, as well as the potential for abuse
and exploitation, vary amongst the various States. For instance, New
York State does not allow these now infamous and notorious recreational leases, with their even more notorious escapation clauses, while
in a number of Sun belt retirement areas like Florida such arrangements are still legally permitted.
MANY UNABLE

To USE

FACILITIES

I shall primarily address this pervasive lease problem, especiallv
insofar as it applies to vast numbers of uninitiated and untutored fixedincome retirees with marginal means and attainments and with very
limited bargaining power. We are dealing with hundreds of thousands of purchasers in their so-called golden years, and often physically disabled as well, who have unwittingly become subject to these
99-year leases for recreational facilities that they can never use, such
as tennis courts, or which they don't need or want. Among these purchasers, too, are thousands of disabled American veterans who similarly are unable to use such facilities.
This committee should know something about these 99-year leases
that are usually executed by the developers with themselves. They
wholly own and control the developer corporation, which is the landlord, and also the condo association which is the tenant. The leases are
invariably entered into before the project is even started up and before
there is even a single-unit owner in existence. Upon subsequent purchase of an apartment, the unit owner automatically becomes a member
of the condo association and automatically becomes bound by the
99-year lease.
Invariably the lease requires the condo association-that is, the unit
owners-to pay all operational costs and expenses of the leased facilities such as taxes, insurance, and maintenance, including repairs and
wages, and so forth. In other words, the fixed rental is on a net basis
to the developer.
No

JtTSTIFICATION FOR RENTAL ESCALATION

The developer is thus completely unaffected by any increased costs.
All costs and expenses, including increases, are borne solely and exclusively by the unit owners and their condo association. Nevertheless, the
leases provide for regular rental escalations based upon increases in
the Consumers Price Index. But, under the circumstances described,
there is absolutely no justification or morality for the unit owners to
be saddled with any such rental escalations or, conversely, for the
developer-landlord to keep getting escalated rentals based upon cost
increases which he does not pay, but which are paid solely and exclusively by the unit owners.
I
These vicious escalations, over the 99-year term of the lease, are like
illegal or. usurious rates of interest compounded each year which will
mount astronomically and which these elderly, or disabled,. fixedincome retirees will be utterly unable to pay, especially during these
inflated periods. Moreover, under the contracts, the unpaid lease rent-.
als constitute a foreclosable lien upon the apartment so that thousands
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upon thousands of these exploited unit owners will lose their homes
and hard-earned investments.
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The investigators of your committee may be able to learn how many elderly
purchased apartments or little homes for their retirement-particularly, here
in Florida. They will learn:
(1) That for several years one could not purchase such an apartment or home
or even a mobile home without the encumbrance of a lease for so-called recreational facilities;
(2) That men and women in their 70's and 80's, who did not have the desire
facilor the physical capacity to participate in any of the so-called recreational
ities, found that they could not purchase athousing unit free from that facility.
Tennis courts and saunas may seem desirable, but not for octogenarians, nor for
the elderly with limited capacities;(3) That almost all of these unit purchasers were not represented by counsel
at the time of contract and purchase or were conducted by mail between the purchasers In one State and developers in another State:
(4) That those who did have counsel were told by the developers that the
deal was "take it as written or don't buy";
(5) That the documentation of these condominiums would consist of well over
100 closely written pages, providing little or no opportunity for reading or understanding the legalese in which they were written;
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The recreation facility rents increase periodically. In this inflationary period,
a delay of a year may mean a 10 percent additional increase.
Thank you for your concern over these serious problems faced by the aging.
We have confidence that this congress will provide the relief required.

Senator ClILES. I would like to mention to the members of the audience that the record will be open and if there are other exhibits or
statements that people wish to make, we would be happy to have those
for the record.
Mr. NErZIG. Senator, may I say something else, please?
Senator CHILES. Yes.
Mr. NERZIG. I don't know if the Senator is aware or if, Congressman Lehman is aware of the number of retired veterans that are now
living in the State of Florida. There are better than 11/4 million retired
vieterans in the State of Florida and in Broward County alone-if I
am correct, I believe there is something like 25,000 to 30,000 disabled
American veterans. Practically one out of every three unit owners are
veterans, and many of them are living on just the pension that Uncle
Sam is giving them for their disability and whatever social security
money they may happen to gather. We know that with the way things
are going now they are going to be amongst the first who will be hit
unless inflation stops spiraling the way it is.
Senator CnILES. Absolutely. I know that is true. Also, it has been
called to our attention this morning that Sid Polly of the Plantation
chapter presented a resolution to the State Disabled American Veterans organization which was passed on this subject, and I think Joe
Samelsberger has brought us a copy of that resolution this morning.
Mr. NERZiG. That is right, lhe did.
Senator CHILEs. Joe, wase are delighted to have that resolution. We
will make that a part of the record.
[The resolution follows:]
RESOLUTION ADOPTED AT THE ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE DISABLED AMERICAN
VETERANS, DEPARTMENT OF FLORIDA, AT MIAMI, FLA., JUNE 10, 1978
Whereas it has been called to the attention of the annual convention of the

Department of Florida, Disabled American Veterans, assembled in annual convention at Miami, Florida, the plight of many thousands of our fellow disabled
veterans who have purchased condominium
"recreation leases" and,

with unconscionable

so called

Whereas many of these leases have cost-of-living escalation clauses which
slowly but surely are eroding the annual cost of living increases awarded the
service connected disabled veterans by the Congress and,
Whereas all veterans who have purchased apartments with these unconscion-

able clauses are encountering great financial difficulty in keeping up their apart-

ment lease payments out of their compensation, pension or Social Security benefits, with the help of the annual increases given them by the Congress and,

Whereas the cancerous growth of the Florida type of condominium purchase
with a recreation lease tied into the contract of purchase is now in danger of
seriously spreading to other States, as evidenced by the recent action of the
National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws and,
Whereas, in order to eliminate the abuse attendant on this type of homeownership, there has been introduced in the Congress two companion bills, H.R. 12124
in the House of Representatives and S. 2919 in the Senate, which are designed to:
"encourage broader utilization of the condominium form of home ownership, to
provide minimum national standards for disclosure and consumer protection for
condominium purchasers and owners and tenants in condominium conversions, to encourage States to establish similar standards, to correct abusive use
of long-term leasing of recreation and other condominium-related facilities, and

for other purposes."
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Whereas the factual analysis of the seriousness of this problem is set forth
in the Condo Co-op Mobile Courier (vol. 3, No. 4, May 1978) beginning on page 1
thereof and is attached hereto as "Exhibit A" and,
Whereas the Congress is even now in the process of Increasing compensation,
pension, and social security benefits which will be in substantial part beneft
these rapacious holders of escalating recreation leases in case wherein the veteran or disabled veteran, many of whom are permanently and totally disabled,
have bought one of these condominium apartment homes, with an unconscionable
recreation lease "tied in" to the purchase and,
Now, therefore, be it resolved By the department of Florida, disabled American

Veterans, that by these present we do endorse the just relief afforded our disabled comrades and other of our citizenry in the provisions of the two aforemention bills (S. 2919 and H.R. 12124) and that we mandate our DAV/legislative
representatives in Tallahassee and in Washington to lend their good offices to
the end that these measures be enacted into law and,
Be it further resolved, That copies hereof be sent to the national, state, and
the Honorable Richard Stone and. Lawton Chiles, as well as the entire Florida
delegation in the U.S. House of Representatives commending them on their
action in this matter to date and urging their continued effort to enact passage
of this legislation.
Bo it further resolved, That copies hereof be sent to the national, state, and
local press, TV and radio chains, and local stations and other media.
Done at Miami Beach, Fla. this 10th day of June 1978.
[Attachment]

(From the Condo Co-Op Mobile Courier, May 1978]
LoNo AwArTED FED CONDO LAw UNvELED-BILL AIMED AT UNCONSCIONABLE

REE LEASE AND OTHER ABUSES
After waiting since President Carter's election for Federal action to protect
condominium owners from the unconscionable leases made by the developer and
his own controlled owners' association, a bill entitled "Condominium Act of
1978" was introduced in both houses of Congress last month.
This proposed bill is the result of President Carter's campaign promise to aid
suffering condo owners made while campaigning in Florida. At the insistence of
the Condominium Co-op Executive Council headed by its president, Sid Nerzig,.
and after many CCEC visits to the Whilte House and Federal agencies, a bill
modelled after our Florida Condo Law finally emerged.
State Representative John Adams, long a proponent of State legislation to aid
condo owners, has been in the forefront in the battle to have Federal Government protection for the harried condo owners. He accompanied Nerzig and other
CCEC leaders during their trips to Washington.
The bill has been introduced in the Senate by both Florida Senators, Lawton
Chiles and Richard Stone, and in the House of Representatives by Congressmen
William Lehman, Paul Rogers, and Dante Fascell.
It, essentially, is designed to eliminate abuses associated with sale and ownership of condominium, including the onerous escalation clauses and "sweetheart"
management contracts.

It would establish national standards for consumer protection and has been
hailed by CCEC President Nerzig as "the greatest achievement we have accomplished in our fight to protect condoowners against this rip-off imposed upon
unit purchasers."
Planned to complement the Florida condominium law, chapter 718, Florida
statutes, the bill provides that lohg-term leases containing automatic rent increases (escalation) clauses tied to the Department of Labor cost-of-living index
that require the lessees (unit owners) to assume all liability for the operation
and maintenance of the leased facilities, entered into by the developer while in
control of the owners' association and which had to be accepted by the purchasers as a condition of purchase. may be found unconscionable in a court
action brought by a two-third vote of the unit owners.
Similar to our State law the bill provides certain standards for the court to
consider in making a decision as to "unconscionability." In such cases the
court, using its equity powers could grant relief such as recission or reformation
of all or the offending portions of the lease to achieve a fair result.
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The court could declare future escalation clauses unenforceable where the
automatic rent increase clause is tied to a cost-of-living index which has no
relationship to the developer's obligations under the lease. Thus, where the
developer receives a net rental and does not pay out any moneys toward the
maintenance of the recreational facilities the cost of living index has no relationship to his obligation the escalation clause is an abusive practice.
Where long-term management contracts are entered into by the developer with
himself or an affiliate while in control of the owners association, on a two-third
vote of the unit owners such management contract can be terminated after
the owners assume control of the association.
This proposed legislation would supersede the local State laws in those States
whose condominium laws do not provide substantially equivalent or greater
consumer protection.
Court action could be brought either in Federal or State courts and investigations could be conducted as to violations by either Federal or State agencies.
During a discussion on the bill with Condo Co-op Executive Counscil officials,
Senator Stone said that "This bill is designed to boost faith in condominium
owvnership to the benefit of unit owners and developers alike, by putting an
end to the most common abuses.
"Recreation lease problems in Florida are long standing," Stone continued.
"This bill, if enacted, would provide immediate relief from some major problems, such as future automatic increases in recreation lease charges, and set
up remedies for other serious abuses."
In addition to the new Federal proposals and the strong Florida Condominium
Act the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws has
adopted a proposed Uniform Condominium Act for submission to all the State
legislatures.

Senator CHirEs. Any statement that you want to give us about
that resolution we would be delighted to receive from you this
morning.
STATEMENT OF JOSEPH A. SAMELSBERGER, VICE PRESIDENT,
CONDOMINIUM CO-OP EXECUTIVES COUNCIL OF FLORIDA, INC.,
FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA.
Mr. SAXErLsBERGER. Senator, there is not too much beyond the basic
resolution-it speaks eloquently for the position of the veteran. Beyond the resolution itself and just to speak in ordinary language
without the whereases and the wherefores, we are sure that when the
Congress gave these recent increases for cost of living to the veterans
that the Congress didn't expect that they would have to turn a good
portion of this over to rapacious leaseholders.
Senator CHILES. That is right.
Mr. SAMELSBERGER. Rapacious is the word, too, because they are
really after the escalated lease money and this has hurt as our esteemed president of the Condominium Co-op organization has pointed
out. This is hurting a third of the veteran population on the increase
which the Congress so graciously awarded us. We are grateful for
what the Congress did, we appreciate it, but when it starts to filter
through in the form of a Government check and it goes in a little
checking account and then they find they have to double up on their
rent, this is a horrible situation.
Senator CimLES. I am sure it is.
Mr. SAMELSBERGER. As one of my comrades pointed out, these fellows don't play tennis: a lot of them are 100 percent disabled. Maybe they will use the swimming pool. sometimes they go to a recreation
room, but the benefits that they have received from these alleged
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recreation facilities is so minuscule that they don't have any bearing
with the dollar charge.
Senator CHILES. I am sure that is correct.
While I won't read the whereases, I do want to read the resolved
clause of the resolution. The resolution in whole will be put in the
record. It does say:
Now, therefore, be it resolved by the Department of Florida, Disabled American Veterans, that by these presents we do endorse the just relief afforded
our disabled comrades and other of our citizenry in the provisions of the two
aforementioned bills (S. 2919 and H.R. 12124) and that we mandate our DAV/
legislative representatives in Tallahassee and in Washington to lend their
good offices to the end that these measures be enacted into law and,
Be it further resolved that we communicate this action to our U.S. Senators,
the Honorable Richard Stone and Lawton Chiles, as well as the entire Florida
delegation in the U.S. House of Representatives, commending them on their
action in this matter to date and urging their continued efforts to enact passage
of this legislation.

We certainly accept that resolution and we certainly will try to
see in every way that we can that we get those bills passed.
Mr. SAMErLSBERGER. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator COi,-Es. Ernie, have you got a statement? Then I will
question you and Sid together.
STATEMENT OF ERNEST SAMUELS, PRESIDENT, CONDOMINIUM
AND CO-OP OFFICERS ORGANIZATION, INC., MIAMI, FLA.
Mr. SAIUELS. Thank you, Senator. My name is Ernest Samuels.
I live in North Miami Beach, Fla. I am the president of the Point
East Condominium Owners Association in North Miami Beach, a
condominium of 1,266 apartments. I am also the president of the
Condominium and Co-op Officers Organization which organization
has 150 member associations having approximately 50,000 condominium units.
I, too, have presented a statement but I will not read it.
Senator CIHILES. Your statement in full will be in the record.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Samuels follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF ERNEST SAMIUELS
My name is Ernest Samuels. I reside in North Miami Beach, Fla. I am the
president of the Point East Condominium Owners Association in North Miami
Beach, a condominium of 1,266 apartments. I am also the president of the
Condominium and Co-op Officers Organization, which organization has 150
member associations, having approximately 50,000 condominium units.
For the past 10 years, I have been actively involved in the problems of condominium ownership and have testified before congressional and State legislative
committees in connection with proposed legislation toward alleviating some of
the major abuses prevalent in the development and sales of condominiums.
It is generally recognized that condominiums are the most desirable forms of
housing developments. The cost of individual homes is way out of the reach of
the average buyer. Property values have skyrocketed to the point where a private
one-family home is only available to the wealthy.
There is much to be said in favor of condominium living. Firstly, a good percentage of retirees coming into Florida are of the medium and fixed income class.
They put a major portion of their life savings to a retirement home in anticipation of living there for the remaining years of their lives in a secured atmosphere.
They anticipate no increase in the cost of operating their newly acquired home.
They assume no problems of maintenance, operation of the building, or the
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repair of any of its facilities. Living in close proximity with their neighbors
of the same age group and more or less of the same interest makes for a more
desirable atmosphere, as well as a greater sense of security in their new
surroundings.

There are many other reasons why condominium living is 'desirable to the
retirees. They may, if they wish, join many organizations and clubs right in their
own surroundings and thereby enjoy community life; make use of the common
facilities, such as cardrooms, saunas, swimming pools, club house, etc.; attend
social functions and, in some larger condominiums, regular weekly shows right in
their premises at extremely reasonable charges; all of this without any of the
responsibilities connected with private homeownership.
CONDOMINIUM

MARKET EXPANDING RAPIDLY

There are over 600,000 condominium units in the State of Florida and the present market is expanding at a rapid pace. Without question, condominiums are the
future of the housing industry because of the rapidly rising cost of land values and
the fast disappearing land for individual home construction. This type of ownership probably accounts for 60 to 70 percent of the total housing market.
Back in the years of 1965 to 1974, during the initial stages of the development
of condominiums, many abuses have occurred both in the development and in
the sales areas. Let me list some of the outstanding problems encountered in
those years.
Management.-Developers initially entered into management agreements with
the associations controlled by them prior to the sale of the apartments. Some of
these management agreements were 25 years or longer at fees out of proportion of
the normal management fees charged by others. Some developers had absolutely
no experience in managing the complex affairs of a condominium or the knowledge of dealing with people. This resulted in dissatisfaction and resulted in costly
litigations. Some developers neither had the time nor the patience to devote themselves to the management of the property and have delegated their duties to incompetent, inexperienced managers-again causing much dissatisfaction and
litigation.
Shoddy workmanship, in many instances, resulted in additional litigations. No
warranties were given to the buyers and the developers disappeared immediately
after the delivery of the last unit sold, leaving the unit owners with the complex problems of restoring the buildings into usable condition.
One of the greatest abuses perpetrated upon unsuspecting buyers was a 99-year
lease, also entered into prior to the sale of a single apartment by the developer
with himself, on common recreational facilities. Most buyers believed that these
common areas were part of their purchase and that they owned an undivided interest therein. These leases provided for the lessee unit owners to pay all taxes,
maintenance, replacement, repair, while the rental paid to the developer on a net
basis without any offsets. In addition, they contained a clause whereby the rental
escalated with the Government's recognized cost-of-living index of all commodities, including food. To secure the payment of this obligation, a lien was placed on
each apartment, subordinate only to the banks first mortgage.
INDIVIDUAL BUYER CANNOT UNDERSTAND COMPLEX DOCUMENTS

These, and other covenants, were contained in a document of 100 pages or
more. These complex documents could never be understood by the average individual buyer and even a lawyer could not immediately determine their meaning
or the results that may flow from them. Let me illustrate the result of a lease in
our complex.
Our initial annual rental in 1967 was $221,000. In 1975, with the escalation
clause, this was Increased to $357,000. It is calculated that the next increase,
which comes into being in 1980, will bring the rental to $475,000. You can imagine
what this will mean in another 5 or 10 years, not alone for 99 years. Surely this
homestead will be confiscated for nonpayment of this exhorbitant rental. Furthermore, how can anyone imagine a swimming pool, a sauna, or, for that matter, the
entire recreation building itself to stand for 99 years and the use of which to
be conditioned upon the sale of a home to an unsuspecting retiree 70 years of age
or older. Anyone can see that a person on a fixed income will lose his home in
a few more years, for it will not be economically feasible for him to carry it at
this escalated rental. For the past 10 years, we have worked with our State legis-
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lators and called their attention to these and many other abuses. Many laws have
been passed each and every year correcting some of them. Finally in 1975, the
Florida condominium law, chapter 718, was passed which addresses itself to most
of the problems, other than these leases.
(1) No more long-term management agreements are allowed.
(2) There is a full disclosure law requiring that all conditions of the sale
must be clearly spelled out.
(3) There are warranty provisions in the law.
(4) Leases are permitted, but escalation clauses in the leases are no longer
permitted.
(5) Specific provisions and guidelines are laid down for the unit owners to
assume control of their own associations.
The above are but a few of the more important laws. The department of business regulations is charged with the enforcement of the condominium law. The developers are required to file their documents with the department prior to the
sale of a single unit in the condominium. The documents must conform to the
requirements of State statute 718.
It is generally recognized both by the legislators, as well as the developers
and condominium buyers, that the present Florida statutes fairly adequately
protect future buyers of condominiums and that the State's regulatory agency
can enforce the laws. Presently, unit owners contribute 50 cents annually toward funding this State agency.
The problem is for the more than 400,000 people who purchased their apartments prior to these protective laws. These are mostly retirees on fixed incomes
and on social security and they are locked into this 99-year recreational lease
with its onerous escalation clause. They are the victims who have not been helped,
either by the courts, where hundreds of suits are pending for the cancellation or
modification of these leases, or by the State legislature. The courts refuse to
cancel or modify them while the legislatures' attempt to retroactively modify or
cancel them was declared by the courts to be unconstitutional. The one avenue
open to these owners is litigation on the question of unconscionability.
NEW

LAW WOULD

PROHIBIT

ESCALATION

CLAUSES

Senate bill (S. 2919) Is a very comprehensive hill which, if passed, will certainly set up adequate minimum national standards for the protection of condominium buyers. Most of the provisions contained in the bill are on the statutes in
the State of Florida. It is noteworthy, however, that section 209 of S. 2919 lays
down the conditions under which a lease on a recreational facility Is deemed
unconscionable and gives the condominium association the right to ask a Federal
court for either the cancellation or modification of the terms of the lease. Section
210 of S. 2919 outlaws future escalation clauses in leases and specifically prohibits
these escalations in any lease regardless of when it was entered into. Obviously
this section Is retroactive to all leases.
There are two problems which I see with this law. One, that the law will not be
effective until 1 year after it's passage. This may mean 2 or 3 years' delay and
more escalation. And while litigation on unconscionability Is permitted, unfortunately it might take perhaps 10 years before the constitutionality of this law
is tested in the Federal courts. People living in condominiums who will be affected
by this bill are mostly retirees who were probably 65 years old or older In 1967
to 1974, during which years they purchased their apartments. Accordingly, most
of them are now well past their 70's. Unfortunately they, or most of them, will
not be around to test this law or get any benefit from It unless something can be
done to expedite the resolution of this serious outstanding problem.
As a possible solution, I respectfully submit the following:
(1) The law, if passed, should become effective either immediately or 90 days
after passage. Certainly not 1 year after, which is too long a period of time.
(2) Some provision should be made whereby, after the constitutionality of the
law is tested in court, the case may be submitted from the trial court directly to
the Supreme Court of the United States for determination. Perhaps in this way
years of litigation might be saved.
(3) Add to section 210 the following: "No lease on common recreational facilities in a residential condominium may be entered into for a longer period than
21 years. It is the express intent of Congress that this provision shall apply to all
future, as well as existing, leases regardless of their execution date. This provision applies to leases which contain the same characteristics as outlined in
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contained
section 210, paragraphs F 1, 2, and 3, and with the same exceptions as
in paragraphs G 1 and 2."
MORE REASONABLE LEASING ARRANGEMENT?

owners
I feel that to make this law effective and really helpful to condominium
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to the seller after the expiration of the term of the lease.
Would such a contract be permitted by law?
of the
Should not such contract, even if legal, be not reformed to the lifespan
car of say 5 years?
Would such contract be deemed reasonable and stand the test of fairness?
Only Congress can right this wrong.
price after
As a further suggestion, the law should provide that thebypurchase
the county for tax
the 21 years shall be the appraised value of the propertyNothing
less than some
purposes at the time of the construction of the facilities. the 99-year
lease can
reasonable guideline for the rescission or modification of
solve this problem.
Congress will
It is the hope of the thousands of condominium owners that
retirees from the
correct these abuses of the past, free these senior citizen
to the probonerous agreements and bring about a just and honorable resolution been crying
lem-otherwise they face the eventual loss of their homes. They have
out for justice for 10 years. Now is the time to help them-before it is too late.

Mr. SAMUELS. I would like to address myself to some of the points

you
at issue which you have raised to me. The first will be the one that
Florof
State
the
in
needed
organization
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was
Why
are asking me:
ida consisting of condominium owners and what did they do initially
when they were organized? Well, I moved into the State 11 years ago
of
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neither
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in,
moved
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I
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of my people who moved into the same condominium with me. and
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bad a 110-page document submitted
90 percent of the people, I don't think, ever read any portion of it or,
if they did read it, could not understand it.
Senator CIimrs. I am a lawyer and I will have to tell you I have not
read all of the documents of either one of the condominiums that I
have purchased.
"TAKE IT OR LEAVE IT" OPTION

Mr. SAMUELS. Well, neither did I. I would say that there were any
number of attorneys moving into our condominium who never looked
at these and if they did look at it, it would not help any because either
you took the apartment exactly the way it was with these documents
or you didn't take it at all and that was the choice.
Senator CHILES. Confucius had a saying that a lawyer who represents himself has a fool for a client.
Air. SAMUELS. Right.
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We recognized early in our residency in this condominium that there
were many pitfalls; then we started to read the documents and begin
to discuss it among ourselves to understand what we were in for. Of
course one of them, as has already been pointed out to you by the previous speakers, was the management agreement, and the second one was
the 99-year lease which tied us for 99 years to a recreational facilitywhether or not we used it-at a very seriously high level, escalating
with the cost-of-living index. Now we didn't know what that meant
and certainly didn't know the results that would flow from that kind
of escalation clause.
We started to organize, and after we organized we recognized that
even the management agreement was so basically unfair and unconscionable that we determined that that was one of the agreements that
we must break first. The developer was getting about $80,000 a year for
managing, vwith the understanding that he can hire help to his own
choosing. He did hire a manager for $21,000 to $25,000 annually, put
hin in there, and all he did was peer around the outside, coming once
a week to sign the checks for the employees. We realized that that put
us out to about $100,000 annually between the management.
The second thing was that we have been given a medical building
which they said was for the benefit of the condominium owners. The
doctors who were in the medical building were paid for by us with a
salary of $24,000 each, annually. We were all retired people and we
didn't have to contribute to a doctor because most of them, or at least,
I would say, 95 percent of them, were on medicare. Nevertheless, this
medical building costs in the area of $75,000 to $100,000 annually because we also paid for the doctors' nurses, and there were three of them
plus other employees.
SADDLED WITH UNFAIR CONTRACTS

So you see, we had determined that we have to do something and
this is what caused the organization to be formed because we recognized, having discussed this with other condominium executives and
leaders, that many of them were saddled with similar agreements.
Maybe not all of them were this kind of management agreement, but
most of them were saddled with many of these unfair and unconscionable contracts.
We litigated through the courts for 10 years. The only thing that
we have been able to gain is a settlement agreement because in the Federal court prior to trial the developer stepped out of the management
after we had paid him at least $1 million for the prior years for managing or not managing.
In 1970, we took over management and I have undertaken to manage the condominium myself without any extra help for management
services. I have had some experiences in that area. We were fortunate
enough to save not only the $100,000 which we had paid out for management services and resident manager but also with our careful purchases and cutting down on costs generally.
In addition to that, since we are a large organization of 1,266 apartments, we have been able to institute our own maintenance program and
in some way or another we have been able to do our own work for the
maintenance of the total complex without having to hire any outside
38-747-79-4
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contractors for doing any kind of Work whatsoever. We do our own
electrical work, our own plumbing, our own painting. We paint our
own buildings. We purchased equipment for roofing.
In other words, the key to our setup was no outside contractor to the
extent that we can'afford to do it with our own help. We have a substantial number of help so that we have been able to use our force so
that in 8 years of management, Senator, we have not had one single
increase in the maintenance.
Senator CGmEs. My understanding is that Point East is negotiating
a fairly good management agreement with the present manager now.
What are they paying the present manager?
Mr. SAMUELS. The present manager gets zero salary. I think the price
is right there.
Senator CHILEs. I think by congressional edict today I am going to
double that salary. As of now, Ernie, we will double that to two zeros
rather than one.
Mr. SAMUELS. Yes.
Additionally, my policy was that anybody who wants to help out in
the office in any area of the organization also is without any salary or
any compensation whatsoever. We do have a policy that no condominium owner will do any actual work for condominium unit owners. We
don't allow that. We strictly are doing it by paid employees. Anybody
who is a paid employee is the only one who can do any work in the
condominium.
Senator CHILES. Do you have an arrangement like the hunting camp
cook where, if you don't like the food, you get to be cook? If somebody
does not like the way you are managing, they can take over under the
same zero salary.
Mr. SAMUELS. That is right.
PEOPLE CONcERNED ABOUT EACH OTHER

Now we are able to handle our affairs very successfully in this way.
We have many service and general organizations. We have 32 clubs in
our condominium, Senator. Of course, as Anne so well brought out, the
people are concerned about each other and they are trying to help each
other when the need arises. In addition to that, we are very charitable.
We have five or six charitable drives and we have been able to help
all the charities locally and others very substantially in the past.
Now addressing myself to the organization itself and the reason for
which it was formed, I can readily understand that everybody knows
now why an organization of that kind was needed when the legislators
had to be told exactly what the problems in condominiums were and
they had to be told how to try to correct them. For the last 10 years we
have been discussing these things with our legislators jointly and severally and we have been able, Senator, I believe, to pass laws and to
pass laws right up to last year which substantially protect the condominium owners.
I believe that the Florida condominium law can be really an outstanding contribution to the whole country as a model of condominium
law which is protecting the buyer in all of the areas that we felt
needed protection, such as the management agreement, and even in the
area of the recreational lease. Now of course we recognized that the
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legislature having passed the law that no more escalation clauses will
be permitted-they will not be permitted on the future leases, but are
on the past leases.
The Senate bill which you are trying to put into law is excellent
insofar as cutting both escalation clauses on leases, no matter when
entered into. It is an excellent law and I am sure it will benefit many
condominium owners, excepting those who have already been into
these leases for the last 10 years and who have suffered already with
the many escalation clauses.
Senator CHILES. Ernie, I think we have to continue to make it very
clear to people that this is a bill which we hope would givetothe
Federal courts jurisdiction in this area, but it still would have be
tested and we could not guarantee by the passage of this act that it
would cut off all these future leases.
Mr. SAMUELS. That is the area which I am a little bit worried about.
COURTS MUST EXAMINE LEASES

Senator CHILES. I just want to make sure that people fully understand that the day that law is passed that does not mean all these
things are gone, it means the beginning of another series of tests in
the courts to see if we can get the courts to determine that these are
unconscionable leases, that they should not be continued. We feel like
the court would grant some relief there, but. it is a future thing; it
is not something that the law itself says.
Mr. SABIUwELs. Of course not. You don't decide whether the law will
be held constitutional or otherwise; that is for future generations to
find out and that is what I am afraid of. I think that this generation
will never come to the end of the litigation which might follow this
law, if and when it is passed into being. In my paper I have suggested
to you that you include in this law, since you are including the cutting
off of the escalation as of the date of the enactment of the bill that
perhaps that could be changed to maybe 90 days thereafter, if it is
possible to change it. Of course a year is, again, adding another year
to the already lengthy litigations that have been in the hopper and will
follow.
I would also suggest, if that can be added, that you limit any lease
to 21 years instead of 99, and you say that no lease may be entered
into for more than 21 years. Even if a lease was entered into, the
limitation of the lease should be 21 years on past leases.
Noev if you can pass a law cutting off the escalation, I think you
can also pass a law making a limit on the lease 21 years. The reason
I make that statement is because we all recognize, Senator, that a
swimming pool or a sauna bath or anything that is built, such as even
a building, can never last 99 years, and these leases call for the return
of the facilities at the end of the 99-year period to the developer in
the same condition as when he received them. Now, of course, nobody
will be there to return it in the same condition except one or two people
whom I am looking at here.
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Mr. SPEIGEL. I'll be there.

Mr. SANUELS. Of course you will.
It is a condition in my opinion which is unconscionable, to say the
least. I cannot understand how anybody can lease somebody a swimming pool for 99 years and say to him: "You will return that swimming pool in the same condition to me as when you leased it and, in
the meantime, you will be paying a rental on it." That is where the
pool would have to be rebuilt 7 or 10 times in the 99 years. The fact is
that the recreation building or any building that you put up will never
be there in 99 years.
BUILDING

HAS

EXISTING PROBLEMS

We have a problem now in the 20 buildings that we have where the
plumbing is rusting out, and the plumbing runs under the buildings
in the center of the six-story structure. Now how are you going to
repair those things? So far what we have been doing is, we were digging and tunneling under the buildings to fix some of the leaks that
you can hear. If you listen to it with a stethoscope, you can hear the
water running.
Now what is going to happen-not in 21 years, Senator, but in 3 or
4 more years? I think that all these buildings will have to be replumbed. So how can you expect a recreational facility to last for
99 years and the use of which you can condition upon the sale of a
home to a buyer that is 70 years old already? I think the whole thing
is a ridiculous thing and I don't think that the law should permit it,
or should have permitted it to begin with. Unfortunately, that is
what it is. I mean, the law is the law and the Supreme Court of Florida
already said that that is all you can do. If you enter into this lease,
you better live up to it.
Now I know that the unconscionability area which you are addressing yourself to also is an excellent one, provided of course, that these
leases are really unconscionable. It has not been tested in the State
of Florida yet. I know that Florida does have this law also. You know
the Florida Legislature addressed itself to this area and said that
the lease is unconscionable if it contains all the clauses that these
leases do contain. Every one of them does contain a clause that the
unit owners will pay all taxes and maintenance and everything. That
kind of contract is unconscionable. Well, of course it is, but I hope
that the courts will also hold it to be unconscionable and that they
will try to reform some of it, at least to the point where these people
can live with it.
I mean we are paying from an initial $221,000, next year $500,000
a year for our recreation facility and unless something is done, I
think the best thing that any condominium owner can do will be
to try to buy these contracts and not permit them to run for 99 years,
but try to negotiate a reasonable purchase.
Senator CIIILES. That is what many of the associations are doing.
COURT CASES COULD LAST FOR YEARS

Mr. SAMtTELS. Many of the associations are doing that, and quite
frankly we are doing it. I know that if we finalize our proposed
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purchase we are going to be paying about four or five times the original cost of the facility in addition to the moneys that we have already
paid for the use of the facilities. I know that many condominiums
are doing it in anticipation that no law will actually affect existing
contracts and I agree with you 100 percent, Senator, that there will
be test cases on this for years to come which will probably end up in
the Supreme Court of the United States for a decision. The final
decision probably will be in the U.S. Supreme Court maybe 10 years
hence. Now where these poor condominium owners will be by then I
don't know. I know where I will be.
Senator CHILES. Thank you, sir.
Mr. SAMETELS. Thank you.
Senator CHILES. Both of the organizations that you represent include cooperatives as well as condcominiums. Do co-op unit owners
have similar concerns?
Mr. SAMUELS. Yes; they do have the same exact conditions that
exist in condominiums. In many co-ops, unfortunately, the ground
was leased to them only, you see-all the ground, even under the
buildings. Of course, ground leases are a little worse to overcome than
leases on recreational facilities which are built, because the ground
leases have been made for hundreds of years or probably thousands
of years-for 99 years or longer. Some of these co-ops have actually
the ground under their buildings leased to them.
Senator CHILES. That is a good point. Senator Stone and I are
looking at the possibility, and the chances are we are probably going
to offer an amendment to the legislation to try to include co-ops.
Mr. SAINIUELS. I think the Florida condominium law does include
condominiums and co-ops under one heading. They do address the
co-op.
WHIAT

IS HAPPENING NATIONALLY?

Senator CHILES. Sid, as I understand, the Condominium Co-op

Executive Council has to exchange information between association
executives on matters of common concern. In terms of the national
scene, do you believe there is enough information exchange on condominium issues throughout the United States in spite of the fairly
recent and welcome surveys by the U.S. Department of Housing in

condominiums? Do we really know what is happening in this fast
changing part of our housing scene across the country?
Mr. WfERZIG. The only thing that we do work through is the CAI.
You have Bob Rosen as your witness here today who gathers most of
the information throughout the country and disseminates it through
its organization to all of us, but we, ourselves, are in touch with a few
of the State organizations and we exchange information.
Coming back to a few things that Ernie said here, there is one
other thing that I think, Senator, we have to look at in that national
piece of legislation, and that is where we have the single-family
dweller, the single-family homeowner who is also living in a condominium concept where there are some portions of common ground,
common elements, common payments. The bill does not address itself
to that and we have to cover that also as we go along with it.
We also wanted to take the opportunity, of course, to thank the
Senate for incorporating into it some of our State legislation in our
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unconscionability bill-of taking five points from that and forming
that into the Federal bill which, of course, you know we have been up
there with you trying to move it along and get it going. With all of
that, Senator, there is something else, too, that nobody has mentioned.
I don't think many people have given thought that sometime in the future, and not too many years from now, we are going to hit a zero
base as far as birthrate is concerned.
We have been dropping in our birthrate year after year which poses
for the future a smaller working force of people than we have today.
Those people will be the ones who will have to carry the brunt of the
aging,
cost of maintaining whatever programs are then set up for the
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a look at England and the debt that England is in, she can never pull
herself out of that because she has been on a zero base for quite a number of years. The work force is too small to be bale to produce enough
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any policies that we try to put out today are just going to fall apart
and collapse.
MISMANAGEMENT ADVERSELY AFFECTS PROJECTS

Senator CHiLES. That is a good point.
In 1975 the HUD condominium study forecast that mismanagement was one of the greatest long-run threats to condominiums.
Ernie, it looks like Point East is very fortunate because of your experience and background and the team that you have brought together
Are
there, but it does not appear that that is the picture everywhere.
you aware of cases in which faulty management has already adversely
affected projects?
Mr. NEmzi. Well, faulty management has been mainly amongst those
who have hired outside management firms who have not fully perownformed what they had contracted for and then they say, well, therid
of
get
and
contracts
their
break
to
had
offices
ers of the association
then-some of them at great cost, some at litigation, others just managed to take the money and then fold up and disappear. That was
one reason why, I think it was last year, that we passed that piece of
legislation where, on appliance services, they had to be licensed and
bonded in order to protect our people.
There were firms going around getting up-front money, and then
within a few months closing up. We protected them along those lines
and we look again to other areas that we can get into also.
Another thing that we, the organization-when I say "we," I mean
the CCCE-is working on right now is a mass insurance program for
the condominium owners' meaning on their association buildings and
properties, casualty and liability, so that instead of going in and getting a price on a piece of property of $2 or $3 million, we are going
in asking for prices on one-half a billion. We will also be able to cut
out the agents' commissions which, in turn, is also going to serve and
save all our members quite a bit of money. We -believe that we have got
something very good that we have to put to use, and that is mass pur-
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chasing. As long as we stay in the organizations that we are in, we can
utilize that to the benefit of all our members.
SPECIAL CORPS OF ADmINISTRATORS
Senator Cyru s. Well, again one of the points that I am seeking
here is that Point East was very fortunate in having some skill there
on the part of their retired people who can perform that management
role. That is probably not going to happen in every case, and for some
it might be that the worst thing they could do is to take over themselves
without the skills and ultimately run it into the ground. Have you
ever thought of being in touch with the Small Business Administration, for example, to discuss whether some special corps of administrators could offer advice or help to get some skilled people that could
provide some of the help that Point East seems to have, and that all of
the associations would need?
Mr. SAMUELS. Let me tell you, Senator, what one of the major problems is when the association tries to take over the management of a
condominium. Unfortunately what happens is, maybe 15 or 20 people
are directors in the association, and each one of them would like to
manage. You and I know, Senator, that no big business can be managed
by 20 people when each 1 of the 20 thinks that he knows more than the
next one and that he would do better if he was given an opportunity to
really do the job.
In my meetings with many of these condominium associations, I try
to explain to them that either they have to get one single person who
really knows what he has to do and have him manage like a big business is managed, by someone at the top who then delegates to the various areas authority to do things-he is the one who has to be the final
judge and the final jury as to what is being done and what is not going
to be done. Unless that, in some way, can be brought to the attention of
these people, the problems that arise are inner fights, inner battles
between the directors themselves and between the so-called volunteers
who are trying to do a job that they are not capable of doing or not
trained to do; each one trying to outdo the other.
Now in those instances perhaps one single manager would be the
solution. Slowly as they learn, I think, they come to the realization
as to just what is best for them or how best they can manage. I think
eventually they will handle themselves. Of course they slowly come to
really know; they teach the others and they try to help themselves
properly.
ALTERNATIVES TO INSTIUmTIONAL CARE

Senator CmEs. As the population of elderly residents of condominiums continue to rise-of course many of them down here enter
condominium life as retirees-there is going to be a growing demand
for in-home services as disabilities arise. I have been concerned about
this and the Special Committee on Aging has been holding hearings
on what are called alternatives to institutional care-home health care,
homemakers, day care, and similar services. Do you see any special difficulties or advantages in providing home services in condominiums?
I address that to both of you.
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Mr. SAMUELS. Are you saying for the Government to provide these
in-home services?
Senator Cinas. These would be services to help persons avoid being
institutionalized in a hospital or nursing home situation. I am trying
to determine what you see as the alternative.
Mr. NERZIG. If something like that could be worked out, I believe
that that would be a tremendous boon to us citizens of today who are
going to be a lot older in years to come.
Senator (9HILEs. Right now, as you know, those services are not
covered by medicare.
Mr. NERZIG. We know that.
Senator CHILEs. But if you institutionalize the person, then it is
covered for a period of days.
Mr. NERZIG. Yes.

Senator CmiiLEs. So would we be better off having in-home services
as an alternative?

Mr. SAMUELS. Much better.
Mr. NERZIG. We would be much better off because, as we understand
from possibly dealing with some members of our own families, that
they would much prefer to remain in their own home, regardless of
what the problem is with them. How to handle them and how we can
attack it is the big problem. That would help.
EiFICIENT MANAGEMENT COMIPANY

Also coming back to what you said about management before, Lauderdale West started working with the management company that performed all services for them so that they did not have anybody on their
own payroll. They had no payroll taxes to pay, no deductions to have
to make, no bookkeeping of their own, and it wound up giving them
less problems on management and it was all professionally done. These
people even gave the unit owner the service-if he needed a light bulb
changed and it was too much for him to climb up there to do it, they
did it; if they needed a washer changed in their sink, which is supposedly their problem, they took care of it for them. That was a 100percent fully management company and with something like that they
had no problems.
Before, when Ernie was talking about having 15 and 20 different
people with 15 or 20 different thoughts, that is one thing that you
usually do run into. We try to start off with our new members by trying to educate them a bit in the respect that they came down here to
buy their condominium and to live here, they not only bought what
they had belhinid those doors of their unit, but they had also bought
a number of partners that they had to learn to live with and to work
with and the sooner they realized that and started to. work together,
the better off they all were. It is a matter of educating the people.
Mr. SPEIGEL. Senator, may I comment on this management question?
The question you raise is very important and is near and dear to my
heart. Senator, let me tell you that my good friend Ernie talks about
management. They have 1,200 units. We have 100 in our co-op. We
cannot afford management; the cost would be prohibitive. We can
manage while they cannot. They have 30 board members and we have
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-5. Each organization will take care of their own problems as far as
management is concerned.
Senator, I came down here in 1966. In the co-op I live in I was
shocked a few weeks ago when I was told that we had 29 percent
widows. These are women who live alone. They came down here with
their husbands and, because of the span of life, they lose their mates
and they are left alone. This prevails in many, many buildings where
I have made inquiries. The percentage of widows we have today is
anywhere from 25 to 30 percent. These women are lonesome; they
don't know what to do with themselves. They are looking for company
and they are looking for assistance when they are not well enough to
get out and around. 'That happens to a person, particularly as we get
alollg in these twilight years.
HEALTH CARE CENTERS

Now we need the health care centers. That is the thing that is most
iuportant, Senator, because I just had the experience. The choice was
either to stay home for another week or spend $1,500 or $3,000 for the
week at the hospital. Because I amn not on medicare, they say, "Don't
worry about it; the Government pays for it." I said no, I would rather
be home. MNly doctor suggested this home health service that he sent in
and they came there the first day after I got home and said, "We winl
come."' Two days later they said it was not necessary. The nurse came
in and it was wonderful. The Government saved thousands of dollars,
and I was mjich happier because I was at home.
That is an important point, Senator, in-lhome health care service and
social service. 1 know we have it for Hutchinson and that group. but
they cannot cover enough of it. Maybe it is your fault. When I say
'your fault," I mean the U.S. Congress, whein they don't provide
enough money. Maybe it is Jimmy Carter's fault he cuts the money in
the wrong places.
We need bus transportation. I have been appointed by the Governor to serve on the NPO. *We worked with that and, thanks to you
people, the money is there, but that takes a long, long time.
You said nursing care. We don't want to go to nursing homies; we
want to remain at home. This home health care would be the greatest,
Senator. If you would lend your efforts-and I am sure you think well
enough of it to lend your efforts to see if that can be continued or
imgproved upon-we would all owe you a vote of thanks.
Senator CmILEs. Thank you, Jack.
Home health care and home health care legislation and catastrophic
health insurance are going to be major issues in the 96th Congress.
While the cost of national health insurance for all of our citizens may
be prohibitively expensive, amendments are needed to medicare and
medicaid that would offer protection against the high cost of care for
those with the long-term catastrophic illnesses. I hope that is something that the 96th Congress is going to be able to address itself to.
Our next witness is Linda Brickman, who is going to present a
statement from Senator Stone. As I mentioned at the outset; Senator
Stone is a cosponsor of the legislation that we are talking about, and
certainly one of his major interests has been in the condominium
3S-T47-79
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problem. We are delighted to have Linda here today presenting his
statement.
STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD STONE, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE:
STATE OF FLORIDA, PRESENTED BY LINDA BRICKMAN, DISTRICT
REPRESENTATIVE IN THE SOUTH FLORIDA AREA
Miss BRICKMAN. Good morning, Senator Chiles, Representative
Dyer, Commissioner Speigel.
My name is Linda Brickman and I am Senator Stone's district rep-.
resentative in the Miami and south Florida area. Senator Stone's district office is located in Miami.
Senator Chiles, thank you very much for allowing me to appear at
these hearings in order to present Senator Stone's testimony on condominiums and other forms of common residences for older Americans. Senator Stone regrets that he is unable to be here in person thisw
morning and he has asked me to convey to you his deep appreciation
for conducting these important hearings. As you know, Senator Stone
shares your interest and concern about the quality of older Americans'
lives. He intends to join with you and the other members of the Senate
Special Committee on Aging in efforts aimed at relieving the problems.
that trouble many older Florida residents.
I shall now read Senator Stone's statement.
Senator Chiles and members of the Senate Special Committee on
Aging, I appreciate this opportunity to present testimony about
housing alternatives for older people and specifically about the community living arrangements that are so popular here in Floridacondominiums, cooperatives, homeowner associations-and their impact on the lives of older people who live in them.
Florida offers a wonderful warm climate for retired people which
can be enjoyed the year round. This atmosphere is appealing to active
individuals who want plenty of outdoor recreation and also to persons who may need a temperate climate for their health.
ATTRACTIVE LIVING ARRANGEMENTS

All Floridians want to live in comfort and have a sense of economic
security. Many people purchase a condominium in order to avoid
having to pay increasing monthly rents. In addition to the economic
advantages of owning a home, including tax benefits and the opportunity for equity appreciation, most Florida condominiums provide
amenities such as swimming pools, tennis courts, and other recreation
facilities which individual buyers otherwise would be unable to afford.
Also the condominium unit owner has fewer maintenance responsibilities than the owner of a conventional home. These factors all contribute to making condominium living extremely attractive for
retirees in Florida.

Unfortunately, in their eagerness to settle in this wonderful environment, many people were victims of unfair sales practices. The
Federal Trade Commission has received thousands of letters complaining about shoddy condominium construction and the developer's
failure to honor the warranty. Public concern about such abuses was
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significant enough for Congress to mandate a study by the Department
of Housing and Urban Development on condominiums and cooperatives. The study identified the major problems associated with
condominiums:
One: Construction was often of poor quality and purchasers were
not protected by adequate warranties on their units and the common
elements.
Two: Purchasers were unwittingly committed by some developers
to long-term recreation leases with extremely high escalation clauses
tied to cost-of-living indexes.
Three: Developers failed to pay common expense assessments on
their units.
Four: Purchasers' deposits were not escrowed and were often lost if
the developer went into bankruptcy.
Five: Condominium documents were too complicated and difficult
for the average purchaser to understand.
Six: Tenants were displaced without sufficient notice when the
rental units were converted to condominiums.
Seven: Unit owners' associations had major problems because they
were not prepared to operate condominium projects.
CONDOMINIum ACT INTRODUCED
In 1977, in response to the concerns expressed by thousands of
Florida condominium owners, President Carter asked the Department of Housing and Urban Development-HUD-to prepare national legislation which would eliminate the most abusive practices
associated with the sale and ownership of condominiums. In the
course of drafting the bill, HUD consulted with State regulators
and condominium associations and developers in order to provide a
proper balance. After carefully reviewing the legislation and recommending several necessary changes, the bill, which has been called
the Condominium Act was introduced in the Senate by you, Senator
Chiles, and me on April 13,1978.
I would like to highlight some of the features of the bill.
First, the bill provides for private action in Federal courts. But
because we would prefer the States to regulate condominiums, there
is a mechanism created that allows the Federal Government to certify
State laws which guarantee equivalent or greater protection for condominium buyers. States like Florida, which have strong condominium statutes., would be certified immediately.
The bill would require full disclosure to the purchaser of all documentation and information necessary to make an informed and prudent buying decision. This information includes descriptions of the
condominium, statements concerning what the developer is obligated
to build, completion schedules, and purchasers' rights. Estimated
budget figures for the owners' association would also be disclosed.
While disclosure of important information can help prevent consumer ripoffs, the effect of disclosure depends on the buyer's ability
to understand the information and to use it.
In order to insure that buvers have time to review all the information, the bill provides a 15-dlay right to rescind after the purchaser
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signs the sales contract or receives the disclosure information, whichever occurs later. Antifraud provisions would protect purchasers
from misstatements in the disclosure, advertising, or promotional
material.
The legislation would require the developer to warrant common elements of a condominium for at least 3 years and to give each purchaser
a-1-year warranty on the unit. Special provisions would apply to warranties of converted condominiums. Similar disclosure and warranty
requirements already are in effect in Florida and the Florida statute
served largely as a model for the national legislation.
In order to provide unit owners with an opportunity to gain experience in the operation of the condominium association, the unit owners
would elect a minority of directors of the association prior to the
transfer of control.
PROTECTTON AGAINST "SWEETHEART"

CONTRACTS

To protect against past abuses that have arisen through the use of
long-term management agreements and leases, the proposed law also
provides that the association can terminate certain "sweetheart" contracts and leases which are critical to the operation of the condominium and to the unit owners' full enjoyment of their rights of ownership.
The bill also contains some retroactive changes. While the U.S. Constitution explicitly prohibits States from abridging previous contractual rights there is no such prohibition on the Federal Government.
The U.S. Department of Justice reviewed the Condominium Act before it was introduced and concluded that the bill "has no serious constitutional impediments * * * I request that the letter from the Justice Department be printed after my statement in the hearings record.
Long-term contracts that provide for the operation, maintenance, or
management of the association or property serving the unit owners,
which are made between the developer, or an affiliate of the developer,
and the owners' association, while the developer still controls the association, may be detrimental to the interest of the unit owners. The
unit owners could terminate these self-dealing contracts without penal-ty by two-thirds vote of the association after they assume control of
the project.
Recreation leases are the most controversial aspect of condominium
ownership in Florida. Long-term recreation leases between the developer and the unit owners are not always bad. Leases often are a reasonable way to provide expensive amenities. But, in some cases, a
developer may have retained the ownership of the recreational facilities and leased them to the unit owners-on a noncancelable basisfor periods as long as 99 years. The unit owners are required to pay
-tll, or substantially all, of the operating and maintenance costs of the
facilities.
The proposed legislation would make some automatic rent increases
unenforceable in the future. When there is a net-net lease, and it is
tied. to a cost-of-living index which has no relationship to the developer's obligation under the lease, future increases would be void. These
leases had to be accepted or ratified by the purchasers as'a condition
-of purchase.
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In addition, the unit owners can agree, by two-thirds vote, to seek
a judicial determination that such a lease is unconscionable. The bill
lists certain characteristics that the lease must have in order to bring
this action, such as the fact that it had to be accepted by the purchaser
as a condition of purchase. It also sets forth several standards for the
court to consider in making a determination of unconscionability.
These include any gross disparity between the obligations incurred and
the value of the benefit derived.
STATE LAW CHALLENGED

The unconscionability criteria are similar to those provided in the
Florida statutes. They are intended to serve as a backup in the event
that the State law which is currently being challenged is ruled
unconstitutional.

These provisions would apply to a lease in existence at the time the
bill is enacted, but any action must be brought within 3 years of
enactment.

Senator Chiles, since April when we introduced the Condominium
Act, I have received thousands of letters from Floridians expressing
strong support for the measure and imploring Congress to act quickly, particularly to ease the burdens of prospective recreation lease-fee
increases. I have also received many constructive proposals, as I am
sure you have, suggesting ways in which the bill can be improved. I
am carefully considering all of these suggestions and would certainly
welcome others. For example, in response to requests, I have prepared
an amendment which would provide similar protections for purchasers
of cooperative units. Prior to the beginning of the 96th Congress in
January, I hope to sit down with you and review the Condominium
Act in light of these hearings and the suggestions we have received
and to make whatever changes are necessary before reintroducing the
legislation.

Thank you again for this opportunity. I look forward to continuing
to work with you on solutions to housing problems facing the elderly
living in Florida condominiums and throughout the United States.
Senator CHMLES. Without objection, the letter from the Department
of Justice that was referred to will be included in the record.
[The letter follows:]
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,

TJWashington, D.C., November 18, 1977.

Hon. JAMrES T. M~cINTYRE, Jr.,
Acting Director, Office of Management and Budget, Washington, D.C.
DE.A MBI. MCINTYRE: This is in response to your request for the views of the
Department of Justice on a draft bill prepared by HUD entitled the "Condominium Consumer Protection Act."
The proposed legislation would provide for comprehensive Federal regulation
of the condominium industry. The statutory scheme would create certain legal
rights in the condominium unit purchaser, regardless of whether the purchase
date was before or after the passage of the act. (These rights are enumerated in
the "explanation and justification' accompanying the draft bill.) Additionally
the bill wvill alter substantially the nature of the contractual relationships between condominium developers and unit purchasers and will also establish both
civil and criminal enforcement powvers to assure compliance with the bill's requirements. Because the bill touches upon an area not heretofore subjected to
Federal regulation, and because it will affect in many cases important preexisting contractual relationships, we anticipate that its provisions will.receive
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close scrutiny and that questions will be raised about Its constitutionality. For
the reasons stated below, it is the Department's judgment that the bill has no
serious constitutional impediments and that, with the modifications suggested
here, the bill is desirable and should be supported.
Several constitutional questions have been addressed In the course of drafting
the bill. The first question is whether Congress has the constitutional power
under the commerce clause to deal with the bill's subject matter. On this question we entertain little doubt that Congress does have the requisite power to
legislate. The Supreme Court has consistently accorded broad latitude to Congress' power to legislate where the subject of legislation either involves alleged
misuse of the channels of interstate commerce or concerns a subject which has
some discernible effect or impact upon interstate commerce. See, e.g.. Atlanta
379 U.S. 241, 258 (1964) ; Katzenbach v. McClung, 379
Motel v. Uni tedStates,
U.S. 294 (1964). For example, in Perez v. United States, 402 U.S. 146 (1971), the
Court sustained the exercise of Federal power to prohibit (by criminal statute)
extortionate credit transactions even though those transactions appeared to be
entirely local in character. The Court pointed to congressional findings that such
credit transactions had an impact on interstate commerce because they supported the operations of organized crime. Id. at 154-156.
In order to assure that a proper foundation for Congressional action is demonstrated it would, of course, be advisable to adduce during the hearings and deliberations on this proposed legislation evidence of the impact of condominiums
on interstate commerce. To that end the Department's Lands and Natural Resources Division has suggested that:
* it could be noted that advertisements for condominiums often appear in
"d*
newspapers in States other than the State inwhich the' property is located. The
number of sales to persons outside of the States in which the property is located
would be an additional indicia of interstate commerce. The financial arrangements for the conversion of a rental unlit to a condominium form of ownership
can also be explored."
Further, HUD can present evidence on the highly mobile nature of our society
and how interstate travel is often critically affected by housing. We are of the
opinion that congressional findings of this sort would amply support the exercise
of Federal power in this area in light of the foregoing authority supporting Congress' power under the commerce clause.
A second constitutional question may arise due to the fact that several of the
bill's provisions will have a retroactive effect upon existing contracts between
unit purchasers and condominium developers. For example, the bill would void
existing lease provisions that require unit purchasers to pay all attorneys' fees or
judgments incurred by the developer in suits between that developer and the unit
purchasers-section 203(b). Similarly, the bill will allow unit purchasers to set
aside existing long-term contracts in which the developer has agreed to provide
management or maintenance services at a time when the developer still controlled the project-section 209.1
The argument is frequently made that congressional action having an effect
on existing contractual relations is violative of the Constitution. Where, however, Congress is legislating in an area within its appropriate functions, the
Supreme Court has repeatedly upheld laws which have had retrospective consequences. The point has been articulated. in a passage from Fleming v. Rhodes,
331 U.S. 100. 107 (1945) which has often been cited, as follows:
"Federal regulation of future action based upon rights previously acquired by
the person regulated is not prohibited by the Constitution. So long as the Constitution authorizes the subsequently enacted legislation, the fact that its provisions limit or interfere with previously acquired rights does not condemn It.
Immunity from Federal regulation is not gained through forehanded contracts."
See also FHfA v. The Darlingtoon, Inc., 358 U.S. 84 (1958). Very recently the
Supreme Court has reaffirmed the general proposition that "legislative readjusting rights and burdens is not unlawful solely because it upsets otherwise settled
expectation." Usery v. Turner Elkhor'n Mining Co., 428 U.S. 1, 16 (1976). In addition to making the retroactivity argument, opponents of the legislation can be
expected to make the related argument that the legislation is violative of the
fifth amendment's due process clause because it interferes with the activities of
condominium developers in an arbitrary manner. There is at least some indica-a
tion in the Supreme Court opinions that the standards for withstanding such
lSee also section 210 (f) and (g).
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challenge may be more demanding where the legislative action has retroactive
consequences, e.g.. Usery v. T''urner Elkhorn Mining Co., 428 U.S. at 17.
On the basis of the information set forth in the "explanation and justification"
preceding the draft bill, and based upon our discussions of the bill with its
drafters at HIUD, it appears quite unlikely that a Court would conclude that
any of the measures in this bill lack a rational basis. Of course, as with other
possible attacks upon the constitutionality of congressional action, the likelihood
of a successful defense against such an attack is heightened by a recorded legislative history which demonstrates the extent of the problems tackled by Congress
and which makes plain the reasons why these particular means of resolving
those problems have been selected.
We think it is also conceivable that some question might be raised about section 210(c) which states that certain condominium leases will be "presumed" to
be unconscionable absent a "clear and convincing" demonstration to the contrary. Where it might be contended that the establishment of such presumptions and evidentiary rules are matters which are to be left to the judiciary, the
Supreme Court has repeatedly held both that it is within the province of Congress to promulgate evidentiary rules and legislative presumptions and that
those actions will only be overturned by a court if they are found to be "purely
arbitrary." See, e.g.. U8seiY V. Turner El7horn Mliniwg Go., 428 U.S. at 30, 31-34;
Mobile, J. <-K. C. R. Co. v. Turnipseed, 210 U.S. 35, 43 (1910). As with the preced-

ing contentions, we have little doubt that Congress' judgment can withstand
constitutional challenge.2

In addition to the constitutional arguments there is one matter which the
Department of JTustice feels must be carefully reconsidered. Section 208(a)
allows the Secretary of HUD to bring actions 'in Federal court to enjoin any
activities in violation of the Condominium Act. Similarly, section 208(d)
would authorize the Secretary to bring an action to enforce subpenas issued
under the act. The Department of Justice feels that it is unwise to vest independent litigating authority in I-IUD. As you know, the Department serves as the
litigating arm of the executive branch in all but a very limited number of circumstances. As you also know the President has directed that further consideration
be given to the question of the centralization of litigating authority in the
Department of Justice. It is my understanding that the preliminary conclusions
of that study support the Department's strongly held view that litigation must be
focused in the Department.
With respect to this particular legislative proposal, it should be noted that the
Department has already developed considerable expertise in handling litigation
arising under the related provisions of the Interstate Land Sales Registration
Act, 15 U.S.C. section 1701 et seq.
Finally, our Land and Natural Resources Division has also recommended
incorporating a ptovision into the draft bill which would authorize the Secretary
of HUD to impose civil penalties after notice and an opportunity for a hearing
on the record. Noting the limited nature of injunctive relief, and the severity
of criminal sanctions, the Lands Division suggests that this provision for civil
penalties could be a useful enforcement tool. This suggestion merits HUD's
serious consideration.
Sincerely,
rRAYMOND S. CALAMARO,
Acting AMsistant Attorney General.

Senator Citrri:s. Thank you v ery much, Linda.
Tom Skldac is here representimig Senator Pepper. Everybody knows

that Senator Pepper has had a long and contining interest i this
area of legislation and today he is holding hearings in Waslington
on medi-g-,ap. one of the great problems we have of people trying to
fleece some of our elderly citizens by selling them inadequate and inap1neluded in the packet of materials presented by HUD to the Department are a series
of optional provisions which I-UD indicates might be considered for Inclusion at a later
time. The third option-one which would allow renters to force the conversion of rental
oroperty to a condominium format-raises additional constitutional questions which we
have diselssed preliminarily wvith HUI) hut which we have not undertaken to study in
this
detail. We have been Informed that HUD does not presently intend to recommend
provision and that if the provision is to be considered the Department will, at that time,
ice asked to render an opinion on those constitutional questions.
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propriate insurance policies. Tom, we are delighted to have you here
representing Senator Pepper.
We will excuse you all. Thank you very much for your testimony and
your interest in this area. If there is anything further that you have to
present to us, as we said, the record will be open. We are delighted to
have you here.
Mr. NERZIG. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. SAMUELS. Thank you.
Senator CITLhES. I would also like to recognize Garson Meyer in our
audience today who has served as a consultant to this committee.
He has held many national positions in the field of aging, including the
Presidential task force chairmanship. He is on the New York State
Advisory Commission, and former president of the National Association of the National Council on Aging. I understand he is a winter
resident in Bal Fharbour. 'We are delighted to have him here todav and
we would like him to stand up so we can recognize him.
Thank you. sir. We hope you will change that winter residence to
a permanent residence here in the near future.
Mr. MIETYER. Under the condominium law.
Senator CHILES. Well, now that we have shown New York how to
staf; theirs off, we will have to do that for you.
Also, Nan Hutchinson is here. She is the head of the Broward
County Area. Agency on Aging. She is going to be testifying at our
hearing tomorrow. We are delighted to have you present here.
We will ask our next two witnesses to come up together. Bob Rosen,
president, South Florida Chapter of the Community Associations
Institute; and Sam Schoninger, president, Builders Association of
South Florida.
STATEMENT OF ROBERT ROSEN, MIAMI, FLA., PRESIDENT, SOUTH
FLORIDA CHAPTER, COMMUNITY ASSOCIATIONS INSTITUTE
M~'r. iRosis,. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Robert Rosen, president of the South Florida Chapter
of Community Associations Institute, located at Dadeland Towers,
Miami, Fla. I am also president of Camino Circle Condominium, and
serve as secretary-treasurer of Kings Creek Village Association, Inc.,
a 1,610-unit planned unit development-or PUD as it is called-which
is also located in the southwest section of Miami and comprised of
two different condominium associations, one being 95 units and the
other being 70 units; a. townhouse section comprised of 234 units;
a single-family home section comprised of 68 units; and 1,067 rental
apartment units together with a shopping center. I also operate a management consulting firm, Rosen Management Service, Inc., which
specializes in condominium and homeowner association management.
One of the biggest problems facing the purchaser of a condominium
or community-type home is an understanding of what it is he is purchasing. The concept of shared amenities found in community associations is the way of our future. No longer can the vast majority of
Americans, older or younger, afford to purchase a single-family home
together with the upkeep and amenities desired. The only answer is
housing that takes into account the conservation of resources of shared
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land. Unfortunately, many purchasers have not fully realized that
with the condominium and community association concept, there is
also an inherent obligation for governing the shared areas. Certain
covenants and deed restrictions provide for mandatory rules, regulations, and assessments for the upkeep of these common facilities. Decisionmaking is vested into an elected representative body for the care
of the property and the lifestyle of its residents.
UNIQUE AssocIArION
As a practitioner, unit owner, association leader, and management
agent, I found the educational information, publications, and conferences of CAI-the Community Associations Institute-most helpful.
In your letter you asked that I explain about the CAI. The CAI group,
based out of Washington, D.C., is unique in that it is the only group
in the country to represent all the segments of the condominium, co-op,
and homeowner association industry, with membership comprised of
community association leaders, builders and developers, association
managers and management agents, public officials and association
colleagues, including accountants, C.P.A.'s, attorneys, realtors, and
other professionals.
* Community Associations Institute was organized in 1973 by individuals interested in providing education and communication for those
involved in community associations. Assistance was provided by the
Urban Land Institute and National Association of Homebuilders with
funding support from the U.S. League of Savings Associations, the
Veterans' Administration, and the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development. Through research and education, CAI assists all
automatic membership community associations in condominium and
planned developments serve their purpose: To preserve the quality of
life and protect property values by maintaining the common elements,
operating shared facilities, and delivering community services.
CAI does not represent any one profession or interest group. Rather,
it represents the process of creating and operating successful, viable
community associations. The board of directors of national CAI, as
well as the south Florida chapter, is divided equally among all five
membership categories. This helps insure that the institute maintains
a broad perspective, encourages communication and cooperation between the different groups, and receives diverse input of information
on all aspects of association operation, a problem we talked about in
your other panel this morning.
LACK OF UNDERSTANDING AND EXPERTISE

The main problem I have experienced in working with communitytype associations during the past 6 years is the lack of understanding
and expertise necessary in operating condominium and homeowner associations. Oftentimes the retiree who has come to Florida to relax
and enjoy his later years gets elected to the board and finds himself
embroiled in the day-to-day operations of a multimillion-dollar corporation. The gentleman you heard from previously and Ernie Samuels
are to be congratulated in that respect. Everybody wants to put their
2 cents in, and decisions often are made as a result of who speaks the
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loudest and endures the longest. Consumer education and association
management operation are both necessary for the owners and operators
of a condominium.
Two information booklets that would be of great help to the older
American condominium purchaser or unit owner are provided at
modest cost through the Washington, D.C., office of Community Associations Institute. These booklets entitled "The Homebuyer and the
Community Association" and "The Homeowner and the Community
Association" discuss the purchase and responsibilities of living in a
condominium or planned unit development. Additional material would
be helpful if either the local States or Federal Government would
providSe resource material easily accessible by each association.
I would like to add some additional remarks that are not in the pre-pared statement. Senator, as an example of you, yourself, living in two
separate condominium associations, we find that Anierica is experiencing an explosive growth in residential common interest subdivisions, condominiums, and cluster-housing communities. The extent of
this growth and the suddenness with which it has occurred has been
remarkable.
GROWTHi

OF

CLuSTER HousiNG

TO

CONTINUE

In 1962 there were only 500 to 600 cluster communities nationwide
involving property owners' associations, and there were relatively few
condominium communities at all. Today-just 16 years later-there
fre over 24,000 such communities housing more than 7.2 million people
with annual budgets exceeding over $2 billion. This growth in con,dominium and cluster housing going to continue to be a major force
in the residential housing market in America today. In fact, the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development projects that by the
mid-1980's 50 percent of all new residential housing will be of this
type. The growth of this form of housing has already reached over
the 50-percent level in many larger metropolitan areas, and it seems
to be speeding up.
Much of the attention today, however, has focused on addressing
immediate needs and solving current problems. There has been little
attention to the need for long-range research and analysis that would
lead to new substantive directions. The state of the art has not kept
up with the growth and the use of the condominium associations.
There has been little effort to analytically review the experience today
or to evaluate what approaches work better or could work better.
There is a pressing need for research and analysis and more careful
consideration of basic association-related issues. This need must be
met to assure the continued improvement in growth and techniques,
and strategies for making the associations truly serve the needs of
their owners and residents.
I wish to thank the members of the U.S. Senate Special Committee
on Aging and those who were involved in setting up this hearing on
"Condominiiums and the Older Purchaser." I would be glad to answer
any questions and share with you any of the material that is presently
available to assist those in the condominium field.
Thank you.
Senator CHILEs. Thank you.
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Sam, do you have a statement that you would like to make?
STATEMENT OF SAM SCHONINGER, MIAMI, FLA., PRESIDENT,
BUILDERS ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH FLORIDA
Mr. SCHONINGER. Yes, Senator. I have some formal remarks. Initially I had some written remarks but I was not pleased with them
and I have not submitted them. In giving a lot of thought to this
subject in today's discussion, it seemed to me that we are really concerned with what can be done for the senior citizens in the condominiums. We are agreed upon a number of things. Condominiums are
the wave of the future and they are going to increase; they are a new
field.
Senator CHnES. Just before you start, let me mention that we had
billed, as a part of this meeting, that we were going to have a town
hall segment and that would take place as soon as this panel of
witnesses is over-for some of you who are wondering about the time.
Excuse me for interrupting.
Mr. SCHONINGER. I said initially I had prepared a statement but
I was not pleased with it, so I destroyed it. I have come here today,
and I think there are many areas of agreement. I think we are in
agreement with the fact that condominiums are the wave of the future.
I think this is necessitated by the fact that we are lookino to conserve
on maintenance. I think we are seeing more working couples today
and I think this is the major factor there. I think economics is a
major factor, so I think that this is the way we are heading.
I think the issue is really what can we do for the senior citizen?
What can we do for the citizens of the country as well? I think the
answer to that is that we can lower costs, and I think costs really fall
into two categories. I think the one category is the initial purchase
costs, and I think the second category is tae cost of maintenance and
these recreational leases that we have heard so much about today.
If we analyze the initial cost-as the president of the Builders Association, I can maybe share with vou some of the thoughits that a
builder goes through and that I have gone through on condominiums
that I have built. There is really no secret to it. You sit down with pencii and paper and you break it down into categories: No. l, you, cost
of land; No. 2, cost of building, or sticks and stones; and No. 3, the
soft costs.
Now with respect to land, what can we do to lower the price of land?
Well, one of the things we can do to lower the price of land is to try
to stem inflation, because inflation causes the prices of land to go up.
INCGREDTBLE GOVERTNMENTAL

REGULATION

Another area that causes prices of land to go up is incredible (overnmental regulation. Today, before a developer can anticipate a lnal
product. he is maybe lookingx at 1 year to 2 years of various processing
that he must go through waith different governnmental agencies and
there is no wa-v of evaluating what the market mav be in 2 years. So
this is somethinllg that could be done. A lot of these regulations which
are on the surface really soumd and seem as if we are doing a lot of
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good and a lot of justice but really are disastrous because they really
do increase land costs.
Another area is sticks and stones. Well, again, I don't know any
way of controlling the cost of sticks and stones except by eliminating
inflation, and this is a word that continually pops up. It popped up
this morning frequently and we are aware of it several times a day.
The other area is the soft costs. The soft costs include such items as
points to a lender, interest rates, and when you are looking at interest
rates, again, that word "inflation" creeps up. AWhen you talk about
points, again the word "inflation" creeps up because these are factors
which cause interest rates to go up and cause points for discounts on
mortgages to go up.
Another item is legal fees. Now I have been through the Florida
condominium statute prior to the last amendment. I did this for a condominium that I personally was developing and therefore deeply involved in and I could tell you that the cost of creating these instruments that you dont read is horrendous. You are looking at weeks and
weeks and weeks of time if you do it legitimately, and when I say
"legitimately," I mean not copying somebody else's papers but sitting
down and analyzing what the problemls are that are unique to this
particular project and working on the papers and trying to eliminate
problems that you may really have no way of predicting. They may
be problems that may be 2 or 3 years down the pike. One of the ways
that soft costs can be helped and lessened is by decreasing regulations
instead of increasing regulations.
"SOFT COSTS" MUST BE FIGURED

Another area that a developer today has to figure in his soft costsand this is a very, very sad statement-are the costs of defending a
lawsuit because there is virtually not a condominium built today that
a developer does not end up in litigation. Several years ago I visited
my condominium and the building inspector was there and he didn t
know who I was. He said, "You know, I have not seen a building built
like this in about 20 years; they just don't build this sort of thing."
I thanked him but didn't say very much.
This condominium that I was involved with, as well built as it was
and as well received as it was, we are involved in two different lawsuits. Now this is a cost factor in construction today and this is one
of the reasons why condomninium units sell for so much more per unit
than a comparable apartment house because this is a factor of doing
business. It really is sad.
You have to say I want to do the right thing. I want to be legitimate. I want to do the best job I can, supply the best materials. I
have to figure in $500 a unit for defending a lawsuit. It really is just a
sad state of aff airs.
Another real problem is the paperwork. After you have gotten past

the attomne ys and past all the papers that are required to establish a
condominiul, the paperwork that you have to be involved with to
satisfy the State of Florida and to satisfy your buyers and your
lenders, it is just astronomical.
So these ale major cost areas that thins can be done with, hopefully.
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In the second area of cost, once the buyer has purchased the unitI heard a lot this morning about leases and acceleration clauses, cost7
of-living clauses on leases. Well, Senator, I am here to tell yol today
that for the past couple of years leases are a dead issue. The buyers of
today are sophisticated to the point where they will not buy new
buildings with leases on them. 1 don't know what the statistics are,
but it might be very, very interesting to find out just how many condcominiums within the past 2 years have had leases on them. I think
you would find that the percentage is very, very low.
Another interesting point is the cost of living. Well, we are all
concerned about how much money this developer is going to make as
prices accelerate because inflation is going up, but the real villain
today, the villain that we are really not addressing ourselves to, is,
the Villain of inflation. If we did not have the inflation that we have
today, we would not have these problems with accelerating costs and
accelerating ground leases and accelerating costs of maintenance. We
would not have these problems that are facing people on fixed incomes.
INFrATTON: NATION'S No. 1 PROBLEM

The big problem today, in my opinion, is really inflation, and I hold
Government responsible for inflation. I think if Government were
to harness themselves and say, gentlemen, eve are going to take a
legitimate way of looking at things, we are going to look at things
lnlowing that we are only going to spend what we take in and we
have all the money for past Federal debt and we will come up with
a program to pay it off, I think a lot of problems today would be
eliminated and the hearings today would not be necessary if the Government would come to grips with that one problem.
As far as protection. I just would like to give two little examples
of personal situations that I have been involved with. I believe. and
in some instances I read it; that the proposed Federal bill contains a
provision for escrowing the deposits. The Florida statute contains a
provision for escrowing deposits. Now you have*all heard of the
developers that went broke. that took the deposits and disappeared.
I can assure you it is a horrible situation to be in when you have giiven
a substantial amount of your worth to somebody to build a building
for them and they have gone. But let's not overreact; let's analyze
what the problem is.
For example, let me just take my condominium. The condominium
that I was involved in had, let's say. an average sales price of $30,000.
a unit. At that time we were collecting a 10-percent deposit to build
the unit. At that time construction financing was pushing 15 percent,
but let's say construction financing is 10 percent. which we all know
it is not today with the prime at 11.5 percent. Let's sav an average
high rise condominium takes a vear and a half to build.' which is
not an unreasonable period of time for a high rise condominium to be
built in.
If von take that; $3.000 that the developer is'holding as n deposit
and multiply bv 10 percent interest. you get $300 a vear. and for 11/2
years you get $450. Let's just round that out to $500 since we have
come down on several other items. What this type of legislation rie-
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quires is that anybody who wants to protect their $3,000 deposit, using the low figure, is forced to buy a building in which the developer
in essence has to go out and spend another $500 per unit to build.
That $500 might be the difference between somebody being able to
afford a unit and not being able to afford a unit.
Now, I am a believer that if you want something you should have
the right to buy it, but unfortunately, a lot of this legislation does
not allow that. I would like people to say: "Yes; I want my $3,000
held in an escrow account. I will pay $500 more for my unit." That
gives the people a choice.
Now, let's just analyze from an overall point of view. If we can
say that more than one out of six deposits were lost, because I am
working on a ratio of $500 to $3,000-if more than one out of six
deposits were lost or will be lost, then it is a great insurance, but if
less than one out of six deposits will be lost and if the consumer is
forced to pay an extra $500 a year, then I suggest to you maybe it is
not such a good law. That is one thing I want you to think about.
NEED FOR LEGAL CONSULTATION

Another area I heard a lot about, you yourself said you were guilty
about not reading your condominium instruments. Because I spent
most of my time practicing law primarily in this type of area, I have
had people come into my office and say, "I am considering buying
a condominium and I have not signed the contract yet," which is
really great because most people unfortunately will sign contracts
before they consult with an attorney. I have had people come in and
say: "Here is the contract. I am considering signing this contract.
Here are all the instruments; I would like you to go through them."
I sav. "Fine: I will have it for you in a week."
They come back in a week and we would have a conference and I
would tell them: "There is a problem here. In the event the building
burns down, you may still be on a lease. There is a problem. If this
happens, you may lose all your money." I might go down a list of
maybe 12 major problems that could occur. Generally, the response
to that is, "Well, you know, a lot of my friends are living there and I
realize that I have all these problems, but I really want to live with
my friends." This is a story that I have heard over and over again.
Now, let me just give you a little background on leases. A lot of
people have come in and condemned recreational leases and leases in
general. The way leasing got started was really a very interesting type
of situation. This is the way I understand it. One of the original builders of the condominium said, "What I want to do is, I want to provide
great living quarters for my buyers." That is as competitive a price
as I can afford to build it and sell it for, and I am going to take all my
profit out by leasing the land.
digt
aealm
What happened was the condominium was built and the unit actually sold for several thousand dollars below what it would have sold
for had the land not been leased, so in that sense the original concept
of the lease was actually advantageous to the buyer because the buyer,
instead of buying, say, a $30,000 unit, would only have to buy a $27,000
unit and was able to finance that $3,000 over 99 years. In a commercial
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condominium it makes a tremendous amount of sense because in a. coInmerical development the rent that you pay on the land lease is deductible and the rest of the year it is depreciable, but we are not here today
on that.
One other thing. There is another reason why land leases are sort of
dead today. There is a very serious attack on land leases by IRS which
took the position that what this original fellow is trying to do was
really capitalizing income that he should have picked up in the first
year. As a result of that it has become a real hardship on the developer
today to be involved in the project with the lease because he may be
faced with paying profit, he may be faced with paying taxes on a profit
that he has never received. For that reason I think that we are kicking

around an old horse. I would suggest that the greatest thing that could

come out of this committee would be a program which would really
benefit the older citizens and that would be to eliminate the escalation
problem by eliminating inflation.
Senator CY=&is. Thank you.
If I could wave my magic wand and do that, I would be happy to
do that.
HUD SPECTAL, TASK FORCE APPOTITFD
I want to mention several things with regard to your statement. One,
I am tremendously concerned, as you are, with the escalating cost of
housing. In that connection I serve on the Budget Committee and I
held some hearings in regard to escalation of housing costs several
years ago. As a result of those hearings, HUD appointed a special task
force to look into reasons that housing costs were increasing, and they
have recently made their report. For a bureaucratic task force report,
it is very innovative and addresses some very gut issues.
As a result of that I recently held a hearing in Tampa, as you may
know, to get input from all of the people concerned with supplying
housing in Florida as well as buyers or consumers, concerning that
report and the recommendations that were made. In addition to that,
in this year's HUD authorization bill, I cosponsored, with others,
several provisions which became law, one requiring the same set of
application forms to be used for HUD, Farmers Home, and VA
where there have been duplicatory forms in the past.
In addition, I have had an amendment, which w as watered down,
but even in the watered down version requires that HUID set the
agenda at the beginning of the year of the regulations that they are
thinking of proposing during that year and that agenda be made
public so that the public will have a chance to comment on those proposed regulations. The President has now taken that proposal and put
it into his overall inflation plan for all the agencies to require that
annual agenda.
I certainly concur with vou that there are many regulations that are
duplicative because State. local, and the Federal governments are doing
the same thing, and while their purpose is good. by the time the bureancracy gets through with drawing that regulation. thev are creating
vast amounts of paperwork. I also have as one of my areas of jurisdiction that of paperwork, and the Paperwork Commission. so I am
well involved and concerned with the reams of paperwork that are a
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-result of Government regulations and are a result of there being more
Government activity.
While it is easy to say that if we could solve inflation, we could solve
these problems and no one would be here today, I think we have to
realize that that is not something we are going to do overnight. I think
we also have to be realistic. I am the first to say that I think that
Government is one of the great causes for inflation, and Government
should live within its means. I have sponsored legislation on the tax
bill-the Nunn-Chiles amendment-that would have provided for a
cut in the amount of the gross national product that is represented by
Federal spending, cutting that down from 22.5 percent to 19 percent
within a period of 5 years. We got that adopted finally as a position of
national policy but not as law, and there is a great difference there.
MIAN-Y FACTORS CONTRIBUTE TO INFLATION

Recognizing that and hoping that we are going to be able to balance
the budget within the next 3 years, which I think is possible, it is important to remember that the Government is not the only offender in
inflation. *When you get international oil prices that are controlled by
a cartel, that is inflationary. When we have food prices that continue
to escalate, that is inflationary. So there are many other factors in
addition to the Government that affect inflation.
When the demand for housing goes beyond the supply of materials, as we now see in insulation costs, for example, until the industry
can gear up and produce sufficient insulation, that is inflationary.
T'hele are many other areas that we can say this, because if you have a
shortage of labor supply at the time that you decide you want to build
your house, and when the cost of money goes up because of the shortage,
all of this is not the Government's fault but much of it is demand
fault. There are many other factors that we can point out as being
inflationary.
The other matter that I would like to cover with regard to your
statement-I agree that much of the additional cost that is going on
in building today, and especially, in condominiums, is too bad. But,
:in some instances, if it were not for the very greedy developers who
decided they were going to make unconscionable leases to start with,
who were going to take such advantages, there wouldn't be a need for
so much litigation.
You aet that kind of law because there are some bad eggs. You have
a completely free situation, as it was when they first started building
condominiums, and you have abuses, and that causes the law to be
passed.
Regarding the legislation we are talking about, there are several
things I want to point out. First, with regard to paperwork for
Florida-I don't see this as causing any additional paperwork for
Florida because Florida can be certified under this bill because of our
condominium laws being what they are. They certainly cover the
minimum that we are talking about in this bill, so there is not going
to be additional paperwork for Florida.
Now, in regard to other States, maybe you can say that there will
be some paperwork, but it seems to me you could encourage States to
adopt a uniform law-and there is now uniform law floating around.
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I see this as being a situation where many times we see that a proposed
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quicker in the way they handle those lawsuits. Those are just some
of the kinds of comments that I have.
I do have some questions I would like to ask all of you.
IMPROVING CONDOMINiUM DESIGN
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As a builder, do you have any suggestions as to how we would
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condominium design more compatible
I am not speaking about such items as grip bars in the bathroom, but the
general livability of the condominium units.
Mr. iScHoNiNGER. Yes; I think that if some committee would want

to work with some builder committee and work up some marketing
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kind of commitment or some kind of input to a specific market, I don't
think there would be any problem getting units built.
Senator CmLEs. I noticed in 1976 in the Senate hearings, the HUD
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Mr. ROSEN. Senator, there is one section of the Condominium Act
that you started discussing a moment ago that would be a great benefit
to a State like Florida, even though it has and meets many of the provisions of part of the act. There is a section in the Uniform Condominium Act. as I understand. that we provide for 6 months' work of
maintenance fee payments to be coming before the first mortgage
holder arrives.
What we mean by this is that in the event of a foreclosure, which
would seem more and more today, normally the association loses the
amount of money that the person has not paid on their maintenance
payment to their homeowner association. Under the Condominium Act
the rights of the first 6 months' worth of maintenance payments would
be retained by the association before the first mortgage holder is paid
off. In doing that, we would probably find that most of the mortgage
companies-whether they be savings and loans, banks, or other mortgage companies-that would be servicing the accounts for the actual
condominium unit would probably be the same as their escrow taxes
and the same as they escrow some sort of insurance, in some cases.
What this will do, this will end up providing an opportunity for
the association's collection of their maintenance fee payments in an
easier manner. It would also provide an opportunity for the association not to lose any of the amounts of money on any of the foreclosed
units that seems to be the case so much now. This would be in a Uniform Condominium Act rather than on the national association that
you talk about.
FoREuCLOSURES INCREASING

Senator CHILES. Why are we seeing more and more foreclosures of
condominiums today?
Mr. ROSEN. We are finding in some cases that the purchaser who
wants to purchase a condominium or purchase a home is almost trying
to get in way over his head. There are certain requirements pertaining
to the mortgage requirements on approval of the financing, but we are
finding more and more, it appears, as you said before, the escalationthe different costs that are involved in homeownership are just skyrocketing. It is even more than the actual tentative inflation in the
other areas.
We are finding some families, especially the older American families who are living on fixed incomes, can no longer afford the increased maintenance fees together with the other costs of what we
are doing. It should be avoided at all costs. But we are finding more
and more in the associations that we do consulting in or the associations that we are serving in management capacities-the board
seemed to be more and more faced with those who are late in the
maintenance fee and having to go to legal action and tacking on
those additional costs of collection for the collection of maintenance
fee tenants.
Senator CIILES. Your work with the Community Association Institute leads me to ask whether you think that municipal, State, and
county planners ere as alert as they should be to the condominium
impact. I emphasize that I don't equate condominium retirees with
illnesses necessarilv. Many persons, I am sure, are living longer lives
and having more fun in Florida because they retired down here. And,
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in this, and what State standards exist for policing the qualification
of professional managers?
BOOKLETS

AVAILABLE ON CONDOMINIUMS

Mr. ROSEN. At the present time since 1973 CAI on a national basis
has really been formed to help operate and provide assistance to those
people that are involved in management of condominiums. They publish a number of booklets and I have included some of those brochures ' in the material. There are other booklets that are provided.
This has now gone to 3,000 associations around the country, called
Managing a Successful Community Association, with tips on how to

properly run your condominium, how to handle it. It also includes in
there the different alternatives of management; that is, in the case of
Point East, where Ernie mentioned early today, a self-management
with a board of directors is completely responsible for the operation
of the association. It also spells out the opportunities of hiring either
a manager which would be a paid employee or a management agent
which would be a firm that could be retained to operate the association.
Another booklet that has come out that has been very valuable is
"The Financial Management of Condominiums." In fact, this was
authored by one of the people in Virginia who operates many of the
condominiums in the Washington, D.C., area. It is an opportunity to
assist the condominiums in setting up their budgeting techniques and
planning for many of the items of financial affairs.
CAI, Senator, as you are probably aware, has led the way for the
congressional passing of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, the section as
it pertains to condominium homeowner taxes. We are very grateful
to you and Senator Stone for all the fine work done to create section
528 of the IRS Tax Code.
Basically that section 528 realized the problems where the IRS was
taxing condominium and homeowner associations in a double taxation
bracket; that is, the fees that they collected for maintenance fees, up
until 1976 in fact, then had to be taxed on a corporate rate on those
amounts that they did not expend during the course of the year. Because of that, many associations were afraid to garner up the required
reserves that would be needed for the repairing and the fixing of the
associations. Since 1976-and that provision was retroactive to 1973we have had the opportunity in trying to assist condominium associations so that they do provide the additional dollars for providing for
future repairs and replacements.
It will be interesting to find out-and I have not seen anything in
writing yet about the bill the President signed this past month pertaining to tax relief-whether or not and how that would affect condominium associations. I am of the opinion that on that section that
the President signed 4 weeks ago, if that did away with the surtax
exemption rate, the amount of tax that the homeowners and condominium owners have to pay if they do not take advantage of section 528,
it may be decreased.
It would be important, I think, for the condominium associations to
understand if, in fact, that particular bill did cut out the additional
1 See appendix 1, Item 1, p. 65.
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taxes that they had to pay on the reserves that they maintain, they
would not choose to file under the 1128H form. This would certainly
be a boon to the homeowner associations and the condominium associations in the State of Florida, as well as nationally, to understand those
consequences.
Senator CHILES. Thank you.
Sam, as a developer, what steps do you take to assure a smooth
operation of the condominium after you relinquish management
control ?
HOMEOWNER CONTROL OF ASSOCIATIONS

Mr. SCHONINGER. Well. one of the things we are most anxious to do
is turn over control of the association to the homeowners, and generally they have their own ideas about who they want writing their insurance and -who they want servicing the lawns and things like that.
We don't get heavily involved in that. I have never been involved
personally in a big, several-hundred-complex situation where I think
you really get more into that problem of having to undertake longterm management.
Senator CniEs. I want to thank you both for appearing here today
and giving us the benefit of your testimony. *We appreciate your
appearance.
Mr. SCHONINGER. Thank you.
Senator CiILES. We are now going to go into our town hall meeting, and I want to hear from any of you here who have statements.i
Before I start that, let me just say that tomorrow we will continue
our hearings in West Palm Beach. We will be at the Federal building
and courthouse, and we will continue to explore the problems of condominium living, and we will also take testimony on the particular
bill we have been dealing with. We are also going to take testimony
on the problems and potential rewards of an increasing proportion of
elderly persons who live in condominiums in Palm Beach County.
One of our questions will be how the service delivery needs of this
population are now being met, and how they will be met in the future
when the demand is going to be even greater. Home services for people
who need practical help to maintain independent living in their own
quarters is also going to receive special attention.
I want to thank all of you who have made this morning's session
helpful and informative, and certainly express my thanks to the city
for its assistance in giving us these quarters.
We will be delighted to hear from you.
WVould you come up, please?
STATEMENT OF RAY C. BURRUS, HALLANDALE, FLA.
Mr. BuRRuS. Senator, gentlemen, my name is Ray C. Burrus. I am
the president of a condominium association in Hallandale, Fla. Ours
is one of the oldest civic associations in the city. Our association is an
association of buildings, not of people individually, and therefore we
figure that we represent at least a third of the population of the city
of Hallandale.
The problems that have been outlined this morning have been very
interesting. As I have listened to some of these people talk, I didn't
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realize how bad off I've been. Fortunately or unfortunately, I have
never lived in a detached house; I have always lived in an apartment,.
and I find it a very nice place to live and I enjoy it.
Now, some of these problems with boards of directors and internal'
management are amusing. I remember here a number of years ago I
was president of a co-op association and a new director was elected..
At the first meeting he wanted to know what my credentials were.
That leads me to another situation, Senator, that has not beers
touched on here this morning. Government at various levels spends a.
great deal of time and money to educate us through grammar school,.
high school, and college-to learn to live, to be useful citizens, to occupy
a business, and that sort of thing. But there is no way in which people
are educated to become retired. Retiring in itself is a very traumatic experience, and some of these problems that have been introduced to you,
today go back to the fact that people suffer from this traumatic chanige
in their life. All of a sudden they no longer push a timeclock. They
sit around a pool, they gossip, and they become involved in things that.
are social, without any preparation for it.
RETIREMIENT PLANS DESIRABIE

Now, fortunately there are, in this country, a number of large corporations who have taken the steps to prepare their employees for retirement, and I am sure you are familiar with some of them. Some of
those organizations will call in Joe Doaks when he turns 60, maybe 55,
and say: "Joe, you are going to retire in 5 or 10 years. Do you have a
retirement plan ?" No; they do not have a retirement plan, so they are
asked to come back 5 years later.
Now, with these retirement plans, many of these sociological and
financial problems that have been outlined here today very likely
could be avoided. I am suggesting that we do not need social legisla-i
tion to do these things, but I am suggesting that there is a possibility
at the Federal level that the large corporations-and the large labor
unions, as a matter of fact-should be encouraged to help their individual members prepare for this very, very traumatic experience front
the day they quit punching the timeclock until they come to Florida
or California or Arizona to spend the rest of their lives. It need not ber
that situation.
I am reminded of the fact that Nan Hutchinson, who was introduced
here earlier, some 7 or 8 years ago, I think, was the first one to receive'
a Federal grant to do something about the aging. One of the first
things she discovered was, in this country alone, there were 54 private
and public organizations having something to do with the process of
aging. That is a terrible waste of time and money-no organization..
That can be done at the professional level and help very greatly. I
would suggest to you that if you can do this without trying to shove
legislation down people's throat-you can do this through the labor
unions and business establishments-encourage them to be concerned
about educating their employees for that other phase of life, retirement, that many of these problems may not be facing them today.
From a practical point of view, as an officer in the largest apartment
house organization in this city, it seems that you legislators are using
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the word "condominium" in a generic sense. As Harold Dyer will tell
you, we have found here in Florida that after legislation is passed
referring to condominiums, we have to urge them to go back and
use the word "cooperatives," because in our association of some 70
buildings, approximately probably half of them are condominiums
and half of them co-ops.
Senator CHILES. We have been finding that out.
Mr. Buititus. That is right. So it is all right to us the word "condominium" in its generic sense, but you must realize that it includes
the co-ops.
Senator CmmIs. Yes.
Mr. BuRius. Maybe something else would be a better term.
The other thing I would suggest to your committee is to dig out of the
files a very interesting report prepared by HUD in 1975 or 1976 entitled "The Cost of Sprawl," which will answer a lot of the questions.
about the cost of housing. For example, in that report it points out
that the cost imposed on Government by reason of housing peoplethe cost to the Government decreases as the density goes up.
Now in this community here, from the standpoint of people, you'
have a high-density situation. We have about 48,000 people in 41/4
square miles-over 10,000 people per square mile. There is nothing
wrong with that, not a thing. We do know that the cost that Government imposes on housing result in increasing costs by not taking advantage of information that is already available to the Congress in
the form of these HUD studies that show exactly the impact of
housing on the community. I will suggest that your staff dig out those
two little volumes and a bigger volume and see if you can't find ways
and means of applying lessons there to the problem that you face.
Those are the things that I would like to mention. I appreciate your
courtesy. Thank you very much.
Senator Camus. Thank you for your appearance here.
STATEMENT oF PAUL LINZ, TAMARAC, FLA.
Mr. LINZ. My name is Paul Linz and I live in the city of Tamarac,.
Fla. I am a member of the board of directors of the Condominium
Co-op Executive Council and past president of the Woodlands Home
Owners Association, a member of its board of directors, and a memberof the board of the president's council in the city of Tamarac, which
represents the 35,000 people who reside there. I am on the citizensadvisory committee of the areawide agency on aging, which is Nan
Hutchinson's group.
I have a bit of familiarity with the problems that are being addressed here today. lr. Nerzig made reference to the fact that thesingle family housing has not been included in this. Single family
housing, as outlined by the gentleman from the CAI, is a type of single'
family housing that could be considered a horizontal condominium,
whereas in Tamarac we own our own homes in fee simple.
There was no declaration of condominium. I own nothing in common with anyone, there is no common element. There is simply a deed
restriction on my property imposed by the developer that requires me'
to pay initially $20 a month rent, then $25.66 and, as of January 1,.
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1979, it will go to $39.80 a month. This is for 50 years and then
renewable on a 10-year basis. The same things apply as to replacing
-or returning the property in the same condition that we got it-certainly not by those of us who are living there because none of us will
,be alive.
LEASES OUTLIVE PROPERTY

An engineering study has shown that none of the buildings for
which we pay rent will be in existence in 40 years because they will
have deteriorated beyond repair and will have to be replaced. There
is a gross inequity, and although we are not the tail of the dog, we
are possibly a flea on the tail of the dog and we certainly don't intend
to wag the dog. But we do think that we should be included and we
were included in the Florida FTC Act as amended on July 3, 1977, I
believe it was, which defined housing units. That is with respect to
recreational' leases wherever they might be found.
This is true also in mobile homes; that issue has not been addressed
.at all. People who seek relief from recreational leases with escalation

clauses are people who live in condominiums, co-ops, and singlefamily homes with deed restrictions and also people living in mobile
homes who are forced to pay recreational leases which they should
:not 'be paying.
There is a wealth of material on the effect of the continuing costs
of living, the effect it is having on the citizens of Tamarac. I worked
on inputs in determining the people who needed public assistance in
the form of meals through the areawide agency on aging. I would not
.attempt nor am I privy to exact figures, but that information I am
sure will be elicited from Dr. Hutchinson tomorrow in Palm Beach.
I think that it will open your eyes very wide to know that more than
10 percent of the people in the city of Tamarac came down here and
spent their last dollar to buy a house thinking that they would have a
roof over their heads for life, but they are not able to maintain it.
It is a serious social problem and one that is very saddening to those
*ofus who are concerned with those people.
There is a great deal more that could be added. I don't want to take
up any more time of this committee. I thank you for the opportunity
to make this known to you. I would suggest that the definition part
.of both the House and Senate bill be rewritten, perhaps to include
the definitions as in the Florida FTC Act and that might in itself
correct this unbalance in that everyone who is being abused by
rapacious landlords could get relief.
Thank you very much for your time.
Senator CnIaES. Thank you for raising that problem. We will certainly look into it. I will just tell you that we will have to look at the
legislation and see what that change affected. We also will have to
see what effect that will have. We don't have a tremendous constituency for it now and we really only have a few States that have thought
enough of condominiums to pass some comprehensive legislation, but
I am glad you brought it to our attention.
Mr. LINz. Recently in Kentucky, the Kentucky FTC Act was invoked and in a situation somewhat similar to that in Tamarac the
people prevailed and the Supreme Court of the State of Kentucky
did issue a cease and desist order.
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Senator CHILES. Please send that information' to our committee.Mr. LINZ. Yes; I will.
Senator CHILES. Yes, ma'am.
STATEMENT OF FRANCES CHAIMOWITZ, HOLLYWOOD, FLA.
ChaimMs. CHAI3IoWvTz. Thank you, Senator. My name is Frances
to speak.
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Senator COILES. Tell me something. Is.your service a profitmaking.
service?

MS. CIAIoIAwITz. No; it is a nonprofit service.
2
Senator CHiLus. Who is the sponsor of it? I-low is it sponsored
specific?
more
MS. C MUISIOIWITZ. Would you be a little
Senator CHrELS. Well, what brought it together? What is the ruling:
for the sponsorship of it?
Ms. CHAIMOWITZ. We have an advisory board.
Senator CHILES. It is a nonprofit corporation.
Ms. CHAT310wrITZ. Nonprofit corporation, yes, to serve the elderly..
where we
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cost
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is to help people and their families get through their dying.
all
*Where we cannot help people, we do our very best to utilizethem
available agencies so that we can get some help and just to givecards,.
something to do. There is one man who comes in to do filing,
and things like that. I am really glad to take just a couple of minutes
goingbecause we do believe in that what you are doing and we are
to get on the mailing list and maybe we can benefit from what you:.
are doing.
Senator CAmBEs. Thank you.
Yes, sir.
STATEMENT OF LEO I. COSLOW, PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF"
MEADOWBROOX, HALLANDALE, FLA.
Mr. COSLOW. Senator Chiles, Representative Dyer, Commissioner'
Speigel, my name is Leo Coslow. I am the president of the Association of Meadowbrook, a complex of 22 buildings in the city of H-allandale, with 1,200 units. We were very fortunate that in June of'
this year we completed the purchase of a 99-year lease, so I am not
here really to speak on just that alone; however, our sympathies are
with the people who are still being ripped off by 99-year unconscionable leases.
Senator CrILES. What did you pay for your lease?
Mr. COSLOW. We paid 10 times the preescalated amount. Now 12 of'
our 22 buildings were escalated, and we worked out a deal where2

See app. 1, item 2, p. 67.
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we not only got the deal, as I said, but we also got them their money
back. We got all the escalation money back. This shows you that if
*you can get the proper people, the proper board of directors to work
with the developers and sit down and talk to them in a reasonable
manner, something can be worked out. It did in our case. I just want
to encourage the others that there is the chance to buy out leases if
Tyou can only sit down with management. Unfortunately, some of the
management don't want to sit down and talk to the people.
Senator CiimLES. Do you think it encourages management at all
*thatthere is a possibility that maybe the Federal act is going to pass?
INFLATION Is

AIAJOR CONCERN

Mr. COSLow. There is a possibility of that. Now what I am concerned about and what our people are concerned about is this. We
bought out our lease and we are satisfied with that. We have a 30year payout at a reasonable interest rate and we are paying less money
for the purchase than we were paying before on a maintenance lease.
The biggest problem that the people tell me-and I know, I am retired living on a fixed income. The biggest problem that is facing us
is inflation, and the biggest problem of inflation is the cost of food
-and the cost of health care-the cost of hospital care and the cost
of drugs. That is the biggest item that we are faced with. That is all
they talk about, really, every day-the high cost of these items and
the fact that very few doctors will accept the medicare assignments.
Now you know and I know-I have read it in the papers-that
studies were made and doctors in the State of Florida, and perhaps
'throughout the United States, but certainly in the State of Florida.
are amongst the highest income people in the State. Yet they will
definitely refuse to take medicare assigmnents which means that most
of our people who are short of funds have to make those payments.
~Then you know as well as I that we do not receive from medicare fast
payments, or do we get the amount that we really have paid to the
doctors. I feel that if you can see some relief in that way before we
get a nationalized health law, which may take 10 years from now and,
as Ernie said, he does not even know how long we are going to live to
see whether any of it is going to be resolved. But the health care
problem is really one of the most important things that is hurting the
senior citizens.
Thank you very much.
Senator CHILES. Thank you.
I notice that we have Aaron Heller, the council president pro tem
*of the city of Lauderhill, who has asked to speak. We would be
Adelighted to hear from Councilman Heller.
STATEMENT OF AARON HELLER, COUNCIL PRESIDENT PRO TEN,
CITY OF LAUDERHILL, FLA.
Mr. HELLER. Senator Chiles, thank you very much for the opportunity to speak. Many others came forward; apparently their hands
-rose a little higher than mine. I was waiting my turn.
There is something we have lost sight of completely. Did we forget
-that there are rentals, that 50 percent of our population have rents to
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confront, and have a problem with paying rents? Our city recently
enacted legislation asking for stabilization of rent control, but unfortunately, it was turned down by the higher courts. The State law
indicates that rent stabilization can apply when the area is affected by
tornado or emergency. If we don't have any more housing, then we
may have controls. This is what is implied in the State law.
My reason for coining to you is to ask that there be some Federal
guidelines with regard to the fact that there are people on fixed
incomes who not only own condominiums, but rent. Are these the lost
population? We must seek some guideline at the Federal level to have
rent stabilization where the renters and the individuals who are actually developers can speak of stabilization of rents. Our city has seen
fit to pass this law and will now seek to have it amended on the State
level. But we hope we get guidance from the Federal Government as to
ho1w to protect people who are renters and who are also affected by
inflation.
I will get to another problem. I am generalizing. I happen to be a
past president of the civic group, and I have presented papers on the
medicare abuses before legislative hearings. I am a member of the
Broward County Health Council. I am actually involved in the community in the health field as a consumer activist. I would like to convey and repeat most emphatically a thought that was expressed previously, and that is the question of acceptance of medicare assignments.
"THIRD

PARTY" PAYMENTS

It may interest you to know that over 60 percent-I think it is
between 50 and 60 percent-of medicare payments are third-party
payments. It has come to my attention that there is no way where the
consumer can actually protect the interests of himself, as well as the
Government, from charges because there is no way in which he can
check the medicare payments. I presented this point to Blue Cross and
also at various consumer hearings.
The medicare form that is used and which the consumer gets back
from Blue Cross indicates a number. There is no way in which this
number can be identified as the procedure that has in fact been done.
Tihe consumer does not know what that number represents. If you want
to protect the program, at least make certain that this information is
readily available to the public so that you will know exactly what the
procedure number is so that they can check it themselves.
I have another point of view with regards to the question of health
care, and that is, I believe there are millions that have been expended
by the Federal Government to make possible health facilities and programs for hospitals. It would appear to me that unless the Federal
Government takes cognizance of the fact that the Federal Government
is subsidizing private hospitals as well as public hospitals, then these
institutions must also recognize its obligation to the public to provide
that hospitals should accept medicare assignments and in return have
their medical practitioners required to accept acceptable medicare
payments.
The privilege of working in the medicare assistance program should
be given to those who will accept medicare's "reasonable and acceptable
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fee." This is not being done. Private practice, at the present time, has'
gone far afield in being able to charge fees which the average person'
cannot afford. So I say if he wants to be in the medicare program, then'
he should be obligated to accept the medicare fees. If he wants to practice as a private practitioner, then let him choose his patients from the
free open sector, outside of the hospital, outside of the medicare
program.
The Government should act so that those practitioners who practice
in the medicare program will be the only ones permitted as long as
they accept the medicare assignments. This is a strong feeling, which I
subscribe to.
My last thought, if I may-there is a question of an absence of
consumer participation in PSRO's. There is an absence of consumers in
these committees. If you want to be able to protect the consumer's point
of view, make certain that the peer review groups have consumers and
make certain it is done by law and not by voluntary arrangement.
CONSUMER REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED

At the present time, even though the Broward County health planning councils are asking for consumer participation in the PSRO
committees, none have consumer representatives. This should be done
by Federal guidelines. Federal guidelines require a health planning
council to consist of 51 percent consumers and 49 percent providers;
yet, the peer review panels have no single representation of consumer
as watchdogs. I think this is important. If these things are considered, I think you will find that the health costs will be reduced.
I will repeat, we have lost sight of the people who rent. W;1Te
have
instances in our city where 30 and 40 percent increases have been enacted. Every few months, increases are added. These people are lost
sheep; nobody can help them, they do not have the luxury of owning
their apartment. Can't we find some place where we can actually help
them? I appeal to you for some sort of Federal guidelines on rent
stabilization. Also, there are retirees in our particular area that can't
afford the luxury of a home.
I hope I have not taken too much of your time. Thank you.
Senator CHILES. Thank you.
Our hearings today did address themselves primarily to the Condominium Act, and we are going into other acts tomorrow.
Mr. HELLER. I have followed the lead of others who went off on
a tangent on health problems, and I thought I might as well make it
known because I don't have the luxury of running around to all the'
committee hearings.
Senator CimLEs. Thank you.
Yes, sir.
STATEMENT OF GERARD STEVENS, FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA.
Mr. SEvENs. Thank you, Senator Chiles.

My name is Gerry Stevens, and today I am representing a small
condominium located in Fort Lauderdale.
I want to get back to the specifics of the tremendous problem that is
being faced today by hundreds of thousands of condominium owners
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that are living in some of these complexes. I have a written statement
that I will be happy to leave with you.
Senator CrnIaS. We will put your statement in the record.
Mr. STEVENS. I just wanted to make one or two observations. It is
true-and I am sure the Senator recognizes that we made tremendous
strides within the last 4 years, particularly in the State of Florida,
which has outlined some corrective and protective legislation-as many
of the people talking here pointed out, there is a tremendous financial
hardship placed upon senior citizens living in these complexes today
who are living on fixed incomes.
To give you some specifics, we have a condominium of 107 units
where initially the people coming down paid an average of $45,000
for their unit. But when we look realistically on the type of an agreement which they entered into, knowingly or unknowingly, they are
now obligated because they are burdened with the 99-year recreation
lease, of paying over $1.5 million. That is, each unit owner is responsible for a payment of $1.5 million if this escalated lease continues. They
had agreed to pay the $45,000 initially, and many of them either paid
cash or took out a mortgage.
Senator CHIILES. Now, that $1.5 million, is that a jointly and sever-

ally held liability that they have? I am trying to understand the figure.
UNREASONABLE

FINANCIAL OBLIGATION

Mr. STEVENs. $1.5 million per unit. In fact, I figured it out for m
condominium. Assuming only a 5-percent cost-of-living increase, each
unit owner must pay over $1.5 million. The breakdown is $1,524,429
per unit. This is their financial obligation. However, there is no way in
the world that any of these people in the next few years can live up to

this tremendous financial obligation.
I want to make another point here. During the entire term of the

lease, the lessor, in this case one developer, will make a net profit of
over $163 million on a facility that is right now assessed at $46,000.
In fact, when we received our last tax bill for that facility, the condominium association paid a tax of $912 on that facility. As you are
well aware, the developer is not obligated to pay any taxes, any main-

tenance, or to make any improvements on the recreation facility. In
other words, it is a net-net lease. The recreation facility includes one
small swimming pool and a shuffleboard court.
I think the observation I am making today, as a few people alluded
to, is that the Federal Government will be spending thousands and
millions of dollars to give to people in terms of socia security or supplemental assistance. Now, one thing that we have to recognize is that

every time you sit up there in Washington and you say, "Yes; let's
help these people; give them an 8-percent social security increase," and
you send it down to thousands of people in condominiums like these,
where will the money be going? The only thing that is going to happen

is that they will have to dig down into their pockets once they cash
their checks and turn it over to 100 people down here, a handful of

developers. So in a way the people and the Government have been
duped and will not be living responsibly.

There is a need for representative government. The American system is one that believes in fairplay. Therefore, I think that a strong
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effort must be made to put a law into effect that will be in the best
interests of all the people concerned. The passage of Senate bill 2929'
would be a good step in solving many of the problems. However, it is
needed now.
I want you to recognize one other important thing that was not mentioned here today. The Federal Government does have a police power
where it feels that moneys are not being properly spent in the best
interests of the people. I think that we should put a halt to these kinds
of operations. I want to commend Senator Chiles and his colleaguesfor looking into this very serious problem.
I don't think that we should hesitate to pass Senate bill 2929, since
there is a tremendous need. Later, it may be challenged constitutionally, but I think that the Federal Government has this responsibility.
I think the wording of the bill is of utmost importance. The wording
should include a matter of public policy or a matter of police action
on the part of the Federal Government. The passage of this legislation is imperative; otherwise, all our efforts may have been in vain
because every time you give our friends on social security an 8-percent
increase, it is just going to go into the pockets of the 100 people or
so that I mentioned.
I want to thank you and tell you at this time I will be happy to answer any questions. I do have a prepared statement which I will submit
to your committee.
'Senator CHILES. We will include the statement in full in the record.
[The statement follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF GERARD STEVENS
UNcoNSCIONABLE

RECREATION

LEASES-BAYS10RE TOWERS, FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA.

Hundreds of thousands of people living in condominiums today are still burdened with long-term,, 99-year leases which are unconscionable. Since more
than 50 percent of the American people may be living In condominiums in the next
40 years, the Federal Government should view this as a major national problem.
Many recreation lease contracts are overreaching and provide windfall profits
to lessor at the expense of the unit owner. (See Bayshore Towers, Chart, "Incredible Recreation Lease Payments")
These contracts are so unfair and onesided that ultimately unit owners will losetheir homes. Many unit owners who cannot afford to make the recreation lease
payments are already applying for welfare and food stamps.
A unit owner never has absolute ownership of his unit since it is encumbered.
by a 99-year lease and all of its implications. Unit owners who fail to make lease
payments are subject to a lien and foreclosure of their unit. Unit owners who prepay their lease obligation do not receive any ownership of title to the leased,
property. The 09-year lease is a net-net lease; unit owners pay all expenses
including taxes, Insurance, and maintenance on the leased area.
The sale of the condominium apartments were tied in with the recreation lease
which violates the Sherman-Clay antitrust laws. These tie-in sales, in many
cases, were effectuated through deceptive sales practices, concealments and voluminous documents incapable of fair disclosure to our unit owners. Why doesn't
the Federal Government enforce its own laws?
At the beginning, Bayshore Towers Condominium Association was obligated to.
pay $89,964 base rental every year for the use of a small swimming pool and one
shuffleboard court.
Since the lease payment escalates every 5 years, on May 1, 1975, it escalated to
$124,037. It will escalate again on May 1, 1980.
The developer has already collected close to $800,000 in lease payments which
is approximately 10 times the cost of the leased property, or a 1,000 percent
return on his investment. In 1978, the assessed valuation for taxes for the leasehold area was $46,000 and Bayshore Towers paid the tax bill of $912.
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The annual lease payment exceeds the total operating budget required to maintain and operate the entire condominium. Vital operating machinery and utility
service lines such as water supply, booster pumps, fire pumps, emergency generator, and heating boiler are all located on the leased property.
Governmental action is needed now since these leases have escalation clauses.
and with inflation cause hardships beyond the economic means of fixed-income
people. Hundreds of thousands of senior citizens may soon lose their homes to lien
foreclosures caused by these unconscionable leases and contracts.
Protective and corrective Federal legislation is needed now. S. 2919 and 1R.R.
12124 may be a beginning; however, this legislation should be reviewed carefully
by experts to make certain it will provide the needed relief to hundreds of thouhands of condominium owners who are still burdened with long-term, 99-year
recreation leases.
We trust that you will take immediate and appropriate action.
[Enclosure]
BAYSHORE TOWERS, FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA.-INCREDIBLE RECREATION LEASEPAYMENTS
(107 units)
Date
July 1, 1971
May 1,1975
May 1,1980
-155,
Ma~y1,1985…--------------------May 1,1990-242,
May 1, 1995-302,
May 1,2000 -378,
May 1,2005-473,162
May 1,2010-591,
May 1,2015 -739,
May 1,2020May 1,2065 -6,885,407
May 1,2069
-

Annual rent
$89,964
124,037
046
193, 807
259
824
530
453
316
924,145
-163,113,740

Total paid
to date
$344,862
965, 047
1,740, 277
2,709,312
3,920,607
5,434, 727
7,327,377
9,693,187
12,650,452
16,347,032
135,572,312

Average unit
annual rent
$841
1,159
1,449
1,811
2,264
2, 830
3,538
4,422
5,528
6,909
8,640
64,350
--

Average unit
total rent

$3 223
9,019
16,264
25,320
36,641
50,792
68, 480
90,590
118,228
152,776
1,267, 030
1,524,429

NOTES
The 1978 assessed valuation for taxes for the leasehold area was $46,000 (includes I small swimming pool and I shuffleboard court?.
The starting lease payment per unit averaged $69 per month. The total annual rent for 107units was $89,964. By May 1,
2000, the lease payment per unit would escalate to $295 per month. By May 1,2020, a unit owner would be obligated to
pay $720 per month. In the last 5 years of the lease, the lease payment per unit would escalate to $5,362 per month.
During the entire term of the lease (99 years), a unit owner must pay over $1,500,000 ($1,524,429). During the entire
term ot the lease, the lessor(s) will make a net profit of over $163,000,000 ($163,113,940).
The above moneys are exclusively recreation lease payments and do not include maintenance moneys needed to operate
the condominium.
The above figures reflect a cost-of-living escalation of only 5 percent each year.
The above data should substantiate the "unconscionability" of this lease. The facts clearly indicate that this recreationlease agreement is completely one sided and can never be fulfilled by the condominium association or the unit owners.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR J. ROSENBERG, HALLANDALE, FLA.
Mr. ROSENBERG. Welcome to Hallandale, Senator.
I am Arthur J. Rosenberg. I am also chairman of the Broward
County Council.
Senator CmT-TEs. We thank you for letting us use the hall today.
Mr. RoSENBERG. We are happy to have you here because we realize
the importance of your committee.
You are basically speaking of the older citizen in the condominium.
I would like to speak about the older citizen outside the condominium.
We are putting older citizens in an area which does not have the
amenities for the older citizen. I think the Federal Government can be
very helpful in planning grants and other grants on roadways so that
we can improve the situation of the older residents in these cities of
Hallendale and the other areas of south Florida.
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We have tremendous road problems and we have to improve them.
*Once again, the planning of a community in an older condominium
area is different than the planning of communities in regular areas.
We need more recreational space; we need Federal grants for that, and
we hope the Government will be responsible.
One gentleman spoke about rentals. Even though it is not on our
program, we have had many fine people move out of the city of Hal*landale because they could no longer afford to live here. The public
officials, such as myself and Commissioner Speigel-there isdoreally
anynothing we can do about it. If the Federal Government can
we
government,
State
the
even
or
teeth,
some
us
give
thing which will
would appreciate it because the people are just faced with these problems. They came down here and they thought they would spend the
.rest of their lives in these apartments, and they are really at a loss. If
.there is anything you can do, we would appreciate it.
Thanks once again for coining.
Senator CHILES. Thank you, sir.
Yes, sir.
STATEMENT OF FRED ENGEL, LAUDERDALE LAKES, FLA.
Mr. ENGEL. Thank you, Senator Chiles.
There is a lot to be said about everything but there are just a couple
points I want to bring out. I don't come representing any organization.
I am just a plain layman, a sucker who was sucked in who wanted to
buy in one of these condominiums.
My name is Fred Engel. I am a retired electrical worker. I have
backspent my years in the building industry and I have a pretty goodtype
of
that
giving
am
I
Now
concerned.
is
building
as
far
as
ground
ability over to help our condominium out.
We have recognized three-quarters of a million dollars in building
violations, but I just give that as background. There is one problem we
to
are faced with there and that is that our developer sold our rec leasenot
a realty concern before we even moved into our place and we were
aware of it. Now we have already had our rec lease escalated three different times. We pay almost 75 percent more now than when we first
moved in.

There is another thing I would like to bring out here. The committee
is aware of this new tax district plan that people are setting up now
whereby the city has a tax district set up and bonds itself and then after
.a certain number of years these bonds are paid off. The thing I am trying to avoid now is asking the committee to keep the condominium
people, those owners-keep them from going from the frying pan into
the fire. We feel this thing is a detriment and we would like to have
.the committee make everyone aware of that, if you please.
Thank you very much.
may be
Senator CHILES. Thank you, sir. I think maybe that problem legislaauthorizing
the
up
set
have
they
where
area
State
the
in
more
tion which allows the tax bonds, I believe, Harold. Even though that
has gone under the Internal Revenue Act, I think it is the State en~abling act.
.Mr. DYER. Yes. Hallendale has looked at it. Sunrise is presently
proposing one. It seems to be an area that has a solution depending on
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the district, the size and so on, but it is a device well worth looking
into.
STATEMENT OF JOSEPH H. ROSS, HALLANDALE, FLA.
Mr. Ross. I want to talk on the subject of recreation leases.
Mly name is Joseph Ross, I live at the Hemisphere in Hallandale.
When the people became aware that when they bought out the recreation lease they would then become a park district. It was bandied about
whether it would become a public park, where everyone could utilize
your facilities. Let's call it shuffleboard talk. What happens? Well, you
have a board of directors that worked on this thing, we will say, for 11/2
years and when people asked for answers, they didn't have them. They
went to the Hallandale Council and they postponed any kind of voting
on this particular thing because nobody had the answer.
When you become a park district we believe that does allow anybocly
to come in and use your recreation facilities because you would become
a part of the city government. Does that allow anybody to come on to
your recreation area and use the facilities? We have had no answer.
TPhey are still working on it. The board of directors did not come up
with an alternative plan.
What rankles me is that if I buy out this recreation lease you will
not have to pay the cost-of-living index increase which is due next
year. The last increase was about 331/3 percent. This increase can be
over the past 5 years. Whatever the cost-of-living index is today with
all the inflation, who knows-30, 40,50 percent?
I happen to pay $55 a month for recreation, plus my maintenance
fees. There are 1,300 apartments there. What the deal was-and I want
to know whether it is a deal or is it a ransom-$5 million if you want
us-the recreation lease owners-to eliminate the cost-of-living index
increase. Remember, the people that own this lease pay no taxes, no
maintenance, no nothing.
Now from a national level, is there going to be some protection or
some kind of a way of when you start to dicker around for these things
when you want to make a deal? Is there something? Put some people
in there-put some retired judges, put some retired lawyers. Put some
people in there that you can come before and present your opinion; $5
mil ion ransom to eliminate this thing that is coming up next year.
It is held over your heads.
BIrmEDIATE ASSISTANCE NEEDED

Just one last thing and that is all of the legislation that has been
passed so far has done no-good. Now on the national level we will pass
another law that has to go 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 years to go through the Supreme
Court. There will be no people left here; they are all in their seventies.
By.attrition alone you are making a law that is for the next generation
and I don't know whether they will love condominiums.
Thank you.
Senator CHILES. Thank you.
Mr. SImGEL. Senator, I would like to clear up the record on one point
that the gentleman made because I am very familiar with it when he
talked about the taxing district. There is a special taxing district set
up for the people who requested it by the legislature. The city authorized them to hold an election.
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Now I want the record to show that the board of directors does not
have the final say. There will be a regular scheduled election set up by
the county board of election commissioners and the people who live in
this complex will have to vote whether they want to buy out the lease
or not. The power of the board of directors ceases from the day of the
election. Incidentally, sir, they have received a request from the board
yesterday that they want a new election date set which I put on the
agenda. So you come here and express your desires and then from
there on it will go back to you people who live there and you will decide
whether or not you want it.
Mr. Ross. Thank you, Mr. Speigel. Will you answer as a
commissioner?
Mr. SPEIGEL. This is not a national thing.
Mr. Ross. Will the people have a thing where the public or anybody
who wants to can come on to the park facility? You can't answer it.
Mr. SPEIGEL. We don't intend to. That is up to the people in the
building.
Mr. Ross. That has to come from the city.
Mr. SPEIGEL. That does not come from the city.
Mr. Ross. Is it legal?
Nobody answers. You want to pay $5 million without having an
answer?
Mr. DYER. I think public access. There are some legal opinions
that should be available to you, I am sure.
Mr. Ross. There is no legal opinion that says yes or no.
Mr. DYER. I think the city attorney should have a copy of one.
Mr. Ross. Yes; if you will provide the city attorney with an answer
at that meeting one way or the other.
MIr. SPEIGEL. I am sorry, Senator. We are wasting your time.
That will be duly presented at the public hearing where all you
people might come and see and get everything you want. The city
commissioners only meet following the request of the people at the
Hemispheres. If you want to vote against it, you come to a public
hearing and we will take that into consideration.
Mr. Ross. I was just asking for an answer, Commissioner.
Mr. SPEIGEL. You will get the answer at the public hearing.
Mir. Ross. Thank you.
Senator CmLEs. Yes, sir.
STATEMENT OF EDWIN GOLDSTEIN, SOCIAL SERVICE
COORDINATOR, LAUDERHILL, FLA.
Air. GOLDSTEIN. Senator Chiles, my name is Edwin Goldstein and I

am a social service coordinator for the city of Lauderhill. There are
people in the various other'cities that hold 'a similar position to mine
in Broward County. Now. as a social service coordinator. the city of
Lauderhill has seen fit to purchase a bus and ha's employed four people,
one of whom is paid by the city. The bus itself is paid for by city taxes
and it furnishes transportation for all residents of Lauderhill, whether
they be elderly or under the age of 60 or any age whatever. We provide them with the following services.
My point is that the service that we provide in Lauderhill for the
residents' of Lauderhill can be'provided for all the residents in the
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various other cities of Broward County and the services that we provide are these.
We have a service whereby all residents of Lauderhill are taken
shopping on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday in the various places
where shopping is necessary for these particular people.
We also provide a service whereby people are taken on Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday to doctors and dentists. There is no charge
for any of the services that the city of Lauderhill provides for the residents of the city of Lauderhill.
We have a service whereby we take Jewish people to services on
Friday night. We take gentile people to services at their request on
a Saturday afternoon-that was the time that they requested. We take
them every week with the bus to the particular denomination that they
belong to.
We have provided all these services for the residents of the city of
Lauderhill. Now as I say, I cannot understand why the other cities
and the various towns in Broward County cannot provide this very
same service to their residents, and it is provided not as an alternative
to the areawide agency on aging, but as an assistance to the areawide
agency on aging.
Now I am a former employee of the areawide agency on aging prior
to becoming a social service coordinator in the city of Lauderhill and
I discovered when working for areawide that they do not have the
facilities that are necessary to provide these services to the many
people that need them. When you call areawide and you ask for a
doctor's appointment or you ask to go shopping, there is a delay of a
week or two-they just don't have the facilities.
UNIQUE SERVICES CITED
Therefore, the various cities employing the same type of service
that is employed in Lauderhill can provide a service for all their residents through the city, taxing the people and purchasing a bus and
providing drivers and other facilities for these people. Now to my
knowledge, Lauderhill is the only city that provides this complete
unique service to the residents.
Now I am not trying to take credit for it, but when I was with areawide I saw the need for this type of service and I saw that each city
would have to provide it in some way because, with all the Federal
moneys that are available, it is still not possible for areawide agency
on aging to provide this service in the depth which is required. Therefore, I suggested this to the city and it was picked up, fortunately, by
the council and the mayor.
RENT CONTROLS QUESTIONED
You heard Mr. Heller speak here today. To digress for a moment
as far as the rentals are concerned, I am a renter and the amount of
raises that these landlords are asking for, $40 and $60 a month, are
really unconscionable for people who are living on a fixed income. The
decision by the judge in the particular case at the State level was that
rent control does not belong in the United States, it belongs in Russia,
even there only when people are living out on the street. It is hardly
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the decision that a judge in this country should render. That was the
decision that was rendered and the 5-percent increase that we attempted to get in Lauderhill was negated.
Now I am open to any questions. I would suggest to the Senator that
it would be a good idea to contact all the social service coordinators
in the various cities in Broward County and we would certainly get
an excellent input into the immediate problems that are presented to
the elderly people in the various cities of Broward County, including
those who live in the condominiums. Every day, I would venture to
say, there are 150 calls to my office alone, and yet with an office staff
of four, we service approximately 2,000 people a month.
Senator CmILES. Your office does coordinate and does dovetail in
with the areawide agency?
Mr. GoLusTEIN. I was an outreach worker for a period of 3 months,
and then the Federal funding ended and my job ended.
Senator CHILES. But now, as the social coordinator for the city,
you still coordinate the city services with the services that are offered
by the area ?
Mr. GoLDsTmIN. Yes; in any instance that I cannot provide the par-

ticular service in the city, then I do not contact areawide, providing
the party is over 60 years of age. Under 60, I have to look other places.
Senator CHILES. Those funds are pure city funds; they are not a,
grant?
Mr. GoLDsTEIN. No, I am a federally granted employee, and my
assistance is
Senator CHILES. Where does your funding come from?
Mr. GOLDSTEIN. Federally funded.

Senator CHILES. Is it CETA?
Mr. GoLDsTEIN. Yes; CETA. My assistant is CETA and the driver
is CETA, but the bus and drivers' insurance and everything is paid
entirely by the city of Lauderhill.
Senator CHILES. I see. Thank you very much. I appreciate your
testimony.

Mr. GOrDsTEEN. You are quite welcome.
Senator CrI-yEs. Are there other witnesses?
Then I think that we will recess our hearing. I certainly want to
thank again Mayor Winkel, City Manager Aaron, and Commissioner
Jack. Thank you very much for the use of the services and my thanks
to the city of Hallandale. We appreciate very much the opportunity
to hold our hearing here.
We will recess our hearings until tomorrow morning at 9 when we
will be in the Federal Courthouse in West Palm Beach.
Mr. SPEIGEL. Senator, thank you for coming. We were glad to have
you, and come again. This is your home base if you want to make it
so. You are really a representative of Florida.
[Whereupon, at 1 p.m., the hearing recessed.]

APPENDIXES
APPENDIX 1

MATERIAL SUBMITTED BY WITNESSES
'ITEM 1. PAMPHLET EXCERPTS SUBMITTED By ROBERT ROSEN,' MIAMI, FLA.,
PRESIDENT, SOUTH FLORIDA CHAPTER, COMMUNITY ASSOCIATIONS INSTITUTE
WHAT IS CAI?

CAI was organized in 1973 by the Urban Land Institute and the National
Association of Home Builders, with funding support from the United States
League of Savings Associations, the Veterans Administration, and the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development.
Through research and education, CAI assists all automatic-membership community associations in condominium and planned developments serve their
purpose: To preserve the quality of life and protect property values by maintaining the common elements, operating shared facilities, and delivering
community services.
CAI's organizers realized that due to the tremendous growth and newness of
PUI and condominium housing, there was an urgent need for a balanced, nonprofit, national organization to:
--Serve as a clearinghouse and research center for collecting, testing, and
developing new and better techniques of community association organization,
operation, and financial management.
-Provide a national forum for discussing the key issues in the association field
and exploring new approaches to association problems.
-Focus national attention on the needs and concerns of Individuals and professionals involved with community associations, and on the importance and
the potential of condominium and PUD forms of home ownership to the
future of housing.
CAI does not represent any one profession or interest group. Rather, it represents the process of creating and operating successful, viable community
associations.
Because CAI's membership is made up of all the different Interest groups in
the community association field, the institution maintains a broad perspective.
encourages communication and cooperation between the different groups, and
receives diverse input of information on all.aspects of the association operation.
The explosive proliferation of community associations-more than 24,000 at
last count-reflects the economic benefits of clustered association developments in
a time of rising construction and energy costs, and the suitability of such developments as an alternative to urban sprawl.
Clearly, the community association is a dimension of home ownership that
Is going to be around for a long time. CAI is the organization that Is helping to
make sure community associations today and in the future are successful.
Address: Community Associations Institute, 1832 M Street, NW., Washington,
D.C. 20036.
PAMPHLET: MANAGING A SUCCESSFUL COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION:
THE ROLE OF THE BOARD

Management of the association Is vested In a board of directors, usually composed of five to nine members. The bylaws of the association generally provide the
See statement, p. 36.
(65)
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board with an opportunity to tailor the operations of the association to
changing needs as the community grows. The degree of responsibility that meet
must
be assumed by the board of directors in a community association is much greater
than that required of most volunteer workers. Basically, activities of the board
of directors Include the following:
(1) Providing effective physical maintenance of common areas and facilities;
(2) Establishing sound financial policy and keeping proper records;
(3) Proposing budgets and assessment rates;
(4) Approving legal action against owners who fall to pay assessments, and
all other necessary legal action;
(5) Establishing, publicizing, and enforcing community rules and penalties;
(6) Selecting an auditor and, when necessary, an attorney;
(7) Employing a management agent, independent contractors or employees,
and prescribing and supervising their duties;
(8) Enforcing architectural control;
(9) Appointing committees and cooperating with them in their work;
(10) Overseeing the development of recreational, social, cultural, and educational programs to meet the needs and interests of members;
(11) Procuring adequate hazard and liability insurance for common
properties;
(12) Sending adequate notice of assessments and meetings requiring votes of
members to all members;
(13) Bonding all officers or employees with fiscal responsibilities; and
(14) Adopting policy resolutions.
(15) Dealing with the developer on common area warranty or post-development period disputes between the developer and the association.
The size of the membership of an association will influence organizational
structure. In associations with less than 50 members, the board of directors will
usually handle the work of the association directly. Responsibilities for architectural control, maintenance, finance, and recreation are assigned to individual
board members. The board member may involve other association members as he
needs them, but he will rarely establish standing committees.
In larger associations, the development of a strong standing committee
ture is essential. Each board member should be assigned the job of liaisonstrucwith
one or more committees. He can help the committee see its work In perspective
of the total association, and he can support the committee's recommendations
when they come before the board.
A system for responding to complaints is vital. Some boards require
all
complaints be made in writing. This requirement decreases the frequency that
complaints and increases their validity. The hearing of complaints in openofboard
meetings-has a certain therapeutic value, but the real key is prompt action.
Most boards request association members to address complaints
to the
responsible standing committee. Since the liaison board member directly
and the committee report regularly to the board, the board will know whether prompt
action
is being taken.
The board must recognize problems that are within Its province and reject
those that are not. The board should make it clear that problems concerning
inadequacy of construction or service in the individual homes are matters to be
handled between the developer and the individual homeowner.
In one association, in recognition of the exceptional contributions made by
the board of directors, each retiring board member is awarded a plaque by a committee within the CA. In several associations, a dinner is held for the retiring
and new board members. The board of directors in one large association holds
a dinner for all retiring and new committees at which time awards are made to
residents who have made significant contributions of time and professional skill.
These expressions of appreciation help develop a strong community spirit.
Although it is not possible in the initial organization of the board of directors,
most boards soon provide a staggering of board members' terms of office
provide some continuing expertise from year to year. Members of CA boards towhich
have not had staggered terms of office believe that valuable time and energy
were lost since the entire new board went through the learning process without
the benefit of the experience of at least two or three members.
A newly elected board's first action is to define the responsibilities of its officers
and elect members to the office for which they best qualify. The responsibilities
of the officers will vary in different community associations.
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ITEM 2. COURT DECISION SUBMITTED BY PAUL LINZ, TAMARAC, FLA.

[1 61.652] Commonwealth of Kentucky ex rel. Robert F. Stephens,: attorney
Genefal v. Plainview Farms Development Corp.
Stkte of Kentucky, Jefferson Circuit Court, Division 1. No. 234010. Dated
September 6, 1977.
KENTUCKY ANTITRUST

LAW

Tying arrangements-real estate development-recreational

facilities-Ccon-

sent decree.-A Kentucky real estate developer was enjoined by a consent decree from conditioning the purchase of a residential unit, condominium or
similar property upon the use of a recreational facility provided by any particular person. Use of recreational facilities as part of the common elements of a
condominium project was not.barred by the decree.
For plaintiff: Robert F. Stephens, attorney general, and W. Patrick Stallard;
assistant attorney general, Frankfort,. Ky. For defendant: Mark B. Davis, Jr.,
of Brown, Todd &Heyburn, Louisville, Ky.
CONSENT DECREE

McDonald, J.: The complaint having: been filed herein on September 2, 1977,
the plaintiff and the defendant, by their respective attorneys, having consented
to the entry of this consent decree, without trial or adjudication of any Issue
of fact or law herein and without this consent decree constituting evidence of
or an admission by any party hereto with respect to any issue of fact or law
herein:
Now, therefore, before the taking of any testimony and without trial or
adjudication of any issue of fact or law herein, and upon consent of the parties
hereto, it is hereby ordered, adjudged, and decreed as follows:
I. Jurisdiction
This court has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this action and of the
parties consenting hereto.
II. Definitions
As used in this consent decree:
(a) "Plainview subdivision" shall mean the property originally owned and
subsequently developed by Plainview Farms Development Corporation described
in three deeds which are recorded in the Jefferson County, Kentucky County
Court Clerk's office on December 23, 1971, in Deed Book 4482, at pages 58, 79
and 102.
(b) "Residential unit" shall mean any single family residential lot, condominium apartment or similar property.
(c) "Person" shall mean any individual, corporation, partnership, association, firm or other legal entity;
(d) "Recreational facility" shall mean any organization, club or business
offering tennis or swimming facilities.
III. Applicability
The provisions of this consent decree shall apply to the defendant, its officers,
directors, agents, employees, subsidiaries, successors and assigns,. and to all
other persons in active concert or participation with the defendant who shall
have received actual notice of this consent decree by personal service or
otherwise;
IV. Purchases
Upon the entry of this consent decree, the defendant is enjoined and restrained
from:
. (a) Conditioning, directly or indirectly,. the purchase of~a residential unit in
Plainview -subdivision upon any requirement, understanding: or agreement -to
purchase .the use of a recreational facility from any particular person, through
assessment or otherwise.
2 See statement, p.51.
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(b) Denying, directly or indirectly, sale of a residential unit In Plainview
subdivision to any person by conditioning the sale upon acceptance of the use
of a recreational facility provided by any particular person.
The provisions of this consent decree will not prevent the use of any real
estate development methods authorized by law, Including the use of recreational
facilities as part of the common elements of a condominium project.
V. Notification
Within 30 days after entry of this consent decree, the defendant shall mail
a copy of this consent decree to each person listed in the October 1976, Greater
Louisville yellow pages under the headings "Swimming pools-Private" and
"Tennis courts-Private" and shall mail to the Division of Consumer Protection
a list of the persons to which a copy of this consent decree Is sent.
VI.
(a) For the purpose of determining or securing compliance with this consent decree, and for no other purpose, any duly authorized representative of the
department of law shall, upon written request of the attorney general, and on
reasonable notice to the defendant, be permitted, subject to any legally recognized privilege:
(1) Access, during office hours of the defendant, to all books, ledgers, accounts, correspondence, memoranda and other records and documents In the
possession or under the control of the defendant relating to any matters contained in this consent decree; and
(2) Subject to the reasonable convenience of the defendant, and without
restraint or interference from it, to interview officers, directors, agents, partners
or employees of defendant, who may have counsel present regarding such
matters.
(b) For the purpose of determining or securing compliance with this consent
decree, and for no other purpose, upon written request of the attorney general,
defendant shall submit such reports in writing with respect to any matters contained in this consent decree as the attorney general may, from tme to time,
request.
No information obtained by the means provided in ths secton VI shall be divulged by any representative of the department of law to any person except in
the course of legal proceedings to enforce this decree and to which the Commonwealth of Kentucky Is a party, or for the purpose of securing compliance with
this consent decree, or any otherwise required by law, and no such information
shall be used by the Commonwealth of Kentucky for any purpose except as provided in this section VI.
VII. Costs
Defendant shall pay the costs of this proceeding.
VIII. Public Interest
Entry of this consent decree is In the public interest.
ITEM 3.-LETTER FRosi

FRED ENGEL,3 LAUDERDALT

LAKES, FLA., TO . SENATOR

LAWTON CHmLEs, DATED JANUARY 2, 1979
DEAR SENATOR CHILES: I wish to thank you and your committee for sending
me a transcript of my statements during the hearings In Hallandale, Fla., on
November 28, 1978. I also wish to thank you for allowing me to air my views
and problems, as it affects me and so many others In my circumstances.
I am not one versed in public speaking and did not prepare to give any statements, but I became incensed at the statements of the person that spoke for
the developers, when he suggested that there were no new laws needed to protect the buying public because, as he stated, "most developers were out to do
the right thing." I felt that if I stated my own experiences, It might act as a
rebuttal to his claims.
Due to my background and experience In the building field, I was asked by
our association directors to join with two others of our condo owners, one, an
' See statement, p. 60.
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architect, and the other, a civil engineer (all retired and licensed In other
States), to Investigate the faults in the constructions of our buildings, and report to them our findings. We also engaged a professional engineer, licensed in
the State of Florida, who confirmed most of our findings of poor workmanship
and particularly definite violations of the south Florida building code. During
the past year we have gone to considerable expense replacing burnt-out electrical feeders and plumbing lines that.were Installed Improperly. This engineer
placed a dollar value to correct these defects at almost $1 million. Our suit
against our developer is now In the courts for almost 2 years, with the attorneys
for the developer using delaying tactics -to'prevent the case froni coming to trial,
hoping to wear us out, etc.
As to the "plan" of attempting to "rec lease" problems via the tax district
Idea: this, to my opinion, is just another legitimatized scheme, brought about by
certain investment brokerage firms, whose primary concern is to get their profits
out of getting 'these bonds sold, and again leaving the condo owners stew in a
different kind of mess, that of having to share their rec area, which they paid
for and are paying for the upkeep of, .to persons who have no vested or other
expense in.
I am therefore 'sincerely asking this committee to thoroughly investigate this
plan and, as soon as possible, publicize Its findings.
Wishing you and your committee continued success, I am
Very truly yours,
FRED ENGEL.
-ITEri

4. LETTER FRom JOsEPH H.

Ross," HALLANDALE,

FLA.,

TO

SENATOR

LAWTON CHILES, DATED DEcEMBER 21, 1978
DEAR SIB: Thank you for the privilege of talking before your committee when
,you held your session at the HallandaleCity Hall. After reading my testimony,
I believe it is somewhat garbled so I will add these remarks to my previous
testimony.
You will agree that a 99-year lease on recreational facilities, with a monthly
fee which can be raised after every 5 years using the cost-of-living index as a
barometer when the cost-of-living Index has no bearing on the recreation facilities use because the owner of the recreation facilities does not spend one red
cent on repair or maintenance or any labor charges at all, the above Is uncon'scionable, a ploy used by the developers of the condominiums. Yes, the purchasers of the condominiums signed the' docuiments when they bought the'apartments, but never-and I repeat, never-was tit explained to the purchaser. It
will soon be 10 years that I purchased a condominium. After 5 years we received
.a 33 percent Increase in. the recreation fee. 'Now another 5 years have passed
and 'another Increase Is due, tied in with cost-of-living Index, which could be
50 percent. (1975 through 1979). What was $42 per month became $55, and is
nbv -anticipated to be $80 per month.
I want to bring out the one. point pertinent to my previous remarks-what
happenis.to your senior citizen on a locked-in income? Should he live an additional
'5 years, with inflation on all fronts, including food, health, clothing, and lodging.
His lodging Is a condominium, his maintenance rises, subject to labor and cooling, heating, light, and electric power. These are things we can see and hear
'and battle. These all are part of daily living, and'our Government in action can
and'will help, but to add additional costs to the senior'citizen with an unconscionable, obnoxious contract for 99 years is unfair. We simply ask our national
elected officials to come'to our aid. I,am sorry to state our State of Florida has
failed miserably.
'Respectfully yours,
JOSEPH H. Ross.
See statement, p. 61.

APPENDIX 2
MATERTAL FROM INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS
ITEM 1. LETTER FROM SAMUEL SILBRBE11G, HOLLYWOOD, FLA., TO SENATOR
LAWTON CrILES, DATED DECEMBER 1, 1978
DEAR SENATOR CHILES: I have been reading, with considerable interest, about
the hearings you have been conducting in our area, relative to the woes, particularly of senior citizens,.as concerns the unconscionable 99-year recreation leases,
which altogether too many of us are saddled with.
I appreciate the fact that you sympathize with the problem we have, but you
Indicate that the 'most reliable source of possible relief could come from the
Federal courts. Our own condominium has filed suit in both State and Federal
courts.
Our progress in State court has been minimal. and it has been indicated to us it
may be several years before the Federal.courts act on this matter. You are no
doubt aware that many legal minds are of the opinion that the 99-year lease
violates a clear-cut position of the Federal Trade Commission, that such leases
constitute "tie-in" sales, and therefore are a violation of Federal law.
Why must it take years for the Federal courts to act on this most essential
problem? It must be apparent to you and the Federal courts that senior citizens
cannot wait years for possible relief. This is a most serious problem, affecting
millions of hard-pressed citizens in our land, and the Fedeial courts should be
made aware of this.
May I appeal to you to use your good offices to speed up consideration of this
problem in the Federal courts before it is too late to help many of us?
Very-respectfully yours,
SAMUEL SlIBERBERG.
ITEM 2. LETTER FROM MAUDIE E. BLONDni,
SECRETARY, Hraiscus Housm
CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION, INC., POMPANO BEACH, FLA., To SENATOR LAWTON
CHILES, DATED DECEMBER 4, 1978
DEAR SENATOR CrIILEs:'We have read with Interest about your activities on
the part of condominium owners, especially the elimination of recreation and
land leases or the escalation clause.
Our 14-unit condominium on three floors has a land and/or recreation lease on
approximately 6,000 square feet of land which includes the pool and parking
area. In addition, a 10 x 12 foot meeting room is Included. For this each apartment paid $39 a month prior to January 1, 1977. Now we are paying $55.16 due
to the escalation clause. This is an approximately 42 percent increase. In 1982
we will be faced with another similar increase.
When the payment went up, we contacted the owner for a price to buy up the
lease. He stuck to the contract price of $9,928 (15 times the annual rental) per
apartment If anyone wanted to buy it on an individual'basis or $8,500 each if all
owners participated. Needless to say, we have not taken advantage of this offer.
In our judgment we have already paid more in the last six years than a
realistic value for the leased property; however, it appears that we have no
choice but to continue to pay. This is why we are calling on you to take whatever action is necessary to eliminate land and recreation leases or to force the
lease owners to sell at a realistic value.
Respectfully submitted.
MAUDIE E. BLONDIN.
(70)
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ITEM 3. RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THIO CITY COUNCIL OF LAUDERDALE LAKES,

FLA.,

NovEmBEB

28, 1978

RESOLUTION 562

A resolution authorizing the mayor to make application for a grant of Federal
funds to be used for the acquisition of passive park lands; providing that a
true copy hereof shall be delivered to the Honorable Lawton Chiles, U.S. Senator; providing an effective date.
Whereas. the city council has determined through Investigation and inquiry
the construction of a miniwarehouse complex immediately adjacent to condominium homes of Oakland Estates would be detrimental to the safety, welfare,
and property values of homeowners, and
Whereas, the proposed construction of said warehouses has caused considerable
concern on the part of residents throughout the city of Lauderdale Lakes, and
Whereas, construction of said warehouses is a matter of litigation between the
owner of the property and the city, and
Whereas, there exists insufficient land in the city of Lauderdale Lakes for
passive park and recreation area needs of the citizenry, and
Whereas, there is an opportunity.to apply for Federal funding for the purchase
of land for such passive park and recreation areas,
Now, therefore, be it resolved, by the city council of the city of Lauderdale
Lakes as follows:
Section 1: The mayor is authorized to make such application and take all steps
necessary and proper to apply for and obtain a grant of funding for the purchase
and development of lands and facilities to be used for the establishment of a
passive park, such property lying adjacent to the north-of-way line'of the C-13
Canal and southerly of the Oakland Estates Condominiums.
Section 2: The city.clerk' is authorized and directed to provide true copies hereof to the Honorable Lawton Chiles, U.S. Senator.
Section 3: This resolution shall become effective Immediately upon its passage.
Adopted by the City Council of the City of Lauderdale Lakes at its regular
meeting held November 28, 1978.
HOWARD CRAFT, MaVor.

*

.

APPENDIX

3

STATEMENTS SUBMIrrD. BY THE HEARING AUDiENc1B

During the course of the hearing, a form was made available by the
committee to those attending who wished to make suggestions and
recommendations but were unable to testify because of time limitations. The form read as follows:
Dear Senator Chiles: If there had been time for everyone to speak at the hearing on "Condominiums and the Older Purchaser" in Hallandale, Fla., on November 28,1978, I would have said::

The following replies were received:
L.' E. KORDEL, DETriOIT, MICH.
Thank you for your interest in this sticky subject. We own a condo in Florida
and are saddled by the infernal 99-year lease-which, hopefully, can be declared
illegal and killed.
E. D: McARTHuR, BOYNTON BEACH, FLA.

In your investigation of oppressive rentals and recreation leases in condominiums, please do not forget that thousands of us who live in single-family housing developments or PUD's, as they are known, suffer from these same unbearable
lease contracts. My home in Leisureville, Boynton Beach, Fla., Is typical, there
will be 3;000 houses subject to the same lease escalation every 5 years. Most of us
signed these contracts without every having seem them and not knowing what we
were getting into.
We believe all escalation clauses, no matter how old, should be canceled.

MRS. HARRY PrOJANsKY,

NORTH MIAMI BEAcHr, FLA.

(1) Boards of directors of condominiums internally that rip-off condo owners
and the inability of people to defend themselves. Misrepresentation, concealment
of terms of contracts entered into.
(2) "Cronyism" building up an inner circle of individuals to assure control, and
barring others not in accord.
(3) Manipulation of election procedures-Proxies.
(4) Being "assessment happy" for the glory of controlling large sums of
money.
Senator Chiles, I had written to you many times, concerning the 99-year recreation lease and the escalation clause.
I am vice president of the Condominium Owners & Co-Op's Association Inc.,
North Miami Beach, Fla.
It seems that the senior citizens who have not bought their recreation leases
as yet have nothing to look forward to regarding having the recreation lease
abolished.
Please advise me. I, too, can secure many votes.
HELEN M. RESZEL, NORTH MIAMI BEACH, FLA.
Ninety-nine year leases have been in effect for businesses for many years;
however, condominium residences are not businesses so why were developers
(72)
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allowed to use a business lease for a residence which does not make a dime
throughout the years of operation? For instance, a liquor lounge which makes
millions of dollars selling booze each year can afford the escalation of rental
property and, therefore, one can understand such lease is in effect for moneymaking businesses-but a residence?' No way!
Why doesn't someone in Washington, D.C., explore this avenue and have 99year leases abolished for condos on this technicality, especially where we pay
all expenses on developer's property.
And, not only that, but the purchase of recreation lease property for $3½2
million from developers certainly can't be considered common expense but is a
capital expenditure and should be divided equally between unit owners. Write
that, too, into the law, will you please, Senator?
Thank you for this opportunity to write to you.
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RETIREMENT, WORK, AND LIFELONG LEARNING
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1978.

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COM3rrTEE oN- AGING,

Washinoton, D.C.
a.m., in room 5110,
10
at
notice,
The committee met, pursuant to
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Frank Church (chairman)
presiding.
Present: Senator Church.
Also present: William E. Oriol, staff director; David A. Affeldt,
chief counsel; Garry V. Wenske, assistant counsel for operations;
Letitia Chambers, minority staff director; David A. Rust and Jeff iey
R. Lewis, minority professional staff members; Marjorie J. Finney,
operations assistant; Kaye English, information assistant; and Eugene R. Cummings, printing assistant.
OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR FRANK CHURCH, CHAIRMAN
Senator CHIuRCH. The hearing will please come to order.
Our hearing today has an unusual format because our committee
has an unusual subject, or group of subjects, before it.
We began to look into "Retirement, Work, and Lifelong Learning"
in July, with 3 days of hearings at which two Cabinet members and
other notable witnesses testified.
As I explained at that time, one of our purposes was to make the
point that each of our three major themes is receiving growing attention, but usually on an individual basis.
We hear a great deal, for example, about pension problems, but
very little is done in the way of relating them to work force issues.
Another example: This committee has given a great deal of attention over the years to older worker problems of various kinds, and we
have been concerned about educational opportunity throughout the
lifespan during the later years. But we haven't usually thought of
these subjects together, and we should.
At our hearings in July we heard several recurring themes:
That we are ill-prepared, in terms of public policy and private
sector response, for the vast changes that can be expected with the
increase in the proportions of older persons in our population along
with a decrease in the percentage of younger persons within traditional labor force limits.
That we have no real national retirement policy; we have many
resources of income for life in the later years, but none-including
social security-generally does the entire job. We have to think more
clearly about the appropriate "Imix" of social security and other
sources of retirement income.
(219)
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That we fail to fully recognize the economic and social consequences
of earlier and earlier retirement, now and even more so in the future.
That the forthcoming total abolition of mandatory retirement will
cause stubborn work-related questions- such as retraining to combat
job skill obsolescence-to emerge with new-clarity and-urgency.
And that, finally, the challenges ahead, while at times boggling, are
nevertheless rich in promise of success, if we keep our heads and if we
also challenge past habits of thought and action.
I have several articles which discuss these and other points made at
our earlier hearing and these articles will be inserted at an appropriate
place in this hearing.1
To follow up on our 3 days of theme-setting hearings, we asked
representatives of national organizations directly related to aging to be
here with us today.
We asked them to comment on past testimony and give new ideas
and suggestions. Their statements, presented in advance of this hearing, are rich in information, concern, and I myself assure you all that
the committee intends to give them careful consideration. The staff will
analyze these statements and the committee will address itself to them
as we look for answers to the various questions I have raised.
These statements agree as to the magnitude of the many tasks to be
done as our population continues to "age."~
They are particularly helpful in providing examples of positive
actions and attitudes which are already challenging older patterns.
MINORITY GROUT

CONCERNS

'Minority group members, so many of whom do not live to traditional
retirement age, receive special attention, and deservedly so. No discussion of the issues before this committee would be complete without such
attention, at this hearing and in our future sessions and studies.
Fresh thinking abounds in the papers we have received, and each
will become part of our hearing record. I would like to thank each
organization for once again making a substantial contribution to this
committee's work.
To make the most of what we have already received. and to further
tap the sources of such help, we will go directly into roundtable discussion this morning with questions prompted by the material which we
have received. Our witnesses understand our format and the reasons
for it and, I believe, have expressed enthusiasm for this sort of brainstorming approach.
I'll begin by asking a general question or two and I will follow up
with other questions, but I would hope that in the morning's discussion
we could have a good deal of give and take, and statements made by the
panelists would provoke questions from other panelists so that this becomes a real panel discussion rather than an interrogation by the
chairman of the committee.
What impact. if any. will the change in the mandatory retirement
age from 65 to 70 for most workers in the private sector have on their
retirement decisions? Do vou believe that this legislation enacted by
the Congress during the present session will have the effect of reversing the present trend toward earlier and earlier retirement?
I See appendix 2, page 330.
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I would also like to raise one further question which is connected
with my general question. How do you explain the seemingly contradidtoiy trends which are now occurring-people are living longer, yet
they are retiring earlier?
Those two questions ought to suffice for starters and we will proceed
from there.
Those participating this morning are:
Robert J. Ahrens, board member, National Council on the Aging;
and director, Chicago Mayor's Office for Senior Citizens and Handicapped.
Aime E. Blakelev, liaison assistant, National Indian Council on
Aging.
Cyril F. Brickfield, executive director, National Retired Teachers
Association/American Association of Retired Persons; accompanied
by Jim Hacking, legislative representative.
Rudolph T. Danstedt, assistant to the President, National Council
of Senior Citizens; accompanied by Betty Duskin and Lou Ravin.
Dolores Davis, executive director, National Caucus on the Black
Aged, Inc.
r. Bernard I. Forman, Washington, D.C., representative for the
Gray Panthers.
Ed Kaskowitz. executive director, Gerongologic al Society.
Carmela G. Lacayo, executive director, Asociacion Nacional Pro
Personas Mayores.
Charles L. Merin. legislative representative, National Association
of Retired Federal Employees.
Dr. Mildred Seltzer, president-elect, Association for Gerontology
in Higher Education.
Before we begin our roundtable discussion, I will ask that each
organization represented here to give their prepared statements.
STATEMENT OF ROBERT J. AHRENS, BOARD MEMBER, NATIONAL
COUNCIL ON THE AGING, INC., AND DIRECTOR, MAYOR'S OFFICE
FOR SENIOR CITIZENS AND HANDICAPPED, CHICAGO, ILL.
Mr. AHRENS. The National Council on the Aging-NCOA-is a
private nonprofit organization which provides leadership and guidance in the development of services for older persons in numerous
communities across the country. For 28 years, NCOA has been a resource at national, State, and local levels for planning, information
and service to those areas affecting older citizens. Through its various
programs it reaches one of the largest networks of practitioners in
aging outside of the Federal system of State and area agencies on
aging. Its membership consists of individuals and organizations
throughout the country who serve the elderly.
The largest division within NCOA is the Institute for Age, Work
and Retirement. It provides particular services, technical assistance
and training to and for business, labor, public and private agencies,
Government and universities on the problems and potential of working Americans aged 40 and over. Within the Institute of Age, Work
and Retirement there are four main units.
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THE SENIOR COMMUNITY SERVICE PROJECT-SCSP

The largest program, SCSP, was initiated in 1968 as a part-time,
employment program for economically disadvantaged older people. It
has since been expanded several times under title IX of the Older
Americans Act. SCSP has given hope to thousands of low-income individuals aged 55 and over who need to supplement an inadequate,
retirement income. More than 4,000 older men and women are employed by public and private nonprofit agencies in 50 NCOA participating communities.
Through the development of challenging and innovative jobs, SCSP
has prepared the way for many older people to reenter the mainstream
of the work force. In the first half of 1978, 31 percent of those who.
terminated from the program obtained unsubsidized employment.
SCSP promotes self-help, not dependency.
Another smaller NCOA program similar to SCSP is ESTEEM-.
expanded services through experienced elderly manpower. In 1976, it
was funded by title X of the Economic Development Act to promote
job opportunities for older workers trapped in areas with consistentlyhigh unemployment. NCOA has continued to operate the program in
five States for 300 to 400 older workers. Funding now comes from title.
III of CETA, but is in danger of being terminated at the end of this
quarter, despite ESTEEM's financial benefits to enrollees and its.
benefit to deprived communities.
THE RETIREMENT PLANNING PROGRAM

NCOA, in cooperation with a consortium of nine major corporationsand four large unions, initiated the retirement planning project to.
address the need for effective early retirement planning. The program
is developing a corprehensive, innovative approach to encourage and'
assist employees and their spouses to anticipate and plan for retirement. Consortium members are actively participating in the design,.
development, and testing of multimedia interactive training modules.
The NCOA industry consortium development program, with its.
stress on current research, the pooled experience of consortium members and systematic development, seeks to help meet a growing need
and to package a new, improved approach to preparing employees forretirement. The training package will be offered to industry, labor,
colleges, and community agencies to serve a cross-section of working
men and working women as they approach retirement.
AGING AND WORK, A JOURNAL ON ACE, AND RETIREMENT (FORMERLY
INDUSTRIAL GERONTOLOGY)

As part of its efforts to promote a better understanding of the potential contributions of the middle-aged and older worker, the Institute on Age, Work and Retirement publishes a unique quarterlyjournal, Aging and Work. During the past 10 years it has examined
issues of work. income, age, and covered a wide range of topics:
age discrimination in employment, job performance, satisfaction and
motivation, pensions. retirement, second careers, women in the work.
force, etc. Outstanding authorities on those subjects in industry,
Government, and the academic community are contributors. The.
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U.S. Department of Labor recognizes the value and usefulness of
Aging and Work. It is a major subscriber, distributing copies to its
offices throughout the country, to CETA prime sponsors and title IX
programs.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF OLDER WORXER EM1PLOYMENT SERVICES

Recognizing the need for specialized employment services and opportunities for older workers, NCOA has pioneered an effort to
bring both the public and private agencies serving the 40-plus worker
together in a national coordinating effort :.The National Association of
Older Worker Employment Services. 'This new NCOA affiliate has
several goals:
To draw interested older employment service agencies into the
larger network of services for older people.
To gather materials from member agencies, both public and private, which will be of value to other members in initiating or conduct'incg their programs.
To provide backup information and support for newly constituted
older worker agencies in establishing broad programs to serve the older
worker.
To approach large employers, on a national scale, regarding the uti'lization of older workers and to seek their support for more flexible
employment and retirement practices.
The National Council on the Aging is pleased to be among the par-ticipants in this forum to review the role of older workers in a changing, "graying" society. The statistics and demographic predictions
-set forth by Secretaries Califano and Marshall and by the distin-

guished experts who preceded NCOA's appearance confirm our belief
'that society's attitudes toward older workers must change radically
'if we are to be prepared for the future.
FORESEEABLE TRENDS

To review briefly and pessimistically, we may expect within a few

decades:
A rapidly increasing older population, expected to constitute about
15 percent of the total U.S. population in the year 2020.
Unless declining labor force participation rates are reversed, an
older population more and more dependent on social security, private pensions. or welfare supplements to survive.
A dangerously skewed ratio between the working and retired population which could threaten the stabilityof social security and other
retirement assistance programs which are supported by employee tax
revenues.

A fragile Public and private pension system which. judging from
the current degree of unfunded pension liabilities, may collapse under the pressures of a large retirement population.
We do not state these possibilities in such Ialarming terms just to
despair over the future. We agree with Secretary Marshall that the
-societal pressures which these factors could. trigger would, indeed,
reverse our attitudes toward older workers. Within 50 years, it is
projected that there will be fewer than two workers for each social
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security recipient. The young then may want to push retirees back to
work so that the elderly will be paying into the various retirement
systems rather than drawing money out. Society could again force
itself between the older person and self-determination-this time to
punish the older person for retiring rather than forcing retirement
upon him. However, we could avoid such overreactions by acting now
to encourage older workers to remain in or return to the labor force.
Focusing on future probabilities helps to define certain problems, but
it too often misleads us into waiting for the future to solve itself. We
do not have to wait until the turn of the century to see the toll of our
"having been so profligate with the talents of older workers," as Senator Church so aptly put it. The consequences of early retirementwhether voluntary or forced by age bias-are with us now.
The economic effects of early retirement can be devastating. The
majority of persons who leave the labor force prior to age 65 have no
private pensions to protect their future financial security. Of men
retiring in the first half of 1975, half had no private pensions. Early
retirement-before age 65-requires older persons to apply for social
security benefits at reduced levels. The ensuing consequence is actuarially reduced benefits throughout the remainder of one's life. Yet, in
1970, more than two-thirds of women workers and over half of men
claimed reduced benefits.
It is true that many workers look forward to retirement and appreciate company policies that allow early retirement at minimally reduced pension benefit levels. But. it is not true that all older workers
enjoy being "put out to pasture,"' nor should they. Consider the fact
that, on the average in 1974. a man reaching his 65th birthday could
expect to live 13.4 years longer; a woman, 17.5 years. Over the years,
those who retired on seemingly adequate pension and social security
benefits will see their nurchasing power diminish as the cost of living
climbs. Congress wisely tried to compensate for this income erosion
by enacting automatic cost-of-living increases in social security benefits, but not all retirees could be protected from poverty. As this committee has noted, in 1975. approximately 3.3 million elderly lived in
poverty; many of them impoverished for the first time because of
the dramatic one-half to two-thirds reduction in income caused by
retirement.
ArrrTunEs TOWARD WoRK
Results from the 1974 NCOA/Louis Harris survey of public attitudes toward aging document the older population's desire and economic need to work:
Of the respondents ared 55 to 64,14 percent of the females and 5 percent of the males considered themselves unemployed. Yet, comparable
Government figures for the 55-to-64 grouD in this same period were
reported as only 3 percent for females and slightly over 2 percent for
males;
Four million survey respondents over 65 who were unemployed
or retirod wanted to work; 43 nercent of those over 65 with incomes
below $3,000 who were not working desired jobs;
Fiftv percent of black respondents over 65 who were unemployed
wanted to work: older black respondents were most likely to be poor
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and to need work: 57 percent had incomes below $3,000 a year comnpared to only 23 percent of older.white respondents; and
Tragically, there was a larger. proportion of forced retirements
among respondents with low incomes and with less than high school
educations-those least likely to have adequate retirement benefits
and least likely to be rehired.
Those who are forced to retire early often do so under the worst of
circumstances. Work-related problems often become more severe for
older adults because of the age discrimination inherent in American
society. The recent economic recession severely affected the employment status of older workers; the unemployment rate for those over
55 more than doubled during 1974 and has only very slowly begun to
decrease. Once out of a job, the older worker traditionally has a more
difficult time finding a new one. Too often, he is forced into early retirement after months and sometimes years of job searching.
This situation is not revealed in the official unemployment statistics
which record only those actively seeking work during a certain period.
NCOA has stressed a number of times that these figures do not include
thousands of "discouraged" workers who give up on findingg work,
remain unemployed, but are considered to be outside the labor force.
It is older workers who are most likely to be hidden in this group.
During the first quarter of 1978, for example, workers aged 55 and
above constituted 14.7 percent of the civilian labor force and 15.2 percent of the employed, but 32.5 percent of the total number who were
classified as discouraged.
The statistics regarding duration of unemployment also support the
contention that older workers are likely to become "discouraged workers" once unemployed. The two are interrelated: The lone duration of
unemployment for the older worker can lead directly to the "discouraged" status. The average mean duration of unemployment in 1977
increased with age: For those aged 16 to 19. it was 8.9 weeks; those
25 to 34, 15.3 weeks; those 45 to 54, 19.3 weeks; those 65 and older, 22.G
weeks.
It is important here to note that in a recent study of the supplemental Federal unemployment insurance benefits, most of the people
who had used their maximum benefits and who subsequently dropped,
out of the labor force were 45 years and over-70 percent were a(re 45
and over, and 45 percent were 55 and over. It appears from this study
that the older the individual. the greater the chance that he/she Will
have used all entitled employment insurance and still be unemployed
or out of the labor force once all benefits have expired. This increases
the pressures for many older jobseekers to elect pension and social security benefits prematurely, at reduced levels.; Furthermore. the prolonged periods of unemployment which precede this forced early
retirement can easilv result in the depletion of any abcnmulated
savings.
REGRETS ABOuT RETEMENTi

Even when early retirement is voluntary, brought on as a result of
liberal pension plans, more and more retirees may regret their decision. The overwhelming majority of piivate pension plans pay fixed
retirement benefits, with no provision for adjustment due to inflation.
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-If inflation averages 7 percent a year, the purchasing power of fixed
pensions will be reduced by 50 percent in 10 years. For example, a fixed
retirement income of $200 a month will be worth about $100 a month
in 10 years and about $50 a month in 20 years if inflation is 7 percent
a year.
Employees typically are not informed about the impact that infla-tion will have on the purchasing power of their private pensions. A
pension that seems adequate at the time of retirement may become
.inadequate as time passes, requiring an ever-increasing downward adjustment in living levels as one grows older. The severity of the impact
of inflation is not fully realized until many options for generating
supplemental retirement income no longer exist.
Additional evidence to suggest that more workers are not aware of
or prepared for the consequences of retirement comes from a recent1978-survey conducted by NCOA's retirement planning consortium.
The survey, based on employees aged 40 and over in nine corporations,
was designed to determine what financial and other preparation these
workers had made for their retirement. The 458 respondents in the
initial sample were relatively well educated-91 percent completed
high school; 46 percent had some schooling beyond that-and could
expect above-average pensions-the companies have progressive benefit plans and the employee's average tenure with their companies was 15
years.
Yet even this relatively advantaged older group was admittedly
unprepared for retirement and had ambiguous or uneasy feelings about
it. Sixty-one percent had no plans for retirement, 29 percent had tentative plans, and only 10 percent had any definite plans.
When asked what problems they felt they were most likely to encounter when retired, about 7 in 10 answered problems in maintaining
their standard of living. Because the employees sampled are in excellent pension programs, their broad concern with maintaining a standard of living probably reflects an uneasiness due to an inflationary
economy and a growing general awareness of the financial straits many
retired people are in today. It may also be another sign that early
retirement will grow increasingly unpopular in the face of rising
inflation.
RETAINING OLDER WORKERS

Given that pressures for greater employment opportunities for
middle-aged and older workers exist now and are likely to increase, but
how should public and private employers react? NCOA hopes they
will agree with this committee that some challenge must be made to
the current trend to earlier and earlier retirement. NCOA would like
to offer some positive answers to Senator Church's question: "What
more should the United States be doing to promote retention of older
persons in the labor force-as a matter of their own choice-instead of
retiring them, often without choice?"
PRIVATE INCENTIVES TO ENCOURAGE OLDER WORKERS

Mandatory retirement remains one of the most serious barriers to
full employment opportunities for middle-aged and older workers, as
Congress recognized by enacting the Age Discrimination in Employ-
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ment Act Amendments of 1978. As the NCOA/Harris survey
concluded:
The apparent problem for many older Americans is not that they themselves
feel that they are too old or too sick to work, but rather that they have been told
they are. With frequent discouragement from working, disinterest in employment
may well have become a learned response for many older people who might otherwise prefer to work. In short, with over 4 million older unemployed or retired
individuals who want to work, there exists among the retired and unemployed
public 65 and over an untapped source of manpower.

There are already numerous and diverse examples of private and
public employers who have ended mandatory retirement; among them
are Tektronix, Inc., United States Steel, Hamrick Mills, Gold Kist
Agricultural Cooperative, Paddock Publications, Steinway & Sons, the
city of Chicago, the State civil service in Maine, Bankers Life & Casualty Co., and most public and private employers in the State of California. which abolished mandatory retirement.
Bankers Life has been without a compulsory retirement policy for
more than 40 years, and reports that its experience has been "consistently favorable throughout a variety of economic cycles and stages of
company growth." Older worker participation, spurred by positive
hiring practices as well as the absence of mandatory retirement, has
remained steady: Employees over age 50 were 24 percent of the total
in 1954, 25 percent in 1977; those over age 60, 8 percent in both years.
As for the fear that older workers block lives of progression, a Bankers
Life spokesman says: "Company growth, organizational structure
changes, job posting programs, employee counseling programs, and
training programs have all worlked to assure that paths of advancement
are not blocked by older workers."
Not only have some employers found advantages such as increased
dependability in retaining older employees, many companies have
taken advantage of rejected skills by hiring retirees almost exclusively.
Yet many employers argue that an end to mandatory retirement would
lead to a work force filled with workers who have become incompetent
but who cannot be fired or moved to other positions. They iglore the
advances made in the development of measures of functional ability.
NCOA can testify that accurate measures of functional capacity do
exist and have been used successfully. From 1970 to 1975, the council
administered a demonstration program in Portland, Maine, that tested
a method for measuring physical capacity, called GULHEMP, an
acronym for the seven functional areas rated in using this system.
They are as follows: General physique, upper extremities, lower extremities, hearing, eyesight, mentality, and personality. Jobs were
evaluated according to the minimum requirements under each category.
Worker fitness and job profiles were then matched, and the older
worker was placed in a job best suited for his or her skills. Over 4.000
individuals were screened by this system for jobs in 150 companies
in the Greater Portland area.
Not one of the employees who were employed after being matched.
for a specific job was involved in an industrial accident or a workmain'n
compensation case. Studies show that absenteeism and costs decreased
considerably because of this technique. The fact that workers would
find such a screening system acceptable can be surmised from the
Portland project's data which showed that the majority of prospective
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employees, no imatter what their ages, looked for jobs they were functionally capable of performing. It is logical to expect employers to
benefit even more than workers from a program that so accurately
matches the best qualified worker with each job.
The GULHEMP system has also been used most successfully by an
aircraft manufacturing company in Canada for over 20 years. The
system has been so effective in determining an individual's capacity
to safely perform a job that the Workmens Compensation Board of
Ontario now requires all injured employees returning to work from
WCB treatment have a GUILHEMP profile completed before returning to work. We are pleased that this system is now gaining more
acceptance by government and other employers, but we believe that
its most effective use is as a preventive tool and one that is used prior
to employment and throughout the working career rather than simply
as a device for determining functional capacity after accidents occur.
One prominent American company that substitutes functional capacity tests for arbitrary retirement is United States Steel. Approximately 153,000 workers are affected by the company's non-age-related
ietirement policy which requires employees to pass annual physical
examinations closely related to their jobs. Often when a worker seems
to be falling short on one job, management joins with the local union
to find another, more suitable job.
Tests of functional capacity offer several alternatives to mandatory
retirement. They can be used periodically to assess on-the-job performance on an individual basis, thus eliminating one rationale for
retirement based solely on age. When a worker begins to falter in one
job, such tests can be used to find other suitable positions within the
same plant or office. Having objective data with which to assess his
or her own performance, a worker can take greater pride in his work
and, ultimately, can better determine when retirement or a change in
jobs is necessary. At the same time, functional testing allows employers to offer second-career opportunities with confidence to older applicants, knowing that each tested worker has a high physical probability
of success on the job.
FLEXIBLE WORK ARRANGEMENTS

At the very least, employers should consider systems or phased-in
retirement, whereby workers might be encouraged to shift to parttime jobs before entering full retirement. Two workers may be able
to share a full-time job where part-time work does not contribute to
management's goals. Another suggestion would be to use retired

employees as a company's temporary work pool instead of relying on
inexperienced outsiders. This gradual schedule of retirement allows
the worker to adjust to a smaller income and to enforced leisure.
While the workers benefit, management is still able to draw upon
skills learned only through years of experience.
In many cases, the employee may prefer to reduce his or her work
hours. Though the NCOA/Harris national opinion survey revealed
several million "retired" or unemployed older people who wanted to
work, Harris made no attempt to determine whether these respondents
preferred full or part-time work. However, the fact that a majority of
respondents 55 and older said that "money" was the thing they would
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at a reduced pace. Certain white collar jobs are filled by pairs of older
workers. Each person in the "pair" works full time for a month, then
is off for a month while the partner assumes the position. Often flexible hours can be promoted within these jobs, also.
Northrup Manufacturers (California) promotes optimum parttime and job-sharing opportunities for its older workers. Since most
of their workers are craftsmen in the aircraft industry, their skills
never become obsolete. Retiring workers can continue to work on a
part-time basis, especially where there is a lack of availability of
younger workers for a particular function. Upon retirement, workers
may agree to become part of the "on-call work force." They then may
be requested to fill temporary assignments, anywhere in the world, on
projects lasting from weeks to several months in duration.
"THE GOLDEN BRImGE1
Perhaps the most innovative program to bridge the gap from fulltime employment to retirement has been undertaken by the Teledyne
Continental Motors Co., whose employees are members of the United
Auto Workers. Employees are automatically eligible for a program
called "The Golden Bridge" if they are 58 years of age or over and
have had 30 or more years of credited service with the company. This
plan was created in 1977 to reward the worker who stayed beyond
the normal retirement age with such benefits as extra vacation, pension
payments, and insurance benefits. It is a labor-management cooperative
effort designed to "halt the flow of talent out the door and to help the
worker who was not quite ready for full retirement." It is in its pilot
phases, among other locations, at the Wisconsin Motor Co. (Milwaukee), a firm which makes small gas and diesel engines.
Upon qualifying for the plan, the worker begins to build on the
vacation benefits already provided by Wisconsin Motor. Instead of receiving the traditional 5 weeks vacation after 25 years of employment,
he receives 4 additional weeks per year in the period from age 58 to 62.
From the age of 62 to 68 he receives an additional 2 weeks' vacation,
a total of 11 weeks per year in all. The extra vacation benefits can be
taken in various ways: (1) Paid time off-throughout the span of employment, (2) a lump sum payment at the end of each year of service,
(3) a lump sum payment at the time of retirement-a possible tax
advantage, (4) a combination of any of the aforementioned possibilities or (5) monthly installments at the time of retirement-up
to 12 in~stallments total.
In addition to this, life insurance survivors benefits is increased by an
additional $1.000 per year and an additional 5 percent spouse's survivor benefit is added. The basic pension benefits of the employee are
also increased by one-third each year that the employee remains with
the company. In 1977, the plan affected 80 of the Wisconsin Motor
Co. employees, but it is expected that several hundred will become,
eligible over the next few years.
A change in midlife-or in later years-from one job pursuit to a
different field should not be considered unusual in our rapidly ehallffing society. For some workers. because of technological displacement or
involuntary early retirement, a second career is a necessity. NCOA'
has long advocated the need for career-oriented educational and train-
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ing programs aimed not at the beginning worker, but at those who
must transfer from one career track to another.
Findings from the NCOA/Harris study indicate that there are
millions of Americans, young and old, who are interested in such programs. Respondents in that study were asked how interested they would
personally be in learning some new skills or participating in a job
training program so that they could take on a different kind of job
from what they were used to doing. Thirty-six percent of those over
40 and 15 percent over 65 responded positively. Thus, over 3 million
persons over 6i5 would be interested in some kind of second career
training if such programs were available to them.
An employment program such as the Erie Guild (Erie, Pa.) combines the flexibility of part-time employment with a new career
thrust for skilled retired workers. In this program, begun in 1971,
highly skilled sheet metal workers, drill press operators, and welders
were put to work tutoring, on a one-to-one basis, unemployed and unskilled workers to fill the type job that the retiree once held. An
agreement was reached with union leaders whereby trainees-who are
paid under CETA-reaching production level would be hired, but not
automatically at the level of skill for 'which they had been trained.
After a short period of time, they become members of the union.
7,000 PERSONS RETRAINED

The Committee for Economic Development reports that IBM combines two very effective methods that can benefit middle-aged and
older workers. Since 1970, IBM has retrained over 7,000 of its employees and relocated about 11,000. The company also makes it a
practice to move work to facilities that have surplus people-a practice which has resulted in no employee losing any time through involuntary layoffs during the past 35 years, despite recession and major
product shifts. Also, the company makes education grants of $500
per year over 5 years to any preretiree or retiree who wishes to develop
a second career or retirement interest.
Older worker employment services represent some of the more positive new solutions to the employment problems of many older workers.
Many of the member organizations in the National Association of
Older Worker Employment Services exist as entities of other aging
services-such as State and area agencies on aging. Others have had
long experience in the field of older worker employment and are established as distinct, separate employment agencies geared to securing and
maintaining part- and full-time employment for persons who have been
either forced out of the mainstream by mandatory retirement or those
who, because of health and social conditions, need to reenter the job
market at a different level. Some of these programs have unique titles,
conveying the renewed spirit and value of the older worker, both to our
economy and to the person's self image.
Project EARN. St. Louis, Mo., according to its director, I-Tarry Kaufer, was so named because of the emphasis on the older worker's need
to acquire the necessary funds for both financial and psychological survival. Project ABLE, Chicago, Ill.* means ability based on long experienice, and is viewed as a service that is part and parcel of the lifelong learning continuum-putting acquired knowledge and skill based
36-780-79-2
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on a lifetime of experience to use. Project GROW; Rochester, N.Y.,
refers to gaining resources through the older worker. In this case, the
community gains multiple services to its senior population, particularly
in the home care delivery area, through employing its older citizens.
What is the success rate for older worker employment servicesthose geared mainly at finding productive jobs for those workers over
age 50, or those suffering from some kind of physical handicap?
gram operators report a broad experience, based on their locale Proand
the personnel involved in the job development process within the local
community. All agree that the process of assessing, situating, and providing "recycled experiences" of older workers is a highly individualized operation. Programs such as Project EARN and Project
GROW, as -well as Senior Jobs, Inc., of Buffalo, N.Y.-sponsored by
the AFL-CIO, and funded primarily by Older Americans Act and
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act moneys-report a
phenomenal success rate with placement in the private sector.
Buffalo says that the approximately 1,000 clients served in a year,
98 percent of these go directly into private sector employment. Some
positions filled are in telephone sales/credit collection, recreation in
hospitals and nursing homes, restaurant work, and community college
teaching/training. A retail clothing firm and the local florists have
been an excellent source of private sector employment in that community.
Project GROW says that of approximately 700 persons interviewed
in a year, 60 percent are placed directly into paid employment without an extensive training or preparation period. Employers in the
area are particularly willing to use the older worker in temporary or
permanent part-time occupations, often to replace office and clerical
assistance on a seasonal basis. The project director reports that
often have more job listings than they can fill-particularly inthey
the
accounting and bookkeeping areas.
At Project EARN, which operates on the premise that there is "a
job out there for every person who wants one," particular success
reported in filling the employment requests of department stores-inis
all clerical/accounting/sales capacities-and the local hospitals.
of the directors acknowledge the painstaking skill and patience All
required to unearth employment possibilities for their older workersoften a task requiring that they bring to employers' attention the need
for a new position or classification that the employer had not yet
thought of. As one director puts it. "it is the simple things that every-

body knows about where us positive thinkers can find positions for our
older workers."
Often, job searches alone will not succeed. but many agencies offer
employment assistance will also provide training. The Coordinating
Council of Senior Citizens, Durham, N.C., has found that training
program to upgrade the skills of older workers in personal care programs help older workers to capitalize on their positive attributesstability, reliability, accuracy and a large fund of knowledge. At the
present time, there is not much competition from the younger worker
segment to meet the demands of the sick elderly person in his own
home, and is the type of service that can be provided by a series of
older workers, none of whom must assume the entire responsibility
of a program of care required by the frail elderly.
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GRnASSIOOTS COtUNSELING&

A very special kind of employment counseling and training service
which developed at the grassroots level and may soon receive more
adequate public support in the displaced homemaker center. The
Director of the Women's Bureau of the Labor Department, Alexis M.
Herman, estimates that 60 to 65 percent of women who hold jobs
do so for purely economic reasons, and that many of them must
work because they are the only source of economic support for themselves and their families. This is especially true in the case of the
"displaced homemaker." a term used to describe the woman who in
her middle or aging years, after coming from a lifetime of volunteer
work, part-time employment or full-time work as a homemaker and
mother is forcibly exiled, through no fault of her own, from the
mainstream of society. Rising divorce rates, age and sex discrimination
in employment, job training programs targeted at younger wvorkers,
lack of social security coverage for workers under 60, and lack of
widows' benefits in private pension plan coverage have contributed
to this unique problem. Almost universally, this group has had no
previous job skill training, has been employed only on a sporadic
bassis at best and even has difficulty recognizing that basic skills developed as a homemaker have any applicability to the "outside" wvorking world.
Enabling State legislation has brought into place the Maryland
Center for Displaced Homemakers. located in Baltimore. It is one
of several programs throughout the United States, established under
various public and private auspices. designed to enable the middleaged and older female to reenter, or enter for the first time, the competitive job market.
Followvingr a job-readiness and counseling period, women can be
placed in a range of private and public sector employment. Many
of them fill the needs of the aging network in nutrition, outreach,
transportation. home repair, health related and legal services, and
general welfare counseling programs. And, the program goes further
than community service employment. A. voucher system to cover tuition. books and supplies has been entered into with a local community
or vocational school to encourage further education and training in
a desired field. Medical technology is a favored area.
This same voucher plan-t6 pay for incidental expenses-has enabled a group of "displaced homemakers" to start ip their own small
business. An operation called "Independentt Cleaning Contractors"
provides household maintenance for private homes in the Baltimore
area. Three months aftor beginning this service, individuals were
averaging $1.20-$480 weekly income.
On a broader level. the Marvyand Center for Displaced 1-Tomemakers
works extensively with local government and private industry in the
area of integrating women into the work world, includingr such nontraditional jobs as linespersons with the Maryland Gas and Electric
Co. The center arranges workshops for industry on how to recruit,
screen and provide career mobility for the female worker. "Displaced
homemakers" themselves will conduct minicourses with various communlity zroups. businesses and industries around a manual developed
on sex bias in the employment world. Such activities are aimed at
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increasing opportunities for all women, especially those with a lackof more traditional education and training such as those in mid orlater life.
PUBLIC INCENTIVES TO ENCOURAGE OLDER WORKERS

NCOA's experience with title IX clearly confirms that older people
have much to offer in terms of public service employment and that
such work provides them with needed income and personal satisfaction. The need for employment among older workers is great and continues to grow; yet there has been little governmental response to this
need with the exception of the SCSP and four similar national programs administered by other organizations. In fiscal year 1978, for
example, the appropriation for title IX programs will provide federally subsidized jobs for approximately 47,500 older persons. However, these jobs will provide employment opportunities to less than 1
percent of the 5.4 million older Americans eligible by age and income
for enrollment in the program. Most of these could and would work if
given an opportunity.
Our experience with the program convinces us that title IX is the
only, Federal employment assistance program that benefits the older
worker. Because of its importance in promoting economic independence and self-esteem, title IX should he continued at an increased
appropriation level. Nevertheless, title IX should be just one aspect
of a much broader range of public employment services available to
older workers. While its value in providing part-time work experience
and retraining should not be underestimated, by itself, title IXs
ability to affect the severe employment problems faced by older people
is limited. Few of these people are interested in receiving a handout.
They simply want an opportunity to work, remain independent, and
earn their keep; but they cannot depend on the private sector to provide them with that opportunity. Nor can they expect much assistance
from the Federal employment and training programs supposedly designed to meet these needs.
An NCOA analysis of 1973 and 1974 data from the Employment
Security Automated Reporting System shows that the U.S. Employment Service consistently provided less service to older job seekers.
Presumably, older people wvere considered less likely to be employable.
Yet, when referred for a job, the older worker is just as likely
be
hired as his younger counterpart. Recent data show this pattern istostill
likely to be true. In fiscal year 1976, 6 percent of new or renewing
Employment Service applicants were 55 or older but only 3.9 percent
of those referred to jobs were over 55.
Older workers have also been all but ignored in Federal employment
and training programs under the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act-CETA. In fiscal year 1977, persons aged 55 and over
were 3.3 percent of service recipients under CETA title I-trainingand 5.8 percent and 5.6 percent of recipients under titles II
and VIpublic service employment. On the average, less than 5 percent of those
served by CETA have been older workers. This figure has not changed
since the original categorical "manpower" programs of 1965. And,
despite the fact that CETA title III specifically designates older
workers as a target group, they have not benefited in any significant
way under this title.
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These statistics and the findings of the U.S. Civil Rights Commission study of age discrimination in federally funded programs demon..strate that older workers seeking public service employment are not
proportionately represented in the Federal employment and training
programs authorized under CETA. Moreover, these figures confirmthat the major Federal employment and training programs do not
address the special needs of older workers.
RECOMMENDATIONS

Clearly there needs to be a stronger Federal commitment to promotin g employment opportunities for middle-aged and older workers.
NCOA is encouraged by some recent congressional initiatives, such as:
Inclusion of older workers as a target population in the HumphreyHawsvkins full employment bill.
Recent amendmenits to the ADEA which eliminated mandatory re-tirement for Federal employees and increased the protected age to 70
for non-Federal emplovees.

Proposed increased authorizations for the title IX senior community service employment program and a new emphasis on the developmealt of more flexible work arrangemlents.
Emerging legislation to encourage more part-time and shared-job
job opportunities.

The special emphasis in the Senate's CETA legislation on training
and work experiences for older workers; the greater emphasis on
*equitable service to targeted groups; and, in both bills, a new, albeit
small, program for occupational upgrading and retraining; and
Amendments to strengthen the Age Discrimination Act of 1975 to
more forcibly prohibit age bias in programs such as CETA and vocational rehabilitation.
In addition to supporting these efforts, NCOA urges this Congress
to consider further amendments to the ADEA to remove the upper age
limit of 70 and to remove all exceptions to the 1978 amendments. We
hope Congress, throlugll this committee and others, will monitor closelv
the effects of the transfer of ADEA enforcement authority to the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, and be willing to increase the size, training, and qualifications of ADEA enforcement
staff. regardless of locatioii..
There are executive responsibilities which the Department of Labor
should assume to assist middle-aged and older workers:
DOL should undertake a comprehensive review of recent research
and development findings regoarding the performance of older workers
and provide for the dissemination of these findings through the use of
appropriate Government and private agencies.

DOL should institute a nationwvide public information program
which would make employers and the general public more aware of
the. techniques which have been developed for relating functional abilities of workers to the functional renouirements of specific jobs.
Unemployment statistics collected and presented by DOL should
include the discouraged worker so that they more accurately reflect the
bleak economic picture of the older worker; and
DOL should require that the older worker specialist positions be
reinstated as full-time or part-time equivalent positions in the national, regional, and State offices of the U.S. Employment Service/Job
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Service, and that suitable training be provided to such specialists to
ensure their effectiveness.
NCOA looks forward to continued participation in this committee's
examination of retirement, employment, and lifelong learning, and
appreciates the opportunity to be of assistance.
STATEMENT OF CYRIL F. BRICK-IELD, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL RETIRED TEACHERS ASSOCIATION/AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSONS; 1 ACCOMPANIED BY JIM HACKING, LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE
Mr. BRICKFIELD. The social, economic and public policy implications of the "graying" of America are profound and must force us as
a nation to reexamine our policies toward older Americans and ultimately to restructure the Government institutions and programs which
serve them. In addition, the expected continuation of a high rate,
hard-core inflation spiral dictates that we seek out more adequate
ways to insulate from inflation's effects both the elderly's income and
the financing of Government programs on which they are extremely
dependent.
The demographic trend which clearly indicates that the proportion of the population age 65 and over will expand rapidly, especially
after the year 2000, is not alterable. But trends toward declining labor
force participation and early retirement by older persons are.
Our associations believe we must begin now to make the changes
of the magnitude necessary to reverse these trends. We must allow
ourselves sufficient time for sound planning and lengthy transition periods in order to permit an orderly and incremental evolution into a
rational policy structure that ends up allocating increasingly scarce
resources efficiently.
Our blueprint for this evolution involves restructuring and relating current income support programs, eliminating barriers and disincentives to elderly employment, encouraging and actively creating
job opportunities for older persons through the establishment of categorical Government work programs, and providing educational training and retraining programs to back them up.
The elements of our blueprint are as follows. First, the social security
system-which is and most likely will remain the cornerstone of elderly
income-should be transformed into a national pension program which
has earnings replacement as its dominant purpose. The "minimumfloor-of-income-protection" function would be the responsibility of a
revamped SSI program. The basic characteristics of this new program
include:
A much less weighted-perhaps proportional-benefit formula that
awards benefits which are strictly related to contributions and replaces
at least 60 percent of preretirement earnings.
A gradual phasing out or deemphasis of current welfare and social
adequacy are increased to achieve the desired replacement ratio.
The availability of full benefits at age 65.
The elimination of the earnings test, a severe work disincentive.
1 See appendix 1, Item 1, page 335; Item 2, page 337; and Item 3, page 340 for supplemental material submitted by NRTA-AARP.
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The introduction of actuarially increased benefits for those electing
to work after age 65 and postpone applying for benefits.
Universal coverage of all employees accomplished with respect to
those not presently covered via an incentive/disincentive approach;
and
Pay-as-you-go financing from payroll taxes with an additional general revenue mechanisms to act as economic safety nets protecting the
program from high rates of inflation and unemployment.
The cash and inkind benefit means-tested programs, dominated by
SSI, must be reformed and improved so as to be able to take up the
present minimum-floor-of-income-protection functions of the social
security system and adequately serve those elderly who would otherwise be in poverty because of low benefits. The areas of improvement
for SSI include:
Significantly increased payment levels with State supplementation
encouraged.
The creation of job opportunities and referral mechanisms specifically for SSI recipients with a more liberal treatment of earned
income in determining benefit levels; and
Elimination or at least neutralization of the harsh effect of asset
limitations and resource exclusions on eligibility.
The second major component of our blueprint relates to fostering
greater labor force participation by the elderly. Government policies
and actions which encourage or force early labor force withdrawal
are imposing serious and unnecessary costs on our economic system
and must be reversed in light of future demographic trends. Employment must be looked to for a larger source of income supplementation
for the future elderly who would, in the process, become less dependent on government benefit programs. The older worker employment
strategy would include the following public policy elements:
Elimination of major barriers to employment including mandatory
retirement at any age.
Elimination of disincentives to employment including the social
security earnings limitation.
Creation of employment incentives by all possible means, including
benefit restructuring-such as actuarially increased social security
benefits-and special tax incentives for employees and employers.
Creation of job training and retraining programs to prevent skill
obsolescence and maintain older worker productivity; and
Institutionalize and vastly expand the already successful national
older worker program embodied in title IX senior community service
employment program.
The third aspect of our blueprint involves improving and expanding lifelong learning programs for the elderly with an emphasis on
learning and education as a means of skill development. This objective should be pursued in a multifaceted manner and facilitate the
emergence of older persons as a viable component of the work force.
It is our firm belief that Congress in cooperation with the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare must assist in the redirection of lifelong learning into the new areas of work, retirement and
continuous learning. To do anything less would be to develop policy
in a vacuum ignoring the direct impact the economy and work patterns are having upon the education needs of older adults.
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I.

ACCOMMODATING THE TRENDS AND "MAKING ENDS MEET"

Just as old age creeps up on an individual, the graying of America,
a country which has so highly prized the values of its pioneering youth,
has taken the better part of the century. This development to a mature
society is manifest by the changing proportion of the population over
65 years of age, although chronologically, 55 years of age better
demarcates the change from middle years of life.
At the start of this century, only 1 person out of 25 was age 65 or
older, representing only 4.1 percent of the total population. But advances in the control of infections diseases and the knowledge of nutrition that were made during the first several decades of the century
helped change all this. By 1930, 1 out of every 20 persons was 60 years
of age or older, a proportion of 5.4 percent. The depression years of
the 1930's saw a sharp advance in the proportion of the elderly to
6.8 percent of the population. The Social Security Act, landmark legislation in the treatment of the elderly and the needy, was passed during
the middle of the decade-Augtust 14, 1935.
During the first 50 years of the century, the elderly population
doubled to nearly 1 out of 12 persons-8.1 percent. The general rise in
the number of births through the early 1920's, declines in age-specific
death rates, and the heavy volume of immigrants, especially prior to
World War I, were all factors contributing to the continuing increase
in the elderly population. By 1960, the figure became 9.2 percent increasing to 9.8 percent in 1970. By 1975, 1 out of every 10 persons was
65 years of age or older-10.5 percent.
Life expectancy rates after the age of 65 were also advancing: the
elderly population was maturing as a segment of the population. In
1940, at age 65 the average male could expect to live 12.1 more years
and the average female 15 more. By 1970, the average male could
expect to live 13.1 more years after age 65 and the average female
widened her advantage over the male by expecting to live 17.1 more
iears after that age.
This trend probably will continue. By the year 2050, life expectancy
should have increased another 3 years for men and another 4 years
for women. Indeed, these figures may prove to be gross underestimates; advances in medicine, preventive medicine, improvements in
the living environment, and adoption of more healthful lifestyles
mav well accomplish more.
The forecasts for the continuing expansion of the 65-years-andolder segment of the population are quite reliable well into the next
century, because we are projecting the lives of an existing population. As can be observed from table I, the over-65-years-of-age segment will increase slowly from 10.7 percent of the population at
present to 12.1 percent by the year 2000. After the year 2010. the
elderly percentage will begin to take wings again as the postwar
baby boom is converted into a senior boom. By the year 2030, 18.2
percent of the population will be 65-years-of-age or older, nearly one
out of five Americans.
The "older" segment of the elderly population is also continuing
to grow. Reference to table II reveals that, by the year 2000, we shall
have 14.2 million persons age 75 and over-45 percent of all elderly.
The number of elderly of advanced age, 85 years of age and older,
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will increase from 2 million today to 3.7 million by the year 2000.
In percentage terms, that is a 50-percent increase, from 0.9 percent of
the population today to 1.4 percent in the year 2000.
It was remarked earlier that persons 55 years of age and older
could also be considered as elderly. As of 1977, the segment of the
population aged 55 and older already represented one out of five of
the population. By the year 2030, it may well be close to one out of
three of the population.
POPULATION FORSELECTED
OF THE TOTAL PROJECTED
AS A PERCENTAGE
TABLE 1.-ELDERLY AGEGROUPS
YEARS PERIOD 1977-2050,

Projected population (million) Percent:
Over54 Over64 -10.7
Over84 -.

1977

1980

1985

1990

1995

2000

2010

2030

2050

216.7

222.1

232.8

243.5

252.7

260.3

275.3

300.3

315. 6

20.0

20.6
11.1
.9

21.0
11.6
1.1

20.6
12.2
1.1

20.4
12.3
1.3

21.0
12.1
1.4

24.5
12.6
1.6

28.7
18.2
1.9

29.0
17.5
3.0

9

Note.-Above information calculated from data contained tables 8 and 11of the U.S.Department of Commerce reports,
"Projectionsof the Population of the United States, 1977to2050," series P-25, No. 704, issued July 1977,tables 8and 11,
series 11,fertility assumptions.
YEARS AND AGEGROUPS
TABLE 11.-ANNUAL PROJECTIONS OF THE POPULATION BYSELECTED

Total population (million)Age groups (percent):
55 to 59-11.0
60 to 64 -9.

2000

2010

2030

2050

260.3

275.3

300.3

315.6

32.9

31.3

36.0

19.7

31.8

28.8

10.4

17.4

17.1

4.5

5.6

9.5

34.6

54.8

55.4

67.5

86.1

91.4

216.7

222.1

232.8

3

11.4
9.7

11.1
10.6

10.4
10.3

10.8
9.7

13.110.1-

21. 1

21.7

20.7

20.5

23.2

0
2.7

Subtotal -23.2
Total over 54 years of age

1995

1985

Subtotal-20.3
65to69 -8.4
70 to 74-6.1
75 to 79 -.80 to84 ------------85 andover -2.0

1990

1980

1977

43.5

8.7
6.7
4.3
2.8
2.2

9.2
7.3
5.1
3.0
2.5

243.5 '252. 7

10.0
7.7
5.5
3.6
2.8

9.7
8.4
5.8
3.9
3.3

9.1
8.2
6.3
421.
3.7

24.7

27.1

29.6

31.1

31.5

45.8

48.8

50.3

51.6

54.7

Note.-Above information abstracted from U.S.Department of Commerce current population reports "Projections of th e
Population of the United States, 1977 to 2050," series P-25, No.704, issued July 1977,tables 8 and 11, series 11, tertilit y
assumptions.

The social and economic implications of the maturing of America
are profound; unfortunately, they can only be touched upon briefly
here. Our social institutions can no longer be oriented toward the
younger population. For example, our schools-technical, professional, and those dealing with the humanities-must fully address
themselves to the task of continuing the ediiuction of the elderly. Indeed, all of our institutions must adapt themselves to ou0 changing
society. Because Government has so large a hand in the financing of
our institutions, its role in this change must he deeply studied. Our
resources are finite, and the strains of stretching our resources have
become painfully evident on all sides.
Our remarks wvill tend to dwell on the economic aspects of a maturing society, a tremendous subject. We must immediately consider
whether the elderly as a whole are to be merely consumers in the
society of the future, or whether they are to be producers also. If they
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are to be productive members of society, what is this role to be, and
what will be its limitations?
Prior to the Age Discrimination in Employment Act amendments
.of this year, the retirement age of 65, which wias determined under the
original Social Security Act, had become the limiting age for most
public and private employment. Indeed, many public and private retirement plans have provided for much earlier retirement. The ADEA
amendments will give those who so choose the opportunity to extend
their working lives, at least to age 70. However, the characteristics of
much private sector employment favor the younger employee; and
consequently, many employee retirement systems reflect a marked bias
against the retention of older workers, starting with middle-aged
workers. As a result, by the age of 65, only 1 man in 5 is in the work
force and only one woman in 12.
Those things that foster retirement at an early age tend either to
*remove the mature worker from productive employment entirely, or
promote a second career. In public employment, this often leads to
what is called double dipping. Strong incentives to keep workers employed at any age at which they can perform-and choose to performtheir duties need to be built into retirement systems and plans, the tax
structures, and other instruments of public policy. Obversely, existing
incentives that lure workers into retirement need to be removed. Indeed. disincentives may yet have to be used to discourage workers in
the future from accepting early retirement terms.
Private employers have much control over the terms of their emplovees' retirement. This is as it should be. But the Federal Government gives tax incentives to employers and employees for a large
variety of retirement and retirement savings plans. The tax laws and
regulations should be revised in these areas so that employment of the
elderly is encouraged in the private sector and the termination of
employees as they approach middle age is discouraged.
Our associations recognize that there are distinct limitations in trying by legislation to create employment opportunities for the elderly.
There is la great deal of outright prejudice against the older worker.
Much remains to be done by way of educating both public and private
sector employers that this is a prejudice which inhibits raising the
general productivity of our society. We shelve too many elderly.
There are also important economic considerations, which lead employers to release workers as they approach middle age. For instance, the
employer may fear the assumption of increasing liabilities for the
eventual retirement of the worker. Many employers believe that the
middle-a!Zed and older employee can no longer cope with the strain
of carrying out his duties to acceptable standards. Particularly if
there is no compensation flexibility in a downward direction, an employer !may believe that it is to his economic advantage to replace the
older worker with a younger worker-and, indeed, it may well be to
his financial advantage.
"Socr'ry's

TI-TUOWAWAYS7

The excessive emphasis on machines and technology in our economic
activities and the extremely rapid rates of change have tended to
make the older worker into one of society's throwawavs. The young
worker enters into a world the technology of which is familiar to
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him. The employer can train him with the least effort for eanployiment within his frame of technology. Because of the great pressures
for economic growth, change is an aspect of our economy with which
the worker must cope on a daily basis. Upon reaching middle age, the
worker usually finds that he has moved into a new time frame of technology with which he is often unable to cope, particularly in the absence of continuing education which could have and should have been
available to help him keep pace with the change.
In our view, we should stop trying -to promote spasmodic and explosive rates of growth. The evidence is increasing that these attempts
,end up generating searingly high rates of inflation.
What we favor is moderate and steady real rates of growth that
avoid the intense inflation we have experienced recently and the Unnecessarily premature junking of human beings. We must also attempt to reduce the degree of ferocity with which we have atteanpted to
substitute machines for people. We are reaching a point of diminishing returns, particularly when there are no immediate prospects of
finding abundant sources of cheap energy to run those machines.
The belief that we could retire our middle aged and elderly, without
regard to numbers, dates back to the past when continuing affluence
could be counted on as the dividend of the new economics. The solid
growth rates of the 1950's and the 1960's seemed as though they would
never end, and these growth rates were accomplished with modest rates
of price inflation in the range of 11/2 to 3 percent a year. Only dimly
foreseen in this past was that there might be limits to growth dictated
by the growing damage to the environment in which we live. Not too
well realized was that we lacked both the kfiowledge and the mechanisms in our Federal Government to perpetually fine-tune the economy
so that inflation would be under control.
Elevated rates of persistent inflation began in the late 1960's. This
inflation is a hardcore rate of inflation, which economists distinguish
from cyclical demand-pull inflation, because it continues in good times
and bad. When it persists during the recession period of the business
cvcle, we have stagflation. After 10 years of debate over how we are to
control persistent inflation, no workable solutions have been found by
the Federal Government.
The Subcommittee on Economic Stabilization of the House Committee on Banking. Finance and Urban Affairs has recetitly released
its Second Annual Report on Inflation. Although consumer price inflation has now returned to the area of 10 percent annually, the report
of the subcommittee only expressed some hope that the present rate
might moderate to some degree. No expectations were expressed at all
that the rate of inflation migAt fall back to the levels which prevailed
in the 1950's and 1960's.
Elevated rates of persistent infl'ation hold the gravest consequences
for the elderly. Not onlv do their personal financial arrangements
suffer, but the income maintenance and income support arrangements
of the Federal, State. and local governments are forced to meet with
increasingly severe problems in funding the payments, which must be
indexed to offset hizher nrices. These financing problems are often
p)artlv met bv throwinqt the losses of inflation on-pensioners. This may
be dnone bv ionoring inflation. bv partially ignoring inflation in making
only partial pension adjustments that do not offset fully the effect of
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inflation-a common practice at the State and local level-or by making adjustment for inflation long after the fact. The, private sector
follows suit; ad hoc adjustment in pension payments are made only
irregularly, if at all. Most employers make no provision out of current
expenses for meeting the future costs of making such adjustments in
pension payments, largely because there is no way that the size and
cost of those adjustments can be known in advance.
The foundation of the income support structure that serves the
elderly is the social security system. Although our associations shall
comment at length on social security later, we would like to observe
at this point that this Congress spent much time during 1977 attempting to deal with actuarial deficits projected for the system over both
the short and long term. The long-term deficit was created in part by
demographic trends, the trend towards earlier retirement, and a technical error in the law for inflation adjustments under the benefit
formula. But because we find ourselves again at double-digit rates of'
price inflation, we should avoid repeating past mistakes and therefore remind ourselves of the prime reason for the short-term deficit
in the system.
OAS I trustees, in their 1976 report, blamed the short-term
imbalance on:
Unprecedented and unanticipated inflation in recent years and approximately
corresponding increases in benefits (11 percent in 1974, 8 percent in 1975, and
6.4 percent in 1976) and an expectation that Inflation will continue at higher
levels than formerly anticipated.

Although passage of the 1977 amendments leads us to presume
that we have dealt with the short-term financial problems of the social
security system, we must remember that a continuation of very high
levels of persistent inflation, such as we are experiencing at present,
was not anticipated by the system's actuaries in making forecasts. If
persistent inflation is not restrained in the short term, we are certain
the patient will soon be back in the operating room.
Congress has taken many steps to reduce poverty among the elderly,
which have not been without considerable effect. The difficulty is to
assess the changing impact of poverty among the elderly of a large
number of Federal, State. and local programs which provide a hodgepodge of both cash in-kind benefits. Studies by the Congressional
Budget Offi'ce during 1977, which took in-kind benefit income into account, came to the conclusion that poverty among the elderly may have
dropped to as low as 6 percent. Our associations believe that the
poverty rate is much higher, particularly when judged by poverty
standards which take into account the disproportionately larger needs
of the elderly for medical and other forms of assistance. Also. large
numbers of elderly fall into the near-poverty group. Therefore, their
economic condition can easily deteriorate rapidly when prices are rising at elevated rates of inflation. In our associations' view, inflation
remains the implacable foe of the elderly and our No. 1 economic
problem.
MEASURING INFLATION'S IMPACT

So concerned are we over the ongoing inflationary spiral that we are
now working with one of the leading econometric services in order to
define the effects of inflation on the elderly, in terms of their wealth,
income and expenditure patterns, taking due consideration of the offsetting assistance of various government programs designed to main-
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participation' and early retirement trends on the part of middle-aged
and older persons can be slowed appreciably if not indeed reversed in
response to changes that can, and should, be made in terms of public
policies. Indeed, if the rapid inflationary spiral continues undiminished for much longer, that trend, in and of itself, could act as a
counterweight to the early retirement/decreased labor market activity
trend as persons begin to recognize that absence from the labor force
leaves them increasingly vulnerable to the consequences of inflation.
General recognition that wage income tends to keep better pace with
inflation than 'other' income forms could cause retirees to seek more
wage income-through -active employment-and thus help protect
themselves against at least some of the erosion in their standard of
living that high level inflation must otherwise cause them to suffer.
As far as the inflation trend is concerned, the factors that combine
to produce the hard core, 6 to 7 percent per annum rate are strongly
embedded in our economic structure and are increasingly intractable..
We think the inflation spiral entails horrendous consequences for the
elderly and for the programs on which they depend for income support and health care protection. We believe that the inflation trend can
still be restrained. However, we are not at all optimistic that the Cong.ress, the Executive, and all the various interests in the private sector
have the will to do those things that are necessary to control this trend.
Indeed, the legislative history of the effort in this Congress to contain hospital costs-an attempt to %whichwe have given wholehearted
support-is a record of a lack of resolve to say no to the special interests that are responsible for much of the inflation hard core. This
situation leads u1S to be less optimistic about prospects for favorably
altering the inflationary trend than we are about altering the early
reti-r mert, an l elderlv labor market, participation trends.
What is critically needed now and what we hope these and future
beavinmys bv this comnmittee will foster is a blueprint for. a new aging
noliev for the Nation. Right now. we would like to describe in some
detail our thinking on 'whatthis blueprint should look like.
The sources of the income stream of th.e current elderly generation
are numerous. Earninas from'w6rk. public and private pensions and
an-nuities. tlivate savings. and income-prodncinor assets are just a few.
The most important source, of course, is social security.
The relative importance of each of these income sources is verv
much a function of marital status and income level. Tables III. IV,
and V! whiich'were taken from an HFW survey of persons receiving
their initial social security benefit awards in 1970, should serve to
illustrate this point.
TABLE 111.-SHARES OF AGGREGATE
INCOME MARRIED MEN AND THEIR WIVES, 1970
[in percent]

Income
$500 to $1,499 -------------------$1,500 to $2,499 -69
$2.500 to $34.99 -57
$3,500 to $4,499 $4508 to $5,499-$5,500 to $6,499-34
$6,500 to $7,499-$7,500 to $8,499-----------$8,500 to $9499
---------$9,500 to $12,499 -.....

Social
security

Earnings

82
48
40
29
25
23
17

*

.

8
16
21
22
25
27
27
'31
33
39

Private
pensions

Public
pensions

1
2.
7
12
14
17
18
17
18
15

1
2
3
6
6
6
8
10
8
7

Asset
income
4
6
8
9
10
12
13
13
14
16

Other
3
5
4
4
4
5
4
4
4
5
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INCOME NONMARRIED MEN, 1970
TABLE IV.-SHARES OF AGGREGATE
[In percentl
Social
security

Income

77

$500to $i 499
$1,500 to i2,499i. -62
$2,500 to $3,499 -46
$3,500 to $4,499-$4,500 to $5,499 -29

37

Earnings
8
15
19
18
18

Private
pensions
(') .

3
10
19
26

Public
pensions

Asset
income
4
6
9
9
12

1
3
6
8
9

Other
10
12
11

(X)Less than I pct
INCOME NONMARRIED WOMEN, 1970
TABLE V.-SHARES OF AGGREGATE
jIn percenti
Social
security

Income
$500 to $1 499
$1,500 to 2-499$2500 to $3,499 $3,500 to $4,499 -----$4500 to $5,499-29
$5,500 to $C,499-

77
62
45
35
--

23

Earnings

Private
pensions

Public
pensions

9
16
23
25
23
24

1
4
9
14
14
12

1
3
5
7
11
14

Asset
income

'

4
8
8
13
17
23

Other
i
8
8
6
6
5

Although the weights of the different income components vary depending upon such things as income class and marital status, one
thing is clear, social security-more precisely old age and survi-ors
insurance is the cornerstone of the income of the current elderly gen:
eration ald is likely to remain so for future generations as wvell. But
that does not mean that OASI should not be changed. On the contrary, our associations believe that the existing program must be
changed incrementally over time until it becomes much less the social
insurance program it is today and much more a national pension
program.
We are not suggesting some overnight radical alteration of the
existing program but rather a gradual evolution into something markedly different by nature and characteristic. This sort of change is
nothing new. OASI today differs radically from what it was originally
contemplated to be by Roosevelt's Committee on Economic Security
and by the 1935 act itself. Over time. modifications have been made
which not only changed the level and nature. of the benefits under
the prograwm but the essential character of the social security system
asFwel.
Perhaps the most fundamental revision in the system occurred with
the 1939 social security amendments. Those amendments marked a
turning point in the program's historical development. Whereas the
original system stressed the insurance concept and the idea of individual equity-that is, that a person wvould get back from the system
at least as much as he contributed to it.-these amendments stressed
coverage, w-elfare, and greneral "social adequacy" goals. Certain depeindents and survivors, of workers were b iouglht into the systemii,
paymnents were scheduled to begin 2 years before they were originally
planned-before contributors had built up enough "individual equity"-and, perhaps most importantly, benefits were tied to average
earnings over a minimum covered period, thus breaking the link
between total lifetime contributions and benefit levels. Other changes
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over the years include: Liberalized benefit amounts with proportionately larger increases for wage earners at the bottom of the earnings
scale; changes in the tax rates; changes in the nature of the benefitsthe addition to medicare, for example; the addition of an automatic
benefit escalator; and increases in the covered population to the point
where coverage under the combination of programs that we generally
refer to as social security is practically universal.
OTHER PRIMARY SOURCES

The national pension program that we contemplate would have the
following basic characteristics. First, the benefit formula would be
much more proportional and less weighted than the existing one in
order to relate benefit awards more closely to contributions. Second,
the system would, on average, replace not less than 60 percent of preretirement income, in order to give the future elderly a good chance of
maintaining in their later years a standard of living comparable to
that achieved earlier. Third, two "general revenue" mechanisms would
be created that would act as economic "safety nets" for the system,
providing it with protection against the consequences of high-level
inflation and unemployment. Fourth, the program would continue to
be financed from payroll taxes and general revenues oil a pay-as-yougo basis with contingency reserve funds. Fifth. incentives that reward
work effort would be present-for example, actuarially increased
benefits for those who elect to defer applying for benefits until after
age 65. Sixth, the earnings limitation, a serious work disincentive,
would be eliminated. Seventh, 65 would remain the age for full benefits. Eighth, welfare and social adequacy benefit elements would be
phased out and placed elsewhere-or at least be deemphasized and
financed in a manner different from that of today-while primar3
benefits would be increased in order to achieve the earnings replacement goal. Finally, coverage would either be universal or, to the
extent that it is not quite so, those employees outside the program would
end up subsidizing it.
There are several reasons why we think the current social insurance OASI program ought to be changed over time to more closely
resemble a true pension or annuities program. First, there is a need
to sort out from OASI-and also from disability insurance '-the
"minimum-floor-of-income-protection" function and use instead the
supplemental security income program for that function. Historically,
the single instrument of social security has been used to try to accomplish the divergent goals of earnings replacement and minimum-floorof-income protection, and has thus not fully accomplished either.
Since we now have two separate instruments, namely OASI and SSI,
the sorting out of these two functions between these two instruments
would permit a more effective and less wasteful allocation of limited
resources. Our financial resources are not increasing as rapidly as they
used to-because of declining productivity-and, in the future, we will
be allocating our resources among an elderly population that will have
vastly expanded.
We think the DI program ought to remain a social Insurance program, although we
would have some suggestions for changes to remedy many of Its present problems. However,
that subject falls outside the scope of this statement and will have to be examined separately at another time.
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Second, as should be clear from our discussion below, the addition
of economic "safety nets" and the incidental introduction of "general
revenues" on a limited basis would provide the OASI program as it
evolves into a new pension program with protection against high rates
of inflation and unemployment and an expanded tax base. This would
be done in a manner less inflationary than that Which the addition of
still more payroll taxes would entail. Third, removal of the earnings
test, a major work disincentive, would pave the way for the addition
of incentives to employment and would, in the process, change the
nature of the existing OASI program. Fourth, changes in the mix and
magnitude of benefits of the existing program to emphasize more
individual equity and less social adequacy or welfare would, we hope,
alleviate much of the increasing dissatisfaction with the benefit structure tluat is heard from working women and single persons. Finally,
our suggestions for a "carrot and stick" approach to the achievement
of universal coverage under a new national pension program would,
we believe, end up with our either having adhieved that goal, or with
our having placed persons electing to remain outside the national
program in a position where they end up providing the program with
a revenue subsidy. In other words, those groups that are still outside
the present OASI program would still have the option of choosing,
but would not be to their financial advantage to remain outside the
program.

Although we speak of OASI and ultimately a new national pension
program as the major component-the cornerstone-of the future income stream of the elderly, we do not wish to ignore the other primary
retirement systems that exist, such as the civil service and other retirement systems of the Federal Government and the approximately 6.000
existing State and local public employee systems. Many of these State
and local systems, of course, are already integrated with social security
and obviously would be changed as social security changes over time.
With respect to the nonintegrated, primary State and local pension
and annuity systems, there is a movement toward consolidating
smaller-and usually financially weaker and/or less generous-State
and local systems into larger county, regional, or statewide systems.
We would expect that trend to continue. However, we would also expect many of these nonintegrated systems, under the influence of the
"carrot and stick" approach to achieving universal coverage under the
new national pension system, to be closed off and eventually wither
away.
Some problems that are presently with us would disappear automatically if changes we recommend for OASI as part of our concept
of a national pension system are adopted. For example, it is possible
today for a public employee to earn a pension or annuity under a
separate Federal, State, or local system and then work just long enough
in social security covered employment to become fully insured. This
person contributed the bare minimum during that time, but still ends
up with a minimum social security benefit that is totally unrelated to
his contributions and that was originally intended for low-income
earners or persons having had sporadic attachment to the labor force.
These windfalls are a drain on the system. However, if a proportional
benefit structure were phased into OASI as part of the new pension
program, no one would ever get more than an amount strictly related
36-780-79---3
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tb .what he contributed. To -help the lower income workers or the,
worker who had only sporadic attachment to the labor market, the
SSI. program, responsible for performing the iiiinimum-floor-ofincome protection function, would provide additional income assistance. SSI would screen out higher income employees from the cate-.
gory. of eligibles and eliminate the windfall benefit problem..
Private pension plans, and other'savings and retirenient income
instruments like Keogh plans and IRA's would continue to be looked
to in the future as a source for supplementary income during the later
years of life. We believe this committee ought to look separately at
the problems and issues involved here. The area is enormously broad
aind complex. We would, however, like to raise one issue at this point.
While private pension plans cover around 50 percent of current workers, the rest are not pension plan participants and cannot reasonably
count on having a private pension in their future income stream. If
there is such a component at all it would, under the present scheme of
things, have to come from an IRA or a Keogh plan. To try to fill the
gap, our associations liave recommended the establishment of a supplementary pension plan program whereby employers who do not have
pension plans of their own could contribute on' behalf of their employees-and receive certain tax advantages as an inducement to do
so-to a central clearinghouse, perhaps administered by SSA. This
central clearinghouse could accumulate-the pension credits for those
workers on whose behalf the contributions are made. This central
clearinghouse would also have to have "bridges" to private pension
plans. and other elements in this income tier to allow transfers of
credits that would accommodate worker mobility.
Before leaving the subject of the sources of supplements to the income stream of the future elderly we would like to add a few thoughts.
that the committee might explore. Some of the components of the
future elderly's income we would expect to be the same as some of'
those of the present generation, as, for example, income from savings
and other income-producing assets. There would also be an earned
income component and we would hope and expect that that component
would actually expand in size and weight among the various.
components.
We would, however, expect some components to be drastically
changed and new ones added. For example, our associations are advocating that limited amounts of inflation-proof bonds be made available to small savers. These bonds would, unlike present ones, guarantee'
a real rate of return. As a possible new income source, our associations
have begun to examine the question of whether it is possible for older'
persons to turn homes that they own into a steady source of income
and still retain those homes during their lifetime. The concept is
referred to as reverse mortgage and is one that ought to be explored in
detail.

DONE TO CHANGE WHAT EXISTS INTO WHAT Is DESTRED.
Despite the enactment- of the Social Security Amendments of 1977,
the issue of social security financing is still very much with us., Oneof the factors motivating the action by the administration and the
Congress to cut income taxes now is the economic need to offset the-

WHAT MUST BE

1 See appendix 1, item 1, page 335 for historical account.
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social security payroll tax increases that occurred this year and the
even larger ones that are scheduled for next year. Our associations
are opposed, as a matter of public policy, to increasing social insurance
payroll taxes on the one hand and cutting income taxes on the other.
First, such a policy will increase the share of Federal Govermment
revenue derived from a tax mechanism that is basically regressiveexcept to the extent that the regressivity is relieved .by devices such
as the earned income credit-relative to that derived from more progressive tax mechanisms.
Second, at a time when continued reduction in unemployment is still
an economic goal, it makes little sense to discriminate against labor by
enacting legislation that schedules enormous increases in payroll
taxes for years into the distant future. Higher payroll taxes increase
the cost of labor-relative to the cost of capital-and make reducing
unemployment that much more difficult.
Third, some households will end up losing more from payroll tax
increases than they will gain from income tax cuts; households not
subject to payroll tax increases will gain a windfall via those income
tax cuts. Finally, and most importantly, payroll tax increases are
more inflationary relative to some other choices available for dealing
with social security's financial troubles.
Rather than scheduling enormous increases in payroll taxes to shore
up social security, it seems to us that it would have made better sense
and created fewer problems to have introduced some "general revenues," on a limited basis and for narrow and highly specific purposes, into the cash benefit programs to deal with the system's shortterm financial imbalance problem. The excess of outgo over incomea situation that has existed since 1975-is primarily attributable to
the impact that elevated rates of inflation and unemployment have
had on the social security programs. The system is extremely vulnerable to what goes on in the economy. Since benefits move up automatically with inflation, the higher the inflation level, the higher the
outgo from the system. As consumer purchasing power declines-as
a result of inflation, higher taxes, et cetera-unemployment increases
and payroll tax contributions to the system fall below anticipated
levels. The public policy answer to the social security financial imbalance should have responded, but in our view did not, to the economic
causes of the problem. The system remains, even after last year's
legislation, vulnerable to the impacts of adverse economic developments.
In order to protect the system from these adverse impacts, our
associations have, since 1975, recommended that certain "general revenue" safety net devices be introduced as adjuncts to the financing
mechanism that supports the programs. First, we advocate a limitedand. hopefully temporary-use of general revenues to fund a portion
of the cost of automatic benefit increases to the extent tlat those increases exceed a specified level-for example 4 percent. As the rates
of inflation and unemployment decline and the difference between the
rate of inflation and the rate of increase in average covered wages in
social security covered employment increases, the annual general
revenue contributions should gradually phase out automatically. In
addition to this proposal, we endorsed the proposal advanced by the
administration last year that would have used general revenues to
replace income lost to the social security system as a result of unem-
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ployment rates in excess of 6 percent. As unemployment declines
below that figure, the annual general revenue contribution for this
purpose would also phase out automatically.
Two

USES OF GENERAL REVENUES

We wish to make it clear that our associations continue to espouse
these two uses of general revenues for the cash benefit programs. First,
those two devices will serve to protect the system from the two-fold
threat posed by the high rates of inflation and unemployment over the
long term. Second, they would also assist sound financial planning for
future payroll tax needs by assuring a minimum amount of income to
the svstem each year and by assuring that the payroll tax mechanism
would be called upon to fund the cost of automatic benefit increases
only up to a specified maximum level. The annual cost of automatic
increases in excess of that level would come from the general funds.
Third, by desensitizing the social security system to adverse economic
developments, not only would the system be better protected, but beneficiaries and workers would have better assurance of its ongoing viability. Fourth, by introducing general revenues into the cash benefit
programs, some of the inflation and unemployment pressures that
payroll tax increases produce could be avoided. Finally, some of the
irevenue potential of the payroll tax mechanism would be "freed up"
for the purpose of funding the costs incidental to the national pension
program that we would like to see brought into being in the future.
We would add that, until a new financing source such as we have
advocated is introduced into social security, fundamental improvement
of OASDI is going to be very difficult if not impossible.
We do not wish to leave this topic without some comment on the
source of the "general revenues" which we propose to use for social
security purposes. In our view, these general revenues can come from:
(1) Increased and nonearmarked revenue derived from existing or
new tax mechanisms; (2) deficit financing from the sale of Federal
securities; and (3) the shifting of expenditure priorities within the
context of the Federal budget.
To the extent that the general revenues are needed in any vear. the.
choice of source(s) for those funds should be made in the light of the
needs of the economv at that time. We hasten to add that since our
associations believe the Federal budget ought to be balanced over the
business cycle, no single source for the general revenues should be
relied upon year after year.
Tn view of the foregoing, it should be clear that our associations
believe that, by choosing to rely almost exclusively on payroll tax
increases to deal with the short-term financial imbalance of the, social
security system, the Congress made a serious mistake. We felt cornpelled to acquiesce in what the legislative process produced in order to
avoid the interruption of benefit payments-the DI trust fund was
projected to run out of assets next year. Nevertheless. as a matter of
first priority and as a first step in making the transition necessary to
accommodate the future elderly with respect to their primary income
source needs, we urge new legislation to introduce general revenues
into OASDI as a substitute for at least some of the payroll tax increases scheduled under current law.
If our recommendations continue to be ignored, and FICA payments
become larger and more visible on the pay stubs of current workers, a
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serious antipayroll tax revolt could occur that might, in turn, generate
increasing political support for meat-ax-type benefits cuts. Those who
stand firmly committed to payroll taxes as the sole means of financing,,
social security-on the specious grounds that it introduces discipline
and restrains benefits increases-are, because of the rigidity of this
stance, helping to set the stage for the antipayroll tax reaction that
our associations would like to avoid.
As we have indicated, we wish to see everyone covered under the
nationwide pension program that we would like to see brought into
being in the future. To achieve that objective, we recommend a "carrotand-stick". approach. We reject the crude approach of simply manldating coverage for all those employees who are outside the system on
a date certain.
Aside from potentially serious adverse financial impacts oln OASDI
that could result from wholesale withdrawals by employee groups
presently covered on a voluntary basis, existing coverage exclusions
and voluntary coverage and termination options under the current
system have significant policy implications. On one hand, some public
employee groups that have not elected or cannot elect social security
coverage are able to obtain "fully insured" status through supplemental or seasonal employment and can expect to retire with a benefit
heavily weighted in their favor in addition to their own staff retirement benefit. While there may be nothing wrong with "double dipping"
if benefits are strictly related to amounts contributed to different systems-and there are no subsidies involved-there certainly is something wrong with giving windfalls to a select class of persons who find
themselves uniquely situated to take advantage of things-like the
minimum benefit-that were never intended for them.
On the other hand, we recognize that there are substantial incentives
for public employee groups even now to come into social security and

reserve the option to withdraw. Social security benefits are increasingly
valuable; that is, indexed fully for inflation and completely portable.
By entering the system, benefit rights can be obtained quickly with
the cost spread over all covered employment. After dropping most of
these costs on the system, and after having participated just long
enough for most of a covered group to acquire fully insured status, the
option to terminate can look attractive. Since old-age benefit rights
for fully insured individuals are not affected by a termination, those
terminated contribution amounts can be accumulated for the purpose
of providing a supplementary, age-related benefit under a separate
system that more than offsets the amount by which the social security
benefit would be reduced because of the years of noncontribution following termination. Not only do these individuals derive a significant
advantage from social security's weighted benefit formula, but they
can also expect to obtain the advantage of subsequent liberalizations
in the cash benefit-OASDI-and hospital insurance-HI-programs.
The financial burden falls on everyone else in the system.
RIsKS OF TERMINATION
But termination, of course, has its risks. First, failure to continue
contributions may result in a loss of disability protection and impair
currently insured status for certain survivor benefits, lump-sumll death
payments, and chronic renal disease protection under the HI program.
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Second, if, after termination, a separate public employee system is
established which attempts to guarantee that benefits to be paid will
never be less than the amount that would have been paid if social security coverage had been continued, the guarantee may not be kept
with respect to those not fully insured at time of termination. Considering the degree to which social security and medicare benefits
have been liberalized and extended in the past, and especially in view
of the automatic cost-of-living benefit increases under present law, the
cost consequences may undermine any separate system guarantee.
Third, for those members who are not fully insured at the time of
termination, and for new workers subsequently hired, withdrawal may
mean that they may never be insured for retirement, survivor, disability, and HI benefits. Once a jurisdiction opts out of the system
under present law, it cannot come back in. Moreover, as time passes,
the number of quarters of coverage required for fully insured status
will continue to increase to 40, thus making it increasingly difficult for
young or future public employees to obtain benefit rights.
In our view, and from the point of view of national policy, there is
little that can be said in favor of withdrawal. and what can be said is
clearly outweighed -by the likely diminution in benefit and cost-ofliving protection for current and future public employees affected by
the decision to terminate. Therefore, action ought to be taken to
strengthen the disincentives to withdraw and increase the incentives to
enter the system on the part of at least those who are presently free to
do so. Conceivably, current law could be changed to eliminate the right
to withdraw on the part of covered groups already participating in
social security. However, such a change would entail substantial
legal-and even constitutional-problems and certainly would not be
fair.
Therefore, we first suggest that the employees of participating covered groups should be given the opportunity to vote in a referendum
on withdrawal-if a jurisdiction elects to withdraw-even if such a
referendum cannot be made binding on participating jurisdictions and
even if it has to be conducted by the Federal Government. Employees
must be provided with the information necessary to make an informed
judgment and be given the right to express themselves.
Second, with respect to the public employee groups which may enter
the system in the future, the terms of coverage agreements should specify that the option to withdraw is subject to approval by a two-thirds
vote.
Third, benefits should be frozen as of the time of withdrawal for
those who elect to opt out.
Fourth, the introduction of some general revenue financing into
social security would act as both the incentive to come into the systemin the case of those who are not presently in and as a disincentive to
withdraw, on the part of those already in on a voluntary basis. To the
extent that any such general revenue come from income taxes, those
who elect to remain outside this system will end up paying for something they cannot receive.
Fifth, the phasing-in of a new benefit formula that would be proportional or nearly so and would replace not less than 60 percent of
a worker's average monthly indexed earnings amount-under the new
decoupled approach in calculating future benefits-would result in a
benefit reasonably related to contributions and in the process eliminate
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to do with amounts actually contributed to the system than with
the
size of the OASI or DI recipient's family.
Under a pure pension or annuity system, however, benefits
are
always strictly related to contributions. Individual equity
is strongly
emphasized. Since our associations advocate evolving
into a
pension program in which individual equity would beOASI
given
much
greater emphasis than it is under the current program,
it
follows
that we would tend to favor changes in the mix and magnitude
of
current benefits as well as change in the
formula as stated
earlier. This committee, which had a task benefit
force look at the issue of
women and social security in 1975, recognizes
that there is increasinpressue
builing
e htteei
pressure building, fo
nresng
for chneg
changes in the structure
of social security
benefits. Much of the inequity now being perceived in the existing
structure stems from assumptions made during the early years
system's evolution. The fundamental one was that the man of the
is the
breadwinner who is responsible for the support of his wife
and children, and that the woman is the homemaker and a dependent.
Over
time, the traditional role of women has changed to include
periods as a wage earner. That social security does not substantial
recognize the overlap occurring in the roles of the woman adequately
of dissatisfaction that is increasing, especially now since is a source
women are
entering the labor force in increasing numbers-and thus
social security credit-partly to offset the effect of inflation earning
on family
income purchasing power and standard of li ving.
Under present law, a woman as the spouse
a fully insured
worker, is entitled to 50 percent of her husband's ofprimary
amount, even though she may have made no contributions insurance
to the system. A woman worker beneficiary is entitled to a benefit based
on her
own average earnings. Any spouse benefit to which she is entitled
on
her husband's record is reduced bv that amount. In effect, she
the larger of the two. However, if she is entitled to a benefitreceives
own record she derives an expanded degree of protection for of her
herself,
her spouse and children-especially in light of the Ooldfarb
decision
and that line of cases.
There are other factors that ouat'ht to be mentioned. Most workingwomen are employed in lower paid occupations and industries.
Moreover, many women periodically leave the labor force to raise
children,
but those years of nonlabor force participation are included
in the
computation of benefits. Consequently, the average earnings
women
tend to be much lower than those of men and often female wageofearners'
benefits turn out to be little more than what they would have
gotten as
spouses. It is not difficult, therefore, to uInderstand
why workingwomen often feel that they receive little or nothing for the
taxes they
paid, since nonworkingwomen can often obtain approximately
the
same benefits without having paid anything.
FAMILY PROTECTION INEQuITIES

While the major purpose of social security as structured is
family
income protection, the focus in the determination of benefits
individual, earnings, and status in the family. This can result is the
in other
perceived inequities. A working husband and wife may contribute
more
to social security than a single worker whose income equivalent
to
their combined earnings. It has been shown that whenis the
combined
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earnings of a couple are below or slightly above the taxable maximum
for one worker, the sum of the benefits to which they are entitled is
usually smaller than the sum of the benefits to which a man, whose
earnings are equivalent to their combined income, is entitled coupled
with his nonworking wife's spouse benefit.
It logically follows from our call for the evolving of OASI into a
national pension program with emphasis on individual equity and the
earnings replacement function and our call for the sorting out from
social security of other functions and making them the responsibility of
other programs, that some existing benefits should be phased out of the
OASI program over time and cease to exist under a new pension program. For example, pension and annuity systems award benefits as a
form of deferred compensation to workers and relate those benefits to
contributions. The benefit formula usually takes into account both
average earnings and time spent in employment covered by the program. While a survivor option is generally available along with a
lump sum payment if the worker dies before eligibility requirements
afre met, there generally is no separate survivor benefit or other derivative, family protection type of benefits and, if there are, the worker
generally has to "buy" them by paying more in contributions.
The national pension program we have recommended would end
up paying primary benefits to future retired workers that would be
much larger than what would be paid if the present system were to be
continued. Workers and work effort would be rewarded. A survivor
benefit option would of course be available. However, other derivative
benefits under the existing system would be phased out of such a program gradually over time so that no one has his or her benefit expectations defeated. That would require, for example, that only persons
who become contributors for the first time after a different benefit
structure were enacted would be denied the derivative benefits available
under current law. Obviously, that entails enormous leadtime and
transition, but it is only fair since persons who are working at the time
any such legislation is enacted would have already been contributing
in the expectation that they and their family members would be entitled to the benefits existing under current law.
This idea of phasing out derivatives benefits would not mean that
such benefits need necessarily vanish. They could simply be in place
elsewhere-perhaps in the SSI program-and funded from general
sources. But if they are retained under a national pension program,
which would not then be a pure pension program, then the financing
for those separate benefits ought to come from something other than
payroll tax contributions of noneligible contributions, like single
persons who have no spouse to be eligible for spouse benefits but who
pay as much under current law as a similarly situated vorker with a
nonworking spouse.
NEED FOR SM:OOTITi TRANSITIONS
Our associations realize that much thought must be given to the
issues that changes in the benefit structure necessarily entail and we
anxiously await recommendations in this area by the Social Security
Advisory Council and other commissions that are now being set up
to study retirement income support programs and social security, we
must emphasize, however, one important matter that we have men-
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tioned repeatedly-the need for smooth transitions. We are not in
favor of introducing significant changes that penalize'persons by
defeating their reasonable benefit expectations.'
Our associations also contemplate other major changes in OASI
but have made reference to most of these elsewhere. For example,
we believe that social security benefits ought to be increased actuarially
for persons who elect to forgo applying for benefits until after age
65. We also believe that the earnings limitation should be eliminated
with respect to primary benefits. However, to the extent that derivative benefits remain under the system the earnings test would have
to continue to apply to them; otherwise we could have situations
where a man under 60 and working full time, but with a dependent
child, ends up receiving a survivor benefit on the death of his wife
even though he is not at home caring for that child.
,Before leaving the general subject of primary retirement -systems
and turning to SSI and the means-tested programs, we wish to comment on the automatic cost-of-living mechanism that is used to adjust
OASDI and SSI benefits. We consider it deficient in two respects.
First, it is not timely enough to prevent a gradual erosion in benefit
purchasing power, especially during periods of rapid inflation. Under
current law, social security and SMI benefits are adjusted only once
a year to reflect increases in the CPI which have occurred much
earlier.
Second, the CPI currently used to measure price increases and
adjust benefits does not accurately reflect the impact of inflation on
elderly budgets. The elderly's expenditures for basic needs and necessities, as compared to other consumers, are concentrated in areas where
some of the sharpest price increases have occurred-housing, medical
care, fuel, and food.
We should point out that although we think the use of the new
urban consumer index will be better for the elderly because it includes
the expenditure patterns of old people and of other low-income groups,
we will not be certain until we have more experience with it. In the
1

- One of the more recent and outrageous examples of this failure to provide smooth
transition occurred in connection with the 1977 Social Security Amendments' elimination
of the "monthly aspect" of the earnings test. Prior to this year, persons could collect full
benefits for any month in which they did not render "substantial services" in selfemployment or did not earn more than one-twelfth of the annual earnings limit, regardless
of their total yearly income. These months are referred to technically as "nonservice"
months.
Last year's bill changed all this. Beginning Jan. 1, the protection of the monthly
aspect was eliminated (leaving only the annual test)-except for the first year of a person's full retirement. The monthly aspect of the earnings limit was preserved during the
first year of retirement in order to protect those who work part of the year but then retire
expecting to receive benefits for the rest of the year, from losing those expected benefits
because of the salary or wage income earned earlier in the year-a result very likely to
occur if only the annual earnings limit is applied.
As if this were not bad enough, the Social Security Administration (SSA) has interpreted last year's change in a manner that effectively denies the "first-year-of-retirement,
monthly aspect protection" to many persons who retired this year or in the next few
years. In effect, SSA has said that the first year in which a person, otherwise eligible for
social security, has a nonservice month is that person's first year of retirement-even
though that was not his first year of actual retirement and even though that first year
was a year prior to 1978, the effective date of the change of the law.
Thus, in the case of an active teacher who was able to collect benefits for the summer
months of 1977 because her earnings in each month did not exceed one-twelfth of the annual
exempt amount but who did not actually retire until July of 1978, 1977 would be considered her first year of retirement for purposes of the monthly aspect because that was
the first year in which she had a nonservice month. In 1978, the first year of actual retirement, only the annual test would apply and that might well cause her to lose all or part of
the benefit she expected to receive in the months after she actually stopped working. The
number of persons who have suffered a loss of expected social security benefit income as a
resutl of this SSA interpretation and last year's change in the law is estimated at 250,000,
NRTA and AARP are challenging this and are seeking remedial legislation.
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first month of publication, the unrevised CPI increased at an annual
rate of 5.3 percent, the revised CPI at an annual 6.6 percent, and the
new urban index at an annual rate of 7.3 percent. Again, this is
only 1 month of' expeiience but it appears that what 'index is used
and when it is used will matter significantly. The inflation impact
study which our associations will be obtaining from Data Resources,
LIc., will hopefully shed'some light on this subject and be useful in
developing and supporting appropriate legislative remedies.
NEW ADJUSTING MECHANISM
To correct the two deficiencies outlined above, our associations
support legislation, S. 1243, introduced by Senator Church, that would,
first, authorize the development of a special CPI for the elderly and,
second, make the social security and SSI adjustment mechanism
more responsive during periods of rapid inflation triggering semiannual cost-of-living adjustments whenever the CPI exceeds a high
annual rate.
The new adjustment mechanism would shorten the time that elapses
between the measuring period and benefit increase. Our associatiops
appreciate 'Senator Church's continuing leadership in this area of
protecting the elderly's benefits from the impact of inflation and
strongly supported his efforts to (rain acceptance of. his bill during
congressional debate on the i977 so6cial Security Amendments.
The elderly population in this country can generally be described
as a low-income group associated with a high incidence of poverty
when compared to the income and poverty status of both their younger
counterparts and the population as a whole. It is true that the findings
of various Government studies on levels of income and prevalence of
poverty among the elderly differ substantially. For instance, while
both the Census Bureau and. Congressional Budget Office compile
statistics on the incidence of poverty and use the same income thr'esholds in definining poverty, the findings of each report differ markedly based on whether certain in-kind benefits are included as incomne.
Definitions of the poverty threshold also vary among Goverrment
reports making a consistent measurement of income, adequacy difficult. The Census Bureau utilizes two thresholds: "poor," defined as the
absolute minimum amount of income necessary for subsistence living-in 1977, the poverty cutoff for elderly individuals was $2,906
and for elderly couples $3,666-and "near poor," defined as income
slightly-25 percent-above the poverty threshold but still not considered adequate. The Bureau of Labor Statistics annually publishes
yet annother income adequacy index which lists required budgets foe a
retired couple at three different standards of living.
Despite all these disparities in the measurements of poverty and
the definitions of income adequacy for the elderly, certain characteristics and trends are quite evident. First, substantial progress has been
made over the last decade in reducing poverty-especially for the,
elderly population. According to recent Census Bureau data as outlined
in table VI, the poverty rate among the elderly has been cut from a
rate of 29.5 percent in 1967 to 14.1 percent in 1977. In contrast, the
poverty rate among the general population only fell from 14.2 percent
to 11.6 percent over the same period.

TABLE VI.-PERSONS BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL BY FAMILY STATUS, SEXOF HEAD, AND RACE: 1959 TO 1977
(Numbers in thousands. Persons as of March of the following year. For meaning of symbols, seetext!
Number below poverty level
Total
Year, race, and sex
of head
ALL RACES
1977-----------------1976
-24,975
1975
19746-------------23,-1974
-24,260
1973-22,973
1971------------1970-2,
1975,
-----------------1969------------1968 -25,389
1967------------1966'1-----------1966 ----------------19653
..
1964------------1963------------1962------------1961------------1960------------1959-----------------WHITE
1977-1----------1976 -1----------1975
-1----------1974'-----------1974
--- --------1973------------1972------------1971------------1970------------1969------------1968------------1967------------19661------------

All
persons

Poverty rate

In families
65 years
and over

Related
children
under 18

Other
family
members

Total

Unrelated
individuals

All
persons

Total

Head

3,177
3,313
3,317
3,085
3,308
3,354
24, 460
3,738
6
4,273
,559
25,420
4,709
24, 147
4,787
4,632
27, 769
5,388
28, 510
5,114
307,424
NA
31,
98334185 NA
36, 055
NA
36, 436
NA
38,625
NA
39,628
NA
39, 851
NA
39, 450
5,481

19,505
19,632
20,789
18,817
19,440
18,.299
19,577
20, 405
20, 330
19,175
20,695
22,771
23,809
25, 614
28,358
30,912
31,498
33,623
34,509
34,925
34, 562

5,311
5,311
5,450
4,922
5,109
4,828
5,075
5 303
5,260
5,008
5,047
5,667
5,784
6,200
6,721
7,160
7,554
8,077
8,391
8, 243
8,320

10,028
10,081
10,882
9,967
10,196
9,453
10,082
0,344
0,235
9,501
0,739
11,427
12,146
12,876
14,388
15,736
15,691
16,630
16,577
17,288
17,208

4,165
4,240
4,457
3,929
4,135
4,018
4,420
4,757
4,2835
4,667
4,909
5,677
5,879
6,538
7,249
8,016
8,253
8,916
9,541
9,394
9,034

5,216
5,344
5,088
4,553
4,820
4,674
4,883
5,154
5,090
4,972
4,694
4,998
4,701
4,810
4,827
5,143
4,938
5,002
5,119
4,926
4,928

11.6
11.
12.3
11.2
11.6
11.1
11.9
12.5
12.6
12.1
12.8
14.2
14. 7
15.7
17.3
19. 0
19.5
21. 0
21.9
22.2
22.4

6, 416
6, 713
7, 770
15, 736
16, 290
15, 412
16, 203
17, 780
17,484
16, 659
17, 395
18,983
19,290

12,364
12,500
13,799
12,181
12,517
11,412
12,268
13,566
13,323
12,623
13,546
14,851
15,430

3,540
3,560
3,838
3,352
3,482
3,219
3,441
3,751
3,708
3,575
3, 616
4,056
4,10OE

5,943
6,034
6,748
6,079
6,180
5,462
5,784
6,341
6,138
5,667
6,373
6,729
7,204

2,882
2,906
3,212
2,750
2,855
2,731
3,043
3,474
3,477
3,381
3,557
4,066
4,120

4,051
4,213
3,972
3,555
3,773
3,730
3,935
4,9214
4,161
4,036
3,849
4,132
3,860

8.9
9. 1
9.7
8.6
8.9
8.4
9.0
9.9
9.9
9.5
10.0
11. 0
11.3

24, 720

25,877
36370

2,426
2,633
2,634
2,460
2,642
2,698
3,072
3,605
3,984
4,052
3,939
4,646
4,357

In families
Other
family
members

Unrelated
individuals

Total

Head

Rotated
children
under 18

14.1
15.0
15.3
14.6
15.7
16.3
18.6
21.6
24.
25.3
25. 0
29.5
28.5
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
35.2

10.2
10.3
10.9
9.9
10.2
9.7
10.3
10.8
10.9
10.4
11.3
12.5
13.1
14.2
15.8
17.4
17.9
19.4
20.3
20.7
20.8

9.3
9.4
9.7
8.8
9.2
8.8
9.3
10.0
10.1
9.7
10.0
11.4
11.8
12.7
13.9
15.0
15.9
17.2
18.1
81.1
18.5

16.0
15.8
16.8
15.1
15. 5
14.2
14.9
15.1
14.9
13.8
15.3
16.3
17.4
18.4
20.7
22.7
22.8
24.7
25.2
26.5
26.9

5.9
6.0
6.4
5.7
6.0
5.9
6.6
7.2
7.4
7.2
7.8
9.1
9.5
10.5
11.8
13.3
13.8
15.1
16.5
16.2
15.9

22.6
24.9
25.1
24.1
25.5
25.6
29.0
31.6
32.9
34.0
34.0
38.1
38.3
38.9
39.8
42.7
44.2
45.4
45.9
45.2
46.1

11.9
13.2
13.4
12.8
13.8
14.4
16.8
19.9
22.5
23. 3
23. 1
27.7
26.4

7.5
7.5
8.3
7.3
7.5
6.9
7.4
8.2
8.1
7.8
8.4
9.2
9.7

7.0
7.1
7.7
6.8
7.0
6.6
7.1
7.9
8.0
7.7
8.0
9.0
9.3

11.4
11.3
12.5
11.0
11.2
9.7
10.1
10.9
10.5
9.7
10.7
11.3
12.1

4.6
4.7
5.2
4.8
4.7
4.5
5.1
5.8
5.9
5.8
6.3
7.2
7.4

20.4
22.7
22.7
21.8
23.2
23.7
27.1
29.6
30.8
32.1
32.2
36.5
36.1

65 years
and over

c
0o

1966
1965
1964 -24,957
1963-------------25,
1962 1961-------------27,890
1960 -28,
1959 -28,
BLACK AND OTHER RACES
1977
---i976------------i75------------974 974----------------------1973
---------------------1972 -8,257
1971-----19690 70 ---------7,4858----9687 ----------------------966-------------------.9,220
E6 -------------- - --1965-10,
1964 ----------------------X1963--------------------1962-----------------------

20, 751
22, 496

1960 -1
959 -

1,542
11, 006

BLACK
1977 -7,726
1976-7,595
1975-7,
19741 -----------1974-7,467
1973------------1972-1971------------1970-7,
1969-7,095
196-3
-7,616
1967-8,486
19661- ---------1959-------------

238
26, 672
309
484
8,304
8,262
8,107
7,:634
7,970
7,831
7,780
7,936
7,994
8,786
9, 673
689
11,098
11,198
11 7953

545
7,182
7,388
7, 710
7:396
548

8,867
9,927

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
4,744
751
680
683
625
666
656
666
668
725
735
693
742
757
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
737
701
644
652
591
626
620
640
623
683
689
685
715
722
711

16,732
18,508
20,716
21, 149
22,613
23, 747
24,262
24, 443

4,481
4,824
5,258
5,466
5,887
6,205
6 115
6,185

7.141
7,132
6,990
b,636
6,923
6,887
7,309
6,839
7,007
6 52
7,149
7,920
8,379
8,882
9,850
10,196
10,349
11,010
10,762
10,663
10,1s9
6,667
6,576
6,533
6,255
6586
6,85460
6,6841
6,530
6,683
6,245
6 839
7,677
8,090
91 2

7,649
8,595
9,573
9,749
10,382
10,614
11,229
11,386

4,602
5,089
5,885
5,934
6,344
6,928
6,918
6, 872

4 019
3,988
4,241
4,089
4,059
4,143
4,047
4,041

12.2
13.3
14.9
15.3
16.4
17.4
17.8
18.1

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
33.1

10.5
11.7
13.2
13.6
14.7
15.8
16.2
16.5

-10.2
11.1
12.2
12.8
13.9
14.8
14.9
15. 2

12.8
14.4
16.1
16.5
17.9
18.7
20.0
20.6

8.2
9.2
10.8
11.0
12.0
13.3
13.3
13.3

37.3
38.1
40.7
42.0
42.7
43. 2
43.0
44.1

1,771
1,751
1,612
1,570
1,627
1,609
1,634
1,552
1,552
14 3
1,431
1,611
1,678
1,719
1,897
1,902
2,088
2,1s0
2,186
2,128
2,135

4,085
4,047
4,134
3,888
4,016
3,991
4,298
4,003
4,097
38 4
4,366
4,698
4,942
5,227
5,793
6,163
5,942
6,248
5,963
6,059
5,822

1,283
1,334
1,244
1,179
1,280
1,287
1,377
1,283
1,358
1,2 6
1,352
1,611
1,759
1,936
2,160
2,131
2,319
2,572
2,613
2 476
2,162

1,165
1,131
1,116
999
1,047
944
948
941
929
96
845
866
841
791
439
902
849
943
976
879
887

29.0
29.4
29.3
28.3
29.5
29.6
31.9
30.9
32.0
31.0
33. 5
37. 2
39. 8
41.7
47.1
49.6
51.0
55.8
56.1
55.9
56.2

34.9
32.7
34.0
32.5
34.7
35.5
37.5
S8.4
46.2
48.1
46.6
51. 0
53. 4
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
60.8

28.1
28.2
28.0
27.2
28.4
28.8
31.0
29.7
30.7
29.6
32.4
36. 3
38.9
41.1
46.8
49.1
50.5
55.3
55.6
55.7
56.0

26.5
26.4
25.3
25.1
26.0
2E.2
27.7
27.4
28.1
26.9
28. 2
32.1
33.9
35.0
39.7
40.0
43.7
48.0
49.0
49.0
50.4

38.8
38.3
38.9
37.1
38.4
38.3
41.3
38.7
39.6
37. 7
41.6
44.9
48. 2
50.7
57.3
61.5
60.9
66.4
65.7
66.6
66.7

15.7
16.5
15.6
15.5
16.7
17.4
19.0
18.2
19.5
19.4
20.9
25. 3
27. 7
30.2
35.3
35.7
38.9
43.2
44.8
43.3
42.5

35.9
39.5
40.9
38.0
40.0
37.8
40.9
44.9
46.7
45. 5
45.
48. 2
53.1
50.0
50.7
55.0
58.3
62.1
62.7
69.3
57.4

1,637
1,(17
1513
1,479
1,530
1,527
1,529
1,484
1,481
1,366
1 366
1,555
1620
1,8 0

3,850
3,758
3, 884
3,713
3,819
3,822
4,025
3,836
3,922
3,677
4,188
4,558
4,774
50 2

1,181
1,201
1,136
1,053
1,157
1,211
1,287
1,210
1,279
1,202
1,285
1,564
1,696
22 0

1,059
1,019
1,011
927
961
828
870
866
865
850
777
809
777
85

31.3
31.1
31.3
30.3
31. 4
31.4
33. 3
32. 5
33.5
32.2
34.7
39. 3
41. 8
55.1

36.3
34.8
36.3
34.3
36.4
37.1
39. 9
39. 3
48.0
50.2
47.7
53.3
55.1
62. 5

30.5
30.1
30.1
29.3
30. 3
30.8
32. 4
31.2
32.2
30.9
33.7
38.4
40.9
54.9

28.2
27.9
27.1
28.9
27. 8
28.1
29.8
28.8
29.5
27.9
29.4
33.9
38. 5
48.1

41.6
40.4
41.4
39.6
40. 7
40.8
42.7
40. 7
41.5
39.6
43.1
47.4
60.8
65. 5

17.4
17.8
16.9
16.4
17. 5
18.7
20.0
19.1
20.5
20.0
21.7
27.1
29.4
44. 1

37.0
39.8
42.1
39.3
41. 0
37. 9.
42.9
46.0
48.3
46.7
46.3
49.3
54.4
57. 0

I Revised.

NA-No: available.

-

.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, "Money Income and Poverty Status of Families and
Persons in the United States: 1977" (advance report) July 1978.
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This progress in reducing poverty among the aged can largely be
attributed to ad hoc and automatic increases in social security benefits, especially since 1971, and the inception of the supplemental
security income program in 1974 that guarantees a Federal minimumfloor-of-income protection.
The 1977 CBO study to which reference was made earlier cle'arly
isolated what impact individual Government transfer programs had
on reducing the incidence of poverty among the aged during 1 year;
see table VII. If it were not for income from social insurance programs,
an overwhelming 59.9 percent of all families headed by an elderly
person would have fallen below the subsistence-based poverty line in
fiscal 1976. Social insurance, programs, dominated by social security,
substantially reduced the poverty rate among the elderly during 1976
from 59.9 to 21.5 percent. Cash assistance programs, such as SSI and
veterans pensions, reduced the remaining poverty rate from 21.5 to
14.1 percent.
TABLE VII.-FAMILIES BY AGEBELOW
THE POVERTY
LEVEL UNDERALTERNATIVE INCOME
FISCAL YEAR1976

Families in poverty
Under 65:
Number in
thousandsPercent of under 65.
65 and over:
Number in
thousandsPercent of 65 and
over.

Pretax/
pretransfer
income

Pretax/
Pretax/
postsocialpostmoney
insurance
transfer
income
income

Pretax/post-in-kind
transfer income I
I

11

DEFINITIONS:

Post-tax/post-total
transfer income I
I

11

1,789
18.6

8 994
14.2

8 029
i2. 7

6,710
10.6

5,463
8.6

6,886
10.9

9,647

3,459

2,686

2,268

977

2,279

982

59.9

21.5

16.7

14.1

6.1

14.1

6.1

5,615
8.9

I Column I excludes medicare and medicaid benefits received by families participating in those programs; column 11includes medicare and medicaid benefits.
Source: Appendix table A-8, "Poverty Status of Families under Alternative Definitionsof Income," Congressional
Budget Office, revised June 1977.

In-kind benefit programs, such as medicare/medicaid and food
stamps, also made an important contribution to supplementing the
elderly's income. According to the same CBO study, when the value
of these in-kind benefits is cashed out and included in income, the
percentage of elderly falling 'below the poverty line in fiscal 1976
was reduced even further, from 14.1 to 6.1 percent-after accounting
for taxes. Although calculating the exact impact of in-kind benefits
on income status yields some interesting findings, our associations
do not believe the resulting CBO poverty data should be accepted as
a new measure of poverty, especially for the purpose of comparing
poverty rates among age groups. Of all the benefits in the CBO's
in-kind category, medicare/medicaid benefits contribute the most
"income" to the elderly-the sicker you are, the richer you are? Receipt of these sometimes large medical benefits is, of course, dependent
on the incidence of illness, which happens to be higher among the
elderly than other age groups.
But what these CBO statistics do indicate is that, of all the Government programs benefiting the elderly, social security contributes the
most toward reducing poverty. However, cash assistance programs,
backed by in-kind benefits, have also come to share a good portion of
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the burden of income maintenance for the elderly. More importantly,
however, these statistics demonstrate just how dependent the elderly
are on Government transfer programs.
A second trend evident in examining poverty data is that the incidence of poverty is higher for the age 65-plus population than for the
overall population. In 1977, according to Census Bureau statistics,
11.6 percent of all persons fell below the poverty line in contrast to
14.1 percent of persons age 65 and over. While the elderly represented
only 11 percent of the total population in 1977, they represented 13
percent, or 3.2 million, of the poor population. Similarly, in 1977,
16.7 percent of the total population fell into the "near poor" categorydefined as 125 percent of the poverty standard-while a much larger
*24.5 percent of the elderly were considered near poor. None of the
Census Bureau statistics include institutionalized elderly persons, of
whom an estimated one-half million are thought to be poor.
The elderly's comparatively adverse income status is further substantiated when median income levels are examined. Since 1960, the
aged have consistently had median income levels equal to roughly
half of the younger population. Table VII illustrates this trend from
1960 to 1975.' In 1975, the median income of families headed by
elderly individuals was $8,057, in contrast to $14, 698 for families
headed by persons under age 65. Elderly persons living alone are
characterized by even greater economic deprivation. The median income for elderly unrelated individuals in 1975 was $3,311 as compared
to $6,460 for their younger counterparts.
TABLE Vill.-TRENDS IN MEDIAN MONEY INCOME OF FAMILIES AND UNRELATED INDIVIDUALS BY AGE,
1960-75
Unrelated individuals

Families

65 plus

Heads, 65 plus
Year
1960-$5,
196119621963-6
19641965196619671968 1969-10,
1970----------1971
1972 -11,
1973 ---------1974
1975 -14,

Heads, 14-64
amount
905
6,099
6,336
644
6,981
7 413
7 922
8,504
198
085
10,541
0,976
870
12,935
13, 823
698

Amount
$2,897
3 026
3,204
3,352
3,376
3,514
3,645
3,928
4,592
4,803
5,053
5 453
5,968
6,426
7 505
8,057

~~~~~~~~9,

Percent of
14-64
49.1
49.6
50.6
50.5
48.4
47.4
46.0
46.2
49.9
47.6
47.9
49.7
50.3
49.7
54.3
54.8

14-64
amount
$2 571
2 589
2,644
2,881
3,094
3,344
3,443
3,655
4,073
4,314
4,616
4,783
5,018
5,547
6,080
6,460

Amount
$1,053
1,106
1,240
1,277
1,297
1,378
1,443
1,480
174
1,855
1,951
2,199
2, 397
2,725
2,984
3,311

Percent of
14-64
41.0
42.7
47. 2
44.3
41.9
41.9
41.2
40.5
4.
43. 0
42.3
46. 0
47.8
49.1
49. 1
51.3

Source: Herman B. Brotman, "Income and Poverty in the Older Population in 1975," The Gerontologist, XVII, No. 1
(1977), p. 23, quoting U.S.Bureau of the Census data.

These comparative statistics indicate that, although we have made
great progress toward reducing poverty and improving the economic
status of the elderly, much remains to be done. It is true that persons
reaching retirement age today are relatively better off than their
Although these Census Bureau statistics do not account for the impact of taxes, the
-trends and disparities in income levels would be relatively similar.
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predecessors; but nevertheless, reaching age 65 for many persons still
significantly increases the probability that they will suffer a severe
loss of income and often face impoverishment, and that probability
increases as the annual inflation rate spins at higher rates.
THE GOAL: EARNINGS REPLACEMENT

If we are to move toward the goal of gradually restructuring the
social security system into a national pension system that has earnings
replacement as its sole-or at least clearly dominant-function, we
must begin now to make changes which will insure that the underlying cash and in-kind support programs will be able to take up the
present minimum-floor-of-income protection function and adequately
serve those elderly who would otherwise be in poverty. Benefits available under the new national pension system would be related to previous employment and earnings, not to the needs of beneficiaries, and,
therefore, would be less than adequate for many beneficiaries.
The supplemental security income program must be looked to as
the main policy instrument available to us to provide the sort of
safety net that would guarantee minimum income protection and supplement low social security benefit levels. However, any transitional
reordering of the present income maintenance structure, because of
its massiveness and complexity, must be made in any incremental
manner so that the millions of persons who are already extremely
dependent on existing programs would not be hurt in the process.
Since the creation of SSI, several incremental improvements have
been made in its benefit levels and eligibility structure that have
been of great value to recipients. Our associations hope that Congress will continue in this spirit of making incremental, but extremely
necessary, improvements in SSI because this permits us to move
gradually closer to the ultimate goal of comprehensive restructuring.
Some of the more significant improvements enacted to date include:
Automatic annual cost-of-living increases in payment levels so that
recipients have some protection from inflation, a requirement that
States which supplement Federal SSI levels pass through to recipients any Federal cost-of-living increase, the exemption of the total
value of one's home in determining eligibility, the provision of automatic eligibility for food stamps, and the preservation of medicaid
elgibility for persons who lose their eligibility for SSI because of
a Federal cost-of-living increase.
To facilitate the more complete transition of SSI into an income
support program capable of carrving the largest part of the minimum
income Protection burden currently being borne by social security, our
associations see three major areas of change necessary in the current
SSI structure. These areas involve payment levels, employment, and
assets limits. The first priority recommendation on our agenda for the
SSI program is to raise Federal payment levels to at least the officially
defined povertv level. Current SSI levels fall far short of the poverty
line, guaranteeing eligible aged individuals an annual income of only
$2,373 and married couples only $3,413. This liberalization in payment
levels is obviouslv the most needed change if we are ever going to
approach making SSI an income support program that is adequate.
State supplements to this Federal poverty level payment should
be encouraged by having the Federal Government share a portion
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of the cost of supplementing so that recipients can be compensated
partially for regional cost-of-living variations. Some States, approximately 23, already augment the Federal SSI benefit to varying
degrees under current law, but as we have seen recently in California
these supplements can easily become victims of State fiscal pressures,
and therefore, need some Federal financial backing.
Because participation of the elderly poor in the food stamp program has been low-only one-quarter of the elderly estimated to be
eligible actually do receive them-cashing out food stamps and comnbining them with SSI benefits into a single cash payment would ultimately benefit the majority of aged SSI recipients. For this reason,
we support the eventual cashout of benefits but witlh safeguards that
the value of the food-stamp benefit component will be preserved and
adequately cost-indexed. The value of food stamps cannot be preserved in any reform effort which combine SSI and food stamps into
a single cash payment that falls below the poverty level. Therefore,
we do not support welfare reform proposals which cash-out food
stamps by providing a small increase in SSI payment levels and at
the same time deny SSI recipients food-stamp eligibility.
To facilitate better coordination between SSI and social securitv
payments, the partial disregard of unearned income-usually social
security benefits-existing under current law should be made on a
progressive rate basis rather than on a flat dolltar basis. Under the
current structure, even though SSI payment levels are indexed in
the same manner as social securitv, many recipients experience a partial decrease in their SSI payment as a result of social security cost-ofliving increases, and some mayv even lose their SSI eligibility totally.
20Changing the present fiat $20 unearned income disregard to a this
percenlt disregard above that base would, in our view, alleviate
situation and result in improved program coordination.
EMPLOYMENT INCENTIVES

Providing employment incentives. and eliminating disincentives, is
the second major area of SSI reform. First, we believe the current
50 percent SSI benefit reduction rate for all earned income over $65
per month is an extreme deterrent for recipients who might want to
work. This $65 disregard, which was established over 4 years ago. is
not only outdated but was initially set at far too low a level. The
earned income disregard should be raised substantially-possibly to a
level equivalent to the present social security earnings limit-and automatically indexed.
Second, the Federal Government must actively create public service
job opportunities specifically for SSI recipients and back up this effort by providing a job training and referral mechanism through offices
administering SSI payments. While we shall have much to say on
employment and the elderly in part III of this statement, we would
like to say here that our associations are extremely dissatisfied with
the complete disregard of elderly workers in the administration's welfare reform proposal. Not only would it have treated earned income
more harshly than SSI does, but old people would have been inelligible for any of the 1.4 million jobs the program would have created.
Government continues to view the older worker as it views the buffalo.
The third major area of SSI reform relates to the assets test. In
36-790-790

4
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addition to the problem of creating jobs and providing work incentives, the current SSI structure strongly discourages saving among
low-income individuals and denies payment to needy persons through
the application of severe assets limitations. Our associations understand the intent of Congress in imposing an assets test for SSI eligibility that would prohibit persons who are not really lower income
individuals from receiving benefits. However, we believe the assets
limits under current law are overly and unnecessarily restrictive and
have the effect of denying SSI eligibility to many truly poor and
needy elderly persons. It has been estimated that 12 percent of elderly
families whose incomes fell below SSI payment standards were denied SSI assistance strictly as a result of the assets test.' The elderly
in particular are unfairly penalized by assets limits because, unlike
younger persons, they tend to have higher assets simply because they
had a lifetime to accumulate them. By any standard, the assets of many
low-income elderly are not excessive yet they do not come within the
restrictive limits and exclusions prescribed under SSI.
Some limited progress with the assets test is being made. In 1976,
Congress decided to disregard the total value of a person's home in
determining SSI eligibility. The Social Security Administration also
recently proposed to increase the resource exclusions-those resources
not counted toward the asset limit-permitted for the "reasonable"
value of household goods, personal effects, and an automobile. These
exclusions were defined in 1973 based on 1972 data and since then have
not been updated to take account of the effect of inflation on such assets.
Our associations feel that more substantial liberalization is needed
of the present assets limits, which are $1,500 for individuals and $2,500
for married couples. These limits should be raised to more realistic
levels-such as $3,500 for individuals and $5,000 for couples-and costindexed to keep pace with inflation. As we look toward a major restructuring and rationalization of the current SSI and social security programs, our associations see the need for a close examination of equitable
ways in which the assets test could be completely eliminated or at least
its effects on eligibility substantially neutralized-certainly when it is
obvious that retention of assets is needed to maintain an adequate
standard of living and, furthermore, the assets could not be converted
into income without lowering the standard of living.
III.

EMPLOYMENT

The recent concern with the long-term financing problems of social
security has highlighted the growing dependency ratio-the percentage
of nonworkers, particularly the elderly, to workers in the population.
This has reawakened the interest of some economists and policymakers
in the way labor markets work for older persons. In view of future
demographic trends, it has become increasingly apparent that policies
which make for early labor force withdrawal are imposing serious and
umnecessary costs on our economic system and are in need of reversal.
Interest has recently been raised in the use of employment strategies,
particularly part-time labormarket opportunities, as income supplementation mechanisms for the already retired. Additionally, the role of
1 Moon. Marilyn. "Treatment of Assets
In
Cash Benefit Programs for the Aged and Disabled." Technical paper
prepared for the Federal Council on Aging Study entitled,
"The
Treatment of Assets in Income-Conditioned Government Benefit Programs" (Sept. 1, 1977).
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decline has averaged about 2 percent a year over this period and the
rate of decline has been increasing by about 7 percent a year.
TABLE IX.-ANNUAL AVERAGE
EMPLOYMENT RATES
Persons
55 plus

Year
1961
-36.8
1969 -37.
1970 -36.
1971
1972 -35.0
197319741975--

.

-

-

0
3
35.7
33.9
31.1
32.0

Males

Females

55-64

65 plus

55-64

80. 5
79.6
78.5
77.3
76.6
75.1
74.4
71.5

27.3
2-5.6
25. 9
23.6
22.5
21.0
20.8
19.7

36.1
41.2
41.1
40.9
40.5
40.0
39.1
38.6

65 plus
9.5
9.1
8.8
8. 5
8. 5
8. 2
7.5
7. 4

What is important for present purposes is recognition of the tact
that more and more older persons, at an earlier age, are becoming
dependent on sources of income other than that derived from employment and that this trend is accelerating. This increasing dependency
has implications for all of our income transfer mechanisms and to the
extent that this declining labor force activity rate is reflective of withdrawal by productive, willing and able workers, implications for
national output as well.
The Federal policy response to older worker empoyment problems
is found in two major programs. The senior commmunity service employment program-SCSEP-funded under title IX of the Older
Americans Act provides approximately 50,000 part-time job slots to
workers over 55 years of age who have experienced chronic unemployment problems and are below federally established poverty levels at
program entry. The program is administered by five national contractors 1 and although it has historically been primarily operated as an
income maintenance program with work elements attached, in recent
times it has been moving in the direction of a bona fide manpower prograin with increasing emphasis on unsubsidized job placements in both
the public and private sector. Originally organized under Operation
Mainstream, SCSEP is the only categorical program focused on the
employment problems of older workers.
The other primary vehicle for dealing with the employment difficulties of older persons is the CETA program. It has been well documnented, however, that in spite of the need for employment assistance,
older worker participation in the CETA program has been well below
what might be expected on the basis of the size of the older worker
unemployed pool. Although in 1977, workers 45 and older comprised
13.2 percent of the unemployed, only 10 percent of CETA participants
were in this age group with the percentage declining dramatically
with age. Workers 65 or older were 5 percent of recorded unemployed
in that year but only 1 percent of CETA participants were in this
age group. To date, there has been little or no official explanation for
CETA's relative inability to provide more employment opportunities
for older workers.
It has been suggested that since CETA prime sponsors are required
to place at least half of their terminated enrollees into unsubsidized
1 The United States Forest Service. Green Thumb, the National Council on Aging. our
own National Retired Terehers Association-American Association of Retired Persons, and
the National Council of Senior Citizens.
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employment, the probability that an applicant will be selected for initial enrollment very much depends upon his or her likely employability, with those most likely to be placed, most likely to be initially
enrolled in the program. This has been caled the "creaming" phenomenon.
in
Since project directors must work in markets that are biasedand
favor of younger workers and since placement rates are a direct that
important measure of a project director's perfomance, it is likely
this hypothesis is correct. Additional evidence of this phenomenon
can be found in the performance statistics of the U.S. Employment
Service. Once referred to an employer, older and younger workers
have essentially the same probability of being hired. However, in
and
1974 only 18 percent of those seeking work who were 65 or older for
a
employer
an
to
referred
ever
were
64
only 21 percent of those 55 to
such
received
22
under
applicants
of
percent
Fifty-two
job interview.
a referral. Given that we know that older workers are on average less
likely to fuid employment once unemployed and that job service
be
referred older workers are just as likely as younger referrals to
older
"better"
only
that
likely,
quite
seems
it
hired once referred,
workers are being referred for interviews. It seems clear that any
attempt to improve the functioning of employment programs for
older workers, of necessity, requires more complete documentation and
understanding of this phenomenon.
An additional conjecture concerning the relatively low participation rate of older workers in the CETA program has recently been
offered by Secretary of Labor Ray Marshall. He has suggested that
prime sponsors tend to deemphasize the needs of older workers in
CETA because of the existence of the categorical older worker
program, SCSEP. Again, just as with the phenomenon discussed
previously, there is little if any evidence to support this conjecture.
In summary, although older worker employment and labor market
strategies are taking on new importance and although older persons
experience several, and to a great extent unique, problems in the labor
market, governmental response to these problems has been primarily
limited to two major programs: CETA and the categorical SCSEP.
The former is not doing much for the older worker for reasons still
unclear and the latter is much too small and restrictive, employing
less than 50,000 of the estimated 5 million who would qualify under
agre and income guidelines.
SCSEP

EVALUATION

In June 1976, our associations decided to evaluate our senior community service employment program and to develop information which
was at that time unknown: How long does it take to get a permanent
job placement, and what does it cost? How long does the ex-enrollee
stay on the job once hired, and how well does he or she perform after
placement? What is the level of income transfer payments received
by enrollees prior to entering the program, and how much is saved
awhen they are enrolled? In short, does the program really work, and
if so, how well?
In July 1976, funding became available to enroll 400 additional personls in our own SCSEP. Accordingly, survey instruments were prepared and distributed to the project sites slated for expansion. Simnul-
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taneously, survey instruments were distributed to -employers who had
permanently hired enrollees during the June 1974-June 1976 contact
period.
Although the data used in this evaluation was drawn from the
NRTA-AARP program, any of the findings generally apply to' the
program run by the four other sponsors as well. The principal differences between us and other sponsors are that we administer the program directly rather than by using subcontractors, and that we view
permanent job placement of enrollees on employers' payrolls as the
primary program objective.
It was found that enrollees were on the SCSEP payroll an average.
of 47 weeks before permanent employment was offered and accepted.
Termination data collected from the employers indicated that the
SCSEP placement, once hired, was quite likely to stay on the job. Over
the 29 months for which data were available, the termination rate
averaged less than 2 percent per month and declined the longer the
person worked for the employer. Regression estimates, using this data,.
indicate that the average time an SCSEP placement will remain on
the job after accepting permanent employment is 47 months.
At the time the permanent hiring occurred, enrollees received an
average hourly wage increase of 14 percent. This is clear evidence that
over the 47-week subsidy period, the value of the work performed for
the employer and the value of the work to society more generally, vas
at least equal to-and, in fact, exceeded-the wage actually paid. Additionally, after becoming permanent employees, ex-enrollees received
annual wage increases of 8 percent per year.
Ex-enrollees received high evaluations from their employers in eight
aspects of job performance. Overall, 53 percent of the placements were
regarded as above average or outstanding employees relative' to their
coworkers.
Also, it was found that, on average, new enrollees had not held a job
for 2.2 years; that 50 percent of the enrollees had been imemployed for
at least a year; and that 28 percent had been jobless for more than 2
years. On the last job held prior to employment, the average hourly
wage earned was $2.54, with' 50 percent of the new enrollees earning
less tha $2.30. Savings to the unemployment compensation system were
probably small, due to the short duration of remaining benefits at the
time of SCSEP enrollment. But, at the time of enrollment, approximately 29 percent of the new enrollees were receiving food stamps
with an average subsidy or bonus amount.of $48 per month. The SSI
program was paying an average of $65 per month to 16 percent of the
new enrollees at enrollment. These participation rates and benefit
amounts were highly consistent with findings of previous studies of
these two transfer programs.
Given the wage rate paid by SCSEP, all benefits from these two&
programs would be lost by enrollees upon joining the program.
Therefore, on average, the food stamp and SSI programs save $24 a
month, 0.29 multiplied by $48 plus 0.15 multiplied by $65, -whenever
SCSEP adds a person to its rolls, and the programs continue to save
this amount for as long as enrollees stay in SCSEP or remain employed
once placed in permanent jobs.
Various components of costs and benefits associated with the permanent hiring of an SCSEP enrollee were estimated and, together
with information developed from the two surveys, used to calculate
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an approximate and very rough benefit-cost ratio, internal rate of
return, and net present value of SCSEP permanent placement. An
ex-enrollee returns $1,039 more per year in tax revenue to all units
of Government, and $390 more in tax revenue to the Federal Government, than it costs in tax revenue to find him or her a permanent job.
The placement of an enrollee in a permanent job yields a rate of
return to all taxpayers of approximately 16 percent per year and to
the Federal Government of approximately 6 percent a year.
As our study did not have a control group available, we had no way
of estimating what percentage of these benefits would have occurred
without SCSEP. We believe, however, that, given the characteristics
of SCSEP enrollees found in the new enrollee and employer surveys,.
the employment prospects of the enrollee -were poor. Therefore, it is
our opinion that very little of the tax revenue returned would have
been captured without SCSEP efforts to find enrollees jobs.
The permanently hired SCSEP enrollee produces approximately
15,400 dollars' worth of economic output during the time spent on the
program and after permanent hiring, resulting in a net gain in economic output of about $12,900 per permanently hired enrollee over
the 58-month period. If the 1,700 ex-enrollees placed in permanent
jobs by our NRTA-AARP SCSEP during the June 1974-June 1976.
contract had only earned the average minimum wage prevailing over
that period-and we know they earned mrore-the net gain in economic
output would have totaled approximately $18.5 million.
URGENT NEED FOR WORK STRATEGY

It should be clear from the preceding discussion of labor force
trends and rising dependency ratios and the gross inadequacy of the
Government's public policy response to date, that a work and employment opportunity strategy for older persons-one that represents a
rational response to these problems-is urgently needed. There are
great benefits to be derived from devising and implementing such a
strategy. Given the national commitment to the maintenance of reasonable levels of income among the elderly, any share of that income that
can be generated through the work effort of willing individuals represents a share that need not be borne by the taxpayer. Clearly, additional work opportunities benefit older individuals as well, raising
their standard of living, providing them with a greater feeling of'
independence and self-determination and improving their prospects
for maintaining their living standard in the face of serious inflation.
Just as clearly, the Nation as a -whole would benefit from the gains in
national income and tax collections that would result from our getting
the most from our previous investment in training, education, and
experience embodied in older persons.
If we are to devise and implement a national, coordinated older
worker strategy, we must, in the process, divest ourselves of some of
the "tenets" about jobs and job markets that have been proved fallacious by the march of events. For example, it is widely held that the
number of jobs in the economy is fixed, and must be reserved for the;
young. Continued adherence to this belief virtually requires one to ignore the enormous expansion of job opportunities that the current
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business cycle recovery has generated-opportunities that extraordinary numbers of married women have taken advantage of to enter the
labor force.
Our associations believe that a significant portion of the persistent
hard core inflation rate, which has become part of the annual economic
scene, is the result of the fact that by our laws, prejudices. and customs we have kept too many of the old, and the young, out of the labor
force. When we successfully induce more of them back into the great
productive stream of the country we will be easing many of our severe
economic problems. More hands will help.
The first element for inclusion in a national strategy to expand employment opportunities for older workers and induce greater labor
force participation is the elimination of existing employment barriers.
In our view, there is no greater barrier to the employment of older
citizens than the existence of legal sanctions that permit discrimination. Unlike the Federal fair employment laws that protect all women
and members of racial minorities; the fair employment statutes protect only some older citizens and prohibit only some discriminatory
practices.
For over two decades our associations have sought to persuade legislatures and courts that mandatory retirement violates basic constitutional rights. Mandatory retirement is a practice that dismisses from
employment many individuals who are competent to work and who
may want to keep on working, dismisses them for an arbitrary reason-their date of birth. Certainly, this committee is familiar with the
psychological and cost consequences of arbitrary, forced retirement.
Indeed, the work of this committee was instrumental in focusing national attention on the evils of forced retirement and the prevalence
of age discrimination.
There are at least 2.1 million older citizens willing and able to work
in an enforced retirement today. Those over 65 have not had legal recourse azain st discriminatory decisions denying them work.
Earlier this year, Congress acted to limit the practice of forced
retirement and to strengthen the protections of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act. The associations advocated those changes
and supported efforts to secure enactment. Those amendments prohibit almost all mandatory retirement imposed earlier than 65; with
a few exceptions forced retirement before 70 will be unlawful next
January 1. As a consequence. it is anticipated that a quarter of a million
older people each year will extend their employment careers. This
protection of the AD)EA will extend to people under 70. At the end
of this month, most Federal employees will be protected completely
against age-based retirement.
Although the associations fully supported these statutory chances,
the fact is that Congress took only a limited step. Association members are at work tryinm to persuade State legislatures to join Florida
and California in outlaving forced retirement. NRTA-AARP will
continue to support litigation challenging the constitutionality of
mandatory retirement and we will continue to advocate and support
legislation to repeal the statutory sanction for forced retirement and
the statutory exclusion of all those over 70 from enjoying the rights
created by the ADEA. Finally, we will continue to urge employers to
hire those older citizens who want to work and are fit to work. There
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can be little doubt that legally sanctioned forced retirement must end,
if the expansion of employment opportunities and the creation of work
incentives aimed at older persons are to be successful in reversing the
downward trend in elderly labor force activity.
WORK DIsINCENTIVES

Paralleling the need to eliminate existing barriers to employment
there is the equally acute need to eliminate existing work disincentives.
Chief among these is the social security earnings limitation. Our
associations want it abolished, not because we are insensitive to social
security's financing problems, not because we are iconoclastic about the
social insurance nature of the system, and not because we favor
elderly "fat cats," but because we firmnly believe that, as an economic
matter, the earnings test already costs society more than its worth
and will cost even more in the future. In addition, the elderly detest it.
Given this country's historical predisposition to the work ethic and
the fact that the only income-related means test imposed by the
social security system is on earned income, it ought to be clear wshy
the test is so unpopular among the elderly and why it is so frequently
the target of congressional proposals. It is defended, however, on a
number of grounds. First and foremost, it is argued that abolition
of the test would be costly to social security, which is already under
severe financial strain.
Some estimates have put a price tag on complete elimination of the
earnings test at close to $7 billion in increased social security outlays. Unfortunately, there are no estimates of what the existence of
the test now costs the overall economy in lost production or of the
costs to the Government in forgone income and social security taxes.
But, even if there were, we do not know what effect such estimates
would have on the cost argument, particularly in view of Conaless'
tendency to compartmentalize prograam financing and view social
security as if it existed in a vacuum.
Second, it is argued that the elimination of the test would fundamentally change social security from a social insurance program to an
annuity pavable upon reaching a specific age. In this view, social
security dollars are intended for the retired and the retirement test
1)rovides a functional test to establish just who is retired and who
is not.

Third, the distributional consequences of an earnings test eliminntion appear to favor those elderly persons in relatively higher income.
brackets-a not too surprising result in view of the fact that social
security is an earnings-related system. Other things being equal, persons with a higher earnings capability are more likelv to encounter a
test based on earnings levels and are also more likely to have accunmulated a higher level of wealth, including social security wealth, over
their lifetimes. Because of this, apparent channeling of limited social
security resources to the "wrong"' people, it is argued that rather than
eliminate the test, the billions of additional outlavs should go to low income, nonworking older persons instead. Aside from the fact that this
"alternative" has no potential economic gains associated with it and is
hence more costly and at least as unlikelv to actually be undertaken,
this line of argument seems more appropriate to an income-tested. welfare program rather than one based on "earned right" and earnings-
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related benefit levels. It must be restated that the only income test in
social security is the earnings test-a test aimed only at earned income.
Finally, although the argument is rarely made explicitly, the retirement test is defended as a means of improving the employment prospects of younger workers. Organized labor and some organizations of
retired union members have been consistently and strongly opposed to
the elimination of the retirement test and although lip service is paid
to the cost, annuity and distributional arguments, it seems likely that
these organizations favor the retirement test for the same reasons that
they have tended to favor mandatory retirement. Chief among these is
a dedication to supply control and the belief that making reduced employment a condition of the receipt of social security benefits opens up
positions for younger union members and keeps the retired from reentering the labor market to compete for jobs, perhaps offering their
services at lower than market rates.
RESEARCH OX EARNINGS LiMIT

Prior research on the earnings limit has focused on three areas: the
effect of the test on workers' earnings, the effect on labor force participation and recently, the distributional consequences of test modification or liberalization.
Sander, 1968, evaluated the 1963 data from social security's 1 percent continuous work history sample. In that year, there was a $1,200
exempt amount, a 50-percent rate from $1,200 to $1,700 and 100 percent thereafter. Examination of the earnings distribution of workers
63 to 71 years old revealed a strong clustering of earned income around
the exempt amount but no clustering around earnings of $1,700, the
point at which the 100-percent tax rate became effective. The amount
*of annual exempt earnings had a considerable effect on the beneficiaries' earnings but the reductions did not. Beneficiaries did not
noticeably differentiate between the $1 for $2 and the $1 for $1 reduction provisions in determining their earnings levels after they became
entitled to benefits.
In a later study, 1970, Sander looked at the effect of changes in
the earnings distribution when the earnings limit was liberalized. In
1966, the level of the exempt amount was raised for the first time since
1955. Beneficiaries were allowed to earn $1,500 without penalty-an
increase in permissible earnings of $300. The 50-percent range went up
from $1.200-$1.700 to $1,500-$2,700. Examining the earnings distribution of beneficiaries for 1966, he found that "* ** a fairly large number of workers responded to the higher annual exempt amount by
increasing their annual earnings * * * from about $1,200 to about
$1,500 a year." Second, most workers affected by the extension of the
50-percent and 100-percent brackets did not alter their earnings levels.
Some men did, however, reduce their earnings to get from the 100percent range to the 50-percent reduction rate-an effect quite consistent with theoretical expectations.
Wroman, 1971, also studied the labor force response of social security
'beneficiaries when the social security benefit level Sand retirement provisions were adjusted upward by the 1965 Social Security Amendments. Like Sander, he also used the 1 percent continuous work his-tory sample. His major finding was that "* * * over 10 percent of the
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working retirement beneficiaries raised their earnings from $1,200 in
1965 to $1,500 in 1966 and 1967 in response to the revised eaanings
test." He also found that very few beneficiaries had earnings in the
50 percent tax range, and that liberalizations in the system caused by
the 1965 amendments increased both the social security benefit application rate and the overall percentage of beneficiaries who did some
work over the year. He did not find workers in the $2,800 to $4,799
'earnings range reducing their earnings to below $2,700 to avoid the
test, however, as Sander did in his study.
A 1976 study by Boskin examined a sample from the University of
Michigan panel study of income dynamics which tracked the economic situation of 5,000 American families from 1968 through 1972.
by white married
I-le extracted a sample of 131 households headed
5 ng several definitions of
Us
years.
5
all
for
65
through
61
males aged
"retirement" his results "* * * suggest that a decrease in the implicit
tax rate on earnings from one-half to one-third would reduce the
alnnual probability of retirement by almost 60 percent."
Ling, 1975, investigated the characteristics of retired worker beneficiaries who actually bore the test in 1971 losing some or all of their
benefits because of earnings over the exempt amount. In that year, approximately 1.5 million retired worker beneficiaries aged 62 to 71, 20
percent of all retired workers, lost $2.2 billion in benefits, roughly
71 percent of what they would have received had the program not
been earnings tested. About 70 percent of the group were men. Of
beneficiaries 62 to 71 years old, 17 percent were 62 to 64 and 83 percent
were. 65 to 71 wvhile amiong benefit losers, 12 percent were 62 to 64 and
'SS percent -were 65 to 71. Information was also presented on earned,
but not total, income for those who exceeded the exempt amount. Only
IS percent of 275.000 people had earnings in the 50 percent range of
'$1.6S1 to $2,880. The remainder had earnings in excess of $2,880 and
51 percent of the benefit losers had earned income in excess of $5,000.
Schulz, 1976, investigated the distributional consequences of changes
in the earnings test more explictly. Again, within a social security flow
of funds concept, the "affected'" population was defined to be only
persons earning in excess of the exempt amount. He concluded that
complete abolition of the test would have particularly "adverse" distributional consequences with more than 50 percent of the new benefits
going to families in which income would be greater than $10,000 per
year. In fact, 20 percent of the benefits would go to families above
$20,000 and only 38 percent to those with incomes less than $10,000.
After testing a number of alternatives, he concluded that returning to
the three-tier test of 1971, but with much lower effective tax rates,
would concentrate benefits in the under $10,000 class-as would many
of the two-tier alternatives-and would also be relatively less costly
compared to today's system with a 'flat 50-percent rate.
Finally, a very recent study by Marshall R. Colberg of the American
Enterprise Institute has found that elimination of the retirement test
would generate new revenues to the Treasury in the neighborhood of
half a billion dollars. He concludes that not only should it be eliminated but that, until it is, "the socially useful monthly test-renewed
by last year's social security amendments-should be restored."
Summarizing prior research on the test, it is clear that workers
aIttempt to control their earnings to avoid it. Sander, Vroman, and
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Boskin all found evidence of this effect and in fact evidence as well that
the exempt amount is viewed as an earnings ceiling by many older
workers. Ling and particularly Schulz have documented the fact that
complete abolition of the test would tend to direct social security dol]ars to families and individuals at the higher end of the elderly income
distribution. It is less clear, however, what the effect of the earnings
test is on various labor market indicators like unemployment rates,
labor force participation rates, and the percentage of elderly persons
employed over the year. Vroman found that liberalizing the retirement
test increased the percent employed; and Boskin's findings imply a
strong effect on the labor force participation rate. These findings are
not, however, considered conclusive on this issue.
Recognition that older workers attempt to control earnings so as to
avoid high marginal tax rates implies that the earnings test does indeed
have effects on labor force participation. Earnings control can only be
accomplished by the control of hours at work and although there are
some jobs flexible enough to permit year-round, low-hour employment,
for a significant proportion of elderly workers, the only means of controlling earnings is to leave employment before exceeding the exempt
amount. Hence, although the test does not affect labor market entry. it
may affect labor market exit and make job turnover higher than
otherwise be the case.'
If the retirement test does increase turnover by forcing people out
of the labor force sooner than would otherwise be the case, it has
implications for distributional issues as well. In both the Schulz and
Ling studies, the "affected" population were those who actually bore
the test. If a substantial number of elderly workers drop out prior to
having benefits reduced, however, the actual number of "affected"'
people is some multiple of those who actually lose benefits. It is likely,
as well, that since these people have relatively low earnings they are of
relatively low total income levels as well. Hence, although the distribution of additional social security dollars would still go to the
relatively well off, the distribution of the total economic benefit from
earnings test abolition would certainly be less skewed.
It is clear to our associations that having a provision in the social
security system which causes people to limit their work effort, itself,
imposes a significant cost on taxpayers-a cost that those who support
retention of the test choose to ignore. Potentially productive people
Who could be supplementing their income through their own efforts
and contributing to national output are instead forced to remain idle.
If only 1 million older people reentered the labor market on a parttime basis, even earning at the minimum wage, the increase in gross
national product that Would occur would exceed the $2.9 billion that
the Social Security Administration recently estimated would be the
annual cost of repealing the test for persons age 65 and over.
I The effect of this higher turnover depends upon the degree of labor market segmentntion. With a highly segmented market. the likelihood that an unemployed older person will
find a joh depends upon turnover among the employed elderly. In this case. the earniugs
test causes the unemployment rate and durations of unemployment among older people to
be lower than would otherwise he the case. It also reduces the labor force participation
rate and increases the number of older people who do some work for pay over the year.
essentiallv by distributing a limited number of "elderly jobs" to more people. Where there
is no market segmentation. however. the elderIv unemployment rate is likely to be higher
than would otherwise be the case. as both the elderly and nonelderly are in competition for
the opening caused by the earnings test. Labor force participation Is again lower because of
the additional exit and It is likely that the number of elderly persons employed over the
year will increase by less, if at all, than the segmented case.
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and/or retain older workers. The income, corporate,- and payroll tax
structures of the Federal Government ought to. be used to provide such
incentives and at the same time pSrovide incentives to older workers
to take advantage of the work opportunities so offered. Consideration
could be given, for example, to the reduction or even elimination of
the employer portion of the social security payroll tai that would
otherwise have to be paid'with respect to older.workers. Such a change
would effectively reduce the cost of hiring an older worker, compensating to some extent for any real or imagined productivity decline associated with age that an employer might otherwise entertain. This
would also tend to counter any disincentive effect that the minimum
wage might have on a employer's willingness to hire or retain an older
worker. The House-passed version of the 1978 Revenue Act, H.R.
13511, takes a limited step in this direction by for the first time offering employers a jobs tax credit for a portion of wages they pay to SSI
recipients. SSI recipients, along with six other target groups-such as
AFDC receipients, WIN registrants, handicapped persons, et ceteraare focused on by H.R. 13511 because of the recognized high unemployment rate and special employment needs associated with them. In addition, the tax laws, could be used to encourage employers to inaugurate a
host of job training, retraining,. part-time, and flexitime programs
aimed at older workers.Clearly, the'reduction of labor costs associated with older worker
employment would encourage the hiring, retention, and retraining of
older workers and improve their prospects for finding employment
should they become unemployed. It is also interesting that the CETA
program has failed so abjectly When it comes to the older worker and
that the eligibility limitations on and limited resources allocated to
the senior community services employment program-the great worth
of which we have established through our own anailysis-have kept it
too small to matter significantly to the current generation of elderly
persons. We think that the SCSEP ought to be expanded into'a nationwide program. In our view, a greatly expanded SCSEP could go a
long way toward meeting many of the'objedtives. we have outlined in
this statement, enhancing older worker income' and life satisfaction,
increasing national output and both.relieving taxpayers of part of the
dependency burden and providing additional tax revenue for that part
which remains.
V. LIFELONG LEARNING
We turn now to our third and final topic-lifelong learning. It
is a subject that is inextricably intertwined with our thinking and
recommendations as set forth in the preceeding sections of this statement.
The uttering of the words, lifelong learning, clearly strike a uesponsive chord across the land, subscribed to eagerly and totally by
academic institutions, organizations like our own that represent the
elderly, Federal energy officials, employers, and the lay public. To
paraphrase and expand on a comment made by Secretary of Commerce Juanita Kreps at a conference on lifecycle planning, "the press
and the public clearly appreciate stories of 80- and 90-year-old individuals returning to school, graduating, taking on new jobs and other
'life-engaging' activities." What is not so clear, however, is our universal understanding of the dimensions of the lifetime learning issue.
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A brief historical review of education, learning and the older adult
may provide us with the information base necessary to promulgate
future public policy in this area.
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This process remained in. place until the late 1940's' when yet
another societal upheaval signaled a' change in the history of lifelong
learning. The return of World War II veterans to civilian life
required massive monetary intervention upon the part of the Federal
Government to provide educational and training opportunities. While
many of these returning soldiers were young men, a significant proportion were, middle iaged and older, necessitating "learning" programs which had a heavy flavor, of retraining or at least retreading. Thus, throughout the 19.50's we were witness to a subtle but steady
alteration of curricula in universities and junior colleges with an
increasing "tilt" toward courses and programs in the professional
area aimed at the "older" student.
The advent of the Vietnam war combined with, or resulting in,
ferment on the college campus, significantly altered the demographic
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geographically where older adults would have easy access, for
example, shopping centers, union halls, senior centers, et cetera.
The passage of the Older Americans Act in 1965 marked the first
time that the Federal Government took an abiding interest in the
issue. The genesis of any program has considerable bearing upon its
future direction and lifetime learning is no exception. The reasons
behind this interest were multiple: Large sums of money being placed
in education/training titles; a growing awareness of the implications
of the "graying" of America; and pressures by management. and labor
1 Ruth Weg, "Demograhics of Aging," Summer Institute, USC, 1977-78.
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for the Federal Government to intervene on a variety of levels in the
employment/unemployment arena. From 1965 to 1976, the Government moved carefully as it sought to put into operation the concept
articulated by the education task force of the 1971 White House Conference on Aging:
Education is a basic right for all persons of all age groups. It is continuous
and henceforth one of the ways of enabling older people to have a full and meaningful life and a means of helping them develop their potential as a resource for
the betterment of society.'

During the intervening 11 years between the passage of the Older
Americans Act and the 1976 Lifelong Learning Act, a variety of programs and program definitions were tried in an attempt to fulfill this
"basic right." A brief review of these attempts may result in defining
what we see as our future role.
Here we were witness to classes run by secondary school districts
which focused on subjects which would enable older adults to function in society, for example, English as a second language, income
tax assistance, driver education, et cetera. The majority of these
classes were operated at night in schools and community centers.
In an attempt to eliminate the notion that learning must have immediate and direct life utility, classes were developed which would
broaden the interests and experiences of older adults. It is important
to note that over 50 percent of today's 65-plus generation have had
less than an eighth grade education. These offerings included: art,
history, civics, languages, et cetera. Senior centers, churches, and
local senior citizens clubs served as the conveners of these classes.
As unemployment increased and the older worker became increasingly vulnerable to early "retirement," it became clear that retraining
opportunities were required. Thus we saw the rise of classes in jobrelated fields, such as paralegal training, peer counseling, and child
care. Interestingly, the rise in the number and type of these classes
accompanied the increase in age-related employment programs such
as Foster Grandparents, the retired senior volunteer program, title
IX, and the like. In the main, however, these "jobs" have been for the
postretired and involve a relatively small percentage of older individuals. The skill development options have, however, involved the use
of community colleges and universities in terms of both faculty and
sites.
Events of the past 2 years have necessitated yet another shift in
lifelong learning programs. The spectre of high level, long-term inflation is likely, as we noted earlier, to cause older workers to cling
tenaciously to their jobs. Pressures from trade unions to open positions
for younger employees, combined with the desire of management to
bring in new knowledge, has placed older workers in a situation requiring retraining, retreading, and job redefinition.
LIFELONG LEARNING ACT
The passage of the 1976 Lifelong Learning Act was in many ways as
much an economic document as a social statement. It recognizes the
need to "attack" the issue on a variety of fronts, while placing heavy
11971 White House Conference on Aging, Washington, D.C., U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1972.
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emphasis upon the development of the individual within the work
system:
Pollcymakers with a lifelong learning prospective can help to close the gap
between the learning and work lives of individuals by improving the workrelated experience available through the educational system, by Improving the
learning opportunities available at the workplace, and by encouraging linkages
between both systems to support continual human development and life transitions.'

The associations have consistently supported a multifaceted approach to lifelong learning issues. Our experience with our Institute
of Lifetime Learning clearly indicates the aforementioned trend
toward work-related learning. In the early years of the institute the
bulk of our efforts were aimed at providing general educational opportunities-see earlier description of "learning for learning sake"-for
older adults. As the community colleges and secondary schools assumed
greater and greater responsibility in this area, our institute began to
alter its role and function.
In the coming year, the Institute of Lifetime Learning will be
assessing the work/education field to identify realistic options for
the reeducation and retraining of the employed middle-aged and
older worker. These options might include: Job sharing, job transitions, returning to earlier careers, job reclassification, and skill renewal. Once the various options have been assessed, the institute, in
cooperation with various educational and corporate ,institutions, will
assist in the development and implementation of training materials
and curricula.
It is our firm belief that Congress, in cooperation with the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, must assist in the redirection of lifelong learning into the new areas of work, retirement, and
continuous learning. To do anything less would be to develop policy
in a vacuum, ignoring the direct impact that the economy and work
patterns have upon the educational needs of older adults. A cooperative thrust at all levels aimed at opening new opportunities for
America's older worker will have significantly beneficial effects for the
society in general and the work environment in particular. We fully
support the Lifelong Learning Act and trust its implementation will
incorporate the societal realities mentioned throughout this statement.

STATEMENT OF RUDOLPH T. DANSTEDT, ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL COUNCIL OF SENIOR CITIZENS; ACCOMPANIED
BY BETTY DUSKIN AND LOU RAVIN
2

Mr. DANSTEDT. According to the most recent statistics put out by
the U.S. Census Bureau, there are 23,493,000 Americans over 65 today,
representing almost 11 percent of the population. Most of these people,
94 percent, are receiving income from the social security program.
The remainder had earnings that exceed $3,240 in 1977, plus twice
the amount of their yearly benefits or whose earnings every month
of the year exceed the monthly retirement test amount which means
that they are not retired according to the retirement test in the social
2

Lifelong Learning and Public Policy, HEW. February 1978, p. vli.
See appendix 1, item 4, p. 342 for supplemental material submitted by NCSC.
36-70-79 -5
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security program. Less than half the people retiring today
have a
private or public pension to supplement their social security benefits.
The fact is that senior citizens in the United States have a standard
of living far below that of aged people in many other advanced
tions. Average social security benefits last year were only $241 naper
month; the private pension average monthly benefit is below
that of
the social security system.
The median income of all families in the United States with a household head between the ages of 25 and 64 was $15,322 in 1976. For
those
families with a household head above 65, the figure was $8.057-52
percent less. For elderly individuals, the median income in 197.6
$3,311, as compared with $7,441 for individuals aged 25a 64. was
median income level in 1976 for an aged person was just $591 The
above
the poverty level.
By far, more older persons are living in poverty than any other
age
group in America today; 15.3 percent of our senior citizens,
or
million elderly people,.vere living in poverty in 1975. If the near 3.3
poor
were included, those people with incomes 25 percent above poverty,
the figure jumps to 25.4 percent-one out of every four seniors.
In recent years, with older persons becoming more and more numerous and growing into a strong politcal force in this country, govrenment programs and benefits for the aged have increased substantially.
But because of dramatic increases in the cost of living, much
income gains older people have made in recent years have been of the
whittled away by inflation. While Government support of the aged
has
increased over the past 20 years, such expenditures represent
only 5
percent of our gross national product. In fact, the growth
of. categorical programs for the aged in the past decade can be attributed
to
the low level of support in prior years due to wholesale discrimination against older persons in other government service and employment programs.
SOURCES OF INCOME FOR THE AGED

The following table details the six major income sources for
aged
people and the shares of income derived from each. One point
the
table makes quite clear is the importance of social securityOASDTII-benefits for retired persons. Not only do 94 percent
of the
aged receive social security, but such benefits also represent 30 percent
of the income received by aged couples and 40 percent of income
for
single older persons.
Shares of income
Married
couples

Type of income
Retirement benefits -42
OASDHI----------------------------------Other public pensions-6
Private pensions -6
Veterans' benefits
Public assistancePublic income-maintenance payments
OASDHIas percent of retirement benefitsPublic income-maintenance payments-.

0
----

Source: Social Security Bulletin, vil. 36, No. 8,August 197?,

---------------------

.

3
2
41
71
73

Nonmarried
persons
51
40
8
3
4
7
59
78
68
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Aside from Government means-tested assistance puyinents; older
people receive income from four major sources. A survey of new bene51
ficiaries of social security payments done in 1970 indicates that
have
perceiit
33
assets;
from
income
derive
percent of aged persons
12 perincomes from earnings; 24 percent from private pensions andrevealed
also
survey
same
the
cent from public pensions. However,
the following:
Of single persons over 65, 82 percent received less than 20 percent
6f inof income from assets; 88 percent received less than 20 percent of
inpercent
20
than
less
come from earnings; 95 percent received
percent
20
than
less
received
percent
20
pensions;
come from private
of income from OASDHI and 85 percent received less than 20 percent
of income from public assistance.
oneOn average, 88 percent of the senior citizens receive less than
social
of
outside
sources
these
of
any
from
fifth of their annual income
security.;,,

THE SOCIAL SECURITY PROGRAM;
Monthly social security benefits are the major source of income for
the vast majority of the elderly. The program, which was established
in 1935, has grown to the point where benefits are now provided for
for
survivors of wage earners, disabled people, and health insurance
retirereceiving
21,728,000
were
there
1978,
1,
July
the aged. As of
ment benefits. The average benefit level is $258.88 per month. proThe social security system is in reality four separate benefit figrains funded through separate trust funds. The trust fundsthearecurnanced through joint employer/employee payroll' taxes and
rent contribution rate is 6.05 percent each, although medicare receives
the
a portion of its financing through general tax revenues. However,
1978,
in
earnings,
$17,700'of
first
the
applied'to
only
is
rate
tax
payroll
with earnings above the covered wage base exempt from the payroll
tax.
by
For the past several years, senior citizens have been bombarded
system
security
social
our
that
effect
the
to
stories
scare
alarms and
that
was not soundly financed. Some critics wvent so far as to proclaim
to
have
or
broke
go
either
would
systeAn
the
years,
few
in the next
going
not
was
Congress
reduce benefits. However, we knew that the
to break faith with people by permitting their social security lbenethe
fits to be jeopardized, and the 1976 social security reforms insured
next
the
of
beginning
the
through
system
fiscal integrity of the
century.
As the committee is aware, the nature of the financing difficulties
were properly separated into two distinct aspects: The first involveda
a short-run cyclical deficit, and the second relates to the forecast of
longrun imbalance, part of which is structural in character.
high
The'reasons for the shortrun problem were the simultaneous rates
inflation
high
the
and
moderating,
now
is
which
unemployment
of the last several years. High unemployment causes total dollar
wages to fall, and this causes a decline in contributions to the system.
Inflation, on the other hand, causes total' benefit outlays to rise, since
benefits are automatically adjusted upwards as the cost of living rises.
Unemployment also forces many workers to accept early retirement
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at reduced benefits. A great many of them would prefer to continue
working. While the reduction in their benefits spread over time means
no actuarial loss to the system, this present retirement status is reflected in the shortrun outflow of funds. Thus, the shortrun problem
cannot be blamed on the social security system, but on a malfunctioning economy. Indeed, it is in large measure a remedy, -both for the
economy and for older people caught in the squeeze between unemployment and inflation.
The longrun problem arises from anticipated demographic changes
early in the 21st century. The projected changes indicate that the retirement age population will be much larger due to the baby boom of the
late 1940's and 1950's, while the working age population will not grow
similarly if the lowered birth rates of recent years continue into the
future. Assuming that there are no adjustments in labor force participation or no unexpected changes in birth rates, this could mean that
proportionately fewer workers will 'be required to support a relatively
larger retired population than is currently the case. Given all the
uncertain guesses which prophets use to foretell the future, the anticipated problems may be exaggerated. But again, the social security
system is not the problem; it is the answer. Those persons born during
this baby boom period will be with us early in the next century and
they will be in need of a system of income maintenance when they
reach retirement age. Obviously, though it sometimes seems to be overlooked, they would be here with their needs even if we did not have a
social security system.
Social security benefits are received on a monthly basis with the
benefit determination for retirement based on each employees wage
history. Generally speaking, a higher earnings history will generate
higher retirement benefits. However, a redistributive element within
the system does exist. Currently, social security replaces 35 percent
of earnings for high salaried workers and 58 percent of earnings for
low wage earners.
The controversy over the retirement test in the social security program is an important and largely misunderstood issue. The National
Council of Senior Citizens is opposed to abolishing the retirement test
completely on the grounds that to do so would be financially irresponsible and severly inequitable to most beneficiaries. Since this is not a
universally held position, an in-depth explanation is in order. I would,
therefore, like to submit for this purpose a booklet entitled "The Retirement Test in Social Security," I published by the National Council
of Senior Citizens in May of 1976, and authorized by Nelson 1-H.
Cruikshank, then president of the National Council of Senior Citizens.

Statutory provisions which adjust benefits for cost-of-living in-

creases are now included in every major Federal cash-transfer pro-

gram, and are crucial to insuring that cash assistance programs keep
cost-of-living increase that enabled beneficiaries to maintain their
pace with rising costs. In 1972, older people received a 20-percent

standard of living at a time when this Nation was experiencing runaway inflation. Similarly, the supplemental security income and the
food stamp programs 'are adjusted for inflation.
I See appendix

1, item 4, p. 342.
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In regard to construction of a special Consumer Price Index for the
elderly and to granting semiannual cost-of-living adjustments for
social security recipients, we are fully in support of these proposals.
The present system provides adjustments that are too little and too
late.
THE.

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

Although the food stamp program is designed to subsidize food
purchases for low-income families, it is often considered as analogous to a cash transfer program because of its impact on family spendable income. As food stamp benefits increase, recipients can spend more
money on other consumer purchases because they are spending less on
food.
In 1977, almost $5.5 billion went to supplement the income of poor
households of all ages through this program. Up until recently, participating individuals and families were required to put up a certain
amount of money based on their income level in order to buy stamps
which would have a greater face value than was actually paid for them.
In 1977, the initial purchasing requirement was dropped, and food
stamp participants now receive just the "bonus" stamps in the amount
of the subsidy for which they are eligible.
Eligibility and benefit standards are set nationally with a number
of deductions permitted to distinguish between those who incur extra
expenses because of work-related costs or other uncontrollable costs of
living. On the average, some 17 million people participate in the food
stamp program, receiving monthly benefits averaging $27.
The Department of Agriculture does not routinely gather figures
on elderly participation rates in the food stamp program. However, in
1977, USDA and the Census Bureau compiled a sketch of participation
by the aged. The information collected was based on a 1975 survey of
the food stamp population.
It is generally believed that only a small fraction of the aged eligible
actually receive food stamp benefits. The 1977 report indicated that
only 18 percent of the people over 65 eligible for food stamps received
them. Continuing obstacles to greater participation include: (1) Unawareness of the program; (2) inability to understand administrative
regulations; and (3) the stigma of "welfare" attached to program
participants.
SulrLEM1ENTAL SECURITY INCOME PROGRAM

For exactly the same reasons as above, elderly people do not participate in the supplemental security income program in numbers reflecting their eligibility. Estimates suggest that perhaps as many as
50 percent of the aged are eligible for SSI but are not currently enrolled in this program designed to put a floor under the income levels
of aged, blind, and disabled people.
Federal, State, and local government agencies have not adequately
addressed the need for greater outreach to urban and rural low-income
aged persons who are not aware of their eligibility for SSI benefits
or food stamps. We would encourage a greater commitment of funds
and manpower to assist older people in finding out what Government
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services they may be eligible for, and assistance in going through the
bureaucratic maze of applications and procedures.
As of February 1978, 2,045,954 senior citizens were receiving SSI
benefits. The average monthly Federal benefit is $96, although wide
variations in State supplementation of Federal benefits do exist. To
illustrate this great disparity in State supplements, California SSI
recipients may receive a maximum supplement of $112; 24 States, such
as Texas,' do not supplement at all.
The supplemental security income program provides direct monthly
payments to qualifying individuals whose resources fall below specified national standards. In June 1978, the established maximum
monthly benefit for an individual was approximately $178 and $284
for a couple. The SSI program presently serves only to bring income
levels for participants up to a level which is below the poverty level;
benefits are reduced drastically when other unearned income is available. As an example, a person receiving social security is allowed
only a $20 disregard of benefits before SSI benefits are reduced dollar
for dollar. Thus, an aged individual receiving a monthly social security benefit of' just $198 wouldnot receive any SSI benefit.
For earned income, the first $65 per month and one-half of the
remainder is disregarded. However, if eligibility is lost, categorical
eligibility for medicaid may also 'be lost. Thus, a major work
disincentive exists.
EMPLOYMENT
The steadily declining ability of seniors to make ends meet has
resulted in a growing interest in continued part-time and full-time
employment. In addition, for many older people, retirement often is
synonymous with loneliness and a sense of rejection, and for these
people, employment provides a continuing sense of usefulness and
involvement.
Unfortunately, many barriers exist, and middle-aged and older
workers today represent a large portion of the unemployed and underemployed. People 55 and over also have far longer periods of unemployment than do their younger counterparts in the work force. One indicator of extended unemployment is the number of working who have
exhausted their unemployment benefits. A recent study on the subject
revealed that 70 percent of the over-45 workers and 40 percent of the
over-55 workers had exhausted their unemployment benefits.
In spite of Federal and State laws prohibiting illegal discrimination
in hiring, firing, and retirement policies on the basis of age, many cases
of blatant discrimination against older people continue today. Up until
recently, the Federal Age Discrimination in Employment Act only
covered workers between the ages of 40 and 65, thereby allowing employers the freedom to force employees to retire at age 65. Last year.
this law was changed to protect workers in the private market up until
age 70, and the upper age limit was lifted entirely for Federal workers.
Because of the general failure of the private market to adequately
meet the needs of middle-aged. and older workers, two Federal programs! currently operate to provide limited assistance to the older
workerv
Tbe Comprehensive Employment and Training Act-CETA-is
the Nation's largest public employment program. However, its main
focus is on youth unemployment. Although we recognize the severity
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of the: problem in providing jobs for America's young people, the
CETA' program has largely ignored the problems of the aged in finding jobs. Findings of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights revealed
that although persons 55 and over represented 9 percent of the unemployed in 1977, only 5 percent of the enrollees in the CETA prograin were 55 years of age or older. Additionally, the 9 percent figure
understates the problem of elderly unemployment because it does not
take into account the many discouraged workers no longer actively
seeking jobs.
The Commission study states:
These figures probably understate the actual situation because, according to
many persons in the field of aging, employable persons 65 and over are not adeqnmately reflected in data on unemployed persons.

Both because of the large number of aged unemployed and because
of the inadequacies of the CETA program, a senior community service
employment program providing part-time community service jobs to
people over 55 was created in 1968. In its first year of operation, the
SCSEP provided jobs for about 2,000 older persons. Today, more than
37,000 people are working within the program which is sponsored
by five national aging organizations and has an operating budget of
$190 million.
There has been a major investment over the past 10 years in developing the expertise required to effectively administer the community
service employment program. It has been clearly demonstrated that
the national contractors have been responsible for the success of the
program, and have administered the program effectively and efficiently.
Yet, the fact is that efforts are underway -in the Senate version of the
Older Americans Act to diminish the level of activities of national
contractors by as much as two-thirds of their current funding levels.
If the Senate position is upheld in the current OAA reauthorization
discussion, the hold-harmless date for insuring minimum support of
national contractors' activities will be maintained at the June 30, 1975,
level. At that time, national sponsors were receiving only $42 million.
We are hopeful that the fine track record developed by all national
SCSEP sponsors is recoonized and that the hold-harmless is updated

to the September 30, 19-78 level of $190 million.

However, even programs such as SCSEP which have an excellent
record, are insufficient to meet the needs of the older worker. Not only
will higher levels of funding be needed, but greater encouragement
and more iimovative.approaches will be required to extend the working life of productive individuals who might otherwise retire, voluntalily or involuntarily. Not only is this important to maintain an
adequate standard of living for older people, but it will become of
increasing importance to the health of the Nation in years to come.
SOCIAL SERVICES

The birth of the SCSEP was spawhid out of the need for a manpower program witlh special emphasis on the needs of older workers.
A similar history can be traced for the establishment of the Older
Americans Act. Before the OAA developed into a major service programi for the aged, older people traditionally fared poorly in Stateadmini'.stered programs of social services. The unfortunate friction
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between age groups that-has manifested itself-for
example in the title
XX program authorized through the Social Security
elderly poor underrepresented in this and other Act-has left the
nonage category
approaches.
The Older Americans Act, currently funded at
an annual level of
$489 million-excluding title IX-established
a
network
of nearly
600 area agencies on aging under the auspices
of State agencies on
aging. The function of these agencies is to determine
services in the community and insure that the delivery the needs and
planned and coordinated in an efficient and equitable of services is
array of services may be offered depending upon manner. A vast
the needs of the
community.
A recent trend that we find distressing
shifting emphasis on the
part of State and area agencies on agingis the
to
a
direct provision of services to the aged. We viewmore active role in the
these agencies as planners and coordinators as well as evaluators of the
services provided to
the aged in the community. They should be maintaining
distance in order to objectively evaluate the quality an arms-length
of services provided, and to maintain credibility as planners.
LIFELONG LEARNING AND THE AGED

In 1976, the Congress passed amendments to the
Higher Education
Act, popularly known as the Lifelong Learning
Act.
With the passage
of that act, our organization hired an education consultant
to its affiliated National Senior Citizens Education and Research
Center.
We have found that the act has stimulated
of education
for the aged and the gathering toegther by thediscussion
Office
of
the
Assistant
Secretary of DHEW for Education of statistics and
information about
a wide variety of Federal activities that affect learning
activities of the
aged. However, there has been little if any change
usefulness of learning opportunities available for in the amount and
the aged. Too little
too late is the education story of too many of the aged.
In the field of adult learning, the more education
a person has received and the higher his economic status, the
greater
that the adult will be participating in some form of is the likelihood
education.
The present population of the aged has more illiteracy
than other
age groups, a lower average number of years
classroom attendance,
and a disproportionate number at or below theofpoverty
line. Moreover,
mobility is a serious problem for the aged.
All of these obstacles mean that special effort is required
to inform
the aged of learning opportunities and to transport
room or other learning settings. Such effort has been them to classvery successful
in special demonstration projects, but it is the exception,
rather than
the rule.
NCSC makes a special effort to look to the interests
of the less advantaged of the aged. This means that we
a special interest in
seeing that learning opportunities are madehave
available
and partially literate. Their rate of participation to the illiterate
in the federally
funded adult basic education program is low, and
the
elementary and
secondary school systems which generally provide
ABE
learning opportunity have not been aggressive in seeking to
serve the aged. In
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seeking to
some areas, community colleges have been aggressive in
grants.
demonstration
received
have
they
because
partly
aged,
the
serve
the
opportunities,
and
services
In education, as is the case in other
grantsmanship
called
be
might
that
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to
subject
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roulette. The aged who live close to an institution that has
are not
that
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learning
have
may
demonstration arant
available to the aged living 50 miles distant.
some eduA very serious problem in education for the aging is that
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cators feel it is a waste of time and money to
aged
today's
that
is
that
to
response
Our
portunity for the aged.
during their
have given generously through the taxes they paid
free public
of
system
working lives to build the most comprehensive
who quit
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retired
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krnown.
ever
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world
education the
taxes
school
paid
and
living
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education
free
the
to
right
moral
a
have
to
us
to
seems
until he retired
that he did not get wMhen he was young.
funded
We are particularly concerned that public and privately effort
education-al
citizen
called
sometimes
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what
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ventures
to use our
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the
overlook
to
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their
better
to
process
political
democratic
aged.
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and
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the
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citizenship.
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study
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going to
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social
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This
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remaining
the
with
do
to
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to
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NCSC
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in
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that
attitude
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may be hyperbole, but it illustrates
find frustrating and just plain wrong.
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to
to
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know
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to
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history-to
as
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events
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programs.
for
Programs in existence demonstrate that learning opportunity
things:
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accomplish
the aged can
by
Provide new goals and accomplishments to replace the void left
work.
of
world
the
departure from
Help the aged to cope as consumers and citizens.
Provide recreation and entertainment; and
them.
Benefit those of other ages by providing a learning resource for
few
too
far
that
show
aged
the
of
life
the
of
A casual examination
above.
the
of
any
in
participate
them
of
in literaThe National Endowment for the Humanities funds courses
"If
program:
this
for
premise
the
states
brochure
Its
aged.
the
for
ture
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I had but two loaves of bread, I would sell one of them and buy white
hyacinths to feed my soul."
We at the National Council of Senior Citizens are not insensitive
to the values of culture, but our first priority is to see that the aged
possess one loaf of bread and a roof over their heads. In education this
means that our first priority is to provide basic education for the aged
who did not receive it when they were young.
We believe that while some of the aged may enjoy discussing the
poetry of Dylan Thomas, more would benefit from courses on the great
historical events that occurred during their own lifetimes and we are
suggesting such a course to the National Endowment for the
Humanities.
Many of our members spent their working lives in the school of hard
knocks. The NCSC strongly urges the educational bureaucracy of the
Federal Government to place a high priority on providing a pleasanter
classroom for them now.
STATEMENT OF DR. BERNARD I. FORMAN, WASHINGTON, D.C., REPRESENTATIVE, NATIONAL GRAY PANTHERS
Dr. FORMAN. I am Dr. Bernard I. Forman, official representative of
the National Gray Panthers. In the absence of Maggie Kuhn. national
convener' of the Gray Panthers, I am happy to accept vour invitation
to appear before the Senate Special Committee on Aging to express
our views and offer some recommendations regarding the most pressing problems still confronting older Americans today.
Although the popular image of the Gray Panthers is that of a group
of older people selectively concerned with issues affecting the elderly,
we are in fact a working coalition of like-minded old, young, and middle-aged activists. We are banded together to expose and attack ageism
in all its forms, and to challenge and eradicate every vestige of agebased discrimination in our society. We see ageism as having four basic
dimensions: Stereotyping, segregation, paternalism, and victim-blaming. The y tend to overlap and reinforce each other and provide convenient alibis for social evasions and calloused exploitation. Young and
old alike suffer from their common, characteristic failure to recognize
that people remain individuals throughout life-and have individual
needs, desires, and problems, regardless of age. Categorizing people as
too immature or "overqualified," too impetuous or "set in their ways"
ignores the infinite variety of human nature and human experience.
Paternalism has many faces. It appears in the guise of "benign neglect" or "benevolent despotism." It shows itself in overnrotectiveness
of both young and old, disregarding individual capabilities. It is present in the assumption that some people are inherently dependent and
welcome well-intended interference with their rights and freedom of
choice. It may explain the tokenism in the rewards granted to retirees
for not "making waves," since it may assuage the guilt feelings often
experienced by young replacements for older workers.
Lastly, our society finds it easier to blame the victim rather than itself for its own shortcomings. Older workers are criticized for not retiring voluntarily and making room for deserving younger workers.
Youngrer replacements are blamed for forcing their older predecessors out. "Young, new blood" clashes with "old, tired blood," and often
produces "bad blood" between generations. As a result, the social serv-
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ices that are supposed to blunt the pain of aging are viewed as "handouts" that lead, in turn, to "taxpayers' revolts" and punish those who
need help most. Unfortunately, human values sometimes place a poor
third behind self-interest and false economy.
The Gray Panthers movement includes people of all ages in some 60
networks across the country. With over 24 million Americans over (65,
it is obvious that the problems of a "graying America" cannot be easily
to
"swept under the rug." This new series of hearings is a clear indexthe
affecting
issues
various
the
to
attaches
the importance Congress
elderly. Our interest in so many interrelated questions of national concern may seem too global. But we are convinced that the interests of
older Americans are inseparable from those of all other Americans. We
also feel that radical changes in our faltering economic system, within
its traditional democratic framework, are called for if we are to rectify
its present weaknesses and inequities. In this context, the Gray Panthers are deeply committed to active involvement in any programs or
proposals crucial to the country as a whole.
Nevertheless, we recognize the hard realities. *We know that we
cannot tackle every important issue with equal force and have had
to order our priorities according to our own perceptions. Among the
key issues of particular concern to the Gray Panthers-not necessarily
in order of importance-are the following;
FuLL EMPLOYMENT

Althoughli we view S. 50. the I-Humphrey-I1awkins Full Employment and :13ianecel Growti Act, as imperfect and weaker than we
would like it to be, we regard its passage as essential to the economic
health df the country. We have supported and. still support the measure
and recommend passage by Congress as expeditiously as possible.
We also look favorably upon supplementary legislation, like S. 2805,
Senators Chiles and Doinenici. that proposes measures for upgrading
and mnaintainiing skills of older workers, as an adjunct to CETA.
H-1.R. 10814, Congressman Waxman, the "Second Careers Act of 197S,"
would also be worthwhile considering, if fitted in with S. 280.5.
NATIONAL HEALTH ShRVICE

The Gray Panthers strongly favor the National Health Service Act,
H.R. 11879. We consider a national health service vital to the welfare
of all American citizens of all ages. We see holistic health care as
encompassing all facets of mental, physical, and environmental health,
unimpeded by the profitmaking motive. This includes the services of
professional health providers and paraprofessionals in interdisciplinary teams, with special emphasis on health education, preventive
medicine, and occupational safety. Community involvement should
maximize the effectiveness of health service delivery and assure a
higher quality of life for young and old alike.
The Gray Panthers have been involved in a 3-year study of the
nursinog home industry, culminating in a recent book that exposes
abuses, violations of patients' righlts, and similar deficiencies. These
have recently been the subject of congressional investigation, along
with exposures of fraud in medicare and medicaid. and we continue to
be deeply concerned with needed reform in both areas.
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MANDATORY RETIREMENT

We welcome the recent action of the Congress in raising the ceiling
for mandatory retirement to age 70 for most private employees and
removing it entirely for the bulk of Federal workers. We also appreciate the promises of legislators in both Houses to eliminate the practice entirely. However, we are not entirely satisfied with temporary
and piecemeal expedients and will not be satisfied until the policy is
abolished completely in both public and private sectors.
The Gray Panthers have chosen to make mandatory retirement a
primary target for their active opposition because it symbolizes some
of the most odious characteristics of ageism, officially sanctioned. It
represents a kind of simplistic stereotyping that portrays all older
people as uniformly outworn, unproductive, and incompetent. It tries
to justify an exclusionary policy on grounds that research has shown
are without foundation. It purports to be efficient, impartial, and
humanitarian when in fact it is wasteful, discriminatory, and inhu mane. On the pretext of reducing unemployment, it plays a game of
"musical chairs" by exchanging the unemployment of youth for the
unemployment of the elderly, thus exacerbating intergenerational
Conflicts.

It is interesting to note that many industrialists and legislators now
recognize that our rapidly aging society can no longer afford to waste
the invaluable expertise of its elders or support the heavy burden that
early retirement places on those who are still employed. The abolition
of mandatory retirement is not a panacea, but it is a major key to
relieving "tle plight of the elderly." Reconsideration of its repercussions may force our society to face up to the paradox of persistent
unemnployment in a system supposedly predicated on continuous
growth and expansion.
CivIL RrIGTTS

Because age discrimination in employment is so closely linked with
civil rights, the Gray Panthers are interested in proposals to amend
the Civil Rights Act so as to include age among the protected categories now listed. We will therefore follow with interest and continue
to support legislative efforts like S. 3067 and T.R. 3505, that aim at
this desirable objective.
TiE OLDER AMERICANS ACT

The Gray Panthers have supported the extension and improvement
of the Older Americans Act, with certain reservations, and will continue to monitor the implementation of its various titles and programs. We appreciate the need to give priority to the requirements of
those who need assistance most urgently-the frail, the disadvantaged.
and the minority elderly. However, we still have some doubts about
the practical impact of the act on its ostensible beneficiaries. It is still
unclear whether it is actually benefiting all older Americans-as originally intended-or encouraging separatism and segregation of the
elderly, perpetuating dependence on others, and leaving the door open
for widespread exploitation of the vulnerable aged.
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WELFARE REFOR31M

Because so large a proportion of older Americans are poor-or have
become poor because of inflation and drastically reduced incomesmany of them are compelled to rely on welfare in order to survive. For
those who do not qualify for Older Americans Act programs or are
excluded from CETA or similar employment opportunities because of
their age or infirmities, this may be their only alternative. The Gray
Panthers

are

committed to support any improvements that may be

legislated through measures like the Welfare Reform Act, H.R. 9030
and H.R. 7200.
CRIMINAL CODE REFORM, S.

143 AND H.R. 6869

Insofar as it may affect the rights of elderly Americans, as well as
other Americans, the Gray Pantheis are concerned about hasty revisions of the criminal code. They will look with great care at any
changes that infringe upon the traditional rights of American citizens,
old or young, rich or poor.
The Gray Panthers recognize that outlawing mandatory retirement,
or implementing the Full Employment Act, or making more CETA
jobs available to the elderly, will not make unemployment disappear
completely overnight. For that reason, among others, they heartily
endorse current efforts to expand part-time opportunities, to experiment with flexitime and shared jobs, and explore similar alternative
working arrangements in both the public and private sectors. They
especially appreciable recent investigations in Congress of possible
alternatives to abrupt retirement, like "phased retirement," "trial
retirement," or "gradual retirement."
It is becoming increasingly apparent that "volunteerism," while
rewarding and -worthwhile for many retirees, does not satisfy everyone. Gainful employment is still a vital need for most people, whether
the need is physical, financial, or psychological. Any legislation that
genuinely seeks to enrich the lives of Americans of a] ages will be sure
to attract the attention of the Gray Panthers. But it will still have to
merit our wholehearted approval.
Thank you for this opportunity to present the views of the National
Gray Panthers.
STATEMENT OF CARMEILA G. LACAYO, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ASOCIACION NACIONAL PRO PERSONAS MAYORES
LACAYO. Air. Chairman and distinguished members of this comsIS.
mittee, on behalf of approxiimately 1.3 to 1.8 million viejitos, Hispanic
older persons. I thank you for this opportunity to share a Hispanic
perspective of the issues under consideration before this committee:
retirement, income, and lifelongr learning. While the Association
Nacional does not pretend to speak for all Hispanic older persons in
this country, we are keenly avware that as the only national organization representing the Hispanic elderly, we have a responsibility to
provide the Senate of the United States with the best information possible about the Hispanic community and its elderly.
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Thus, in preparing for this hearing today, members of my staff
and I began to identify the kinds of facts that would assist this committee and the Senate as it focuses on these important issues affecting
the Nation's elderly. I would like to be able to tell you with confidence
the number of Hispanic elderly living in the United States; how
many of them receive social security and the average amount they
receive; whether they live alone or with their families ; whether they
receive medicare, medicaid, or other forms of assistance. But, unfortunately, because of the serious lack of reliable empirical data about
the Hispanic community in this country, there is only sketchy information available about the Hispanic elderly.
The Bureau of Census states that there are approximately 1,100,000
Hispanic elderly-age 55 and older-living in the United States today. Yet, most Latino leaders disregard Census' enumerations as seriously undercounting Hispanics in this country. They estimate that
there are between 1.3 and 1.8 million Hispanic elderly living in the
United States.
Almost half of the Hispanic elderly of the United States are foreign
born. The bulk of this remarkable statistic is composed of Puerto
Ricans and Cubans, reflecting foreign born populations of 91 and 93
percent, respectively.
Like the rest of America. the Hispanic elderly live in metropolitan
areas-approximately 81 percent in 1975.
The estimated lifespan of a Hispanic person in the United States
is 55 years compared to 70 years for non-Hispanics in the United
States.
Approximately 70 percent of the Hispanic elderly in the United
States have completed less than 5 years of schooling.
In 1970, approximately 39 percent of the Hispanic elderly were active members of the labor force. Yet, despite this long participation in
the labor force, in 1970, the average annual income of the Hispanic
older male was only $4,234.
While the empirical data necessary to describe the Hispanic elderly
is sketchy and incomplete at best, there are demographic facts about
the Hispanic community upon which there is basic agreement, and
which portend that steps should be taken now in preparation for the
future.
All estimators agree that the Hispanic population is rapidly increasing. Between 1970-76, the Census Bureau shows an annual growth rate
of' 3.5 percent. Hispanic leaders estimate the growth rate to be even
more rapid. Whatever it is, however, even the Census' figures show
that Hispanics accounted for one-foullth of this country's population
growth between 1970 and 1976.
The IHispanic community is growing faster than the rest of the
U.S. population, and it is almost 6ertain that such. growth will continue in the future. The sources of this growth are: (a) The younger
median age of Hispanics-20.9 years compared to 28.9 years overall;
(b) the larger size of Hispanic families-almost double the size of the
average American family; (c) the continued influx of legal Hispanic
immigrants-about 150,000 per year; and (d) some form of anuiesty
for a portion of the undocumented Hispanic immigrants.
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MEDIAN HISPANIC AGE: 20.9

The Hispanic community's median age of 20.9 years means that 50
percent of the community is older than 20.9 years and 50 percent of
the community is younger than 20.9 years.
Indeed, according to 1978 Census data, almost 42 percent of the Hispanics in the United States are 18 years old or younger. Demographers
agree that the highest fertility ages are between the ages of 20-29.
Since the Hispanic community is just oln the threshold of the highest
fertility aged period, given Hispanics larger family size, it is clear
that the Hispanic community will significantly increase over the next
two decades by propagation alone. Thus, the policies and plans formillated today, in anticipation of the aged of tomorrow, must consider a
significantly expanded Hispanic elderly population.
By these hearinlgs, this committee is beginning the difficult task of
determining what Federal Government policy should be on growing
old in America. But policy does not operate in a vacuum. Government
policy oln retirement, employment, and lifelong learning will affect all
of society's attitudes and opinions about work and growing old in
America. Such policies will have a profound effect on all the institutions of society. And unless steps are taken to affect the. realities of
minority group wvorkers today, the prospects of retirement and lifelong learning will be meaningless for minority group workers tomorrow. For it is unrealistic for Hispanic older workers to contemplate
retirement when the average lifespan of a Hispanic male is only 55
vears.

So Senators, as you explore the possible effects of various aging policies on society's interrelationships, it is important to know and understand that the hopes inherent in retirement, employment, and lifelong
learning, hopes that so many take for granted as promises, are illusions
for most Hispanics in the United States. As leaders in the field of
aging, all of us are challenged to vitalize those hopes. I look forward
to working with you and my colleagues in aging, toward securing
retirement, employment, and lifelong learning as options available to
all of our people.
Thank you.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES L. MERIN, LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTA1
TIVE, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED FEDERAL EMPLOYEES
M1r. isIminx. -Ir. Chairman, I am Charles L. MHerin, legislative representative of the National Association of Retired Federal EmployeesNARFE. The association is 57 years old and is composed entirely of
retired Federal employees, their spouses, and survivors. We have a
dues-paying membership of more than 300,000 persons, and we represent the legislative interests of some 1.5 million retired Federal
workers. We very much appreciate the opportunity to participate in
this round table Discussion.

The abolition for most Federal employees of mandatory retirement
shines as a beacon in the history of American personnel relations. The
Item 7. p. 355; Item 8, p. 356; and Item 9, p. 357 for supplemental
I Sec appendix 1. by
NARFE.

material submitted
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compelling economic, social, and psychomedical forces which spurred
its passage have been adequately addressed by this and other committees of the Congress. Miy association is proud of the role it played
in lobbying this landmark legislation into law. A copy of our testimony is enclosed for your perusal.'
In his testimony before this committee on July 19, Civil Service
Chairman Alan Campbell stated that: "The elimination of the age
70 mandatory separation provision of the law for most Federal civilian employees is not expected to have any major impact on the Federal
service."
We strongly disagree. *We believe that the Commission study of
the impact of the new law will prove otherwise as weell. Mandatory
retirement served as a significant psychological disincentive to performance by older workers. With no hope of remaining on the job
past mandatory retirement are, worker self-esteem and productivity
most certainly diminished. By raising the mandatory retirement age
for private sector workers from 65 to 70, the Congress has only deferred the larger issue with which it must wrestle. MNy association
believes that as long as employment barriers based on age remain,
the full meaning of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act,
Amenmen.ts of 1978 will never be realized. For that reason we have
lent our support to legislation prohibiting the mandatory retirement
of any working American. We believe that 23 million persons age 65
and over deserve no less.
One area in which the Federal Government as an employer has
shown admirable initiative has been in flexitime employment. Changing economic, social, and demographic patterns have made it clear
that employment is no longer an immutable state of being, regulated
by set hours or fixed work conditions. This is particularly true for
older -workers who are currently retired or who are considering retiremcnt. For many of them, flexitime employment offers significant
financial, psychological, and social alternatives to the rigid state
known as retirement. The association has addressed this topic in
earlier hearing before the Congress, and a copy of our testimony is
attached for your review.2 Flexitiine employment is a wvorthwhile
concept whose timeliness has been aided by the rising financial burden of providing an adequate retirement income for older persons.
We believe that the total abolition of mandatory retirement practices,
the adoption of flexitime work schedules, and the use of financial
incentives to dissuade persons from opting for early retirement, offer
creative solutions to that vexing financial problem.
EcoNomIics OF RETIREMENT
I'd like to address the economics of retirement for just a moment.
A fellow I know once astutely observed that the only difference between an old man and an elderly gentleman wvas money. Adjustments
in retirement or lifelong learning opportunity without concomitant
improvements in the quality of retirement income, are insufficient
achievements. As all of us here today know only all too well, inflation
hits hardest at those living on fixed or relatively fixed incomes. It is
I See appendix 1 Item 7, p. 355.

2 See appendix 1, item S, p. 356.
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estimated that almost one-half of the American population is dependent, in a direct or indirect way, on the Consumer Price Index for
various benefit adjustments. The Government Operations Committee
of the House has pending before it legislation which would require
the use of the new all-urban CPI for all cost-of-living benefit adjustments as of July 1, 1978. While my association does not formally
oppose the use of the new all-urban index for future cost-of-living
adjustments, we are concerned that this new index has seriously deemphasized two categories of major importance to older personsfood and medical care. Our testimony before the Government Operations Committee l detailed these concerns, and called on the Butreau of
Labor Statistics to study the feasibility of a CPI for the elderly.
I repeat that call today. Changing demographics and inflation's victimization of the ability of many older persons to meet life's most
essential needs, argue compellingly for this initiative.
AMany persons nearingc retirement view its prospect with great fear
and trepidation. A recent university study established retirement as
one of life's most traumatic experiences. Given that, we believe that
the Civil Service Commission needs to expand and improve the pleretirement counseling services available to its employees. Preretirement counseling is not mandatory for Federal employees, and we
respect the right of every individual to decline the use of this valuable
service. However, those who seek it far too often find Federal personnel
officers poorly informed or misinformed about the important decisions
which need to be made prior to retirement. A recent conversation with
a NARFE member well illustrates the point.
It seems that as the woman approached the date of her retirement
fromn the Federal service, she approached her agency personnel officer
for counseling. The personnel officer informed the woman that Civil
Service Commission regulations mandated a 2-year delay from the date
of retirement before survivor benefit coverage could be elected. The
woman dutifully waited the 2 years from the time of her retirement,
and then sought out the personnel officer nearest her home. The counselor then informed her that she had been misinformed; in point of
fact, Commission regulations clearly stated that such an election could
only be made at the time of retirement or within 1 year of that date.
It was my unfortunate duty to inform her that the information her
orignal personnel counselor had provided her was incorrect, and that
existing Commission regulations offered little hope for redress. Fortunately for this reason, legislation-H.R. 3800-to authorize a second
chance to elect survivor benefit coverage, now- pends before the 1-Touse.
This is but one incident, yet illustrative of a recurring problem involving poor or inadequate preretirement counseling for many Federal
vorkers.
URGENT NEED FOR RETIREMENT COUNSELING

Mly association urges the Civil Service Commission to take steps
to insure that Federal personhel counselors throughout the Nation
provide accurate retirement counseling. The designation of a retirement counselor for each Federal personnel office may be a useful velicle
toward achieving that goal.
lSee appendix 1, item 9, p. 357.
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Some basic data dramatizes the urgency of this problem; In 1965,
there were approximately 728,000 Federal annuitants and survivors
throughout the United States; today that figure exceeds the 11/2 million
mark. With Federal employees retiring at the rate of approximately
80.000 per year, the need for competent and readily accessible preretirlement counseling services is clear.
As an aside, it mav interest the committee to learn that my association, with the approval of the Civil Service Commission is now actively involved in the Federal preretirecment counseling process.
NARFE regutilarly sponsors preretirement seminars for Federal employee groups rang ing, in number from 50 to 500. At the solicitation of
a Federal agency, the association has coordinated complete retirement
seminars, producing expert speakers, and distributing retirement literature to those assembled. These presentations focus oln alternatives
to retirement in the form of second careers and flexitime employment,
technical aspects of the Federal annuity program, estate planning and
wills, and other areas of general concern to prospective retirees. The
organization does not charge nor will it accept fees for providing
this service. Through1 this involvement. wve hope to aid in the improvement of preretirement counseling services, and to attract new members
to the association.
This concludes the written portion of my presentation. I will be
pleased to answer any questions you have about the association. I
appreciate the privilege of appearing before you today.
STATEMENT OF DR. MILDRED M. SELTZER, PRESIDENT-ELECT, ASSOCIATION FOR GERONTOLOGY IN HIGHER EDUCATION
Dr. SELTZER. The Association for Gerontology in Higher Education
is an organization of over 150 institutions of higher education, all
of which are engaged in activities related to education and research
about aging. My main emphasis and bias, therefore, is an obvious
one-upon education and research in the study of agring and related
issues. If I have another bias, it is the equally obvious one of being an
older woman.
Despite my biases I know there is ample evidence to show the need
for increased stable funding to support research and education in the
field of aging. In the testimony given at the hearings in July, many
basic questions are posed which can be answered only through Conltinuing programs of research and education.
WTithin1 the context of the hearing subject-retirement, work, and
lifelong learning-I will stress: (1) The need to develop policy and
plan programs based onl accurate information about older Americans;
(2) gaps in our kvnowledge about retirement and its implications for
policy and program planning; (3) the need to learn more about chang1ig
social attitudes toward work and its implications for pension programs and retirement policies: and (4) the need to have effective programs of lifelong education that are developed from an adequate
knowvledgke based on educational needs and the most effective ways
of meeting those needs.
In reading throuigh. the material presented at the July hearings. I
was impressed with how- much we know, how much has happened, and
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yet there are significant gaps in our knowledge about work, retirement,
and lifelong edcucation. For example, we have a great deal of demo-

g1raphic data, analyses of economic trends, and information about our
social security prograin. At the same time, our forecasts are often
ignored, our programs have not always been evaluated except by hearsay and anecdotes, and our research has, in many instances, been limited. We do not necessarily know the policy imllplications of some of our
research. While in our speeches and recommendations we stress the
need for lifelong education and long-ran(ge planning for older people,
we do not always consider how, where, wlihen, and why to implement
our recommendations.

In part. our present situation is understandable. In the past. our
need to solve the new problems created by a large older population 'and
the necessity to develop a social policy about older Anmericans were
so great that we were willing to try almost anything. It is, therefore,
particularlyiimportant that we takle time now to do research on what
has and has not worked so that wve may plan more adequately for the
present and future older populations. It is legitimate to expect re-

search to provide us with accurate information which will. enable us to
eliminate mistakes and improve social conditions. While we may not
be able to achieve the idea], we can certainly achieve more satisfactory
conditions for older people.
To achieve these more satisfactory conditions, it is important to
plan programs and develop policies based upon accurate descriptions
and information about older Americans rather than upon our stereotypes about them. For these reasons, it is essential that we devote
financial and other resources to both education and research about
aging. While my focus will be upon retirement, vwork, and lifelong
education, let me also stress that what I say about the need for research and education relates to countless other topics. It. is 'vital to
recognize that those studying aging and the aged are dealing with
reseprch strategies and topics that have implications for gaining a,
bettir understanding of other aspects of the entire life cycle. It is
important also to unmderstand that there is currently no clearinghouse
for research about aging and no collected data base, 'and that few people are engaged in reanalyzing and/or replicating older researchl in
order to assure us that our pl)ev\iouls findings are accurate descriptions
of the people we. are planning for. 1Ve also have to keep reminding ouirselves that the older population is not a single, monolithic popullatiofl
but instead a constantly changing heterogeneous one, consisting of
many clifferent segmnents needing inany different thiings-old European-born Jews are not the same as old New Englrand Americans who
in turn are not the same as old rural Americans in Nebraska. Research
findings may not be gener alizable to all older people. Programs meetinlg the needs of one segment of that population may not necessarily
meet those of ainother segment. Age isn't necessarily the great leveler.
It is also important that we recognize that today's solutions to the
problems of older people may well carry the seeds of tomorrow's problems for older people. For example, the raising of the retirement age
may operate against the older people of tomorrow who prefer earlier
retirement but find it socially unacceptable.
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RETIREMENT

As all of those present know, we have a great deal of research on
some of the social and psychological variables relating to retirement
and about attitudes toward retirement. *We lack information on the
extent to which ethnicity, race, and sex affect decisions to retire and
patterns of retirement. We also lack information about the impact
of retirement on family relationships and upon working organizations.
In the past, it has been assumed that women's adjustment to retirement has not been nearly so difficult as men's. After all, the women's
primary role was a familial one and her work tended to be of seconidary importance to her. Increasingly, in part as a result of research
and in part as a consequence of the woman's movement, people are
beginning to recognize that women work for many of the same reasons
as men-money, recognition, success, and because they like what
they're doing. Increasingly, also, we are aware that more women are
entering the labor force-particularly middle-aged women who constitute the fastest growing segment-although generally in lower paid
positions than men occupy. There is a general rule of thumb about
woimien who work, the higher the fewer. This means then that women
tend to be employed in lower paying positions, jobs that often are not
covered by private pensions or retirement fringe benefits. The longlange consequences of this is a retirement financially poorer than
that of most men. Private pension plans as well as social security
benefits tend to favor economically the retirement of males rather
than females. This is an area in which additional research on differences to men's and women's patterns of retirement could lead to new
policy decisions eliminating the discrepancies in the future and providing programs including preretirement services to assist disadvanta (red women in the present.
In July of 1977, 11 scholars and administrators identified with
the subject of retirement, met for a. week to discuss and define some
of the major areas in which research about retirement needs to be
dlone. In Robert C. Atchley's forthcoming article about this meeting,
it is noted that ". . . retirement research has come a long way in the
years since the NICI-IHD conferences (1966 and 1967)." In the intervening 10 years between the NICHHD and the Scripps Foundation
meeting, the United States gained considerable information about
and experience with the social phenomenon of retirement. Among the
things we learned were (1) for most people, retirement has become a
normal, expected part of a worker's occupational cycle; (2) retirement, contrary to what many middle-class researchers believed. is not
necessarily a traumatizing crisis to many workers. In fact, if the
financial disadvantages of retirement could be eliminated, many
people would look forward to retirement in an even more positive
sense than they already do.
There continue to be significant areas in which research needs to
he undertaken. For example, what factors affect the timing of retirenment? Why are people retiring earlier than the mandatory and/or
expected retirement ages? -Much of our research has dealt with the
imlpact of retirement upon the individual. Just as important is the
effect the level of retirement may have on the work organization itself ?
Our work ethic has changed, people are less subservient than in the
past to the demands of work. As a society we are moving away from
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a willingness to sacrifice family, friends, and leisure activities to our
jobs. The need to achieve at work has become less important than
other needs. This means that the younger replacements of retired older
workers have a significantly different work orientation. We do not
know how this change in workers' values and attitudes will affect work
organizations.
These and other questions are vital ones for research undertakings.
*We need the answers to these researchable questions in order to:
(1) Anticipate more accurately future patterns of retirement and
how these will affect the Nation's economy.
(2) Develop preventive programs which will enable individuals to
plan more effectively for their retirements.
(3) Develop specific programs which focus on the unique retirement
problems experienced by members of particular ethnic, radical and/or
sex categores.
(4) Create more effective long-range social policies, based upon
the constantly changing characteristics of the United States' older
population. Often our solutions are of an ad hoc nature, appropriate
for some segments of today's older population, but inappropriate for
tomorrow's. Unfortunately, programs and policies become set in concrete, thus carrying the seeds for our future social problems of aging
and the aged.
As we turn our attention to the topic of work, much of what I have
been saying with reference to research about retirement issues applies
to the subject of work. As I already noted, as a society our attitudes
toward work have been changing, and we really do not know as much
as we need to know about these changes and their consequences for our
economy. It would be valuable to undertake research on this topic.
Longitudinal research or research using the more complex but more
accurate strategies developed by Baltes, Schaie, Nesselroade, and
others, could provide us with information about whether or not our
attitudes toward work. its significance in our lives and its meaning are
changing and, if so, to what extent. For example, we need to know the
answers to such questions as "What does work mean to different generations? To women as compared with men? To different occupational
categories "Is the typical work pattern for women a bimodel one, an
in-and-out-of-the-labor-force pattern?" There are some women who
work throughout their life cycles, just as there are some women who
never work. Wlhat are the variables that affect this? 'We need information not only on middle-class and upper-middle-class women, but on all
women.
One of the hot items of today's research is research on old women.
The National Institute on Aging is sponsoring a conference next week
on this topic. At the annual meetings of the Gerontological Society
there have been panels and paper sessions devoted to this topic. A great
deal of what we hear is polemics. W"re need more accurate information
about today's population of old women and predictions about future
ones. Such information is of value in planning and providing specific
programs for specific categories of workers, men, women, rural, urban,
ethnic, and other categories. There are differences between the needs of
a retired rural woman schoolteacher and a retired urban male police-
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man. We need to know what those differences are and how to design'
programs to meet the special needs-programs which balance between

individual and social concerns. We also need research to let us know
how effective these programs are in doing what they were designed to
do. And, we need to know when no programs are needed.
LIFELONG EDUCATION

When we turn our attention to lifelong education, we need to ask
whether we are talking about education about or directed toward older
people. For the most part, education for older adults is self-education
and therefore a lot of what is directed toward older people, if it is to
be effective, should be media rather than classroom oriented.
In order to develop a comprehensive approach. therefore, we need
to bring together those with knowledge about older people with those
who know how to transmit knowledge.
Another aspect of education for older people relates to what I would
call "self-improvement" activities. Skills such as managing money,
planning adequate diets, knowing appropriate exercise programs., preventive health mechanisms, dealing with bureaucracy, once learned
usually are effective throughout the life cycle-once mastered these
skills have lasting power. We need to know something about the transmission of these skills throughout the life cycle and we need also to
learn whether and how skills in one area are transferable to another
area.
Other research topics come to mind almost immediately. How ihterestecl are people of all ages in different kinds of education? Given educational opportunities in senior centers, how many people t'ake advantage of it? Given State legislation permitting people over the age
of 55 oi' 60 to attend institutions of higher education without tuition
costs, how many people a.re taking advantage of this? Is it lack of opportunity or lack of interest which accounts for the low figures?
Equally important, in fact, perhaps more important, are the answers
to such questions as: In designing educational programs for older
adults, 'how much have we attempted to implement our knowledge
about learning in the later part of life? How much accurate data do
we have on mid-career changes? We're aware that the University of
Wiscbohsin Fay McBeath Center has been undertaking a research project on older people and college attendance. What are the implications
for other kinds of colleges and universities? How many admissions
programns for medical schools, dental schools, and other professional
as well as undergraduate colleges and universities continue to use either
implicit or explicit age criteria? What problems do midlife school
returnees meet?
Equally important as topics of investigation are those relating to the
attitudes of faculty members toward returning adult students. What
do we know about faculty attitudes toward the returned student? What
are the implications of such data? We talk about lifelong education.
What' kinds of education are needed at different stages of life? What
can wo do in the earlier years of life that will encourage people to view

educational organizations as appropriate resources throughout the life

cycle Mid how can educational institutions be changed to accept eduicatioii'asla lifelong actuality?
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What are we teaching children in the primary grades about old age
and aging? About work and retirement? While there are attempts to
introduce curriculum content on these topics in the kindergarten
through 12 grades, how effective have they been ? How can you teach
young children about work, retirement, and aging? Or do you? Are
the curriculum materials being used to teach young children about
aging doing an accurate job or do they provide further reinforcement
of existing stereotypes? How do you teach teachers about aging and
the teaching of life cycle approaches? Once again, all of these are
researchable questions on which, as yet, we have little data. Answers
to these questions will give us some indication about the usefulness
of education in achieving attitude changes. They will provide us with
ways of developing more adequate lifelong educational opportunities
and programs for people.
We talk about growing old. What do we mean in terms of growth
when we talk about education, work, and retirement?
The'Ass6ciation for Gerontology in Higher Education is an institutional organization representing institutions of higher education in
which there are programs related to the study of aging. As an educational organization, obviously we stress the importance of education,
of research,'and of public service. It is as inappropriate for us to speak
against these topics as it would be to speak against motherhood. It is
our convicition that one of the best sources for generating new inforInation is institutions of higher education and that colleges and universities have a responsibility to engage in research relating to aging.
In times of 'decreased enrollment and limited income, it becomes increasingly necessary that such research be externally funded, f requently by Federal and State government agencies. At the same time that
it is vital to undertake research,. it is also important to transmit'such
information to our students.
While the temptation is either to over or undersell education, it is
not a universal panacea providing us with solutions to all problems, but
is one of the better mechanisms we have of maintaining a democratic
system and encouraging an enlightened social policy. WThile it is very
doubtffil that we will find a perfect solution to problems relating to
work, retirement, and lifelong education, we can learn through ou11
research endeavors-adequatel y funded research endeavors-some of
the sources and causes of past errors. We can learn more about the
consequences of past social policies and programs. We can gather increasingly accurate information about the realities of the world. In
these ways, we can learn to minimize problems if not completely eliminate them. If we're careful, we can avoid making today's solutions the
source of greater problems in the future.
We would like to submit for the record the attached supporting data
indicating the need for funding of research and training in the field
of aging. We might note that the tremendous need for personnel has
resulted in hiring people inadequately prepared for the jobs that they
are performing.
ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION
Senator C-ruRCII. When I was in the Army, at this point my coinmandinglofficer usually asked for a volunteer. [Laughter.]
Who would like to volunteer for the discussion?
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Mr. DANSTEDT. I will.
Senator CHURCH. Fine, Mr. Danstedt.
Mr. DANSTEDr. I think we can make this kind of observation and
supplemented by Betty Duskin and Lou Ravin.
I think we doubt very much if the age discrimination act is going
to have much of an impact on people continuing to work when they
become eligible for retirement benefits. That is the first point. I don't
think you can tell much at this point, but I doubt that that is going
to happen because I think had we established a pattern of people
retiring at 62 and 65 we are going to have to deal with them. I think
there is going to have to be a lot of attention paid to shaping up the
attitudes of industry and the unions toward continuing to provide
employment for older people.
Then I think something must be done concerning a subject which
I don't know very much about, but I have been strongly impressed
by the fact that there must be out in the labor force the millions of
people who are bored to death with their jobs and are working toward
retirement. I know in the government sector, and the private sector
too, in which they are literally saying "wait -until the golden days
come" and as soon as it looks like they have a decent retirement
benefit, bang, they go. So one has to address also the business of making a satisfying situation to people if they are going to stay around.
and if they are needed, and not be atracted out of the labor force because of the state of retirement benefits available.
Senator CHURCH. Air. Brickfield.
Mr. BRICKFIELD. We agree that there won't be a strong, immediate impact. In fact, I have been reading some economic reports and
actuarial reports which say that raising the mandatory retirement
age will have a very small impact in the beginning. However, I don't
think, Senator Church, that is a true indicator of the long-term effect.
I think, especially in these days of inflation, more and more older
people need to work, they simply must work, and we need to eliminate
the various barriers to their employment.
For example, we need to eliminate mandatory retirement completely.
*We need to eliminate the social security earnings limitations test
which is a disincentive to full or maximum employment. I really
think it is in a sense mandatory retirement. It is a form of mandatory
retirement because vou reach a certain earnings level and if you continue to work, you lose at least some, if not all, of your benefits.
Senator CnURCH. We have moved that retirement test up very substantially. It is now $4,000 and will be $4,500 next year.
Mr. DANsTEDTr. If you live to be age 72.
Senator CHurzcHi. If you live to age 72, it is eliminated entirely.
Mr. BRicKrIELD. If we can only progress incrementally, we should
at least continue to raise the exempted earnings amount and at the
same time continue to reduce the age at which the limit is removed
so that eventually, when you do retire, you can earn as much as you
want and continue to collect your full social security.
Senator CHrURCH. There has been quite a lively argument on these
questions and I see several hands.
Tim Hacking.
Mr. IIAcKiNg. In view of the demographics with which we are
faced, we should, as a matter of public policy, try to induce a maximum work effort on the part of older workers and older persons. In
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BRICEFIELD.

And we fully support that.

Senator CHU-RCH. Yes.
from the
Mr. BRICKFIELD. If I may ask an expression of views
others in attendance.
a
Mr. AHRENS. Senator, I would like to jump in to say that fromnot
am
I
Aging,
the
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local level representing the National Council they are not going to
optimistic that people are that well fixed that
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stay on and work until 70. I think inflation has greatly damaged the
retirement incomes of many, many people. I think the extension to
70 may have come just in time and that a large number of people
wil I be choosing to stay on until they are 70.
Senator CHURCH. You may be right. Inflation is a real factor and
that brings back the other question I raise. For purposes of getting
the correct figures into the record, I want to note that the delayed
retirement credit is 1 percent per year. That is not much if the dollar
is depreciating at the rate of 8 percent. It is hardly an incentive at all.
Under the present law, I think we will go to 3 percent in 1982. I think
Congress could well consider the need to increase that percentage much
sooner and in a larger amount to provide some inducement to people
who might otherwise be inclined to work if they felt that there would
be some advantage to it when they finally retire.
Ms. DUSiKIN. I agree with you completely that obviously that rise
in the delayed retirement adjustment ought to at least keep up with
inflation. How much further you go than that requires consideration
of the cost to the system and the alternative liberalizations-on behalf
of those who don't have good jobs or who can't work-that must be
foregone. I think it is equally important to consider the group that is
out of work among the younger or the elderly.
Senator CH-rURcH{. Now I see from an eminent economist and a good
friend of mine, the Secretary of Commerce, and others, vacancies
beckoning that the age should be raised all 3 years in order to save
money for such a period. I think these gentlemen who are urging the
lift of any limits on earnings and social security are going in the
same direction, and I think for this time that is the wrong direction.
We have millions of people who retire early, who retire at age 62,
some of them because they had been waiting to retire, but many of
them because they had been unemployed for 1 or 2 years before that
and had no choice.
Now we ought to be concerned about getting people like that back
into the labor market, keeping them in the labor market, before we
worry about getting people out at 67 and 68 and keeping them at work.
That problem is solved in sufficient time to give real concern to these
older people who are affected.
A FIXED NUMBER

OF JOBS

AMr. HACKING. Senator, let me, by way of response to that, indicate
that the present recovery is creating an enormous number of new jobs.
Thlere are apparently many people who have a static view of the world
whlo think that the number of jobs is fixed and must be rationed, primarily to the young. We, however, view our economic world as dy1amnic. This economic recovery that is still in progress has witnessed
the creation of a tremendous number of jobs. Some 2 million people
many of them women. have come in to take those jobs. We don't think
in terms of a static fixed number of jobs that have to be rationed to
younger people, but rather we think in terms of a growing economy
w hich offers a huge growing number of new jobs. We want the elderly
to have an opportunity to get their share
of these new jobs. But to do
that. we have to get rid of the barriers and disincentives that force
or discourage older people out of the'work force. The statistics show
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(learly that middle-age workers are unemployed for far longer periods
of time than young workers. The figures also show that the older the
unemployed worker is, the longer his period of unemployment is likely
to be. We are simply not going to be able to make ends meet in the
future if we continue this kind of situation. We might be able to do
it if our productivity was as high today as it used to be, but as a matter
of fact, our productivity is declining.
Senator CHiuRCH. Wouldn't we be better off all the way around if we
more seriously addressed the central question of inflation?
M3r. I-HAcKING. Yes.

Senator CHURcH. I am always puzzled at the lack of resolution in
a whole succession of administrations when it comes to dealing with
the problem of inflation.
Mr.MERIN. Senator, my association sees a special need, a need that

is for a separate Consumer Price Index for the elderly. A number
of national organizations have endorsed this concept. We believe that
the present Consumer Price Index does not adequately reflect the
needs of older persons in the two categories of greatest importance
to them-food and medical care. I have some very clear data to support
that assertion. I trust that the other groups represented here today
support these efforts.
Senator CIIURCiHi. There is a lot of support. I have sponsored a bill
for that purpose.
Mfr.

DANSTEDT.

We support that.

Senator CiIuitcR.
person.

It would reflect the typical budget for an older

[r. DANSTFDT. Yes.
M\
Senator CHIURCH. I introduced that bill, S. 1243, and it is presently

pending in the Congress.

STATEMENT OF DOLORES DAVIS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL CAUCUS ON THE BLACK AGED, INC.
M[s. DAVIS. Senator Church, I would like to say that for the major
national black aging organizations, and national black organizations
in general, the elimination of the mandatory retirement age is a very
controversial issue. One, there is the argument that if persons are
allowed to stay in the labor force, this would mean inadequate jobs
for you and not enough jobs for youth at the lower entry levels. Even
greater than that, I think the greatest fear is that following elimination of the mandatory retirement age, and also because of the increases
of the number of elderly in the population, eventually there will be
argrumlents to extend the age eligibility for those who receive the social
security benefits. That is the greatest fear, and because of the differentials of life in the black age population and other minority populations as well, this is a very, very serious concern.
The Black Caucus would like to go oln record as opposing any dlistinction in the age of eligibility for the receipt of social security
benefits.

Senator CHURCH. Would you tell me, Dolores, whether that gap in
longevity is beginning to close? Do you have any data that would indicate that that gap is starting to close ?
MDs. DAvis. Yes. I have a chart.
Senator CH-URCH. You just happened to bring a chart.
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Ms. DAVIS. This shows life expectancy. I would like to personally
thank Herman Brotman for being interested in this subject for many
years. This chart was designed by Beth Solo with the George Washington University, and it shows the life expectancy. There are some
other charts," and I will have them passed out, that reflect the same
problem. The differences in years in 1959, you can see at age 65 the
gap was 8 years. Down to the present time in 1973, there was a differential of only 1.1 years at age 65. The real differential occurs particularly at the ages between 25 and 44, because of greater mortality
among black males due to homicides and violent deaths. That is thle
reason for the differences in midlife which keeps the differences up,
but at birth the differences in life expectancy are still a six-point differential at birth, but at age 65, we see that these differentials are
decreasing for males and for females.
Now what is very, very interesting among the oldest age cohorts,
those 85 and older, we find that there is an extension of life expectancy, and the rate is almost twice as great for the black elderly
as for the white elder]y.
Senator CHURCH. 85
Ms. DAVIS. 'Well, it begins for black females at age 70 and for
black males at about age 75. It is called the crossover effect and the
reasons are not known, but we feelSenator CIIuRCIT. I suppose if they are tough enough to make it to
that age, they are especially hardy.
Ms. DAVIS. Senator Church, I would like to interject here a very

interesting hypothesis in terms of the lack of access to institutional
care for black elderly. We do not have access to institutional care at
all so, therefore, we are thinking that the preponderance of black aged
to live wvith their family's home health care, we are thinking that this
might have, to some extent, an effect on the life expectancy of the aged
blacks at this rate of increase.

Senator CMUnRCI. You know, that is a very interesting possibility.
Ms. DAVIS. They do not have access to institutional care.
Senator CHiuRCHi. I have seen so many older people decline when
they move or are moved by their families into nursing homes.
Ms. DAVIS. For every 21 white females living in an institution, there
is only 1 black female, and, of course, females live longer than the
males. We would like to do some research into this, because it would
have a great impact and meaning for all older persons.
Senator CHURCn. It might help me in my efforts to get medicare
to pay greater attention to home health care. I think something less
than 3 percent of medicare part A outlays today go to home health
care and everything else is institutional.
Ms. DAvIs. There is a related problem to family support. Secretary Califano, in his testimony on July 17. testified to the need for
supported family care. He indicated that HEW, of course, is providing
little incentives for providing this kind of supportive care, but under
the supplemental security income program not only is there a little
encouragement, there is indeed a penalty for families who live
Senator CHURCH. That is income in kind.
Ms. DAVIS. Income in kind. There is a penalty, but you see even so
this is an area where incentives need to be provided.
Senator CHURCH. Absolutely.

I See pp. 307-313.
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Ms. DAVIS. Because the benefit of only $189 a month being subtracted because you can choose to live with a family relative being
deducted seems a crime in our society.
Senator CHURCH. I agree with you. When we talk about the enormous increasing costs of the entire retirement program. and medical
care program, we have not begun to calculate how much of this is
self-imposed by the system. The system has been built, to a very large
degree, around supporting institutions-hospitals, nursing homes, and
the like. It would clearly be much less costly-and in most oases more
satisfactory-if we had some way of encouraging or helping families
to help their own, as most families would want to do, if they could
manage it.
Ms. DAVIS. Make very serious applications for it right here.
Also, in terms of the SSI program, in kind transfer programs, we
are balking about incentives to work. That program is a locked in
program of poverty because even if you choose to work there are no
incentives. You can only make $65 a month if you. are receiving SSI.
That amounts to $16.25 a week, 41 cents an hour. We are talking about
supplementing meager incomes, particularly of black females, 'and
this is the only financial support they have, and it is my belief they
would like to work because they have such a mediun income. The
Harris-NCOA poll shows that they must work in order to meet other
financial needs such as housing, providing for medical cost. If you look
at the cost of living, it is up 7 percent for retired elderly urban couples
due to rising medical costs. I think that we have to look at the provision of making for income maintenance programs and for allowing
incentives for people at the lower age, lower income level, as well as
the upper income levels as well. It is a very serious problem.
Senator CHmuKcn. Thank you very much.
[The charts referred to by Ms. Davis follow:]
TABLE 1.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OFTOTAL MONEY INCOME FORTHE POPULATION 65 YEARS OFAGE AND
OVER,BY RACE:1975
Race
Total money income
Without income -4.0
With income -96.0
$1 to $999 -96.0
$1,000 to 1,499 - ---$1,500 to 1,999-16.9
$2,000 to 2,499 -22.0
$2,500 to 2,999 -10.4
$3,000 to 3,499 -8.6
$3,500 to 3,999 -5.6
$4,000 to 4,999-5.
$5,000 to 5,999 -4.
$6,000 to 6,999 -2.
$7,000 to 7,999$8,000 to 8,999 -.
$9,000 to 9,999-.-3

Black

-----------------------------------------------------

10. 7

5
2
4
1. 5
8

Total -100.
Total persons (thousand) -1,

6.4
93.6
93. 6
7. 2
8. 4
9.9
8.8
8.6
6.0
9. 4
7. 5
4. 8
3.9
3. 2
2.0

3.4

$10,000 to 11,999-.9
$12 000 to 14,999---4
$15,000 to 19,999-.
$20,000 to 24,999-(
$25,000+
-()

White

8

0
796

3.0
2.1
.9
1.3
100.0
19,654

I Less than 0.1 pct.

Source: U.S.Bureau of the Census current population report, series P-60, No. 105,"Money Income in 1975of Families
and Persons in the United States," table 46.
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LEVEL, BY RACE:1966,1969, 1971,1973-75
BELOW THE POVERTY
OFAGEAND OVER
TABLE 11.-PERSONS 65 YEARS
[in thousands]
White

Black
Year

Number below
poverty level

---1966
---------1969
1971--------------623
-620
1973
1974 -1975 -

Poverty rate
55. 1
49.2
39. 3
37. 1
34. 3
36.3

722
7----23
591
652

Number below
poverty level
4,357
4,125
3,605
2,698
2,460
2,634

Ratio of black
to white rate

Poverty rate

2.09
2.08
1.97
2.58
2.64
2.71

26.4
23. 7
19.9
14.4
13.8
13.4

' Based on revised methodology for computing poverty levels.
Source: U.S.Bureau of the Census, series P-60, No. 103,"Money Income and Poverty Status of Families and Persons in
the United States: 1975 and 1974 Revisions" (advance report), table 17.
TABLE 111.-POVERTY RATESFORTHE POPULATION 65 YEARS OF AGEAND OVERBY REGION, METROPOLITANNONMETROPOLITAN PLACE OF RESIDENCE, AND FAMILY STAl US: 1975
Percent of total below
poverty level
Region, metropolitan-nonmetrop litan, and family status
U.S.total Metropolitan, persons 65 plus -29.
In families with head 65 plus Not in families -56.
Nonmetropclitan, persons 65 plusIn families with head 65 plus -45.5
Not in families -72.

Black

White

36.3

13.4

0.
24.0
3
52.1

10.3
6.5
22.9
18.6
10.8
36.9

5

10.6

North and west -22.7
Metropolitan, persons 65 plus -2.3
In families with head 65 plusNot in familiesNonmetropolitan, persons 65 plus -()
In families with head 65 plus-()
Not in families--

16.5
41. 5
.-

-

South -----------------------------------------------------Metropolitan, persons 65 plus-40.6
In families with head 65 plus-25.5
Not in families-74.
Nonmetropolitan, persons 65 plus In families with head 65 plus -46.1
Not in families -73.9

-30.

8.9
3.8
20. 3
14.2
6.4

6

36.6

11.4

9
52.2

14.6
7.6
31.7
24. 7
16.6
46. 4

'Basn less than 75,000 persons.
irce: U.S.Bureau of the Census current population reports, series P40, No. 106,"Characteristics of the Population
the Poverty Level: 1975," table 9.

TABLE IV.-AVERAGE MONTHLY SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFIT OF RETIRED WORKERS AND DEPENDENTS BY RACE: 1960, 1967, AND 1973
Average monthly benefit

Typeo af beneficiary
Retired workers -$
Male FemaleDependents:
Wives -39.20
Children

Ratio of average monthly benefit

1967

1960

1960

1973
Black
end
other

Black
and
other

1967

Black
aud
other/white

Black
and
other/white

1973
Black
and
other/white

White

Black
and
other

White

75.00
83.00
60.60

$58.90
65.40
46.60

$86.90
96.10
73.20

$68.50
76.20
56.90

$169.20
185.60
148.50

$136.70
151.30
117.30

$134. 70
149.70
116.60

.79
.79
.77

.79
.79
.78

.81
.82
.79

.80
.81
.79

30.00

28.10
18.00

44.90
35.80

32.20
23.10

86. 30
66.30

62.40
45.00

62.30
45.40

.72
.60

.72
.64

.72
.68

.72
. 68

White

Source: Thompson, G. B., "Blacks and Social Security Benefits: Trends, 1960-73," Social Security Bulletin, April 1975, table 4.

Black

Black/white

CD
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TYPES OF INCOME, BY
TABLE V.-PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS 65 YEARS OF AGEAND OVERRECEIVING SELECT
RACEAND FAMILY STATUS: 1975
Percent of elderly receiving
income from sources
Family status and type of income
Head, 65 years and over:
Earnings' Wages and salaries ------------------------Nonfarm self-employment -4.2
Farm self-employment -2.8
Income other than earnings '-96.7
Social security income -85.3
Public assistance income -12.0
Supplemental security income
2 - -26.9
Other transfers of payment
Dividends, interest, and rent -20.9
Private pensions, government pensions, alimony, annuities, etc -18.1

Black

White

56.5
53.3

48.7
40.4
7.5
5.7
91.7
85.3
1.3
4.7
12.0
66.4
39.4

12.9

Total with incomeTotal persons (thousands) 65 plus not in families:
Earnings
Wages andsalaries -----------------------------Nonfarm self-employment-1.5
Farm self-employment
Income othe than earnings -97.5
Social security income -85.0
Public assistance income -5.7
Supplemental security income -39.2
Other transfers of payment -10.0
Dividends, interest and rent -13.5
Private pensions, government pensions, alimony, annuities, etc -8.8

100.0
673

100.0
7,424

20.0
18.4

17.2
13.0
2.5
2.2
98.2
90. 6
1.8
11.3
8.4
58.0
26.2

(3)

100.0

Total with income ---------------Total persons (thousands) -599

100.0
6,200

Detail does not add to 100percent because some families and individuals receive income from more than one source.
D
Unemployment and workman's compensation and veterans payments.
oBase less than 10,000.
Source: U.S.Bureau of the Census, current population report, series P-60, No. 106, "Characteristics of the Population
Below the Poverty Level: 1975," table 38.
2

TABLE VI.-POVERTY RATE FORTHE POPULATION 65 YEARS OFAGEAND OVERBY TYPE OF INCOME, RACE,AND
FAMILY STATUS: 1975
[In percentl
Poverty rate
Black

Family status and type of income
Head, 65 years and over:
Earnings ---------Wages and salaries -18.4
Nonfarm self-employment -17.3
Farm self-employment -31.5
Income other than earningsSocial security income -27.2
Public assistance income -64.8
Supplemental security income -39.8
Other transfers of payment 'Dividends, interest and rent-5.4
Private pensions Government pensions, alimony, annuities, etc -20.6
65 plus not in families:
Earnings -30.8
Wages and salaries -----------------Nonfarm self-employment -Farm self-employment -(2)
Income other than earnings-60.6
Social security income -58.3
Public assistance income -88.2
Supplemental security income -78.7
Other transfers of payment -33.3
Dividends, interest and rent -25.9
Private pensions, Government pensions, alimony, annuities, etc -11.3

White

5.0
4-3
4.-----------------------4.4
7.6
11.3
6.7
28.8
9.6
51.3
25. 5
5.6
16.7
2.2
7.2
:

33.6
()

14.9
11.7
19.7
26.1
27.3
26.6
70.9
61.2
19.4
14.1
4.6

Unemployment and workman's compensation and veterans payments.

2Base less than 10,000.

Source: U.S.Bureau of the Census, current population report, series P-60, No. 106,"Characteristics of the Population
Below the Poverty Level: 1975," table 38.
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TABLE VII.-EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT BY AGE,SEX,ANU HACE 970
(In percent; base numbers in parentheses
Level of educational attainment

Race,sex, and age
White males:
60to6465 to 69-2.0
70to 74 -3.1
75 plus -6.0

I to 8
years

0years

Total ---------

Total

--------

Total

19.1
14.5
13.0
10.8

8.4
7.1
6.4
5.5

9.4
8.0
6.6
5.7

100
100
100
100

51.1

16.6

14.8

7.0

7.6

100 (11,327,985)

67.8
71.6
71.4
68.7

14.0
10.2
8.5
7.5

7.3
5.3
4.9
4.5

2.7
2.2
2.2
2.1

2.4
1.8
1.7
1.7

100
100
100
100

(337,974)
279,685)
(188,756)
(223,281)

69.7

10.6

5.7

2.3

2.0

100

(1, 029, 698)

2.0

36.1
44.4
49.3
53.4

21.0
18.5
16.6
14.6

24.0
19.7
17.5
15. 7

10.0
9.1
8.2
7.2

7.6
6.2
5.2
4.3

100
100
100
100

(4,173, 191)
(3,497,162)
2 875,600)
4, 323,390)

2.9

45.6

17.7

19. 3

8.6

5.9

100 (14,869,343)

7.2
11.4

62.3
68.3
69.8
68. 2

18.3
13.7
11.6
9.7

9.0
6.9
6.3
5.9

3.2
2.8
2.8
2.6

3.5
2.6
2.3
2.2

100
100
100
100

404, 380)
354, 097)
233, 426)
306, 750)

6.7

66. 7

13.8

7.2

2.9

2.7

100

(1, 298, 653)

8.9
11.1

Total -9.7

Black females:
60 to 64 -3.7
65to 69-5.7
70 to 7475 plus-

College
graduate
or more

20.2
17.1
15.4
12.1

Total -3.0

White females:
60 to 64-1.3
65 to 6970 to 74-3.3
75 plus -5.0

Some
college

41.6
51.4
55.6
60.0

1.4

Black males:
6ato 64-5.9
65 to 6970 to 74
75 plus -15.4

Some
High
high
school
school graduate

3,663,861)
2,800 064)
(2,100,971)
(2,755,089)

Source: U.S.Bureau of the Census, "1970 Census of Population, Detailed Characteristics-U.S. Summary," PC(I)-DI
,table 199.
TABLE.VIII.-EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT BY AGE,SEX, AND RACE: 1970
[in percent; base numbers in parentheses]
Level of educational attainment

Race,sex, and age

0 to 8
years

Some high High school
school
graduate

Some
college

College
graduate
or more

I
Total

'White mole:
55 to 6465 to 74 -55.7
75 plus -6.

38. 7
0

20. 7
16.4
i2. 1

22.2
13.8
10.8

8.8
6.8
5.5

9.7
7.4
5.7

100
100
100

T3tal

48.8

17.8

17.6

7.6

8.2

100 (15, 651,i60)

69.6
81.3
84.1

15.9
9.5
7.5

8.9
5. 1
4.5

3.0
2.2
2.1

2.6
1.8
1.7

100
100
100

746,414)
(468, 443)
223,281)

Total -75.7

12.5

7.0

2.6

2.2

100

(1.438, 138)

White female:
55-64 -33.9
65 tI 74 -49.1
75 plus -58.4

21.5
17.7
14.6

27.2
18.7
15.7

9.9
8.7
7.2

7.5
5.8
4.3

100
100
100

(8,889,372)
(6,372,762)
(4,323,390)

Total-44.3

18.7

21.9

8.9

6.2

100 (19, 585,524)

20.3
12.8
9.7

10.7
6.7
5.9

3.3
2.8
2.6

3.6
2.5
2.2

100
100
100

(877, 667)
(587,523)
(306,750)

16.0

8.6

3.0

3.0

100

(1,771,940)

------

Black male:
55-64 65 to 7475 plus-

:Black female:
55 to 64-62.
65 to 74-75.2
75 plus -79.6
Total -69.4

1

(7, 987, 036)
(4,909, 035)
(2,755, 089)

Source: U.S.Bureau of the Census, "1970 Census of the Populatijn, Detailed Characteristics-U.S. Summary," PC(1)D1,table 199.
36-.780-797
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TABLE IX.-EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT BY AGE,SEXAND RACE: 1975
[in percent, base numbers in parentheses]
Level of educational attainment

Race, sex, and age
White males:
55 to 64-28.
65 to 74-44.1

75plus_---------

Total ------Black males:
55 to 64-61.5
65to 74-75.8
75splus.-----fotal----White females:
55 to 64-25.8
64 to 74--75 plus -54.3
Total -36.6
Black females:
55 to 64-52.3
65 to 74--75 plus Total --------

0 to 8 Some high High school
years i
school
graduate

8

Some
college

College
graduate
ormore

Total

61.7
39.1

17.9
16.9
10.4
16.3

32.6
19.8
13.3
25.3

9.6
8.4
6.0
8.7

11.3
10. 7
8.7
10.6

86.5
70.2

19.1
10.3
1.9
13.5

11.8
8.0
6.9
9.7

5.5
2.4
3.6
4.1

2.1
3.7
1.I
1.1

100
100
100
100

39.8

18.4
17.5
13.4
17.1

38.7
25.7
18.7
30.1

9.5
9.4
8.3
9.2

7.5
7.6
5.4
7.1

100 (9,299,000)
100 (6,897, 000)
100 (4, 416,000)
100 (20, 612, 000)

72.5
80.6
64.3

22.7
13.5
8.8
17.1

16.5
9.5
6.6
12.3

4.2
2.1
2.2
3.0

4.3
2.3
1.9
3.2

100
100
100
100

100
(8, 324,000>
100
(5, 264,000>
100 (2, 629,000>
100 (16, 217, 000>
(766,000)
(488,000)
(239,000)
(1,493,000)

(918,000)
(639,000)
(356, 000),
(1,913,000>

Using published data from 1975,older persons without any formal education are indistinguishable from those who
completed 4 years of school or less.
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, current population reports, series P-20, No. 295, "Population Characteristics,
Educational Attainment in the United States: March 1975," table 1.
TABLE X.-LIFE EXPECTANCY AT SELECTED
AGES,BY SEX AND RACE: 195961, 1970,AND 1973
Male
Year and age
1959:
040
65
1970:
0
40
65 .
1973:
0.
.61.9
40 -28.7
65

Female

Black and
other races

White

Difference
in years

61.5
28.7
12.8

67.6
31.7
13.0

6.1
3.0
0.2

66.5
32.2
15.1

74.2
37.1
15.9

7.7
4.9
0.8

61.3
28.6
13.3

68.0
31.9
13.1

6.7
3.3
0.2

69.4
34.2
16.4

75.6
38.3
17.
1

6.2
4.1
0.7

13.1

68.4
32.2
13.2

6.5
3.5
0.1

70.1
34.4
16.2

76.1
38.5
17.3

6.(
4.1
1.1

Black and
other races

White

Difference
in years

Note.-The data in this table charts the course of changes in life expectancy at selective ages,by sex, for whites and
nonwhites. At any point in time or at any age,
males, white or nonwhite, have lower life expectancies than their femae
counterparts. Over time, sex differences in life expectancy are diverging. Life expectancy at any age,but particularly at
birth, has improved but the increment is not uniform by race. At biith, approximately a 6-year difference separates
whites and nonwhites. By age40,racial differences have converged and by age65 differences in life expectancy between
whites and nonwhites arelminimal.
Source: U.S.Bureau of the Census, 1974, current population reports, series P-23, No. 54,"The Social and EconomiQ
Status of the Black Population in the United States," table 81.
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65 YEARS OF AGEAND OVERREPORTING A PROBLEM AS BEING SOMEWHAT
TABLE XI.-PERCENT OF PERSONS
ORVERYSERIOUS, BY RACE
[In percentl
Race
Black
Not enough money --------------------------Fear of crime-65
Poor health-70
Not enough education -56
Not enough job opportunities -28
Loneliness
Poorhousing -------------------------------Not enough medical care -47
Not enough clothes -27
Not enough to do -33
"Nt feelin needed -28
fltenough friends -22
No car -30
Availability of buses-43
Cost of bus-26

75

45
37

White
36
46
48
22
10
27
7
21
5
15
18
14
23
24
15

Source: 1974National Council on Aging-Harris survey of aging, as reported InJackson and Wood (1976),

Senator

CHURCH.

Dr. Forman.

Dr. FOR3MAN. I am sorry to find myself on the opposite side of the
fence, so to speak, but I think that is so in respect to the statements
made before. The Gray Panthers are unalterably opposed to mandatory retirement in any shape or form. To me, it seems that the key
word in the opening statement was that it is doubtful whether anything can be gained by "allowing." The key word is "allow," and it is
a humanitarian issue rather than simply a question of economics. I
would like to ask, in that connection, what retirees are supposed to do
for 20 or 25 years after they have been forced to retire, twiddle their
thumbs, or enter into playpens for the elderly, or engage in some
other programs based on disparagement of the old?
I know these are emotionally charged issues. I understand why
supporters of the rights of black people are aroused. I agree that
many injustices have been done and are being done, but I can't see
any reason for the tradeoff of one injustice for another. I think we
are merely evading real issues.
There are other things that have to be addressed. Something has
to be done. I can see why discriminatory injustices occur, but I don't
see why discrimination on the basis of age is any better than discrimination on the basis of race. They both have to be attacked, but
perhaps attacked in different ways. I don't think it is fair to play
a game of musical chairs with older people, younger people, blacks,
whites-to see who can get into that chair at the most propitious
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inoment. There are things that can be done, and many of our legislators have addressed that problem. I think it is important that we
continue addressing them, and that we get into them deeply, to find
some kind of reasonable answers, but they have to be rational answers
to what seem to be extremely complex problems.
"GRADUALISM"l DOES NOT WORK
I would also like to say something in response to the original question regarding the probable impact the change from the former ceiling for mandatory retirement will have on most work in the private
sector. I think that such recommended gradualism just does not work.
It does not do a bit of good. I was forced to retire in 1976, against my
will, when I was enjoying my work and wanted to continue. But I
wasn't allowed to continue. Nobody asked me whether I wanted to retire. Since that time, I find that I just can't get back into the mainstream. Believe me, I have been trying for the past 3 years. I am
pleased to find apparent reversal of feeling on the part of both legislators and "aging" advocates and industrial representatives with
regard to any kind of retirement. I think we have finally come to the
Realization that early retirement in our system is something we simply cannot afford-whether it is voluntary or involuntary. That, I
think. is the sense of the objections raised-in terms of the impact that
it has on people who are still working, on the social security system,
and on all the other token advantages that are supposed to be given to
older people by the various new laws and new rules.
Mr. RAVIN. I would like to emphasize Mr. Forman's point of view.
I won't take too long. This, basically is the question of civil rights.
Dr. FORMAN. Exactly.
Mr. RAVIN. I personally view discrimination based on age just as
much as an incursion on civil rights as is the factor of race or sex.
A man or a woman should have the right to retire or continue working, to work full time or part time, or on a voluntary basis, depending
upon his abilities and his desires; to say that they have to move out
because the jobs are needed by somebody else is the very argument
that was rejected in the Age Discrimination and Employment Act.
The arguments of all the companies at that time was that middleaged and older people, to a large extent, had to make room for young
blood. Now the argument is that we have got to make room for those
people who have been discriminated against in the past. However,
the argument is no better on principle than that of making room :for
youth. I find it very difficult to understand someone who is representative of blacks and women proposing that kind of offense to an individual's civil right.
Senator Cn1URCH. I asked the original question, what impact is to
be expected from the law that we passed this year which increases
the permissible mandatory retirement age from 65 to 70 and which
virtually eliminates mandatory retirement for all Federal employees.
To consensus. as I gather it, is that this is not likely to have much
perceptible effect on whether or not people elect to retire early.
Mr. RAVIN. Well, the history of the law proved that. After all. it
has been in effect 11 years. and it was said by the original opponents
to that legislation that the people should be quitting earlier and
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they would not if the law was enacted. The fact is that the age of
retirement has decreased. I think there are some special situations
possibly in higher education and government.
Senator CHURCH. I understand that.
Mr. DANsTEDr. We have to go through a whole series of lawsuits
like we did in sex discrimination.
Senator CHURCH. The real question is: Will more people tend to
work until the age of 70-quite simply because they are no longer
required to retire at 65-or will they continue to retire at 62 or 65,
at which time they are eligible for social security? I know we cannot
get a definitive answer to this until we have sufficient experience to
test the figures against the earlier experience behavior. I understand,
M'Ir. Merin, you have different view concerning the impact for Federal
workers.
Mr. MERIN. When Mr. Campbell testified before the committee, he
noted that in his opinion the abolition of mandatory retirement for
most Federal personnel would have little or no effect on the work force.
We disagree. Mandatory retirement in and of itself, serves as a serious
psychological disincentive to productivity. Brief conversations with
personnel officers throughout the Government indicate changes are
underway. Many employees nearing retirement age are not opting to
stay on the job. They are pleased about their new freedom of choice.
WHO

WILL PRODUCE NATIONAL PRODUCT?

We see the Federal Government as a leader in setting personnel
policy and that is why. the abolition of mandatory retirement for
Federal personnel was important. The complete abolition of mandatory retirement is necessary if the age discrimination acts are to be
realized or the full import of the ADEA amendments are to be
realized. Can we afford mandatory retirement? Can we afford early
retirement? The inactive or retired population is growing at a significantly faster rate than the active or working population, and by
the year 2020, 45 percent of the population willbe either under 18 or
over 65. Given the present configuration of our society, it raises some
very serious questions about who will produce this country's gross national product. As with so many matters, it all comes back to dollars
and cents economics.
Senator CHURCH. Let me ask the panel this. It seems to me that we
have at either end of the spectrum a somewhat similar problem. In
one case, we are addressing that problem quite effectively and in the
other much less so. When young people are attending college, a great
many of them need to supplement their income and help pay their
way through college by working. Just 2 days ago, I was at Boise State
University in my own hometown. The president of the university told
me that 70 percent of the students at that university had jobs and were
helping to pay their way. They could not get their college education
except by supplementing their income with jobs. He spoke very
willingly about the Federal student work program that helps these
universities pay students for work on campus.
So we have that and other programs to provide part-time work for
students who need part-time work. Now what are we doing for older
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folks who retire but would like to supplement their income with parttime work? Can we have some discussion on that issue?
Mr. Merin.
Mr. MFERIN. I think that we need to change job opportunities to
make them more compatible with changing mental and physical capabilities. Flextime employment is a concept which embodies this
philosophy. Legislation approved by committees of the House and
Senate would, if enacted, adopt flexitime work schedules for Federal
personnel. Retirement need not mean diminished capability but rather
enriched opportunity. Flexitime schedules represent a vehicle for
achieving this goal. It must be extended to all work sectors of our
society to insure maximum success.
TMr. DANSTEDT. We are having a session here in October and I am
sure it is going to address itself to that subject. We have done a lot of
work.
Senator CHURCH. I know they have been experimenting with this

and we ought to know the results of that experiment.
Mr. Ahrens.
Mr. ARRENS. I would like to talk about the framework in which I
would fit some of these mechanics that relate to how jobs might be
handled, how education might be handled. I would agree that individual human rights are indivisible by age, race, sex, or any other kind of
senseless discrimination. We need some view of human development
as a continuing process over the lifespan. If we have that, then we
are not in the position, I think, of pitting race against age or youth
against age.
I would be concerned about the distribution of work, of opportunities for education, of leisure time, across a lifetime, because I think
these institutions in our society are presently organized in a way that
does not serve us too well. They don't really serve individual lifestyles.
We spend one-third of life in school-and that is not education until
you add experience-and serve another third at work, and then another third in retirement, or poverty, you name it. We ought to mix
work, education, and leisure, as society has demands and as the individual has needs. There is not any reason in the world why somebody at the age of 90 should not have a part-time job or full-time job
if he can fmetion. At the age of 50, if someone wants to go back to
college and get a degree, it should be possible. We could get rid of the
word "dropout" if there were enough opportunities over the lifespan
to plug in. Lots of youngsters need the
senator CHURCHr. You are really talking about the need for lifelong
educational opportunities in connection with job training.
Mr. ARENS. The kinds of things you are mentioning, such as job
training, need to be looked at in this larger framework. I think we
have got to take a look at the three together.
Then, if I might add, I think these hearings are tremendously
important.
I was happy to read through all of the July testimony over the
Labor Day weekend. We made copies of it and I have made it required
reading of my staff, because I think these are really fundamental issues
of public policy, and I am delighted to see us addressing them.
Senator, I want to say-and I doubt if there is anybody in the room
that does not share my view-that since you are going to be leaving
the committee in the future-
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Senator CHURCHi. The chairmanship, not the committee. I will not

leave this committee.

Mr. AHRENs. I am delighted to hear that. I want firsthand to express
the appreciation we have for the things that you have done and for
the fact that these kinds of tacky, difficult issues, are finally being faced
and discussed. It is an opportunity, really, to get the big things out in
front and to inquire into them.
Mr. BRicxniLD. May I supplement?
Senator CHURCH. Yes, Mr. Brickfield.
Mr. BRICKEFIELD. The American Association of Retired Persons truly
believes in the concept of lifetime learning, not only for pleasure, but
also to enhance one's skills and to learn new skills. We think that title
IX is a great program for employment opportunities, but we think
that in the CETA program much more could be done for the elderly.
We don't think the elderly are getting anywhere near their fair share
of the jobs available under the CETA program. We have a division
within our associations, which we call the Institute of Lifetime Learning, and it has affiliations with some 400 universities and community
colleges across the United States. Our institute encourages universities
to emphasize older adults in their education programs. Older students
should be able to take French, or typewriting, or courses to improve
their present skills or to learn new skills.
EDUCATION AT SENIOR CENTERS

We hope before too long to move our institute's emphasis away from
the university setting, while continuing it at the community college
level, but move it into senior centers so that educational training is
more readily available. This would enable us to reach more older people
who could continue to learn over their lifetimes, improve their skills,
and seek employment to which they can bring the new knowledge and
skills acquired.
Senator CHURCH. Yes, Mr. Kaskowitz.
STATEMENT OF ED KASKOWITZ, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
GERONTOLOGY SOCIETY
Mr. KASKOWITZ. We are clear on this from the industrial revolution,
as Bob was referring to. We are now trying to find ways where we can
provide people the opportunity to take advantage of the enriched kinds
of jobs and functions that there are around. I often think of social
health education in grade school as gerontological education. You teach
a child to brush his teeth in the second grade class-if you want your
teeth in old age, you better start now.
I sometimes wonder. We really call for more of a look at the total
educational function in life to provide people with the capacity to
take on roles and jobs in future years for jobs don't even exist yet. I
call for a closer affiliation between associations in aging and the education programs, even at the level of preschool and elementary school.
I sometimes think of astronaut training as a program in accelerating
age. It is an admission that we must take a person at a given age and
give them a superaboundance of experiences so that they are able to
make a judgment in a given situation. One of the unique functions of
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aging is that over time you do gain a number of experiences and perhaps at a full capacity to make the judgments. The work of Carl
Eisdorfer in the middle to late sixties has not been completely tied up.
He did some startling research, where he demonstrated as a person ages
they maintain their capacity to learn, but there is a change physiologically. I think we need to address more of that physiological capacity
to function. Take a look at the laws we have already for pilots and their
ability to stay on the job. They still don't complete address the individual's capacity. Those are the kinds of questions that affect large numbers of people as they age.
Senator CHURCII. It appears as if there may be a vote. I must vote,
but I hope that the discussion could continue in my absence because a
record is being made. I am not exactly in the position of the Idaho
justice of the peace who in the midst of trying a case told the witnesses
to go ahead with the evidence because he had to go out and irrigate
the north fork. [Laughter.] I will get the information.
I will go vote on the agricultural export bill. So, please continue
the discussion and I will be back just as soon as I can.
MIND-SET FOR YorUH

I would like to throw out, though, one idea concerning the mind-set
of our society. For example, I mentioned earlier that a youngster of
college age whose parents may furnish him with part of the money he
needs for his education-paying his tuition, his book fees, and so onbut expect him to earn his spending money and any extra money he
may need. That youngster can go to an employer and ask for a parttime job and the employer is immediately responsive, understands the
situation, is anxious to help, and approves of the fact that the young
person involved is trying to earn his way through college to pay a part
of the expense. But if an older person goes to an employer and says,
"I am retired, I would like a part-time job to supplement my income,"
the attitude is likely to be quite different. The attitude is likely to be
that you have your retirement, what do you need extra money for? It
is better to give this part-timeijob to someone else. We have a social
security system set up and you have money that you can look at and,
therefore, you are less in need on the job. The attitude is quite likely
to be negative, even though the circumstances are quite similar. In the
student's case, he is getting help but not enough and, therefore, must
help himself. In the older person's case, he is getting help but maybe
not enough; he needs to supplement that help and wants to work part
time to do it.
Whv should the attitude be so different in the two cases? I think
typically it is.
Mr. RAVTN. There is one notable exception. I represent the National
Council of Senior Citizens senior aide staff. More than half of my staff
are part-time older people. It was not a gesture of charity in their
direction, I simply got the very best people I could get.
Senator CHuRcH. I would expect it of your organization, but I think
your organization is the exception that proves the general rule.
Excuse me. I will be back as soon as I vote. Bill Oriol will take over
in my absence.
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Mr. AHRENS. Bill, if the young people who want part-time jobs7
depend on the Government employment service for them, they still
will be looking, too. Most of them have the help of the very effective
people who work in college placement bureaus and others who are helping them to find the jobs, and yet they don't have enough. I think that
I call older worker employment an agenda on which we really have a
need.
Mr. ORIoL [presiding]. Your office on senior citizens has worked very
closely with the manpower agency. Have you been able to do anything
in making it more possible for an older person to find a part-time jobf?
Mr. AURr!ENs. Yes; we have, and yet the program always skates on a
certain amount of thin ice. We were able, since I sit on the manpower
council, to convince them that the manpower target for jobs and training opportunities for the older workers should be in terms of their
proportion of the unemployed population; 20 percent of the unemployed are older workers and 20 percent of the jobs ought to go to
them. We also set aside 3 to 5 percent for the handicapped of all ages.
So we have got thousands of jobs, but I am always getting the
word, you know, that this is on thin ice because even though the Department of Labor in Washington says it supports these kinds of programs, word gets out to the field that maybe you better take a look at
what city is being cost effective, and that is how you rate them.
So then they worry whether providing jobs for older and handicapped workers brings down the level of cost effectiveness, since. it is,
still harder to place them in private employment.
Mr. ORIoL. I am not clear on who is determining this cost
effectiveness.
Mr. AIlrnENs. I am not either. I think it is more in the nature of

information that is communicated verbally rather than anything I
have seen in writing. But we are continually being pressured on that
issue. so I am wondering how long we will be able to continue fundingat the level we are now doing in Chicago. You know, someone says,
well, Cleveland is being more cost effective.
Mr. ORIOL. How is cost effectiveness determined, and why is there
a penalty for serving more older workers than perhaps another citydoes?
Mr. AHRENrS. I suppose it would depend on how many support services you need and how many people you send out of the program to
and unsubsidized job. It is nmore difficult to do this with older and halldicapped workers than other segments of the population, because of
the very problems that mace you start the program in the first place.
Thev represent such a significant percentage of the unemployed that I
woulid like to go back home feeling that the word got out to all echelons from the Federal Government that prime sponsors should be doing these things, and will be encouraged in doing these things. and
that the evaluation of their effectiveness is not going to be diminished'
if they do.
Mr. ORIOL. I would like to ask Ms. Lacayo a question. I understand
that under the senior community service program, your association
has funds for a senior aid worker. I wonder if you have any special
plans to deal with employment problems of older Spanish-speakingworkers, and whether the part-time situation enters into these plans.
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THE LARGER IMPLICATIONS

Ms. LACAYO. Before answering that question, Bill, I would like to
,comment on the larger implications of the issues raised in this hearing-retirement, work, and lifelong learning. What we are discussing
today, is what this country urgently needs if we hope to adequately
accommodate the demographic realities characterized as the "graying
*of America." Retirement, work, and lifelong learning are the components of a national aging policy. While the thoughts expressed by my
-colleagues around this table are valid, well-considered ideas about these
important issues, the lack of a national aging policy framework severely undercuts the potence of these ideas by hindering our institutions from creatively participating in shaping roles and attitudes to
accommodate the changes envisioned by the ideas expressed today.
Speaking as a. Latina, the absence of a national aging policy further
complicates and frustrates my community's ability to address the
problems facing our elderly. It is difficult enough to try to plan or
attract services from the Anglo bureaucracy when there is inadequate
information about the Hispanic, elderly community. Those tasks are
further complicated by the various inconsistencies more or less resultina from the absence of a national aging policy. The Hispanic communitv of this country will shortly be the largest minority community
in the United States. It's frustrating not to be able to project and plan
for the human problems that are coming with this demographic
-reality.
If I may, Bill, I would like to respond to your original question
about our title IX program. As you know, the vast majority of Hispanic workers in this country are unskilled. Hence, attracting and recruiting Hispanic older persons for title IX positions is difficult
'because of the lack of community service-type job skills. Nevertheless,
the association, in conjunction with various other groups around the
country, is working to develop training procedures, skills, and working environments that are sensitive to the problems of Hispanic older
persons. Since the association's title IX program is barely off the
g round, it will be several months, at the least, before there is adequate
empirical information to share with you about our successes or failures in addressing the employment problems of Hispanic older
persons.
Mr. ORIOL. May I interrupt on that point?
Ms. LACAYO. Sure.
Mr. ORIOL. So often during the 1971 White House Conference on
Aging, we heard the statement, "We have no statistics," or "We don't
know."

Ms. LACAYO. Right.
Mr. ORTOL. Here it is 1978. with the White House Conference prob.ably coming up in 1981. Even on a crash basis, it is not possible to
gather needed data on Hispanics through the Bureau of the Census at
-this late date. Is it possible to have rather informed estimates of the
kind of information we are looking for? What will it take to get it in
-time for it to be useful at the White IHouse Conference?
Ms. LACAYO. Bill, there are some activities going on right now that,
hopefully, will more adequately prepare us for the White House Con-ference in 1981. As you may recall, AOA awarded the association a
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-9-year research grant to do a national needs assessment of the Hispanic
elderly. In addition, there is a topflight Hispanic advisory committee
helping the Bureau of Census prepare for the 1980 census. While I am
-proud and optimistic about the research lieing done by the association
and hopeful for more reliable data from the 1980 census, only a sincere
commitment from our national policymakers to understand my community can provide the awareness essential to adequately address the
-aging concerns of the Hispanic elderly.
BUMT-IN BIAS FOR BUREAUCRATS

I agree with Ms. Seltzer's point. For too long now, human services
-programs, including againg programs, have been developed with a
built-in bias toward-the concerns of bureaucrats; the people intended
to be helped are simply required to fit into the program. This bias for
administrative ease has become an end in itself and, therefore, has had
the cruel effect of "deindividualizing" the problems of real people
seeking help. As social services leaders, we must not only acknowledge
-the uniqueness of the individual, we must insure that those unique
*qualities of individuals are recognized by "the system," and that solu-tions to human problems are commensurate with the individual need.
Mr. ORIOL. I would like to turn to Anne Blakeley now. The National
Indian Council on Aging has submitted a statement prepared for an-other conference, but which happens to fit this particular hearing
beautifully, about retirement and the elderly Indians. It, too, describes
-the elderly, today's middle-aged group, as the retirees of the future,
and suggests some of the adjustments that have to be made. Specifi-cally, I just would like to ask vou if you have the same sort of difficulty
n getting essential information, and certainly information that will
be needed for the White House Conference.
STATEMENT OF ANNE E. BLAKELEY, LIAISON ASSISTANT,

NATIONAL INDIAN COUNCIL ON AGING 1
Ms. BLAKELEY. Yes, very definitely. The Indians have always been
-1undercounted in the census, and therefore lack accurate data. There
-are problems on the reservations, but that data is not available, so
-those problems are difficult to assess. As a result, we hope to have
some more data.
Mr. ORIOL. I was impressed as I looked through the material of the
participants in this roundtable. We have a good number of persons
whose background or present role is in the educational community, and
' would like to throw out a question. Now perhaps any of you might
care to explain the difficulties that the bill had from university presi-dents who wanted an exemption and the relationships to the tenure
system. Maybe you can help us understand that one better. While you
are mulling that one over, there is one of the papers prepared for the
lifelong learning project of the U.S. Office of Education that referred
-to that old proverb: "If you give a hungry man a fish, he'll eat for
1 day. If you give him a fishing rod, he'll eat for the rest of his life."
It then calls upon education to help older persons faced with problems
' See appendix 1, item 5, page 348, and Item 6, page 351 for supplemental material
-submltted by the National Indian Council on Aging.
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in health care, income, and even crime, that they probably did not.
have in earlier years. It says further: "Money for direct services alone'
will never be sufficient to meet basic needs as long as the elderly themselves are not trained for their own needs."
Now Professor Seltzer's paper makes a very similar comment. She
also agrees with the person who says: "We always talk about growing
older. Wre put the emphasis on the 'older' and not on the 'growing.""
There is a similar comment in your statement, too.
Dr. SELTZER. I was thinking while you were talking. university presidents often don't know the difference between old and new-youngwine, and that most of them prefer the young. They go with the idea
that most new ideas come from the young. I don't go along with that.
Senator CHURCH [resuming chair]. Does anyone care to speak for
the young?
Dr. SELTZER. I am not saying categorically that I am opposed to
the young. As I listen to all of us presenting our points of view, it
seems to me we are talking about older people as though they belonged
to monolithic categories. We are saying that such categories are not
true. There are unique problems to the old black. There are uniqueones for old retired people, and old Spanish-speaking people. Problems
unique to old women. The programs we develop often speak to all old
people, blut don't take into consideration the needs of specific older people. Maybe what our policies ought to be emphasizing is the provision
of a number of options rather than providing the single solution.
Ms. LACAYO. In line with that point, I think that for too long we'
have planned human service programs and expected people to fit into
those programs. If we look at the Netherlands, at England, or at any
other socially developed country, we see much planning behind their
aging policies. Here, not only our aging programs, but all our social
service programs are created in a such way that the older person has
to be convinced to comply with them.
Dr. SELTZER. There is that marvelous little story about social workers
spending 35 hours contacting 41 agencies in order to get help for oneclient.
Mr. ORIOL. Where does that appear?
Dr. SELTZER. Somewhere in an income security bulletin. I just saw

it. I will send it to you.
Mr. ORIOL. Concerning what you just said, Carmela, who used the
term "paternalism" in reference to older people. It seems like a
contradiction of terms.
Dr. FORMAN. That is what it adds up to, the assumption that somebody has to be taken care of. The popular assumption seems to be
that people have to be taken care of, are dependent, and especially theassumptions that all older people grow more dependent as they grow
older and, therefore, someone has to take care of them. Now, why that
process has to be taken for granted I don't know, but there seems to be
a built-in bias in our society which does not always work to the advantage of the older person. It is my personal objection and the objection
of the Gray Panthers. The Older Americans Act does just that, too.
Mr. ORIOL. Does what?

Dr. FoREMAN. It segregates all the older people into one category,
assuming they cannot help themselves. If they eliminated mandatory
retirement and gave us options to continue working, why not? Youi
would relieve the burden on the rest of society that way.
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Mr. ORIOL. Mr. Hacking has been waiting. Jim.

Mr. HACKING. There is an insensitivity to, if not an actual bias
against, older workers on the part of Government. The combination
.of bias and insensitivity in Government probably explains why the
,CETA program has not helped the older worker that much. In fact,
*only 1 percent of the CETA participants are 65 or older. The elderly
are getting far less than their fair share of CETA jobs. We think we
know why. CETA project directors performances are evaluated on the
'basis of the number of people he places in unsubsidized employment.
:Since the probabilities for unsubsidized placement are viewed as
greater in the case of younger workers, given the antiolder worker
bias of employers, older workers are screened out of the CETA program at the outset.
EDUCATING THE EMPLOYER

We think that there is a tremendous need to educate both the Gov*erminent and private employers as to the value of the older worker.
In an attempt to move in this direction, we have done an evaluation
.of the title fX senior comn-munity services employment program by
surveving a group of 400 older workers newly enrolled in the program
and their employers. We found that these enrollees were in subsidized
employment for an average of about 47 weeks before permanent, un.subsidized employment was offered. However, once in they held these
jobs for an average of 47 months. In the process, these workers returned to the Government more in tax revenue than it cost the Government to subsidize their initial employment in the first place.
Our study clearly demonstrates the value of older workers, as far as
we see it, but that has to be made public knowledge.
Mr. ORIOL. Dave AfTeldt, our chief counsel, has a question which I
-think is related to that.
Mr. ArFELDT. Senator Church is very much interested in this be.cause he is, as you know, a very strong supporter of the senior community service employment program and worked with Senator Kennedy
for its enactment in 1973. We were very much impressed by one statement that was included within his written testimony and, if I may, I
would just like to quote from it for the hearing record:
senior
If the 1,700 ex-enrollees placed in permanent jobs by our NRTA or AARP
1976 concommunity service employment program during the June 1974-June
periodtract had only earned the average minimum wage prevailing over that
and we know they earned more-the net gain in economic output would have
totaled approximately $18.5 million dollars.

I think the question Senator Church would like to raise at this point
is: How do you account for the striking success of the senior commu*nity services employment program in terms of the impact upon enrollees as well as the communities being served?
Mr. HACKING. Well, at least as far as we are concerned, we have centralized direction of our own project. We don't use subcontractors aind
we do make a very concerted effort to get permanent placement for our
enrollees. When the community services employment program began,
there was a tendency to view it as a supplemental income program, but
now it has come to be viewed, at least by us, as a manpower program
that really helps the people it was intended to help and generates more
in terms of tax revenues and economic output than it costs. What more
*can you ask? *We believe-it ought to be expanded vastly, but we don't
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see the administration recommending sufficient resources to allow thekind of expansion we have in mind. The administration wants to keep.
it as a very small categorical program. We are only reaching 50,000;
people with that program, and that is very small number compared to the estimated 5 million unemployed who could qualify under the age
and income guidelines.
Just to add another point to this, it is very interesting that in developing a major overhaul of our welfare structure in this country, theadministration designed a program that placed all older persons automatically into the category of "those not expected to work." Therefore, .
none of the public service jobs that were to be available under the
program were allocated to them. That should point up once again the
antiolder worker bias we see.
Mr. DANSTEDT. May I just add something?
Senator CHURCH. Yes.
Mr. DANSTEDT. As I am sitting here thinking about the process we.
had to go through with the handicapped, we went through the wholebusiness of rehabilitation of the handicapped person. Instead of
being a money consumer he is now a money contributor. I think something happened in that area with the handicapped, not only with
the way they organized, and they are really well organized, but also,
in the fact that the industry in particular, if they had contracts with
the Government, they had to make sure they employed a certain num-ber of handicapped people. Until we can move in that kind of direction, anything else we do is demonstration. I think we are up against
a difficult public attitude toward the elderly. Old Joe., he does not need'
a job at this time and Mary does not need a job-they have a pension.
This is a personal reflection. Periodically, as I drive, with some
care, I might add, some car with a young driver starts around me
and looks over my way. I know what he is saying. "What the hell
is that old gray-haired guy sitting in the traffic for?" I don't kniow
if anybody has any clear answer to the attitude of the youth toward
the elderly.
It still comes out in the media. Last night I looked at this program
where the professor goes to Washington-it is not that much of a
show-on channel 4. While he is depicted as an active. energetic,
intelligent elderly person. he goes to a nursing home and the residents there were made to look silly in terms of their comments and
observations. So still there is a powerful attitude. The elderly are
different and why should we have to fuss around with them so much.
Senator CHiucri. Mr. Merin.
OLDER WORKERS MORE PRODUCTIVE

Mr. MIER1N. There is great irony to this discussion. A recent university study established that older workers were qualitatively and'
quantitatively more productive than their younger counterparts. We
talk about gross national product and we talk about a diminishing-work force. and here you have an enormous natural resource whose
varied abilities go ignored. 1-Tere are people who can work, who can
produce. I agree with you, Rudy, it is a sad. and tragic thing.
Mr. DANSTEDT. Unless the Government decides that a certai'n amount
of elderly persons have to be hired, nothing is going to happen.
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Mr. KASKOWITZ. This country is wonderful. We can package and
sell you things you never thought of. We can sell you things you don't
even need. We can create things that you don't need and sell it to you
and make you want more. We can sell the older worker very easily.
All we have to do is do it. It is no secret that the Chinese didn't have
any brainwashing secrets. Madison Avenue knows how to package
and sell things.
Senator CH1URCH. They are selling the wrong things.
Mr. KAsKowrrz. Often they do, but in terms of our being a capitalistic society, if we recognize that there is a market out there and
that there are older people who have the capacity to both work
and consume, we have to address ourselves to the existing systems
there and call that to their attention and see if we cannot get them
involved. Our office is getting something from marketing and advertising companies in New York, and we are just starting to hear
there is a significant population out there and they have money to
spend, and they are beginning to look at that market. But similarly,
we could take a look at that population as a work population, and we
could sell it.
Ms. DAVIS. You asked the question, why is the title IX program
so successful ? As you know, the national center has been more successful in securing a title IX grant in Southern States and we have been
examining some of the other national aging organizations. This is an
important program because it is people to people, but there are other
underlying psychological reasons that people get great rewards from
working. The rewarc. I think, particularly for low-income people, is to
feel that they can give service, they go home and they feel good
because they have helped someone, and I think this is a particularly beneficial program for the elderly to help other elderly because

of thie health-related programs that we have in our country where
elderly people just need a kind word and wvhere elderly people need
and wvant to work in public schools, where they want to work in
churches. I think we have to recycle in creating new innovative jobs. so
there could be a generalization support built into that. *When they
think of young people using the energy of young people and help
and young, younig people and
middle-aged people and vouing people
middle age helping old, old people in commniity service-you would
not in human services, because we are not going to have enough
social workers, enough professionals, to take care of all the human
needs of the aging population. We just are not going to have it,
and that is why that program is successful. It needs to be expanded
so we can have it operational.
Senator CiruRcH. Have you ever considered that some professionsperhaps because of the nature of the profession-naturally turned
to the older members and kept them engaged? For example, I think
of Federal judges. A judge may became a senior judge, and many do
because the workload becomes too great in terms of their physical
ability. But they are then available as senior judges and are called
upon to preside in given cases. or to help out when a particular court
has an overload. They will travel for this purpose and work on a parttime basis. This is higrhlv desirable and they are very much in demand.
Nearly every senior judge I know'does it.
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For what reason? You know the judge gets his his salary anyway in
retirement. He does not get an extra cent for going out and working,
but he wants, or she wants, as the case may be, to continue to practice.
I think this is a case in point where the attitude just naturally keeps
the older people engaged at least in part-time work.
Ms. DAVIS. Senator, not only the professions but also for sex. Take
elderly females and middle-aged females. They have resources, and for
the resources they have energy that has not been utilized appropriately.
With the increasing numbers of women in the population, I think
this committee should look at it and should encourage HEW, the Office
of Education, and the Department of Labor to utilize the skills of
-these women, and not only that, but in designing educational prograims that will help people to be better consumers.
I don't know if vou saw an article recently in the Washington Post
that told of an older woman trying to make her way through the
bureaucratic maze, of trying to just collect what was her due. People
are not able-older people and particularly those of lower educational
levels-are not able to fill out forms. This is an area where older
people could be trained to assist those older people who are not able,
and to help them get through the bureaucratic system again that we
have created. It is a monster that we have created.
Mr. AmiRENS. It goes deeper than that, Dolores. I would quarrel with
Ed, too, that what we need is one more advertising campaign to sell the
older worker or to sell anything else. We need some really fundamental systems change. I think it goes back to our educational system,
about which I would be critical, and I think I am entitled. I spient 18
years in the field of higher education before the last 11 in government,
and I will tell you this: You can set up Federal, State, or local government moneys in services for individuals and services for groups.
The most difficult job is still that of systems change. You must deal
with the people in transportation, deal with the people in housing, deal
with the people in health. It is not only that the universities have not
trained our doctors to know that there are older people; they have
not trained anybody. They have just not done a good job with these
courses. Half of the courses in human development end with the
psychology of adolescence. Only if someone comes along and gives
them a special grant do more and more of them get into the field of
gerontology. I know full well that for many years the adult programs
were exploited for reasons that would help subsidize many of the
*dayschool programs.
HIGHER EDUCATION FOR ELDERLY

I see now a turn of higher education to the elderly and I have hope
that it is not going to exploit them in any way by looking for dollars.
but is going to serve them, and that it also deals across the board
with the people who are training to go into every field and profession.
Dr. SELTZER. Let me respond. I think to some extent, you are right.
Normally, our courses about child development end when they graduate from college, get married, and live happily ever after. I would
agree with you that there are schools developing gerontology programs in response to available money. Many of the programs will die
when the funding stops, and in many instances those programs are
merely perpetuating the myths and stereotypes that already exist.
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I would also point out to you that there have been other organizations and schools which are doing a superb job, which are doing reich
search that is not externally funded, that are giving program
with
working
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who
people
out"
"turning
are
These
funded.
not
are
older people, frequently in the human services area for far less income
than they would get if they had other jobs.
I think there are some questions about whether formal education
in an educational institution is the best place for providing lifetime
learning. Perhaps we ought to be looking at other ways of teaching
older people, drawing on some of the research data that Ed was talking
about, psychological data. Maybe what we ought to be doing is what
I referred before, design programs that provide options for people
rather than assuming that we must do more for all older people in a
paternalistic and maternalistic fashion.
We come back to the fact that old people are not all the same. Every
year, the committee's annual report, "Developments in Aging," notes
that 5,000 people become 65 daily, 3,600 die, and that there is a net
increase of 1,400 daily. It is a hetergeneous population but we act as
though we don't believe it.
Senator CGirutc. I would like to pop in here for a moment and concur with your observation that we cannot think too much about what
we should do for older people in the way of new programs, new projects, new Government direction, education assistance, and so forth.
I am not suggesting that in legitimate cases this is necessary. Of
course, in many cases it is. We tend to overlook the much greater opportunity, and that is to remove the barriers that would enable older
people to do their own thing.
I don't want to keep interjecting personal cases, but I remember
when I was a young man in college, I was afflicted with cancer and was
very sick. I was fortunate to have some very fine specialists. But when
they reached a point where they were unable to diagnose the tumor or
to agree upon the method of treatment, or even to agree whether or not
the tumor had returned, they called in a very old man who was a professor emeritus, and they asked him for his judgment. They followed
his advice and I am still alive.
Now you know that old professor didn't need a retraining program
or a recycling program. It was not anything that those younger men
could teach him. I think we ought to consider how we keep people with
all this ability and seasonal experience productively engaged.
That really brings us around to the private sector. Before I get to
that, I would like to say that we have two members of the minority staff
here, Dave Rust and Jeff Lewis, who are most welcome to come up to
the table and participate with the questions, if you care to do so, along
with the majority staff.
Then I am told before we go back to suggestions, one of our consultants would like to make a comment.
STATEMENT OF HERMAN BROTMAN, CONSULTANT, SENATE
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING
Mr. BROTATAN. I am in agreement with a lot of the things that have
been said here. I would like to add something, and it has been touched
on by the Senator, and that is the basic economy that underlies everything we are doing. If you look back at our history during the First
36-780-79-8
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World' War alnd'Secohd ATorld *War, you, find the economy was expanding at a tremendous r ate. We had a labor shortage and all of a
sudden-minority and older workers were very popular, sought after,
f'ovnd'employnient and their production and their activity was recognized and was very welcome, but it was an artificial period of increased
production and expansion. Then right after those periods were over
and the economy contracted, part of the program disappeared and we
went back to the "normal" situation.
Now, without being too much of an economic determinist, I think
we have to look at the situation of our economy, the situation of our
indindstrial revolutiow. I see it moving in the direction of maximizing
profits by automation, rationalization of production, and so on:, and
cutting back on human employment. The natural result is what- the
Senator just said, that when you have to make choices in filling a limited number of jobs, you are creating competition, and the competition
is between the minority groups, women, and older' people and the teenagers. The'same economy which is interested in mass production and
mass sales says that the young people are the ones who are building
families and buying houses and they are the future market, so they
sholild get 'the priority on what jobs do exist.
Now all the suppleniental public programs that we have are supplemeiial, they are not in the mainstream of economic activity. So I would
suggrest that in addition to all the things that have been said here to
take care of special needs and to deltermine services on the basis of
the needs of the individual we also have to think about how we are
going to turn aroulnd' the economy and how we are going to build
incentives into increased production and' increased creation of
job 'opportunities in all 'sectors. I think that when we get into something approaching a labor shortage, the discrimination based on competition-will begin to disappear and then we can talk about real options 1f6rpeple and the'burden of heavy inflation. Our present talking
about options is not very realistic because all we are doing is saying we
have a tiny little pie and how do we divide it up, perhaps, a little more
equitably? How do we all get together, within the special needs that
we are attacking, and see how we can manufacture a much larger pie,
whih is of benefit to the whole country, as well as every part of the
country separately?
I think that might be'a major contribution. That is why, in planning
these conferences, we wanted at these hearings to get all of these special interest' people together, because to the extent that they can agree
on some common goals, in addition to their special programs, I think
we 'will' make progress for everybody.
Senator CT-TRCncIT. Thank vou.
Dr. oForman.
Dr. FoRMNAN. I have no' intention of contradicting Mr. Brotman. I
agree wholeheartedly. We have to face the overall problem. Everythiingg else fits into that same context. We have to think of things in
a rinmm;'ioader sense than we Usually do. I want to bring in here what
seems to me to be ai 'ifiextricable' oontraldiction that exists at the present time. between oiir capitalistic concept of an ever-expanding econ'l6ny a'nDd onu apparent inability to provide enough jobs for everybody-in, which event. presumably, production wvoulid take'care
6ver'yody.'
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I don't know the answer. I donit pretend, to be a demographer, 01o
aan economist, or a gerolntologrist. I am only a retired art. professor.
expertise
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of the answers, but not all of them. I wonder wvhy we have not been
using this expertise-in addition to all this-perhaps coordination
of some of the many think tanks that exist in the Washington area
might be helpful.
I know my wife just finished typing up a report that is a proposal
to be able
being sent to the Department of Energy. The experts seemcan't
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Now I recognize that we are confronted by a deep-seated. mythology that pervades the entire American way of life-and the thinking-not just of Americans, but also around the zvorld-the prejudice
of
against the old. the stereotypes and all that. If we have ways'
those
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stereotypes. Perhaps some kind of combination of those things
know
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thing
how to go about it would be in order-to use that kind of
effectively. I know that such contracting is going on all the time.,
There are problems. *Why not do the same thing with the Department of Aging and let some of these experts utilize the vast information that we already have. I gather from what has been said here
to
that most People have problems getting the information needed
not.
or
adequate
are
programs
those
-whether
support decisions as to
I kunow that this particular orga.nization I have referred to hasI access
to all the information needed in its own field.
Senator CilTuRcO-r. There are certainly a lot of think tanks around.
years.
I know that a great many are engaged, and have been for 20
on the subject of how to blow lip the Soviet Union without blowing
up ourselves at the same time. and thus falr have not succeeded in
findingy an answer to that question.
T\Ir. BRTOETE LO. I hope it does not be coine a, lemonstra tion project.
PRODUCI'VITY'S CATCH 22

Mr. A-T-ruE-Ns. We have got a kind of catch 22 here I think, JHermnan.
Yrou are sayiling that until we have all this productivity aid' a larger

pie we cannot do all these things for older people. But then we don't
ha1ve this productivity if we keep making people like Dr. Forman
utnproductive.
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expansion in the economy that we wailt, thatv
Therefore. we are not going to have the resources that wevneed to
atccolmmodate the future elderly's income needs if wve contillinc to pislh
them out of the work force.
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Mr. RAVIN. I know it is easier to share a large pie than a small pie;
I think we all agree on that. We are not solving the problem of inflation here, so I am going to address myself to a "fair shake" for older
workers in employment. This pie in the next couple years is not going
to be much larger. What I am concerned about is the fact-and Herman Brotman and I have worked together side by side for years-so
we know how pervasiveness of stereotypes about the aged or even
middle aged-the consequence of which is we are not getting a fair
shake. I am talking about we. When Herman and I first started working, we talked about "they."
Let me give you an example. A great step forward is lifting the
ADEA age to 70. When the original bill was proposed-and I worked
on it, I drafted it-the chief sponsor at that time was Senator Javits.
There was no age limit at all in that bill. We got opposition from
large firms, Bell Telephone, and so on. They got us to compromise on
it so that the Department of Commerce and the Bureau of Budget
would go along. We accepted it. Eleven years later, we have gotten
part way back to where we started. I think this is a demonstration of
not only how strong the stereotype is, and this despite the tremendous
vote not only in Congress, but of people outside, close to 75 percent
who approved the lifting of the maximum age. So we still have a
stereotype effect.
Now we have built a mechanism into Government operations-we
have the Commissioner of the Administration on Aging, whose chief
function is supposed to be fighting for the older person's privilege or
right, et cetera. What is the position not only of the Administration
on Aging, but in all the States there are State commissions on aging,
and area agencies, of which there are 600. What are they fighting for
in terms of employment? Not in terms of the share of the billions of
dollars that have gone to CETA, much of which has been misspent. If
we had given to older persons only the money that has been misused
in CETA-I know that is from way back-we would have much more
money for title I and other older worker programs than they have.
What is the program, however, of the people who are supposed to be
advocates-the State and local area agencies on aging-not to get a
greater share of CETA funds? That would be a minimum of 15 percent rather than 6 percent of billions of dollars compared to that small
portion that we do have, which is less than 47,000 jobs, it is not even
yet half of the billion dollars that we are talking about for future
years, and we are talking about the billions now in CETA.
What I am saying is we have certain niachinery now in the Govermnent, but we are not going to have a great deal more money to
spend, and we have to see to it through that machinery, that that
money is spent effectively.
Senator CHuRcH. Yes,,Ms. Lacayo.
Ms. LACAYO. At the risk of sounding revolutionary, I think there is
a serious national question that deserve wide ranging, reasoned debate.
It is seldom raised by our national politicians, perhaps because there is
little discussion of it by the population in general. Nevertheless, the
issue profoundly affects the very scope of the resources and solutions
available to our people to adequately address the problems discussed
today and the problems of tomorrow.
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I believe that this country has got to address and adjust a mentality
that continually emphasizes maximum profits over the legitimate
claims of people in pain. No one denies that we are the richest nation
in the history of the world. Yet, the resources aren't available to provide more than 47,500 jobs for the millions of elderly men and women
who desperately need work. Why? Why is it that only the Government has responsibility for helping people make their own way? Why
is it that only a fraction of this Nation's vast resources are available
to addressing human problems that affect all of us one way or the
other? Why is it that although we share the same life process, the quest
for maximum profits is allowed to pit young against old, men against
women, black against white and black against brown. I, for one, look
forward to the day when we, at the least, recognize that what we share
as humans, is as important as the superficialities that we allow to
divide us in the name of maximum profits.
ExPERiMENTS IN PRIVATE SECTOR?

Senator CHuRcH. That might bridge us into the last question that
I wanted to raise with the panel-and that is some discussion of what
the private sector is doing in changing its own work patterns in order
to better accommodate the needs of the aged. To what extent, for
example, are any of you aware of any private companies introducing
part-time work, the so-called flexitime concept, and so on, in order that
older employees might have the advantage of continued employment
on a basis that they could accommodate m their own lives? We have
talked mainly about government. Yet, by far the larger part of our
economy is still to be found in the private sector, and by far the larger
number of jobs are still to 'be found in the private sector.
So I was just wondering if anybody is aware of what experiments
are occurring in the private sector.
Ms. LACAYO. I think one of the questions-it is like answering a
question with a question-would be what is the perspective of the
labor movement, especially as it relates to the older national corporations which are obviously-let's take the auto industry which is obviously focusing on some of the biggest corporations of this country and
the values towards older persons, towards retirement in terms of the
younger person coming in.
I would raise that as a point of reference because I think private
industry-and I am just focusing on the auto industry-the problems
the United Auto Workers, for example, were facing recently regarding mandatory retirement, and so on; it is a serious labor problem
that we have to look at.
Mr. AHEENs. Senator, the National Council on the Aging has had
a significant program that for years has been labeled m'ndustrial
gerontology, which I guess no one has ever understood, so I think it
is now called age, work, and retirement, something similar to the title
of these hearings. Some of the new board members who have joined
the national council, such as Gerald McGuire of Bankers Life &
Casualty, represent firms which do not have a mandatory retirement
policy. Then there is the Xerox Corp., which has had a policy of yearlong sabbaticals for certain selected employees to be paid full salary
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and go out and try their wings at something they might want to do,
perhaps become a social worker for a year.
I know that the Continental Bank in Chicago has developed a big
program of part-time jobs for older people. They may be following
the example of the United Bank of Illinois. I am not even sure where
that one is located, but they are mentioned in the report I have filed
for the national council. They have been using older people part time.
They have to get out the accounts statements and they fall on different
days of the month for different letters of the alphabet so it has been
able to work out. In the written report that we filed for NCOA, there
are a number of examples. Minnesota Abstract and Title Co. is one of
them.
We ought to note that there are significant changes in education
also. The old residency rules are changing. An Army man or a pilot
would get no degree with 300 hours of credit for courses. He took
courses in Los Angeles and Chicago and nowhere did they give him a
degree because he didn't do the magic figure of 20 or 30 hours at one
place, as required for residency.
Now you can get credit for life experience. So you are beginning
to see what I think is some significant change both in the world of
education and in that of private industry. We can only hope that
somehow we can work together to make the examples better known
and to get more to follow them.
3
Mr. B RICxFIELD. Following up on what Bob said, Senator, I hap-

pen to know that Continental Bank has 8.000 job slots and they allocate about 10 percent to former employees who are retired but who
want to come back and work part-time. There is another organization
out on the west coast that guarantees their retired employees up to 60
hours every quarter of part-time work. This is some evidence that progress is being made.
I think, too, that there should be some tax incentives given to employers to foster the creation of part-time employment opportunities
for older persons who want to acquire new job skills and work.
Senator Cn-uRcI-T. Well, I think we have reached the hour of 12
o'clock.
Mr. DANSTEDT. Could I just pose one question?
Senator CHuRcH. Yes.
Mr. DANSTEDT. Just to put it on the record. It is kind of slicing the
pie somewhat differently.
THE

"OLD" ELD)FRLY

One of our serious concerns now is the question of the elderly-elderly
who are a growing proportion of the elderly people. Against a limited
set of resources, and this is suggested in part by the testimony of Secretary Califano and Hal Sheppard, we have to weigh our priorities
and ask whether we want to use our resources to help the elderlyelderly or whether we want to use them as now for early retirement
at age 50 and even below that age. I know it is a ticklish subject but
nevertheless it is a fair question to ask.
Senator Cnuitci-i. Yes, it is a fair question to raise, and moreover it
is a question to which we must find an answer. I know that right now
in the Federal pension system that every projection I have seen shows
that it is greatly underfunded. And then, of course, we have the ques-
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tion of those who have served with the military, for example, and
have full pensions after 20 years, who then come on the Federal payroll again, the so-called double-dipper problem. Our pension system
has been put together in a helter-skelter way and all of it has to be
carefully reviewed or we will be in very serious trouble in the years
ahead.
I want to thank you all.
Mr. DANSTEDT. Thank you, Senator.
Senator CHunRcir. Thank youjfor your very fine contribution this
morning.
I don't know whether this is the last meeting over which I will
preside for this committee as the chairman, but I do want you to know
that I appreciate immensely the many contributions you have made to
the work of the committee, all of you, and many, many others who are
not present here today. I don't know of any work that I have done
in the Senate that has been more satisfying to me than work that I
have done in this capacity. I think that the committee, through the
years, has not only tried to understand what the problems are that
face older America but has tried to do something about it. On the
whole, I am very proud of the committee's record, and that would not
have been possible but for the kind of help that you have all given
us. So I want to thank you. [Applause.]l
[AVhelreupon, at 12:05 p.m. the healring, adjourned.]

APPENDIXE S
Appendix 1
MATERIAL RELATED TO HEARING
ITEM 1. HISTORY OF GENERAL REVENUE FINANCING FOR A PORTION OF THE COST OF
THE SOCIAL SECURITY SYSTEM; SUBMITTED BY NATIONAL RETIRED TEACHERS

ASSOCIATION/AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSONS

1

Efforts to finance some of social security out of general revenues have been
made from the program's inception. In fact, the Committee on Economic Security
whose recommendations formed the basis of the original Social Security Act,
called for a contribution from general revenues that would begin around 1965.
However, President Roosevelt, who believed the program should be self-support*ing, rejected this committee proposal.
The rationale leading to the committee's belief in general revenue financing
was outlined by J. Douglas Brown, a member of the Committee on Economic
Security and a member of four succeeding advisory councils. In his book (J.
Douglas Brown, "An American Philosophy of Social Security," Princeton University Press, 1972.), Brown states:
"In social insurance, we were convinced that a full reserve was not only
unnecessary but an impossible incubus on the national economy. Not only would
the accumulation of the reserve be deflationary and a temptation to unwise use,
but, in 1934, there was no prospect that there would be enough Federal securitids
in which to invest it. In place of a large reserve, we were convinced, an eventual
government contribution to the system would be necessary. . . . The provision
for an eventual government subsidy to the system seemed to us to be the only
possible way of paying reasonable benefits in the early years, and at the same
time, of avoiding a huge invested reserve." Id at pp. 17-IS.
The other side of this argument was taken by Secretary of the Treasury Mlorgenthau, who wanted to build a reserve in order to avoid any future government
involvement in financing the social security system. However, proponents of general revenue financing added to their economic reasoning, which opposed a large
reserve, by looking at the beneficiaries of the social security system. This.argument was stated as follows:
"Millions of aged workers who would otherwise require needs-tested old age
pensions entirely financed by the State and Federal governments, would be
receiving benefits. instead from a contributory social insurance system. It seemed
entirely reasonable to ask the government to reimburse the system the amount
it would save through reduced old age assistance payments." Brown at pp. 98-99.
As stated earlier, these arguments in favor of general revenue financing were
rejected by President Roosevelt. However. they reappeared soon afterward in
the report of the Advisory Council on Social Security in 1938. The council first
stated:
"Governmental participation in financing of a social insurance program has
long been accepted as sound public policy in other couitrie§. Definite limits exist
in the proper use of payroll taxes. An analysis of the incidence of such taxes
leads to the conviction that they should be supplemented by the general tax
program."
The advisory council listed the following four arguments in favor of amending
the social security legislation to include provisions for some financing through
general revenues:
See statement, page 236.
(335)
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1. Since the Nation as a whole, independent of the beneficiaries of the system,
will derive a benefit from the old-age security program, it is appropriate that
there be Federal financial participation in the old-age insurance system by
means of revenue derived from sources other than payroll taxes.
II. The principle of distributing the eventual cost of the old-age insurance
system by means of approximately equal contributions by employers, employees
and the government Is sound and should be definitely set forth in the law when
tax provisions are amended.
III. The introduction of a definite program of Federal financial participation
in the system will affect the consideration of the future rates of taxes on
employers and employees and their relation to future benefit payments.
IV. The financial program of the system should embody provision for a reasonable contingency fund to insure the ready payment of benefits at all times and
to avoid abrupt changes in tax and contribution rates.
Even Roosevelt administration officials showed some movement toward support of an introduction of general revenues into the social security system.
Testifying before the House Ways and Means Committee in 1939, Treasury
Secretary Morgenthau noted that 80 percent of the United States' population
would eventually qualify for social security benefits. Given this knowledge,
Morgenthau said:
"This experience throws new light on our original belief that the act ought to
be self-supporting. Four years of experience have shown that the benefits of
the act will be so widely diffused that supplemental funds from general tax revenues may be substituted-without substantial inequity-for a considerable proportion of the expected interest earnings from the large reserve contemplated
by present law. Therefore, it becomes apparent that the argument for a large
reserve does not have the validity which 4 years ago it seemed to possess."
During the 1940's, general revenues were authorized for use by the social
security system under certain circumstances. The circumstances that would
trigger the use of general revenues never arose. The authorization was a result
of Congress' postponement of scheduled increases in social security taxes in the
years between 1942 and 1950. The main proponent of the freeze was Senator
Vandenberg, who believed that sufficient funds were entering the system under
existing tax rates. Opponents of the Vandenberg amendment were concerned with
the long-term actuarial stability of the social security system. One such opponent
was Senator Murray, who in 1944, introduced an amendment authorizing an
appropriation from general revenue of "such additional sums as may be required to finance the benefits and payments under this title."
The Murray provision was enacted, but the condition of the social security
trust funds never required the use of general revenues. Throughout the life
of the provision, supporters spoke of the government's interest in the social
security system. In 1946, the House repealed the general revenue authorization. However, the Senate reinserted it, with the Finance Committee saying,
"To repeal this provision, as proposed by the House of Representatives, while
continuing to freeze the tax, might be taken to imply an unwillingness of Congress to underwrite the solvency of the system."
The Advisory Council on Social Security of 1948 was the last in which the
use of general revenues was strongly advocated. The council stated:
"The Federal Government should participate in financing the old-age and survivors insurance system. A government contribution would be a recognition of
the interest of the Nation as a whole in the welfare of the aged and of widows
and children. Such a contribution Is partlcularly appropriate In view of the
relief to the general taxpayer which results from the substitution of social
insurance for part of public assistance."
The appropriation from general revenue provision was repealed by Public
Law 81-734 in 1950. After this action, congressional committees made many
references to the social security system's self-supporting structure. Some limited
use of general revenues was authorized by the 1965 Social Security Amendments.
which "extended hospital insurance (medicare, part A) to everyone who attained
age 65 before 1968, without regard to whether they could qualify for monthly
social security benefits." Also general revenue funded the Prouty amendment
to the Tax Adjustment Act of 1966, providing benefits "to people who were 72
before 1968 and who would not otherwise be eligible for monthly social security
benefits."
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ITEm 2. MANDATING COVERAGE UNDER SOCIAL SECURITY FOR EMPLOYEE GROUPS NoT
PRESENTLY COVERED; SUBMITTED BY NATIONAL RETIRED TEACHERS As9OCIATION/
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSONS'
THE CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES

There has always been some question as to the constitutionality of possible
congressional action which would extend compulsory social security coverage
to State and local government employees. The question of constitutionality in
this instance divides into two separate but related issues: (1) Is there an intergovernmental immunity which would prevent Congress from interfering with
affairs of State and local governments in this manner? and (2) Does Congress
have express or implied power to enact legislation which provides retirement
assistance and relief for State and local government employees.
The law concerning the first issue is well settled. In an early leading case. the
'Supreme Court painted a picture of intergovernmental immunity with broad
strokes in its decision that the salaries of State officials were immune from Federal taxation. Collector v. Day, 11 Wall. (78 U.S.) 113 (1871). The court's rationale did not rest upon specific provisions of the Constitution. bllt was based on
the principle of federalism thought to be implicit in the Constitution. The principle of intergovernmental immunity from taxation reached its zenith in 1937. In
New York ex ret. Roges8 v. Graves, 299 U.S. 401 (1937) (salary of general counsel of Panama Railroad Co. immune from New York income tax) and Brush v.
Commissioner, 300 U.S. 52 (1937) (salary of chief engineer of municipal water
system immune from Federal income tax) the court recognized the existence of
intergovernmental tax immunity but intimated that a reevaluation was forthcoming. See Powell, "The Waning of Intergovernmental Tax Immunities," 48
Harv. L. Rev. 633 (1945).
In 1938, the Court decided several cases which severely limited the scope
of intergovernmental tax immunity. In Helvering v. Gerhart, 304 U.S. 405 (1938),
the court held that the salaries of New York Port Authority employees were not
immune to Federal income taxation. This decision was based on findings that the
Port Authority was not engaged in an essential government function' and that
the burden imposed by the tax on the State was conjectural. Immunity would
follow only where the burden imposed was "actual and substantial, not conjectural...." Helvering v. Gerhart, supra at 421. Since the purpose of tax immunity is to protect the continued existence of the State, it was thought unnecessairy
to afford the State a competiive advantage over private persons to achieve this
end. Finally, in Graves v. New York co ret. O'Keefe, 302 U.S. 466 (1939). the
court held that the salaries of employees of the Federal Home Owners' Loan
Corporation were not immune from New York State income taxation. In so decidling, the court declined to follow previous cases which had found immunity
where the employer was engaged in a governmental function. HeIlce; the burden
which the tax placed on the government as an employer became the principal
determinant of immunity and this burden was thought to be too speculative in

all cases where the tax actually rested on the employee. Sinee GCraves is still
good law today, it is clear that the burden imposed by social security taxes on
the employee would be the employer's tax which would rest squarelv on the
shoulders of State and local governments. However, in light of other decisions
of the court, e.g., New York v. United States, 326 U.S. 572 (1946) (no State immunity from taxes on the sale of mineral waters) which have not found State
immunity from Federal taxation where the tax is imposed on, a State activity
which is not uniquely governmental in character, it is unlikely that the court
would find employment to be an activity which confers' immunity from taxes
such as the social security employer tax.
Having found that the doctrine of intergovernmental tax immunity does not
preclude the extension of mandatory social security coverage to 'State and local
government employees, one must turn to the related question of whether Congress has the affirmative power to pass such legislation. As a starting point for
this analysis, it will be helpful to examine the cases. which sustained the coustitutionality of the original Social Security Act.
1 See statement, page 236.
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In 1937, three cascg Wote decided by the Supreme Court which uppheld the
constitutionality of the Social Security Act. These cases were Carmichael v.
Southern Coal d Coke Co., 301 U.S. 495 (1937), Steward Machine Co. v. Davis,
301 U.S. 548 (1937) and Ilelvering v. Davis, 301 U.S. 619 (1937). Of these cases,
Hielvering v. Davis is most closely on point since it dealt with the old age or
retirement benefit provisions of the Social Security Act. However, broadly speaking, the court held in each case that Congress' power to enact legislation protecting workers in the private sector of the economy derived from the same source:
the power to provide for the general welfare (article I., section 5). Implicit in
each opinion was the recognition of a problem national in scope whose solution
was thought to be beyond the resources of the States. Either the States were
without adequate resources to deal effectively with the problem or they were
reluctant to impose heavy tax burdens on intrastate employers for fear of creatIng an economic disadvantage. ielvering v. Davis, supra at 644. The court as:serted that the considerations of federalism implicit in the 10th amendment
must yield to Federal action, at least where a national problem of such urgency
weighs in the balance. Unfortunately, the court did not clearly indicate what
factors should be considered in weighing interests expressed in Federal legislation against asserted interferences with a State's rights and autonomy. However,
this matter has received fuller exposition where the Federal legislation was
based upon the commerce power (article I, section 5).
The leading case in this area is Maryland v. Wirtz, 392 U.S. 1S3 (1968). In
Wirtz, the court had the opportunity to examine the 1961 and the 1966 amendments to the Fair Labor Standards Act. These amendments extended the act's
regulation of wages and working hours to schools and hospitals operated by
States and their political subdivisions. The court held that the extension of
the act to apply to State and local governments, insofar as they are operators of schools and hospitals, was justified either under the "unfair competition" theory of United States v. Darby, 312 U.S. 100 (1941) or the "labor dispute" theory of National Labor Relations Board v. Jones &Laughlin Steel Corp.,
301 U.S. 1 (1937). The court stated: "(T)here is no general doctrine implied in
the Federal Constitution that two governments, national and State, are each
to exercise its powers so as not to interfere with the full and free exercise of
the power of the other.' " Case v. Bowles, 327 U.S. 92, 101. The Federal Government may, when acting within a delegated power, override countervailing State
interests whether described as "governmental" or "proprietary." Wirtz, supra

at 195.
Hence, if the power of Congress to extend mandatory social security coverage to State and local government employees rested on the commerce power,
Wirtz would seem to control and hold that it would be constitutional. However.
recent developments, at the very least, call into question the continuing validity
of the court's decision in Wirtz. In 1975, the court decided Fry v. United States,
421 U.S. 542, 94 S. Ct. 1792 (1975). There the court examined the Economic
Stabilization Act of 1979 as applied to the States. The State of Ohio had enacted legislation providing pay increases of 10.6 percent during a period in
which increases of 7 percent were the maximum permitted by the pay board.
In affirming the district court's holding of constitutionality based on Wirtz, the
court noted that the statute in Wirtz was "restricted" in scope and thought the
Stabilization Act to be even less intrusive on State sovereignty. Furthermore, in
footnote 7, the court reiterated that the tenth amendment is not without significance: "(t)he amendment expressly declares the constitutional policy that
Congress may not exercise power in a fashion that impairs the States' integrity
or their ability to function effectively in a Federal system." Fry, supra at 179.5-6.
.Tustice Rehnquist. in his dissent, thought the court should go further and expressly overrule Wirtr. Fry, supra at 1796-1801.
In 1976, the Supreme Court handed down its decision in National League of
Cities v. Usery, 426 U.S. 833 (1976), a case in which the 19'74 amendments to the
Fair Labor Standards Act that extended the coverage of the act to all employees of States and their political subdivisions were challenged successfullV.
The appellants argued that either Wirtz was wrongly decided or that it should
be restricted to the narrow instances where the governmental functions regulated can justly be considered in competition with similar commercial enterprises.
Given what the appellants claimed to be substantial Federal interference with
State and local governmental functions, the asserted Federal interests in regulating commerce do not outweigh the interests of State and local governments
in governmental autonomy and self-regulation. By extending the act's impact
on all government employees, Congress, it was argued, had irrationally attempted
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to regulate State and local governmental functions which are uniquely governmental and not within the scope of the commerce power.
Despite the court's descision favorable to the appellants in National League
of Cities, it has not been dispositive of the issue of extending mandatory coverage of social security retirement benefits to State and local government enmployees. In the year and a half that has passed since the prospectus was written, time has been available for an evaluation of the scope of the National
League of Cities holding, an evaluation that has taken place in lower courts,
legal journals, and pension research organizations.
The trend has been to confine the holding of National League of Cities wherever
possible. While the plurality opinion speaks of invalidating Commerce Caluse
based legislation which "operate(s) to directly displace the State's freedom
to structure integral operations in areas of traditional governmental functions,"
NLC at S52, later cases have weighed this approach against the Federal interest
involved. For example, in Usery v. Board of Education of Salt Lake City, 4-'1
F Supp. 718 (D. Utah 1976), discrimination in filling school vacancies, a violation of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act. was alleged. The board of
education replied that the act deprived it "of its freedom to exercise integral
State governmental functions." Id. at 719. The court did not accept this argument,
saying it "construes National League of Cities to require a balancing of the
State and Federal interests in employment policies and practices even where
integral State government functions may be affected." Id at 720.
This concept appears to rely on the balancing approach of Justice Blackmun's concurrence in National League of Cities. Also, the Board of Education
district court saw significance in the National League of Cities plurality's upholding of an earlier decision in Fry v. United States, 421 U.S. 542 (1975); saying
it indicates "that the court will balance the respective interests of Federal and
State governments in regulating economic activity." Board of Education at 719.
Another limitation placed on the National League of Cities holding has re-

stricted it to Commerce Clause legislation. In Arritt v. Urisell, 567 F2d 1967
(4th Cir 1977), an action brought against a city under the Age Discrimination
in Employment Act and section 16(b) of the Fair Labor Standards Act, the
appeals court said:
"We note that the court limited its holding in National League of Cities to the
commerce power explicitly distinguishing other sections of the Constitution such
as the spending power, article I § S cl. 1, or § 5 of the 14th amendment as sources
of congressional authority that might support intrusions into integral State operations which the 10th amendment would prohibit if grounded on the Commerce
Clause." Id. at 1270.
Students of the National League of Cities case have found methods, similar
to those of the lowver courts, to limit its applicability. One law review article

agreed with the Arritt limitations saying "Application of the 10th amendment to

the exercise of the taxing and general welfare power can be distinguished from
10th amendment limitations on the exercise of the Federal power to regulate
commerce." 45 G.W. L. Rev. 629 May 1977.
A test was established by another article to determine constitutionality, based
on National League of Cities, of Federal legislation affecting State activity. The
test places an emphasis on balancing interests in the following fashion:
"On the first tier, a court must inquire whether the governmental activity
being regulated is essential to the States' separate and independent existence.
If the activity is essential, a court must move to the second tier of the test,
where the court must inquire into the degree of interference imposed by the
Federal regulation. If the court finds that the regulation (1) imposes significant
financial burdens on the governmental bodies subject to the regulation, or (2)
displaces the States' freedom to carry out its essential activities, then the regulation unconstitutionally interferes with States sovereignty unless the interference can be justified by a sufficiently strong Federal interest." 51 N.Y. U. IL.
Rev. 1006 December 1976.
Where there is some dispute over whether financial burden is a factor to be
considered (for a view opposing (1) of the second tier, above, see 77 Colum. L.
Rev. 1069), most observers have read some type of balancing test into the
National League of Cities opinion.
Congress' authority to mandate social security coverage for State and local
employees could be derived from sources other than the Commerce Clause. The
Supreme Court has not yet applied the National League of Cities standards to
art. J, Sec. S, cl. 1 powers (expressly declining to do so in footnote 17, p. S52),
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ann in fact, the Court has since upheld title VII of the Civil Rights Act damage
:awards against the States, allowing Congress to act under sec. 5 of the 14th
;amendments. Fitzpatrick v. Bitzer, 427 U.S. 445 (1976).
The Supreme Court could set new standards for legislation derived from
'Congress' taxing' and spending powers. A social security tax on State employers
'could fall within this category. It is therefore helpful to review any proposed
legislation according to the current understanding of the National League of
Cities guidelines.
The first question to ask is whether any proposed legislation "operates to
directly displace the States' freedom to structure integral operations in areas of
traditional governmental functions." NLC at 852. Any legislation being considered
will take away some if not all of the State's options in structuring employee
pension systems. It can be argued that this displacement is not as severe as the
imposition of minimum wage and hour standards. Nevertheless, it probably would
Le a significant infringement on State decisionmaking. and this analysis should
therefore proceed to balancing the State against the Federal interests.
The balancing test might display the difference between any proposed mandatory coverage legislation and the overturned National League of Cities FLSA
amendments. For example, in mandating social security coverage for State and
local employees, Congress can show a great Federal interest that was not present in National League of Cities. This interest is the preservation of a viable
social security system through the elimination of abuses of the system. Some of
these abuses are caused by government workers who become eligible for social
security payments due to part-time private employment or their governmental
entity's past participation in the social security program. Uniform nationwide
involvement and the resulting strengthening of the social security system may be
a significant enough Federal benefit to validate this legislation, although some
States and localities may be able to respond with showings of considerable loss.
At this juncture, it does not appear that League of Cities would stand in the way
of mandatory coverage of noncovered public employee groups under social security, especially since the tendency has been to confine the reach of that case to
Commerce Clause based legislation.
ITEM 3. PROBLEMS WITH STATE CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY PROVISIONS REsULTING FROM MANDATORY SOCIAL SECURITY COVERAGE OF STATE AND LOCAL
E-IPLOYEES; SUBMITTED BY NATIONAL RETIRED TEACHERS AsSOCIATION/AMJERI'cAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSONS'

'This discussion proceeds on the assumption that mandating social security

-coverage for State and local employees may be a constitutional exercise of congressional authority. Appendix II [item 2, page 337] outlined the balancing test

standard that probably would be used by the Supreme Court in its determination

of the mandatory coverage legislation's constitutionality. If harm to the State. a

component of the balancing test, is to be minimized, Congress must legislate within the limitations set out by several State constitutional and statutory provisions.

Provisions creating contractual obligations in public employee pension plans
are contained in Massachusetts Gen. Laws Chapt. 32 § 25 and in the following
State constitutional declarations:
New York Const..Art. 5 § 7
Michigan Const. Art. IX § 24
Illinois Const. Art. XIII § 5
Alaska Const. Art. XII § 7
The interpretation that has been given these sections show the imposition that
the Federal Government could place on these States if it were to begin social
security coverage immediately. However, the provisions instead could be accom-

modated to create a system that eventually works efficiently.
The Massachusetts statute. Gen. Laws Chap. 32 §25(5), states that earlier

pension laws for public employees "shall be deemed to establish and to have

established membership in the retirement system as a contractual relationship
under which members who are or may be retired for superannuation are entitled
to contractual rights and benefits, and no amendments or alternations shall be
made that will deprive any such member or any group of such members of their
pension rights or benefits provided for thereunder."
I

See statement, page 236.
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Given the Michigan concept of the pension
social security could be
substituted for all employees to create benefitscontract,
that will accrue in the future.
As long as past benefits remain intact, the Michigan
notion of the contract would
be satisfied. This technique, however, would
work in New York and Massachusetts, where expectations are considered not
significant feature of the contract. If social security can be substituted, inthe
whole
or in part, into the public
employee pension system without any
in existing workers' expectations,
it could pass the test set in those States.change
If this is not done, the benefits and costs
of social security will be placed on top of those already
bargained for current
employees and retirees.
There remains the problem of defining the employee group
that is eligible for
contractual protection. It is clear that the membership
extends beyond those
presently retired. It appears that once an employee is
fits, the contract applies. A strong argument can eveneligible for pension benebe made that once an
employee invests his first dollar in the pension system,
other side of the line, the opinion of the Massachusetts the contract holds. On the
that the terms of the contract can always be altered forjustices, supra, indicates
Viewing mandatory social security coverage tactics future employees.
within National League
of Cities restrictions, it is again necessary to observe
the balancing test. If the
social security system is unable to step in and keep employee
with no burden to the State, some harm will be established, expectations intact
or its employees' expectations. This harm will not be evident either to the State
if the social security
coverage is to be applied prospectively.
If social security coverage is mandated for future State
and local employees,
arrangements can be made for local supplementation of
within the several States' constitutional and statutory benefits, which will fall
commodation is well suited for the National League of requirements. This actherefore seems that, as long as mandatory coverage is Cities balancing test. It
not an immediate necessity, it would best be pursued on a prospective basis, applying
only to employees
newly hired for the first time after the date of enactment
of the necessary legislation.
ITEM 4. "THE RETIREMENT TEST IN SOCIAL SECURITY,"
By NELSON
PRESIDENT, NATIONAL COUNCIL OF SENIOR CITIZENS, ET. CRUIKSHANK,1'
INC.2
The original study of the retirement test in social
security-approved by the
national council's executive board-was

conducted in response to a mandate of
the eighth National convention of the National Council
of Senior Citizens which.
was held in Washington, D.C., June 5-7, 1969. This revised
and updated study
was approved by the executive committee of the board
in May 1977.
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group to advise the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare on social security
-iln 1954.
Cruikshank has been a member of the Advisory Council on Emrployment Security. U.S. Labor Department, serving three terms in that post. He was an original member of the Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council set up under the
Social Security Amendments of 1965 to advise the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare on MKedicare. In 196S. he was reappointed to this Council for a 4-year
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A founding member, Cruikshank was elected president of the National Council
-of Senior Citizens in 1969.
TIHE RETIREMENT TEST IN SOCIAL SECURITY

The retirement test is just what the name implies, though it is often referred to
by other names, such as, "earnings test," or "work test." It is a test basically in
terms of dollars earned in a year to determine whether a person otherwise eligible
for social security retirement benefits can be considered retired.
The reason for there being such a test rests on the fact that the old age sur-ivors and disability insurance provisions of the Social Security Act are designed
to insure individuals and families against the risk of a loss of earnings arising
from retirement from work (either compulsory or voluntary) in old age or from
-disability or death. It is comparable in concept to unemployment insurance or onthe-job injury insurance (worker's compensation) under which the benefits are
not payable unless the worker is actually unemployed or has suffered injury
-resulting in loss of wages. Just so, benefits are not payable under the retirement
-test provisions of the social security program to those between the retirement eligibility age and age 72 unless the worker can be considered substantially retired.
Confusion about the nature and purpose of this program frequently arises from
-comparing it with a straight annuity program where benefits are paid when a
person reaches a specified age, regardless of any earnings the retiree may have.
Such programs are quite different if basic concept from that of insurance against
los's of earflings and require substantially more financial support than that provided under the social security tax schedule. In other words, to have made social
-security an annuity program permitting the payment of benefits to people with
unlimited earnings after retirement would have required much higher contribu-tions from workers and employers and the self-employed than they have been
paying all these years. Alternatively, to adopt such a system now would demand
-the expenditure of between $6 and $7 billion for the first year (and more in future
years) to benefit about 1 out of every 16 aged people in America. Those benefiting
would be those who enjoyed the highest earnings and who, presumably, have less
financial need in retirement. The question of what other benefits could be added
for all social security beneficaries for the same amount of money that removing the retirement test would cost is the real heart of the issue. The reasons
for this conclusion are set forth in the following sections.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The test of retirement has undergone a series of modifications since social
security was first enacted in 1935. These reflect some changes in the basic con-cepts of the program as well as modifications that Congress felt desirable because
,of changes in economic conditions.
The earnings test originally applied only to earnings in "covered" employment
because it was not thought to be administratively feasible, with the limited cover-age of the program, to apply the test to all gainful employment. Theoretically,
this left an individual worker upon retirement from his regular job free to supplemnent his benefits by getting a job in agriculture, domestic service, city or State
government, or any other employment not then covered by social security. The
freedom to earn wages in noncovered employment, however, in depression days,
was more theoretical than real.
In 1939, before benefits became payable, the act was changed to allow a limited
amount of earnings in covered employment while still permitting a beneficiary
-to be considered retired. The limit was $14.99 a month. This amount was changed
to $'50in 1950, and $75 in 1952 for employees, and at the same time, a test for the
newly covered, self-employed was implemented on a comparable annual earnings
basis ($600 in 1950 and $900 in 1952). The test for retirement for self-employed
-workers was made to rest more on the test of whether the individual rendered
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"substantial services," though amounts of earnings are also considered in the
determination as to whether he has actually retired.
In 1954, the law was changed so that the test applied to all earnings, not just
earnings in covered employment and a combination annual and monthly test was
instituted for both employees and the self-employed. The 1954 amendments set
$1,200 as the amount a beneficiary could earn and get all of his benefits. If earnings exceeded $1,200, 1 month's benefit was withheld for each $80 or fraction
thereof earned above $1,200. However, no benefits were withheld for any month
in which the worker neither earned more than $80 in wages not rendered substantial services in self-employment.
The 1958 amendments provided that a beneficiary who earned above $1,200 in
a year would not have a benefit withheld for any month in which he earned wages
of $100 or less (rather than $80 as previously provided).
A major change in the retirement test was provided by the 1960 social security
amendments. Under this change benefits were adjusted in direct ratio to the
amounts of earnings above $1,200-$1 in benefits was withheld for each $2 in
earnings from $1,200 to $1,500 and for each $1 above $1,500. As under previous
law, no benefits were withheld for any month in which a beneficiary neither earned
wages of more than $100 nor rendered substantial services in self-employment.
Further modifications were made in 1961, 1965 and 1967. In 1972, legislation
provided that the annual exempt amount under the retirement test be automatically increased from time to time based on increases in general earnings
levels. Under this provision, the exempt amount increased in 1975 and 1976,
reaching $3,000 for 1977. Also, in 1973, the point at which $1 in benefits was
withheld for each $1 in earnings was eliminated.
This is how the present provisions of the retirement test operate for an Individual who is under 72 years of age and who is otherwise eligible for retirement
benefits in 1977:
If he earns $3,000 or less during the year nothing will be withheld from his
benefits. If he earns more than $3,000 in the year, for each $2 of earnings above
$3,000, $1 will be withheld from his benefits? However, regardless of total earnings in the year, benefits are payable for any month in which he neither earns
wages of more than $250 nor performs substantial services in self-employment.
ATTEMPTS TO REMOVE THE RETIREMENT TEST
There have been persistent attempts to repeal or drastically modify the retire-

ment test. Many bills are introduced in every session of Congress for this purpose.
The criticisms of the test have a wide appeal-especially to those who are not
acquainted with the basic purposes and design of the social security law.
For example, critics allege an "inequity" in the fact that a retired person
may derive substantial income from savings and investment without loss of any
of his social security benefits while a worker who earns more than $3,000 in a
year-even if it is only a small amount-has his benefits reduced.
The investor who gets social security retirement benefits can do so only when
he has retired and thus he has suffered a loss of earnings-which was the risk
insured against under the social security system. The question of his need as

compared with that of a less affluent neighbor-does not relate to his eligibility.
That's the way insurance works-including social insurance.
Another argument frequently advanced against the retirement test is that the
worker has paid social security taxes most of his working life and, therefore.
"has paid for" his benefit; it is an "earned" right and should not be denied him
simply because he chooses to keep working.

The social security system accepts the principle of entitlement to a retirement

benefit as an "earned right" only to distinguish the basis of entitlement from that
resting solely on a person's need. In the case of government programs, need
usually means a proven need and this involves a means test. The fact is that the
typical full-time individual worker has not made contributions (paid taxes) into
the social security system, even including those paid by his employer, that represent more than a fraction of the total amount of benefits due such a worker
based on his normal life expectancy. So, in reality, he has not "paid for" his bene-

fits though they are recognized as an earned right. The social security deductions
that have been taken from his pay represent "premiums" that go to insure a
portion of his earnings against loss resulting from retirement and he should not
expect to draw his benefits without suffering a loss of earnings from work any
more than he can expect to collect on his fire insurance when his house has not
burned.
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The chart identifies the 1.3 million people who may be thought of as directly
affected by the retirement test-those under age 72 whose earnings exceeded
$2,760. Thus, eliminating the test would help about 6 percent of the people who are
aged 65 and older and eligible for benefits, and these would generally be those least
in need of additional income compared to those beneficiaries who either did not or
could not work, or did not earn amounts in excess of $2,760.
Among the beneficiaries who work but earn less than the exempt amount
studies made in the past suggest that for some people the retirement test may
act as a disincentive to work. However, studies made by the Social Security
Administration also show that this effect is very limited. The reasons for stopping or limiting work effort are varied and complex, including retirement policies,
job availability, health and other reasons.
The retirement test does not compel anyone to stop working. It is a test of
whether or not at person who is otherwise eligible has suffered a loss of earnings
by reason of retirement. It is likely that most people with earnings at or near
the exempt amount after they have substantially retired do not work more because of physical limitations or labor market limitations. In addition, since
there is always a net addition to income from working-even with the reduction
of $1 in benefits for each $2 of earnings after the exempt amount is exceededmost people who value the extra income more than their leisure time, and are
able to work, will do so.
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WHO WOULD BE HARMED BY THE ELIMINATION OR THE RETIREMENT TESTS

I

thd
Tile answer to this question depends largely on three factors: (1) What
and (3)
cost would be, (2) how that cost would be distributed among taxpayers,
of the cost
what other changes in the program

might be discarded

because

of this one.
The dollar cost to the present program of eliminating the test would he
between $6 and $7 billion for the first year. The long-term level cost would be,
according to actuarial estimates, about 0.39 percent of taxable payroll. Raising
to
the annual exempt amount from $3,240 (estimated exempt amount for 197S)

with a
$5,000, as some advocate, would cost about $1.6 billion for the first year

long-term cost of 0.20 percent of taxable payroll.

of course, be theoretically possible to eliminate the test and add the

It would,
cost to the present social security tax schedule and, thus, require those who are
still working (and future workers) to carry the load. This is, however, neither
socially desirable nor politically feasible in the light of the figures citedandabove
this
showing that, at the most, about 6 percent of the elderly would benefit
group would be the least in need of additional income. Workers have shOiVtI a
commendable willingness to pay social security taxes; but it is doubtful the same
to
willingness would be shown toward a steep increase in taxes to pay benefits

people including the highest paid professionals and business executives who are
still working.
Any degree of political realism leads to the inevitable conclusion that if sueci
a costly change were made in the social security system, it would be very much
costs. The
more difficult to secure other changes which also entail increased
question of what other benefits might be added to the program for the same or
comparable cost brings us to the heart of the issue.
In a very real sense all the people, the widows, the disabled, and all beneapproximately
ficiaries wvho would benefit by alternative liberalizations, costing
the same amount, would be the ones who would be paying for the elimination
of the retirement test.
When the same question is put in another way, the policy issue is even more
evident. If we had $6 to $7 billion a year (the cost of eliminating the retirement
we put it?
test for the first year) to distribute among the elderly, where would
It is hardly conceivable that we would distribute it only among about 6 perretirement test
cent of the elderly who make up the group now affected by the
and which includes all those having the highest earnings. Surely, we would
This,
consider first the needs of the elderly wvho are unable to continue work.
essentially, is the issue before us.
CONCLUSION

It would appear evident from the facts and figures cited above that the elinlnor desirable since it would help a comparatively small number who are least
nation of the retirement test in the social security progama is neither practicable

the
in need and deprive a very large number, including those most in need of
program.
the
in
improvements
possible
of
benefit,
This does not, of course, mean that the present earnings test of retirement
($3,000 annual earnings in 1977) is fixed for all time. Present law provides autonmatic liberalization of the test by increasing the exempt namount of earnings
wlhenever there is a benefit increase based on increased cost of living. This pIovision has already operated to raise the amount of annual earnings permifteA

without reduction in benefits from $2,100 iii 1972 ($175 monthly) to $1.0o
($250 monthly) in 1977-a 42.9 percent increase in five years. NCSC believes that

increases in cost of living should be reflected in the earnings amount used to test
retirement and accordingly supported the proposal when it was before Congress
in 1.972. Such automatic adjustment, however, is quite different from removing
the test entirely or from liberalization of the test as steps toward tiltimnate
removal.
In 1976, it was estimated that in the five year period 1976-19S0 $460 billion
would be collected in social security taxes under provisions of present law suid
$487 billion will be paid out in benefits and administrative expenses-a deficit
of $827 billion if no additional revenues are added to the program. Eliminafing
the retirement test would in the next five years add a cost factor that would
completely wipe out the trust contingency reserve for the payment of benefits.
In fact, such a move would place the contingency fund in the impossible position
of being nearly $15 billion in the red. Short of eliminating the retirement test,
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raising the exempt amount of earnings beyond the automatic increases already
provided would still result in substantial future withdrawals from the fund.
We do not share the alarms expressed in some quarters as to the ability of the
system to make the necessary adjustments to enable social security to meet its
future obligations. We do recognize, however, that these "adjustments" must
include increases in revenues either through increases in contributions (taxes)
or through support of the general revenues of government.
The NCSC has never proposed improvements in the benefits to be paid or
other liberalizations of the social security system without also supporting
realistic means of financing such changes. We wish those who blithely call for
the elimination of the retirement test would also face up to the realistic problems of meeting the costs of their proposals.
ADDENDUM

Since this pamphlet was first issued. an important legal decision has been
rendered which relates directly to the position on the retirement test taken by
the National Council. A three-judge U.S. district court in Massachusetts unaniinously ruled that charges that the retirement test was unconstitutional on the
grounds of being unfair, discriminatory, and in violation of due process, were
without foundation.
The following is quoted from the Court's decision:
"From its inception in 1935 the social security old-age benefit system was designed to provide insurance against the failure to receive a particular kind of
earned income. This is shown by the provision in § 202(d) of the original act,
49 Stat. 620, 623, that then old age benefits were not payable for any month for
which a person received wages in covered employment. It is a misunderstanding
to treat this insurance system as though it were addressed to the risks of the
aged poor as such. It is a system that covers both rich and poor insofar as they
receive earned income in covered employment and have retired from employment
.. The test of a right to a benefit is not poverty nor even old age-but, in general, former employment in taxable occupations, plus attainment of a prescribed age, plus present retirementfront work." (Emphases added)
Those interested in pursuing further the legal aspects of this issue are referred
to Gainville v. Richardson, 319 F. Supp. 16 (1970).
THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF SENIOR CITIZENS

The National Council of Senior Citizens was organized in 1961 by Ainie J.
Forand, a retired Congressman from Rhode Island and pioneer advocate of what
is now medicare.
The national council:
-Led the fight for Medicare and strives for improvements in the program.
-Vigorously supports enactment of national health security, which offers
comprehensive, universal health insurance for all, underwritten by the Federal Government, without the barriers of deductibles and cost-sharing.
-Is spearheading the drive to maintain a strong social security system, to
eliminate remaining inequities and to provide adequate financing for the
future.
-Pushes vital programs like housing for the elderly, the Older Americans Act,
and a senior citizens community service corps to provide jobs for the
low income elderly.
-Fights discrimination against older people.
_Is the link between older people and other nationally organized groups,
both young and old.
Today's elderly are the men and women who lost jobs, homes and savings
In the great depression. They survived the depression and helped build a period
of unpgrallelel prosperity but, for millions of today's seniors, the depression
never ended.
The National Council of Senior Citizens seeks legislation at the Federal, State,
and local levels to assure them at least minimum comfort and security during
the retirement years.
However, the national council is more than a special interest group for the
elderly: Our organization seeks a better life for all Americans-old and young.
We support clean air and clean water legislation, equitable and adequate income
maintenance for the under-privileged in society, a national energy program,
occupational safety and health measures, consumer protection and other legisla.tion for a greater America.
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2See statement, page 321.
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my grandmother is typical of an elderly Indian and Navajo woman today. Statistically speaking, she is a fortunate person to have lived these numbers of years,
with the life expectancy at the time of her birth of at least three decades.
In 1926, the Institute for Government Research conducted a study of Indian
policy and reported that "the income of the typical Indian family was low . . .
only 2 percent of the Indians had incomes of over $500 a year. Partly as a result
of this poverty, the health of the Indians, in comparison with the rest of the
population was bad. The death rate and infant mortality were high. Tuberculosis
and trachonia were extremely high. Living and housing conditions were appalling;
diet was poor; sanitary provisions were generally lacking. The system for Public
Health administration and relief was inadequate. The educational system had
no well considered broad educational policy.
These were the times of my grandmother. She didn't attend any schools nor
did she pursue employment. She was raised by her grandmother who taught her
to behold and revere the land that she walked upon. She was taught that there
was an order and balance to everything. That she had a relationship with all
living beings and with those that were inanimate-the mountains, the river, the
trees, and the wind itself.
She heard about the wvhite man, now busy killing himself somewhere else. Each
morning, at dawn, she would open the gate for the sheep and goats to forage
for food. These animals were the lifeline and played an integral in the family.
They provided food, clothing, and social status. The more sheep you had. the
higher up the social ladder you were. This was her employment-her education
was that which cemented her relationship with the universe. Today, each morning,
she tells her grandchildren to open the gate to let out the sheep. The sheep are
still important. She is up before dawn to pray and to bless the new day-an
activity that she had been taught by her grandmother that she must do. She is
up at dawn because that is the best part of the day. That is the time when the
good things are in existence-good health, increased wealth. and increased
wisdoim. She tells all these things to her grandchildren today. That, ladies and
gentlemen, is today's elderly Indian. Now then, for purposes of this institutehow does the concept of "retirement" fit into this scenario: Or does it?
I don't think it does-in the strict sense. The concept of work does not fit into
the activities that my grandmother undertakes. She does not consider it a job,
hut an activity one has to do. She hasn't retired from anything other than opening the gate each morning. She has undertaken a new role-that of teachinrg
her grandchildren what her grandmother taught her. She is now in the position
of being older and therefore in a position of wielding wisdom and knowledge.
She is sought out when the order and balance of the world becomes undone.
In essence, she has "retired" from the role of being the student to the role of
being a teacher. She doesn't have to worry about planning for her "retirement."
because it is a process that is inevitable and definite. Her sheep are still there,
as is her religion, and her perspective of the universe. They provide her with the
balance necessary to live. She has learned to tolerate the white man's wayhowever irrational it might seem and has even adapted his language-she says
"goddana"for "god
it."
The second perspective that I will touch upon is that of today's middle-aged
working Indian. This group will include the age range of 35-64. The Bureau of
Indian Affairs estimated that 20 percent of the Indians living on or near reservations were in this specific age grouping. Specific data breakdown on this age
cohort were not made available. but the Bureau of Indian Affairs estimates
that the employment/unllder-employincnt rate for the Indian labor force was
approximately 55 percent, with the unemployment rate of 37 percent. Although
these statistics are spotty, they doprovide a general understanding of the Indian
employment scene. My description of this age group will be mainly addressing
those in the 45-59 age range-mainly because they will be ones who wvill be
'r etiring' soon from the labor force.
Most of the people currently in this age group have attained more years of
schooling than their parents. Most have been in the armed forces. Onthe Navajio
Reservation, they constitute roughly 10 percent of the total population. As veterans of World War IT or the Korean War. they are more aware of conditions
external to the reservation and shice the reservation does not offer many employmiient opportunities, they have left the reservation to find employment. It has been
found by the American Tndlian Poliyv Review C(ommission that most 1ladinus.
upon retiring, return to the reservation.
This particular group was raised during a period of .Federal policy that included assimilation. Most were told in Bureau of Indian Affairs schools to learn
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the white manl's ways because the Indian lifestyle was bound for extinction. This
age group adopted some of these teachings and incorporated them into their personal philosophy. While attending off-reservation boarding schools. they lost contact with their tribal cultures and as a result retained little of what their parents
had taught them.
Within this context. the reference and applications of "retirement" is appropriate. Most will "withdraw permanently from work." If they follow statistical
trends, they will return to their respective reservations armed with the last
minute instructions on how they should enjoy their retirement. Retirement to
them would mean the same thing as it does to their non-Indian counterparts: no
work. However, what they are retiring into or the application of the concept of
retirement within this context is unknown. Upon their return to the reservation,
they will encounter a new social structure. They will still be the sons and
daughters of their parents who now have the monopoly on wisdom and knowledge.
In other words, "culture shock." The everyday process of living on the reservation
vould be viewed by the new retiree as boring-unless he/she reorients himself.
Now finally, the Indian youth of today who are tomorrow's elderly. In contrast to their parents and grandparents, an Indian child born in 2969-TI is
expected to live 65.1 years as compared with 70.9 years for the U.S. population.
The Indian population is young; according to the 1970 census, the median age of
the Indian community was 20.5 years as compared to the U.S. 2S.1.
The Indian youth of today are better educated than their parents and grandparents. In 1974, the Western Interstate Commission on Higher Education reported that there were 13,300 students enrolled in 100 post-secondary institutions.
But, this has been tempered by the fact that the high school dropout rate is
approximately 42 percent at the secondary level. In 1969, the Navajo Tribe conducted a survey and found that 52 percent of all students entering college dropped
out at the end of the first semester and approximately another 25 percent of the
remaining, dropped out the following semester. It has been my experience as a
student in 1969. that many of the Indian students did not have as much contact
with their non-Indian counterparts as compared with the Indian students entering college in post-Watergate. I believe that a lot of the students entering college
during this time period, had rekindled the pride of being Indian and as a result
asserted themselves more. This renewed interest in Indian identity has resulted
in such events as Wounded Knee in 1973, Alcatraz, and so forth.
With the shift of the pendulum toward ethnic pride and increased education,
the Indian youths are returning to the reservations to work. Most return to wvork
for the tribal government-most of which do not have retirement plans in effect.
At this time, however, the unemployment rate is still the highest among all ethnic
groups. It ranges from 63 percent in Alaska to 7 percent in Mississippi.
Is the concept of "retirement" alpplicable for today's Indian youth? Yes, it is.
For those who are employed will eventually retire-as has been previously
defined. Most of today's Indian youths have adopted some aspects of the nonIndian values and it would be foolish for me to try to disclaim that it hasn't
happened. Whether they will enjoy the status their grandparents occupied,
remains to be seen. In essence, how is the influence of the larger society going
to impact on the Indian lifestyle?
Thlese are the three perspectives that I had originally indicated that I wvould
discuss with you today. With the three perspetetives, one must ask how do three
perspectives affect the area of preretirement planning and postretirement
planning?
In the area of preretirement planning, today's Indian elderly probably would
not need to he counselled on how to enjov his last remaining days. As for the
middle-aged Indian-assuming he is employed-preretirement planning should
include a reorientation to the tribal environment. and since this group includes
some partially educated people, it should also include an analysis of educational
opportunities in the area to which he will he retiring. The orientation should be
done preferably by someone who is familiar with tribal government, tribal
values, and opportunities. For today's youth, this question becomes moot. since
we are educated in a system that expounds "success" and equates it with nionetary gain. Since there is a high number of dropouts at the secondary level,
it should le the responsibility of the schools to develop courses that deal with
life insurance, wills (however, among most Indian cultures, to consider wills
is to insure an early death). and so forth.
In the area of post-retirement planning, it is obvious that the Indian elderly
know' what they wvant to do with their time, and it would be fruitless to apply
3C-TSO-79-10
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this concept to them. However, to the middle-aged Indian it would be applicable.
In this case, the responsibility of ensuring that the newly retired person's
skills are utilized optimally, the tribe should develop a roster that describes
the retiree's skills, abilities, and interest. I should caution, however, that I
do not mean to advocate governmental personal files, but rather a system of
utilizing individual skills.
The concept would apply equally to today's youth. However, this also should
lie the responsibility of Indian tribes to develop. Funding of various Indian
groups to develop a model project that incorporates retirement planning with
tribal values would not only ensure that the retiree is happy, but would assure
him that he/she can "retire" within his/her reality. The youth will present
new challenges; the need for adult education will increase, as will the need
for health facilities and volunteer opportunities.
In closing, I would like to thank the institute and you out there who sat
throughout my "tone setter." Again, let me state that what I have discussed
with you today is my personal perspective and not meant to be all-inclusive.
It is difficult to talk in specifics in the time frame allotted, nor do I feel that
that was my purpose.
In conclusion, I believe that the following statement probably most accurately
describes the feelings of the American Indian elderly and hopefully others as
wvell, I am sure it also reflects the feelings of tomorrow's Indian elderly:
"Let me be a free man-free to travel, free to stop, free to work, free to
trade where I choose, free to choose my own teachers, free to follow the religion
of my fathers, free to think and talk and act for myself..."-Chief Joseph,

1879.
Thank you.
ITEM 6. STATEMENT OF LARRY CURLEY, LIAISON SPECIALIST, NATIONAL INDIAN
COUNCIL ON AGING

The Indian Perspective: Retirement, Work, and Lifelong Learning
INTRODUCTION

It has been estimated by the Bureau of Census that approximately 25 percent
of the total U.S. population will be 60 years of age and older. This increased population will undoubtedly have its impact on the economy and social service delivery
systems, because it is this age group that has unique problems that must be dealt
with in a unique and creative fashion. It is a question whether current service
delivery mechanism will still be valid. It will also be a time when current philosophies regarding aging programs will be questioned and with approximately half a
century of experience in this field, no doubt, the answer will be at hand.
In preparation for that inevitable moment, the Senate Special Committee on
Aging, chaired by Senator Frank Church, held a roundtable discussion on September 8, 1978. It was the purpose of this meeting to discuss the issues surrounding the concepts of employment, retirement, and lifelong learning. It is the purpose of this paper to scrutinize these concepts from the Indian perspective.
THE SCENARIO
In 1976, according to the U.S. Bureau of Census, there are approximately 1
million Indians in the United States. Approximately 56 percent of these individuals resided on reservations. There are approximately 466 federally recognized
tribal lands, bands, and groups that exist within the continental United States,
along with 200 recognized native villages in Alaska. The median age of the Indian
population in 1970 was 20.4 as compared to the 28.1 of the total U.S. population.

The median age for Indian males was 19.9 and for females, 20.9. The Indian
population increased approximately 51 percent between 1960 and 1970. It is estimated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs that approximately 48 percent of the
Indians living on reservations are below the poverty level. The median income
level in 1970 was $5,832; for the U.S. population it was $9,590. It is estimated
that the unemployment/underemployment rates on reservations average at 55
percent of the Indian population. This average, however, does not depict the 78

percent rate in Alaska nor the 68 percent rate of California reservation Indians.
Fifty-five percent of those over 16 who were employed, worked in urban areas
with 9 percent employed in the professional and technical ranks.
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For the Indian elderly in the year 2000, it will he a timle of conflict,
not only,
among their peers, but across and between generations, as well. In 1900,
life was.
simple for the Indian community in that traditional cnlture and language
were
easy to retain. There were no automobiles to accelerate mobility, no
television
to influence lifestyles, et cetera. Scarcely a half century passed when
the automobile became a common sight on reservations and radios became a centerpiece
in the Indian home. It is not uncommon il 1978 to find homies on reservations.
with a television antenna protriiding from the roof of homes. It would
be foolhardy to think that similar changes will not occur between 1T978 and
2000. The
youth in 2000 will be living at a time when space travel is common. Undoubtedly,
philosophical outlook will be affected. Their ideas of being "Indian"
xvill be
different than those being expounded by today's Indians. (That is.
in some of
the Indian tribes today, one must be half blood to be a member of
that
They will not accept a person who has less than that amount. Even though tribe.
lie/she
could be a full-blooded Indian with one-fourth one tribe, another
one-fourth
from another tribe, and so on, he/she could conceivably be a non-Indian.
It is
also possible that some tribes might "blood quantum" themselves into
extinction
unless they change their 'criterias.)
1977, the year of anti-Indian feelings across the countmy. There is
even an
organization called the Interstate Congress for Equal Rights and Responsibilities
(ICERR) that was formed to combat the legal gains made by Indian
tribes. It
has also been the year of the "Oliphmant case." the "Bakke case," and
13. It is an alarming chain of events that will adversely affect millionsproposition
and especially the Indians. At a time when the country is reeling from of people.
inflation
and the energy crisis, there is fear that the net effect of these events will
result
in the reclassification of Indian lands so as to enable the country to
'benefit"'
from the enormous gas and oil resources that are on Indian reservations.
As a
result of this move, tribal governments will be dismantled and Indian
people
wvill be subject to State control. In either case. the Indian elderly of
will be affected. They will not be able to return to their reservations the future
since the.
reservation system could have long been abolished. Without: their spiritual
homelands, most will elapse into a hopeless depression resulting in alcoholism,
suicide,.
or institutionalization.
However narrow the legal interpretation was in the Bakke case, those
will continue to be challenged until all remnants of special programs for limits.
mninorities are relegated to the National Archives. Employment programs
Indians will be adversely affected and will result in the Indian not benefiting
ployed. This will result in the elderly Indian of the future being in being emino better
condition than his grandparents, the end result, continuous poverty.
This is what the future holds for those Indians unfortunate enough
to liveto the year 2000. Understandably, they are predictions that are less
mnistic. We have intentionally dealt with the future because we feelthan optithat the
actions taken today and tomorrow will have a multiplier effect and culminate
ini
a condition that will be less than desirable for the Indian community.
SUAMMARY

On the preceding pages, we have written our forecast as
what the futureholds for the American Indian. We believe that there are stepsto that
can be taken
between 1978 and 2000 that would avert the scenes depicted in preceding
pages.
These steps could be classified in relation to time: Today's elderly Indian
; today's
middle-aged Indian; and the future Indian elderly.
Today's elderly Indian was born in the year 1918. Shortly after
Worlds
War I and almost 30 years after the last Indian war. They are the
targets formost of today's aging programs. As earlier indicated, most have limited
education and represent the must culturally traditional group in the formal
Indian
community. In the area of retirement, work, and lifelong learning,
most have"worked" in one form or another. Whether this "working" would meet
Indian's definition is questionable. Most "jobs" held by the today's elderlythe nonIndian.
were those jobs that enabled the family unit to exist. Sheepherding,
plantingcrops. etc. Most of these jobs would not be able to contribute
to the social
security program, if it existed at that time. For this grouping of older
persons,
the concept of retirement, work. and lifelong learning is basically
just thatconcepts. We can only recommend that those services that are now available
to
other older persons should be available to the Indians as well.
These servicesshould be delivered by tribal government who should have the freedom
to make.
cultural modifications in the programs.
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sionials to deal with the elderly will become a necessity. As a result aofcomIndian person returning to the reservation after many years of absence,
mon result will be "culture shock." It. will be difficult for many to get readjusted
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of
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In conclusion, the highest priority among the Indian community is their
their
laud and their unique status as "Indians." They must be reassured that
society."
lands will not be used as sacrifices to meet the needs of "the general
to maintain
They must be reassured that they, as Indian people, have a right
be reasmust
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governments
their respective
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sured( that the ultimate policy of the Federal Government is not
hut rather the enhancement of cultural plurality.
ASSOCIATION
ITEM 7. STATEMENT OF JTOHN F. MCGLELLAND, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL

OF RETIRED FEDERAL EMPLOYEES, BEFORE THE LABOR SUBCOMMITTEE, U.S. SENATE
RECOMMITTEE ON hiuMIAN REsouRcEs, ON THE ELIMINATION OF MANDATORY
TIREMENT, JULY 26, 1977; SUBMITTED BY CIIARLES L. MERIN I
MtIr. Chairman. I am John F. McClelland. president of the National Associaand
tion of Retired Federal Employees (NARFE). The association is 55 years old
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spouses
their
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Federal
retired
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We have a dues-paying membership of 275.000 and represent the interests
opporthe
appreciate
We
survivors.
and
annuitants
Federal
million
nearly ].5
to
tunity to appear befo-e this committee because of our ongoing commitment
seek a more meaningful and productive life for our Nation's retired citizens.
On behalf of our membership. I most enthusiastically endorse congressional
attempts to eliminate mandatory retirement and end age discrimination against
and
persons over 65. It is our view that the arbitrary elimination of the oldest
most experienced workers from the ranlks of the actively employed is capricious,
fairirrational. and wholly inconsistent with the constitutional principles of
uess and equal opportunity.
We are particularly interested in H.R. 55S3, a bill recently reported unanlimously by the House Education and Labor Committee to abolish mandatory
age
retirement in the Federal service while raising the mandatory retirement
in the private sector to 70. While we support, in principle, all five bills under
-consideration in this committee, we urge that the final committee report include
the broadest possible concept of fair employment and equal opportunity.
I See statement, page 293.
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We believe that the country is best served by the fullest utilization of older
Americans and their vast talents and skills. We feel that retirement should
be based exclusively on a careful evaluation of a worker's health and continued
ability to contribute effectively through his job. By enacting the legislation
under consideration, the Federal Government would be taking the lead in wipingout one of society's most vicious injustices.
The message older Americans are sending to this Congress is that they want
to work. They want to continue to be viable, productive contributors to society.
They do not want handouts, they want jobs.
Recent surveys have indicated that as many as 10 percent of those forced to
retire at age 65 were willing and able to continue working. But, because of
mandatory retirement, and a related myth that everyone over 65 is useless, these
people are for the most part banished from the national work force.
The impact of this trend on the future should not be underestimated. By theyear 2020, the U.S. Labor Department anticipates that nearly one American in
five will be 65 or older. These people will be the healthiest and best educated
older population in our history. And yet, if the present retirement practices arenot altered, millions of these able-bodied men and women will be denied the
opportunity to make substantive contributions to the Nation's work force.
I think it is important to note that the concept of retirement based on chronological age is unique to 20th century, industrialized societies. It first becamepart of our country's public policy in 1935 with the passage of the Social Security
Act. The new law, which limited the practice primarily to industrial workers..
was simply an attempt to control the Nation's 25 percent unemployment rate.
The designation of 65, and later 70, as the mandatory retirement age was purely
arbitrary. There was little public debate over the concept, just as there wereno substantive studies of the long-range social and economic consequences ofsuch a law.
It was not until 1950 that the mandatory retirement concept gained widespread acceptance in the private sector. Statistics from that year indicate thedramatic effect these laws have had on the national work force. In 1950, 24
percent of those 65 and older were working. According to the U.S. Department ofLabor, by 1985 that figure will have dropped to 13 percent, even though thenumber of persons in that age group will have doubled.
Obviously, the impact of these laws over the years has been to legislate non-productivity from society's most experienced employees. It is ironic that a
nation which prides itself on productivity would at the same time squanderone of its most valuable resources through archaic employment policies.
A few moments ago I said that older Americans want to work. Let me go a
step further. If present economic trends continue, people 65 and older will haveto work. The mandatory retirement of able-bodied workers is rapidly becoming a
luxury our society simply can not afford. The overall impact of this policy has
been to strip older workers of their economic independence, forcing them into
idle reliance on younger, adfive workers for their well-being. Income security
programs in the public and private sectors already are swollen beyond their
fiscal limits. Each year thousands more will continue to bloat retirement rolls
when they could and should be working. By the year 2020, nearly half of theNation's population will be below 18 or 65 and older. With students staying in
school longer and people retiring sooner and living longer, the prospect of a
future society, where a smaller work force cares for a greater nonproductivesector, is very real. The advent of such a society is only hastened by the proliferation of mandatory retirement.
Mr. Chairman, it is clear that this problem is more than a matter of concern
for the elderly. It involves our entire society. Clear and decisive action by the
Conrress to reduce the number of Americans living in "statutory senility" would
significantly limit the social and economic consequences of this approaching
crisis.
History is full of the deeds of many great leaders who came to prominence
long after they were 65 years' old. German Chancellor Konrad Adenanuer. who
led his country through 14 of its most difficult years, was elected at age 73:
Pope John XXIII became the head of the Catholic Church at 77: Michelangeloproduced some of his greatest works in the years just prior to his death at 89.
while Pablo Casals performed, conducted, and taught until his death at 96; Col.
Harlan Sanders. broke at age 65, parlayed his first social security check intoa multi-million-dollar fried chicken empire by age 73. I am sure that the members;
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both humane
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that, while we
Mr. Chairman, to conclude our testimony, I would like to add
retirement
"normal"
beyond
continuing
of
capable
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older
many
believe
as they
problems
unique
encounter
people
these
that
unaware
ages, we are not
direcrealistic
a
in
moving
is
Congress
this
that
feels
advance in age. NARFE
measures
tion by examining preretirement counseling programs and alternative
in our society.
which would help evolve a more creative approach to retirement
Patricia Schroeder
We have been encouraged by the interest of Representative
to create posand her Subcommittee on Ethics and Utilization in legislation
2732, H.R. 2930,
sibilities for phased-in and gradual retirement programs (H.R.
in developing more
and H.R. 1627). We welcome the Congress' continued concern
progressive alternatives for older workers.
Thank you.
ITEM S. STATEMENT OF ROBERT

A.

BEERS, VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

ON RETIREMENT
OF RErmRED FEDERAL EMPLOYEES, BEFORE THE SUBcoMMIrTEE
CoNcErNINCOME AND EMPLOYMENT, U.S. HOUSE SELECT CoMuITTEE ON AGING.
BY CHARLES L,.
ING ALTERNATIVES TO RETIREMENT, JUNE 15, 1977; SUBMITrTED

TMERIN'

AssociaMr. Chairman, I am Robert M. Beers. vice president of the National
years old, and
tion of Retired Federal Employees (NARFE). The association is 56 survivors. We
composed entirely of retired Federal employees, their spouses, andthe interests of
have a dues-paying membership of nearly 300,000, representing
to appear before
the 1.5 million Federal annuitants. We welcome the opportunity more productive
a
seek
to
commitment
ongoing
our
of
because
this subcommittee
and meaningful life for older Americans.
suggest
Mir. Chairman, in today's society the word "retirement" has come to country.
this
a negative and highly inaccurate view of the older population of enfeebled old
an
When wve talk of someone "retiring," the image often is that of
tending flowers in
person sitting in a rocking chair with his grandchildren, or
way to spend
her backyard. For some retirees, that is a valid. if not necessary,
their remaining years. But for most retirees, this is not the case.
retiree is
Rather than succumbing to the popular notion of retirement, today's
contributor to
looking for a lifestyle in which he can continue to be a productive
looks for
his society. He has a lifetime of experience and training, and eagerlyperson the
opportunities ito share his knowledge with his community. For this
develop
word "retirement" means a chance to expand his vocational interests,
Our membernew creative pursuits, and seek out new horizons and ambitions.
promoting this
ship believes that the Federal Government can take the lead in
which
more constructive and realistic concept by passing current legislation experiwould remove longstanding obstacles to the creative and full retirement
ence older Americans are seeking.
of comAlong these lines, our organization has urged the complete elimination Chairpulsory retirement age laws, specifically the passage of H.R. 1115, a bill by3504. a
man Pepper to end mandatory retirement in Federal service, and H.R.
from disbill by Congressmen Drinan and Edwards to protect older Americans
crimination in employment.
We also have urged Congress to act swiftly on H.R. 2732, H.R. 2930, and H.R.
Federal
1627, which would permit flexitime and part-time employment in the
service, laying the groundwork for the creation of gradual and phased-in retirement programs.
We believe the speedy passage of these bills is essential if the Fedral Government is to develop a new, more realistic policy toward retirement. the subMr. Chairman, I would also like to take this opportunity to urge
committee not to overlook the enormous potential that preretirement counseling
1 See

statement, page 293.
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offers. As the country's largest employer, the Federal Government has an obligation to develop and promote such prgrams in its agencies and departments
to
ease the transition of its employees out of government service.
Our organization is vitally concerned with this issue and, in recent years. our
members have assisted Federal agency personnel officers throughout the couiitry in planning, organizing, and conducting hundreds of preretirement counseling
seminars. We are glad to provide this service at no cost to the government.
Federal employees are no different from those in other occupations in
many
approach the prospect of retirement with apprehension and anxiety. that
They
alarmed at the idea that they have nothing to do for the rest of their lives. are
We
believe that the Federal Government should take the initiative in making its
ployees aware of the vast opportunities and fulfilling experiences they can emhave
after leaving government service.
In our preretirement counseling work, we help the government's prospective
retirees evaluate their lifestyles, personal interests, their goals and leisure
activities, with a view to making their retirement years a time of fulfillment
and
happiness.
* We regard our participation in the government's preretirement programs
as
one of the most important services we render. As Federal retirees who
have
weathered the transition from active employment to retired status, we feel
that
we are qualified to set forth a series of constructive, practical and optimistic
alternatives to those in Federal service who have reached the point where retiremeat is about to become a fact of life.
Thank you.
ITEM 9. STATEMENT OF TILE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RETInlE FEIDERA. EMrPLoY-EER BEFORE TILE CoxMnMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS. U.S. HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES, ON H.R. 1243S, MAY 10, 1978; SUBAlITTED BY CHARLES L. MERIN 1
The National Association of Retired Federal Employees (NARFE) is a 57year-old association with a dues paying membership of approximately 300,000,
composed exclusively of retired employees of the Federal Government.
their
spouse or survivors. As the major spokesman for civil service annuitants
and
survivors, our organization represents the interests of some 1.5 million of
this
Nation s retirees.
For more than 10 years, persons retired from Federal service have recognized
periodic adjustments in their annuities based on changes in the Consumer Price
Index (CPT). Over the years. the specific CPT increases or the time periods
necessary for triggering an annuity cost-of-living adjustment have been dictated
by
Federal statute. In the past decade, other retirement and wage benefits have
been linked to the CPT Today, it is estimated that half of the population of
this
Nation is dependent. directly or indirectly, on the CPT for various benefit adjustmienits.
nMany
of the benefits, from social security to our food stamp program, are
governed by Federal statute.
The government has computed and published a single Consumer Price Index
recognized by all sectors of the economy for cost-of-living adjustments. This
infdex has been based on the cost of a specific market basket of goods and services,
typical of those utilized by urban wage earners and clerical workers. The
index
was estimated to reflect the buying habits of approximately 40 percent
of tile
urban population.
Commencing with January 1978, the Bureau of Labor Statistics began iSsuling
a trio of Consumer Price Indices: the former (unrevised) CPT of urban
wage
earners and clerical workers: a revised CPT of urban wage earners and clerical
workers: and a new., all-urban CPT designed to reflect the buying habits
serments of the urban population, from the professional and self-employed of all
to the
elderly and those on welfare. The all-urban index is said to cover approximately
80 percent of the urban population, compared with the 40 percent covered by
the
urban wage earners and clerical workers index.
It is our understanding that the provisions of H.R. 12438, now being considered
by this committee, would have all programs based in Federal statute use
the
all-urban CPT cost-of-living benefit adjustments as of July 1. 1978. The all-urban
index w-ould therefore become the one index officially recognized by the Federal
Government for programs governed by Federal law.
While NARFE does not formally oppose the use of new all-urban index
future cost-of-living adjustments, we are concerned that this new index has for
de' See

statement, page 293.
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emphasized two categories of major importance to the Nation's older population-food and medical care.
The elderly are generally acknowledged to be a low-income group. Since 1960,
the elderly have consistently had income levels approximately one-half that of
the younger population. Double-digit inflation has wreaked havoc on the limited
purchasing power of elderly persons living on fixed or relatively fixed income. A
common assertion holds that the economic needs of the elderly significantly diminish in retirement. In reality some expenses greatly increase in old-age. Increased costs are typically realized in those categories most directly affected by
inflation, among them food and medical care.
Senior citizens account for almost one-third of the Nation's health care expenditures, largely due to the increased likelihood of medical assistance need and
the costly nature of pronounced illnesses to which they are susceptible. They require more physician time and frequently experience longer hospital stays than
younger persons, and are the primary users of long-term care facilities. Though
the elderly comprised only 10 percent of the population in 1974, they consumed
almost 25 percent of all prescription drugs manufactured in the United States.
for a gross expenditure of almost $2.3 billion. The average older person spends
more than $100 per year for prescribed and over-the-counter drugs, and averages
more than 13 prescriptions and renewals annually. The average annual health
bill for persons over 65 was $1,360 in 1975, more than six times that of the under
19 age group, and almost three times that of the intermediate population (aged
19-64). Medical expenses continue to rise, victims of the rising cost of health
care.
In 1976, the Department of Labor released a consumer expenditures survey
which examined among other things, annual expenditures for various commodities based on age. Persons aged 65 and over were found to have annual pre-tax
incomes equal on the average to only half that of the age group 55-64 years.
Despite this dramatic difference in income, senior citizens spent 16.3 percent of
their income on food, while the younger group spent only 12.3 percent. A recent
Bureau of Labor Statistics report dramatically illustrates the importance of
these figures.
In the 4-year period September 1972 to September 1976, the percentage
increase in the cost of food as measured by the CPI was 45.6 percent. This
increase wvas second only to the spiraling cost of daily hospital service charges
at 47.5 percent. Both food and hospital costs rose significantly faster than the
overall CPI for the same period (37.6 percent). These statistics underscore our
concern over the deemphasis placed on food and medical expenses by the new
all-urban index.
The number of Americans aged 65 and over comprise almost 10 percent of our
population. By the year 2020, however, the percentage of aged persons is expected
to rise to as much as 25 percent of our population. Changing demographics.and
inflation's victimization of the ability of many older persons to meet their
most essential needs, argue compellingly for the establishment of a separate
CPI for the elderly. A special index of this nature has been the subject of legislative discussion in past Congresses, and would effectively serve as an adjustmnent
mechanism for all public retirement programs. We urge this committee to mandate that the Bureau of Labor Statistics engage in a study about the feasibility
of such a separate index.
We appreciate this opportunity to submit our views for the record.

Appendix 2
NEWSPAPER ARTICLES RELATING TO HEARING
ITEM 1. "LONGEVITY IMPERILS EARLY RETIREMENT,"

JULY 24, 1978

FROM THE IDAHO STATESMAN,

WASHINGTON (UPI)-The Nation may not be able to afford the current trend
toward early retirement, especially when the post-World War II baby boom
becomes the senior citizens boom, two top administration officials and other
experts say.
Witnesses at recent hearings of the Senate Special Committee on Aging,
including two Cabinet members, put forward challenges to early retirement
with its increased social security costs and loss of skilled workers.
Thirty years ago, according to the testimony, nearly half of all men 65 and
over were employed or seeking jobs. Today, among people 65 and over, only one
man in five and one woman in 12 are in the work force.
One clear reason for the trend is more and more Americans are able financially
to retire early.
Social security benefits have been expanded, with full pensions paid at age
65, and some retiring at 62 with reduced benefits.
Nearly half of all workers in the private economy are covered by pension
plans, many with retirement at ages 60, 55 and 50.
Federal civil servants and employees of many State and local governments
can retire at age 55 after 30 years, and the number of these public employees
has soared. Military personnel can retire after 20 years of service, regardless
of age.
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare Joseph Califano told the committee while Americans are retiring earlier, other changes are taking place that
may require the Nation to reconsider its whole policy toward work and
retirement.
People are living longer. In 1940, the average life expectancy at birth was
'63.5 years, lower than the age for full social security retirement benefits.
Now, Califano said, life expectancy is 69 for men, 77 for women. Three-quarters
of the population now reaches age 65 and, once there, live on the average to
age 81.
"We are at the dawn of the first four-generational society in the history of
our Nation," Califano said.
The baby boom following World War II, Califano noted, will become a
"senior boom" in the early 21st century. In 1940, 7 percent of the population
-was 65 or over; today it is 11 percent; by 2030 it will be nearly 20 percent.
Today, six active workers support one in retirement. By 2030, the ratio is
-expected to he 3-to-1.
Califano testified that under present trends, the Federal Government will have
to spend $635 billion by 2025-up from $112 billion this year-for social security,
other pensions, medicare, welfare. food stamps, and various other services.
This would be a growth from 24 percent to 40 percent of total Federal outlays.
"There are reasons to wonder aloud whether the trend toward ever-earlier
retirement is a trend in the right direction," Califano said.
Dr. Harold Sheppard, director of the Center on Work and Aging of the
American Institutes for Research, said the coming senior boom will include
a large increase in the number of Americans over 80-by 2000, there will be 8
million of them, 1.7 million more than had been projected as late as 1971.
Sheppard asked how the increasing proportion of Americans in their early
sixties in the next century are going to support these octogenarians if they
themselves are retired.
Labor Secretary Ray Marshall said it may become increasingly difficult to
insure older Americans a comfortable retirement by relying primarily on "transfer payments"-shifting money through social security, welfare, and other
programs.
(360)
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He said it would be necessary to expand employment opportunities for the
,elderly.
Congress took one step in that direction last April when It raised from
65 to 70 the age at which a private employer can require a person to retire
solely because of age, and removed the upper age limit of 70 for most Federal
,workers.
.ITENm 2. "A FjST-GnoWING POPULATION." FRON[ TIHE NEW YORK TIAIES,
JULY 30, 1978

(By Philip Shabecoff)
-WASHINGTON-A quietly ticking social time bomb-America's rapidly aging
population-is due to explode in 20 years or so with potentially revolutionary
impact on the nation's economy.
So far, except for a few Band-aids applied to the social security and private
pension systems, little has been done, or even discussed, to prepare the country
'for that particular future shock.
At hearings before the Senate Special Committee on Aging earlier this month,
Stanley M. Babson, Jr., a financial consultant, summed up the problem: "The
-present retirement practices and trends of our society, coupled with the increas-

ring longevity of our population, will create an enormous economic future burden
on our society." Said the chairman of the committee, Senator Frank Church,
Democrat of Idaho: "The United States has no retirement policy."
Moreover, the problems created by an inexorable demographic trend toward
.an older-considerably older-population are being exacerbated by slower eco1nomic growth, inflation and social changes such as early retirement and soaring
*demand for medical care.
The Nation, in the view of those who have considered the impact of these
trends, will have to come to grips not only with the economic needs of this
*older population but also with the changes wrought on the economy in general
from a shortage of younger workers, increased demands on health resources
zand other social service changes in the structure of tax revenues and shifting
demands on the market place.
The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, Joseph A. Califano Jr.,
outlined during the hearings some of the key factors in the population shift, in*eluding these trends:
The average life expectancy, about 62.5 years in 1940, has risen by about 10
years and now stands at about 69 for men and 77 for wvomen. The population
:aged 80 and above is widening rapidly and biomedical advances indicate that
-the life span will continue to lengthen.
The post-World War II baby boom wvill appear early next century as a "senior
'boom," Mr. Califano noted. By the year 2030, some 155 million people, nearly
-one-fifth of the population, will be 65 years old or older.
THE AGING OF THE BABY BOOM
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While people are living longer, they are also retiring at an early age, a fact

that Mr. Califano found "ironical." Thirty years ago nearly half of all men 65
and over were in the work force; today, In that age group, only one man in
five and one woman in 12 hold jobs or are actively seeking work. There is no
sign that this trend will abate.
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The ratio of active workers to retired citizens will change "dramatically"
from six to one today to only three to one in 2030. This figure is significant
because it indicates how many income earners are available to support programs
for the elderly through taxes.
Meanwhile, social and economic policies involving the elderly have been changing. Workers are permitted to retire at 62 instead of 65 and collect reduced
social security. Social security payments have risen sharply and are pegged to.
living costs. Private pension plans have expanded rapidly. though many of
them are underfunded. Programs such as medicare and medicaid, food stampsand housing subsidies have been created to cushion older citizens against poverty.
But Secretary of Labor Ray Marshall, in testimony before the Senate committee, said that while these programs have substantially reduced poverty among'
older citizens, many Americans still have difficulty living on their retirement
incomes. And he added that the demographic trends mean that considerablestrain will be placed on the economy just to continue current retirement income
levels, much less improve them, particularly in the face of erosion of income by
inflation.
Although Congress strengthened the financing of the social security system
last year, current actuarial projections indicate that the social security tax
rate will have to be increased another 4 percentage points by the year 2035^
just to maintain the system's solvency at existing benefit levels, Mr. Marshall
warned.
Where will the money come from? Mr. Califano reported that six major pro-grains for the elderly run by his agency-old age insurance. survivors and disability insurance, medicare and medicaid, supplemental security income and
black lung benefits-will pay out more than $94 billion to Americans over 65.
this year.
Another $14 billion will be paid to this group under civil service, railroad and
military retirement programs. A total of $4 billion will go to the over-¢5 population through housing subsidies, food stamps, social and employment servicesall adding up to $112 billion or 5 percent of the gross national product and 24
percent of the Federal budget for the 1978 fiscal year.
By the year 2010. spending on these programs is expected to more than triple.
to $350 billion, Mr. Califano said.
By 2025, when the "senior boom" is in full swing, the total will be around
$635 billion and constitute more than 10 percent of the gross national product and
40 percent of the Federal budget.
These problems impact directly on the public sector economy and will be felt
by the private sector chiefly through the tax system. But 'the population trends
will also have a direct effect on the private economy in many ways.
The shortage of younger workers, for example. Secretary Marshall commented
that employers will find themselves competing for the services of workers, including older workers, and in so doing, possibly bidding up wage rates. One
approach to this problem was suggested by the recent congressional action in
raising the minimum age at which employers can require workers to retire
from 65 to 70 years.
The demographic and social trends are also likely to work profound changes
in the marketplace. Today a large part of the economy is oriented toward a youth
market. An aging population will have broad implications for such industries
as apparel, entertainment, recreation and travel. Older citizens will put far
heavier demands on the health care industry than they do today. The home
building industry will have to face up to fewer new households being started.
The list is endless.
Secretaries Marshall and Califano along with other witnesses had ideas for
dealing with the impending changes. Nearly all ithe witnesses said that ways
should be found to delay retirement and extend working life as a means of easing the strain on the social security, pension and social welfare systems as well
as on the labor market.
Mr. Marshall and others, for example, proposed consideration of flexible working arrangements that would let older citizens work part time or on schedules
that suited their needs. Education and training to make older workers valuable
to employers was also recommended.
Mr. Califano wondered whether private pensions should he encouraged or
whether it might not be more equitable if the social security system did not
have a "layer" of private pensions on top of it.
Because the crisis lies in the future, the economic problems presented by an
aging population may seem somewhat abstract to many Americans. But as Secretary Califano noted, "The elderly are ourselves and our children."
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Secretary Califano also addressed himself to the subject of
toward ever-earlier
"There are reasons to wonder aloud whether the trend
1974 poll, for example,
retirement is a trend in the right direction," he said. "A
were not doing
indirated that 4 million people 65 and over wanted to work. but increases
in the
so. With increased life expectancy, Improving health, and steady
spread."
education level of the elderly, this attitude could doubtless
as well.
The trend toward early retirement was a concern of other witnesses,Center on
Dr. Harold L. Sheppard of the American Institutes for Research's
Work and Aging addressed a different aspect.
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"Given our current retirement age policy, will expected developments ine
demographic, biomedical, and economic matters be of such a nature and magnitude as to create relatively intolerable levels of support costs for a growing:
population of nonworking older Americans?" Dr. Sheppard asked. "And, to what
extent will efforts to find solutions to this issue include reconsideration of currentretirement age especially of early retirement trends ?"
Another witness, consutlant Ewan Clague, saw still other problems arising from,
early retirement.
"Retirement systems for organizations with high growth rates in employment
have a favorable financing factor which conceals some basic problems. New
employees start at the bottom of the ladder, retirement comes later. It is when
the employment expansion slackens and finally comes to a halt that the reckoningcomes. And an actual cutback in employment would produce a crisis in the retirement program," Clague said.
"In this situation, early retirement may be the time bomb that will upset
the system. Employees young enough to get other jobs will take the retirementbenefits and hunt other work, in which they can have both earnings and benefits..
The older employees will be entitled to benefits which cannot be met by the
contributions. The alternatives are failure to pay benefits or increases in contributions and taxes."
If older workers are to reverse the early retirement trend, witnesses agreed,.
more attention will have to be paid to employment opportunities.
One exchange on this subject took place between Senator Lawton Chiles (DFla.) and Labor Secretary Ray Marshall:
"Mr. Secretary, I just had an opportunity to see this publication entitled'Senior Aides,'" Senator Chiles said, "which describes the program that is being
funded through your Department, and administered by the NCSC. We have six
of those projects funded in Florida and as I have gone around the State I see'
very clearly the sort of enthusiasm that older people have for this work opportunity and the kind of fulfillment and justification that they get from it.
"I don't know of a better return that we are getting for our dollar, and I
just certainly hope that the Department would continue and would be broadening these programs. I think they have tremendous support in the Congress, too."
"I agree," Marshall answered. "I have worked in those programs myself and
I think that it is a very good program from all perspectives, and I think that it
is the next best thing that can be done for older people. The best thing is to keep
the people in the economy and employed in things that they have an ability to do."
Senator Chiles took exception to this statement. "Many of these people don't
want that full-time job. What I find is that a lot of these elderly people arewomen, for example, and they are only looking for part-time work. They will
quickly tell you that with their age, or other kinds of things that they have going.
they are really looking for some fulfilling hours, and they are not looking for
full-time employment. I find the same true for men."
Marshall agreed that options should be open. "We also need to encourage the
CETA," he added. "They now provide jobs for about 100,000 older workers and
we think that as the overall level of unemployment declines, that the participation
by older workers in the system should and probably will increase."
These committee hearings were the first in a projected series. "We are casting'
a wide net for information and ideas and perspective," Senator Church concluded. Only in this way can we seek the most helpful answers in our search for
what we want retirement, work, and lifelong learning to be in this country."
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THE FEDERAL-STATE EFFORT IN LONG-TERM CARE
FOR OLDER AMERICANS: NURSING HOMES AND
"ALTERNATIVES"
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 30, 1978

U.S. SENATE, SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Chicago, Ill.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m., in room 204-A,
Everett McKinley Dirksen Building, Chicago, El., Hon. Charles H.
Percy presiding.
Present: Senator Percy.
Also present: Kathleen M. Deignan and Nancy M. Coleman, profession staff members; Jeffrey R. Lewis, minority professional staff
member; Lawrence Grisham, legislative assistant to Senator Percy;
and Theresa M. Forster, fiscal assistant.
OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR CHARLES H. PERCY,
PRESIDING
Senator PERCY. I am very pleased to convene this hearing of the
Senate Special Committee on Aging and ask the witnesses who comprise our first panel to take their places.
I'd like to make an opening statement that will set thel framework

for this hearing and put it into perspective. However, before I do, I

would like to announce that we are pleased and honored to have one
additional witness. At the last minute, we were able to prevail upon

the president of the Better Government Association, Marjorie Benton,
to be with us this morning. I think we all know her as a civic and
political leader in Illinois and in the Nation, and in the last year or so,
her diplomatic endeavors as a delegate to the United Nations "Special
Session on Disarmament" have overshadowed even her civic activities.
She will be asked, if she would-I know you haven't had much chance
to prepare for it-to make an introductory comment.
The Chair would also like to express appreciation to Terry Brunner,
who has interrupted a long-planned vacation with his family. Generally, I would say that that takes precedence almost over anything,
but the committee felt that his presence here today was absolutely
essential, and we specifically-the committee-asked if he could

interrupt that vacation. We're very grateful, Terry, that you interrupted your schedule; and to the members of your family, I want to
express my deep appreciation on behalf of the Senate Special Committee on Aging.
This hearing was approved by the chairman of our committee,
Frank Church, and by Senator Pete Domenici, the ranking Republican
(1)
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member, and it is one in a series of continuing hearings this committee
has held.
It's been our feeling that we made considerable progress from
the early hearings that we had in Chicago in 1970, and I think corrective action was taken. However, the revelations that were brought to
our attention by the Better Government Association investigators and
by WLS television, the ABC affiliate in Chicago, caused considerable
concern among those of us who have devoted many years to this issue.
This hearing was called, then, to give an opportunity to the nursing
home industry and to the State, local, and Federal Government to
assess this situation.
I have had sharp criticism through the years from nursing home
owners for my criticism of the industry. As recently as yesterday, I
was confronted by a nursing home owner who said, "I am here from
California. I'm going to attend this hearing, and I just want you to
know that conditions are outstanding in California."
Well, the committee has held numerous hearings across the country
over a period of 8 years. I offered to take him, if he had the time,
right then and there, to a cross section of a few of our nursing homes
that I know will not meet the kind of standards that we feel are
necessary. He excused himself, saying that he didn't have the time for
it right then.
We've been conducting a series of investigations into issues related
to long-term care of the elderly; particularly institutional care. As
I've mentioned, earlier this month, the Better Government Association
and WLS-TV reported on the results of a 4-month investigation into
the quality of care in some Chicago area nursing homes. This hearing
is being convened as a result of that reporting.
I cannot help but think, as I have seen investigation after investigation by the BGA, that the concept for this organization went back
a few years to when we really only had one-party government in Cook
County. The last minority party member had just been defeated.
I was explaining to my son, Roger, who I had on a hunting trip at
the time, why the two-party system is so important in order to have a
check and balance in Government.
He said, "Dad, you've got no check in this thing now." I said,
"That's right. Something ought to be done about it."
At that time, I contacted Roy Ingersoll, president of the Borg
Warner Corp. The two of us formed a committee and raised $100,000
within 1 week to entice the B GA to shift its emphasis from endorsing
candidates in elections to opening an investigative arm. We went to
everyone in the media, indicating that if they would assign investigative reporters, virtually unknown in those days for journalism, we
would work closely with them. So, when the BGA works with news
media, both entities assigning investigative reporters to the task, they
are really promoting the two-party system of government, a system
that really hasn't operated effectively and well in Cook County.
Again, on behalf of all of my colleagues that believe in a strong
two-party government, we commend the BGA for what it has done
through the years. It has set a striking example of what can be done
when the spotlight of public attention is placed on problems in society.
Since I became a member of the Special Committee on Aging in
1972, I have personally participated in over 30 hearings on conditions
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in nursing homes across the country. The activities of the committee
have already resulted in significant improvements. For example, they
have led to the indictment of some of the worst people I've ever dealt
with in my life, particularly a couple in New York who have been
jailed. The exploitation of the poor, particularly if they're elderly, was
about the most reprehensible crime that I had seen, and we revealed
sufficient information to convene grand juries at that time. Indictments were brought down and jail sentences were served by some
people.
In another area of improvement, last year, the Medicare-Medicaid
Anti-Fraud and Abuse Amendments Act was signed into law. This
law will strengthen the capability of both the Federal and State
governments to detect, prosecute, and punish instances of fraud and
abuse in these programs.
In addition, in the near future, the Senate will consider the Medicare-Medicaid Administrative and Reimbursement Reform Act. This
bill would simplify reimbursement formulas, make the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare the final certifying agency
for nursing homes serving medicaid patients, and remove some of the
restrictions which discourage the provision of home health care.
As many of you know, part of the purpose of this hearing is to
discuss nursing home abuse. I first want to stress that I know there
are many good quality nursing homes here in Illinois. During the 3
years that X researched and wrote a book called "Growing Old In The
Country Of The Young," I constantly, in depicting some of the
deplorable conditions I found in many nursing homes, a great many
of them right here in Illinois, interlaced that with the good side of
the story. Of course, all the attention and the headlines were given to
the other side.
Just yesterday, I happened to visit again St. Joseph's Home for the
Elderly in Palatine, Ill. This home is run by the Little Sisters of the
Poor. It serves 200 residents.
It is such an outstanding home that when I took a poll of the people,
over two-thirds of them didn't come from the area at all. They had
heard about the excellent care. If every single patient left that home,
there would be enough applicants on the waiting list to fill the entire
home. Over 200 people are waiting to get in.
Over half of the residents have incomes below the poverty level and
are receiving public assistance. There's not one iota of difference in
the way they are handled.
Mother Celestine, who runs the institution as its administrator, advised me that public assistance only covers about 75 percent of the
cost. Private contributions absorb 25 percent.
But this home, if anyone doubts that there can be good homes, is
immaculate. It's beautiful. It's clean. The residents receive genuine
lovino care from the staff. The relationship between the staff and
the residents is unbelievably fine.
I'm sure that there are many other such nursing homes. I've been
in them across the country, and as we spotlight and focus attention
on poor ones, we can just as easily find good ones that are well run,
where people really care about the people that are in them. They're
there because they want to help, not because they want to exploit
and make a fast buck.
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Unfortunately, as we saw in the BGA/WLS-TV investigation,
abuse of patients continues to persist in some nursing homes. In its
earlier investigations, the committee found unsanitary conditions,
poor food, and poor food preparation in many nursing homes. These
conditions still exist.
We found negligence on the part of nursing home staffs, negligence
which often led to injury or death. These conditions often still exist.
We found that up to 40 percent of the drugs administered in nursing
homes were given in error, either in the wrong dosage, or to the wrong
patient.
We also found a disturbing lack of trained medical personnel in
many nursing homes.
Although some improvements have been made, many committee
recommendations, such as better training and of higher qualifications
for nursing home personnel, have yet to be acted upon.
In today's hearing, I want to explore two issues, because many of
you in the audience are experts in these fields: intergovernmental
mismanagement of existing laws and regulations relating to the
quality of care in nursing homes, and the necessity for alternatives to
institutional care.
Who is responsible for monitoring, evaluating and certifying nursing
homes? iHEW has certain responsibilities. So do a number of different
State agencies.
In addition, in many areas, various municipal and county agencies
have also been involved in regulating nursing homes.
With so many bureaucrats in so many different places responsible
for regulating nursing homes, why does patient abuse continue? It
could very well be that we have too many bureaucrats doing too
many different things.
Perhaps we need to streamline bureaucratic procedures and place a
single agency in charge of regulating nursing homes.
Regarding alternatives to institutional care, Senator Pete Domenici,
the ranking minority member of the Senate Special Committee on
Aging, and I introduced legislation, S. 2009, designed to encourage
the provision of home health care services.
This legislation would remove restrictions in the medicare and medicaid programs which discourage the provision of such care. Senator
Domenici and I agree that legislation is long overdue to effectively
assist older persons to remain independent in their own homes. Of the
thousands of nursing home residents whom I have talked to, so many
of them say they came to an institution as a final resort. They'd much
rather stay in their own neighborhood, their own home. However,
they simply couldn't do it. They needed some degree of attention
and care.
We strongly agree, Senator Domenici and 1, that home health care
with available support services would be an effective and cost efficient
alternative approach to institutional care.
In addition, we believe that a strong national home health care
policy could work to deter unnecessary hospitalization and premature
institutionalization.
In addition, the elderly nutrition programs, initiated by myself
and Senator Edward Kennedy, continue to grow. It was only a few
years ago that we both struggled on the floor of jthe Senate to convince
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the Appropriations Committee to give us an experimental amount of
$1.8 million.
Today, that program has grown to $300 million and is one of the
most cost efficient and finest programs that Senator Kennedy and I
have introduced.
Through the congregate meal service provided by many senior
centers, elderly persons not only have the opportunity to receive a
nutritious meal, but also, just as important, nourishment for the soul.
They receive a welcome companionship to take away the loneliness
that they find in their elderly life, their so-called golden years.
The meals-on-wheels program provides meals to those elderly and
handicapped persons who are unable to leave their homes. When we
first introduced this program as an experiment, just as I have visited
hundreds of the congregate meal centers, I went out for a day on the
Near North Side of Chicago and into Uptown and delivered meals-onwheels to our recipients out there.
It was a thrilling experience for me, and I am happy to report that
the OlderAmericans Act amendments, which recently passed the Senate
with Senator Domenici's and mine and Senator Church's strong support, contained additional money to expand both of these nutrition
programs.
Most elderly persons want to stay in their homes. We should be
facilitating this instead of continuing programs and regulations which
force them into unwanted and often unnecessary institutional care.
This is not only better for the individual, but it's also less costly.
Improving the quality of nursing home care is a valid role of government. When owners and staffs of some nursing homes are negligent
to the point of patient injury and death, tax dollars are being used in
the most perverse sense. The human misery caused by patient abuse is
appalling. The deception of families whose loved ones are abused in
nursing homes is cruel. We simply must stop it.
We must stop funneling Federal tax dollars to unscrupulous nursing
home operators. Illinois nursing homes received $225 million in Federal
medicaid payments last year alone.
It is time that people began receiving better care for their money.
We must consider possible actions. For one, I maintain where patient
abuse is discovered in a nursing home, the owner should be put on
probation for 30 clays, under day-to-day monitoring.
If abuse persists, such as the failure to provide patients with a
nourishing diet, then Federal funds should be cut off and the nursing
home's license revoked. Patients and their families would then receive
assistance in seeking an alternative nursing home.
The issues to be addressed today are very serious ones. Solutions to
the problems which have been brought to our attention will require the
enlightened cooperation of both Government officials and the
community.
Whether the problems exists at the Federal level, in Congress, at
the State level or at the local level, let's find out where these problems
lie, and let's do something about them. We cannot allow these problems
to persist. We must address these problems and develop some effective
solutions.
We have new administrations in Washington, Springfield, and
Chicago. The time is ripe now to involve these new administrations and
move forward.
44-476-79-2
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Through the years, I've worked with Mayor Bilandic, and I have
seen some improvement. I also worked for many years with Mayor
Daley, and sometimes I was pleased with the attention given to elderly
issues, and sometimes not as pleased. I'd say to Mayor Bilandic, you
have a new administration, and you have a gigantic number of
problems to cope with.
What I think the Senate Special Committee on Aging is really
saying to you, and I speak on behalf of every single member of that
committee, just as we in the Senate have seen fit to create a special
committee and move it to highest priority in the Senate-and I gave
up the Joint Economic Committee, which I dearly loved, in order to
serve on this committee-we hope the city of Chicago, under a new
administration, will place the highest priority on these problems. We
look forward to working with Mayor Bilandic, who is a humanitarian
who's done a great deal for the city already, particularly in working
with the elderly. I have been thluilled to see revenue-sharing funds
diverted to building senior citizen centers in this city that would do
credit to the finest that I've ever seen in the State of Florida.
I say to my friend, Jim Thompson, that he has a lot of problems and
a lot of priorities. Everyone's after him for something; but I've had
complete cooperation in working on this problem with him.
We're trying to focus new attention on the elderly, to develop a
new sense of priority, Governor Thompson has outstanding administrators working on it. We want to bear from them today, but we're
not here to criticize. We're here to assess. We're here now to say that
we do have a set of conditions that should be better.
We're not holding anyone responsible for it today, but we will if
we don't have corrective action a year from now. The same thing is
true, of course, of the Carter administration. That is a relatively new
administration and must also cope with a lot of problems. We just
want to raise this problem to the highest level.
I want to thank every one of you for taking the time to attend the
hearing this morning, and I especially want to thank our witnesses
for taking the time from their busy schedules to be with us.
I would like to introduce members of the Special Committee on
Aging staff who are here, and also a personal staff member of mine,
Lawrence Grisham, who specializes in the field of education and
health with me. He was just, and I'd like to publicly announce for the
first time, selected by Ebony Magazine as one of the 50 outstanding
future black leaders of America. I have found him to be one of the
ablest staff members that I've ever worked with.
On my left is Jeff Lewis, a minority staff member, with whom I
have worked very closely.
Kathy Deignan, Nancy Coleman, and Theresa Forster are members
of the Aging Committee majority staff who will be here to help any
witnesses or any other members of the audience equally interested
in this problem, so that I can follow through on your queries and
suggestions.
Now, that's what's known in the Senate as a filibuster. You ought
to know what it's like when we start a hearing and we have nine
members of the Senate, each of whom has an equally long opening.
statement. Sometimes we adjourn for lunch before the witnesses
even start..
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Mrs. Benton, we're honored to have you here this morning as our
first witness.
STATEMENT OF MARJORIE BENTON, PRESIDENT, BETTER
GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION, CHICAGO, ILL.
Mrs. BENTON. Thank you, Senator.
The Better Government Association's recent investigation of nursing homes with WLS-TV is the most recent example of our commitment to monitor Government programs for the sick, the elderly, and
the poor.
This is not the first time we've examined the nursing home industry.
BGA investigations, in 1971 and again in 1975, revealed serious problems in nursing home care.
We launched our latest investigation to check on what progress had
been made in providing care for the elderly. We were also responding
to complaints from citizens who were concerned about their relatives
and friends who had suffered abuses from unscrupulous nursing home
operators.
Our findings confirmed the fears about the abuse and neglect of
the elderly.
Public policy toward the elderly has advanced in recent years.
Medicaid and medicare provide the elderly with needed support, but
money alone will not solve the problems we uncovered.
Despite an increase in expenditure for elderly citizens, the Government's response ultimately translates into the euphemism "Out of
sight and out of mind." We must find ways to rely less on impersonal
institutionalized residential care for the elderly. We should make
every effort to make it possible for the elderly to stay with their
families and in their own homes.
Of course, nursing homes will continue to be needed; they provide
an essential service. But we must find ways to make the nursing home
operators more responsive to the needs of their residents. They should
not profit at the expense of the old and the poor.
We greatly appreciate the opportunity to testify here today. The
Senate committee's effort is tremendously important. What you do
will affect the lives of thousands of dependent elderly citizens. We
don't envy your task.
Senator Percy, over the last several years, no one has demonstrated
a greater commitment to improving the lives of the elderly than you
have. Bold and imaginative leadership is needed to reform nursing
home care. I believe that you can supply that leadership now as you
have in the past.
And Senator, if you don't mind a personal note, I'd like to introduce
my son, Scott, who is here today. He is going back to college at noon.
He was an intern at the Better Government Association this summer,
and he worked on this nursing home investigation. I just want to say
to my son that I was very proud of his commitment and the kind of
work that he turned out this summer. He's sitting right back over
there.
Senator PERCY. Scott, I wonder if you'd stand up. [Applause.]
Mrs. BENTON. Now, Senator, I'd like to introduce J. Terrence
Brunner, the executive director of the Better Government Associa-
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tion. Terry will outline our efforts and recommendations, and he and
our staff will answer any questions that you might have. Thank you
very much.
Senator PERCY. Thank you very much.
STATEMENT OF J. TERRENCE BRUNNER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
BETTER GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION, CHICAGO, ILL., ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID PROTESS, RESEARCH COORDINATOR
Mr. BRUNNER. Thanks for all the nice, kind words. I think on
behalf of the BGA, we ought to say right up front how we've appreciated-not only this year, but over the many years-the interest that
you and the committee have shown for the care of the aging in Illinois,
not only in the sort of hearings we had over the medicaid series in
Washington, but those Sunday mornings when you and I went out
cold and called on various nursing homes on the North Side and talked
to people firsthand to find out what it's really like.
I don't think there are many public servants in this country who
would take their valuable time to do that sort of thing, and certainly
BGA has-we really appreciate it.
Senator PERCY. I might say sometimes we were not always welcome.
We made a habit of not letting people know we were coming, and the
door was barred at one time to us until I became rather insistentthat I felt the local police district would see to it that I got in unless
they offered us the courtesy of investigating it.
But a surprise visit in a nursing home terrifies some operators.
Some of them welcome us. Some of them are terrified by it because of
the conditions you find when you walk in.
Mr. BRUNNER. Senator, today I have with me Dave Protess, who
is our research coordinator, and Barbara Klein, who is an attorney
on our staff and worked for a period of time in one of the nursing homes.
She is going to testify to her experiences.
Also with us are Peter Manikas, Lee Norrgard, and Mindy Trossman. All had a part one way or another in the project; Peter Karl,
from WLS-TV, led that project, along with Doug Longhini, who

used to be with us and is now with WL§-TV.

I hope that the testimony today and the work of the committee
will lead to substantial improvement in the lives of hundreds of
thousands of nursing home residents in Illinois and throughout the
country.
This March, the BGA and WLS Target Seven Investigative Unit
began a 4-month probe of the nursing home industry in Illinois. The
investigation was the second major inquiry into nursing home conditions known in a 7-year period.
Senator, I'm sorry to report that the quality of resident care in
Illinois nursing homes continues to be grossly inadequate. Superficial
improvements in the facilities have worked a cruel hoax on patients
and relatives by raising their expectations above the facts.
The lives and happiness of our aging and ailing citizens have been
subordinated to an assortment of profiteers, ill-trained, or disinterested
professionals, and an invisible and ineffectual bureaucracy that spends
billions but cannot even measure the quality of care delivered.
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The questions are: How many newspaper and television exposes
will it take before change is brought about in this industry? How many
outcries of public indignation? How many public hearings? How many
well-intentioned legislative reforms?
The instances of abuse and neglect we found in nursing homes are
so fundamental and so wide spread that one is compelled to question
whether nursing homes themselves are capable of providing good care.
There is no substitute, obviously, for tender loving care at home.
Yet almost all of the Government incentives are for institutional care
that is more costly and impersonal.
Caring for our elderly at home has become less and less the norm.
Since the enactment of medicare and medicaid in 1965, the numbers of
nursing homes and nursing home patients have proliferated. The
Federal Government spends billions of dollars for nursing homes but
comparatively little for alternatives to nursing homes: Day care
centers, group homes, meals-on-wheels, visiting nurses. There are
no tax benefits to assist families with the financial burden of a homebound elderly loved one.
For a very high price, we have bought a public policy of killing our
elderly by neglect.
Now, Senator, as you know, we have a long history of involvement
in these issues. Our concern for the plight of nursing home residents
is traceable back to 1971, when the BGA and the Chicago Tribune
joined forces to investigate and expose shocking abuses in Illinois
nursing homes. Our investigative reporters worked undercover in 20
nursing homes at that time and documented filth, inadequate food,
patient neglect, and fraud.
Numerous governmental reforms were enacted in the wake of that
1971 investigation. Federal and State legislation strengthened nursing
home standards and enforcement procedures, the State enforcement
staff doubled in size, the Illinois Department of Public Health
promulgated comprehensive new regulations in 1975, and the city of
Chicago stepped up inspections.
Several of the worst homes were closed by the State, and others.
were voluntarily closed by owners after funding was withdrawn.
The investigation has been largely credited with prompting many
of these reforms. Yet despite this overwhelming governmental and
public response, the BGA committed its resources to a followup
probe of nursing home operations in 1978.
Scores of telephone calls coming to our office and channel 7, letters
reporting continued abuses and neglect in nursing homes, caused us
to question whether these apparent reforms had been effective.
So this time, we went about choosing a little bit of a different
methodology. Our investigation was even more in-depth than the
original probe. This time, BGA investigators worked undercover in
eight proprietary nursing homes.
~Bef ore going to work, each investigator studied the State regulations
and the current law and literature on long-term care facilities. Our
investigators didn't stay in the homes for just a few days. Our average
stay was over 2 weeks. I think we had eight investigators totaling 1.3
weeks in nursing homes this time, whereas in the past we had people
in for just a day or two at a time.
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In some cases, we worked for more than a month in a particular
home. Investigators worked in a variety of responsible positions as
activity directors, social rehabilitation workers, nurses' aides, and
cooks, as well as maintenance workers and orderlies.
Thus, we were able to minimize the possibility that the regulatory
violations we witnessed were transitory or isolated occurrences. We
were able to study nursing home operations from the inside from a
variety of perspectives, and recorded our findings on the film that we'll
see today.
Our on-the-scene observations were buttressed with an analysis of
Federal inspection reports for 75 of Chicago's 89 licensed skilled and
intermediate care facilities, and interviews with Government officials,
nursing home employees, and community experts in the long-term
care field.
The final report was aired in an eight-part series on WLS-TV
between July 13 and 21. Millions of viewers in Chicago watched that
series. This was one of the largest audiences in the history of Eyewitness News.
In fact, I think the initial night, Karl, was the highest audience
rating they've ever had on channel 7.
Mr. Chairman, this is what we found. The grossest abuses are not
as prevalent as they once were, and physical plants are improved.
However, our study of State and Federal inspection reports reveal
that 6 of 10 homes still violate personal care regulations, almost half
provide insufficient nursing and medical care, and most are not prepared for medical emergencies.
Senator PERCY. How extensive a sample did you make to come to
these conclusions?
Mr. BRUNNER. Well, that was on the basis, Senator, of 75 of the
89 reports on file with HEW. In other words, every one that was on
file, we looked at, and that was buttressed, of course, by the eyewitness accounts that we're going to see on the film and from Barbara.
State inspections conducted under contract with HEW focus on
"bricks and mortar"-the size, layout, and recordkeeping at a home,
not on patient care. HEW has not even defined patient care standards
for medicare and medicaid certification, even though nationally,
HEW funds are half of all nursing home revenues.
Regulation by the eight State agencies with oversight responsibilities for nursing homes is characterized by overlap, lack of coordination, and buckpassing. Enforcement of regulations is so lax that not
a single home was closed by the State last year.
What we saw on the inside was even worse. BGA investigators
working in homes witnessed an 80-year old woman beaten and gagged
by laughing nurses' aides, residents going hungry while aides ate
their food, and administrators paying themselves more in salary than

they spend to feed their residents.
We saw residents left in their beds all day and all night, lying in
their own wastes; improper food preparation; inadequate controI of
drugs; and fraud in the charting of services not rendered.
Senator, I could go on and on reciting these abuses. I think the
film tells that story better than I can. However, I only want to emphasize to you that the problems are as real as they are widespread.
We're also going to have more, as I mentioned, from Miss Klein
on her firsthand experiences in the home.
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Some of the recommendationsSenator PERCY. Before you get into recommendations, could I
ask whether you know of any other areas subject to certification
inspection where the proportion is so high of failure to
meet regulations?
Mr. BRUNNER. No, I don't, Senator.
Obviously, what disturbed us, or what we couldn't understand,
was how the State of Illinois-in effect, the Federal Governmentcould sit with these reports done by their inspectors in their files
showing that almost-you're talking about 75 of 89, I believe the
number is, reports on nursing homes in which their own inspectors
are telling them conditions are terrible, and yet nothing is being
done.
We went around and looked and talked to the Government officials
involved. They all said, "Well, gee, that's their problem. That's
their problem." It was as if there were nine people in a circle all
pointing to the next person in line, it being their responsibility.
There's a complete and utter lack of anybody accepting the responsibility, and these are not findings that we made. Our findings
merely buttressed the findings of the State and Federal agencies
involved.
Senator PERCY. In this case, the buck just doesn't stop anyplace.
Mr. KARL. I'd like to point out, too, that our investigation has
been continuing, and when we went back to the Department of Public
Health and reexamined some records, looking for other things, personnel from the Department of Public Health talked to our investigators and researchers, and said that they would have liked to have
known that we were conducting this investigation because they could
have told us about some homes that we could have really gone into
and found a lot of things. Apparently, if the people in the various
departments know that this type of thing is going on, it just bewilders
me. As was mentioned in our report, not one home was closed last year.
Senator PERCY. The whole purpose that I found of public hearings,
in 12 years as a Senator, is to flush out these things, to alert eople
that we are anxious to have this information, to let public ofcials
know we're going to have a body of information soon on this that
will be overwhelming, and that they better start to do something
about it.
One other question, before you continue. You mentioned conditions
of people who are bedridden.
Yesterday, when I talked with Mother Celestine, the administrator
of the St. Joseph's Home for the Elderly, I asked her about the Illinois
point system. I would like to advise the State officials that I will ask
them for their judgment in this matter. They didn't create it. They're
not responsible for it. They're just adminmstering -,what is now the
system. Mother Celestine indicated that, in her judgment, the system
is set up to provide incentives for people to do exactly what shouldn't
be done with the elderly.
She said, "We try to keep them active, out of bed, doing things.
We have all kinds of activities, so that they will develop a good, healthy
appetite, want good meals, and so forth."
The opposite seems to be the effect of the point system in Illinois,
where the more bedridden patients there are, the higher the payment
that is made to the nursing home.
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Now, when we subpenaed the records, we found a very high proportion of drugs or sedatives. Why were those older people given so
many sedatives? They can't sleep because they're too inactive. A
person sleeps after a day of activity. But if patients are in bed a
great deal of time, they get bedsores, and the nursing home gets
paid for more bedsores. You dope them up with sedatives, you don't
have to feed them as much, you don't attend to them as much, you
don't need as much care for them, and they just sit there like vegetables day after day, reaping profits for the unscrupulous owner.
Now, how do you overcome that? Do you find that this is a problem
that we've got to cope with and that those people from the State,
local, and Federal governments following you in the witness chair
should respond to?
Mr. BRUNNER. Senator, one of the recommendations we make is
that somehow we've got to take the profit out of the point system.
We must change it around in providing incentives and rewards for
quality care, as opposed to bad care or poor care or care which ends up
with people being as sick as possible to get the most reimbursement.
I think that Barbara Klein is going to talk more about that in a
firsthand way-her actual observations, what our testimony is all
about. I think what we found this time was the fact, though everything looks a lot nicer than it did last time, the quality of care for
people has not improved. That should be what we're really striving
for, as you suggested, not the "bricks and mortar."
Senator PERCY. Why don't you just continue?
Mr.

BRUNNER.

Thank you, Senator.

I'd like to devote the remainder of my testimony to discussing the
root causes of failure in nursing horne reforms and recommending
some avenues that this committee might consider taking to change
the situation.
The most significant action the committee can take is to continue
to press vigorously for alternatives to nursing home care, as you've
suggested in the bill that you've sponsored with Senator Domenici.
For example, the Federal Government should consider tax incentives-loans and subsidies to families with elderly residents to help
keep the elderly in their owvin homes.
Financial support for neighborhood projects that provide supportive
services for the elderly is sorely needed.
We must act now to reverse the flow of Government incentives
from institutional care to home care. Such a major shift in public
policy cannot be accomplished overnight, so we must begin now to
seriously experiment with a combination of strategies to improve
home care.
Of course, there will always be a segment of our population for
whom nursing home care is the only alternative. Nursing homes will
continue to be necessary. Therefore, Government must set as one of
its most urgent priorities the task of bringing nursing homes up to
standards and making sure they stay that way. Any further delay is
intolerable.

We concluded in our study that the major causes of failure in
nursing home reforms are the lack of enforcement of existing regulations, the Federal Government's failure to develop meaningful guidelines for quality patient care, and a reimbursement system which
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encourages financial abuses and cost-cutting at the expense of patient's
needs.
I'd like to discuss enforcement, bureaucratic buckpassing, and
delay that we found.
Illinois nursing homes are regulated, Senator, by eight State offices,
22 Federal offices, and several local agencies. The primary responsibility for inspecting nursing homes rests with the State's department
of public health.
Now, HEW has delegated to them the responsibility for inspecting
nursing homes to insure compliance with medicare and medicaid
standards, but HEW's region V staff is only capable of validating 3
percent of the State reports.
With respect to intermediate care facilities which can only receive
medicaid funds, HEW has completely abdicated any meaningful
oversight or regulatory role. Federal bureaucrats perfunctorily approve
the recommendations of the State for recertification. HEW says that
since the State pays half the bills for medicaid in intermediate care
facilities, the Federal Government has no jurisdiction.
Let me give you an example of how this abdication of responsibility
works in practice. BGA investigators compared the HEW/State
inspection report dated September 1977 for the Belmont Rest Home
to the city of Chicago inspection report for the same period.
The HEW/State form listed only a few violations in recordkeeping.
The city of Chicago report documented page after page of serious
problems. HEW didn't even know that the Belmont Rest Home, an
intermediate care facility, had been threatened with revocation of its
city license.
We had our own investigator at Belmont. He kept a 50-page log
of his 3 weeks as an activity director at the home. Among the things
he saw at Belmont were rodents in the kitchen and a patient who
burned herself with cigarettes while the staff at the home stood by
and did nothing.
Even when serious patient care problems are documented by
inspectors, nothing much is done about them. Reports full of abuses
sit in the files collecting dust. Inspectors' recommendations for
delicensure or decertification are almost uniformly overidden by
departmental superiors.
Senator PERCY. Do you know if a State license has been revoked
anyplace in Illinois this past year?
IMr. BRUNNER. No; we do not, sir.
Mr. PROTESS. In fact, none have.
Senator PERCY. Not a single one?
Mr. PROTESS. Not a single one.

Senator PERCY. This is like President Carter who, when I sat next
to him, said there were 2 million civil servants in the country and only
226 out of 2 million had been dismissed last year for incompetence.
What he didn't know is 142 of them since then have been restored to
the Federal payroll with backpay. It appears we have here about the
same sort of situation which called for civil service reform, which
passed the Senate last Friday. That will shake up, I think, the Federal
bureaucracy. Maybe it will shake it up here, also.
Mr. BRUNNER. Senator, so far the response of the agencies involved
has been buckpassing, redtape, and delay. Everyone says that it is
some other agency's job to enforce the laws.
44-476-79-3
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Current proposals before HEW would have nursing-home operators
inspect their own facilities, thereby further delegating authority from
public agencies to the private sector. These proposals will only aggravate the problems we have witnessed.
The Federal Government must assume a more assertive and meaningful regulatory role with respect to both intermediate and skilled
facilities. We're not advocating that HEW conduct routine inspections, but rather, that the Department be prepared to intervene when
there is a void at the State level with a full panoply of remedies.
If we need new laws to do this, let's get them.
I think that we'd like to focus for a moment, Senator, on a thing
called QES. The Federal standards and State inspections focus on
"bricks and mortar," not patient care. Implicit in this policy is the
false assumption that if a home has the potential for quality care,
quality care will be delivered.
Our investigators discovered that you don't have to look very deep
beneath the surface of many first-class physical plants to find horrible
problems. Now, HEW has no system for meaningfully evaluating the
quality of care in a home.
QES-the quality evaluation system-is a survey procedure designed by an Illinois hospital to assess the quality of patient care in
nursing homes.
In 1974, HEW gave the Illinois Department of Public Health a
$1 million grant to adapt and test QES as a regulatory tool in nursing
homes. Everyone seems to agree that QES proved to be an effective
means of assessing patient care in Illinois nursing homes, but QES
isn't being used in Illinois.
The regional office of HEW says that QES doesn't tell them what
the regulations say they need. to know, even though they admit QES
does validly measure patient care.
Washington officials of the Office of Nursing Home Affairs commended QES, but eventually yielded to the decision of the regional
office.
NOw, HEW hopes to come up with another quality evaluating
tool by 1980. In the meantime, QES is sitting in the files collecting
dust. "Bricks and mortar" inspections continue.
HEW should take a second look at QES. Patient care is too important for implementation of QES to be unnecessarily delayed. We
also urge that comparative rankings of nursing homes be made available to every interested member of the public.
We have a couple of other suggestions, Senator, those being that
obviously nursing homes should be dealt with by individuals who are
personally interested and committed to improving nursing home care,
and that they should be continuously involved in this operation.
Therefore, nursing homes receiving public funds should be required
to establish, we believe, advisory boards composed of the residents'
l elatives, neighborhood leaders, health care professionals, nursing
home personnel, as well as nursing home residents.
We further suggest, as I mentioned previously, that we've got to
take a hard look at the point system in Illinois. We've got to come up
with a point system that looks rather to quality care as opposed to
financial incentives for people who are in the worst physical condition.
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In conclusion, we'd like to say that the main thrust of our testimony
today, is that nursing homes do not provide substantially better care
for the residents in 1978 than they did in 1971, despite numerous
reform efforts by government.
Unfortunately, the improvements we've observed are largely
cosmetic, primarily related to the appearance of the structure and
facilities that house the residents. That's not to say that nursing
homes have not changed, however.
The enormous expansion of governments' role in financing and
regulating nursing homes has led to the creation of a massive institutional setting for providing care. The placement in nursing
homes of the mentally ill, crippled children, and other dependent
groups who have been removed from public institutions has significantly altered the face of the nursing home population.
In little more than a decade, many nursing homes have come to
resemble 19th century almshouses for the poor. They have become
institutionalized, publicly supported dumping grounds for society's
castoffs.
Federal policy does not presently address this reality, which accounts for much of the governmental fragmentation at the State
level.
We need a comprehensive national policy to meet the needs of our
dependent population, more and more of whom reside in nursing
homes.
This committee can help in the development of such a policy so
that the bleak story of nursing home abuses shall not have to be told.
At this time, I'd like to again introduce Barbara Klein, who is a
lawyer on our staff and had some firsthand experiences in a nursing
home.
Senator PERCY. I'd like to say, from a personal standpoint, that
Barbara Klein is wvell known to me. She served in my Senate office in
Chicago. She did research and legal work, was an absolutely outstanding member of my staff, and I deeply resent her being stolen
away.
STATEMENT OF BARBARA KLEIN, STAFF ATTORNEY AND INVESTIGATOR, BETTER GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION, CHICAGO, ILL.
Ms. KLEIN. Thank you very much for those kind words, Senator.
From May 16 until May 29, I believe, I worked in the Ballard Nursing Center in Des Plaines as a nurses' aide, and I just want to describe
to you a little bit of what I saw there.
I could only characterize conditions at the home as unconscionable
neglect and lack of preparedness for any kind of emergency.
You mentioned earlier your questions about reimbursement. Well,
we've been told by employees of nursing homes that it is not uncommon for nursing home personnel to label a patient in the entrance
records or the nursing notes as belligerent when they are cooperative,.
forgetful when they are alert, or incontinent when they could use the
bathroom with assistance.
At Ballard, I found that charting for range-of-motion exerciseswhich is a simple movement of the joints to keep the arms and legs as.
flexible as possible-were not given, but they were charted.
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I also found in the home no towels or washcloths in any of the
patients' bathrooms. Patients were often not kept clean and dry. Some
were left all day and all night lying in their own wastes.
There was a lack of control of drugs in that there was, I think, what's
called borrowing drugs, where the nurse will take a prescription from
one patient and give it to another patient.
Senator PERCY. What's the purpose of that, Ms. Klein?
Ms. KLEIN. Well, it's for the convenience of the nurse. If they don't
happen to have enough, say, liquid Valium in one patient's medicine
chest, they will just take it from another patient's supply. There's
really nothing harmful about it.
Senator PERCY. Do they keep the medical history of the patient
receiving the drugs complete and adequate?
MS. KLEIN. Well, I really couldn't say overall how this affects control of drugs, but it is a procedure that is not considered proper under
the regulations.
Senator PERCY. Is it true that under medicare and medicaid simple
things like aspirin are supposed to be covered in the basic costs, but
the nursing home is reimbursed for all the costs of drugs?
MS. KLEIN. Right. I'm not sure about that, Senator. When I was
working at the home, one patient needed some talcum powder, and
I went to the nurse and asked if there was any available. She said no,
that that is something that they must supply themselves, and so
there was no talcum powder for this woman who had a rash.
Senator PERCY. In other words, maybe talcum powder isn't
allowable?
MS. KLEIN. It is an extra.
Senator PERCY. As an extra cost. It's supposed to be in the basic
cost, but the nurse simply said "We don't have it. It is up to the
patient to bring it himself."
If we come to conclusions in these hearings, I'd appreciate hearing
from somebody in the audience having different information. We
want to make this record as accurate as we possibly can, and sometimes we come to conclusions that possibly are wrong. I certainly
don't want to do that.
MS. KLEIN. I suspect that perhaps aspirin and Tylenol are not
included in the basic costs because most of these are only given to
patients on prescriptions from their doctors.
The first night that I worked in the home, another aide left early,
and I was left to care for 50 patients on the floor, 20 of them
needing skilled care.
I had never had any experience as a nurses' aide before and, as I
said before, this was my first night, so I did the best I could, but I
think that's representative of the attitude of many aides, "Let someone else do it."
The nurses exercise very little supervision over the auxiliary staff
and, in fact, in the home where I worked there was a problem in that
some of the nurses were unable to speak English well enough to
communicate with patients. When I had a problem with the patient
and I went to the nurse, I had to give the number because they couldn't
understand the name.
Senator PERCY. Is it also true among some doctors?
Ms. KLEIN. Not any doctors. I observed no doctors during my 2
weeks at the home.
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Senator PERCY. If they'd had a legal problem, you might have been
qualified, but if they had a stomach ache, you were not sure of what to
do.
Ms. KLEIN. I told them when I started work I had been to 1 year
of law school.
I told a patient there-he was so delighted-he said, "Well, can you
help me get out of here, since you have some legal knowledge?" I told
him to perhaps call the legal aid foundation and they would be able
to assist him.
Senator PERCY. Well, when you were given such responsibility, the
sole person in charge of the care of 50 patients, what time of day was
that?
Ms. KLEIN. This was about 7:30 at night.
Senator PERCY. From 7:30 at night until when?
Ms. KLEIN. Until 11 o'clock at night.
Senator PERCY. Until 11 o'clock, the sole person taking care of 50
people, any one of whom might have had some medical problem at
that time. What qualifications did you tell the nursing home you had?
Ms. KLEIN. Well, I told them that I had never worked in a nursing
home before, that I was a college graduate with a major in philosophy
and 1 year of law school and no medical experience of any kind.
I was very terrified when I was left to care for these patients, and I
began demanding that some of the other aides assist me. This is when
I observed the worst case of abuse and neglect in our entire
investigation.
Two other nurses' aides came to help me put an 80-year-oldl woman
in bed. She was somewhat upset about being put in bed and was
cursing at the aides and myself.
They took her and slapped her, strapped her down in the bed in a
posy vest. I noticed they slapped her on the buttock, which was inflamed with a rash, and they took pieces of Kleenex tissue and shoved
it in~her mouth and cursed at her-swore at her. Of course, while they
were doing this, they were laughing and seemed to be enjoying abusing
her, so that was the assistance that I got.
It was most disturbing to me my first night.
Senator PERCY. What was your salary when you were hired?
Ms. KLEIN. I believe I made $3.50 an hour as an aide. That was the
regular starting salary.
And I just would like to add that this was a first-class physical
plant, a very modern, well-equipped nursing home, but when you
look beneath the surface, you find there was one mop for three floors,
there was no oxygen available on two floors, the nursing staff was very
much overworked, and there were just quite a few problems.
Senator PERCY. Have you put into the record the name of this place?
Ms. KLEIN. Yes, I did. It's the Ballard Nursing Center in Des
Plaines, Ill.
Mr. BRUNNER. Senator, if there are any further questions of Ms.
Klein, what we'd like to do at this point is show you the film. It's
undercover photographs taken within the home. I think it's obviously
one of the best television pieces of its kind that's ever been done.
In the past, I think there's always been a criticism that, "Well, it
wasn't really that bad," this time, we've been lucky enough to capture
on film through some very innovative techniques the actual television
footage of what went on m these homes, and it's very revealing.
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I'd like to turn it over to Peter Karl of WLS at this time.
Senator PERCY. I'm very grateful for this, because I was not here,
and the members of the staff were not here, at the time of the showing
of this film. I would very much like to see it.
I would suggest for those in the audience who cannot see the television screen, please feel free to come up anyplace. It's a short film.
How long is it, Mr. Brunner?
Mr. KARL. Fourteen minutes.
Senator PERCY. Fourteen minutes, so just come up and stand anyplace that would be convenient to you, including right up here on the
platform with us.
[Whereupon, a videotape presentation was shown.]
Senator PERCY. Thank you very much. If we could resume our seats.
I want to thank WLS television for that.
I've probably been in more nursing homes than almost anyone in
the country, and the conditions depicted in the film are not exaggerated for many of the homes that I have visited.
The first question I'd like to put to Mrs. Benton is what prompted
BGA to enter the nursing home investigation, and how did you come
together with WLS television?
Mrs. BENTON. Senator, as I mentioned in my statement, this is
simply a followup to earlier investigations, one we did in 1971 and
again in 1975.
Recently, the BGA has tried to not just investigate and expose
conditions, but to continually follow up and see if needed improvements in legislation are taking place. So with that philosophy in mind,
we like to keep going back to investigations that we made to make
sure that we're getting the results that we want.
I frankly cannot answer how this time we got hooked up with
WLS. Maybe Pete can tell us how we did that.
Mr. KARL. I just received a phone call from a person who was
very distressed about the lack of oxygen, and I went to meet with
Terry. We were kind of hesitant at first because other investigations
had been conducted, but then, as I think he mentioned in his opening
remarks, we wanted to see if anything had been done. We were prepared at that time, if we devoted resources and time to it, if we could
-find that a lot of things had changed, that we would then report that
*or report whatever we found. We went to homes, and you saw the
result.
Senator PERCY. What was the methodology used by BGA in
selecting nursing homes for your investigations?
Mr. BRUNNER. Well, it was really done on a random basis, Senator. I think we felt as many other people did, before we began the
investigation, that the situation in Illinois was probably pretty good.
As you know, since the 1971 expos6 by the BGA and Tribune, there
have been a lot of reforms and State publications with language incicating how good things were as a result of that investigation. There
have been spot checks. You yourself had done them with us, and we
really felt things were probably pretty good, so on a basis of looking
at priorities and what ought to be investigated by an organization
like the BGA, it wasn't nearly at the top.
Peter came in with this particular story of Alma Weny who died
because of an apparent lack of oxygen, and we agreed with him to take
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a look at that particular situation. But as we got into it, we kept
putting more people into more homes and found it was very easy to
get positions that were not just janitors, as we had in the past, or
people working on the night crew, but people who were like Barbaranurses' aides with responsible positions. What we did was leave the
people in a lot longer than we ever had before in an undercover sense,
and the results, as we've shown you, really were rather startling.
Senator PERCY. How many nursing homes did you actually investigate?
Mr. BRUNNER. Well, maybe Dave Protess, who is our research
coordinator who directed it, would give you the exact numbers.
Senator PERCY. Would you identify yourself, please?
Mr. PROTESS. I'm David Protess, research coordinator for BGA.
We, Senator, went into eight nursing homes, stayed an average of
time of 2 weeks, although we stayed as long as a month. The homes
were chosen in part out of the phone book, in part from tips from
citizens who complained of conditions in those homes.
I think one of the important things to consider about those homes
and about our working in them is that in response to a question that
you asked earlier of Barbara Klein about her qualifications, we had
seven investigators working in the eight homes. None of the seven
investigators had any kind of experience or training in the health care

field. None had any knowledge whatsoever how to deal with patient
needs, yet they were immediately placed in positions of responsibility,
and six of the seven investigators who worked in the homes did not
even have reference checks. The one investigator who had experience
in the nursing field ended up working a larger home.
Senator PERCY. Were any of the investigators put in a position
where they had access to drugs or could administer drugs to patients?
Mr. PRo'rEss. Yes; as a matter of fact, several were in that position.
A very common condition was to have drugs left out in the open where
either patients or any personnel, including nonmedical personnel,
could administer them to patients.
Senator PERCY. In other words, if they'd wanted to be a pusher,
they would have been able to get these drugs without a prescription?
They could have used these drugs or sold them outside?
Mr. PROTESS. Absolutely.
Senator PERCY. Could they have administered them to patients?
Mr. PROTESS. Prescription drugs were left on carts in the hiall
unattended, where anyone could have easily obtained them and sold
them elsewhere or administered them to patients themselves.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Brunner, in the text of your testimony you
describe nursing homes as providing poor quality of care. I wonder if
you could expand on what you consider to be poor quality care?
Mr. BRUNNER. Well, Senator, I think Barbara has indicated that
her firsthand experiences-maybe Dave would like to elaborate on
that point from the standpoint of the other investigative reports he
directed.
Mr. PROTESS. I'd say the main problem as far as quality of care goes
is not so much a question of abuse, it's a question of inattention.
When patients need to have attention for anything, including going
to the washroom, having their meals prepared, there's essentially two

problems. There are not enough people around to meet those needs,
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and second, the people who are available to meet those needs are
untrained; 90 percent of the care that people receive in nursing homes
in the Chicago area is provided by nurses' aides, and there are no
standards that nursing home owners have to be obliged to follow for
hiring qualified nurses' aides. Many of them are just high school
students.
We often found that they were abusive in their treatment to the
patients, but the main thing is that they were unqualified.
Senator PERCY. When I went into nursing homes, beginning, I
suppose, 8 years ago, on an intensive basis, I found peeling paint,
the stench of urine, and really despicable sanitary conditions.
When the word got out that I was in nursing homes virtually every
weekend, and it spread rather rapidly, I understand there was a
tremendous sale of paint. [Laughter.]
There was a lot of clean up and painting being done. In fact, it
was seldom in subsequent weekends that I wouldn't go in and see
painting being done on Saturdays and Sundays, on an overtime basis.
Maybe they were nonunion workers doing a little offduty work.
I'm not sure, but I do know that there was an awfully lot of painting.
Now, the cosmetic improvements were done. Are the physical
facilities somewhat improved, or much more improved, than they
were before?
Mr. PROTESS. We found that perhaps the single most important
change in nursing home operations in terms of improvement were the
cosmetic changes in the "bricks and mortar" sense.
Nursing homes looked better. The physical plant is generally
cleaner.
On the other hand, that creates additional problems, because these
changes have often been superficial and have nothing to do with
resident care. People who were often thinking of placing a resident
or family member into that home were tricked into thinking the
home is a quality home and provides quality care.
There is a substantial difference between a quality physical plant
and health care center that meets residents' needs.
Senator PERCY. Now, the eight homes that you picked on a random
basis to make thorough investigations, spending a couple of weeks in
each one of them, how many would you say were classified by your
own definition as providing poor quality care?
Mr. PROTESS. I would say all of them provided poor quality
care. In fact, we found numerous instances in each one of the homes
that would cause the State, under its own regulations, to remove the
license or the certification for the home. Yet not in one case, in any
of the homes in the State of Illinois, was that done.
Senator PERCY. Now, I have testified on there being good nursing
homes, and I've tried to really balance that out as an incentive for
others and to prove that all is not despair.
Could any of you comment on good homes that you have been in to
balance this record out and indicate the prevalence of them? Also, is
there a great problem in that the Federal Government is not providing sufficient money to enable a nursing home operator to meet all his
expenses and still have a reasonable profit, which I support-that a
reasonable profit should be obtainable in a proprietary nursing home?
Mr. KARL. We went into the home that you talk about, except we
went to the one in Chicago, Little Sisters of the Poor, St. Augustine's.
They are a not-for-profit home, as you're aware of.
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Senator PERCY. That's right.
Mr. KARL. The conditions there were unbelievably clean. The patients all seemed to be relatively happy.
The same cameraman who did our undercover work is also the cameraman who went there. We went unannounced, came in and talked to
the nuns, told them we'd like to do a story right about mealtime to see
how they were preparing meals. We were welcomed and went in.
After talking to the nun, Sister Madeline, we found that the not-forprofit home operates with a half a million dollar deficit every year. The
amount of money that they spend on a breakfast meal, for example,
would equal what most homes spend for all three meals.
We also talked to her about the types of people that were on her staff.
They have 13 or 16 nuns who receive no salary from the nursing home
whatsoever. They run a half a million dollar deficit without paying any
administrative or any major costs in terms of personnel, and they provide a good service.
And 'm sure that there are other nursing homes that provide good
service. We took our sample and we went into the homes, and we just
reported on what we found in the homes that we went into.
Mr. PROTESS. But I think it's important to point out that in addition
to the eight homes we were in, we also reviewed virtually all the inspection reports for all homes in the city of Chicago and that those
homes contained numerous findings made by the inspectors themselves
that indicate tremendous inadequacies.
Senator PERCY. I haven't reached a conclusion yet on whether we've
gone the wrong route on proprietary homes. I came out of the private
sector, and I happen to believe that incentives and so forth are adequate many times to provide goods and services to this country.
I have been in some good proprietary homes, and to the members
of the Nursing Home Association here today, the professionals in
that field, I cordially invite you to give us the names of some of the
proprietary homes in the Chicago area that you are proud of, that can
be inspected at any time of day or night. I invite the investigators
to take a look at some of those homes.
I have been in some that were very good, one in particular on the
Northwest side, which is run by a Czech refugee driven out of his
own country, who has a dedication to taking care of old people.
He operates an extraordinarily good nursing home and makes a profit
on it.
So I wouldn't want to come yet to the conclusion that we went
the wrong route, because it would be terrible to abandon the whole
thing. What we want to do is make it better.
As a result of your investigation, is it your opinion that there is
a preponderance of poor quality nursing home care in the Chicago
area?
Mr. BRUNNER. Yes, certainly, Senator.
Senator PERCY. What types of reactions have you received from
the general public?
Mrs. Benton, you have a broad contact with the general public.
What reactions have you had back from people, and others of you,
also?
Mrs. BENTON. I think, again, people are appalled and dismayed
at how our society handles its elderly. I think there's been a certain
amount of, "What can we possibly do to right this?" And I think
for the first time, the BGA has come up with a list of recommenda44-476-79
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tions that might finally make the difference in how we can take care
of the elderly in our society.
The response of our board has been-we've been very proud of
this investigation, very proud of WLS-TV, and I think the response
we've otten, the phone calls and letters and financial support for the
BGA, has been very, very encouraging.
Mr. BRUNNER. Senator, I'd like to add one other point. I think that,
as you know, I've been at the BGA for 7 or 8 years now, and it's very
discouraging to have done an investigation like this and had the sort
of results we've done and seen the reform and then go back out and
see it all over again. Therefore, I think that the sorts of recommendations we're suggesting this time are in line with the kinds of ideas that
are in the bill you mention, by yourself and Senator Domenici-an
attempt to go a different route to come up with some other sort of
solution other than to say, "We simply need more regulation." Obviously, we've gotten more regulation, and the standard of medical
care within these homes has not improved. So what we're trying to
do, as I'm sure you on the Committee on Aging are trying to do, is
grasp for other solutions to the problem.
It becomes very apparent that the whole idea of putting older
people in institutions is intrinsically not a very good one in comparison
with keeping them in their own home. Yet all of the incentives are in
that direction. Therefore, the recommendations which we made, I
think, are those of an organization that's come up and found that our
previous ideas that we suggested, many of which were implemented
by the State and Federal governments, didn't really work very well
to solve the problem.
* I think that Peter Karl ought to comment from the standpoint of
the media on the public response to the series, which was your question.
STATEMENT OF PETER KARL, INVESTIGATIVE REPORTER,
WLS-TV, CHICAGO, ILL.
Mr. KARL. I think that we, in our newsroom, haven't had a response
to anything like we've had a response to this, and we're continuing
to get calls.
One of the biggest concerns that we have found from the callers
and the letters that we have received-some against the series, saying
that we weren't being objective and that type of thing-but the
biggest concern I think that people have is that when they have to
face the reality of placing someone in a nursing home, that they don't
exactly know where to go. They go to the government offices and say,
"'Well, here's an inspection report," and they say, "Go take a look
at it." You have to make your own decisions, because there's no way
to rank the nursing homes.
I think we tried to point that out. This is what QES at least at,tempts to do, and people are very frustrated. They can go to a nursing
home and they can see the first floor where most of the ambulatory
patients are, and that type of thing, and feel that this is a good nursing
home, but only find that they could be dismayed in the future.
I'don't want to sit here and say there are no good nursing homes,
:either. I've been in several that were outstanding. The question, I
think, is the motivation of the staff, and I think that that's one of the
toughest things to do in order to provide good quality care.
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The people, though, that call us really have a hard time determining
how to find out if the quality of care is good and if the home itself is
good.
Senator PERCY. When people call in and talk about problems that
they're having in nursing homes, where do you refer them? Is there
one agency that you can turn them over to that can help them?
Mr. PROTEss. There is no such place right now, Senator. There is a
largely voluntarily staffed ombudsman within the State office of aging
but the information is that that ombudsman is not related to the
quality of care nursing homes in Chicago can provide.
If a citizen in the city of Chicago wants to find out how good a
particular nursing home is, he has no place to go to find that answer.
If he goes to the city of Chicago and asks to see public inspection
reports, he'll be told the public inspection reports made by the city
of Chicago are not a matter of public record and not accessible to him.
I think the single most important problem that people have in
trying to evaluate nursing home care for the people that they're
considering placing in a nursing home-a family member, a loved
one-is that there is no place for them to go.
Senator PERCY. You mentioned the nursing home run by the
Little Sisters of the Poor right here in Chicago, the same group that
runs the one in Palatine.
I've been in that home. It is immaculate. It is beautiful. A great
deal of work through the years has been done to keep it up. It is an
older building, but far more serviceable and livable than many
of the newer buildings and structures that meet the building code for
this type of facility.
Now, the problem is the code has been written in such a way that
that building must be now abandoned, and the beautiful structure
given up because it's one floor too high or something of that kind.
There are certain standards, safety standards, that it does not now
meet.
It's being sold, as you know. Government regulations require that
it be abandoned, and the Little Sisters of the Poor have to raise
money to build a new structure.
There are strong feelings that this building should not have been
abandoned, that there should have been some flexibility in the regulations.
I have received several notes, one from a paralegal assistant that
says:
Barbara Klein is telling it very well. I have worked in hospitals and am a paralegal with the Champaign County Legal Assistance Foundation, plus I have 2
years of nursing and have worked in nursing homes myself. Often I, as a nurses'
aide, was left alone with close to 200 people by myself. Thank you. Carol Krawier.

I also have a note from the Champaign County home stating,
"The State has just started to look through and revise the point
counter system."
Mr. KARL. Senator, one other thing, if you don't mind me interrupting you, is during the course of our investigation, time and time
again, one of the things that we have found is that when inspectors
on the State level come to a home, there always seems to be knowledge
beforehand that the home is going to be inspected-several clays
beforehand.
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Though many people in the administrative positions say no, we
have talked to many former administrators and people who have
worked in homes, and they have indicated to us that when inspectors
are coming, somehow the home knows.
Senator PERCY. We will put those questions, and Mr. Grisham, if
you will draw up the questions, to the witnesses who will appear this
morning from the State, as to what they have done to prevent it, because audits should be without notification.
I served on the Audit Committee of the Harris Trust & Savings
Bank, and any employee who advised any department head that we
were coming in on a Tuesday night at 8 o'clock to audit that account
would have been fired. It would have been absolutely a breach of
ethics for them.
An audit has to be a surprise. That's the whole nature of it.
My inspections have to be surprise inspections. No one was ever
notified when I was coming to a nursing home. It's ludicrous to have
inspections with plenty of advance notice. They can always clean the
homes for 24 hours, until the inspection is over. Then they go about
their ordinary sort of business.
I would like to ask the staff if they have any further questions;
Jeff?
Mr. LEWIS. I have one question to Barbara.
Barbara, did you find it was true that the foreign nurses-could
they also read English?
Ms. KLEIN. Well, the only reading that they seemed to have to do
was the drug prescriptions, because their jobs seemed pretty much
limited to passing out drugs.
Some of them who-many of the nurses where I worked came in on
a temporary basis. They weren't permanent employees. They might
come in one evening a week or fill in for someone else. There was a
great deal of that, and so even though I looked through medical files
for patients in the homes, I couldn't see whether they were able to
write English, whether they were able to keep up with the progress
notes, so I really can't answer the question from firsthand knowledge.
Senator PERCY. Thank you very much.
Any questions? [No response.]
I want to thank all of you. Sometimes, as you drive home, you think
"If I only thought of that to say." If you do so, just put it in writing,
and I will hold this record open for any subsequent statements any of
you would like to make to amplify your comments.
I will not insert in the record at this point a correction I have received, or comment, from Lynn May, because he is a witness on the
next panel. I'll put it in the record at that point.
If you'd like to stay on, we would like to find chairs for you to sit

as near the front as possible.
I wonder if members of our staff could make available chairs in the
front row here for our first panel.
Fine. The witnesses from the next panel will be leaving, so you can
just take their chairs, if you like.
The chair would call now as witnesses Lynn May, Hugh Canaday,
Richard Waltmire, James Scheibly, Suzanne Weiss, and Dean Jost.
We're going to recess for 3 minutes while we change our tape and
we remove the equipment.
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I would like to thank ABC television very much for providing the
videotape for us. It added greatly to the hearings.
[Recess.]
Senator PERCY. We will resume our hearing now, and I'm going to
ask our witnesses, because we have taken an unusual amount of time
for our first panel, if you could limit your statements to 5 minutes or
less. Obviously, your full statement will be put in the record as if
given in full, and then that will allow us a little more time for questions.
Mr. May, I wonder if you'd mind just commenting in your opening
statement on the question that you gave to me here.
Why don't I just read it into the record:
Nursing homes do not prescribe drugs. A physician must do so.
Reimbursements for drugs for medical payments is made to the pharmacist,
not to the nursing home. Thus, the nursing home receives no financial benefits from
prescriptions filled.

Could I ask the previous panel if they ever had any evidence that
there was collusion between the nursing home owners and drugstores,
and whether there was any incentive for the nursing home owner,
through joint ownership or through kickbacks or sharing of profits,
for them to prescribe drugs that were paid for by the Federal Government?
Mr. PROTESS. You want me to do it up here?
Senator PERCY. You can do it right from there.
Mr. PROTESS. We didn't find that. We were not in a position to
find it, however.
I think it's important to be aware, though, that in Illinois, in the
past year, there were a number of Federal indictments against nursing
home owners for accepting kickbacks from a pharmacist, several of
whom were prosecuted successfully, one of whom, in fact, was the
owner of a nursing home that we had an investigator in. We heard
regularly that they were cleaning up their act for a period of time because of the pressure from the Federal level.
That's the thing that we heard over and over again, but we didn't
have any direct evidence of that.
Senator PERCY. Well, the evidence, I think, was available to many
of us. It was available to this committee that that did occur.
We'll start with Mlr. May as our first witness, and we welcome all
of you very much.
STATEMENT OF F. LYNN MAY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ILLINOIS
HEALTH CARE ASSOCIATION, CHICAGO, ILL.
Mr. MAY. Thank you, Senator Percy.
When the Better Government Association and, WLS-TV issued their
report, I did meet with Terrence Brunner and Peter Karl. I tried to
get the full nature of the facts they had-the information that they had.
Senator PERCY. I'm sorry. Could you, for the record, identify
yourself ?
Mr. MAY. I'm sorry, certainly. I'm Lynn May. I'm executive
director of the Illinois Health Care Association. We represent some
300 long-term-care facilities, both proprietary and nonprofit.
Senator PERCY. Both proprietary and nonprofit?
Mr. MAY. That is correct.
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I was unable to obtain a complete list of the allegations or the facts
in the case from the Better Government Association or WLS-TV.
They indicated these would be coming out in the reports, and there
was an indication that perhaps they'd be issued on white paper in the
future, but seeking to find out more information, I received permission
from the facilities implicated in the B GA report to send administrators
from my association into these facilities to try to really determine the
nature of the allegations.
And while these facilities were not members of our association, they
readily assented to admit our people in, make their records available,
answer any questions, and make their employees available to us. We
found a pattern in the nature of the BGA allegations, we think, that
largely, although not all, many of them were based on hearsay or
incomplete exposition of actual facts.
For example, there were indications of abuse or mistreatment of
individual patients. We checked on the allegations themselves. We
found at times that the people wvho were supposed to be involved in
the mistreatment were not working at that time, or the others had
outstanding records of patient care.
In regard to the incident about serving cheese sandwiches on stale
bread, we went back to the records and also talked to the dietary people
of that facility and found that not only were cheese sandwiches served,
but they were served on fresh bread that was delivered daily, and the
menu also included hot soup, vegetables, dessert, salad, and a beverage.
So, I think that there is a general pattern here that there's a lot of
sound and fury in the BGA report, but very often it doesn't hit upon
actual events.
I'm very concerned about their exposition of the incident in Brookwood. They have no proof that that woman died as a result of not
receiving oxygen. She died from other causes, and even today, they have
notSenator PERCY. Do you have proof of those other causes?
Mr. MAY. Yes; they can be obtained through a death certificate, sir.
I'd also like to comment on the nature of the television coverage for
the BGA study. I think it has to be faulted for too little factfinding and
too much reliance on the exploitation of the visual impact of infirmities
and debilities of the aged residents in the nursing homes. The disease,
neglect, the vicissitudes of life have caused many of these people to
become or to result in the poor health that they're currently in. Their
life in nursing homes did not necessarily lead to this condition.
In fact, very often, the very environment that they can exist in, or
perhaps show an improvement, is in a nursing home. I'm sure many
people were shocked at what they saw in that film compilation, but
the shock, I think, arises from a sudden confrontation with the disfigurement and ailments of old age and not necessarily is that prima
facie evidence of poor care delivery, and I think that the television
coverage should be faulted for that reason. At least there should be
some question as to the nature of the journalism involved.
Now, I do not mean to portray that the BGA and WLS reports were
completely groundless. We did have admission that some of the allegations were factual, that there was indeed poor judgment shown by
staff, particularly in the nature of restraints that were ordered for
patients or other aspects of care, but I think there's a very limited
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number of actual events that could have been proved and were shown
in this report. Yet the investigation went on for over 4 months, so I
think the conclusion of our summary or investigation indicates there
are some specific allegations of BGA really that don't demonstrate
overt abuse by providers as much as they reflect the misunderstandings
and realities of long-term care.
Now, while we found much error in the BGA allegations, we support most of its recommendations for improved long-term care in
Illinois. We, too, believe that State regulations are chaotic, jumbled;
confusing, often contradictory.
A forthcoming study mandated by the Illinois House of Representatives, I think, will show this very clearly, that there are too many
agencies trying to do too many things, and the result is a wash. It
doesn't achieve much.
One of my members recently furnished me a journal where over a
6-month period, every 2 days out of 5 there was some kind of survey or
inspection going on in his facility, taking away staff time and nursing
care time from their duties, and most of it doesn't really achieve much.
Now, we believe that the Thompson administration has recognized
this fact, and they have taken the first steps toward correcting it,
and my association has drafted legislation which we hope to introduce
in the State next year which will require consolidation of surveys,
so that they're more meaningful and useful.
Now, we also concur with the BGA that most or many of the
existing Federal and State laws are cosmetic, and we really need to
address the root of problems dealing with level of care.
One of the things that we have been working with the department
on aging in the Lieutenant Governor's office is development of legislation that will mandate nurses' aide training, not only the training
itself, but will provide funding for that.
Now, we think it's true, nurses' aides which make up the large
bulk of employees in the nursing home, who have the most direct
relationship to patients, are not trained at this time. We feel that a
nurses' aide training program that is flexible, is fully funded, will
provide immense benefit to the patients, and will help our industry
do a better job.
We're also negotiating and talking with public health officials
to develop legislation that will permit evaluation of patients where
there's a clear and present danger to their safety and health. Currently, the State feels it cannot act, and there are difficult legal problems involved, but we think there is a solution so the State can act
and take action in cases like this.
We're also interested in translating current patient rights regulations existant in Federal rights and translating them into State legislation. Now we worked to defeat a bill that would have done more than
that in the last session of the legislature, but some of the patient rights
that they wanted to establish were just clearly unobtainable.
We think it is necessary, at least to translate the Federal rights
into State law and protect those residents of facilities that are not
covered by medicaid or medicare.
Finally, as already has been mentioned, we have been working for
many months now to develop an effective patient assessment tool
that will assess patients' needs and provide the level of care necessary.
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The Federal Government and the State have been working on
these for many years. It's very difficult to really determine and
measure the quality of care. We think we've made a really good start
along those lines, and we hope that we're going to develop an effective
program.
We wholeheartedly support the BGA's recommendations perhaps to
provide alternatives to institutionalized care. Elderly citizens need the
wherewithal to stay in their own homes as long as possible. However,
we do not believe, as some studies have shown, that alternative care
would necessarily reduce the rolls of nursing homes. In effect, I think
it's going to open up a whole new kind of care to constituents that
probably need it, that probably would not go into homes if they had
some alternatives, but it isn't going to affect the rolls. It's going to be
very expensive, very expensive, and we're concerned that in the rusha very popular political move-to develop these programs, in an era
of limited resources, that we're going to see a diminution of support of
maintenance of elderly nursing homes.
I also agree with the BGA that there's a need for greater public
involvement in nursing homes. We intend next year to implement a
pilot project of establishing advisory councils along the lines that they
recommend for our membership.
We've just started this, and I can't give you any timetable right
now, but we think it's an idea that's worth exploring.
What we've found, however, is that in rural and suburban areas
community involvement is good, and the neighborhoods are far away;
where close family ties do not exist, you don't have it, and no matter
what you try to lo, you try to achieve it.
There's one final thing that I don't think the BGA really went into.
Senator PERCY. I think this is the third final point you've had.
I'm going to ask Mr. Grisham to advise us when 4 minutes are up for
each of our witnesses. Otherwise, we just won't get to the questions
at all.
Mr. MAY. I'm sorry, Senator. You're right.
Senator PERCY. You'd make a great Senator in a filibuster.
Mr. MAY. Can I have 2 more minutes to address this issue?
Senator PERCY. Would you split it in half and make it 1? You've
been going for 10 minutes now.
Mr. MAY. Fine. The BGA did not really look into the question of
reimbursement.

The State of Illinois reimburses medicaid patients at the rate of
$19.50 per patient a day. They also support their residents in penal
systems at $17.50 a dlay. If there is a costSenator PERCY. Let's not forget that 65 cents a day one nursing
home is paying. Those are actual records, 65 cents a day.
Mr. MAY. Nevertheless, Senator, the cause of lack of care and the
economic base of that has to go back to the State, to the Federal
Government, and failure to adequately support and provide levels of
care to the patients in long-term care facilities.
Senator PERCY. You're not testifying that 65 cents is the State
allowance for food, are you?
Mr. MAY. No, sir, I'm not.
Senator PERCY. That one case is an isolated case.
Mr. MAY. Yes, sir.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. May follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF

F.

LYNN MAY

Approximately 1 month ago, the Better Government Association (BGA) of
Chicago, and WLS-TV, channel 7, announced that they had jointly conducted an
undercover investigation of several nursing homes in and around Chicago and
found conditions to be "horrendous." During the week-long reporting period, they
alleged a number of instances of poor health care delivery or outright abuse of
patients. The BGA went on to state that it saw little improvement in nursing
home care since 1971, the date of its earlier investigation of long-term care facilities.
I subsequently met with Terrence Brunner, executive director of the BGA, and
Peter Karl, the WLS-TV investigative reporter, to obtain more information about
their allegations. I urged them to release the full details of their study to me so that
we could work together to resolve the problems that they had uncovered, but they
declined, indicating that they would issue a report in the future describing the
many abuses they claim to have witnessed.
In the meantime, I arranged for several nursing home administrators who are
members of the Illinois Health Care Association to inspect most of the facilities
implicated in the BGA investigation. While not members of the association, most
of these facilities readily agreed to our survey and gave our people free access to
records and employees. We found that many of the BGA allegations appeared to
be inaccurate or were incomplete expositions of actual events.
(1) For example, one facility was accused of only serving cheese sandwiches
on stale bread for lunch. In fact, the documented lunch served in that facility on
the day in question included cheese sandwiches made with fresh bread, soup, hot
vegetables, dessert, and a beverage.
(2) Two employees of another facility were accused of striking and gagging a
resident. Documentation showed that one of the employees was absent the day of
the alleged occurrence and that the other one had an excellent record with the
patients.
(3) An employee in a third facility was seen smoking marijuana. That employee
was summarily terminated, a fact that was not mentioned by the BGA.
As for the televised coverage of the BGA study, it must be faulted for too little
factfinding and too much emphasis on the visual impact of the debilities of aged
and infirm residents of nursing homes. Disease and neglect reduced many of the
people shown to poor health long before they entered nursing homes. Many of
these were confused or incompetent. Several had to be restrained by doctor's
orders for their own protection. I am sure many people were shocked by the
images they saw, but this shock arises from sudden confrontation with the ailments and disfigurations of old age. They are not, however, prima facie evidence
of improper care.
I do not mean to portray the BGA/WLS-TV reports as completely groundless.
There were reported instances where facilities admitted to bad judgment on the
part of staff, like inappropriate restraint of a patient or use of unnecessary force.
But the limited number of these transgressions belie the universality attributed
by the BGA. The conclusion of our investigation indicates that the specific BGA
allegations do not demonstrate proof of overt abuse by providers as much as they
reflect misunderstanding of the realities and exigencies of long-term care treatment.

While finding much error in the BGA allegations, we support most of its recommendations for the improvement of long-term care. We too believe that State
regulation of nursing homes is ineffective and chaotic. A forthcoming State study
of long-term care regulation mandated by a resolution of the Illinois House of
Representatives will document the inefficiencies of this bureaucratic nightmare.
Currently, one agency funds welfare residents, another licenses and inspects facilities, a third interprets fire and safety codes, and so on. Not long ago, one of
my members furnished me a 6 month's journal which he kept in his facility. It
showed that a Federal or State inspection of one kind or another was in process
on an average of one out of every 2% days. The cost of this wasteful bureaucracy
to the providers and the taxpayers is incalculable. We believe, however, that the
Thompson administration has recognized this problem and is taking steps to improve it at the State level. My association has drafted, and hopes to introduce
next year, a bill which would require the development of a single survey instrument to be used by all State agencies regulating long-term care facilities.
We also concur with the BGA that many of the existent Federal and State laws
and regulations affecting nursing homes are cosmetic, addressing only the physical
nature of facilities. We believe that regulation should be directed at improving
the quality of care, not paper compliance with irrelevant regulations. Accordingly, we have developed a bill in cooperation with the State Department on Aging
44-476-79-
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to mandate and fund nurses' aide training, which would enhance the performance
and professionalism of the employees who make up the bulk of the work force in
a nursing home and who work most closely with the patients. We have also held
exploratory discussions with public health officials to develop legislation which
would permit evacuation of patients where a clear danger exists to their health
and safety. We are also interested in translating current Federal regulations requiring patients' rights into State law, and thereby protecting those residents in
facilities that are not participants in medicaid or medicare. Finally, we are meeting on a regular basis with representatives from State agencies and the Governor's
office as well as other provider organizations to develop an effective patient assessment tool to eliminate the cumbersome point count system which was justifiably
criticized by the BGA. We believe that this effort will ultimately produce an evaluation system which will accurately determine patient needs and assign appropriate levels of care.
IHCA wholeheartedly supports the BGA's recommendation for more programs
to provide alternatives to institutionalized long-term care. Elderly citizens should
be encouraged to remain in their homes as long as possible. However, we question
whether alternative care will greatly reduce the numbers of residents in long-term
care facilities. We suspect that only a relatively small percentage of current residents could return to their homes under any circumstances. Rather the alternative
care programs could service a new constituency which need home health care as
a check on early debilitation. The cost of home health care is high if all the elements like visiting nurses, meals, transportation, etc., are included. We are fearful
that in an era of limited tax revenues that a rush to alternative care will limit resources necessary for the maintenance of nursing home patients.
Despite our concerns, we advocate more alternative care programs. We also urge
that rational, effective regulation of home health care programs be expedited by
Federal and State agencies before fraud and scandal vitiate the public's tolerance
of these programs. We also urge the amendment of Federal regulations to allow
proprietary concerns to participate in title XX programs. Proprietary nursing
homes, particularly in rural areas, could serve as the most efficient and qualified
agencies for delivering a visiting nurse and meal services.
We also agree with the BGA that there is a need for greater public involvement
in nursing homes. We have found that in rural and suburban areas community
participation in volunteer programs and other activities is usually high. However,
the lack of nearby neighborhoods and the absence of close family ties greatly
reduces this involvement in large urban areas. We plan to implement a pilot
project next year among the members of our association to examine the feasibility
of the BGA's recommendation for the establishment of advisory boards comprised
of residents' relatives, community leaders, nursing home personnel, and nursing
home residents. We are hopeful that this experiment will lead to meaningful
public participation in long-term care.
There is one glaring omission in the BGA's analysis of nursing homes in and
around Chicago. It failed to explore the economic basis of long term care facilities
and its impact on the quality of care. Approximately 70 percent of all long-term
care residents in Chicago are supported by medicaid. Another 10 percent or more
depend on medicare. Government reimbursement levels, established by law and
regulation, are an overwhelming factor in determining the amount and effectiveness of long-term health care. Today the average medicaid reimbursement in
Illinois is $19.50 per patient per day. The State also spends $17.50 per day to
support prisoners in its penal system. If long-term care delivery is inadequate,
the Federal and State governments must share the blame for failing to provide
funding beyond a minimal level.
Several years ago, the U.S. Congress effected Public Law 92-603, which mandated that medicaid reimbursement must be "reasonably" cost-related to insure
sufficiency of care. In March of 1978, HEW approved an Illinois reimbursement
plan which only paid for costs at the 50th percentile of all facilities. The State
according to Governor Thompson, implemented this plan to meet its budgetary
restrictions. The plan is forcing care down to the median level. It is compelling
facilities to deliver mediocre care in order to stay in operation. While making
allowances for differences in efficiency levels, in general, facilities which spent
more on their patients now must spend less, while facilities which spent little are
being reimbursed over and above their costs. While the Illinois plan is particularly restrictive, the pattern is the same elsewhere. HEW and the State
governments have evaded the intent of Congress by implementing reimbursement plans which superficially meet the requirements of Public Law 92-603 but
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undercut the welfare of long-term care residents and shortchange providers on
reimbursement for costs.
I do not believe the BGA's assertion that there has been no progress in the
delivery of long-term care is correct. Despite failures and mistakes by individual
providers and inadequate government regulation and reimbursement, long-term
care facilities have made great advances in recent years in improving health care
delivery and the quality of life for their residents.
Senator Percy, I commend your outstanding legislative record in supporting
programs for the aged. I appreciate your interest in long-term care problems in
Illinois. I urge you to support such regulatory reform legislation as S. 1470, the
Medicare/Medicaid Administrative and Reimbursement Reform Act which would
establish much needed improvements in the medicaid program. I also urge you
to examine the implementation of Public Law 92-603 by HEW in Illinois and in
other States. Easing taxpayer burdens and limiting government expenditures is a
worthwhile goal, but it should not be accomplished by ignoring the legitimate
long-term health care needs of the elderly and handicapped.

Senator PERCY. Thank you very much.
Mr. Canaday, would you identify yourself?
STATEMENT OF HUGH CANADAY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ILLINOIS
COUNCIL FOR LONG-TERM CARE, CHICAGO, ILL.
Mr. CANADAY. Certainly, Senator. I'm executive director of the
Illinois Council for Long-Term Care. It is an association of proprietary
facilities, approximately 10,000 beds, about 8,000 of which are in the
Chicago area.
Senator PERCY. And how many different homes?
Mr. CANADAY. Fifty-two facilities.

Senator PERCY. You count a facility as one facility, not a group of
five owned by one group; 52 separate facilities?
Mr. CANADAY. Fifty-two separate facilities.

Senator PERCY. And they're all proprietary?
Mr. CANADAY. All proprietary-28 in Cook County.
The Illinois council does support day care and alternative programs.
We have talked with the State of Illinois, both public aid and the
department on aging on these programs.
We also would support changes in some of the regulations for longterm care. I don't believe regulations are the big problem. I think a
commitment is the problem. I think there must be a commitment by
both the State and Federal Government to the regulations which
they promulgate, and to support those regulations, both administratively and financially.
The State agencySenator PERCY. When you say administratively, do you mean the
Federal Government, which obviously provides a lot of the money
but who in our Federal system of government much prefers to have
the delegations of supervision to State and local governments? Are
you saying that the Federal Government should directly administer
and provide the inspection service and not delegate that to the State
and local governments?
Mr. CANADAY. No, sir. I am not going that far, although I would
not rule that out as a possibility.
I am saying that the surveyors who do the validation surveys must
be provided to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
that they must be funded and have an administrative responsibility.

V½,
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The Illinois Council for Long-Term Care is directly opposed to both
the content and manner of presentation of the news series on nursing
home abuses presented by WLS-TV. We feel this series was a disgraceful distortion of fact and an irresponsible condemnation of the
entire nursing home industry.
Even though the entire industry has been indicated as not being
included, they only said it once during the series. There were many
indications of the industry abuses.
I will not speak to individual abuses found in facilities. I have not
been involved in those abuses, and I have not had any additional
information to check.
Senator PERCY. How do you come to the categorical conclusion,

then, that what they have presented is distorted, if you have no
firsthand information about it?
Mr. CANADAY. I have no firsthand information on the abuses in
the five facilities which they indicated. However, there were many
misstatements and half-statements in the news releases, if I may
continue.
Senator

PERCY.

Sure.

Mr. CANADAY. The reporters indicated the industry wants to
patrol itself. The industry should patrol itself, not to the exclusion of
any Federal or State agency.
In written testimony at the hearing in Chicago on July 11 of this
year, the council said in writing, "Certification survey is a regulatory
function, and as such, should be conducted by representatives of the
State or Federal Government."
The channel 7 series indicated exactly the opposite. The only total
rate quoted in the entire series was $82.50 a day by an unidentified
speaker. There was no mention of the fact that the rate paid by the
department of public aid in Illinois is approximately $19.46 a day.
Senator, if I may, I believe the 65 cents was a per-meal figure, not
a per-day figure. I (to not have that in my statement, and I wouldn't
say for sure.
The two corrections made during the series is an indication of both
the lack of knowledge of the subject being investigated and the
shallowness of the investigation.
A picture of a foreign nurse who is, in fact, a U.S. citizen, shows a
lack of any in-depth investigation. The quotation of a rate of $187
per month for range of motion shows a complete lack of knowledge
regarding the system being criticized.
The statement of correction is even incomprehensible when it says
that $187 figure is a total amount which can be paid per patient
under the current Illinois point system. I challenge anyone to explain
to me rationally what that statement means, even the correction.
The reference to 1970 is sensationalism. The BGA did not go to
any legal and constitutional authority. They had various reports
which they cited which indicated that conditions were much better
than in 1970. They did not go to any of these agencies. They did not
even bother to attend the HEW hearing which was being held the
same week that they broke their story. Instead, they felt qualified to
be policemen, judge, and jury, and aired their unsubstantiated allegations smearing the industry, charging bureaucratic bungling, or at
least buck-passing and legislative inaction.
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No one has been helped by the sensationalism. The elderly and
infirm have had their privacy invaded by hidden cameras. That is
their home.
Senator PERCY. Was there any objection registered by any of these
homes that you know of?
Mr. CANADAY. Not to my knowledge, no. Again, I have not been
in contactSenator PERCY. Is it an invasion of privacy when they obtain the
permission of a home to come in and televise?
Mr. CANADAY. I would consider it an invasion of privacy unless
they had the permission of the residents whom they filmed and who
they showed on television. That is that resident's home, and I frankly
do, yes, consider it an invasion of privacy.
Senator PERCY. In a proprietary area, the home is owned by the
owners, of course, and the patients are there just by leave of their
applications having been accepted.
On that particular point, Mr. Brunner, would you testify at this
point as to what steps were taken by you and by WLS-they can
speak for themselves-to obtain permission to enter the nursing
homes and to do the filming?
Mr. BRUNNER. Well, Senator, there were a lot of-I really don't
want to talk for WLS, because there were a lot of techniques used
with the cameras, and in a sense, by the investigators, that were
unique to WLS in this particular investigation, and quite frankly,
they've asked us not to reveal that.
I can tell you in many instances-Ms. Klein and other lawyers in
our staff have written extensive memos on the right to privacy.
Of course, we had the investigators, and many of them were lawyers
themselves, research that issue quite thoroughly and they found no
problem.
Senator PERCY. All right.
Mr. CANADAY. Nursing home residents, elderly persons who may
soon be needing care and families of both have been frightened unreasonably by unsubstantiated allegations and innuendo. Persons
needing nursing home care may refuse and have certainly postponed
their entry into this portion of the health delivery system.
Conscientious employees have again been slandered and demoralized
by those who do not recognize their accomplishments. These are the
people providing care to 80,000 aged and infirm residents in Illinois.
This is the bottom line, the total impact on the individual needing
care. The long-term care industry is open for inspection. Survey reports are public information. Cost reports and ownership information
are on file with the State. Any local, State, or Federal regulatory or
properly authorized investigative agency has access to any facility.
Last but of tremendous significance, every facility is open daily for
visits by friends and family of the residents.
I believe in freedom of the press and would not suggest abridging
that freedom. However, I do ask that this committee request the news
media to act in a responsible manner and to take future findings to
legally constituted authorities for objective investigation before those
findings are made public.
Senator PERCY. I'm not sure I should ask them to always deal with
nursing home owners and operators as objectively and fairly and on
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Tbalance as they do with politicians, but for the most part, I've found
their use in politics pretty fair, pretty reasonable, and I don't have
any quarrels or complaint, and I would hope that you wouldn't. I
would hope that your testimony would be read by all the media and
taken to heart to be sure that they do lean over backwards.
We will keep the record open in any case if BGA or WLS would
want to respond to that. The record will be kept open for them to do
so. [See next page.]
[A supplemental statement of Mr. Canaday follows:]
SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF HUGH CANADAY

On behalf of the council, I would like to submit additional comments on three
issues which were raised at the committee's hearing August 30, 1978, in Chicago.
First, the council strongly supports alternatives to long-term care such as adult
day care, home health services, and other programs aimed at helping people in
their own homes. In cases where an individual can receive adequate services in
the community, the individual should be encouraged and helped to remain in
the community as long as possible. The advantages to the individual in staying
near family and friends in familiar surroundings are obvious. In addition, we
recognize the need for cost control at both the State and Federal level, and the
need for alternatives to help control the cost of long-term care.
Second, in response to Senator Percy's question on improvement of enforcement
of regulations by both the State and Federal agencies, I would like to reiterate my
statement that a commitment by both the State and Federal government is
required. There needs to be a clear delineation of authority and responsibility
between the State and Federal agencies. Clear, reasonable, and enforceable regulations need to be developed. Finally, those charged with enforcement must be
su ported administratively, financially, and if necessary, by legislation.
Everyone wants alternatives to long-term care, but where is the commitment?
Ten years ago the Federal Government almost destroyed home health care by
stringent requirements and retroactive denials of payment under medicare. Today,
adult day care is going the same way because of a lack of State funding and redtape. Everyone wants quality care, but the Illinois reimbursement system, approved by DHEW, does not encourage quality care. Payment is tied to a median
cost, so service will seek a median level. Everyone wants regulations enforced.
Frequent turnover and reorganization at both the State and Federal levels, hiring
freezes, salary freezes, and actual staff reductions make a good, ongoing enforcement program difficult to develop.
I would like to call particular attention to a statement which I believe was made
by a BGA representative in response to Senator Percy's question regarding the
primary indication they found that quality care was not being provided. The
response indicated it was not so much actual abuse as a lack of attention by
properly trained (or qualified) staff. This statement is much easier for the council
to respond to than the previous indication of widespread patient abuse throughout
the industry. The qualifications, training, and even numbers of staff are to a great
extent not specified by either State or Federal regulations. Requirements for
minimum licensed nursing staff in Illinois ICF's exceed Federal requirements.
However, except for minimum levels of licensed nurses, key administrative staff,
and some program directors, the regulations are silent. This includes licensed
nursing personnel above the minimum, nurses aides, and staff for special programs.
The numbers of such personnel are at the discretion of the facility and the Illinois
Department of Public Health. Required training is minimal, I believe, consisting
of orientation and periodic inservice.
The "cost related reimbursement system" in Illinois is based on median costs
by HSA. Even the point system allowances for nursing care are based on aggregate costs using a regression formula. Given this payment system, there is no
recognition of the increased cost of hiring additional staff or providing additional
training except as these costs effect the median in future years.
In summary, requirements for both numbers and training of staff are very
limited. The payment system discourages, and may even prohibit, a facility from
hiring additional staff or providing additional training. The State of Illinois, by
its payment system, has identified an "acceptable" level of care the State will pay
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for. DHEW, by approving the system, has concurred, or at least indicated the
system meets Federal requirements. The industry has pointed out the danger of
payment at a median rate. However, the State has determined that payment will
be made at the median for an "acceptable" quality of care. If the quality of care
in Illinois is not acceptable to the committee, or you find it is not acceptable to
the people of Illinois, I hope you will make recommendations for changes which
will correct the situation.

[The response from the Better Government Association to testimony of Hugh Canaday follows:]
RESPONSE OF THE BETTER GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman, the Better Government Association welcomes the opportunity
to respond to the testimony of Mr. Hugh Canaday, executive director of the
Illinois Council for Long-Term Care. Mr. Canaday expressed his concern that the
BGA/WLS-TV investigation and expos6 of patient abuses at nursing homes
interfered with the nursing home residents' right of privacy.
The BGA has long been concerned with the plight of nursing home residents
and has focused upon their problems several times during the past 10 years. On
each occasion, the BGA has demonstrated an extensive concern for protecting
the residents' rights of privacy. In this regard, it should be noted that:
(1) The law of privacy is intended to protect individuals, not corporations or
other commercial enterprises, from unwarranted publicity concerning intimate
details of private life which would be offensive to a reasonable person and are not
of legitimate concern to the public. The right of privacy does not include the right
of business to secrete from public scrutiny unsavory practices or violations of law.
(2) The photographs of nursing home residents which appeared in the televised
reports were carefully cropped, and the eyes of the residents were blocked out,
to prevent identification of the individual and preserve that person's right to
privacy. The names of the residents were not used to avoid any embarrassment
that might result.
(3) BGA investigators were legitimately in the nursing homes as bona fide
employees of the homes. As we testified previously, of the 11 nursing homes which
employed BGA investigators, only 1 conducted a background check prior to
employment.
Since the findings of our nursing home investigation were aired on WLS-TV's
Eyewitness News, the BGA has received scores of telephone calls and letters
from viewers reacting to the expos6. Almost every response was favorable to
WLS-TV's format; not a single phone call or letter was received from a nursing
home resident objecting to the use of his or her photograph in the televised series
of reports.
The BGA also wishes to take this opportunity to respond to two other comments of Mr. Canaday. Mr. Canaday stated that no BGA staff member was
present at the HEW hearings on long-term care facilities held in Chicago in
July of this year. A B GA investigator, Miss Gail Feiger, did attend those hearings.
\Ir. Canaday also criticized the BGA alleging that we have not cooperated with
government and law enforcement officials responsible for nursing homes. BGA
has and will continue to cooperate with any government or law enforcement
agency interested in our findings.
Once again, we thank the chairman for affording us this opportunity to elaborate
upon our previous testimony.

Senator PERCY. Mr. Waltmire, would you identify yourself, and
would you pass that microphone down?
STATEMENT OF RICHARD WALTMIRE, ADMINISTRATOR, BETHANY
TERRACE NURSING HOME, MORTON GROVE, ILL., A DIVISION OF
BETHANY METHODIST HOSPITAL AND HOMES, CHICAGO, ILL.

Mr. WALTMIRE. Senator PercySenator PERCY. I'll ask the staff members to just hold up the
1-minute point signal.
Mr. WALTMIRE. I am Richard Waltmire, administrator of Bethany
Terrace Nursing Home in Morton Grove, Ill., a division of the
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Bethany Methodist Hospital and Homes of Chicago. I will speak
this morning strictly as an administrator representing administrators
in the field.
Although we are a part of the Illinois Association of Homes for
the Aged and the American Association of Homes for the Aged, and
I am a member of the American College of Nursing Home Administrators, my words are my own impressions, thoughts, and they do
not represent those organizations.
When the investigation by the Better Government Association
started, I made a call to WLS-TV and to BGA to inquire or to find
out where the investigation was going and the point that they were
hoping to accomplish. One of the comments that I received was their
emphasis on the point system in the State of Illinois, to show that
it was impossible to provide proper care under the point reimbursement system. Through this procedure, in going into the homes, they
found all these other types of problems, and that became more
prominent, I think, than the emphasis on the point system.
I invited the BGA people to our home. They accepted the offer.
They came out to spend a very short period of time, and if I recall
the facts, they were there for probably 2/; hours and were free to go
through the home. They had an enjoyable visit with a 100-year-oldplus gentleman who they just happened to meet in our corridor. He
asked them to come back again for his 101st birthday, and they
hoped that they would be around to enjoy it with him.
I would like to say that one of the problems, of course-and this
was mentioned many times-is we're confronted with paper care
instead of patient care, and the interpretations of regulations, whether
they be Federal, State, joint commission, or whatever. Many people
do not know the figure I had about 2 years ago. But if the nurses and
personnel taking care of the residents m a nursing home were to chart
and take care of everything for that patient, it would be necessary
for them to make 133 entries in a nursing chart per (lay. That meant,
Senator, that when I left my home this morning with 250 residents
in it, my nurses would have to chart 32,250 entries today in order to
see that the patients were properly covered with all the necessary
requirements and needs that were required, as far as documentation
is concerned.
I think the law of averages would say that if you missed 3,000
of those entries-which average 12 per chart-you would have minimal
errors. I can see when there's any kind of a check on charts, some
errors or omissions possibly can happen.
As we begin to add regulations and add to the disciplinary workings of nursing home care, I think many times the State and Federal
people have forgotten about this element, as additional disciplinary
care adds dollars.
When we begin to add and talk about the physical therapy people,
the occupational therapy people, the speech therapy people, the
theological people, discharge coordinator, nursing personnel, and so
forth, that we are required to have, depending upon how and what
you do with them, they mean dollars. They are not cheap dollars,
and when you begin to add to these disciplines this adds to the cost
of care which we are not getting back in our reimbursement.
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I can only speak for myself, but I think what goes on in a nursing
home has to be the philosophy of the administrator, of himself or
herself, in conjunction with the board for whom they work.
In my case, I have been brought up through some very, very strict
feelings concerning the nursing home work, and I will settle for nothing
less than total quality care.
The State of Illinois rules and regulations, as an example, says
you must have sufficient staff to handle your people. I think if we
took a poll of all of us sitting around the table in this room to define
the word "sufficient," we would probably get all kinds of different
answers.
Having, come to the State of Illinois some 4 years ago, serving a
number of years in Wisconsin, and having knowledge of other States,
I know the definition of care is defined as so many nursing hours per
patient per day. That can vary, of course, depending on the kinds and
levels of care that you have. But in the State of Illinois, we have no
such definition. Only "sufficient."
So, one can be criticized and another one can be praised by the
number of personnel they have on board. I think these are some of
the things that present us with a great problem.
When we also think about the problems that can exist in homes, we
have lost track of the fact that the doctors are never pressed by any
of the investigations that go on to know what the various problems
we have in getting them to care for the residents. I think it is very,
very important, to enforce visits each 30 days for the first 90 days and
each 60 days thereafter, or as it's required, and some of the doctors
(1o not care for these regulations.
In our case, if a doctor does not take care of the residents properly,
we ask the family to change physicians or ask for the discharge of the
resident. They have their choice of physicians, and we enforce that.
We have over 80 doctors that come to our particular facility, and
I'm sure that other facilities have the same.
These are some of the problems we face. We have not heard about
any deficiencies that occur in the homes because the doctors have not
come in. What has the government done with the doctors? Not a
whole lot. If anything, their peers have done very little, to our knowledge, to enforce that. The doctors will say, "Fine. Get another physi-

cian."

We think about the work of the utilization review procedure in the
homes. A utilization review committee consists of three physicians and
personnel within your home. We pay these physicians to do this work.
They are physicians who are not employees of our home. We then have
the medicaid people come in from the public aid offices and sit down,
go through and check on your chart work, score your residents points,
and assess your care points for you. The utilization review committee
have spent hundreds of dollars to determine that the patient is skilled
care or intermediate care. You then have a clerical individual coming
from public aid, with whatever their skills may be, and some are not
totally skilled medically, and will assess the individual at a skilled or
intermediate level. Their point assessment can totally reverse the utilization review committee. So why do we pay the physicians, and why
do we pay the personnel to sit and go through utilization review when
44-47G--79
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somebody else comes in and changes your level of care so your cost of
reimbursement is affected?
This can go on and on. We are aware that the point system is designed
to keep people sick, and this is also true in our facility. We are totally
against that. We feel that the patient should be up and about and
constantly in some activity or work, receiving the various kinds of
medical, social, and spiritual care, as is needed for that individual.
We like to feel that the individual is a person that we want to be
totally involved with, regardless of who's paying their bill. We know
what's happening to them, and this cannot be done in a lot of the
homes that are strictly getting their reimbursement from title XIX.
Governmental agencies reimburse us for paper care but have not
yet found the formula to reimburse us for quality geriatric nursing
home care.
Thank you, Senator, for this opportunity to testify. If I can be of
further help to you and your committee, please do not hesitate to
ask. I will offer my time and services.
Senator PERCY. Thank you very much.
I would like to just ask you to say a little bit more about your
own home, Bethany Terrace Nursing Home. I happen to know it to
be a fine home.
Could you tell us the size of the home, how many residents you
have there, what proportion of them are on public aid, and what
proportion are privately financed?
Mr. WALTATIRE. Senator, our home is licensed for 265 people. We
have trilicensure. Twelve are of residential care and the other license
is divided into intermediate and skilled care.
We consider ourselves full with 250 because of. private rooms,
isolation rooms, and the other necessity for rooms. In that figure,
we have 22.3 percent of our residents on public aid. We also have
approximately 102 people who are on private or life-time contracts,
which we are receiving $100 or $200 a month. The rest of the people
are on total private pay arrangements. So we have close to, I think
this morning or yesterday, 52 people receiving public aid. This means
in our home, we must underwrite close to $24 a day of their cost,
and that comes to $35,000 per month, or $420,000 per year.
Senator PERCY. IS full overhead allocated?
Mr. WALTMIRE. That's right.
Senator PERCY. Nonrecurring expenses. You still have to, then,
subsidize?
Mr. WALTMIRE. Yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. The allowance would not be adequate?
Mr. WALTMIRE. That's correct, sir. Yes, Senator.
Senator PERCY. You could not run a home of the same standard
if 100 percent of your patients were public aid, then, could you?
Mr. WALTMIRE. Not in the way-not in what we feel is our intent
to provide the kind of care we feel a person should be entitled to.
Senator PERCY. Were you invited by this committee to testify, or
did you volunteer to testify?
Mr. WALTMIRE. I was invited to come, Senator.
Senator PERCY. You were invited because we want to have a
balanced testimony. We knew of the outstanding work you've done,
and certainly, it's our intention to see that both sides of the story
are told.
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Mr. WALTMIRE. However you got my name, I can't tell you.
Senator PERCY. Well, the reputation goes ahead of you.
Mr. WALTMIRE. Thank you, Senator.
Senator PERCY. I have received an anonymous note which I am.
reluctant and will not put in the record unless someone identifies and
signs it. Whoever wrote this note, you'll recognize it. If you care to
come up and sign it either now or later, I'd be happy to insert it in
the record.
Our next witness is James Scheibly, administrator of the Champaign
County Nursing Home, Urbana, Ill.
Mr. Scheibly, you are welcome.
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. SCHEIBLY, ADMINISTRATOR,
CHAMPAIGN COUNTY NURSING HOME, URBANA, ILL.
Mr. SCHfEIBLY. Senator Percy,. the Champaign County Nursing
Home is owned and operated by the county of Champaign as a nonprofit nursing home. We have 269 beds, in which we incorporate
skilled care, intermediate care, day care, home health and sheltered
care services, all under one roof.
I would like to address the subject of alternatives to long-term
care for a few minutes.
Adult day care and home health services do not refer to a single
service but to a broad spectrum of services designed for the elderly
with varying levels of need.
In order to maintain the elderly in the community and home environment as long as possible, we must have a philosophy and commitment to a full spectrum of therapeutic, rehabilitative and social
support services. This involves our current available resources, such
as acute care and long-term care-we don't feel we can do without
these-home health and senior citizens recreation and nutrition
programs.
At the present time, there are omissions in these available services
which prevent the elderly from remaining in their homes longer. Home
health services need to be expanded to include additional homemakers,
home maintenance services, and nutrition counseling, to mention
only three.
Providing adult day care for those who need it in a setting that
provides health services and social stimulation would fill a gap that
now exists, and I feel would be a step in maintaining the elderly in a
community and home longer.
I won't go into all of the problems of the elderly, because I'm
afraid everybody here I know is very well aware of them.
At Champaign County Nursing Home, we offer multidisciplinary
services in both the nursing home and adult day care and the home
health services. To prevent inappropriate institutionalization, we
must identify the components comprising the continuum of care and
establish new services as required.
Once the clients' needs are assessed, proper and appropriate services can be provided by one or a combination of major components.
When there are gaps in this continuum, we often see placement of
elderly in the more extensive level of care because of the erroneous
assumption that skilled and highly technical health services can only
be provided in an institution or clinical setting.
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Also, another reason why inappropriate placement of elderly in
long-term care facilities occurs is because their needs fluctuate over
the entire range of services, and where the needs requiring the highest
skill is offered, no matter what percentage of time this service is
needed, is where the client is placed and sometimes left, sometimes
left forever.
Because of this changing of clients' needs, a continuous evaluation
must be made to insure that he is receiving proper service at the
appropriate level. Utilization review and discharge planning in acute
and long-term care facilities is a step in the right direction. However,
discharge planning and utilization review cannot be effective if there
is not a place to be discharged to, the home environment, or if a client
cannot receive the supportive services needed to keep him in his home.
Day care and home health become a valuable component in the
continuum of care when the program offers a full range of services,
whether for personal care or a highly skilled and technical service.
All too often, established clinical and institutional facilities and service agencies themselves determine where and what services elderly
are provided, when it should be the clients' and his physicians' choice
of where and what services are needed and for how long.
Adult day care and home health services should be made available
equally to all elderly, regardless of whether they live in the country
or the city. Cost effectiveness of these programs as opposed to institutional health care has been documented by many throughout the
United States.
Although many still dispute the cost effectiveness, we can state
that it does not cost $200 a day for home health care, and it doesn't
cost $40 a day for day care.
Senator PERCY. Did you hear testimony given today that home
health care might be more expensive than institutionalized care? I
suppose they're not talking isolated cases, but they're talking in
generalities, to which you objected?
Mr. SCHEIBLY. It could be, over the long run, it could be more expensive. If it is, then the assessment has not been made to the patient
on what types of services that was needed.
I'm not talking about going in and seeing this client for the 100
visits that's allowable so that you can collect as much as you possibl
can. I'm talking about providing the client the services that are needed.
Senator PERCY. And the variety of cases, infinite variety, some of
which might need nothing but meals-on-wheels, some that might require a good deal of home care. But averaging it out, as you say, in
your judgment, the cost is less than the cost would be forinstitutionalizinoY them in a facility such as you maintain?
~V~r. SCHEIBLY. That's right.
Senator PERCY. That's my conclusion, also. Otherwise, I wouldn't
be pushing this end of it so much. But I have heard testimony to the
contrary, and I wanted your expert advice, not my uneducated guesses.
Mr. SCHEIBLY. The elderly who have received these modes of care
speak long and convincingly and unashamed of their bias in favor of
these methods of health care delivery.
In conclusion, it has been proven that day care and home health for
the elderly is a workable, cost-effective concept preferred by the elderly
and their families to institutionalization.
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I'd ask you at this time to urge your committee and the Senate to
establish a national task force on adult day care with the specific ob.
jectives of developing a national policy on adult day care and recommending to HEW and the Congress appropriate funding sources and
levels, guidelines for standards, assessment and evaluation.
We must do this now in order to insure a comprehensive, yet costeffective health delivery system for the elderly that can be free of the
abuses which some of the long-term care industry has been plagued.
Title XX funding we know is available for services of many things,
but the health component is limited. We feel that probably the only
way that we can go with this is with the medicare or medicaid component for reimbursement.
Senator PERCY. As you know, I recently went down and visited
your jail in Champaign, and when I came out I classified it as one of
the worst jails I've ever been in in my life. It was a despicable place to
put human beings and a disgrace to an enlightened county such as
Champaign.
Your own nursing home is, I think, for a county nursing home, one
of the finer ones that we have been in. Its facilities are clean and excellently maintained. You have a fine staff, and your testimony is
evidence of that.
Did you volunteer to testify today?
Mr. SCHEIBLY. No, sir. I was requested to testify.
Senator PERCY. Requested to testify by the Senate Special
Committee on Aging?
Mr. SCHEIBLY. Yes, sir.
Senator PERCY. And the presumed purpose, I imagine, would be
to give public testimony to the fact that both proprietary and public,
it is possible to maintain excellent facilities and provide humane,
decent loving care.
Mr. SCHEIBLY. Senator, if I could just say one more thing in defense
of the public officials in Champaign County, the decision was made a
good number of years back to either go wvith the jail or a newv nursing
home, and the public officials voted to build the county nursing home
first, then the jail.
Senator PERCY. My only message to my friends in Champaign
and Urbana with whom I've been arguing about this is that if you're
ever going to rehabilitate criminals, if youv
want to put criminals into
a facility that will make them angry at society when they come out,
it's that jail. But if it's a choice due to limited resources, I agree they
put their money in the right place. But the cliche that "We're not
going to build a Holiday Inn for our criminals down here" is really
to misunderstand the nature of law enforcement and what is necessary,
because that jail would turn beginning criminals into hardened criminals
by the time they left.
I think your nursing home gives everyone who comes into it the
impression "society really cares about me." We really appreciate
your testimony very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Scheibly follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES A. SCHEIBLY

Adult day care and home health services 8oes not refer to a single service but
to a broad spectrum of services designed for the elderly with varying levels of
need.
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In order to maintain elderly in the community and home environment as long
as possible, we must have a philosophy and commitment to a full spectrum of
therapeutic, rehabilitative, and social support services. This involves our current
available resources such as acute care, long-term care, home health, and senior
citizens recreation and nutrition programs. There are omissions in these available
services which prevent elderly from remaining in their homes longer. Home
health services need to be expanded to include additional homemakers, home
maintenance services, and nutrition counseling, to mention only three. Providing
adult day care for those who need it in a setting that offers health services and
social stimulation would fill a gap that now exists and I feel would be a step in
maintaining elderly in the community and home longer.
In order to meet a client's individual needs, we should think of a multidisciplinary and multidimensional approach. Problems of the aged can be broken
into four general divisions which are: Socio cultural, physiological, economics,
and psychological. Some of the elements in each of these general categories
would be as follows:
Sociocultural: Diminished social role, communication breakdown, isolation and
rejection, dependence on others.
Physiological: Multiple chronic diseases, degenerative process, sensory deprivation, increase risk of injury, nutritional deficiencies.
Economics: Reduced income, increased expenses (medical care), inadequate
retirement benefits (pensions and social security).
Psychological: Cognitive and/or emotional disorders, organic brain syndrome,
presenile and senile dementias.
I included the above paragraphs in order to emphasize the multiple problems
elderly have. You cannot focus upon one problem and hope to be successful in
treatment without dealing with and being aware of other participating factors.
In order to provide services that meet individual needs, I have attempted to diagram the procedure used in identifying the problems:
identify and assessment of contributory
Person -- * reason he is referred -problems --- develop multidisciplinary plan -- * perform care/service
person.
evaluation -With proper identification of a client's problem and appropriate treatment levels
(whether it is in day care or home health) the over treatment sometimes seen in
acute and long-term care can be avoided.
The following is a list of multidisciplinary services that are being provided by
Champaign County Nursing Home in both adult day care and home health services: Nursing, occupational therapy, physical therapy, nutrition, social services,
social rehabilitation, dental services and speech therapy. For day care there is
also beauty and barber shops and organized activities. The home health services
operate continuous health screening clinics in nine sites in Champaign County.
To prevent inappropriate institutionalization, we must identify the components
comprising a comprehensive continuum of care and establish new services as required. Once the client's needs are assessed, proper and appropriate services can
be provided by one or a combination of major components. When there are gaps
in this continuum we often see placement of elderly in the more extensive level
of care because of the erroneous assumption that skilled and highly technical
health services can only be provided in an institutional or clinical environment.
Also, another reason why inappropriate placement of elderly in long-term care
facilities occurs is because their needs fluctuate over the entire range of services
and where the need requiring the highest skill is offered (no matter what percentage
of time this service is needed) is where the client is placed and sometimes left.
Because of this changing of client's needs, a continuous evaluation must be made
to insure that he is receiving proper services at the appropriate level. Utilization
review and discharge planning in acute and long-term care facilities is a step in the
right direction. However, discharge planning and utilization review cannot be
effective if there is not a place to be discharged to (home environment) or if a
client cannot receive the supportive services needed to keep him in his home.
Day care and home health become a valuable component in the continuum of
care when the program offers a full range of services whether for personal care or a
highly skilled and technical service. All too often established clinical and institutional facilities and service agencies themselves determine where and what services
elderly are provided, when it should be the client's and his physician's choice of
where and what services are needed and for how long. The following diagram
represents a continuum of care giving the client, his family and physician alter-
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natives to choose from for various levels of care. It also demonstrates the flexibility in utilizing the various components individually or simultaneously for varying
periods of time.
When providing a service for the elderly we think of the older client who is
living at home with their spouse or adult children. Although adult day care has
functioned as an alternative to nursing home in-patient care for almost two
decades in England, this community-based mode of long-term care for the elderly
has just come under study in the United States. Much of the-cause for this slow
growth can be attributed to consequences of medicaid and medicare, which has
long favored payment only for institutional care. But health care costs are spiraling, particularly institutional cost. The Social Security Amendments of 1972
(Public Law 92-6-3, section 222) specified that adult day care would be one
alternative form of health care delivery modes considered. Champaign County
Nursing Home currently operates a viable adult day care program serving 20-22
intermediate and skilled level of care participants daily. It has proven to be a
satisfying and economical alternative for some individuals to total institutionalization. From its inception to the present, the largest problem has been no public
funds to cover the cost of day care. If public funds were available we are confident
the number of participants we would serve would be limited only by the physical
limitations of space available in our building.
Education and counseling of family members and clients are of prime importance
in order to maintain the elderly in their homes. Not only in how to care for their
older adult in relation to his specific condition during the hours he is home, but
also to give moral support from trained professionals. Screening clinics for day
care/home health will be effective treatment for some conditions (hypertension,
dental, glaucoma, diabetes). Many elderly are reluctant to spend money for
medical care and routine physicals until a health crisis situation occurs. .
Adult day care and home health services should be made available equally to
all the elderly regardless of whether they live in the country or in the city. Cost
effectiveness of these programs as opposed to institutional health care has been
documented by many throughout the United States. Although many still dispute
the cost effectiveness, we can state that it does not cost $200 a day for home health
or $40 a day forday care. The elderly who have received these modes of care
speak long and convincingly and unashamedly of their bias in favor of these
methods of health care delivery.
In conclusion it has been proven that day care and home health for the elderly
is a workable, cost effective concept preferred by the elderly and their families to
institutionalization. I would ask you at this time to urge your committee and the
Senate to establish a National Task Force on Adult Day Care with the specific
objectives of developing a national policy on adult day care and recommending
to HEW and Congress appropriate funding sources and levels, guidelines for
standards, assessment, and evaluation.We must do this now in order to insure a
comprehensive yet cost effective alternate health delivery system for the elderly
that can be free of the abuses which some of the long-term care industry has been
plagued. Title XX funding offers many needed services for the elderly
the
health component has been neglected. The appropriate funding source but
for day
care and home health might be title XIX of the medicaid program.

Mr. WALTMIRE. Senator.
Senator PERCY. Yes.
Mr. WALTMIIRE. I wonder if I could add a comment to his concerning the home health care situation.
A couple of years ago, in Washington, before Congressman Claude
Pepper and his committee, the home health care issue was brought
about as an alternative to the kind of care that we provide in our
facilities.
You bring up the possibility of it costing more with the other contradictory statements about it being less costly.
I think what will happen, and this is my own personal feeling, is
that as we begin to find the people who need home health care, we're
also going to find many of those particular people needing care that
we provide in our facilities. We, in turn, send many of our people
home, so I think what we're going to find in developing home health
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care, that there is going to be a lot more people found who may need
institutional care in our kind of facility, and that may be where you'll
add to the cost.
Senator PERCY. I'd like to give, once again, a chance for the person
who sent this anonymous note up to sign it.
Mr. HANNON. I'll sign it.
Senator PERCY. You will sign it. OK. Fine. Thank you.
I'll read it into the record, then, so we won't have any curiosity
about it. The note is somewhat critical of the Special Committee on
Aging, of the BGA, and WLS television, so I want to be sure we don't
evade that critical note. I'll ask you if at the end of the hearing if you'd
want to modify or amend it in any way, put it on the record.
Our next witness is Suzanne Weiss, director of Accom-O-Day Care
Center in Chicago.
STATEMENT BY SUZANNE WEISS, DIRECTOR, ACCOI-O-DAY CARE
CENTER, CHICAGO, ILL.
MS. WEISS. Thank you. Senator Percy, Mr. Grisham, and Mr.
Lewis, I would like to precede my remarks with a request. I have carefully prepared my presentation to include no more than 10 minutes.
I hope that since Accom-O-Day is one of the alternative care systems
being discussed today, perhaps I could respectfully request that I be
able to finish it in its entirety. It is my feeling that it is of extreme
importance to the immediate
Senator PERCY. Permission granted.
Ms. WEISS. OK. Thank you.
Senator PERCY. I'll take it out of my 5 minutes for questions.
Ms. WEISS. You might have more than 5 minutes of questions, I
ho e.
It is with extreme pleasure that I find myself able to formally present
to you an existing, successful and heretofore unrecognized and authorized entity which can and does function as one alternative to
institutional placement for a segment of the elderly population.
Accom-O-Day Care Center functions in many capacities as an option
to home care, institutional care, or to no care. The clientele are those
who are marginally able or unable to maintain themselves in the
community. With day service, maintenance in the community becomes viable, no longer marginal-in fact, normal.
Stimulation, activity, minimal nursing care, and good nutrition
constitute the basic needs of all marginal elderly. These needs can
be met in a day care setting such as Accom-O-Day.
Specifically, I would like to address myself in the next few minutes
to two main points regarding Accom-O-Day Care Center. The first
pertains to its inception, struggle to exist, quality of care, and present
threats to its existence; the second provides evidence and rationale
regarding the expenditures made to maintain elderly in the home and
delineates specific services we render. Attached to this testimony is
additional information regarding program components, logistics of
staffing, family testimonies regarding care and need, as well as professional input from local coordinating service agencies.'
1 Retained

in committee files.
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Accom-O-Day was opened 2 years and 10 months ago with a small
amount of financial backing from personal savings. A full staff was
recruited from the professional wives of the owners, I might add at
no salary. Clientele came slowly and so did the promised funding from
the Federal Government. For over 2kN years we have applied, reapplied,
and pleaded at the State level for funding for day services. A tremendous capital outlay accrued, clientele numbers, due to client's financial
status-that is social security-kept the numbers consistently too
low to cover quality care costs. Hence, quality care was maintained,
financial loss incurred.
On July 14, 1978, we no longer could sustain further financial losses.
Our pleas, contacts, conversations, and proposals for funding to the
State agencies produced no success. We announced to our members
and associating agencies that we would close our doors on July 28.
Within 3 days the news media, CBS, Sun Times, Tribune, Learner
papers, prominent columnists and commentators were behind usall through the concerted efforts of approximately 20 members and
their families and a dedicated staff. Local agencies were willing to
carry away our garbage which we could no longer pay to remove, or
to march to Springfield to picket our lack of funding. Within 4 days
Springfield called us, requesting that we come down to explain our
needs. Within 5 days we were able to-safely say that the department
on aging was committing itself to funding 55 clients per day who would
attend Accom-O-Day.
The department on aging and its staff are to be commended upon
the remarkable abilities ancdconcern they evidenced during our negotiations and problem-solving sessions. They were extremely capable,
helpful, and made every effort to enable us to remain open.
Until yesterday, it appeared they were successful. Unfortunately,
the Illinois Department of Public Aid yesterday amended their rules
and procedures. Originally, 75 percent of the costs of day care were
to come from the Federal Government, 25 percent must come from
local donors to supply the States with the necessary 100 percent for
reimbursement.
The entire concept of donor matching moneys has been a constant
threat to Accom-O-Day's existence, but most crucial of all, yesterday, the Illinois Department of Public Aid instituted an up-front
donor system which requires not only the local donor pledge from a
1-year contract, but moneys in advance of instituting the contract.
It is my contention that this particular system of funding is against
the basic nature of human dignity and is based upon discrimination
against the free enterprise establishment.
Since as a for-profit business we cannot legally underwrite ourselves
as a donor, and most likely will not be able to arrange and establish
a donor situation which is not or does not appear surreptitious, we are
automatically written out of the funding mechanism.
The type of funding system existing today breeds a fertile ground
for inept, dishonest business, a repeat scenario of what a large number
of representatives of the Government are striving to prevent.
Most importantly, it negates, even denies-the fact that the free
enterprise system is still the most cost efficient, service producing,

highest quality controlled system in America. Accom-O-Day has
proven this.

During negotiations to provide a particular nonprofit organization
with day services, this was highlighted. Accom-O-Day offered
to provide this agency, which by the way now has funds from the department on aging, with more services, of better quality, at less than twothirds the cost which it receives from the State.
This agency proceeded to add to our proposed costs the additional
unnecessary supervisory costs, intake costs and social work
costs
which we already provided, by adding staff to their agency to oversee
our providership.
The unnecessary addition brought their total costs to much more
than could be afforded, hence negotiations ceased.
This organization, by virtue of being nonprofit, then funded itself
for the 25-percent matching, received DOA 75-percent matching funds
and received the same unit price we would be receiving for less service
than we would be providing.
Perhaps we should begin to look into the practices
regulations
and requirements for funding and providership which and
the Illinois Department of Public Aid is establishing and requiring of the provider
before we can really begin to question the provider and the provider
status.
In my case, as an originator of day care in the Chicago area and one
who has fought all odds in order to remain open, to maintain low cost
to the client, and above all, to maintain quality care, I stand ready to
close our doors, rather than submit to the degrading process of convincing private persons or foundations to fund what rightfully is the
responsibility of the State to fund.
Very few programs of day care will come into existence. Very few
survive, will survive for long periods of time, and only a handful
will
prove cost efficient if run on smaller scales than the approximate numbers we have established.
You speak of incentives for quality care. Incentives to quality care
in the form of alternative care are being choked now by
the
system. Funding is effective in the nonprofit system throughfunding
beefed
up budgets. Dedication, such as evidenced through continual efforts,
incurred debts, and in specific cases such as mine, a person who has
worked 3 years with no salary and long hours, will not be forthcoming in a nonprofit organization which does not receive its budget.
I would like to personally volunteer my services at this point,
since Accom-O-Day can no longer find itself financially able to remain
open after this month unless we receive a fair reimbursement system,
to aid your committee in developing a successful method of utilizing
the Federal moneys allocated for alternative care. If I've worked for
3 years without salary in an ineffective method, I'd much rather do
it in an effective method.
Incentive to provide health care for the elderly and
contacts is choked even before its true assessment can come community
to fruition.
Incentive to run this type of demanding program comes from
pay.
In the nonprofit organization, pay is in the form of salaries, fringe
benefits, and heavy staffing, thereby requiring less of each individual.
In the free enterprise system, pay comes after the quality is produced, and the price is determined not by the numbers of overstaffing
or salaries incurred but by the quality and quantity of service provided.
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The competitive free enterprise wins except in the eyes of the Illinois
the elDepartment of Public Aid. The ultimate losers, of course, are system
derly persons who no longer have an alternative quality care
such as Accom-O-Day to attend.
What happens to these elderly? Do they accept either inadequate
or more expensive care, or perhaps premature institutionalization?
What happens to a facility such as Accom-O-Day which provides
quality care through a total staff involvement if it must divert some
staff energies to finding a donor? Either their costs increase or quality
suffers.
How is one small budget to cope with this frustrating dilemma?their
Let us turn now to the services rendered, their costs and
intangible value. Accom-O-Day offers the following services.
Social rehabilitation, including reality orientation and remotivation,
a full activity program, medical services provided by a nurse, speech
therapy, physical therapy upon request, social worker consultations;
one main meal and two snacks, plus transportation. The members
may choose to attend on a full unit basis of 8 hours or a one-half
unit basis of 4 hours.
for
Dr. William Weissert, research fellow at the National Center has
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U.S.
the
with
Research
Health Services
shown that day care is less expensive than institutional placement,
an
especially the type offered by Accom-O-Day, since day care isand
intermittent form of care which calls upon the family to respond
supply a large portion of the care expense of the elderly.
On a yearly basis, considering part-time attendance as the main
form of attendance, Weissert was able to ascertain that day services
saved 37 percent to 60 percent of the cost of institutional placement.
It will be interesting to note that in this particular study, cost efficiency
was not at its highest since the average number of clients per day was
28. At Accom-O-Day we hope to be even more cost efficient by caring
for 55 clients per day.
The most important aspects of day care are the intangibles, the
nonquantifiable, yet, if we scientifically measured the responses of
the families who place their elderly at Accom-O-Day, or if we observe
the changes in self esteem, self image, and dignty of the elderly
members we would find that we certainly cannot place a monetary
value upon this kind of service. The extended family will certainly
find support in day service. The needs of the elderly must be met in
human, family-supported, caring setting.
I thank you for the opportunity to speak.
not
Senator PERCY. Suzanne, I would like to say to you I have
generous
and
gracious
Your
work.
been personally familiar with your
offer of voluntary assistance in support of this committee is very
much appreciated. I will consult with my colleagues on the committee,
but on behalf of my current consultations with both minority and
majority staffs, we readily accept your offer and invitation to come to
the area where we really need assistance and help.
I will direct the staff to see whether we can find some consulting
money so that such a gratuitous offer doesn't have to be entirely
something that you can deduct from your income tax; but have
nothing to add to it.
Ms. WEIss. I will be available with more time after December.
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Senator PERCY. Thank you. Thank you very much.
Our final witness is Dean Jost, I'm particularly interested in having
you testify, Mr. Jost, because of the work of the Uptown Legal
Services here in Chicago.
STATEMENT OF DEAN TIMOTHY JOST, PROJECT DIRECTOR, LEGAL
SERVICES FOR THE MENTALLY DISABLED OF UPTOWN, UPTOWN
LEGAL SERVICES, CHICAGO, ILL.
Mr. JOST. Thank you, Senator.
My name is Dean Timothy Jost, and I'm an attorney and project
director of Legal Services for the Mentally Disabled of Uptown. Our
project is a project to give legal services to people in nursing homes
i the uptown area of Chicago. We are funded by the American Bar
Association and by the Legal Assistance Foundation of Chicago.
We have been in existence for nearly 2 years, and during that time,
I think we've seen over 400 nursing clients, many of whom are nursing
home residents.
The U.S. Government is the largest single purchaser of nursing
home services in the United States. The Congressional Budget Office
estimates that in 1975, the United States spent $5.2 billion on long-

term care. This expenditure represented 40 to 45 percent of the
market.
As other third-party payors provided only a small portion of the
total expenditures for nursing home care, the U.S. Government is
the only single consumer with a significant ability to determine the
quality of the product offered by the long-term care industry in the
United States.
The U.S. Government has, unfortunately, sadly neglected and
abused its opportunities to shape the quality of long-term care.
Most of the money which the United States pays for long-term
care is funneled through the medicaid and medicare programs. The
United States plays two major roles in governing the medicaid program which impact on quality of care.
First, it provides a significant portion of the money which is spent
on long-term care by the State, Federal medicaid programs. Second, it
provides standards for quality of care which long-term care facilities
which participate in the medicaid program must meet.
The Federal Government has missed significant opportunities both
in the long-term care reimbursement and certification areas for
improving quality of care.
At this point, the primary qualification for long-term care reimbursement established by the Federal Government is that the reimbursement must be related in some way to nursing home costs.
Although the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
allows States to provide quality of care incentives in their reimbursement formulas, they are not required, and most States do not have
them. The primary goal in most State reimbursement plans, including
that of Illinois, is to spend as little money as possible on nursing
home care.
It is good, plain, commonsense that a consumer should pay more
for good quality care, less for poor quality care, yet in some States,
such as Illinois, the long-term care reimbursement so ruthlessly
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emphasizes the provision of cheap care that it makes the provision
*of quality care very difficult, if not impossible.
The Federal Government needs legislation requiring States which
participate in the medicaid program to tie reimbursement to quality
,of care. It is shameful and foolish that though every State in the
Union is required to change its long-term care reimbursement system
to provide for cost related reimbursement as of January 1, 1978, the
Federal Government did nothing to require quality of care to be recognized in these reimbursement systems, and indeed, (lid not even
provide a model reimbursement system for the States to look at in
redesigning their systems.
The Federal Government should also redesign its current recertification standards for long-term care. At this point, the United States,
through HEW, comprehensively defines what intermediate and skilled
*carefacilities must look like to participate in title XVIII and title XIX
programs.
States are required to inspect to insure that the facilities meet these
-certification standards to participate in the medicaid program, and
the States are reimbursed 100 percent for their certification inspection
costs.
Unfortunately, the certification standards provided by the Federal
Government are woefully inadequate to define quality of care. Although in some areas, as has been said earlier, such as fire safety and
access for the handicapped, the standards are fairly good, on the whole,
they focus far too much on physical plant and programs and not on the
actual care given the residents.
It is very unlikely that in a defense procurement program the
United States would determine quality of a product by only looking
at the tools and the manufacturing process used to produce the product,
but this is essentially what the Federal Government has done with
Iong-term care.
The Federal Government needs to implement a resident outcome
assessment system such as the QES developed by Illinois or the PACE
system which the U.S. Government is working on. It needs to require
specific staffing ratios for nursing home staff and not the standard
referred to earlier of sufficient staff, with State or local inspectors
determining what that means.
The Federal Government also perhaps needs to provide minimum
wages for the nursing home industry, as I believe it does for other
industries which contract with the Federal Government.
I talked to a friend the other day who said that she was working in a
nursing home where there Dvas a very dedicated and qualified aide who
had been working there for 3 years, and until recently was earning
only $2.60 an hour.
A certification system needs to be developed which would make it
possible to rank homes by quality of care so the private consumer
market could decide on what care it wanted.
Certification standards should recognize and protect residents'
rights. Although the rights of residents currently are recognized in the
HEW regulations, they have not been enacted into law. Some of the
rights already provided need to be strengthened.
Nursing home residents need the right not to be transferred from a
nursing home without appropriate notice and time for a hearing.
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to their own records in the nursing homes. Privacy of mail and personal
property within nursing homes needs to be protected.
Nursing home advocates must be guaranteed access to nursing home
residents. Although the Federal Government has funded a nursing
home ombudsman program, there has been no guarantee that these
ombudsmen will have access to the homes.
Further, a private right of action needs to be provided for nursing
home residents to enforce their rights.
Finally, the Federal Government needs to assist States in enforcement of certification standards and to require States to have decertification procedures so that the condition presented earlier where the
State of Illinois has not decertified any home for an entire year could
not exist.
The Federal Government is pouring billions of dollars a year into
long-term care with total disregard for what its money is buying. It is
high time that we start using this purchasing power creatively to provide the best quality of care for elderly and disabled American citizens.
This will undoubtedly require new Federal legislation which will require
your efforts.
I hope and trust that you will take this charge seriously and that
the time and energy put into these hearings will not have been wasted.
Thank you.
Senator PERCY. Thank you very much, Mr. Jost. I appreciate that.
I know that Mr. Canaday and Mr. May have testified to their
feelings about the bias that might exist in the BGA and channel 7
investigation. Would any of the others of you care to question or
testify as to the remarks that you heard from the first panel? What
are your reactions to the charges that they made?
Also, do any of you care to comment on where the fault lies for
conditions such as those described by the BGA investigation?
Mr. CANADAY. Senator Percy.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Canaday.
Mr. CANADAY. If conditions do exist, they lie directly with the
facility.
Senator PERCY. They are what?
VOICES. Can't hear.
Senator PERCY. Yes, if you'd use the microphone, please.
Mr. CANADAY. If conditions exist which are as bad as the BGA
indicates, the responsibility lies directly with that nursing facility
and the owner of that facility.
Senator PERCY. Yes.
Mr. CANADAY. That has to be primary responsibility.
Senator PERCY.I agree with you. Primary responsibility. He operates
under license. He goes into a business. He pledges to do certain things.
He's obviously not doing them.
Where is the next responsibility, then, however, assuming that you
wouldn't need armies or police departments if the world was filled
with angels, and we're not angels in this regard. We're dealing with
human beings, profit incentive, and the proprietary area is an incentive which as a businessman I would understand and expect.
I think it happens to be the best way to provide a lot of goods and
services, but who has the primary responsibility beyond that, then,
if there is abuse?
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Mr. JOST. Senator Percy, I'd like to comment on that.
I think there are four places one has to look for responsibility. I
think I probably commented today on Federal Government's responsibility because I understand that is where you have the greatest
power to bring about change.
Second, I think that from my experience, the attitude of the nursing'
home administrator is probably one of the highest determinants of
the quality of care that people in the home receive. I would say that
some administrators do not care about quality, other administrators
care about quality but feel very frustrated and don't know how to
create it, and other administrators break their backs against all odds
to really provide quality care.
I think my experience would witness to the fact that a lot of what
the BGA identified is present at some homes, although certainly not
in others.
Third, I think that a lot of the responsibility lies with the State
governments who have not gotten their act together, to provide
sufficient funding for nursing homes, and also to provide a unified
effort to govern licensing and certification and make sure that is done
effectively-that where abuses are discovered that they are dealt with.
I think another thing which we have to recognize, though, is that
in the United States there is not the same emphasis on or regard for
older people as exists in many other countries. I think that for most
people, a nurses' aide job is not an honored profession that they are
happy to tell their friends about and feel respected for. I think that's
partially true because of the poor pay, and I think it's also partially true because it's not a profession that's looked up to, and I
think a lot of things have to be done with the attitudes of Americans.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Jost, for your information, with the strong
support of Senators Church, Domenici, Percy, and others, the present
Senate version, that's presently in conference, of the Older Americans
Act, would now authorize nursing ho*e access to ombudsmen and
strengthen the programs in other ways, following the lines of some of
these suggestions that you've made.
The House version also has those same strengthening provisions
that will come out of conference, so I appreciate your comments on
them.
Mr. JOST. On my final point, I'd just like to make one further comment, and that is I was somewhat puzzled as to being identified here
as a member of the provider panel, and I think one of the things it
witnesses to is that there probably are not enough consumer groups
working with nursing homes in Chicago to get together an entire
panel, and I think that until residents and their relatives and people
in the resident nursing home care get together enough so thatthere
are groups which will monitor long-term care on a long-term basis,
not on a one-shot basis, that there won't be changes.
Senator PERCY. HEW is now struggling with revised revisions in the
regulations for nursing homes. The major thrust is to improve quality
provided in long-term care facilities.
How( do you, in your judgment, insure quality, and can quality be
measured? Any of you care to comment? Ms. Weiss?
Ms. WEISS. Thank you.
Well, I think that quality is nonquantifiable. I really feel that all of
the paper work that we might collect will not really tell us if quality
was instilled into the actual performing of an act, in care of a person.
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Certain numbers of times may be charted, but what actually happened in the interaction is very difficult to ascertain, and I can testify
from my own personal experience in the last 3 years that when you're
doing it on a fairly individualized basis such as in day care, where
you've got a 1 to 7 maximum staff to client ratio and you're in a
noninstitutional setting, the quality, there is an element of commitment
and involvement simply by virtue of the fact of proximity over time
of a staff person with these seven people, that if you were to observe
this, you'd be able to see but not really measure, and I think that
those are things, those are intangibles that we're trying to quantify
and we really can't.
Senator PERCY. Ms. Weiss, have you found that your day care
program has kept elderly people from being unnecessarily institutionalized? How would you describe your operation as to its cost
effectiveness?
Ms. WEISS. Those are two parts, and I want to separate them out
in my mind.
The first point-would you repeat that again?
Senator PERCY. The first question is simply, in your program, have
you seen evidence that you are able to keep people from being institutionalized, and then at what cost? Is it cost effective?
Ms. WEISS. OK. Attached to the documents which I've given you
are personal letters from many of the families who have stated, point
blank:
Because of being able to attend Accom-O-Day, I was not required to place my
mother prematurely.

orMy father now lives at home and can work in his garden on the weekends
whereas before, we had considered nursing home placement simply because we
could not provide the 24-hour-a-day care. We needed respites for some period
of the day.

In terms of cost efficiency, 0t this point, the way Accom-O-Day is
running, it has been a financial loss to us.
What we have projected for the 55 clients per day, had we been
able to legally obtain a donor to come up with the 25 percent matching,
then we feel that we would have been extremely cost effective. We
would have been able to provide 9 hours of service, including transportation, one meal, two snacks, a nurse on duty, medications regulated.
We can give you stories in comparison to other agencies who do
provide day care where these kinds of services are not provided.
We could have given you this at $17 a day on an intermittent basis.
Not everyone would have attended. We would have been able to serve
well over 275 clients per year.
Our projections were that 50 percent of the clients would come full
time. The remaining portion would come part time, either 1, 2, or 3
days a week or for half days of the week, thereby maintaining probably
the most important aspect of their life that lets them live longer
and healthier with family contact.
Senator PERCY. Finally, Mr. May, I'd like to ask you this question.
In the film, N4 saw a mouse. I don't know how prevalent mice in
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kitchens are, but among elderly people, particularly, mice are somewhat disconcerting.
Do you think a reasonable effort should be made by nursing homes
to keep themselves free from such animal life that might be disconcerting and might detract from the feeling that there is a sanitary
condition and standard being maintained in the kitchen?
Mr. MAY. Absolutely, I agree with that completely, Senator.
Senator PERCY. Do you disagree with sworn witnesses that I have
talked to that have testified they were instructed by the owners of
the-I'd say in this case unscrupulous owners-nursing homes that
they were instructed to feed people in four shifts and as there was
food left on one plate from one shift, move it over to the next plate?
Can you disprove or have evidence of the testimony given to this
committee on those points as false?
Mr. MAY. If there was sworn testimony, how can I disprove it,
but was that information current as of this year?
Senator PERCY. That I don't know. That was done 7 years ago,
but there was allusion to testimony in the previous panel that food
is moved from one plate to another in the second serving.
Who was the witness that testified to that? Are they still here?
Yes, Barbara Klein. Would you care to reiterate again what you
actually saw?
Ms. KLEIN. In that particular circumstance, it was a plate that
had been returned untouched by another resident. It was cold, and
it had been originally intended for another person, but it was taken
and given to a resident who had not been served a tray.
Senator PERCY. But it was an untouched plate. Then I misunderstood that.
Ms. KLEIN. That's right.
Senator PERCY. I thought that you had reference to the situation
which we had uncovered, which is not an uncommon practice, in a few
of these homes, 7 years ago, and I hope that that practice has stopped.
Do you disprove or have evidence to prove that hiring of untrained
and unqualified personnel, which was prevalent in hearings 7 years ago,
and once again was testified to before this committee today, has
stopped virtually and that only qualified personnel are being hired by
nursing homes in Illinois?
Mr. MAY. Senator Percy, I return to my testimony, and we did
find allegations in the BGA report, but there are many positive
things that are going on right now, both within the industry and the
State administration to correct these difficulties.
We are supporting the nurses' aide training bill. There was a recommendation of a blue ribbon panel to the Governor that nursing home
administrators no longer be licensed. We oppose that.
We are behind many things that would ameliorate the conditions
of care, the nature of employment, the qualifications. All these things
we are for, and I don't think that they've really been brought out
sufficiently by this panel today.
Senator PERCY. Well, I appreciate the suggestion on that.
Do you support alternatives to long-term care or nursing home care
if they can be made available, and do you agree that such services
are not now really available?
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Mr. MAY. Absolutely. We think that they should be expanded. We
also feel the proprietary facilities should have an opportunity to have
access in title XX funding for alternative care.
We think in some rural areas, they are the only health care facility
within many miles, and they could provide these services very efficiently and effectively.
Senator PERCY. Now, I would like to read into the record the note
that I received:
It would appear to this member of the audience that there exists an obvious
bias against the service providers as distinguished from the BGA, who are obviously cronies of the special committee. For purposes of the record, I have no
affiliation to the service providers, and therefore, I would urge a more impartial
role on the part of the committee and its chairman. Charles W. Hannon, JD,
practice management consultant, medical and dental, Schaumburg, Ill.

I can assure Mr. Hannon the Chair has no real bias. I have leaned
over backward. You've read many books on the elderly, nursing home
care, and I have read them, and they are sensationalized, and they
sell a lot more than I've sold of mine because I insisted in putting
balance into it and telling the good side as well as the bad.
Obviously, the purpose of this hearing is almost like the public
media. If you fill the newspaper with all the successful and happy
marriages, you wouldn't sell many. If you told and filled the newspapers about all the people who got home safely at night and all the
happy lives that were led and no acts of crime, you wouldn't sell very
much.
I must admit that the purpose of a senatorial hearing is to pick out
things that aren't going right and try to rectify those, and to that
extent, we are looking for wrongdoing, but I always try to balance
that out by paying particular tributes to those who are doing a good
job as is evidenced by two of our witnesses here today and reached
by a third, Suzanne Weiss, who's trying to provide a service that we
feel is important and necessary.
I'll admit in the very nature of the hearing, it sometimes tends to
be more negative than positive, and to that extent, I'm generally a
pretty positive person. I'm fulfilling a role that this committee is
charged with of trying to do everything we can to try to correct
conditions and improve conditions. You pretty much do that by
mainly pointing out what's going wrong.
But I have tried and I've instructed the staff to make certain we
balance it out.
If there are no further questions, we'll move right on to our third
panel. I thank you very much for your presence here, and Miss Weiss,
we look forward to a new relationship with you.
We have three remaining witnesses who will testify. First, will be
Arthur Quern, Patricia Nolan, and Dr. Desai Prakash. They will give
a joint testimony. We also have Edward Stec and Robert Ahrens.
Once again, the Chair will invite our witnesses to summarize their
statements, if they possibly can. The full statements will be incorporated in the record, but I do want to leave time for questions.
We will start with Edward Stec, Director, Office of Health Standards
and Quality, Region V, Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare.
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STATEMENT OF EDWARD STEC, CHICAGO, ILL., DIRECTOR, REGION
V, OFFICE OF HEALTH STANDARDS AND QUALITY, HEALTH CARE
FINANCING ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
Mr. STEC. Thank you. I do not have a prepared statement but
could make one available. I did mention to your staff that I wasn't
aware until yesterday that I would be testifying today.
What I would like to do, however, is talk a little bit about my job,
about the organization.
A VOICE. Can't hear anything. I don't think the mike is live.
Mr. STEC. Let me just recap very briefly. What I would like to do
is just state my name, the organization I'm with, how we do fit into
the picture, and why it is pertinent for me to be here and comment
on some of the things that have been mentioned.
My name is Edward C. Stec. I'm with the Health Care Financing
Organization, specifically the Director of Health Standards and Quality Bureau.
Now, the Health Care Financing Administration is relatively new.
It was formed after the March 1977 reorganization within HEW. What
Health Care Financing Administration did will perhaps help some of
the problems that have been talked about constantly. It did put within
one administration, within HEW, the major programs that are involved with funding, with standards and quality, PSRO, et cetera.
In other words, it took medicaid, which has, in partnership with
the States, the sharing of funding, with States put into the same
organization as medicare, which is the Federal program that makes
direct Federal payments to providers and suppliers of service.
It also put together Health Standards and Quality Bureau, which
is probably the most complex of the reorganization, because prior
to reorganization, long-term care responsibility within HEW were
just all over the ball park. There was some responsibility for regulation writing within medicaid because they deal with the same State
agency. There was some in the medicare bureau and medicare also
wrote all of the regulations for the other type of providers that are
subject to State agency inspections.
It took the Office of Long-Term Care, which was the organization
that dealt with nursing homes, and made it part of this organization, and also took out parts of Public Health Service that acted as
consultants, put it all into Health Standards and Quality.
We did merge about 1 year ago, and I might say that some of the
comments that have been made, and some of the activities have
been discussed and offered here, require that I define how we fit into
the long-term care picture, areas in which we have direct responsibility
and areas in which we have oversight responsibility.
I think the first thing to mention is that the term "nursing home"
is a very general term, and we have talked about various agencies
administering nursing home programs, comparing it with home
health agencies or hospitals.
Through my experience, I don't think you have different types of
definitions for a hospital or for a home health agency. A home health
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agency was really created with the medicare'law, where it did define
what types of service would be covered by the medicare program.
Regulations were written to define what kind of agency can provide
this service.

However, with the nursing home, the first attempt at Federal
regulation was to implement the medicare law and make payments
for extended care coverage in 1967, and as a result, we did, through
the conditions of participation, I believe, define what is an extended
care facility.
This was about the only Federal direction, although payments
were being made under the medicaid program for nursing home care.
In addition, payments were made to beneficiaries which were turned
over to nursing homes, but there were no Federal standards until
1974, when the ICF, the intermediate care facility, was designed.
A very important difference here is that with the skilled nursing
facility that's participating in the medicare program, the provider
agreement with that particular facility is with the Federal Government, with our office.
I do sign off on SNF, title XVIII, provider agreements. I do notify
of terminations, approve withdrawals, or indicate that a facility was
not qualified and issue denial.
With the intermediate care facility, we have more of a monitoring
role. Now, the payment is matched by the Federal Government to
the State, which does make payments for these types of services.
Basically, we're probably more involved with form and substance
in our monitoring program. The ICF provider agreement is between
the particular State agency and the home. Surveys are conducted by
the State.
We (1o get involved in saying whether the proper forms are used,
et cetera. I think we do concentrate too much on that.
Again, as far as terminating Federal participation, it's very questionable under what conditions we can terminate Federal participation to an ICF.
One thing I do want to make clear, we do not put a nursing home
out of business. What we can (1o by an adverse action, such as a
withdrawal, a denial or a termination, is indicate that Federal funds
cannot go into the facility. This is the extent of what, by law, we could
do.
We do not get involved in local licensure, et cetera, except that the
conditions do require that if there are State and local licensure requirements, the facility does have to meet them to qualify.
I might also mention, finally, that we did conduct hearings here in
Chicago on July 11 through 13, in this particular building. Several
of the people who have testified here also testified at those particular

hearings.

What we have done over the last few months, especially when we've
gotten our reorganized group together, is just to look at the regulations.
I think we pretty much decided that we do concentrate more on
process than on measuring quality of care.
The hearings were well attended. I believe nationally, they were
held in five different locations. Something like 400 formal reports
were submitted. We had very heavy attendance here in Chicago on
all 3 days.
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I might mention that by and large, we were told by the public
that the standards that we developed for States to use in ICF, and
the standards that we developed for skilled nursing facilities, should
be aimed at quality of care.
The problem again is that we didn't get too much in the way of
direction as to how we do define quality of care.
I am confident, however, that if we do not have legislation, the
regulations that will be rewritten will make another attempt to
concentrate more on measuring quality of care and the process itself.
I want to make one additional comment. We ([o recognize the need
to experiment, and the State of Illinois dtoes have a system which they
did submit, they submitted to us at the hearings for consideration in
rewriting the regulations. That's the QES system that was mentioned
earlier.
The State of Wisconsin has had another experimental system approved several months ago which is called Triage, which is a different
type of attempt at concentrating more on facilities which have problems, less on facilities which are operating quite well. It's quite an
interesting program. We're trying to use our experimental authority
to overcome regulatory requirements. We have approved it and are
in the process of implementing this system.
Those are about all the comments I have.
Senator PERCY. Thank you very much, Mr. Stec. I appreciate that.
Now, we'll hear from the State of Illinois, and we have with us
Arthur Quern, director of the Illinois Department of Public Aid; Dr.
Patricia Nolan, associate director of the Office of Health Facilities and
Quality of Care, Illinois Department of Public Health; and Dr.
Prakash, regional administrator, region 2, Illinois Department of
Mental Health, Chicago.
Mr. Quern, are you going to speak on behalf of your group?
STATEMENT OF ARTHUR QUERN, DIRECTOR, ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC AID, SPRINGFIELD, ILL.
Mr. QUERN. I am, Senator.
Dr. Walsh is here in place of Dr. Nolan from the department of
health, but I will make a statement on behalf of the State and the
other State representatives, and I will try to answer any questions you
may have.
A VOICE. Can't hear back here.
Mr. QUERN. Senator, we have a mike that's not working. I'll try
again.
My name is Arthur Quern. I am the director of the Illinois Department of Public Aid.
Senator, I will make a brief statement on behalf of the State representatives.
I am joined by Dr. Walsh of the State department of public health,
Dr. Desai Prakash of the State department of mental health, and we
will be trying to make a brief statement and answer any questions
you might have.
The State's role can be stated rather succinctly. It is our responsibility on behalf of those who are eligible under the State laws to
purchase or provide directly appropriate levels of medical care and
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nursing care at the lowest possible cost, the lowest reasonable cost
available, and provide it in a facility or in a program which is approved
and licensed and which is geared to provide that individual with the
highest level of independent living possible for that person.
Wow, the implementation or execution of this mission is what we
are talking about today in many of the items that have been discussed
before this committee.
I think what I would like to do is to attempt to address those major
areas which have been raised and then leave to you any questions or
other details which either we do not address or which you would like
to add to the picture.
Since we have been in office, in the Thompson administration in
1977, we have been looking at and concerned with the reimbursement
system for nursing home care, along with a number of other questions
of reimbursement for medical care under the medical assistance
program.
At the current moment, in the most recent fiscal year, we purchased
on behalf of 46,000 citizens, $250 million worth of care. In the coming
year, we expect that same amount of assistance for that same number
of individuals. The cost to the State taxpayers, approximately $285
million.
What we want to do is to assure that that money is well spent and
spent in a way that provides individuals with quality care, but we
also want to do it in a way that does recognize limited resources and
the pressures of cost containment. In all areas of the health industry,
cost containment is a must, because if the State and public sector is
to continue to respond to this kind of need, it must do so in a way
that is cognizant of the limited resources available.
What we have done is effective January 1 of this year, a new costrelated reimbursement system was instituted. With that system, we
did a number of things. We attempted to accomplish a number of
things.
First of all, on the average, rates went up about 14 percent. We
recognize that for a number of years, the rates that the States were
paying had been below actual costs, so in January of this year, rates
did go up.
In the coming year, under the same reimbursement system, rates
are expected to go up again. That increase will be based on actual
cost reports that will be submitted by the nursing homes, and then
under the formula which we have established and has been approved
by HEW, we will take those costs and compare them. We will take
a look at one facility, its costs, and compare it with other facilities
and attempt to strike a reasonable balance to find an appropriate
level of reimbursement which actually reflects costs out there and at
the same time does provide a reward for efficiency.
This is a system that we have instituted. We just started it this
year. We are carefully watching it to see if it accomplishes those
things or helps us accomplish those things.
We do believe it has improved our ability to respond to costs out
there. The 14-percent increase is already showing up in the rates that
are being provided, and we expect about an 8-percent increase based
on inflation this year to be effective in January.
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But I think it's important to point out there are only so many
things that a reimbursement system can do. No matter what system
you structure, the unscrupulous will always find a way of squeezing
the dollars out of the intended care and putting it into their pockets.
We believe that by careful auditing, careful reviews of these facilities and careful comparisons amongst facilities, we can minimize this
kind of misuse of public funds.
There will never be a system which will totally eradicate it. I do
believe we are on the route of substantially improving our ability to
reduce it.
Another area that was addressed time and time again this morning
is the question of patient assessment. We've talked about the point
count system and its shortcomings. The ability of anyone-the State,
the bureaucracy, the medical industry, the medical professions-to
measure the need for quality care, the need for care, is an ability which
is not perfected. It is one which is not agreed upon. It is one which has
posed great difficulty for everyone.
We recognize the shortcomings in the point count system. We do
believe it reflects some actual need and does give us a tool for measuring the needs that patients have for the kind of care they would
require in institutions.
We also believe it's either got to be improved, modified, or else
replaced, and we are working with the industry now to seek better
patient assessment tools.
But here again, I've got to make the points that any patient assessment tool is likely to pay more for care for those who are in more
serious need. One of the criticisms of the point count system is that it
rewards a facility if it has a resident who is in greater need for care.
Almost any medical system of reimbursement for patient care is
going to pay for those who need greater care. What you must seek to
do is to try to take out any disincentives to good care. You must seek
to try and review the kind of care that's being provided in response
to the patient assessment tool, whatever it is, and regularly compare
that among facilities and have it reviewed by professionals.
This is what we're talking about with the medical industry now,
with the nursing home industry, what kinds of tools are available.
In conjunction with this issue, the Department of Public Health, has
proposed that the QES system which was developed in the past be
tested in the next year on a pilot basis to see what it does tell us.
We are also going to take a careful look at what is done in other
States to see if anyone else has learned enough about this kind of
issue that we can benefit by their experience.
Another issue that was repeatedly brought up this morning is that
reference to the number of State agencies involved in overseeing the
kind of care that's provided in nursing homes in this State. There is
no question that there are a variety of agencies, and we are very
cognizant of it.
At the present moment, given the organizational structure, we seek
to minimize overlap, and we are seeking to assure communications.
We've done this in a number of ways.
Governor Thompson created something called the purchase care
rate review board in which all of the major agencies which are involved
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in purchasing care-medical care, primarily-on behalf of citizens in
this State, meet at least once a month, review their reimbursement
system, and review the principles upon which they agree to pay and
reimburse people for care provided.
We have also begun reviewing our mutual or our respective regulations to assure that one agency isn't issuing a regulation which is
going to have a significant impact on people in nursing homes and in
other agencies such as public aid, which is paying a great deal of that
cost, is not aware of that regulation, so we're going to take a look at
all regulations that the State issues before they are issued to assure
that everyone knows the fiscal impact and the programmatic impact
of the programs involved.
We have begun doing this. We think it bodes well for cooperation
among the agencies, and as long as a structure is as it currently is, we
are working to assure communications between these agencies. In
addition, Dr. Peterson, who is the director of the Department of
Public Health, is, at the request of the general assembly, currently
looking at all of the roles of the different agencies involved in reviewing and investigating, paying and licensing, certifying, et cetera, these
facilities to see what consolidation makes sense, what it would cost,
what would you lose in consolidation.
Here again, I would caution you in one sense: The consolidation
can lead to a loss of checks and balances. One monolithic agency,
which is the only public entity dealing with a nursing home, could be
subject to self-protective kinds of attitudes, and if it didn't have the
kinds of checks and balances it currently has, where different agencies
and different representatives of different public organizations are in
that facility, you might not have the same amount of checks and
balances.
That's not to say we have enough now and it's not to say we're
ruling out consolidation. It is just to say that we want to keep that
in mind. We don't want to create a monolith which is going to replace
the current faults with a new set. of faults.
Senator PERCY. Has the commission set up by the Governor,
headed by Mr. Freeman, former chairman of the board of the First
National Bank, gotten into this area and looked to see what can be
done to consolidate, streamline, and make the decisionmaking more
effective?
Mr. QUERN. There were over 670 recommendations in that report,
and I know of at least 10 or 15 recommendations which deal with one
part or the other part of the nursing home industry and review.
Senator PERCY. Do you support those recommendations?
Mr. QUERN. Some yes and some no. We're reviewing them right now.
We're not sure all of them would save as much as they say. We are
not sure that they can be implemented in the fashion they suggest.
Senator PERCY. Would it be possible, then, in a period of a week to
10 days to give us an analysis of those that you fully support, those
that you do not support and those that you're still open for question?
Mr. QUERN. Senator, we have about 70 under review right now. I'm
not sure I can meet your time limits, but I certainly would be willing,
as we finish our process this fall as part-Senator PERCY. I think it was quite an inspiration to set up this
absolutely top level commission, one of the finest things done by any
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State. I think that other States would benefit very much by the analysis they've made in this field. Also, I'm certain the Governor didn't
appoint that commission feeling that the recommendations would ber
accepted 100 percent by the director of the department. But, on the
other hand, if you can give us an evaluation, I think it would be very
much appreciated, and I'll order that the record be held open so that.
we can get that report from you.
Does that about conclude your comments?
Mr.

QUERN.

One final area, Senator, that was brought up a number

of times this morning, and that is alternatives to home nursing care.
The Governor, since he's taken office, has been very strong on this.
as a major priority, and we have been working with the general
assembly and with many others to find various means of assuring that
there are alternatives to nursing home care and today, the Governor
will sign a bill-House bill 2691-which will provide up to $6 million

in the current fiscal year for care, home care, to help people stay out
of institutions.
We think, working under that bill, working with that legislation,
we can have a very good test and a very good look at what will happen
if home care is available and home care alternatives are provided.
We do, I must share with you, have some concerns that there will
be instances of expanding the needs as opposed to responding in
alternative ways, but the Governor has directed us to go ahead with
this bill. He's signing it today. It will provide up to $6 million, and we
think in the long run, it will give a very good test to see if this idea
works and alternatives to home nursing care provided in the home
can help individuals and can help the State.
Senator PERCY. Thank you very much.
Director Abrens, you will conclude our comments, but I would like
to say that on the day of the mayor's marathon, we were at dinner
together with all the marathon runners across the country. He had
that day gone out to visit the new senior citizens center on Milwaukee
Avenue. It was really an inspiration. No city cooperated more with
Senator Kennedy and I than the city of Chicago in setting up nutrition
centers, really doing an outstanding job. You provided a model that I
talked a great deal to the rest of the country about, to convince them
this is one of the finest things they could ever go into.
I think these centers have been a 10-year battle of mine to see that
we don't just build centers for youth on campuses. Every campus in
the country has got a student union where students can get together,
but you have to go to St. Petersburg, Fla., to find a good center for
senior citizens.
They've got all the time. They've got the desire to get together. They
want to be with each other, and there are the physical facilities, and
to think of us setting them up in the city of Chicago, whether you use
Federal revenue sharing or not, I don't care, it's one of the best uses
you can put that money to.
I think you have really distinguished yourself in your leadership in
this field. I know, also, the city of Chicago, under your leadership in
this area, has been constructively looking for alternatives to nursing
home care, and I think you pioneered again in that regard. I was so
*delighted to have the industry itself testify that they constructively
look forward to this, feeling that institutionalization is not always the

answer for a person's needs.
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Your reputation across the country is well known in this field, and I
always feel privileged to work with you and the State government to
provide a real model for the Nation here in Illinois.
We need an awful lot of things. It is not enough to lead in agricultural products and in the export of agricultural products. We have to
lead in the caring for human beings in a dignified, fine way.
I think, probably, our lifetimes would be well worthwhile if we do
that. So it's with that sense we have invited you to appear here, and
we're very grateful to you and Arthur for being here, as well as Dr.
Prakash and Dr. Walsh, and of course, Mr. Stec. You obviously have
a great responsibility in this area and I've worked with Secretary
Califano, and I know his dedication in this field, also.
STATEMENT OF ROBERT 1. AHRENS, DIRECTOR, MAYOR'S OFFICE

FOR SENIOR CITIZENS AND HANDICAPPED, CHICAGO, ILL.
Mr. AHRENS. Thank you very much, Senator Percy.
As you said, we've been through some battles together when we
pioneered with nutrition programs back in 1968 to get them established,
and finally
A VOICE. Can't hear back here.
Mr. AHRENS. I was just saying we woorked together back in 1968 and
1969 to pioneer what is today a national nutrition program for older
people, and I have appreciated the opportunity, also, to work with you.
I really ought to say I'm here, of course, as the director of the mayor's
office for senior citizens and handicapped, butSenator PERCY. Bob, could I interrupt you for just a moment, because I know other people have pressing appointments?
We will be trying to wind this up in 5 or 7 minutes. My questions
are very short, because your statements have been quite complete.
I will have a summary statement of a minute or two, so the people
can count on, I think, leaving the room just shortly, 5 or 10 minutes
before 1, to make their 1 o'clock appointments.
Mr. AHRENS. I wanted to make a statement, also, as the president
of the urban elderly coalition, which is an association of the offices on
aging of the Nation's cities, that we regretted very much this summer
losing a member of our staff, but since we lost him to the respected
staff of the Senate Committee on Aging, we don't feel so bad, and I'm
sure that Jeff Lewis will do an outstanding job for your committee,
as he did for the coalition at our office in Washington.
Senator PERCY. We're very proud of him, too.
Mr. AHRENS. I have a brief statement, but there are a couple of
points I do think important that I add to it, because they are critical
of the State of Illinois and I may as well do it while we're all here.
A House subcommittee has concluded that there are from 2 to 3
million noninstitutionalized aged persons who are bedfast, homebound,
or have difficulty in getting outdoors without help. Nationally, the
population aged 75 and over is growing at almost twice the rate of the
older population as a whole.
In Chicago, persons age 75 and over increased by 31 percent between the 1960 and 1970 census; those 85 and over increased by 65
percent. While no one age group among the elderly is necessarily frail,
the Federal Council on Aging has noted that dependency-creating
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elements are more likely to occur among the more aged groups of
the elderly.
A recent survey in Illinois by Booz, Allen, and Hamilton confirms
again what most practitioners in aging have always known: The
elderly in our Nation want to remain in mdlependlent living in their
own communities and out of institutions for as long as it's vise and
possible to do so. It's always been a chief goal of our office in Chicago
to try andi develop the home and community based systems that will
support this.
Our office does provide some basic services, such as home help,
homemaking and home-delivered meals to some of Chicago's elderly.
However, the funding for these programs, made available chiefly under
titles 3 and 7 of the Older Americans Act, with some under title 20
of the Social Security Act, is extremely limited. Our research division
has estimated that 10,000 elderly and younger handicapped persons in
Chicago need home-delivered meals. With present funding, we can
serve only 1,100 daily.
Many agencies are ready and willing to develop supportive services
as alternatives to prevent unnecessary institutionalization, but funds
are lacking. We need to alter those policies which have directed most
financial resources to support of long-term care proprietary institutions. We must change the Medicare and medicaid legislation to include a full range of in-home services.
The restrictions placed on home health visits under medicare ought
to be eliminated and the range of services should be expanded. We
a-ree with recommendation 6 of the Subcommittee on Health and
Long-Term Care of the House which recommends that a full range of
homemaker and correlative services be added to medicare's current
coverage of home health services.
The kinds of services such as friendly visiting, housekeeping, home
repairs, transportation, home-delivered meals, are absolutely necessary supplements to a continuum of in-home health services.
We support the concept of Senate bill 2009, introduced by Senator
Domenici, a member of your committee, which proposes to eliminate
several prerequisites to receiving home services under medicare.
In most States, home health care agencies are not required to be
licensed, and standards are lacking for training of home care personnel. The frail or vulnerable elderly must be served by well-trained,
well-supervised, competent wvorkers who deliver quality service in
accordance with recognized criteria.
Opportunities for abuse of these clients must be eliminated. There
is no point in trying to eliminate abuse in institutions and then face
it again in an alternative system, so we do need national standards
to insure the provision of quality in-home services, and these standards
ought to be developed through consultation with service providers
and the elderly as well as with planners and advocates so that we
get standards that are wvorkable and can be implemented quickly.
These standards for in-home services ought to include criteria for
service delivery as well as for selection and training of service personnel. Provision must be included for certification of providers who
meet the standards and severe penalties for those who abuse clients.
If quality care for the homebound and bedfast is to be insured,
then HEW must develop national standards for a full rvange of quality
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in-home services with effective controls to avoid the abuses that have
arisen in the long-term care institutions.
Furthermore, the provision of in-home services to the elderly,
funded through a variety of sources, including title 20 of the Social
Security Act, should be closely coordinated through the designated
area agencies on aging, which have the overall responsibility for
planning services, so as to avoid duplication and maximize quality
and efficiency.
This is an extremely important point, for the failure of States to
work through the area agencies on aging in Social Security Act title
XX programs for the elderly, can make the coordination responsibilities of the area agency on aging under title III of the Older Americans Act an impossibly difficult task.
I think the Congress may well want to review the effectiveness of
the coordination of titles III and XX programs at the State and local
levels.
And here, Senator, I think it's important to add that I do think it
is disgraceful that the State of Illinois has failed to access any more
than 5' percent of title XX social service 'funds for the last year.
Excuses for this just do not hold water, and I think the U.S. Jommission on Civil Rights Age Discrimination Study findings, which
also pinpointed that even those title XX funds which are spent do
not go to the elderly, in terms of their proportion of the population, is
equally true here in Illinois. It all indicates that there is a lack of
priority in Springfield for social services.
If we paid some attention up front to these kinds of things, I think
we would have to pay less attention to the kinds of things which have
resulted in this hearing.
The whole title XX plan for Illinois includes nothing for home
delivered meals.
While we have waiting lists under title VII of the Older Americans
Act for meals programs, the State of Illinois does not put 1 cent,
Senator, into the nutrition program for the elderly. The city of Chicago
and HEW have come up with millions of dollars for these nutrition
and multipurpose centers that both you and I think are so necessary
and valuable. The State must do more than be a silent partner, I
think, in the delivery and funding of social services for our older people.
The burden should not be left alone, I think, to the Federal and local
governments.

Finally, because of the nature and severity of the impairments of
many older people, while only 4 or 5 percent are in institutions, that
percentage can be expected to continue to require long-term care in
an institutional setting.
The responsible public agencies, whoever they are, must establish
high standards for patient care, plus vigorously enforce these standards
and I mean Federal, State, and locally.
The public will no longer tolerate profiteering of the nursing home
owners who fail to provide quality care for their patients.
Thank you for the opportunity to present my statement. I know
that the views I've presented for our office on the need for home and
community-based services are equally the views of the urban elderly
coalition and also the National Council on the Aging, whose public
policy committee I chair.
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Senator PERCY. Thank you very much.
I'd first like to ask a question of all of you. Do any of you feel that
BGA and the news media provided a public service by focusing
attention on this particular issue?
Mr. AHRENS. Senator, I wish they would do even more. Let me give
you an illustration.
Going back to 1968 and 1969, Twrote a letter to the editors of all of
the Chicago newspapers, enclosing copies of the study we had done
on the likely effect of this wholesale putting people out of State mental
institutions, asking them to look into it and perhaps devote editorial
time to it. Nothing resulted.
Now today, we're having exposes on that problem.
Again, I wrote to every television and radio station manager here
in Chicago, and to the press, prior to the title XX hearings a couple
of years ago, to determine the State social services plan.
I said I had read nothing in the newspapers that would even explain title XX to the public, let alone urge them to come out and
testify
Again, I think the media, if it would really take up its responsibility, would do more. It would do these basic things up front, that
would diminish the need for expos6s that have to come later, and
would perhaps eliminate some of this intolerable abuse where it
exists of old people.
Senator PERCY. Considering they could do more in our particular
fields of interest, even more, do you feel, though, that what they have
(lone, focus attention, has been in the public interest?
Mr. AHRENS. Indeed I do.
Senator PERCY. I think there seems to be a consensus.
Mr. QUERN. Senator, I'd just like to say two things: One, that the
report by the BGA and the channel 7 report dealt with about eight
nursing homes. There are specifics in there that we'd like to address
independently in a written statement to you, but I think you point
to a very key word here-and indeed, the investigator for the BGA
used the same word earlier-"attention."
He said it was not so much abuses as it was inattention.
You've also heard today about all of the State representatives
tripping over each other coming in and out of facilities. Somewhere
in here, we need to focus on the proper roles of all of the various
entities involved in nursing home care, but one thing that comes back
to us, we run a large agency. There are a number of agencies involved.
The statistics that we have-I can't assure you that they are the most
valid or best sample kind of statistics, but our best information shows
that up to 60 percent of nursing home residents have one or fewer
visitors a year.
One of the things that happens today with this hearing, with the
BGA report, is a question of public and family and community
concern. We are large agencies. It's healthy for us to be interested
about what we're doing and where we're headed.
Nursing homes and institutions-it's healthy for them to get
questions in this form, but until families are concerned and communities are concerned, there will never be enough inspectors. There will
-never be enough monitors 24 hours a day to watch every patient and
watch every nursing home, so the point that has come through all of
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this is a question of attention, and I think that's been the most significant point of all.
Senator PERCY. I might say in most of the audiences that I address
I will get around to the fact, as I did yesterday, that probably in your
neighborhood, you have a nursing home. You walk by it a number
of times. You just never turn in and see what is going on.
I wrote a letter to every single high school in Illinois and got high
school students to visit nursing homes. Some of them testified that
they just literally were thrilled that they were wanted.
Drug abuse is worse among young people and old people. Why?
People in the middle stream of life-being active busy, making money,
providin for families-feel important. lBut the younger people sort
of are left out of the bigness of society, and they cop out, in a sense,
and the older people feel left by the wayside.
Put the two groups together. Some of the young people from
Mundelein College were 10 feet tall as they went into those nursing
homes at Edgewater in Rogers Park. They went in and combed the
ladies' hair, helped them answer letters, helped them make phone
calls, just sat and read the newspaper with them, talked over current
events, started calling each other "grandma" and "grandpa" and
"grandchildren," and so forth. It was just a wonderful thing.
So there's an awful lot Government can't do, more they can't
do than they can dlo, really.
Some of those people have only one visitor a week. They grab onto
you, they hold onto you. They're so anxious to touch a human being
and just feel that someone cares about them.
That's something Government can't provide.
The purpose of these hearings many times is just to prick the
conscious of people as much as anything else, and I appreciate very,
very much your mentioning it.
I'm wondering, Mr. Quern, whether you could address yourself to
the question regarding Accom-O-Day and the donor matching which
legally disqualifies the witness that we had before, the director of
Accom-O-Day Care Center in Chicago.
Mr. QUERN. Certainly. I personally visited Accom-O-Day, and we
looked into working with HEW to develop a pilot to see if we
could pursue that. We were not-we did not get approval to use
title XIX funds in that fashion, so then we went the title XX route,
and I want to mention we, too, are concerned about title XX and
this State's ability to get its entitlement.
I think we're there. I think for the first time, Illinois will reach its
ceiling in the fiscal year.
One of the things she was referring to was part of the Governor's
initiative under title XX to involve the private voluntary sector in
the use of title XX funds, and we had hopes, in the absence of HEW
approval, to use title XIX for that facility, that we might try to use
the volunteer sector to come up with the donation.
We would share the leverage which title XX provides for reimbursement and let that money go directly to this kind of program.
I did not know Ms. Weiss' problems with that till I heard her
statement here today. I take it she found some of the discussions
with the private volunteer sector inadequate and therefore, has
decided to not proceed with that.
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The only thing I can say is, as a next step, I would hope that we
would sit down again when the Governor signs his bill today, he
does provide an additional resource. It may provide a means for
taking a program like Accom-O-Day and giving it a run for its money
to see if it works.
I cannot leave that statement, though, without addressing a question that you raised a number of times, that is, are we sure that it's
really going to keep people out of nursing homes? We are not sure.
I think it may just respond to a need out there in the community
which is not being met, lonely old folks in their homes who aren't
getting any kind of services. Whether or not it provides an offset of
nursing home costs is something we'll study.
That's an interesting cost-benefit analysis. We think it's worth
exploring in terms of home health care services, so what I would like
to do with Accom-O-Day, once the bill is signed, once we have begun
developing the regulations, to sit down with them again to see if
there's a means of using them.
Senator PERCY. Very good.

Incidentally, I spend a great deal of time on case work with Senator
Stevenson, who was invited to be here to participate with me. Regretfully, his schedule did not permit him to do so, but our offices work
together on a lot of case work involving patients in nursing homes,
nursing homes themselves and so forth, because they know of my
interest.
I had one call come in last night,, late, asking for an appointment
with the Governor to work out a problem. I said, "Why the Governor?
We've got the expert coming today."
If Mr. Grisham could turn that case over to you, I'd appreciate
your giving us some judgment on it as to what could be done.
My last question really pertains to whether you feel lines of delineation between Federal, State, and local government are clear enough,
whether their responsibilities in this area afe sharp and clear.
Do you think there still needs to be work done in that area to
eliminate the overlapping, duplication, to clean up the lines of authority and responsibility so each level of government knows what its
duty and responsibility is and authority?
Mr. STEC. Personally, I think it is clear.

My problem, what I tried to address myself to very briefly, is the
definition of a nursing home is a very wide definition. The Federal
Government just has control over a very small portion of direct
control and a monitoring role in another portion. I would think, by
and largeSenator PERCY. Your area mainly is intensive care.

Mr. STEC. Right. We had about 800 of those in the region where
there were aboutSenator PERCY. Intermediate?

Mr. STEC. We don't even have a count on a role in residential
facilities.
I think from the standpoint of what we've done, I think we have
had fairly good relations with the State. I think we've given some
pretty good training and interpretation of regulations.
Now, keep in mind, I think our regulations were too processoriented, but I know in Chicago, we started basic training courses
which I think the States do like quite a bit. We are funding some of
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the surveying activity, which I think does help, and if you look at
many States, they have developed some fairly strong licensure laws
-which do help in enforcement.
Again, I think the question is how far should regulations control
nursing homes go, and that's the question I would, you know, prefer
-to comment on, at least officially.
Senator PERCY. Thank you. Just a very brief comment. We will
adjourn in 1 minute.
Mr. QUERN. It is not as neat as anybody would have. I think we
-know our functions. Now they've got to be improved.
We are involved in paying bills. Other State agencies are involved
in licensing. Others are involved in approving patients' programs.
We terminate medicaid providers such as we terminated eight
-nursing programs in the last year. Public health has been involved in
licensing, reviews, and they have suspended one license in the last
*year, and there have been over 50 in hearings at various times.
These roles are defined now, defined in the most sensible way. Are
there better ways to consolidate?
I would have one other thing. I can't pass it up, and that is one
-major factor is the cost, and Illinois, as with a number of other big,
industrial States, only gets 50 percent reimbursement by the Federal
Government, whereas many other States are getting as high as 80
percent.
Our $285 million could go a lot further if we were reimbursed at the
rate of some other States.
Senator PERCY. Very good.
I think at this stage, I'd like to just summarize a few of the conclusions that I have come to. This has been a good hearing and you
always want to keep going. You finally have to have a terminal point.
As I said in my opening statement, the committee really is here
today to update our previous studies on nursing home conditions.
We've heard testimony about some deplorable conditions, and we've
-heard testimony about some good conditions, so we know that there
are, in some areas, high quality care being provided, and that it can
be and should be provided.
We're not talking just about a million people in nursing homes.
We're talking about 5 or 10 million people who have families in them,
who are concerned about them. We're talking about everyone in
America that may end up in one, so we've got a problem to see that
today we do have a better coordinated governmental program, so
that we can see who has the responsibilities, and that the buck stops
someplace. If it's the Federal Government role, I want to see that we
assume that degree of responsibility.
We're going to try to streamline the bureaucracy in every way
that we possibly can, to better monitor the quality of care in nursing
-homes and define what we mean by quality care.
I think we have seen improvements, but we also know that we have
problems, and we have still a long way to go.
The area that I think we all can work on together more is expanding extended care services in the home. Personally, I have seen so
many people who could have saved the State $400 a month or $500
a month if they just had some service for a while that would have
Abridged them over. They'd much prefer to stay in their neighborhood,
-their communities, wherever they happen to be living, and I've
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talked to those people in their homes. We are really trying now at the
Federal Government level to reach out and expand the meals-on-wheels
programs, home-delivered meals, extented home care, and this is the
area that Senator Domenici and I are beginning to work in very,
very closely.
We mention a little of the arithmetic. Let's talk now about taxpayers' dollars. We're spending someone else's money, and I did it for
years, spending stockholders' money, and now I think I have to look
at this as carefully, more carefully than if I were spending my own
money.
Just last year, we spent, at the Federal level, $6.39 billion by medicaid on nursing home expenditures.
As Everett Dirksen said, "A billion here and a billion there, and
pretty soon, you're talking about real money."
What I'm impressed by alter 12 years in Washington is $6.39
billion. At the same time, we're only spending, and 1 say "only,"
it's a lot of money, but relatively speaking, it's less than a tenth,
we're spending $458 million in medicare funds on home health care
services.

It's obvious that if more funds were put to work there, you'd lessen
the necessity for $6.39 billion, and it's a better, more humane way to do
it.
We just don't have the procedures and programs now. This is an
increasingly elderly society. More and more people are living longer
and getting older. We're increasing the working age. There's a lot
of things that we can (1o there that we haven't even discussed, obviously, such as improving the social security system.
Between 1966 and 1975, nursing home costs to this country haverisen 400 percent, and the higher proportion of older people in our
society will cause those costs to skyrocket. Let's try to get a lid on
those costs.
I am more fully aware than I've ever been of the commitment that
I must make and my colleagues must make. I respect very much
Senator Domenici, who has made this a major part of his activity in
the Senate. Caring for the elderly is of paramount importance to us.
They have to feel someone cares about them and is looking after'
their needs, and that they have someone that they can write to.
It's the role of this committee to explore problems which prohibit
elderly persons living in nursing homes from obtaining quality care.
It's our overall responsibility and duty to see that we somehow build
the kind of quality into the lives of the elderly that makes their
lives meaningful, that makes them decent. This Nation will be judged
for the way we provide for the elderly, and we're not doing a good job
of it today.
We've got a long way to go, but Chicago and Illinois have been
leaders in so many ways. I think we're going to do a great deal to
improve these programs as a result of this testimony today, and I'm
deeply grateful to BGA, to the media, and to all of the outstandingwitnesses that we've had today.
These hearings will be presented as official hearings of the Senate
Special Committee on Aging. Copies will be made available to any
of you who drop me a note and ask for them.
I'd like to thank our distinguished staff, both minority and majority,.
for their great help, and without further ado, this hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1:15 p.m., the hearing was adjourned .]

APPENDIX
LETTERS AND STATEMENTS FROM INDIVIDUALS AND
ORGANIZATIONS
ITEM 1. STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE WILLIAM RAINEY HARPER COLLEGE,
PALATINE, ILL.
William Rainey Harper College, Palatine, Ill., in its attempt to be ever aware

of the community's responsibility to its citizens, is acutely concerned with the
lack of well-trained nurses' aides who are employed in long-term care facilities,

geriatric centers, and home-health agencies.
It is with this concern foremost in mind that William Rainey Harper College,
jointly working with CETA (Comprehensive Employment Training Act) is
offering an 8-week geriatric/home health aide training program to enable eligible
suburban Cook County residents to care for Illinois' elderly.
This program is designed to provide the highest quality of training in both the
geriatric field and that of home health care. We feel that institutional care is not
designed nor required for all senior citizens, so we do offer 12 clinical hours in
the home health care setting as well as home health adaptive techniques taught
within the classroom.
In addition to preparing students with basic nursing skills relating to personal
hygiene, skin care, nutrition, elimination, ambulation, vital signs, activities of

daily living, facilitating rehabilitative goals, observational skills, and reporting
techniques, we include 16 hours of psychosocial aspects of caring for the elderly.
We seemingly find that if students first are able to identify normal aging and the
psychosocial aspects of aging, they then are better prepared to care for their
patients. This preparation, we feel, is also responsible for satisfaction, longevity
on the jot), and a thorough understanding of that phase of development.
The need for nonprofessional nursing care personnel is critical in all areas of
care to the elderly. For our particular purposes this need was identified in a January 4, 1977, publication, "Survey of Need for Nursing Aide Graduates in Home
and Geriatric Health Care."
The purpose of this study was to determine whether or not there was enough
employment demand for graduates of a nursing aide program for home and
geriatric care to justify such a program at Harper.
The population surveyed consisted of all the home health care agencies and the
nursing homes in the northern, northwestern, and western suburbs of Chicago.
The results indicated an overwhelming evidence that there would be sufficient
demand for graduates.
The most serious problem revealed by the survey was the estimated salary our
graduates could expect to make. The survey of these home health care agencies
and nursing homes indicates there is an employment demand for about 150 nursing
aide graduates per year. However, because the hourly starting wages are low
($2.54 for nursing homes and $2.82 for home health agencies) there is a question
as to how many students could be recruited each year.
Since the development of this concept began, our biggest concern is that of
identifying students. The difficulty, it seems, relates again to the earning power
of nonprofessional care-givers in the job market. Although most of our contacts
in the health care field employed our students at a rate similar to those of "experienced employees, that rate remains significantly low. In addition, raises,
advancement opportunities, and motivation seemed to prevent graduates from
remaining at any one facility for long periods of time.
We approached the identification of students through local newspaper advertisements, contacts with health care facilities, as well as a myriad of other sources,
which never quite filled the class enrollment. The best approach seemed to be in
advertisements which were specifically interesting to homemakers who were
(71)
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looking for personal enrichment. It appeared to us that these students were most
successful with great potential for advancement. These specific students were
mature, loving, giving, and sensitive to all the needs of the elderly.
Currently requirements for nonnursing care-givers is, as we see it, relatively
nonexistent. Many facilities are so desperate for staff that training and experience
are not criteria for employment. Some facilities offer a training program. Even
though these training programs are well intended, they seem to be extremely
fragmented and carried out in a catch-as-catch-can manner. Apparently, the
difficulties arise from on-the-job training instructors having many other diversified
duties, as well as students being responsible for care-giving without adequate
skills or knowledge.
We fully realize that many attempts are underway to resolve the situation of
unprepared nonnursing care-givers. Beth Walston, chief of Curriculum Development and Training Division of the Office of Health Facilities and Quality Care,
Department of Public Health, is doing a commendable job in standardizing
nurses' aide training. We were unable to offer input at the latest meeting as the
dates for the Springfield meetings met with personal conflicts.
We are also aware of the efforts of Richard Whitney of Lieutenant Governor
O'Neill's office, and have been in contact with him as he concentrates his efforts,
on behalf of legislation for nurses' aides.
The Illinois Health Care Association in Chicago also is concentrating the efforts
to upgrade training of nurses' aides in the Chicago area. We also have offered
assistance in this endeavor.
Our successes in the past year in training nonprofessional care-givers is not ours
alone. In addition to the efforts of the local CETA offices and the expertise of the
nursing faculty at the college, we have had considerable support from our advisory
board. The advisory board consists of key figures in the local health care field. We
have three representatives from home health facilities who have not only been a
help in our development, but also instrumental in referring students and offering
employment opportunities. In addition to nursing faculty representation from the
college, we used the expertise of many representatives of long-term health care
facilities and geriatric centers on our advisory committee. These contacts also
have helped in offering employment opportunities.
The local social service agencies also are aware of our.endeavors and from time
to time send us referrals.
Our futuristic goal in terms of caring for elderly in the north and northwest
suburban area is to concentrate on the training of the nonnursing care-givers in
health care facilities. To effectively accomplish our goal, the emphasis seems to be
on teaching others to care for others. The ability to understand the elderly, in our
opinion, does offer some success in their caring, as well as being able to uase basic
skills to assure the elderly of the care and dignity they so richly deserve.
It might also be imperative that the monitoring agencies be fully aware of requirements and standardizations of programs and then be able to enforce these
programs.
All in all, quality care begins with quality training. W1e, therefore, strongly
recommend that:
(1) Efforts to standardize nurses' aide training in Illinois continue through the
establishment of firm training criteria and nurses' aide certification requirements.
To be effective, these standards must be strictly enforced in all long-term care
settings. Training programs must also be adequately funded and monitored to
prevent "paper compliance" with established training standards.
(2) Emphasis be placed on understanding the process of aging and the psychological needs of the elderly in all training programs. It is essential that instructors within these programs have geriatric and rehabilitation nursing backgrounds and possess a strong commitment to quality care of the aged as well as
the ability to transmit these concepts and skills to the students.
(3) The nurses' aide training program model described herein, which includes
the joint efforts of the local long-term care agencies, the local community college
and outside funding souirce such as CETA, could be developed and implemented
in multiple community college districts within the State of Illinois. Widespread
organized quality nurses'aidetrainingshould have a majorimpact uponthequality

of care to our elderly if it is provided in conjunction with nurses' aide certification
requirements.

(4) Federal reimbursement programs to long-term care facilities must include
funding adequate to provide a nurses' aide salary schedule that is competitive
with local nonhealth industry workers at this skill level. Many caring individuals.
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in such industries
are forced to seek employment providing higher hourly wagesskills
in the field of
as manufacturing and food chains rather than utilizing their
geriatric care where they were trained.
DIRECTOR, HYDE PARK
ITEM 2. STATEMENT OF IRENE M. SMITH, ExECUTIVEILL.

NEIGHBORHOOD CLUB, CHICAGO,

on Aging, the
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IRENE M. SMITH.
grams in the Chicago area.
DIRECTOR,
ITEM 3. STATEMENT OF LYNN G. BRENNE, ACTING EXECUTIVE
CHICAGO, ILL.
SUBURBAN COOK COUNTY AREA AGENCY ON AGING,

for planning,
The Suburban Cook County Area Agency on Aging is responsible
elderly with Federal and State
coordinating, and administering services for the
funds that are supplemented by private funds at the local level.
Nearly 300,000 persons over 60 live in the 30 townships and 125 municipalities
of this
outside of Chicago in Cook County and these comprise the constituency
of this
agency. The vulnerable elderly in this population are the special concern
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agency and arc the group for whom we take our advocacy responsibilities most
seriously. The Senate Special Committee's concern for alternatives to nursing
homes is providing long-term care for older Americans is also ours.
The concentration of aging Americans in the age groups over 70, 75 and S0 is
increasing steadily. At the same time the trend of the current generation in this
country to reduce child-bearing to zero population growth vill steadily diminish
the extent of familial care and respect of children for aging parents that today's
elderly have grown up with. The problems that these circumstances portend are
here already-and they are ours.
Warehousing of disadvantaged members of our society has been both disparaged
and discouraged. Some success has been achieved among the handicapped, the
developmentally disabled and the mentally ill. We should do no less for our
vulnerable elderly. The nursing home represents a solution of last resort. Unavoidable at times, it is nevertheless a monument to loneliness, a minimum reward
to the aged, and a maximum cost to the taxpayers.
The Suburban Cook County Area Agency on Aging conducts a senior companion program which is funded by ACTION and answers a vital need. Our program
services over 300 seniors in nursing homes through 60 volunteers and is heartily
welcomed by nursing home providers. However it cares for only a few of the
thousands in suburban nursing homes. It should be expanded to embrace more
volunteers and patients.
More important than our commitment to advocacy on behalf of persons already
in nursing homes is our emphasis on senior services that will keep the elderly out
of nursing homes-an objective of the Illinois Department on Aging as well.
(Evidence of our common cause is described in the attached news release of
September 1.) Top priority is already given through funding administered by
this agency for services that enable seniors to remain in their own homes, in familiar
surroundings with friends and relatives close by, where they will not be forgotten.
Several programs seek to achieve this objective and they should be consolidated
to increase efficiency and reduce administrative cost and slippage. These programs
include titles III and VII of the Older Americans Act and title XX of the Social
Security Act. The welfare aspect of programs should be carefully separated from
those services intended for the elderly generally, many of whom today are rejecting
such services because they are proud, dignified, independent and resist invasion
of their privacy. Only the more skillful workers can achieve acceptance with dignity
and their efforts can best be monitored effectively and administered at the local
level. Undue incursion of Federal and State mandate and regulation deter rather
than increase the confidence and acceptance by many elderly of essential services
offered in good faith.
There is no disagreement on the benefits of keeping the elderly out of nursing
homes. There is however, clear choice on the assignment of responsibility for
accomplishment. The 564 area agencies can best have that responsibility. The need
for splintering local planning and funding distribution, the cost of recitape, and
expansion of paperwork, are issues that should be met and resolved by Congress
as increased appropriations for the elderly are considered.
[Attachment]
STATE FUNDS KEEP SENIORS OUT OF INSTITUTIONS

The Suburban Cook County Area Agency on Aging will soon be more active
in two programs designed to help the frail elderly remain at home, with funds
available under the Social Security Act through the Illinois Department on

Aging.

The two programs are for adult day care and for comprehensive alternative
care. Day care programs provide closely supervised activities with a lot of personal
attention for small groups of seniors. Comprehensive alternative care centers provide a wide range of services that include assistance for the homebound as well as

day care and other programs.
The area agency on aging is now accepting applications from local agencies to
provide these services and will make recommendations to the Illinois department

on the applications received. Once programs are established, the area agency will

monitor the progress of the programs, provide technical assistance, and give periodic evaluations.
Under a local effort plan, $173,472 is available for adult day care programs in
the Cook County suburbs. This arrangement requires local donors to supply
25 percent of the total funding. The remaining 75 percent comes from matching
Federal funds, without any expenditure of Illinois general revenue money.
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Certain applicants will receive preference for the grants. These include organizations serving areas with high concentrations of low-income and minority elderly
and agencies with established day care programs or the capability to set up such
programs promptly.
In suburban Cook County, $243,000 will be awarded for a comprehensive
alternative care center. The site chosen will be responsible for the coordination
of at least a minimum range of services. These must include chore and homemaker
services, day care, health related facilities, and counseling.
The comprehensive care program is an alternative to unnecessary and premature
institutionalization. It is designed to provide a well-meshed union of programs in
the area the center serves.
Many elderly individuals have needs which don't require the 24-hour setting of
a long-term care facility, but do need periodic supervision, minimal assistance
with personal care, and some help with home management or other services. In
these cases, institutionalization can be prevented-or at least postponed-if
substitute services are available in the community.
The Suburban Cook County Area Agency on Aging, through its coordination
efforts in these two programs, will help to curb expensive institutionalization while
assisting senior citizens to maintain their independence and dignity.

ITEM

4.

STATEMENT OF PAUL Q. PETERSON, M.D., DIRECTOR, ILLINOIS
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH, SPRINGFIELD, ILL.

On behalf of the Illinois Department of Public Health, I would like to express
our appreciation of the effort expended by the Better Government Association
and WLS-TV in their investigation. It is this sort of private commitment to
independent investigation which provides valuable information on the working
of the regulatory system and helps us do a better job. We will certainly consider
the BGA/WLS findings in directing our activities.
There are, however, several points of clarification which we would like to raise
which will make policy application of the investigation much more probable.
These pertain to development of supporting data for many of the points raised
in the report. We recognize the advocacy nature of this report, and would not
insist on strict objectivity in reporting. However, if advocacy is to be useful, it
must be supported by reliable evidence, and statements of fact must be directly
related to that evidence. Otherwise, the policymaker will be unable to ascertain
the reliability of the advocacy, and may adopt a course of action which will be
counterproductive to all concerned.
There are three major areas in which the report could be made more useful
to the State's policymaking bodies: (1) A written report of the findings; (2)
quantification of the findings where possible, including both the extent and the
severity of reported conditions; and (3) more specific presentation of the evidence
supporting the statements of fact made in the newscast. Each of these will be
discussed in turn.
(1) Written reporting of the findings.-Since time is limited in a newscast, only
a partial discussion of findings is possible. Also, extemporaneous statements may
be made which do not accurately reflect formal findings, and identification of
such statements is difficult. Accordingly, we would strongly suggest that the
findings of this investigation be put into writing so that they may be adequately
studied and incorporated into policy. This paper should include discussion of
the technical methods used in developing information, including sampling procedures used to assure that conclusions drawn from the sample will generalize to
the broader group of facilities to which the conclusions will be applied. Also, the
training of investigators to recognize problems (e.g., staff withholding candy
from a diabetic vs. fighting with a patient to minimize food costs) should be
discussed.
(2) Quantification of findings.-It is extremely important to document both
the prevalence of reported conditions and the severity of reported conditions.
For example, the report notes that 60 percent of facilities surveyed have been
cited for violations of personal care standards. Does this statistic refer to isolated
failures to sew a name tag on clothes, or does it refer to general neglect of patients?
Either interpretation is possible, and for the sake of accuracy and public info rmation the report should array and discuss the types of violations documented.
In terms of the extent of the findings, careful description is essential. Incidents
at five facilities, of eight chosen on the basis of complaints, are noted in the report.
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One appears only because of equipment failure, and one only because of an
instance involving cold food. Yet the findings of the report are generalized to the
industry. There are, for example, over 40 references to abuses, shocking abuses,
neglect, and even killing of patients in the nursing home industry in general.
Other statements also imply that the findings are general:
"Abuses and neglect continue to plague the nursing home industry." (7/17)
"Peter, you say you've placed a lot of investigators in many of these homes for
a period of several weeks." (7/13)
"Many nursing homes save money by serving all three meals within an 8-hour
period-but then the patient goes for 16 hours without anything to eat-or maybe
a snack like a graham cracker, which they can fight over." (7/18)
"As a result, nursing homes superficially look better than they did. They may
be somewhat cleaner than they were-they're more modern. However, that creates
an additional problem-which is that they're more deceptive to people who are
taking and putting their relatives there-they may look at a place and see that
it's clean-but there might be underlying conditions which relate to patient care,
and that's the kind of thing that we uncovered by putting people on the inside."
(7/17)
"* * * the State has bragged in a number of publications what they've done,
about the fact that Illinois is much better because of the investigation done in
1970 by the BGA and the Chicago Tribune, and holding it up as some sort of
model-and then when you go out and really look at it-you find out that it just
isn't that way." (7/17)
"* * * there are on the surface a lot of homes that look really nice. And that
is precisely what we did on our investigation. We went to nice homes and they
had a nice physical plan and so forth. But when you get into them and you look
at it for a while-you find a lot of things." (7/13)
Given the constraints on air time, the investigators could hardly have presented
all the evidence on which their conclusions are based. However, the entire set of
evidence must be presented if their advocacy is to be useful. The policy response
to the conditions reported will be very different if we are dealing with isolated
incidents at five homes than it should be if conditions described in the report
pervade the long-term care industry.
(3) Evidence for statements unsupported in the transcript.-Inseveral places the
transcript presents a conclusion without presenting the supporting evidence. It
would be useful to have the supporting material made public. Such statements
,are made in several areas:
(a) Government misfeasance:
"Nursing home inspectors are more concerned about paperwork than
people." (7/14)
"There's a lot of buck-passing between agencies regulating homes." (7/14)
"But, we have seen that agencies regulating nursing homes pass the buck
and are slow to act-and often there is conflict" (7/20). In particular, "buckpassing" should be differentiated from shared responsibility. There appeared
to be some confusion here, as the BGA/WLS insistence that the Department
*of Health, Education, and Welfare discipline facilities when the responsibility had been delegated to the city of Chicago, which, by the report's
account, is maintaining current records.
"There's also a lack of obvious commitment from people in government
today" (7/21). This statement is somewhat inconsistent with the massive
amounts of time, interest and money devoted to long-term care-for example,
the development of QES-documented in the report.
"Apparently all the regulations on all different levels of government,
don't really curtail the problems in homes." 7/17
In commenting on a report published by the Illinois Department of Public Health: "You can better believe that we're going to get a list of thatthat was published, and we're going to compare it to some of the inspection
reports that we found" (7/17). (No report on the comparison was made.)
.(b) Poor quality food:
With regard to food quality, special care should be given to documenting
qualitative judgments. Consider the phrase "soup and sandwiches for a
light meal" (an industry term not inconsistent with eating practices of many
families) vs. "a piece of American cheese between two slices of stale bread '
or "baloney sandwiches as the main course for a Sunday meal-something is
definitely wrong-gentlemen." To be meaningful in challenging the industry
to provide better care, the report's statements should document insufficiencies
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being referred to such as infrequent delivery, purchase of commercial quality
meat, etc.
Also with regard to food, the report implies that $1.95 per person per day
($55 per week for a family of four) is inadequate. Some documentation should
be presented if this is, in fact, a criticism of the industry.
(c) Training:

'If you're in a nursing home, 90 percent of the care you receive will come
from people who have no medical or professional training whatsoever. With
all trends considered, and studies considered, the nursing home industry
wants to keep it that way." (7/19)
Regulations require that aides receive training, including the possibility
of inservice training. Evidence on the lack of any training even after employment in the facility would be important, and evidence on the general lack of
training in the industry would be most helpful.
More accurately this point appears to assert that formal medical or professional training and certification is required of nurse's aides. However, given
the tasks performed by these personnel, completion of nurse's aide training
as required by regulations is generally recognized as completely adequatewhether the aide is working in a hospital or long-term care setting. In fact,
long-term care facilities which are regarded as excellent examples of care,
including those referred to by Senator Percy during this hearing, generally
employ aides with this type of training.
(d) Trends in quality:
Several statements were made concluding that conditions in long-term
care are, aside from cosmetic physical changes, the same as they were in 1974.
(7/13, 7/17, 7/19)
Given that enormous amounts of resources have been allocated to correcting conditions, documentation of this allegation would be valuable. Of
particular interest would be the frequency and severity of abuses now as
opposed to 1974.
To the television news viewer, of course, these points would seem technical
and unexciting and, given the media used, their omission is understandable. However, in requesting a published report which would address these and similar
points we are not simply asking adherence to procedures which are generally
accepted by reputable policy analysts. Policy response, if it is to be appropriate,
must be based on an accurate appraisal of the scope and severity of the problems
being addressed. Otherwise, government agencies may address the wrong plroblems
or misplace emphasis. In fact, BGA/WLS report emphasizes attention to building
standards at the expense of patient care-a condition which may well have arisen
out of earlier reports which concentrated on fire safety deficiencies. Simply drawing
attention to a problem may not be a public service if that attention is misfocused,
and results in an inappropriate response.
To this point, we have concentrated on requesting clarifications and amplifications which would facilitate use of the report for policy purposes. In addition,
there are several points at which the report conflicts with our understanding of
the long-term care industry and its regulation:
"Statistics reveal that 71 percent of the foreign nurses taking exams in our
State, flunk. There is no systematic followup to check if nurses continue to work as
a nurse or not." (7/19)
In the long-term care industry, unlicensed personnel would be identified during
routine licensure inspection surveys. Thus, failure to pass the test would prevent
working as an RN for any extended period.
"There's a great deal of talk now about cost containment-the need to not raise
taxes-to lower government expenditures. The decision has to be made as to
whether that has to be balanced off-or can be balanced off with providing adequate care for the elderly and aged-and handicapped in our State-and that's
a major policy decision-but it isn't being discussed at any level in the government
right now." (7/20)
In fact, this topic is being actively discussed. Governor Thompson has established a purchased care review board, composed of the directors of the major
social service and health agencies and the director of the bureau of the budget,
to address this and similar issues. A detailed description of the board's activities
may be obtained upon request.
Also the Statewide Health Coordinating Council is developing a policy analysis
of alternatives to long term institutional care, and departments of mental health
and aging are pursuing development of alternatives to institutionalization as a
long-term solution to rising costs.
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"A team of experts from the department of mental health is there weekly, and
one person stops by just about daily. Most other homes pay for private consultations-but DMH is very concerned about Glen Oaks, because one-third of its
patients are from mental institutions. Their involvement is very unusual-and
DMH is closely guarding a report which cites major deficiencies in the home's
programs." (7/21)
It is not unusual for the department of mental health to advise facilities regarding program content, particularly after a deficiency has been documented. The
report appears to be faulting an attempt to remedy a deficiency by people it has
elsewhere labeled unconcerned about patient care.
Repeated comments were made in the report and in oral testimony regarding
inspector's concern with physical plant. While the physical environment is important to the safety of residents, the survey format used by the State of Illinois
provides a substantial portion of survey questionnaire for questions relating to
patient care, including the adequacy of the diet, the appropriateness of staffing,
and control over medication-the very issues raised by the report. A survey questionnaire is included for informational purposes, so that committee members may
draw their own conclusions.
"During the last year, not one nursing home was closed by the Illinois Department of Public Health, and that's their style. They would rather consult than
close. Enforcement of regulations could end up in the courts for years-and nursing homes can continue to operate pending lengthy litigation." (7/13)
In fact, one nursing home's license was revoked this year, but that is a minor
point. Our objection is to the apparent equation of enforcement with closure.
The purpose of the department is enforcement of regulation, not closing of facilities. Yet there is no mention of the number of facilities which were brought into
compliance. Furthermore, compliance can usually be obtained most rapidly
through citation and consulting or initiation of the hearing process, and the
quickest process is, after all, in the best interest of patients. Closing of facilities
leaves patients homeless and in some cases without a good substitute. In addition,
the transfer trauma caused by closing will very probably cause a number of
deaths as several careful studies have documented. The reporters may not be
familiar with these studies.
"There's a tremendous incentive in this point count reimbursement for the
homes to keep people as dependent as possible-and not to rehabilitate people
who have rehabilitative potential." (7/17)
Problems with the point count are recognized. However, without some type of
patient assessment tool, the same rate is applied for all patients regardless of need.
Several formal studies have indicated conclusively that patient condition is an
important determination of the cost of care in any type of medical institution,
hospital or nursing home. That is, the sicker the patient, the more it costs to care
for him. The use of an assessment tool simply permits payment commensurate
with the costs of care. To do otherwise would provide a disincentive for admitting
the very sick.
At the time the reimbursement system was initiated, the point count system
was the only assessment tool available to us. Subsequently, we have begun development of an alternative tool which will correct the deficiencies in the current
point count tool. The key here is difference between cost of care and reimbursement. That is, if it costs $10 to care for a bedridden patient, and payment is
$10, the facility is not encouraged to keep patients debilitated but is rather being
equitably compensated for the added costs of admitting a sick patient. Incidentally,
despite the allegations that the current point count encourages debility, we have
seen no evidence that the cost of care for the specific conditions recorded on the
point count is exceeded by reimbursement, and would welcome any hard evidence
that an adverse incentive does in fact exist.
These last two points seem to indicate some lack of practical experience on the
part of researchers. In a simplistic sense, it would seem appropriate to close facilities which do not comply with licensing standards. Given the probability of
deaths caused by transfer, the difficulty of placing patients, and the fact that more
can be accomplished by consultations and hearings, massive closures are not the
best alternative. Similarly, the point count system is problematic in some respects, but the alternatives are probably worse. The practicality of alternatives
must be borne in mind in any criticism of present systems.
One final point to be raised concerns the reimbursement system instituted by
the State of Illinois in January of 1978. At least one previous speaker indicated
that the State's only objective in developing the system was minimization of its
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cost. In fact, the State's goal was minimization of cost for appropriatecare. That is,
we attempted to establish a reasonable reimbursement system which was sufficient
to meet the costs of good care in an efficiently run institution and in fact this
system costs tens of millions of dollars above the minimumrsystem which would
have been acceptable. For example, use of the point count to adequately reimburse for difficult patients added several million dollars to our costs. An additional
$22 million was spent to assure that reimbursement for nursing care reflected the
costs of facilities providing good to excellent care. In light of this, we believe this
criticism of the State is unfounded.
Let me again thank the committee on behalf of the Illinois Department of
Public Health for this opportunity to include our views in its hearing record.
We will be pleased to respond to any questions the committee may have regarding
long-term care in Illinois.
ITEM 5. STATEMENT AND ATTACHMENT OF PAT HARRIsON, EXECUTIvE DIRECTOR,
NORTH SHORE VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION, KENILWORTH, ILL.
I am Pat Harrison, executive director of the North Shore Visiting Nurse Association. I am here to advise Senator Percy and the committee that there is presently
existing a well-established network of organizations in the United States that
provide a long-term alternative to nursing homes for the elderly, that is the
Visiting Nurse Associations (VNA) which are organized on the local township
and county level in many areas of the United States to give quality, low-cost home
health care.
Although the VNA has no national, State, or regional organization as such, it
has existed for over 80 years as independent, nonprofit local health care associations in many areas of the United States. Commonly associated with the National
League for Nursing, these local organizations, under the direction of volunteer
boards of directors and professional advisory committees staffed by physicians
and other health care professionals, have effectively provided health care in the
home. Many are licensed by the various states in which they are located and
certified by both medicare and medicaid as home health service providers.
The original concept for the VNA was to provide public health nursing for indigent patients. However, today the VNA provides a wide range of health care
services in the homes of all patients. Among the services given currently are skilled
nursing care, physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech therapy, medical
social workers, home health aides and nutrition consultants. These services are
provided for fees based upon a sliding scale calculated on the patients' ability to
pay. These services continue even after medicaid and medicare benefits are terminated. Greatly assisting in the funding for continuation of the home health care
services for those who cannot pay are contributions by United Way, private
donors, and township revenue sharing funds.
Speaking on behalf of the North Shore VNA, our area of responsibility and
operations is New Trier Township and part of Northfield Township in Cook
County, Ill. Within this area we provide services for the villages of Wilmette,
Winnetka, Kenilworth, Glencoe, Northbrook, Northfielcl, and adjacent unincorporated areas. The North Shore VNA presently is the merged successor of
three individual organizations formerly known as the North Shore the Northfield, and the Wilmette Visiting Nurse Associations. The oldest, the Wilmette
VNA, was formed in 1918 by a group of concerned citizens and physicians from
Wilmette, Grosse Point, and Kenilworth at a time when it was determined
that New Trier Township had the largest number of underweight children in
the'area. In 1920 the Chicago Tuberculosis Institute became interested in the
project and assisted in enlarging the scope of care given so that adults as well as
children could be aided in health problems. Subsequently, various churches,
school boards, the village of Wilmette, New Trier Township, and the Wilmette
community chest contributed to fund the services provided, which included assistance in public immunization programs. Since 1918 the North Shore VNA has
provided 60 years of continuous home health care services.
In conclusion, I would like to stress that one of the prime goals of our organization is to give quality, low-cost health care for the elderly in their homes. The
VNA has proven that this is feasible, practical, and desirable. I have brought
with me a recent article that I wish to give you and ask that it be included in the
record of this hearing. It is entitled "Home Health Care: Services and Cost,"
published in Nursing Outlook in August of this year. This article summarizes
findings that document types of services needed to maintain chronically ill patients
at home and the modest costs associated with such services.
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Our headquarters is located at 509 Park Drive, Kenilworth, Ill. 60043 (Telephone: 312-251-0660). Should the committee desire further information about
our operations and the community needs serviced by our organization, I would
be happy to respond.
[Attachment]
HOME HEALTH CARE: SERVICES AND COST
(By Geraldine Widmer, Roberta Brill, and Adele Schlosser)
Recent concern about the increasing costs of health care has directed attention
to an established, but still underused, alternative-the home, an institution in its
own right. There have been many reports documenting the extraordinary costs of
institutional care, as well as the inappropriate use of nursing homes and long-term
care facilities. While some articles have been written postulating the cost effectiveness of care at home and the barriers to expansion of home care services, and studies
have been made on limited aspects of home care or specific home care populations,
little objective data are available to determine the total costs of home care services,
how they are used, and how they are reimbursed.
In a unique partnership, the Visiting Nurse Service of New York and the New
York City Health Systems Agency conducted a study of home care during 1975-76
in one district of New York. The study, which was funded by the regional medical
program, had three major objectives: (1) to obtain information about patients
needing home health care and their utilization of home health care services when all
barriers to services, such as cost, were removed; (2) to arrive at a reasonably
accurate estimate of the cost to the patient and to third party payors of the services needed to maintain the patient at home; and (3) to obtain information about
the types and amounts of reimbursement now available to defray the costs.
Although the study deals with services in one urban setting, we believe the
findings have significance for planners, health care providers, and legislators
concerned with a health care delivery system that is both economical and respon.
sive to changing population needs.
PROJECT DESIGN
In designing the study, we took into consideration the major factors that
inhibit the expansion of home health services: the lack of payment for large segments of the population and for necessary services, lack of data about relative
costs of care for the same services rendered in different settings, and information
about costs per patient that would guide planners, administrators, and reimbursers
to anticipate home health care expenditures. This study was, therefore, designed
to elicit needed cost and reimbursement information in a way that would have
applicability to a community-based home health care program or to a multipurpose
health care system. In order to test the utilization of a broad range of home health
services, the study was set up as a demonstration project, in which funds were
made available for an expanded range of home health services for dependent,
chronically ill patients for whom there otherwise would have been no source of
reimbursement.
A community-based home health agency was used as the service delivery model
because of its applicability in other parts of the United States. The Visiting Nurse
Service of New York (VNSNY) is a voluntary agency, certified for medicare and
medicaid reimbursement, licensed by New York State, and accredited by the
National League of Nursing and the American Public Health Association. DIuring
1975, the first year of the project, the VNSN Y staff cared for 50,000 patients in
three of the city's boroughs-Bronx, Manhattan, and Queens. In common with
other community-based agencies, VNSNY has the organizational and administrative indlependlence to care for a diversified patient population.
The site selected for the study was a sub area of a VNSNY district located in
the Northwest Bronx, chosen because it has a high concentration of people over
(65 years of age-19 percent as compared with 12 percent citywide. In addition,
the population represents a range of economic groups, thus providing an opportunity to observe the different cost and reimbursement experiences of a variety
of clients.
SERVICES PROVIDED
The services offered patients includedthe customary onesprovidced byVNSNYnursing care, home health aides for tup to 24 hours a day, physical therapy, speech
therapy, social work services, medical consultation, nutrition consultation-as
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well as several new services to make the range more complete. These new services
included increased availability of a physician for consultation and visits, medical
supplies and equipment, laboratory and diagnostic services, and transportation
by ambulance, ambulette, and taxi for health-related purposes. If no payment
was available either from the patient or through third-party payors for these
necessary services, project funds were used. Otherwise, all customary billing and
administrative services were used.
As part of the project design, staff nurses of the VNSNY assumed a greater
role in coordinating all services for patients on home care. They coordinated all
medical and social services provided by and through the home health agency.
Each nurse developed the patient care plan and scheduled the frequency of visits.
The nurse remained in contact with the patient's referral source, and determined,
in conjunction with the physician, when to discharge the patient.
Patients admitted to the project were typical of the bulk of a home health
agency's caseload. All were chronically ill, requiring nursing care, household
management and other aspects of long-term care. Patients were admitted regardless of availability of reimbursement, referral source, medical supervision, or prior
institutional experience.
To publicize the project, the project staff met with community groups and
hospital personnel and sent information to local physicians to stimulate referrals
and to reach new groups of patients who might otherwise have been referred to
institutions.
ADMISSION AND ASSESSMENT

All referrals to the VNSNY study district were evaluated for possible inclusion
in the study. Patients were phased into the project at a rate of approximately 45
per month over a 15-month period from January 1975 through March 1976.
On admission to and discharge from the project, the nurse completed a patient
assessment, which was based on DHEW's patient classification form, and included
selected sociodemographic and physical status information. The sociodemographic
data included age, sex, health area, marital status, and presence of others in
household. Physical status information included diagnosis; acuity of physical
faculties, such as sight and hearing; and ability to perform twelve necessary
activities of daily living-mobility, walking, eating, dressing, grooming, bathing,
transferring, wheeling, stair climbing, toileting-bowel and bladder habits-and
housekeeping and marketing chores. The nurses noted which areas the patient
could do alone or with assistance and the type of assistance needed. In addition,
the patient's referral source, medical supervision, and available source of payment for care were recorded.
The patient's ability to perform essential daily activities was coded under one
of three primary functional groups:
(1) Group I-Patient requires assistance of another person to perform household and marketing activities. Does not require assistance with any other activities
of daily living.
(2) Group 1I-Patient requires assistance of another person to perform one or
more activities of daily living, household and marketing tasks.
(3) Group III-Patient entirely dependent on another person to have performed
for him one or more activities of daily living, household and marketing activities.
It should be noted that these are physical functional categories. The degree
of mental impairment in any of the three is reflected only to the extent that ability
to perform activities of daily living is diminished by emotional causes. Patients
were evaluated as to their behavior, that is, withdrawn or abusive, and their
orientation; however, no meaningful way of incorporating these ratings into the
functional groupings was devised.
TYPES OF CHARGES

The total cost of home health care included all charges for services within and
"outside" the program utilized while the patient was under the care of the
VNS and the method of reimbursement for each. Although prescription drugs
were a part of the overall cost, these expenditures were excluded from the study
because it was difficult to obtain accurate and complete data. Hospital stays
that may have occurred during a course of care were also excluded, since the usual
policy of home health agencies is to discharge patients when they are hospitalized
and to readmit them if they need care following their hospitalization.
Information about services received from sources other than VNS was obtained
primarily through monthly interviews with patients or their families. These
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services included visits to hospital clinics, physicians and medical specialists,
physical therapists, speech therapists, social workers, special therapists, as well
as supplies and equipment, laboratory services, and transportation to health
care providers. Dental services were excluded because only two patients of the,
first 250 reported using them.
This information was recorded on a monthly interview form, similar to that
which was used in the 1966 nationwide medicare survey. At the same time, a
monthly diary of services used was kept by each patient. In most cases, patients
had little difficulty recalling the types of services they used; however, they had
problems remembering the charges for these services and the amounts reimbursed. Often the provider or third-party payor had to be contacted for this
information.
CHARACTERISTICS OF CLIENTS

A total of 420 chronically ill patients, 134 men and 286 women, completed a
full period of care or were admitted during the 15 months of the study. Their
ages ranged from 21 to 100 years, with a mean age of 72 years. Nearly 80 percent
of the patients were over 65 years of age; almost 50 percent were 75 years or over,
and 13 percent were 85 years of age and older. Women not only outnumbered men
patients two to one, but also tended to be older. Approximately one-third of the
patients lived alone-40 percent of the women, compared with 16 percent of ther
males. Their ethnic background reflected that found in the study areas' general
population: nearly 93 percent of the study group was white, blacks comprised
3 percent, Hispanics 3 percent, and Orientals the remaining 1 percent.
Patients frequently had multiple diagnoses of varying impact and severity.
Based on their primary diagnosis, however-that is, the condition responsiblefor the major aspects of home health care-heart conditions and malignant neoplasms were the most frequently reported diagnoses (19 percent and 14 percent
respectively), with diabetes, fractures, and CVA's the next three most frequent.
In addition, many patients had physical impairments common to advancing
age. Vision problems were reported by 69 percent, hearing problems by 26 percent and speech problems by 14 percent.
The study population was well represented in each of the three physical function
groups, with 39 percent in Group I, 28 percent in Group II, and 33 percent in
Group III. As would be expected, age was an important factor in the patient's
ability to perform activities of daily living, and people living alone tended to
function more independently.
Acute care hospitals accounted for the largest number of referrals (46 percenty
with nearly three-fifths of these referrals from inpatient services, one-fifth from
outpatient departments, and one-fifth from the home care departments. Private
physicians referred nearly 20 percent of the total; these were patients with no
immediate prior hospitalization. Fifteen percent of all referrals came from community health and social agencies; the patient or his family initiated 11 percent;
and skilled nursing homes and health-related facilities accounted for the remaining
9 percent.
Less than 6 percent of the patients reported they had no medical supervision on
admission to the project. The majority of patients (72 percent) were under the
care of a private physician. Twenty-one percent of the patients used the hospital
outpatient department or emergency room for their medical supervision.
Nearly all patients (96 percent) reported having some insurance or third-party
coverage for medical expenses. Forty-four percent had only medicare; an additional
26 percent had medicare in various combinations with medicaid or private insurance; 29 percent of the patients, two-thirds of whom were under 65, had only
medicaid or medicaid plus supplementary coverage; an additional 7 percent had
other types of private insurance.
One-half of the study patients were discharged from the home health program
because either the patient's condition had improved to the point where nursing
care was no longer required or the patient and/or family and friends assumed
responsibility for his care. An additional 25 percent were admitted to inpatient
facilities and 4 percent of the patients died.
In comparing categories of patients, it was noted that 63 percent of those
who lived alone no longer needed care, as compared with 49 percent of those who
lived with others. This outcome, an apparent function of a greater degree of
physical impairment among those living with others, is also found with regard
to hospital admission: 28 percent of those living with others had to be admitted
for inpatient care, as compared with 21 percent of those living alone.
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NURSING

AND SPECIALTY SERVICES

The range of nursing services included health education, monitoring of vital
signs, providing medically indicated treatments, performing personal care activities, coordinating all health services, and supervising paraprofessionals. The
nurse, who can perform all of these activities, is the focal point of patient care,
since coordination and supervision are especially significant components of home
health care. In addition, two types of aide service were provided: staff VNS aides
who were assigned to patients for up to two-hour periods to give selected treatments and other aspects of personal care, and aides obtained through contracts
with homemaker agencies whose assignments were for longer periods (4 to 24
hours) and who provided combined personal and environmental care. Housekeepers were assigned or included in the study only when nurses found that their
services were needed for health-related reasons.
The average number of nursing visits per patient was 8.5. In addition, 10 percent of the patient population received visits of up to 2 hours at a time from staff
aides, who averaged 17.3 visits per patient. Nearly two-fifths of the patients had
some type of housekeeper or personal attendant services, whether they were provided through the program or obtained from outside sources. These patients
needed an average of 313.6 hours or 39.2 eight-hour days of this kind of support
service.
More than two-thirds of all patients saw a physician and these patients averaged
2.1 visits each. Those patients age 65 to 74 used physician services the most. A
physical therapist treated 33 percent of all patients, with each patient receiving
an average of 1.8 visits. Use of this specialty was higher in the younger age group.
Slightly less than 16 percent of the patients received the services of social workers and this averaged 2.3 visits for each patient. However, people who lived alone
and received social work visits averaged one visit more than people who lived with
others. This finding reflected the role played by the social worker in helping a
patient with medically-related problems in getting insurance coverage and qualifying for SSI or medicaid.
Four percent of the patient population received speech therapy, which averaged
5.3. visits per patients. Four percent also required other special therapies, including dialysis, chemotherapy, and radiotherapy. Patients in this group made an
average of 8.1 trips for these therapies.
Other supportive services included transportation, medical supplies, and
laboratory services. Because transportation was used primarily to get patients to
and from medical appointments, utilization was highest (44 percent) in the 65-74
age group, consistent with their greater use of physician services.
Over two-fifths, 45 percent, of the patients were provided with medical equipment or supplies. More of the patients aged 65-74 received this service than did
those under 65 or over 74-52 percent compared to 41 percent and 42 percent,
respectively. Laboratory services were used by 16 percent of all patients, with an
average of 1.2 times per patient.
LENGTH OF STAY

The average length of stay of all patients in the program was 52.4 days. This
figure refutes the common perception that patients receiving home health services
need lengthy or, in some instances, lifetime care. While all study patients met the
eligibility criterion of chronic illness, some required only short-term post-surgical
care, and others needed care and teaching only for a transition period while they
learned to care for themselves. Still others required fairly lengthy, ongoing maintenance care. As a result, some patients were under care for several days, while
others were still under care when the study ended. Since 74 percent of all study
patients had only one admission in a year's time, this means that most patients
required home health services for less than 2 months out of the year.
Which functional group the patient was in appeared to be the single best indicator of length of stay. The most functionally disabled patients had the most
number of average days in the program-54.90, and the least disabled group had
the fewest days, 46.25. Patients under age 64 years had an average care period
nearly 10 days longer than those 65 and older. Younger patients requiring home
care for chronic conditions may be sicker than their older counterparts, or may be
in an earlier phase of accommodating to chronic illness and, therefore, need more
assistance. Patients who lived alone had a longer care period, 56.6 days, than those
who lived with others, 48.5.
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Only 20 percent of the patients were readmitted for home care within a year of
their first admission. Of these, 16.9 percent had two admissions during the year, 2.6
had three admissions, and 1.3 percent had four admissions. The 43 patients who reentered the project for a second admission showed some differences when compared
to the group who had experienced only one admission. The second admission group
had more men (44 percent compared to 32 percent women), and had a higher
percent of more functionally dependent persons (38 percent compared to 33
percent). Thirty-seven percent of this group were discharged to hospitals following their first home care admission, as compared to 26 percent of those with only
one home care admission. The average length of stay within the program for a
second admission was higher than for a first, 64.8 compared to 52.4 days.
COSTS OF THE SERVICES

The mean cost (based on fees charged) for all health care services received by the
patient population during their first admission was $765 per case, or $14.71 per
day. The median case cost was $347. The dramatic difference between mean and
median costs indicates that costs were not symmetrically distributed. A special
attempt was made to identify which population subgroup and particular service
use pattern was causing the average cost to be so unrepresentative of the experience of the population as a whole. When the population was ranked from lowest
to highest according to each patient's total costs and divided into ten equal groups,
an important finding was made. Ten percent of the population incurred almost 47
percent of the costs; the combined ninth and tenth groups incurred 67 percent of
the costs.
When patients in the tenth group (highest cost) were compared to all other
patients, no substantial differences were noted in age or presence of others in the
household; however, there was a marked difference in their physical functioning.
In this group, twice the number (62 percent) of persons were in functional Group
III, compared to the rest of the population (31 percent). In fact, one-fifth of all
persons who were least capable of carrying out activities of daily living (Group
III) were in the tenth group. The increase in cost with each decile did not reflect
a uniform increase in the utilization of all services. The main increase in cost was
attributable to the use of home health aides, personal care services, and household
employees.
The average total cost for the population, excluding the tenth group, was $453;
whereas, for the tenth group alone, it was $3,744. The major factor contributing to
the high cost of this group was a very long length of stay-] 49.7 days as compared
to an average of 52.4 days for the study group as a whole. The per diem costs for
the group were also higher-$25.01 a day, compared to the overall average of
$14.71 per day. The level of disability of this patient group, as evidenced by their
physical functioning and dependence on household and personal care support
services, indicates that these patients might require institutional care at a higher
and therefore more costly level if home care services were not available to them.
For the study population as a whole, personal care and household support
services accounted for the largest single item of the total home health expenditures. Services provided by a nurse made up 30 percent of the total costs; physician
visits amounted to 7 percent of the total; equipment and supplies, 5 percent. Each
of the remaining services accounted for no more than 3 percent of the costs.
Average costs showed little variation by age or living arrangement, however,
there was a marked difference in costs by functional group. Per diem costs were
$11 for Group I, $15 for Group II, and $20 for Group III. This demonstrated
again that as functional ability decreased, the need for services increased.
The average total cost for health services for a second admission was higher
than that for a first admission, $848.66 compared to $768.80; however, the average
per diem cost was less because of the longer second admission stay, $13.51 compared to $14.71.
PAYMENT FOR HOME CARE

Despite the fact that 96 percent of the patients reported some third-party
coverage on admission, one-third of all home care costs were not reimbursed by any
third-party payor. While nearly 80 percent of the patients were over 65 years of
age and therefore eligible for medicare benefits, this insurance program covered
only one-fourth of the total costs. In addition, the study revealed that nearly
one-half of the total home health expenditures were made for "out-of-program"
services, that is, those not provided by the VNS. This often meant that patients
and families had to arrange and, in many instances, pay for the service themselves.
Variations, however, occurred in coverage of individual services: Less than 30
percent of physician fees and only 16 percent of the cost of nursing were not reim-
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bursed. In contrast, 43 percent of housekeeping and home attendant costs were
not reimbursed; these services comprised 41 percent of all non-reimbursed costs.
CONCLUSIONS

Certain findings of this study appear to have considerable significance from the
standpoints both of delivery and reimbursement of home health services. The
study documents the value of home health care and refutes some of the misconceptions which have prevented or slowed expansion of such services. For example,
the data on length of stay belie the concern often expressed that home health
services deal primarily with a population needing long-term, if not life-time care.
The patients in this study were all chronically ill, the vast majority elderly, many
were living alone, and one third were so dependent as to be at the level of care
provided in a skilled nursing facility. Yet the average length of stay was less than
two months. Again, in contradiction to the frequently expressed concern that care
of the chronically ill at home involves inordinate numbers of expensive professional
personnel, the study findings reveal a modest use of the professional worker.
Utilization patterns, in fact, show that the professional nurse was very appropriately used as coordinator and manager of care, with the direct services provided
by less costly personal care workers, such as home health aides and housekeepers.
Use of other supportive services, such as transportation, housekeeper services, and
medical supplies and equipment, was also extensive.
The importance of the patient's level of functional ability rather than diagnostic
classification emphasizes the need to develop a full range of services to meet the
requirements of patients in various stages of illness. The increased use of "out-ofprogram" services leaves no doubt that a complete range of services must be
provided in order to establish home health agencies as true health care institutions.
It is unconscionable to expect patients and families, already burdened by the
concerns and costs of chronic illness, to arrange and/or cover the costs of half the
services that are needed. The alternate, of course, is more costly institutional care.
This fact is all the more striking if the median cost of $347 per patient in this
study is compared with what the costs of care for these patients would have been
in institutions. For example, at the time of the study, the monthly cost for institutional care were $1,380 per patient in a skilled nursing facility and $857 in a
health-related facility. The fact that only 10 percent of the population incurred
almost half the costs lends further weight to the significance of functional abilities
in planning and providing health care, and the urgency of predicting the levels
of care needed.
Another significant finding was that one-third of all costs were not reimbursed
by any third-party payor. This high proportion of unreimbursed services is especially surprising in view of the fact that less than 4 percent of the patients
reported not having some third-party coverage for health care on admission.
Although 80 percent of the population had medicare coverage, the relatively
minor role played by medicare in covering these patients' health care costs further
documents medicare's focus on short-term acute conditions, rather than on the
more realistic services required by the covered population.
In conclusion, based on the findings of this study of home care needs, we believe
that:
(1) Care at home should be considered before all other alternatives. With careful
professional assessment regarding functional ability and level of care, chronically
ill patients can be cared for at home at lower cost than in institutions.
(2) Home health agencies must expand their own services and move to coordinate support services in order to become effective health care institutions.
(3) Legislators must be helped to understand the relationship of functional
levels of care to costs. Home health agencies should be encouraged to develop
varied charge structures for different levels of care and units of care with full
accountability for effective utilization of personnel and services.
(4) Legislators must be helped to review and correct some of the restrictions on
service which limit the types and amounts of assistance available to patients at
home.
ITEM 6. LETTER FROM JEAN R. CLELAND, NORTH SHORE SENIOR CENTER, WINNETKA, ILL., TO SENATOR CHARLES H. PERCY, DATED SEPTEMBER 8, 1978

DEAR SENATOR PERCY: I attended the Senate Special Committee on Aging
hearing held in Chicago on August 30. There are some points I would like to make
in addition to the testimony given that day. Your Chicago office has told me this
letter will be incorporated into the record for the day.
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First, I am dismayed at what I presume to be a general practice in Illinois
nursing homes of reticence regarding the "circuit breaker' and "additional
tax grant" benefits to which many residents are entitled. Many older people still
don't know about these benefits, especially if they have been institutionalized
for some time; yet they are often eligible for them. Even persons on medicaid are
entitled to the additional grant portion and, according to a recent ruling by the
department of public aid, are not obliged to turn this windfall over to the department. Nursing homes either don't have the staff or the will to help residents file
for these grants, though the few extra dollars would make life a bit sweeter for
these people. I fear that nursing homes across the country are similarly negligent
in helping their residents take advantage of benefits available in their localities.
Second, though day care centers and home health care programs were generally
supported in the hearing, I heard nothing about the concept of congregate housing
services which have received recent support with the passage in the Senate of
S. 3084 and, in the House, of H.R. 12433. This kind of option is a very attractive
alternative to nursing home institutionalization for those who can no longer be
fully independent. Senator Frank Church says that 30 percent of the residents of
nursing homes do not need to be in them. If home health care programs were
broadened to subsidize the minimal services required by congregate housing
residents, and section 8 similarly extended to cover such housing, some of that
population that is now unnecessarily confined to nursing homes could have happier,
more appropriate living arrangements.
Third we hear again and again of persons who have to use up their life savings
to pay for long-term confinement in nursing homes at the intermediate care or
sheltered care levels. We believe that medicare should be expanded to cover
persons who must be institutionalized but who may not need skilled nursing care.
Finally, you asked whether there is any source of information in the Chicago
area providing ratings or objective evaluations of nursing homes. I believe there is
none. Yet, at this agency, our counseling staff spends a great deal of its time assisting people in making appropriate decisions about the choice of nursing homes,
though we never actually recommend one. We can provide a client with a considerable amount of factual information about a whole range of homes in the north
suburban area, plus some useful criteria about the way to go about choosing one.
Even the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare puts out a useful guide
which I found not long ago in the giveaway rack at the local A&P! So there is help
available for the consumer who is fortunate enough to be in touch with a place
like this. Even so, I believe we need some tool which measures quality of care so
that the general public can know what it is buying.
Yours very truly,
JEAN R. CLELAND.
ITEM 7. LETTER FROM DR.' BERNARD D. PERLOW, PRESIDENT, BELMONT REST
HOME, INC., CHICAGO, ILL., TO SENATOR CHARLES H. PERCY, DATED SEPTEMBER 14, 1978
DEAR SENATOR PERCY: Upon my return to Chicago on September 4, 1978,
there had been brought to my attention newspaper reports of the hearing held
under your chairmanship on August 30, 1978, in Chicago, Ill. This hearing was
intended to deal with the issues of governmental regulations and of alternatives
to institutional care. According to the newspaper reports allegations were then
made by representatives of the Better Government Association against the
Belmont Rest Home, and these allegations were prominently publicized by the
media. As president of the Belmont Rest Home, Inc., I should like to have the
following statements included in the hearing record:
(1) The statements made by Better Government Association and media representatives, as publicized, were incorrect, inaccurate, and misleading with respect
to the Belmont Rest Home.
(2) Such statements and inferences drawn therefrom constituted in essence
unwarranted allegations drawn from improper and possibly illegal intrusions as
well as the invasion of private and patient rights by agents of the Better Government Association and/or the media.
(3) The scope of the testimony taken, as reflected within media excerpts, was
beyond the announced purpose and purview of the hearing, and the publicity
generated thereby caused detriment to the Belmont Rest Home and its owners
by airing and republishing unsupported allegations.
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(4) The Belmont Rest Home has made and continues to make every effort to
-comply with all applicable regulations of all governmental bodies with which it
is involved.
(5) The Belmont Rest Home has been throughout the years of its operation
under the present ownership dedicated to quality patient care and has been
deeply concerned with the welfare and well-being of its residents.
DR. -BERNARD D. PERLOW.
Respectfully yours,
ITEM

8.

LETTER FROM MARK

PIcK,

ADMINISTRATOR, BALLARD NURSING CENTER,

lDES PLAINES, ILL., TO LAWRENCE GRISHAM, LEGISLATIvE ASSISTANT TO
SENATOR CHARLES H. PERCY, DATED SEPTEMBER 14, 1978
DEAR MR. GRISHAM: We are informed that on August 30, 1978, a hearing was

held dealing with the issues of governmental regulations in the institutional health
care industry and dealing with alternatives to institutional care. We agree that
these areas, as well as all other areas which might lead to the attainment of the
highest standard of care possible, are proper topics of concern. We do, however,
feel that facilities that do meet the needs of elderly citizens and others in need of
institutional care should not properly be tainted by specific and unsupported
allegations made and publicized within such a hearing.
Although beyond the stated scope of the Senate hearing, our facility, Ballard
Nursing Center, 9300 Ballard Road, Des Plaines, Ill., was the subject of testimony
alleging poor and inadequate care. We strongly disagree with the allegations and
innuendos within such testimony and within the WLS-TV/BGA report involving
our facility, as the factual statements were inaccurate and misleading and were
based on an improper method of gathering information.
We are informed by numerous residents of our facility, their families, and health
care professionals in our community of the feeling that Ballard Nursing Center
does provide quality care in a compassionate manner with foremost regard for the
patient/resident's dignity.
We have always made, and will continue to make, every effort to comply with
all rules and regulations governing long term care, and will always advocate and
maintain the delivery of the highest level of care attainable.
MARK PICK.
Respectfully submitted,
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